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ERRATA AND ADDENDA.

(Volume XIX.)

Pa^e 115, line 9, /or Pomuthornis rmc? Pomatorhinus.

,, 261, lines 31 and 35, for leucorclia read leiicorodia.

„ 307. line 19, for Pisttacida3 read Psittacidfe. ,v^

„ 310, ,, 11, ,, cormandelica read coromandelica.

„ 311, ,, 9, „ Charadridse read Cliaradriidae.

„ 360, ,, 32, ,, perigrinus read peregrinus.

„ 363, „ ]5, ,, ispidsa rm(5? ispida.

„ 364, ,, 29, „ Peudogyps read Pseiidogyps.

„ 530, „ 23, „ (jTop\}] read aropyi],

„ 549, „ 41, „ Ehis read Echis.

,, 555, bottom line, for Nanwang read Namsang.

,, 566, line 23, for Acrseanse read Acrseinae.

„ 569, „ 22, ,, Papilo read Papilio.

,, 608, fourth line from bottom, for 2 rmt^ ], and /or 20

read 9.

„ 610, line 15, /or imagoes read imagines.

,, 612, eighth line from bottom, for 9 eggs 7'ead 19 eggs.

„ 614, the figure referred to at line 17 from top of page was

omitted but appeared on page 837 (No, 4, Vol. X1X)»

,, 617, lines 4 and 13, for exovration read exovation.

„ 622, line 18, /or Q walla r^a^i Gwalla.

„ 653, ,, 37, ,, Hypolimnus 7'ead Hypolimnas.

,, 653, „ 40, ,, horsefieldi read horsfieidi.

„ 754, bottom line of page, for Acanthopueusta read Acantho-

pneuste.

„ 775, on Frontispiece (Colom-ed Plate No. XII) /or Dend-

ROPHis PiCTUS read Dendrelaphis tristis.

„ 776, 4ih line from bottom, /or Seyopov read SevSpovm

„ 784, expunge last line.

,, 785, expunge first six lines.

„ 787, last line but one, for Sevopor read 8evopov.

„ 826, /or 5 in third column of remarks reati 6.

P. T. 0.

\



Page 828, Explanation of text figure :—

(a) maxilla.

(b) dentary part of mandible.

(c) nasal bones.

(d) ridges for muscular attachment on parietal.

>»
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ON A NEW SPECIES OF BUSH-QUAIL {MTCROPERDIX)
FROM GOALPARA, ASSAM.

By

W. R. Ogilvie-Grant,

WITH F]ELD NOTES BY C. M. InGLIS.

(With a Plate).

Mki'operdix inglisi, sp. u.

Advlt male.—Very similar to the male of M. manipurensis (Hume),

but paler and much greyer, especially above ; the black markings on

the upper parts are much reduced and take the form of narrow bars

which, on the lower back and rump, are mostly confined to the basal

half of the feathers ; on a few of the scapulars the black bars towards

the end of the inner web are wider and, being more or less confluent,

form irregular blotches ; the chest-feathers are nearly uniform grey,

with only rather faint blackish shaft-streaks ; which become wider at

the extremity, the middle of the breast and belly is paler buff, and the

black markings are very much narrower.

Total length about (j'5 inches ; wing o-4 ; tail 2-0 : tarsus 1-05.

M. iiujlisi, Grant.

Aibdi femal(.—Greyer than the female of -lA manii>arcnsis,

especially on the mantle where the feathers are grey, and are merely

margined at the tip with blackish and not conspicuously blotched with

black as in M. maa/jHireii.sis ; the exposed portion of the feathers on the
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remainder of the upper parts is also much greyer and the black mark-

ings, which are confined to the basal half of the feathers are hidden.

Total length about G-3 inches : wing 3*25 ; tail 2*0 ; tarsus 1*0.

Habitat.—Goalpara, Assam.

This interesting new geographical form was first procured at Goal-

para in the Brahmaputra Valley by Mr. C. M. Inglis who forwarded

specimens to the Bombay Natural History Society together with a

drawing. Mr. Inglis rightly believed the birds to belong to an unde-

scribed form distinct from M. manipurensis and on this account Mr.

W. S. Millard submitted the birds to me for examination and for com-

parison with the types of M. manipurensis (Hume). In the British

Museum there is a ragged skin of a female microperdix which was

received in 1893 from the Calcutta Museum and said to have been pro-

cured in Bhutan Doars. This bird is no doubt referable to M. inglisi.

Field Notes on MICROPERDIX INGLISI, by C, M, Inglis.

Whilst staying with my friend Mr. A. M. Primrose at Mornai Tea Estate in

the Groalpai-a District of Assam, I had several opportunities of studying these

birds and the following notes are compiled from my own observations and also

from those of Mr. Primrose who kindly allowed me to use his notes. We
identified the bird as Hume's Bush-Quail, but on my sending a sketch home

Mr. Ogilive Grant said he expected it was a new species, and on my sending a

series of skins they confirmed his opinion and he has paid me the compliment of

naming it after me.

This Quail is, if anything, the commonest quail got in that garden, but on

account of the nature of the jungle it frequents it is seldom seen and difficult to

get. They are found in damp, dense ekra jungle which grows in the nullahs and

when these get inundated during the rains they move into higher pieces of eki-a

and also into the sungrass. We have never seen them on absolutely dry ground

except when feeding, at other times they keep exclusively to the damp nullahs.

Our observations are mainly confined to the cold weather and up to April as

after that the jungle is too heavy to walk through or have beaten. They are

excessively local birds, only certain patches of jungle holding them and they

frequent the same spot year after year. Although there may be, what appears

to us, identical patches of ekra in the same nullahs and which one would think

should contain these quail still none will be found in them. One very soon gets

to know which patches are worth beating and which not. Many of these bu'ds

must get destroyed in the fierce grass fires which rage in that part of Assam

during the early part of the year. A good method of getting these birds is as

follows :

—

A day or two before the beat takes place, burn patches in the nullah leaving

those which contain the birds. This has to be done carefully. This thinning
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of the jimgle gives one a better chance, as it leaves the buds fewer spots to

put up in when tiushed and also fewer wounded birds get lost. Without doing

this it ia very difficult indeed to retrieve wounded birds as they run a lot and

have a knack of getting over the ground at a good pace. A good dog or two

would of course be of great service both for retrieving and putting up the birds.

Burning the grass in front of one as one goes along is no use as the birds only

run before or else through the fire and will not take to flight. They are usually

seen in covies of four to six, but during March and April they get into larger

ones containing from six to twelve birds or perhaps even more. On the 28th

March, Mr, Primrose wrote that they were exceedingl >/ jjlc7itiful nnd that he

picked up four during one evening's stroll. He had hopes of obtaining the

eggs but up to date these are still dekiderata. The covies separate on being

disturbed, some flying on ahead and others back over the beaters. They

are not difficult to flush a second and even a third time with a sufficient

quantity of good beaters. At first thej' rise straight up in the air and they

go off with a straight steady flight for about fifty yards and then drop

suddenly. This habit they have of dropping suddenly, often makes one

believe that one has missed one's bii-d instead of which it is probably stone

dead where it fell and also vice versa On touching the ground Ihey either start

running at once or else if the beaters are close up they will squat. It is most

difficult to spot them either running over or squatting upon the burnt grass for

their colour- matches that; of the ash most perfectly. When they squat they

sit very closely being sometimes picked up alive by the beaters. Their note

is like that of The Painted Bush-Quail {Micropcrdix erytlirorhy71chus) and is

often uttered when the covey separates. As far as we could observe males

outnumbered females. Their food consists principally of seed. They very

occasionally are flushed from the edge of the tea. We, on several occasions,

came across covies feeding in the open on the burnt ground up to about mid-

day and probably during dull weather they feed there all day. With fair luck

and straight powder, two men, one taking each side of the nullah, ought to be

able to account for every bird in it. Our biggest bag for a morning was eight

birds, but that I am certain could easily be beaten in a place like Mornai. They
are known by the name of ' Kala goondri ' at Mornai Tea estate where all our

specimens were obtained. Adults showed signs of breeding in the beginning

of March and we were fortunate enough in obtaining a fully fledged yomig one

on the 11th of January. This is shown on the plate accompanying these notes.

This is, I beheve, the first time the young biid has been obtained.

The colours of the soft parts are as follows :

—

Adult—Bill, dark grey, base of mandible lighter and in some specimens this

is tinged with yellow. Tarsus orange red, toes and back of tarsus Lighter, claws

light brown. Iris brown.

Nestlings.—Bill, upper mandible except base and lower mandible except tip

dark greyish, remainder of lowe. mandible and base of upper mandible albes-

cent. Tarsus fleshy, back of tarsus and toes yellower. Iris brown.



THE KATHIAWAR LION.

BY

LlEUT.-COLONEL L. L. FeNTON.

In spite of the fact that a certain amount of protection is accorded

to Gir lions by the Junagadh Darbar, there cannot be the slightest

doubt that they are gradually, but surely, approaching extinction.

Not so very many years ago they were to be found in fairly consider-

able numbers in the country round Gwalior, Goona, Saugor, Khan-

deish, Jhansi, and even as far eastward as Allahabad. The districts,

round Mount Abu, Deesa and Ahmedabad, along the banks of the

Sabarmatti river as far as the Kunn, were also favourite localities for

them. In an old sporting magazine I have read that in the year

1832 the officers of the 23rd Bombay Cavalry used to hunt lions on

horseback in the Deesa districts, in what way it was not stated, and an

old well-known officer, formerly of the Central India Horse, inform-

ed me thai during the time he was with this regiment no less than

26 lions were shot by the officers in Central India.

They have, however, long since disappeared from all these localities.

The last lion that was, I believe, shot outside Kathiawar, was shot on the

Deesa race-course, by the late Colonel Heyland of the old 1st Bombay

Cavalry. This was over 40 years ago. It was rumoured, a few days

ago, that another one had been seen somewhere in the -;ame neigh-

bourhood, but this could not be proved. In Kathiawar itself, some

linoered for a time in the Barda and Aleche Hills in the South and

in the wild tracts round Chotila, known as the " Tanga," and in parts

of Dhrangadhra, Jasdau, and a few other States in the North of the

Province. Then they were heard of only in the Gir Jungle which

has always been their home in the Girnar Hill, which, before it was

isolated by the march of cultivation, was practically part and parcel

of the Gir, and in the Barda Hills, which lie about 10 miles north of

the Port of Porbandar, a very rugged group measuring about 10 miles

across, covered where the soil allows of it, with low jungle, which,

also before their isolation owing to the same cause, were connected

with the Gir by way of the Aleche hills and the then rough country

extending between Dhank and Chorwar on the sea coast. When,

however, with the gradual settlement of the country, these last two

favourite haunts were cut off from the Gir by cultivation, the lions
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were ('(impelled to desert them too, and confine themselves to the Gir.

The story goes that the Bardas were deserted hy them in consequence

of the o-uns fired on the hills by the British Force sent in -pursuit of

the Waohir rebels. Doubtless they disappeared about the same time,

but 1 ;im confident that the real reason for their doini; so is the one I

have stated above.

At one time, they must have been fairly numerous in the latter

hills, which before the famine abounded in their natural food, viz.,

sambur and pig besides being the grazing ground in the hot weather

of all the cattle in the low country surrounding them. The late Jam

Vibhaji of Navanagar told me he had shot lions there as a young

man, and there is a curious fresco painting on the walls of one of the

rooms in the Lakola at Jamnagar depicting a former ruler, viz., Jam

Ranmalji, engaged in the same sport, in the company of his Bhayat

with a following of Khawases and armed retainers.

Occasionally, even now, during the monsoon when the crops are

high, a lion or a party of them find their way into the Bardas as

well as into the Girnar. At the commencement of the Porebandar

Administration, about 23 years ago, a party of three, viz., a lion,

a lioness and a cub, made their appearance in the hills. Mr. Sealv,

the then Administrator, wished to preserve them, but they were don

to death by the Rabaris and the Navanaear Police stationed there at

the time, to keep out the Mekrani outlaws against Junagadh. I saw

the skin of the lion afterwards in the possession of an officer : it was

a very fine animal with a fairly good mane. The Girnar Hill being

so much nearer the Gir than the Bardas, occasional visitors to it are

not so rare : I was told by Mahomed Khan, the successor of the old

Balooch Inamdar of Kadia, a village at base of the south-eastern

slopes of the hill, that a few years ago a young lion made its appear-

ance in his village and killed a cow belongino- to one of the villagers.

It was followed up the next morning by the owner of the cow, a

Mecrani sepoy in the service of the old Baloochi. He came

suddenly upon the lion in the act of devouring the carcase, on

the outskirts of the village, in a prickly-pear thicket. The lion

charged at once, knocking over the sepoy and mauling him badly,

but the latter kept his presence of mind, and succeeded in driving

the beast off, after inflicting such severe wounds upon it with a

"jambia" or short covered dagger, that it succumbed to them before
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going any great distance. The old sepoy, when I saw him, not long

after the encounter, had quite recovered from his wounds.

Another adventure with a strav lion took place in a vSindhi village,

not very far away from the same neighbourhood. The story was

told me by an eye-witness. In this case, a cultivator, early one

morning while on his way to his fields, came across a lion devouring

a cow it had just killed. He immediately hurried back and gave the

information in the village when practically the whole of the village

population turned out armed with torn toms, empty tins, lathis, etc.,

for the purpose of driving the unwelcome visitor away. On seeing

the crowd approaching, the lion left the " kill " and retired into some

bushes, whence it declined to stir, in spite of all the efforts of the

villagers to make it do so. Some of the men bolder than the rest

managed to reach and climb into some trees overlooking the bushes

into which the lion had retreated and tried to make it move b y pelt-

ing it with stones, but all to no purpose, a few ominous growls was all

they elicited in response to their fusillade. At this stage in the pro-

ceedings, a "Raburi" appeared upon the scene, a cattle-herd by caste

and profession, and a member of one of the handsomest, pluckiest and

finest class, of the many to be found in the Province. On learning

from the villagers, the cause of all the uproar, he, instead of follow-

ing their example of joining in the fun from the same position in a

tree, laughed at them for their cowardice, and declared he would

single-handed very soon put the lion to flight. To put his boast into

effect, he at once proceeded to walk towards the spot where the lion

was said to be crouching, shouting at the top of his voice and

brandishing his lathi as he did so, and doubtless quite convinced in

his own mind, that the lion wou.'d turn tail and bolt on seeing him

steadily approaching, and probably it might have done this, under

any other circumstances, but it is not surprising that, after all the

baiting that it had undergone, at the hands of the villagers, its tem-

per at the time was not of the sweetest, and that instead of at once

decamping, it charged and laid low the unfortunate *'Rabari" with a

gaping wound in his side which rapidly proved fatal.

A short account of the Gir Lions, in whose haunts I have lived for

weeks together and with whose habits, I have therefore perhaps had

a better opportunity of becoming acquainted than most members of

our Society, may not be out oi place in our journal, especially as I
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do not remember to have ever before seen them mentioned in its

pages. The Gir forest, wliero only the lions are now found, covers

an area of about 1,500 S(|uare miles within the territories of the

Nawab of Junagadh. The greater part of it is covered with a Jungle

of stunted trees composed principally of dwarf teak, jambool, khi/.da,

khakra, kadaya, bor and babid with here and there, patches of bam-

boos, corinda anil other thorny bushes, and an isolated wadh or

banyan tree towering far above its neighbours. The country is

undulating with a few rugged hills in parts and much cut up by nalas,

with rough rocky beds, and their banks as often as not, lined with a

thick growth of jambool trees. The "Thran" river is the largest

stream in the forest, and in ordinary years it, with some of the larger

iialas, holds water all the year round in the deeper pools. Rock is

almost everywhere near the surface, which accounts for the stunted

crrowth of the trees and, I imaoine, the rank coarse vegetation

which covers the jungle during the monsoon, rendering it almost

impenetrable in parts, at that season of the year. Villages, if a collec-

tion of dilapidated huts surrounded by patches of cultivation can be

looked upon as such, are few and far between. Sasan, which is the

head quarters of the local Darbari official and where shooting camps

are as a rule pitched, may be looked upon as the capital of the Gir.

Xesses or hamlets, being collections of temporary huts, the dwelling

places of local herdsmen such as Rabaris, etc., are scattered in suitable

localities all over the forest. As might be expected a very bad type

of malarious fever prevails both in the Gir and in parts of the

Girnar; The greatest sufferers from it are of course the outside

cattle grazers who visit the forest only at certain seasons of the year,

with swarms of cattle for temporary grazing purposes, and more

especially so the cultivators and their families, who are from time to

time imported by the Darbar into the Gir whenever it is considered

advisable to establish a new village. In the village of Hasnapur,

comparatively recently established in the crater of the Girnar, almost

every soul I saw was suffering from enlargement of the spleen. A
former village on the same site had undoubtedly been wiped out by

the same disease. The site is admirably adapted for a game pre-

serve and I am surprised the Darbar does not reserve it for such a

purpose, instead of keeping up the village. The panthers have only

to be kept down ; Sambur, Pig, Ghntada (Four-horned Antelope) are
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already there, and Chital might be imported as a trial. The actual

natives of the Gir are, as might have been expected, practically

immune from the fever. The most noticeable class amongst these

—

are the descendants of men who were originally imported into the

country by the Darbar probably to serve as mercenaries, and who

intermarried with the natives and settled down in it for good. Many

of them are still to be found in the service of the Darbar in the

ranks of the police sibaudi, etc. Physically they are a very fine set

of men, and some of the best shikaris and trackers in the world.

They are the shikaris of the Gir, and no lion shoot is ever under-

taken without the services of certain well known men amongst them,

being called into requisition. For many years one Hebat of Jam-

buda was considered the best man and took the principal part in all

the big shoots—but of other younger men, coming on in the same

direction, there is no scarcity. So much for the lion country and its

people.

As regards the wild beasts to be found in the Gir besides the

lion, as far as I am aware it was never the resort of the tiger

or the bear and it may be added by the way that it does not hold

any description of jungle or spur fowls. Of the undermentioned

animals however when I knew the Gir, in its prime, before the last

famine, the jungle was practically full, viz :

—

Local vernacular name.

Panther... ... ... ... ... Dipdo.

Hytena ... ... ... ... ... Jarak.

Pig ... ... ... ... ... Soor or Kalajanaiour.

Sambur ... ... ... ... ... Semhiir.

Spotted ]Jeer ... ... ... ... Pasu.

Four-horned Antelope ... ... ... Gnntada.

Nilgai ... ... ... ... ... Raz.

Gazelle (in the more open parts) ... Chikara.

Blackbuck (on the outskirts) Kalyar (doe, reda).

The local vernacular name of the lion is Saioaz, i.e., one who causes

the flocks to bleat. Sometimes but very rarely it is called the Untia

vagh obviously from the tact of its colour being somewhat similar to

that of a camel.

In the matter of food, therefore, the lions were well off with the

game alone, in addition, they had the swarms of cattle which were
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broiiiilit into the Gir from outside to graze and whicdi undoubtedly

paid a heavier toll to them than did the wild game.

I have not paid a visit to the Gir since the last famine, but have

been told by others who have done so, that in the matter of game, it

is a verv different place to what it used to be "in the good old days."

Until towards the end of the famine by which time the Gir had been

jirettv well cleared of both wild game and cattle, the lions and i)an-

thers fared no worse than usual, but it was a very different state of

1 lungs for all the deer kind : not only did their natural food very

soon failed them but from the very commencement of the famine they

were mercilessly persecuted by the local Darbari police, forest guards,

etc., who were able to and did shoot down hundreds of animals over

the puddles of water left in the district, in spite of the orders of the

Darbar prohibiting their slaughter. In the depths of the Gir the

lower Darbari officials do pretty much as they like. An old sepoy

once lauohinglv said to me that he was accustomed to eat meat and

the Gir was the only place where he could get as much as he required.

This was when the game was supposed to be preserved !

Towards the end of the famine the lions as well as the panthers

began to find their food was runninor short, thev were therefore

forced to leave their usual haunts, and wander in search of it into the

surrounding districts. This brought them more into evidence, and

gave rise especially at the time of Lord Lamington's shoot which

terminated so disastrously, to the rumour that owing to the very

strict protection which had been accorded them, the lions had

increased enormously in numbers. This 1 feel safe in stating was

not the case. As a matter of fact the preservfrtion was never

very strict. The Darbar was always very liberal in granting the

local officers and others permission to shoot a lion ; all the cubs

captured in the Gir were invariably sent to Junagadh to be

])laced in confinement in the gardens, and I was told as a fact that

the Rabaris or local cattle herds, who naturally had no love for

the lions, made away with any cubs they came across if they found

there they could do so without fear of detection. Moreover, although

there are no lions in Baroda territory, which bounds the Junagadh

Gir on the east, some of the best jungles for lions on the Junagadh

side abut on this boimdary and I should be sorry to say how many
lions have been killed by their not keeping within their own limits,
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to put it as mildly as possible. With no recent information to iio

upon I cannot give an approximate estimate oven, of the number of

lions in the Gir at the present day, but it may be taken for granted

that if the Gir is allowed to be cut down in the future as it has been

in the past, the day is not far dista.nt when the Indian lion will have

become extinct. Fortunately the loss of the forest would mean far

more not only to Junagadh itself but also to the whole of Kathiawar,

than the loss ot the lions, so let us hope that they will be spared for

many a long day yet. Of course, the lions do a fearful amount of

damage among the cattle, but this might be remedied to a great

extent by properly preserving the game animals which are their

natural food. These are, it is true, nominally preserved now but as a

matter of fact the forest guards and police, who are supposed to be the

gamekeepers, have an understanding amongst themselves that

the eame laws are intended for others and not for themselves. For

the better preservation of the lions the sooner the wholesale and in-

discriminate slaughter on the part of these subordinate officials is

stopped the better. I have often wondered why the Darbar does not

close some 600 square miles of the Gir not only as a reserved

forest on the lines obtaining in British India, but to serve also as a

sanctuary for the lions and all descriptions of wild game. It is

worth the trial and there are several localities well adapted for the

purpose, notably the country including the Nesses of Sirwan, Khokra,

Chelna, Moduka and Jamwadla.

It is curious that the old idea, that the Indian lion is a maneless

one, still prevails amongst a host of people not excepting sportsmen

who have never had an opportunity of seeing the animal. Any one

who has taken the slightest interest in the subject is of course well

aware that such is not the case. It is true that in a wild state the

Gir lion does not carry as heavy a mane as the African, but this

comes of the former's home being in a thorny jungle where its mane

is bound to suffer, whereas the latter is more or less a dweller of the

plains. In captivity there is not much to choose between the two in

this respect, although I have noticed that in the Indian animal the

mane does not extend so far under the body as it does in the African.

It has also been stated that the Indian lion is a much smaller beast

than its African brother. To decide this question we can only refer to

the measurements taken and recorded by sportsmen, and unfortunately
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very few measuremonts of the Indian animal are to be found recorded

anywhere. Moreover, there is nothing to show that in every instance

the measurements were taken in exactly the same way which must

have been done for them to be of the slightest value for purposes of

comparison. It was stated shortly after Lord Lamington's shoot

already referred to, that of the lions shot by his party one, if not two,

measured over 11' ! Subsequently it transpired that the measure-

ments were taken after the animal or animals had been skinned. I

was unable to ascertain whether the measurements stated recorded the

length of the skins or of the bodies after the former had been removed,

anyhow the measurements are obviously of no value, and it may be

regarded as a certainty that a lion of the dimensions stated—the

jneasuremeuts being taken in the recognized way before the removal

of the skin—never existed in the Gir or anywhere else in India. Of

four Gir lions shot and very carefully measured by myself, the total

length of the largest was 9-5", the length of the tail being 2'-ll".

Two of the others measured, respectively, 9'-l", and 9', both being-

younger animals than the first. The one shot by Lord Harris

measured 9-7", another by the late Lieut. Percy Hancock was

a still finer beast but unfortunately its measurements were not

taken.

In Rowland Ward's Book of Measurements, 3rd edition, mention is

made of African lions measuring from 9-1" to 10-5" only, four being

10' in length and some ten below 9'-5" not including lionesses of

course, as they are always smaller than the males. In the same book

of records, I notice it is recorded, that a •10'-4" lion has a body

measurement of 7'-2", a 10' Hon, of 6'-10' and one of 9'-8", a

measurement of ^*-^)l^—this goes to show that the tails vary consider-

ably in length and the weight of an animal cannot be judged

correctly simply from its total length. Besides abnormally large-

sized specimens are to be found in every description of animal life.

Moreover, when comparing the whole area of Africa with a small

one like that of the Gir Jungle—" a drop in the ocean"— it is by no

means extraordinary, that the few larger specimens should have been

recorded from Africa, especially as so few measurements of the Indian

animal are forthcoming. For a true comparison we must look to the

average measurements, and these undoubtedly prove the latter to be

every whit as fine a beast as the African.
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A comparison of the skull measurements is interesting. Those of

my 9-5" lion are as follows :

—

Total length between uprights ... 13*4 inches.

Width across the zygomatic arches ... ^-Q
,,

Height resting on table ... ... 6'2 ,,

In Mr. Bowland Ward's Records of Measurements, those of over 30

lions run much higher than the above—the laroest measuring no less

than 16'5" in length. But these, of course, belong to picked heads

from all parts of Africa, and they certainly do not shake my belief

that taking the average there is no difference in point of size between

the two animals. A lion, which was presented to the London

Zoological Gardens by the late Colonel Humfrey, was as fine a

specimen as any of the African lions in the adjoining cages, and the

lion confined in the Sardar Bagh at Junagadh will compare

favourably in the same direction with any African specimens in

confinement in any part of the world.

My 9-5" lion's skull measurements compare as follows with those

of a very heavy old 9'-8" tiger I shot in North Kanara.

Shull Measvrements,

Length. Length. Breadth. Height.

Tiger 9'-8" 13-7 ins. 9*3 ins. 6-3 ins.

Lion 9'-5" 13-4 „ S'6 „ 6-2 „

The principal difference is apparent in the breadth, the tigers' being

consequently the much heavier looking skull.

The chief difference between the skulls of the two animals lies in

the nasal bones, the posterior terminations of which, in the lion, are

opposite the terminations of the maxillary bones, whereas in a tiger,

they extend beyond them. The lower part of a lion's underjaw is

also convex and does not sit flat on a table like a tiger's does.

In a description given of the Indian lion by the great authority,

Lydekker, in his book on the Great and Small Game of India, Burma

and Tibet, he considers it possible that a claim to racial distinction

between the Indian and African animals may be drawn from the

colour of the mane. He states that he himself has never heard of the

occurrence of a black maned lion from the former country and further

mentions that it is definitely recorded by a Colonel Percy in the

Badminton Library, that black maned lions are absolutely unknoion in

India. I cannot, of course, say what grounds Colonel Percy had for
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makiniT such a ilownrioht assertion applicable to the whole of India.

He evidently had no experience of the Kathiawar lion, for there is

sufficient evidence, I consider, satisfactorily to prove that black

nianed lions have been known to occur in that Province.

The evidence I refer to is as follows :

—

(1). Many of the Q'w pagis including one old and very celeorated

one of the name of Hebat, who, I fancy, is now dead, have over and

over ao-ain told me that black maned lions did occasionally occur in the

Gir and had actually been seen either by themselves or their fathers

before them. These men were not called upon to settle the question

of manes—they only knew the lion of their own country, lions with

black manes had been known to exist, and therefore they stated as

much. By the side of further evidence I had no reason to doubt

their word, although I had not myself come across a lion with a

wholly black mane.

(2). The late Colonels Watson and Scott, both of whom were very

well acquainted with the Gir and its lions—the former especially

so—have on more than one occasion mentioned in my presence the

rare occurrence of lions with black manes in the Gir. The former

was a very observant officer and a great shikari, and one who would

not have made such a statement had the slightest doubt existed in his

mind on the point.

(3). In an old Agency document which came before me in a case

in which the Junagadh Darbar and an old Kathi Chief, one Harsur

Khachar (formerly of Chelna in the Gir) were the interested parties,

(I am stating these particulars in order to locate the evidence should

any one hereafter care to see it), it is incidentally stated to the effect

that " Colonel Le Grand Jacob, while on his way to the Gir to shoot

a black maned lion, had been obliged to give up the expedition and

return to lia]kot to transact some important business which had to be

seen to without delay."

This piece of evidence is in itself sufficient, I consider, to remove

all doubts upon the point.

(4). I saw the lion mentioned before which was shot by the late

Lieut. Percy Hancock. It was a fine beast with a good mane. /

noticed several black locks in the latter. Of course, a few black hairs d(t

not make a black mane, but the black locks were unusual, and had the

lion lived, the whole mane might in course of time have turned black.
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Shortly—tlie occurrence of black manes amongst the Kathiawar

lions is extremely rare, but that they do occasionally occur 1 consider

there is sufficient evidence to show. More evidence on the point

could possibly be adduced by any resident interested in the subject,

from the Gir pagis who would certainly have noticed the occurrence

of any black manes amongst the lions of more recent generations.

The lion is a far more noisy animal than the tiger and for this rea-

son is more easily brought to bag, being so much more in evidence.

They generally commence roaring early in the night and often kept

it up until the dawn for no apparent reason. When arranging for a

shoot it is usual, besides tying out kills, to locate pagis, in parties of

two, in diJfferent parts of the jungle overnight ; these ascertain during

the night the direction in which any lions are moving, by their roafs,

and as soon as it is light enough to see, pick up the tracks which they

never leave until they have marked down the animal or animals, as

the case may be, either busy over a kill or more often resting for the

day, resting. under the shade of a large wadh or banyan tree, or some-

times, in a hoh'ira or waterhole to which they are very partial. A
pagi told me that while watching one evening over one of these

bohiras he saw a hyosna, two porcupines and Knally two lions emerge

from it at short intervals! On another occasion, while watching

over one of them myself no less than three lions came out of it.

The first one that did so was shot by one officer who was watching

with me, but when the remaining two came out, it was too dark

to see them, although I heard them growling only a few yards

away under my tree. Since the lions, as a rule, cover a great deal of

o-round during their nightly wanderings, the spot where they are

eventually marked down may be many miles away from camp.

Havino- located them for the day one pagi remains to keep a watch

over them, while the other one goes off with the kimhher to one of the

sowars who have been stationed beforehand in several convenient

localities and the latter, in his turn, takes it at once, to the sports-

man's camp. A lion having been marked down, there are two ways

of bringing it to bag, viz., either by driving in the usual way, or by

walking it up. The former method is usually resorted to, but the

latter is by far the more certain way of getting a shot, although

for obvious reasons a good deal more risky in other respects. I have
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tried both ways and have been more suocessful with tlie latter, but on

two out of three occasions on which I resorted to it I had rather

narrow escapes from charges. I have also heard of lions beinfr shot

by sittinfT over goats—more than one lion has met his end in this (to a

lion?) ignominious way on the Amreli border. One sportsman told me

he had banrged his only lion by sitting up in a tree, over one of the

boliiras already mentioned with a kid. When the latter was made to

bleat, the lion appeared at once and was shot.

To show the amount of damage the lions do amongst cattle I may

mention that the last one I shot was one of two which had during the

previous night broken into the cattle zareba of a Rabari Ness, killed

three cows and mauled two more. A sixth was missing when I

arrived on the scene. This one we found later on quietly grazing near

the lions while they lay fast asleep under a tcadh tree quite two miles

away from the Ness, having evidently been driven along by them

to serve for their next meal.

In conclusion, I would remark, that it is somewhat extraordinary

that the British Museum has not, as yet, been able to procure a single

specimen of this fast disappearing animal for its collection. The autho-

rities there have, it is true, been promised a specimen but so far the

promise has still to be kept. A skin they would have obtained a

short time ago but the latter was not sufficienlty perfect for setting up.

Our own Society too, I am aware, is desirous of obtaining a specimen

for the same purpose. It is not too late yet for the deficiency in both

Institutions to be made good, and I trust that His Highness the

Nawab of Junagadh may be able to see his way before very long to

make what will be a most valuable present to one if not to both

Museums. In the event of such a handsome ofller being made, it will

certainly be very advisable for our Society to send an expert taxi-

dermist to the Gir to superintend the skinning and preservation of the

specimen, otherwise I am afraid disappointment will only result.

Kashmir, I2th Nov, 1908.

^Vote.— (Since the above was written the Society has been presented with the ekin of a

joungmale Lion by His Highness the Nawab of Junag-adh. The specimen which was shot

by Mr. Dnriley Myers on the 7th March l".'Ol> was obtained through the instrumentality of two

of the Society's membera—Mr. C. H. HiU, C.I.E., I.C.S., and Mr. W. H. Lucas, I.C.S.,

and measured between uprights: —
Length of head and body.^ m Ji'-C"

„ „ tail 2'-8"

or a total length of 8'-2"

The skin is being forwarded to England to be mounted for the Society's Museum.—Eos.)
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THE COMMON BUTTERFLIES OF THE PLAINS OF INDIA

(INCLUDING THOSE MET WITH IN HILL STATIONS OF THE
BOMBAY PRESIDENCY).

BY

T. R. Bell, lf.s.

( With Plates E and III.)

This series of papers has progressed so far but slowly. Begun in

Vol. XVI of this Journal, Part 4, at page 570, it reached the third

instalment only in Part 4 of Vol. XVII at page 921. Mr. L. C. H.

Young, who had been induced to undertake the writing of it some-

what unwillingly, had to go home on account of ill-health in the

middle of last year and shortly afterwards succumbed to an operation

which was found to be necessary. By his demise the Society has

lost one of the most useful of its members who, in the Entomoloo[ical

Section, laboured early and late to put some sort of order into the

collections which, up to the time of his intervention, had received

very little attention indeed. Mr. Young made order out of chaos

and cabinet after cabinet now stand in the Society's Rooms, an

eloquent witness to his energy and neatness, containing long series

of butterflies, moths and other insects, all beautifully labelled and

arranged in their proper places. An obituary notice appeared at

page 184 of Vol. XVII, Part I of the Journal, a regretful tribute

to his memory.

Mr. Young was a man of essentially scientific habit of thought

with an innate contempt for anything in the nature of a " popular
"

treatment of a si^bject of this description. The work of composing

a paper, such as this was to be, was not to him a congenial task and he

undertook it, as already stated, very unwillingly. He had his own

ideas about insect-classification and they differed in many respects

from the ordinarily accepted ones. Convinced of the correctness and

reasonableness of these ideas he naturally incorporated them in

what he wrote. His classification included some insects in genera

containing, as constituted up to the present time, species with

which they have little connection and, in one case, led him even

to exclude a particular genus from a Sub-family one species
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of whicli has been legunled by the great nuijority of collectors

in India as the type of that very -Sub-family. This genus is

^felanitis (the particular species referred to being leda) which he

has removed from the Sul)-family Satyrinm and placed in that of

y>imphalinai.

In a matter of the present description individual opinions,

opposed to generally accepted ones, are out of place and should be

avoided.

The classification proposed to be adopted now will be the one

followed in the past by Mr. Moore in his " Lepidoptera of Ceylon,"

THE COMMON BUTTERFLIES OF THE PLAINS
OF INDIA.

Plates 1 iiiid IL nMcried to in this article will appear iu a subse-

quent lunulicr.

Owing to tli(^ autboi' Imving eiianged the order it is impossible for

the plates to apix-ai- in the order originally arranged. Plate D will

therefore ;ip[)ear later on when the butterflies figured thereon are

described.

Plate E is I'ublislied now as the present article refers to the

Danaincic,

Editors.

repuDiisnmg tne figures ana ine irouoie oi re-wnting wnat aoes not

require alteration.

The common butterflies of the plains of India are very few in

juimber, probably altogether they do not exceed seventy species,

though, of course, stragglers from the hills may add to the list. To

make these papers more widely useful all insects will be mentioned

that may possibly be found, even as stragglers, and also such as

inhabit the hill-stations of the Bombay Presidency, i.e., such as are

found up to 4,000 feet above sea-level on the Western Ghats north of

the great evergreen areas of the Kanara District. It is, after all,

* CoU bLngham died ia London after this paper was commenced. It is not yet settled

who is to continue his work.

3
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what he wrote. His classification included some insects in oenera

containing, as constituted up to the present time, species with

which they have little connection and, in one case, led him even

to exclude a particular genus from a Sub-family one species
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of which has been regarded by the great majority of collectors

in India as the type of that very 'Sub-family. This genus is

Mdanitis (the particular species referred to being leda) which he

lias removed from the Sub-tamily Satyrince and placed in that of

ytimphalinoi.

In a matter of the present description individual opinions,

opposed to generally accepted oiies, are out of place and should be

avoided.

The classification i)roposed to be adopted now will be the one

followed in the past by Mr. Moore in his " Lepidoptera of Ceylon,"

bv Messrs. Marshall and De Niceville in their only partially com-

pleted " Butterflies of India, Burmah and Ceylon,'* and, at the present

day, by Colonel Bingham* in his " Butterflies " for the " Fauna of

British India " Series, of which the first two volumes have lately

appeared ; it will be that of the last more particularly as the most

recent authoritative work on the subject. It is considered advisable,

however, to treat many of Colonel Bingham's Races as Species as has

hitherto been the custom. This will simplify references as well as

other matters.

It will, accordingly, be necessary to reject Mr. Young's key to

the Suborder Rhopalocera (of the Order Lepidoptera : the other Sub-

order being Heterocera or Moths) as well as that to the Family of the

Nymphalidce already published, and restart the whole subject from the

words " Butterflies are classed nnder " on page 573 of Vol. XVI,

Part 4 of the Journal. Reference will be made, where necessary,

back to the plates and descriptions so as to avoid the expense of

republishing the figures and the trouble of re-writing what does not

require alteration.

The common butterflies of the })lain.s of India are very few in

number, probably altogether they do not exceed seventy species,

though, of course, stragglers from the hills may add to the list. To

make these papers more widely useful all insects will be mentioned

that may possibly be found, even as stragglers, and also such as

inhabit the hill-stations of the Bombay Presidency, i.e., such as are

found up to 4,000 feet above sea-level on the Western Ghats north of

the great evergreen areas of the Kanara District. It is, after all,

* Col. BLngham died in London after this paper was commenced. It is not yet settled

who is to continue his work.
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while on a holiday in the hill-stations that most collectors will finu

sufficient leisnre to devote themselves to their hobby.

Mr. Young wrote a supplementary paper to the present series

entitled " First Hints on Collecting Butterflies", which will be found

at page 114 of Vol. XVII, Part 1 of this Journal, in which he tells

how to catch, kill and set the insects in question. Further remarks

may be of interest. The length of the net handle recommended by

Mr. Young is that of an ordinary walking stick or less. It has been

found, however, that it is best to have the handle as long as possible,

and the net with as large an aperture as possible, say a 6' handle and

an aperture of 1*75'. The longer the handle and the larger the net

opening, the greater is the chance of catching an insect. These large

nets must be kept ready-made all in one piece (a bamboo handle and

cane ring is best) and therein lies their disadvantage as few people

like parading such instruments in the public thoroughfares. They

are however by far the best nets and none of the trade nets come up

to them in lightness. They can be made by a carpenter and darzi

for a couple of rupees each. These large nets will be too big to use

in undergrowth and confined spaces. A very handy instrument for

this purpose may be manufactured out of an old badminton-racket by

cutting av/ay all the gut and attaching the muslin or leno bag.

Equipped with two nets, a small and a large one of the above descrip-

tion, the collector will find himself ready for all emergencies.

The ordinary way of killing a butterfly is to pinch the thorax or

chest between the finger and thumb firmly and gently while in the

net : even the smallest and most delicate species can be disposed of in

this way with practice and a little care. The best way of carrying

the insects about in the field is to pin each one sideways, with the

wings closed, into a cork-lined tin box which has been damped before-

hand with water to prevent stifi'ness and desiccation from the dryness

and heat of the Indian climate. The thinnest pins procurable should

be used for this purpose ; the boxes can be obtained at most of the

" Universal Providers," such as the Army and Navy Stores or Treacher

& Co. in Bombay. If an insect is not killed at once it will most infalli-

bly flutter and damage itself before home is reached (Mr. Young

recommends putting the small butterflies alive into chip pill-boxes.

Do not ! ) If no tin box is to be had, the most efficacious way of

keeping specimens is to " paper " them, i. e., take an oblong piece of
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paper, not too thick nor yet too thin, fold it diagonally and

symmetrically across, so that an equal single margin remains on each

side, turn one of these margins over so as to make a triangular bag,

drop the insect in head first, its body along the longest side, then

close the open end of the bag by turning over the other margin also.

Hundreds of these bags, each containing a butterfly, can be packed

:i\vay in an empty cigarette tin without the smallest risk of damage,

many may be stuck into the leather band inside a hat or even be put

between the leaves of a pocket-book.

The easiest and most satisfactory way of manufacturing a killing-

bottle is the following : Take a french prune bottle (or any other

which IS the same width all the way up), place some lumps of potassium

cyanide (prussic acid) in the bottom, cover it over completely with

a layer of cotton wool and put a circle of thickish cardboard paper

over the whole of a size to fit the bottle firmly when pressed into

j)lace on top of the wool. Such a bottle is easily made and remade

and sweats much less than the more expensive and troublesome plas-

ter of Paris one. When the cardboard becomes too damp it can be

replaced at once. It will become damp in time as the cyanide is some-

what deliquescent, absorbing moisture readily from the atmosphere,

for which reason the bottle should not be left open ; if it is, the

fumes will also escape and the bottle become useless for the required

purpose. An insect becomes very stiflf if left for more than a few

minutes in the bottle after it is dead but again becomes soft after 8 or

10 hours. '* Skippers " are extremely difficult to set without damage

if not quite soft. A slight pinching will often soften an apparentlv

rigid insect so as to render it setable. Some collectors will probably

prefer taking a killiag-bottle with them in their rambles so as to be

able to kill the captures without handling them and thus damaging

them to some degree as killing by thorax-pressure is of course

always liable to do. Such individuals will probably find it useful to

have, in addition to the large bottle, several small tube killing-bottles

to accommodate small " blues," and '* skippers " as these will die more

readily in a confined space and the smaller bottle is so much easier

to handle. Tubes of 21mm. opening and about GO mm. in length have

been found the most convenient : they will fit into the ordinary

cartridge pockets of a shikar coat. Such small killing bottles may be
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made in exactly the same way as the large ones and offer the ad-

ditional advantage in the way of saving of trouble that the cut off end

of the cork can be used to put over the cotton wool instead of a card-

board disc.

The German method of high setting for insects is the best and is

recommended by Mr. Young. It is especially necessary in India

where the enemies of collections are so numerous.

Coming to the breeding operations : the very young larvse should

never be handled ; after they become well-grown they will take

no harm from being touched gently : in the former case, when it is

desirable to move the young caterpillar, it should be made to

walk on to a leaf or twig of its foodplant by gently touching it

behind with a feather or something soft. A larva that is quiescent

preparing to cast its skin should never be touched or made

to move until the process is complete ; otherwise it will most assuredly-

die. Such a one may be known by the skin being pale, by its

somewhat contracted appearance and particularly, by the neck being-

stretched tio-ht, thin behind the head and trraduallv thickenino-

backwards.

Leaves of foodplants wither (juickly in the hot weather and in

the cold weather (December—February) and should then never be

gathered when the sun is up; they should be taken either before sunrise

or after sunset when they will last fairly well. The twigs should be

placed in water at once after picking. The food should be renewed at

least once a day. Some caterpillars spin " nests " for themselves on

particular leaves, ie.^ they cover a leaf over with a thick carpet of silk

on which they lie. It is best not to disturb such larvsB but to cut off

the leaves intact and pin them on to those of the new food.

Mr. Young had very little knowledge, except in so far as such

is available in books and publications, of the life-histories of butter-

flies in this country and has, therefore, made little reference to

the eggs, caterpillars or chrysalides. Yet it is certain that much

of the interest attaching to insects is to be found, for the enquiring

mind, in their habits and development, from the egg to the grub and

onwards ; and it is probable that most amateurs will desire to know

something about these matters. Many will probably not know how

to distinguish a butterfly from a moth, most will have very little idea

what the earlier stages of either look like and nearlv all will be
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unable to say with certainty whether any particular cateriiilhir belong^s

to one or the other of the two great divisions of the Lcpidoptera.

Instruction on these ])oints will [irobably l)o of interest to most

collectors.

The main diti'erence between a butteriiy and a moth lies in the

antennae or feelers which, in the former, are always more or less

swollen into a "club," as it is called,, at the extremities while in the

latter they are, generally speaking, attenuated gradually to the end.

In the former, also, these antenna) are always smooth while in the

latter they may be set with hairs, simple or in fascicles, may have

branches like a comb in a double or single row or may be toothed like

a saw. The majority of the Hesj>erida> or Skippers, a family of but-

terflies somewhat moth-like in appearance and habits, have the club

ending in a more or less lengthened hook and are practically unique

n this character. Some few moths have clubbed antennae hut

Fig. ].—Antennae of Butterflies (apical portions much enlarged), a. Danais :

b. Orsotricena ; c. Hypolhunas ; d. Pareba ; e. Lihythco : /. Abimra :

fj. Papilio ; h. Pieri:< : j. Lampkles : k. Tagiadcs.

may be recognised at once as such by the presence of an arrangement

for attaching the hindwing to the forewing never present in any

butterfly. This arrangement consists of what is called a " retina-

culum "* and "frenulum" at the base of the wings on the underside.

The retinaculum consists of, in the male, a single tuft of hairs, a bar,

fold, or plate directed downwards from the costal vein, in the female

ot a tuft of hairs directed upwards from the median nervure or there-

abouts. The frenulum consists in the male of a single strong, curved

bristle proceeding upwards from the costal edge of the hindwing and

* 0' "jugum," Col. Bingham informs us that a single aberrant Skipper from Australi
possesses these attachments.
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engaging under the retinaculum, or, in the female, of a double or

multiple bristle or tuft of hairs always finer than in the other sex {vide

PI. JI, figs. 42 and 42a). There are moths without these attachments

but none of these have clubbed antennse {vide figure 1).

s s

Fig. 2.—Larva {Vanessa). l,head; 2—4, tho-

racic segments ; 5—14, abdominal seg-

ments : a, true leg ; h, proleg.

The butterfly larva may be worm-shaped or spindle-shaped or

may have the appearance of a wood-louse (onisciform), this last

form being confined to the family of Blues or Lyccenidce and being

characteristic of it {vide PI. II, figs. 21 to 28). They all possess a

head armed with jaws and the usual mouth-pieces fitted for the

mastication of vegetable substances and sometimes provided with

horns, spines or tubercles. It is always connected with the body

by a well-defined neck. The body is composed of 14 segments,

including the head, which are, as a rule, plainly discernible with

the exception of the last but one which is often rather obscure.

These segments may be set with spines, isolated hairs or fleshv

processes of various shapes. There are always three pairs of 3-jointed

true legs (persisting in the butterfly) attached one pair to each

of the three segments following the head : and five pairs of simple

fleshy false legs, " pseudo-legs " or '* prolegs," attached one pair

to each of the segments 7, 8, 9, 10 and 14. These false legs are

conical in shape ending each in a short cylindrical foot, the sole of

which is set with minute hooks for holding on with : the anal pair

(on segment 14) are called " claspers." All the segments from 2 to

13 are more or less broadly hoop-shaped, the 14th or anal segment

being more or less conical, generally ending in a curve, sometimes

finishing off" square, sometimes running out into a pair of thin, pointed

processes {SatyrincB and Elymniince, vide PI. I. figs. 1 and 2). Just

above the base of the leg on segments 2 and 5 to 12 (in the corres-

ponding position on the legless segments) there is a small, centrally

situated oval surface, often of a different colour to the rest of the
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EXPLANATION OF FiaUREKS 1,2. and 3 on Plate III.

Fig. !•

—

Larva or caterpillar.

1-14. the 14 segments.

1. head; 2. 3,4. the thoracic .segments; 5-13. the abdominal seg-

ments; 14. the anal segment, the hinder part of which is called

the anal flap.

15. three pairs of true legs.

IG, four pairs of false legs (pseudo legs or pro-legs).

17. spiracle of segment 6.

18. dorsal line of larva.")

19. sub-dorsal line.
j
These lines, when broad, are called stripes or

'20. dorso-lateral line. , longitudinal bands.

21. lateral Hne. j

Other lines occurring are called supra-spiracular. spiracular and

sub-spiracular, according t<i their position with regard to the

spiracles.

22. transverse band.

23. claspers or anal pro-legs.

24. dorso-ventral line, separating the back or dorsum from the belly oi

ventrum.

The black points on segments 2-14 show the positions of hair^ or

tentacles, etc., when present.

Fig. 2. //6a<i of /a?'fa (front-view).

1. vertex or occiput ; 2. frnns
; :!. cheeks ; 4. clypeus ; 5. labruni :

t). mandibles : 7. eyes ; 8. antenna.

The halves of the head on each side of tiie central line are often

alluded to as the lobes.

Fig. 3«

—

Pupa or chrysal/^.

1-14. segments as detailed in tig. 1, but s«g. :5 is always alluded {<> in

the descri]>tions as the thorax.

Ift. eye.

1(). paljuis.

17. iintenna or l'cH;lt;r.

IS, upper wing oi- foie wing.

19. under win" or liind wiiiL'.

20. cremastral segment.

21. l>ody band.

22. pads of silk on to whicli the cremastral segment or ends oi' the

body l)and are fixed.

23. spiracle of segment 'J,.

24. spiracle of segment 8.
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Ixxiy, of a horny, consisteaoy ; these are the "spiraohis " and form

tlie openings to the hreatliing-tubes (vide figure 2).

II

ISome butterfly lurvie (PI. 1, figs. 1—18 ; Pi. II, tigs. 19—31) have

the body destitute of luiirs, others have few but never dense enough

to hide the surface and the majority have a covering of hairs so mi-

nute as to be hardly visible to the unaided eye. Be it noted that we

are talking of hairs and not spines; there are many spined larvae.

No butterfly larva has hairs arrranged in tufts or pensils (vide PI. II,

tiff. 36 or fig. 39) or dense enough to obscure the surface like those

of numerous moths. The butterfly sub-family of the Aforphince is

unique in India in having caterpillars which might be called really

hairy, being covered with fine erect hairs somewhat plentifully dispos-

ed all over the body, not all regularly placed ; but even here the pat-

tern of the skin is quite evident and they can be recognised for what

they are by the distinct neck, the cylindrical pseudo-legs placed well

under the body and straight, and the last segment ending in two well

separated points [vide PL I, fig. 3). Many larvse of the Lyccenidce

(Blues) are covered with minute star-topped semi-transparent hairs,

others have a fringe of simple ones along the ventrodorsal margin

(Figs. 21—27 of PI. I represent larvse of this family) : among the

Pieridoe (Whites) the genus Anaphoeis has a similar fringe, Z)eliax

eucharis (PI. I, fig 17) has a few long whitish hairs all over the body,

single, but arranged absolutely regularly 'four or five to each segmen

sub-dorsally, dorso-laterally and some round the spiracles. Thus all

larvpe with a furry covering and pencils and tufts of hair are moth larvaj,

and there are many. On the other hand there are many butterfly

caterpillars provided with spines, branched [vide PI. I,figs.ll and 10) and

simple (PI. I, fig. 9,)but very few such belonging to moths. Examples

of spiny moth larvae are few ; contained in one section of the wood

Jouse-shaped Limacodidce (with pseudo-legs replaced by transverse

folds of skin) with fleshy processes covered with irritant spines (PI.

II, fig. 40) ; the notodontid Tarsolepes possesses a caterpillar with long

-imple spines ; there are few others. Fleshy ]n'Ocesses are found in
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various butterfly caterpillars {vide PI. I, figs. 7, 8, 13 :PI. II, figs. 25
and 27) but are rarer in those of moths. All butterfly caterpillars

invariably show the same number of fully functional false legs, the five

pairs
; those of moths may have one, two, three or four pairs wanting

according to the division they belong to ; or even be without any ; or

may have one or two pairs reduced in size and only partially function-

al ; in the moths, also, the feet or extremity of the false legs or

pseudo legs is very often triangularly dilated at the end and the anal

claspers are held stretched out behind, and have the basal fleshy

part often broad and flattened ; the head too is often covered slierhtlv

by the margin of the 2nd segment, i.e. there is no distinct

neck characteristic of the great majority of them {vide PL I and II).

From all this it would seem that the larvae of the two sections

are not easily distinguishable but, as a matter of fact, in practice, it is

not difficult to separate them with absolute certainty once a little

experience is gained.

All butterfly caterpillars are vegetable feeders with one or two

exceptions among the Lyccenidce where a few species batten upon
CoccidcB or scale-insects. Most larvas confine themselves to one par-

ticular food-plant, refusing all others: some will eat nearly allied

species also, others again have apparently a wide range of taste and

aff'ected many diff'erent kinds. Certain species are addicted to canni-

balism and will, especially in default of sufficient vegetable food, not

hesitate to make a meal of a brother or sister that may be conve-

niently handy at the time, i.e. that may be unable to move for such

reasons as being in the quiescent state preceding a moult or change

to pupa, or that may be in the fresh skin of the succeeding chrysalis.

This is particularly the case with many Lyccenidm and some of the

Danaince and Pieridce. Cannibalism is supposed generally not to

agree with the larvae practising it, but this theory can be relegated

to the same boat with that which ascribes a hairless skin and creneral

debility to man-eating tigers and panthers.

The butterfly egg may be longly oval, spherical, domeshaped

or turban-shaped according to the family, and the surface is often

very beautifully sculptured. The number laid by any one insect

varies greatly according to species, some laying many, others few.

The mother-butterfly is very particular as to where it lays and will

examine many shoots, flowers, twigs or whatever it is, very carefully,
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l)efore depositing' its treasure which is then, however, left to look

ut'ter itself. It is a common thino' to see a nymphalid butterfly

hanimerino; a leaf with its semi-aborted forelegs before laying, pre-

sumably to frighten inimical spiders or other foes away. In some

cases, probably for greater safety, the eggs are laid on a tendril, dead

bit of grass, twig or wood in the neighbourhood of the food, but not

on it. In due time, generally in a sub-multiple of seven days under

normal conditions, the young larva eats its way out through, and

makes the first meal of, the shell, before taking its subsequent food.

In the course of its life it grows and casts its skin five times (this is

called moulting), becoming (Quiescent for a short period previous to

each change on a bed of silk woven expressly for the purpose on the

surface of a leaf or other such place. In moulting, the head is cast

entire (except in the last change to pupa or chrysalis when it splits

down the middle): the skin bursts down the middle line of the back

or dorsum in segments 2, o, 4, and the new caterpillar walks out

gently and very gradually as a soft, delicate reproduction of the

original grub, somewhat larger in size each time. It is often provided

with a new pattern of coat, sometimes it is even without the spines it

may have possessed in the preceding stage, though this last only

applies to the earlier changes for the last two are strictly limited to

an increase in size. The cast skin is generally eaten while still soft

though some species seem to omit this.

When a larva is full fed, that is, when it is full grown, it

becomes very active for a time and may wander for a long distance

before reaching the place where it chooses to turn into the pupa. It

generally changes colour somewhat during this time, the pattern of

the skin, if present, fades and the bright colours become dull. The
final resting place choosen, it settles down, spins a small pad of

silk (effected by means of the " spinneret," a small protruberance at

the base of the mouth communicating inside the body with a pair of

tubes or glands containing the viscous fluid silk) by moving the

head backwards and forwards and from side to side, turns round,

grasps the pad with the anal claspers, fixing their booklets well in

and remains quiescent for a period varying from some hours to a full

day or more according to circumstances. The skin becomes more
and more transparent, the larva makes wave-like, swelling motions

from the tail end forwards, then jerks itself from side to side at
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intervals and splits down the centre of the head and along the back

of segments 2 to 4, the pupa emerging slowly and gradually through

the opening. The whole skin is worked down to the tail by the

same wave-like, swelling motions and the " cremaster" or tail of the

chrysalis is disengaged from it, lifted over it and fixed into the pad

of silk by a screwing motion which works the cast covering, now

ill the shape of a ball, out sideways. The freshly emerged pupa is

very soft, more or less colourless and nearly as long as the larva

was, but soon becomes hard, shrinking in length, gaining thereby

a little in breadth and the colour gradually develops. Some pupse

are suspended by the tail only, hanging thus head downwards

{Nymphalidce, vide PL I, figs. 1, 2a, Sa, 4a, 5a, 6a, 7a, 8a, 9a, lOa,

11a), others lie back against a silken band or loop prepared before-

hand by the larva for its own body and rest, thus slanting in a semi-

upright position {Papilionidce and Pieridce, vide PI. I, figs. 13a, 14a,

15a, 16a and 17a, 18a ; PI. II, 19a, 20a), the loop being attached to

the same surface as the tail ; others again lie on the ground or on a

leaf, being fixed or not by a closely-applied body-band or loop as

well as by the tail {Lyemnidce, vide PI. II, figs. 21a to 28a) or are

enclosed partially or completely in a cylindrical or semi-cylindrical

cell made of a leaf of the ibod-plant, green or dry, on the tree or

fallen {Hesperidce, vide PI. II, fig. ola). These last are always attached

by the tail as well as by a closely applied loop or body-band.

Some few caterpillars lie, after reaching their full growth, for

variable periods quiescent, taking no food for weeks and perhaps

months, then pupate as usual and produce the butterfly after the normal

period. This has been observed in the case of Tagiades atticus and a

few others. The time spent in the pupal stage varies generally

according to the time of year, being shorter in the monsoon than in

the dry season or cold weather. Some few species of butterflies have

only one or two broods in the twelve month, while the vast majority

breed more or less all the year round, the time of greatest activity in

this respect being that of the sprouting of the leaves : April-May and

September-October. The matter of the number of broods seem to

depend really altogether on the food-plant, if it is one that produces

young leaves only once in the year and at a particular season, the

butterfly whose larva feeds on those young leaves will be found only

at that time : if it has eatable ]o:iv<'< nil the vear round, and, if the
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caterpillar will feed upon other than youn<T leaves also, then the

butterfly will have broods following each other without intermission,

though the time between any two will always be shortest when the

leaves are young and fresh. The growth of larvae is slowest in the cold

weather when the leaves are hardest. The slower the growtli,

always given plentiful food, the larger the resulting butterfly. In.

the one and two brooded butterflies it is the pupal state in which the

longest time is spent, this time amounting in certain species to as

much as eleven and twelve months in rare cases. Heut and cold,

rain and drought, each has its effect on the duration of this stage. A
larva, fed upon young succulent shoots, grows rapidly and the result-

ing imago (perfect insect) is rather small and dark-coloured. The

growth of such larv?e is so rapid indeed that the whole time elapsing

between the appearance of the egg and the birth of the butterfly

may be but a short fortnight as in Ateila and Appias. The pupal

stage is then, of course, of short duration. The eclosion of the

butterfly takes place by the splitting of the pupal case along the

same line as that of the larva at the end of its last stage : the emer-

gence being effected slowly and gradually as usual. The newly-

born insect holds on by the fully formed legs to the empty case as a

very general rule or it may run away to some convenient place

where it can hang in a position to develop its wings without inter-

fering with their free expansion. The wings, all shrivelled and

wrinkled at first, though perfectly symmetrically so, gradually unfold

and assume the flat, fully expanded aspect they finally have, hanging

straight downwards ; soft at first, they gradually harden in the air

and the process is aided by their being opened and exposed on all

sides as they gain strength. In half an hour or so everything is

ready and the butterfly enters upon its real life by flying oft' into the

sunny world, there to fulfil its appointed task. Although the colours

are fully developed before eclosion from the pupa, sunlight and motion

are necessary to the full realisation of the brilliant tints distinguish-

ing many species, life being a sine qua non : for, if death intervene

too soon, the colours remain for ever dull.

Every species of butterfly has its own particular character re-

sulting in habits of life distinct from any other. ISome delight in

the company of their kind, some are solitary and choose to be alone
;

some delight in sunlight, others affect the shade, one likes the drv
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climate of the Deccan, another prefers the damp, warm, close

A'alleys of the Konkan hills ; some are addicted to strong drink, fre-

(luenting the toddy-pots hung on the palms and the fermenting juices

exuding; from the trunks and branches of trees : others ag-ain have a

predilection for high game and will sit with evident enjoyment on a

rotten carcase or other objectionable substance, imbibing nourishment

therefrom : and these are rarely, if ever, found at flowers. Many of

the scarcer species bask on the tops of high trees and descend but

rarelv to ground level, while a larg;e number never seem to rise above

a few feet. Some species migrate long distances in a given direction

at certain times of the year in great numbers together though it is

diiRcult to assign any definite reason for their doing so : some hardly

ever go outside an extremely limited area. Other habits will be

alluded to, as far as they are known, in their proper place under the

description of the genera and species.

Caterpillars have many enemies. Insects of various kinds lay

their eggs in them, or on them producing larvae or grubs which feed

on the fatty part? of their bodies, carefully avoiding the vital or-

gans, grow and turn to pup?e inside the caterpillar {Ichneumonidce),

come out and pupate on the surface of the body, spinning little co-

coons of a white cottony substance (Chalcid Wasps), fall to the

ground and change there {Diptera or Flies) : others suck them dry

(Hemiptera or Bugs : chiefly Redw/idce) : while the Mason Wasps

( Eumenidce) and other Hymenoptera sting them and carry them off

to their nests as a food-supply for their young ; the ordinary Wasp

(F(?5'/)/6?oe) masticates them to prepare a fitting nourishment for its

grubs. Spiders destroy numbers for food, ants do not disdain them,

lizards will demolish whole batches at a sitting, birds and frogs, toads,

snakes, some species of beetles—all are enemies of the wretched

caterpillar : intestinal worms and different kinds of fungus also play a

considerable part in diminishing their numbers.

Even the eggs of butterflies are not exempt from insect enemies.

The w^orst of these are the parasitic Mieroichnewnonidce, small

Hymenoptera of many species which lay their eggs in those of

the insects in question, the resulting grubs, sometimes several to a

single egg, feeding on the interior, undergoing transformation there-

in and finally eating their way out through the shell as perfect

wasps.
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Pupce are not, tir« a rulo, attacked by parusitiu insects tliougli

Jchneitmon wjisps of the larner kinds :ind Tuchinid flies come to

maturity within tliem, the hirval sttioo huvino- been passed in the

])receding caterpillar stage. This innnunity of the pupa may be

ascribed partly to the possession of stridulating organs which produce

!i hissino- souud and frighten enemies, partly it is undoubtedly due to

the integument being fairly hard and tough ; also to protective shape

and colouring : though these two factors probably count for very little

against purely insect agression. The organs which produce sounds

are situated on the abdominal segments <^ to 11 which are capable of

beino- rubbed against each other along the margins by a side to side

motion of the body. All chrysalides that are formed in the open, t.e.,

that are not hidden in any way from view, are subject to colour

variation according to surrounding circumstances, the pattern often

being determined by the shape of neighbouring objects as regards the

distribution of the colours. Those, that are formed in crevices, holes,

under stones and clods of earth or that have specially prepared leaf-

cells to protect them, are not subject to this variation being, pre-

sumably, otherwise sufficiently safeguarded. The fresh pupal skin as

well as the larval skin must be extremely sensitive to the effects of

light, as the colours of surrounding objects invariably produce results

on one and the other which are none the less surprising in that

they are necessarily confined within fairly narrow limits.

Many lycajnid larvae are attended by ants of different species

for the sake of a sweet juice secreted by them. The ants take

great care of them, occasionally building temporary sheds over them

for protection and, in the case of certain species, rarely quitting

them. Other species attend the caterpillars only from time to time
;

or perhaps it would be more correct to say that certain species of

caterpillars are attended by ants only from time to time : for the

attraction seems to be stronger in some larvci) than in others. The

sweet juice is excreted by a gland situated in the centre of the back, on

segment 11, which is rather like a mouth in shape. The ants stroke the

hinder part of the body of the caterpillars gently with their antennae

which has the effect of making the gland exude jwdrop of liquid which

is lapped up greedily. On segment 12, just above the spiracle on either

side, there is generally a circular opening from which can be everted

a white cylinder of a certain length, set round the top with minute
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hairs, the use of which it is difficult to guess if they do not serve

for signals to the ants. These organs, curiously enough, are perma-

nently exserted in Curetis [vide PI.11. fig. 28) where they undoubtedly

serve to frighten enemies: for the larva can, at will, push out of the

top of the cylinder, a long bunch of soft hairs which it whirls around

rapidly several times when alarmed or irritated and then withdraws.

Ants recognise the sources of the sweet juice so well that they attend

not only the larva but also the Qgg, pupa and imago of the species

yielding it. They will keep the larvae in their nests to which they guide

them ; and these often turn to pupee in the nests. It is not a very uncom-

mon sight to see ants escorting a newly-born butterfly to a spot where

it can develop its wings in safety and comfort. While it is probably true

that most larvae have acquired the habit of secreting the juice for

the sake of the occasional protection the presence of ants afi'ords

them—for undoubtedly it is a protection—and can quite well live

without the attentions of these insects, yet it is an undoubted fact that

certain species require these attentions and will not live in health in

their absence ; so much so indeed that the first requisite seems to be

the presence of their protectors : and this may explain the fact

that such larvae have various foodplants, often botanically widely

separated. Tarucus, Arhopala, Surendra, Zesius, Aphnceus are some

of the genera whose larvce are always attended by ants; Neopithecops,

Castalius (_ananda always), Lycaenesthes, Polyommatvs, Lampides,

more intermittently ; Cheritra, Camena, Curetis and nearly all

Rapala not at all or hardly ever.

While on this subject of protection it may be of interest to

mention that all the caterpillars of the Swallowtails (some of which

by the way have no tails ) have the power of throwing out two long

conical processes, variously coloured red, blue, orange, according to

the species, from the back of the neck just behind the head. These

emit a rather pungent, somewhat peculiar odour of lemon or lime-fruit,

due no doubt to the essential juices of the foodplant which is, with

few exceptions, belonging to the botanical families Rutacece,

Anonacece or Loravthacece, all of an aromatic nature. These organs

are really one, called'an Osmeterium, being joined at their base into a

single stem ; they are stowed away by being withdrawn inside them-

selves and into the main stem. Their sudden protrusion is probably

often sufficient to frighten intending aggressors, such as the Ichneumon
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wasps and the extreme pimorency of the odour must have a consider-

ably deterrent effect upon small enemies. The larva, when disturbed,

will throw its head back suddenly and bring the two organs into con-

tact with any exposed portion of its body, so that an attacker would

be liable to be touched by their somewhat glutinous surface with

impleasant result.

The stinging irritant hairs of some moth caterpillars are very

well known to most residents in India from painful personal

experience. No butterfly larva possesses these though, as already

pointed out, many of them have an armature of spines, branched or

simple, disposed all over the surface of their bodies. What the

particular use of these spines is, cannot be said with certainty ; they

are not irritant and the only explanation that can be offered is that

they serve for protection against inimical attack to some extent, foi-

it is certain that such larvae, when touched, throw the head over the

back, bringing the tail end to meet it, thereby protecting the body

by an impenetrable network of spines bristling with sharp points

which it would puzzle any fly or wasp to get through. Junonia,

Hi/poUmnas, Kallima and their relations have these branched spines,

Charaxes (vide PI. I. fig. 4.) larvte, otherwise naked, have long

horns on the head like those of a bison with which they can

sweep the whole length of their backs and do so viciously

when touched. The larva of Neptk seeks protection by lying

hidden amongst leaflets which it detaches together with part

of the midrib of the Acacia leaves it feeds on, fastening

each part on with silk to prevent it dropping to the ground ; the leaf-

lets soon wither, become dry and look incapable of supporting insect

life of any kind (curiously enough N. viraja actually eats these leaf-

lets until they become too hard) and consequently are presumably

unattractive to the predacious spider, the great enemy of all small

larvae. Moduza procrls and the Athyma butterflies eat away th©

point of the leaf only leaving the midrib at the extreme end of which

the little larva sits, throwing up a rampart behind it, along the eaten

edge, of the refuse of the meals which have passed through its body

cemented together with silk from the spinneret and, often, even pro-

longs the midrib by adding little particles of the same substance

placed end to end. Life on the midrib is continued up to the third or

fourth stage during which the colour of the larva is more or less that
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of the refuse : a non-descript earthy red-brown. The last stage is

Ijrighter, often green in colour with whitish bands and the grub

wanders about, resting generally quite openly in the middle of any

leaf that comes handy.

The young stages of many Papilio larvse much resemble the drop-

pings of birds being coloured brownish or greenish grey with a white

patch in the middle {polymnestor, daksha, poh/tes, &c.), and all these

are naked from the first though they have the osmeteria alluded to

above ; some others of the same genus are provided with several

j)airs of very much branched spines which completely disappear

before the last stages are reached {teredon, eurypylus) ; in the

Ornithoptera group (minos, hector, aristolochke) the larva smells dis-

agreeably : which seems to be sufficient protection.

As may be supposed the perfect insect or butterfly does not

need the protection from parasitic insect enemies that is so necessary

to the earlier stages. Its chief enemies are birds and lizards, the

former when flying, the latter when resting : and, to a lesser degree,

the spiders which spin their webs across paths and clearings to entraj)

the unwary flier hastening along on rapid wing in pursuit of the

brief pleasures of its short aerial life. Bee-eaters (Meropidce), and

Kingcrows (^Dicrnridoi) are the chief bird enemies. They catch the

butterflies on the wing accounting for a goodly number every day :

swallow-tails and " whites " being the ordinary victims, even the large

pjolyninestor not escaping occasional capture. The fast flying Nympha-

lince are not easily caught, the weaker Satyi'ince live nearly altogether

in the shade, amongst tall grasses and in bushes and forests and so

escape death to a great degree, the " blues " are extremely rapid in

their movements or are too small to offer much temptation as food to

birds and are, therefore, less victimised than many others; the "skiji-

pers " are also among the favoured in this respect. But what about

the slow flying, weak-winged Danaince which should be the most easily

caught of all ? They fly composedly from place to place, never in a

hurry, courting the sunshine and open spaces as if they had nought

to fear from aerial enemies. And this, in truth, is practically the

case. They are all, without exception, unfit for food and the birds

know it. They taste nasty and are difficult to kill being provided

with disagreeably smelling glands and hairs which assuredly also

taste bad and a body more like India-rubber than anything else in its
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power of resisting pressure. Try iind kill one of these insects by the

ordinary thorax-pressure sufficient for the ordinary butterfly : ten to

one it will, after lying seemingly dead in the hand, suddenly take to

its winfrs and leave in a hurry. Besides the faculty of resistance to

pressure, these insects possess the extra trick of shamming death when

in a tight place and this must be extremely useful to them in view of

the undoubted objection all predatory animals have (birds included)

of quitting hold of anything with life in it; for, of course, birds occa-

sionally make mistakes and catch an undesirable Danaine now and

then oven though they will not eat it. As mentioned already above,

the Omithoptera group amongst the Papdionidm are also protected

by this quality of tasting bad. Birds will not eat them, neither will

lizards willingly or readily, and this immunity is so useful that another

species of the same Family, not possessing the attribute, has arrived

at a more or less serviceable imitation of P. hector and P. aristolochioi

in colour and pattern. This other species is P. polytes. How the

imitation has been effected we do not know : the fact remains that

the resemblance exists and that it is useful for the safety of the species

may be assumed. In this case the females of P. poli/tes are only

thus favoured, there being two distinct protected forms, one resem-

bling P. hector^ the other P. aristolochice ; still a third form resembles

its own male which has a completely different aspect to the protected

forms, being plain black with a white band of spots across the hind-

wing continued as a border along the outer margin of the forewing.

In the Bombay Presidency where all three species are equally

common, the imitating forms of polytes are the common ones

while the form like the male is very scarce, in other parts of

India where the ornithopterine species are uncommon, these forms

are also scarce and the non-imitating one is most frequently met

with. There are a goodly number of species among the Papiliones^

other than the one mentioned, which are imitators also, but imitators

of the various forms of DaDaince, not of members of their own

genus.

Lizards are more destructive to larvse than to the winged

insects as it is only natural to suppose. However, they take consider-

able toll of certain species of butterflies, chiefly of such as spend

much of their time sitting on the ground, tree-trunks and other place?
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affected by these reptiles. So it happens that the Satyrincc are the

most heavily victimised of all because of their sedentary habits in

corners and amongst leaves and rubbish on the ground. It is not

uncommon, however, to see a lizard with its sharp eyes and intimate

knowledge of the ways of its prey completely nonplussed by a Mela-

nitis ; it has been seen to settle among dead leaves, the protective

colouring above alluded to blending so admirably with surroundings as

to render detection even at its hands impossible. Once among the

sand hillocks blown up by the wind in a desert in Sind, a somewhat

inferno-like paradise of fossorial wasps, ants and certain other sun-

loving insects besides various sorts of lizards, one of the last, most

nimble of its kinds, was seen to start in pursuit of a Painted Lady

(
Vanessa cardan] that happened just at that moment to fly over its

head well up in the air. The butterfly disappeared over a sand-hillock

but not quickly enough to keep out of sight of the lizard which, on

first spying the passing form against the clear sky, had set off in liot

chase from under a shady Heliotrope on a sandy slope down into a

hollow and up on to the crest of an adjacent mound : whence, so great

was the impetus, it took a flying leap of some two or three feet out

into the air, landing very nearly at the same time as the butterfly

and close to it on a flat piece of baked soil below. Without

a moment's delay, in fact all in the same breath so to speak, it had

pounced on and seized the insect before it had hardly time to close

its wings. From which it would seem that lizards are enemies not to

be despised even by the strongest winged and most restless of our

butterflies. The particular lizard referred to is Agama isolepia,

Bouleng.

Flies (Diptera) and Dragonflies [Neuroptera-Odonata) must also

be reckoned amongst the enemies of the butterfly. Amongst the

former there is one predaceons grouj) which must account for many

deaths, namely : the Robber-flies or AsUidce. One single specimen,

perched upon a twig of vantage in this same Sind desert, was

observed to catch and eat, in the space of an hour or so, no less than

half a dozen small Lyceenids of the species Chilades trochilu.s.

Dragonflies, in the same place, were seen hawking and eating the

same little butterfly which swarmed there in great numbers, where the

semi-creeping Jndigofira with its bright red spikes of flowers offers
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:ui abxindant food for the larvae with nuts galore to protect them and

keep them in liealth : which does not, however, prevent them from be-

ing carried off in large numbers by AinmophUa wasps wherewith to

stock the '6" to (')" perpendicuilar shafts in the hard soil at the bottom

of which the young wasp-grub lies with its nose buried in the store

of delicate green food.

It is probable that the disagreeable smell emitted by the

ornithopterine and danaine groups of butterflies, while disagreeable to

enemies, is attractive to the insects themselves and serves to bring the

sexes together. The males of many species of Lepidoptera have

glands, patches of scales, tufts of hair, which can have but this raison.

d'etre. Many of the Lyccenidie and Satyrince possess patches of

specialised scales in the males v\hich emit odours, called androconia.

Discophora lepida (Morp/imue) male has a large circular patch on the

centre of the upperside of the hindwing which smells of apples and

lemons mixed so strongly as to be plainly discernible even to the

human nose from a distance of many yards ; indeed the smell alone is

sufficient to betray the presence of the butterfly, otherwise difficult to

find or see from its habit of coming out only after sun-down and in

dense bamboo-jungle. It has been observed that the females come to

meet the males where the latter, in the dusk of the evening, have the

habit of flying backwards and forwards, to and fro, as long as any

light lasts—and perhaps after—in one particular glade amongst the

bamboos.

Some butterflies bear a striking resemblance to the natural

objects among which they are in the habit of resting, this resem-

blance enabling the species possessing it to escape their enemies in

many cases. It is found in all classes of insects here and there but

in none, perhaps, is it so perfectly developed as in the well-known—at

least in name—" leaf-butterfly " belonging to the genus Kallimaot'the

sub-family iV/y mphalince. These insects are in the habit of settling, head

downwards witji the wings closed over the back so as to show only the

undersides, on a tree trunk, twig, thin stem or dead leaf in shady places

in the undergrowth in the jungle and it is often, although the eyes

may have actually watched an insect to its resting place, extremely

difficult to distinguish it from the surrounding leaves hung up in

cobwebs, caught in the axils of twigs or branches of plants, «&c., so
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astouishine; is the resemhlauce to a dead leaf by reason of the wonder-

ful shading of both wings with the dark line running up the middle

by way of midrib and the production of the fore and hind wing at

the apex and anal angle to represent the point and stalk, respectively.

No two specimens of Kallima are exactly alike in the colouring or

even pattern of the underside and they are dark and ocellated (with

ring-spots) in the wet season, much lighter M'ith clearer markings

and without ocellations in the dry season when the points to the

wings are also much more accentuated. In the wet season, the time

of the presence of many forms of grey fungus on the damp dark

leaves, the wings are often marked with chalky grey rings for all

the world like the fungus in question. In Melanitis of the Satyrince

which settles on the ground amongst dead leaves, often lying side-

ways with closed wings, the marking is so varied to resemble the

feurroundings that it is difficult to .spot an insect once at rest ; in

these also no two individuals are exactly alike and the production

of the wings is exaggerated in the cold weather. The wet-season

forms of many of the satyrine butterflies are so different from the

dry-season ones ihat some of them were for a long time classed as

distinct species. Melanitis icda was the dry-season form. M. ismene

the rains form for example. All the nymphaline Jtmonia butter-

tiies, too, show a tendency towards a drj'-season accentuation of the

wings and simplification of the markings of the underside; more

particularly is this expressed in J. almana which, in the dry

weather, has the underside coloured to resemble a dead leaf, the

rains form being heavily ocellated ; and these two forms were

formerly considered to be distinct species : J. almana and J. asterie,

respectively. Seasonal variation as regards colour and pattern is a

common phenomenon among butterflies and many species have, in

this way, two well-recognised forms, the wet and dry season ones

so-called, showing itself in the former in a more or less important

development of black colouration in some cases, in the appearance of

dark patches on the underside in others, in difference of shading and

3ven, as above mentioned, in a change in the outline of the wings.

The quicker growing monsoon-forms are small and dark, the slower

growing dry weather forms are large and lighter—always of course

presupposing a plentiful supply of food in both cases. Starved
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individnais are naturally >!mall, and oenerally li^lit in oolonr and

inarkings, when usual, tend to disappear.

Sufficient has now been said in the way of Introduction. Be-

low will be found the keys to the families, sub-families, genera and

species dealt with in these papers. These keys have been formed as

much as possible on well defined and clearly visible qualities of shape,

markino- and colouration and as little recourse as possible has been

had to the more obscure characters of venation of the wings, form of

legs, sexual characters, &c. It has been found unavoidable altogether

to steer clear of them, however, in several cases and it is feared that

this may offer difficulties to the uninitiated. Any wav, it cannot be

helped and it is hoped that, with the use of benzine and a good lens,

combined with patience, these difficulties may not prove unsur-

mountable. The best form of lens for the examination of the wing-

veins, &c., is a " Coddington " which can be purchased for a few

rupees and is small and portable.

The Plates are three-colour prints from original handpaintings

by Mr. Horace Knight which are perfection itself if we except the

shade of Papilio daksha 9—it is not dark enough and was probably

taken from a somewhat faded specimen —and Catochrysops straho

where the small subcostal spot beyond the discocellulars on the under-

side of the forewing has been omitted. The shade of the prints is

always somewhat too dull and they in no case do justice to the origi-

nals in purity of colour and clearness, although this in no way inter-

feres with the fact that the insects figured cannot be mistaken for

anything but what they are : which is all that is required. The light

blue colour, particularly, always comes out too dark in the prints.

The wood-cuts are nearly all reproductions of those used by Colonel

Bingham in his work and the blocks were kindly lent to the Society

by the courtesy of the Secretary of State for India.

Most of the descriptions of the imagines or perfect insects are taken

from Colonel Bingham's work, as far as available.

Butterflies are classed under the following six families in India.

Those treated of in these papers are representative of all six. Colonel

Bingham's key to the families is as under :

—

A. Antennae close together at base ; hind tibiae with

only a terminal pair of spurs ; one or more veins
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in the forewing forked or coincident beyond

the cell.

a. Precostal nervure of hindwing present.

a^. Front pair of legs imperfect in one or both

sexes.

a". Front pair of legs impei'fect in both

sexes Nymphalidae.

h'. Front pair of legs imperfect in male, per-

feet in female... NemeobidsB-

&\ Front pair of legs perfect in both sexes.

a- . Vein la in hindwing wanting, claws simple. FaPiUonidSB-

6". Vein la in hindwing present, claws bifid.... Pieridae.

h. Precostal nervure in hindwing absent,... LycSSZlidse-

B. Antenna) wide a^art at base ; hind tibiae generally

with a medial as well as a terminal pair of

spurs ; all the veins in the forewing from base

or from cell, none forked or coincident beyond.. HesperiidSB.

As a matter of fact the above six divisions will offer very little

difficulty, for the insects composing them are of widely different

facies or appearance. The IJesperiidce or Skippers can be placed

at once by the peculiar shape of their antennae with few excep-

tions ; a glance at Plates M. and N. probably will suffice to show that

they differ in general appearance from all other butterflies. The

very characteristic markings of the underside of the wings in the

Lyccenidoi or Blues will separate them off from the other families,

although the colour and facies is, as a rule, sufficient for that purpose.

Plates G. and H. will prove this. The J^ymphalidoi can at once be

recognised by the character given in the key of imperfect legs in

both sexes ; they are the only butterflies that possess it. The

Nemeobidce will offer no difficulty as the family is represented by

only a single species of a single genus coming within the scope of

these papers : it is Abisara echerius, Stoll. and is depicted on Plate F.,

figs. 40 and 40a. The remaining two families, the Swallowtails and

Whites [Papilionidoe and Pieridoi) have the legs all perfect and are

thus separated from the Nymphalidm : nobody could for a moment

mistake one of them for a Blue or a Skipper. In these papers there

are only two Swallowtails, the ground-colour of which is white and

both have long narrow tails ; the ground-colour of nearly all Whites,

on the contrar}^ is white and none have tails: some of them are

white with orange tips to the forewings, a few are salmon-pink ; all
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have black borders ; tlie wet-season forms of some are nearly com-

pletely suffused with black (vide fig. '6).

y.^

Fig. a— Forelegs, « ^, b $ , of I, Uestla (Danalnae) ; H, Mycaietis {Satyriiue) ; III,

ynthia (Nymphalinae) ;TV, Pareba {AcrminaB) ; Y , I.ibytliea ;yi, Abisara (Nemeobidae)

;

Til, Papiiio (Pap/iZJo/udae), claws simple (^.tibiae with pad on inner side); VIII, Pierw

(Pieridae), cUws bifid ; IX, Lampides (Lycaenida), $ tarsus imperfect with only one claw ;

X, Tagiadcs (Ilesper'ddat)^ tibia with a medial as well as an apical pair of spurs.

A word or two ou the use of the keys may be necessary.

When an insect is to be determined, the first thing is to fix the

family it belongs to by the above key. That done turn up the key

to the sub-families or genera composing that family ; after that pro-

ceed to the key to the species. To work any particular key look under

A, B, . . . until one of them fits the butterfly, then go to a, b, c, . . .

until one of these answers, then to a^, bi, c^, . , . , then to a2, bz,

c2, . . . , then a*^, bii, c^, . . . and so on until the species is arrived at.

Family—NYMPHALID^.
This family is divided into six subfamilies distinguished in the following key,

A. Disfioidal cell in fore and hindwing closed.
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a. Vein 1 in forewing forked at base {Vide fig. 4.) Danaina:.

Fig 4.— Sex-mark form 1 on hind wing, and neuration: Banais clirys'^ppiis

.

h. Vein 1 in forewing not forked at base.

a'. Palpi more or less erect or only obliquely

subporrect, not remarkably loEg, not form-

ing a beak.

a'- Palpi strongly compressed ; eyes often

hairy, one or more veins in forewing

generally swollen at base ; wings generally

short and broad, hindwing often dentate

or caudate Satyrincp..

h^ . Palpi not compressed, short cylindrical,

slightly clavate ; eyes never hairy : veins

never swollen ; wings always long ; hind-

wing never dentate or caudate Acrmna;.

b^. Palpi porrect, projecting, remarkably long,

nearly as long as thorax, forming a beak

pressed close together (Vide fig. 5.) Lihytheiim.

Fig. 5.

—

Lihyiheu myrrlia, o** t-

B, Discocellular cell open or, if closed, lower disco-

cellular very slender, inconspicuous.

a. Palpi small, narrow, sharp in front MorpJiincs.

{>. Palpi large, broad, rounded in front Nymplialinm..
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a. Vein 1 in forewing forked at base {Vide fig. 4.) Danaina:,

THE COMMON BUTTERFLIES OF THE
PLAINS OF INDIA.

Description of Pj.ate E.

Fk;. y,\ Telchinia violcp, $.

\a. „ „ 9.

2. Danais atjlea, $.

;-).
,, Ihnniace, $.

4. „ cJirrisfppiis, $,

•'>. Euplo'n CI) re, $.

Fig. 5.

—

Libyihea myvrlii, $. \.

B. Discocellular cell open or, if closed, lower disco-

cellular very slender, inconspicuous.

a. Palpi small, narrow, sharp in front , Morphina:.

J). Palpi large, broad, rounded in front NymphaUnce..
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Of these six sab-t\iinilies, three contain only one genus each

and two of these genera are represented only by :i single species that

will come into these papers. The three sub-families are Acrceince,

l.ihijtheinai and Jforphince, the first represented by Telchhua violcc

(PI. E., figs. 31 «& old), the second by Libijtlu-(x myrrha shown in

woodcut fif. '). There are three species of Morphince mentioned, all

verv similar to each other and the males of the tln-ee are distinguished

from all other butterflies by having a large circular patch of oily

lookinf scales in the centre of upperside of hindwingSo As regards

the remaining three sub-families, the ytjmphalincc can be recognised

hv the character of the total want or the obsolescence of the discoidal

nerA-ules, leaving thus only two groups between which to distinguish.

The Satyrines are, with one single exception, all earthy-brown in

colour with or without some white markings, and have generally eye-

marlvs on them. The exception is Elymnias caudata, the female of

which is tawny and very like Danais plexippus on the wing, with the

apical white band and black veins, the male is black-purplish as to

forewinofs and tawnv on the hindwinos : both have small tails to the

hindwins: which distinouishes them at once from any danaine insect.

The Danaines are all either black-brown with white markings along

the margins {Euploca), black with many bluish grey-streaks {Danais

agleaixndJj. limniace) or tawny with black markings and a white

apical band {Danais plexippus and D. chnjsippus and their varieties.)

These last also have all a disagreeable smell, are very difficult to kill

by ordinary pressure and their wings are covered with a scaling

which is not nearly so easily damaged, specially in the streaked light-

coloured species, as in other kinds of butterflies. Three species of

Danais and one of Euploea are figured on Plate E., figs. 32 to 35.

The Danaines and Nymphalines are nearly all sun-loving insects, the

former are slow and weak of flight, the latter strong on the wing and

rapid in their movements ; none of them are confined to the plains

and by far the larger number are purely hill and forest species.

TelcJiina violce is as often seen in the dryest and hottest part of India,

i.e., Sind, as it is in the regions of heaviest rainfall preferring, in

both places, hilly ground to absolute flat plain : it and one other Hima-

layan species {Pareha vesta, F.) are the only two Indian representa-

tives of the large African familv of the Acroiince : the insects are

all protected by a disagreeable smell caused by a yellow juice exuded

6
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as a defence against attack : they are, as might be consequently in-

terred, rather difficult to kill by pressure, sham death when caught,

are slow, weak fliers ; T. violce rarely rises much above the ground

and and generally keeps a straight course. Lihythea myvrha is a

forest butterfly but is fond of the sun : it flies little and never for any

distance but is fond of basking on leaves of trees and dead twigs with

the wino;s closed over the back and the front wdngs sunk far

within the hinder pair ; when in this position on a dead twig the

insect looks very like a piece of dead leaf, the colour and shape

of the wing abetting in the deception. The Satyrines and

Morphines are all insects of the shade, shunning the sun and fre-

quenting the undergrowth in forests. Grass and thickets in

open country harbour several species of the former, though the

section mostly affects the jungles : the latter are never found

in the open away from bamboos and trees. The majority of the

former are weak fliers, never rising far from the ground and fly

only for a short distance at a time, to settle again shortly amongst

dead leaves or in a dark place on the surface of the earth. The

genus Lethe is an exception to this, for they fly fast, often rising high

among the trees when disturbed and resting on tree-trunks and

branches high up. Discophora, representing the Mo7'phmce, frequents

the high jungles as a rule, is an extremely powerful flier, rivalling

herein the strongest of the Nymphalioes (^Charaxes, Doleschallia, &c.)

in pace and the length of time it will remain on the wing. The

caterpillars of the different subfamilies are very dissimilar, though each

one has its own characteristic type with the exception of the Nym-

phalince where some of the groups diff'er in the larval form from one

another quite as much as any of the subfamilies. These larvae may

be classed as follows :

—

Danaines.—Cylindrical larva? with smooth surface, provided with

two to four pairs of thin, fleshy subdorsal tentacles
;
generally banded

transversely. Head smooth, shiny, round, marked with spots or

bands {vide PI. I, fig. 8).

Satyrines.—Fusiform larvae with, generally, a rough surface; often

with longitudinal stripes ; always ending ia two tail points which are

sometimes closely applied to each other to form apparently one

(Lethe). Head square or round, generally divided into two lobes by

a depressed central line : when square always with a point or horn on
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vertex of each lobe, sometimes also when round {Zijurlis) when tlie

two points may be so close together as to seem one {hetUe) {vide

PI. I, figs. 1 and 2).

3IoRrHiNES.—Cylindrical larviT,^ covered with long hairs (unique

in this amono- Butterflies) though never thicklv enouoh to obscure

surface when full grosvn : surface soft and smooth otherwise : two tail

points. Head broadly heart-shaped, narrow side uppermost, in Disco-

phora, slightly two lobed. In some species the head is ornamented

with horns, but none of these come into these papers [vide PI. 1, fig. ^')).

LiBYTHEiNES.—Cylindrical with, however, the head and last seg-

ment rather narrow ; surface roughened with tranvserse rows of very

short bristles not very visible to the eye. Head round with a some-

what shallow and broad central depressed line {Libi/thea myrrlia).

AcR.CiNES.—Cylindrical in shape, the body armed with spines as in

rlie typical Nymphalines. Head smooth, round, rather small. The

chrysalis is also similar to that of the nymphaline Ergolis.

Nymphalines.—Cylindrical typically, the body armed with spines

in the arrangement of which, as well as in the relative size, there

is considerable variety. The head rather large with a pair of horns

or not. The Neptis group have smooth larvpe with pear-shaped

lieads, one section without processes to any of the segments, (N.viraja),

another with fieshv dorso-lateral growths on segments o, 4 and 12,

representing the spines of the typical section, there being often consi-

derably developed tubercles on other segments as well. The Apatnra

group has naked larv?e with tail points and horns on the head. The

<^karaxes group have fusiform larv^e like Apatnra^ but the tail points

are very short, the anal end is more broadly square and the head is

very large and ornamented with four horns which remind one strongly

of bison-horns in Ch. imna and Ch. xchreiheri, though they differ with

the species a good deal. The caterpillar of C;jr6stis is extremely

abnormal in shape : fusiform with rugose surface and a long fleshy,

erect process dorsally on segments (J and 12, the former curved back,

the latter forward, both with serrated hinder edge ; the head is smooth

with two horns, stout at the base and separated by a narrow sinus,

slightly divei-ging at first, rhen strongly curved outwards becoming

pointed at the ti])s, recalling the shape of the horns in some of the wild

sheep. The genera Dophla, Eufhcdia have a peculiar larva with a pear-

shaped, large, smooth head and cvlindrical bodv ornamented with a
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row of long conical fleshy processes, each more than hvice as long as

the body is broad and furnished throughout their length with strong

setEe, proceeding from the margins of segments 3 to 12 symmetrically

outwards all round, the first and last pairs covering the first two and

last two segments of the caterpillar, respectively. The pupee of these

last two groups are also very characteristically shaped {vkle PI. I,

figs. 4 to 11).

Sub-family—DANAINJE.

A. Colour of upperside chiefly dark-brown or black

spotted with white Euplcea.

B. Colour tawny or black streaked with bluish-grey.. Danats.

Genus—DANAIS,
A. Wings tawny.

a. Veins prominently black.

ai. Hindwing all tawny. Exp. 2"'8-2"-9 plexippus.

bK Hindwing black streaked white. Exp.

2"-75-3"'05 hegesippus.

h. Veins concolourous with wing.

a^. Forewing with apical white band

a"^. Hindwing all tawny. Exp. 2"-75-3"-3 chrysi]ipris.

h'-. Hindwing streaked white (var. of cliry-

sippas). alcippus,

Z>i. Forewing without apical white band (also a

var. of chrysippus) dorippus.

B. Wings streaked black and bluish-grey.

a. Cell of forewing black with short white streak

at base. Exp. 3"*8-2"'2
, , Umniace.

h. Cell of forewing white with black central line

towards apex. Exp, 2"-75-3""9.t aglea.

Genus—EUPLCEA.

A. Forewing underside : cell immaculate Icollari.

B. Forewing underside : a white spot towards end of

cell

a. Forewing underside : a complete series of six

white spots between veins immediately

outside cell coreta.

h. Forewing underside : spots above veins 5 and G of

this series always wanting core.

or

A. Forewing, upperside, male : two parallel, broad,

silky looking streaks above centre of inner

margin. Exp. :
3"-65-3"-8 coreta.
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B. Forewing upperside, male, a single short line in

the same position. Exp. 3"-4" core.

C. Forewing upperside, male : a more or less circular

rather large silky Ipoking spot in the same

position. Exp, 4" hollari.

The silkv streaks in the first are about lOmiu. in lengtli by

Imni. ill breadth, in vare the line is only omm. in length and very

narrow, in kollari the spot is about 3mm. in diameter. E. core is

fioured on Plate E, fi<i;. o5, but the brand or sexmark between veins

1 and 2 is not perceptible : this is a mistake of course in the picture.

Other butterflies of this sub-family are figured on Plate E. : D. aglea.

(fig. 32), D. limniace (fig. 33), 1). ehrt/sippns (fig. r4).

There are forty-six well-defined species of the Danahice found in

British India according to Colonel Bingham. And there may be

more as he treats many forms as races which up to the present time

have been looked upon as good species. Only seven of his species

come into these papers and, of these, five are widely distributed, while

two {E. coreta and E. kollari) are confined to the sea-coast south of

Bombay, though kollari is also said to occur in Bengal and Orissa.

Danais chrysippus is very common everywhere, extending even to

Europe westwards ; Euplcea core exists throughout India as do also

D. plexippus and TK limniace ; D. aglea is found in Mysore and the

Southern Mahratta (Jountry. Many of the Burmese Euploea are shot

with blue.

The danaine insects are all protected by smell in the imago state as

has already been pointed out, as well as by the construction of their

bodies to resist pressure. The males of nearly all species are distin-

guished by the possession of " male-marks " on the fore or hindwings.

flestia has no such marks. Danais has them only on the hindwing

where they take the form of a pocket below vein 2 near its origin or

patches of scales near the ends of veins la, 1 and 2. Euploea has

them on both wings or only on one pair according to the species
;

they consist of silky streaks or brands on the forewing over the inner

margin ; a single short streak, two longer parallel streaks or a single

r>pot or blob, on the hindwing they take the form ot a patch different

from the rest of the wing in colour about the subcostal vein. In

this last genus also the males have paired tufts of hair, yellow or

greenish in colour which they can protrude i'roin the last segment of

the abdomen. These tufts have a pronounced scent.
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There is ti very large member of the sub-family, found iu the damp
jungles of the Western Ghats, south of Bombay, called Ifestia

inalabarica, with a span of 4"*5-6", known as the " wood-nymph "

which may be mentioned in passing as constituting an example of

the only other genus of the three forming the sub-family of the

Danaines in India. It is also quite possible the insect might be met
with in the neighbourhood of Maliableshwar.

These butterflies have all a slow somewhat tiuttering flight but

i-emain long on the wing at a time and travel considerable distances,

i-arely loitering in one place ; though, on hot steamy days in the

rainy months, the males of Euploea may be seen beating backwards

and forwards in open spaces in wooded places, sailing along at inter-

vals with the wings held very much inclined to each other over the

back, never horizontal, their bodies bent down and the curious feathery

looking vellow or oreenish scent-brushes— thev smell very strong at

such times and are quite perceptible in the still air even to the human

sense—protruded from the end : probably endeavouring to attract

the females. At times, also, great numbers of several species mixed,

often all five of the common ones, may be found sitting togethei-

with the wings closed over the back, as is customary for their kind, on

a species of Crotolaria with yellow flowers in the jungles ; and it is

not uncommon in the hot weather to put up a crowd of hundreds from

a small patch of the plant. It is difficult to say what the attraction is.

It is not the flowers for there are, as often as not, no flowers on the

plants aifected ; frequently even withered stems are chosen. Croto-

laria is a genus containing Indian Hemp from which intoxicating

principles are extracted. Perhaps this may explain the insects' liking

for the plant : the heat probably causes an exhalation of intoxicating

fumes. The black and white Danais aglea, D. limniace and Eu-

plcea core with a D.-plexippvs at odd intervals may sometimes be seen

flying, in a continuous stream which may last for hours, in one direc-

tion : thousands must pass in the time. Why they should do this is not

known, though scarcity of larval food has been suggested as a possible

cause for their leaving certain localities. In the districts covered

with heavy jungle, however, these migrations are as common as it

elsewhere and there is certainly never any lack of food in such places.

The Milkweed or Monarch Butterfly said to be found occasionally

in England, Anosia erippns. Cram., is belonging to this sub-family :
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is called .1. ple.vippus in Soiith's Butterflies of the British Isles

])iit is oertainly different from our Indian Danals plexippus, L. in

ajipearanee ; the larvae are also quite distinct. There are thus, with

D, chri/sippiis, L. above mentioned, only two members of the whole

<ub-family which occur In Europe.

The danaine egg is dome-shaped, a good deal higher than broatt

and has a shiny surface dented all over with little rounded depres-

sions, formed by many rather broad ribs from base towards top, joined

by numerous smaller ridges at right angles : the ribs do not quite

meet on the top of the dome but subside gradually into the gener.il

level around a finely reticulated surface in the centre of which is

the micropyle or opening through which the fertilisation takes place.

The egg is generally laid on the underside of a leaf, always singly

but occasionally also on the upperside ; sometimes on a twig or dead

stem of a creeper- foodplant, flower-bud, Sec."*

The larva has been alluded to before as cylindrical in shape with

a smooth surface, naked except for the tentacles on two to four of the

segments 3, 4, G and 12, those on segments 3 and 12 always being

present, and a round, shiny and smooth head marked with bands or

spots. The marking of the body is either in transverse bands or :i

mixture of spots and such bands. The little caterpillar eats the shell

of the egg as its first meal and sits on the underside of a leaf, eating-

holes in it, as a rule, instead of beginning from the edge as most

larvje do {vide PI. I, fig. 8).

The chrysalis is characteristic in shape, quite rigid in the abdomi-

nal segments, short and dumpy as a rule, longest in Hestia, longer in

Danais than in JEuploea, with a slightly humped thorax and is fattest

about the middle of the abdomen where there is a distinct rid<ie in

Danais in the centre of segment 7 from spiracle to spiracle across

the body. Segment 6 is exceptionally long. The colour is generally

green in Danais when formed in nature among green leaves, very

shiny, ornamented with brown, silver or gold spots and in Euploca

often sufi'ased with gold or silver. Of course, the pupa always

hangs free by the tail as is the case in all Nymphalidcv (vide PI. I,

fig. 8a).

The IJcftia egg has the intersections of the ribs with the cross-ridges aomewhat

raised and knob-like.
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The species of butterilies may be classified according to their larval

form as follows :

—

A. Larva with four pairs of tentacles.

a. Larva banded black and white with red spots ... Hestia malabarica.

b. Larva banded brown and white ; no spots.

a^. Spiracular band white touched with orange,

tentacles flesh-coloured or pink, front pair

generally held curled up Euplaa hollan.

I) . Spiracular band yellow suffused orange,

tentacles brown, front pair never curled ... Euplaa core.

B. Larva with three pairs of tentacles.

a. These tentacles on segments .3, 4, 12 EupUm coreta.

h. These tentacles on segments 3, 6, 12,

a^. Body banded black and white with yellow

subdorsal spots Danais chrysippus

&'. Body banded black and white with white

spots as well as yellow ones Danais plexippus.

C. Larva with two pairs of tentacles.

a. Larva banded broadly black and white Danais limniace.

b. Larva claret-brown spotted with yellow and white Danais aglea.

The foodplants of the caterpillars of the subfamily are confined to

the botanical families the UriicacecB (Figs and Nettles), Af>ocynacece

(Dogbanes), and Asvlepiadece with no English representative though

Asclepias cornuti, called Swallow-wort, is introduced in gardens of

late years. All these plants have a more or less milky juice and the

plants composing the last family are known as Milkweeds. In India

the Milkweeds are nearly all creepers, though the best known mem-

ber of it, Calotropis gigantea, common everywhere in the Plains and

known by the vernacular name of " akk" or " rui", " madar", is an

erect shrub ; never growing to any great height but always con-

spicuous by reason of its gregarious habit, its thick leaves and

branches covered with a white powder, exuding a copious white milk

when torn or wounded, and its purplish flowers. The Dogbanes and

Milkweeds are very plentiful in India and few hedges in the country

are without a creeping species of one or the other. Hestia cater-

pillar has only one foodplant, the apocynaceous species Aganosma

corymhosa which is only found in damp hilly jungles : for which

reason the butterfly is limited to such localities ; the larva? of the

several species of Danais have several foodplants each ; that of

Euploea coreta seems to have only one, that of E. kollari has
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oeihiinlv more than one bolunging to the Fig tumily ; E. core will

eat iiKiny things belonging to all three families.

DESCRIPTIOX OF SPECIES OF DANAIN^E.

I. Danais piexippus, -Z-—Male and female alike. The iqyiwside oi both

whv's is tawny, the veins bordered black ;
the apical half of forewing, costal

and inner margins also black ; three white spots beyond the cell, a white band

across the apex divided by black veins, then a double row of white spots.

Hmdwing with no white except the double row of spots on a black marginal

border. Underside similar but paler. Antennae black
; head and thorax

bhick. spotted white ; abdomen dusky tawny marked with white beneath. The

male has a pouch on the underside of hindwing near vein 2 probably connected

with the emission of scent. Exp. 72—100mm.

This was once known as D. genutia, Cramer. Some specimens from dry

regions show a tendency to replace the tawny part of hindwing by white thus

approaching the next species.

Larva.—The sh.ape is cylindrical with the last segment perpendicular to

longitudinal axis of body, the second segment slightly narrower than head, and

with three pairs of tentacles, one to each of the segments i5, G and 12, all sub-

dorsal, the first pair about 6'25mm. long and moveable, the others shorter and

fixed. The head is squarely round, quite smooth and shiny and is black in

coloitr with white marginal band, another inside this and parallel to it, a white

clypeus and labrum. The colour of the body is velvety black marked with

bluish-white and yellow spots and lines of the former colour as follows :—the

belly is unmarked, divided from the dorsal half by a broad yellow band partly

including the black spiracles ;
the part of the body above this has, on each

segment, two central subdorsal yellow spots, one on each side of dorsal line

three bluish-white spots in front of them along front margin of segment, one

dorsal, one on each side subdoisal, and three parallel short bluish-white lines

behind each yellow spot, all parallel to hinder margin of segment, the first one

shortest, the hindermost longest ; exceptions to this arrangement being

segment 2, where there are only two white spots, and segment 12 where there

are only two lines instead of three and these are continuous over the back.

The tentacles are placed under the yellow spots, are black in their top halves

with red bases. L, 37mm. : B. 7mm. ; H. 6mm. ; L. of tentacles of 3rd

segment : 6"25mm.

Pupa.—Hemispherical in the posterior half where, slightly on the ventral

side of the pole, is placed the stout, somewhat flattened, shinj' black cremaster

with ventral and dorsal extensor ridges and tuft of suspensory hooklets at

extremity ; in the ventral part the hemisphere is somewhat depressed,

passing evenly into the surface of the wings. The base of the hemisphere at

centre of segment 7 is dorsally ridged from wing to wing with a line of small

black beads or knobs on a silver band and from this ridge forward the pupa

decreases in diameter, being all but circular in transverse section in this part,

7
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up to the shoulders ; the dorsal portion of the thorax or segment 3 is humped

suddenly from the hinder margin and gradually falls in the dorsal line in a

curve of a quarter circle to the front of pupa ; this front or head is trans-

versely square, rounded at right angles to its breadth and has a small conical

tubercle at each end in front of each eye ; laterally the pupal breadth is

rapidly narrowed from shoulders to these tubercles. The surface is smooth

and shining. The colour is green among green leaves but may be pinkish

bone-colonr when pupation takes place in a box, &c.
;
when green the ridge

on segment 7 is silver with black beading, there is a gold tubercular spot on

each shoulder, a golden spot on each side immediately behind apex of thorax,

one on hinder margin of eye dorsally, one at base of each antenna, and one in

centre of each wing ; four black spots ventrally before cremaster, which is

also black. L. l5-5mm.; B. at segment 7 where it is broadest 7*5mm. ; H. at

same place 8"5mm.

Habits.—The egg is laid singly on the underside of a leaf and the

larva always lives there ; when it first emerges it makes its earliest

meal of the eggshell, after which it eats tender leaves, old leaves,

stalks, any part of the plant that is eatable, voraciously, growing

accordingly. Wanders to pupate fixing itself firmly to the underside

of a leaf, twig, «&g., for the purpose. The imago is not a butterfly of

the open plains, preferring the vicinity of forest, woods and places

overgrown with bush and scrub. Compared to D. chrysippus it is

an insect of regions of good rainfall. It has the weak danaine flight

and associates with other Danais and Euplcea in migrations and at

Crololaria as mentioned above. It is not often seen at flowers. It

is found throughout India, in China and Malay. The food plants of

the larva are Asclepiads of the genus Ceropegia, mostly creepers of

small size growing in the underwood.

2. Danais hegesippus, Cramer.—Male and female like D plexippus, but

for the gi'eater extent of black on the apical half and margins of forewing ; the

preapical white band is divided into spots. The hiridwing is all black with the

cell and intervals between veins beyond it streaked with white. On the under-

side the ends of the white streaks of hindwing are washed with yellowish and

there are additional white streaks in interspaces 6 and 7. Exp. 70-78 mm.

The insect is found in Bengal, extends to Tenasserim and the Nicobars,

Malacca and Sumatra ; there are intermediate forms between it and the last in

the Malayan region though not in India ; nothing is known of the transform-

ation, though the larva and pupa are sure to be very similar to those of

D. plexippus.

3. Danais chrysippus,. X. (PI. E, Fig. 34)— Male and female: forewing

tawny, darker towards costa ; apical third and costa narrowly black with one or

two white spots on latter, another sometimes at end of cell, an oblique preapical
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white bar ending in four spots at outer end and a more or less complete series

of white terminal spots, lliudwing : colour paler, thi-ee black marks on dis-

coccllulai-s • an incomplete series of white spots on a terminal narrow black band.

Onderside has the ground-colour of the hindwing and a triangular area at apex

of the forewing ochraceous. Antennae black ; head and thorax black spotted

with white ; abdomen ochraceous above, whitish below. Male sex-mark as in

D.plexippus. Exp. 70-84 mm.

Larva.—Cylindrical ; shape the same as that of D.plexippus. Here also the

tentacles are on segments 3, 6 and 12, the pair on the first one moveable, and

longest, the others fixed ;
last segment ending in a rounded edge with a shiny

black boss on it dorsally. The head is roundish, nearly as broad as segment 2.

the face rather flat with a slightly depressed central line, clothed with not

very short, erect, black hairs rather sparsely ;
black in colour with a marginal

thin white band, another one inside and parallel to it, both ending at jaws,

a white triangular clypeus and a white labrum. Spiracles longly oval, black,

on the yellow spuacular band. The surface of body clothed as well as the

tentacles with sparse, short, erect, black haii's. Colour is dark chocolate-brown

or black with a yellow spiracular band and a dorso-lateial row of large yellow

spots ; a small carmine spot at base of tentacles 6 and 12, tentacles Sand 12

growing out of the yellow spots ; segment 2 banded black and white ; the

yellow spots are wanting on segments 2 and 13, 14 , between each pair of

yellow spots are 3 or 4 white bands over dorsum, starting from the spiracular

band on each side : this band is composed of continguous spots shaped like

molar teeth, the fangs pointing upwards, or like drops. Legs, prolegs black

with a white band on the bases of the latter. L. 38mm ; B, 7mm. ; H. 6mm.

Pupa.—Is the same shape as that of D. plexippus ; the ridge on segment 7 is

here composed of a double row of beads, close together ; the cremaster is a

short, narrow oblong with the booklets at extremity and ventral extensor

ridges. Spiracles longly oval, the colour of the pupa, rather large ; those of

segment 2 mere slits. Surface of pupa smooth and shiny. Colour green
;

cremaster and extensor ridges black •, ridge of segment 7 gold in front, black

behind ; head-points gold, shoulder tipped with gold and a subdorsal gold spot

on hinder margin of thorax. L 18'5mm. ; L. from front to ridge 15mm. ; B.

at segment 7 : 8mm.

Habits.—The egg is laid singly on the underside of the leaf where

the larva lives ; eats the egg as its first meal, then the substance of

the leaf leaving the top cuticle ; afterwards from the edge in the

ordinary way. Wanders to pupate, proceeding as does D. plexippus :

(luite normally. The imago is perhaps the strongest of the Danaines

on the wing. It is found everywhere in India from the driest desert

reirions to those of heaviest rainfall, but is scarcest in the forest-clad

hills. It extends westward to North Africa and Greece in South

Europe, eastwards to China and Celebes. In fact, it has the same
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area of distribution as its foodplant Calotropis under its two forms

C. gigantea and C. procera. Asclepias curassavica of the same

family, introduced from America and spread all over India, is also a

favorite foodplant. The larvse are much attacked by ichneumons.

The species is a dry-weather one in the regions of heavy rainfall.

Two varieties of this insect with the hindwings more or less white

have been named alcippus and alcippoides by Cramer and Moore

in the past : they are found in the dry regions chiefly ; another

variety in which the apical white band is altogether or nearly

altogether wanting on the forewing, was christened dorippus by Klug

and Jdugii by Butler. This latter variety is found everywhere in

India where the parent form exists,

4. Danais limniace, Cramer (PI. E, fig. 33).—Male and female ; upperskle

black with bluish-white semihyaline spots and streaks. Forewing below

cell : two streaks, sometimes coalescent, with a spot beyond ; in cell : a streak

from base and an outwardly indented sport at apex ; a series of five streaks and

two spots from costa towards inner margin outside cell, a single spot beyond

in interspace 3 and a double irregular submarginal series of spots, the inner the

larger. Hindwing ; interspaces Ih, la and 1 with streaks from base, double

in la and 1 ; cell with a forked broad streak or wholly white with a central

dark forked line : beyond cell in interspaces 2 and 3 a slender fork, in

4 and 5 a broad elongate spot and in 6 a quadrate spot ; on the wing-

beyond these two series of irregular somewhat scattered spots, submarginal and

marginal. Underside black, apex of forewing broadly and outer two- thirds of

hindwing olive-brown ; streaks and spots as above. Antennas, head and thorax

black, the latter two spotted and streaked with white ; abdomen dusky above,

ochraceous spotted with white beneath. The male has a pouch on the under-

side of hindwing below vein 2. Exp. 98-106mm. ,

Danais septentrionis, Butler, differing from this species in the ground-colour

being darker and the markings narrower, more distinct and of a bluer tint, is

said to be a separate species. Colonel Bingham says that the short streaks

immediately outside the cell above vein 5 of forewing are always outwardly

acute, never truncate as in limniace. The form, however, seems only to be

found in the hills : Simla to Sikhim ; Orissa, Southern India, Kanara, Malabar

and the Nilgiris ; Ceylon ; Assam ; throughout Burma and Tenasserim, to

Malayan Subregion. All regions of considerable rainfall.

Larva.—The shape is the same as that of chrysippus ; body smooth, having

a pair of tentacles on the 3rd and 12th segments only, the former pair longer

and moveable, the latter half the length, fixed. The head is similar also in

colour and markings to the last species. The spiracles are black with a fine

raised shiny border, oval in shape, rather large, situated on the dorso-vential

band. Colour of body is brown-black above, banded with blue-white: whitey-
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gveen on belly with bands and blotches of white on segments 4, 5, 11 and 12
;

the tentacles are black with a white stripe inside and outside for half their

length ; on segment 2 are two white bands, the first near front margin reaching

spiracles on each side and curving slightly back at ends, the second, along

liinder margin, not quite reaching dorso-ventral line on each sides; segments

lias four similar bands, parallel besides a fifth continued from stripe on tentacle

to the dorso-ventral line ; segment 4 has four narrowish bands and a central

interrupted one of which the basal portions only on each side exist ; segments

.") to 11 have four narrow bands, an anterior broader one and an interrupted

one immediately behind the broader one like that on segment 4 ; segment

12 has a broad anterior band, the stripes of tentacles continued down

sides and two bands behind ; anal segments have a pair of bands anteriorly

coalescing on margin and a posterior pair surrounding the shiny black dorsal

boss of the anal fiap ; connective membrane between the segments yellowish-

orange ; prolegs and legs shiny black with basal and preapical white band.

L. 37mm. : B, 7mm. ; L. of front tentacles, 9*5mm. (vhle PL I., fig. 8).

Pupa.—Shape the same exactly as that of the last species. Spiracles oval,

colour of pupa. Surface smooth and shiny. Colour naturally green ( if among

dead, dry leaves or in a wooden box it is pinkish bone-colour), line of knobs on

ridge of segment 7 golden, a golden spot on point of shoulder, a central dorsal

one on segments 5 and 6, one behind spiracle of latter segment, one on margin

of wing at segment 4-5, one at base of antenna, another on eye, another be-

tween eye and thorax, one lateral at hinder margin of thorax and one subdorsal

just above it, one or two on wings of which the one near outer centre is

constant : a few black marks running out obliquely from cremaster ventrally.

L. 22'5mm.. B. 10"7mm. = H.. both at segment 7 ; H. at thorax-apex, 5mm.
;

B. at shoulders, 7mm. ; B. at front of head, 4mm. (vhle PI. I. fig. 8«).

Habits.—The habits of laying the egg singly on the undersitle of

a leaf and of the larva are the same as for the preceding species. The

imago keeps much to wooded country and hedges around villages

where its chief foodplant, Dregea voliihilis, Benth., a climbing Ascle-

piad, with large heart-shaped or oval leaves, green drooping umbels

of flowers and watery juice, is found and around which the butteriiy

may commonly be seen flying. The plant is very common but loses

its leaves during the dry weather. The insect exists throughout India

and Burma and beyond as far as Siam and China. The larva has

been found on other plants of the order Asclepiadece also besides the

one mentioned : Calotropis, Ho7ja, for example. It is chiefly a

monsoon species.

5. Danais aglea, Cramer. (PI. E fig. 32).—Male and female : iiiyperside

black-brown with»subhyaline bluish-white streaks and spots : the forewing has

a short streak from base along inner margin, two longer and thicker ones,
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united at base and generally also exteriorly below cell, a broad streak divided

by longitudinal lines into three in it ; a basal spot in interspaces 2 and 3 ; an

irregular discal series of three spots with two streaks above ; two series of

submarginal spots, the inner large, one in each interspace, curved in along the

costa, the outer small, two spots to each interspace. Hindwing : interspaces

la lb, with broad streaks from base ; 1 and cell with two streaks joined at base

in each, the latter with short streak obliquely between their apices ; 2-8 with

broad, elongate, inwardly pointed spots
; irregular double submarginal series of

spots. The underside is similar, the markings rather larger. Antennas black :

head and thorax black spotted white ; abdomen black-brown, ochraceous

beneath. The male has patches of scent scales on hindwing near apices of veins

la, 1 and 2 with a thickening of veins la, 1, through the patches.

Exp. 70-lOOmm.

The Northern and Eastern form, rnelanoides hafi the blue-white markings in

interspace 1 of forewing and cells of both wings much broader, and ground-

colour in them may be reduced to a slender line. Typical agha is South

Indian as far north as Poona. However, aglea has been taken in Burma and

the other in Mysore.

Larva.—The shape of the larva is normal : cylindrical ; there are two pairs of

subdorsal tentacles, one on segment 3, the other on 12, the first pair moveable

and long, the latter fixed and half the length
; there is a shiny patch dorsally

on anal flap. The head is round, shiny black in colour with white clypeus and

abrum and eight white spots : one on apex of each lobe, another on face just

below, one at bottom hinder margin above base of mandible, one at each basal

angle of clypeus. The colour of the tentacles is claret-red marked on the

inside and outside for half their length with a white stripe. Colour of body is

blackish brown-claret, concolourous on belly, spotted yellow and blue-white

on dorsal half ; segments 3 and 4 have each a pair of large sub-dorsal spots on

each side, a dorsal yellow spot all near front margin besides five white spots

below laterally and three parallel rows of blue-white ones over dorsum on

posterior part ; segments 5 to 12 are similarly marked except that they have

one subdorsal yellow spot instead of two and an extra one, spiracular, below
;

segment 13 has a front row of four large yellow spots and a hinder row of

four similarly arranged, i.e., one subdorsal and one spiracular on each side.

Legs and prologs shiny black with two white spots on base. L. 33mra. ; B.5-5 ram.

Pupa.—The shape is like that of D. plexippus except that the pupa is

somewhat slighter and there is no beading to the ridge on segment 7. The

surface is smooth and shiny. Colour is yellowish-green with a row of 10

black spots along centre of segment 7 instead of the usual ridge, a parallel

row of 8 black spots on segment 8, segment 9 with 4, anal segment with 4

black long marks, one subdorsal and one lateral on each side ; on segment

6 there is a golden dorsal, lateral and spiracular blotch : 5 in all ; on segment

5 a lateral golden mark; on segment 3 is a golden spot at apex of thorax,

a subdorsal one just behind apex and two lateral ones at equal height on each
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side • setrment 2 has a lateral and a dorsal gold spot, there is one on each eye

and one on each side of each eye ;
wings also marked with gold. L. 18mm.

;

B. 9mm. ; H, 9-5mm.

Habits.—The habits as regards the laying of the egg, the life of the

larva and the pupation are the same as for the preceding species.

The species is common everywhere throughout its range, has a weak

fliorht though it remains long on the wing flying about somewhat

aimlessly, migrates with the others, frequents Crotalaria and is not

a frequent visitor of flower?. The foodplant of the larva is Tylophora

carnosa, D. ; also T. tenuis, Blume, and Cnjptolepis Buchanani,

Roem. and Sch., all Asclepiads. The distribution is India and

Burma.

6. Euploea coreta, Godart.—Male and female : npperside dark-brown,

somewhat broadly paler along outer margins with a row of largish white

spots in interspaces 1—7 followed by a low of smaller ones, two to each inter-

space, inside outer margin on forewing ; hindwing similar, the spots larger,

the inner row elongate and paired in interspaces lb, 1 —3. Underside browner,

spots as above and a spot towards end of cell of forewing with complete series

of six spots between nervures immediately outside cell. The male has a pair

of broad parallel silky bands on upperside of forewing in interspace 1 ; in the

female their position is vaguely traceable. Exp. 92-96 mm.

Larva.—The shape is the same as for Danais : there are paired tentacles on

segments 3, 4 and 12 which are longest on segment 3, shortest on 12, dull-

indigo in colour and straight. These tentacles are much longer than in E. core,

the next species. The head is round, smooth, shiny, black with a marginal

white band and another down each side of the triangular clypeus not continued

above its apex and a white labrum. Surface of body smooth and greasy look-

ing. Spiracles oval, black, shiny, of ordinary size. The colour of the body

varies somewhat in shade but is ordinarily a light violet-green above, chocolate-

green on the belly ; segments 3 and 4 are always slightly yellowish dorsally ; a

yellow spiracular line divides the belly from the dorsum with a slight yellow

shade around the spiracles ; the extreme base of all three pairs of tentacles is

yellow ; segment 2 is light yellow with a shiny black subdorsal spot ; the anal

flap is the same colour with a large dorsal shiny black patch covering three-

fourths of the segment
;

all the legs shiny black. L. o9 mm. ; B. 6 mm. ; L. of

tentacles of segment 3 : 14 mm. ; of segment 4 : 9 mm. ; of segment 12 : G mm.

Pupa.—The pupa of Euplcca differs from that of Danais, in that the dorsal

line from thorax to segment 7 as well as the lateral are both concavely curved

and there is no sign of a ridge along centre of segment 7 ;
it is dumpier,

smoother and more compact altogether. That of E. core is compact, the abdo-

men short and sub-hemispherical from segment 7 to end, the ventrum slightly

flattened ; the cremaster forms a stalk a little on the ventral side of pole of

hemisphere and is somewhat bent down; head square in front, rather high
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rounded on the edges with somewhat prominent eyes ; thorax (segment 3) is

humped and is as broad at the shoulders as the abdomen at segment 7 ; the

margin between segments 2 and 3 is very indistinct ; segment 2 is a regular,

semi -circular shield-like piece ; thorax front margin is rounded and the dorsal

line runs thence up and out over the binder margin in a rounded apex ; dorsal

line of segment 4 i3 parallel to the longitudinal axis of the pupa, that of seg-

ments 5 and 6 runs up to 7 in a gentle curve ; there is a shallow, broad constric-

tion of wings and dorsal region about segment 4, Spiracles oval, light brown,

of the usual size. Colour of pupa is silver with a broad subdorsal and spiracu-

lar band meeting on segment 6 which is entirely lightish brown as are the

bands and segments 4 and 5. except dorsally ; shoulders and inner margin of

wing, vertex of head, a narrow brown band along outer -wing-margin, a

broad thoracic dorsal band forking from apex to hinder margin, an oblong

mark on wing beyond discoidal cell : all lightish brown ; the cremaster is shiny

black, has a small knob at extremity and a round lateral tubercle at base ; anal

clasper-scars black. Whole surface shiny and smooth. L. 18*5 mm. ; B. at

segment 7 : 8*5 mm.

Habits.—The eoo- i^ laid on the underside of a, leaf : the larva first

eats the eggshell, then takes to the leaf : living always on the under-

side. The pupation takes place in the same way as for Danais. The

caterpillar is much attacked by hymenopterous parasites. The butter-

fly is not common even in its limited habitat in the hills of Southern

India along the west coast and is hardly seen at all in the dry months.

It is fo^id of damp places and does not join in migrations. Tlie

foodplant of the larva is the apocynaceous creeper Ichnocarpus frutes-

cens, Br.

7. Euploea core. Cramer. (PI. E, fig. 35).—The description is the same as

for E. coreta, the last species, except that on the underside of forewing the

discal spots above veins 5 and 6 are never present here and, in the male, the

two broad brands are replaced by a short, narrow line. Exp. 78-98 mm.

Larva.—The larva is of the usual shape with a shiny black patch dorsally

near extremity, a dorsal black shield posteriorly on segment 2 and four pairs

of subdorsal tentacles on segments 3, 4, G and 12, one pair to each, the pair on

segment 3 longest, reaching beyond the head, moveable, the last pair shortest :

about as long as the larva is high, fixed. Head similar to that of the last

species with a covering of very fine, adpressed, colourless hairs
;
black with

marginal white band, another down each side of clypeus and a white labrum.

The spiracles are oval, shiny black and situated in the orange band. Surface

of body smooth, the tentacles densely covered with short, erect, black hairs.

Colour of tentacles and body dark-brown, sometimes with a tinge of claret,

transversely banded with white (or colour of body bluish- white, banded with

brown), five bands to each segment, of different lengths on one segment running

into an irregularly bordered broad white spiracular band which is more or less
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strongly suffused with orange. The ground-colour of the larva is sometimes

nearly violet. L. 47 mm. ; B. 6'5 mm. ; H. S mm. ; L. of tentacles of segment

3 : TO mm.
Pti.pa.—The pupa has nothing to distinguish it from the last in shape. The

colour is silvery-golden all over with the wing-line along the thorax, a dorsal

thoracic band running back and forking near apex, a subdorsal and lateral

abdominal band, all of a dirty light brownish colour ; cremaster black as well as

last segment ; two rows of black spots on abdomen, one supra-spiracular, one

lateral to each segment. The spiracles are oval, slightly raised and the colour of

the body. L. 19 mm. ; B. 9 mm. Larva turns rose-coloured before pupating.

Egg.—Neai'ly cylindrical for 2/3 its height, the top 1/4 rather pointed, dome-

shaped. Surface covered with many longitudinal ribs of small height, rounded

in section and broad, the interspaces being crossed by numerous minor ridges

at right angles ; the two sets covering the surface with many square, round-

bottomed cells. Colour white immediately on being laid, turning yellow, then

orange ; finally becoming greyish just before emergency of larva ; surface

shiny, L. 1.4 mm. ; B. 1mm.

Habits.—This is the commonest species of Euploea and may be seen

everywhere throughout continental India at all times of the

year, in the plains, in the hills, in grass-lands, jungles, on bare rocky

slopes and in dark shady nallas, generally a few yards above the

ground sailing along lazily in the characteristic danaine style or

busily, if somewhat weakly, flying about in search of a suitable leaf

or bud or twig whereon to deposit its egg. It should not be a diffi-

cult quest judging by the numerous foodplants the insect has to choose

from. It has a range of three botanical families, Urticacece, Apocif-

nacece and Asclepediacece. Its larva has been found upon Strebhis

asper, Lour., Ficus hengalensis L., F.religiosa, L., F. glomerata, Roxb.,

belonging to the first family : Holarrhena antidysenterica. Wall.,

Nerium odorum, Soland., N. oleander, L., Tchnocarpvs frutescevs,

Br., of the second ; and the Asclepiad creeper Hemldesmii.'^ indku.^.,

Br.

8. Euploea koilari, Fdder.—The most ample-winged of our three species

of the genus. Male and female u]iperside very dark olive-brown,

paling towards outer margins ; both wings with complete or nearly complete

double series of submarginal white spots, the inner row the larger, decreas-

ing in size on the forewing towards apex where it curves in ; on the hindwing

the row is of elongate-oval spots, much larger than the outer ones ; these

outer very regular, two in each interspace on forewing, obsolete towards

apex. Underside olive-brown, spots as above, on forewing two to four extra

ones on disc, that in interspace 2 largest, also a small costal spot : on the hind-

wing one or two discal spots. Antennae very dark-brown, head, thorax and

8
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abdomen the same, the former two speckled sparsely white.* Exp. 100-104mm.

Larva.—The caterpillar is very similar to that of E. core except that the

front pair of tentacles are generally held curled which is never the case in the

other species (where, however, the posterior pairs may be slightly curled at the

tips), Spiracles oval, shiny black, placed in spiracular band : this band here

pure white touched with yellow-orange, while in core it is yellow ; tentacles

flesh-coloured, often light pink, more or less deeply tipped black; belly a waterj'

olive-brown-green of varying shades in different specimens : with some white

spots: band on base of pseudolegs 7-10 and on base of true legs pure white

(yellowish in core) ; there is a dark pulsating dorsal line. Changes to light green

before pupation. L. 44mra.: B, 6 mm.; L, of tentacles of segments : 10 mm. if

not curled and 6mm. if curled.

Fupa.—Is the same exactly as that of E. core except that the constriction is

less behind thorax because the abdomen is not so swollen at segment 7. It is

generally larger than that of core. Spiracles same colour as pupa, longly oval.

Colour is bright green suffused with gold through which the green is plainly

visible; a small lateral black spot on thorax, segments 4, 6 and 11 ; a black

streak on hinder margin of thorax, subdorsal ; cremaster black and shiny '

no other marks. L. 20mm; B, 97*5 mm. at segment 7=H. at same place
;

H. at apex of thorax, 8'25 rnm. ; B. at shoulders 7'25mm.

Habits.—The egg, larva and pupa are exactly the same as for E.

core. The imago is particularly fond of damp places ; affecting

much the banks of nallas in the monsoon months. It is indeed nearly

altogether a monsoon species as there are very few about in the dry

months. It keeps to one place more than any of the species of the

sub-family mentioned in these papers and does not seem to wander

even in the districts where it occurs. It has the same distribution

as E. coreta on the West coast of India but has been also recorded

from Orissa and Bengal in the East. The insect is not rare at certain

times of the year where it occurs. It may always be known on the

wing from the other two by its larger size and the greyness of the

costal reoion of the hindwing. The larva has been found on Ficus

hispida, L., in Kanara and doubtless feeds on other kinds of Fig.

* The male has a short, broad (3mm. in width and length) sUky band on forewing in

usual place and a patch of scales near subcostal vein of hindvving where the wing is

prominently grey.

(To hi lonthmed).
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Erect Plants.

Trees.

Trees with Alternate Stipolate Lobed Leaves,

Kydis, calycina,

Fula.
Malvace^.

F. B. I. i. 348.

The Plains to 2,00U ft.

Sterculia villosa,

Gulbodla^ ^jo-shwa.

SXERCOLIACEiE.

F. B. I. i. 353.

The Plains.

Fterospermum
acorifoliuzn,

Kanakchuinpa.

SlEECDLIACE.*:.

F. B I. i. 368.

The Plains to J,uOu ft.

Petaus Ununited.

medium size
;

generally stellately downy leaves,

sometimes simple, 4-5 by 3 in., rounded heartshaped

midlobe longest, smooth or with few hairs above

;

stellate down beneath, leaf stalk 1-2 in. ; flowers

in many flowered branched bunches, white or pink
;

petals 5, exceeding the sepals in length, bracteoles 4-6

leafy, joined below, calyx 5 lobed, stamens joined

into a tube of 5 segments.

large; bark grey, young parts tawny woolly, branches

marked with large scars ; leaves 12-18 in., long

and broad, crowded at the end of branches, smooth

above, woolly beneath, deeply palmately 5-7 lobed,

lobes often cleft at the apex ; leaf stalk about as long

as the leaf, stipules large soon falling off. flowers in

bunches 8-12 in., long, appearing before the leaves,

yellow ; calyx, of 5 lobes, yellow with pink or pm-ple

at the base ; corolla, none ; follicles 2-7 sessile, lA-3

in. long, tapering at both ends, bright red when

ripe, seeds oval, smooth.

bark smooth, ashy
;
young branches and calyx

covered with rusty wool ; leaves 6-12 by 5-10 in.,

shallow lobes, smooth above, grey wool beneath;

stipules with many points, soon falling off ;
leaf stalk,

as long as the leaf ; flowers white fragrant, 5 inches

long, calyx of 5 segments, linear, sharply cut, petals 5
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Trees with Alternate Stipulate Lobed Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

linear, stamens joined into 20 threads, 15 with anthers

5 without ;
capsule 2-6 in., long, woody, 5 angled

brown wool outside, seeds winged.

Pod hearing. Leaves In 2 Lohes.

Bauhinia racemosa-

LEGUMlNOSyE.

F. B. I. ii. 276.

The Plains.

small crooked tree, rough, bark with deep cracks
;

leaves, li-2 in., broader than long, deeply split

from the apex into two lobes
;
petals pale yellow, g-j

in. long, stamens 10, hairy, pod 6-12 by h-l in.,

curved, stalk one inch long, seeds 12-20.

Bauhinia purpurea,
Legumixos.5:.

F. B.I. ii. 284.

The Plains.

medium size; bark ashy or brownish; young branches

velvety; leaves, 3-6 in. long, a little longer than broad,

split to the middle into two lobes
;
petals, deep rose

colour H-2 in. long, with a long stalk, stamens 3-4,

Eauhillia variegata medium size; bark as in the preceding; leaves, rather

XacJmar. broader than long, 4-6 in. long; petals 2 in. long, with

LeCtUminos^. a long stalk, four white and one red, the white, often

' -^^-^^ •

streaked with purple ; flowers fragrant, stamens 3-5
The Pl.ains to 8,000 ft.

if,

Xot Pi>I) Bearing.

Pyrus rashia, see Trees, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

Pyrus lanata,
MarpUal.

Rosacea.

F. B. T. ii. 375.

Himalaya, 8-10,000 ft.

Simla, Jako, Narkanda

(Collett).

Crataegus
Ozyacantlia,
Hawtnorn,
I^kindaJi.

Rosacea.

F.B. I. ii. 383.

Himalaya, West of the

Chenab, ().9,000 ft.Mrtrree.

small ; leaves lobulate, finely toothed, 5-0 by 2-4,

in., white woolly beneath, flowers i in., diam.,

stalks, short woolly sepals 5, petals 5, stamens many
;

fruit h-1^ in, diam.. tinged with red, 2-3 seeded, pear

shaped or globose.

small ; branches with spines ; leaves 1-2 in.,

wedge shaped at the base, 3-5 lobed, lobes sharply

toothed towards the tip ; stipules leafy soon falling

off ; flowers ^ in. diam., white, odorous, sepals 5,

petals 5, stamens many ; fruit, scarlet, 2-3 stones.
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Trees with Alternate Stipulate Lohkd Leaves.

Crataegus Clarkel,

Rosacea.

F. B. I. ii. 38S.

Kashmii': 8,000 ft.

Petals Ununited.

small ; i^oftly woolly ; leaves 2-4 in. oblong,

base wedge shaped, segments oblong toothed at the

broad tip, stipules very large, semi-circular and

curved, toothed ; flowers less than -k in. diam., sepals

5, petals 5, stamens many ; fruit green, ^ in, diam., 5

seeded with 5 ridges.

Petals None.

Fruit, a Comimund Berry.

liCorus alba, see Trees, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

Horus indica,

F.B. 1. V. 492.

see Trees, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

IiZorus serrata, see Trees, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

Flowers on long stalked Globose Heads.

Platanus orisntalis,

('henar.

Platanace^.
F. B. I. V. 594.

Himalaya West of the

Sutlej, 4-8,000 ft.

large ; bark flaky whitish green and smooth be-

neath ; leaves 6-9 in. diam., usually broader than long,

palmately 3-5 lobed, lobes irregularly toothed, stipules

on shoots leafy and lobed ; heads 1-H in. diam., 2-3

on one stalk, male without bracteoles, female with

bracteoles
; ripe carpels with pyramidal tips, seeds

linear.

Trees with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Bombaz malabaricum,
Sil]z cotton tree,

Seiiiel.

Malvace.^.

F.B.I. 1.340.

The Plains to 0,000 ft.

Simlrt (Collett).

large
;
trunk more or less buttressed, branches

and young stem covered with conical prickles ; leaves

digitate 5-7 leaflets ; flowers appearing before the

leaves 4-5 in. across, crimson or yellow, calyx leathery,

silky felted within, petals 2-3 in. long, felted with

star-shaped hairs, stamens many, joined below into a

tube ; capsule, 5-7 in. long, oblong, downy, green ;

seeds smooth covered with silky wool.
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Treks with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Ou^emia dalbergioi-

Sandan.

Leguminos^.

F.B.I, ii.161.

The Plains to 4,000 ft.

Bntlej Vnlley (Collett).

Pod bearing.

Pinnate with 3 Leaflets.

medium size ; round grey branches ; leaves 6-12

in. long, polished green above, end leaflet 3-6

in. long
; flowers, whitish or pale pink, calyx ^^^

in. long, corolla \ in. long
;
pods, flat, jointed, 2-4

by

flat.

in., seeds 2-5, \ in. diam., smooth, brown.

Erytlirina indica,

Indian coral tree,

Pangra.

Lbguminos^.

F. B. I ii. 188.

The Plams to 4,000 ft.

Sntlcj Valley (Colleit).

medium size
;
grey bark, branches prickly, prickles

usually black ; leaflets broad ovate ; leaves appear

after the flowers, flowers coral red, 2\ in. long in

bunches 6 in. long or more : calyx bell shaped, 5

toothed, petals 2 in. long, standard large, wing and

keel small, stamens 10, upper one often ununited, pod

h TO i ft. long, cylindrical with contractions ; seeds 6-8.

Erytliriaa suberosa,

Dhauldhak.

LFGUiaNos.a:.

F. B. I. ii. 190.

The Plains to 4,000 ft.

medium size ; corky, deeply cracked bark, yellow-

ish, prickles yellow, leaves appear after the flowers,

leaflets broad ovate ; flowers coral red, l|-2 in. long,

calyx top shaped, 2 lipped
;

pod h ft. long cylin-

drical narrow, seeds 2-4.

Butea frondosa,

Dhah,

LEGUMINOSiB.

F. B. I. ii. 194.

The Plains to 4,000 ft.

Dalbsrsia Sissoo,

SJiiS/iam^ 2'ali.

LEGUMINOS^.

F. B. I. ii. 231.

The Plains to 4,000 ft.

small crooked tree with stout trunk ; leaflets 4-8

in. long • flowers 2-3 in. long, orange red in

axillary or terminal racemes, calyx | in. long, brown

velvety, petals white woolly over the orange red
;
pods,

4-8 in. by 1^-2 in., seeds 1 in upper part of pod.

This tree yields an astringent gum like kino, also lac

and lac dye.

Pinnate with 3-5 Leaflets.

large ; bark grey, furrowed vertically flaking in

narrow strips ; leaves 4-5 m. long, leaflets alternate

ovate, long pointed ; flowers, |-| in. long, whitish

yellow, in small branching racemes, stamens 9
;
pods

2-3 in. by |-| in., seeds { in. long, kidney shaped-

1-3. This tree yields excellent timbei-.
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Trees with Alternate Stipulatk Compound Leaves.

PkTAL:^ UnDNITED.

Pod bearing.

Pinnate with b-many Leaflets.

medium size ; bark greyish greeu ; leaves 8-10 in.

long, leaflets 5-7, 2-4 in. long, flowers ^ in. long,

whitish tinged with violet or pink in axillary racemes;

pod H-2 in. long. \-\ in. thick woody, with a curved
The Plains to 3,000 ft.

^^^^^^ . ^^^^ j j j^ ^jj^m. OU from the seeds is used

for lighting and as a cure for skin diseases.

Ponsami^ glabra,

Papar.

LEGUMlNOaiE

F. B. I. ii. 240.

Leaves Bipinnate.

CaesalPiHia, or Poia- small
;

prickles, on branches few and scattered
;

Ciana iUlcJlSrrilua, pinnas 12-18, leaflets on the pinnas 20-24
; flowers

KrishnacTiura. large, scarlet yellow, calyx 5 cleft to base, petals 5,

Leguminos^. nearly equal, stamens 10, pod nearly straight, 2-3 in.

F, B. I. ii. 255.

The Plains.
long, narrow and thin, seeds (3-8.

Parl^msonia acu^

leata,

Vllayati hlkar.

Leguminos^.

F. B. I. ii. 2«i0.

The Plains to 3,000 ft

Small ; sharp woody spines, the remains of the leaf

stalks of bipinnate leaves with 2-6 pinnae in the

axils of two stipulate thorns, leaves bipinnate, pinnae

5-1 ft. long, stalks much flattened with or without

mmute leaflets; flowers yellow h in. diam. in short

racemes, calyx lobes nearly equal, petals equal, pods,

3-4 in. long, like a necklace of beads. A native of

Tropical America.

Leaves Pinnate.

Cassia Fistula, small ; leaves 1 ft. long, leaflets 2-6 in. long, stipules

Illdiau LaTyarauiaa, minute, racemes as long as the leaves pendulous
;

Amaltas. flowers 1 in. long, yellow, petals broad, nearly equal,

Leguminos^. stamens 20
;
pods, 1-2 ft. long, cylindrical, 1 in.

F. B. I. ii. 261. thick, seeds many, embedded in sweet blackish pulp
The Plains to 3,000 ft.

p^^g^tive.

TamarinoLns in&ica,

Tamarind,
Imli.

LEGaMINOS^.

F. B. I. ii. 273.

The Plains.

large ; leaves 3-6 in. long, leaflets h in. long 20-30
;

flowers pale yellow streaked with red in racemes,

calyx teeth 4, petals 3, ^ in. long, stamens 3
;
pod^.

3-8 by 1 in., leathery flattened, seeds, h in. diam.

embedded in brown pulp, brown, shining.
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Trees with Ai.teuxate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Petals Unumted.

Pod bearing.

Leaves Bipinnate

Flowers Minute.

Frosopls spicigrera,

Jand.

Leguminos^.

F. B, I. ii. 288.

The Plains.

medium size, with extremely long tap root

scattered broad conical nearly straight, prickles ^-|

in. long
;
pinnte 4, 1-2 in. long with a gland between

each pair, leaflets 8-12 pairs, \-h in. long ; flowers

yellow, in spikes, 2-3 in- long, calyx minute 5 toothed,

petals 5, stamens 10
;
pods, 5-10 in. long cylindrical

with contractions at intervals, edible, seeds in mealy

pulp, oblong.

FroSOPiS Stephaaiaiia small ; copious slender prickles, leaflets smaller than

Chot/aJi. the last ; flowers rather larger
;

pods, i-1 in. long,

Leguminos^. I in. thick, otherwise like the last species.

F. B. I.ii. 288.

The Plains near

Peshawar.

Flowers rnhinte in Runnd Heads ; Spines Long and Straicjlit.

iicacia Faraesiana,

Vilayati kikar.

F. B. I. ii.292.

The Plains to 3,000 ft.

Acacia Arabica,

BabtU liikar.

F. B. r. ii. 293.

The Plains.

Acacia eburnea,

Paliari li'ikar,

Leguminos^.

F.B. I.ii. 293.

The Plains.

small ; slender zigzag branches with grey dots ; leaf

stalk 1-li in. long with 2 straight, stipular thorns,

pinnae 4-8 pairs, 1-H in. long ; leaflets 10-20 pairs

\ in. long : flowers bright yellow, fragrant, heads less

than \ in. diam.
;
pod, 2-3 in. long, \ in. thick, cylin-

drical, sutures straight ;
seeds in two series in pulp.

small ; finely grey dowaiy branchlets, spines stipular,

straight 1-2 in. long ; leaves 1-2 in. long, pinnae

3-6 pairs, A-U in. long, leaflets, 10-20 pairs, ^-\ in,

long, beads, \ in. diam. ;
flowers yellow, fragrant

;

pods usually solitary, 3-6 in. long, straight, stalk

i-f in. long, sutures deeply indented between each

seed, grey downy, 8-12 seeded.

small
;
general habit of the last but differs by its

leaves having fewer leaflets, 12-16, its flower having

an unpleasant smell and its straight sutured pod,

profusely veined, smooth, 6-10 seeded, generally 2-4

pods from one flower head.
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acacia
Jacqucmontii,

LeGUM]N( s^.

F. B. I. ii. 293.

The Plains.

Tkees with Alternate Stipulate Compodnd LEAVEf-.

Petals Ununited.

Pod Bearing,

small
;
general habit, of the last but the pod is

thin, broad, flat, smooth with straight sutures, grey,

2-3 in. long, 5-6 seeded with a stalk \-^ in. long.

AcacU ICUCOPllloea readily recognised from all the above by its brau-

Rmj^ raerii. ched racemes of flowers.

LEGCMINOS.S.

F. B. I. ii. 294.

The Plains.

Flowers viinute in tipikes, Spines, Short and Hooked.

Acacia Catechti,

Khair, Kntch.

LEGUMINOSiE.

F.B.I, ii. 295.

The Plains to 3,000 ft.

Acacia Senegal,

Klior, kumta.

Leouminos^.

F. B. I. ii. 295.

The Plains, Rohtak.

-Acacia Hodssta,
Phulahi.

Leguminos^.

F. B. I. ii. 296.

The Plains to 4,000 ft.

Suai (Collett).

Albtzzia Lebbe^,
Siri-'<, Sir.ia.

Leguminos^.
F. B. I.ii, 298.

The Plains to r>,000 feet.

Valleys below Simla

CCollttt).

9

medium size ; bark brown, hangs down in long

strips ; spines brown in pairs, short curved ; leaf

stalk, 3-4 in. long, often prickly, pinnas 20-40 pairs,

leaflets, 30-50 pairs, { in. lorg, linear ; flowers pale

yellow
;

pod, 2-3 in. long, straight, flat, dark brown,

shining, 5-6 seeded.

small ; flexuose grey branches ; spines small often

in threes, hooked or straight, polished and black :

pinnae, 3-5 pairs, leaflets, 8-14 pairs ; flowering spikes,

white, fragrant, 2-3 in. long, longer than the leaves

calyx bell-shaped, teeth angular, stamens yellow
;
pod,

3 in. long, | in. broad straight, thin, somewhat depres-

sed between the 4-6 seeds.

medium size
;
grey smooth branches ; spines stipu-

lar in pairs hooked, stout, dark brown, polished,

pinnae, 2-3 pairs ; leaflets, 3-5 pairs ; flowers white

or pale yellow, fragrant in drooping spikes
;
pod, 2-3

in. long, straight, flat, smooth, glossy narrowed to

a short stalk, 3-5 seeded.

Flowers in Round Heads.

large ; bark grey ; leaves, 3-12 in. long
;

pinna;,

4-8, leaflets 1-1| in. long, 6-20 paii-s on each pinna:

obtuse ; flower heads. 1^ in. across, white, fragrant,

on stalks 2-4 in. long in clusters of 2-4, stamens

long, rose colour, many, protruding like a shaving

brush ;
pods, 4-12 in. long by 1-2 in. broad, blunt at

both ends, flat, smooth, straw coloured ; seeds, 4-12.
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Trees with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Pod Bearing.

Floiceis minute in Round Heads.

Albizziai OdoratiS- medium size ; bark dark grey
;

leaves, 6-12 in.

sima,
Juili Siris.

Lequminos^.

F. B. I. ii. 299.

The Plains to 3,000 ft.

Albizzia procera,

Safed Siris.

Leguminos^.

F. B. I. ii. 299.

Base of Himalaya,

long, pinnffi 3-4 pairs, 5-8 in. long ; leaflets 8-20

pairs on each pinnae, f-l in. long, obtuse ; heads

small, few flowered arranged in a terminal branched

raceme ; flowers jj-l in. across, of which nearly all

consisting of yellow stamens, yellowish-white, fra-

grant
;
pod 6-9 inches, about 1 inch, broad, thin,

reddish brown, 8-12 seeded.

large ; bark yellowish or greenish-white, smooth

peeling off in thin flakes ; leaves 10-15 in. long, pinnae

3-5 pairs, 6-9 in. long ; leaflets 6-12 pairs on each

pinnse: heads, small i in. diameter, 15-'J0 flowered

in clusters of 2-5 on terminal branched racemes

12-24 in. long, flowers yellowish white, ^ in. long^

stamens in. long
;
pods 4-6 in. long by h-'i in

smooth, brown, 8-12 seeded.

medium size ; bark dark grey, smooth, with long

horizontal wrinkles ; leaves 6-12 in. long, pinnae

6-12 pairs, 3-5 in. long, leaflets 10-25 pairs, ^- j in. long,

narrow, sensitive ; heads round, not on branched race-

mes, flowers pink, 1-H in, long, consisting chiefly

Himalaya to 6,000 feet. ^^ stamens; pod 3-5 in.' long by M in. hnear, thin,
Sani(Collett).

g.js seeded.

Albizzia Julibrissin,

var. Mollis,

Lalsiris, brind.

Leguminos^.

F. B. I. ii. SOO.

Albizzia stipulata,

Sircin.

iji:GUMINOS.aE.

F.B.I.ii. 300.

Himalaya to 4,000 ft.

Below Sipi (Collett).

Pitheeolobium dulce,

Vilayati imli.

Leguminos^.

F.B.I, ii. 302.

The Plains.

medium size
; bark grey, with short vertical wrinkles

crossed by deeper horizontal cracks ; stipules large,

sharp pointed ; leaves 7-12 in. long, pinnae 6-16 pairs,

4-6 in. long, leaflets 23-40 pairs, ^-h in, long,

tapering from the broad base ; heads in branched

racemes ; flowers odourless, yellowish white, stamens

tinged with red
;
pod 5-6 in, long by f-l in., pale

brown, 8-10 seeded.

small ; leaves and branches, smooth ; stipules,

spinous minute, pointing upwards
;

pinnse, 2, leaflets

2, 1-2 in. long, obtuse ;
heads dense, §-j in, broad

in long branched racemes of minute white flowers,

pod, twisted when ripe into a circle, 4-5 in, long

mdented between the seeds, which are embedded in

white pulp, sweet, edible.
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Trees with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Not Pod bearing.

Fndt Round or Pear-shaped.

Fyrus Auciiparia,

Howan, Mount a is.

Ash,
Battal, rungrek.

Rosacea.

F. B. I.ii. 373.

Hioialaya, n-io;000 ft.

Hattu (Collett).

small
;
young parts with white cottony wool, sonio-

times persisting on stalks of leaves and flowers
;

leaves pinnate, 4-6 in. long, leaflets 15-25, i-2

in. long, sharply toothed, white beneath
; flowers

pink, ^"5 in. diara. crowded in branching clusters

nearly at the same level, petals 5, stamens many, styles

2-5, base woolly ; fruit, red; round,

crowned with the persistent calyx.

i 1
3"2 in. diam..

Fyrus foliolosa,

Sulia, hulia.

Rosacea.

F. R. I. ii. 37t..

Himalaya, 9-12,000 ft.

flattu (Collett).

small ; hairy red brown down on leaf and flower

stalks ; leaves pinnate, 4-6 in. long, leaflets 20-

30, 1-li in. long, sharply toothed ; flowers greenish-

white, smell unpleasant, \ in. diam.. crowded in

downy branching clusters with linear bracts, nearly

at the same level, petals 5, stamens many, styles 2-5
;

fruit, round or ovoid, red with blue bloom, \-^ in.

diameter.

Trees with Altern.vie Exstipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

COCCUlUS laurifolia, small ; branches hanging down, angled, branch-

'Mphara. lets bearded at the base ; leaves 3-6 in. long, dark

MENiSPEEMACEiE. green, tapering from both ends, shining
;
flowers in

F. B. l.i. 101. racemes with branching stalks, shorter than the

Himalay?, to 5,000 ft. leaves, minute, sepals 6 in 2 series of 3, petals 6, 2

Sani CGollett). lobed, stamens 6 ; drupe minute, black, ^ in. diam.,

generally 3, depressed laterally, stone

shaped, keeled and with tubercles.

horseshoe

Tamaiis articulata,

Farasli.

Tamariscine^.

F.B.I, i. 249.

The Plains.

small ; looks something like a fir, branches jointed
;

leaves, minute pressed against branch, apex triangular

scale like, sheathing, often white with saline efflores-

cence, flowers in slender spikes collected in terminal

branching racemes, pink, ^ in. diam., sepals and

petals 5, stamens 5 ; capsule 3-5 valved. seeds small

with a tuft of long hairs.
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TuEES WITH Alternate Exstipolate Simple Leaves.

Petals Undnitim),

Citrrs A^irantium,

Orange,

Naringl.

Rdtace^.

F. B. T. i. 515.

The Plains to 2,000 ft.

small
;
jouug shoots greenish-white, usually spinous;

leaves, really of one leaflet jointed to the leaf

stalk, which is often winged, they appear to be

simple leaves, but are really compound, the other leaf-

lets having been suppressed, gland dotted, edges

finely toothed, 2 in. long, flowers pure white, sweet

scented ; fruit, round, flattened at both ends, orange,

rind thin, loose, pulp sweet.

Citrus dOCUtnana, small
;
young shoots dowuy, and usually spinous ;

Shaidocik, PuinelO, leaves 6-9 in. long, stalk broadly winged ; flowers large,

Chiihrra. white, strongly scented ; fruit very large, 5 in. diam.
RuTACE^. round or pear-shaped ; rind very thick, pulp yellow,

'• " • pink or crimson, sweet or acid.
The Plains.

Meliosma diUenias-

folia,

Kmna, karkon.

Sabiace^.

F. B. [. ii. 4.

Himalaya, 4-8,000 feet.

Simla (Oollett).

small ; branches, leaf and flower stalks covered

with rusty down ; leaves 6-12 by 3-5 in. margin

sharply toothed rough with minute dots above

abruptly pointed ;
flowers stalked, minute, white,

loosely scattered in branching racemes with bracts

sepals 5, concave, petals 5, 3 outer concave, orbicular,

2 lobed, stamens 5, two with anthers, three without,

fruit round, ^ in. diam., black, one stone.

Melissm^i PUngens, small : branches, leaf and flower stalks covered

with rusty down ; leaves 5-9 by 2-3 in., margin toothed

with distant large teeth, long pointed ; flowers

larger than the last, white small, sessile closely

packed on branching racemes, bracts soon falling,

bracteoles 1 or 2 below the sepals ; fruit, 5 in. diam.

round

A'upp r, bakesh.

SABIACE.(E.

F. B. I. ii. 4.

Himalaya, 3-8,000

Narkaada CCollett).

ft.

X£%nglfcra Indica,

Mango,
Av.-.

Anacaudiace^.

F. B. I. ii. 13.

The Plains to 3,000 ft.

large ; smooth except flower stalks
; leaves 6-16

in. long, shining, margin smooth, crowded at the

end of branches, stalk 1-4 in. long, swollen at

the base ;
flowers yellow, fragrant, in branched downy

racemes^ calyx lobes 4-5, soon fallmg off, petals 5, with

3 ridges, stamens 4-5, one much ihe largest ; fruit,

large, yellow, flashy, flattened lengthwise ; stone,

fibrous, large.
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Trees with Alternate Exstipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals Undnited,

SensecarPUS Ana- medium size ; bark exudes a dark acrid juice

cardium, Marking young parts, leaf stalks, under surface of leaves and
nut tree, flower stalks covered with pale velvety down ; leaves

9-BO by 5-12 in., flat, leathery, oblong, tip rounded,

margia cartilaginous, stalk, 1-2 in., clustered at

the end of branches ; flowers greenish -white, }-^

in. diam., in erect terminal braaching racemes,

calyx 5 lobes, petals 5, stamens 5-6
; bracts lanceo-

late ; fruit 1 in. long, ovoid, smooth, black in a

fleshy orange-red cup, seed one. The acrid juice of

the fruit is used for blistering and to simulate bruises,

also to mark linen.

Bhllawa.

ANACARDIACE2E.

F. B. I. ii. 31.

The Plains to 3,500 ft

Sarringto&ia acu-

taugula,

Samundar phal, Jvjar.

MYRTACEjE.

F, B.I. ii. 508.

The Plains.

small : leaves 5 by 2 in. crowded at the ends

of branches, short stalked, minutely toothed ; flowers

deep pink in long hanging racemes, racemes often

1 ft, long, calyx lobes 4, petals 4 or 5, small, stamens

red, far protruding, many ; fruit 1-1| by \-\ in.

four angled, equally narrowed to each end. crowned

by the calyx, seed one, ovoid. 1 in. long.

Careya azb:roa,

Kumhi.

MYnTACE.S3.

F. B. I. ii. 511.

The Plains to 4,000 ft.

medium size ; bark dark grey, peeling in narrow

strips ; leaves 6-12 by 3-6 in. broad rounded at the

apex, smooth, minutely toothed ; flowers 3-4 in,

diam. scattered on spikes, calyx bell shaped

lobes, ovate 4, petals 4, If in. long, white, soon

falling off, stamens red, many in several series ; fruit

round, 2-3 in. diam., crowned by a pit with the calyx

teeth round it. seeds %-'^ in., oblong with rounded

ends.

MarleabSgonxaefolia, see Trees. Alternate, Exstipulate, Lobed.

Cornua macroPliylla. see Trees, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple.

Cornus oblonga, see Trees, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple.
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Trees with Alternate Exstipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals United.

FieriS OValifOlia, small
; bark thick deeply furrowed, peeling in

Allan. narrow flakes ; leaves 3-7 by 1-4 in., ovate, smooth,

Ericace^. flowers 1-^ in. long white bell-shaped, bracteolate

F. B. I. iii. 460. j,„ narrow bracteate racemes, 4-10 in. long, calyx

Himalaya 3-8,000 ft.
^^^^j^ 5 triangular, corolla lobes 5 recurved : stamens

10, with 2 filiform tails, capsules g^ in., round,

smooth, splitting into five valves, seeds minute, many,

linear oblong.

BliodoiieiKiroxi

arboream,
Bura /IS.

Ericace^.

F. B. I. iii. 465.

Himalaya, r)-10,000 ft.

Simla (CoUett).

small
; bark reddish brown, thick, furrowed, peeling

in narrow flakes : leaves 5 by 1^ in., often clustered

at the end of branches, oblong, narrowed at both

ends pointed, whitish, felted beneath, sometimes

brown, flowers 1-li x f-1 in., red, widely opened in

dense clusters, calyx lobes J- in. wide, ovate, corolla

bell shaped, lobes 5, stamens 10, fruit, a capsule. Ixj-

in., cylindrical, curved with longitudinal ridges.

If

Ideesa indica,

MVRSINACEiE.

F. B. I. iii. 509.

The Plains to 6^000 ft.

Ambal la district, Simla ,

(Mclatire).

small ; branches long and straggling ; leaves 5 by

in., leathery, pointed, margin toothed : flower

white, small in branched racemes, calyx lobes 5,

blunt, corolla 5 lobed twice the size of the calyx

short ; fruit a round berry about the

size of a pepper corn, fleshy, juicy, pinkish white when

ripe, crowned with the calyx, seeds many, hollowed out

at the base.

£lePtOAia bUSifolia, see Shrubs, Alternate, Exstipulate, Simple.

lAimiisops

MauUiri.

SAPOTACEiE.

F. B I. iii. 548.

The Plains.

Olsn^i, large
;
young shoots, flower stalk and outside of

calyx covered with rusty velvet ; leaves 3i by If in.

smooth, short pointed, usually crowded at the end of

branchlets ; flowers white, fragrant, in clusters, calyx

with 8 segments in two series, corolla lobes 16-20

in two series, narrow pointed, stamens 8, staminodes

8, all hairy ; berry f-1 in,, ovoid, one, rarely two

seeded, yellow, edible.
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Trees with Alternate Exstipulate Simi'LE Leaves.

Petals United.

LCimusops hezandra,
Kirui.

Sapotace^.

F. B. I. iii. 549.

The Plains.

large; leaves 3-4 by H-2 in., scattered

leathery, smooth, dark green, bi'oad tip, apex notched

or rounded ; flowers whitish yellow ^ in. across,

calyx segments (3, corolla lobes 16-20, stamens 6-8,

staminodes 6-8, smooth, often two pointed, in short

stalked clusters along the branches as well as at the

ends ; beiTy ^ by \ in., one, rarely two seeded,

edible.

DiOSPyrOS montafia, medium size : often spinous on branches, bark

Butendu, pinkish or bluish grey, thin and smooth on branches,

Ebenace^. on trunk almost black, deeply cracked ; leaves 2-4 by
F. B. I. iii. 555. 1.1^ in., light green, ovate, soft, velvety or smooth;
Tlie Plains east of the flowers white, male in clusters, female solitary, larger

than the male, calyx lobes 4, blunt, velvety on both

sides, petals 4, stamens 16 in 8 pairs ; fruit round

A-1 in. diameter, yellow supported by the leathery

enlarged calyx, has an unpleasant smell, bitter,

seeds embedded in pulp.

Ravi river.

DioaPyrOS Lotus resembling the last, but the leaves are larger 6 by

AmloTi. 2 in., the fruit is eaten, dark purple, round or

Ebenace^. ovoid, sweet.

F. B. 1. iii. 555.

W3st Punjab, Hazara,

3-6,000 ft.

Symplocos cratse-

soides,

Ludhf lodar.

Styrace^.

F. B. I. ill. 573.

Himalaya, 2-8,000 ft-

Narkanda (Collett).

small ; bark light grey, corky with long vertical

furrow." ; leaves 2-4 by 1-H in., ovate, long point-

ed, minutely toothed with a black tip to each tooth,

turning yellow when dried : bract one, bracteoles 1-3
;

flowers white, sometimes yellow, fragrant, \ in.

diam,, in terminal branching racemes, 1-5 in.,

calyx bell shaped, lobes 4-5, corolla 5, cleft nearly to

the base, stamens many in 5 bundles ; fruit dru-

paceous, ovoid \ in. long, crowned with the calyx,

usually -one seeded. This plant yields a yellow

dve.
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Trees with Alternate Exstipulate Simple Leaves,

Petals United.

Pliameria acutifolia,

Frangipani tree,

Gulch in.

APOC'YNACB^.

F. B. T. iii. (341,

The Plains to 2.000 ft.

Cordia ULtzs,,

Lasura.

BOKAGINACE.E.

F. B. 1. iv. 136.

Ttie Plains to 5,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(CoUett).

Cordia obliqua,
Chota lasura.

B0UAGINACE.a;.

F. B. I.iv. 137.

Tbe PlaiDS.

small ; branches thick and fleshy, juice milky

leaves at the end of branches ; leaves 6-15 in.

oblong, acute at both ends ; flowers 2-3 in. diam.

in terminal clusters of 2-3, white with yellow

centre, fragrant, calyx 5 lobed, corolla tubular below,

flat and spreading above : fruit a follicle 5 in,

long, cylindric ; seeds oblong, winged.

small ; bark grey or brown with shallow longi-

tudinal wrinkles ; leaves 3-6 by 2-4 in. broad ovate,

leathery, smooth above and below except when young

stalk 1-2 in. long ; flowers white, small, in clusters

of 2-8 in., calyx teeth 4-5, petals 5 united below

stamens 4-8, hairy ; berry, yellow or pinkish, glossy

when ripe, edible, one stone rough, hard in viscid

sweetish pulp, used for bird lime and as a cure for

coughs.

small ; shoots yellow hairy ; otherwise like the last,

but flowers a little larger, fruit edible.

Cordia Eot^iii,

Gimdi,

BOEAGINACE.S;.

F. B. I. iv. 138.

The Plains.

Cordia vestita,

Kibinpaiman, Kuii.bi.

Bokaginace^.

F. B. I. iv. i:^9

Himalaya 1-4,000 ft.

Eliretia acuminata,
Puna.

Boraginace.^.

F. B. I. iv. HI.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

small : leaves 4 by l:f ins., nearly opposite,

oblong, narrowed at the base, stalk f in. ; flowei-s

smaller than C. Myxa and in smaller clusters, petals

4 ; fruit usually one seeded, edible.

small ; shoots yellow woolly, bark greenish grey

smooth, peeling in large pieces, leaves 3-6 by 2i-3

in,, broad, long pointed, leathery, velvety beneath

till mature ; flowers yellowish-white in dense clusters,

corolla lobes ^ in. ; fruit f in. long, oblong, sharp

pointed.

medium size ; trunk deeply grooved, bark brown

with longitudinal cracks ; leaves 3-5 by 1-2^ in.,

oblong, pointed small toothed, smooth, leathery
;

flowers white, fragrant, small, in large branching

clusters at the end of branches, calyx 5 lobed, persis-

tent, corolla 5 lobed. rotate, stamens 5 ; drupe |-^
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Trkes with Alternate Exstipulatk Simvm-, Lkaves,

Petals United,

in. diam.. shoit, obtuse, edible, red or black, uot

ribbed with two stones, one or two seeded.

Eliretia 1 se v i s,

c'hamror.

BORAGINACE^.

F. B. I. iv. 141.

The Plains to 3,000 ft.

t^utlej Valley, Basantpur

(Colliitt).

medium size ; bark smooth, grey ; leaves o by 2}

in., margin even, ovate oblong ; flowers in one sided

slender spikes not always at the end of branches, :j

in. diam., white, calyx 5 cloft, corolla 5 lobed,

spreading, stamens 5 ; fruit a drupo i in. diam.,

depressed, round, red, four ribbed with one to four

one-scbded stones. *

Sridelia r e t u s a,

Pathor^ mark.

EuPHOKBlACKiE.

F. B. 1. V. 268.

Himalaya, 2-3,600 ft.

small ; bark thin, grey or brownish black; spinous

when young; leaves ?j-n in. long, very leathery,

oblong ; flowers small, yellow, in clusters on long spikes,

bracts small hairy, calyx 4-5 lobed, petals 5, in male

flowers stamens 5 united below, in female flowers

styles 2 with 2 branches each ; fruit -[ in. diam..

round, purple black when ripe, resting on the flower,

fruit edible, sweet, one stone.

Bri&Qlia XUOntana, small ; bark dark grey, branchlets often dotted with

Tondiii, larglialla. warts ; leaves 3-6 in. long, blunt or sharp pointed,

EuPHORBiACE^. shining above, ovate ; flowers small greenish yellow in

F. B. I. V. 269. axillary clusters, male and female together, bracts

Himalaj-a, East of the
jjjany, crowded, velvety, calyx lobes 5, sharp pointed,

Jhelum river 3-3,000 ft
. ^^^^^^ .5, round, shortly stalked, male flowers stamens 5

united below, female flowers styles 2 with 2 branches

each ; fruit size of a pea, ovoid or round, black when

ripe seated on the calyx, stones usually 2.

Petals None.

FlaCOUrtia Ramont- small : more or less softly downy ;
spinous

;
leaves 1-2

Clai^ var, OCCldeaialiS, in. long, broad and rounded; flowers small, yellow,

Katai^ kukai. \a simple or branched racemes, sepals 4-5, small, petals

BIXACE.J:. none, stamens many ; drape ^ in. diam., red or

F. B. I. i. 193.
jjjj^^j^ edible, stones minute 8-16 in two tiers.

Low bills to 3,J00 ft.

Suai (Collett).

10
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Trees with Alternate Exstipulatr Simple Leaves.

Petals None.

longfX- small ; branches long, slender, thorny when young,

wood scented, leaves 4-9 by l|-2 in., shining,

leathery, toothed, long pointed; flowers | in. diam..

yellow, female flowers clustered usually in short

racemes only ^ in. long scattered along the branches.
Low bills to 5,000 ft. , „ i . i • i j.

„ ,, r, • ,/^ , male flowers many clustered in long racemes, stamens
Sntle] Vallev Sum (Col- -^ "

many, longer than the sepals, sepals 4-5, ovate, petals

none; berry dry, smooth, ^ in. diam., red or black,

2-8 seeded.

folium,

Chirunda.

BlXACE^.

F. B. I. i. 194

lett).

Terminalia Catappa,

The Indian Almond,
Jiinglibadani.

Combretace^.

F B. I. ii. 444.

The Plains.

Terminalia iselerica,

Bahera.

Combretace^.

F.B.I, ii.445.

The Plains.

Terminalia Cliebvila,

Harh^ hararh.

Comretace^.

F. B. I.ii. U^.

The Plains.

Terminalia Arjuna,
Arjun.

COMBBETACE^.

F. B. I.ii. 447.

The Plains.

large ; trunk buttressed, leaves turn crimson before

falling, branches in horizontal circles ; leaves 6-8 in.

long, stalk short, base of leaves very narrow, flowers

in spikes, calyx teeth 5, smooth, stamens 10, protruding,

no petals ; fruit 1-li in., fleshy compressed show-

ing two ridges, not velvety, stone one, kernel edible.

large ; bark uneven bluish or ashy-grey with longi-

tudinal furrows, leaves crowded towards the ends of

branches, 3-6 in. long, stalk 1-3 in, long, flowers

in spikes, very small, no petals, pale white or greenish-

yellow with an unpleasant smell, calyx with 5 teeth

soon falling, stamens 10, far protruding ; fruit 1 in.

long, fleshy velvety, when dry shows five ridges ; seed

bony thick. Fruit called Myrobolan and used for

tanning and as a purgative.

large ; bark dark brown, young parts covered with

rusty brown hairs ; leaves nearly opposite, 3-6 in.

long, ovate, short pointed ; flowers L in. diam.,

dull white in clustered spikes, strong scented, no

petals, calyx teeth 5. hairy within, stamens 10 far

protruding, fruit 1-2 in. long, fleshy, smooth, five-

ribbed when dry, nut rough with grooved surface,

kernel edible ; the fruit of this tree is called Al yro-

bolan and used for tanning and as a purgative.

large ; trunk buttressed, bark smooth grey
;
young

parts covered with rusty down, leaves nearly opposite,

5-8 in. long, oblong, short pointed ; flowers dull

yellow in branching spikes, no petals, calyx teeth 5,

smooth, broad ; fruit 1-2 in. long with 5-7 hard

leathery narrow wings.
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Trees with Alternate Exstipulate Simple Leaves.

Texmi&alia tomen-

tosa,

Asaina, sain.

COMBRETACE^.

F. B. I- ii. 447.

The Plains.

Anogeissus latifolia,

BakUf JJhau,

COMBRETACE^;.

F. B. I. ii. 450.

The Plains to 3,000 ft.

Petals None.

large ; bark deeply cracked, dark grey or black,

peeling off in thick rectangular pieces, inner bark

reddish brown, young parts covered with rusty velvety

down ; leaves nearly opposite, 4-8 in, long smooth

above, woolly beneath
; flowers dull yelkw j* in.

diam., calyx woolly, in spikes, bracts lanceolate,

longer than buds, no petals ; fruit \h-1h in, long

with broad wings, striated ; the fruit is used as in the

former species of Terminalia.

small ; bark greyish-green, smooth
;
young parts.

covered with rusty velvety down, leaves 2-4 in.

long broad, rounded at both ends, smooth when old ;

flowers in round heads, small, heads h in. ,diam.,

in racemes, calyx tube long, teeth 5, soon falling,

stamens 10, in two series, no petals: fruit ^ in.,

two wings, compressed, crowned with the remains of

the calyx as a beak.

see Trees, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple.

large ; leaves 4-G by H-2 in oblong with a

tapering point, sliming, dark green, dotted with small

glands : flowers \-^ in. diam., pale yellow, fragrant,

quite smooth in branching racemes, sepals 6, reflexed

in fruit, stamens 9 in 2 series, fruit an ovoid or oblong

drupe, dark purple when ripe, sometimes with a bloom

on the surface, i-f in. seated on the persistent calyx.

ISacllilUS Duthiei, is very like the last, but the leaves are not so dark,

Chan. the flowers are covered with silky down, and the fruit

Laurine^. is roimd.
F.B.I. V. 861.

Himalaya, 4-9,000 feet.

Simla, the Glen (Collett).

Cinnamomum
mala,

Ta-

MacMlus odoratis-

sima,
Kanla^ mithpatta.

Laubine^.
F. B. I. V. 139, 859.

Himalaya, .5,000 feet.

Sutlej Valley, Suni

(ColJett).

Phoebe lanceolata,

Badror.

Laurine^.

F. B. I. v. 141.

Himalaya, 2-6,000 teet.

Bhajji, Sutlej Valley
CCollott).

small ; bark yellowish white ; leaves 5-8 by 1-2

in, crowded at the end of branches, narrow with

tapering point smooth ; flowers in branching racemes

not at the end of branches, ^^-^ in. pale yellow or

white, sepals 6, hairy within, stamens 9 in 2 series, of

<> and ;> with 3 staminodes ; fruit I in. narrowly
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Trees with Alternate Exstifulate Simple Leaves.

Lits^a. sebifora,

Maid i-lnlif't, gii''a.

LAURINEiE.

F. B.I. V. \Tu.

Tho Plains.

Petals None.

oblong with round ends, black when ripe, hall:' buried

in the calyx segments, which become stiff and pressed

against it.

medium size ; bark dark grey, soft, corky ; young

parts covered with grey wool ; leaves 4-10 in. long,

ovate or oblong, short or long pointed, slightly downy

above, and grey woolly beneath ; flowers white in few

•i-6 flowered clusters on a common short stalk with 4

bracts, male and female on different trees, calyx 4-6

lobed, tubular, stamens 9 or more ; fruit round, ^
in. diam.. supported on the remains of the flower,

black.

Litsasa Polyantlia,

Katiiiarm.

Laurine^.

F. R. I. V. 102.

Salt range. The Plains

to 3,000 feet.

Litsasa languinosa,

Laurine^.

F. B. I. V. 178.

Himalaya, 3,000 ft.

Satlej Valley (Collett).

small ; bark dark grey, smooth ; leaves 4-H in,

long, smooth above, rusty woolly beneath, broad
;

flowers as in last species but with five bracts ;
fruit

in.ovoid oblong _L 1

small : bark brown ; leaves 6-12 in. long, crowded

at the end of branches, thick leathery, densely silky

when young, narrow long pointed : flowers in fours

in sessile clusters 1 in diam. silky or woolly,

stamens 6, glands of inner stamens long stalked ;

fruit ^ in. long, pointed at both ends, seated on the

thick end of the stalk.

Litsaea tunbrosa,

Laurine-sj.

F. B. 1. V. 179.

Hiiaalaya, 3-9,000 ft.

Mahasu, Narkanda

(Collett).

small ; bark dark brown ; leaves o-C) in. long,

oblong long pointed, thinly leathery ; flowers yellowish

white with 5 bracts in small sessile clusters, calyx 4-

lobed, stamens 6, with sessile glands not as long as

in the last species ; fruit -/^j in. diam., round or oblong

on slender stalks h in. long.

Elaea^miS hortensiS small ; branches silvery with scales, often spinous,

El.eagnace.^. dark brown when older ; leaves oblong ovate, 1-3

F. B I. V. 201. JQ_ long, blunt, stalk } in. silvery beneath ; flowers

Western Himalaya, i j. -^^^ j^^g^ silvery, bell shaped above, stalked,
6-7,000 It. (Edgeworth).

ygjjy^^ fragrant, solitary or in clusters of three, calyx

of 4, triangular ovate, teeth, soon falling off, stamens
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TuEKS WITH Alternate Exstipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals None.

4, on the mouth of the calyx alternating with the

lubes ; fruit | in. long, oblong, red, dry or fleshy

stone thick bonv.

Putranjiva Rozbtir-

ghii,

Jiapnta.

EUPHOBBIACE^.

F. B. I. V, 336,

The Plains to 3,500 ft.

Valleys of the outer

hills (CoUett).

Mallottis pMliP-
pincnsis,

liora, llaini, R,ili.

EUPHORBIACE^.

F. B. I. V. 4-52.

Base ot «^^he Himalaya,

Sut'.ej and Giri Valleys

(CoUett).

medium size ; bark dark grey, nearly smooth with

horizontal lines of white dots ; branches pendent
;

leaves 2-3 in. long, evergreen, dark green shining

margin wavy, ovate ; flowers, male nearly sessile in

clusters, (female stalked, in pairs or solitary,) yellow,

small, calyx 3-5 lobed, stamens 3, female flowers calyx

5-6 lobed, styles 3 ; fruit i in. long, ovoid, stone very

hard, pointed, wrinkled.

medium size ; bark thin dark grey, young branches

rusty ; leaves 3-5 in. long, velvety beneath with

crimson glands, stalk 2-3 in, long ; flowers in brown

red spikes, minute, calyx 3 lobed, stamens 20-30 on a

central receptacle, no petals ; capsules ^-^ in. diam,,

3 lobed, covered with crimson powder ; seeds round,

^o in, diam., smooth, black. The crimson powder is

called Kamela and used as an orange dye and as a

vermifuge.

SaFium insi^ne,
DiKilu, Leiidua.

EUPH0EBIACE.3E.

F. B. I. V. 471.

Himalaya, 5,000 tt.

Vulleys below

(Collett).

Simla

small ; bark grey coiky, thick milky juice, branches

thick, soft, branchlets leafy at the tips , leavts 6-12

in. long, oblong, long pointed, soft, smooth
;

flowers yellow green in long floshy terminal spikes,

male flowers in circular clusters, calyx 2 lipped, deeply

cleft, stamens 2, short, top scarlet, female flowers

nearly sessile, solitary, calyx 2-3 cleft, ovate, long

pointed, styles 3, short recurved ; capsule ovoid ^ in .

long, obscurely lobed on a fleshy spike.

Myrica Haii,
Kaiphal.

F. B. I. V. 597.

small, bark brownish grey rough vertically wrinkled,

branchlets velvety ; leaves 3-7 in, by 1-2 in., leathery,

with aromatic dots beneath ; flowers in bractoate
ma aja, 'hs o lo

cylindric catkin like spikes, male flowers with 3-6
Ravi river, 3-6,00D ft. ''

. ., , , ^ -, , n -, ,

stamens m axils of broad bracts, female with '/i styles

in glandular bracts ; fruit f in, long, ovoid, succulent,

edible, pulp of red spindle shaped fibres, radiating

from the wrinkled nut. The bark is used as a

stimulant carminative and astringent.

Simlii, the Glen (Col-

lett).
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Trees with Alternate Exstipdlati: Simple Leave?,

Cone bearing.

Tazus Isaccata,

Yew, Barma^ ihunu.

CONiFEU^.

F.B. I. V. 648.

Himalay* 6-11,000 ft.

Miihasu, Na r k a n d a

(Collett).

rinvLS czcolsa,

Tlie Slue Ime,
Kail^ biar, darc/nr.

CONIFKRiE.

F, B. I. V. 651.

Himalaya, 6-12,000

iSimla (Collett).

ft.

Leaves narrow Linear.

medium size ; bark reddish grey, thin, smooth

flaking in longitudinal shreds ; leaves in 2 rows, dark

green, light or rusty beneath, leathery, 1-1 i- by

J^ in., narrowed into a short stalk ; cones sessile

axillary, male and female on different trees, male

\ in., bracts empty, stamens in a cluster at the top,

female minute, bud like, two upper bracts enclose the

seed with the disk ; fruit, an ovoid berry h in. long,

consisting of a red fleshy cup nearly concealing the

flattened olive-green wingless seed.

Leaves needle-lihe.

large ; bark smooth slatey and leathery on young

trees, grey and corky with shallow furrows on older

trees ; leaves in clusters of 5, 6-8 in. long, three

cornered, bluish-green, in sheaths pinkish brown,

soon falling oif ; male cones or catkins ^ in. long

in crowded clusters, with many scales, each scale

carries two anthers, female cones, two or three

together, 6-12 in. long, first eiect, then pendulous on

stalks 2-3 in, long : seeds hh in., black with a

thm wing.

"& 1
long.

Pinus longifolia,

Chir^ chil.

Conifer^.

F. B. I. V. 651.

Himalaya,

1,500-6,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

Fiuus Cerardiana,
Miri,galgoja.

Conifers.

V. B. I. V. 652.

Dry inner Valleys of

the Himalaya. 6-12,000

ft. Kurrain Valley

7-11,000 ft.

large ; bark, outer corky and in thin crisp pieces,

reddish brown, inner bark brick red ; leaves in clusters

of 3, 9-12 in. long, light green, sheaths grey, persistent

fringed 3, male catkins i in. long, female cones ovoid

with scales thickened at the apex, 4-8 by 3-5 in. at

the lower end, seeds with a short wing. Gandabaroza,

turpentine and tar are obtained from this tree.

medium size ; bark smooth, often silvery, flaking

in long pieces ; leaves in clusters of 3, 3-5 in, long,

stout, stiff, dark green, persistent for 3-4 years'

sheaths soon falling off ; male catkins j-i in. long,

female cones ovoid, 6-9 by 4-5 in., bluish green,

young erect scales with a recurved spine from the

upper margin ; seeds 1 in. long, cylindric, wing sli.>rt

soon fallmg off, eaten when roasted, called Chilgoza

or Neoza.
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Trbrs with Alternate Exstipulate Simple Leaves,

Cone bearing.

Cedrus Lilaani, var

Seodara,
Xelo, Diar.

Conifers.

F. B. I. V. 653.

Himalaya, 4-12,000 ft.

Leaves needle-Wee.

large ; bark greyish or reddish-brown, thick,

furrowed vertically and cracked transversely
;

branches and branchlets horizontal, tips nodding
;

leaves in dense clusters, short, 1-li in. long slender,

bluish green, sheaths very short ; male catkin single,

erect, 1 in. long, female, cones erect. 4-5 in. long

ovoid, scales soon falling off leaving a central spike
;

seeds \ in. long triangular, wing triangular, § in. long.

Picea M r i n d a, ^^^?>^ ;
'^'•^^^ rough greyish-white, peeling in round

Sintialaya]! Spmce, flakes about an inch, in diameter
; branches horizontal,

Rau, Tos.

CONIFERwE.

F. B.I. V. 663.

Himalaya, C-l 1,000 ft.

branchlets slender hanging down like tassels ; leaves

scattered, short 1-1 1 in. long, four-sided, needle

like, dark green, stiff ; male catkins usually single

cylindric, sessile 1 in. long, cones terminal, hanging

down, blunt, 4-G in. long, dark brown when ripe,

scales with a thin edge ; seeds f in. long with the

abruptly ended wing.

AlDies Welabiana,

var- Windrow,
Himalayan Silver

Fir,

Tos, Uai.

Conifers.

F. B. I.v. 654.

Himalaya, 7-12,000 ft.

large
;
bark dark brown or grey, fissured into long

narrow scales
; branches horizontal, flat, branchlets

the same ; leaves 2-3- in. long, narrow linear, very

dark green, foliage appears black at a distance ; male

catkins f in,, sessile clustered, stamens with 2

pockets, cones always erect, 2-4 in. long, cylin-

drical, purple, scales closely overlapping ; seeds oblong

with a wing, abruptly ended h-\ in. long.

Trees with Alternate Exstipulate Lobed Leaves.

Marlea begoniaQfolia,

Jiudunar, smlu, paalu.

Cornace^.

F.B.I, ii. 743.

Himalaya l-fj.OO^ ft.

Simla (Collett).

Petals Ununited.

medium size
; bark smooth grey, young parts vel-

vety ; leaves ."3-10 in. long from round to broad-

oblong, unequally sided, usually lobed like a maple
;

flowers white, f in. long in axillary bunches, calyx

minutely 6- toothed, petals § in. long, 6-8, strap shaped,

stamens 6-8
; drupe, ovoid, dark purple, ^ in., crowned

with the calyx, stone in pulp, two celled.
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Trees with Alternate Exstipulate Compound Leaves.

Compound Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Cratasva reli^iosa,

Barna.

CAPPARIDACE^.

\f. B.I. i. 172.

The Plains.

medium size ; bark giey^ fairly smooth with long

horizontal wrinkles ; leaves of three leaflets, stalk

4-6 in. long leaflets 3-6 by l|-3 in., ovate ; flowers

in level many-flowered bunches, 2-3 in. diam., pale

greenish yellow to purplish, sepals 4, soon falling

oiE, petals 4, long stalked, stamens many on a short

column surrounding a long thread with ovary above
;

fruit a many seeded, ovoid berry, 1-2 in. diam.,

rind rough with white dots, seeds | in. long, nearly

smooth, kidney shaped, black in pulp. The bark is

an antipyretic and sedative ; the fresh leaves are rube-

facient and vesicant.

Averrlxoa Caram-
bola, Khamrak.

Gebamace^.
F. B. I. i. 439.

The Plains.

small ; leaves pinnate with a termmal leaflet, leaf

stalk stout, velvety, leaflets 2-;'> pairs^ ovace, l|-3 in.

long smooth, long pointed ; flowers small, variegated

white and purple, sepals and petals 5 of each, .stamens

10 ; fruit, yellow, fleshy, 3 in. long, oblong, acutely

5-4 ridged, edible, seeds 2-5 in each cell, each seed

surrounded by a fleshy appendage (aril).

Averrlioa Bilimbi,

Biliin'/i.

Geraniace^.

F. B. I i 439.

The Plains.

small ; same as the last, but leaflets 5-12 pairs

oblong, velvety beneath, fruit with rounded lobes and

seeds without the fleshy appendage.

Murraya czotica. see Shrubs, Alternate, Exstipulate, Compound.

Kurraya Saeni^ii,

Gaiula/u, gandanim.

RUTACE.^.

F. B. I. i. 503.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

small ; a strong scented tree with brown bark,

usually velvety or woolly ; leaves 6-12 in. long,

leaflets, 9-25, 1-li in. long, alternate ; flowers white,

^ in. long in terminal flat topped branching racemes,

sepals 5, stamens 10, petals 5, dotted ; fruit ovoid

^ in. diam., black wrinkled, seeds embedded in a

gummy substance.

LiUOUia aciliiSSilXia. **^^ Shrubs, Alternate. Exstipulate, Compound.
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Trees with Alternate Exstipulate Compound Leaves,

Petals Ununited.

Feronia Slepban-

tnm, Elephant or

Wood apple,

RUTACE^.

F. B. I.i. 516.

The Plains to 1,500 ft.

medium size ; spinous ; bark blackish-grey wrin-

kled and with shallow longitudinal furrows ; leaves

smellinsr of aniseed with an odd number of leaflets,

leaflets 5-7, opposite toothed, gland dotted ; flowers

h in. diam., reddish green in loose clusters, calyx

5 toothed, soon falling off, petals 4-5, stamens 10-12
;

fruit with woody rind, round, grey, rough, 2h in.

diam., edible, seeds oblong, buried in pulp.

^flo Harmelos,
Bel.

Rutacs^.

F. B I. i. 516.

The Plains to 4,000 ft.

medium size, spinous, bark grey corky ; leaves 3|-6|

in. long, leaflets 3-5, lateral sessile, terminal one

stalked, 2-4 by 1-1 5 in. ; flowers greenish -white in

bunches 1 in, diam., sweet scented, calyx 4-5

toothed, flat, velvety, petals 4-5, spreading, stamens

many ; fruit 2-7 in. diam., round with grey woody

rind, pulp orange coloured, sweet, seeds many in

gummy pulp. The pulp of the fruit cures dysentery.

Ailantlitis ezcolsa,

Arun, Mcfarukka.

SlMARUBACEiE.

F. B.I. i. 518.

The Plains, Delhi Dist.

large ; leaves one foot or more long, with an un-

equal number of leaflets ; leaflets numerous, on long

stalks unequal at the base, hairy ; flowers small,

yellowish in long bunches calyx small, 5 cleft, petals

5 spreading, edges inverted, stamens 10 in male

flowers, stamens 2-3 in two sexed flowers, none in

female flowers, styles 2-5, united ; fruit of 1-5 long

membranous red twisted, winge 2 by k in. long, each

with one seed.

Bos^ellia serrata,

Salar, galhi.

Burseuace^.

F. B. I. i. 528.

Base of the Himalaya,

J^astof the Butlej river.

U

medium size, spreading flat crown, bark reddish-

yellow or greenish-grey peeling off in thin flakes
;

a clear gum exudes which burns with a pleasant odour
;

leaves crowded at the ends of branches: with unequal

leaflets, leaflets 8-15 pairs besides the end one, 2-3

in. long, short toothed, tip usually rounded ; flowers

small, white in racemes, calyx small, 5-7 cleft, petals

5-7, stamens 10-12 ; drupe i in. long, three angled

splitting into three portions, one bony seed in eacb

surrounded by the woody disk.
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Trees with Alternate Exstipulate Compound Leaves,

Petals Ununited.

Helia Azadiraclita,

or Aza&iraclxta

indica,

Nim.

MKLIACEiE.

F. B.I. i. 544.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

large, evergreen ; leaves piunate, 8-1 in, long

crowded at the ends of branches, leaflets 9-15, smooth

lanceolate, toothed, 1-3 by i-H in, ; flowers g--^ in.

long, white, sweet scented, in long stalked branching

racemes, shorter than the leaves , calyx 4-5 cleft,

small, petals 5, stamens 10 united into a tube : fruit

oblong 2-| in. long, smooth-greenish yellow, one

seeded. The bark is a febrifuge, and the oil from

the seeds is an insecticide.

Melia Aze&aracli,

l^ersiaii Lilac,

Bakain.

MELIACE.3E.

F. B. I. 534.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

medium size, bark smooth dark grey ; leaves bi-

pinnate or tripmnate, 9-) 8 in. long, pinnae usually

opposite, leaflets 3-7 on each pinnai, ovate, long

pointed ; flowers lilac, \-^ in. long, sweet scented iu

branching racemes, calyx segments 5-6, short, petals

5-6, linear, stamens 10-12 united into a purple tube
;

fruit round, i in. diam., yellow wrinkled, five

seeded.

"WalSUra temata, small ; leaves 8 in. long : leaflets 3, 4-5 by 1 in,,

Meliace^. smooth, shining, white beneath ; flowers ^ in.

F. B. I. 1. 563. long, milk white in branching racemes, shorter than

The PlaiQS at Sheikh- i^e leaves, calyx sh'^rt 5 fid, petals 5, oblong spread-

P"'^*- ing, stamens 10 united below ; berry narrow, ob-

long, one celled and one seeded, seed enclosed in a

fleshy appendage.

Oedrela Toona,
Tun.

Meliace-e.

F. B 1. 1.568.

The Plains to 3,000 ft.

large ; bark smooth, dark grey, thin : leaves with

equal number of leaflets, 1-2 ft. long ; leaflets 8-30,

with smooth margins, 2-6 by f-2Hns., long pointed
;

flowei'S in branching drooping racemes nearly as long

as the leaves, cream coloured, sweet scented, sepals

5, blunt, hairy, petals 5 fringed with marginal hairs,

stamens 5 on fleshy hairy orange lobes ; capsule '^-1 in.

long, oblong, dark brown ; seeds with a membranous

wing at each end. This tree yields good red wood

for furniture.
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Trees with Alternate Exstipulate Compound Leaves.

Cedrela serrata,

Sill Toon,

Barli, chutisirin.

Meliaceje.

Himalaya, 3-8,000 ft.

Matiana, Sainj (Collett).

Petals ununited.

medium size ; bark with regular longitudinal

cracks ; leaves with usually an unequal number of

leaflets, 2-3 ft. long, leaflets 24-48, 3-8 by 1-2| in.,

ovate, long pointed, margin toothed
; flowers in

loose drooping branching racemes, longer than the

leaves, pink, sepals 5 or 6, often smooth, petals 5 or

f^), smooth, stamens 5 alternating with 5 staminodes
;

capsules 1 in. long, ovoid, pointed, dark grey ; seeds

winged only at the upper end.

Sarindns Mu^orossi,
Soap<nut tree,

Rithoy dodan.

F.B.I, i 683.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

small, bark grey
; leaves even pinnate, 12-20 in.

long, crowded at the ends of branches
; leaflets 10-20,

3|-6 by 1-2 in., smaller at the eud of the leaf
;

flowers white or purple in branching racemes, ^'^ in.

long, petals 4 as a rule fringed with haii's and 2 woolly

sea es on each side of its stalk, stamens 8, far pro-

truding ; fruit fleshy round f-1 in. long, one seed-

ed, covering saponaceous, wrinkled when dry, yel-

low ; seed black, loose in the fruit when dry, the

fruit is commonly used instead of soap for washing

clothes.

Elxus semi-alata,

Ttkri, lUriy dudla

kaJikari.

Anaca I I lACE^.

F. B. I. ii. 10.

Himalaya, 3-7,000 feet.

Simla, the Glen, Mahasu
(Collett)

.

small, young parts grey velvety
; leaves, odd pin-

nate, 12-18 in. long, upper part of leaf stalk wing-

ed; leaflet 9-13, lateral sessile, end one on a lonsr

wmged stalk ovate, 2-5 in., closely and sharply

toothed, lower surface reddish white woolly ; flow-

ers jIq in. diam. pale yellow green, in large dense

branched racemes, racemes, as long as the leaves,

calyx small 4-6 cleft, petals 3-5 fringed with hairs

stamens 3-5 or 6 or 10 ; fruit a drupe } in. diam.

woolly red-brown, acid, edible.

Hhus punjabensis,
litri, choklu, dor.

Anaca KDiACE.(E.

F. B. I. ii, 10.

Himalaya, 38,000 feet.

Simla, Jaku, The Glen

CCoUett).

small, bark rough, dark grey, leaves aromatic,

young parts velvety ; leaves odd pinnate, 12-18

in. long, stalk not winged, leaflets 11-13, la-

teral sessile, end one stalked, ovate, 2^-5 in.,

margin smooth or toothed towards the tip
; flowers

on broad branching racemes much shorter than the

leaves, flowers yellow green, less than j^^ in. diam.
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Trees with Alternate Exstipulate Compound Leaves,

Petals Ununited.

calyx, petals and stamens as above, drupe red woolly

j in. diam.

Elms W all ic 111 i, small, something like the walnut (JuglauB regia),

Arkii' r, k'iwOal riiihul. j^ark smooth grey from which a black acrid varnish

ANACAKDiACEiE. exudes ; all parts rusty woolly ; leaves odd pinnate.
F. B.^ I. ii. H_-^^^

^ ]2-l8 in. long; leaflets 7-11, lateral sessile, end

one long .stalked, 3-9 in. abrutly pointed; flowers

jf; in. in short branching racemes, calyx as above

petals 4-6, yellow green with dark veins, stamens,

as the last, fruit ovoid, ?. in. long, brown woolly at

first; then smooth.

Himalaya 6-7,000 ft.

Simla, the Gleu (.Collett).

'7

Slims sUCCOdanea, small, everywhere smooth ; leaves crowded at the

Arhho\hulaxh<ng,laUar ^.^^g ^f branches 6-18 in. long, odd pinnate, leaf-

Anacardia. e^.
jg^g 7 j3^ lateral shortly stalked, end one long stalked,

TTI D T i', 1 •>

ovate, long pomted, smooth, shining ; flowers in droop
HioialaNa, S-6,000 ft.

. , f.
i, . .u +i, i

,. , ing branchmg racemes shorter than the leaves, green,
Valleys utar Simla'' ° ,,.,,,
jj Ij

.... yellow, T^jin, diam., calyx 5 fid, much snorter than the

petals, petals 5, stamens h, drupe | in. diam., round.

smooth, yellow.

Odina "^Odier, medium size, trunk thick, branches few, branchletn

Jhi.n'ja",k' ill', sidambra thick, soft, bark grey smooth at first, in age peeling

AnaCaRDIACE,^:. in round flakes, red inside ; leaves few at the end of

F.B.I. 11. 29 branches, odd pinnate. 12-18 in. long, leaflets 6-8,

Toe Pains t) 5,000 ft. gg j^_ j^^^^ oblong, ovate, long pointed ; flowers

Valleys below Simla . ^ . i_- i- ,\, j r j.u•' m dense branching racemes at the ends of the
"'

'

branches while leafless, male and female on different

branches or trees, ^^ in. diam., greenish yellow, calyx

4 cleft, petals 4, in males, stamens 8, in females styles

4, short, thick ; drupe oblong, kidney shaped, } in,

long, red when ripe, stone hard.

Ifforinga Ptery g O S - medium size ; bark corky, wood soft, fruit is hot

perma, Soise raflisll i]^q horsh radish ; leaves 12-24 in. long, usually 3

tres» pinnate, stalk fcheathing ;' pinnae 8-12 ; leaflets 12-18,

Sainjna.
^^ .^ long, unevenly ovate or with broad tip. linear

^^^ '

glands at the base ; flowers white, scented. 1 in.
F* "R T ii 45

Tbe Plains to 3 000 ft.
<li*™' ^'^ axUlary spreading branched racemes with

linear bracts, sepals 5, linear lanceolate, reflexed, petals
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Tbees with Alternate Exstipdlate Compound Leaves.

Tlie Sog-Plum tiee,

Avihiirn^ bahamb.

ANACARDIACE^.

f . B. I. ii. 42.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

Petals Ununited.

5, narrow at the base, broad atthe tip, stamens 5 with

anthers, 5 without, capsule 19-18 by ^ in. cylindrical

hanging down, 9-ribbed, beaked, seeds many in pits,

3-angled, winged at the angles. The young root is

like horse radish, oil from the seeds is an excellent

lubricant, Ben Oil.

small, bark smooth grey, aromatic ; leaves odd pin-

nate, 12-18 in. long, ledflets 9-11, opposite, 3-9 by

l|-4 in., smooth ; flowers in terminal branching

spreading racemes, greenish white, | in. diam.,

calyx 5 cleft, petals 5, stamens, 8-10, drupe l|-2

in. long, yellow smooth, flesh acid, astringent, edible,

stone fibrous pitted within, seeds 1-3, usually one

perfect. The ripe fruit is a useful antiscorbutic.

J u g 1 a n s regia,

Walnut.
Akhroty charmaghz,

starga.

JUGLANDE^a:.

F. B. I. V. 595.

Himalaya, 3-10,000 ft.

large, aromatic, shoots velvety ; bark grey, fissured

vertically; leaves odd pinnate, 6-15 in. long, woolly

when young ; leaflets 5-13, opposite, 3-8 by 2-4 in.,

lateral nearly sessile, end one shortly stalked

;

flowers, male and female on the same tree on spikes

green, males in pendulous catkins, calyx 5 lobed

stamens 15-20, females 1-3 clustered, calyx 4 toothed,

petals 4 linear lobed, styles 2, short recurved ;
fruit

2 in. long, ovoid, green with yellow dots, skin

leathery, very aromatic, nut 1-1 1 in. long, ribbed,

thick shell, two valved, seed corrugated 2 lobed. The

wood is very good for making into furniture. From

the seeds excellent oU for culinary and illuminating

purposes is expressed, the bark is a vermifuge.

PHoeniz sylvestris,

Sate Palm,
Khojur.

Palmae.

F. K. 1. ?!. 425.

The Plains to 3,000 ft.

large trunk covered with the remains of old leaf

stalks, unbranched ;
leaves form a crown on the sum-

mit of old trees, pinnate, 4-8 ft. locg, leaflets 9-18

in. long, i-5 in. broad, thick, folded at first,

sessile ; flowers, male on a compact spike in a broad

spathe, female on a spike 2-2^ ft. branching ; male and

female with 3 sepals and petals; fruit 1-1^ in.

long, yellow reddish brown when ripe, sweet, stones

1 in. long, deeply grooved on one side.
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Trees with Alternate Exstipulate Compound Leaves.

Schleicliera trijuga,

Tlie Lactreei

Gosum^ kussumby sainvia.

Sapindace^.

F.B.T. i. 681.

The Plains East of the

Svtlej river.

Petals None.

bark grey, peeling in irregular pieces, red inside

leaves with an equal number of leaflets, 8-16 in.

long, pink when young, dark green when old, leaflets

4-8, 2-9 byli-Si in,, the terminal pair much the

longest, oblong or ovate ; flowers yellowish green in

drooping racemes at the ends of branches, calyx 4-6

cleft, small, stamens, 6-8. longer than calyx, hairy,

petals none ; fruit dry, pointed, smooth or spinous, ^-1

in. long, seeds 1 or 2 in a pulpy appendage, edible,

pleasant acid flavour. Lac is produced on this tree by

the Coccus lacca insect.

Fistacia integer-
rima, or Shinjals,

Kakhar^ saraioan^ gurgu.

ANACARDIACEJ5.

F. B. I. ii. 13.

The Plains j Peshawar,

Salt rans^e, Himalaya,

1,500-8,000 feet. Simla

(Collett).

bark rough, grey ; large crooked galls, kakrisingi.

form on the leaves in autumn and are sold as medicine,

leaves, odd or even pinnate, 6-9 in. long : leaflets

8-12, 3-6 by 1-1 f in., very long pointed, smooth
;

flowers small, male and female on separate trees, no

petals, red in lateral branching racemes appearing with

the young leaves which are aho red, in male flowers

calyx .5 cleft very small, stamens 5-7 ; female flower

calyx 4 cleft, lobes soon falling off, styles 3, recurved ;

drupe \ in. diam., broader than long, wrinkled,

grey when ripe, seed with a membranous coat.

En^eUiardtia
broo]^iaaa,

Timor rakJi.

JUGLANDE^.

F. B. 1. V. 59C.

Himalaya, East
Chenabjto 6,000 ft.

Qq\q. small, bark grey, shoots woolly ; leaves odd pinnate,

8-12 in. long, leaflets 6-11, end one smallest, often

wanting, lateral nearly opposite, shortly stalked, 3-5

in. long, woolly beneath; flowers in spikes, small

green, males in slender catkins, calyx 4-5 fid, stamens

' 4-5, nearly sessile, females in pendulous spikes, 3 large

unequal bracts, calyx 4 toothed, hairy, petals none,

style of 2-4 branches ; fruit a small round nut, \-\ in.

diam., hairy, seated on a 3 lobed bract.

( To he continued.)
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Part IX with Plate IX and Diagram 1.

(^Continued from page 735 of Volume XVIII.)

The Common Wolf-Snake {LYCODON AULiCUS).

Xomenclature («) Scientific.—The generic name (Gr. xv^o^ wolf and

oScut tooth) originated with Ferrusac* in 1826, and has reference to the

long teeth in the upper and lower jaws which, from their situation

and superior length, resemble the canine teeth of wolves and dogs. It

is these long teeth which mislead many who inspect the mouth care-

lessly, into supposing the snake a venomous one. As a matter of

fact they are solid, nor canaliculate.

The specific title (Latin=a house dweller) was introduced by Carl

Linne in 1754, and emphasises the fact that it is usually met with

inside habitations.

(6) English.—The Common Wolf-Snake seems to me the best

name for it.

f c') Vernacidar.—Though so common I know very few names for

it. It is frequently confused by natives with the krait, and known by

the same name locally as its poisonous relative. Thus Mr. DeAbreu

tells me it is called " krait " in Behar, Willeyt says it shares with

the Ceylon Krait {B. ceylonicus) the name " tel karawala " in Ceylon.

Baboo Awmoola Ruttum Bysack gives " kaurialla " as one of the

names for the common krait {B. cceruleus), but I think it is more

correctly applied to the common wolf-snake.. 1 have heard this name

given several times, and it appears to refer to the marks on the back

resembling the little cowry shell, " kaurialla " or " kauriwalla

"

implying a wearer of cowries. A European subordinate with some

knowledge of snakes told me that the common name in the Kheri

District (U. P.) for it is " garar ". In S. India Father Bertrand

tells me it is one of the snakes called " Soovar pambu " or " wall

* Bull, de Science, Nat., p. 238.

t Spol. Zeylan,]90G, p. 229.

/-O-\
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snake "* Colonel Dawson informs me that in Travancore, this and

L. travancoricus with other species are called " shunguvarian," the

Malayalam word for conch shell being " shungu " alludes to the

marks on the back. I heard it called " choorta " in Cannanore, but

again here the term was loosely applied.

Colour and Varieties.— I cannot do better than first quote from

Boulenger (Cat., Snakes, 1893, Vol. 1, p. 353).

"^.— Labials without spots ; a triangular whitish blotch on each

side of the occiput, the two sometimes confluent and forming a collar;

back with whitish cross bands bifurcating on the sides (L. aulicus,

hmn6),

B.—Labials without spots; a whitish collar and a few (2—5)

whitish cross bands on the anterior part of the body.

C.—Labials without spots; no collar ; no dorsal spots or bands.

D.—Some or all of the labials with a brown spot ; a whitish collar

or a triangular whitish blotch on each side of the occiput ; back with

whitish cross bands bifurcating on the sides, or with a dorsal series of

quadrangular blotches, or with white lines disposed irregularly or

forming a wide-meshed net work [L. capucinvs, Boie).

E.—Each upper labial with a brown spot : no collar : no light

spots or lines {L. unicolor, Boie)."

Boulenger's variety D. includes three varieties the g, 7, and s of

Giinther*. I cannot see the justification for recognising any of the

above varieties, which appear to me completely connected, unless

var. B., about which I am not certain, deserves special mention.

I find on referring to my note books that I have examined, and re-

marked upon 191 specimens from widely separated localities in India,

Burma, and Ceylon. Between specimens that have yellow or yel-

lowish cross bars in the whole body-length extending often on to

the tail, and those with, no marks at all I find every degree of

variation. In some not even the occipital band is to be seen, in

others it alone may be obscure or distinct, in others two, three, four,

or many cross bands may be visible, the anterior always most so.

Varieties A. to E. therefore appear to me completely connected. I

find that the colour of the lips to which Boulenger attaches importance

varies too. Often the upper is uniform yellow or yellowish, often

* Kept., Brit. Ind. 1864, p. 316
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ugain more or less mottled with brown especially anteriorly, or some

of the labial shields bear a single median brown spot.

There appear to me to be but two varieties and these are so mark-

ed that I am inclined to think they must breed true " inter se."

In variety ti/pica the brown varies from the light hue seen in

fifi^ure 1 to the dark-brown of figure 2. The bars are yellow or yel-

lowish never quite white in life, though the yellow becomes white

rapidly in spirit. They broaden laterally and dissolve into a net-

work pattern in which the scales involved are outlined with yellow.

This reticulation is not clearly shown in figure 3 of our plate. It

so often happens that the cross bars fade away posteriorly, that in

a large number of specimens one cannot count them in the whole

body-length. I have therefore noted in a large series the bars that

can be counted in the anterior half of the body (not including the

tail), and find that they usually vary from 9 to 18. In some un-

common examples they may be very few, or even absent, the latter

rarities conforming to the types of anicolor (Boie), and ht/psi-

I'hinoidcs (Theobald). Further, the scales involved in the interval

between the first and second bars (not the bar on the back of the head)

vary from 5 to 10, and this is of importance in determining the un-

common specimens in which but two or three bars are visible. Typica

is the common variety distributed throughout Indian and Burmese

limits. In the second variety for which I propose the name oligo-

zonatus the ground colour is always dark as in figure 2 of our plate

or darker still approaching black. The bars are white, not yellowish.

Laterally they dilate without dissolving into a net-work. They are

distinct in the whole body-length numbering from 1 1 to 19. They

are thus about half as numerous as in variety typica. The number

of scales involved vertebrally in the interval between the Jst and

2nd bars varies from 12 to 19. The lips are white not yellow. Of this

I got several specimens in Cannanore and have seen one from Bellary,

but no others. It probablv occurs onlv in S. India where it is far

less common than typica.

In both varieties the uuderparts are pearly-white, with in typica

sometimes a pinkish tinge.

Dimensions.—It grows to about two-and-half feet, but specimens

over two feet are uncommon. I have records of only 19 over that

length, and all my largest are females. My largest $ record is 2
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feet 3^ inches, and I have had four 9 9 larger, the maximum lengdi

being 2 feet 5 inches. Mr. Millard, however, gives me two records in

excess of my figures. One is 2 feet 7 1 inches, and another 2 feet

9 inches, the sex in both cases was not noted.

Bodily conJigKration, physiognomy, etc,—The Wolf-Snake is rather

slender in form, the body cylindrical in outline or slightly flattened

ventro-vertet rally and of much the same girth in the whole body

length. The head is decidedly flattened, the snout broad, and rounded

with an obtuse transverse ridge in front. The neck is sufficientlv

constricted to be distinctly evident. The nostril is moderate and

occupies the full depth of the suture between the nasal shields. The

eye is rather small and quite black so that no idea of the shape of the

pupil can be discerned in life ; but shortly after death when the lens

becomes opalescent from post mortem changes, or after immersion in

spirit the pupil is seen to be vertical. The tongue is pinkish with white

tips. The belly is obtusely keeled on each side, a feature favorable to

clambering efforts. In this snake as in the dhaman, and many other

species the " angulation " as it is usually called reminds one in

section of a boat (see figure 1 B, Diagram 1, facing page 230 of

Volume XVIII of this Journal). The tail is rather short being

about one-sixth the total length of the snake. The whole snake is

glossy owing to the smooth and polished surfaces of the scales ; a

circumstance which has not escaped the Singhalese whose name for it

"tel " karawala, implies " oily.
"

Jdentijication.—The first thing to look at is the loreal which in this

snake in common with a few others touches the internasal (see figures

A and B of Diagram). This relationship of these two shields is only

to be seen in 5 of the 11 known species of this Genus, in all the

species of the Genera Amldycephalus and Trachischinm , in Xylophis

perroteti and in certain specimens of some Hypsirhina. In all

the species of Lycodon that concern us the scales are in 17 rows in

midbody, whereas this number of rows is not met with in any othei-

species and genera just referred to. In L. cmlicus and striatus the

1st and 2nd labials touch the nasal shields in the other three species

the 1st only. It now remains to distinguish aidicus from striatus.

In the former there are normally D supralabials, in the latter onh'

7 or 8. In the former the prseocular frequently but by no means

always touches the frontal, in the latter it never does so. In the
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former the belly shields (ventriils) iire ungulate, in the latter they

are not. The former grows to 2-^- feet, the latter to less than 1^.

Whilst both are common in Peninsula India and Ceylon, the former

extends East beyond the longitude of Calcutta, the latter does not.

To sum up, the essential points in identification are (1) a loreal touching

the internasal, (2) scale rows 17 in midbody, (3; nasal touching the

1st and 2nd labials and (4) 9 supralabials.

Haunts.—Of all the snakes that seem to seek out, and profit by a

human environment the Common Wolf-.Snake is the most conspicuous.

I should think that fully half the snakes met with inside habita-

tions throughout India would prove to be this species, and it

certainly is far more frequently encountered inside bungalows, and

outhouses than outside them. Not only is it a very frequent

tenant of houses such as those occupied by the European population

in Cantonments, but it frequently obtrudes itself into densely

populated parts, such as bazaars, native towns, jails, etc., and is no

rarity in the business quarters of our large Indian cities. [ not in-

frequently have one brought in from the regimental lines, bazaars

and jails, and have had it from inside regimental and Cantonment

hospitals. Mr. Millard tells me he has " frequently had specimens

sent to the Museum which have been killed in houses in the Fort

at Bombay." Like many other snakes it likes to insinuate itself

into the crevices of loose brickwork such as the foundations

and walls of buildings. Here it conceals itself during the day

emerging at nightfall in quest of food. Along the outer walls

skirting the jail at Canuanore I rarely passed without finding the

sloughs of this snake issuino- from holes in the face of the

masonry, and have often found it in similar situations elsewhere.

In bouses it very frequently climbs into the roof, and I have

several times known or had specimens sent me which had dropped

on to the floors of rooms, verandahs, barracks, etc.

Disposition.—The Common Wolf-Snake is a very lively little

customer, which usually on being discovered slips away hastily

if circumstances permit. If pursued, or any attempt made to catch

it, or obstruct its path it strikes out boldly without hesitation

planting its teeth into whatever thwarts its progress, and I have been

bitten many times in trying to effect its capture. If in the open,

and baulked in its endeavours to escape it will frequently coil itself
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into a heap and remain stationary ; and if worried will hide its

head beneath its coils. Often too while lying thus it fixes its coils

rigidly so that one can toss it into the air without it releasing its

folds, as one might do a piece of knotted cane. A visit paid to

such a specimen in its cage an hour or so later will probably

show its courage restored, and it will inflict or endeavour to inflict

a wound. Like most other snakes however it soon gets accustomed

to being handled and will then suffer itself to be withdrawn from

its cage without anger though it usually struggles to elude one's

grasp. Mr. F. Gleadow tells me he "saw one in a climber in his

verandah one night, and while examining him to see whether it

was a Lycodon or a Bungarus with the aid of a hurricane lamp,

he let out at me like lightning, and scratched my nose. It was a

very smart stroke indeed. Nobody had touched him." Gunther*

says of it :
" It is of fierce habits aad defends itself vigorously."

Mr. Millard writes to me: " It is of a somewhat fierce disposition,

and when first caught will usually turn and bite freely. " Colonel

Dawson too in a letter to me remarks on the fierceness of its nature.

Mice not infrequently fall victims to this snake, a fact which in itself

speaks more eloquently than any remarks can do for the intrepid

nature of such a diminutive reptile. Mice or at least individuals

amongst them are most formidable antagonists for small creatures

to encounter and I have collected several interesting records

showing that a single one will not only defend itself against the

snake or snakes into whose cage it has been put as food, but will

sometimes actually turn the tables, fight, overpower, and devour

the snake.

There is no doubt that this snake is responsible for a large number

of cases of snake bite in India every year, a circumstance to which its

commonness, courage, irascibility, nocturnal habits, and predilection

for man's environment all contribute.

As the snake is nearly always pronounced a krait by Europeans

and natives alike it is one of those snakes which has helped most to

swell the list of reputed antidotes to snake poison, for anything

given internally, or applied locally under the circumstances gets the

credit of having averted the otherwise supposed inevitable fatality.

• Kept. Brit. Ind., 1864, p. 31G.
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In a nervous Jinbject, such as the native frequently is, a bite even from

this harmless wolf-snake may prove fatal. Thus Dr. Willey* records

a case in Ceylon of a woman who was bitten on the right forearm

by a snake of this species one night, and who died in consequence,

no doubt from fright.

In the Indian Medical Gazette of November 1st, 1870, Dr. Ewart

reports the following case:

—

" This morning. August 22nd, on visiting the General Hospital^

I was informed that one of the punkah-coolies had been bitten,

about 8-30 the night before, by a kr.iit, whose venom is virulently

poisonous. The man, it appears, had been sleeping, and on awaking

he found something crawling over the right shoulder, and immedi:itely

experienced a stinging sensation about the middle of the acromion

process. He was then under the impression that he had been bitten

by a snake, and • on procuring a light, a very lively snake was

captured.

" The site of the bite was examined by Mr. Knight, the Assistant

Apothecary, who declares he discovered a small puncture, on wh'ch

there was a small quantity of coagulated blood. He is also positive

that the tissues around, to the size of a two-anna piece, were
]
uif ;d

and swollen. Patient's pulse was irregular, and he was much alarmed

and agitated ; the surface of the body was cold ; countenance anxious :

pupils normal
;
quite conscious and intelligent ; no dimness of vision,

or vertigo.

"About four minutes after the man had been bitten, the part was

freely scarified, and the cupping glass applied. Ammonia was given

repeatedly at short intervals. Rum was also freely administered, and

means were taken to prevent sleep.

" When the patient was presented to (us) as a specimen of snake-bite

cured by cupping, ammonia, and rum, I expressed my doubts, after

an examination of the seat of scarification, whether he had been bitten

at all ; and if he had been bitten, whether the snake was poisonous.

" I submitted the snake to Dr. Fayrer, G.S.I., who ])ronounced it to

be the ' Lycodon aulicus ' perfectly innocent. It is something like

the Krait (Bungarvs cceruleus), and often gets blamed accordingly.
"

It is in such a case as this that the stimulating remedies which have-

• Spolia Zeylan. 1906, p. 228.
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enjoyed so great a reputation in the treatment of snake-bite are of

veal benefit, such for instance as brandy, ammonia, and strychnia.

These agents have no influence in reducing or destroying the poison-

ous properties of snake venom, they are useless agents in the treat-

ment of snake po/so?7m^, but invaluable remedies in snake bite, a very

different condition—where they act by counteracting the depressing

influence which fnght exerts upon the heart.

Habits.—The two most obvious traits in its character are its

nocturnal habit, and its clambering propensities. It is seldom or

never seen abroad in daylight unless disturbed. Mr. E. E. Green

from bis experiences writes to me :
" It is quite nocturnal in its habits.

In captivity it sleeps all day and refuses food." When not established

in the safe quarters offered by masonry, or a hole in the ground, it

coils itself during the day in any convenient dark shelter, beneath

the boxes or stores, or among the packages on the shelf in one's store-

room, beneath the discarded bucket or basket behind the stable,

beneath one of the flower pots standing in the verandah, in a heap

of kunkur beside the road, or stack of bricks or wood, behind oi-

beneath the piles of plant stored in the Supply and Transport godown

or the Telegraph Office compound, anywhere in fact that offers a

convenient refuge. In such situations, besides enjoying the semi-

darkness so grateful to its tastes, it is brought into convenient associa-

tion with the very creatures upon which it is wont to prey, the agile,

but incautious mouse, the slippery skink, and the defenceless little

gecko. At night the wolf-snake emerges from its fastness, and

actively pursues its quest for food . The servants are apt to encounter

it in the verandah when serving dinner, the inmates of a house in

any of its rooms, the sepoy in his lines, the soldier in barracks, and

the warder going his rounds in the Jail. Often too it will drop from

the roof into the verandah amid the family circle, from the covered

'.vay to the kitchen, or from the disused punkah-pole, or cross-bar

.•supporting curtains in the drawing-room.

Its climbing accomplishments are very remarkable, for it often

])uzzles one to know how it can have got on to some of the places

from which one dislodges it. The top of a window ledge, the jilmils

of a door, the top of the lintel of a door which has become loosened

from the masonry, a punkah-pole, or om'tain rod. I have frequently

h'ld opportunities of observing this snake climbing and find that it
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can do so with comparative ease even on a vertical plane, especially

if the surface is a little rough. Thus I have many times witnessed it

climb up the perpendicular wooden faces of its box, the boards being

louf^h from the saw. It clambers with ease, throwing itself into an

S shape, and appearing to balance itself on its tail. As one watches

this performance one wonders at the support derived from the tail

expecting every moment to seethe snake fall, but no! the caudal

extremity resting on the horizontal surface grows less and less, and

finally follows the rest of the snake which adheres vertically wholly

unsupported. Now some observers would have us believe that the

force which operates in this acrobatic performance, is brought about

by a muscular effort on the part of the snake which retracts its ab-

domen in such a way as to create a vacuum in its body-length opposed

to the surface it is climbing. This, as in the case of an india-rubber

cup which has been pressed to exhaust the air, adheres mechanically

by the production of a vacuum, I happen on more than one occasion

to have seen Lycodon aulicus moving up the glass face of its cage,

it can do so in a wonderful manner till nearly all the body-length has

left the floor, but though I have specially looked for it I have never

been able to see the slightest indication of the muscular action

referred to above, but have noticed that the wliole surface of the

abdomen lay pressed against the glass. I have never seen the snake

succeed in scaling a face of glass except in the case of two hatch-

lings that I put into spirit. To my amazement I found one of these

still wet from its immersion lying along the face of the jar above the

level of the fluid, and here it maintained a firm attachment, so firm

indeed that it almost supported the second one in its endeavours, to

reach a similar position, and escape its fate. In this case also I

specially noted that there was no attempt at any retraction of the

abdomen. The jar in which this scene was exacted is some 5 inches

in diameter, so that the curvature of the glass can have been little

assistance to a creature little over 7 inches in length. The wolf-

snake appears to me to climb by the aid of its ribs, and the free

borders of its belly shields, and with these alone. Mr. Sinclair in this

•Journal (Vol. IV, p. 310) remarked upon one he saw scaling a chick

stretched vertically and lashed in position. He says ;
" The snake

e>»idently climbed by hitching the edges of the ventral shields on to

those of the bamboo lattice of the blind, and not by winding his
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body which was entirely on the side of the blind next to me, ronnd

the bamboos." As already stated it will frequently climb up into the

roofs of houses, but perhaps the most remarkable example of its

scansorial achievements is that mentioned by Haly*, a specimen

having been caught in the lantern of the Minicoy lighthouse in

Ceylon.

Food.—L. auliciis whilst showing a preference for lizards of the

gecko family accepts with avidity other small creatures that cross its

path. 1 have on 13 occasions known it take geckoes always of the

genus Heynidactylus, usually frenatvs but also coctaei. On 8 occa-

sions a mouse had furnished the meal, and on 6 other occasions skinks

had b.'.en devoured. In the United Provinces Mihuia dissimilis ?, in

Burma Lygosoma cyanellum, and once another Lygosoma too

digested to determine. Mr. E. E. Green tells me in Ceylon he has

known it take a Lygosoma in captivity. Willey says its staple food

in Ceylon consists of the brahminy lizard, Mabuia cirinata.

Foes.—I have known it fall a victim to the common kra it, and

the habits of the two snakes are so alike that I suspect the wolf-snake

very frequently meets an untimely death at the jaws of its ophiopha-

gous relative.

Breeding. The Sexes.—As already remarked the 9 appears to

grow to a greater length than the $. The sexes, as regards numbers

appear to bo equally balanced, thus my note books show that of 7?)

specimens sexed, .86 were males, 37 females.

I have known the sexes in company in November in Cannanore

by report. In this case the native who brought the ^ assured me

it was united with another which escaped. In January in Fyzabad

two were found in company in a bottlekhana, and in Dibrugarh two

pairs were killed in company one in June and one in July. The

June 9 was heavily egg-bound at the time, but only the anterior

half of the July specimen which I a?sume to have been a 9 was

brought in, the ^ being perfect. It is evident that they do not

dissolve partnership after sexual congress for a long time, if they do

so at all, but this is a point upon which I am very uncertain and a

very difficult one to elucidate. The smallest gravid females I have

known were both 1 foot 6^ inches long, a length probably attained

at the beginning of the third year of life.

* First Report Snakes, Colombo Mus. 11886, p. 15.
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Anal glmds.— I hiive found these glands which are supposed to be

connected with the sexual functions active in both sexes, and at most

partsof the year. The secretion is custard-like in colour and consis-

tency. The copulatory male organs are beset with many minute

recurved spines.

In a previous paper dealing with Russell's Viper (Vol. XVIII,

p. 13) 1 remarked that I was inclined to think that the oldest mothers

were the most fecund. My notes on the wolf-snake certainly make it

appear so, for the smallest females, 1 foot 6^ inches in length, contained

3 and 4 eggs, and the largest 2 feet 5 inches in length, 11 eggs.

Further 5 of the 6 egg-bound specimens over 2 feet in length

contained from 7 to 11 eorcps, whilst in 8 others where the lenoth

is recorded, all less than 2 leet, only from 3 to 6 eggs were found ** in

abdomina." My figures are as follows :

—

Length of
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from the intestine, for it is nlways seen on that fa"t of the shell

which lies in contact with the gut. is ahsent when the gul is

empty, and present in some Pg<:;s in the string corresponding to a

loaded part of the intestine. It may he originally derived fmm the

pigment in the skins of the creatures ingested. When laid the grey

colour is never visihle as far as I am avvai'e.

When deposite;! the eggs measure fr-in rather less than one to

one and-a-quarter inches and are rather more than iwioe as long as

their breadth. They contain no trace of an embryo. The periods

of sestation and incubation are not known to me.

Ilalrhlliigs.—Tnese escape from the egg doubtless by means of the

fcE'al tooth, though I have fiiled to find it in the many examples

1 have examined. The ajipe ranee of the eggs af er ev:icuation is

sim'lar to that seen in other species. A clutch of five was brought to

me on the I8th July last ye;ir found in a Planter's bungalow. A
single hatch ling was present with the eggs, all of which, except a

non-fertile one, were empty. 1 give a drawing of these eggs to

show the cuts in the shel s through wh'ch the young had gained their

liberty. Each cut was as clean as if done with a sharj) knife.

The young when they esc'a[)e fr.,m the egg vary in length from 6|

to 7f inches, or about one-third the length of a large adult. They

are exactly like most adults in colour and markings. 1 have seen two

of the sam3 hro:)d, one with very distinct yellow bars, in the whole

body-length, whilst the otlKjr had a few rather obscure bars anteriorly

only. One of these was very vicious, and bit me more than once

when handling it. It attacked, killed, and soon swallowed a young

gecko 1 gave it.

EGGS rP LTCODON AVLU VS.

Tosllow incised aperinres of exit mado bj- hatcblings.

(at, sizt).
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Gro7(>th.— Tt is very difficu't to iV.low the growth after the 2n(l year

from the fif^ures to hand in my note books. It is cpr'ain however that

wh( no teyear old the young have at least donhled their length being

over 1 foot Ih inches long but they hatch over such a long period

of the year that the lengths become hopelessly mixed, leaving no gaps

to indicate successive broods. An unusual number ot specimens

between 1 foot G inches and I foot 8 inches in length at the same

period of the year, seems to indicate that this length is reached at the

end of the '2nd ami beginning of the 3rd year. Again a large

number measuring from ] foot 9 inches to 2 feet, seems to point to the

termination of the third year's growth.

])idr'ihatim. (a) Geograp'i'nal — Its range of habitat is very

extensive. It occurs throug'nout Peninsular India to Ceylon and the

Maldives. Westward it extends throughout the Punjab to the lower

slopes of the Hinialayas. I can find no record of it from Sind how-

ever. To the East it ranges through the Bramaputra, and Irrawaddj^-

Salween Basins (including tl;e Andaman and Nicobar Islands), to

the Eastern limits of Indo-Ciiina in the continental part of the

iMaiayan sub-region, and through the iMalayan Archipelago to the

Philippines.

[h) Local—It is essentially an inhabitant of the Plains, I have

known it fairly common on the lower slojies of both Western, and

Eastern Himalayas up to about 2,000 feet, but it appears to rarely

wander above this altitude. Ferguson* in this Journal says though

common in the low country in Travancore he has not recorded a sino[le

specimen from the Hills. Flowaif remarked on a specimen he

obtained at Penang at an altituc'e of 2 200 feet. Willeyjtoo says

that though common in the low country in Ceylon it does not appear

to ascend to o.OOO ftet.

In the Plains it is common everywhere, and hardly a collection

of snakes amounting to half a dozen specimens made anywhere will

fail to show at least one representsitive. I cannot recall ever

having ^een or hei.rJ of a specimen in or close to water, or in damp

places.

LepiJosis. Ro.Hml.— Touches six shields, the rostro- nasal sutures

largest. I'dernasals.—Two the suture between them one-half to thiee-

quarters that between the prgefrontal fellows, eijual to or rather

• Vol. X. i.-Tl. t P. Z. ?., ISO'J, p. UI54. + Spol., Zeyhin., Vol. I, p. Il7.
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greater than the internaso-prsefrentals. Prccfronials.—Two, the

suture between decidedly greater than the prfefronto-frontal sutures

;

in contact with internasal, loreal, praeocular, ^'sometimes the supraocu-

lar) and frontal. Frontal.—Touches 8 shields usually, (sometimes 6

only, when the prseocular fails to meet it) the sutures somatimes sub-

equal or more often the supraoculars rather longest. Supraoculars.—
About two-thirds the length, and half the breadth of the frontal.

iVasaLs.—Two, subequal, in contact with the 1st and slightly with

the 2nd supralabial. Loreal.—One, twice as long as high, longer

than the two nasals. Pnnocular—One, usually meeting the frontal.

Postocvlars.—Two. Temporals.—Two, the lower touching the 6th

and 7th labials. Supraluhials.— 9, the 3rd, 4th and .5th touching the

eye. Sublinguals.—Two pairs, subequal or the anterior rather

largest, the iiosterior in contact w th the 5th and 6th infra-

labiais. Infi'alahials.—6, the sutura between the 1st as long as

that between the anterior sublinguals ; the 6th much Uie largest,

twice as broad as the posterior sublinguals, r.n 1 in contact with three

scales behind. Costals.—Two heads-lengths tifter the head 17,

midbody 17, two heads-lengths before the vent 15. The reduction

from 17 to 15 which occurs well behind the middle of the body is

due to an absorption of the 3rd row usually into the 4th, rarely into

the 2nd above the ventrals. The vertebr.ils are not enlarged, and

the ultimate row but little if at all. Keels absent ; apical i)lts present,

and single ^see D. of diagram). Ventrals.- 177 to 212, Trichinopoly

188 to 202, Cannanore 17 7 to 203, Burma 180 to 200 Fyzabad 193

to 208, Dibrugarh 197 to 210, E. Himalayas 197 to 212, (178 to 224

Boulenger) ; angulate laterally. Anal.— Divided usually (rarely entire).

Subcai'dals.—56 to 80 (Boulenger) ; divide:i. Anomalies.—Very

rarely the loreal is subdivided into two, an anterior and a posterior.

Commonly the pra^ocular fails to meet the frontal. The postoculars

and temporals are sometimes three. Not infrequently, the siipralabials

are abnormal in numbe'', vi:., 8 or 10, and the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th

may touch the eye, eithe;- two, three, or all four of them. Rarely

the nasal fails to touch the 2nd supralabial. Not infrequently the anal

is entire, and rarely some of the subcaudals at the base of the tail.

I have lately seen one from Tindharia in wiiich the first 2 w^re entire,

and Flower mentions one from Penang with the 4th and 5th

entire.
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Freaks are apt to occur among all animal?, but that rare condi-

tion known as axial bifurca'ion or dichotomy, which gives rise to

dual heads developed forkwise on the same body has been recorded at

least three times in this species. I wrote* of one such specimen in this

Journal and two others are reported as being in the Indian Museum by

Sclaterf. Dentition.—The maxilla supports an anterior and a posterior

series of teeth. The anterior set number 5, the first 3 progressively

increasing in size J, the last 2 about twice the length of the 3rd.

An arched toothless gap intervenes between the anterior and

posterior sets. The posterior set numbers 10 or 12, the last 2 are

about twice the size of the preceding 8 or 10 which are subequal in

size.

The palato-pterygoid array form an uninterrupted* series of which

the palatine numbering 11 to 13 are rather longer, the pterygoid

numbering as many as 29 progressively and very gradually diminish

in length from before backwards.

In preparing a skull the minute teeth at the back are very difficult

to preserve, and dissect out intact, so that usually a number consider-

ably less than 29 are evident.

Mandilmlar.—Consist of two series, an anterior and a posterior,

separated by a short gap. The anterior contains 5 teeth, the 3 first

progressively increasing in length, the 4th and 5th equal and about

twice as long as the 3rd. The posterior set numbers from 16 to 20.

These figures are given from an examination of 4 skulls lying

before me,

Giinther's§ statement that *'Each maxilla is armed with two fangs

in front, placed in a transverse line, the outer being much larger

than the inner" is incorrect. The two fang-like teeth are subequal,

and placed one behind the other. Similarly, the last tiro teeth in the

posterior maxillary set are enlarged, not only the last as stated by

him. Boulengerll says the maxillary teetn increase in size posteriorly

which seems to imply a gradual increase. This does not clearly

describe the condition. It is the last two teeth which are suddenly

and distinctly enlarged.

Vol. XVI. p. 387.

+ List. Snakes, Ind. Mus.. 1891, p. 14.

t Only one is seen in my 6gure, the first two are not noticeable owing to the bending

icwfttda of the mi\illa.

§ Kept. Brit., Ind. 1864, p. 31G. ^ Cat., Vol. 1, p. 348.
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Shaw's Wolf-Snake {LYCODGN striatdS\

Nomeiiclalnre— ia) Scientific.—The specific x\fx,vc\Q atriatus (Latin =
striped) originated with Shaw in 1802. Uussell had figured the

snake [irior to this in his work puhlished in 1896 *

{b) Knglislu—The English rendering of the specific title is not dis-

tinctive enough as it applies eqmiUy we'd to many others of the genus,

so that 1 think '' Shaw's Wolf-Snake " the most appropriate name for it.

(f ) Verminilar—The only uiimes 1 know of are those given hy

Russell, ?v;r.,Gai(>o Tutta and Karetta the latte*' inHyderahad. Deccan.

Dimensions—The longest of 14 specimens measured of my own

collection was 1 foot 3? inches, and I know of no o-reater lengrth.

Bodilq coiifignra 2ow, etc — Very similar to aulicvs the main differ-

ence heing that the helly is not angulated on either side hut evenly

rounded fn m flank to fltmk. Boulenger calls the heud of aulicvs

spatulate but not that of driuhis, 1 caimot see much difference bet-

ween the two, that of aulicus is perhaps rather flatter, and the snout

more rounded. The eye is jet- hiaok as in aulicus, the scales as glossy

and the tips of the tongue white.

Colour.—Varying shades of dark-brown or black above with from

11 to 18 white cross bars on the body (not includmg tail) usually

very distinct in the whole body length, the anterior ones specially so.

The anterior ones again are more widely separated than the [)0.sterior.

These bars are divided more or less distinctly at the sides to include a

somewhat deltoid patch of the ground colour, very nicely shown in

our plate. The belly is pearly-white, and unspotted. The head is

brown or black above except the upper lip which with the lower

lip, and chin is pearly- white. Most of the specimens I have seen have

been a deep chocolate or pure b'ack, and the cross 1 ar. pure white.

iMany writers, however, say that the bars or bands are yellow at any

rate sometimes. Colonel Light in a letter mentions one caught nt Bhuj

with bright yellow cross bands, and says several in that locality have

yellow bands. He mentions another from the same locality with the

bands white. Stoliczka speaks of one from the Lower Hills of Simla

with 58 broadish- yellowish cross bands. I have never seen a specimen

with anything ap[)roachmg 56 bands which in itself suggests aulicus

rather than striatus. The ventrals 182 and subcaudals 57 would equally

* Ind. tcrp. I., Vol. I, Plates XVi c.nd XXVI.
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we'l aoree with anfkup. Ainan lale* says that those from the Mala-

kand ara raportod to have yellow marks. Greenf mentions one from

Peradeniya, Ceylon, with some of the m3dian sca'es in the anterior

white bands yellow, and Annandale* speuks of a similar specimen

from Pamhan in S. India t

In 5 Oevlon specimens collected in Peradeniya, I found the hands

far less distinct than in Indian forms, the colour Itelnf^ dirty white, and

the o-rounil colour Iirown rather than black.

Lienti/icatiim—The i emarks on aM//(;?t5 under this heading apply-

also here. Attention must be given to the following : (1) a single

loreal touching the internasal, (2) scale rows 17 in mid body (3) nisals

touching the 1st and 2nd supralabials and (4) supra'ab'als 7 or 8.

Haunts.—I have known this snake in the house, like its commoner

ally aulicns. one in Fyzal)ad came inti) the Cantonment Hosi)ital. and

another was encountered in the Officers' Mess ot' the 85th K. S. L. I.

Three or four were unsarthed at different times during digg'ng

operations. It hides away during the day time in holes in the ground,

heaps of debris, crevices of brickwork, stacks of wood. etc.

Disposkion — All the specimens 1 have ^een alive exhibited a very

timid disposition. I never knew one strike no matter what the

provocation. Usually it made no endeavour to e^oapo but coiled

itself, and if touched or teased, hid its head beneath its coils, looking

out cautiously from time to time to see if the danger a[)prehended had

disappeared. It sometimes dattens itself to the ground in a remark-

able way.

JIalnls.—Like the common wolf-snake it is decide lly nocturnal,

I met with two at different times at night on the road between the

Mess and my house at IJerhampore lOiissa), and on both occasions

there was no endeavour to retire from the situation, no attempt at

* .Mem Asiat Soc , Bengal, I. lo, p 194.

+ Spol. Zeylan , A arch i'JUo, p. 2 5.

X i know that auUcus and striatic are frequantl;' confused one with the other, and I have

found several epecim n^ in various muse-.ims inc rrecily identifi?il. if one leters to ihe

abnortnaliiies n pcaling ihat 1 have remarked upon in the wo ^pec•iea m ibis pa, er, it will

be app.irent hnw easily a mista e 'uay ari e, since the points made use ot in iLe j-ep rati n

of he two 81/ecies are subject to sotne variation. iMorecver, a unetake, L not infrequently

committed in days gone by, may occur with others. 1 1 is very easy to miscount the upper

lab ala in the Li/ci)io:i>;, and to omit to count the hst which is often not so evidently one of

Ihe series as one sees n other snakes, la all cases the mouth ehoulJ De opened, and theeo

•hielde then counted t J the gape.
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menace, Except the specimens encountered while digging nearly

all were killed nt night. It does not appear to share the acrohatic

attainments of auUcvs, at least 1 have never known one leave the

ground.

Food.—Three of my specimens contained skinks in Fyzahad, of the

species Malmia dissimilis. I have no knowledge of its gastronomic

testes otherwise.

Breeding —All I know of this is from my notes in Fyzahad,

The Sexes.—On two occasions in August pairs were found in

company. In a small heap of kunkur by the side of a road a graviil

female was dislodoed one evening, and a male dislodoed the nest

morning when the heap was broken further into. On the other

occasion two snakes were seen together (not united) a little way

beneath the soil during digging operations. Several coolies vouched

for this, one of the snakes escaped in the excitement their discovery

aroused, the other the male was captured, and in the hole were 4

eggs. It is remarkable I think that the partneiship had not been

dissolved even after the deposition of the eggs. The male organs are

beset with numerous minute claw-like appendages.

The length of a gravid female of mine was 1 foot and \ an inch.

Mr. E, E. Green wrote to me some years ago of a gravid specimen

which he identified as aulicus obtained by him at Peradeniya, Ceylon.

I feel pretty certain that the specimen was not a Common Wolf- Snake,

but Shaw's Wolf- Snake, for it was only 12 inches long, a length i'ar

more in keeping with what we know of striatus, and opposed to what

we know of aulicus. the smallest gravid record of which is 1 foot

6^ inches. Of specimens I have sexed 7 were<J and 4 $, the longest

specimen 1 foot 3| inches being a female. The periods of gestation

and incubation are not known.

Season.—Shaw's Wolf- Snake breeds at about the same season as the

Common Wolf-Snake. I have known a gravid female with small

eggs in July, one gravid with large eggs in August, and the deposit-

ed eogs alluded to above were found in Auoust. Mr. Green's

specimen was also gravid on the 30th August.

Eggs.—This species is not so prolific as aulicus, the eggs number-

ing from 2 to 4. They are very large for the size of the snake, and

much elongate, I think, more so thun those of aulijus. Tl.ey yury

from 1 to IJ inches in length, and are about go ^^ ^^ ^"^^^ "^^
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breadth. Otherwise they are just like those of the common wolf-

snake.

Distrihution~-{a) Geographical.—This species extends further West

than the Common Wolf-Snake, but not nearly so far East, its limit in

this direction being proximately tha longitude of Calcutta. It

occurs throughout Peninsular India and Cjylon. On the West

it extends through Sind and the Punjab, Baluchistan, and Persia

to Transcaspia.

{h) Loat^.—Appears to be chiefly a snake of the Plains, extending

to low hills to about 2,000 feet.

(c) Numerical.—Though I think it has claims to be considered

one of the common snakes of India, it is not nearly the common

snake that its ally auliciis is. In Fyzabad I got 1 3 specimens out

of a total of 704, but whether it is more plentiful there than in other

parts, I cannot say. I saw 3 or 4 specimens in the few months I

was stationed at Berhampore (Orissa).

Lepidos/s. Rostral.—Touches 6 shields ; the rostro-nasal suture

longest. Internasals.—Two, the suture between them | to f that bet-

ween the prsefrontal fellows, about equal to the internaso-praefrontal

sutures. Prcefrontals.—Two, the suture between them distinctly

greater than the prsefronto-frontal ; touch the internasals, loreal,

prseocular, supraocular and frontal. Frontal,— Touches 6 shields, the

supraocular sutures longest. <Swjorao(?M/ar.s.— § the length, ^ or less

than \ the breadth of the frontal. Nasals.—Quite divided by the

nostril : touch the 1st and 2nd supralabials. Loreal.—One, about as

long as the nasals taken together : in contact with the internasals.

Prceocuiar.—One, not touching the frontal. Postoculars.—Two.

Temporals.—Two anterior. Supralabials.—8 normally, t:.e 3rd, 4th

and 5th touching the eye. Sublinguals.—Two pairs, the posterior

rather shorter and in contact with the 5th and 6th infralabials.

Infralabials.—6 ; the 6th largest, twice or nearly twice as broad

as the posterior sublinguals, in contact with 3 scales behind ; the

suture between the 1st about equal to that between the anterior

sublinguals. Costals.—2 heads-lengths from head 17, midbody 17,

2 beads-lengths before vent ]5 ; the reduction from 17 to 15 occurs

well behind the middle of the body and is due to a conduence of the

3rd and 4th rows above the ventrals usually, sometimes the 4th and

5th ; keels absent ; apical pits present, single ; the vertebral row not

14
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enkrcred ; the ultimate not or barely en^aro;e 1. Ventrals.—Not

angnlate : 153 to 178 (Boulenger) one of my Fyzal*ad examples 179,

one in the Indian Museum from Ma'akand 179, another from the

Perso-Baluch Frontier 196. Stoliczka's specimen from below Simla

with 182 I consider an avliciis. Awd —Divided. Si<f>cani!.als—
Divided, 42 to 6() ( Boulenger). In two Ceylon specimens I count 35

and 39. Russell's two specimens 40 and 41, the latter from

Hyderabad Deccan.

Annnal.'es.—In a specimen in the Indian Mu.^eum from Ma^akand

the loreal is dual on both sides, the anterior small shield touching the

interna=;al and make these shields appear as four. The nasals occasion-

ally touch the 1st only of the supra'abial series. The anterior tem-

poral is rarely a single shield. The supra'abla's are rarely 7 with the

3rd and 4th touching the eye. 8 with the 4th and 5th touching the

eye, or 9 with the 3rd, 4th and 5th touching the eye. I have found

the anal entire in one Ceylon specimen, and in Russell's Plate

(XXVI) this shield Is shown entire.

Dent'dim.— Very similar to that of anlkus. Mar/lla.—This supports

an anterior and a posterior seb .se;>arated by a considerable edentulous

interval. The anterior has 2 (3 ?j progressively increasing teeth, fol-

lowed by two large subequal teeth as in auUcvs. The posterior set

has 4 subequal small teeth followed by two lari^e subequal ones.

Palato-pteri/Qoid—The palatine bone su{)ports 11 teeth, the ptery-

goid I cannot give, believing my only skull to be imperfect. Both

sets are small and sul)e:jual. Mandifndar.—Anteriorly 3 progres-

sive'y increasing small teeth followed by two subequal large ones,

tiien a short gap sufficient to accommodate one tooth, followed by 13

small subequal teeth.

In this species the maxilla is distinctly shorter than in aulicm,

supporting 4 small teeth in the j)Oste.-ior set instead of 8 to 10. The

two enlarged posterior teeth are situated btMieath the middle of the

eye, and at a point well in advance of the ojitic foramen in the cieaned

skull. In aulicus these two large teeth are exactly opposite the optic

foramen, and beneath the back of the eye. In the mandible there are

fewer teeth (13; than in auUcus (16 to 20.)

(7b he continued).
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A LIST OF THE BIRDS OF THE BHAMO DISTRICT,

UPPER BURMA.

BY

Mator H. H. Harington (92nd Punjabis).

The Bhtuno District of Uppsr Burma lies roucrhly between the

twenty-fourth iinJ twenty-fifth dftgrees of latitude, and is bounded on

the East by China, and contains a great variety of country consist-

infT of the Irrawaddy Valley, low-lying hills, and on the East a

series of ridges running up to 6 000 feet.

The country to the West of the river, very broken and covered

witli dense forest, is practically unexplore 1. On the E.ist the plains

near the river :ire mora or less cultivated, the groun I gradually

rising into a terai of heavy tree jungle. From this, the hills rise

abruptly, range behind range, to the borders of Chinn. On their

western slopes they are covered with dense evergreen jungle, which,

towards their summit, have at some time or other been clearel for

cultivation (toungyas) so giving rise to a thick secondary growth, now

very difficult to penetrate. On the eastern slopes where the rainfall is

not so great, the oak and chestnut flourish. The hills suddenly drop

into the Loije Valley, tlirough which runs the Chiness frontier—the

country being almost devoid of trees and covered with bracken and

brambles.

Tne District is consequently very rich in bird life, and must still

contain a number of rich prizes, as many of the higher hills have yofc

to be explored.

I have compiled this very incomplete list from birds collected by

myself during a short stay in these hills, as well as from a list kindly

given me by C.>lonel G. Rippon, I, A , and from the list of Mr. E. W.
Gates in the Ibis of 1888 and of Count Siilvadorl in the •* Annali del

Museo civico di Storia Naturale, Genoa/' Vol. IV, Second Series,

pages 568 to G17.

I spent a very pleasant and profitable two months of my bave

collecting in the hills due East of Bhamo, one month being spent at

Sinlum- Kaba a small hill station of about 5 500 feet al)Ove sea level.

I was fortunate in getting many birds not previously recorded withia

Indian limits, as well as four new Sub-species, besides many rare

and interesting eggs.
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My thanks are due to Mr. Ogilvie-Grant for kindly assisting me in

identifying my specimens and in helping me with their descriptions,

and to Mr. E. W. Gates for his encouragement and help in making

out this list.

I have taken the liberty of giving the descriptions of those birds

not mentioned in the " Fauna of India," with a hope they may be of

assistance to others, as I found it a great drawback whilst collecting

not to be able to recognise the different birds.

All species actually collected and identified with those in the

Natural History Museum are marked with an asterisk.

CORVID^.

(4) CoRVUS MACRORHYNCHDS, Wagl. -(The Jungle Crow.)

Common everywhere in the plains, a good many finding their way up into

the Hills, where, however, they are very wild and keep well to the jungles.

(8) CoRVUS INSOLENS, Hume.—(The Burmese House-Crow.)

Common round villages along the river, and a positive nuisance at Bhamo
itself. Does not penetrate into the jungles, but re-appears in the Loije Valley

on the Chinese frontier. This is probably one of its most easterly limits.

*(IU6) Pica sericsa, Gould.—(Th3 Chinese Magpie.)

Hartert Vog. Die Pal. Fauna, page 22.

{Tranx.) "Distinguished by the dark colouring of its tail and wings. The
bla'jk at the base of the primaries and primary coverts being very much
extended : the primaries are also almost blue and not a bright green. The
middle tail feathers almost steel blue, seldom green. Legs and feet veiy

strong. Rump patch always present, generally gray, rarely white.

From Upper Burma, through China into South Japan, Hainan, Formosa,

northwards into Korea."

The Chinese Magpie's nesting habits seem to be identical with the home bird,

building the same massive domed nest, which however seems bigger, most

probably due to the same nest having been used for many successive years.

They are early breeders, beginning nesting operations in Januaiy, ai d by the

middle of March the eggs aie either very much incubated or the young birds

hatched out. The eggs are very like those of the home bird, but seem more

baldly marked, six seims to be the full ccnr.pk merit.

Very common along the Chinese frontier. I have also seen birds at Bhamo
where' a pair used to breed in the Military Police Fort: a pair have started

building near their old site.

Nestlnr/.—At Loije on the 2'Jth March I found a nest in a small peepul

tree On sending up a coolie a cock Koel flew out of the tree, as well as a

Magpie from the nest. As the Koel had been continually calling during our

stay there I had hopes of again getting their eggs from a Magpie's nest, and

sure enough, when the coolie dessended he brought down four Magpie's and
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two Koel's eggs. I have previously taken the Koel's eggs from a Magpie's

nest in the Shan States, where Magpies are extremely com.mon, I saw several

other Magpies' nests and got their eggs,

(12) Urocissa occipitalis, Blyth.—(The Red-billed Blue Magpie.)

Well distributed in suitable jungle, both in the hills and plains.

(14) CtssA CHiNENSis, (Bodd).—(The Grreen Magpie.)

Saw several on the lower slopes of the Hills, accompanying flocks of

Laughing Thrushes,

Nestinfj.—On the 25th April I was very fortunate in getting a fine clutch of

seven eggs in a valley below Sinlum. The nest was placed iu a very tall thin

sapling, so that the only way of getting it was by cutting the tree down in

sections, so telescoping it until the nest could be reached. As the eggs are

all exactly similar I think they must have been laid by the same bird.

(16) Dendrocitta rupa, (S^op.)—(rhe Indian Tree-Pie.)

Common in the plains round Bhamo.

'"'(18) Dendrocitta himalayensis, Blyth.—(The Himalayan Tree-Pie.)

Well distributed in the Hills.

*(25) Garrulus LEUCyriR. Hume.—(The Burmese Jay.)

One specimen, procured in oak forest at M'ba Kha, south of Maiput. This

bird probably extends into China.

PARING.

(31) Parus atrioeps, Horsf.—(The Indian Grey Tit.)

Recorded by Gates in '' The Fauna of India." Probably found in the

plains round Bhamo.

"(32 i) Pakus commixtus, Svvinhoe.—( The Chinese Grey Tit.)

Hartert Die Vog. Pal. Fauna, page 346.

Kachln name.—Bainum numkha.

{Trans.)— " Like P. minor but m.uch smaller. Wing only about G£—70 m.m.

The olivo green of the back more extended, and the edge of the wings duller,

being a dirty cream or brownish grey colour.

South Ch'na to Upper Burma and East Tenasserim, etc."

All my sp3nmens collested at Sinlum are nearest to this species in having

a green back, and the white on their tails like P, alriceps, and I thiiik

therefore should be called P, commixlus.

Nis'-inj.—I found three nests on the 22nd, 25th and 28th April. AH were

placad in holes in the side of the cutting along the road below Sinlum. The
nests were composed of moss lined with feathers and fur, and contained four,

five and four eggs. In the beginning of May I saw several parties of young
birds about.

^'JO^-—Of the usual tit type, being white, and rather boldly s;:otted with

rusty red.

Meamring.—KvQxvigQ of six eggs -66 x '52
; largest—-67 x '53, smallest-

•64X-53.
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•» (3G6) tEgithaliscus -i amfdrn=?i?!, Rippon.—(The Yumianese
K3d headed Tit.)

Bull, B. O. C, Vol, XIV, p. 18.

Karhin nim".—Shiraw Sik.

(I'riHi) " Similar to -'^I. maid/mre7is/s and A. concfnna (the Chinese bird).

Top of the head pale rufous, but the band across the chest narrow, and the

sides of the l.ody very deep chestnut. Length 4-5
; cuimcn 'lib; wing 2-1;

tail •2-\
; tarsus -65."

My specimens from Sinlum seem to be slightly smaller than Col. Kippon's

birds in Nat. Hist. Museum.
N<Hltn;f.~Cu the -JSlh April I was at last fortunate in finding the nest of

this little Tit afu r l.aAing watched and hunted in vain smce the 20th, when I

had seen a bird with a feather in its beak. The nest was placed between the

stems of a bramble about two feet from the ground, and reminded one of a small

English Long-tailsd Tit's nest. Oa the outside it was composed entirely of moss

(not coveved wilh lichen), the entrance hole being near the top , and was lined

firstly with vegetalle down end then profusely with gaudy feathers of the

Pheasant, Hill Partridge, Barbets and Minivets, and contained three highly

incubated, but blowable eggs, 1 also found another nest building which seems

to be a very lengthy operation, as I watched it for over a fortnight while the

birds thought of completing it. At last, when I had hopes of obtaining a nice

clutch of eggs, I found something had been before me and had pulled it to

pieces, as well ai a Sfcachyrhidopsis'd nest close by, which should also have

contained eggs.

I got a fully fledged young 1 ird of this species at Sinlum ; it has the black

throat of the adult bird altogether wanting, its whole throat and upper breast

being entirely white, with the exception of a thin black gorget which is never

found in the old bird. In the Nat. Hist. Museum there is a young bird of A.

coHciuna showing markings very similar to my specimen.

Engn.—Very like those of yi/'. f=r?/« A oc^///(w/ms, but much smaller, having a

white ground colour wilh a zone of minute reddish purple spots round the

larger <ind.

Mea^urtiij.—Average of three eggs •55x*14 ;
largest •57x*44 ; smallest

•52X-44.

*(4i) Machlolopus spilonotus, (Blyth.)—(The Black-spotted

Yellow Tit.)

Kitchiii jmme. —Bainum numkha (same as P. commixltts,')

Fairly common in the Hills,

All the females collected by me want the conspicuous black band down the

breant, and were easily distinguishable from the males. I failed to find a

nest, but had two eggs and the nest brought me by a Kachiu,

Egfj'i.—White, profusely spo .ted wi h rusty red, and measure •74x'58.

PARADOXORNITHI.v^,
* (5"2) Par'DOXOENis guttaticoi l.s, David.—(Austen's Crow-Tit.)

Kachiu name.—Re- h ng-nu-gop.

Saw this bird on Si-veral occasions frequenting patches of mountain-bambao
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and high grass but fiiiled to find its nest. It has a series of very fine loud

nofcei wh3i di^turbil, and is thus easily resugnizable.

* ( -G) SciuOKA POLIO lis, Blyth.—(The Ashy-breasted Crow-Tit.)

Very tit-like in its habits, going about in parties with yEyiihahycva. 1

think they must be late breeders, as I failed tu fi id any indications of their

nesting.

(59) SuTH )KA ATRiSDPERCiLiARis, (Godw.-Aust )—(The Black-browed

Crow-Tit. )

Recorded by Col. ' ippon.

* (fiOa) SoriDUV Bu'UN'N'RA, Anders.—(Anderson's Crow-Tit).

Very plentiful in the Hills at about ft,000 feet ; ar.d beicre the breeding

season commenoes goes about in small parties, haunting low trees and bushes;

later on keeps entirely to gi-ass and bracken.

I found several nssts, all were placed within two feet of the ground

generally ia a clump of grass or rushes, rarely on a bramble, and were

always well hidden and only found by seeing the bird fly out. The nest is

a very compact cup mado of bamboo Isaves and grass, occasionally having

a little moss on the outside. Three seems to be the complement of eggs,

rarely two. I found one nest containing four fiesh eggs.

Etjfja.—A. pale blue. Average of nine eggs -64 x '52
; largest -GO x 'S'i ; smallest

•60X-50.

As some of my birds run very near Sutlwra styani, Ripp, Bull., B.O.C.,

XIII. p. 54, 1 here give a description o£ it.

( 7'n/M<.) '-Similar to S. hrmin^a. but paler. Dnderparts veiy pale

throat and chest white, not vinac3us, with conspicuous reddish-brown stripes."

CRATEROPODIN^.

Kachin name for all Laughing Thrushes, Wo-Krang.

(62) Dryonastes rupicollis, (Jard. and Selby)—(The Rufous-necked

Thrush.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

*(GGtf) Dryonastks kaukiensis, Ripp.—(The Kachin Hill Laughing

Thrush )

Bull., B.O.C., Vol. XIII, p. 13.

Kachin name. - Wo-Krang-Kratig-Frong.

(7raK.<.) "Similar to D. mbccerulalus (Hume), and with tail feathert^

tipped with white, but the cheeks reddish-brown, uniform and less white."

Total length about 11*3, culrnen 1-05, winff 4* I, tail 4-.')5, tarsus l-(3.

Orbital skin and bare-naked patch round the eyes slaty-blue.

A very handsome bird with its rich brown colouring and white breast. It

has a very fi le almost human whistle which can be easily imitated and the

bird called up. It generally keeps to dense jungle.

A'««i/«//.—My Burman collector found a nest containing two incubated

eggs, shooting parent bii'd. The nest was placed on a small mountain.
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bamboo and was of the usual type, being made entirely of bamboo leaves lined

with finje grass ard measured G" Kb" outside and 3^"x'2i" inside.

Egga.—k bright glo=sy blue, rather long and pointed, measuring r26x'84.

* (G7) Dkyonastes sannio, (Swinh.)—(The White- browed Laughing

Thrush.)

Kacliin 7ii7ne.—Shong-shay, and Wo-Frow.

Is the commonest bird of its family in the Hills, and very noisy in the

mornings and the evenings with its harsh complaining notes.

Nesting.—It is an early breeder ; many nests found in April had young

birds. All the nests found by me in the Kachin Hills were placed near the

ground, either in bramble bushes or in thick grass, and not in saplings as those

found in the Southern Shan States.

It lays two types of eggs, the commonest being a pale blue-green, the other

which seems to be laid later in the season, a pure glossy white.

Eggs.—Of two types, one a glossy pale blue-green, the oiher a very glossy

white. Average of ten eggs 1*04 x*75, largest 1-08, smallest -97 x *7U. The

eggs have an unmistakable shape, being rather blunted at the small end.

rey) Gaurulax leucolophus, (Hardw.)—(The Himalayan White-crested

Laughing Thrush.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

(70) Garrulax belangeri, Lsss.—(The Burmese White-crested Laugh-

ing Thrush.)

Recorded by Mr. Gates.

I saw several birds of one or other of the above in the low hills when out

after pheasants but did not collect any specimens. They do not seem to

extend up the hills to any height.

(72) Garrulax fectobalis, (Gould.)—(The Black-gorgeted Laughing

Thrush.)

Only found in the lower hills.

(73) Garrulax moniliger, (Hodgs.)—(The Necklaced Laughing Thiush.)

Recorded by S ilvadori. Have since procured it near Bhamo Station.

\81c) Bai'.ax yunnanensis, Rif.p.. Bull. B. O. C. Vol XII, page 96.

(7Vans.) '' Like B. lanceolate, but cheek-stripe at the base of the bill chestnut,

not blank. Total kngth about 10-3, culmen 1*1, wing 3*6, tail 4*35, tarsus

1-35."

Tliis is decidedly a rare bird, the Kachins not having any name for it. It

seems to prefer more or less open hill-sides covered with brambles and grass.

I found three nests, that on the 23id April containing four eggs, the 1st May
three eggs, the 7th May four eggs, securing the parent bird on each occasion.

The nes's were all similarly placed near the gipund in bramble bushes on a

more or less open hill-side, and were of the usual babbler type.

Egqs.—A rich blue matching in colour some eggs of T. sqvawatum I have

from Asiarn. Average of nine eggs 1-06 x "8, largest 1-14 xS"), smallest 1-04
x

'75,

Babax lanceolatus, (Verr.)—Cat. Birds, Vol. VII, p. 352.
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' Above streaked, the general colour being dark chesnut-brown and ashy,

the margins of the feathers being of the latter coloured ; rump and upper

tail- coverts more uniform ashy-brown, the central streaks being not so marked;

wing-coverts coloured like the back, except the bastard-wing feathers which are

dusky-brown edged with ashy
;
primary-coverts uniform brown

;
quills brown,

the primaries slightly margined with ashy, the inner secondaries more rufous-

brown, and with plainer ashy margins ; tail olivaceous-brown, with indistinct

cross-bars under certain lines ; crown of head chestnut-brown, nape and sides

of neck streaked like the back, but the edges of the feathers rather clearer and

more hoary-grey ; lores and feathers in front of the eye fulvous-brown
; ear-

coverts, as well as a tolerably broad eye-brow, hoary-white spotted or streaked

with dark-brown ; cheeks blackish (very dark-chestnut '?) the hinderpart mot-

tled with chestnut-brown edged with hoary-white ; throat and undersurface

of body buffy- white, a little purer on the breast and abdomen; the fore neck

and breast streaked with nearly obsolete shaft lines of black ; the sides of the

breast and flanks broadly streaked with chestnut, relieved by a black streak

down the centre of the feathers; sides of vent and thighs brown with dusky

streaks ; under tail-coverts more fulvescent with dusky-brown centres ; under

wing-coverts fulvous-brown streaked with chestnut
;
quills ashy-biown below

strongly washed with pale rufous along the inner web ; bill lu'own, feet and

claws grey, iris pale yellow." (David).

Total length 10-8 inches, culmen 1-05, wing 3*75, tail 5, tarsus 1*5.

(85) Tkochalopterum nkirimentum, Hodgs.—(The Western Yellow-

winged Laughing Thrush.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

*(86a) Trochalopterum Suarpei, Ripp.—(Sharpe's Lajghing Thrush.)

Bull : B. 0. C, Vol. XII, page 13.

(Trans.) " Similar to T. mllnei, but with the cheeks pale-grey and less

white."

Length 11-5, culmen 1-2, wing 4-1, tail 4-7, tarsus I'o,

Orbital skin blue,

Kaclun name.— Wo-krang-krang-sheng, and Krang-sheng-kaba.

Trochalopterum milnei, David. Cat. of Birds, voL vii, p. 372.

' Adult male : crown of head and upper part of neck of a buffy-rufous colour :

ear-coverts pure white : throat and lores black ; back olive, with the large

feathers edged with a dark border ; rump and upper tail-coverts of a golden-olive

tint ; lower parts ashy-olive passing to greenish on the neck, breast, flanks,

under tail-coverts and tibial plumes ;
upper surface of the taU bright red, lower

surface blackish ; quills above brilliant and glossy red with the inner webs of

the innermost secondaries white ; bill and feet black ; iris brown. (David and

Oustelet).

Adult female like the male."

A very handsome bird, but a great skulker, fond of dense secondary jungle.

Nesting.—On the 29th April I found one nest containing three eggs. Tin-

15
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nest was placed against the side of a tree three feet from the ground, and of

the usual type, made of bamboo leaves lined with roots; measured 4|"x6^"

outside and 3"x35" inside. I also got two other nests of the same descrip-

tion, securing the birds.

Eggs.—Lays two or three glossless white eggs spotted with dark red, with

underlying purple spots very like those of an oriole, and quite different from

any other Laughing Thrushes' eggs that I have seen. Average of eight eggs

M3X-82 ; largest l-3x-8, smallest I'OTx'S.

*(87rt) Trochalopterum ripponi , Gates.—(Rippon's Laughing Thrush.)

Bull : B. O. C, Vol. XI., page 10.

Kachin name.—Krang-sheng-maling (Krang-sheng for both T. Sliarpei and

T. Rippo7ii.)

'' Allied to T. phimiceum from the Himalayas, but differing from that

species in many important points. The crimson of the head is much brighter

and extends to the whole of the sides of the head, the supercilium, forehead,

chin and cheeks, even tinging the throat. The latter, together with the whole

lower plumage, is greyish-yellow not fulvous-olive-brown. The whole crown

is dark plumbeous and the remainder of the upper plumage with the wing-

coverts is olive-grey. The tail feathers are not tipped with orange, but more

narrowly with ochraceous, the lower aspect of the outer feathers alone being

orange."

Wing 3-4, tail 4, tarsus 1-3.

Nesting.—Fairly common, noisy, and a great skulker. It builds the usual

type of nest, either in the thorny bush, bamboo or small sapling, from three to

five feet from the ground, and lays three eggs similar to those of T. Pham-

cium being blue spotted and streaked with dark red. Average of six eggs

1-01 X '75, largest IM x-72, smallest l'Ox-76.

'-(92) Trochalopterum squamatdm, (Gould).—(The Blue- winged

Laughing Thrusii.)

Kachin name.—Wo-krang-krang-frong, the same as D. laurietisis.

Decidedly rare, and fond of valleys covered with dense jungle. On the

30th April I found a nest of this bird, containing three eggs, and shooting the

parent bird. The nest was placed in an over-hanging bush on the side of a

deep valley, and was of the usual type.

Eggs.—My eggs are much smaller and of a paler shade than those I have

from Assam, measuring

—

1-09 X -84

1-04 X -81

1-05 X -81

(104) Argya earlii, (Blyth).--(The Streaked Babbler.)

Common round Bhamo near the banks ot the river, especially so in the grass

and wild-rose jungle at the bottom of the polo ground, where it breeds during

May.
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'(125) PoMATHORiNUS KUPiCOLLis, Hodgs.—(The Rufous-necked Soimiter

Babbler.)

I got three specimens which, I think, must belong to this species, and one

which is slightly smaller, with white tips to its tail feathers and primaries and

with faint whitfi bars across the rump ; as the markings are so extraordinary

I think it must be a " spoi't,"

I did not find any nests of this bird, but saw old ones carrying food early

in April.

*(l30a) PoMATHORiNOS GRAVivox, David.—(David's Scimiter Babbler.)

Oust. Bui. Mus. Paris, 1898, p 255.

Kachin name.—Che-ba-wo-giaw,

Differs from /'. Macchllandi by having its upper plumage of a more greenish

tinge and the stripes on the throat black instead of grey, the sides of its body

and flanks being a rich chestnut instead of olive-brown.

In the "Ibis" of 1891, p. 373, Seebohra notes the differences between

gravivQz and MaccUllandi.

Fairly common, and very noisy in the mornings and evenings, having a fine

blackbird-like song of a few notes which it repeats often.

Nesting —I found several nests of this bird ; all were domed, and placed

near or on the ground. They seem to be early breeders, as the first nest I

found was on the 10th April, with two eggs on the point of hatching. I also

saw many young birds about during the month.

Eggs.—A glossless white. Average of nine eggs 1-07 x "87, largest being

l-17x 78, smallest 1-03 X'S.

TIMELIIN^.
(!34) TiMEUA jp:rdoni, Walden—(Burmese Red-capped Babbler.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon ; plentiful in grass jungle round Bhamo.

( 139) Pyctorhis sinensis, (Gm.)—(The Yellow-eyed Babbler.)

Recorded by Col, Rippon,

* (141) Pyctorhis altirostris, (Jerd.)—(Jerdon's Babbler.)

Two specimens. Very plentiful round Bhamo. Hope to procure eggs later

in the season.

(143) Pkllornedm minus, Hume.—(Sharpe's Spotted Babbler.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

I heard either this bird or P. bubochraceum calling continually at Bhamo,

but did not procure specimens.

®(148a) Drymocatapuus cinnamomeus, Ripp.—(Rippon's Babbler.)

Bull. B. O. C Vol. XI, p. 12,

(Tran^.) " Similar to D. ignotum, but the throat distinctly spotted with

rufous and abdomen white."

Length : 5, culmen -55, wing 2*15, tail 1*75, tai-sus 1 8.

Bill dark horn, lower mandible paler. Iris oiange red, lega pale horn. Its

bi-east is also distinctly more rufous,

Nesting.—This is decidedly a rare bird and a great skulker, as I only came

ac (ss .t twice. At Siulora on the 6th May a Kachin pointed me out a nest

containing three eggs which was qui.e new to me, so I sat down to got the
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parent bird, but although the bird came continually, owing to the denseness

of the jungle, I could not secure it that day. Once two birds came together,

one going to the nest, the other sitting above, so I fired at the latter ; which

I found to be /. flavicollis. On looking above I found it had its nesb, which

unfortunately contained two young birds. I returned the next day, and

after many fruitless attempts I was at last successful in getting the hen bird

of D. cinnamomeus as she left her nest. The nest was placed in long grass

about two feet from the ground, under some overhanging bamboos, and was

dome-shaped, made of woven grass, and reminded one rather of a large edition

of a Suya's nest, I was glad to see that the hen Ixulus had taken on the'

rearing of her family single-handed, as she came regularly every few minutes

while I was watching, and was not the least afraid.

Eggs.—Very liice those of D. igaotum in the Museum, being a pinkish colour

profusely speckled all over with rusty red, which forms a zone round the

larger end, and measure -S-l x '56.

<''(163a) Alcippe FKATERCULA, Ripp.—(The Shau Hills Babbler.)

Bull. B, O. C , Vol. XI, p. 11.

Kacliin «ame.— Chiug-tong-wo-Iee.

(Trans.) '• Similar to -4. nepalensis, but larger and altogether darker :

head grey, and not vinaceous."

Total length about 5"8, culmen 'b5, wing 2*G5, tail 2*6, tarsus '8.

Nesting.—A very noisy and inquisitive little bird, and so can be easily called

up. On the 18th April I found a nest containing two highly incubated eggs

and procured the parent bird. The nest was placed on a bramble in long

grass about three feet from the ground, and was composed of fern leaves and

grass, lined with some sort of red fibre, and measured 4" x Ig" inside. I also

found another nest containing two eggs. This was in a much more open

situation, under a clump of trees and about four feet from the ground, and

composed almost entirely of moss.

Eggs.—Something like those of A. nepalensis in the Museum, having a

white ground colour, and spotted with rusty-red forming a zone round the big

end, the largest egg measuring 'STx'SS, the smallest -TTx'ST.

*(1G9) Stachyrhis nigriceps, (Hodgs.)—(The Black-throated Babbler.)

One specimen procured.

*(170) Stachyrhis chrys^ea, Hodgs.—(The Golden-headed Babbler.)

One specimen.

*(171). Stachyrhis assimilis, Wald.—(The Allied Babbler.)

One specimen procured, at the same time and place as the last, of which I

thought it was the f«male as both, as well as others, were hunting together.

(173a) Stachyruidopsis sulphurea, Ripp. Recorded by Col. Rippon.

^' (173a) Stachyrhidopsis bhamcensis, Harington.

(Anns, and Mag. of N. H. Ser. 8, Vol. II, Sept. l'J(;8).

Adult male.—Resembles S. sinensis, Grant, in having the light chestnut on

tlie head confined to the crown and not extending over the nape, but may be
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easily recognized by its mucii larger and more massive bill. It difEers in

having faint black shaft-streaks to the feathers of the forehead, the throat le^s

yellow, much the same colour as the breast, which is a dull greyish- olive, and

the sides of the head and neck grey instead of yellowish.

Total length about 4*6 inches ; exposed part of culmen 05 ; wing 2*1
; tail

2-2
; tarsus 8.

Adultfemale.—Similar to the male.

Habitat—Sinlum-kaba, Bhamo District, Upper Burma.

Fairly common ; ten specimens were procured.

Nesting.—A very noisy little bird during the breeding season, drawing atten-

tion to itself if anyone invades its own particular patch of jungle. It builds an

untidy retort-shaped nest entirely of bamboo leaves, which it places in clumps

of long over^hanging grass. It is always very well concealed and can only be

found by seeing the bird fly out ; eggs generally three in number ; one nest

I got, however, with four.

Eggs.—Pure white, with a few pale red spots forming a zone round the

larger end, one clutch of four have however a only very few spots, one egg

being almost entirely white. Average of seven eggs •65x'52, longest -eOx 5.

smallest -6 1 x "55.

(176) MixoRNis RUBRiCAPiLLUS, (Tick.)—(The Yellow-breasted Babbler.)

Kecorded by Col, Rippon,

*(179a) ScuacNiPARDS intermedius, (Ripp.)—(Rippon's Tit-Babbler.)

Bull,B. O. C, VoLXI, p. II.

Kachin name—Prep-dor.

(Trans.) " Like S. mandelli, and with sides of the neck streaked with black,

the throat and the middle of the belly whitish and not fawn colour.
"

Nesting.—It builds an untidy dome-shaped nest on or near the gi'ound and

lays three eggs like those of the family, being white and smugged all over with

earthy brown, and over this a few irregular dark-brown spots, and measure

about -Sx'G.

*(^182) Propaprds castaneiceps, (Hodgs.)—(The Chestnut-headed

Tit-Babbler.)

One specimen.

~(198) Drymochares nepaiensis, (Hodgs.)—(The Nepal Short-wing.)

One specimen,

(201) Tesia cyaniventris, Hodgs.—(The Slaty-bellied Short-wing).

Recorded by Col. Rippon,

*(2()2) Oligura castaneicoronata, (Burton.)—^The Chestnut-headed

Short-wing).

One specimen.
SIBIIN^.

(205) LioPTiLA RRACiLis, (McClell.)—(The Grey Sibia.)

Recorded by Col, Rippon.

*^(208) LioPTiLA ANNECTENS, (Blyth.)—(Blyth's Sibia.)

One specimen.
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(Grant.)—(Eippon's Bar-wing).® (21 1&) ACTINODURA RIPPONI

"Ibis," 1907, p. 186.

Kachln name—Pong p rap.

E'jertuni—Gould.

Forehencl.—
Dark chestnnt, extend-

ing on to crown.

khasiani—(G.A.)

Rufous, not extending

beyond eye.

Crown.—
Dark ash-grey.

Back.—
Reddish olive.

Middle tail-feath<'r.<'.—
Dark bars, usually

very faint.

Di trihufion.—
Nepal, Sikkim, Dafla

Hills, Shengorh

Peak.

Light ash-grey.

Ochraceous,

Dark bars,

distinct.

usually

Rippom—Grant.

Rufous, usually not

extending beyond
eye.

Dark ash-grey.

Greyish olive.

Dark bars, usually

distinct.

Mt. Victoria,

Hills.

ChinShillong, Naga and

Khasia Hills, Muni-

pur.

These three forms may be easily separated by the colour of their back.

My specimens agree nearest with A. rippnni, although they are geogra-

phically the furthest away from that species. One specimen, of which I have

got the eggs, running very near A. khasiani.

Nenting.—l found a nest of this bird building and saw both birds, but return-

ing when I expected to find eggs I found something had been before me. The

nest was placed in a small sapling in rather a conspicuous position, and as far

as I could see was composed ohiefly of moss. My Burman collector was, how-

ever, more fortunate, in getting two nests at the end of April with the parent

birds, each nest containing two incubated eggs. Both were placed in

bamboos and were deep cups having a mossy foundation and composed of

bamboo leaves and roots, lined with fine gi-ass, and measured 4"x5" outside,

and 2^" x 2|" (deep ) inside.

Eggs.—Are very handsome, being a bright blue, spotted and marked with

lines of brown, and have indistinct underlying purplish markings ; and measure

•9x-66.

* 217. Staphidia rupigenis, (Hume).—(Hume's Staphidia)

One specimen.

* (222a) Siva wingatei, (Grant.)—(Wingate's Siva.)

BuU. B. O. C, Vol. X, p. 38.

"Ibis," 1900, p. 593.

Kach!nH2me—Ching-Tong wu-lee same as J. fratercula.

" Adult male—Closely allied to both S. cyauuroptera, Hodgs. and S. sordida,

Hume. It resembles both in general colour of the upper parts, the grey of

the head and back .shading into olive-brown on the back and fulvous on the

rump and upper tail-feathers. It further resembles S. cyanuroptera, and
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differs fromS. sordida, in having the chin, throat, sides and flanks washed with

vinous grey. It differs from S. cyannroptera, and resembles S. sordida in

having no white tips to the bastard wing feathers. It differs from both in

havinw only the inner webs of the outer pair of tail-feathers white to the tip

moreover the feathers on the forehead, lores and chin are strongly washed

with rusty pink, though it is just possible that this colour may be due to stain.

Irish brown ; total length 6, wing 2-5, tail 2-5, tarsus 0-9.

» (-i-Jba) YuHiNA AMPEUNA, (Ripp.)—(The White-creasted Yuhina.)

Bull. B.O.O.VolXL,p. 12.

Kachin wa?ne—Chee-chaw pum-frong, Chee-chaw, and Pnm-cheechaw.

(Trans). "Like F. diadeniata but darker. The sides of the face greyish

-

brown, cheeks streaked with pale brown, breast greyish and not brown,

abdomen and under tail coverts white.

'

Iris dark brown, bill horny yellow, paler below, legs orange-yellow.

When excited it raises its crest, the white under-feathers becoming very

conspicuous, giving it a white-capped appearance.

Yuhina diademata, J. Verr , Cat. of Bii-ds, Vol. VII, p. 632.

"Adult maZe.—General colour above uniform earthy brown, the crest of the

same colour with lighter shaft-streaks, and separated from the nape by a broad

line of silky white feathers which encircle the occiput, starting from above

the eye ; wing-coverts like the back ; bastard-wing and primary-coverts dark

brown
;
quills black with brown shafts becominor white towards their ends

;
the

primaries edged with whitish towards their tips : tail-feathers brown, dusky on

the inner web and towards the end, the shafts white ;
forehead dark brown

above crown; lores black ; eye-lid white ; sides of the face and ear-coverts

brown, the latter with whity-brown shaft-streaks ; the anterior part of the

cheeks darker brown ; under surface of body earthy-brown, paler on the flanks,

the chin and upper throat dark brown ; centre of abdomen and under tail-fea-

thers white ; auxilliaries and under wing-coverts white, those near the edge of

the wing brown forming patch
;

quills blackish below, white along the edge of

the inner web. Bill and feet yellow, iris clear chestnut. West China and

Eastern Tibet,

Nesting.—Rather a common bird at Simlum Kaba ; and has very tit-like

habits and call, and is altogether a conspicuous bird from its white crest. I

found several nests during my stay in the Hills, the first on the 16th April. All

the nests I found were placed in bramble bushes within three to four feet of the

ground, and were very fl msy affairs, being quite transparent, and were

made entirely of black, roots. Two seemed to be the usual complement of eggs
;

I only found one nest with three.

Eggs.—Very like small C. saularis, being a greenish-blue profusely spotted

with umber brown. Average of seven eg-gs •76x'60, largest -8 x '6, smallest

•75X-58.

* (226) ZosTEROPS PALPEBROSA, (Temm.)—(The Indian White-Eye.)

Not uncommon in the Hills. I found three nests.
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*(232) IxuLUs FLAViCOLLis, (Hodgs.)—(The Yellow-naped Ixulus.)

Kacliin name.—Chee-chaw (only.)

Fairly common in the hills, and is a most amusing little bird, continually rai-

sing its crest as it hunts among the leaves for insects. I only found one nest of

this bird, whilst watching a nest of D. cinnamomens. It contained two young
birds and was pendant, and as far as I could judge, made entirely of moss. I

had others brought in by Kachins.

"'(234) Herpornisxantholeuca, Hodgs.—(The White-bellied Herpornis),

Fairly plentiful at Simlum, up to 5,000 feet, but I could find no signs of it

breeding.

LIOTEICHIN^.

- (2;-'.5) LiOTHRix LDTEA, (Scop.)—(The Red-bellied Liothrix.)

One specimen at M'ba Kha.

(238) Pteruthius /ERALATUS, Tick.—(Tickell's Shrike-Tit.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

* (^239) Pteruthius melanotis, Hodgs.—(The Chestnut-throated Shrike-

Tit.)

Three specimens.

(243) ^/Egithina tiphia, (Linn.)—(The Common lora.)

Common in the plains, and does not ascend the hills.

(246a) CiiALCOPARiA PHCENicoTis, (Temm.)—(The Ruby-cheek.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

(247) CiiLOKOPSis AURiFRONS, (Temm.)—(The Gold-fronted Chloropsis.)

Recorded by Salvador].

(250) Chloropsis chlorocephala, (Wald.)—(The Burmese Chloropsis.)

Recorded by Col, Rippon.

* (257) Mesia argentauris, Hodgs.—(The Silver-eared Mesia.)

Kacliin name.—Che-roi-che-rit (from its note).

Very common in the hills, and may be heard continually calling all day.
I found a good many nests, the common type being a suspended one made of
bamboo leaves lined with roots, others again being built of moss and placed

in the fork of a small tree.

* (258) MiNLA IGNEITINCTA, (Hodgs.)—(The Red-tailed Minla.)

One pair procured
; no signs of breeding.

BRACHYPODINiE.

Kachin name for all Bulbuls—Kator.
=" (270) Hypsipetes concolor, Blyth.—(The Burmese Black Bulbul.)

Does not ascend the hills to any height.

(272) Hemixus flavala, Hodgs.—(The Brown-eared Bulbul.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

* (274a) Hemixus holti. (Swinh.)—(Swinhoe's Bulbul.)

Kachin name.—Nyam.
Cat. of Birds, Vol. VI, p. 61.
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Differs from macclellandi by having back ashy-brown instead of olive-

green ; wings olive-green contrasting with the back, and forehead light rufous

with pale centres to the feathers. All my specimens agree with Col. Rippon's

Yunnanese birds and Col. Bingham's birds from the Shan States,

They are very noisy birds, with sharp strident notes, quite different from

those of any other bulbuls. I could find no signs of their breeding during my

stay at Sinlum.

(275) Hemixus macclellandi, (Horsf.)—(The Rufous-bellied Bulbul.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

^ (277) Alcurus striatus, (Blyth.) -(The Striated Green Bulbul.)

Four specimens.

* (279) MoLPASTES burmanicus, (Sharpe.)—(The Burmese Red-vented

Bulbul.)

Kaclun ?iame.—Kator-tor-mung.

This bird must be partially migratorj', as when I first went up to Sinlum

they were very scarce, but at the beginning of May their numbers were

considerably increased. They probably come up to the hills for nesting

purposes, and to feed on the wild raspberries which fruit in such profusion

about this time. I found several nests in May.

* (287) Xanthixus flavescens, (Blyth.) -(Blyth's Bulbul.)

Kacliin name.—Cheng-ma-kator.

The commonest Bulbul above 4,000 feet. Breeds during May and June :

and seems to prefer heavier jungle than P. xanthorrhous. It builds the usual

type of nest and lays 2 eggs, I never found more.

(288) Otocompsa emeria, (Linn.)—(The Red-whiskered Bulbul.)

Very common in the plains round Bhamo.
* (292) Spizixds canifrons, Blyth.—(The Finch-billed Bulbul.)

Kachin 7iame.— Kator-sit.

All my specimens have the ear-coverts decidedly grey, and not pale brown.

Fairly plentiful in the hills, and breeds during April and May, nesting in the

wild raspberry bushes, and seems invariably to use the curled tendrils of creepers

largely in the composition of its nest. It lays two eggs, I never found three

in one nest.

'(298a) Pycnonotus xanthorrhous, Anders.—(Anderson's Bulbul.)

Kachin name. —Kator- tor- prong.

Common in the hills round Sinlum. and seems to prefer the more or less open

hill-sides, whereas X. flavescens keeps to the denser and more matted jungle.

Nesting.—It always seems to build its nest which is of the usual Bulbul

type, within two or three feet of the ground, generally placing it in a bramble-

bush amongst long grass and weeds : and almost invariably lays three eggs,

only on one or two occasions I have taken two mcubated eggs. It is impossible

to describe the eggs which vary like those of others of the family, they are

however always very glossy. Average of 9 eggs •80x-62, the largest being
•83 X -63, smallest -78 x -03.

16
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SITTIDiE.

(316) SiTTA ciNNAMOMEiVENTRis, Blyth.—(The Cinnamon bellied

Nuthatch).

Recorded by Gates, Fauna Brilish India.

~ (318) SiTTA NAG.KNSis, Godw-Aust.—(Austen's Nuthatch.)

Kacliln Tzame.— Pun-che lip.

Plentiful in the hills. I failed, however, to find its nest ; but a Kachin at

Watan on the 10th April brought me four fiesh eggs and the paient bird, which

he said he had cut out of the hole of a tree. In the beginning of June 1905, I

found a bird building, but had no opportunity of again visiting the hills.

^iJOS.—Of the regular family type, white, profusely spotted with red.

Measuring '77 x '58.

(325) SiTTA FRONTALIS, Horst.—(The Velvet-fronted Blue Nuthatch.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

I saw it in the lower valleys.

DICRURID.E.

(327) DiCRDRDS ATER, (Herm.)—(The Black Drongo.)

Common in the plains.

(333) DiCRORUP CINERACEDS, (Horsf).—(The Grey Drongo.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

(335) Chibia hottentotta, (Linn.)—(The Hairy-crested Drongo.

Found in the plains. Have not seen it in the hills.

(339) Bhringa remiper, (Temm.)—(Lesser Racket-tailed Drongo.)

Does not ascend above about 4,000 feet, and prefers high tree jungle,

(340) DissEMURUS PARADiSEUS, (Linn.)—(Larger Racket-tailed

Drongo.)

Found in the big tree jungle in the plains.

CERTHIID^.

(354) Urocichla longicaudata, (Moore).—(Long-tailed Wren.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

*~ (355c.) Urocichla kauriensis. Harington.

Ann. and Mag. of N. History, Sept. 1908.

AtiuU-iiiale. -yery like ?7. r(»j9<a^a (Bingham), but the chest and sides of the

breast are of a more rufous-brown, and the middle of breast and belly is

distinctly spotted with white.

Total length about 3-7
; culmen 5 ; wing 1'8

; tail 1-2 : tarsus 0-75.

Iris dark red ; bill dark horn-colour ; legs light brown.

A dull-female.— Similar to the male, but with the wings less rufous and of a

more olive-brown.

Bab.—Watan, Bhamo District, Upper Burma.

The abovementioned specimens were a pair and were shot whilst building

their nest.
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• (355 d.') Urocichla sinlumi^nsis, Harington.

Ann. and Mag. of N. History, 8jpt. 19UH.

Ailuk-male.—V!.Vi?,\\y di^tin.fruishable from U. replata (Bingham) and the

above species (?7. kaurien>iiii) by having the chin and throat mostly white slightly

mottled with brownish ; the feathers of chest, sides of the breast, and flanks

of a more olive colour, conspicuously spotted with white and tipped with black.

Total length about 4-1 : cnlmen 0*45 ; wing I '9 ; tail 1"9
; tarsus 0*75.

Iris i-eddish-brown ; bill blaclc ; legs brownish.

//a6.— Sinlum-kaba, Bhamo District, Upper Burma.

Fairly plentiful in the derse undergrowth near water, and has a very notice-

able loud song, which may often be heard during April and May. 1 did not

procui'e as many specimens as I might have, as I thought the bird was U. reptnta

and was always in hopes of finding a nest so refrained from shooting.

(357) Pno pyga pusilla, Hodgs.—(Brown Wren.)

Recorded by Col. Rippou,
SYLVIIDtE.

* (372) Tribura luteiventris, Hodgs. —(The Brown Bush -Warbler.)

One specimen. I think my bird belongs to this species. It is a very difficult

bird to watch and to collect, as it keeps to belts of thick grass and rushes. Has

a very grasshopper-like note. I spent days trying to find a nest in a small

patch of grass mhabited by two or three pairs of birds. I however found

one nest building, putting up both birds from the same tuft of grass, it was

loose dome-shaped one made entirely of grass. I had a similar nest and three

eggs brought me by a Kachin, the eggs are like those of T. ilioracica. in the

Museum, being white and speckled all over with minute red and purple spots,

(373) Tribdra mandellii, (Brooks.)—(Mandelli's Bush-Warbler.)

Recorded by pol. Rippon.

(374) Orthotomds sutorius, (Forst.)—(The Indian Tailor-Bird.)

Common round Bhamo, a great number nesting in the Fort ; have seen nests

in trees at about 15 feet from the ground.

(382) Franklinia gracilis, (Frankl.)—(Franklin's Wren-Warbler.)

Recorded by Salvadori.

(3i9) Megalurus PALUSTRis, (Horsf.)—(The Striated Marsh-Warbler.)

Common in the rushes outside the Fort.

(404) Hkrbivocola schwarzi, (lladde.)—(Radde's Bush -Warbler.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon,

(410) Phylloscopus fuscatus, (Blyth.)-(The Dusky Willow-Warbler.)

Recorded by Col. Hippon.

* (410a) Phylloscopus armandii, (Milne-Edws.)—(Armando Willow-

Warbler.)

Plentiful, my specimens were kindly identified for me by Dr. E. Hartert,

Dressers Palaeartic Birds, p. 126.

" Differs from L. fmcata in having the bill stouter, the throat and belly

greenish-white, and the feet more slender, the first primary 0'7, second equal

to, or a trifle shorter than the 8th."

My birds were kindly identified for me by Dr. Hartert.
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(417) Phylloscopus suPERCiLiosus, (Gm.) -(The Crowned Willow-Wai-

bler.)

(423) AcANTHOPNEUSTE PLUMBEiTARSUS, (Swinh.)—(Middeiidoi'ff's

Willow-Warbler.)

(425) ACANTHOPNEUSTE TENELLiPES, (Swinh.)—(Th3 Pale-legged

Willow -Warbler.)

(426) AcANTiiOPNEUSTE LUGUBRis, (Blyth.)—(The Dull-green

Warbler. )

The above all recorded by Col. Rippon.

I was too late in the season for the migratory birds and have since my
return collected a fair number, which I hope to send home for identification-

"* (429) ACANTJIOPNEUSTE TKOCHILOIDES, (Sundev.)— (Blyth's Crowned

Willow-Warbler.)

Common in the hills, but no signs of breeding.

* (430) ACANTHOPXEUSTE DAVisoNi, Oates.—(The White-tailed

Willow-Warbler.)

Very plentiful in the hills, I found three nests in April, securing the parent

birds.

It builds a large dome-shaped nest placed on the ground, of grass lined with

moss and vegetable down, and lays three to four pure white eggs, measuring

•55 X *45.

* (432) Cryptolopha tephrocephai.a, (Anders.)—(Anderson's Fly-

catcher Warbler.)

Fairly plentiful in the hills,

I think they must be late breeders, as I was quite unsuccessful in finding any

signs of their nesting, but on my last day at Sinlum an old Kachin brought me

in a nest with four eggs and the parent bird ; the nest was a large massive

globular structure of grass and roots, lined entirely with moss, and was said to

have been placed in a bush about two feet from the ground.

Eggs.— Ave a pure white and measure •65x'48.

* (437.) Cryptolopha castaneicefs, (Hodgs.)—(The Chestnut-headed

Flycatcher Warbler)

One specimen.

*(440) Abrornis SUPERCILIARIES, Tick.—(The Yellow- bellied

Flycatcher Warbler),

One specimen.

* (446a) HoREiTES plavolivacka intricatus, (Hartert.)

Two specimens which were identified for me by Dr. Hartert.^—The
description of this bird is to come out in Dr. Hartert's work on Palseartic Birds.

* (454) Phyllergates Coronatus, (Jerd. and Blyth)—(The Golden-

headed Warbler.)

Five specimens.

*(461) SuYA superciliaris, Anders.—(Anderson's Hill Warbler.)
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Very commou in the hills. Found several nests. All were cylindrical in

shape, with a wide entrance near the top, made of woven grass with a little

moss in the foundations ; very unlike the nests of this species I found at

Thandoung (Toungoo Dist.), which were untidy dome-shaped structures made

of grass and very like a small Munia's nest ; the eggs are, however, the same.

I have a fine series of these eggs, running from a pale pinky white with red

spots forming a zone, down to a pale blue-green with bold rusty red spots, in

fact, very like small eggs of iS. Masmxa. Average of 14 eggs is -GSx'Sl, the

largest being 'BSx'SO and the smallest 'GSx'SO.

(463) PiUNiA FLAViVENTRis, (Deless.)—(The Yellow-bellied

Wren-Warbler),

Very common in the plains near the river.

(466) Prima inornata, Sykes.—(The Indian Wren-Warbler.)

Recorded by Col. Eippon.

LANIIN^.

(474) Laniu;^ colluuioides, Less.—(The Burmese Shrike.)

Recorded by Salvadori.

I did not meet with this specimen, which is so common in the Southern

Shan States. But since my return find it fairly plentiful round Bhamo duricg

the cold weather.

(475) Lanius NiGRiCEi-r!, (Frankl.)—(The Black-headed Shrike.)

Well distributed in the Hills. 1 found two or three nests at Sinkini, one

containing six eggs.

"(481) Lanius ckistatus, Linu.—(The Brown Shrike.)

About the 7th May several birds appeared on migration at Sinlum. Whether

I hey breed there or not I cannot say.

(484) Hemipus riCATUS, (Sykes.)— (The Black-backed

Pied-Shrike.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.
'
(485) Hemii'US capitalis, (McClell.)—(The Brown-backed

Pied-Shrike.)

One specimen.

(488) Tephrodornis pdndiceriands, (Gmel.)—(The Common
Wood-Shrike.)

Recorded by Col, Rippon.

" (490) Pericrocotds speciosus, (Lath.)—(The Indian Scarlet

Minivet.)

* (495) Pericrocotds brevirostris, (Vig.)—(The Short-billed

Minivet.)

(496) Pericrocotcs xeglectds, Hume.—(Hume's Minivet.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

'(498) Pericrocotds Solaris, Blyth.—(The Yellow-throated

Minivet.)

1 was not successful in getting the eggs of any minivets, only finding nests

with vounff.
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(506) Campophaga melanoptera, (Ripp.)—(Pale Grey Cuckoo Shrike.)

Recorded by Col. liippon.

(510) Graucalus MACit, Less.—(The large Cuckoo Shrike.)

Have since procured specimeTis.

(51-2) Atarmds fusccjs—Vieill.~(Ashy Grey Swallow Shrike.) Saw several

in old hill cultivations (loungyas).

ORIOLID^.
(521) Oriolus melanocephalus, Linu.—(The Indian Black-

headed Oriole.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

- (5J2) Oriolus trailii (Vig.)—(^The Maroon Oriole.)

Met with in the hills.

EULABETID^.

(524) EuLABES intermedia (Hay,)—(The Indian Grackle.

Racorded by Salvadori,

STURNID^.

(535) Spodiopsar cinekaceus, (Temm.)—(The Grey Starling.)

Recorded by Gates in " The Fauna of British India."

The only time I have seen this bird was one specimen I procured at

Kamaing, Myitkyina Dist. Since my return from leave, I saw two grey starlings

on the polo ground when returning from parade.

(5o8) Stdrnia malabarica, (Gm.)— (The Grey-headed Myna.)

Recorded by Salvadori.

"(589) SruRMA NEMORICOLA, Jerd.—(The White -winged Myna.)

Plentiful in the plains, breeding in any convenient hole in the trees.

* (546) Graculipica nigricollis, (Payk.)—(The Black-necked Myna.)

Common jound Bhamo and in the Loije Valley. Builds a large untidy

nest during May, at the extremity of a bough, like Sturnopastor super-

ciliaris.

(547) Graculipica bdrmanica, (Jerd.)—(Jerdon's Myna.)

Common in the plains, building the usual Myna's type of nest, in any con-

venient hole in tree, wall or building.

(549) AcRiDOTHERES TRISTIS, (Linn).—(The Common Myna.)

Common : does not ascend the hills.

(.553) iE'i'HioPSAR GRANDis, (Moore.)~(The Siamese Myua,)

* (554) ^THiOPSAR ALBiGiNCTD3,(.Godw.-Au3t.)—(The Collared Myna.)

Both plentiful in the plains, nesting in holes of trtes and in buildings ; a

regular colony of these two and G. burmnnica nest in the holes in the Bhamo
Fort ditch. I once got a spotted egg of .^'. albicinctus from a nest in one of

these holes.

* (556) Sturnopastor superciliaris, Blyth.—(The Burmese Pied

Myna.)

Very common in the plains.
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MUSCICAPIDiE.

*'(559) Hemichelidon ferrdginea. Hodgs.—(The Ferruginous B'ly-

Catcher.)

Two specimens.

%^60) SiPHiA STROPHIATA, Hodgs.—(The Orange -go rgeted Fly-Catcher.)

One specimen.

(562) SiPHiA ALBiciLLA, (Pall.)—(The Eastern Red-breasted Fly-Catcher,)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

*(')G9) Cyornis melanoleucus, (Hodgs.)—(The Pied Fly-Catcher.)

Fairly plentiful in tlie hills. I could find no signs of it breeding,

(f)75) Cyornis rubeculoides, (Vig.)—(The Blue-throated Fly-Catcher.)

(oTG) CvORNis TiCKELT.i, Blyth.—(Tickell's Blue Fly-Catcher.)

Both recorded by Col. Rippon.

'^{J)lia) Cyornis whitei, Harington

—

The Ann. and Mag. of N. History. Sept. 1908.

Adult-male.—Most nearly allied to C. ttchelh. Blyth, but the general colour

of the upper parts, including the wings and tail, is more of a turquoise-grey-

blue, and the feathers forming the band across the forehead and the

superciliary stripes, as well as the last wing-coverts, are pale turquoise-blue;

the cheeks and sides of the face are slaty-black, without any trace of the blue

wash which is so conspicuous in (]. tickellicp.

Total length about 5-2 inches ; culmen 0*45
; wing 2*8; tail 2*4

; tarsus 0*7.

Female (?) Two females, presumably of this species, resemble those of C.

rubecuhules (Vigors). One, however, differs in having the right-hand middle

tail-feather pale turquoise-blue, like that of the male ; there can be no doubt

that the sex of this bird wascon-ectly ascertained, for it was captured on its

nest and, owing to its blue tail-feather, carefully examined.

Total length about 5-1 inches
; culmen 0-45 ; wing 2*7; tail 2*4

; tarsus 0*65.

Hab.—Male.—Watan, Bhamo District, 3rd April. Female (with blue tail

feather)—Sinlum-kaba, Bhamo District, 27th April. Second female —Mongwai,

Bhamo District, r2th April.

I propose calling this beautiful bird after Sir Herbert Thirkell White,

K.C.I.E.. Lieutenant-Governor of Burma.
* (.ol'j) SroPAROLA MELAN0P3, (Vig.)—(The Verditer Fly-Catcher.)

Kacliin name.—^-um-wo-mo.

Very plentiful in the hills during the breeding season. 1 found several

nests in holes along the side of the roads round Sinlum. Some of the eggs

were of the pure white type, and four to five seem to be the complement.

(590) Alseoxax muttdi, (Layard.)—(Layard's Fly-Catcher.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

*(592) CuLiciCAPA CEYLONENSis, (Swaius.)—(Thc Grey-headed Fly-Catcher.)

Common; one nest, two eggs in May.
* (595) NiLTAVA MACGRIGORI^, (Burton.)—(The Small Niltava.)

1 found one nest in a valley below Sinlum on the 25th April, securing the hen
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bird ; the nest was placed in a hole in a rock, and composed almost entirely

of moss, lined with a few fine roots, and measured 2" x 1 5" inside.

Eggs.—Are very like miniature robin's eggs, having a pinkish ground colour

and profusely spotted with pinkish red spots, and measure •69X'55.

* (599) Terpsiphone affinis, (Hay.)—(The Burmese Paradise Fly-Catcher.)

Probably plentiful in the lower valleys. I procured one immature female

specimen at Sinlum.

(601) Hypothymis azurea, (Bodd.)—(The Indian Black-necked Fly-

Catcher.)

Seen near Bhamo.

'(603) Chelidoruynx hypoxantiium, (Blyth.)—(The Yellow-billed Fly-

Catcher.)

One of the nicest and most interesting little birds to watch, as it is con-

tinually on the move and quite fearless, the cock-bird dancing round with out-

stretched wings and tail while he sings his little song within a few feet of one's

head.

Nesting.—I found two nests, each containing three eggs, both procured by

watching, the hen-bird gets very anxious and excited if anyone goes near, and

being quite fearless, returns to her nest, so giving it away. The first nest,

found on the 16th April, was within five feet off the ground, placed on a small

branch of a sapling ; the other, on the 20th, was about 15 feet from the ground

at the end of a branch, and very difficult to get at, only being reached by

l>uilding up a platform from below. The nests are cone-shaped

and the prettiest I have ever seen, being placed on the top of a

bough, and composed of fine moss covered with lichen attached by cobwebs,

and lined with a few red hair-like fibres, and measured 2^' x 3" deep outside

and 1]-" X 1" deep inside, and were in each case placed under a bunch of

leaves and would have been very difficult 10 find unless the bird was actually

seen ^oing to it. I watched many other birds, but from their behaviour did

not think the hen had begun sitting.

The cock-bird seems to be more highly coloured than the hen, and can be

easily recognized.

Eggs.—When blown are a pure dead white without any gloss, and have

round the larger end a small zone of pinkish purple, the average of the six

eggs -56 X '-lO, the largest being •60x*40, the smallest -55 x -40.

* (605) RiKPiDURA ALBicoLLis, (Vieill.) —(The White-throated Fantail

Fly-Catcher.)

Does not go up the hills to any height.

( T'i be continued.')
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ON SOME UNDESCRIBED BEES AND WASPS CAPTURED BY
LIEUT.-COL. C. G.NUK3E IN INDIA.

BY P. CAMERON.

ANTHOPHILA.

ffnlictus simJartiftis, sp. nov.

Black ; the head and thorax thickly covered with white pubescence and closely

punctured; the area on the median segment at the base is irregularly striated;

the striae straight in the middle, oblique at the sides ; abdomen long and

slender, smooth, shining impunctate, the segments not depressed nor constricted
;

legs black, the calcaria white, the apex of the clypeus broadly yellow. ^
Length, 7-8 mm.
Hub. —Simla.

Antennae if anything, longer than the abdomen, black; the flagellum in part

brownish beneaih and the joints are slightly dilated below. The labrum and

clyp-us are covered thickly with white pubescence ; the apex of the clypeus is

broadly lemon-yellow; the eyes are long and distinctly converge below; the

hinder ocelli are separated from each other by a much greater distance than

they are fiom the eyes. Thorax closely punctured; there is a narrow longitudi-

nal furrow on the sides of the mesonotum. The striaa on the median segment

are irregular, especially those in the middle. Logs black, the apices of the tarsi

pale, the calcaiia white, the forelegs are piceous in front, (hey are thickly

covered with whiie hair, which is thickest on the tarsi. Abdomen long ; the

basal ii segments together areas long as the head and thorax united, it is

smooth and shining, the basal segments are narrowly brownish at the apex.

Wings clear hyalme, the stigma and nervures aie dark fuscous; the 3id

cubital cellule ;it the top is shortly, but distinctly, narrower than the 2nd
;

tegulse black, piceous in the middle.

Anilreua tiriina sp. nov.

Black; the head covered with long white hair, the pro and mesonotum wiih the

scutellum thickly covered with long bright fulvous hair; Ihe basal segment of

the abdomen coveied with long white hair, the apices of the 2nd Srd and 4th

segmsnts banded with white pubescence, the apical segments above thickly

covei-ed with long, plumose, pale fulvous hair; the legs thickly covered with

white hair, the hair on the underside of the metatarsus has a fulvous tinge
;

the wings clear hyaline, the stigma and nervures are blackish. $

Leng.h 8-'.i mm.
IJab —Simla.

Autenaae entirely black ; clypeus shining, covered with longi^h white hair,

the apex widaly depressed almost furrowed and b.oadly rounded. The labrum

ii obliquely naivowed towards th3 apex, the apex in the middle is loundly and

dicply incised, the incision forming almost a semicircle; it is smooth and

sh.umg With the sides and apex fr.nged with lonj puli golden hair. Mandibles

black. piC3ons at the apex ; their lower a.de fringed with pale ha.rs.

17
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Mesonotum opaque, alutaceous and with a shallow furrow down the centre.

Scutellum shining, its base almost bare. Median segment opaque, closely

and minutely punctured all over, the basal area is not clearly defined, its

base is irregularly, longitudinally striated Abdomen shining, impunctate

:

the basal segment is broadly and deeply furrowed on the basal half, the

Tentral segments are fringed with long pale hair, their apices are bordered with

clear white hair.

In Bingham's arrangement this species, if anywhere, would come into his

section B, or, better still, it might form a new one :—the area on the median

segment not clearly defined, its base irregularl}', longitudinally striated.

Andrena caroli, sp. nov.

Black ; the apices of the abdominal segments, narrowly but distinctly, the

tibiae and tarsi rufo-testaceous ; the head and thorax thickly covered with long

white hair ; the wings hyaline, the stigma rufo-testaceous, the nervures darker.^

Length, 12-13 mm.

Hah.—Simla,

Head densely covered with long white hair ; the sides have the hair darker

coloured, as has also the hinder part of the vertex ; the front is distinctly, and

somewhat strongly, punctured; the sides have the punctures smaller, the vertex

is less strongly punctured. The clypeus. except at the apex, is strongly

punctured ; the labrum is smooth and shining in the middle, where it is

triangularly incised, the sides are depressed and are strongly aciculated, almost

punctured. Mandibles black, piceous towards the apes : the middle is deeply

furrowed. Mesonotum strongly, closely and uniformly punctured ; in its centre

is a narrow longitudinal furrow. The basal area of the median segment is

closely punctured ; on the apical slope is a large, deep, smooth pyriform depres-

sion. The 1st and 2nd transverse cubital nervures are straight, not angled at the

bottom Of middle, as is usually the case ; the 3rd cellule at the top is slightly

longer than the 2nd, the 2nd recurrent nervure is received shortly behind the

apical third of the cellule. Legs black ; the tibiee and tarsi have a piceous or

testaceous tinge : the apical joint of the tarsi is clear rufo-testaceous ; the spurs

are pale testaceous. The basal segment of the abdomen is covered with soft

white hair ; the 2nd to 5th segments have their apices fringed narrowly with

white hair, the part behind this is piceous : the 6th segment is brownish.

Gora.QS m&Y to A. meplnstoplielica,G^va. The 2nd cubital cellule is smaller

than usual ; and noteworthy, is the straight, oblique cubital nervure.

Andrena punjaubensis, sp. nov.

Black; the pubescence cinereous, that on the mesonotum tinged with fulvous,

on the last 2 dorsal abdominal segments long and black ; wings almost hyaline,

the nervures and costa black ; the tegulae piceous. Metanotal area closely

finely punctured, narrowly furrowed down the middle. 9 .

Length, 10 mm.
Hab.—Ferozepore—March.

Clypeus somewhat strongly, closely punctured, shining, almost bare in the
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centre, the apex transverse, depressed, the sides projecting into broad teetli.

Labnim almost semicircular, smooth, not furrowed, the apex fringed with long

golden hair. Pro-and mesothorax closely punctured, the latter more strongly

than the former, the latter with a narrow smooth furrow down the middle of

basal half. Metanotal area not very clearly separated, the rest of the

metanotum more strongly punctured, the punctures round and clearly separated.

Abdomen closely, minutely punctured, the pygidium bare, aciculated, the apex

bluntly rounded. The 2nd abscissa of the radius is not much longer than the

3rd ; the 1st recurrent nervure is received in the middle of the cellule. The

hair on the hind tibia3 and tarsi is tinged with fulvous.

There is a furrow on the apical slope of the metanotum ; it is wide, becomes

wider towards the apex and is moderately deep.

Belongs to Bingham's Section A. a. It may be known from the two species

included in it by the absence of red or yellow from the abdomen.

Andrenaferozeporensis,sp. nov.

Black; the apices of the 4 anterior tarsi, the whole of the posterior and the

posterior tibise rufo-testaceous ;
the antennfe from the 3rd joint, except on top,

dark rufous. Wings clear hyaline, the costa and stigma dark testaceous, the

nervures blackish ; the 2nd abscissa of radius about one-fourth longer than the

3rd, the 1st recurrent nervure is received at the base of the apical 3rd of the

cellule. Metanotal area closely, finely punctured. Pygidium broadly roundly

raised in the centre, narrowed towards the apex, which is reddish ; the sides are

flat. Pubescence long and white, the apices of the abdominal segments testa-

ceous and covered with white pubescence ; the back of the abdomen has a

slight violaceous tinge. ^
Length, 10 mm.

Hab.—Ferozepore—March.

Clypeus shining, distinctly punctured, more closely above than below and

sparsely striated there. Labrum opaque, fringed on the sides and apex with

golden pubescence, ihe centre with rounded tubercles. Front and vertex

opaque, alutaceous. Mesonotum with a narrow furrow on the basal half ; the

scutellum is more strongly and distinctly punctured than it. There is no

furrow on the apical slope of the metanotum. Apical abdominal segments

finely, closely punctured.

Belongs to Bingham's section A. b., near A. mephhtoplielicu , Cam.

Megachile striolata, sp. nov.

Black; the pubescence white ; the metanotal area distinctly bordered by a

keel round the apex, stoutly, closely, regularly striated ; mandibles bidentate,

the apical tooth; longer and more sharply pointed than the other ; the space

behind them straight, slightly oblique, not dilated ; wings clear hyaline, the

nervures and stigma black, the 1st abscissa of radius about one-fourth shorter

than the 2nd ; the 1st recurrent nervure widely distinct from it—about two-

thirds of its length ; the 2nd touching the 2nd transverse cubital. 9 •

Length, 5 mm.
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Eab.—Simla—September.

Punc!^uration olose, distinct. Head a little wider than the thorax ; the

clypeus roundly convex, its apex transverse ; occiput transverse. Basal slope

of abdomen f unounded by a keel, the apices of the segments with narrow

bands of white pubescence on all of them, including the last ; the scopa white,

very slightly tinged with fulvous. The central part of the metanotum is very

smooth, bare and shining.

Comes cluse to .1/. ^Mrvw/u, Cam, (Willanchr. Mem. xli, No. 4, 1&97, p. 135)

which may be known from it by the apex of the mandibles being rufous, with

the teelh much broader, less clearly separated, by the metanolal area having

the striai much stronger and more widely separated, more depiessed and

without a stout apical bjrdering keel ; the keel bordering the base of the

abdomen is stouter and much more d.stinct and the ist recurrent nervure is

nearer Ihs transverse cubital. Ihj other little species, e.g. M. culLenu, M.

punjaallends and .1/. ainoui/ina have not the metanotal area striated.

Mejach'de ieierotrichia, sp. nov.

Black; ihe hair on the head, thorax and basal 2 segmen<s of abdomen

fulvous, that on tlie metanotum and base of abdomen paler, the hair on the

vertex mixed wiih black, the neutral Si.-opa fulvous, black laterally on the

basal 2 segments, black entiiely « n the others ; the hair on the kgs j ale lulvcus,

on the underside of the middle taisi rufous, on the hinder tarsi black. Wings

hyaline, their apex slightly iufuscated, the uervures black. $ .

Ltng h, 13 mm.

Hab.—Simla—August.

Face closely strongly, the clypeus more strongly, but not so closely, punctured,

the afex of the latter smooth, depressed in the middle and not quite tiai.s-

verse; being shallowiy incised. Mandibles bidentate, the apical Itoih longith

triangular, the subapical shorter, broadly lounded ; it is folkwtd Ly a licad

rounded swelling, witli a smiill depression in the centre at the apex ;
tlie

puncLuration is close at the base below, more iciittered elsewhere. ALdcmen

closely punctured, the puncturation becoming closer and stionger ti.waicls the

apex ; the last segment large, depiessed towaids the ap(x ai.d wnh a ihcrt

longitudinal keel before the depresjiuu ; there are no dista.ct tian.sACise

furrows. Base ol metatarsus neaily as wide as the apex of tibiae. The 1st

abscissa of radius a little shorter than the ^nd.

The ^ has the fore coxa) unarmed, the apical abdominal segment is brcadly

bilobate.

In Bingham's system this species would come near M. bhuvunm, a much

larger species ("JU mm.)

j]/p.ijaclu'e S' /ii/rel:CvLil(i, sp, nov,

BUck ; the sarlace of the front, face and clypeus hidden by long white pubes-

cence, the wi.i.e pubescence on ihe \huia\ i< as long but not so dense, the

basal abdcin. mil scgmmts wah a hand oi wiiite depressed puLetctnce on

their apices, the basal segment ;having also longish white hair, the hair on the
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ventral surface long, white, moderately dense. Legs with white pubescence

the apical tarsal joint pale rufous, the spurs pale, the fore ccxse wilh stout

teeth. Wings hyaline, the costa and nervurcs fuscous. Apicjil abdrminal

segment with 9 teetli, the central is broad, almost square, with the apex more

or less incised, the others longish, sharp-pointed, the outer shorter and blunter

than the others. Flagcllum brownish. ^
Length, 10 mm.

Bab.—Ferozepore, Punjab.

Front and vertex closely, somewhat strongly, punctured ; the sculpture and

foi'm of the clypeus is hidden by the dense hair Mesonotum closely punctured,

the punctures round, forming almost reticulations. Metanoial area almost

smooth. Abdominal segments finely, closely punctured, the last more

strongly than the others, its ventral armature in the form of 3 stout teeth, of

which the central is longer and narrower, the lateral broad at the base, becom-

ing gradually narrowed to a fine point, the outer sides rounded. There are 2

large wide mandibular teeth, rounded at the apex, the apical is much longe

than the others.

Allied apparently to M. alhihrous, Sm., but the form of the abdominal

segments has not been described.

l^legacftilf ferozepornisi^, sp. nov.

Black; the coxse, femora and basal slope of abdomen piceous ; the pubes

cence on the head, thoiax, apex of dorsal abdominal segments and base of

scopa clear white, the apical half of the scopa white mixed with bright red
;

wings clear hyaline, the tegulse and costa piceous, the nervures black. Apex

of mandibles rufous, with 2 large teeth, the Jnd triangular and shorter than

the apical which is broadly rounded at the apex.

Length, 7 mm. $, ^ almost 6 mm.
Hah.— Ferozepore, Punjab—April.

G ypeus closely, somewhat strongly, punctured, the centre of the face

smooth, shining. Thorax closely, distinctly punctured, the metanotal area

finely aciculated, the rest of the metanotum less closely punctured than the

mesonotum. Abdomen less strongly punctured than the thorax, the punctur-

ation becoming weaker towards the apex. Beyond the extreme base the

metatarsus is nob much narrower than the apex of tibiae.

The $ is smaller, has the antennae longer (as long as the head and thorax

united), the apical abdominal segment ends in 4 irregular teeth, of which the

central 2 are longer and sharper, the space behind them being depressed.

Megachiie simlaensis, sp. nov.

Black ; the pubescence on the head, thorax, and base of abdomen white, the

apices of the 2nd and following dorsal abdominal segments with narrow white

hair bands, the rest of thsm covered with blac'c hair, which is longest on the

apical segments ; the pollen-brush bright red, paler on the basal segment ; the

hair on the legs white, reddish on the innerside ot' the hi id tarsi; fore calcaria

pale, the hinder testaceous ; wings hyaline, the apex slightly violaceous ;
the
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nervures black. Maxadibles with a longish triangular apical and 2 longish

bluntly rounded teeth. $.

Length, 14 mm.

i5^a&.—Simla—May.

Head as wide as the thorax, above closely . distinctly punctured ; the face

sparsely punctured in the centre, closely laterally, the clypeus somewhat strong-

ly punctured, with an irregular smooth line down the middle, the depressed

apex being also smooth, its centre projecting somewhat. Mandibles, except at

the apex, covered with longish punctures, which run into each other. The

thorax closely, distinctly punctured, the metanotum less strongly than the rest,

its area smooth, opaque. Abdomen closely, finely punctured, without distinct

transverse depressions. Base of hind metatarsus nearly as wide as the apex of

tibiae : the apex of 5th tarsal joint narrowly and the claws rufous.

The pygidium is large, is more closely and distinctly punctured than the

other segments, is turned up at the apex and has no median impressed line.

The apices of the 2nd and 3rd abdominal segments are broadly, not deeply, de-

pressed. The femora are castaneous brown below. The sides of the 2nd and

following abdominal segments arefringed, next to the pollen brush, with long

black hair. Occiput slightly, broadly, roundly emarginate. Allied to M. con-

functa, Sm.

Megacliile melanoneura, sp. nov-

Black ;
the pubescence on the head, mesonotum, upper part of mesopleuree

and base of abdomen, pale fulvous, on the rest of the body, including the

ventral surface, it is much paler, almost white, except on the outer edges of the

ventral surface, the last segment above and below and on the apices of the

2nd to 4th, where it is black ; the pubescence on the legs pale fulvous, reddish

on the underside of the metatarsi. Wings hyaline, the nervures black. 9
Length, 16-17 mm.

ITab.—Simla—jVfay and August.

Mandibles with 3 short, broad blunt teeth, the apical longer and more sharply

pointed than the others and a shorter bluntly rounded inner one. Front

closely, the vertex more strongly and more widely punctured. Pro-and meso-

thorax closely punctured, the post-scutellum and metanotal area almost

smooth, the rest of the latter weakly punctured. The head is as wide as the

thorax in the 9, in the ^, a little wider than it. Abdomen closely, not very

strongly punctured; in the centre of the 2nd segment is a deep, slightly curved

furrow and there is a more indistinct one on the third. Shortly beyond the

base the hinder metatarsus is as wide as the apex of tibiae; the calcaria pale

fulvous.

What Col. Nurse regards as the ^ of this species has the anterior tarsi greatly

dilated, white, the outer edge with a long, dense hair fringe, the inner side at

the base with a much shorter hair fringe, which is white above, white on the

inner, black on the lowerside below ; the fore tibiae are much dilated, white,

streaked with brown below; the teeth on the fore coxae are about four times
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longer than wide, of equal width rounded at the apex. The hair all over is

long and dense; on the back of the abdomen it is pale fulvous, below it is white.

The last abdominal segment in the centre, is widely and deeply depressed, and is

closely rugosely punctured, there is in its centre, a slight shallow curved border,

with a short, blunt tooth on either side, outside it are two longer, more sharply

pointed teeth. The last ventral segment is also widely and deeply depressed iia

the middle; the apex of the penultimate is raised, almost trilobate in the

centre, this part being bordered l)y a stout tooth.

In Bingham's table this species comes near M. penelrata, Sm. ; in that

species the vertex, mesonotum and scutellum are bare of pubescence ; Smith

calls the nervures ferruginous, while in the present species they are black;

Bingham described the wings as '• light flavo-hyaline", in my species they are

hyaline, slightly clouded at the apex ; the latter author calls the pollen-brush

" bright fulvous."

Megachile inepta, sp. nov.

Black; the pubescence on the front, vertex, mesonotum and base of abdomen

pale fulvous; the abdominal segments with narrow bands of bright reddish

fulvous pubescence on their apices, the pubescence on the face, clypeus,

sides and back of head, pleurae sternum and on the basal 3 ventral segments,

white, on the apical ventral segments, the white is distinctly tinged with

fulvous ; wings hyaline, the nervures black. Mandibles bluntly bidentate, the

part behind the teeth broadly, roundly dilated ; the puncturation strong, the

base covered with a dense silvery pile. The pubescence on the legs white, on

the underside of the hinder metatarsus fulvous ; the base of the hind meta-

tarsus about one-third narrower than the apex of the tibi^.

Length, 13 mm.
Ilah.—Simla—September.

Head as wide as the thorax. Face and clypeus strongly punctured, the

apex of the face with a smooth line, from the centre of which another smooth

line runs half way down the centre of the clypeus, the apex of which is rough

and transverse. Metanotal area coarsely aciculated. First abscissa of radius

not quite one-fourth shorter than the second.

This species is not unlike M. suhfusca, Cam., of which I only know the $ ,

1 do not consider them to be sexes of one species, e. g. suhfusca has the stigma

testaceous, the basal abscissa of the radius is shorter compared with the 2nd,

the wings are not clear hyaline, but distinctly infuscated towards the apex, the

apical mandibular tooth is much longer compared with the subapical and the

puncturation on the basal abdominal segments is not nearly so strong.

Megachile punjanhensis, sp. nov.

Black; the pubescence clear white, the dorsal abdominal segments with

narrow apical bands of clear white pubescence, the scopa white, the apica

half mixed with red ; wings clear hyaline, the costa and stigma piceous, the

nervures black. Mandibles tridentate, the apical blunter, larger, more rounded

than the others, which are triangular. Flagellum for the greater part piceous.
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Length. 5 mm.
Hah.—Ferozepore—March and April.

The puncturation on the clypeus is les3 close than it is on the front and

vertex; there is a narrow smooth band on its apex. Puncturation on the

thorax close, distinct, on the pleura almost running into reticulations. Base

of hind metatarsus hardly half the width of apex of tibiae ; the spurs and

tarsal spines are white ; the apical 2 tarsal joints and the claws reddish.

The ^ has the antennae as long as the head and thorax united ; its apical

segment is densely covered with white pubescence, in the centre are 2 stout

teeth separated by a semicircle, on either side of these are 2 short teeth, with

a blunt tubercle beyond them ; the fore coxae are armed with stout, bluntly

pointed teeth.

DIPLOPTERA.

Odynerus rufo-himacvlatus, sp. nov.

Black ; a broad, curved mark on the sides of the upper two-thirds of the

clypeus, a dagger shaped mark over the antennae, its lower part distinctly

narrowed, underside of antennal scape, a line on the upper half of outer

orbits, an almost interrupted line on the pronotum, rorndly ijcrrcwed en

the sides behind, an irregular mark below the tegulae, the base and apex

of the latter, a longish line rounded on the innerside, on the sides of

the scutellum, a squarish one on the sides of post scutellum, a narrow

line on the sides of the 1st abdominal segment, a wider, trilobate one

on the 2nd, a short, bilobate one on the centre of the 8rd and 4th and

a shorter, wider curved one on the 5th and the apex of the 2nd ventral,

pale yellow. Wings clear hyaline, the stigma brown, the nervures blackish
;

the apex of the clypeus and 2 large spots near the centre of the 1st

abdominal segment rufous, legs red, the middle coxse below, the 4 anterior

tibiae below and the tarsi pale yellow.

Length, 7 mm.

Bah.—" India ". In my collection.

Clypeus slightly longer than wide, the lower two-thirds of the centre keeled

on either side, the ape.x clearly separated, transverse. Underside of flaj^elium

light orange-brown. Head and thorax closely, not very strongly, punctured.

Base of thorax almost traijsver&e, the sides not projecting ; apex of post-

scutellum smooth, gradually narrowed to a blunt point, sides of metanotum

broadly rounded.

Allied to 0. humbertianus, Sauss, which has the 2Dd abdominal segment

tuberculate near the base in the centre and laterally at the apex with a

smaller tubercle. In the present species the depression on the metanotum

becomes gradually wider towards the apex ; the apical teeth on the metanotum

are large, triangular, as wide at the base as they are long. The puncturation

on the clypeus runs into striae at the apex. The frontal mark vaiit s in form,

and the reddish marks on the base of the abdomen vary also in size and

form.
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0(Ji/nerus (A nchtrocenis) foorincutis, sp. nov.

Black ; the clypeus, mandibles, except the upper and lower edges, and the

apex, a line on base of pronotu/n, sometimes 2 marks on post-scutellum, and

lines on the apices of the basal 5 abdominal segments above and below, bright

lemon-yellow; the aj ices of the 4 anterior femora broadly, of the posterior

more narrowly and the tibiaB and tarsi of a paler yellow ; undsr^de antennal

scape yellow, of the apical 3 or 4 joints and the hook reddish-brown. Wings

iridescent, fuscous, the apex distinctly violaceous, the nervures black. Basal

abdominal segment with a stout transverse keel. ^.
Total length, 9 mm.
I/<ib. Simla—August.

Clypeus longer than broad, roundly convex, sparsely, strongly punctured, its

apex with a rounded shallow incision ; sparsely covered with long, pale pubes-

cence front and vertex closely, strongly, punctuied, thickly «iovered with long

brownish pubescence. Base of thorax almost transverse, the outer edges form-

ing blunt, rounded teeth ; apex of mesonotum depressed. Apex of scutellum

with an oval fovea, or depression in its centre
;
post scutellum more rugosely

punctured than the scutellum, its apex in the middle roundly projecting. There

is a wide punctured furrow below the tegulse ; from its apex an oMique one,

not quite so distinct, runs to the base of the pleurae. The sides of the metanotum

are bluntly rounded, and the base at the sides is reticulated at the apex. The

keel on the 1st abdomii al segment is crenulated at the apex ; the 2nd segment

is as wide as long, its sides are rounded.

The antennal hook reaches to the apex of the joint ; it is stout and curved

Tegulae dark yellow, fuscous in the centre.

Belongs to Bingham's Section A.; it cannot be confounded with any of the

descr bed species of the group.

Cdf/nema ornntiraudis, sp. nov.

Black, the clypeus, except for a large black mark in its centre, rounded

above, gradually narrowed below, placed nearer the bottom than the top, a

spot, slightly longer than wide, on the front, the eye incision entirely, base of

mandibles, a line on the upper half of outer orbits, a large triangular mark on

the basal half of the pronotum, a conical mark under and in front of the

tegulae, a conical mark on the sides of the scutellum, the greater part of the

post-scutellum, the mark incised in the middle at the base, the sides of meta-

notum broadly, a line, roundly dilated at the base, on the apex of 1st abdominal

segment, a large, oblique, pyriform spot on the sides of the basal half of the

2nd, the narrowed end at the apex, a trilobate line on its apex, a longish spot on

the apex of the 3rd laterally, a trilobate band on the 4th, a large oval spot in the

centre of the 6th and lines on the apices of the 2nd and 3rd ventral, both

widely roundly dilated in the middle, yellow. Four front legs yellow, tlie 4

anterior coxae and a line on the femora and tibiae behind black, the hind

coxae, femora and apex of tibiae black, the rest yellow. Wings hyaline, the

apical half of the radial cellule fuscous violaceous, the nervures and stigma

black, tegulse yellow, with a fuscous spot before the middle. $.
18
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Total length 8 mm.
Hah.—'' Bombay".

Clypeus as wide as long, its apex wide, almost transverse , the puncturatien

strong, but not close
;
the puncturation on the front and vertex closer but not

quite so strong. Base of thorax closer, the sides rounded. Pro- and mesothorax

strongly, closely punctured, the post-scutellum less closely and less strongly

punctured, its apex bluntly rounded. Metanotum short, almost vertical, the

centre depressed. The 1st abdominal segment narrow at the base, becoming
gradually widened towards the apex ; the 2nd is clearly longer than it is wide

at the apex, its basal half smooth, the apical not very strongly punctured ; the

apex of the 3rd is also punctured. Allied to O. hipitstnlatiis. Sauss.
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THE ORCHIDS OF THE BOMBAY PRESIDENCY.

BY

G. A. GaMMIE, F.L.i^.

Part VIII. (With Plate VIII.)

{Continued from page 8o4: of Volume XVIIT.)

U). BRIDES.

Epiphytes with two-rtiiiked, fleshy, strap-shaped leaves. Floioers

showy, pink or purple, in dense or loose racemes which are often

hranched in luxuriant examples, brads minute, sepals spreading, the

lateral adhering to the base or foot of the column, petals similar to

sepals, lip spurred, three-lobed, lateral lobes small, midlobe large,

column short, foot short, anther 2-celled, pollinia 2, globose, furrowed,

strap long or short, gland various.

*' Lip horizontal.

Stems long. Floioers fragrant, midlobe of lip ovate. 1. jErides

crispum.

Stems short. Flowers not fragrant, midlobe of Up oblong. 2.

iE rides maculosum.
*'* Lip pendulous.

Stems short. Leaves usually mottled. Midlobe of lip ovate, o.

brides radicosum.

1. J^RiDES CEISPUM, Lhull. FL Br, Tnd. VI, p. 45 ; Cooke, Fl.

of Bombay, II, p, 700 \ Bah. and Gibs., p. 265; M. Lindleyana,

Wight. Dah. and Gibs., p. 265.

Roots flattened, far spreading, clinging closely to the bark of trees

Stems stout, often attaining a length of 12 inches, the lower part

invested with the sheaths of decayed leaves. Leaves 4 to 8 inches

long, strap-shaped, unequally 2-lobed at the apex. Floioers X\ inches

in diameter, sweetly scented, in simple or branched racemes w'hich

are often a foot in length, pedimcle half the length of the inflores-

cence, stout, green
;
pedicels robust, about 1 inch long, bracts small,

ovate acute, sepals white, tinted and streaked with pink, dorsal

obovate obtuse apiculate, f inch long, lateral obliquely ovate oblong-

acute, petals white, tinted and streaked with pink, a little narrower

and shorter than the lateral sepals, lip 1^ inch long, inflexed at the

base, lateral lobes short, rounded, standing erect on each side of the
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column, white, with irregular brown streaks, midlohe 1 inch long! ovate

oblong, rose-purple, three lobed, base pressed against the column and

bearing two large white blotches, mirgins crisped, strongly recurved,

except at the base, spvr short, thick, blunt, green, incurved.

Flowers appear in May and June.

Disirihvtinn. 'J hroughout the heavy rainfall zone of the Western

Ghats and Konkan extendino- .southwards to Travancore.

This is in many ways the finest of the P>ombay orchids and is, per-

haps, the one most commonly met with in cultivation. In the .dry

climate of the Deccan it will thrive and flower for years on tree

trunks fudy exposed to the scorching sun and wind.

Plate VJil shows a small plant in flower.

2. .Brides maculosum, i>/m//. Ft. Br. Ind. Vf,p.45; Cooke,

FL of B imhay, II, p. 699 ; fkdz. and Gihs., p. 266.

Stems short, stout, clothed below with the brown sheaths of fallen

leaves. Leaves 6 to 9 inches long, strap-shaped, channelled, apex

unequally Iwo-lobsd. Flowers about one inch in diameter, in

drooping simple or branched racemes ; sepals and petals spreading,

white, deeply suffused with rose-purple and with darker purple spots

and streaks lateral sepals about ^ inch long, obovate, dorsal nar-

rower, petals a I'ttle shorter and narrower than the lateral sepals, lip

three-lobed, h inch long, standing out at right angles to the sepals

and petals, spur short, greenish at the tip which is curved into a

hook, base of lip with a fleshy two-lobed, white callus ; from each

lobe of this a purple line runs downwards into the spur, lateral lobes

pure white, very short, rounded, midlohe large, oblong, rounded,

retuse, bright purple all over, the colour forming distinct lines at the

base, margins crenulate and crisped.

The above is the common variety. There are at least two others

which difi'er as follows :
~

Var. h. Sepals and petals almost white with only a few scattered

purple dots, ground colour of lip white, irrorated and banded with

rose-purple.

Var. c. Inflorescence usually branched, sepals and petals larger

and broader, white, deeply suffused with purple upwards, spots and

streaks few, midlohe of lip dark purple down the centre, the colour

fading towards the margins.

Flowers appear in May and June.
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Distrih'ithn. Throughout the heavy rainfall tracts of the Western

Ghats and Western Peninsula generally. It wanders further out into

the Deccan than any of its congeners and its habit oi' thickly covering

the branches of even low trees makes it a conspicuously beautiful

plant at its flowering period which begins with the tirst onset of the

south-west monsoon.

3. ^KIDES RADicosuM, A. RkJi. Fl Br'. Ind. VI, p. 46 ; Cooke

FL of Bombay, II, p. 700 ; Saccolabium rubrum, W/g/it. Dalz, and

Gibs., p. 264.

Stems short, stout, covered (as in the other species) with the

sheaths cf fallen leaves. Leaves narrowly strap-shajed, up to 10

inches long, often mottled with pur|de, apex unequally bi-Iobed.

Injlo^esience a short raceme or panicle, flowers § inch in diamefer,

rose coloured, dorsal sepal oblong acute, lateral larger oibicular

gibbous, jtr^ti/s similar to dorsal sepal, l/p pendulous, longer than the

sepals, basal jiart short, lateral loles ^mall. oblong : a d(-uble callus

on the disk at the mouth of the s[)ur, white lineolate with purple,

midlobe ovate, tip rounded, a longitudinal dark purple band in the

centre, margins white, spur stout, slightly incurved, obtuse, white.

Flowers ajjpear in May and June.

Disir/bhti.in. Tlroughout the heavy rainfall zone of the Western

Ghats and Peninsula.

A ^ er\ w bii t ] 1; nt. sent U me by Mr. Spoorer from Dharwar,

had larger and more distinctly mottled leaves, a Iranched inflores-

cence a foot long and /lowers quite one inch in diameter.

{To be continued.^
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BIRD NOTES FROM MURREE AND THE GALLS.

BY

Major H. A. F. Magrath.

The following notes were made during a period of four months'

leave, taken in the Murree Hills this year (1908), in which was in-

cluded a short trip to the Galis in June, and are, with the exception

of occasional references to nesting and other habits, merely a record

of impressions of notes and songs of some Western Himalayan species

concerning which little has hitherto been done in the matter of

' syllabifying them in print. To some extent they are supplementary

to " Notes on the Birds of Thandiani " published in VoL XVIII,

No. 2, of this Journal (page 284). Colonel H. R. Rattray has already

very fully dealt with the oology and nidification of the birds of this

locality, vide Vol. XVI, Nos. 3 and 4, of this Journal, and although

a few species are included in these notes which were unnoticed in that

paper, it cannot be clamied for them that they add materially to

our knowledge in these respects. A brief description, by way of

introduction, of the flora and of the distribution of species in the

locality may perhaps render tliem less uninteresting than if this were

omitted.

On my arrival in Murree in the latter part of April there was a

great " rush " of birds on migration over the hill, and during the

next two or three weeks the following migrants were observed, some

of them in great numbers, viz.^ Phylloscoj^us tristis (The Brown

willow-Warbler), Phylloscopus Jmmii (Hume's Willow-Warbler)

(1 shot), Pht/lloSCOpits subvirides (Brook's Willow-Warbler), Acan-

tlwpnevste nitidus (The Green Willow-Warbler), Siphia parva

(The European Red-breasted Flycatcher), Motacilla melanope (The

Grey Wagtail), Anthus trimalis (The Tree Pipit), Anthas rosacevs

(Hodgson's Pipit) (1 shot), Cypselus leuconyx (Blyth's White-rumped

Swift) Palumhus casiotis (The Eastern Wood-Pigeon) and Falco

svbhuteo (The Hobby). In the vicinity of Tret (3,500 feet) Motacilla

horealis (The Grey-headed Wagtail), was ohserved in considerable

numbers and individuals were seen up to the middle of May. As

regards local breeding species I observed, with some exceptions,

notably among the game birds, all the birds one would expect to meet

in the localitv.
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The local distribution of breeding species in Murree is not without

interest. Many species, at breeding time, confine themselves either

to one or other side of the ridge, the top of which forms the range

1)0undary for the time being. This is, no doubt, explicable by the

range of hills on which Murree stands running practically east and

west and the consequent difference in the climate and flora of either

slope. The slopes facing south, receiving the direct rays of the sun,

have naturally, in the dry season, a much higher temperature than

those facing North and here the flora is restricted to an open forest

consisting of the Blue Pine (Pinus e.vcelsa), Hill Oaks {Quercus ilex and

<i27a/a), The Himalayan Dogwood Tree {Cornvs macroph// 1la), n few

Pimis lov(jifoUa, Black Poplars (^Poindus nigra), Mulberries (Morvs

alba and nigra), Wild Cherry (^Prumis padv,s),.A\mGot {Prunus jjer-

sica), and Pear trees (Pyrus variolosa). Scattered throughout this thin

forest and over the hillsides down to the cultivation 3,000 feet

below is a thick nndergrowth of The Dog Bose {Rosa moschata), The

Himalayan Honeysuckle (Lonicera quinqnelocularis), Khenti broom

(Indigofera heterantha), Ilex scrub (Ilea; dipyrena), and The Himalayan

Barberry (Berberis aristafa). The Travellers' Joy (Clematis vitalba) is

often found trailing in profusion over the first two of these shrubs.

Until the rains break there is practical I v no runnino- water on this

side of the hill.

Crossing to the northern slopes the aspect of the flora changes

considerably. Here we are in dense and varied forest two trees of

which are not to be found on the southern slopes, namely, The

Silver Fir (J 6?(?5 IF^W>m?ia), and The Yew (Ta.rw„s- baccatta). Other

trees of this forest iare Tall Oaks, Quercus semecarpifolia, dilatata and

ilex, Ashes {Fraxinas fiorilmnda), Horse Chestnuts (y^sculus hulica),

Sycamores {Acer pictuni), Himalayan Toon trees (Cedrela serrata),

Wild Cherry trees, Hazels (Cor?///^^ colurnd) and a few Walnut trees

{.luglans regid), Blue Pines Black Poplars, and Elms (X^/m//.s' loalli-

chiana). With the exception of a little Khenti broom, Himalayan

Honeysuckle, a few brambles {Rubus fniticosus^ and {lasiocarpus)

and the Dog Rose {Rosa sericea), the undergrowth on this side consists

almost entirely of Viburnvm fcetens with here and there patches of

Skimmia laureola. These two shrubs, I may here mention, compose

the undergrowth wrongly referred to in " Notes On The Birds of

Thandiani " as Daphne oleioides and a species of Sti-obilanthes. On
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this side there is always running water, though most of the streama

dried up this year before the rains.

The following birds (breeding species) which occurred commonly

on the South side of the ridge did not appear to occur at all, at any

rate in the nesting season, on the North. Machlolophns xanthogenys

(The Yellow-cheekt^d Tit), Acroceplmlvs dumetorum (Blyth's

Reed-Warbler), Sijlvia apnis (The Indian Lesser White-throated

Warbler), /Iororn?s paUldus (The Pale Bush Warbler), Lan'ius ery-

thronotus ( The Rufous-backed Shrike ), Terps/phone paradisi

(The Indian Paradise Flycatcher), Oreicola ferre>i (The Dark-grey

Bushchat ), ( 1 pair nested just over the brow of the I. ill ),

Pratiacola maura (The Indian Bush- chat. ) and Emheriza strachcyi

(Eastern Meadow-Bunting). Similarly the following species on the

North side did not appear to occur on the South. LloptUa capistrata

(The black-headed Sibla), Ptenithius eryiltinpterus iTlie Ked- winged

Shrike Tit), NiUaoa sundara (The Rufous-bellied Niltava). Culicicapa

ceylonensis (1\\q Grey-headed Flycatcher), Merula castanea (The

Grey-headed Ouzel), Gecinus occifjttalis (The Black-naped Green

Woodpecker) o.W'l Indicator xanllwnotus (The Yellow- backed Honey-

guidej. In the Galis where the general trend of the main ridges is

North and South and where the hills are higher and more precipitous

the flora, except on the spurs, resembles that on the North of tiio

Murree ridge and the distribution of sj)ecies does not, in consequence,

there exhibit the peculiarities it does in Murree.

1. CoTcm corux ^The Haven).

3. Coi-'us corr(.ufi (The Canicn Crow).—When the rains broke in July

" The Haven " and " The Camoii Crow " (adult and young) were ocoasionally

to be seen about the Murroe ridge. The caw of the latter is very disiiuct

from thaj of C. luacrorhfjitu'iu-i^ the common crow of these parts. The Carrion

Crow probably breeds in small numbsr.s near Murree.

3 1 . Farm atnc i»^ (The Indian Grey Tit).—Apart from the usual tit chatter,

the Iniiaa Orey Tit has a note like ' ZwiUi" ' Zwink" in the breeding season.

34. Paru-i moniiculu (The Greeu-backed Tit).—Pretty notes of The Greea-

bacbed Tit heard this year were '" Tweentwee " " Tweentwee, ' a loud

" P..wee" " Pawee " " P.iwee" • Pawee" ani a note like " Peewul" - Pee-

wut." This httle Tit is veiy fond of water and bathes regularly morning

and evening. It was common boih in Murree and the Galis.

42. MadiLi'uplius tranh ,ij>i"!j--i (The Yellow -cheeked Tit). -The handsome

Yellow cheeked Tit was fairly common at Murree below the bungalows on the

south side or the ridge. I found one nest in the hollow and broken stem of
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;i small mulberry tree on the side of the road, the nest hole being open at the

top to the sky. A note uttered by this Tit when approaching the nest was a

loud " Towit " ' Towit," Another and pretty song note heard when the leaves

were being searched for food was •' Teetweenh twit-tetitwcenh." When going

about in small tlocks after the breeding season a note of communication like

" Tyuji
" ' Tyuji " is used. Sometimes a chatter precisely similar to that of

Partis atricecps is used. Less gregarious than others of the family this Tit is

often seen solitary. I did not observe it in the Galis and do not now think it

should have been included in my list of birds of Thandiani,

44. Lophophanes melanolophiis. (The Crested Black Tit).—Another note of

The Crested Black Tit is a loud plaintive " Tyij—Tyii " slowly repeated. This

little Tit became fairly common in Murree towards the end of June.

204. LiopHla caplstrata (The Black-headed Sibia),^—This bird was rather rare

in Murree but at Dunga Gali it was common. In the latter place a nest found

in the building was at the top of a young Silver Fir. The note of this Sibia

is a single pretty whistle pitched in a high key and repeated 4 or 5 times rapidly.

At a distance it sounds like the tinkling of a little silver bell. When hunting

for food in the undergrowth the note is a soft rattling chuckle. The flight of

these birds reminds one of the Minivets.

22o. Zosterops palpebrosa (The Indian White-eye).—A nest of " The

Indian White-eye " found on the 23rd of April was built under an overhanging

bank, from under which the earth had been washed away, and was suspended

between roots which were thus laid bare.

237. Pteruthms erythroptems (The Red-winged Shrike Tit).—This is not

an easy bird to observe. It is constantly hopping about high branches and gene-

rally contrives to put leaves between it and the observer. The note is a loud

" Yup—Yipyiip " repeated several times. At Murree it was fairly common but

less so in the Galis.

2*19. Hypsipetes psaroirles (The Himalayan Black Bulbul). —A large variety

of squeaky drongo-like notes are uttered by " The Himalayan Black Bulbul

"

usually when chasing each other about the tree tops, when at the nest or with

their fledglings. A common note is a long drawn out " weenh " not unlike

the distant sound of a young porker in the initial stages of being converted into

bacon. It also has a pretty whistle which is one of the most attractive of

the forest sounds in this part of the Himalayas. This note is " Whew-wh**."
" whew-whe ", sometimes " whee-whe " and may be likened to the musical

creaking of a rusty gate hinge. In music it is represented by the notes

Usually preceding this whistle are a couple of the drongo-like notes above-

19
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meniioued which cannot be expressed in words but may be written " squeaky

squeak." Another note sometimes, though rarelj-, heard sounds Uke " gea-

gluck." Although the berries of Viburnum fuitens and other shrubs are the

staple food of this Bulbul, it is, to a great extent in the breeding season, at

any rate, insectivorous, and is often seen flycatching from the tree tops in the

evenings. In the non-breeding season it is very gregarious and is often seen

in flocks of 20 or BO. It was very numerous at Murree but not common
in the Gralis,

284. Molpastes leucocjenys (The White-cheeked Bulbul).—On the 29th of

April I saw a pair of " White-cheeked Bulbuls " on top of the ridge in Murree.

Whether they nested on the hill or not I cannot say as I never saw them

again. This is a very rare species at this elevation.

323. Sitta leucopsis (The White-cheeked Nuthatch). —The squeaky note of

" The White-cheeked Nuthatch " as it perches on the highest twig of a dead

Fir tree flicking its wings and jerking from side to side has been well described

by Mr. C. H. T. Whitehead as " Pain " " Pain '' pronounced like the French for

bread. A common double note also is " Bawain " " Bawain " pronounced in

the same way. It was by no means rare in Murree.

366. Acrocephalus dumetorum (Blyth's Reed-Warbler).—In the thick scrub

on the south side of Murree ridge " Blyth's Heed-Warbler " was common and

the song was to be heard till the beginning of June. I did not find any nests

and do not think they bred this year in this neighbourhood as till the rains

broke in July, there was practically no water on the hillside except at the

water-taps and in the tank on top of the hill. In a normal year, however, I

think it possible that they do breed about Murree, being, as is well known, the

least aquatic of the genus. The song, although pretty in parts, has a good deal

of the spitting, sputtering noise in it, so peculiar to the Acrocephali.

The alarm note is a " chak " •' chak." This little bird skulks much in thick

scrub.

402. Sylvia affinis (The Indian Lesser White-throated Warbler.)—Towards

the end of May " The Indian Lesser White-throated Warbler " became fairly

common on the south side of Murree. I found one nest on the 28th of

May which was deserted before the eggs were laid. It was built of fine grasses

in a bush on the hillside. There were evidently several other nests about

the bungalows. The song of this White-throat is a rapidly repeated

" Gajikaju gajikaju gajikaju " followed by a rapid " chivychirri chivychirri."

The alarm note is very similar to that of the last species.

424. AcantJiopneuste ihagnirostris. (The Large-billed WilUow-Warbler)

—

The nests of " The Large-billed Willow-Warbler " were only in the building

towards the latter half of June. When out with Captain Skinner one day at

Dunga Gali, an incomplete nest was found under the roots of a fallen tree. At

Changla Gali two other nests had been located by Captain Skinner's searcher

who subsequently obtained the eggS ti^gie. My ear could never catch the very

high pitched notes of this Warbler, but both Colonel Buchanan and Captain
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Skinner described the song to me us consisting of four or five double notes

descending in the scale.

434. Cri/ptoiopha xanthoschista (Hodgson's Grey-headed Flycatcher-

Warbler).—In April Hodgson's Grey-headed Flycatcher Warbler was very

common in Murree and a fair number appear to have remained to breed.

This handsome little Warbler is very often seen accompanying parties of

tits, and indeed its habits are if anything more tit than flycatcher like. The

note is a plaintive •' tyee-tyee".

450. Hororuis paUidus (The Pale Bush -Warbler).—I am able to confirm

my description of this bird's notes, published in " Notes on the Birds of Than-

diani " except that at the end of the first prolonged whistle the note is more

like " Tewyit—atweet," and occasionally the first whistle is pitched in a lower

key. " The Pale Bush-Warbler " was quite common on the south side of the

Murree ridge. It keeps to thick scrub jungle and each pair appear to have a

beat of 2t or 300 yards square into which no others of the species are permitted

to intrude. The male is constantly patrolling his beat and warbling his wonderful

song. The nest is very difficult to find, but in Murree it was out of the question

making much of a search as they were evidently mostly ni unsavoury spots

below the bungalows. A nest I found on the 1st of June, and from which

the young had evidently only just flown, was a globular stiucture about 4

inohis i i dia/nauer of moss, wool, hair, and a little fine grass all felted together

and built about a foot from the ground among some soft rank weed with

an oleaidsr-shaped leaf. The entrance was a small hole near the top just

big enough to admit two fingers. The inside was densely lined with feathers.

An egg taken below Changla Gali, from a nest in which there were 2 young,

by Captain Skinner's collector, was deep chocolate brown in colour.

These birds appear to breed later in the inner hills than they do in Murree,

as it was only in the third week in June that they were met with in Dunga

Gali, Captain Skinner not having heard them before this, and at Thandiani it

was not till the second week in July that I heard the song. I do not think

that this is due to the birds moving into the inner hills for a second brood, as

there was no diminution in the number of birds in Murree up to the middle of

August. The volume of sound emitted by this little bird, when singin'j, is truly

marvellous. On an open hillside it can be heard quite 200 yards away. Fair or

foul weather does not affect its spirits and the song was to be heard all through

the heavy monsoon of the present season and right up to the end of August.

476. Lanius eri/thi'onolus (The Rufous-backed Shrike).—At least two pairs

of " The Rufous-backed Shrike " bred in Murree about the bungalows on the

top of the hill. I did not find nests, which must have been on private ground
;

but the birds were often in evidence and then- note of " gerlek " " gerlfek " oi

'• julek " " julek " followed by a yapping " yaon " " yaon " was a common
sound near the water tanks. I also heard a male singing beautifully on one or

two occasions. This is a high elevation (7,500 feet) for this Shrike. In the

Kurram Valley I did not meet with it much above 6,000 feet.
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505. Campophatja melanoschista (The Dark-grey Cuckoo-Shrike).—Al-

though I have not been able to trace to " The Dark-grey Cuckoo-Shrike " a

loud and slowly repeated note like " trweenh " '' trweenh. " I attribute it to

this bird which was not common in Murree or the Galis.

558. Hfimichelidon sib/'rica (The Sooty Flycatcher). ^—There were numbers

of "Sooty Flycatchers" about in Murree up to the middle of May, thereafter

they became very rare. In Dunga Gali and on Mozpuri (9,U00 feet) I did not

observe nearly so many of this species as I did in Thandiani last year. The

song of this Flycatcher is a feeble little twitter. On one occasion at Changia

Glali I observed this Flycatcher, singing from the top of a shrub about a foot high

on the side of a mountain path, an unusual perch for the species.

579. Stoparola melanops (The Verditer Flycatcher).—A favorite site for

the nests of " The Verditer Flycatcher" is under the roots of trees where the

earth has been washed or fallen away leaving a deep recess. Even though

the birds be marked home the nests are difficult to find in such places, as, being

composed principally of moss, they match their surroundings exactly , more-

over the light is often deficient in the deep cavities. Another, though less

favorite site, is under bridges. This Flycatcher was common in Murree and

more so at Dunga Gali. In the latter place Captain Skinner's searcher came on

a Cuckoo which was evidently prospecting a nest of this species in which there

were two hardset eggs of a second brood.

592. Culicicaj'M ceylonensi^ (The Grey-headed Flycatcher).— This Fly-

catcher occurred both in Murree and the Galis and was fairly common. A pair

were observed in Murree on the '26th of June with nesting material in bill.

Captain Skinner took eggs at Dunga Gali and came across a curious instance of

apparently, two females sharing the same nest, an account of which he is

sending to this journal. The note of this Flycatcher, in the breeding season,

is a sharp ' Tyfi-jlt" followed by a prolonged twittering note.

594. Niltava sundara (The Rufous-bellied Niltava).—The note of "The

Rufous-bellied Niltava" when one approaches the nest is a grasshopper-like trill.

I did not hear a song. I came across a male near the highest point in Changia

Gali (9 000' ) which evidently had a nest close by. That place and Murree

were the only places I observed this Flycatcher. This species is more chat than

flycatcher-like in habits. Two nests found in Murree were built in absurdly

open situations in banks on the roadside. In one nest the eggs, in measurement

and coloration were precisely similar to those of Stojyarola mclanops,

598. /er/)iiiph'j7ie parudisi {The Indian Paradise Flycatcher).—On the 18th

of May at about 7,000 feet and below the bungalows on the South side of the

Murree ridge I saw either an immature or female " Indian Paradise Fly-

catcher." The particular spot it was in was dry and waterless. This species may

possibly breed just below Murree in normal seasons when there is water about.

608. Pratincola caprata (The Common Pied Bush-chat).—The male " Pied

Bush- Chat " has quite a pretty song in the breeding season. It occurs on the

Murree hill up to about 5,000 feet.
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615, Oreicola ferrea (The Dark-grey Bush-Chat).—A nest of " The Dark-

grey Bush-Chat " found in Murree in the vicinity of one of the Hotels was

composed almost entirely of human hair (native). The lining was of horse-

hair. The nest contained a full clutch of 5 eggs which were deserted. In July

I use to see constantly a pair of these birds feeding their young of a second

brood and accompanied by a fully fledged young bird of the first brood. This

young bird " geezed " at me just like its parents whenever 1 went near the nest

or near the young after they had left the nest and were in the surrounding

scrub. I was almost prepared to see it helping its parents to feed its smaller

brothers and sisters. I one day surprised two adult males hopping one after

the other along the roadway like two sparrows, an action I had never before

observed in this species. The incident was probably the prelude to a fight.

The present was a bumper breeding -season for this little bird and numbers

of young were successfully reared.

638. Chimarrliornis leucocephalus (The White-capped Redstart).—To see at

Dunga Gali a pair of " White-capped Redstarts " with a brood of three young

on the stream immediately below the engine house of the Murree water supply

station was a pretty sight and especially gratifying as there were three ardent

egg collectors in Dunga Gali at the time. Captain Skinner found the nest, just

after the young were hatched, on a bank above the engine house. The natives

in charge of the water supply station took quite an intelligent interest in these

particular birds. While still feeding their brood the parents again started

nesting in a weephole of the revetment wall of the embankment on which the

engine house and tanks stood. This second nest was not more than 15 yards

from the engine and within a foot of the top of the embankment where men
were constantly passing to and fro. I learnt subsequently that this nest was

never completed and that a third was built close by in another weephole of the

same embankment. I had to leave Dunga Gali before the eggs were laid but

I fear this handsome pair were not so lucky with their second establishment.

These were the only birds of this species observed in the locality.

654. lanthia rujilata.—(The Red-flanked Bush-Robin).—Captain Skinner

informed m3 that he came across a female " Red-flanked Bush-Robin " in

Dunga Gali.

673. Menda ca&tanea.—(The grey-headed Ouzel). —The chorus of song

of " The Grey-headed Ouzel "' around Dunga Gali in June was delightful to

listen to Here this bird appeared to be highly successful in its nesting

operations, but at Murree this and particularly the next species have their nests

hurried and plundered by hillmen, gujars and others for the sake of the young,

which are sold to natives, only to eke out, if they survive to maturity, a wret-

ched existence behind the bars of a small cage in some foul bazaar. I appealed

to the Forest Officials and the Murree Cantonment Committee for protection for

these birds in Murree, with, I trust, some but fear, not much, measure of hope

for the future. In addition to harrying by human beings the thrush family

Jiave to put up with another pest in Murree in the shape of monkeys {Macacus
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rhesus) which are all too common in the woods around and which destroy

nests, eggs, and young to a large extent. It is a question which is the worse

depredator. Probably the palm in th's respect should be given to Homo
Sapiens. Three nests found were in the usual situations but a fourth was

high up on the gnarled branch of a horse chestnut tree on the side of a steep

hill at Dunga Gali. Some characteristic notes of this thrush's song may be

rendered by the syllables " yee-bre, yee-bre, yee-bre—diddiyit, diddiyit,

diddiyit—yip bru, yip-bru."

676. Merula hoidbovl (The Grey-winged Ouzel),—Though not so loud the

song of " The Grey-winged Ouzel " is even superior to and more varied than

that of the last species. Many of the notes remind one of the song of The

Black bird, Merula merula. Below the Kashmir and Gharial roads at Murree

when, save for the occasional call of a Cuckoo, the mournful " Kroo "-" Kroo "

of The Spotted Dove (Turiur surafensis) and the charming song- of the present

species, there is a lull in the babel of forest sounds, little effort is required to

imagine oneself buried in the depths of a Surrey or Hampshire Wood in June.

Not all are equally good songsters, but one bird heard between Dunga and

Changla Gali on the 24th of June was the finest singing Thrush I have listened

to either at home or in India. The variety and mellowness of the notes were

remarkable. This Thrush is a doughty defender of hearth and home. I was

watching a male bird singing while his mate sat on the nest close by. when nn

inquisitive " Black-throated Jay " {Garrulns lanceolatus') invaded the precincts of

the nest. With an angry " churr " the male bird hurled the jay into the

Vihv.raumfcetens scrub below and to judge by the sounds that issued therefrom

•' boulboul " was having all the fun. Presently the combatants separated and

the jay reappeared flying unsteadily down the khud and minus some of his

pteryllic adornment (if I may coin such an adjective) while the gallant Ouzel

returned to his perch and resumed his song. Unfortunately this nest was pull-

ed down by monkeys a few days later. It deserved a better fate. At Dunga

Gali I saw a " Himalayan Whistling Thrush " (Myiojjhomus temrninclci) attacked

in much the same fashion for unwittingly venturing into the vicinity of a nest

of the present species. This Ouzel appears to be naturally of a pugnacious

disposition, for a tame one I have possessed for some years, used when allowed

out of his cage (his wings having been cut by his former owner a native) to " go

for " the bare toes of the native servants and on one occasion he fairly put a

man to flight. Curiously enough a pair of boots or shoes invariably excited his

ire and it was most amusing to see him worrying the laces, the only part he

could get a good grip of. He is, even now, always ready to " square up " to one's

finger if introduced between the bars of his cage, and, as he daily devours

almost his own weight in earthworms, he keeps in beautiful feather and

fighting trim. Two nests of this Ouzel seen this year were built about lO feet

up against the trunks of trees. At Murree and in the Galis it occurs from

7,000 and 7.500 feet downwards, respectively, and would be far more common

but for the depredations mentioned.
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The trivial name of this species does not seem to me sufficiently desciiptive.

Although some of its feathers aro edged with grey or white it is undoubtedly a

'Blackbird." "The Grrey-winged Blackbird" would therefore seem a more

appropriate name.

(578. Merula vnicolor (Tickell's Ouzel).—The nest of " Tickell's Ouzel

"

which is generally placed in the fork of a tree, often low down, is a very neat

s' ructui-e of moss held together by an inner coating of mud and lined with horse-

hair and maiden-hair fern stems. The song is something as follows :
—

" Chellya, chellya, chirrali "—
" cherlya, cherlya, chellya "—" chellya, chellya.

juliu." At times the "chellya" note sounds very like "julia." The " juk

juk " alarm note, common to the genus, is constantly used by this thrush when
hunting for food.

()9('. Petrophila erijthrogastra (The Chestnut- bellied Rock-Thrush).—The
song of • The Chestnut-bellied Rock Thrush " bears some resemblance to that

of " The Blue-headed Rock Thrush " (P. cinclorhyncha) and may be rendered

as follows :
—

" Teetatewleedee-tweet tew " repeated several times and sometimes

more varied as Teetjitewleedee-tatewli-tatewyatweeya." When the nest is

approached or when young fledglings are about, a harsh angry " churring

"

note is vittered. I again noticed males hawking ard catching winged insects,

thus confirming my last year's observations as to this drcngo-like habit in this

species. Two solitary old males used to roost, regularly, in mj bungalow

at Murree, one in the gable of the roof, the other in a hole in the chimney.

This species was fairly common, above 7,000 feet, both in Murree and the Galis.

698. Oreocincla dauma (The Small -billed Mountain-Thrush).—I met with

"The Small billed Mountain-Thrush " tAvo or three times in Murree as well as

in the Galis.

74!. P i/cnorJ)ampus icte7-oides (The 'B\ac]i iiud Yellow Grosbeak).—A nest of

" The Black and Yellow Grosbeak " seen in Murree was built high up in a

medium sized Silver Fir and must have been almost entirely composed of bark

and fibre of '' The Black Poplar," as I watched a pair tearing off great beak-

f Ills of this stuff and flying to the nesting site with it. Another nest in Dunga

Gali was in a medium sized Yew tree near the top but in a most accessible

situation. The three egsrs which it contained were greenish white with, in the

case of two of the eggs, a zone of blackish brown spots and the scribbling

and flagellate markings, so common in the eggs of some of the Fmberizhio', round

the larger end. In the third Qgg this zone of markings was round the smaller

end. Captain Skinner who was with me secured this clutch. These Grosbeaks

were abundant around Dunga Gali and it was not uncommon to see parties of

them feeding on the roads. On the ground they progress in hops like the

majority of the " FrinffiWdce.'" A song note of a male heard this year was

" tratrui-tree." The note of both sexes when feeding is a " chuck " " chuck."

744-. Muccrohaa 'mpJa7ioxanfh/>i,s (The Spotted-winged Grosbeak!— I was out

with Captain Skinner at Dunga Gali when his searchei-, who by the way was

Colonel Buchanan's man lent to him, showed us a nest of " The Spotted Winged
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Grosbeak" which he had located. It was built on a slender branch of a Yew-

tree on the side of a steep hill, and contained three beautifully marked eggs.

The female, which sat very close, was shot by Captain Skinner ofE the nest. I

will leave the description of this interesting nest and clutch of eggs to him, as he

is sending an account of them to this journal. This Grosbeak was rare, though

on the 2.Srd of June I came across, in one spot, in Dunga Gali, quite a number of

them. The note is a pleasing, mellow and rather oriole-like whistle resembling

the syllables " Tyop-tyQ " or " Tyop-tyo." Sometimes preceding or following

this note is a remarkably human note like the exclamation " ah " when

pronounced with an ascending inflection. When flying there is a note like

" Charraruk. " The unripe fruit of " The "Wild Cherry tree " is eagerly

devoured, and the berries of Viburnum faitens also form part of the dietary

of these Grosbeaks at this season.

772. llypacanlhis spinoules (The Himalayan Greenfinch).—The very heavy

and almost incessant monsoon of the present season in the Punjab Himalayas

probably frustrated all attempts at nesting on the part of the luckless

" Himalayan Green finch." The birds were rather rare and I only saw two or

three pairs. Captain Skmner found one or two washed out nests at Dunga

Gali.

805. Chelidon kashmiriensis (The Kashmir Martin).—In the verandahs of

bungalows in the vicinity of the water tanks in Murree " The Kashmir

Martin " now breeds in considerable numbers. As in the case of the Martins

in Thandiani, I feel almost certain that " The European House Martin " occurs

in some of these colonies. In one house in Murree where the present species

started nesting operations, the nests were destroyed and cleared away daily,

but the unfortunate birds were still attempting to build when I left at the

end of August. What becomes of the eggs under such circumstances it

would be hard to say. At Changla Gali several Martins had their nests in

the Dak bungalow, but these were not visible, the birds utilizing holes

between the wall and the sloping roof. This was also the case with some birds

in Dunga Gali and in Thandiani. Whether this habit is the result of the

constant destruction of nests, or the difficultj^ in procuring mud (I do not think

the usual mud nests are built in these holes as I never saw mud being carried

in) in the hills, especially in a dry breeding season like the present, it is

impossible to say ; but such adaptation (if it be the case) of nesting habits to

circumstances must tend greatly to the preservation of the species.

822. Hirundo nepalensis (Hodgson's Striated Swallow').—This year " Hodg-

son's Striated Swallow," nested in at least one bungalow near the water tanks

in Murree.

946. Gecinus squamatus (The Western Himalayan Scaly-bellied Green Wood-
pecker).—The call of " The Western Himalayan Scaly-bellied Green Wood-
pecker" is a wild sounding note like " Klee-gu." When hunting for food a

constant " tjapk," " tjupK," " tjupk," *' tjapk " note is kept up. This note,

rapidly repeated, constitutes the alarm cry. This Woodpecker prefers the more
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open hillsides and is less of a forest bird than the next species. Both are com-

mon in Murree and the Galis.

U50. Geciuus occipitalis (The Black-naped Green Woodpecker).—In addi-

tion to the cry or callnote consisting of a single, rather high pitched, though

mellow, whistle repeated three times, sometimes of three whistles descending

the scale in half tones " The Black-naped Green Woodpeciier" has a musical

note like •• Piuk " when feeding, and an alarm cry similar to that of the last

species, though less harsh,

5)60. Hypopicns htjiurythrus (The Rufous-bellied Pied Woodpecker).—!

found " The Rufous-bellied Pied Woodpecker" very common at Dunga Gali.

The cry of this Woodpecker is a long rattling, but not loud, sound running

down at the finish. It is difficult to describe but may be likened to the rapid

running down of the works of a small clock with a broken mainspring or to

the rapid running out of a large fishing reel. This was the only note of this

species heard and apparently the common "jipk" "jipk" note of some of the

Deiidrocopii is not used,

967. Dendrocopus madi (The Fulvous-breasted Pied Woodpecker).

969. Dendrocopus auricep><.—(The Brown-fronted Pied Woodpecker),—My
observations on " The Fulvous-breasted Pied Woodpecker " and " The Brown-

fronted Pied Woodpecker" confirm those of Colonel Rattray as regards the

rarity or absence of both in the Galis and the common occurrence of the

latter in Murree, The former, however, I found rare in Murree. The note

of both species somewhat resembles that of Hypopicus hyperyihrus, but

compared with Dendrocopinf himalaytims they are silent birds,

1004. Indicator xanthonotus (The Yellow-backed Honey-guide).—I had the

pleasure of seeing the rather rare " Yellow-backed Honey-guide " at close

quarters on the 29th of April in Murree. A bird sitting on a bare bough of a

chestnut tree arrested my attention. From below it was hard to identify with

its non-descript coloured lower parts and short finch-like bill. It however

remained in the same spot for quite half an hour and allowed me to walk round

and examine it leisurely. As I left the spot it still sat, but on gaining the path

above I heard a rustle of wings behind me and turned to see the same bird

pitch on to the bare bough of a tree below the path and level with me, not

more than 10 yards away. There it sat quite tamely and I could examine

every feather in the plumage. Presently it flew away in the direction opposite

to which I was going. I was anxious to find a nest and so returned to the

spot about three hours later, but for some time could not see the bird I

sought. Suddenly a streak of yellow crossed the path and flew up the hill.

I dashed after it through the thick undergrowth and came on a Honey-guide

at a hole in a tree when I could see it was feeding on bees which were swarm-

ing round the hole. After feeding, it flew into a tree close by and shortly

after disappeared. Whether this was the same bird I had seen in the morning or

not I am unable to say, but taking both occurrences together, the bird's actions

were, to say the least of them, suggestive. I searched the vicinity carefully

20
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but could not find a nest. About three weeks later I saw an example of this

species bathing in a small stream near the spot where I had first seen it.

Colonel Buchanan informed me that when stationed at Changla Gali he had

on several occasions come across the bird there, and Mr. C. H T. Whitehead

saw an example when passing through Dunga Gali early in July of the

present year. The attitude of this Honey-guide in a tree is very dove like.

It sits with head sunk on breast, feathers rather puffed out and wings drooping

so as to display the vivid yellow patch down the lower back. According to

Colonel Buchanan it has a peculiar note which he was unable to describe to

me. It is a very tame bird and is, I think, rarely to be found far from water.

100). Meqaln^ma marshallorym (The Great Himalayan Barbet).—The cry

of " The Great Himalayan Barbet" usually commences with a husky " Pee-ho"

as the syrinx gets into working order this changes to " Pillo" shortly deve-

loping into the characteristic note " Pyillo" " Pyillo " which is repeated ad

nauseam. Towards the end of the performance the note sometimes changes

to "Pyillo" "PyTllo," Another note often heard is a rapidly repeated "gyok"
" gyok" " gyok" and occasionally a harsh note like "karr-r" whish, as in the

case of the characteristic call are uttered with reiteration. Both of the latter

notes are very gull-like. The cry of this bird was still occasionally to be heard

when I left Murree at the end of August.

1072. Cyps^ehis huconyx (Blyth's White-rumped Swift),—At the bridge, a

mile from Dunga G-ali. on the old Gali Road I watched a colony of " Blyth's

White-rumped Swifts " prospecting for nesting sites in the gorge above the

bridge. The cliff face did not, apparently, offer sufficient inducements as they

passed on to nest elsewhere.

1104. Cucului^ canorus (The Cuckoo),—Abnormal notes of "The Cuckoo"

heard this year were " Gyuk-coo", the second syllable husky and pitched in a

higher key than the first, the first syllable repeated three times in succession.

and a hoarse croak following the second syllable. In the first two instances

the notes were evidently due to some defect in the syrinx and in the last to an

expulsion of residual air in the bronchial tubes. The familiar call is sometimes

uttered on the wing and when this is the case I think it will usually be found

that a female is being pursued or another male being chased away. Courtship

is conducted with many husky chuckles and croaks. The attitude when calling

is generally horizontal with wings drooping and tail elevated and there is a

slight swaying oscillating movement more pronounced in the tail. Sometimes

the attitude is semi-erect. There is considerable distension and protrusion of

the lower throat when uttering the call, but not so pronounced as in the Do'^es

and Pigeons, While on migration to the hills early in April this year a few

Cuckoos remained in Bannu for about a week and it was interesting to hear

the familiar call being acquired. The first few attempts resulted in nothing

more than husky croaks. In the course of a few hours a feeble imitation of

the call was attained and this gradually strengthened day by day. Although

some individuals maintain the vigour oP their call almost unimpaired till the
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end of the season, in the case of the majority the call gets feebler and

feebler and is usually repeated once or twice only. The hoarse chuckle and

tri-syllabicnote are rarely heard after the first of July. The la«t date on which

the Cuckoo's call was recorded by me in Murree was the lOth of July.

1105. Cumhis satvrahis (The Himalayan Cuckoo).—" The Himalayan

Cuckoo " sometimes utters the same hoarse chuckle, at the commencement of

ts call, as the last species. As in the case of Megalama murshalhrum often

several husky attempts at the call are made before the syrinx works clearly.

This Cuckoo usually utters its deep call from the centre of a tree and it is

consequently not easy to observe. Captain Skinner informs me that at each

syllable the head is jerkily thrown forward somewhat after the manner of the

domestic cock when crowing. The female's notes, when heard close by. sound

like " quoick " " quoick." Both male and female appear to be more lively at

dusk. I did not hear this Cuckoo's call after the last day of June.

1141. Palcfornis schistkeps (The Slaty-headed Paroquet).—The capacity of

" The Slatey-headed Paroquet " for regurgitating food is great as is also the

appetite of the young. I watched a young bird at Changla Gali being fed by

one of its parents for fully five minutes. Quite a considerable quantity of food

appeared to have been brought up in this time but the young one still clamoured

for more. A kissing noise is made by the latter when asking for food. This

Paroquet's screech is a shrill, though pleasing, " trwee-e". When going about

ill family parties there are some pretty notes like '' Truee-trui trn". This

species is also in need of protection in the breeding season in Muriee. the young

being far too frequently taken and caged.

1173. Scops gin (The S'jops Owl).—While staying with me in the latter part

of June in Murree Mr. C. H. T. Whitehead shot a male example of " The Scops

Owl ''. The testes showed the bird was not at the time in breeding condition.

1283, Sphenocercus sphenurus (The Kokla Green Pigeon).—The handsome
' Kokla Green Pigeon " was common in Murree but less so in the Galis.

The peculiar note of this Pigeon, from which the trivial name is evidently

derived, may be rendered as follows :
—

" Ko-Kla-Koi, oi, oi, 6i, oilli, illio— Kla."

1305, Turtur ferrago (The Indian Turtle-Dove)—Large flocks of " The

Indian Turtle-Dove" migrated through Murree towards the end of April but

were very rare there as a breeding species, if they occurred at all as suc^l. At

Dunga Gali they were very common. The note is a deep ' Kr66-6o

kra krukroo " and not as printed in " Notes on the Birds of Thandiani. "

1307, Turtur suratemis (The Spotted Dove).—I was puzzled to identify

the small Dove which was common round Murree during the breeding season

and on '21st May shot one for the purpose. It turned out to my surprise to be

" The Spotted Dove," Although " The Fauna " states that this bird ascends

the Himalayas to 7,000 feet I was not prepared to meet with it so far west as

Murree. The example shot was a ^ , one of a pair, with testes fully developed

but curiously enough still in moult. The note of this Dove is " cuckukakroo-

kroo-kroo-kroo."
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1333. Catreus wallicM (The Cheer Pheasant).—A bunch of feathers

found one day in Murree, adhering to a bush in thick forest were, I think, back

feathers of " The Cheer Pheasant " and evidently belonged to some luckless

individual killed by a jackal or hill-fox. The occurrence of this bird in

Murree is not improbable as an example was procured by Major Venour in

Dunga Gali, vide Vol. XVII, p. 812 of this journal.

1342. Lophophorus refulgens (The Mondl),—At Dunga Gali I met

Mr. J. Donald, at that time, Deputy Commissioner of Hazara, who informed

me that a few days previously he had flushed a *' Mondl " on Mozpuri (9,000').

1482. Scolopax rusticola (The Woodcock).— By mistake I omitted "The

Woodcock " from " Notes on the Birds of Thandiani." It has been seen and

I think shot on that hill and in all probability breeds there. This year I visited

a well-known breeding resort of Woodcock at Dunga Gali but did not find any

nests or see any birds.
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ON THE FLORA OF CUTCH.

BY

E. Blatter, «.j.

Part II.

[Continued from page 111 of Vol. XV] IT).

5(). Solanacece.—
(279).Solanum nigrum, L.—In cultivated ground ; flowers: Oct.-Jan.—Sind,-

Deccan, Konkan, S. M. Country—Temperate and tropical regions

of the world.

(280) Solanum xanthocarpum, Schrad. & Wendl.—Sind, Deccan, Konkan

—

All over India, Ceylon, S. E. Asia, Malaya, Tropical Australia,

Polynesia.

(281) Solanum indicum, L.—Common.—Deccan, Konkan—Tropical India.

Ceylon, Malaya. China, Philippines.

(282) Solanum trilobatum L.—Not common ; flowers : Dec-Jan.—Gujarat,

Deccan, S. M. Country—W. Peninsula, Ceylon, Malay Peninsula.

(283) Solanum tuberosum, L.—Cultivated—Indigenous in America,

(284) Solanum melongena, L.—Cultivated.

(285) Withania somnifera, Dunal.—Rare.—Sind, Gujarat, Deccan, Kon-

kan—Drier regions of India, Ceylon, Mediterranean regions.

Canaries, Cape of Good Hope.

(286) Lycium barbarum, L.—Common ; flowers : Nov.-Dec—Sind, Gujarat

—Panjab, Baluchistan, Afghanistan, Persia.

(287) Datura fastuosa, L.—var. alba, C. B. Clarke.—Common ; flowers

:

Sept.-Dec—Throughout the Presidency.

(288) Lycopersicum esculentum, Mill.—Cultivated.—Indigenous in Tropi-

cal America.

(289) Nicotiana tabacum, L.—Cultivated.-Probably indigenous in S.

America.

(290) Capsicum frutescens, L.—Cultivated.

57. >cr(>phit ariacece.—
(291) Celsia coromandeliana, Vahl.—Flowers : Jan.-May.—Sind, Gujarat,

Deccan, Konkan—All over India, Ceylon, Afghanistan, Ava,

China.

(292) Linaria ramosissima. Wall.—Pretty common in rocky places.—

Throughout the Presidency -Throughout India, Afghanistan.

Ava.

(293) Veronica anagallis, L.—Flowers : Nov.-Jan.—Deccan, Konkan—

Western Peninsula, Panjab, Kashmir, Bengal, Assam, Bhotan

X. Asia, S. Africa, Europe, N. America.

(294) Linden e -gia uiticaefolia, Link. & O. to.—Flowers : Nov.-Dec—Sind,

Deccan— All over India, Afghanistan.
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58. OrohauGhaceai.—
(295) Orobanche aegyptiaca, Peis.—G-ujarat, Deccan—Plains of India,

Central and Western Asia.

59. Blgnoni'icen'.—
(291)) Tecomalla undulata, Seem.—Not common. —Siud, Gujarat, Deccan

—

Western Peninsula, Panjab, Rajpiatana, Beluchistan, Arabia.

(297) Millingtonia hortensis, L.f.—In gardens—Probably a native of Burma

and the Malay Archipelago.

60. Pedaliacece—

(•i98) Pedalium murex, L.—Very common ; flowers: Sept.-Dec.—Gujarat,

Konkaa, S. M. Country—India, Ceylon, Tropical Africa.

(299) Sesamum iudicum, L.—Cultivated—Probably indigenous in Tropical

Africa.

61. Acantliacece.—
(300) Blepharis sindica, T. Anders.—Sind. Gujarat.—Panjab.

(301) Asteracantha lougifolia, Nees.—Common; flowers: Aug.-Jan.—

Deccan, Konkan—Throughout India, Ceylon, Tropical and South

Afi-ica.

(302) Ruellia patula. Jacq.—Flowers : Aug.-Dec—Sind, Deccan, S. M.

Country—W. Peninsula, Rajputana,Bandelkand, Ceylon, Arabia,

Tropical Africa, Ava.

(303) Barleria prionitis, L.—Common ; flowers: Oct.-Jan.—Sind, Gujarat,

Deccan, Konkan—All over India, Tropical Asia, Tropical and

South Africa.

(304) Barleria cristata, L., var. dichotoma. Pram.—Probably cultivated
;

flowers : Dec.

(o05) Lepidagathis cristata, Willd.—Common; flowers: Oct.-March.—Deccan,

Konkan, S. M. Country—Western Peninsula.

(306) Rungia repens, Nees.—Common ; flowers ; Nov.-Jan.—Deccan.

Konkan, Kanara, S. M. Country—All over India, Ceylon.

(307) Justicia heterocarpa, T. Anders.—Flowers : Oct.-Dec.—Sind, Gujarat

—Panjab, Tropical Africa.

(308) Justicia diffusa, Willd.—Flowers :. Oct.-Dec—Sind, Deccan—W.

Peninsula, Panjab, Ceylon, Rangoon, Siam.

(309) Justicia simplex. D. Don.—Flowers: Nov.-Dec—Sind, Gujarat.

Konkan. Kanara, S. M. Country—W. Peninsula, Central India.

Kashmir, Bengal, Abyssinia, Malay Islands.

(310) Feristrophe bicalyculata, Nees.—Flowers: Oct.-Nov.—Sind, Gujarat,

Deccan, Konkan, Kanara—All over India, Tropical Africa.

62. Verbenacecv.—
(311) Lippia nodiflora, Michaux.—In sandy soil.—Sind, Gujarat, Deccan —

India generally, Ceylon. Africa, most tropical and subtropical

countries.

(312) Premna integrifolia, L.—Near the coast.—Konkan, Kanara—Ceylon,

Andamans. Nicobars, Malaya.
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(313) Clerodeudrou phlomidis, L. f.—Not common, in hedges ; Gujarat

Deccan, Konkan, S. M. Country—Dry parts of India. Ceylon.

(314) Avicennia officinalis, L.—Along tlie coast.—Konkan, Kanara.—Salt-

marshes and tidal creeks of India, Ceylon, Malaya, shores of the

Indian and Pacific Oceans.

G^>. LabiaUti.—
(315) Ocimum sanctum, L.—Probably cultivated.—Throughout India

(cultivated), Malay Archipelago, Australia, Arabia, W. Asia.

(316) Ocimum canum, Sims.—Flowers : Sept.-Jan.—Deccan, Konkan, S, M.

Country—Plains and lower hills of India, Ceylon, Java, W. Asia,

Tropical Africa, Madagascar.

(317) Ocimum basilicum, L.—Cultivated.—A native of the Paujab.

(olH) Auisomeles ovata, K. Br.—Common in the Presidency except Sind

—

Throughout India, Ceylon, Malay Archipelago, China, Philippines.

(319) Leucas urticaefolia, K. Br.—Flowers : Nov.-Dec.—Sind, Gujarat,

Deccan—W, Peninsula, Panj ib, Bengal, Beluchistan. Arabia

Abyssinia.

(320) Leucas linifolia, Spreng.—Common ; flowers : Oct.-Nov.—Deccan.

Konkan—Plains of India, Mauritius, Java, Philippines.

(321) Leucas cephalotes, Spreng,—Common ; flowers : Nov.-Dec—Gujarat
—W. Peninsula, Panjab, Bengal. Assam, Himalayas, Afghanistan,

(322) Salvia aegyptiaca, L,, var. pumila, Hook, f.—Flowers : Nov.-Dec—
Sind, Gujarat, Deccan—W. Peninsula, Panjab, Afghanistan,

Beluchistan.

64. NycLacimacea.—
(323) Boerhaavia diffusa. L.—Very common ; flowers : Nov. Dec—Through-

out the Presidency—All over India, Ceylon, tropical and sub-

tropical Asia, Africa and America.

(324) Boerhaavia repanda, Willd.—Very common ; flowers : Oct.-Dec—
Gujarat, Deccan, Konkan—India, Ceylon, Beluchistan.

(325) Boerhaavia verticillata, Poir,—Very common ; flowers : Sept.-Jan.—

Sind, Gujarat, Deccan, Konkan—W. Peninsula, Panjab, Afgha-
nistan. Beluchistan to Syria and Tropical Africa.

(32()) Bougainvillea spectabilis, Willd.—Cultivated.—Indigenous in Brazil.-

65. Aiioarantacei.t. —

(327) Celosia argentea, L.—Pretty common
; flowers : Oct.-Dec—Through-

out the Presidency—All over India, Ceylon, Tropical Asia, Africa,

and America (either cultivated or introduced).

(328) Amarantus gaageticus, L., var. tristis, Prain.—Cultivated as a pot-

herb.

(329) Amarantus bUtura, L., var. ole acea. Hook f.—Cultivated.

(330) Amarantus viridis, L.—In gardens and cultivated ground.

(331) Amarantus polygaraus, L.—In cultivated ground : flowers : Dec-
March—India, Ceylon, most hot countries.
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(332) Amaraatus tenuifolius, Willd.—Bengal, Paajab, W. India, Tropical

Africa.

(333) yErua javanica, Juss.—Very common ; flowers: Sept.-Dec.—Sind,

Deccan—W. Peninsula, Central India, Panjab, Burma, Ceylon.

Arabia, Tropical Africa, Cape de Verde Islands.

(331) ^rua monsonise Mart.—Very common ; flowers : Oct.-Jan. —S. M.

Country—Central India, W. Peninsula, Bengal, Burma,

(335) Nothosserua brarhiata, Wight,—Flowers : Nov.-Dec.—Sind, Gujarat,

Konkan—Western Peninsula, Burma, Ceylon, Mauritius, Tropical

Africa.

(336) Achyranthes aspera, L.—Common ; flowers : Nov.-Jan.—Sind, Dec-

can, Konkan—Throughout India, Ceylon, Tropical Asia, Africa,

Australia, and America.

(337) Pupalia atropurpurea Moq.—G-ujarat—W. Peninsula, Nepal, Bengal,

Maliya, Ceylon Java, Philippines, S. Africa.

(338) Pupalia lappacea, Moq. —Flowers: Sept.-Dec.—Sind, Gujarat, Deccan,

S. M. Country—W. Peninsula, Behar, Panjab, W. Tropical Hyma-

laya, Tropical Asia and Africa.

(339) Alternanthera triandra, Lam.—flowers : Aug.-Dec.—Throughout the

Presidency —All warm countries.

GO. Clienopodiacew.—
(340) Atriplex stocksii, Boiss.—Flowers: Dec-Jan.—Sind, Gujarat.

(341) Salicornia brachiata, Roxb.—Flowers : Nov.-Dec.—Gujarat—Bengal,

Ceylon.

(342) Suifida fruticosa, Forsk.—Flowers : Nov.-Dec.—Sind, Gujarat —N.-

W. India, Panjab Africa, America.

(343) Sua2da nudiflora, Moq.—Konkan, Orissa—W. Peninsula Ceylon.

(344) Haloxylon recurvum. Bunge.—Flowers : Nov.-Dec.—Sind—Coim-

batore, Burma Panjab Afghanistan Yunnan.

(345) Salsola foetida, Del.—Flowers : Dec.—Sind—Panjab, Beluchistan,

Persia, Arabia, N. Africa.

67. Polygonncece.—
(346) Polygonum plebejum, R. Br., var. indica, Hook, f.—Common.

—

Deccan, Konkan, S. M. Country, Kanara.

(347) Polygonum glabrum, Willd.—Flowers : Oct.-Feb.—Sind, Deccan,

Konkan, Kanara—All over India, Ceylon, Australasia, China,

Africa, Amei-ica.

68. A ristoloch incece.—
(348) Aristolochia bracteata, Retz.—Flowers: Sept.-Dec.—Sind, Gujarat,

Deccan, Konkan—Bengal, Ceylon, Arabia, Tropical Africa.

69. Euphorbiaceo'.—
(349) Euphorbia neriifolia. L.—Very common on rocky ground ; flowers

:

March.—Sind, Gujarat—N. W. Himalaya, Pegu, Burma.
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(350) Euphorbki hypericifolia, L.. var. paiviflora. Hook. f.—Very

common ;
flowers : Aug.-Dec—Sind, Gujarat, Dtccan, Konkan.

—

Throughout the Tropics except Australia and the Pacific Islands.

(351) Euphorbia pilulifera, L.—Common ; flowers : More or less through-

out the year.—Most tropical and subtropical regions.

(352) Euphorbia thymifolia, L.—Very common ; flowers : All the year

round.—Sind, Deccan—Plains and lower hills ot India, Ceylon,

all hot countries e.xcept Australia.

(353) Euphorbia tivucalli. L.—Common in hedges—Indigenous in America.

(354) Fluggea leucopyrus, Willd.—Throughout the Presidency—Panjab,

Burma, Ceylon.

(355) Phyllanthus reticulatus, Poir.—Flowers : Throughout the year

—

Gujarat, Konkau, Kanara. S, M. Country—Tropical India,

Ceylon, Tropical Africa, China, Malay Islands.

(356) Phyllanthus maderaspatensis, L.—Deccan, S. M. Country—Drier

parts of India, Ceylon, Tropical Africa, Arabia, Java. China,

Australia.

(357) Phyllanthus niruri, L.—Common ; flowers : Nov.-Dec.—Deccan,

Konkan—All over India, Ceylon, in the Tropics generally e.'^cept

Australia.

(358) Chrozophora prostrata, Dalzell.—Sind, Deccan, S. M. Country.

—

Throughout India, N. Africa.

(359) Ricinus communis, L.—Cultivated—Probably indigenous in Africa.

70. Urlieacea.—
(3G0) Ficus bengalensis, L.—Planted.

(361) Ficus retusa, L,—Planted.

(362) Ficus religiosa, L.—Planted.

(363) Ficus tsiela, Roxb,—Planted.—Western Peninsula. Central Provinces,

Ceylon.

71. Ceratophyllacece.—
(364) Ceratophyllum demersum, L.—In tanks and ponds.—All temperate

and tropical regions.

72. Hydrocharitaceo\—
(365") Hydrilla verticillata, Presl.—In tanks ; flowers : Dec.—Sind, Deccan,

Konkan.—Central Europe, Mauritius, Madagascar, Tropical Asia

and Australia.

(366) Vallisncria spiralis, L.—In tanks—Sind, Deccan, Konkan—All over

India, Warm regions of the Old and New World.

73. Liliacecp.—
(367) Asparagus racemosus, Willd ; var. javanica, Baker.—Gujarat, Deccan.

Konkan, Kanara, S. M. Country—W. Peninsula, Java.

(368) Asphodelus tenuifolius, Cav.—Flowers : Nov.-Feb.

(369) Allium cepa, L.—Cultivated in the cold season.

(370) Allium sativum, L.—Cultivated.

31
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74. Commdinacece.—
(H71) Commelina nudiflora, L. —Common ; flowers : Dec.—Deccan, Konkan,

S. M. Country—In many tropical and subtropical countries.

(372) Commelina bengalensis, L.—Common ; flowers : Sept.- Dec.

75. Palmacecc.—
(373) Phoeaix sylvestris, Roxb.—Cultivated.—Throughout India.

(374) Cocos nucifera, L.—Cultivated.

76. Pandanacecc.—
(375) Pandanus tectorius, Soland.—Planted.—Sea coast of the Indian

Peninsula, Burma, Andamans.

77. Aroidace'p.—
(376) Colocasia antiquorum, Schott.—Rare—Cultivated in all hot countries.

78. Lemnacecp.—
(377) Wolffia arrhiza, Wimm.—In tanks.—Throughout India.

79. Naia-'acece —
(378) Potamogeton indicus, Roxb.—In ponds and tanks.—Throughout the

plains of India, Sikkim up to 9,000 ft., Burma, Ceylon—Malay

and Sandwich Islands.

(379) Naias minor, All.—In still sweet water.—Throughout India and

Ceylon—Old World generally.

80. Cyperaceap.—
(380) Kyllingia triceps, Rottb.—From N.-W. India and Sind to Bengal,

Burma and Ceylon.—Africa, China, Australia.

(381) Pycreus polystachyus, Beauv.—Near the coast.—All warm especially

maritime regions.

(382) Cyperus haspan, L.—Throughout India—All warm regions.

(383) Cyperus areiarius. Retz.—On the seacoast.—From Sind to Ceylon

and Orissa, Panjab—Persia, Arabia.

(384) Cyperus conglomeratus, Rottb.—Sind.—From Sind to N. Africa.

(385) Cyperus iria, L.—In rice-fields.—Throughout India—Old World

generally.

(386) Cyperus bulbosus, Vahl.—Sind, Aligurh, Deccan Peninsula, Ceylon

—

Tropical Africa, Asia and Australia.

(387) Cyperus stoloniferus, Retz.—On the sandy sea shore—From Sind to

Ceylon, Malay Peninsula —Mauritius, China, Malaya, Australia.

(388) Cyperus pygmaeus, C. B. Clarke.—From Kashmir to Burma and

Ceylon—All warm regions except Europe.

(389) Eleocharis plantaginea, Br.—Fiom Sind, Saharanpore and Assam to

Ceylon and the Malay Peninsula—Tropics of the Old World.

(390) Fimbristylis tetragona, Br.—Throughout India except the North-

West, up to 3,000 ft. ; from Nepal and Bombay to Ceylon and

Tavoy— E. Asia, Australia.

(391) Fimbristylis dichotoma, Vahl.—Throughout India up to 4,CC0 ft.—

Warm regions of the Old World.
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(392) Fimbristylis fenuginea, Vahl.—Throughout India up to ;5,000 ft.—

All warmer regions.

(393) Fimbristylis spathacea, Roth-—From Sind and Orieaa to Ceylon

and Singapore,

(394) Scirpus supinus, L.—India and Ceylon.—Old World generally and

America.

(395) Scirpus grossus, L.—Throughout India up to 2,000 ft.—Malaya.

Tonkin, Philippines.

(390) Scirpus littoralis, Schrad.—From Kashmir (3,£00 ft.) and Bengal

to Ceylon.—W. Asia, Africa, Europe, Australia.

91. Graminace.iv.—
(397) Paspalum distichum, L.-- Bombay, on the sea-shore, Gujarat.—All

over the tropics.

(398) Paspalum sanguinale, Lamk.—Throughout India and in all warm

countries.

(399) Panicum colonum, L.—Sind—All over India, Austraha.

(400) Panicum turgidum, Forsk.—Gujarat, Sind—Central India, Belu

chistan, Arabia, Egypt.

(401) Panicum crus-galli, L., var. frumentaceum.—Cultivated.^—Hotter

parts of Asia and Africa.

(402) Spinifex squarrosus, Kunth.—On the sandy coast.—India, Burma,

Ceylon, Java, China.

(403) Pennisetum typhoideura, Rich.—Cultivated.—All over India and

Ceylon.

(404) Pennisetum dichotomum, Delile.—On sand hills ; Sind, Gujarat.

(405) Pennisetum setosum, Rich.— Gujarat, Sind—Bundelkund, Central

Provinces, Africa, Tropical America.

(406) Pennisetum cenchroides. Rich.—Sind, Gujarat, Deccan— Western

India, from Kashmir to the Upper Gangetic Plain, and South-

ward, Tropical Africa, Canaries, Sicily.

(407) Cenchrus biflorus, Roxb.—Konkan. Sind—Coromandel, Rajpootana,

Upper Gangetic Plain, Panjab, Beluchistan, Arabia, Africa.

(408) Trachys mucronata, Pers.—On the sea-shore.—Gujarat—Deccan

Peninsula, Ceylon. Jaffna.

(409) Tragus racemosus. Hall.—Sind, Gujarat, Deccan, from Kashmir- to

XTpper Bangal and southward to Ceylon, Burma, warm regions

generally.

(410) Hygrorhiza aristata, Nees.—Gujarat, Deccan—Upper and Lower

Gangetic Plains, Assam, Chitagong. Pegu, Ceylon, Tonkin.

(411) Saccharum spontaneum, L,—Warmer parts of India and Ceylon, up

to 6,000 ft.—Warm regions of the Old World, East Australia.

(412) Saccharum officinarum, L.—Cultivated.

(413) Saccharum arundinacium, Retz.—Throughout the plains and low

hills of India—Ceylon, China*
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(414) Ischoemum pilosum, Dalz. and Gibs.—Khandesh, Deccau—Mysore^

Asirghar, Bellary, Chanda.

(415) Elionurus royleanus, Nees.—Sind, Gujarat.—Upper Gangetic Plain,

Arabia, Abyssinia, Cape Verd Islands.

(416) Andropogon foveolatus, Del.—Sind, Kandesh, Deccan—Drier parts

of India, Tropical Africa, Cape Verd Islands.

(417) Andropogon sorghum, Brot.—Cultivated —Warmer parts of Asia,

Africa, Europe.

(418) Andropogon annulatus, Forsk.—Deccan. Gujarat - Throughout the

hills and plains of India, Tropical Africa, China, Australia, Pacific.

(419) Aristida adscenscionis, L.—Gujarat, Deccan—Throughout the plains

and low hills of India, up to 8,000 ft., most warm countries.

(420) Aristida funiculata, Trin. and Rupr.—Sind, Deccan, S. M. Country-

Plains of the Panjab, Rajputana, from the Konkan southward.

Beluchistan, Arabia, Tropical Africa.

(421) Gracilea royleana, Nees.—Sind, Deccan, Konkan—Panjab Plam,

Rajputana, Sind, Central India, Socotra, Nubia.

(422) Cynodon dactylon, Pers.—Throughout India, Burma, and Ceylon,

up to 5,000 ft.—All warm countries,

(423) Chloris barbata, Swar.—Throughout the plains of India, Burma,
and Ceylon—Tropics generally.

(424) Eleusine Eegyptiaca, Pers. —Throughout the low country of India,

Burma, and Ceylon, Malacca—warm regions of the Old World.

(425) Leptochloa chinensis, Nees.—Gujarat, Konkan—Throughout India

and Burma, Ceylon, Malaj^a, China, Japan, Australia.

(426) Phragmites karka, Trin.^—All over India, Afghanistan, Tropical

Asia, Africa, Japan, Australia.

(427) Eragrostis cibaris. Link.—Sind, Gujarat, Deccan, Konkan—All over

India, Arabia, Tropical Africa.

(428) Halopyrum mucronatum, Stapf.—Sind, Gujarat, Konkan, Kanara

—

Coasts of Western India and Ceylon, Arabia, Tropical Africa.

(429) JjJluropus villosus, Trin,—On salt ground.— Sind, Gujarat—Sandy

shores of the Deccan Peninsula and Ceylon, salt plains of the

Panjab, Afghanistan, Persia, Arabia. Mediterranean region.

(430) Triticum vulgare, L.—Cultivated.

(431) Hordeum vulgare. L., var. hexastichon, Aitchis,—Cultivated.

In order to give a more complete idea of the vegetation of Cutcli

we shall add a few notes on the cultivated plants^ of that Province.

The arable area of Cutch is estnnated at about 1,500,000 acres. It

consists, generally speaking, of a valley formed between the Dora

Hills and the Charwar range, the extensive plain between the Dora

Hills and the sea, and inferior valleys formed by subordinate hills in

^ cf. Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. V.
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flu* ranges, ;Mi(l tiii;i.ll\ the pliiiiis ot' \'an;u|. Tlic plain rinniin;; in

from the coast towards the Dora ran^ci is tlu^ most extensive, and is

often twenty and (^\ en tliirly miles hroad, intei-s))ersed occasion ally

with detached hills, ("lose to the sea-beach is a hiij;h hank of sand,

whicli extends tVom the westein end of the Province to the etitrance

of the Gulf of Cutoh, and is called by the natives " Chitri,." For the

rest, the general a])pearance of Cutch which is arid and sandy in the

extreme, is very often diversified in the neighbourhood of its towns

and villages by patches of cultivation. Of gi-ains the following are

cultivated in Cutch : Pennisetnm ti/phoideu)}i, Rich. (Bajri or com-

mon Millet). It forms (me of the staple crops and when sown in

middling soils it grows best where the land is slightly salt. Though

o-enerally grown by itself, it is also sown with Phaseohm mungo, L.

(Mag.) and Phaseolus aconitifalius, Jacc]. (Korad) in Abdasa and

Vagad. On the whole it flourishes best as a garden crop. Andro-

pogon sorghum, Brote. (.luvar or Great Millet) does best on deeply

cultivated rich clay and is rarely watered. Five chief varieties are

grown in Cutch : Juvai' and Puchar, sown in June or July soon after

Millet and Cotton ; Gundali, sown before the beginning of the cold

weather or towards the end of August : Chastio, sown about the end

of February and grown by irrigation ; Eatad, sown in July and

August as a dry crop, or in the hot season as a watered crop. Tri-

ticum rulgare, Vill. (Wheat) is chiefly irrigated. Only in some

parts of Vagad that are liable to flooding, unwatered wheat is

grown. It generally ripens in February. Hordeum vulgare, L. var,

hexastichon, Aitchis. (Jav or Barley) is grown by irrigation and

reaped in January. In the south alluvial plain and in the plain north-

west of Bhuj about Dhinodhar they grow small quantities of

Eleusine coracana; Gaertn. (Nagli) and Panicum cms-galli, L. car.

frmnentacevm (Banti) as
, cold weather crops. Panici/m miliaceum,

L. is rare. Saccharum ofjicinariini, L. (Sugar cane) may be men-

tioned in this place on account of its position in the natural system

of classification. It is grown in small quantities, especially in

Central C'utch to the north-west, south-east and south-west of Bhuj,

and about Anjar and Mundra. The Pulses are not well represented.

In the most sandy parts we find Fhaseolits aeon it ifalius, Jacq. (Karad).

It is mostly sown by itself, but sometimes mixed with Ci/aniopsis

psoralioide.s, DC. f(Jnvai) wliich grows best in sandy loam. Th<^ same
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kind of soil is very suitable to Pkaseolui inungo, L. (Mag). Cicer

arietinwn^ L. is very little grown as a cold weather crop. Ricinus

communis, L. is common all over the Province, but chiefly grown

as an early crop in Vagad, Kanthi, and eastern Abdasa. It is

foten sown together with Cotton. Sesamum indicum DC, and

Guizotia ahysiinka, Cass, are grown in the rainy season, either by

s:)ielf, as in Vagad and parts of Abdasa, or together with Cotton and

Millet in other places. Brasska campestris. L. var. napus (Rapeseed)

is a cold weather crop, and grows either by itself or together

with wheat. In eastern Abdasa, Kanthi, and Vagad Gossi/pimn her-

hacenm, L. is es.tensively grown in clay soil. It is picked twice or

thrice towards the end of February, in March or April. The common

Indian vegetables are cultivated in plenty, and the soil and climate

have proved exceedingly favourable to European vegetables. The latter

require only constant irrigation during the hot season to preserve

them in luxuriance. The following are found in various parts of

Cutch : Hibiscus esculentns, L. ; Pisum sativum, L. ; JDolichos

lahlah, L ; Cajanvs indfcus, Spreng. ; Phaseolus vulgaris, L.
;

Moringa pterygosperma, Gaertn. ; Cucumis sativus, L. ; Cucumis

inelo, L. ; Lvffa a'gyptiaca. Mill. ; Momordica charanfia, L.
;

Trichosant lies anguina, L. ; Lagenaria vulgaris, Ser ; Citrullus

vulgaris, Schrad. ; Cucurhita moschata, Duchesne ; Cuevrhita maxima,

Duchesne ; Cucurhita pepo, DC. The Melons, generally, are reckon-

ed superior to those of any neighbouring country. They grow in

the dry beds of rivers where their roots are in a stream of water a

few inches below the surface. Their leaves and fruits being exposed

to the double effect of a burning sun upon a scorching sani, the

fruit is brought to the greatest perfection. The Melon is ripe in

April, May and June. Other vegetables are: Davcus carota, L.

(Oixrrot) ; Apium graveoleus, L. {CelQvy ] ; Solanum melongena, L.

(Brinjal) ; Lycopersicum esculentum, Miller (Tomato) ; Brassica

oleracea, h. with many varieties; Raphanus salivus, L. ; Allium

cepa, L.; Allium sativum, L. Besides, we find the following plants

cultivated : Nicotiana tahacum, L. (Tobacco) : Solanum tuberosum, L.

(Potatoj ,• C"psicum frutescens, L. (Chillis). Of fruits Mangifera

mdica, L. (Mango) anl Psidium guyava, L. (Guava) are largely

grown by the help of water. In some parts of the sandy water-

bearing yellowish-brown soil we find Phoenix sylvestris, lioxb
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(Date Palm). Thouoh being inferior to those from Arabia, Persia,

and Sind, the Ciiteh Date is better than any other grown in Western

India. Cocos micifera, L. (Oocoanut) is cultivated in small quantitie*<

along the coast. Vitis vin/fera, L. produces well-flavoured grapes.

Other fruit trees are : Punica rfranattim, L. (Pomegranate) ;

Carica papaya, L. (Papaya) ; Mnsa sapientiw, li. (Plaintain) ;

Citrus medira, L. (Citron) ; C. mediea, L., var. limetta (Sweet Lime):

C. medica, L., rat', acida (Sour Lime); C. medica, L., imr, li.monvni

(Lemon); Citrus ai(.rantivin,1i. (Ova\\^(^) ; Citrits decumana Murr.

(Purnmelo) ; Feronia elephantuni, Carr, (Ele})hant or Wood
Applet ; Ano7ia .•^(/i/aniosa, L. (Custard Apple) : .1. retievlata, L.

(Rarnphal).

The catalogue given above cannot bo considered to be complete.

It contains those species only that have been collected on our tour

from Rohar, on the Gulf of Cutch, to Anjar, Bhuj. and across the

Banni, to Pacham Island in the Grand Kann. Our journey, therefore,

forms, so to say, a cross-section of the whole Province of Cutch, and

as the physical and climatic features of the different parts of Cutch

do not vary very much, I think we are right in concluding that this

cross-section will give a fair idea of the whole flora. Only a few

plants have been addeJ to our list on the authority of Col. Palin ; but

we have every reason to believe that they occur in the same

region which we examined ourselves.

The following remarks api)ly only to the indigenous plants

of which our catalogue contains 345 species. These belong

to 74 Natural Orders. The dominant Orders (viz., those represented

by the greatest number of species) of the Cutch flora are, roughly

fciken. ihe same as those of Hooker's Indus Plain Province. The

Leguminoscb stand first with 67 species ; then there follow the

Graminecc with 35, the Malvaceae with 24, the Compositm with 22,

the Cijperacerc with 17, the Convolvulacece with 17, the Cucurbita-

ceoe with 15, the Amarantacece with 13, the Capparidicem with 12,

the Acanllficece, Eupliorhiacece, and Solaaaceiti with 11 species. It

is very probable that a more thorough exploration of the country

will change the rank of some Orders. With regard to the Graminece,

e.g., we feel pretty sure that they outnumber the Leguminoscn.

Though, on the whole, most of the plants seem to be out in Decem-

ber, it is just the grasses that do not present themselves in such a
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condition at that time as to furnish sufficient material for their

identificaticm. Of the 345 indigenous plants about '60 only are trees,

95 shrubs and undershrubs : all the rest are herbs, mostly perennials.

Almost all the plants have a wide geographical distribution with

reoard to the Indian as well as to the extra-Indian region. No ende-

mic species has been found as yet. Cutch has over 200 species in

common with Sind and about 160 with Gujarat. Of the latter about

70 do not occur in Sind, whilst of the former over 80 have not been

found in Gujarat. If we consider that Cutch is a countiy with a long-

dry season, that the soil is mostly sandy or rocky, that salt is present

in the soil not only along the sea shore and in the vicinity of the

Great Rann, but more or less all over the country, we shall find it quite

natural that most of the plants of Cutch exhibit a remarkable general

similarity and agree in having a lower rate of transpiration ihan

plants living in places where plenty of water is available ; in short

that the vegetation shows a distinct xerophytic character. Nearly all

the structural features by which transpiration is reduced may be

observed in the flora of Cutch : A thick cuticle upon the epidermis

of the leaves, reduction of the number of stomata, depression of the

stomata, a thick covering of hairs, reduction of the transpiring surface,

formation of aqueous tissue, etc. In the following we shall examine

a number of plants in which the xerophytic character is best express-

ed, indicating briefly the special contrivances by which reduction of

transpiration is obtained.

In Tinospora cordifolia a corky bark is formed ovei- the woody

parts of the plant and, thus, transpiration confined to the younger

parts and the leaves.

Cocculus villosvs has the younger parts densely villous, also

the upper and lower surface of the leaves and the petioles.

Cocculus Jeceha shows similar formations to those of Tinospora

cordifolia. Farsetia jacqiiemoTttii, a rigid shrub, is covered all

over with appressed hairs, which, like a thick felt, reduce

excessive transpiration. The Order Capparidacecc shows a great

variety of adaptations to a dry climate. Cleome monophylla is

covered with pubescence and even the capsules are clothed with

short stout hairs. Cleome stocksiana is jtartly protected by having

fleshy leaves which store up a considerable quantity of water.

In Cleome hrachycarpa the younger stems are covered with
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tTliimluhir hairs : nlso the petals are o;hiii(liil;u-piihescent as well

as the capsules. Those glands secrete an ethereal oil which

resembles very much that of the rue. It is just the vapours

.)t' that oil which acts protective against too profuse transpiration ; for

it is a well known tact that air ]a<lcn with vapours of an ethereal oil

is much less permeable to radiating heat than ])ure air. In this way

a plant, surrounded liy a layer of vajiours of an ethereal oil, will be

protected at (hiy-time against cverheating and consequently against

excessive trans]iiratit)n, and at night against too great a cooling down.

The ^tem- and liranclies of (runandropus penfaphf/Ua are covered

with white sjireading hairs and the leaves are pubescent on both

sides, whilst the sepal< and the ovary are clothed with glandular

hairs.

The young stems and branches, including the leaves of ('apparis

spinosa are covered with a grayish-white layer of wax which just allows

the green colour to be slightly yisible. This contrivance greatly

reduces cuticular transpiration. The same effect is produced by the

orange colour of the stipules, which in this plant assume the form of

two hooked thorns.

The reduction of the transpiring surface is well shown in Capparh

aphjlla. The older branches are quite destitute of leaves, and the

younger shoots bear exceedingly small and spinous-pointed leaves.

Also in this case, the stipular thorns are not green, but orange-yellow.

The voung parts of Cappar is horrida are protected by a rufous tomen-

tnm. Poli/gala e7'iojytera has narrow linear leaves, whilst specimens

of the same species, iiut growing in less dry parts of the

Presidency have usually oblong-ovate leaves. In Polycarpcea corr/m-

hoKa the young branches and the pedicels are hoary-pubescent, the

leaves narrow linear. The species of Fortulaca are ])rotected in

various ways : The stems of P. oleracea are reddish, the leaves

fleshy with reddish margins. We find fleshy leaves also in Por-

Julaca ijuadrifida and F. tuherosa : the stipules form a ring

of silvery hairs in the former, and a ring of brownish ones in

the latter.

Tamarix dioica and ericoidex have got minute scale-like leaves.

Both make use of the hygro copic salts that collect on^the surface of

the plant. At times of dr night they absorb the moisture which is

<-ontain<?d in the atmosphere in the form of vapours. Thus it happens

2"
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that very often at night or in the early morning the green parts of

the plant are covered with dew, whilst all the other plants in the

neighbourhood are quite dry. The white crust that is seen at

day-time on the green branches and leaves consists chiefly of

chloride of sodium and calcium carbonate with some other saline

substances.

Berg'ia odorata shows the tendency to crowd the leaves into

fascicles. Jt is evident that by this means the leaves cover and

protect each other and are, thus, less exposed to the heating influence

of the sun. Sida spinosa and rhombJfolij,, var. tetusa, look quite gray

from very small stellate hairs. Still better protected is Abutilon

graveolens which, besides having long spreading hairs, is covered

with a sticky coat of short hairs. Of Grewia vdlosa, which is usually

found in the dry parts of the Presidency, the branches are grey

puberulous, the upper surface of the leaves rough with stellate hairs,

the lower velvety, the petioles villous and the stipules hairy, the

flower-buds, sepals, and ovary covered with pilose hairs.

Tribnlas lerrestris and T. alatus belong both to the desert flora.

Besides being protected by silky villous hairs they perform some

special movements by which the plant-surface exposed to insolation

is greatly reduced. The leaves are abruptly pinnate. Now, when

the heat is risino- at noon or in the afternoon, the leaflets beein to

turn round their own axis and, at the same time, upwards round the

common rhachis, till they are lying in one vertical plain with their

upper sides touching each other.

Zigophyllum simple. i- and Z. coccfneum diff'er from the above

mentioned plants by the distinct succulence of their leaves. In both

species they are cylindric, in Z. simplex sessile and in Z. coccineum

bifoliate on a stout fleshy petiole. In the centre there is a thin-walled

water-tissue occupying about | of the whole diameter in the former,

and about \ in the latter. At the same time, the stomata are de-

pressed. The young branches in Z. coccineum are, besides, covered

with a white powdery tomenium. The leaves of i^a^owm cretica are

thick, approaching the type of succulent plants. The outer walls

of the polygonal cells of the epidermis are very much thickened.

Lotvs garcini is a small undershrub that grows in sandy soil. Its

branches are covered with grey silky hairs ; the leaflets are extremely

small and fleshy, both sides are clothed with grey hairs, Many
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species of Ind'pofera and Tcphrosia are siniihirly protected. Alhagl

camelorvm is a much- branched ri^id shrub armed with axilhiry spines

which produce the flowers. The loaves are not of great importance,

being very small and of short duration. Their function is performed

by the green tissue of the branches and thorns which have their

stomata in pits at right angles to the long axis. yUacia ehnrnea^

iniligenous in the dry parts of India, has the young branches

purplish-brown ; the leaves are very small anil the long stipular

spines ivory-white. Echinopg ech/'natus. a, thistle-like herb, is

clothed with a white cottony pubescence. The deeply pinnatifid

leaves are spinescent, the spines very ofien reaching one inch ;
the

involucres are surrounded by strong white bristles and the inter-

mediate bracts are usually produced into sharp spines. Of the

Asclepiadacece the following contain a milky juice : Feriploca

apluflla. C'llotropis procera, Oxijstelma escidentum, Damia ea-tensa^

Sarcostemma brevistiyma. I have not been able to ascertain

whether the laticiferous tissue, besides being a reservoir of waste-

products, contains also plastic substances The fact that so many

plants growing in dry localities develop this tissue makes it very

probable that part of t le latex is reserved for times of scarcity.

Periploca aphijlLi is an erect branched shrub and mostly without

any leaves ; but when these are present they are extremely small

and thick. Calotrofiis procera grows much higher in Cutch than

I have ever seen it on the Deccan. The woody parts become

quite corky, whilst the young branches and leaves are covered with

a cottony tomentum. Sarc>stemma hrev/stigma is a twining

jointed shrub without leaves ; transpiration is confined to the green

pendulous branches. Leptadenia spartium is mostly leafless : leaves

are seen sometimes on young shoots.

Cressa cretha. which is a common undershrub on cultivated

fields and blown sand, can be recognized by the great number

of very small leaves that are covered all over with a whitish

crust of a hygroscopic salt. This is secreted in solution by

glandular hairs that are to be found in depressions on both sides

of the leaves. It is not very probable that the water supplied

by the ab.-orbing action of the salt is sufficient in times of

drought, because the leiives are very delicate, the outer walls

of the epidermal cells thin and the stomata not depressed at
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:ill. It seems that the rhizome which descends very deep into the

siihstratum furnishes the necessary moisture.

Bfeweria latifolia, Convolvulus rottleriavu.^, and ('. mkrophyllus

are small undershrubs confined to the dry parts of the Presi-

dency. A dense felt of silky hairs and strong outer walls of the

epidermis seem to be their chief protection. The transpiring

surface ot Solanum xanthocarpum is considerably reduced by

the formation of numerous yellow prickles on the branches and

on the midrib and nerves of the leaves. Solamnn indicum and

/S. trilobatum are similarly armed. Bhqyharh sindica is protected

in various ways : the stem is mostly very short, often scarcely

visible ; the branches are ash-grey and covered with short hairs ;

the leaves are small linear and sessile, rough with stiff hairs,

and have the margins bent back ; at the base of the leaves there are

sometimes some small spinous teeth : the bracts are hairy on both

sides with a spinous point, the upper part is armed with recurved

sharp spines ; the bracteoles are hairy and ciliate : the outer and

inner side of the calyx are softly hairy, the o midnerves of the larger

calyx-segment are produced into 3 bristly teeth. In Salvia cegyp-

tiaca, var. pumila, we find that the vascular bundles of the main-

nerves are surrounded by water-tissue which unites the epidermis of

the upper side of the leave with that of the lower one. As to

yEma javanica there is scarcely any doubt that the thick woolly

felt covering almost all the parts of the plant, is protective in

function. In Salicirnia hrachiafa, a jointed branched shrub, trans-

piration is entirely confined to the green branches, there being only

scaly bracts and no leaves at all. Suceda fruticosa and S. ?iudfJlora,

which usually grow in saline places, have fleshy leaves. A transverse

section shows that the greatest part is occupied by water-tissue.

Before concluding this paper I should like to make a few remarks

on the flora of the Grand Rann, as it has been suggested that

a, more accurate knowledge of the vegetation of that part of

the country might help to decide the question as to the origin

of the Rann. I cannot give a better description of that interesting

piece of land than the one given by Captain Grant^ in his

1 Memoir to illustrate a (geological Map of Ciitch, by C. W. Grant, Esq., Captain, Bombay

Engineers (In the transactions of the Geological Society of London, Vol. V, p. 'J89, (II)

series).
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" Geolooy of Ciitch." " This triict conhiiniii;^; ;iii aieu of iipwards

ot" 7.000 square miles, exclusive ut' tlu* space occupied by the

r>uniiee, autl the islands of I'achain, Khureer, etc., is |)erliaj)s,

tniparallele<l in any known ]);iri of the globe, as it may be

siiid to be placed on a level between land and water. It is drv

dnrin<T the oreater part of the vear, when its s^urface consists of a

sandy flat, totally devoid of veoetation; but, perhaps, on account of its

saline nature, always sufficiently moist to prevent its particles being

drifted. During tlu^ prevalence of the south-west winds, however,

so much water is blown up its eastern inlet by the Gulf of Cutch,

and, at its western extremity, by the eastern branch of the Indus, as

to cover its whole surface ; augmented by the freshes, which, at the

same time, come down the Loonee and Bunass Rivers, and the

numerous small streams which intersect the northern coast of Cutch.

At those seasons the Rann has all the appearance of a sea, and is

passable only on camels, and in some seasons, with difficulty." At

wide intervals we find small patches of coarse rush-like grass, elevated

a couple of feet above the general level. They seem to have been

flat banks formed by wave action or preserved by vegetation. To

the south-west of Pacham Island almost parallel to the main land

sti-etches a low lying tract, called the Banni. It rises a little higher

than the remainder of the Rann and is about 65 miles lono- and from

ten to sixteen broad. ]n some places, especially near water, it is

thickly, but for the most part scantily covered with coarse grass.

The Babul {Acacia arahica) is the only tree that breaks the

monotony of the country. It does not reach the height it attains on

the mainland, is usually isolated and rarely found gregarious. Of

other plants we noticed only Solanum .vanthoearpwn and some species

of Crotalaria and ZT^/w^ro/^wm, growing exclusivelynear the bee-hive-

shaped grass huts of the herdsmen.

There is no definite boundary between the Banni and the Rann.

South of Pacham Island the Rann can only be recognized by a

narrow belt devoid of trees. Pacham Island itself is situated in the

centre of the Rann, sti-etching about IT) miles from north to south

and 10 from east to west. It is crossed by two somewhat east and

westerly chains of hills: the one to the north is called the Kala

Doongur (Black hill) and the one to the south Gora Doongur

(White hill). In the former we find the most lofty elevation of
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Cutch, the Pacbam Pir which rises directly from the Rann to a

heio-ht of 1 437 feet. A most extensive view can he ohtained from

the summit of this mountain. Beyond a waste of salt and water the

Parkur hills are visible, and to the south and south-east appear

the dark surface of the Banni and the Cutch hills. The island is

surrounded by a margin of low ground of no great width, but narrow-

est where the mountains rise most steeply from the Rann on the north-

ern side. Sheets of hajraatitic laterite overlap and wrap round the

jurassics on the west and south of the low ground, sometimes

•issociated with earthy rocks and beds resembling volcanic ash.

Hio-her up the beds consist of fine white and light coloured silicious

sandstone with calcareous bands and sandy slightly ferruginous purple

beds ;
pale flaggy sandstones also occur.

This is not the place to enter into a discussion as regards the

uro-uments of geologists or an examination of the traditions of the

na'tives to the effect that the Rann was once submerged. D. Oldham —
(Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. IX, p. 28) came to ^
the following conclusions :

" To whatever causes the great plains of

Sind and the coast plains of Western India are due, that of the Rann .

may also be ascribed. Its origin must be traced further back than

the formation of the deltas of the Indus and other neighbouring rivers,

because something in the nature of a plain or open ground was neces-

sary to receive such deposits. This open ground was here more hilly

than to the north in all probability, for the high islands which rise from

the Rann are evidently but the modified summits of an older surf\ice ;

und the silting-up of the sea-inlet which it formed was only the

natural result'' of its land-locked capacity to retain the materials

brought down by rivers. The Bunnee is a bank formed most pro-

bably by the discharge of the Kutch streams ;
and the slight elevation

^n mas... which subjected the old shore-deposits to denudation has

aided the tendency of the basin to retain transported sediment, which

must accumulate yearly under present circumstances until the rivers

that convey it find their way across the tract through channels

traversing an alluvial plain."

So far geology on the origin of the Rann. Are we able from the

oondition^'and "characters of the present flora of Pacham Island to

derive any argument for or against ths views expressed by

ireolo^rists ? If't-ie island contained no endemic species, but were
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ohiinioteri/Aul l>y species that do not. oocur in the countries im-

rni'diatoly bordering on the Rann of Cutch, we would be obliged

to admit that at one time the island formed part of a big continent,

that, afterwards, its immediate surroundings were submerged, and

that what is now Sind, Rajputana, Guzerat, and Cutch, was changed

entirely by some cause or other. If endemic sjjecies were found

amongst the members of the flora, we would bo right in concluding

that Pacham was not recently detached from a continent, but that,

from the beginning, it was a true oceanic island, and that, after a

long interval, the land began to rise and to form round Pacham

Isle. Neither of the two conditions is fulfilled with regard to the

biggest of the Rann islands. We did not notice u single species

on Pacham, which we had not previously seen on the mainland.

The fact that the whole aspect of the Pacham flora is quite difi"erent

from that of any other part of Cutch examined by us is not due to

specific differences in the composition of the vegetation but to

differences in the combination and development of its members, in

consequence of the special climatic and edaphic conditions prevailing

on the island. Everybody, after crossing the grassy plain of the

Banni and the monotonous waste of the Rann, will be astonished to

find, on a sudden, a comparatively rich vegetation. Fine shady

trees greet the traveller in the lowlying beit of the island, and

dense thickets of shrubs and climbers cover those parts that are not

under cultivation. The prevalence of woody plants is the most

striking feature of the flora. The mountain slopes look, from a

distance, as if covered with dense forest, but, on closer inspection,

the trees are losing a good deal of their size and beauty, and the

whole forest now assumes the appearance of a more or less dense

thicket of stunted trees and shrubs of a distinctly xerophytio

character. The herbaceous vegetation is very scanty ; only in

crevices, where some soil has accumulated, nature has succeeded in

producing a few poor species belonging cliiefly to the Gramlneoi,

Compositce, Labiatce, and Leguminosce.

It is evident that a flora with so few characteristic peculiarities

in its aspect and with none as regards its composition, being merely

a repetition of the vegetation of the mainland, cannot give any clue

as to the origin of the Rann. We can easily explain how, under

conditions similar to those of the present day, the whole flora of
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Pacham Island may have developed in the course of a few centuries ;

we have only to remember the different methods that are employed

by plants for the purpose of seed-dispersal. If this be once admitted

it is difficult to see how we shall measure geological times by the

moments of a flora that may possibly be of yesterday.
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BIOLOGKJAL NOTES ON ORIENTAL HEMIPTERA, No. 2.

J. 0. Kershaw & G. W. Kirkaldy.

( With Plate B.)

This memoir douls with Antestia anchorago (Thiinbercr), w some-

what widely distributed Cimicid of the subfamily Pentatominse. It

occurs in Sikkim, but has not been recorded from more Southern

India ; it occurs also in Assam, Burma, Tenasserim, the Malay Penin-

sula and Southern China, Mr. Kershaw having found it in Macao.

Mr. Distant (1902, Faun. Ind. Rh. I., 183) notes it from Sumatra and

Java, but these records apply to the closely allied Indo-Malayan

A. ellenriederi Breddin, which has not been discovered on the

mainland.^

The genus Antestia contains nearly 40 species, mostly conspicuous

Iv coloured, distributed over the Australasian, Oriental, and Ethiopian

Regions. A. variegatus (Thunberg) is a sometimes serious coffee pest

wherever that plant is cultivated in the Southern half of the African

Continent ; its metamorphoses have been partially described and figured

by Zimmermann.f The widely distributed A. partita (Walker) and

A. eruciata (Fabr.) are also known as coffee pests, the former also

feeding on Fraximus and Morinda. A. anchorago feeds in Macao on

Pavetta indica, one of the Rubiaceaj.

Among some of their allies, which are similarly conspicuously

coloured, are the Palaearctic Eurydema spp., the American Murganta

histrionica and the Ethiopian Bagrada hilaris, all feeders on, and often

pests of, Crucifera3, while the Indian Apines concinna (Dallas) attacks

winter crops in the North-West Provinces.

Antestia anchorago.

The female lays a batch of (usually) 8—12 eggs, deposited con-

tiguously, on the underside, occasionally on the upperside, of the leaf

of Pavetta indica L. The eggs are barrel-shaped, smooth, with a

ring of minute processes round the anterior end, within which the

operculum fits. There is no hinge, the operculum merely lying on

the rest of the egg and kept fast by the ring of processes.^ At

deposition they are greenish-ochreous, deepening to dull-ochreous

* J. idlenrieikri is gratuinivoroua and sometimes a pest to rice,

t 1^03, Ber Land.—and F.^twirtsch. Deut>ch Ost Afrika I. 36G, PI. iv., tigs. 12—17.

* This seema to be a common form of egg in Cimicidae.

28
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later (PI. B. fig. 8.). They were laid on November 17th, 1907,

hatching on the 24th November ; whilst actually emerging, the

nymphs lack any black markings on the thorax, land those on the

abdomen are pale fuscous ; the eyes are dark red (fig. 1). In about

two hours and a half, the markings appear as in fig. 2. The young-

nymphs usually cluster in a ring round the empty shells, all the heads

inwards. There are 5 nymphal instars, the first moult occurring about

five days after hatching ; the second in about another 10 days, the

third in about 30 days, and the fourth about thirty. In the dry season,

the nymphal stages must last altogether over three months ; probably

a month or less in the wet. In the younger instars the abdomen is

very convex dorsally, the underside flat and wholly black.

a is rare to find a shrub of Pavetta indica without this bug, and

the leaves are conspicuously marked with the white punctures left by

their setse. The bugs suck both leaves and berries of the plant.

Explanation of Plate B.

]. Nymph of first instar just hatching out.

'2. The same about 2^ hours later. After the first moult, the

small white spot appears faintly in the two black thoracic

areas ; otherwise no material change.

3. Third instar.

4. Fourth instar.

5. Fifth instar.

6. Adult. The head is foreshortened, being declivous.

7. The same sucking an unripe Pavetta berry.

8. A cluster of ova.

8a. The operculum, natural size.

%h. Natural size, the operculum lifted off.
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LIST OF FERNS FOUND AT AND AROUND MUSSOORIE. 19(JH.

HY

James Maktkn.

Nat. Ord.—FILICES.

I-DAVALLIE^.
1. Leiioostegia pulchra.

2. Leucostegia immersa.

Very common here, growing on trees and rocks,

starts growing with the incoming monsoon and withers

away in October.

Occuis, but is not common. Specimens procured

in the Mossy Falls stream during the rains at about

4.000 feet elevation.

3. Ci/stopteris setosa. In frost above Jabar-Khet, elevation about 9,000 feet

II-PTERIDE^
(d) ADIANTUM.
1. Adiantuni lunulatum. Good specimens collected below Jheri-Pani, eleva-

tion about 3,500 feet. It is very common throughout

the Dun as an annual.

2. Adiiintum caudatum. Good specimens collected below Jheri-Pani, eleva-

tion about 3,500 feet. It is very common through-

out the Dun as an annual, but is evergreen, under

favourable conditions good for covering rockwork.

3. Adiantum oajnllug Common in damp places, growing on rocks which
vtnerts. remain moist with water charged with lime, is seen

to perfection at the Robber's Cave and at Sans-dhara,

takes kindly to cultivation, not found much over

7.000 feet. Vernacular name " hans-raj."

4. Adiantum venustum. A higher elevation Fern, good specimens collected

on the north slope of Camel's Back and on Pari Tiba

or as it is known here Burnt Hill.

5. Adiantnvi pedatum.

(&) Cheilanthes.

1 . Cheilanthet farinosa.

This pretty Fern is in my cultivation but is not

found in these hills. My specimens were collected in

Pangi (Chamba) above 10,000 feet, where also I col-

lected A. capiMus veneris, var, Wattii.

This is a very common Fern here and several types

of it are noticeable. It is known as the Silver Fern

and grows during the rains only.
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(c) Ontchium.

1. OnycMuiii auratum. This beautiful Fern is found at Sans-dhara and at

Rajpur. I have tried repeatedly to grow it, but with

DO marked success.

2. Onychiun japonioum. Both varieties intermedia and multisecta are found

here and I have both kinds growing in my verandah.

Commonly known as the Carrot Fern.

(rf) Ptebis.

1. Ptens cretica.

Is very common, it is a perennial hardy Fern, makes

handsome specimens for verandah culture, found

between 5,000 feet and 8,000 feet.

2. Pter%g geinipinnata. Does not occur here. The specimens in my col-

lection I took in the Garo Hills (Assam). I brought

live plants but these did not survive long in cultiva-

tion. Found at 900 feet in shade.

Pterin guadriaurita. Is common and is green throughout the year,

found from 2,000 feet to 7,500 feet elevation.

4. Pteris aquiUna. The bracken is found here as also throughout the

Himalayas—in Bushahr and Chamba, the natives use

this Fern as a bed to their flat mud roofs as it does

not rot readily, it is also used as bedding in their

cattle sheds during the winter months.

5. Ptrris hmgifolia.

(«) Ceratopteris.

Ceratopterin 'Jhalicirn-

ides.

Is a very common Fern in the Dun and ascends

into these hills to about 5,000 feet, it is a hardy Fern,

and good Fern for verandah culture.

Is common in damp localities in the Dun at

2,000 feet often growing quite submerged. Growing

in rice fields in the Raipur District, Central Provinces.

m.-BLECHNEJ^E:
Ca) Bleoh •nm orientule. Found at head of the Swarna Rau, Western Dun

about 4,000 feet, makes a good pot-plant for veran-

dah culture.

(6) Woodwardia

radicans.

This beautiful Fern is common. I have collected

fronds five teet and more long from favourable loca-

lities, a very hardy Fern which lends itself readily

to cultivation.
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IV.—ASPLENIE^ Is the commonest of this tribe up here, growing out
(a) AsPLENiUM ALTER- of old Willis, embankments and rocks, but is seen

^'^^'^* during the rains only and ranges here from about

3,000 to 7,500 feet.

1. Asplenivm lacinia- Occurs, but so far I have not found it in anj
*""'• quantity

; my specimens were procured at 7,000 feet.

2. Asplmiuni tartans. Is plentiful, growing on old walls, rocks and banks
;

this pretty little fern withers at the end of the rains

but I have no doubt that under cultivation and with

a little care it could be induced to remain green

throughout the year.

3. Asplenium fnntanum. Found growing in a hole on the bank of a perennial

stream on the cart road, about 5,000 feet.

4. AgpUnium te.nul- ^* f^fiOO feet, north slope of Landaur.

folium.

(J) Athyeium falca- Common everywhere, at about 7,000 feet.

TUM.

Cc) DisPLAziuM P0L1P0- I'^ streams and near water, about 4,000 feet. The

DioiDES. tender tops are cooked and eaten as a vegetable.

1. Diplaxium umhro- Common throughout the Dun in damp localities.

sum. but does not, so far as 1 know, ascend higher.

^ ASPIDIEiE
, ., „

*

Found at base of Pari Tiba or Burnt Hill, about
(a) POLYSTIGHUM AXJEI-

CULATUM 4,000 feet, growing out of a precipice.

/. Polystichum aculea-

turn,

ar. rufnbarbatum and Common at 7,000 feet,

var. angulare.

C*) Cybtomium FALCA- ig found here on the north slopes, under shade,

about 7,000 feet, this makes a good verandah plant,
ar. earyotideum.

(«) AspiDiUM CICUTA- At Rajrur ascending into the higher hills up to

^^u**" about 4,500 feet, grows well in cultivation.

(d) Lastrea PILIX-MA8 Fouud above Rajpur and stream near Bhatt*

var. COCHLEA TA. village at about 4,000 feet.

1. Lastrea upeetabilis. Near Jabac-Khet at 7,000 feet.
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2. Lnstrea rretiafa. This handsome Fern is common, growing out of

precipices and rocks on south face of the hills between

3,000 and 7,000 feet: here it dies down during the co'd

months ; but lower down just above Rajpur, it grows

throughout the year, so far I have failed to grow it.

Cf'i Nbphrodidm mol- Very common throughout the Dun and ascending

I'E. up the larger streams into the higher hills ; it is ;i

moisture loving Fern. Grows well in cultivation.

1. ."^epiiradiuw var. Found on Burnt Hill near water ; also on cart road

below Vincent's Hill, not yet identified.

VI. -POLY PO-
DIEii;.

(fl) Phegoptbris dis- Landaur at aboiat 8.000 feet.

TANTS.

1 . PhegopterU var. Found beyond Jabar-Khet on the Tehri Road at

7,000 feet, not yet identified.

(J) GoNiOPTERis PRO- Very common in the Dun and ascending along all

LiFEEA. perennial streams into the higher hills to about 4,0(IO

feet ; it creeps and roots at the apex and thus forms

dense masses whei-e it grows like Nephrodium moJle,

it is a moisture loving Fern.

(c) GONiOPHtEBiUM Common, growing on trees and rocks during the

AMyENUM. rains between 4,000 and 8,000 feet.

1. Gomaphlebium. sub-
Common, growing on trees and rocks during the

ameenum. rains between 4,000 and 8.000 feet.

2. Goniophlebium lack- Found at 7,000 feet.

nopous.

3. GoinopMebium argu- ^^ Jabar-Khet, 7,500 feet.

turn,

fd") NiPHOBOLTJS 8TIG- Common on trees m Dehra Dun and on trees and

MOBUS. rocks at Mussoorie. It dies down in the cold months.

(f) Dbynaria mollis. t bave not found this Fern at Mussoorie, but have

specmiens collected about Chakrata in Jaonsar.

1. Drynaria coronan$. Fronds up to 6 feet long of this beautiful Fern

were gathered by me in the Garo Hills (Assam) at

1 ..500 feet elevation.
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C/) Pleopeltis link- Found growing on trees and rocks at Musaoone.

ABIS.

1. Pleopeltis lomji folia. Found growing on trees and rocks at Mussoorie.

2. Pleopeltis simplex'. Is very common, growing on trees and rocks ; all die

down after the rains cease.

3. Pleopeltis i/iem- Found growing on rocks but is not common; it

branacfa. likewise dies down after the i-ains but in cultivation

lives on throughout the year.

4. Pleopeltis juglandi- Landaur and Jabar-Khet, about 7,500 feet. Grows
folia- well in cultivation and forms beautiful specimens.

.">. Pleopeltis malacodon. From Jabar-Khet. about 7,000 feet.

VII.—G R A MMITI- Found on the Camels Back, about 7,000 feet, else-

DE^. where in Mussoorie at much lower elevations.

(a) Syngramme fba,

KINEA.

1 Syngramme vestUa. 0" *'^® Tehri Koad at about 7,000 feet
;
not com-

mon.

lb) Selliquea blip- Found at the head of the Swarna Rau (Western

TioA. Dun) at 4.000 feet.

(r) LoxoGEAMME IN- At Jheri Paui, elevation 5,000 feet.

VOLUTA.

VIII.—S C H I Z JE' This climbing Fern is fairly common in the Dun
ACE^al. and grows well in cultivation. Does not appear to

(«) Lygodidm FLEXU- ^^^^^^ j^t^ ti^^gg l^iljg

OSDM.

IX—OPHIOGLOS- Common, growing on gravel paths in gardens at

•™'' Dehra Dun. T have not met with it higher up, but
(a) OpHIOGLOSSUM ,. £ X .r, i m. • r J • J i r. u uthe fact that it is found in gardens at Uehra would

point to its being carried by the canal water from

somewhere above Rajpur.

{h
\ BOTRYCHiUM viGi- This haudsomc Fern grows here during the raiu)»

^^^^^^f. only between 5,000 and 7,000 feet.

var. T.ANUGINOSDM.
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MEASUREMENTS OF SOME OF THE HORNS IN THE COLLECTION
OF THE BOMBAY NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

BY

N, B. KiNNEAE.

In 1885 the Society purchased a collection of heads from M. Dauvergne which,

according to the old minute book, consisted of " 4 Capra sibirica, 4 Capra

megaceros, 3 Ovis vignei, 6 Ovis natura, 2 Ovis hodgsoni, 1 Nemorhcedus bubalina,

6 Pantholops hodgsoni, 3 Cervus caslimirianus and 1 Cervulus aureus^ A few

months later in the same year fifteen skulls and horns were preseuted by Mr.

J. Shillingford of Purneah and among them were the skulls of an Indian Ele-

phant and an Indian Rhinoceros and horns of Buffalo, Swamp, Hog and Spotted

Deer. These two collections of horns, though they are not all mentioned in

the list, only the best ones being given, were the foundation of the Society's

collection. Since 1885 many members and others have presented specimens,

the principal benefactors being Vet, Major G. Evans, Messrs. T. J. Campbell,

T. J Spooner, T. R. Bell, Col. C. W. Ravenshaw, and the late Mr N, S.

Symons, Unfortunately there is no history as to where many of the heads

have come from or by whom they were presented.

V
\
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i

,

;

\ 1
!

BANTING (BOS SONDAICnS.^

Locality. How obtained.

Length.

Rigbt Left.

Circumference.

Rlgbt. ' Ijeft.

Tip
to

Tip.

niirma A. \. J.irdlne ..

Vet. Major f4. Bvans

Vet. Major G. Bvans

30

23

28i

23

2S

15i

Hi

18

15 88i

Hi 31

20

18J

13 31J ;
23
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BUFFALO {BOS BUBALUS.)

Locality.
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HODGSON'S SHEEP {OVIS AMMON HODGSONI).
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URIAL ( OVIS VIGNEl ).

Locality. How obtained.

Length,

Right Left.

Circumference.

Right. Left.

Tip
to
Tip.

Dauvergue Collection, purchased 1885

CoL H. B. Ry ves, 1889

Dauvergne CoUfiCtion, purchased 1886

Capt. F. B, Pelle, 1886

31
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SIND WILD GOAT (CAPRA EIRCUS BLYTEI).

LocfUity. How obtained.

Length. I Circumference. 1 Tip
to

Left. Tip.Right, Left. Ris:ljt.

B. F. Finch, 3rd March 1886 1 38^ 37

--?'.',r."5 HIMALAYAN IBEX (CAPRA SIBIRICA—?).

T.(v*nlltv
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ARABIAN IBEX {.CAPRA NUBIANA—f).

Locality.
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MARKHOll {CAPRA FALCONERl).
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THAR {HEMITRAGUS JEMLAICUS).

Locality.
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NIL^rRI THAR {HEMITRAGUS HYLOCRIUS),

Loci ally. How obtained.

Dr. B. C. Gay(,1887

Major Rodon, 1^95

E. M. Slater, 1886

Length. Clrcnmference.

Ulghv. Left. Illghi, Left.

Tip
to •

Tip.

134
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ARABIAN THAK {HEMITRAGUS JAYAKARl).

Locality.
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NILGAI {BOSELAPHUS TRAGOCAMELUS).

Localicy.
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BLACK BUCK {ANTILOPE CERVICAPRA).
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TIBETAN ANTELOPE (PANTHOLOPS HODGSONl).
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INDIAN GAZELLE {GAZELLA BENNETT! ).
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TIBETAN GAZELLE {GAZELLA PWTICAUDATA).
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KASHMIR STACr (CERVUS CASHMl RJANUS).

Ijocaliiy.
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SIKHIM STAG (CERVCS AFFINIS).

Locality.
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SCHOMBURGK s DKKR {CERVUS SCIIOMBURGKI).
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SCHOMBURG-K'S DEER {CERVUS SCHOMBURGKl).

Locality. How obtained.

Circumfer-
ence.

Eight. Left.

Wid-
est'

inside.

Tip
to

Tip.

Points.

Right. Left,

Siam A. J. A. Jardine, 1897

J. Slade, 1897 ..

C. J. Davidson , 1 90S

304
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SAMBAK {CERVUS UNICOLOR).

Locality.
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SPOTTED DEEK (CERVUS AXIS).

Locality.

Length.
Circum-
ference.

How obtained.
Wid-
est

Right,' Left. 'Right. I Left.
Inside.

Tip
to
Tip.

I'olnts.

Right. Left.

Belgaum (picked
np).

Karwar .

.

W. A. Wallinger, 1'J08

T. U. Bell, 1892

34i
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HOG-DEER {CERVUS PORCINUS).

Localliy.
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From the above list it will be seen that the Society has a fairly good founda-

tion on which to build up a really good collection of horns if Members will only

help.

In many species, Sambar, Urial, Ibex and Markhor especially, the heads are

not by any means up to the standard they ought to be, and in these species also,

several of the local races are entirely wanting in the collection. This should

not be the case considering the number of the Society's Members who have

shot or do shoot in the districts inhabited by these animals.

It is hoped that in giving the following list of wants of the Society, Members

may see their way to help us to get together a really fine collection of heads

from India and the neighbouring countries. At the same time, we should like

to point out that not only heads are wanted, but also skins which in many cases

are needed to distinguish the local races. Whether, in all cases, these local

races really hold good has not been proved, and Members by sending in carefully

located specimens would always be helping to test them.

Frequently on their shooting expeditions sportsmen must come across horns

of animals, which have either been wounded or killed by carnivorous animals
;

these, if good specimens, we are always glad to have, especially females of the

different kinds of sheep and goats, this being the only way one can hope to

obtain them.

LIST OF WANTS.

Gayal or M.ii\i-An {Bos frontalis) Assam.

Yak {Bos gruunietis) Tibet.

Hodgson's Sheep {Ovis ammon hodgsoni) Tibet and Ladak.

Urial {Ovis vignei) As tor and Ladak.

Baluchi Urial (Ovis vignei blanfordi") Baluchistan.

Salt-Range Urial (Ow/s Vi'fl'we/ cycloceros) Salt-Range and other Cis

Indus disti-icts of the

Punjab.

Kopet-Dagh Urial {Ocis vignei arhaV) Persia and Turkestan.

Bharal or Blue sheep {Ovis nahura) Tibet and Himalayas.

Sind Wild Goat (Capra hircus blythi) Sind and Baluchistan.

Persian Wild Goat {Capra Jiircus aegagrus) Persia.

Baltistan Ibex {Capra sibirica wardi) Baltistan.

Himalayan Ibex {Capra sibirica sacin) Zoji-la (between Kashmir

and Dras).

Markhor {Capra falconer/) Astorand Baltistan Range.

Pir Panjal'Markhor {Capra falconer! cashmirensis) Pir Pan jal northwards into

Hazara and Chilas.

Soleman Markhor {Capra falconeri megaceros)... Suleman Range.

Cabul Mavkhov {Capra falconer/ jerduni) Northern Afghanistan.
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Serow HiiiKilayas, Assam and

Burma.

Goral Himalayas, Tibet and

Burma.

[Ill a future number of the Journal, Mr. U. I. Pocock, of the Zoological Gardens, London,

is writing an article on the Serows and Gorals, and till that article appears, it ia perhaps

better not to enutuerate the various local races of these two animals. At the same time we

should like to make it clear to members that we want skins and heads of these animals from

all the diflEerent localities where they are found.]

Four-horned Antelope (Tetraceros quadricorn'ts)... Specimens from Madras

and Kathiawar are

especially wanted as

they are said to have

frequently undeveloped

anterior horns in these

localities.

Tibetan (razelle {GazeUa piclicuudata) Tibet.

Pei-sian Goitre Gazelle (GarieZZa suhguthn-osa) Persia.

Yarkand Goitre Gazelle (GazeUa suhgictiurosa yar-

kandensis) Yarkand and Kashgar,

Indian Gazelle (GazeUa hennetti) India.

Yarkand Stag (Cerm,s i/arcandensis) Yarkand.

Shou or Sikkim Stag (Cervus ajfinis) Tibet, Chumbi Valley and

Bhutan.

Thorold's Deer or Lhasa Stag(C'eJ'i;MS alhirostris)... Tibet.

Sambur (^Cervus ?micolor) India.

[We have no specimens of Sambur from Ceylon.]

^hilay iiamhuv (Cervus umcolor eqvjmis) Burma and Malay Penin-

sula.

Siamese Brow-Antlered Deer {Cervns eldiplatyceros) Siam.

Muntjac (Cervulus muntjac) India.

Tibetan IslnniyAC (^Cervulus lachrtjiaans) Eastern Tibet.

Tenasserim Muntjac (Cervulusfea) Tenasserim.

Tibetan Tufted Deer (Elaphodus cephaloplms^ Eastern Tibet,

Mask Deer (J/osc/t?<s moschifei'us) Himalayas.

Chevrotain or Mouse Deer (Trarjidus meminna)... India.

Large Malay Chevrotain (Tragulus naim) Tenasserim (& Malay Pen-

insula.

Small Malay Chevrotain (Tragidns javanicus) ...... do. do. do.

•21
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REVIEW.

« VENOMS, VENOMOUS ANIMALS AND ANTIVENOMOUS
SERUM THERAPEUTICS,"—BY A. CALMETTE, M. D.

Translated prom the French by Mr. G. E, Austen.

The English translation of Mr. Calmette's book on poisonous animals and

their venoms should be very acceptable to workers in India and the British

Colonies who are not familiar with the author's own language in which the

original work appeared about two years ago. For the work contains the

results of the labours of one who has devoted a great deal of time and trouble

to investigations on the problems included under the title. It is, therefore,

worthy of careful study and although we may disagree with some of the

opinions held and now put forward by Dr. Calmette, it is nevertheless a plea-

sure to have to deal with the writings of one who has really worked at his

subject and who has not merely taken his information from the work of

others. The volume will also be of interest to those who, although not

workers on the subject are desirous of acquainting themselves with it, as

Dr. Calmette has a very pleasant style of writing and the translator has not

detracted from it.

Part I of the present volume is devoted to a general description of poison-

ous serpents, to their classification and to their physiological anatomy. The

numerous illustrations will aid the reader in a proper understanding of the

descriptions. The habits of snakes are then dealt with and the methods by

means of which they are captured and treated when in captivity are described

in detail. It ends with a complete catalogue of the different species of these

reptiles, accompanying which is a more or less detailed description of each

species arranged geographically. The classification is founded on the descrip-

tion and nomenclature of Boulenger and abundant use is made of the catalogue

of snakes issued by the British Natural History Museum.

The illustrations in this part of the work are very interesting and add much

to the value of the text.

Part II is taken up with a description of the chemical, physical and physio-

logical properties of the venoms of the different species of snakes and is very

unequal ; in some respects it is markedly deficient and inaccurate. Thus in

the chapter on the method of collecting tb.e poison we notice that Dr.

Calmette reproduces a table from one of his earlier writings in which

he sets down the amounts of dried venom which can be got from the

adult cobra. The largest quantity which he was able to obtain was 48

milligrammes, a quantity about ten times less than has been got by workers

in India. The importance of this point will be apparent when we come

to the part which deals with the serum therapeutics of snake bite. The

physiological actions of venoms are not dealt with in a manner worthy

of a book of the size and importance of the present volume. There Ls a
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tendency throughout to convey the idea that these actions are very much

simpler than they have been shown to be, and the work of such men as Brunton

and Fayrer, Messrs. Mitchell and Reichert, Martin, Lamb, Elliot, Kogers, Ellut,

and Fraser, which work forms the essential part of our knowledge as to how

the various venoms exercise their action on the animal organism is not even

mentioned. Finally, the author falls into a very serious error when he states

that the venom of no colubriue snake exerts a coagulating effect on the blood,

as the poisons of many of the Australian snakes, of the Indian Bungarus

faciatus, all of which belong to the colubridae, contain extraordinary active

fibrin ferments. Again the Australian snake, Caotechis i^seudechis, is wrongly

described as producing an anti-coagulatory action.

Chapter X deals with the toxicity of the blood of venomous snakes and shows

that the blood is toxic for certain animals, but owes this property to substances

other than those contained in the venom.

Chapters XI and XII give an account of the natural immunity of certain

animals with respect to snake venom and of snake charmers and their ways of

working. The illustrations of the Indian snake charmer with his fangless or

glaudless cobra will be familiar to most of us.

The third part of the volume, perhaps the most important from the popular

standpoint, deals with the serum therapeutics of snake bite and against many

statements and practical instructions contained therein we would enter a most

strong protest.

The history of the discovery of anti-venomous serum is briefly narrated so

that the reader has no difficulty in seeing the part which Dr. Calmette took

in thi? most important work. It will be remembered that at the time a

certain amount of controversy took place with regard to priority as claimed by

Dr. Calmette and by Sir Thomas Fraser of Edinburgh, There is no doubt

that the credit of first establishing the fact that antitoxins to venom were

formed in the serum of an animal, which could be used for therapeutic pur-

poses, is due to Calmette, although similar investigations with other venoms

were being carried tn more or less simultaneously by Phisalix and Fraser,

The details of the process of immunising horses for the purpose of procuring

antivenine are fully described and the difficulties encountered in the couise

of immunisation are explained. Although the method is now somewhat

departed from in India, this description should form an excellent guide to any

workers in the same field. Next comes the most important and much disputed

question of specificity. Already before this Society in past yeara papers

have been read and published in the Journal on this very subject. These

communications have shown that Calmette's claims for the serum being

able to neutralise all venoms are not founded on true experimental data and

must be given up.

In the present volume oiu' author has somewhat modified his position. He now

nolds that the venoms of snakes, no matter what their origin, contain only two

principal substances, a neurotoxine, acting on the nervous system, and a hamorr-
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liagin, acting on the blood, and that poisons only differ from one another in

the relative amounts of these substances which they contain. He further

holds that colubrine venoms in general contain neurotoxine and viperine

venoms haemorrhagin : also that a serum prepared with the venom of one

colubrine serpent is antitoxic for the poisons of all other colubrine snakes and

that a serum prepared with the poison of any viperine snake neutralises the

venoms of all other snakes of this group. We cannot too strongly repudiate

this view. The recent work which has been done in Australia, in America and

in India is quite against it and the general consensus of opinion of all other

workers but Calmette is that both ' en viro ' and ' in vitro ' anti-venomous

serums are highly buc not strictly specific. For this reason we hold that

Dr. Calmette is wrong in recommending a serum prepared with cobra venom

alone as useful in the case of bites from other colubrme snakes. It would

appear on the other hand that the specific anti-sernm alone would be of use

in a case of snake venom intoxication. The same principles hold good in the

case of the venoms of viperine snakes and their anti-serums.

Chapter XV is devoted to the practical treatment of snake bite. For local

treatment the author recommends the injection into the situation of the punc-

tures of a solution of hypochlorites. No mention is made of the Lauder

Brunton lancet or of dissection as recommended by the elder Wall, Local

treatment, no matter of what kind, is limited to destroying whatever portion of

unabsorbed poison may be brought in contact with it. Once absorbed the only

remedy is antitoxin. The technique of serum injection is fully described with

illustrations and 10 to 3U cubic centimetres of serum according to the severity of

the symptoms is the dose recommended. This recommendation is made on the

basis that 1 c.c. of serum is able to neutralise 1 milligramme of cobra poison, that

the minimum lethal dose for an ordinary man is about 14 milligrammes and that

a cobra will inject an average amount of about 20 milligrammes. With the first

two of these suppositions we can agree as the experimental evidence is in har-

mony with them. But as we have already pointed out an Indian Cobra may

inject a much larger amount than the equivalent of 20 milligrammes of dried

venom. We have ourselves recovered as much as 300-400 milligrammes of

dried poison from the fluid ejected into a watch glass at one bite of a fresh

adult cobra. Moreover, in practice the antitoxin is not mixed with the

venom before injection but at variable times subsequently and both Fraser

and Martin have shown that this makes a very great difference, for these

reasons we hold that the doses recommended by Dr. Calmette require multiply-

ing by ten to reach reasonable security and even this quantity would be inade-

([uate in some cases. Further we would recommend that the serum should

in all cases be injected intravenously and not under the skin. We could

thus bring the antitoxin in contact with the venom as soon as possible.

There are no doubt many cases of snake bite in which for many reasons the

snake does not inject its full complement of poison and for such treatment

with the smaller quantities injected subcutaneously would suffice. As about
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30 per cent, of those bitten by cobras recover without ueutnieul, il is pioliabli:

that the dose and method of injection recommended by Dr. Cahnette woidd be

adequate for a number of cases but it must always be remembered that if the

larger amounts of serum are not injected and the intravenous method not

adopted the treatment may fail because more than a lethal dose of poison

remains un neutralised. The fourth part of the work is occupied with a des-

cription of what is known of the poisons of animals other than serpents, both

invertebrate and vertebrate. There are copious illustrations of these venomous

creatures and many interesting facts are recorded. The volume is brought to a

close with a number of reports of cases of various forms of snake bite treated

with anti-venomous serum most of which recovered.
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OBITUARY.

LlEUT.-COLONEL C. T. BiNGHAM.

To his many friends in India and Burmah, as to all interested in

Indian Zoology, the news of the death of Lieut.-Colonel Charles

Thomas Bingham, late Bengal Staff Corps and Conservator of Forests,

Burmah, will have come as a shock. Colonel Bingham was widely

known as a keen naturalist, who, dm'ing his long service in Burmah,

devoted himself to the study of Natural History, and who was

surpassed by none in his devotion to science and in his constant

endeavour to add to the sum of knowledge in his branch. Though his

work was not crowned with academic honours or the fellowship of

learned societies, it will rank with that of Wood-Mason and de

Niceville, and to no one has it been possible to so signally advance

the study of the subject to which he devoted himself. Large collec-

tions of his making were sent home and formed the basis of much of

the Fauna of India volumes; he was a keen obsei-ver and added much

to our knowledge of the ways and habits of the bees and wasps, a

group to which he especially devoted himself. His earliest papers

related to birds and were published in Strai/ Feathers from 1876

to. 1881. His attention was then directed mainly to insects and he

achieved the rare distinction of combining the rigid accuracy of the

systematist with the breadth of view and power of observatien neces-

sary to study the living insect in its many activities and varied habits.

The Aculeate Hymenoptera of India and Burmah were his special

study, and the two volumes of the Fauna of India, dealing with them,

were his work. On his retirement he settled in London, and devoted

all his time to this work : he succeeded Dr. Blanford as Editor of the

Fauna of India in ]905, and workers in Indian Entomology will owe

a great debt to his untiring efforts to secure the co-operation of

authorities in Zoology and to give help of every possible kind to

workers in India. Colonel Bingham took up the work of producing

the volumes on the Butterflies for the Fauna of India, rendered

necessary by the death of Mr. Lionel de Nic^ville ; so great an under-

taking achieved bears witness to his devotion to Science, two volumes,

dealing with the Nymphalids, Papilionids, Pierids and part of the

I
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Lycsenids, were published ami the completing volume was in prepar-

ation at the time of his death. The members of this Society, as all

who knew him personally, will endorse the words of ' Nature '
: "He

will be widely regretted by all who knew him, not only as a great

naturalist, but also as a dear and valued friend."

H. M. L.
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ON THE EXISTING " CLOSE TIME " FOR BIRDS AND ANIMALS
IN THE BOMBAY PRESIDENCY.

BY

J. E. C. Jukes, I.C.S.

I have been asked to put on paper, for the benefit of readers of the Journal,

a brief note on the subject of the existing regulations prescribing a '" close

time " for game animals and wild birds in the Bombay Presidency. We have,

at present, two sets of rules. One set has been issued under the Indian Forest

Act, and applies only to areas included in Reserved and Protected Forest.

The other set is an offspring of the Wild Birds Protection Act, and concerns

only the boundaries of municipalities and cantonments. The Forest regula-

tions are universal, and apply to all Protected and Reserved Forests in the

Presidency ; but rules under the Wild Birds Protection Act are framed by the

local bodies concerned, and vary with the conditions of localities and the

fancies of issuing authorities. There are still municipalities which have adopted

no rules under the Act.

To deal first with the rules under the Forest Act. These prescribe no close

time for any quadruped except the hare, though they prohibit the wounding

or killing of females of deer, antelope and bison at all time, and the taking,

wounding or killing of any big game, except certain specified beasts of prey,

over water or salt-licks. In the case of the hare and of certain species of game

birds, a definite close time is laid down, within which wounding or killing is

forbidden. The appended list shows the protected species and the breeding

season ascribed to each of them.

Sand-grouse <

Pea-fowl

Jungle-fowl

Spur-fowl
\

Partridge <

Pterocles fasciatus

Pteroclurus exustus

.. Pavo cristatus ...

.. Gallus sonneratti

( Galloperdix spadicea

I Galloperdix lunulata

C Francolinus vulgaris

J
Francolinus pictus

]

}

Close Season.
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Bustard ...

Likh-florican

Whistling-teal

Cotton -teal

Comb-duck

Spot-bill-duck

Close Season.

.
Eupodotis edvardsi "| 1st April to 30th Septem-

,
Sypheotkles or Sypheotis aurila.. J ber.

Dendrocygna arcuata or Java- 1st June to 30th September.

nica.

Netfopus coromandflianus ... Do. do.

Sarcidiornis melanonotus ... Do. do.

Anas paXflorJiyDcha ... ... Do. do.

The close season for Hare is 1st April to 30th September.

The Forest rules are simple and uniform and are probably within the

knowledge of most readers of this paper. When we come to municipal regu-

lations, the case is different. The prohibited actions are the same everywhere.

It is forbidden, within the limits of the municipality or cantonment, "to

possess or sell during the breeding season any wild bird or other animal of

game which has recently been killed or taken ;" and '* to import its plumage or

fur into the said limits during the said season." The definitions of wild birds

and of other animals of game, however, as well as the periods of the close

season, vary considerably in different localities.

The most representative list is that drawn up by the Ahmedabad Munici-

pality in 1901, which was subsequently adopted by practically all the Munici-

palities of Gujarat, as well as by many in the Southern Maratha country. In

Ahmedabad, " other animal of game " means a hare, and its breeding season

extends from May 1st to October 1st in each year. " Wild birds," with their

close times, are as shown below. " ^Vild Goose " presumably refers to the

Cotton Teal.

(xrey, black or

painted Partridge.

Quail

^

>

Painted Snipe.

Wild Duck.

Wild Goose.

Peacock. J

Large white Heron.

Lesser white Heron

or smaller Egret.

Little black-billed 1

white Heron or )•

little Egret. J

Cattle Egret.

Common or blue He-

ron.

Pond Heron.

28

Close time.

From 15th March to loth

September.

From 1st May to 1st Sep-

tember.

Herod/as alba

Herod/as intermedia

Ilerodias garzetta

Buhulcus coromandns

Ardea cinerea

Ardeola grayi

From 1st

October.

April to 1st

Y

From 1st April to 1st

November.
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Close time.

Large Egret Herodiaa torra ... ~|

XT- i-+ xT^„^. \T f •
I
From 1st April to 1st

Night Heron Nychcorax gnseus ... [>
'^

Crested Grebe Podiceps crhtatus ... j
November.

Bustard ... Eupodotis edwardsi ... From 1st May to 1st Sep-

tember.

This list has been followed by every Municipality in Gujarat which has

issued rules. It has also been appropriated, with slight vaiiations, by the

Municipal Corporation of Bombay. The latter body substitutes for the

Bustard and Crested Grebe, the Coot and Water-hen. with a close time extend-

ing from April 1st to October 1st
;
while it ascribes a similar breeding season

to the Herons and Egrets, and protects the Partridges and Quails from April

l3t to September 1st. Of the other localities which will interest the Bombay

sportsman, practically all the municipalities of the Thana District follow the

Ahmedabad list. Bandra alone, in the pride of ornithological knowledge, strikes

out a line of its own, omits the Bustard and Crested Grebe, and casts the mantle

of its protection over " Bulbuls '' and " Teals " or ordinarily called " Divers,"

which, it assures us, breed from April 1st to November 1st.

Poona has a somewhat different list, including, under " other animai-s of

game '' a considerable number of quadrupeds. Birds and beasts alike are all

protected fiom June 1st to October 15th of each year. The species are as

follows, no scientific names being ascribed :

—

Wild Birds—

Bustard.

Florican.

Peacock,

Common Sand Grouse.

Painted Sand Grouse.

Grey Partridge.

All species of Quail.

Cotton Teal.

Whistling Teal.

Courier Plover.

Other Animals of Game—
Hare.

Sambar.

Rib-faced or Barking Deer.

Mouse Deer.

Four-horned Antelope.

Indian Antelope.

Indian Gazelle.

Ahmednagar follows this list, except that its only " animal of game " is the

ubiquitous hare.

The Malcolmpeth Municipality of Mahableshwar deserves special mention

,

if only for its attempt to protect the great majority of its bird-life, and for its

original treatment of the hare. In Mahableshwar, " Wild Bird " includes all

but the following :

—

(i) Domestic Poultry.

(ii) Wild duck.

(iii) Snipe.

i^iv) Quail.

(v) Birds of Prev.
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It is to be hoped that either the first or the last of these exceptions can

be so stretched as to cover our old friend " Corvus splendens." If not, he is

protected, with the rest from March 1st till October 1st. The Sambar may

not be shot between the 3lst of May and the Ist of November ; the " Bhekar "

between New Year's day and March 1st ; and other specie.s of deer from the

end of April to the beginning of December. The hare, in those lofty climes,

is said to breed from September 30th till March 1st. Probably she does, and

at all other periods of the year besides.

Belgaum Cantonment has a list of its own, which presents no striking

features, except a certain vagueness of dates. Sind has many different lists
;

protecting, in different places, most of the birds in the Ahmedabad list, with

the local additions of Pigeons and Doves, Plovers and Paddy-birds. Like

Belgaixm it usually omits the hare. It shows no conspicuous variations in

dates.

This practically exhausts the lists. It will be seen that the " sportsman "

who desires to kill feathered game out of season can do so with impunity,

provided that he keeps clear of Forest areas and does not bring his victims,

when secured, within Municipal or Cantonment limits. If he picks his Munici-

paUty, even the restriction last mentioned is removed. Finally, with the

exception of the hare in Mahableshwar and females in Forest limits, lie may

shoot anything that he can find, wherever he may be, between the 15th

October and the 15th March of every season.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

• THE PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION OF GAME IN INDIA."

No. 5740 OF 1908.

General Department,

Bombay Castle, 19th September 1908.

To

The honorary SECRETARY.
Bombay Natural HI^;T0RY Society.

Sir,—I am directed to forward herewith copies of a letter from the Govern-

ment of India, No. 1848, dated the 14th August 1908, and the Bill accompany-

ing it and to request that Government may be favoured with the opinion of

your Society on the provisions of the Bill.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

(Sd.) R. E. ENTHOVEN,
Secretary to Government.

( Copy ).

No. 1848.

From

Sir HAROLD STUART, K.C.V.O., C.S.I.,

Offg. Secretar// to the Government of India.

To

The CHIEF SECRETARY to tiik GOVERNMENT op BOMBAY.
Simla, the lith August 1908.

Home Department.

Fabllc.

Sir,—I am directed to refer to the correspondence ending with your letter

No. 2739, dated the I'Jth May 190.0, regarding the protection and preservation

of game and fish.

2, The replies to the Home Department letter No. 1082—90, dated the

23rd May 1904, with which a draft bill was circulated, disclosed a strong

consensus of opinion in favour of protective legislation,,while indicating a

considerable divergence of opinion on the principles of the bill. In the light

of the criticisms btfe-red and after a careful consideration of the whole matter

the Government of> India have arrived at the conclusion that the line of

action originally contemplated should be abandoned, and that legislation of a

very simple nature should be undertaken to afford protection to those wild

birds and "animals which are threatened with extermination.

3. A re^'ised draft bill has accordingly been drawn up, and I am directed

4' *f
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to circulate it for the further criticism ;uul opinion of h)c:il (Jovernments,

The revised bill defines game and takes power for local Governments to

declare a close time during which it will be unlawful to capture, kill or deal in

any specified kind of game or the plumage of any specified bird. Fish have

been excluded from the scope of the proposed law, as their case can be suitablj'

provided for by rules under the Indian Fisheries Act, The bill also provides

a general exception in favour of the capture or killing of game in self-defence

or in protection of crops or fruit, and gives power to local Governments to

apply its provisions to birds other than those specified in the definition. It

may be noted that clause 3 corresponds substantially to clauses 6 and 7 of the

original bill, which were generally approved, and that clause H corresponds

to clause IS of that bill which also met with general approval. Clause 7

which applies only to Itirds is far less sweeping than clauses 2(1) and 7 of

the original bill. In short the present bill embodies in an improved and

simplified form those provisions of the original bill which met with general

acceptance. The Government of India consider that the proposed law will

for the present be sufficient to restrict the indiscriminate slaughter of game,

if it is combined with suitable restrictions imposed by rules under the Forest

Acts in force in the different provinces.

4. The legislation contemplated is likely to be of limited application, as

it is probable that in manj' parts of India the protection afforded by forests

to species threatened with extinction will make it unnecessary to apply the

measure, should it be passed into law. It may, however, be argued that the

proposed bill, so far as it goes beyond the scope of the Wild Birds Protection

Act, 1887, and especially in its application to deer and other animals which

are liable to injure growing crops, is open to the objections stated in the

Home Department Resolution Ko. 1471—81, dated the 29th August 1885.

I am to request that these points of possible objection to the measure may

receive the consideration of the Governor in Council and that the Govern-

ment of India may be furnished with an expression of the views of His

Excellency in Council on the scheme of legislation now formulated.

I have the honour to be,

Sii:,

Your most obedient servant,

H. A. STUART.
Ojfg. Secfctari/ tn ihr Govemmenl of India.

^^x
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(Copy.)

A Bill to maJce better provuion for the protection and preservation of game.

Whereas it is expedient to make better provision for the protection and

preservation of game ; It is hereby enacted as follows :

—

1. (I) This Act may be called the Indian
Short title and extent. ^ ' •'

Game Act 190 ; and

(2) It extends to the whole of British India, including British Baluchistan,

the Santhal Parganas and the Pargana of Spiti.

„ 2. In this Act,—"same" means all kinds of
Definition. ' ^

the following birds and animals when in their wild

state, namely

—

({) bustards, ducks, floricans, geese, jungle fowl, partridges, peafowl.

pheasant, pigeons, quail, sand-grouse, snipe, spur fowl, and wood-cock :

(ii) antelopes, asses, bison, buffaloes, deer, gazelles, goats, hares, oxen,

rhinoceroses and sheep.

3. The Local Government may, by notification in the local official Gazette.

declare any period of the year to be a close time
Close time. '' '^ ''

for any specified kind of game throughout the

whole or any part of its territories
; and, during such period and within the

areas specified in such declaration, it shall be unlawful

—

(a) to capture or kill any such game
;

(b) to deal in any such game;

(c) to deal in the plumage of any bird specified in such notification

captured or killed during such close time.

Penalty for iiiegni capture or
*' Whoever does, or attempts to do any act in

kiUiug of, or duUing in, game. contravention of section 3, shall be punishable—

(a) on the first conviction with fine which may extend to fifty rupees, and

(6) on the second conviction with imprisonment for a term which may
extend to one month, or with fine which may extend to one hun-

dred rupees, or with both.

5. Where any person is found in possession of any game recently cap-

,. . ... tured or killed, the Court may presume that he
Presumption of commisEion of ' j t-

certain oiiences. ij^g captured or killed such game.

6. Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to affect the capture or killing

of game in self-defence or in bona fide protection
Savings. °

. • . •.

of a standmg crop or growmg trmt.

7. The Local Government may, by notification in the local official Gazette,

annlv the provisions of this Act to any kind of
Application of Act to other ^' "^ '

^ , •
i

birds. bird other than those specified in section 2, which

in its opinion it is desirable to preserve from extinction.

8. The WUd Birds Protection Act, 1887, XX
^^®'''^''^"

of 1887, is hereby repealed.
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To
Toe SECEETARY to GOVERNMENT,

Genkral Dki'artment,

Bombay Castle.

6, Apollo St., Fort,

Bombay, V6th January 19t'9.

Sir,—With reference to your letter No. 5740 of 1908, dated the !9th Septem-

ber 1908, I beg to forward herewith the opinion of this Society on the proposed

Bill, " to make better provision for the protection and preservation of game."

I regret the delay that has taken place in forwarding the Society's opinion

but the matter had to be referred to a Sub-Committee of ornithologists and

others many of whom are stationed in other Presidencies, and it was only on

receipt of these individual opinions that my Committee were enabled to

formulate their views.

I have the honour to be.

Sir.

Your most obedient servant,

(Sd.) W. S. MILLARD,

Honorarrj Secretary,

Bombay Natural History Society.

BOMBAY NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The Committee of the above Society have considered with great interest the

bill in which the Government of India propose " to make better provision for

the protection and preservation of game ". In view of the importance of the

subject to Members of this Society, the opinion of a Sub-Committee of some of

the leading ornithologists and sportsmen in India has been obtained and this

Sub-Committee, while approving generally of the bill, have made certain

suggestions with a view to the more effective attainment of the objects that the

Government of India have in view. We beg therefore to suggest the following

modifications in the Clauses of the Bill founded "on the opinions received,

which we have the honour to submit to Government for their favourable

consideration.

Clause 2.—Some alteration is in the opinion of this Society required in this

clause.

(I). Should read " Bustards, (including florican), ducks (including teal),

jungle-fowl, spur-fowl, pea-fowl, pheasants, partridges [including

Saow-cocks (^Tetraogallus himalaijends], Snow-Partridge, (^Lervca

nicicola), Sand-Grouse, Painted-Snipe, Quail, Pigeons and Wood-

cock "•

The other snipe and Geese do not need to be included as they breed outside

Indian limits.

(II). This part of the clause needs no alteration in our opinion.
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It has been suggested that Wild Asses should be excluded from the provi-

sions of this Act but it has recently been brought to the notice of our Society

by H. H. the Rao Salieb of Cutch that these animals frequently stray from

Cutch into British Territory where they obtain no protection.

Clause 3.—(i). This clause might include the " heads" or " trophies" such

as skins, horns or hoofs.

(c). This Society would like to point out that in this clause no mention is

made of the Herons {Ardeidca) and Kingfishers (^Alcedinidce), the plumage

of which is so greatly in demand in Europe, and they consider that special

mention should be made of these birds.

Clause 4.—This clause should be made to include the confiscation of game

heads, skins and other trophies as well as punishment for the offence.

Clause 6.—This clause should in the opinion of our Society have the follow-

ing words added :
—" but that the skins, heads or trophies of animals so captur-

ed or killed shall be handed over to the local authorities together with an

explanation as to the reason of their being so killed or captured ". The

inclusion of these words will, it is hoped, prevent native shikaris from shooting

animals for trophies for sale under the plea of " protecting crops."

Clause!.—This clause should in our opiuion include any kind of ' animal

'

as well as ' bird '.

It is also the opinion of this Society that the results of this Bill will depend

entirely on the working of it by the various Local Governments and it is

partly with this idea that they suggest the inclusion of the above additions.

As naturalists as well as sportsmen, the Society would like to see the Bill

extended to all Birds and Animals which are either harmless or useful to man.

and protection not merely restricted to game, and they hope that the Govern-

ment of India will be able to see their way to introduce such a bill at some

future time.

W. S. MILLARD,
Honorary Secretary,

Bombay Natural History Society,

13</i January 1909.
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A LIST OF THE PUBLICATIONS RELATIXC TO THE
ORIENTAL REGION.

FROM

Tin: " ZooLociiCAL Record," 1900,

The list of publications given herewith has been compiled from the " Zoolo-

"ical Record " for 190(1 and is in continuation of the previous lists which have

appeared in previous volumes of the Journal. Formerly the list was confined

to papers dealing with the Fauna of India, but in this one the whole of the

Oriental Region has been included as it is considered that it will make it more

useful, and to make the list as complete as possible, papers which have appeared

in our own Journal have also been included.

Comprehensive Zoology.

Annandale, Nelson.—Notes on the Fresh-Water Fauna of India. No. V.

Some animals found associated with Spongilla carteri in Calcutta. Calcutta.

J. As. Soc. Beng., 1906 (187-190).

Annandale, N., and Robinson, Herbert C.—Fasciculi malayenses

Zoology, part :}. Liverpool, ]90(; (1-U8, 1 pi.) 4 to.

Gardiner, J. S.—The Fauna and Geography of the Maldive and Lacca-

divc Archipelagos, Suppl. ii, 190G (1040-1077), [Completing the work.]

Gardiner, J. S.—The Percy Sladen Expedition in H. M.S. " Sealark " to

the Indian Ocean. The Seychelles Archipelago. Nature, London, 1900

(294-296).

Gardiner, J. S.—The Indian Ocean. Being results largely based on the

work of the Percy Sladen Expedition in H, M. S. "Sealark," Comm. B, T.

Somerville. 1905. London, Geogr. J., 1906 (313-332 and 454-471).

Herdman, W. A.—Report to the Govei'nment of Ceylon on the Pearl

Oyster Fisheries of the Gulf of Manaar. With supplementary reports upon the

marine biology of Ceylon by other Naturalists. Part V. London, R. Soc, 1906

(viii+452) 4 to.

Pavie, Augusta.—Recherches sur I'Histoire naturelle de I'lndo-Chine

Orientale. :\Iission Pavie (1S79- ]«!).-)). 1904, Paris (E. Leroux), (549 a. pi.) 27

cm.

Protozoa.

Adie, J. R-—Note on a Leucoc>jtozoon found in Mzis rat/us in the Punjaub,

J. Trop. Med., London, 1906 (325-326).

Boinet.—Note sur le microorganisme du Bouton d'Orient a propos de la

Communication de M. Billet. Paris, C.-R. Soc. biol., 1900 (1 155).

Christophers, S. R.

—

Leiicoci/(or:oon canis.^ci.Mem.'Med. Ind.. Calcutta,

1900 06, 1 pi.).

Dakin, W. J.—Report on the Foraminifera collected by Prof. Herdman at

Ceylon in 1902. Rep. Ceylon Pear] Oyster Fish., 1906 (225-242, 1 pi.).

Laveran, A., et Mesnii, F.—Recherches exporimentales sur la trypano-

somiasi des chevaux de I'Annam. Comparison avec le Surra. Ann. Inst.

Pasteur, Paris. 1906 (293.303).

29
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Palton, W. S.—On a parasite found in the white corpuscles of the blood

of palm squirrels, Sci. Mem. Med. Ind., Calcutta, 1900 (i:^, 1 pi.).

Ross. R.—Notes on the parasites of mosquitoes found in India between

1895 and 1899. J. Hygiene, London, 190G (101-108),

Schuize, Franz Eilhard.— Die Xenophyophoren der Siboga -Expedition.

Uitkomsten op zool., botan., ocean., geol gebied, verzameld in Ned. Ind. 1899-

I9ii0, aan boord H, M. Siboga, onder commando, van Lt. t/z le kl. G. F.

Tydeman, uitgegevan door Mas Weber. (Resultats des explorations zool.

botan., ocean., geol. enterprises aux Indes Neeri. Or. 1899-1900. u bord du

Siboga, sous le commandment de G. F. Tydeman, publics par Max Weber)

Leiden (E. J. Brill), Livr. Monogr. 4 bis, 1906 (18, 3 pis.),

Schuize, F. E.— Die Xenophyophoren der amerikanischen Albatros-Expe-

dition 904-05 nebst einer geschichtlichen Einleituag. Berlin, Sitzber. Ges.

natf . Freunde (205-229, 1 Karte).

Vassal, J- J—T.-ypanosomiase des chevaux de I'Annam. Ann. Inst. Pas-

teur, Paris, 1906, (256-295).

PORIFERA OR SPONGIDA.

Annandale. Nelson.—Notes on the Fresh-Water Fauna of India. No. 1.

A variety of SpongiUa lucustris from brackish water in Bengal. Calcutta. J.

As. Sac, Beng., No. 3, 1906 (55-58).

Annanilale, N.—Notes on the Fresh-Water Fauna of India. No. V. Some

anim.nls found associated with SpongiUa carleri in Calcutta. Calcutta, J. A.s.

Soc.,No..'., 190,') (187-1 96).

Dragnewitsch. P. ISpougien von Singapore. Reise von Dr. Walter Volz.

Zool. Jahrb., Jena, Abt. f. Syst., 1906 (439-448).

fierdman, W. A.—Discussion of faunistic results. Rep. Pearl Oyster

Fish., London, 1906 (433-449).

COELENTEEATA.

Bernard, Henry M.—Catalogue of the Madreporarian Corals in the

British Musaum Vol V. The family Poritidce. II. The genus P< riteft. Part

I. Pontes of the Iiido-Pacific region. London, 1905 (vi + 303, 35 pis.) 4to.

Bourne, Oilbert C — Heport on Joxcsseaumia, a new genus of Eulamelli-

branchs comm'iusal with the corals Helerocyatlius and //e/ero/>s«/ftmm, collected

by Professor Herdman at Ceylon in 1902. London, Rep. Ceylon Pearl Oyster

Fish., 901-. (•2-'3-26;.3 Is).

Gardiner, J. S.— The Indian Ocean. London, Geogr. J., 1906 (313-333,

454-471).

Henderson, J R. On a new species of Coral-Infesting Crab taken by the

K. I. M. S. " Investigator " at the Andaman Islands. Ann. Mag. Nat. His-t.,

London, Ser. 7, 1906 (211-219, pi. viii),
.

Pedaschenko, D. D.—Eine neue tropische Coelenteratenform. (Nov.

Ordo Actenae Ctenophorarum.) (Russ) St. Peterburg. Trav. Soc. Nat., i, 19t)6

175-188, Taf, i-iii) ; deutsches Res (201-211).
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Thomson, J. Arthur.—Appendix to the report on the Alcyonarla collect-

ed by Professor Herdinan at Ceylon in l'J02, London. Rep. Ceylon Pearl

Oyster Fish.. 1905 (U)7-18ti, 1 pi. and 2 text figs. [Note on Caligorgia by

Verslu}s(l7."?).]

Tho-nson, J. A., and Henderson, W. D.—Natural History Notes

from the R. I. M. S. Ship '• Investigator." Capt. T. H. Fleming, R.N., com-

manding.—Series III., No. 15. Second preliminary report on the deep-sea

Alcyonaria collected in the Indian Ocean. Ann. Mag. Nat. His.'London, Ser.

7. 1906 (427-433).

Versluys, (Jan).—Die Gorgoniden der Siboga-Expedition. II. Die Pri.

mnoidoi. Uitkomsten op zoul., botan., ocean., geol. gebied, verzameld in Ned.

Ind. 1899-1900, aan boord H. M. Siboga. onder commando van Lt. t/z le kl.

G. F. Tyderaan, uitgegeven door Max Weber. (Resaltats des explorations zoul.,

botan., ocean., geol. enterprises anx Indes Neerl. Or. 1899-1900, a bord du

Siboga, sous le commandement de G. F. Tydeman, publics par Max Weber).

Livr. 27, Monogr. Leide (E. J. Brill), 1906, (187 av. 10 pis).

ECHINODEBMA.

Bather, F- A.—Ordoviciau Cystidea from Burma Pal. Ind., Calcutta,

n. ser., Dec. 1906, Mem. 3 (G-40, pis. i-ii). [07, g. 5. 27, B, iv, h. 31, G], Con-

tained in Reed, F. R. C. (q. v.)

L)of iein, F.—Ostasienfahrt : Erlebnisse und Beobachtungen eines Natur-

forschers in China, Japan, und Ceylon. Leipzig (Teubner), 1906 (xiv + 512).

f^vo. 24 X 17 cm.

tierdman, W. A. — General Summary and Recommendations. Rep.,

Ceylon Pearl Oyster Fish., Part V, 1906(109-138, 1 pi.) London, Roy. Soc

[1^,4. II].

Herd man, W. A —Discussion of fauuistic results. Rep., Ceylon Pearl

Oyster Fish., Part V, Supplementary Report, 1906 (433-45^;, pi. i, ii), London

Roy. Soc. [19, 4, 11, 27, A. 3. 31, F.].

Holland, Thomas Henry.- General report of the geological survey of

India for the year 1905. Rec. Geol. Surv. India, March. 1906 (65-116).

(27,B, iv,h. 31,F.)

Lemoine, Paul —Etudes geologiques dans le Nord de Madagascar. Con-

tributions a rhistoire geologique de I'Occan Ii dien. Paris. Hermann, 1906

(iv+520, 4 pis., with explanations to pi. i, 1 cold, folding geol. map). 8 vo. 25 x 17

om. [27,B,i].

VKinilDIiA.

Anaandale, Nelson.—Notes on the Fresh-Water Fauna of India, No. V.

Some animals found associated with ISpovgilla carUri in Calcutta. Calcutta

.T.andProc. As. Soc. Berig., I90i; (187-I9(i).

Gravier, C—Sur rOitema /Ms//brmes Delle-Chiaje et sa distribution geo-

graphique. Bui. Museum, Paris, 1906 (294-296).

liornell, James.— Report on the Placuna placenta pearl fishery of Lake
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Tampalakamatn. Rep. Ceylon Marine. Biol. Lab., Part II. 1906 (41-54, annex

II).

Joubin, L.—Note sur un Nt-mertien recueilli au Tonkin par M. Louis

Boutan. Pans, Bui. Soc. Zoo., 1906 (144-147).

Linstow, O. von,—Helminthes from the collection of the Colombo Mu-
seum. Spolia Zeylan., 1906 (163-188, pi. i-iii).

Linston, O. Von.,—Parasites from the Gharial (^Gavialis (jangeticus, Geoffr.).

Calcutta, J. arid Proc. As. Soc. Beng., 1906 (269-271).

Luhe, M.—Rep. on the Trematode Parasites from the Marine Fishes of

Ceylon. London, R. Soc. Rep. Pearl Oyster (97— 108 pis. i. ii).

Murray, James.—Some Rotifera of the Sikkim Himalaya. London, J. R.

Microsc. Soc. 1906 (637-644, pis, xviii, xix).

Shipley, A. E., and Hornell, James—Cestode and Nematode Para-

sites from the Marine Fishes of Ceylon. London, R, Soc. Rep. Pearl Oyster,

1906(43-96, pis. i-vi).

Wi!!ey, A.—A Harbour Worm . . . Spolia Zeylan., 1906 (222-224),

Beachiopoda.

Joubin, L.—Note sur un Brachiopode nouveau de I'ocean indien, Kingena

alcocJd. Bui. Museum, Paris 1906 (529-532).

5chuchert, C—The Russian carboniferous and permian compared with

those of India and America. A review and discussion. Amer. J. Sci,, Newhaven,

conn., 1906 (143—158).

Bryozoa.

Annandale, Nelson.-Notes on the Fresh-Water Fauna of India. No. II,,

The affinities of Hislopia, Calcutta, J. As. Soc, Beng., 1906 (59-63).

Kraepelin, K.—Eine Siisswasserbryozoe QPlnmafella) aus Java. Hamburg

Jahvb. wiss. Anst. Suppl. 2,1906 (143-6).

MOLLUSCA.

Beddome, Richard Henry. —Notes on Indian and Ceylonese Species

of Glessula. London, Proc. Malac. Soc, 1906 (106-172, pi. xv).

Blanford, W. T.—Obituary. London, Proc Malac. Soc, 1906. (64-06),

portrait.

Bourne, Gilbert C— Report on Jousseaumia, a new genus of Eulamelli-

branchs commensal with the corals Ileterocyaihus and Eeteropsammia. Ceylon

Pearl Oyster Fish. Rep., 1906 (243-266 pis.).

Bullen, R. Ashington.—On some land and tresh-water Mollusca from

Sumatra. London, Proc. Malac. Soc, 1906 (12-16, pi. ii).

Bullen, R. A.—On some land and fresh-water Mollusca from Sumatra.

Part II. London, Proc. Malac. Soc, 1906 (126-130) figg.

Comber, E.—A list of the Marine Mollusca in the Bombay Natural History

Society's collection. Bombay J. Nat. Hist. Soc, 1906 (207-218).

Dautzenberg, Ch., et Fischer, H.— Liste des MoUusques recoltes

par M. H. Mansuy en Indo-Chine et au Yunnan et description d'e?peces

nouvellcs. J. conchyliol, Paris, 1906, (343-471, av. fig.).
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Oiener, Carl. — Dio triadische Fauna ilcs Tropiton Kalkcs von l|vans

(llinialaya). Wieii, SitzBer. Ak. Wiss., 1905 (;;:!l-:342).

Diener, C.—Beitriigo zur Kenntnis der mittcl-und obertriadischen Faunen

von, Spiti. Wien. SitzBer. Ak. Wiss., 1906, Abth. I (757-778).

Diener. C—Notes on some fossils from the IJalorites Limestone of the

Bambanag Cliff (Kuraaon), collected by the late Dr. A. von Krafft in the year

1900. Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind. Calcutta. 1906, (Ml).

Diener, C.—Notes on an Upper-Triassic Fauna from the Pishin District

Baluchistan, collected by E. Vrodenburg in the year 1901. Rec. Geol. Surv.

Ind., Calcutta, 1906 (12-21).

Eliot, C. N. E.—On the Nudibranches of Southern India and Ceylon, with

special reference to the Drawings by Kelaart and the collections belonging to

Alder and Hancock preserved in the Hancock Museum at Newcastle-on-Tyne,

London. Proc. Zool. Soc. (636-91).

Eliot, C. N. E.—On the Xudibranchcs of Southern India and Ceylon, with

reference to the drawings by Kelaart and the collections belonging to Alder and

Hancock preserved in the Hancock Museum at Newcastle-on-Tyne. No. II.

London, Proc. Zool. Soc. (999-1008).

Eliot, C. N. E.—Nudibranches and Tectibranches from the Indo-Pacific.

II. Notes on Lophocercus, Lobiger, Haminoa, and Nevmesia, J. Conch., Leeds,

1906 (298-315, 1 pi.)

Fulton, H. C—Description of a new species of Unto (jCuneopsis) from

Yunnan. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., London, 1906 (246).

Godwin, Austen H. H.—On a species of the land Molluscan genus

Dijalki, from Siam. London, Proc. Malac. Soc, 1906 (93-96, pi. x).

Qude, Q. K.—Further remarks on the genus Chlorifles, with descriptions of

eleven new species. London, Proc. Malac. Soc, 1906 (105-118, pi. xiii).

Horneli, James.—Report on the Placuna pUcenta, Pearl Fishery, of Lake

Tampalakamam. Repts., Ceylon Marine Biol. Lab., 1906 (41-54).

Horneli, J.—Report on the operations on the Pearl banks during the

Fishery of 1905. Repts., Ceylon Marine Biol. Lab., 1906 (55-80).

Martin, K.—Die Fossilien von Java auf grund einer Sammlung von

Dr. R. D. M. Verbeck (Contd.) Leiden, Samml. (leol. Reichsmus., ser. 2

1906 (281-333, pi. xlii-xlv).

iVlelvill, J» Cosmo.—A revision of the species of Cyclostrematidu'

and Liotiidce occurring in the Persian Gulf and the North Arabian Sea. London.

Proc. Malac. Soc, 1906 (20-28, pi. iii).

Alelvlll, J. C.—Descriptions of Cjjclostrema preston! and Na.<sa fmdalli,

n. sp„ from Ceylon. London. Proc. IMalac Soc, 1906 (29-30. fig.).

Melvilli J. Cosmo.— Descriptions of thirty-one Gastropoda and Scapho-

pod from the Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman, dredged by Mr. F. W. Townsend,

1902-1904. London, Proc. Malac. Soc. 1906 (69-80, pis. vii-viii).

Meivill, J. C. and 5tanden, Robert.—The MoUusca of the Persian

Gulf. Gulf of Oman, and Arabian Sea, as evidenced mainly through the collcc-
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tionsof F. W. Townsead, 1893-1906
; with descriptions of new species. Part. II.

Pelecypoda. (With notes by J. C. Gaskin and F. W. Townsend). London, Proc,

Zool. Soc. (873-898),

Pilsbry, H. A.—Catalogue of the Land and Fresh-water Mollusca of

Taiwan (Formosa), with description of new species. Philadelphia, Pa., Proc.

Acad. Nat. Sci., 1905—1906 (720-752, including map).

Preston, H. B.— Description of four new species of marine shells proba-

bly from Ceylon. London, Proc. Malac. Soc, 19(i6 (34-35, fig.).

Sale, E. L.~ Pearls in the Thana Creek (W. India). Bombay, Jour., Nat.

Hist. Soc, Vol. XVII (228).

Smith, Edgar A. AJbert.—Natural History Notes from R.I.M.S,

" Investigator ", Series III, No. 10, on Mollusca from the Bay of Bengal and the

Arabian Sea. Ann. Mag, Nat. Hist., London, 1906 (157-175, 245-264).

Smith, W. D.— Preliminary geological reconnaissance of the Loboo Moun-

tains, Batangas Province. Philippine J. Sci., Manila, P.1 , 1906 (617 635),

Standsn, Ro&ert and Leicester, Alfred.—Report on Molluscan Shells

collected by Professor Herdman at Ceylon in 11102. Ceylon Pearl Oyster Fish.

Rep., 1906 (267-294).

Walcot, Charles D.—Cambrian Faunas of China. Washington, D. C,

Smithsonian Inst., Nation. Mus. Proc. (1-106).

Walcott, C, D, —Cambrian Faunas of China, (Preliminary paper No. 2),

Washington, D. C,, Smithsonian Inst., U. S, Nation. Mus, Proc, 1906

(563-595).

Crustacea.

Akock. A.—Catalogue of the Indian Decapod Crudacea in the collection

of the Indian Museum. Part III. Macrura. Fasciculus 1. The prawns of

the Peneus group. Calcutta, 1906 (55, 9 pis.).

Annandale, N,—Stalked barnacles [Cirripedia peduncidata) in the Co-

lombo Museum, fepolia Zeylan., 1906 (193-195).

Annandale, N—Note on a rare Indo-Pacific barnacle. Calcutta, J. As.

Soc, Ben , 1906 (207-208).

Annandale, N.—Natural History Notes from the R. I. M. S. Ship " Inves-

tigator," Capt. T. H. Heming, R. N., commanding. Series III,, No. 12, Ire-

liminary report on the Indian stalked barnacles, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., Lon-

don, ser. 7, 1906 (089-400),

Annandale, N.—Natural History Notes from the R. I, M, S, Ship

"Investigator," Capt, T. H. Heming, R. N., commanding. Series III, No, IS,

Two new barnacles dredged in 1905-6. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., London, ser. 7,

1906(44-47).

Annandale, N.—Report on the C^Vr/ped/a collected by Professor Herdman
at Ceylon in J902. London, Rep. Pearl Oyster Fish., 1906 (137-150).

Daday, J.—Adatok Hdtsoindia, Sumatra, Java 6s a Hawaii szigetek

Copepoda-faunajanok ismeretehez [Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Copepoden-
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Fauna von Hinter-Tndieu. Runiatra. Java mul von ilen Havaii-Inseln]. Matli,

Tormt. Ert., Budapest, i;iOG (vr,2-282).

Daday, E. von. — ITntersuchnngen uher die Copepoden fauna von Hintfir-

indicn. Sumatra und Java, nelist einem Beitrag znr Copepodenkenntnis der

Havaii-Inseln. (Reise von Dr. Walter Volz). Zocl. .Tahib., Jena, Abt, f, Syst.

1900 (175-20fi, 3 Taf).

Gurney, R.— On two new Entomoslraca from Ceylon. Spolia Zeylan ,
190')

(i26-i;?4, pis. i. ii).

Gurney, R.—On some fiesh-water Entomo^^traca in the collection of the

Indian Museum, Calcutta. Calcutta, J. As. i-oc, Beng,, 11)06 (273-'j8l, pis.

iv, V ).

Henderson, J R.—On a new species of coral-infesling crab taken by the

R.I.M.S. "Investigator" at the Andaman Islands. Ann. Mag Nat. Hist..

London, Ser. 7, 1906 21 1-219, pi. viii),

Horjt, R.—On a large P<«eWa-species from the Moluccas, Leiden, Notes

Mns. Jentink, 1906 (2 9-234).

Illig. Q.—Bericht iiber die neuen Schizopodengattnngen nnd-arten der

Deutschen Tiefsee-Expedition. 1H98-1899. (1. Mysideen). Zool. Anz., Leipzig.

1906 (194-210.

Lanchester, W. F.—Report on the Crustacea. Fasciculi Malayenses.

Zoology, Part 3, 1906 (127-134, 1 pi.).

Man, J Q de —On species of Crustacea of the genera Ptychognathus

Stimps. and Palo'.mon Fabr from Christmas Island. London, Proc. Zool. Soc.

(537-550, pis. xvii, xviii).

Man, J. Q de—Diagnoses of five new species of Decapod Crustacea and of

the hitherto unknown male of S2nrontocarh rectirostris (Stimps) from the Inland

Sea of Japan, as also of a new species of Palminon from Darjeeling, Bengal.

Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.. London Ser. 7, 1906 (400-406).

Man, J. Q. de —Crustaces decapodes terrestres et d'eau douce de I'lndo-

Chine. Mission Pavie, 1904 ( {11-3:^1, pi.).

Man, J. Q. de —Neber emige Arten dor gattung Patamon sav. von den

Philippinen und von Kap York (Australien) Zool Jahrb. Jena, abt. f . Syst., 1906

(743-760).

Muller, Q. W.— Ostracoden aus Java gesammelt von Prof. K. Kraepelin,

Hamburg. Mitt. Naturhist. Mus., Beiheft 2, 1906 (139-142).

Muller. Q. W.—Die Ostracoden der Sibnga-Expedition. Uitkomsten . .

. . H, M. Siboga . . . Uitgegeven . . . Dr. Max Weber. Livr.. 30.

Monogr. Leiden, 1906 (40, 9 pis).

Nobili, Q — Nuovi Bopiridi. Torino, Atti Ace. sc., 1906(1098-1113. 1 pi).

Rathbun, M. J —Les crabes d'eau douce {Potamonidu). Nouv. Arch.

Museum, Paris, ser. 4, 1904(225-312. pis. ix-xviii); 1905 (159-:i2l. pis. xiii—

xxii)
; 1906 (33-122). (The first part of this memoir was noticed in Zool. Rec.

1905. but the new species were not recorded.
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Southwell, T.—Report on the Anomura collected by Professoi* Herdman
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Ml;S(.:ELLAXEC)US N( )TES.

Xo. I._TIGERS AND THEIR PREY.

Twice lately I have come across an instance of a tiger killing a buffalo.

lu both cases the buffalo was not killed straight off, but was sufficiently

tlamaged as to be unable to move and died where he was dropped, before the

next night.

On both occasions the tiger must have known the aniniuls were dying, but

in spite of this never came back to see how they were getting on,

I am anxious to know whether it is the usual thing for a tiger to abandon a

kill when the victim is not killed straight off—even though it is so badly

damaged as to be unable to get away V

L. Y. BAGSHAWE.

PiNTEiJou, Ui'i'Ku Bli;ma,

Octoher 1908.

Xo. IT._MALAYAX YARIETY OF THE 8AMBHUR (CEIiVUS

UNICOLOR).

The accompanying photograph of a Sambhur head of the Malay type, .shot

in the Kanbalu Sub-Uivision uf the Shwebo District, may be of interest. The

head is now in the possession of Mr. Millar of the Burma Railways.

J
ci

^i
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The measurements are as follows :
—

nifjht. Left.

Hound burr .. ... ... 11 inclfcs. 11 inches.

Above burr 9^ ,. 10

Length outside curve ... 'M\ ,, .%

Jirow tines ... ,.,. ... I5'j' ,, 14 „

Between tips... ... ... 22 inches.

Widest span ... ... .. 26|- „

It is probable that the head would have exceeded these measurements but for

the fact of the tips having been injured when in velvet.

H. S. DAVIES.
YKUANfiVAIING, U. B.,

'Ind November 190R.

No. 1 1 1.—WILD PIGS' LAIRS IN THP] llAINS.

In the volume on Mammals in the Indian Fauna series it is stated that wild

pigs make lairs for their young by forming a shelter of grass. The other day I

came on several of these shelters, which had been abandoned, composed of dead

])ranches and leaves. The Burmans who were with me told me that the pigs

make these shelters in the rains and retire into thcni when it is raining heavily,

moving about and feeding when the rain abatc;s. There were al)out a dozen of

these lairs in thick forest close together on the top of a small spur and it was

evident that a herd had made the place their rains headquarters. The Burmans

called them " Wetthaiks" or '' Pigs' ne.sts" and the name describes them very

well. The shelters as I saw them were merely heaps of dried branches and

leaves and had probably been in use ibis last rains.

H. W. BLANFORD.
A. C. Forests.

Cami', MoiNVWA Disr., IJ. Jiin;.\iA,

2\Wd December 1908.

No. IV.—HABITAT OF CHINESE PANGOLIN {MANIS AUlllTA).

{With a map^

I read with interest Major Wall's note under the above heading wliicli

appeared on pp. 078-9, Vol. XVIII of our Journal,

Blanford, '' Fauna of British India, Mammalia ", gives as habitat of M. aiirita

'• Himalayas as far west as Nepal, at moderate elevations, Assam, hills north of

Bhamo, Karcnnee.and Southern China (Amoz, Hainan, Formosa)" ; and under

M. jat-anica he writes " From Sylhet and Tipperah, and from lower ranges

near Bhamo, throughout Burma, Cochin China, and Cambodia, the Malay Penin-

sula, "etc. . , . and adds, " I have not been able to ascertain whether this

species or M. aurita inhabits the hills south of Assam."

I attach a rough sketch map (very rough, I fear) of the part under considera-

tion, a reference to which will shoM- the distribution of the two species as
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defined by Blanford. It would .appear that M. aurita inhabits a tract of mount

ainous country extending from Nepal, through Assam (including the Naga

hills, from which the specimen described by Major Wall came), through the

hills noi'th of Bhamo to Southern China
; and is also found as far south as

Karennee. M.javanica meanwhile occupies the Malay Peninsula, Cochin China.

Cambodia. Burma up to the lower ranges near Bhamo ; and is also found in

Sylhet and Tipperah. Now it will be seen that between Burma proper and

Sylhet and Tipperah there lie several ranges of mountains, namely : Arakan

hills, Lushai hills, Chin hills, and Pakkoku Chin hills
; and the (|nestion at

once suggests itself, is Manisjavaiiica found in these hills ?

I put this forward then as a theory, that these are the hills referred to by

Blanford in a general way as the " hills south of Assam " about which he

expressed his uncertainty. In passing, it may be worthy of note that the

localities assigned to j\f. aurita are all, with the possible exception of Amoy
mountainous districts, lying about, but chiefly north of the Tropic.

My attention was first drawn to this subject when I was studying the intri-

cacies of the Chin language by a curious superstition on the part of the Chins,

according to which it is an exceedingly evil omen to meet a pangolin (sapn)

by day. Of all Chin superstitions I regard this one as perhaps the most fully

justified, the subject being as uncouth in appearance as it is rare to behold by

day : thus furnishing another instance of the fact that man as a rule fears

what he does not know and understand. For sometime my curiosity remained

unsatisfied as to the nature of this dread creature only to be mentioned with

bated breath, who lived under the ground where also the evil spirits live, who
had a long nose, a long tail, was covered with scales, was armed with long

claws and had withal a most baleful glance, but at length I discovered in a

dictionary of the Chin (Lai) language that "suppu " (sic) was an ''armadillo "
I

Curiously enough the dictionary was not written by an American either.

To cut a long story short, on about 10th October 1908, a Chin came to my
house with a fine male specimen of Jt. aurita, caught alive early the same

morning in a cultivation near here [Haka] at an elevation of about 6,000 feet

above sea level.

Its dimensions, weight, etc., which I took very carefully, were as follows :

—

'" Length (from tip of nose to base of tail) 30 inches.

Tail length, 10 inches.

Circumference of tail at base, 11 inches.

Median fore claw, nearly 2^^ inches. '

Median hind claw, less than 1 inch.

Largest scale, 2 inches in diameter.

Weight, 17 lbs.

* This measurement was taken over the curve of its back while the animal was partially

rolled up, which may account for its magnitude. Skins are, I think, very frequently

misleading in measurements— sometimes stretching considerably and sometimes shrinkiLe.
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Total number of scales in vertebral row 49, of which* 17 or 18 were on tail.

Number of scales across back 17 rows, of which the outermost two or three

rows were very obtusely keeled.

I tied it to a peach tree on the top of a small bank in my garden giving it a

sufficient length of rope to allow it to get comfortably into the bank. It set to

work at once to dig and I left it. When I returned I found it had slipped its

rope and was out of reach under my flower bed ! I left it there for the night

and then dug it out. It had burrowed horizontally a distance of about 10 feet.

One evening I took it down to a small stream at the foot of my garden and it

drank greedily and then to my surprise half waded and half swam across. I

meant to have experimented further on its swimming powers, but that night it

escaped and left its rope hanging over the bough of a small tree to the foot of

which I had tied it. How it escaped is a marvel to me. I had tied its rope

once round its body just behind its forelimbs tightly, then a separate loop

round each shoulder tied in a knot again over its back ; and yet it had gone

and the loops were left just as I had tied them. It had evidently had a pretty

severe struggle to get free as most of the bark had been scraped off the

tree. As a climber it was most agile and when once on a bough was very

difficult to detach. It would roll itself into a ball round the bough, and even

after its tail had been uncoiled by main force, it still clung on tightly with its

long fore claws hooked over the bough and its stumpy hind feet pressed against

it. This species did not walk as in the illustration of Manis javaniea in

Blanford's work referred to. It walked on the knuckles of its fore feet with

the claws turned vertically up, not on the outer edge of the foot.

It would be interesting to get further information from Sylhet and Tipperali

either as to the occurrence of both species from those localities or otherwise,

and also from Karennee, I do not think that Manis javaniea occurs near here

as the Chins do not distinguish two kinds, but of course that is no criterion :

and both species may occur.

Major Wall's specimen from the base of the Naga hills seems to preclude any

theory as to M. aurita. being a more mountain loving form.

F. E. W. VENNING.
Haka, Chin Hills,

27th December 1908.

No. V.-THE JUNGLE CROW (CORVUS MACRORUYNCHUS).

The Jungle Crow (^Corvus macroi-hynchus), which in the Punjab and North-

western Frontier Province is a partial migrant visiting the plains only in winter

and breeding from 6,000 to 12,000 feet, is normally abundant at this season in

the plains of Bannu. Arriving suddenly about the end of October or beginning

of November it leaves gradually from early in April to the middle of May and

* It was diflBcult to decide which scale to consider the last on the Ijody and which the

first on the tail owiny to the creature's propensity for rolling into a tight ball whenever

touched or even approached.
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while with us replaces to a gi-eat extent the Common Crow (C. splendens) as

cook liouse scavenger. This cold weather, strange to relate, the bird has not

appeared.

With the exception of two solitary individuals heard and seen at two

widely separated spots in the district I have not met with the species this winter.

On the other hand the Common Crow (C. splendens), the Hooded Crow

(C. shai'jni), the Rook (C. frugllens) and the Jackdaw (C. monedula) are all

with us in their ordinary if not in increased numbers.

I am at a loss to offer any explanation of the Jungle Crow's failure to pay

us his annual visit. Certainly the character of the weather from October to

January can hardly be held responsible for this lapse on his part, for the

weather has been, if somewhat drier than the average, nearly normal and the

usual severe cold has, for the past 2 months or more, reigned in the hills of

Waziristan Khost and on the Safed Koh range to the north-west. A circum

stance perhaps tending to reduced numbers but which could not possibly have

caused practically complete absence, as in the present instance, is de-afforesta-

lion in Waziristan.

The wooded hills of that territory, which borders Bannu on the west, are,

much as it is to be deplored, being rapidly denuded of trees owing to the

heavy demands for wood for building purposes in connection with military

extension schemes. But this depletion so far is mostly among the deodai-

saplings which are required for rafters and scantlings. Mature trees in which

the Jungle crow nests are of course also being cut down, but it is hard to

imagine that with the primitive appliances in possession of the tribesmen and

their want of organization there could, in one hot weather, take place auch a

wholesale felling of timber as to cause the birds to abandon their breeding

gx-ounds and desert the locality. Again a possible cause of reduced numbers

might lie in the monsoon rainfall of the past year which was heavier than

usual in the North-West Frontier Province and adjoining tribal territory and

which may have destroyed many of the young nestlings. But this is only-

surmise and, as before, such a reason could not possibly be adv meed to account

for the complete absence of the birds from the district. The phenomenon, if

non-appearance can be termed such, is a remarkable one and I can only trust

that Ijcfore the cold weather is over a solution of the mystery may be forih-

coniing. Possibly when the winter rains, which are now long overdue, break,

the Vjirds may come forth from their hiding places.

On the whole the autumn migration of 1908 in this part of India has been

singularly inconspicuous in its manifestation. There was none of that great

rush of the smaller passerine birds which was such a feature of the migi-ation of

the previous year, when individuals belonging to the families SylvUdo:, IJirun-

dinhlo: and Jlotactllidoi poured in thousands through the district on their way

south. From Peshawar also Captain R. B, Skinner, R. E., informs me that few

migrants were seen by him this autumn. And yet many of our winter visitors

appear to l:>e present in their usual numbers—notably the species of the family

33
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Oorvklcc already mentioned. Starlings, Lapwings {Vanellus vulgaris). Redshanks,

Greenshanks, Green Sandpipers, Duck and Snipe, Curiously enough however

the white-tailed Lapwing {Chettusia leiicura) which generally leaves us for the

Avinter, is also present in small flocks on our jhils.

While on the subject of migration I may observe that this corner of N. W
India offers fine opportunities for the investigation of migration phenomena.

Here systematic observation on the lines at present being carried out at home

and on the continent should yield valuable additions to our knowledge of this

difficult subject. The localities especially to be recommended for the establish-

ment of migration observation posts are the Peshawar and Kurram Valleys.

Since writing the above, and just before posting this, I have come across a

party of 5 or 6 crows feeding on the carcase of a dead camel. From a casual

observation made at the time (being on the line of march) 2 or 3, if not all, of

these were Jungle ci-ows. But possibly there were some carrion crows among

them.

H, A. F. MAGRATH, Major,

Bannu, 20th January 1909.

Xo. VI.—NESTING OF THE LONG-TAILED GRASS-WARBLER
{LATICILLA BURNESI) IN THE PUNJAB.

On the 23rd May I found a nest situated in the very middle of a clump of

grass which I believe is called sarpat grass and is verj' common hereabouts.

The nest was placed deep down close to the roots of the grass and was com-

posed of dry blades of coarse grass lined with finer grass. The nest which was

cup shaped measured externally 4" in diameter and 2" in depth and internally

2^" in diameter and 1^" in depth and contained 3 fresh eggs which correspond-

ed exactly to the description of them given by Hume in " Nests and Eggs of

Indian Birds."

The nest was extremely well concealed and I should never have discovered it

had not the bird flown out as I brushed against the grass in passing. They

are awful little skulks too and are past masters in the art of keeping a clump of

grass between themselves and an observer. After this when I got to know

their habits and where to look for them I found them in several other localities

close to Lahore and always where there was this particular grass to be found.

I noticed that each pair kept very much to themselves and onlj' one pair inhabit-

ed each locality. The cock bird has rather a sweet song very much resembling

that of the Yellow-eyed Rubber but not quite so loud and rather short and jerky.

I also on r2th August came across a pair with fully fledged young ones and

watched or rather heard (as they kept good cover the whole time) the old

birds feeding them. During the process the old bird kept up a subdued

warbling while the young one (presumably) kept up a continual note sounding

like tic-tic-tic-tic-tic rapidly though softly repeated and prolonged as long as

the old bird was in the vicinitv.
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On the 26th June I also came across a pair which were evidently on the point

of breeding as the male was singing incessantly. This pair were not nearly so

shy owing to the fact that the grass they inhabited was situated close to the

Railway line within a few yards of which were coolies passing up and down all

day carrying earth. The cock bii-d in this case let me approach to within 2

yards of the clump of grass in which he was singing and I watched him for

several minutes so there can be no mistake about the song. It is the skin of

one of this pair I am sending you. I came across six dilicrent pairs in different

localities and should say that the bii-d is probably f;iiily plentiful but escapes

notice easily.

A. J. CURRIE.
Lahoke, 6th October 10()«.

No. VII.—NOTE ON THE SLATY-BLUE FLYCATCHER (^CYOENIS

LEUCOMELANUIiUS) AND THE COMMON RUBY-THROAT
(CALLIOPE CAMTSCHATKENSIS) IN TIRHUT.

To-day at Anarh Factorj' in the Darbhanga District my man brought me in

a male of the Slaty-blue Flycatcher (Cyornis leucomdanurus) and also a male of

the Common Ruby-throat (^Calliope camtschatkensis). The former does not ap-

pear to be recorded from this part of India at all as Oates says re distribution :

—

•'The Himalayas from Murree and Kashmir to Sibsagur and Sadiya in Assam
;

the Khasi Hill ; Manipur ; Karence." Its occurring down here appears to me
to be of considerable interest. The latter I mentioned in my "Birds of the

Madhubani Sub-division" as having seen at Narhar but not got, so I am pleased

to be able to authenticate its occurrence in this district. My man says that he

saw two of the latter but he only got one.

CHAS. M. INGLIS.

L.vHERiA Serai, 31s/ December 1908.

No. VIIL—THE RUFOUS-BACKED SPARROW (PASSER
PYRRBONOTUS^ NESTING IN THE PUNJAB.

On the 12th August I came across a colony breeding in a large field studded

with acacia trees and situated on the banks of the Ravi.

The nests wei-e in the acacia tx-ees which were situated about 100 yards

apart and each tree only contained one nest.

The nests, of which I found six, were of the usual sparrow type, untidy heaps

(if straw, and, with the exception of one, all had the entrance at the top, the

egg cavity being reached by a more or loss devious passage. On the r2th

August one nest had 4 fairly well fledged young, one 4 fairly fresh eggs, and

one had 2 fresh eggs (the full clutch in this case was five) and 3 more were

empty. On the 20th August another nest had 4 fresh eggs and 2 were still

empty and apparently deserted. The eggs are of the sparrow type, consider-

ably smaller than the House Sparrows, and the description given by Hume fits
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them exactly. Of the three clutches I have, two clutches correspond to the

second and one clutch to the third type described by Hume, but in each clutch

there is one egg (and in the clutch of 5 there are two) which answ^er to the

first type described by him. This is, I believe, what is usually found in clutches

of House Sparrows' eggs, at least one very lightly marked egg which is

usually also a trifle larger than the rest, occurring in each clutch.

The song of this bird consists of the usual sparrow chirrups interspersed with

a note often repeated which exactly resembles the call-note of the Pied Wagtail.

but whether this is the natural note or whether the particular bird I heard was

mimicking the latter species, I cannot say. The birds appeared to feed on the

seeds of the grasses growing in the field and during the heat of the day kept to

the shade of the big trees which surrounded the field. I should be glad to

know if either of these birds are known to occur in the Punjab.

A. J. CURRIE.
Lahore, 6</t October 1908.

No. IX.—THE.BLACK-CAPPED KING-FISHER {^HALCYON
PILEATA) IN THE THANA DISTRICT.

While shooting snipe on the north side of the Thana Creek near the Colsette

Bunder on October 31st, I saw three Black-capped kingfishers amongst the

mangrove bushes and shot one of them. This kingfisher appears to be a rare

visitor to Western India confining itself almost entirely to the sea coast.

Two examples have already been obtained near Bombay—one at Kalyan and

the other at Revadanda in Kolaba District.

L. H. SAVILE,

Port Trust Office, Bombay,

7th December 1908.

No. X.-NOTE ON THE CHINESE CRIMSON HORNED
PHEASANT (^TRAGOPAN TEMMINCKI).

In the last number of the Journal (Vol. xviii, p. 753) Mr. E. C. Stuart Baker

establishes the claim of Tragopan temmincJci to be included in the fauna of

British India.

It is, however, entirely due to my own negligence that this species has not

before been included in the list of Indian bii-ds.

In 1903 I received a skin of an adult male of Temminck's Tragopan from

Lieut. C. M. Macmullen who was then in charge of the military police at

Sadone, He shot it at an elevation of 9,000 feet on the mountains south-east

of Sad6ne in Burmese territory about a mile from the Chinese frontier. Lat.

25° 20' ; long. 98°. There was snow on the ground at the spot where he shot

this bird. The date was the 5th February 1903.

Mr. Macmullen informed me that the horns and flags of this specimen were

of a bright, almost electric, blue.
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It is clear that to Mr. MacmnIloH belongs the credit of first obtaining this

species in a locality which is undoubtedly British Indian.

EUGENE W. GATES.
Savack Club. London,

2ith December. 1908.

No. XI.—SARUS CRANE {GliUS ANTIGONE) IN SALSETTE.

I saw one Sarus Crane at Santa Cruz on the evening of the 9th inst. I have

only seen these bk-ds once before in Salsette and that was at Panwell in 1897,

the famine year. It is, I believe, unusual to see one alone. A few days pre-

viously on the Bandra Railway Station platform I saw a dead Sarus which

looked as if it had been shot, but as no one was near it I could not enquire

whence it came. Perhaps this was the other one of the pair.

HEUGH S. SYMONS.
Pali Hill, near Bombay,

nth December 1908.

No. XII.—OCCURRENCE OF THE LESSER FLORICAN OR LIKH
(SYPHEOTIS AURITA) IN THE KONKAN, WESTERN INDIA.

A Lesser Florican (female) was shot by me near Panwell yesterday. I did

not see its mate. About 20 years ago I shot a similar bird at Mahalaxmi.

These are the only two birds of this species that I have seen below the ghats

during my stay in Bombay.

HEUGH S. SYMONS.
Pali Hill, Bombay,

18</i January 1909.

[Elauford saj-s in Vol. iv.—Birds (Fauna a/' Brilish India)

:

—" Stragglers have been met

with near Gwadar in Beluchistan and in Oudh and the N.-\V. Provinces, Nepal, Bengal, Chutin.

Nagpur, Orissa (I once shot a bird not far from Cuttack) and on the Malabar Coast. One

specimen is on record shot at Sandoway, Arrakan ; but the bird is not found in Ceylon, nor

,

with rhe exception mentioned, is it known to occur east of the Bay of Bengal."

—

PJds.]

No. XIII.—occurrence OF THE SPOONBILL {PLATALEA LEU-

CORDIA) IN LOWER BURMA.

The following may perhaps prove of interest, as I think it is the tu-st record

from Burma.

On November 1st, 1908, at Kamigywe near Akyab, I shot a Spoonbill

{Platalea leucordia). It was a young bird with black tips to the primaries,

and a flesh coloured bill.

Since writing the above 1 have seen two parties of Spoonbills, in one case

six and in the other about twelve birds. They were met with near where I

killed the first bird and were seen on the 18th and 19th of December 1908.

J. C. HOPWOOD,
Dy. Consr., Forests.

Akyau. L, Burma,

\&th February 1909.
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No. XIV.—OCCURRENCE OF THE PEEWIT (JANELLDS
VULGARIS) IN TIRHUT.

On several occasions I heard of birds which I took to be this species havin<y

been seen by my collectors and can now authenticate the occun-ence of this

species in this District. This is an interesting fact as Blanford does not

mention it from Bengal at all.

This morning two birds of this species were seen by one of my men on a

chaur some miles from here. He fired at both but only shot one. They were

very wild and most difficult to approach.

In former years this chaur used to teem with bird life of all kinds, especially

duck and teal, but this year besides these two lapwings, only one or two curlew

(A'^. arquata), one great Black-headed gull {Larus ichihycctus) and a number of

Brown-headed gulls ( L. brunneicephahis) nothing else was seen. The ducks and

storks were most noticeable by their absence.

CHAS. M. INGLIS.
Laheria Serai P. O.,

nth December 1908.

No. XV.—THE LESSER FLAMINGO (PIKENICOPTERA MINOR)
IN CUTCH.

In the book pubhshed this year on the " /?irf8a« Ducla and their Allies,'" I

find it has been stated, as regards the Lesser Flamingo, in a quotation from

Vol. vi. of ' Stray Feathers', that, " we have no record of its occurrence in any

other part of Jodhpore, or in Kutch, or in Kathiawar," It is further observed

that " it is on the Sambhar Lake alone, perhaps, that it has, as a species by

tself, been observed in any number in India." In reference to this, I would

draw attention to the following remarks made l)y the late Major Lester, in the

hook (The Birds of Kutch) revised hj him: "In May 1894, when on my way

to England on leave, I crossed the Gulf of Kutch with H. H. the Rao in his

steam launch, and, on nearing the Kathiawar shore, we saw large flocks of

these handsome birds (P. ndnor') in very bright rose-coloured plumage, each

bird being apparently all over of a pink blotting paper sort of colour." On the

particular occasion here alluded to, my friend the late Major Lester and I were

both together on board a steam launch when we saw the birds, and I have

seen fairly large flocks of them on other occasions too in the same locality.

Although the Lesser Flamingo is not common in Kutch, as the larger one is,

it is at any rate a regular visitant in fairly large numbers to the inner Gulf of

Kutch.
RAO KHENGARJI.

BhUJ, CUTCII,

2^th December ) 908.

No. XVI.—THE WHOOPER SWAN—A CORRECTION.
At page 13 of the book on " Indian DucJcs and their Allies " there is a notice,

as foUows, of my having shot a Cygnus inusicus (Whooper Swan) on the river

Beas in the Hoshiarpur District on the 6th of January 1900 :
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•' While duck shooting with ;i frieml on the river Bcus on the Gth of Jaiiuarv

last, at a point opposite Talwara, in the Hoshiarpur District, wo saw four wild

Swans on the opposite side of the river. As there was no moans of crossing,

and the Swans were too far and too wary to be reached even by my four

bore duck gun, we sent back to camp for our -303 rifles. With these

weapons we managed to secure one of the four. When we recovered the bird

wc found it to he undoubtedly a * Whoopcr.* Cygnus mvsicvs. Its weight and

measurements were as follows :—Weight 12 lbs. (sic). Length from tip of bill

to end of tail four feet eight and a half inches, spread of wing seven feet

five inches,"

Now there is a printer's mistake in the record of this bird's weight as noted in

the mark quoted. My memory, and also a note in my diary, made at the time,

tells me that this Whooper's weight was twenty-one (21 lbs.) pounds, and not

twelve (12 lbs.). In printing the description from my manuscript account, the

printer has evidently placed the figure " 1 " before the figure " 2." instead of

after it, making the weight '' 12 " instead of " 21 " lbs. I see in " Indian Duels

and their Allies" page 13 the query " ?" is placed after the weight given as

•' 12 lbs.," and rightly so, but for my own credit I should like to have this

mistake rectified in the next issue of the Society's Journal.

W. OSBORN. Lt.-General, I.A.

NaGGAK, KuLU, PUN.TAn.

1908.

No, XVII.—THE WHITE-WINGED WOOD-DUCK {ASARCORNIS
SCUTULATA) IN TENASSERIM.

While touring last month in the forest country between the Attaraii and

Haungtharaw rivers, Amherst District. I came on three White-winged Wood-

Duck {^Asarcornis scutulata). I shot one, a fine drake, and as there appears

to be some doubt as to this bird's occurrence in Tenasserim 1 am posting you

the skin.

K. MACDONALD.
MouLMEiN, 2oth December 1908.

[The skin proves to be that of a White-winged Wood-Duck (Asurcomi^ scutulata).—Edp.]

No. XVIII.—THE COTTON-TEAL {NETTAPUS
COROMANDELIANUS) IN SIND.

On referring to " Indian Diicl-s and their Allies " I see that tlie Cotton-Teal

has been definitely recorded once only in Sind and that no date is given,

I am now sending you, per registered parcel post, the skin and head com-

plete of what I think is a Cotton-Teal {Nettapus cormandelianus) not in full

plumage, I shot it at a jheel in Karidassas Sajawal, Karachi District, on Decem-

ber 27th. It was one of a bunch of 7 or 8 that came over me flying quite low

and fast over the tamarisk bushes. If it is a Cotton-Teal, the incident may be

of interest as an authenticated instance of the occurrence of the Cotton-Teal

in Sind.
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It has also been shot in Upper Sind, I beUeve, but I can get no definite

details as to time and place.

R. E. GIBSON. I.CS.
Hyderabad, Sind, 29</t December 1908.

[The skin sent is that of a Cotton-Teal {Nettapus coromandelianus).—'Ev)S.']

No. XIX.—THE COTTON-TEAL (NETTAPUS COROMANDELIANUS)
IN THE KONKAN, WESTERN INDIA.

As the occurrence may be of interest to record I thought you might like to

know that I shot three Cotton-Teal {Nettapus coromandeliaims) on a tank near

Karjat which is in the Konkan just below the ghauts on the 10th inst. and did

not see any others.

I send you a skin for identification,

B. BACON, Capt.
Khandalla, 2\st Deceviher 1908.

[The skin sent proves to be that of a Cotton-Teal (Nettapus coromandelianva).— Eds.]

No. XX.—OCCURRENCE OF THE PINK-HEADED DUCK
(RHODONESSA CARYOPHYLLACEA) IN BURMA.

On the '25th December last, I shot a female Pink-headed Duck at Koolay

near Singu in Upper Burma. Oates mentions 4 of these duck as being shot

near Mandalay, but apparently they are rare in this country. I forward the

skin for the Society's collection.

E. R. JARDINE,
Postmaster-General, Burma.

Rangoon, 2Qth January 1909.

No. XXL—THE STIFF-TAILED DUCK {ERISMATURA LEUCO-
CEPHALA) NEAR NOWSHERA.

On 15th November I went down by boat from here to Attock. About a

mile above Akora the Kabul River is very swift and the water much broken.

Here I saw two ducks swimming very low on the water and which I at first took

to be golden-eyes. We floated closer to them and they dived. One rose behind

the boat out of shot, but the other went down stream. They kept under water

a very. long time (2 or 3 minutes, I should say). I fired at the one that had

gone down stream and missed. It showed no desire to fly, but after being fired

at, only showed its head' and neck above water. I killed it and the other then

came down stream, which I also shot. On collecting them I found out what they

were and I skinned them next day. They were both immature Stiff-tailed

Ducks—one male and one female (?). The male had a larger bill and longer

neck. It measured IGAins. in length, the female only loiins. I could not be

sure of the sex, however, as they were both young birds and the female had no

noticeable ovaries. They swam very low on the water, as I remarked, and I

did not notice that they carried their tails erect. One bird when fired at rose

and flew a couple of yards and took a regular "header" into the water. Bills

—

dark plumbeous, nearly black. Legs—Slate, with black markings. Iris—Sepia.

W. P. C. TENISON, Lt., R. A.
Nowsiiera, IQth November 1908.
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No. XXII.—CRUELTY TO WILD-FOWL IN THE PUN.IAL.

In the cold season in the Punjab numbers of wild-fowl are captured by

means of flight nets worked by native shikaris on the backwaters and tribu-

taries of the big rivers and on the Jhils. In some parts, notal)ly the Sikh

Districts bordering the rivers Ravi, Bcas and Sutlej. the unfortunate ducks

when caught have their legs deliberately broken and the wing-quills twisted

and tied in a knot over the back. In this miserable plight they are hawked

about in baskets for sale in the villages and bazaars. I had ample evidence of

this abominable practice when in the Punjab some 4 years ago and as far as

I can ascertain it is still in vogue, in spite of the attention I endeavoured to

draw to it some time ago in the public press.

H. A. F. MAGRATH, Maj(.i:.

Bannu, nth December 1908.

No. XXIII —LOCAL BIRD MIGRATION.

With reference to Mr. Dewar's article on " Local Bird Migration" in India

which appeared on pages 343-356 of Volume XVIII (No. 2) of this Journal it

misht be interesting to know that I found a nest of the Red Turtle Dove

{OenopopeUa tranquebarica) with three fresh eggs, on the l.Sth September, built

in a low bush, 4 feet from the ground, also one being built on the 17th August

in an acacia tree about 12 feet from the ground, and another on the 27th

September about 8 feet from the ground. These are all very much lower than

those I found in May and June which were generally in big trees 40 or 50 feet

from the ground. It thus appears that this Dove has 2 broods a year here and

is only partially migratory.

I also found on the 6th September an egg of the Pied Crested Cuckoo

(^CocGijstts jacubinus) in the nest of a Common Babbler {Arrpja caudata).

The Babbler's nest contained 3 shghtly incubated eggs, the contents

of all of which showed a faint trace of blood when blown, the Cuckoo's egg

on the contrary was quite fresh. In shape it was oval, in size about twice as

big as the Babbler's eggs and in colour a shade darker than the latter, its shell

too was abnormally thick and to my mind there can be no doubt that it is the

egg of a parasite.

A few days later in the same vicinity (viz. the banks of the Canal), I saw a

full fledged Pied Crested Cuckoo being fed by a Large grey Babbler (i4r^//rt

iiialcolmi) and on the 4th of this month (October) at Chenga Manea I also saw

a young Cuckoo of this species following a party of Large grey Babblers.

There can be no doubt therefore that both the Pied Crested Cuckoo and the

Red Turtle Dove bred here this year as late as September, though the copious

and protracted monsoon that we had here this year may have had something

to do with it.

A, J, CURRIE.
Lauukk, 6/// October 1908.

34
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No. XXIV.—A NEW COLOUR VARIETY OF MACCLELLAND'S CORAL
SNAKE {CALLOPHIS MACCLELLANDI) AND EXTENSION

OF THE HABITAT OF THIS SPECIES.

Mr. Millard has submitted to me a very interesting specimen of this snake

from Kasauli. Hitherto the species has only been known from the Eastern

part of the Himalayas.

It constitutes a very distinct colour variety for which I propose the name

nigriventer. It differs from iinivirgatu^, the variety peculiar to the Eastern

Himalayas, in having no trace of black rings, except on the tail where there

are three, each being wholly imperfect on the left side. Further there is a

continuous broad black irregularly outlined band, running down the middle of

the belly. The snake is otherwise exactly similar to univirgatus in colour and

lepidosis. The ventrals are 232, and the subcaudals 28.

F. WALL, p.M.z.?;., Majoe, t.m.p.

DTBRUGARn. As«AM. \Uli Octoher 1008.

No. XXV.—NOTES ON TWO CASUALTIES FROM THE
SAWSCALED VIPER (ECHIS CARINA TA ).

Case 1.

Thanks to letters from Colonel Russell, R.A.M.C., and Mr. C. A. Owen,

I am able to put on record an instructive case of Echis toxDemia which ended

fatally.

The bitten subject was a muscular male European, aged 47, total abstainer,

and non-smoker, and in excellent health. He was bitten at 10 a. m. on the

15th August 1908 at Rawal Pindi, wounds being inflicted on the fingers and

back of the right hand and the back of the left hand. He went " at once " to

the Station Hospital where the wounds were " freely incised " and crystals of

permanganaie of potash then rubbed in. Antivenene was then injected

subcutaneously. He had no symptoms that day up till 5 p.m. when he left

Hospital at his own request.

On the 16th at 6 p.m. his wounds began to bleed spontaneously, and he dis-

charged blood in his urine, and by the bowel.

He was readmitted into the Station Hospital where his pulse, respiration,

and temperature were found to be normal. His tongue however was swollen

and discoloured, and his right arm too up to the shoulder. He passed blood in

his urine, and also from the bowel. He was given internally Calcium Chloride.

Adrenalin Chloride, and Ergot.

On the 19th he had severe vomiting necessitating feeding, and medication by

the bowel, but his bleedings had reduced, and his general state was reported

quite good. He complained only of pain in his hands.

He continued to improve, and the bleeding diminished until the 21st (the 7th

day after the bites) no blood appearing then in the stools. At 4 p.m. that day

however he suddenly collapsed, became delirious, and then comatose. He was
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given strychnia and other stimulants, and transfusion of salt solution was per-

formed. Under this treatment he rallied temporarily, but a recurrence of th<'

collapse at 10-30 p.m. culminated in death.

The case was thus a very typical one of viperiuc toxicmia. There were lu)

symptoms at any time referrable to the nervous system, all the action of the

poison being exerted upon the blood. The reduction in the coagulability of

this fluid was responsible for the visible haemorrhages, and there is no doubt

but that the swollen and discoloured condition of the tongue, and the tissues

in the right arm was due to subcutaneous hasmoirhages. The actual cause of

death was obviously heart failure, due no doubt to the drain upon the system

from continued and persistent bleedings. One could not expect beneficial

results from antivcnene in this case which was a wholly unsuitable one for the

exhibition of this remedy. The serum prepared at Kasauli is only antitoxic

to the venoms of the cobra and the daboia.

I have examined the snake that caused this fatality.

Case 2.

I am indebted to Captain Fry, I.M.S., for the following:—A grass cutter was

bitten at Lahore (date not recorded) in the finger by an Echis about 10| inches

long. He went to the Cantonment Hospital within an hour, and his wound

was " deeply incised," rubbed with crystals of permaiiganate of potash, and

allowed to bleed for an hour in a basin of hot water. 20 c. c. of antivenene

were then injected subcutaneously. On admission he complained only of

pain in the wound, but there was no local swelling. He was all right in an

hour, and suffered from no after ill effects.

This case I regard as one of Echis bite not Echis toxaemia. It is very signifi-

cant that there was no local swelling an hour after the accident, and from the

absence of this symptom I feel justified in assuming that venom had not been

injected into the wound.

The offender was identified by Captain Fry who reports that it had only

small scales on the top of the head, an undivided anal, and subcaudal shields,

and his diagnosis appears to me conclusive.

F. WALTj. c.m./c.s.. Major, t.m.s.

Ai.MORA. i:^.^^ DMemher IDOS.

No. XXVI.—REMARKS ON SNAKE NOTES IN THE
LAST JOURNAL (No. 4, VOL. XVIII.)

Flying Snakes. I cannot help suspecting that Major Begbie was mistaken

iu his identification of the snake he alludes to in Note XXIV. Firstly, Eckis

carinata is not a tree snake and very rarely climbs, and therefore T think

would hardly be likely to have acquired the habit of springing from bough

to bough, or from a twig to the ground. The fact that the snake is said to

have been curled up in a figure of eight makes me strongly suspect it was ;i

Dipsarlomorphus trigonatua. as I have noted this peculiarity in this species, and in
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other tree haunting species. In vindication of Major Begbie's interesting note

I think if the snake skin can be produced it would be well to submit it to our

Society, to set at rest any doubts on the subject.

Abnormal specimens of Zamenls mucosus and Dipsadomorphus frigonatus.—

A

single loreal in the former species is certainly a rare deviation from the

normal type, I am not aware that I have ever seen this.

The shield referred to with a query by Mr. J. P. Mullan in his figure of

the Gamma snake is the upper part of a divided 2nd supralabial. The supra-

labials are not infrequently subject to a similar division in many snakes, and

the tendency to division in certain species has become fixed or nearly fixed.

Thus in some Simotes and Coluber the foremost supraocular touching the eye

is normally divided, and constitutes what Mr. Boulenger designates (I think

erroneously) a subocular. There is just as little justification judging from

analogy for calling this a subocular, as there is for regarding the shield in

Mr. Mullan's figure a loreal.

Kraits in Indore.—Mr. Cholmondeley rightly assumes the Krait he first

speaks of in Miscellaneous Note XXVI as valU. I have examined one specimen

which he sent to our Society's collection, and have no doubts as to its identity.

This specimen and Mr. Cholmondeley's notes however call for a modification

of some of my original remarks when describing the species. Thus the

prffiocular white spot I foimd absent in my specimens is present at least some

times. I noticed a slight tendency for some of the most posterior white arches

to be paired in the specimen sent me by the Society. The " dirtier " colour

beneath the tail tip is obviously a modification of the mottling I referred to in

this region and I must admit that perhaps " mottlings " was a misleading word

to use. The white is decidedly sullied with a suffused tint of slatish. In

my original specimens I noted the tendency of the tail to subtriangularity in

section though I omitted to record it. I hardly think however it was as pro-

nounced as Mr. Cholmondeley shows it. The species is no doubt vei-y close

to cdiruleus differing mainly in the scale rows numbering 17. I think too

the narrowness of the 2nd supralabial as compared with the 3rd important,

though subject to some variation in its degree. The specimen from Indoi-e

I examined was a deep black not mercurial-black as in my first specimens.

I take specimens A, B, D, E and F referred to by Mr. Cholmondeley to be

walU without doubt, and specimen C a cicrideua.

From Mr. Cholmondeley's notes the range of subcaudals for this species is

extended somewhat and from 17 records of specimens now known to me is

44 to 55. Indore as a habitat for the species extends its previously known

range of distribution, but though Indore is perhaps not strictly speaking in the

Ganges Basin it is to be noted that adjacent rivers flow into the Ganges.

Its extension to Indore again slightly modifies the remark in my book that

caruleus is the only krait found south of the Ganges.

Mr. Cholmondeley is to be congratulated on being the first to give us any

information of the virulence of the poison of this krait, and his note is an
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extremely valuable contribution to krait literature. Would that we could

acquire more.

Sclentijic iiometiclature.—In Miscellaneous Note XXXIV Mr. Venning

very rightly shows me in error in coupling the specific word indica with

Li/gosoma which as he observes should be indicum. Though it does not justify

my error one whit, I am more reconciled to this exposure, in finding that

others in a more exalted sphere than myself are occasionally guilty of like-

wise violating orthodox}'. Thus the very authority "Slv. Venning quotes to

substantiate his opinion has in his catalogue (Vol. Ill p. 't'tA) Laches/s gramineus.

Surely the Parcre were females, and the specific title would therefore be

moi*e correctly graminoi ?

Erratum,—For caiereoveuler on page 919, line 13, read tephrogaster.

F, WALL, f'.M.z.s., Major, i..m.<.

Ai.MOKA, December loth 1908.

No. XXVII.—A CORRECTIOX—THE BUTTERFLIES—P/£7i!/S

BRASSIC^E AXD CANIDIA.
Will you kindly inform me whether Fig. 43 Pieris hrassiccc on page 170 of

Vol. II, of Bingham's Butterflies (Fauna of British India), is an error for Pieris

canidia as appears to me probable '? For the fig. 43 certainly does not

resemble the well known P. brasscioi of England (and India) and I saw a

species apparently identical with this figure and with the description of

P. canidia—abundant above 8,000 feet at Xaini Tal in October last. The

female exactly resembles fig. 43 and I attach upper and under sides of the

corresponding male on this letter for inspection.

It seemed to me that of the specimen taken by me the females were generally

smaller than the males.

Were it not that P, brassiccc is so well known a species, I should, Bingham's

book being so precise about details, &c,, have presumed I was mistaken, and not

have bothered you with this letter. But if the book has an error I would like

to correct my copy.

It seems to me that the peculiarities of habits, flight and comparative alert-

ness, protective resemblance, &c., of the various species, are even more interest-

ing than the difference in marking, and it is just of these that books, especially

that most exact and useful book, Bingham's—make little mention.

H. D. PEILE, I.M.S., Capt.

F.vrEHGARU, 24</t November 1908.

[This mistake in the figure in Col. Bingham's book has been confirmed by Mr. Lefroy

Ijy reference to the Pusa collection, Pieris brussica does not have the series of black spots on

the outer margin of the hiudwing above as shown in the figure, which are present in

y. canidia, and a careful comparison of Bingham's descriptions will confirm the fact.

Workers who use this book will find it useful to correct their copies. Both species occur in

The Himalayas but /'. binssicae has the unusual habit of coming down to the plains and breed-

ing there during March and April, it is recorded from Umballa and every few years is found

in abundance in Tirhoot, where it breeds abundantly ujion cabbage and other cruciferous

plants. (Mem. Agric. Dept. India., Vol. 1, No, 2.)— Eu.s]
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No, XXVIII.—ON TERACOLUS (COLOTIS) FAUSTA AND
OTHER SPECIES OF THE GENUS.

I am sending some specimens of Teracolus {Colotls) fausia taken in the

ueighbourhood of Karachi this year and would like to draw attention to a

difference between the two sexes which is not mentioned in Col. Bingham's

description in the Fauna of British India, Butterflies (vol. ii., p. 267). According

to the latter the male may be distinguished from the female by

1. The absence of the sex-mark (specialized scales) in the fore wing.

2. In some forms a lighter colouring throughout.

In addition to these distinctions, however, I have noticed in the specimens

obtained this year that

In the male the dorsal margin of the fore wing shows a pronounced curve,

so much so that interspace forms a kind of lapet over the hind wing
;

In thefemale there is no such curve, the dorsal margin being straight.

1 have found this difference to be very constant among all specimens

procured.

I also send a few specimens of T, e.trida and T. danae, including some taken

in 1904, which was an ordinary dry season in Sind, and some taken

this year, which brought exceptionally good rainfall. The difference in

colouring between the specimens of the two seasons is very pronounced.

In his description of T. danae, Col. Bingham remarks *" Male and female

colouration very variable, especially in the female." I have sent you three

specimens of females illustrating this, to which I would add that among a large

series I find hardly two alike. In some of them the dusky margin is diffused

over the whole of the apex of the fore wing and the crimson patch reduced

to a few whitish streaks.

K. BERNHARDT.
Karachi, dOth October 1908,

No. XXIX.- DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF CHA RAXES
FROM THE BHUTAN FRONTIER.

By G. W. V. DE Rhe-Philipe.

Charaxes raidhaha, sp. nov.

Closely allied to C. fahius, Fabricius. Termen of fore wing more oblique

and both termen and dorsum shorter than in C. fahiua, giving the wing a

narrower and more pointed appearance.

Upper side.—Fore wing ground colour a deep velvety black, darker generally

than in the allied form ; basal area greyish black. Immaculate except for a

subterminal series of cream-coloured spots decreasing in size towards the apex
;

these spots larger and more marked than in C. fahms, those at the posterior

angle being twice as large as in most examples of the latter. Hind wing, discal

band as in C. fabius, but generally paler and narrower ; subterminal series

of light yellow spots complete, terminal markings greenish blue, not yellow.

Under side.—Ground colour a purplish grey, appreciably different from the

usual ground colour of C. /alius. Markings arranged as in the latter, but the
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discal white bar on the tore wing obsolete ami the siimous bhiok lines less

ilefined. Ochreoiis red discal and purple submarginal lunular markings on hind

wing large and distinct.

h\ regard to the outline oi the fore wings, careful measurements of several

males of C.fabiiis from different parts of India show the relative lengths of the

costa, termcn and dorsum to be in the proportions of UK) : 75 :64 or 65 ; while

similar measurements of the new form are in the proportions of 100 : 70 : 60.

The difffJi'ence in outline, though slight, is distinct.

The species is not represented either in the de Nictville collection or in the

Indian Museum collections ; nor is it described in Rothschild's '' Monograph on

the Charaxes and allied genera" (^Novitates Zoologies, vols, v, vi and vii). It

would appear to approach some of the Malaj'an forms of the genus ; except for

the almost unmarked fore wing, the upper side is not unlike that of C. echo

Butler, as illustrated and described in the above work.

Expanse 3-1 6 inches. Described from a single male taken near Jainti on

the Raidhak River (Bhutan frontier), 2,000 feet, in June, and now in my
collection.

l^The above is from the "Records of the Indian Museum,^^ Vol. II, Part III.

October, 1908, i?. 285.]

No. XXX —MIGRATION OF BUTTERFLIES.
On Sunday, October I8th, I was spending the day in a small river-bed in the

Ouchterlony Valley : it was a hot calm day with no appreciable breeze, at about

10 o'clock. Etiplaas began flying high over the treetops—the river is in heavy

forest—by thousands. They were floating over in their laziest fashion, all

without exception, in the same direction, viz., about due west, and kept this up

until I left soon after 2 o'clock. It is impossible to estimate the numbers I

could see passing over, but hundreds were in sight the whole time, so that tens

of thousands must have passed over within sight during four hours. On the

following Wednesday I was in the same place, but there was no sign of any

such flight. The day was altogether cooler, and up till 11 o'clock, cloudy on

the whole, with a good deal of wind at intervals. After 11 the sun shone

almost continuously, but I hardly saw a EupUea during the whole day. I

mention this flight as I do not remember having seen EupUtas migrating in this

manner, even on a small scale, before. There Avas none of the business-like

aspect which a migration of Pieridse always suggests : they seemed rather to be

going as slowly as they could, without any flapping of wings, and to be enjoy-

ing the sunshine rather than trying to get anywhere, though from the fact that

they did not turn to the right or to the left, but kept a very exact coui-se, it is

to be supposed that they had some destination in view. With luck the earlier

starters may have reached the Malabar border by nightfall,unless, as is possible,

they were travelling in a circle.

H. L. ANDREWES.
Barwood Estate, Nilgiri?,

23rd October 1(M»H.
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No. XXXI.—SEXUAL ATTRACTION IN LEPIDOPTERA.

Some interesting notes on the above have appeared on pp.511 and 923 of

Vol. XVIII of the Journal. The following extract from a recently published

book " Cornish Characters and Strange Events," by S. Baring Gould, M.A..

which also bears on the subject, may therefore be of interest. The character

being dealt with in the part of the book from which the extract is taken, is

that of Mr. George Carter Bignell, born in Exeter in 1826, but residing (for

he is still alive) at Saltash in Cornwall for the past fifty years, more or less.

Mr. Bignell may be said to be a born naturalist, but those who wish to read

more of his interesting career are referred to Mr. Baring Gould's book. The

extract is a story told in Mr. Bignell's own words as follows ;

—

" I once had a virgin female of the Oak-egger moth and was desirous of

getting some males. I started off with the lady in a tin box, with a perforated

zinc top to give her air and allow her perfume to escape. I walked through

the fields towards Mill-house to where was a turnstile, and at this spot lighted

on a weary policeman resting. As it was a dull day, without any token of the

sun breaking out to attract butterflies for their usual gambols, the policeman

jeeringly remarked that I had missed the right day. I replied that I thought

not, and that I could collect as many as I desired, in fact that I could make

them come to me. He laughed incredulously. I then took out mj' tin box

and placed it on the wall, and magician-like, whistled and waved my hand. The

policeman stared and thought I was befooling him. But lo ! in two or three

minutes one male alighted close to the box, soon followed by others, and in

a quarter of an hour I had at least fifty, and so tame that I picked them up

with my fingers and distributed them among about a dozen people who had

gathered to see what I was about. The policeman stared with open eyes and

mouth, quite satisfied that my whistle and mysterious signs in the air with

my hand had called the insects to me. Satisfied with what I had got I waved

again and bade the moths depart, and clapped the box in my pocket. Next day

I took the empty box out with me into the country. I had several males

following me, and some actually penetrated into my pocket where was the

empty box, proving that the perfume still remained in it, though wholly

imperceptible to myself."

The author prefaces the above story by stating that all moths with highly

pectinated antennse, that is to say wath their feelers comb-like at the extremities,

have the most extraordinary power of scenting a female moth at a great

distance, even two or three miles with a favourable wind.

G. P. MILLETT,

Conservator of Forests, N.-C.

Bombay,

18«/i January 1909.
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No. XXXII.—PEACH- Li: A VES AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR
LAUKHIi LEAVES.

I do not know whether peach-leaves, chopped up ami bruised, liavc ever

previously been used as a substitute for laurel, but I have just discovered that,

treated in this manner, they give off an odour of prussic acid fully as strong,

I think, as do laurel-leaves. I have tried the effect on a few insects and they

were bowled over in a very short time, moths in a few seconds, and even a

Catharslus, the large demy-beetle, in about 3 minutes. I have often regretted

the absence of the laurel from this part of the world, and am pleased to find

a substitute, as it will probably, like laurel, have the virtue of keeping beetles

and other insects relaxed for days together, which the cyanide bottle does

not do.

H. L. ANDREWES.

Bauwood Estate, Nilgiris, S. Indi.4,

October 23rd, 1908.

No. XXXIII.—" DO ANIMALS DIE A NATURAL DEATH ?"

In Volume XVIII., No. 2, Mr. Betham published a note under the above

heading. By natural death, I take it, is meant death only due to the more

common causes such as old age and incidental troubles, death by violence and

epidemics being excluded. That wild animals do die from ordinary causes is

inevitable but the problem is. what becomes of their bodies V This question

has always had considerable interest for me, and from time to time as occasion

arose I have made notes on the subject. The publication of Mr. Betham's

notes re-opened the matter in my mind and leads me to think that perhaps my
experiences may be of interest. Undoubtedly it seems rare for sportsmen or

others wandering about jungles to come across the recent remains of animals

that have presumably succumbed to natural causes. As mentioned above T am
not speaking of those wnich have died from epidemic disease, as in Burma one

may come across the remains of elephants dead from anthrax, or tsaing and

bison that may have contracted rinderpest. I have seen instances of both, also

of deer that have succumbed to a contagious malady. For very many years

I cannot call to mind ever having run across a dead animal except a monkey,

but on one trip accompanied by a friend I was singularly fortunate. We were

wandering up the bed of a large stream, the part we were in being rarely

frequented by men, when a noisome smell assailed us. There was a lot of

what looked like wild alder bushs about and with the aid of the Burmans we

soon discovered the cause—the carcase of a very fine wild dog {Cyon rutilans).

The carcase was lying on its side on a flat rock, which was a little higher than

the water, and surrounded by bushes. We were so interested that we looked

carefully for any injury, but failed to find anything. The dog—a fine male

—

had been dead some few hours. Later on, the same day and in the same

stream, another unpleasant smell forced itself on us. The cause this time

35
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turned out to be the carcase of a fine specimen of the Burmese Civet {Viverra

megaspila). We could find no injuries about the animal. The remains were

lying well hidden among bushes near water. The cat may have been dead

some twelve hours or so.

The day following we were working towards the source of a side

stream and came on the body of a bay squirrel (Sciums ferrugineits)

at the foot of a large tree. We concluded that he had probably died up the

tree and the body had then fallen into the gully. The squirrel had been dead

but a short time, being quite fresh. Some two or three days after while going

up a deep nullah (a succession of cane brakes with a small amount of water)

after a rhino, we came on the remains of a dead elephant (cow). We could

find no bullet holes about the head or side, and wild animals had not touched

it. The brake was a very thick one. I think it improbable that the animal

had been wounded, as we were some thirty miles from the nearest village,

though I am aware, that an elephant unless mortally wounded may travel a

long way.

On one occasion I saw a dead monkey. About half a mile from camp, one

morning we came on a large troop of monkeys on the trees and bamboos by a

stream. They were, as usual, chattering and jumping about but nothing extra-

ox'dinary attracted our attention. We went on but having had no luck in the

way of fresh tracks we returned to camp quite early and when nearing it found

the camp followers, who had been out hunting for fish, crabs, tortoises, etc.,

endeavouring to remove a monkey from the midst of a thick clump of bamboos.

The monkey was dead and the body in a sitting posture with hands clasped

and the head resting on them. After much trouble we got the body down and

found it to be that of a very old male {Semtiopithecus) not at all in what one

would describe as an emaciated condition, but nearly toothless. He had no

injuries about him, just seemed to have run the limit, and from the patriar-

chal look on his face it is to be hoped that, in his latter days he spent his time

in trying to inculcate some good in the monkey world, where there seems room

for improvement. The story given me by the followers was that the monkeys

were drinking when they saw them. As soon as the men were * spotted ' most of

them had urgent business but some few remained and did not hurry. They

noticed one that seemed very weak and could not go fast. These all wenL to a

clump of bamboos not far off, climbed up, but soon after came down and

ran off (I suppose after a tender but rather hurried farewell). Someone more

inquisitive than the others went up to the clump and saw a monkey still there

and alive, but he died shortly after. There was no doubt that the animal was

not long dead, as the body was still warm. No monkeys were to be seen any-

where when we got there, and the place where we found the camp folh-wers

was only a few hundred yards distant from where we saw the monkeys in the

morning. If monkeys are given to hiding their sick folk in dense bamboo

.clumps it is not surprising that we do not meet with many dead ones. Mon-

keys are plentiful enough in some localities.
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INly trackers showed me the remains of a cow elephant which they asserted

died while trying to drop her calf. They stated the herd stood by for many

hoiti's, and a couple of days later they found the body of the cow.

I think it highly probable that wild animals know full well that the time is

near at hand to seek fresh fields and pastures new, so instinctively they seek

or are guided to some secluded spot not far from water where they can retire

in peace and without much fear of molestation. Though hidden from vul-

tures there are numbers of small mammals that may devour the flesh and also

ants and other insects do iheir full share. The rains arrive in due course, all

the nullahs become fast running streams, the water often overflows the banks,

remains arc washed away by the floods or are covered with sand, mud, etc. As

a rule when the larger mammals have been shot on high ground and in more

or less open places, the skeleton or parts of it will lie about for years, whereas

when shot near streams, swamps, etc., a couple of years usually suffice to remove

all traces except such bones as the lower and upper jaws, pelvis and femur.

Burmans state that old bones are freely partaken of by most animals on

account of the lime. It is certainly uncommon to find many antlers lying

about on grounds where deer are plentiful.

It is also quite probable—as Mr. Betham suggests—that animals

whose strength, through age or other cause, becomes impaired fall an

easy prey to other animals who devour them. That this does some-

times happen is true—for instance the case of the very old Bison

whose fine head is now in the Society's Museum. This old solitary bull

was done to death by a pack of wild dogs. Perhaps too, old sambar, etc., are

often disposed of by these brutes. The gi-eat puzzle always has been what

becomes of the deer that live in open country which in many places over here

is not frequented by carnivora.' In Lower Burma, certainly, jackals are quite

rare and I have never heard of a wolf being seen. An occasional panther or

tiger might stray on such grounds, but I doubt if they stay long. Mr. Betham

very pertinently asks where do blackbuck go to ?—This is a mystery.

I have asked natives if they ever came across blackbuck that had died, and

this on certain grounds in Southern India where there used to be large herds,

and also on the edge of the Bikanir desert where they abound (of course on the

lattei ground wolves and jackals are common enough and may snap up any-

thing), but have always received a reply in the negative. I certainly have never

heard of anyone who has picked up anything that could be idtntified as the

remaina of a blackbuck or chink. Mr. Betham asks " Has anyone ever come

across vultures feeding on a dead wild animal V" If this remark alludes only to

wild animals that have died a natural death I must answer no, but I have more

than once followed up wild dogs after sambar and the first indication of the kill

was occasionally two or three vultures, more often a couple of jungle crows.

Of course I am referring to cases where kills have been in the open. When the

dogs have been driven off the vultures and crows come for their share quickly

enough. When cattle die in the open, one sometimes sees pariah dogs having a
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feed with the vultures and crows waiting patiently on the ground near by, but I

have never noticed any familiarity of this sort when wild dogs were worrying

a carcase,

G. H. EVANS, Lt.-Col., f. l. s.

Rangoon, 26<^ Novernher 1908.

No. XXXIV.—THE FEAR OF MAN IN WILD ANIMALS.

There was a time when it would have been regarded as impious to suggest

that man was not a specially created being, superior to all other forms of life,

and in fact from the very beginning of all things on a different plane from the

beasts of the field. He was not in former times included in works on natural

history, and any suggestion of his connection with the anthropoid apes, or his

descent by a collateral branch from a common original type would in the

middle ages have in all probability been punished by burning at the stake.

But we have changed all that. The discovery of the famous Spy and

Neanderthal remains, comprising skulls of human beings of an inferior stage of

cranial capacity ; of the Dryopithecus, a highly developed form of extmct

anthropoid ape, existent in the South of France in Miocene times, and perhaps

an ancestor of man or a divergent branch from the same origin ; and of Pithe-

canthropus erectus, the missing link, whose fossil remains have been discovered

in Java ; all these, taken in conjunction with the Darwinian theory of the

origin of species, have led us to change our views, and to ascribe to man a

primordial progenitor in no respect differing in kind from those of the so-called

lower animals.

So long as man was looked upon as a type of the deity, possessed of inborn

divine attributes, there is nothing surprising in his being termed the lord of

creation, to whom was ascribed a subtle power over all other animals, which

were supposed to be possessed of a natural fear of the image of God. But

with the advance of science this verdict of our ancestors can no longer be

accepted, and it is necessary that the question whether the so-called lower

animals have any inherent fear of man, or not, should be investigated.

Facts do not bear out this presupposed psychic superiority of man. It has

been found that in places where he has been hitherto unknown, man's presence

is no more productive of dread in the animal world than is that of other living

things. Thus, Darwin relates that in one islatid that be visited, the doves

could be handled, and even attempted to settle on the heads of the human

intruders. The great auk, now extinct, perhaps largely owing to its confiding

nature, had no fear of man, nor have penguins and other birds in the more

remote regions of the earth. The absence of timidity on the part of the

American bison undoubtedly led to its practical extermination
;
whilst a similar

fearlessness has been noticed on the part of whales, and in some places of the

great seals known as sea-lions. The early mariners who braved the icy terrors

of the Arctic seas encountered a profusion of animal life which regarded the

presence of man with indifference ; and Sir Harry Johnston discovered a
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similar tameness among the fauna of the dense primeval forests of Centml

Africa, The earlier visitors to the virgin hunting-grounds of Africa, during

the first li.ilf of the last century, tell the same tale. Game that had not been

pursued by the natives of the country and in remote and uninhabited regions,

exhibited little fear of man. It is noteworthy that animals that are much

liunted soon become wild and difficult to approach, whilst those that are not

sought after, soon learn that they have rothing to fear from the aggressive

character of man. The African elephant has always been hunted, and Mr.

Selous tells us that " it will do everything in its power to avoid meeting a

human being." With regard to the bonte-quagga the same writer says—" They
are not naturally very wary, and in parts of the country where they have not

been much disturbed, and are therefore unsuspicious of danger, they are very

inquisitive. When hunting to the north of the Pungwi river in 1892, in a part

of the country where I suppose the BurchelFs zebras had never seen a man
with any clothes on, these animals often came to within 100 yards to

have a good look at me ; and on one occasion a large herd approached

within 50 yards, and after I had sat down on the side of an ant-keep,

stood staring at me for about half-an-hour, and only ran off when I got up and

walked towards them." He also relates how some of these animals fraternised

with his horses. Again, he tells us with regard to the African buffalo—" Where

they have never been hunted, buffaloes are unsuspicious of danger and easy to

approach against the wind. Old bulls, indeed, will often almost refuse to get

out of the way, but lie or stand gazing unconcernedly at the sight of a human
being, until he is within 50 yards of them, while possibly one or other of a

party of four or five will trot a few paces forward to get a better view." But

when much persecuted the same animals soon become wary, and will desert their

usual haunts in thick covert, and resort to open forests where they can obtain

a good view, but must suffer considerable discomfort from the heat of the sun.

Of the hippopotamus on the Umzingwani river, protected many years by

LoBengula and his father, we are told that they became very tame and confiding

and Mr. Selous says—'' Where hippopotamuses have never been fired at, they

are tame and even inquisitive. I once found a herd in a small rock-pool on the

lower Umfuli river, the members of which had probably never seen a man with

clothes on before, as they showed no fear whatever, but, as I sat on a rock on

the edge of the pool, came up within a few yards, and remained with their

heads in full view for a long time, staring stolidly at the unwonted sight.
"

In India it is more difficult to find unmolested animals. Here are no vast

plains teeming with animal life, no forests untrodden by man where the wild

beasts can wander in peace over trackless solitudes, such as those to be met with

on the Dark Continent, But the same general rule obtains here also ; that

animals but seldom molested are. comparatively tame, and soon become wild

and wary when much huhted. I have found antelope and gazelle in remoter

tracts, having but little fear of men, while elsewhere one cannot approach to

within several hundred yards of them, I have seen gaur apparently almost as
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tupid as domesticated oxen, but in some localities there is no warier beast.

Where the peafowl is sacred, it is as unfearing as the denizens of the farm-

yard ; but in other parts of the country there are few birds more difficult to

approach.

Perhaps the dread of man in the great carnivora is more difficult to account

ior than it is in other animals. It is remarkable, for instance, that a predace-

«)us beast possessing the strength, activity, and armature of the lion or tiger

should be cowed by the presence of a human being. But when they have

once tried their strength against man, these creatures soon come to know that

they have nothing to apprehend if they take him unawares. And although a

small herd-boy may drive the ordinary tiger from his flocks, the man-eater

soon becomes the terror of the country he infests ; while the wounded lion or

tiger loses all fear of man. I have come upon a panther sitting quite uncon-

cernedly by the side of the road upright on its'haunches, looking at us, when

I was passing with a number of men.

That animals left long unmolested in time lose their fear of man, would

appear to favour the now generally accepted principle that acquired charac-

teristics are not inherited. This principle is also supported by the fact that

the young of wild beasts exhibit fear in a less degree than adults. It is also

worthy of observation that the females of deer and antelope are frequently

easier to approach than the males, perhaps because they are disregarded by

sportsmen ; but this may be due to some inherent quality of natural feminine

curiosity, found also in the higher animals.

Taking all the facts into consideration I think it must be accepted that there

is no " natural fear of man," due to hereditary instincts in wild animals; but

that where such fear exists it is an attribute acquired during life as a result of

experience and education.

The question of keenness of sight in wild animals, recently referred to on

several occasions in this Journal, is perhaps to some extent connected with

that of the fear of man. For where animals do not fear man, they will pre-

sumably appear largely indifferent to his presence. There are many animals,

among them elephants and bears, notoriously deficient in keenness of vision.

My own experience goes to show that the keenness of sight of wild animals has

in many cases been much exaggerated, and that as a general rule wild beasts have

not a keener vision than man. In some instances, as in the case of the ibex and

other hill animals, an almost telescopic power of sight has been ascribed. But

it is noteworthy how wild beasts will fail to distinguish a man, even at a com-

paratively short distance, so long as he remains motionless. They are very

quick to detect movement, but after watching for sometime an object to

which their attention has thus been directed, they will frequently resume their

indifferent attitude. I must maintain my opinion that the sight of animals of

the cat tribe is not keen ; this I have observed frequently in the case of tigers

and panthers. Keenness of sight appears to be to a large degree a question of

training, and animals exposed to constant danger are naturally quick to appre-
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hend it, and to suspect it in any moving object. But they do not generally

appear to be quick to define the outline of an object, and consequently its

nature.

As regards birds, certainly the vultine and birds of prey are possessed of

remarkable powers of vision ; for, unless it has a sixth sense, the vulture hunts

by sight, as a concealed carcase will not attract these scavengers.

R. G. BURTON,
Major,

94th Russell's Infantry.

Khandalla,

November 1908.
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PROCEEDINGS

OF THE MEETIXa HELD ON 12th NOVEMBER 1908.

A meeting of the members of the Bombay Natural History Society took

place at the Society's Rooms on Thursday, 12th November 1908. the Revd. E.

Blatter, S. J., presiding.

NEW MEMBERS.

The election of the following 21 new members since the last meeting was

duly announced :•

—

Mr. T. R. Lawrence (Bomi)ay) : Mr. A. R. Hunt (Betul. C. P.) : Mr. J. E.

Husbands. I.C.S. (Ahmednagar ); Mr. H. W. S. Husbands, A.M.I.C.E.

(Jalna) ; Mr, C. Somers-Smith (Seoni. C. P.); Mr. P. T, L. Dodsworth

(Simla) ; Mr. C. H. Dracott (Quetta) ; Mr. H. E. Burke, R.A (Bunji, Gilgit..

Kashmir) ; Rev. H. W, Lee Wilson (Poona) ; Mr. R. J. D. Graham (Nagpur,

C, P.) ; Mr. Edward A. Rooke (Sugdalpur, Bastar State, C. P.) : Mr. H. C.

Jeddere -Fisher (Satara) ; Col. H. Rose (Satara) : Shah Zada Taley Mahomed

Khan (Palanpur) ; H. H. Raja Bahadur Bhagvuntsinji of Orchha (Tikumgarh.

Bundelkhund): The Principal, Punjab Agricultural College (Lyallpur, Punjab);

The Superintendent, Government Horticultural Gardens (Lahore) : Mr. A.

Montgomerie, I.C.S. (Satara) ; Capt. W. Walker Browne, RA.M.C. (England) :

The Librarian, Nizam's College (Hyderabad, Deccan) ; and Mr. M. H. Simonds

(Jacobabad).

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

The Honorary Secretary, Mr. W. S. Millard, acknowledged the following

contributions to the Museum since the last meeting:

—

Contribution. Locality. Contributor.

1 Mottled Volecai {Putorlus sarmaticus) ...

1 Quetta Vole {Elloiius fuscicapillus)

2 Ward''s mouse bares yOcliotona wardi) ...

1 Cashmir long-tailed, field mouse (J/<>ro-

mys sijlvaticus gri-teus)

2 Voles CHJiorotug hachelix)
,

7 Spiny mice {Platacanthiwii/H laicurus')...

3 HLongooits (^Uerpestex mtingo')

1 Madras tree-shrew (Tupaia ellioti)

1 Markhor head ( labul var.) ^Capra falcv-

neri negac'^rox).

1 Oorial head (Ovis vignei')

3 Skulls of Andaman wild pigs (5?/.» anda-

manensig
.)

Quetta

Do
Kashmir

Do

Po
Charmadi, Mysore
Cutch

Pachmarbi, C. P. ...

Ilurnai Valley,
Quetta.

Do
Taken from a com-
munal hut of the

wild Jiirva tribe

at Pochang, 8.

Andaman s.

BaluchiFtan Nat.
Hisr. Soc.

Do.

E. C. Stuart Baker.

Do.

Do.
R. Foullies.

H. H. tbe Eao of

Cutch.
A. A.Dunbar Brao-

der.

Capt. C. G. Wood-
house.

Do.
J. E. Needham.
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Contribution.
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PAPERS READ.
1. A Cystic Worm found in the Common Cockroach, by Dr. N. F. Surveyor.

2. The Indian Doum (Hyphcene) Palm, by I. H. Burkill, M. A.

3. The Flying-fish of India. Do they fly ? by G. F. Pollard, F.Z.S.

FLORA OF PANCHGANI.
The Rev. E. Blatter, S.J., read an interesting paper on " The Flora of

Panchgani in October," and in the course of his remarks drew attention to a

suggested experimental agricultural and horticultural station at Panchgani.

He said :
—

" I should like to point out in this place the advantages of having

an experimental station at Panchgani, not only for arboriculture but also for

agricultural products. We are most of us aware of the wise policy of the Bom-
bay Government during recent years in starling experimental agricultural and

horticultural stations in different parts of the Presidency, and scientific agri-

culture on this side of India is still in advance of the rest of India, but it is

not apparent why Panchgani with its particularly favourable climate has been

passed over ? The average rainfall is only 66 inches, whilst the altitude of

4,550 feet allows the place to enjoy a temperature similar to that of Maha-

bleshwar, without any of its disadvantages.

Everybody knows that, in general, experimental stations have almost

without an exception formed a part of the scheme, wherever the work of

agricultural improvement has been taken in hand. The only question is where

such stations are needed. There is not sufficient reason for establishing an

experimental station in a certain district simply because, in theory, it is a good

thing to have a place for trying experiments. The main consideration should

be whether there is anything definite to learn, any particular question to solve,

and whether this has any relation to the agriculture and arboriculture of the

country around. If we can answer these questions in the affirmative an ex-

perimental station will be of practical value. When I speak of an experi-

mental station I am not thinking of the more specially scientific experimental

inquiries such as the finding out of new scientific truths or the testing of

scientific theoi'ies by experiments on the nutrition of plants, the assimilation of

different soil constituents or of atmospheric gases by plants, the exhaustion

produced by continuous cropping, or the effect of extreme application of

stimulating salts. I have in mind a more practical kind of experiment, such

as the testing of the value of different processes already in use, the economical

effect of various manurial ingi-edients upon particular crops, the collection of

information regarding the outturn of crops, and especially the introduction

and growth of new crops and fruit trees. Such inquiries will be for

the benefit of the surrounding agriculture, supposing that the land chosen

for the experimental station be composed of soil which is fairly typical of that

of the country around, so that the result may be applicable to as large an area

of similar land as possible. This is certainly the case with Panchgani. Its

lateritic soil is practically the same as that of most of the surrounding hills.

It is, besides, on the one hand, naturally not so rich as to call for no improv*^"
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ment, nor, on the other hand, so poor and sandy that no one would think of

farming it. Improvement is certainly possible in this Presidency not only in

the introduction of new varieties, but also in that of new economic species,

whether these be entirely new to the country or merely new to the particular

district. If we consider that various millets, maize, tobacco, tea, coffee, the

potato and many other kinds of vegetables have been introduced into India,

there is no reason why other species should not be imported also. As to

Panchgani in particular, we can confidently say that, judging from the past 50

years, tangible results may be expected, if men with scientific knowledge and

skilled in agricultural work would start an experimental station."

The paper will appear in full in the Society's Journal.

A vote of thanks having been passed to the authors of the different papers

the meeting terminated.

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE MEETING HELD ON 14th JANUARY 1909.

A meeting of the Members of the Bombay Natural History Society took

place at the Society's Rooms on Thursday, 14th January 1909, Mr. R. Gilbert

presiding.

The election of the following 29 new members since the last meeting was

duly announced :—Mr. L. Mcllwrick (Bombay) ; Mr. O. O'Donnell (Gonda)
;

The President, Mess Committee, 1st Durham Lt. Infantry (Dilkusha) ; Mr. R.

Scroggie (Mitkyina) ; Mr. S. F. Hopwood (Kindat) ; The Librarian, State

Library, Hyderabad (Deccan) ; Mr. E. W. Graham Roe (Bombay) ; Mr. John

Evershed (Kodaikanal) ; Mr. H. E. Mallandine (Sriuagar) ; Mr. H. Tulloch

(Bombay) ; The Principal, Bombay Vet. College (Parel) ; Major P. T. Cooper

(Karachi) : Mr. A. E. J. Croly (Amballa) ; Mr. E. J. Detmold (Daloo P. O.) :

Mr. L. E. C. Everard (Mongnai) ; Mr. R. H. Beckett (Nagpur) ; Mr. R. C.

Hobart, I.C.S. (Lucknow) ; Mr. F. Hannyngton, I.C.S. (Bareilly) ; Mr. W. H.

Brymer (Maskeliya, Ceylon) ; Major N. A. H, Budd (Jubbuipore) ;
Mr. E. H.

SulUvan (Madnapalli) ; Mr. A. W. Keith (Gaya) ; Mr. F, C. Eraser, I.M.S.

(Trichinopoly) ; Mr. A. C. Rogers (Belgaum) ; Mr. E. M. Duggan (Belgaum)
;

Mr. H. W. Biggie (Dera Ismail Khan) ; Mr. L. S. Tollemache (Belgaum) ; Mr.

H. D. Ash (Bombay) and Mr. A. T. Holme, I.CS. (Oodeypore).

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

The Honorary Secretary, Mr. W. S. Millard, acknowledged the following

contributions to the Museum since the last meeting :

—

Contribution. Locality. Contributor.

Mountain Fox (_Vulpe» wlpe-^ montana') ..

Common Indiao Mungoose Ql/erpo'tes
munoK.)

9 Small Mammals {M'icromys gylvaticu*
pentax, Mm vicerex, Microtus icynr-et )

Chamba Major G. 8. Rodon.
Khandala IS. H. Prater.

Ban no, N.-W, F. P, Major H. A. F. Ma-
grath.
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Contribution. Locality. Contributor.

18 Small Mammals including an example
of Whiteheads '^io&t^BIicromyssylvatieus

pentax., Micn'tnn imitatvr^ 3Iicrotus

hracktlix, Mustela, loliittheadi).

25 Mammal sl;ins including Bat?, Moles,

Voles, Squirrels and Kats.

li Small Mammals...
1 Bat (.<;>. uncertain)
Curiously deformed Hyaena"'B feet

1 Spotted Crake (^Porzann. maruetta)
1 Stifif-tailed DnckiErisniat'xrnleticopJiela)

1 Do. do. do. do.

1 Cotton teal (_IVettapus coromandelianus').,,

1 Do. do. do do.

Head and feet of Lammergeyer (
Gypaetus

harhatun').

Water Kail (/Ji^Z/ms aquaticus)
Water Snake (^Mirrn-plsthoioih plumlAcolor)

1 Snake Ci/?/co^Zfl« auUcus)
1 Snake {Lachesis fjramineus')

1 Tree Snake -

1 Field Snake (Zatnr/ds fasriolatus')

1 Sea Snake QEnhydrina valakadien')

1 hizard {Uublapharis macularis) ,

1 Lizard

1 Tortoise (^Nicoria trijuga)

Several Fish , ^,. ......

Several small Fish
2 Crabs
-1 Grabs
9 Echinoderms
2 " Sea Mice"
Several Butterflies

Several Hymenoptera

Bannu, N.-W. F. P C. H. T. Whitehead.

S. W.^China Trustees of the Bri-

I

tish Museum.
Murree

[

R. M. Adams.
Karachi E. Comber.
Kbandesh Ia.H. Simcnx, I.C.S.

Bombay . J C. G. Bowen.
Now.-hera W. P. C. Tennison.
Sakkur D. U. Ommanney.
Khandalla Capt.B. Bacon.
Karachi Dist ' R. G. Gibson, I.C.S.

Wana
|

Capt. J.C. Simpson.

Jhansi..

Basse in

Madras
Bombay
Madura Dist
Salsette

Port Blair
Rhotak, Punjab.

W. G. Listen,

Bassein Fort, near
Bombay.

Do.

Port Blair

Karachi ... .

Do
Port Blair

Do
Do

Khamlwa, C. P. .

Various ,

C.Thornhill
Capt

I. M.S.
B. M. Dwane.
A. Simkins.
Rev. J. E. Tracy.
R. W. L. Dunlop.
Lt. Willock, K.I.M.
Civil S u r g e o n,

Rhotak.
A. Kirke Smith.

Do.

Lt. Willock, R.I.M.

E. Comber.
Do.

Lt. Willock, R.I.M,
Do.
Do.

D. 0. Witt.

E. Comber.

Minor Contributions from

:

— Major H. A. Magrath and Capt. Lightfoot.

EXHIBITS.

The Secretary drew the attention of the members to the tiger's head which

had just been mounted for the Society by Rowland Ward. The specimen was

presented to the Society by Major A. Stables, R.A.M.C. The head was greatly

admired by all present.

The.Revd. E. Blatter, S. J., said that it might interest members to know that

a specimen of the Talipot Palm (Corypha umhrucidifera) was to be seen at

the present moment in flower on the north side of Elphinstone Circle Gardens.

One of their members, Mr. R. Reeve, was the first person to draw the Society's

attention to it and as it was apparently about 20 years since the last Talipot

palm flowered in Bombay it was a most interesting event. Some members might

remember that one of these palms flowered in the Grant Medical College Garden
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in 1885 and another at the foot of 31alab;ir Hill about 1887. Mr. Mahahixmivala

mentioned that one of these palms was also now floweriny in the Victoria

Gardens, Bombay.

The following papers wore then read :

—

1. On airtight boxes and cases for Natural History specimens with experi-

ments by Mr. John Wallace, C.E., with some remarks on the same subject by

Mr. H. Maxwell Lefroy, M.A.. F.K.S., F.Z.S.

•J. Note on a new Alga {Chara sp.) found in Bombay Island, by Mr. Vinayak

Nanabhai Hate, B. Sc.

;5. The fear of man in wild animals, by Major R. G. Burton.

A vote of thanks was passed to the authors of the different papers, all of

which will be published in the Society's Journal.
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Illustrated by Coloured Plates and Dla.grams.

BY

Major F. Wall, I.M.S,, (*.M.Z.S.

Part X with Plate X and Diagram 1.

[Continued from page lOG of this Vohune.)

The Bridal Snake (dryocalamds NYMPHa).

Synonym, Hgdrophobus nj/mpha.

Xomenclafure. (a) Scientific.—The generic name from the Greek

S;f; a tree and xaxa^os a reed, was first applied in 1858 by Giinther

to one of the species known from the Malayan Archipelago, viz.,

tristrigatus. Xgmpha introduced by Daudin in 1803, is from the

Greek ^'-Vpi^ a bride, probably owing to the light coloured heads of

the two specimens figured by Russell* in his first volume suggesting

to his mind the nuptial veil worn by a bride.

[h) English.—The Bridal snake suggests itself to me as a[i[)ropriate.

(c) Vernacular.—The only name I can find is that used by Russell,

viz., " Katla vvrien."

Dimensions. —I have seen two specimens measuring 1 foot 8 inche*

iind this is the greatest lenoth known to me.

* lad. Serp. Plates XXXVI iiud XXXVII.
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Bodily configuration.—The body is cylindrical, slenderfor its length,

and very uniform in girth throughout, perhaps suggesting the form of

a reed used in the generic title. The head is moderately flattened, the

snout moderately rounded, and the neck evident. The eye is rather

large and the iris colourless, so that during life the shape of the pupil

which is vertical cannot be seen. The nostril is small. The tail is

rather short, being about one-fifth the total length. The belly is

strongly angulated on either side. The whole snake is smooth and

glossy.

Colour.—Dark-brown or black above, fading somewhat posteriorly

with from 35 to 50 conspicuous white or yellowish cross bare in the

whole length of the snake. These are most conspicuous anteriorly

where they involve 2 or 3 scales vertebrally and are more widely

separated there than behind. Frequently they are not pure white or

yellow, but sullied more or less with a brownish mottling or speckling.

In the young they are usually yellow, and often but not always tend

to grow whiter with age ; those shown in our Plate being remark-

ably white. The head in the young is yellow or suflfused with yellow

which tends to become more localized with age and form a more or

less conspicuous band on the back of the head. The under parts are

pearly-white, creamy, or yellowish throughout and unspotted. It is

a very handsome and graceful little snake, the specimens marked with

pure white as in our plate being remarkably attractive.

Identification.—(1) The scales are in 13 rows in midbody. (2) The

prefrontal besides touching its fellow and the frontal is in contact

with 5 (or 6) other shields, viz., the internasal, postnasal, loreal, one

or two prseoculars and supraocular. (3) The loreal touches the eye.

There can be no doubt of its identity if these points are sought for in

the order above given and are found to co-exist.

Haunts.—My knowledge of the Bridal Snake, though very limited,

points to haunts and habits closely akin to that of the Common Wolf-

iSnake. The first I encountered was in a house on the banks of the

Chilka Lake. Sitting after dinner in a room on the ground floor [

saw it moving beneath the chair of a friend. I ran for a stick and

tried to kill it, believing it to be a young krait. Had the stick been

a flexible cane I would probably have despatched it with the first

blow, but I made several ineft'ectual attempts to strike it, the stick

making an angle with the floor ])assing over it each time. The
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•reptile thorouohly scared added to my difficulty by its agile move-

ments. When at length it was womided I would not, pronounce upon

its identity by lamp light, the gloss on its scales making their detail

uncei'tain, but I felt sure I had been dealing with u krait until the

morninsr light showed me mistaken.

Disposition.—My knowledge ot" this species is so limited that I

-cannot speak ofits disposition, habits, food or breeding. The smallest

specimen I know of is one mentioned by Giinther which was (j^ inches

(75 lines) and I should think probably a hatchling.

Distribution, (a) Geographical.—South India, Orissa, and Ceylon.

All the British Museum specimens are from Ceylon and kSouth India.

Jerdon speaks of it from Madras, Ferguson from Travancore and I

have had two specimens from Orissa (Kumbha and Berhampore), two

from Trichinopoly, and one from Madras. The exact localities in

Ceylon of the British Museum specimens except Trincomalee are not

noted. Haly* says that 5 specimens in the Colombo Museum are from

Jaffna, and Willey f only mentions Jaffna and Anuradapura.

Ji^ergusonJ speaks of one from the South part of the Island without

specifying further. This is in the British Museum now, viz., specimen

T of Boulenger's Catalogue (Vol. 1, p. 371).

(b) Local.—Appears to be chiefly a snake of the Plains, but there

are British Museum specimens from the Nallymally, Balarangam,

and Cuddapah Hills, altitudes not recorded.

(c) Numerical.—I would call it rather an uncommon snake in

India, having only collected 5 specimens. Ferguson mentions but

two specimens in the large collection at Travancore. Jerdon, however,

says it is not rare at Madras.

Lepidosis. Rostral,—Touches G shields, the rostro-internasal sutures

rather longer than the rostro-nasal. Internasals.—Two; the suture

between them about three-fourths to equal to that between the prce-

frontal fellows, about half or less than half the intemaso-])r£efrontal

sutures. Frcefrontals.—Two ; the suture between them subequal to

or rather greater than the praefronto-frontal ; in contact with the

iuternasal, })0stnasal, loreal, one or two prieoculars, and supraocular.

Frontal,—Touches G shields ; the supraocular sutures longest, twice or

nearly twice the parietals which are rather the sniallest. Supra-

* First, report, ynakeu, Colombo, Juue 188(3, p. 10.

t Spol. ZeyUn, ^pril lOOGj p. -'3li. ; Kept. Fauua, Ceyl'jUj 1677, p. 19,
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oculars.—hQng'dx subequal to, breadth about half that -^f the frontal.

,iV^asa/5.—More or less divided, or entire and 'feimidy perforated by

the nostril; in contact with 1st and 2nd labials. '
LoreaZ.—Single,

longer than the nasals, about twice as long as high, touching the eye.

FrcBOCular.—One, intervening between the loreal and the supraocular.

Poslomlan,—1wo. Temporals.—Two. Supralabials.—l ,
i\\e 3rd and

4th touching the eye. Infralahials.— 5, the Sth largest, nearly twice

us broad as the posterior sublinguals ; in contact with 3 scales behind ;

the first meet to form a suture half or less than half that between the

anterior sublinguals. SuUinffuals.—Two pairs; the posterior two-thirds

to three-fourths the length of the anterior ;
in contact with the 4th and

5th infralabials. Costals.—Tv^o heads-lengths after head 13, midbody

13, two heads-lengths before the anus 13 ;
vertebrals not enlarged,

last row not or barely enlarged ; not keeled'; apical pits present,

single. VentraU,—200 to 243^ (Boulenger) ;
markedly angulate on

each sid^ ^Ina/.-^Divided. Suhcaudals.^65 to 88 (Boulenger),

divided. .4wowiaZ/es.—Rarely there are two prajooulars. The supra-

labials.are sometimes G or 8. In one of my specimens the 10th to the

,14th subcaudals were entire. •

Two other species of Dnjocalamus, viz., gracilis and davisoni, occur

within Indian limits. The former should, I think, be noticed here being

very like nt/mpha in colouration and therefore lilcely to be confused

with the krait. The latter is not like the krait, being striped in a

longitudinal directionand is a Malayan snake which just enters our

limits in Tenasserim. I shall therefore make no remarks upon it.

TilE feCAKCE BlilDAL SnAKE {DRYOCALAMUS GRACILIS).

Nomenclatitre. (a) ScientiH-'^^^^ ^P^pific title ,(L^tin = graGelul)

was given by Gilnther in 18G4, in allusion to its graceful form. Like

its ally ni/mpha it is ti very attractive httle snake, striking in its dainty

colouration and slender outline.

(6) English.—The Scarce -Bridal Snake, would, .1 think, be a

fitting designation.

(c) Vernacular.—It i^ too uncommon to have been christened in.

any native dialect.

• There is a decided tendency for these shields to be more numerous in Indian than in

Ceylon specimens. Thus in G Ceylou examples they range bet;veen 200 and -J 1<J, and in 19

Indian examples'hetweeil 216 and 213.
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Identification.—If the following points are sought for in the order

herein given, there can. he no mistake in recognising it. (1) Tho

scales in the miihlle of the hody are in 1.5 rows. (2) The prcefrontal

besides touching its fellow and the frontal meets 5 other shields, ri~.,,

the internasal, postnasal, loreal, prpeocular, and supraocular. (3)

The loreal touches the eye. (See outline figure Diagram.)

It is a. much more, uncommon snake than nympha^ there being but

two examples in the British Museum both of which I have examined.,

I collected two others at Berhampore in Orissa, and have seen a fifth

in the Indian Museum which was referred by Sclater to its ally

davisoni.. This is recorded doubtfully from False Island, Arrakan, -a,

most unlikely locality for it to have been collected in.. The British

Museum specimens are from the Anamallay and Tuddapah Hills. The

only other specimens I knowof are two recorded from Ceylon by Haly,*

one of which he described as a distinct species under the title

fergusonii. One of my specimens fell from a verandah roof one evening-

after dinner into the middle of a family circle. It was captured and

sent to me, and at first sight I took it to be a young krait. The longest

specimen I know of is one of mine which was 1 foot 11^ inches.

Lepidosis. Rostral.—Touches 6 shield!?, the rostro-ihternasal

sutures rather longer than the rostro-nasal. Internasals.—Two ; the

suture between them from three-fourths to equal to that between the

prrefrontal fellows, equal to or rather less than the internaso-pr?e-

frontal sutures. Prcefrontah.—Two ; the suture between them three-

fourths to equal to the prdefronto-frontal, in contact with the internasal,

postnasal, loreal, pr?eocular and supraocular. Frontal.—Touches (J

shields, the supraocular sutures longest, nearly or quite twice the

fronto-parietals. Supraoculars.—Length subequal to, breadth about

half that of the frontal. Nasals.—More or less divided, in contact

with the 1st and 2nd supralabials. Loreal.—One, rather longer

than the nasals, twice as long as high ; touches the eye, Prceocular.

—One. Postoculars.—Two. Temporals.—Two. Supralabials— 7
;

the 3rd and 4th touching the eye. Infralalnals.— f), the 5th largest,

and in contact with 2 or 3 scales behind. The suture between the first

about half that between the anterior sublinguals. Sublinguals.—Two

pairs ; the posterior rather shorter than the anterior, in contact with

• Taprobanian III, 188G, p. 51.
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tbe 4th .'ind 5th infmlabials. Co.ftals.—Two heads-lengths behind

the head 15, midbody 15, two heads-lengths before the anus 15; the'

vertebral? not enlarged ; ultimate row not or barely enlarged ; no'

keels: apical pits present, single. VenfraJs,—199 to 243, angulate^

laterally. A^ial.—Entire. SuhcavdaU.—75 to 87 ; divided.

Aiwmalies.—The specimen in the Indian Museum above referred

to has the anal divided. The costals vary in individuals. The

Anamallay specimen in the British Museum has 13 scale rows for a

considerable distance anteriorly, and the Cuddapah Hills specimen in

the same Institution 13 for some distance anteriorly and posteriorly.

Where the rows are 13 that next to the vertebral is unusually large'

owing to a confluence of two rows. When the rows reduce again

from 15 to 13, the row next to the vertebral coalesces with that below.

The Iridescent Earth Snake (Xenopeltis Unicolor).

Nomenclainre. {a) Scientific.—The name of the genus was intro-'

duced by Reinwardt in 1827, and is from the Greek f^oe strange, pSxt/i

a shield, in allusion to the unusual dis])Osition, and number of the

shields on the top of the head, many of which are quite peculiar

to this snake. The specific name was also given by Reinwardt and

refers to the uniform dorsal colouration.

(/') EngJi.<h.—The Iridescent Earth-Snake is the best name for it,,

the beautiful play of colours seen in the dorsal black on reflected light

calling for specitil remark.

{e) Vernanilar.—1 know ol none.

Dimensiovs.—It grows to four feet. A specimen which Evans

and I collected in Rangoon measured 3 feet 5i inches, and Colonel

Evans has had one 4 feet 1 inch Ions,-.

Bodily configti ration, etc.—The body is of remarkably uniform

girth in its whole length, and broader in its lateral diameter than

in the ventro-vertebral. The head is spatulate, the snout broadly

rounded, and the head merges into the body without indication of a

neck. The eye is remarkably small and the iris very dark so that the

pupil is with difficulty discerned in life. When scrutinised closely

the iris is seen to bo dark-brown in colour, and the ])upil vertically

elliptical. The nostril is small, the tail is decidedly short, measuring

from about one-tenth to one-eleventh the total length of the snake.

Tiie whole snake exhibits an unusually high polish to its scales.
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Colouration.—One of the most remarkable characters of this

snake which is remarkable in so many ways, is the brilliancy of the

iridescence seen on its scales when the light is allowed to glance

on them. Flower * thus remarks uj)on it :
" The iridescent colours

of this snake are most beautiful, and wonderful. As it crawls along,

the curves of its body flash brilliant lights of emerald-green,

copper, blood-red, purple and electric-blue, while the actual

colour is a very dark rich coffee-brown." The specimens I collected

iu Burma were black or blue-black rather than brown. The last

three costal rows are more or less heavily margined with whitish,

the last often uniform whitish. The young are coloured similarly

except that they have a yellowish or whitish head, or collar, but no

indication of either remains during adult life. Reinwardt thought

that these white-headed specimens constituted a distinct species to which

he assigned the name leucocepJiahts . The upper lip and underparts

are whitish (Flower says pale yellow) with sometimes slatish

streaks. The tail is streaked or mottled beneath.

Identification.—The shields are so peculiar in this snake, that

one might mention several conditions which are unique, or nearly

so, by which identification is certain and easy. Perhaps the easiest

way to recognise it is by noticing that the frontal touches 9

other shields. Another method is by the fact that the rostral

touches 4 shields, viz., the internasals, and first labials only. In all

other snakes where it touches 4 shields only these are the nasals,

and first labials. Again excepting two vipers, viz., Eristocophis

mcmahoni and Psevdocerastes persicus (both of which have only

small scales on the top of the head), it is the only snake within

Indian limits in which the nasal does not touch the rostral. Again

it is the only snake in which the 3rd labial touches the nasal

and not the eye.

Haunts.—As its English name implies it is a burrowing snake,

living entirely beneath the soil. It is rarely seen above the

surface except when following up its quarry or under accidental

circumstances. One captured in the upstairs verandah of the General

Hospital in Rangoon had probably been conveyed there in the

earth of one of the pot plants.

• P. Z. S., 1899, p. 657.
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Disposition.—I have liad very little experience of it in life, but

it is obviously a plucky and vicious reptile from an incident,

recorded by Theobald* who says :
" The following illustrates its

ferocious nature. I once remarked a Ptijas {= Zamenis) mucosiis,

some five feet in length, in the hedge of the Circuit House of

Bassein.: On running downstairs, the snake had vanished, but in

searching I saw its tail sticking out of a hole beneath a wooden

plant-case. Do what I might I could not drag it out, as it seenjLed

held fast within. I therefore with some trouble overturned the plant-

case, and then saw that the unlucky Ptyas was firmly pinned by a large

Xenopeltis into whose hole it had unwittingly entered. The Xeno-

peltis seemed about four feet in length, but on perceiving itself un-

covered, released its hold of the Ptyas, and made its escape.''

Flower says :
" A young snake of this species that I kept alive

.
was

fairly quiet from the first, and after one day's captivity never attempt-

ed to bite when handled. An adult specimen when excited would

twist itself into an irregular pile of tight coils, except the tail, wdiich

was held on one side, raised from the ground, and the tip kept

vibrating at a great speed." Colonel G. H. Evans tells me of one that,

flattened itself, drew back, and several times snapped at a stick

advanced towards it.

Habits.—The Iridescent Earth Snake is said to be nocturnal in

habit. Whether this is strictly speaking true I am not certain.

Under cover of subterranean darkness it appears to be very alert,

during the day judging from the hasty and determined way the one,

mentioned by Theobald, attacked and secured its Dhaman intruder.

On one occasion in Rangoon one was sent to me in the act of

devouring a snake during the day time. The one found in the

General Hospital verandah in Rangoon was seen abroad in

daylight.

Most of my specimens were met with in the months of July,

August and September.

Food.—One in Rangoon had eaten a rat, another a mouse, and a

third was eating a snake, the buff striped keel back (T^'opidonotus

stolatus). Giintherf says it feeds on small mammals which it hunts

for in their subterranean holes. Colonel G. H. Evans tells me the

* Cat. Kept. Brit. Burma, 1868, p. 37.

t Kept. Brit. Ind., 1864, p. 181.
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Iari;e speciiHen referred to above had eaten two lair-sized ruts, and lie

has found a field rat taken on another occasion.

Breeding.—1 know nothing of this, and can fiml no allusion to the

subject,

Dislrihvtion. (a) Geographical.— J^urma, Indo-China, Malay

Peninsula and Archipelago.

It is only found in the lower part of the Burmese Province, prob-

al)ly not above the 20th parallel if indeed it reaches as far North as

this. In Indo-China it is only recorded from the South. In the

Malayan Peninsula it extends from Sumatra to (Celebes.

I do not credit South India as part of its habitat, the authority for

which rests on a single example from Trichinopoly now in the Indian

Museum. If the specimen came from there at all, I feel confident it

had been imported.

(h) Local.—It is a snake of the Plains and in Lower Burma is

([uite one of the common species to be met with, about Cantonments

and the precincts of men as well as further afield.

Lepidosis. Rostral.—Touches four shields only, tu":., the internasals

and first labials. Internasals.—Two, the suture between them about

one-third that between the praifrontal fellows, one-half or less than half

the internaso-prsefrontal sutures. Prcefrontals.—Two, the suture be-

tween them twice or more than twice the prrefronto-frontal suture ; in

contact with the internasal, nasal, praeocular, and frontal. Frontal.—
Touches 9 shields, the sutures with the lateral parietals longest,

the praeocular sutures are longer than the supraocular (another unique

character). Supraoculars.—About one-third as long, and one-fourth as

broad as the frontal. Parietals.—Three, a median posterior separat-

ing two lateral shields. Occipitals.—Two, placed behind the lateral

parietals ; not in contact. Nasals.—Two, the nostril is quite contained

in the anterior, and involves about the median tw'o-fourths of the suture

between ; not in contact with the rostral ; touches the 1st, 2nd and

3rd labials. Loreal.—Absent. Frceocular.—One large, extensively

in contact with the frontal. Postoculars.—Tw^o, the upper larger
;

almost unique in being as large or larger than the temporals. Tem-

porals.—Two. Supralabials.—8, the 1st meets the internasal in front of

the nasals, the 4th and 5th touch the eye. Infralahials.—o, the 3rd

largest and in contact with two scales behind. Sidilimjuals.—One pair.

Costals.—Two heads-lengths behind the head 15, midbody 15 ; two
2
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heads-lengths before anus ] 5 ; vertebrals not enlarged ; last row

slightly if at all enlarged ; keels absent everywhere ; apical -pih

absent. Ventrals.—175 to 190 (in my Burmese specimens), 180 to

196 (Flower gives for specimens from Siam), 166 to 193 (Bou-

lenger) ; not very broad, being but twice the breadth of the last

costal row and at least two of the last costal rows are visible on each

side when the snake is laid over on its back. Anal.—Divided.

Svhcaudals.—The 1st or 2nd entire followed by from 24 to 31 paired

shields.

Aiiomalies.—The postocular is single in some specimens.

Dentition.—The prcema.rilla carries 10 small teeth, 5 on each side.

The maxilla supports about 38 small subequal teeth.

The palato-jytert/goid array are largest in the middle—where they

are larger and stronger than all the teeth in the other jaws—and

diminish in size before and behind. The palatine number 11 to 13,

the pterygoid 12, the latter set occupying about three-fourths the

length of jaw that the former does.

The mandibular number 32 to 33, and are rather smallest anteriorly

and posteriorly. This bone demands special remark from the fact that

about two-thirds of the posterior part of the dentary bone (i. e., that

part supporting the teeth) is not articulated with the articular bone,

but is loose. I believe this peculiarity, at any rate to a proximate^

degree, is not to be seen in any of the Indian Snakes except the genus

1 'oh/odontophis.

In Plate VIII of this series we figured some of the kraits which

have been confused with one another in the past, and in Plates IX
and X we have shown some of the harmless snakes that have been'

confused with the common krait B. cceruleus.

I think the first point that will strike many of the readers of these

articles is that snakes, which appear so different with regard to their

colour and markings, should be mistaken for one another at all, yet

the fact remains that all of the harmless snakes we have dealt with

have been wrongly considered kraits by many, and too in some cases

not only by people little acquainted with o})hiology, but by those in the

care of Museum collections, who have specimens at hand with which

to compare a doubtful snake. In several Museums I have found speci-

mens of Lycodons placed with specimens of Bungarus and vice

versa.
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The snake which bears the most marked superficial resemblance to

the krait is Lycodon striatns. Nearly all the specimens I have seen

have been black or blackish, not brown as shown in our plate (IX, fin;.

4). Its resemblance to a young krait (B. coeruhit.s) is very remarkable.

The dimensions of an adult are about the same as a krait in its first

year, both are black, and both have very conspicuous white cross liars.

It will be remembered that I remarked upon the conspicuousness of

the white bars in the young krait anteriorly, although in the adult

they are usually obscure or completely absent in front. Both have

the lips, and underparts completely white. In both the eye is a black

iet-like bead in which the pupil cannot be discerned. In both the

beautiful gloss on the scales claims special attention. Both are ex-

tremely likely to be met with inside habitations, and especially at

niorht. On the other hand if one comes to notice scale characters it

will be seen how very different the two snakes are, so different indeed

that attention to one or two of the many differences can admit of no

confusion between them. Thus the enlarged vertebrals of the krait

are absent in the Lycodon and the subcaudals which are entire in the

krait are divided in the Lycodon. Besides this the scale rows are

15 in the whole body length of the krait and have no apical pits,

the anal shield is always entire, there is no loreal, there is only one

temporal, there are but 4 infralabials, added to which the pupil is

round. In L. striatus on the other hand the scales are 17 in the

anterior and mid parts of the body, 15 behind, have single apical

pits, the anal is usually divided, a loreal is always present, there are

two temporals, 6 infralabials, and the pupil is vertical.

In the two Dryocalami dealt with the resemblances to the krait

affect the same features detailed under Lycodon striatus which are

those which most readily catch the eye.

By lamp light I have been deceived as to their identity taking

both species at first sight for the krait. The differences in lepidosis

between them and the krait are the same as those detailed nmlor

Lycodon striatus.

It is always a matter of surprise to me that the common variety of

the Common Wolf-Snake can be mistaken for the krait. I see very

little if any resemblance between the two, still nearly every specimen

sent in to me is sent in as a krait. On two or three occasions,

however, I have seen a resemblance between the dark variety
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{oligozonat.us) and the krait so striking that I have been v6iy much

on my guard in handling it. Onc3 grasped^ and its, movements (jon-

trolled aU doubts are set, at rest at a glanca. The rese.mbl^inces,, and

differences affect the very points detailed, under Lyaodon stria,tus-.

The Iridescent Earth-snake only resembles the krait [B. ccBruIeus)

in being a glossy, black.. It should never be confused with this snake

though for the black is uniform. There might be ;3ome justifi edition

for its confusion with the black kraits {lividus and nitfer), but it only

occurs in a geographical 'area quite distinct from that of these: tw,o

kraits which, are only known from the Brahmaputra Basing and the

low hills in nnd around it. The absence of enlarged .vertebrals, and

the divided 'condition of the subcaudal' shields are each sufficient to

ilegative confusion withinv krait.

{To he.cont'nmed).
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A LIST OF THE BIRDS OF THE BHAMO DISTRICT,

UPPER BURMA.

BY

Major H. H. Hauington (02nd Punjabis),

Paut II.

( Continued from page 128 of this Vohivie.)

S.VXUOI.IX^.

14:2. (G08) Pratincola cai'RATA, (Linn,).—(The Common Pied Bush-

Chat.)

Found in the plains round Bhanio.

143. (610) Pratincola maura, (Pall.)—(The Indian Bush-Chat.)

Breeds up at Sinhuu in the bracken round the Military Police Post, en the

more or less open hill-top.

I was unsuccessful in finding any of their nests. When I first got up there,

there were no bu-ds about, but within a few days of the end of April, they

had appeared, and when I came down, all evidently had nests, by their excited

behaviour.

144, (l314) Oreicola jerdoxi, Blyth.—(Jerdon's Bush-Chat.)

Breeds in the long grass below the polo-groiind at Bhamo during April and

May, and its nest is one of the most difficult to find,

'" 145. (615) Oreicola ferrea, (Hodgs.)—(The Dark-grey Bush-Chat.)

I found two nests with eggs in April at Sinlum. One, found about 6 p.m.

on the 18th April, had four fresh egga, the nest being placed on the top of a

road-cutting about seven feet from the ground. On the 21st I was passing

the same spot with a friend, and showed him where I had taken the eggs of

S. melanops from a hole a few feet below that of the nest in question, and then

putting my hand into the latter nest, I was astonished to find a cuckoo's (V)

egg, the egg being a pale blue with a few spots and very much of the .s:ime

colour as the eggs of 0, fema taken on the 18th, but paler. The

Cuckoo probably laid this egg the morning after I had robbed the nest, as no

doubt it had found the nest the day before and marked it down for the follow-

ing morning, when it would have its egg ready.

RUTICILLIXyE,

146. (632) Hf-MCURUS scihstaceus, Hodgs.—(The Slatey-backed Foik-

tail.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

I saw Forktails on two ur three occasions, but as I was hoping to find

their nests, did not shoot any.

147. (638) CiiiMAUEUORMS leucocepiialus, (Vig.).—(The White-capped

Redstart.)
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148. (639) Rdticilla frontalis, (Vig,)—(The Blue-fronted Redstart.)

Both recorded by Col. Rippon.

- 149. (646) Rhyacornis FULiGiNOSUS, (Vig.)—(The Plumbeous Redstart.)

Two nests at Sinlum, both containing four eggs, one on the side of a cutting

just above a stream, the other in a hole of a rock overhanging a stream ; nests

made of moss lined with hair and grass.

150. (647) Cyanecula suecica, (Linn,)—(The Red-spotted Blue-

throat.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

'^ 151. (650) Calliope camtschatkensis, (Gmel.)—(The Common Ruby-

throat.)

Three male specimens.

" 152. (653) Tarsiger curys^eus, Hodgs.—(The Golden Bush-Robin.)

One specimen.

* 153. (654) Ianthia rufilata, Hodgs.—(The Red-flanked Bush-

Robin.)

One specimen.

" 154. (659) NOTODELA LEDCURA, (Hodgs.)—(The White-tailed Blue

Robbin).

Not uncommon near streams, the cock birds being more plentiful than

the hens, having a very pretty song.

155. (663) COPSYCHDS SADLARis, (Linn.)—(The Magpie—Robin.)

Common round Bhamo.

156. (664) CiTTOCiNCLA MACRURA, (Gmel.)—(The Shama.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

Tdrdidin^e.

157. (679) Merula protomomel^ena, (Cab.)—(The Black-busted

Ouzel.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

* 158. (680) Merula obscuba, ^Gmel.)—(The Dark Ouzel.)

Fairly plentiful at Sinlum, and in the beginning of May were still in small

parties and had no signs of beginning to breed.

- 159. (686) GEOCicaLA citrina, (Lath.)—(The Orange-headed Ground-

Thrush.)

Two specimens,

160. (693) Petropuila cyanus, (Linn.)—(The Western Blue Rock-

Thrush.)

Recorded by Salvadori.

* 161 (698) Oreocincla dauma, (Lath.)—(The Small-billed Mountain-

Thrush.)

^One specimen.

* 162. (702) Oreocincla dixom, (Scebh.)—(The Long-tailed Mountain-

Thrush.)

Two specimens.
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Plocein^ic.

163. (721) Ploceus atrigula, Hodgs.— (The Eaatern Baya.)

Recorded by Salvador!.

164. (723) Ploceus manyar, (Horsf.)—(The Striated Weaver-bird.)

Were beginning to nest as I left Bhamo.

ViDUINjE.

165. (726) MuNiA atricapilla, (Vieill.)—(The Chestnut-belhed

Munia.) Common in the plains,

1G6, (735) Urlonciia punctulata, (Linn.)—(The Spotted Munia.)

Recorded by Salvadoii.

* 167. (_735a) Urloncha topela, (Swinh.)—(The Chinese Munia.)

One specimen at Sinlum, about 5,000 feet

168. (739) Spor/EGINtuus FLAViDiVENTRis, (Wallace.)—(The Burmese

Red Munia.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

FRINGILLINiE.

^- 169. (754a) Propasser vinaceds, David and Oust.—(The Vinaceous

Rose-Finch.)

Cat. of Birds, vol. XII, p. 416.

" A dult male (Type of species).—Dark crimson, the feathers being blackish

with dark crimson edges 5 lower back and rump finer crimson or deep rosy
;

upper tail-coverts blackish, edged w^ith dark crimson like the back ; bastard-

wing, primary-coverts and quills blackish, edged externally with reddish brown,

the inner secondaries with a large spot of rosy pink at the end of the outer

web ; tail-feathers black ; crown of head deep crimson ; a distinct eye-brow of

lanceolate pearly rose-tipped feathei-s ; lores dusky blackish ; sides of face,

jear-coverts, and sides of body deep crimson, with faintly indicated blackish

shaft-lines, more distinct on the abdomen, which is paler rose-colour ; thighs

black, under tail-coverts blackish, tipped with rose-colour ; under wing-coverts

and axillaries sooty black
;
quills dusky black below, a little more ashy on the

inner web :
' bill brown, feet reddish grey ; iris reddish chestnut.' (A. David),

Total length 5*5, culmen 0-5, wing 2*8, tail 2*2, tarsus 0'8.

^tt6.—Western China.'

'

One male specimen.

170. (761) Carpodacus erythrinus, (Pall.)—(The Common Rose-

Finch.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

171. (776) Passer domesticus, (Linn.)—(The House Sparrow.)

Have seen a few in Bhamo.

172. (779) Passer montancs, (Linn.)—(The Tree Sparrow.)

The Common Sparrow of the district, and found round most Kachiu

villages except those at about 5,0C0 fett.
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=-373. (780) Passer cixn-amomeus, (Gould.)—(The Cinnamon Tree.

Sparrow.)

Over 5,000 feet. Have seen many round Sinlum, nests in holes of trees.

EMUErazix.i:.

* 174. ($03) Melophus melaxicteuus, (Gm.)— (The Crested Bunting.)

Keeps to flocks well into the middle of March. I saw some in old hill

cultivation round Sinlum in paii-s. Probably nests in May.

HiRUNDINID/E.

175. (809) CoTiLE SINENSIS, (Gray.)— (The Indian Sand-Martin.)

Nests in holes along the river bank.

17(1. (813) HiRUNDO RUSTiCA, Linn.—(The Swallow.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon,

177. (814) HiRUNDO GUTTURALis, Scop.—(The Eastern Swallow.)

Recorded by Salvadori.

178. (818) HiRUNDO SMiTHii, Leach.—(The Wire-tailed Swallow.)

The common Swallow of the district. I have seen no signs of it nesting

there.

Motacii.lid.t:.

17i). (826) Motacilla alba, Linn.—(The White Wagtail.)

180. (827) Motacilla leucoi'Sis, Gould,—(The White-faced Wagtail.)

181. (830) Motacilla hodgsoni, G, R. Gray.—(Hodgson's Pied

Wagtail.)

182. (837) Motacilla citreola. Pall.—(The Yellow-headed Wagtail.)

183. (841) Anthucj maculatus, Hodgs.—(The Indian Tree-Pipit.)

184. (845) Anthds richardi, Yieill.—(Richard's Pipit.)

.185. (84ij) Anttids striolatus, Blyth.—(B]yth's Pipit.)

The above all recorded bj^ Col. Rippon.

18G. (847) AxTiius rufdlus, Vieill.—(The Indian Pipit.)

Recorded by Salvadori,

ALAUDIDi^E.

187. (8G0) Alauda arvensis, Linn.—(The Sky-lark.)

I heard many larks singing in the Loije Valley, and I presume they were of

his species, but I did not shoot any specimens.

Nectarixiix.e.

188. (882) iETiiOPYGA SEiiERi.E, (Tick.)—(The Himalayan Yellow-

backed Sun-bird.)

189. (883) iETHOPYGA AXDERSOXt, Oates,—(Auderson's Yellow-backed

Sun-bird.)

190. (884) ^riioPYGA caua, Hume.—(The Tenasserin Yellow-backed

Sun-bird.)

Recorde by Salvadori.

191. (887) .^TUOPYGA ignicauda, (Hodgs,)—(The Fire-tailed Yellow-

backeci Sun-bird.)
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192. C^89} JEthopyga daiikvi, (Verr.)—Dabry's Yellow-backed Sun-

bird.)

* 193, (S90) yETHOPYfiA SATDRATA, (Hodgs.)—(The Black-breasted

Yellow-backed Sun-bird.)

Three specimens.

194. (892) ^THOPYGA NBPALENSis, (Hodgs.)—(The Nepal Yellow-

backed Sun-bird.)

195. (895) AitACHNECKTUKA ASIATICA, (Lath.)—(The Purple Sun-bird.)

The above all i-ecovded by Col. Rippon, with the exception of ^4. cara.

ARACHNOTHERINyK.

« 196. (906) Arachnothera magna, (Hodgs.)—(The Larger Streaked

Spider-hunter.)

One specimen.

197. (909) Arachnothera longirostris, (Lath.)—(The Little Spider

hunter.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

DlCiEIDiE.

198, (914) DtC/edm OHRYSOERHffiUM, Temm,—(The Yellow-vented

Flower-pecker.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

* 199. (915) Dictum ignipectus, (Hodgs.)—(The Fire-breasted Flower-

pecker,)

Very common in the Hills.

200. (916) Dictum concolor, Jerd.—(The Nilghiri Flower-Pecker.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

PiTTIDyE,

2Ul. (927) Pitta nepalensis, (Hodgs.)—(The Blue-naped Pitta.)

202. (935) Pitta cucdllata, Hartl.—(The Green-breasted Pitta.)

The above two recorded by Salvadori,

PlCIN^,

203. (950) Gecinus occipitalis, (Vig.j—(The Black-naped Green

Woodpecker.)

204. (951) Gecixus ciilorolophus, (Vieill.)—(The Small Himalayan

Y^ellow-naped Woodpecker.)

The above two recorded by Salvadori,

* 205. (955) Chrysophlegma flavindcha, (Gould.)—(The Large

Yellow-naped Woodpecker.)

One specimen.

* 2U6. (958) Gecindlus grantia, (McClell.)—(The Northern Pale-

headed Woodpecker.)

One specimen.

* 207. (962j Dkndrocopus Cabanisi, (Malh.)—(The Chinese Pied Wood-

pecker.)

One specimen.

3
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208. (967) Dendrocopus macii, (Vieill.)—(The FuIvons-breasted Pied

Woodpecker.)

Recorded by Gates.

* 209. (974j Iyngipicds PYaM/KUS, (Vig.)—(The Himalayao Pigmy

Woodpecker.)

Three specimens, I think mine belong to this species, as they have the four

central tail-feathers black, also the upper tail-coverts black.

I found a nest containing young birds on the 23rd April. I fancy they mast

be very early breeders.

210. (975) Iyngipicus canicapillus, (Blyth.)—(The Burmese Pigmy

Woodpecker.)

Recorded by Gates.

211. (978) Pyrrhopicus pyrrhotis, (Hodgs.)—(The Red-eared Bay

Woodpecker.)

Recorded by Rippon.

212. (983) Micropternus ph/KOCEPS, Blyth.—(The Northern Rufous

Woodpecker.)

213. (988) TiGA JAVANENSis, (Ljung.")—(The Common Golden-backed

Three toed Woodpecker.)

The above two recorded by Salvadori.

214. (989) TiGA SHOEEi, (Vig.)- (The Himalayan Golden-backed

Three-toed Woodpecker.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

215. (992) Cheysocolaptes gutticristatds, (Tick.)—(Tiokell's

Golden-backed Woodpecker.)

216. (998) Theiponax peddeni, (Blanf.)—(The Burmese Great

Black Woodpecker.)

The above two recorded by Salvadori.

PiCDMNIN/E.

* 217. (1001) PicuMNUS INNOMINATUS, Burton.—(The Speckled Piculet.)

Three specimens.

"218. (1002) Sasia ochracea, Hodgs.—(The Rufous Piculet.)

Parent bird and three eggs brought in by a Kachin on the 27th April. Nest

said to have been in the hole of a bamboo.

Iyngin^.

219. (1003) Iynx torqoilla, Linn.—(The Common Wryneck.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

Capitonid.(E.

* 220. (1007) Megal/ema virens, (Bodd.)—(The Great Chinese

Barbet.)

Very noisy in the Hills : can be heard calling all day in the lower valleys,

221. (1009) Theeeiceryx lineatus, (Vieill.)—(The Lineated Barbet.)

Common round Bhamo.
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222. (1012) Cyanops ASIATICA, (Lath.)—(The Blue-throated Barbet.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

° 223. (1017) Cyanops krankuni, (Blyth.)—(The Golden-throated

Barber.)

Fairly plentiful in the Hills, nesting in holes of dead trees. I failed

however, to got any eggs.

224. (lOlU) XiVNTHOL^.MA ii/FMATOCEPHALA, (Miill.)— (The Crimson-

breasted Barbet.)

Very common in the Fort at Bhamo, I saw several nesting in holes before

I left.

CoKACIADjE.

225. (1023) CoKACiAS appinis, McCiell.—(The Burmese Roller.)

Common in the plains.

MKKOPIDiE.

226. (1026) Merops viRiDis, Linn,—(The Common Indian Bee-eater.)

Common in the plains.

227. (Iu27) Merops philippjnus, Linn.—(The Blue-tailed Bee-eater.)

Recorded by Col, Rippon.

* 228, (^1031) Nyctiornis athertoni, (Jard. and Selby.)—(The Blue-

bearded Bee-eater.)

once caught two of these in our mess-room in the Fort years ago.

Alcedinid^.

229. (1033) Ceryle varia, Strickl.—(The Indian Pied Kingfisher.)

Common along the Irrawaddy.

2^0. (1034) Ceryle ldgubris, (Temm.)—(The Himalayan Pied

Kingfisher.)

I saw a pair along the river at M'ba Kha, but was unable to shoot them.

231. (1035) Alcedo ispida, Linn.—(The Common Kingfisher.)

Found in the plains.

232. (10;i7) Alcedo meninting, Horsf.—(The Malayan Kingfiaher.)

233. (1040) Ceyx tridactyla, (Pall.)—(The Indian Three-toed

Kingfisher.)

234. (1043) Pelargopsis uurial, (Pearson.)—(The Brown-headed

Stork-billed Kingfisher.)

The above three recorded by Salvadori.

235. (1044) Halcyon smyrnensis, (Linn.)—(The White-breasted

Kingfisher.)

Common in the plains, and very noisy.

BUCEROTID/K,

2 '6. (1051) DiCHOCEROs bicornis, (Linn.)—(The Great Hornbill.)

Recorded by Gates.
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* 237. (1053) Anthracoceros albirostris, (Shaw & Nodd.)—(The

Indo-Bnrmese Pied Hornbill.)

^ Two specimens,

I saw other Hornbills in the Hills, but was unable to procure them.

tJpUPID^.

238. (1067) Upupa indica, Reich.—(The Indian Hoopoe.)

I saw some with white on their crest. Col. Rippon records U. epops

from Yunan. It is probably migratory in the cold weather, as I have got them

in the Myitkyina District.

Cypselid^.

239. (1076) Tachornis infumatus, (Sclater.)—(The Eastern Palm-

Swift.)

A few nests in the eaves of nearly every Kachin house.

Caprimulgid^.

240. (1093) Caprimulgus macrurus. Horsf.—(Horsfield's Night-jar.)

Recorded by Salvadori.

Trogonid^.

241. (1101) Harpactes erythrocephalus, (Gould.)—The Rod-

headed Trogon.)

I saw some in the lower valleys.

CUCULIN/E.

* 242. (1104) Cdculus canorus, Linn.—(The Cuckoo.)

Common in the Hills round Sinlum.

243. (11('6) C0CULUS POLIOCEPHALUS, Lath.—(The Small Cuckoo.)

244. (1107) CocuLUS micropterus, Gould.—(The Indian Cuckoo.)

The above two recorded by Col. Rippon.

245. (1108) HiEUOCOCCYX sPARVERioiDES, C^igO—(The Large Hawk-

Cuckoo.)

Recorded by Salvadori.

* 246. (lll'j) Chrysococcyx maculatus, (Gmel.)—(The Emerald

Cuckoo.)

Two specimens.

247. (1117) SURNICULUS LUGUBRis, (Horsf.)—(The Drongo Cuckoo.)

I watched one calling near me quite a long time. It has a monotonous

whistling note.

248. (1119) CocCYSTES coromandos, (Linn)—(The Red-winged Crest-

ed Cuckoo.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

I took tbe following eggs while at Sinlum :

—

(1) A rich glossy blue egg from a nest of Bahax yunnanensis measuring

l*03x'87, very like that of the Bahax but of a totally different shape.
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(2) A pale blue egg with numerous red spots, measuring "77 x -54, from

the nest of Suya superciliaris, to which eggs it lias a very strong likeness,

only being considerably larger.

(3) A pale blue egg with a very few pale indistinct darker blue spots,

measuring -94 x 'tit', taken from the nest of O.ferrea referred to before.

(4) A white egg with indistinct pmk smudges, measuring -76 X'58, from

a nest of Stachyrhis nigriceps ?

PHOiNICOPHAINyE.

249. (1120) EuDYNAMis uoNOUATA, (Linn.)—(The Indian Koel.)

In March I procured two eggs of this Cuckoo from a Magpie's nest.

250. (1122) Rhopodytes vikidiuostris, (Jerd.)—(The Small Green

billed Malkoha.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

251. (1123) Rhopodytes tristis, (Less)—(The Large Green-billed

Malkoha.)

Plentiful both in the plains and in the hills.

252. (1130) CkntFvOPD!^ SINENSIS, (Steph.)—(The Common Coucal.)

Recorded by Salvadori.

PlSTTACID^E.

253. (1136) Pal^ornis indobcrmanicus, Hume—(The Large Bur-

mese Paroquet.)

Recorded by Salvadori.

254. (1140) Pal.«ornis rosa, (Bodd.)—(The Eastern Blossom-headed

Paroquet.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

255. (1145) Pal.eorxis fasciatu.s, (Mull.)—(The Red-breasted

Paroquec.)

Recorded by Salvadori.

STRIGES.

BuBONiN.E —(Sub-Family.)

256. (1173) Scops Giu, (Scop.)—(Scops Owl.)

257. (1175) Scops SPILOCEPHALUS, (Blyth.)—(The Spotted Himalayan

Scops Owl.)

258. (1178) ScoPS bakk.\m.ena, (Penn.)—(The Collared Scops Owl.)

259. (1183) Glaucidium Cuculoidks, (Vig.)—(The Large Barred

Owlet,)

The above four recorded by Salvadori.

* 260. (1186) Glaucididm bkodiki, (Burton,)—(The Collared Pigmy

Owlet.)

One specimen. Fairly plentiful in the hills. Has a whistling bi-syllabic

note.

261. (1187) XiNox SCUTULATA, (Raffl.)—(The Brown Hawk-Owl.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.
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ACCIPITRES.

Falconing:.

« 262. (1210) ICTiNAETUS MALAYENSis, (Reinw,)—(The Black Eagle.)

One specimen, I saw another bird near Sinlum.

263. (i2l7) Spilornis cheela, (Lath")—(The Crested Serpent-Eagle.)

Recorded by Salvadori.

261. (1223) Haliaetus leucoryphds. (Pallas.)—(Pallas's Fishing

Eagle.)

Recorded by Oates.

Fishing Eagles are very plentiful along the Irrawaddy, and as we came

op the river in March we saw several nests with the young birds sitting in

them, but to which species they belonged I cannot say.

263. (1228) Haliastur INDOS, (Bodd.)—(The Brahminy Kite.)

Common in plains and Loije Valley.

266. (1229) MiLVOS govinda, Sykes.—(The Common Pariah Kite.)

Kites are very common in the Plains during the dry weather, and I think are

of at least two kinds,

267. (1237) Circus >eruginosus, (Linn.)—(The Marsh Harrier.)

Recorded by Oates.

268. (1244) AsTDR BADius, (Gmel,)-(The Shikra.)

Recorded by Salvadori.

26y. (1246) LoPHOSPiziAS TRiviRGATDS, (Temm.)—(The Crested Gos-

Hawk.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

270. (1248) Accipiter virgattts, (Reinw.)—(The Besra Sparrow-

Hawk.)

Recorded by Salvadori.

''* 27 . (I24ba) Accipiter melanoschistus, Hume.

One specimen.

272. (1j!49) Pernis cristatus, (Cuv. )—(The Crested Honey-Buzzard.)

273. (1267) MiCROHiERAX eutolmus, (Hodgs,)—(The Bed-legged

Falconet,)

Both recorded by Oates.

COLOMBO.
274. (1271) Orocopus PHJiNicoprsRus, (Lath.)—(The Bengal Green

Pigeon.)

275. (1278) OsMOTRERON BiciNCTA. (Jerd.)—(The Orange-breasted

Green Pigeon.)

276. (1281) Treron nepalensis, (Hodgs.)—(The Thick-billed Green

Pigeon.)

277. (1282) Sphenocercds apicicauda, (Hodgs.)—(The Pin-tailed

Green Pigeon.)

278. (1284) Carpophaga /I'USEa, (liinn.)—(The Green Imperial

Pigeon.)
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27y. (1287) DccDLA GRiSEiCAPiLLA, Wald.—(Tho Grey-headed Im-

perial Pigeon.)

2P0. (1291) CnALCOPHAPS iNDiCA, (Linn.)—(The Bronze-winged Dove.)

The above were all procured by us when in the Hills.

281. (1292) Coi.uMitA INTKKMEDIA. Stnckl, —(The Indian Blue Rock-

Pigeon.)

Uecorded by Salvador!.

283. (1304) TuKTUR oriental!?, (Lath.)—(The Rufous Turtle-Dove.)

('ommon in the Hills.

284. (1308) TuRTUR tigrinds, (Temm.)—(The Malayan Spotted

Dove.)

Common in the plains and valleys ; does not ascend ttie hills to any

height.

285. (1311) QEnopopelia tranquebarica, (Herm.)—(The Red Turtle-

Dove.)

Found in the plains.

GALLING.
PHAPIANID/E.

286. (1 325) Pavo muticds, Linn.—(The Burmese Peafowl.)

Found in many places in the low country.

287. (1327) Polyplectrdm chinquis, (Miill.)—(The Grey Peacock-

Pheasant.)

I have not seen this bird, but the Kachins told me it was found in the low-

lying valleys.

Kachtn name.—Wo-graw.

288. (1328) Gallos perkugineus, (Gm.)—(The Red Jungle-fowl.)

Plentiful in favourable localities.

289. (1332) Phasiands elegans, Elliot.— (Stone's Pheasant.)

Major Whitehead. 93rd Burma Infantry, informs me that he shot one be-

tween the Bhamo and Myitkyina Districts, as low down as about 2,0(J0 feet.

290. (1332a) Chrysolophds amherstIjE, Leadb.—(Lady Amherst's

Pheasant.)

The Kachins talk of a mythical very long-tailed pheasant which inhabits

certain high hills, which they call the ''Wocree" , which I thin j is most probably

this bird, unless it is some still undescribed species.

291. (1339) Genn.(EUS HORSPiELDi, (Gray.)—(The Black-breasted Kalij

Pheasant.)

Kachtn name for pheasant.—Wo-rit.

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

There are two or three other species of Silver Pheasants found in Bhamo

which have not yet been identified. Mr. Gates hopes in a short time to be able

to write about them.

292. (1352) Bambdsicola fytchii. Anders.—(The Western Bamboo-

Partridge.)
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Very plentiful above 4,000 feet. I got several nests containing four to

six eggs ; one nest I found which was deserted contained six partridge

eggs and two fowl's, which must have been domestic ones, as there are no

Jungle-fowl in those parts. The nest was situated within 300 yards of a

bungalow.

Breeds during April and May.

293. (1355a) Coturnix japonica, Temm.—(The Japanese Grey Quail.)

Major W. G. Nisbett of my Regiment shot a large quail while we were out,

which was badly mauled by a dog beyond all hopes of making a specimen. He

says he has shot many in these parts and they are all japofiica.

294. (1356) Coturnix cormandelica, (Gmel.)—(The Rain Quail.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

* 295. (1364) Arboricola intermedia, Blyth.—(The Arrakan Hill-

Partridge.)

Kachin name.—Wo-gam.

We shot several when we were out. Some of my specimens have their

throat much blacker than those in tbe Museum.

296. (1368) Tropicoperdix chloropds, Tickell.—(The Green-legged

Hill-Partridge).

Said to be found in the Terai.

297. (1374) Francolinus chinensis, (Osbeck.)—(The Chinese Fran-

colin.)

Plentiful in the Loije Valley.

GRALLI^.

RALLIDiE.

298. (1389) HvpOTyENiDiA striata, (Linn.)—The Blue-breasted

Banded Rail).

Fairly common.

299. (UOl) Amaurornis phcenicurus, (Penn.)—(The White-breasted

Water-hen.)

Common.

300. (1402) Gallinula chloropus, (Linn.)— (The Moorhen.)

Common.

301. (1404") Porphyrio poliocephai.us, (Lath.)—(The Purple Moui

hen.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.

GRUES.

302. (1407) Gros communis, Bechst.—(The Common Crane.)

Cranes are very common round Numkhum during the cold weather, and I

think they must belong to this species.

303. (1410) Grus shakpii, Blanf.—(The Burmese Sarus.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.
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LIMICOLiE,

CEDICNEMIDiTi;.

304. (1 419) EsACUS recurviuostris, (Cuv.)—(The Great Stone-Plover.)

Found along the banks of the Irrawaddy.

PARRID^.

305. (1428) Mktopidius indicus, (Lath.)—(The Bronze-winged

Jacana.)

Recorded by Salvador!.

Ciiakadrida;.

306. (1432) Sarcogrammus atrinucuai.is, (Jerd.)—(The Burmese

Wattled Lapwing.)

Common in the plains.

307. (1434) Microsarcops cinerkus, (Blyth.)—(The Grey-headed

Lapwing.)

Recorded by Gates.

308. (1435) Hoi'Loi'TERus ventkalis, (Wagl.)—(The Indian Spur-

winged Plover.)

Common along the river. On the 7th March I found one nest containing

two eggs.

309. (1439) Charadrius fclvus, (Gm.)—(The Eastern Golden

Plover?)

Occurs during the cold weather.

310. (1455) NcMENius PHiEOPS, (Linn,)—(The Whimbrel.)

311. (1460) ToTANCS HYPOLEUCUS, (Linn,)—(The Common Sand-

piper.)

312. (1462) TOTANUS OCHROPUS, (Linn,)—(The Green Sandpiper.)

Above recorded by Salvador!.

313. (1482) ScoLOPAX rusticula, (Linn.)—(The Woodcock.)

Major Nisbett of my Regiment shot many during our trip in the Hills.

314. (1483) Gallixago nemoricola. (Hodgs.)—(The Wood Snipe.)

A few found in the Hills.

315. (1484) Gallin.\go Ccelestis, (Frenzel.)—(The Common Snipe.)

316. (1485) Gallinago stenura, (Kuhl.)—(The Pintailed Snipe.)

317. (1488) RosTRATULA CAPENSis, (Linn.)—(The Painted Snipe.)

The above all found in suitable localities.

GAVI^.
Larid^.

318. (1489) Laru? ichthyaetus. Pall.—(The Great Black-headed

Gull.)

Recorded by Oates.

319. (1.503) Sterna seena, Sykes.—(The Indian River-Tern.)

Found many nests on the sand-banks in the first week in March : no signs of

any other birds breeding with them.

4
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320. (1501) Sterna melanogaster, Temm.—(The Black-bellied Tern.)

Common on the river
;

I also saw a small Ternlet, but did not secure a

specimen.

321. (1517) Rhynchops albicollis, Swains.—(The Indian Skimmer.)

Common along the river.

PHALACROCOEACID^,

322. (1526) Phalacrocorax carbo, (Linn.) -(The Large Cormorant.)

323. (1528) Phalacrocorax javanicus. (Horsf.)—(The Little Cor-

morant,)

Both seen on the river.

324. (!529) Plotus melanogaster. (Penn.)—(The Snake-bird.)

Common along the river.

HERODIONES.
CiCONIIDyR,

325. (1548) Dissura episcopu?. (Bodd.)—(The White-necked Stork.

)

Recorded by Gates.

326. (1549) Xenorhynchcs asiaticus, (Lath.)—(The Black-necked

Stork.)

Seen along the river.

AKDEIDyE.

327. (1554) Ardea manillenSis, (Sharp.)—(The Eastern Purple

Heron.)

Recorded by Gates.

328. (1555) Ardea cinerea, Linn.—(The Common Heron.)

Recorded by Salvadori.

329. (1557) Ardea insignis, Hodgs.—(The Great White-bellied

Heron.)

Recorded by Gates.

330. (1562) BuBULCUs COROMANDUS, (Bodd.)—(The Cattle Egret.)

331. (15G5) Ardeola GRAYi, (Sykes.)—(The Pond Heron.)

Both very common,

332. (1567) BuTORiDES javanica. (Horsf.)—(The Little Green

Heron.)

333. (1572) Ardetta Cinnamomea, (Cm.)—(The Chestnut Bittern.)

Both recorded by Salvadori.

ANSERES.

anserinte.

334. (1579) Anser ferds, (Schaeff.)—(The Grey Lag-Goose.)

* 335. (1583) Anser indicus, Lath.—(The Bax^headed Goose.)

Both found on the river. '

Anatin^e

336. (1584) Sarcidiornis mrlanonotus*, (Penn.)—(The Comb Duck.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.
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<* 337. (ir)8r)) AsARCORNia scutulatup, (S. Miill.)—(The White-winged

Wood-Duck.)

One Specimen. I have seen others shot by Officers in my Regiment.

3.^8. (1588) Caparca rutila, i Pall.]—(The Ruddy Sheldrake.)

339. (1589) Dkndrocycna javanica, (Hersf.)—(The Whistling Teal.)

340. (1591) Nkttopus Coromandkuands, (Gra.)—(.The Cotton Teal.)

All found in the District in suitable localities.

341. (1592) Anas boscas, Linn.—(The Mallard.)

1 believe has been shot in the District.

342. (159.%; Anas haringtoni, Oates,—(The Burmese Grey Duck.)

We shot several in the Loije Valley. All were typical Burmese birds with

no red spots on the bill.

343. (1597) Nettidm crecca, (Linn.)—(The Common Teal.)

344. (1599) Mareca PENELOPE, (Linn.)—(The Wigeon.)

345. (1600) Dafila ACUTA. (Linn,)—(The Pintail.)

346. (160 1) QoERQUEDULA CIRCIA, (Linn.)—(The Garganey.)

347. (1602) Spatula clypeata, (Linn.)—(The Shoveller.)

348. (ltJ07) Nyroca baeri. (Radde.)—(The Eastern White-eyed

Duck.)

The above all recorded by Col. Rippon.

PYGOPODES.

349. (1617) Podicipes albipennis, Sharpe.—(The Indian Dabchick.)

Recorded by Col. Rippon.
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• THE FLORA OF PANCHGANI.
BY

E. Blatter, s. j.

{(With a Map,)

The Flora of Mahableshwar has been described by H. M. Bird-

wood in a final edition of his " Catalogue of the Flora of Matheran

and Mahableshwar " (1897). As the climate of Fanchgani shows

some marked differences from that of Mahableshwar, from which

it is separated by a very short distance only, we thought it might

be interesting to know in what direction the different climate of

Panchgani has influenced the development of its flora. The

physical aspect of Panchgani is too well known as to need a detailed

description ; a few points, however, must be mentioned if we want

to draw our conclusions from a comparison of the floras of the two

hill stations.

Panchgani is situated on the same range of hills which stretches

in an easterly direction from the Western Ghauts at Mahableshwar,

and ends about a mile from Wai. It is about 8 miles west of Wai

and about 12 miles east of Mahableshwar. The elevation taken

by a compensated aneroid barometer on the highest point of " Table-

land " is 4,550 feet, and 4,300 feet at the Post Office, thus being

about 200 feet lower than Mahableshwar. Situated to the lee

of Mahableshwar it escapes the heavy rains of the outer range,

which are carried away into the valleys to the north and south.

The same is the case as regards the fogs ; the greater part of the

little that comes towards Panchgani is divided by the hills imme-

diately to the west of the Chicklee ghat, and driven eastward in

clouds along the sides of Panchgani, one portion into the valley

of the Krishna, the other to the south along the valley of the

Yenna. The average rainfall is 66 inches, /. e., only one-fifth

that of Mahableshwar. The following tables give the annual

rainfall for the years 1877-91, and the monthly rainfall from

September 1907 to September 1908. For these details 1 am

indebted to the kindness of Capt. Gillespie, the Superintendent of

Panchgani.
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brown crust of liinonite, but freshly broken, the rock is mottled with

various tints of brown, red, and yellow. This rock has great powers

of resisting atmospheric disintegration, being produced by long

action of the atmosphere upon various ferruginous clays ; but the

underlying formation decomposes, is slowly washed away, and the

originally horizontal cap of laterite, falling down, becomes

reconsolidated on the irregular surface, which it still covers. There

is no doubt that this process has been going on for a long time

underneath the top-part of Table-land. It often struck me when

watching a cricket match on the plateau, that the steps of the

players sounded hollow, as if they were walking over the roof of a

huge cave. It is, therefore, not improbable, that one day a part of

Table-land will be found at a lower level. It is very likely that some

of the tanks on the first and second plateau owe their origin to the

sinking of the surface into cavities formed by the washing away of

the underlying rock. In all places where laterite forms part of the

country it can be observed that the general efi'ect of the rock is to

produce barrenness. Trees and "shrubs growing upon it are thinly

scattered and of small size. This infertility is due, in great part, to

the rock being so porous that all water sinks into it, and sufficient

moisture is not retained to support vegetation. The result is that

laterite plateaux are usually bare of soil, and frequently almost bare

of vegetation. This is not exactly the case with the Table-land of

Panchgani : here some soil has accumulated, and as this is of a more

argillaceous kind, it is able to support a moderate amount of

vegetation.

After these preliminary remarks we shall take a short survey of

the flora of Panchgani. I was told that the beauties of this little

hill station are best seen after the cessation of the south-west

monsoon, and it was for this reason that I chose October for the

botanical exploration of that place. It did not take a long time to

find out that Chessou did not exaggerate when he wrote :
"• If there

is one thing of which Panchgani may justly be proud, it is her

flowers. Ever-blossoming heliotrope and myrtle are made to form

hedges and disseminate their fragrance, along the drive to the house.

The sweet-briar flowers with unwanted vigour and beauty. Roses in

endless variety add their pleasing colours and sweetness to the

scene. For untold variety and beauty of its flowers, Panchgani stands
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nnrivalled." It is, indeed, the flowers that give a special charm

and attraction to that isolated hill. It is, however, not the artistical or

poetical side of the flora that we are concerned with, and in order

to destroy every illusion in the reader's mind as to the character of

our paper, we shall hegin with a dry comjiarison of the flora of Fan-

chffani with that of Mahableshwar.

Except in the east and extreme north the top of Mahableshwar is

wooded to the very edge of the scarp, and though only in a few shel-

tered glades are there trees of any great size, the wood is so dense

that it forms one vast waving stretch of rich foliage, broken by the

varieties of shade from the olive leaf of the Pisa to the blue-green of

the Jumbul and other fruit-bearing trees. The deep-cut roads and

paths are bordered by a thick undergrowth of bracken and shaded by

moss-covered trees. Panchgani, on the other hand, shares the fate of

the other hills of Satara District in being very scantily wooded. It is

only the village itself that is hidden in a forest of exclusively cultivated

trees, mostly Casuarinas {Casiiarina equisetlfolia) with their dark green

branches and Silver Oaks (Grevillea robusta) with their light-green

foliage ; but, for the rest, we seldom meet a fine tree, and there are

only a few places where nature made an attempt to form a jungle.

Only in one place she succeeded, i. e., on the north-western slope of

the hill below the Mahratta Well. As a natural consequence, the

cryptogamic flora is very poorly represented. Mosses do not grow in

such abundance as at Mahableshwar, and are mostly found on the

ground or on rocks. The few species of ferns form a feature of the

landscape only in some places, and even there they are not develop-

ed in such a profusion and luxuriance as at Mahableshwar. Westward

from Panchgani, in the direction of Mahableshwar, for about five

or six miles, where the rainfall appears to be moderate, the vegeta-

tion does not show any marked changes ; but more westerly still,

where the rain tall is excessive, the flora becomes altered, ferns and

bulbous plants abounding. Are these difierences in the develop-

ment of the flora entirely due to the difi'erences in rainfall and

humidity observed on the two hills ? If so, we might ask a further

question : Jsthe low amount of rainfall at Panchgani the result of

deforestation in former centuries ? Perhaps some other time we shall

be able to answer these questions.

Panchgani, small though it is, does not show a uniform vegetation
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in all its parts. It is not difficult to distinouish four distinct regions,

each of which is characterized by its particular species.

There is first of all the Table-land (cf. No. 1 of Map A), marked

off from the rest by the entire absence of any tree or shrub. I know

there are a few trees along Mount Koad at the entrance of the Table-,

land and some fine Rose-bushes and Lantanas on one side of the first

tank, but it is evident that all of them, except Lantana camara, did not

grow spontaneously. There is very little soil on the hard rock; the

water flows off very readily, or collects in a few shallow tanks, and

the wind has free access on all sides. The whole is covered with grass

into which there are woven the loveliest of tiny flowers. Most of the

characteristic plants prefer a gregarious life : there are smaller and

bigger patches of a papilionaceous plant with big yellow flowers

[SmitMa hirsuta), or of the white delicate Eriocaulon, locally

called " Hat-pin, " or again miniature little forests of the purple

Dysophylla stellata, var. gracilis, and whole carpets of the " Blue

bonnets" {Utricularia). Where the grass is higher we find

Aneilema sinicum and Alysicarpus helgaumensis. In rocky places

with only a trace of soil the fleshy leaves of Kalatiehoe olivacea,

dotted with blood-red spots are seen. In similar localities there

occurs a strange-looking little plant with dark, reddish-purple stem

and branches Striga orohanchioides. It grows on rocks, and is very

often parasitic on the roots of other plants, especially on Asystasla

violacea. Together with the reddish-purple variety I found sometimes

another one with the stem and leaves yellowish-green and the flowers

white instead of pink. Ilabenaria suaveolens is still in flower in several

places, though it is one of the first Orchids to appear after the breaking

of the monsoon. Justicia trinervia is rather rare. Towards the end of

October Sopuhia delpliinifolia and trifida make their appearance.

Here we might as well make a short excursion to the " Second Table-

land.'' The main features of the vegetation are the same, and the

same herbaceous plants cover the ground. If it were not for a few

stunted shrubs that grow here and there in small clusters, it would be

hard to find any difference between the two plateaux. Caris.sa

earandas, Lasiosiphon eriocephahis, Asparagus racemosns, var. ja\ia-

nica and Fogostemon paroiflorvs are prevailing. Of Eupliorhia

neriifolia 1 met only one specimen, and Hiptage madahlota is leading

a poor existence in a well protected crevice of the rock. Somewhat
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different is the pltiteiiu east of Ttible-land. Tlio grass attains a great

height; of the small herbaceous plants that characterize the first and

second Table-land scarcely any are to be seen, except on the mar-

gin of a shallow pond, and the only shrub occurring on the plateau is

Lasiosiphon eriocephahs. When coming from Mahableshwar it is inter-

esting to notice, how this shrub which sometimes reaches the size of

a tree, is covered with a Lichen
(
Usnea barbata) to such an extent

as to hide the branches entirely, and how this Lichen is getting rarer

and rarqr, the nearer we come to Panchgaui, till in Panchgani itsell

and its surroundings we very seldom find a specimen of that pretty

cryptogam.

To the second region (cf. No. 2 of Map A) we can assign the

rather steep slope on all sides of Table-land, measuring from between

0O-I5O yards in breadth. A line drawn from St. Joseph's Convent

in a- northern direction below Table-land, leaving the cultivated

fields to the left, and in an eastern direction following the path

above the cemetry, will indicate the lower boundaries of our region on

the north and south of Table-land. On the eastern side of Table-

land it is again marked oft' by cultivation. The ground is mostly rocky,

boulders of every size lying about ; but the holes and crevices are

filled up with lateritic soil. It would be easy to distinguish several

sub-regions, e.g., the western slope of Table land which is better

protected, richer in soil and water, and, consequently, richer in vege-

tation; then the eastern slope where the ground is more rocky and more

exposed to the east-wind. Here th» woody vegetation is scantier,

and the ferns, especially the Bracken, form quite a feature of the

landscape. The following description applies to the western slope

only, though in the catalogue which will be given below, a plant

entered with " 2 " in the " habitat column " may be found either on

the western or eastern slope, or in some other place belonging to

the belt encircling the Table-land as defined above. Of trees of some

size there are very fnw, shrubs and undershruiis taking their place

with many an interesting herbaceous plant which has never travelled

up to Table-land, The Jumbul tree {Eugenia jambolana) is common

though never so numerous as to forna somethniii similar to those

beautiful endless woods of Mahableshwar. D'm&pi) os montana, AUophii-

lus cobbe, Soijmidu febnfug'x, Acacia intsia^ Flacourtiu latifolia and

some species of Ficus beiong to the arbareous vegetation of this region.

5
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Crotalaria retvsa with its huge spikes of yellow flowers, the wild

Sweet pea, and Thnnhergia fragrans form a promiment feature. Here,

as in many places of India, La}itana camara (with the local name

"Blackberry") found its way into the jungle, is propagating with

o-reat rapidity, and has spread in many spots to the exclusion of all

other plants. The entrance to the big cave is almost covered with

the luxuriously developed Giant Sting-Nettle {Girardinia zeylanica),

Solanum nigrum, and the Sting-Nettle Creeper (Tragia involucrata).

On the wet floor of the cave itself we find the delicate Lecanthvs

loightii and the rare Begonia crenata.

The third region (cf. No. 3 of Map A) is situated al the height of

the village. It forms a broad belt round the second region, in

some places horizontal, in others slightly inclined and undulating.

Towards west it is considerably prolonged. A glance at the map

will show the boundaries of this region much better than an incom-

plete description. It is partly cultivated, partly covered with high

grass. This latter part is continued on the side near the cemetry

deep down into the valley, but with continually changing species

of grasses and herbs. The field-crops are chiefly Nachni, Sava, Vari,

Wheat, and Powta (bean) ; Sugar cane is also grown in places which

enjoy a plentiful supply of water ; English vegetables are grown

where a large quantily of water is available. The place was once

renowned for its Potatoes, but of late, owing to bad seed and

constant use of the same soil without allowing it to remain fallow for

a couple of years, the crop has very much deteriorated. Mulberries

are most prolific ; Peaches and CoiFee grow in abundance and are of

fairly good quality. I have been told by Mr. Quinn that almost all

the trees, shrubs, and flowers, that have been introduced, are doing-

very well.

The last region (cf. No. 4 of Map A) which is richest in species, is

the slope on the north-western side of the hill. It is well protected

and, seemingly, better provided with water than the rest. Where

the slope is not too steep and too bare of soil, there is a dense jungle

with a luxurious undergrowth. To this region we must count some

patches of arboreous vegetation along a few water-courses on the

southern side of the hill, i.e., below the cemetery and the Dalkeith

Spring. In the latter place there are fine specimens of the Willow

Salix tetrasperfna). It would take too long to enumerate all the
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species tluit grow in these localities ; I must, therefore, refer the

reader to the catalogue.

Before conchuling this paper I should like to point out the advant-

ages of having an experimental station at Panchgani, not only for

arboriculture hut also for agricultural products. Wo are most of us

aware of the wise policy of the Bombay Government during recent

years in starting experimental agricultural and horticultural stations

in different parts of the Presidency, and scientific agriculture on this

side of India is still in advance of the rest of India ; but it is not ap-

parent why Panchgani with its particularly favourable climate has

been passed over. The average rainfall is only &G inches whilst the

altitude of 4,550 feet allows the place to enjoy a temperature similar

to that of Mahableshvvar, without any of its disadvantages.

Everybody knows that, in general, experimental stations have almost

without an exception formed a part of the scheme, wherever the

work ot agricultural improvement has been taken in hand. The

only question is where such stations are needed. There is not suffici-

ent reason for establishing an experimental station in a certain district

simply because, in theory, it is a good thing to have a place for try-

ing experiments. The main consideration should be whether there is

anything definite to learn, any particular question to solve, and wheth-

er this has any relation to the agriculture and arboriculture of the

country around. If we can answer these questions in the affirmative,

an experimental station will be of practical value. When I speak of

an experimental station, I am not thinking of the more specially

scientific experimental inquiries, such as the finding out of new

scientific truths, or the testing of scientific theories by experiments on

the nutrition of plants, the assimilation of different soil constituents

or of atmospheric gases by plants, the exhaustion produced by continu-

ous cropping, or the effect of extreme application of stimulating-

salts,—I have in mind a more practical kind of experiment, such as

the testing of the value of different processes already in use, the

economical eft'ect of various manurial ingredients upon particular

crops, the collection of information regarding the outturn of crops,

and especially the introduction and growth of new crops and fruit

trees. Such inquiries will be for the benefit of the surrounding,

agriculture, supposing that the land chosen for the experimental

station be composed of soil which is fairly typical of that of the
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country around, so that the result may be applicable to as large

an area of similar land as possible. This is certainly the case with

Panchgani. Its lateritic soil is practically the same as that of most

of the surrounding hills. It is, besides, on the one hand, naturally

not so rich as to call for no improvement, nor, on the other hand, so

poor and sandy that no one would think of farming it. Improvement

is certainly possible in this Presidency not only in the introduction

of new varieties, but also in that of new economic species, whether

these be entirely new to the country or merely new to the particular

district. If we consider that various millets, maize, tobacco, tea,

coffee, the potato and many other kinds of vegetables have been

introduced in India, there is no reason why other species should not

be imported also. As to Panchgani in particular we can confidently

say that, judging from the past fifty years, tangible results may be

expected, if men with scientific knowledge and skilled in agricultural

work would start an experimental station. As early as 1854 Mr.

Ohesson settled permanently at Panchgani, and he was the first to see

the importance of that place as a station for experiments. In 1862

he wrote about his results in the past and his hopes for the future :

" Visitors coming here for the first time have found something to

condemn in the general want of trees about the place : and when

compared with Mahableshwar, this seems deserved. But this stigma

will be removed in a few years, for our house-holders have been

spending their money unsparingly in planting trees of every variety.

The four quarters of the globe have been made to contribute in this

respect. We have brought potatoes from Australia and mountain

pines from the South of France ; mangoes from Mazagon and

coffee from the Wynaad
;
plums from Scotland and grapes from

Boston ; and we are now promised tea from Assam and C'inchona

from Ootacamund. . . . Our coff'ee thrives luxuriantly and is

improving in ([uality. Our fruits and vegetables are abundant,

and equal to any in India. Europe vegetables grow all tlie year

round. Mango, jack, banyan, peepul, bamboo, casuarina and such

like, are springing up everywhere : and ten years hence will find

this place a dense jungle. I have a good show of fruit-trees,

and in great variety : apple, peach, pomegranate, grape, lemon,

orange, citron, fig, guava, plantain, mango and pear are the chief,

with strawberry, gooseberry and blackberry. I have been so
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iinifonnly succossful Nvitli my Iruit-trees, es])eciiilly with those that

are indigenous to the temperate regions of the globe, that I have

every prospect of being able to form a fine orchard." There is no

doubt that the hopes of Mr. Chesson have been realized in the

meantime to a great extent and it is evident that scientific manage-

ment of an experimental station might help to eliminate many

mistukes and establish a sound basis on which we can proceed with

improved agricultural and horticultural methods.

1. Rannncnlaceae

—

Clematis triloba, Heyne

5,
gouriana, Roxb.

„ wightiana, Wall.

Magnoliiceog

—

Michelia chaiapaca, L.

."?. Anonaceae—
Artabotrys odoratissimus. R, Br.

Anona squamosa, L

4. Papaveracea

—

ArgeiLone mexicana, L.

.). MenispermacejB

—

Cycka burmanDi, Miers

<>. Cruciferae —
Nasturtium ofiBcinale, R. Br
Cardamine sabumbellata, H. F. & T.

7. Bixaceae—
Flacourtia latifolia; T. Cooke

S, Pittosporaceae

—

Pittospornm floribundum, W. & A....

9. Polygalaceae

—

Polygala persicarigefolia, D.C.

10. Caryophyllaceae

—

Saponaria vaccaria, L.

11. Portnlacacese

—

Portulaca oleracea, L

12. Elatinaceae

—

Bergia capensis, L.

13. Gnttiferae—
Ochrocarpns longifolius, Benth.

14. Malvaceae

—

f?ida acuta. Bnrm. ... ,

„ rhombifolia. var. retusa. Master^
Abntilon polyandrum, W. & A.

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
A

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

Habitat.

I

2,4

;,4

2, 3, 4

=r a

IJ^ o

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

Vernacular or Eaglish
names.

I\roryel.

Moryel ; Ranjai.

Souchampa; Golden cham.
pa,

Hirva champa; Kala
cham pa.

vSitaphal ; Custard apple.

Pivla Dothra ; Mexican
Poppy 5 Gamboge This-

tle.

Pakar.

X Water cress.

X

Tambat.

Yekadi.

Sabani; Soapwort.

Ghol-baji ; Purslane.

Harkia ; Suraagi ; Satwin.

Chikni ; Chikan kaola.

Rala ; Jangli-methi.
Bhendi; Rambag.
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Dichrocephala latifolia, D.C
Conyzastricta, W'illd.

Blnmea malcolmii. Hook, f

Siegeslicckia orientalis, L
Bidens pilosa, L.

Tridax procumbens, L.
Artemisia par^iflora. Bach .-Ho am....

„ vuljaris, L.
Gj'mira angulosa. D.C.
Notonia gr.indiflora. D.C
Senecio edgeworthii, Hook, f.

Tricholepis t;laberrima, D.C...
Lactuca runcinata, D. C

4;>, Campauulaceae—
Lobelia trigona, llosb.
Cephalostigma schimperi, Hochst. ...

44. Plumbaginaceae

—

Plumbago zeylanica, L.

45. Primulaceae

—

AnagaUis arvensis,L

4t!. Myreinaceae

—

Maesa indica, Wall
Embelia ribes, Burm

47. Sapotaceae

—

llimusops elengi, L

4S. Ebenaceae

—

Diospyros montana, Roxb

49. Styracpse

—

Symplocos beddomei, C. B. Clarke ...

50. Cleaceae—
Jasminum malabaricnm, Wight
Ligustrum neilgherrense, var. obo-

vatam, C. B. Clarke

51. Apocynacese—
Carissa carandas, L
Holarrhena antidysenterica, Wall. ...

52. Asclepiadaceae—
CalotropiB gigantea, R. Br. ...

Gymnema sylvestre, R. Br

Hoya retusa, Dalz

5.'$. Gentianaceae

—

Exacnm lawii, C. B. Clarke
Canscora diffusa, R. Br . .„
Swertia minor. T. Cooke

,) dccuHBata, Nimmo
Limnanthemam indicnm, Thw. ...

)) criRtaium, Grieab ...

•^4. Boraffinaceae—
Trich'idesma indicam. R. Br.
Cynoglosanm denticulatnm var. zey-

linica, C. B. Clarke

6

C3
> .

•r; TJ

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
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X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
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1, '1, :i

•J, :t

O
• t
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2.:!; 4

2, 3, 4

4

4
4

"i 4

4

1,2,4

:i,4

Vernacular or English
Names.

4 X

X

X

4

4

2,4

• i

2

4

1

I

1,2,

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

Bhambiirdi.
Gondali.

Katampu.

Tel Danni ; Bhangi.
Dhor Dauni.
Dahn; >ow-ihi8tle.

Vandar-rotii Cabbage-tree.

Mat ha Bur.
Pathari, Wild Lettuce.

Chitrak.

Pimpernel.

Atki ; Atuk.
Vaivarang.

Bakuli ; Bokul.

Goinda ; Lobari.

Kaola, Lodhra.

Kusar ; Wild Jasmine.

Lokhandi ; Mersinga.

Karvand, Karanda.
Knda ; Pandhra Kuda.

Rui.
Kavali ; Pitani ; Dodi

Dnclhroli.

Dhakti-Ambri.

Jatali ; Gauian.
Galphugi ; Khint:i.

Kaudi : Kadu.
Kumiul.
Kutnudini.
Water Snowflake.

Chota-kalpa.

Lichardi.
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BIOLOGICAL NOTES (N ORIENTAL IIEMIPTERA. No. 3.

I'.V

J. C. W. Kl'.USllAW AM) U. W. KlIJK \i.i>>-.

{With Plates C and 1.)

Papei-s on the metamorphoses of Atitestia anchorago, Dindymus saiiguinena

and Canocoris mar<]/natus have already been hiid before the Society. We now

otter notes on the History of Zicrona ccurulea, a small, metallic-looking bug

belonging to the Sub -family Cimicinaj of the Family Cimicidae.^

Zicrona cccrulea is distributed over the whole of the Pala;arctic and Oriental

Regions (except that it has apparently not yet been recorded from the Cana-

ries, Madeira or Ceylon), and over North America. It thus ranges over 70° of

latitude and 320° of longitude—for it is almost certain that its entry into

America was made via Behring's Straits— that is to say, from the Arctic Circle

to the Equator and from one shore of the Atlantic Ocean around the world

to the other shore.

This remarkable insect has been reported from such varied " foodplants" as

Adimonia caprecu, Betula alba and nana, Calluna, Euphorbia, Glycyrrhiza, Juni-

perus, Mentha hirsuta, liubus, Thesiuni ramosum and Grasses ! ihe explanation

of this catholicity in taste being that it is carnivorous—like most if not all, of

the Cimicina;. though they do not always disdain vegetable nourishment—and

thus, free, like most carnivora, to wander in pursuit of its prey.

As an adult the bug is, typically, steel-blue, or somewhat darker, or bluish-

green—with black antennce and smoky membrane. It varies to dark coppery

(an American form) or violaceous. It measures from 6-10 mill, in length (PI.

C, f. 6).

The observations, now related, were made at Macao, off South China, the

individuals investigated belonging to Zicrona illustris, Amyot and Serville, which

is scarcely to Vje ranked even as a colour variety of Z. cccndea, being merely

larger and a little bluer. They were taken in fair numbers about the end of

April (1907) on low vegetation in marshy localities, which it frequents for the

sake of its food—a small beetle of the family ChrysomelidaB -, which is exactly

the same shiny dark- blue as the bug (Plate 1, fig. 1).

The eggs were laid at the beginning of May on grass-stalks and any low

growing plants, in batches of about a dozen, not more, and were practically

contiguous. They were shining dark-brown, smooth, with a ring of seventeen

slender processes around the "lid"; the processes were whitish, the extreme

apices blackish (PI. C. f. L). Within the egg, just under the lid. there is

a separate membranous strip with a shallow spoonlike head, strengthened by a

' For family and other nomenclature, c/'. Kirkaldy, 1908, " Catalogus Hemipieronim "

I. (Dames, Berlin).

- Through the intervention of Dr. L. O. Howard, it was kindly identified by Mr. E. A.

Schwraz as a species of Haltica answering to the description of H. coenilca, Olivier, which

inhabits India, Indo-China and Ceylon.
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T-shaped chitinous rib. ' This " head " projects slightly from the hatched-

out egg (Plate I, fig. 2.) Often the " lids " drop away entirely after hatching

which ensues in about five days after deposition, the nymphs moulting five times

(including the final moult to adult) at intervals of about three days, except that

the first nymphal instar lasts about five days. The whole nymphal period is about

seventeen days, that from laying of egg to emergence of adult about twenty-

three. PI. C, fig. 2 shows the nymph of the first instar newly hatched. The
antennae are composed of four segments, the tarsi of two, while the labium

reaches to about the hind coxae. The nymphs of the second and third instars

scarcely differ from that of the first, except in size and that the dark-brown

parts are very nearly black, with a blue gloss. In all three instars the under-

side is black as regards the head and thorax, the abdomen red with the

pleurites black. After each moult, the nymph, for about half an hour, is en-

tirely pale-red or pink (PI. C, fig. 5). In the fourth instar the tegmina are fairly

distinct ; in this and still more in the fifth, the antennae are more elongate

and slender, as also the legs.

In the adult bug the antennae have gained a segment and the tarsi also

one ; immediately after moulting it is entirely pale shining pink ; about half

an hour later it is yellow-brown and an hour later (altogether one hour and

a half) it has gained its metallic blue colour (PI. C, fig. 6).

In all stages, the bugs are very active, except that as usual, from the time

of hatching till after the first moult, they cluster motionless round the egg-

shells and take no food *. They are partly gregarious, or at least occiu" in

numbers where their prey is abundant.

The following is a summary' of a bug bred during May :

—

Pair in cop. 4 May 1908

9 laid eggs 5

Hatched 11

First moult
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district. The beetle is exceedingly common in its proper haunts, and more or

less gregarious, both adults and larva> feeding on a small, low and dense-

growing, succulent plant (^Ammaimia rohmdijolia, Koxb,, N,0. Lythraceae)

found in marshy ground and often in shallow water. The eggs are laid in

batches on the underside of leaves of the foodplant and arc long-oval smooth,

yellow, with a black streak (Plate ], fig. 1).

The young larvce of the beetle are shining yellowish-brown, later dark

brown, sparsely hairy or bristly
; head and legs black (Plate 1, fig. 1). They

burrow in the earth when full-grown, making cells, where they change to shiny

yellow, smooth pupa\ The adult beetle, as stated previously, is of the same

metallic blue as the Zicrona ( Plate 1, fig. 1).

Whilst sucking a beetle, the bug rests head downwards on a twig, the beetle

hanging free from the tip of the labium (Plate 1, fig. 1 ). The bug may some-

iines be observed walking about with its prey so situated.

EXPLANATION OF FIGURES.

Plate C.—fig. 1. Egg of Zicrona ccurulea.

„ 2. Xymph about one hour after hatching.

3. Nymph of fourth instar,

„ 4. Nymph of fifth instar.

,,
5. Nymph of third or fourth instar, just moulted.

G. Adult.

Platk 1, fig. 1. Zicrona feeding on hQQile {Haitica cccrulea (?)

—

usual position—eggs, larva and food-plant (^Am-

mannia rotundifolia') of beetle.

2. Egg of Zicrona ccerulea : lid removed, showing

the lifting spring.

A. the white T-shaped rib on the " head" of

the strip is strongly chitinized, the rest is

membranous.

B. side-view of A.

All these figures are magnified.

[ Note on " Biological Notes on Oriental Hemii'tera" No. 3.

On page 333 above, the life history of Zicrona cccndea is described by Messrs.

Kershaw and Kirkaldy. In the first paragraph, the authors state that this

belongs to the " Subfamily Cimicincs of the Family Cimicida;" This bug is in

the Fauna of India placed in the Family Pentafomidcr, Subfamily Asopince, and

the term Asopince has been recently replaced by the term Amyoteince. The
family Ctmicidce is, in the " Fauna of India," that which includes Cimex, the

bed-bugs. The authors above have used Cimicidcc to mean Pentatomidce,he\xQv-

ing the term to be more accurate on grounds of priority ; but their- use of the

term will certainly mislead students of entomology, to whom Mr . Kirkaldy's

.discoveries in nomenclature, as expounded in his " Catalogus Hemipterorum
1908" are not known. Those to whom the "Fauna of India," Rhynchota.

7
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Vul. I, by W. L. Distant, is familiar, will find this bug on page 255. Practically

all entomologists used the teim PinLifomtclce for this family and the author's

use of Ciiiiicidce may be for this reason somewhat confusing to our Indian

readers.

The description given of the life history of the Chrysomelid beetle HaJtica

coprulea agrees with that of its ally L''i!tica cynvei in India, the fucdplant

being also the same : as the bug also occurs in India, it will be interesting to

know whether its habits are the same and as Unttica cyi-nea bieeds freely on

Amm-inn>a in October, some observer may be able to find Zecrowa predaceoua

on it in India also. EDS. ]
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NOTES ON SNAKES FROM THE NL]lGHBOUUHOOD
OF UAIUEELING.

BY

Major F. WALL, I.M.S., C.M.Z.S.

(With a Platk.)

Between the 24th June and the end of November 1908, I had

opportunities of examining 984 snakes representing 48 different

species from the locality ol Darjeeling, Of this large total 778 were

collected by myself with the very material assistance of friends, 95

were in the Darjeeling Museum, and 111 in St. Joseph's Cjllege

collection. My tlianks are due to several gentlemen who spared no

pains in helping me. Among these I would mention Mr. J. L. Lister

of Fashok Tea Estate, Mr. A. W. Wright of Tindharia, Mr.

H. K. Robinson, the Forest Officer at Kurseong, and Mr. de Abreu

of Victoria School, Kurseong. My acknowledgments are also due to

Mr. Fritz Moller for allowing me to examine the collection in

the Darjeeling Museum, and to the authorities at St. Joseph's College

for giving me access to their collection.

The area over which Mr. Lister's coolies collected is an extensive

one ranging between altitudes varying from. 1.200 to 5.200 feet near

Darjeeling and the mention of Pashok hereafter implies this area.

No less than 408 specimens were collected here. Mr. Wright's

coolies collected about the Railway between'tho foot hills and Tin-

dharia. i <?., at an altitude between about 500 and 2.800 feet. Tindharia

in the following ])ages implies this area. From here I received 75

specimens. ]\lr. Robinson and Mr. de Abreu collected at Kurseong

between elevations of 5,500 and G,500 feet, and got me 242 specimens.

The Darjeeling Museum specimens have no localities attached, but

Mr. Fritz Moller told me that nearly all had been collected by a neigh-

bouring Pxanter from slopes ranging between about 2,000 and 4,500

feet. The St. Joseph's College collection has been for the mo.st part

accumulated locally. Amongst other interesting specimens there are

several which had been collected by the late Dr. Vincent Richards,

one of our greatest ophiologists in the special department concerning
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toxicology. These specimens, nearly all venomous, I could distinguish

because they had been preserved in spirit, whereas the rest of the

specimens are in formalin. Dr. Vincent Richards' specimens are not

local ones, but were certainly collected in the Bengal Plains where

he spent all his service.

The specimens collected by me locally in and about Darjeeling are

from altitudes well between 0,000 and 7,500 feet.

From Pashok I obtained 31 species, and from Tindharia 25.

From Kurseong only 6 out of 242 specimens. From Darjeeling

I o-ot only 9. In the Darjeeling Museum there are 30 species and

in St. Joseph's College 37, at least 9 of which are certainly not

local, viz., Eryx conicus, Simotes arnensis, Dipsadomorplms gohool,

andD. forstein^Bungariis cceruleus, B. fasciatus, and B. imlli, EcUs

carinatus, and Vipera Tusselli.

Of the 48 species with which this paper deals 42 were obtained

by or for me, the remaining G, viz., (1) Typhlops oligolepis, (2)

Zaocys nigromarcjhiatus, (3) Ahlabes sfolkzhm, (4) Dryophis fronti-

cincius, (5) Bungarus hwigaroides, and (6) Naia hungarus, were seen

in one or other of the two museums referred to above. Of the 48

species, two, not including the snake Bungarus niger—which remains

to be described in a future paper on the snakes of Assam—are new,

viz., Typhlopjs oligolepis and Oligodon melaneus. In 6 instances the

previous records of habitat have been extended, viz., Lycodon jara,

Ahlabes stolkzhcc, Bryo/Jiis frovticinctus, JDipsadomorphus cynodo/i,

Bvngarus lividus, and Bungarus niger.

I have also tried to show justification for doubting the Eastern

Himalayas as within the range of distribution of one species, viz.,

TrachiscMwn monticola (see footnote, p. 343).

TvPHLOPIDyi:.

Ti/ph lops jcrdoni.—Boulenger.

I obtained one specimen of this rare snake hitherto only known from two

examples, the type from the Khasi Hills, and a specimen in the Indian Museum

from Buxa Dooars. My specimen came from Pashok or below Tindhaiia, I

cannot be sure which, as some specimens got mixed. In either case it must

have been below 5,200 feet. It measured Oj inches. The body is depressed

and its transverse diameter one thirty-fourth the total length. It agrees with

Boulenger's description except in the breadth of the rostral which is at its

broadest part above about one-third the broadest part of the head. (Blgr. hardly

one-fourth). It is brownish-black above, dun beneath.
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Tifpldops jerdon'i ( X 7).

Typhlops oligolepis, spec. nov.

In the Davjeeling Museum I found a very small Tijphlops, only hh inches

long, with the lepidosis so different from any other species yet recorded

that I have no hesitation in considering it new to science. To begin with the

scales are in 16 rows, fewer by two than in any other recorded species. It is

almost certainly the specimen Dr. Seal spoke to me about which he had

presented to the Museum, and which he found dead on a road in the

Xagri Valley below Darjeeling at an altitude of about 0,000 feet. Several

people who saw it discredited the idea of its being a snake at all, and as there

is only one Typhlops, viz., this one in the Darjeeling Museum there can be little

doubt that it is Dr. Seal's specimen.

Description.—Snout rounded. Nostrils lateral. Eye very small. Tail with no

terminal spine. Cigar—brown above, paler beneath.

Lepidoslx. Rostral— Broad, more than one-third as broad above as the greatest

breadth of the head, not extending

back to the level of the eyes, but

about as far as the posterior edge of

the nasal shields. Intemasal, frontal,

supraoculars parietals and postoculars

subequal. Nasals very large, com-

pletely divided, the upper suture pas-

sing to the rostral, the lower to the 2nd

,p ji 11 •» labial: largely in contact behind the

{Much e Ilia Ifffd). rostral; the anterior shield not or

barely seen above. Prceocidar subequal to ocular ; in contact with the 2nd

and 3rd labials. Ocular in contact with the 3rd and 4th labials. Postocular
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a single shield. The detail of the scales partly owing to the diminutive size of

the snake is most d JBcult to see. I believe, however, the detail in the figure

attached is accurate.

Boin/E.

Python molurv,s.—(Linn").

One small specimen was captured at Tindharia. A small stuffed example,

and the skin of a faiily large specimen are in the Darjeeling Museum.

COLDBRIDyK.

Polyodontophis collaris (Gray).

I obtained 58 specimens of this common hill snake. 5 of these were from

Kurseoag, 2 from Darjeeling, 46 from Pa?hok, 1 from Tindharia and 4 are

doubtfully from one or other of the last two localities. The single example

from Tindharia shows it is rare below 3,000 feet.

One shield character demands special remai'k, vis., the temporal. In every

specimen I have seen of this snake from China (Hongkong) westwards, and I

have seen well over one hundred, the temi/oral touches the 8th only of the

supralabial series, which is an unusually high shield. I mention this because

Boulenger says the anterior temporals are one or two, and he figures, Catalogue

Vol. I, 1893 (Plate xii, fig. Ic), a lower temporal touching two of the supralabial

series. I am strongly inclined to the view that this arrangement denotes a

species apart. The constancy of these shields in this Genus is remarkable, so

much so that I believe they can be relied upon to carry considerable weight

in differentiating the species, some of which are very closely allied and in

consequence have been confused. The largest specimen was a 9 2 feet 6|

inches long, the smallest probably a hatchling was killed in July and measured

8^ inches. In one the ;^rd subcaudal shield was entire. One was killed in the

act of swallowing a skink {Lyfjosoma indica).

7 ropidonotus paralleltm (B^gr).

I only saw two specimens of this seemingly rare snake, one was collected at

Pashok in September. The other was in the collection of St. Joseph's College,

probably of local origin, but locality not recorded. The species is remarkably

like ^jui^ceps in general appearance. The anterior temporals are two in one

specimen. The ventral and subcaudals are 163 + 92, and 167 + 88, the 3rd

and 4th subcaudals entire in one specimen.

TropidoHoius piscator (Schneider).

The solitary specimen received was one of variety quincuncialus, and obtained

below Tindharia. It is evident this snake rarely leaves the plains and then

only ascends to the low foot hills.

Tropido7iotus platyveps (Blyth).

This is an extremely common snake in this part of the Himalayas between

5,000 and 6,000 feet. Of a collection of 242 specimens made in Kurseong 57

were of this species, but below 4,500 feet it was far less common. I got 1 1 from

Pashok, 2 from Tindharia, and one from Phoobsering (circa 4,500 ft.). Above

6,500 feet I got but 1, viz., from Darjeeling. The most remarkable feature in
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the coloui-ation of this snako is the brilliant crimson band on each side of the

ventnils in adults. Nearly all tho specimens were so ornamented. Very

young specimens had no trace of this flaming hue. One young specimen which

had swallowed a skink (Lj/gosoma iitdica) was rent in the side so that the back

legs of tho lizard protruded

TropidonotuH himalayanus (Gi'inther).

This species has an extensive range of altitude. In Assam it is not un

common in the Plains, and here in the Eastern Himalayas the P specimens

collected were from below Tindharia up to Darjeeling. Two examples

had eaten large specimens of the common eastern toad (^Bufo meldnoU/duit).

The labials in two were aberrant numbering 7, the 3rd and 4th touching the eye.

I'ropidoito'us stol tun (Linn).

My only specimen was from below Tindharia.

Irjp'dofiotus submlidutus (Scblegel).

Of 37 specimens collected, 34 were from Pashok, and 3 from Tindharia.

The labials though usually 8 with 3rd, 4th and 5th touching the eye, are very

frequently \) with the 4th, 5th and 6th touching the eye. There were 4 post-

oculars on one side in one specimen, and the anal was entire jn another. The

Bubcaudals were 96 in one example. The young have bluish heads, a hue

which enhances the ornamentation of this very brilliantly coloured snake. My
smallest specimen was 10 inches, and was killed between the 25th of July and

5th of August.

Pseudoxenodon macrops (Blyth).

57 specimens of this very common Eastern Himalayan snake were

acquired, 2 from Darjeeling, 17 from Kuiseong, 35 from Pashok. and 3 from

Tindharia. One brought to me by Dr. Seal had been encountered in his

garden, and when disturbed struck fiercely at him with erect, and flattened

neck. The degree to which this snake flattens its neck is very marked being

more pronounced, I think, than in any of the Tropnlonott with which I am
acquainted. One example was found to have eaten a frog. The largest was

a (J, 4 feet 2^ inches, and in this the secretion of the anal gland was ochra-

ceous-yellow and of the consistency of custard. A pahari told me it is called

by them " Gooroobi Samp," and he referred to the way it flattened its neck.

The ornamentation of this species is very varied, nnd in seme specimens

exti-emely beautiful. In a ycung example the head was slaty-blue, behind

th 8 the nape bore a broad intensely black arrowhead, bordeied behind with a

narrower hand of cinnamon. In some specimens the head is rich dark-green,

in some the arrowhead is billiard-cloth green, in others lilac, and in others is

completely absent. In some the back is nearly uniformly olivaceous-green or

brown. In some the series of dark costal spots is bui obscure, in others very

black, or purplish. In some no trace of light crof^sbais can be seen, in others

they ai-e more or less distinctly visible, in others very conspicuous sometimes
whitish, sometimes cinnamon, or the anteiior whitish, and the posterior

cinnamon. Some specimens are chequered with green, black, amber and
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ochre spots. With all this variety of form the specimens do not lend them-

selves to a grouping into colour varieties, for scarcely two specimens are

quite alike. The costal scales are, as far as I am aware, quite unique in this

species. The median 5 or so rows are straight, the remaining rows slightly

oblique, except the two last which again are straight. As in the Tropidonoti

the scales are in 19 rows till just beyond the middle of the body when they

become 17 by an absorption of the ikd row above the ventrals. Sometimes

this absorption takes place at or before midbody.

Trachischium fuaciim (Blyth).

In the vicinity of Darjeeling this is by far the commonest species to be

met with between about 5,000 and 7,500 feet. I obtained 194 specimens, 151

from Kurseong, 33 from Darjeeling, and 10 from Pashok. These varied in

length from bj inches to 1 foot 4f inches.

Sexes.—Of 88 specimens sexed 51 were $$,37^^. The largest ^ was

1 foot 2\ inches, but several 9 exceeded this measurement, the largest being

1 foot 4^ inches.

Breeding.-—^The pairing season was evidently over, for many hatchlings

between 5 and 6 inches in length were obtained in July. Seven out of 31 9 $
collected in that month in Kurseong were gravid, the smallest being 1 foot and

f of an inch. One contained 6 eggs, two 4 eggs and four 3 eggs, the largest egg

measuring from % to \ inch in length, and about | inch in breadth. The young

are apparently between 5 and 6 inches long as they emerge from the egg.

The secretion of the anal gland was found to be custard-like.

Food.—This snake appears to feed exclusively on earth worms, several were

killed in the act of swallowing a worm, almost every specimen I opened had

fragments of worms or entire worms in the stomach, and the intestines much
distended with mud, evidently from the alimentary system of worms. From

the many specimens I opened I should judge the snake to be voraciously

vermivorous.

Lepidosis.—Boulenger says that the prsefrontal is usually single. I found

it invariably single. 165 was the largest number of ventrals and 3] the

smallest number of subcaudals. In one specimen the first 9 subcaudals

were entire, in another the last ventral was divided. The ^ have the

scales in the region of the vent rather more obviously keeled than the 9 •

The eye is very black, but if closely viewed the iris is seen to lie dark-

brown (almost liver coloured), and the pupil is discernible.

It is a very gentle little snake, often encountered in daylight about the

roads in Darjeeling. I frequently handled it without its attempting to bite

me. At Kurseong it is so abundant that it can be found under most stones

on the slopes about there, and Mr. H. K. Robinson told me that after rewards

for snakes had been offered, the hill men would alter the landscape features

of a whole hill side by rolling over each stone in their search for snakes which

when brought in consisted almost entirely of this species.

Colour.—Adults are black, or blackish with iridescent effects on reflected
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light in life. When looked at closely the scales are seen to be studded with

black dots and often these are congregated more heavily at the sides of the

scales so as to prodnce an obscurely striated pattern. The belly is glossy

uniform black. The young are very obviously streaked with black on a brown-

ish or greyish ground, the two lines on the confines of the 1st and 2nd, and 3rd

and 4th rows above the veutrals being usually most pronounced. Young spe-

cimens too have an opaque yellowish collar which is incomplete vertebraliy.

Trachischium guentlieri (Boulenger).

I obtained 37 specimens, 7 of these were from Darjeeling. the rest from

Pashok. It is fairly common at altitudes between about 3,000 and 7,0U0 feet,

being more abundant than fuscum at the lower limits of this range, far less

so iYinn fuscum at the higher elevations.

Sexes.—Of 18 sexed, 14 were 9 9 :^'if^ ^ $ $• '^''^ largest specimen was a 9
1 foot ;i:i inches.

Breeding.—Only one gravid 9 ^^is included in the above total. This was

killed in Darjeeling on the 11th of July and contained 6 eggs measuring about

^ of an inch in length.

Habits.—Like fuscum, I found it a very gentle snake, and it was nearly

always encountered in day-light. I found one crossing a jungle road in

Lebong at dusk one evening, and having dismounted secured it with little

difficulty. One young one I caught one morning on the floor of the rink.

Lepidosis.—The ventrals ranged up to 154 in number, and the subcaudals

as low as 30. In one specimen the 6th subcaudal was entire, and in another

the first 8 were entire.

Colour.—Adults are streaked brown and black usually. In some there is a

coral-reddish tinge in the brown, especially noticeable posteriorly. The scales

in life exhibit an iridescence as the light glances upon them. The belly is

usually uniform bright coral-red, but in some specimens a variable extent of

the anterior length is black ( rarely greyish-black) which becomes mottled with

coral-red more and more till this hue becomes uniform. In one or two speci-

mens almost the entire length of the belly was black, a very limited extent

posteriorly showing any red, and the specimens -were in consequence extremely

Vikefuscum. Young examples have a more or less obscure yellowish collar.

Trachischium temiiceps. ( Blyth ).

Of the 17 examples collected, 15 were from Pashok, and 2 from Tindharia.

It is obviously the least common of the three Himalayan species.-' One speci-

* I say the " three " Himalayan soecies because I cannot help thinking that monticohi

thoagh recoi (led from this Range doo not, leally occur there. The only specimens known

are the collected by Jerdon now in the British iluseum, and said to have come from

Darjeeling. but I strongly suspect are from the Khasi Hills. It wouM appear from this

record tnat the snaUe is, to say the least, not nm ommon about Darjeeling. I venture to

think that no part of India has been so well w rked over as the vicinity of Darjeeling and

it is significant fat there is no specimen in cither of the two fairly large local collections

there, and that 1 failed to obtain a sngle speciuaen among the large number which pasted

through my hands. Further Jerdon collected extensively in the Khasi liills, where last

year I found mon^ico^a a common snake, and it is surprising that no specimen appear* t.i

.S
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mbn—that from TindhaiLa—obtained in July was gravid. It measured 1 foot 4

iinli3? aa I coitain3d "> egg^. la muiy specimens the loreal failed to touch the

internaml. This is remarkable for the contact of these shields is a generic

charaster and I have cnown no exo3ptiun in all th3 other species I am familiar

with. The adult is blackish but if examined closely, a yellow ground colour

is to h-i observed dorsally which is more or less heavily speckled with black,

especially at the lateral margins of the scales forming an obscure black sliiation.

Th3 bally in all my specimens was brilliant uniform yellow or orange.

The length varied between Gj inches to 1 foot 4 inches. The ventrals

ranged from 123 to 140 ; and the subcaudals from 28 to 39. It appears to be

rare at the altitude of Darjeelmg if it occurs there at all, and it is evidently

uncommon below Tindharia, but not uncommon at altitudes between about

2,500 and 5,000 feet.

Lycoilonjara (Shaw).

A solitary specimen was sent me from Pashok, an adult 9 , and I examined

another in the Darjeeling Museum. The labials were 8 as I usually find them,

( Boulenger says y or lu) and the 8rd, 4th and nth touched the eye. The
anterior Temporal was single. The ventrals and subcaudals 188+ 66. It does

not appear to have been recorded before from the eastern Himalayas *.

Lycodon aidicus. (Linn).

All the 19 specimens collected were from comparatively low elevations, viz.,

8 from Tindharia where Mr. Wright tells me it is one of their commonest

snakes, and 1 1 from Pashok. They all conform to variety D of Boulenger's

Catalogue, except that the labials are variously mottled or spotted. One $
captured between the l(»th and 2nth July contained 5 nearly mature eggs.

One specimen had swallowed a s<ink probably Lygosoma indica, and another

a mouse aud a skiak. In one the labials were 10, the 4th and 5th only touch-

ing the eye, in another the first 3 subaaudals were entire.

Dinodon septtntrionalis (Gunther).

A single young specimen from Phoobsering (circa 4,500 ft.). Length 9^,

tail 2| ins. Ventrals -01, anxl entire, subcaudals 9^*. Costals, two heads-

lengths behind head 17, midbody 17, two heads-lengths before vent 15. In

the step from 17 to 15 the 3rd and 4th rows above the ventrals blend. The

frontal is extensively in contact with the prascoculars. Contained a lizard of

the Genus Lygosoma.

Zaocys nigromarginatus ( Blyth ).

1 examined a single specimen which is in the Darjeeling Museum.

LepJdo^is.—The costals are in i9 rows in the fore neck, bui become 18 by the

7th scale in the vertebral row behind the parietals being absorbed into the next

have been obtained by him there if one refers to the Catalogue of the British Museum

(Bouienger, 1893 9(JJ. Adiled to these consideiiitions, there is the fact that in at lea«t one

other inat nee. vi le Dinodon scitoiitnonallx (Bnulenger, Cat.. Vol.. 1, p , 'M'A> a spec men of

Jerdon's ci l>iCt njj has be-n recorded dubiciusl> fmm the Kha>i I ills or Himal y 'S.

* I have examine I another young specimen from Tindharia sent to me by the Bombay

Natural tiistory Scc.eiy about four years ago.
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row on the left side. This reminds one of the costal absorption in Zameuia

7ni«cosMs- when the rows reduce from 17 to IG, which is invariably producud by

the vertebral row becoming confluent with the next row on the left side. At a

point t h3ads-lengths after the head the rows are lG,at midbody IG, and 2 heads-

lengths before the vent 14, 1 can:iot agree with the designation of the sliiold,

called by Mr. Boulenger a siibocular. It appears to me obvious that this has

originated from a division of the 3rd supralabial, and I am of opinion that this

labial should be recorded as divided and included as one of the labials touch-

ing the eye. The ventrals and subcaudals are 193 + ILH.

Zainenia korros (Schlegel).

Two specimens were cullncted at Pashok.

Z imt-nis mticoius (Linn).

A single specimen from Tiiidharia.

Coluber porphyruceua (Cantor).

Of 8 specimens collected, 2 were from Tindharia, and 6 from Pashok.

Probably it is more common than these figures would suggeso as I saw G speci-

mens in the St Joseph's College collection, and 11 in the Darjttling Museum.

The young are buff coloured with uniformly black, white-edged broad cross-

bare, which make them appear very diSerent from the adults.

Colub'T c'j.nUirift (Boulenger).

This is one of the commonest species to be found about Darjeeling, but does

not occur or is rare below about 5 000 feet elevation. I got lo specimens,

1 from Darjeeling, 4 from Pashok and 5 from Kurseong. There were 7 in the

Darjeeling Museum and 4 in St, Joseph's College collection.

LepidonU.—The costals are unusual in this

speoies, in that the rows are two less in front

than in midbody. a. condition I have seen

in some others of the genus, viz., hodgnoni,

helena, etc. Other species of the same Genus

as now understood have the same number of

scale rows in front as in the middle of the

body, viz., porpkyraccua , oxycrplialus frt naius,

prasiiiux, etc. It appears to me likely that

this difference in some of the species may
make it pos'^ible to subdivide the Genus

which as it now stands is large and cum-

bersome. The rows anteriorly for some

distance number 19, then at a point from

one to five heads-lengths behind the head the

4th I'ow above the ventrals (rarely the 5th)

divides, the rows then remain 21 till some

distance behind the middle of the body

where they fall to 19 again owing to a

coalescence of the 4th and 5th (rarely 3rd

2J

3 Specimens of Coluhar cantoris.

A 3rd Labial entire.

B „ „ partially divided.

C „ „ completely divided.
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and 4th or 5th and 6th) rows above the ventrals. From ID they again reduce

almost simultaneously to 17 by a fusion of the 3rd and 4th or 4th and 5th rows.

The anal was divided in one specimen only. Here again I cannot agree with

Mr, Boulenger's designation of a subocular, and in this species the arguments

in favour of my own view are very strong, for many specimens are to be seen

with and many without this little shield. In some it is present on one side and

not on the other, and a comparison of the two sides makes the origin of the

shield obvious. In one example the 3rd labial is seen but partially divided,

very clearly indicating that the so-called subocular is an integral part of this

shield. I attach figures for comparison.

The ins of the specimen brought to me freshly killed was red, and the pupil

horizontally subovate. The chin was ruddy, and the throat canary yellow. The

posterior transverse bars were ruddy. In another specimen the sides of the throat

were salmon, and the belly behind pinkish about the angulation of the ventrals.

Coluber fomitirus (Cope).

I obtained two specimens from Pashok, and saw another in the St. Joseph's

College collection. In all specimens the costals were 23 from close behind the

neck, to a point well behind midbody, where they became 21. The reduction

to 21 is due to fusion of the 4th and 5th rows above the ventrals ; from 21 to

19 to fusion of the 3rd and 4th rows. In one example they remained 19

nearly to the vent, in the other two they reduced to 17, more than two heads-

lengths before the anus, the reduction being brought about by fusion of the

5th and 6th rows. The labials were 9, the 5th and 6th touching the eye, the

4th not divided. The ventrals and subcaudals were 246+100, 254+94 and

252+98. The anal was divided in all.

Coluber jorasinus (Blyth).

Five specimens were collected, all from

Pashok, and all yoimg. The scales are 19 from

just behind the neck to well behind midbody.

The absorption of rows is interesting, and so

different from many species now included in

the genus that I think this alone may serve to

further divide it. From 19 the rows soon

become 15 by two fusions which occur close

together, so that their order may be reversed.

Usually the first from 19 to 17 is due to a

fusion of the 3rd and 4th (rarely 4th and 5th)

rows above the ventrals ; the next from 17 to

1 5 is due to a coalescence of the two rows next

to the vertebral on each side (not the vertebral

itself).

Boulenger says the anal shield is rarely entire.

I found it so in all the specimens, and also in one

(nat. size). of the two m the Darjeehng Museum. 1 omitted
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to record it in the other. I found the ventralsus low as 193. und the suhcaudals

as high as 109.

Coluber rad/'a'us.—Schlegel,

(j examples, all from Pashok.

Dcudrophis picius.—Gmeliu

.

I obtained specimens which I asaign to this species," three from Pashok, the

rest from Pashok or Tindharia. The scales were Ifj anteriorly and in mid-

body, and ll'or 9 at a point two heads-lengths before the anus. The ventrals

and subcaudals were '203 + 140, 205 + 14-^, 191 + 145? 'J06 + V and 204 + V

and 202 + 132, respectively. The vertebrals in midbody were as broad as lonj,

or rather broader. The anal was divided in all.

One specimen I saw in St. Joseph's College collection which 1 include here

l)ro tem belongs, I consider, to a species as yet not described. In this the anal

was entire, the ventrals and subcaudals 187 + 151, and the scale rows 15

anteriorly and in midbody, 9 bebind at a point two heads-lengths before the

anus. The vertebrals at midbody were a shade longer than broad. This speci-

men appears to me to agree in every way with a large series of specimens I

have collected in Assam and two others I have had from Jalpaiguri in all of

which the anal is enth-e. This last is a noteworthy feature for no other of the

species of Dendrophis and D^nclrelaphis hitherto described is similarly distin-

<mished. In a future paper on the snakes of Assam I intend to refer to it as

new .species under the title proarchos.

Dendrelaphis tridrh.—Daudiu.

Six .specimens which I think there can be no doubt are of this speciesf were

received, two from Tindharia, the rest from Pashok. Another similar specimen

1 found in the Darjeeling Museum. In these the costals anteriorly and in

midbody were 15, at a point two heads-lengths before the anus 9 in ^,1 in $.

The vertebrals in midbody were about 5 to f as broad as long, and the ventrals

and subcaudals noted were 190+132, 191 + ;45,and 19'2+ lbl, respectively. The

anal was divided in all. This species and the last are in general appearance,

and the details of their lepidosis extremely alike. The differences I see

between them are as follows :.—In irhtr/s there is a small light interparietal

spot, and a light vertebral stripe anteriorly. The 2nd, 3rd and 4tli supra-

labials (the 1st also sometimes) have narrow black posterior margins- There

is a short, nan'ow rather indistinct postocular stripe. There are black inter-

rupted oblique stripes on the sides of the forebody arranged in pair.s. Two
supralabials only, vi~., the 5th and Gth touch the eye. The vertebral row

develops gradually on the nape, and in midbody the length of each shield

exceeds the breadth. The maxillary teeth numbei IG to 19, and the most pos-

terior are rather .smaller than the preceding. The nasal bones are of a distinct

shape.

In picius there is no interparietal light spot, no vertebral light stripe anter-

* I have prepared 3 skulls from these.

t I have prepared 5 skulls from these, and all are undoubtedly typical of this Genus.
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ioriy, and no oblique black stripes on the sides of the forebody. None of the

snpralabials show black posterior margins There is a broad black conspicuous

band from the eye continued well down the body. Three supralaLials usually

totich the eye, xiz., the 4th, 5th and Gth. The vertebral enlargement is sudden

and due to the conflaence of two or three scales on the nape. The vertebral

shields in mid body are as broad as long or broader. The maxillary teeth num-

ber 2U to 'l'^, and the most posterior are compressed, and rather longer than

the preceding. The nasal bones too are di^lincj in form.

Simutea cijclurw;. —Cantor.

I got two specimens from Tindhaiia and saw one in St. Joseph's College

collec.ion. All belong to variety B of Boulenger's Catalogue. In one of my
specimens the costals were 19 in anterior and midbody, 17 at a point two hetds-

leng hs before the anus. In the other th3 lepidosis was very peculiar, the

costals beinsr 17 anteriorly becoming 19, and then again 17 and 19 several

times over ; 19 in midbody, and 15 behind at a point two heads-lengths before

tha anus. As in Zjocijs and some Zamenls, I consider that the 3rd supralabial

is divided in this snake, and therefore touches the eye as well as the 4th and

5th shields of that series. The uppei- division of this shield is misnamed a

subocular.

Simotes alhocinctus. —Cantor.

Of 3R specimens received. 25 were I'n.m Pabhok, 12 from Tindharia and

1 from Darjeeling ; 26 of these were of the A variety of Boulenger's Catalogue,

i.e., typUa, 16 being from Pashok and 10 from Tindharia, )] examples

belouLjed to vanety C of Boulenger's Catalogue, 9 of these beiag fiom

Pashok and 2 from Tindharia. My Darjeeling specimen was also of this

variety.

The two varieties are very distinct, so much so that to one unacquainted

with the subject of ophiology they would certainly be taken to be difierent

species. I have never seen any forms connecting the two.

In variety A there is a great variation in the ground colour which varies

irrespective of age from a dark-brown to a bright berry-red, \\\\ latter hue

being especially bright in the flanks. In more than one specimen the colour

was a very beau'.iful shade of pink very like that of a boiled prawn. There

are from 21 to 25 light, dark-edged, conspicuous and well defined cross-bars on

the body, 5 to 8 on the tail. These are narrow, and end laterally close to the

ventrals. In light specimens they are quite white, in darker specimens buff, or

more often asliy-gi-ey, and often bordered with black. In some of the speci-

mens, the brown ones especially, longitudinal streaks may be more or less dis-

tinctly traceable. These resemble those in cyclitrus consisting of an upper

broad dark band 4 or 5 scales broad, and separated more or less distinctly by

a light vertebral streak, and a lower narrow dark band on the 3rd and 4th or 4tb

and 5th rows above the ventrals.

In the dark specimens the usual sagittate Simotes markings are blackish

-

brown, but in light specimens ihey are light edged with blackish. In the
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prawn -coloured specimens they arc quite white. In the reddish specimens there

is usually some mottling of red or pink on the belly.

In variety C I never saw any ruddy tinge in the ground colour wliich was

of various shades of brown. The marks on the back, 23 to .^4 on (he body and

G to S on the tail, are very distinctive in form, and similar to those seen in

Simoiea si)te.udiilu-<, Uligoilon renustui and some other species of these genera.

They are of a darkei- brown than the ground and their anterior and posterior

borders are mora or less inionted in the vertebra! line, sometimes cau-ing com-

plete bise'jtion. More often they are merely indented to produce a walnut

shaped mark thus x I usually refer to this variety in my notebooks as

y«/J(i/ti//'e;' from the shape of these marks. Sometimes outside each of these

marks is a smaller dark spo". In the dark specimens the shape of these marks

cannot always be determined. In some examples there are longitudinal streaks

exactly siniilar to those airsady mentioned under the last variety, but usually

even more ob?cure. In other specimens the ground colour is variegated with

short obli jue light and dark sireaks a scale long as one sees in Uliyodon

subijrise'is, Sirnoti'^ theobuhh and some other species of these genera.

In some of these specimens I noticed a more or less distinct dark cross bar

between each or some of the walnut marks.

Lepiilo-iis.—I can fi d no differences in the lepidosis of tbese two varieties,

whicli must therefore remain as varieties rather than species. Tie scale lows

were l9 in all the specimens in the anterior and midbody. At a point two

heads-lengths before the anus they were 15, except in 3 examples where they

only re .uced to 17. All of these exceptions were from Pashok, one was

variety A and the two others variety C. I found the labials 8 with the 4th and

5th touching the eye in one example. 1 he cid labial which is usually di\ided

was entira in one specimen. In another the crd and 4lh subcaudals were

entii-e. The ventrals vary from 188 to 206 and the subcaudals from 50

to 68.

Food.—l found a mouse had been taken once. The tail of a mouse was

found in the stomach of another, and in a Ihird there was a mass of ^oil with

small stones, shreds of vegetable fibre and two longish hairs—probably hoise-

hairs.

It is obviously one of the commonest snakes in this part of the Himalayas,

It rarely ascends above 5,GC0 feet. Mr. de Abreu, who has collected snakes

at Kui-seong for some years, told me he only once got this species. It not

infrequently descends to the level of the Plains though it is essentially a

mountain snake. "Variety tipica appears to prefer the lower slopes to these of

higher elevation, but jufjlundifer seems to be the more common variety at the

upper limits of its habitat.

Oligodon melaneus, Spec, nov.

(See Plate figs. 4, t> and 6,)

Two specimens, a ^ and a 9 , were collected at the same time at Tindharia,

probably in company, in July, They very obviously constitutf- a species
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hitherto unknown, which I think should be referred to the genus Oligodon.

The 9 was gravid, and contained 4 eggs varying from h to -| inch in length.

She measured 13J inches, the tail accounting for I5 inches. I have omitted

to record the length of the ^ , which was very similar. One was presented to

the British Museum, the other to the Indian Museum.

Description.— /lOs^raZ, —Touches 6 shields ; the nasal sutures are equal to, or

rather greater than, the internasals, and about twice the 1st labials ; the portion

visible above equal or less than the distance from it to the frontal.

Internasals.—Two ; the suture between them equals that between the prse-

frontal fellows ;
less than half the internasoprsefrontaj sutures. Prcefrontals.—

Two ; the suture between them about half the prtefronto-frontal ; in contact

with internasals, postnasals, loreals. praBoculars, and supraoculars. Frontal —
Touches 6 shields, the sutures of which are subequal ; longer than pavietals.

Supraoculars.—Length about three-fourths, breadth

about one-third that lof the frontal. Nasals—Semi-

divided : in contact with the 1st labial only in the ^

.

with the 2nd also in the 9. Loreals.—One, small,

about half to one-third the length of the nasals.

Prceoculars.—One. Postoculars —Two. Temporals.—
One anterior. Supralabiah —7 with theSidand 4th

touching the eye on both sides in the $ and on the

left side in the 9 , the 4th and 5th touching the eye on

the right side in the 9- Infraluhials. 4, the 4th

largest and in contact with 2 or 3 scales behind ; the

suture between the 1st rather longer than that be-

tween the anterior sublinguals. Sublinr/nals.—Two
pairs, the posterior about three-fourths the anterior,

and touching the 4th only of the infralabial series.

CostaU.—15 in the whole body length ; vertebrals not

enlarged ; the last row about twice as broad as the

vertebrals ; no keels ; no apical pits. Ventrals.— 152

Oligodon melaneus { X 2). in the ^, 159 in the 9. Anal.—Divided in the 9>

entire with a basal indication of a division in the ^. Subcaudals.—Divided
;

42 in the
(J,

40 in the 9- CoZo?<7'.— Uniformly blackish above merging to

greyish in the flanks. Discerned closely it is seen to be very finely speckled

with black on a grey ground. Beneath, the ^ is uniformly blue-grey of a

beautiful shade ; the 9 is of the same shade but specked with black. The grey

fades to whitish on the chin and both lips. Eye with round pupil.

Ablahes stoUcrJcce.—Sclater.

In the Darjeeling Museum I found two specimens of this little known and

apparently rare snake of which but 3 specimens have been previously recorded.

These were from the Naga Hills, Assam ;
Samaguting and Bia-po in the

Karen Hills of Upper Burma. The habitat is now extended to the Eastern

Himalayas.
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Ahlabes stoliczkce ( X 2).

LepidoKts.—The coatals are in 15 rows in

the anterior and middle parts of the body

13 behind
; the reduction being effected

by an absorption of the 3rd row above the

ventrals into either of the adjacent rowH.

The ventrals and subcaudals are 148 + 131

and 152+?, the tail imperfect. The loreal

in one specimen is completely confluent

with the postnasal forming an elongate

shield in contact with the first 3 suprala-

bials. The 3rd labial in. the other speci

men does not touch the nasal. The colour

is uniform and putty-like above, white

beneath with an indistinct, ill-defined, fawn,

lateral line. A blackish streak passes from

the lore, and behind the eye to be lost in the

neck.

Ahlabes rappi.—Giinther.

All the 16 specimens collected were from the lower elevations, 5 being from

Tindharia and 10 from Pashok. In I the locality was not recorded.

My largest was 1 foot 3^ inches long.

Lepiclosis.—The costals number 15 in the whole body length. In one speci-

men however the 6th and 7th rows above the ventrals

repeatedly fused, and divided in the anterior parts of the

body whilst the last two rows similarly united and

divided several times posteriorly so that the rows varied

accordingly from 15 to 13. The 5th (penultimate)

supralabial is an unusually long shield which is very

characteristic of this species. In one specimen the 5th

and 6th were completely confluent on one side, and

partly so on the other, and in a second partly con-

fluent on one side. The last ventral was divided in

one example, and the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th and 6th subcau-

dals were entire in another. The loreal, normally small,

was specially so in one specimen on one side, and absent

on the other, so that the praefrontal touched the 2nd

supralabial on that side. In another the loreal was so

small on one side that the praefrontal met the 2nd supra-

Abhbes rappi (X 2). labial in front of it. In one recently acquired specimen

the belly was sulphur yellow, and I think it is probable that in life all the

specimens may be yellow beneath. The dorsal yellow in the scales of many

Lycodon and the veniral yelluw of Simotes cruenlatus, I know, fade to white

almost at once in spirit. Boulenger says there is a double series of transverse

9
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dark spots anteriorly. I found three series usually, one mesial. On the other

hand in two speaimans at least, these spots were not visible at all, the dorsum

being uniformly dark-brown.

DipfiadomorpJius trigonatus ^Schneider),

Two specimens were obtained from below Tiadharia, both quite typical.

Dipsadomorphus hexagonotus (Blyth).

One of the commonest of Eastern Himalayan snakes at altitudes below

about 5,000 feet. Of 72 examples, 67 were from Pashok, 5 from Tindharia.

Lepidosis.—The costals at a point two heads-lengths behind the head are in 21

rows normally (19 in two, soon becoming 21), 21 in midbody. and 15 at a point

two heads -lengths before the anus (17 in one). The reduction of rows is very

similar to that of other species in this genus and characteristic. The rows

become 19 by the absorption of the uppermost row into the vertebral, then 17

very shortly afterwards by a confluence of the 3rd and 4th rows above the

ventral. Finally some distance behind, the 17 become 15 by the absorption of

the uppermost row into the vertebral. The first two steps in the reduction are

occasionally reversed. The 3rd and 4th subcaudals were entire in one

example. The supralabials were 9 with the 4th, 5th and 6th touching the eye

in one example on one side. The ventrals were 223 to 247, the subcaudals

from 100 to 119.

Food.—In two specimens I found an agamoid lizard, probably a, Calotes,

had been swallowed and twice another lizard, viz., Japalura variegata, once a

fledgling, and in another I found a mass of bird's eggs with light blue shells.

Many of the specimens had a remarkably ruddy shade in their tawny colour-

ation, most accentuated towards the edge of the ventrals where it became a

pinkish or salmon-red stripe. In two young specimens blackish oblique costal

streaks were visible, in one faintly, in the other distinctly. The eye in many

examples too (perhaps in all) was bright pink, reminding one of pink enamel

and quite distinct from the effects produced by htemorrhage into the eye

from local injury.

Dipsadomorphus multifasciaius (^Blyth).

Four specimens of this uncommon species were collected at Pashok. The

largest was 3 feet 9^ inches, and the tail 10 inches in length.

Lepidosis.—The costals agree with those of hexagonotus, trigonatus, and others

of the genus. There are normally 21 rows anteriorly, and in midbody, 15

behind at a point 2 heads-lengths before the anus. The rows become 19 from

the absorption of the uppermost into the vertebral. Very shortly afterwards

they become 17 by a fusion of the 3rd and 4th rows above the ventrals, and then

again 1 5 by an absorption of the uppermost row into the vertebral. One example

was aberrant in a manner strictly comparable to what obtains in rare examples of

other species of this genus. The vertebral row divides into three, reunites and

again divides several times so that the scale rows become alternately 19 and

21. The ventrals and subcaudals were 228+109, 223+111, 245+115 and
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•2384- lOG. The pn«oculars were two in ono oxaniplc, two on one side, throu

on the other in the second specimen. One example had swallowed a lizard of

the species Jainilara varieijaUi.

DipsaJomor2)hus rijaneus (Dumeril et Bibron).

One fine specimen was sent me from Tindharia, As in most of the species

of this genus the costals are 21 anteriorly, and fall to 15. The reduction of

rows is effected by the same fusion as in hexagonolus and others {q. r.) The

ventrals and subcaudals were 254+ 124, the tail being slightly docked. The

mucous membrane of the mouth is quite black in this snake, extending on

the roof of the gullet for some 5 or tj inches in this specimen, then breaking

up into a coarse mottling and disappearing. This black is not seen in any of

the other green snakes I know of the genera Drijophis, Coluber, or Lachesis,

in all of which the mouth is white ("pinkish in life).

Dipsadomorpints ctjnodon (^Boie).

I obtained a fine example of this from Tindharia, conforming to Bouleuger's

variety B. The costals were 21 at a point two heads-lengths behind the head,

23 in midbody, and 15 at a point two heads-lengths before the anus. The

reduction from 23 to 21, from 21 to 19, and from 17 to 15 is due to the

absorption of the uppermost row into the vertebral. From 19 to 17 the 3rd

and 4th rows above the ventrals coalesce on the left side, the 4th and 5th on

the right. The ventrals were 256, the tail imperfect. This species is known

from the Plains, and is not to be considered a true Himalayan snake. I have

had two other examples from the Jalpaiguri District, which with this specimen

extend the previously recorded habitat.

Psammodynastes pulveruhntus (Boie).

Of 15 specimens 4 were from Tindharia, 11 from Pashok, The ventrals

range between 163 and 170, and the subcaudals between 52 and 63. I found

the remains of a skink—probably a Lygosoma in the stomach of one. A 9
captured between the 20th and 24th of September at Pashok was gravid,

containing 10 eggs about half an inch long. Ifc was 1 foot 7| inches long.

Many of the specimens had bright ochiaceous spots or mottling in the flanks,

and in one example these were so abundant as to form an ochiaceous band.

Drijophis prasinas.—Boie.

The only 6 specimens acquired were from Pashok. In all the scales were

15 anteriorly and in midbody, but 13 behind at a point two heads-lengths

before the anus, the reduction arising from a fusion of the 3rd and 4th rows

above the ventrals. In all the supralabials were 9 with the 4th, 5th and 6ih

touching the eye. The ventrals ranged from 197 to 20), and the subcaudals

from 159 to 175. My largest was a $ 3 feet 7i inches in length.

Dryophis fronticinctus,—(Giinther).

See Plate, figs. 1, 2 and 3.

In the Darjeeling Museum I found a single specimen of a snake of thii

genus which I think must be assigned to fronticiuctus but in case there is any

doubt I describe and figure it.
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Description.—^os^raL—Touches 6 shields, the anterior nasal sutures are rather

greater than the internasal and about

twice the 1st supralabials with no pointed

appendage. Internasah.—Two ; the suture

between them three-fifths that between

the prasfrontal fellows, subequal to the

intemaso-piEefrontal
; in contact with the

anterior loreal. Pro'frontah.—Two ; the

suture between, them about twice the

praBfronto-froutal ; in contact with the

internasals. anterior and posterior loreals,

prseoculars, and frontal. Frontal.—Tou-

ches 8 shields ; the fronto-supraocular

sutures are about four times the length

of the fronto-parietals. Supraocvlars.—
Nearly as long, and aV)out three times the

breadth of the frontal. Nanuls.— Undivi-

ded ; touch the 1st and 2nd supralabials.

Loreals-—Two(l + 1). Prceoculars.—One,

Dryophis/ronticinctus
( X 2). touching the frontal. Postocrdars.—Two.

Temporals.—Two anterior. Supralabials.— 8, the 3rd, 4tli and 5th touching

the eye, the 3rd divided into an upper and a lower part and the 4th into two

upper and one lower part. InfralahiaU.—5, the 5th much the largest and in

contact with 3 scales behind. The suture between the 1st about three-fourths

that between the anterior sublinguals. SubUnguaU.—Two pairs; the posterior

longer, and in contact with the 4th and 5th infralabials. Cosia/*'.—Anteriorly

and in midbody 15. at a point two heads-lengths before the anus 13 ; the

reduction is due to a confluence of the 4th and 5th rows above the ventrals

on one side and the 5th and 6th on the other ; the vertebrals rather enlarged
;

the lateral rows oblique ; the last row enlarged ; no keels ; no apical pits.

Ventruh.—\^^). i4 7j«Z.—Divided. /SwicaJ/r/a/s.— 135 ; divided.

Colour.—Uniform khaki-brown above with a rather darker ill defined dorsal

stripe. In the forebody there are the usual black oblique marks seen in other

species of this genus. No flank line. Beneath, buff with an obscure blackish

lateral line on the ventrals, some ruddy streaks between these, and a median

stripe of punctiform blackish spots. An obscure postocular streak. The

specimen measured 2 feet 10 inches of which the tail accounted for lOf

inches.

The only other Dryophis previously recorded from the Himalayas i» prasinus.

Fronticiiictus has only cnce been recorded outside Burmese limits and the

specimen which is from ISibsagar in Assam is in the Indian Museum. I have

examined this and agree with Sclater's identification though it is aberrant in that

the anal is entire, and the scales are i5inthe whole body length. In all the

other epecies of this genus the nasal shield touches only the 1st of the suprala-
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bial series, aud the intcrniisal meeta the Ist aud 2nd supralabials. In fronti

cinrius the nasal touches the 1st and 2nd supralabials, and the internasai

touches no supralabial owing to its contact with the anterior lorcai.

The habitat is now still further extended into the Eastern Himalayas.

Bnnqarim lividus.—Cantor.

I obtained three specimens all from Tindharia, and examined another in

the St. Joseph's College collection. The ventrals and subcaudals •were a.s

follows:—212 4- 3G, 211 + 35,209 + 37 aud 212 + 38. The vertebral row

was but feebly enlarged in all on the body but quite as well developed on the

tail as in other species of the genus where they are well developed on the body

as c(truleus, niger, etc. The habitat of this species is now extended to the Eastern

Himalayas.

Bungarus niger.—Spec. nov.

I acquired 8 specimens of a krait with which I have become familiar in

Assam as a fairly common species in that locality. As the majority of the

specimens I have seen come from that region, I am describing and figming it in

a paper on the snakes of Assam. Two of these specimens were from Tin-

dharia, four from Pashok and two dubiously from either Pashok or Tindharia.

The ventrals ranged between 221 and 231, and the subcaudals from 51 to 57.

The vertebrals are as much enlarged as in cceruleus, being as broad or broader

than long. It is completely black dorsally like Uvidus but is a larger snake.

Two specimens measured just four feet.

Bungarus bungarokles (Cantor).

I failed to obtain a specimen of this rare snake, but examined one in the

DarjeeUng Museum and two others in St. Joseph's College collection. The

ventrals and subcaudals were 233 + 49, the 1st to the 4th of the latter entire :

232 + 51, the 2nd to the 6th of the latter entire ; and 238 + 48, the 2nd sub-

oaudal only entire. The black bauds are mostly complete as in the species

fasciatus and ceylonicm. Mr. de Abreu told me he had but once acquii-ed this

.snake at Kurseong during five years' collecting. This was found after dark in a

bathroom of one of the boys at Victoria School. The ventrals and subcaudals

were 237 + 51, the 3rd, 4th and 5th only of the latter entire.

N aia trlpudlans.—Merrem.

Nine examples were received, eight from Pashok, the ninth from either

Pashok or Tindharia. All belonged to variety/aswato (Gray).

Naia bungarus.—Schlegel.

I obtained no specimen, but examined one in the Darjeeling Museum and

two in St. Joseph's College collection. The costals in all are 17 at a point two

heads-lengths behind the head, 15 at midbody, and at a point two heads-lengths

before the anus 15. The rows become 15 owing to a fusion of the 3rd and 4th

rows above the ventrals. The ventrals and subcaudals were 237 + 80 V:

239+91, the first of the latter entire ; 250+80, the first 7 subcaudals

entire.
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Callophis viacclellandi (Reinhardt).

Four specimens were all from Pasliok, I examined another in the Darjee-

ling Museum and two others in St, Joseph's College collection. All were

oi \&viQtj univirguius (Giinther). The costal rows are 13 in the whole body

length. The ventrals ranged between 199 and 222, the subcaudals between 27

and 32. The last ventral was divided in one. There were from 23 to 32 black

rings on the body, 4 on the tail. Some of the first and last rings on the body

are complete in some specimens, the rest incomplete, not meeting the black

vertebral stripe.

Amblycephalid^.

Amhh/cejihalus monticola (Cantor),

All ten specimens collected were from Pashok, the largest measuring 2 feet

3j inches,

Lej)idosis.—The costals are in 15 rows in the whole length of the body, and

the vertebrals but slightly enlarged,

the enlargement beginning gradu-

ally, and not due to a confluence

of shields on the spine. Boulenger

says that the 4th or 4th and 5th

supralabials touch the eye, and

shows this in his figures in the

Amhlycephahn monftcola ( X 2). Fauna of British India Reptilia and

Batrachia (p. 415) and in his Catalogite, Vol. Ill, plate XXIII, figure 1, I have

now seen nearly twenty examples, and have only once found a supraiabial, viz.,

the 4th, touching the eye. I find the shield surrounding the eye behind and

below subject to much variable division. In Boulecger's figure in the Fauna of

British India he shows but one supraiabial, viz., the 1st, as touching the nasal.

This is incorrect, the 2nd also invariably touches that shield. The supralabials

are peculiar in the great length of the last of the series which is as long

as the preceding two or three shields. The ventrals and subcaudals noted were

184+70, 184+70, and 183+70.

Food.—In the stomach of one I found five small snails, one with the shell

quite perfect, the others with vestiges of shell adhering. In three or four

others there were small snails without shells of what appeared to me the same

species as in the first case. Slugs appear to be the staple diet of this species,

for in the Khasi Hills last year I noted large slugs taken on two occasions.

ViPERIDiE.

Lachesis vionticola (Giinther),

Of 23 specimens, 15 were from Pashok, 7 from Tindharia, and 1 from Dar-

jeeling. I examined several others in the two local collections.

Lepidosis.—The costals are usually in 23 rows anteriorly and in midbody, and

19 at a point two heads-lengths before the anus. In two specimens at a point

two heads-lengths behind the head they were 25, where in midbody they were

23. In only two examples were the scales 25 in midbody, and in both they
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were 25 anteriorly also. In one of these they fell to 19 behind and in the

other only to "21. The ventrals varied from 140 to 151^ the subcaudals 32 to

47. In one the last 3 subcaudals were entire, in nnother the 41st, 42nd, 4Cth

and 47th : in a third the 2nd to the Gth were entire.

Food.—It appeai-s to subsist chiefly on mammals. In one a tuft of fur was

protruding from the anus, in three others there were large masses of fur in

the cloaca, and two had swallowed a mouse. It is a common snake between

elevations of about 4,000 to 8,000 feet.

LacJiesii^ yraviineus (Shaw).

I acquired 12 specimens. 6 from Pashok, 3 from Tindharia, and 3 were dubi-

ously from one or other of these localities.

Lepidosis.—In all the costals were in 21 rows anteriorly and in midbody, 15

behind. In the three steps where the rows reduce, it is the 4th and 5th, or

5th and Gth rows above the ventrals that coalesce. The ventrals ranged

between 162 and 171, the subcaudals between 57 and 70. The 1st supralabial

was divided into an upper and a lower part on one side in one example. 1

noted last year in L. monticola that the anal glands secrete a limpid fluid which

on pressure at the base of the tail spurts out as a very thin stream such as issues

from the needle of a hypodermic syringe. I found an exactly similar secretion

in the glands of this species, and it is remarkably abundant, for the stream

continues with some force for two or three seconds or more. It has a pecu-

liar odour, not exactly disagreeable, which recalled to my recollection the dis-

tinctive smell I had noted last year in monticola.

Colour.—I have never seen such extremely beautiful specimens of this snake

as I saw this year. The dorsum is the most brilliant of fohage greens, and

where the scales are overlapped the colour is intense sky-blue. In some there

is no vestige of a flank line, in others this was obscurely indicated by a whitish

streak on the upper edge of each scale in the ultimate row. In others again

a very conspicuous enamel white line adorned the last row, but the most

beautiful ornamentation consisted of a double line along the last row. white

below, and liver colour or crushed strawberry above. In one these colours

were pink below, pale-blue above. The belly was usually intense light green

but in some specimens hedgo-sparrow-egg-blue. The head was green above,

fading to sky-blue or pale greenish or white on the lips and chin. Above the

tail tip there was more or less blotching with pinkish-brown or red. The eye

in most (perhaps all) specimens was an opaque pink like enamel. This had

nothing to do with hremorrhage into the eye from injury.

Food.—I found a mouse in the stomach of one.

The hill-men told me it is called by them " Sirisi samp." It is a common

snake on the lower slopes below about 5,000 feet.
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HOME RANGOON BIRDS.

BY

Major H. H. Harington {92nd Punjabis).

The following is a short list of birds, noticed or collected by

myself and Mr. P. F. Wickham in or near Rangoon. The majority

were procured along the Prome Road as far as Taukchan (20

miles), either during Military Training, or on one or two occasions

of a few days' leave.

The list is very small and incomplete, but may be of use or interest

to any one in Rangoon, wishing to know what birds are likely to be

met with.

Those marked with an asterisk were actually collected and skins

sent home by me, the others noticed.

1. (4) Corvua macrorhynchus.—(The Jungle Crow.)

An early breeder, I got a koel's egg from a nest in February.

Burmese name—Taw-chegan,

2. (8) Corvus msole7is.—(The Burmese House Crow.)

A regular pest in Rangoon ; begins nesting operations in April.

Burmese name.—Cliegan.

* 3. (12) Urocissa occipitalis.—(The Red-billed Blue Magpie.)

Wickham found a nest at Taukchan on the 15 th April. Fairly plentiful in

thick jungle.

* 4. (IG) Dendrocitta rufa.—(The Indian Tree-pie.)

Fairly common, and is probably a late breeder. I procured a three-

quarter grown bird on the 1st January.

* 5. (21) Cryp^irhina varians.— (Tuk Black Racket-tailed Magpie.)—
Very plentiful around the outskirts of Rangoon, and has notes very

like those of the last. Both Wickham and myself were unfortunate over

getting the eggs of this bird. I found three nests in July but none had

eggs. My Burman, however, got one containing a single one. Nests composed

of twigs and curled tendrils of some creeper.

Burmese name.—Ami-whine.

^ 6. (70) Garrulax helangeri.—(TuE Burmese Wiiite-crested Laugh-

ing-Thrush.)

Very common and noisy. Breeds from April on to August.

Burmese name for all LaugJiing Thrushes.—Way-aung-hnet.

* 7. (72) Garrulax pectoralts.—(TiiE Black-gorgeted Laughing-

Thrush.)

Nearly as plentiful as the last. Breeds from April to August. In June I

procured a nest containing 3 eggs and one of C. coromanchis, the Red -winged

Cuckoo.
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8. (73) Garrulax mo7iiliger.—(Tui: Nkcklaced LADGniNG-TiiuDsn.)

Not 80 common as the last. I also found a nest of this bird containing two

Cffss of C coromandus and 3 of its own.

» 9. (134) TmeZ/aycrf/oM/.—(TiiK Red-cai'PEdBaiuilku.)

Haunts long grass in deep nullahs and is a noisy little bird when disturbed.

I did not find its nest.

® 10. (145) Pellormiim mbochraceum.—{Tm'. Burmese Spotted Bab-

bler.)

A noisy little bird, to be heard in all months of the year, and has a mono-

tonous call of " Betty dear " " Betty dear."

Wickham found several nests from April on, so it evidently has two broods

in the year.

^11. (100) Turdimes dbhotti.—(Abdott's Babbler.)

Breeds April and May. One nest containing a single egg in February.

12. (176) Mixornis ruhricapillus.—{T!\\v. Yellow-breasted Babbler.)

This bird probably is found lOULd Rangoon, as I think I have heard its

call, and probably has two broods in the year as Wickham got a neat at

Pegu in August,

® 13. (243) jEgithina tipliia.—(The Common Ioea.)—Very common, every

compound having one or two pairs, and breeds from April onwards. Wickham

got several nests in that month.

Burmese name.—Shwe-pi-so.

« 14. (279) Molpastes burnianicus.—i^THE Burmese Red-vented

BULBUL.)

Very common, breeds from April to August.

Burmese name for all Bulbuls,—Boh-kha-lone.

"* 15. (2SS) Otooompsa emeria.—(The Bengal Red-whiskered Bulbul.)

Nearly as common as the last.

' 16. (290) Otocompsa flavivetitris.—{TuE Black-crested Yellow Bul-

bul.)

Fairly plentiful. Coming into compounds during the cold weather.

* 17. (300) Pycnonotus rfawzson/.—(Davison's Striped-throated Bul-

bul.)

Not uncomm in. I was unsuccessful in getting the eggs of this bird,

~ 18. (30ij) Pycnonotus hlanfordi.—(Blanford's Buleul.)

I saw ;v ft w birds along the Prome road in the more open parts.

Burmese name.—Boh-sa-mwe.

' 19. (310) Micropus melanocephalus.—(The Black-headed Bulbul.)

One specimen procured.

20. (327) Dicncrus ater.—(The Kinc-Crow.)

Very common.

Burmese name.—Lin-mi-swe.

'21. (333) Dicrurus cineraceus.—(The (}rey Drongo.)

A cold weather visitor.

10
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* 22. (340) Dissemurus paradiseus.—(The Larger Racket-tailed

Drongo.)

Fairly common in well wooded localities. I have seen it near Cantonments.

It is a great mimic and has very fine notes which may be heard early in the

morning and just before dark. Breeds from May to June.

Burmese name.—Lin-mi-swe-ami ne-qua.

23. (374) Orthotomus sutorius.— (The Tailor-Bird.)

Very common, breeds throughout the rains. Nests at all heights from the

ground, building in crotons, in verandahs, and in trees 20 feet from the

ground.

* 24, (381) Cisticola cursitans.—(Tre Rufous Fantailed-Warbler.)

Common round paddy-fields, and has probably two or more broods in the

year, as I found birds nesting on our range in February.

Burmese name.—Na-pyi-sot.

* 25. (382) Frankln'ia ^raciZ/s.—(Franklin's Wren-Warbler.)

Fairly common in open jungle.

* 26. (393) Arundinax aedon—(The Thick-billed Warbler,)

I procured a fully fledged young bird of this species in March on our Range,

The bird must therefore breed there.

27. (463) Prima flaviventris.—(The Yellow-bellied Wren-Wak-
bler.)

I saw several bii'ds near Monkey Point during the rains, but had no oppor-

tunity to look for nests.

* 28. (468) Prinia hlanfordi.—(The Burmese Wren-Warbler.)

Very common along the railway embankments, breeding throughout the

rains.

* 29. (481) Lanlus cristatus.—(The Brown Shrike.)

Common cold weather visitor, very noisy at nightfall.

Burmese name.—Nya-zayet.

* 30. (488) Tephrodornispondiceria7ius.— (The Common Wood-Shrike.)
* 31. (491) Pericrocolus fraterculus.—(The Burmese Scarlet Minivet.)

* 32. (500) Pericrocotus perigrinus.—(The Small Minivet.)

* 33. (506) Campophaga melanoptera.—(The Pale-grey Cuckoo-

Shrike.)

I procured specimens of the above, but never had a chance of getting out

to look for theu" nests.

34. (510) Graucalus macii

.

—(The Lai!GE Cuckoo-Shrike.)

May often be heard in Cantonments.

35. (512) Artamus fuscus.—(The Ashy Swallow-Shrike.)

I saw several during the cold weather at Hlawga.

* 36. (524) .EaZaiesmierffierfm.—(The Indian Grackle.) Talking Myna.

I heard them several times at Taukchan,

* 37. (538) Sturnia malabarica.—(Tiiv Grev-headed Myna.)

Fairly common.
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38. (549) Acrhlotheres tri8tis.—(TnE Common ;Mvna).

A i-ejjular nuisance round one's bungalows.

« 39. (552) ^tliiopsar /iiscus.—{T\\E JvanhK Myna.)

Coranion. A few near in bungalows disputing corners with the last.

40. (556) Sluniojnistur stiperciUaris. (Tin; BoiiMi-.sr, rii:i> Myna.)

Very common.

Burmese name for all Mi/nas.—Zayet.

** 41. (575) Cifoniis ruheciiloides.—{TuKBLVK-TimoxiEvFiACAicavM.)

A cold weather visitor.

42. (579) Stoparola melanops.—(Tnv Vrrditkr Flycatcher.)

Cold weather visitor.

" 43. (588) Alseonax latirostris.—(TnK Brown Flycatcher.)

Cold weather visitor.

" 44. (592) Cuiicicapa ceijlonensis.—{Tnv, Grey-ueaded Flycatchek.)

Fairly common and occasionally very noisy.

'" 45. (599) Terpsiphom oj^m/s.—(The Burmese Paradise Flycatcher.)

One specimen.

® 46. (6ul) 7/7/2)o%m?s as?<rea. -(The Indian Black-naped Flycatcher.)

Common in many compounds and very noisy,

47. (608) Pratincola caprata.—{Tnv. Pied Bcsu-Chat.)

A cold weather visitor.

* 48. (610) Pm<««coZamaMra.—(The Indian Bush-Chat.)

Cold weather visitor.

49. (663) Copsychm saularis.—(TnK Magi'ie-Robin.)

Common in all compounds.

Burmese «ame.— Tha-baik-lwe.

'^ 50. (664) Citlocincla macrura.—(The Shama.)

Plentiful on the well wooded nullahs along the Prone Head.

Burmese name.—Taw-tha-baik-lwe.

51. (721) Ploceus atrigula.—(The Eastern Baya.)

Common, breeding throughout the rains.

52. (723) Ploceus manyar.—{Tin: Striated Weaver-hird.)

Common.
•^ 53. (724) Ploceiila javanensis.—(The Golden Weaver-iiird.)

Common, breeding throughout the rains. The first nests I found were in a

garden near Hlawga Station and were built in Hibiscus bashes, the birds first

stripping the twiggs bare of leaves and flowers.

54. (726j JiJunia atricapHla.—(TuK Chestnut-J!Ki.liei) Muma.)

Common near water.

55. (735) Uroloucha punctulata.—(The Spotted Munia.)

Common.

56. (776) Passer domesticns.—(T hi; Common SrAi;i;ow.)

Xol so common as the next.

Burmese name.— Sa.
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hi. (779) Passer montanus — (The Teee-Spaeeow.)

Partially migratory, disappearing in the middle of the rains, returning in

November, when it at once sets to work on its nesting operations, littering the

place with grass.

58. (781) Passer flaveolus.—(TnE Pegu Spaueow.)

A few pairs to be seen in Cantonments.

59. (8u9) Cotlle sinensis.—(The Indian Sand-Maetin.)

Found no signs of their breeding near Rangoon, fancy no suitable sandbanks

available.

60. (813) Hirundo rustica.—(The Swallow.)

Cold weather visitor.

61. (8i8) Hirundo smithii.—(The Wiee -tailed Swallow.)

Found no signs of their nesting.

* 62. (839) Linionidromus indictis.—(The Foeest- Wagtail.)

A rare cold weather visitor.

63. (847) Anthus rufulus.—(The Indian Pipit.)

64. (861) Ahmda gtblfjida.—(The Indian Sky-Laek.)

Can be heard singing at Kokine.

65. (895) Arachnechlhra asiatica.—(The Pueple Sun-bied.)

* 66. (898) Arachnechlhra Jlammaxil(iaris.—{TiiE Bdemese Yellow-

hreasted Sun -pied.)

I think this is the commonest of the two and probably breeds throughout

the year. I found a nest with young in February and one building in the

same month but failed to get their eggs.

* 67. (909) Arachnothera longirostris.—(The Little Spidee-huntee.)

One specimen.

* 68. (911) Chalcojparia phcmicofes.—(The Ruby-Cheek.)

Common.
* 69. (912) Z)«cft7*m cr?<e«?a/MOT.—(The Scaelet-backed Flowee-peckee.)

Common.
* 70. (928) Pitta oatesi—(The Fulvous Pitta.)

Procured one or two specimens ; disappears during the rains.

* 71. (931) Pitta cijanoptera.—(The Lessee Blue-winged Pitta.)

Breeds in July. Wickhara procured several nests,

* 72. (950) Gecinus occipitalis.—(The Black-naped G-eeen Wood-pecker.)

* 73, (970) Dendrocopns pi^^^^'''^''^^^-—(The Spotted-bueasted Pied

W()ODPECKEU.)

Often to be heard late in the evenings in Cantonments ; has a very low

note ; when once heard easilj- recognisable.

^ 74. (983) Microptemus phceoceps.—(The Northeen Rufous Woou-
PECKEK.)

* 75. (992) CJirysocolaptes {)titticrisfatus.—(TiCKF.hi.''s Golden-baoked)

WOODPECKEE.)

* 76. (995) Hemicercus canentr.—(Tin: Heaet-spotted Woodpecker.)
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T did not. find any woodpecker's nests thiring my stay in Bangoon.

Burmese name fur all Woodpeckers.—Thit-kouk.

' 77. (1O09) Thereiceri/x l/nealus.—(TuE Lineatko Barrkt.)

Very common and noisy throughout the year.

• 78. (lOlU) Xantholcema hivmatocephala.—(TiiF, Coppp:rsmith.)

Common , to be heard calling every day in Cantonments ; breeds in

March.

•79. (102:^) Cor^'cias ff/^w«s.—(The Burmese Roller.) Blue Jay,

Very common, breeds in March.

Bvrmexe name,— Hgnet-kha.

80. (102'j) Meroijs virhlis.—(The Common Indian Bee-eater.)

Very common, and an early breeder,

81. (10J7) Merops philipp?nu8.—{TnF. Blue-Tailed Bee-eatee.)

Only a cold weather visitor, appearing towards the ends of the rains,

82. (1035) Alcedo ispidsa.—(The Common Kikgiisher.)

Common.
• 8:i. (1040) Ceyx trhlactyla.—(Three-toed Kingfisher).

One specimen, Taukchan.

84. (1043) Pelargopsis gurial.—(The Brown-headed Stork-billed

Kingfisher.)

Have seen it on the Rangoon lakes.

85. (1044) Halcyon smyrnensis.—(The White-breasted Kingfiphee.)

Very common and noisy, to be seen in many compounds ; breeds in

May.

86. (1051) Dichocei'os bicornis.—(The Great Hornbill.)

• 87, (1053) Anihracoceros albirostris.—(The Indo-Burmese Pied HorN-
BILL.)

Have seen both hornbills at Taukchan.

Burmese name—Auk-gyin.

• 88. (1067) Upu/aivdica.—(The Indian Hoopoe).

Fairly common ; I did not find a nest.

h'urmeiie name — Taung-pi-sot.

89. (1074) Cypselua subfurcatus.- {The Malay House-Swift.)

Breeds in the B. I. Barracks.

90. (I(i76) TachornU infumatm.—(The Eastern Palm-Swift.)

Common everywhere, where palm trees exist.

Burmese name.—Pyan hlwa.

•91. (1095) C'aj9W77)M/yMs indz'cus.—(The Jungle Nightjar.)

Burmese name.— Mye-woot.
• 92. (1101) //arpac^es eri/f^roceiJ^o/tis.— (The Red-headed Tbooon.)

Breedb in June.

•93. (1107) C«cm/2<8 m/cro/jf^TMs,—(The Indian Cuckoo.)

• 9 1. (1108) llierococcyx iparverioidifs.—(The Large Hawk-Cockoo.)

• 95. (1.119) Cocc^a^es coro7«a«dMj.—(The Red-winged Chested CoCKOO.)
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Breeds in July ;
eggs found in nests of G.pectoralis and G. moniliger.

96. (1120) Eudynamis honorata.—(^The Koel.)

A common pest during the hot weather.

* 97. (1123) Rhopodytes //•/s<2s.—(The Laege Green-billed Malkoua.)

Breeds in June.

* 98. (1130) CenYropzts smms«s.— (The Common CoucAL,)

Breeds during the rains.

Burmese name—Bok.

" 99. (1133) Centi-opus hemjalensis,—(^Tue Lesser Coucal.)

Breeds in August.

100. (1136) Palceornis indoburmanicus.—(The Large Burmese Paro-

quet.)

Burmese name—Kyet-taw.

"' 101. (1140) Paheornis rosa,—(The Eastern Blossom-headed Paro-

quet.)

Burmese name—Kyet-lein.

* 102. (1145) Palceornis fasciatics.—(The Red-breasted Paroquet.)

Common , breeds in March.

* 103. (1152) Strtx javanica.—(The Indian Barn-Owl.)

Plentiful in Cantonments.

* 104. (1164) A'e<2«/ja 2;eyZoMeMS2s.—(The Brown Fish-Owl.)

"105. (il78) Scops bakkamcena.—(The Collared Scops Owl.)

Breeds in February.
"^ 106, (1183) G^/a«c/(Z/Mni CMCwio/cZes,—(The Large Barred Owlet.)

Breeds in April.

107. (1189) PawZioM AaZ«a6'/!«s.—(The OsrREY.)

Cold weather visitor.

108. (1191) 0<ogr?/2Js caZ«Ms.— ( The Black Vulture.)

109. (irj6) Pew(Zo^?//js 6en^aZe»m"s.—( The White-backed Vdltdre.)

The common vulture.

' 110. (1217) tS'piioTOJs cAeeZa.— ( The Crested Serpent-Eagle.)

Plentiful near paddy fields.

« 111. (1227) Po/zoa^'i2<s ^MTO«72s.—( Hodgson's Fishing-Eagle.)

One specimen procured in Cantonments.

112. (1228) //aZms^M/* mJ?«s.—( The Brahminy Kite. )

Common.

113. (li'29) i¥i/i74S5fom«(Za.—(The Common Kite.)

Appears at end of October and disappears at the beginning of the rains.

114. (12/iO) jW«7j;ms meZa«o<zs.—( The Large Indian Kite. )

There are certainly two kinds of kites to be seen during the dry-weather, but

which I failed to identify.

*li5. (1236) Circus melanoleuGus.—( The Pied Harrier. ) :

Cold weather.

•116. (1244) A siur badiu8.—(^ Tub SiKHA.')
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Fairly common, very noisy sometimes in Cantonments, Breeds in April.

* 117. (l:Jt)5) Tinnunc'dus alatularius.—( Tin; Kk.stki.l. )

Oold weather visitor.

118. (1271) Crocopus pkanicoplenu.—( Tin; Bengal Green Pioeun.)

« 119. (1273) Os/«o<mw^7;/^rt?/^e/.—(TlIK Ashy-headed Gkeen Pigeon.)

120. (1284) Carpophaga (enea.—{ The Imperial Pigeon. )

121. (12'Jl) Chalcophaps indica.—iTiiK Bronze-winged Dove.)

® 122. (l.".i)2) AUoconms pumcens. (The Purple Wood-Pigeon.)

The above all to be found along the Promo Road.

123. (1308) Turtur li(ji'mus.~{TuK Malay Spottkd Dove.)

Common.

124. (1311) (Enopopelia tranqucbarica.—(The Red Turtle Dove.)

125. (1328) Galiusferrugmens.—(The Red Jungle-Fowl.)

° 126. (1367) Arhoricola brunneipectas.—(The Brown-breasted Hill-

Partridge.)

Breeds at Taukchan, in .June.

127, (1382) Turnix pugnax.—( The Bustard-Quail.)

* 128. (138l5) Tuniix blandforth'.—(The Burmese BuTTON-QrjAiL.)

130. (1389) HypotcBnidia striata.—(The Blue-breasted Banded Rail.)

Common.

130. (1401) Amaurorriis ph.o:nlctirus.—(The White-breasted Water-
hen.)

Common,

!3l. (1402) GalUmda cliloropus.—(The Moorhen.)

Common,

132. (1403) Gallicrex cinerea.—(The Water-Cock.)
133. (1428) MeAopidlus indicus.—(The Bronzf-winged Jacana.)

134. (1432) Sarcogrammiis atrinuchalis.—(The Burmese Wattled Lap-

wing.)

135. (1482) Scolopax rtiMicida.—(Tn^ VfOODCOCK.')

One shot by an officer in my Regiment near the Camp at the 8th mile stone.

Prome Road,

136. (1485) Galimago stenura.—(The Pintailed Snipe.)

137. (1488) Rostratula capmsis.—(The Painted Snipe.)

Breeds in June and July.

138. (1503) S<er?«a seena.—(The Indian Biver-Tern.)

139. (1504) Sterna melamgaster—(The Black-bellied Tern.)

140. (1526) Phalacrocnrax carbo.—(The Large CORMORANT.)
A few used to breed at Hlawga in January.

141. "(1527) Phalacrocoraxfuscicollis.—(The Indian Shag.)

142. (1528) Phalacrocorax javanicus.— (The Little Cormorant.)
143. (1529) Plotu.i melanogaster.—(TnK Snake-Bird.)

144. (1555) Ardea cinerea.— (TuF. Common Heron.)
145. (1559) Herodias alba.—(TnK Large Egret.)
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146. (1561) Herodias garzetta.—(TaE JjiTThE Egbet.)

Bubulcus coromandus.—(The Cattle Egret.)

Ardeola grayi —(The Pond Hekon.)

Nyct'corax griaeus.—(The Night Heron.)

Ardelta cinnaTnomea.—{TnE Chestndt Bittern.)

Sarcidiornis melanonotus.—(The Nukta or CoMB-fluCK.)

Dendrocycna javanica.- (The Lesi?er Whistling-Tbal.)

Podicijpes albi^ennis.—(TBE Indian Little Geebe.)

147.
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THE NESTING OF THE BAU-HEADED GOOSE {ANSER
TNDJCUS) IN TIBET.

BY

F. M. Bailey.

{With Plate A.)

On the 2nd June 190<S on my way down from Gyantse to Phari,

I left the main road which skirts the Northern shore of the Hram-

tso—a lake 14,700 feet above sea level and some eight miles long

by fonr broid—and travelled round the Southern side, halting for

two days at the village of Hram. The Southern shore of this lake

is bordered by a belt of marsh about 2 miles broad in its widest parts.

On this marsh thousands of bar- headed geese breed, and it was the

hope of being able to visit their nests that brought me here. The

villagers of Hram annually collect hundreds of these eggs and sell

them at the rate of 30 for a rupee to men who carry them to different

parts of Tibet for sale. This year, however, for religious reasons the

killing of all game and the taking of the eggs of wild birds has been

prohibited by the Lhasa Government, and so I was fortunate in find-

ins the birds more or less undisturbed. On arriving at the village I

sent for some men who could show me where the nests were and we

walked the mile between the village and the edge of the lake, carry-

ing with us a flat-bottomed Tibetan skin boat. This we launched at

the edge of the lake and I was pushed across a few hundred yards

of clear water which was only about 2 feet deep. Here we were on

the marsh anl could see dry islands ahead of us, white with thousands

of geese. The nearest of these islands was only about a quarter of a

mile away, but we were at least a quarter of an hour covering this

distance. Every step one sank in up to the thighs in mud and at that

elevation frequent rests were necessary. I was told that we were

having luck in crossing the marsh as if the wind had been blowing

from the North, that is from the deeper part of the lake towards

the marsh, the water would have been banked up on the marsh and

it would have been too deep to be passable. As we neared the first

island my guides pointed out the tracks of men over the marsh who
they told me must have come by night, disobeying the orders from

11
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Lhasa regarding the taking of eggs this year : but I suspect that my
guides themselves had taken a few eggs for their own consumption,

as a stranger would be sure to get lost, the marsh being impassable

in many places. At last we reached the first nests. They were

situated on a grassy island about 2 feet higher than the marsh. This

island was circular and about 20 yards in diameter and contained

fifteen nests. The nest consists of a slight hollow in the grass

plentifully lined with down which is banked up round it. The nests

contain from 2 to 8 eggs, the commonest number being four, and

the number of birds in the broods that are seen all along the road-

side on the Northern shore of the lake is almost invariably four. I

am inclined to think that when there are more than four eggs in

a nest, some are bad ones which were laid possibly by another bird,

as some of the eggs in a nest containing more than four eggs are

always very discoloured and evidently much older than others and

might perhaps have been laid the previous year. I noticed this

in one case in which birds were just being hatched from the fresher

looking eggs. These birds seem to lay their eggs in a very promis-

cuous manner for I saw many single eggs laid on the grass outside

the nests. The Tibetan collectors only take quite fresh eggs which

can at once be known by their clean appearance as the eggs become

soiled with mud from the sitting parent very soon after they are laid.

As soon as the eggs are hatched the birds leave the marsh and move

across to the open water and are seen in great numbers on the

northern shore of the lake ; and except the very freshly hatched birds

I saw no young ones on the marsh. This lake is frozen over in

winter but at the beginning of March, as soon as some clear pools are

melted, a few geese and duck may be seen and birds remain there

until the lake freezes in November. A young bird shot in the begin-

nino- of winter has no bars on the head. The broad black line which

in an old bird runs down the back of the neck below the bars is con-

tinued on to the forehead, but is not quite so dark on the young bird

as it is on the old one. Apparently the only protection which the

birds have is the impassability of the ground between their nests and

the shore, as no attempt at concealment of the nests is made. I saw

a number (»f eagles on the marsh, but 1 think most of them were fish

eagles.
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The Tibetan name for the bar-headed goose is " Angba Karpo " or

more briefly " Ang Kar " which means " white goose." The Brah-

miny duck which nests in ruined houses and rocks near the lake is

called the " yellow goose." I made careful enquiries from the egg

collectors as to the presence of any other kind of goose on the lake

and they assured me that the bar-headed goose was the only kind and

I have never seen any other species at any time of the year.

After taking as many eggs as 1 wanted I returned, but sent some

men on to see if they could get the eggs of GrnsnigricoUis of which

many were feeding on the marsh, and in the evening they brought

me one egg and a clutch of terns eggs. The brown-headed gull

(Larus hrunneicephalus) was also seen in large numbers and one egw

was brought to me subsequently.

The photographs show the individual nests, which appear as

white patches, and also the down scattered all over the nesting

ground. They also show how the nests are crowded together, the

distance between them being frequently less than a yard.
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PLANTS OF THE PUNJAB.

A BRIEF DESCRIPTIVE KEY TO THE FLORA OF THE PUNJAB,
NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE AFD KASHMIR.

• BY

Lieut.-Colonel C; J. Bamber, f.l.s.,

Indian Medical Service-

Fart 111.

(Continued from page 86, of this Volume),

Erect Shkdbs.

Shrubs with Opposite Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Ssr^ia o&orata,

Elatine^.

F. B. I i. 251.

The Plains.

small, one foot or less high, widely spreading

glandular hairy, bark papery peeling ; leaves ^'^-^ in.

sessile, thick, ovate, margins minutely toothed, often

reflexed ; flowers I in. long on bare branches in

bunches, sepals and petals 5, stamens 10, styles 5
;

capsule 5-celled, setds many, minute, curved.

Borgia aestivosa,

Elatine^.

F. 3. I. i. 251.

The I latns.

Multan.

Euonymus Hamilton-

ianus,

Siki, Kingi, naga.

F. B. 1. i. 612

Himalaya, 5-6,U00 feet.

small, much like the last, but not glandular hairy,

much brauched, branches slender, widely diverging,

flowers solitary or 2-4 together, pink, sepals lanceo-

late with membranous margins.

smooth, thin

soon falling oft

large, bark thick corky ashy grey ; leaves dull green,

2-6 by ^-1| in ., oblong, long pointed, finely toothed,

f stalk ^ inch long ; stipules fringed,

flowers in short clusters, 5 in. diam.,

greenish white, sepals 4-.0, petals 4-5, margin rolled

under, stamens 4-5, styles short ; capsule |-g in. long,

top shaped, deeply 3-4 lobed, yellow when ripe, seeds

one to two in each cell, enclosed in a red fleshy coat.

1

Sag'erotil OpPOSitifOla see Climbing Shrubs, Opposite, Stipulate, Simple.
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Shrdbp with Opposite Stipdlatk Simplk Lkavks.

Pktals United,

STmenolictyos.
ezoslsum,
JinXwhar.

RoniACEiE.

F. B. I iii. 35.

Iliuiala\a. Enst of the

Ravi river, to L',5U0 feet.

largo, bark soft, brownish grey, fmooth on branches,

corky and furrowed on old stems ; leaves 4-10 by 3-5

in., uneven sided, oblong, obtuse or long pointed,

membranous, velvety on both surfaces, narrowed into

a stalk i-3 ins. long, stipules soon falling off,

oblong, broad based, recurved ; flowers J in. long,

white, fragrant, in large spreading branching racemes

with bracteate spicate blanches, bracts large leafy,

persistent, calyx -^ in., soon falling off, lobes 5-6,

corolla 1 in, long, funnel shaped, lobes 6, short, sharp,

stamens 5 ; capsule i-^ in. long on short recurved

stalks, oblong vrith rounded ends, 2-valved, many
seeded, seeds flat, double convex, winged all round

the margin, \,^ by ^^ in. with the wing. The inner

bark is used by Hindus as a cure for ague, this shrub

is closely allied to Cinchona.

Bandia tetras;erma,
A'kra.

RnBiACE.aB.

F. B I. iii. 109.

Salt range,

Himalaya, 4-6,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

small, branches rough grey rigid, often spinous :

leaves at the tips of branchlets, | 2 in. long,

tapering at both ends or broad at the apex, narrowed

into a short stalk, smooth ; stipules small, triangular

tapering to a point ; flowers nearly solitary, sessile

greenish-white, fragiant, } in. diam., calyx hairy

lobes 5, large, narrow, corolla tube. ^ in. long, hairy

outside, lobes 5, stamens 5 ; berry ^ in. diam., round.

4-seeded, purple.

Bandia dumctorum,
Maiiipiiai.

KuBiAC^.a:.

F. B. I. iii, no.

Himalaya, to 3,000 ft.

large, bark grey, spines horizontal, often long and

stout ; leaves 1-2 ins long with the broad end

towards the apex ; narrowed into a short marginate

stalk, stipules ovate, long pointed ; flowers hairy,

yellowish white, fragrant, solitary or 2-3 together

at the end of short lateral branchlets, calyx bell-

shaped, hairy, lobes ovate, corolla lobes 5, spreading,

oval or oblong; berry soft fleshy, I 1| in. long,

ovoid, yellow, smooth or velvety, skin leathery,

thick, edible : seeds many, flattened, in gelatinous

pulp.
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Shrubs with Opposite Stipulate Simple Leaves

Ixora eoocinea,

The Flame Tree.

Rungan.

Rtjbiace^.

F. B. I, iii. 145,

The Plains.

Samiltonxa suavolens

Padena, kanera.

RUBIACEiE.

F. B. I. iii. 197.

Salt range, Himalaya,

2-6,000 ft. Valleys below

Simla (Collett).

Dharmpur (Bomford) .

LePtodermis lance-

olata,

RT7BIA0E.a:.

F. B. I. iii. 198.

Himalaya, 4-10,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

Dharmpur (Bomford).

Lepto^ermls Tir^ata,

RUBlACE.*!.

F. B t. iii. 19S.

Himalaya, 4-7,000 ft.

Petals United.

medium size, branches stiff, rather stout ; leaves

2-4 by 1-2 ins., sessile, leathery, shortly oblong
;

stipules with stiff long points ; flowers scarlet, in

dense short .stalked bunches, calyx tube 4-toothed,

persistent, corolla tube, l-lj ins., lobes broad,

pointed, four, stamens 4, short, styles 2 branched
;

fruit sometimes fleshy | in. diam., crowned by the

calyx ; seeds concave. The root is used in native

medicine as a cure for dysentery,

small, branches in threes, fetid when bruised ; leaves

.3-9: ins., long by 2-3| ins., rather rigid, stalked,

leathery, smooth, often rough ; stipules joined by their

margins, short, short pointed, persistent ; flowers

sessUe or shortly stalked, sweet scented, till crushed,

crowded in large three branching racemes, blue or

white, calyx lobes 5, persistent, corolla tube ^ in. long,

woolly, lobes short, pointed, spreading, stamens 5
;

capsules oblong with round ends, ^^ in, long,

1-celled. 5-seeded ; seeds sharply three cornered.

small, bark thin, grey ; leaves and young shoots

fetid when crushed
;
leaves l-?> in., shortly stalked,

narrowed at both ends, finely pointed, both surfaces

covered with minute white hairs ; stipules short,

broad, pointed, persistent ; flowers | in. long, white

or purplish, in small bracteate heads at the end of

short branches forming a large branching raceme,

each flower half enclosed in a tube of two pointed

partially united, thin bracts, calyx 5-lobed, small,

fringed, persistent, corolla funnel-shaped, lobes 5,

short, spreading, stamens 5, short, style long, 5-

branched : capsule cylindric. i in. splitting into 5

valves ; seeds 5 each in a loose covering.

slender, rigid, very bushy, white velvety ; leaves

i'i ^y r^'i ^^' Jio^'^'r, acute, margins flat or recurved,

white beneath, stipules triangular with stiff long

sharp recurved points, white ; calyx smooth, hairy,

corolla ^ in. long, velvety, purplish, stamens 5, style

as above : capsule ^ in. ; seeds with a few free fibres

attached to the covering.
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JShrdbs with Opposite Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals United.

Gaillonia oalycoptera,

llUBlACEJE.

F.B. I. iii. 201.

The Plains, Attock.

Saillonia hyueno-
stepJiana,

Rdbiace^.

F. B. I. iii. 202.

The Plains.

Waziristan. 3,500 ft.

small, branches slender, stiff, erect, dividing in

twos, lower white ; leaves small linear in distant

pairs, i-1 in, long, margins rolled under, somewhat

rough, stipules united with the leaf stalk into a

sheath with teeth ; flowers small, white in spikes,

calyx 2-5 toothed, dilated after flowering into a thin

feathery wing, corolla funnel-shaped, lobes 4-5,stamens

4-5, style thread like, arms 2, short ; fruit ^ in. long

of two narrowly oblong lobes, crowned with the

enlarged calyx, seeds oblong, grooved.

very small, branches stiff, widely spreading, slender,

very fetid when fresh ; leaves \—^ in., linear, oblong,

raai^ns rolled under ; stipules rudimentary except of

floral leaves, which are joined and 2 lobed ; flowers

solitary or in small clusters at the end of branchlets
;

like the last as to calyx, coroUa, etc.; fruit of two

haii-y lobes crowned with a large orbicular horizontal

five lobed wing.

Petals None.

Ficus 2uspida,

Gtihla, Daduri.

Ukticace^.

F.B.I. V. 522.

The Plains to 3,500 ft.

Baelimeria platy-

pliyUa,

F. B. I. V. 578.

URTICACE.S:.

Himalayas, lo 5,000 ft.

Valleys . below Simla

• CCollett).

medium size, bark thin, grey, smooth, warty on old

stems, often with transverse wrinkles ; branches

hollow ; leaves 4-12 in. long, ovate, short pointed,

toothed, leathery, rough above, woolly beneath, leaf

stalk i-4 in. long, stipules ^ in. long, velvety ; fruit is

a fig, top-shaped, 1 in. long, hairy, yellowish and

faintly ribbed when ripe, usually clustered on leaf-

less bi-anchlets from the old wood, or on young plants,

in pahs on leafy branches. The bark is used in

native medicine as an emetic.

large, branches rough, dark brown, four-sided :

leaves usually opposite, stalked, broadly ovate or

orbicular, 4-9 by 3-7 in., long pointed, toothed, stalk

li-5 in., rough ; flowers male and female, whitish on

long branching drooping spikes, male calyx 3-5 fid.

stamens 4-5, female calyx tubular, 2-4 toothed, style

far protruding ; fruit narrowed or beaked at the four-

toothed tip.
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Shrubs with Opposite Stipulate Compound Leaves,

Sambucns elsulus,

Dwarv Eldor,

Gand'tl.

CaPRIFOLIACE^.

F. B. I.iii. 2.

Kashmir, 6-10,000 ft.

small, leaves unequally pinnate, 9 in. long, leaflets

5-9, oblong, lanceolate, 3-6 in. long, slightly velvety
;

stipules often leafy ; flowers with a strong odour in

large many rayed level bracteate bunches, calyx 3-&

toothed, corolla ^ in. dia., 3-5 lobed, broad, white,

pink or dark purple ; stamens 5, drupe J in. dia„

round, black when ripe, crowned with the calyx.

Shrubs with Opposite Exstipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Berberis vulgaris,

BaiberrY)
Chock r.

Bbrbkbidace^.

F. B, I. 1. 109.

Himalaya, 8-12,000

Narkaada (Collett).

it.

small, wood yellow, bark brown soft ; leaves, in

tufts in the axils of 3-5 forked spines, stalked, 1-3

in. long, margin spinous, toothed ; flowers pale

yellow in droopin ' racemes longer than the leaves,

sepals 6, petal-like, in 2 series, petals 6, in 2 series

stamens 6, siyle short ; berry oblong, ovoid, red when

ripe. This plant is used as a diuretic.

Serlsoris aristata,
Eaxhtiial.

BEUBEUIDACEiE.

F. B. I. i. no.

Himalaya, 6-7,000 ft.

Simla (Lolbti).

like the last species, young branches red tint,

leaves sessile, broad, lanceolate, 1^-2 in, long, margin,

with few teeth, racemes long stalked, branched,

longer than the leaves. The root is used as a cure

for ague in native medicine.

Berlseris Lyciiim,
Chiitrn.

Bebberidace^.

F. B. I. i. 110.

Himalaya, H-a,0O0 ft,

Simla (Collett).

like the last, but smaller, bark white ; leaves sessile,

narrowly lanceolate, 1^ by ^ in., acute, margin smooth

or only few small teeth, racemes shortly stalked, not

branched, hardly longer than the leaves, berry ovoid

violet, covered with bloom. Rasout, an extract from

the root, Ls used as a febrifuge.

Cadaba farixiosa,

Capparidace^,

F. B.I. i. 173.

The Plains, Multan.

small, straggling, much branched, wiry, and hoary :

leaves \-h in., rarely 1 in. long, ovate, obtuse ;
flowers

1 in. diam., greenish-white, in few flowered level

bunches, petals 4, narrow, stalked oblong, stamens

4-6 on a long stalk ; fruit i-l| in. long, fleshy, cylin-

dric.
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SuRDBS WITH Opposite Exstipdlatb Simple Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

CAUYOPHiM.Ai;E^.

F. B. 1. i. Jl'i.

Wauri HiJls, 3-4,000 ft.

small, green, tufted, spinous ; leaves -| i a., spreading,

awl like, 8 it above, convex beneath, points polished
;

flowers pink in short stalked clusters, 8-1 1< flowered,

oal.yx ovoid J in., 5 ribbed, teeth 5, slender, long,

petal8-5, narrow, 6 stamens 8-10, styles 2-3 ; capsule

4 valved.

medium size, branches cylindric, greenish, smooth,

bluish when young ; leaves 1-3 in. sessile, oblong,

minutely dotted, each pair at right angles to the next
;

flowers in 3-5 flowered terminal clusteiu, 2 in. dia.,

white turning to yellow, sepals 5, ^ in. long, ovate-

Himalavi, 5-7,000 feet, petals 5, longer than the stamens, stamens many,
Simla (Colleit.). joined below into 3 or 5 bundles, styles .5 ; capsule.

i in., conical.

STPericTim cornuum,

S- Jo]ia' "Wort-

Padi.

Hypericacks,

F. B I. i. -253

Hypericum lysima-

Hype MCAC^.E,

F. B. I. i. -254.

Himalaxa, .1-8,000 ft.

Simla, Mashobra, (Col-

leti).

small, smooth, branches four-sided towards the

ends; leaves ovate, Ux^ in., lower surface pale,

black dotted ; flowers l-I^ in. diam. in terminal leafy

forked 2-3 flowered clusters ; sepals ^ in., lanceolate

narrow, petals longer than the stamens, stamens in 5

bundles, styles 5, capsule ^ in.

Hyprricam Patulnm,
HvPKRICACEiB

F. H. 1. i 2o4.

Himalaya, 3-7,000 ft.

Simla (Colleti).

small, smooth, dark brownish, branches numerous,

stiff, red, spreading two edged; leaves ovate l.^x|

in., each pair at right angles to the next, pale and

black dotted beneath ; flowers 1 in. diam. in terminal

few flowered clusters, sepals ovate, | in., petals twice

as long as the stamens, stamens in 5 bundles, styles 5,

capsule 5 in.

Enoaymua tingons see Trees, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple.

Coriarianepalensis,
It/uKuri,

CORIAUIACEiB.

F. B. [. li. 44.

large with long arching branches, bark red. rough,

branchlets 4-angled ; leaves 1-3 by J-2 ins nearly

sessile, ovate, shortly pointed ; racemes 2 6 ins., long,

usuilly clustered, fljwarj small, 3 in- diam., graenish-

ni.i.ahiya. .3-7,003 ft, yellow, sepals 5, parsisteat. petals ;'», fljshy, persistent,

Simla (Cullett).
jj.ge,gjj within, stamens 10. styles 5, frnit of 5-10,

12
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Shrubs with Opposite Exstipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals Ununited,

flattened, one seeded nuts, ridged, surrounded by the

enlarged purple petals, separating the nuts by their

keels, seeds flattened.

SsutZia COryXUbOSa, medium size, stellately hairy, bark-thin, light brown,

Saxifragace.*!. peeling in thin rolls, inner white ; leaves nearly sessile,

F. B. I. ii. 406. 1^-3^ ins. by f-l| ins. long pointed, ovate, with

Himalaya, 6-10,000 ft. minute teeth, stellately velvet above, green below
;

Mashobra, Shall, Nar- flowers white, fragrant, | in. diam. in terminal branch-

ing many—flowered clusters, calyx teeth 5, ovate,

obtuse, petals 5, smooth stamens 10, winged forming 3

points, styles 3-5
; capsule a in. diam., round, opening

by 3-5 valves, seeds many minute.

kanda (Collett).

Deutzia staminea,

Saxipraqace^.

F. B. I.ii. 407.

Himalaya, 5-9,000 ft.

Simla, Prospect Hill

CCollettJ.

medium size, stellately hairy, bark dark grey, peel-

ing in long thin strips ; leaves 1-2^ ins. by ^-l^ ins.,

minute teeth, above stellately velvety, below grey with

stellate wool ; flowers white, fragrant, f ia. diam..

calyx 5, teeth triangular, petals 5, velvety outside
;

stamens 10, winged, forming 3 points : capsule smaller

than the last.

medium size, bark light grey ; leaves l-i-4 by |-2^

ins,, ovate-lanceolate, long pointed, finely hairy, glossy

beneath, teeth minute, margin often hairy ; flowers

white, orange scented, 1 in. diam. in short terminal

racemes, sometimes solitary, calyx lobes 4, petals 4,

rarely 5, stamens 20-40 not winged, styles 4, capsule

5 in. long, valves 4,

i
FliiladelPlitis Ooro-

narius, Moci^ oraage,

or Serlngat,
Dalit lie /it, buzru.

Saxifragace,*},

F.B.I, ii. 407.

Himalaya, 5-9000 ft.

Matiana, Narkanda

(Collett).

Osbsckla stellata,

Melastomace^.

F. B. I.ii. 517.

Himalaya to 6,000 ft.

Lansdowne Falls, Simla
^j^j^^ ^-tj^ ^^^^^.^ bristles, lobes 4 or 5 large and 4 or 5

^ ° ^ ' small, falling off after flowering, petals 4 or 5 twisted

in bud, stamens 8-10, yellow, curved, capsule ^-J- in.

long, ovoid, covered with bristles, opening by pores,

seeds many, minute.

medium size, branches four angled, bristly, leaves

3-6 ins. long, lanceolate, minutely bristly, tapering

to a fine point ; nerves prominent, flowers purple,

2-2| ins. diam., in small terminal clusters, calyxmatted
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Shrubs with Oppositk FjXstipdlatv: Simplk Leavks.

Slelastoma Ila^aba-

tlirlcam, Inlian

Rhododendron,
MELaSTOiMACE^.

F.B.I, li. 52S.

The Plains to 6,000 ft.

Woodfordla fiori-

bunda,
Dhan, Dhatda.

LYTHRACK2B.

F. B. I. ii. 572.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

Petals Undniticu.

large, stems with short dense hairs ; leaves 3-4 ins

bx-oad lanceolate, with hairs above and below ; flowers

1-5, clustered, mauve purple, calyx tube with simple

hairs, lobes 5, long, soon falling off, petals 5, stamens

10, anthers alternately purple with a long curved

process above ; fruit ^ in. wide, short, ovoid, abruptly

ended, becoming pulpy within ; seeds many, minute,

curved. A purple dye is made from the fruit.

large, long arching branches, bark reddish-brown,

peeling in fibres ; yourg branches and leaves with

numerous black dots ; leaves sometimes in threes,

sessile, lanceolate, 2-4 ins. tapering to a fine point,

upper surface green, lower white, velvety with black

dots; flowers in shortly stalked clusters on and around

branches, bright red ; calyx, red, 6 teeth, petals 6, red.

scarcely longer than calyx teeth ; stamens red, long

protruding ; capsule | in-, enclosed in the calyx. The

flowers are used as a dye and as an astringent, contain-

ing much tannin.

Lawsonia alba,

Eenna, CampMre

Lythrace.*;.

F. B I. Ii. 573.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

medium size, bark thin, greyish brown ; branchlets

angular sometimes spinous; leaves f-1 in, long,

oblong, acute at both ends or the tip obtuse, margin

smooth, leathery ; flowers greenish white, i in. in

large terminal branching racemes, sweet scented, sepals

4, petals 4, wrinkled stamens 8, inserted in pairs bet-

ween the petals ; capsule \ in. diam., round with per-

sistent calyx, leathery ; seeds many, smooth, angular,

pyramidal. The leaves are used to dye the hands,

feet and hair red.

Laserstrsemia

Clilna cr^pe,

S'aorj', dhaura.

LTTHBACEiE.

F. B. I. ii. 575,

The Plains.

indica, medium size, bark light brown, very smooth, peeling

in dark coloured scurfy pieces ; leaves upper alternate

2 ins. long, smooth, oblong, sessile, short pointed :

flowers U-2 ins. diam., bright pink or white in branch-

ing racemes, calyx tube smooth, teeth 6 or 7-9, petals

^- 1 in. long, 6 or 7-9, stalked, much curled, stamens

many, long ; capsule \ in. diam., nearly round, calyx

long triangular, erect on the capsule seed
; \ in. with

win".
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Shrubs with Opposite Exstipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Tunica Granatum,
Fomegranaie,
Anar.

Lytheace^.

F. B. I. ii. 580.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

large, bark dark grey, branchlets often spinous,

leaves sometimes bardly opposite or clustered, 1-2

J

ins, long, oblong, obtuse, narrowed to a short stalk

with a margin, smooth, shining ; flowers vivid red,

sessile, solitary or ?> together, calyx greenish red, 1 by

I in., tubular, fleshy, with 5-7 points; petals 5-7, A-1

in. long, thin, wrinkled, bright red, stamens many
;

fruit l$-3i ins. diam., round, with a thick reddish

brown leathery rind, crowned by the calyx ; seeds ^

in. long, angled in ruby red flesh with sweetish as-

tringent juice. The bark is used as a tan and dye,

and as a vermifuge.

Cornus san^uinea,

The Cornel or

Dogwood Tree-

CdENACKiE.

F. B. I.ii 744.

Kashmir, 7,000 ft. Gul-

merg.

medium size ; branchlets, leaves beneath, and

bunches of flowers with minute white hairs; young

shoots are red ; leaves :| to 3 ins. long, smooth mar-

gin, ovate, turn red in the autumn : flowers small in

branching bunches, sepals, petals and stamens in fours;

drupe ovoid i in. diam., minutely hairy, 2-Cblled, 2-

seeded ; seeds oblong, flattened.

Petals United.

VibursLum cotinifo-

lium,

CAPRIFOLIACKiE.

F. B. I.iii. 3.

Himalaya, fi-11,000

Simla (Collett).

ft.

medium size, bark grey ; leaves .S-3| ins. long, nearly

orbicular, stellately woolly beneath ; flowers in dense

clusters, which are 3-4 ins, across, calyx 5-toothed,

smooth, corolla tube 1 in. long, funnel-shaped, white

tinged with pink, stamens f', style shoit ; diupe ^ in.

long, oblong, compressed, ribbed, red, black when ripe,

edible ; seed dorsally two-grooved.

Viburnxim stellula

turn,

Capri FOLiACE.a;.

F. B. I. iu. 4.

Himal.iya, 6-11.000

Simla, MaLasu ( ^ollettj.

large, branches long, bark almost black ; leaves 3-4

by 1^-2 ins., ovate long pointed distantly sharp tooth-

ed, stellate hairs beneath : flowers small very many in

large level topped terminal bunches, caly.\ 5-toothed,

stellately haiiy, corolla white, velvety, 5-lobed.

^*- stamens 5 ; drupe I ^7 i i".> compi-essed, broadly

oblong, yellow, red, edible ; seed 2-grooved on both

surfaces.
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Shrubs witu Opposite Exstipulati: Simpli: Leaves.

Petals United.

Viburnxim coriacoum,

CAKI JPiLIi'E^.

F. B. I. iii.5

Himiilayii, 4-8,000 ft.

Simla (Col lett).

VlTjurnum aervosum,
Anirn/a^ tiialin.

Caprikoliack.S!.

F. B. I lii. 8.

Himalaya, 10-13,000 ft.

large, bark grey : leaves 4-9 by 1^-21 ins. oblong,

long piiinted, very leaihery, smooth, stalk 10 ins long:

flower.s I in long, many in terminal flat-topped

bunches, calyx smooth, no teeth, corolla white, tubu-

lar, lobes erect, stamen tops red ; drupe black, ovoid,

i in-

large, branches stout, bark grey; leaves'?!?^ by

\\-\h in., oblong, sides unequal, short pointed, minute-

ly toothod, nerves prominent ; flowers in compact

silky branching racemes, pinkish, calyx smooth, teeth

small, corolla tub^ 1-5 in., drupe 5 by ^ in. oblong

with rounded ends, edible.

Viburnum fastens,

Guch.

CAPKIFOLTACE.a:.

F. B. I. ii. 8.

K^tshmir, 6 10 000 ft.

Wurt^e to C'mmba, Nar-

kaiida ( ollett\

Abel la triflora,

B luhiikiiura.

CAPl{IFOL:.aCE^.

F. B I iii. 9.

Himalavf*, 5-l0,n(i0 ft.

Kaldera (,Collttt).

large, very much like the last, but leaves 4 in.

long toothed emitting an unpleasant asafoetida-likc

smell on being crushed ; flowers sweet-scented,

corolla tube ^-j in. long, pink, stamens 2 near the

top of tube, 3 below ; drupe h in. long, red, edible.

medium size, bark grey ; branches long, grooved :

branchlets slender, often drooping : leaves 2-3 by

f-! j in., minutely fringed long pointed, stalks short

dilated at the base ; flowers scented, white or pinkish.

4 in. long, in small biacteate 3 flowered clusters,

middle flower sessile, crowded, terminal, calyx hair}'

5 ribbed, teeth 5, long fringed, persistent, corolla

funnel shaped, lobes 5, short, round, stamens 4 ; fruit

dry, oblong, crowned with the calyx lobes, 3-celled.

one-seeded.

Lcnicera l:isP'.da> medium size, leaves hairy, nearly sessile, acute,

Caprikoli.m>.«. 1.4 in. long, ovate ; flowers f in. long, each pair

F. B. I ui. 11. Qn a single stalk in the axil of a leaf, bracts hairy.

Himai:.y
, 9-1:^,000 ft. ^ jj, j^^g boat-shaped, half concealing the flowers,

bracteoles none, calyx ovoid, teeth uneven, corolla

\'h '^•y ^ i"*; gi'een, lobes 5, pink, nearly regular,

tubular, not two-lipped, stamens 5 ; berries red,

ovoid ^ in., distinct or united, heeds few.

Marah (Collettj.
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Shrubs with Opposite Exstipulate Simple Leaves,

Petals United,

Lonicora glauca,

Skintik, shetca.

CAPBIFOlilACE^.

F. B. r. iii. 11.

Kashmir, Himalaya,

12-16,000 ft.

small, wiry, under shrub, growing iu fissures of

rocks, densely branched, smooth except as to margins

of leaves ; leaves § by :j in., obtuse ; bracts bluish

green, hairy on margin, usually ununited, |-^ in.

ovate, calyx nearly smooth, corolla-tube ^-| by ^ in.

smooth, lobes yellow, regular not two lipped, stamens

5, berries ^ by | in., sometimes united.

Lonicora asperifolia,

CAPEIFOLIACE.S.

F. B.I. iii 11.

Kashmir, 12,000iit.

small, sparsely hairy ; leaves l^^ by ^ in., ovate

oblong, margin crisped and hairy, shining and smooth

above, bracts 3 in. ununited, ovate, corolla tube ^ by

^ in., slightly hairy, lobes | in. ; berry ^ by | in.

crowned by the funnel shaped calyx.

Lonicera surpura-

scexLs,

OAPBIFOIilACE^.

F. B. I. iii. 12.

Himalaya, 9-12,000 ft.

Hattu (Collett).

small ; bark peeling oft' in thin shreds ; branches

dark grey ; leaves Ig by ^ in., shortly stalked,

hairy, oblong, lower surface woolly ; flowers ^ in.

long, each pair on one stalk in the axil of a leaf
;

bracts linear 5 in. spreading, bracteoles short ; corol-

la purple, tubular, not two-lipped, hairy ; berries

two joined into one, a in. diam., black, round.

LOSicera aagUStlfOlia, small ; bark smooth grey peeling in long papery

Jinjru
,

philku.

OAPKIFOLIAnE^.

F. B.I. iii. 13.

Himalaya, 6-12,000

Simla (CoUett).

flakes: leaves 1-2^ by ^-f in., shortly stalked, lance-

olate, lower surface pale ; flowers ^-^ in. long

each pair on a single stalk in the axil of a leaf

;

ft. bracts linear or leafy, 5 in. spreading, bracteoles

united enclosing the fruit, corolla tubular, not two-

lipped, white tinged with pink, velvety, scented ;

berries two, joinino: to form one. round, red.:^ iu.

dia.

small, bi-anchlcts bluish greet, jften leafless and

spinous ; leaves i in. by *-i in,, obtuse, margins

Lonicera spinosa,

CAPEIFOLIACB.S:.

F. B. l.iii. 18. recurved, stalk hardly any, narrow oblong; flowers

Himalaya, 11-16,000 ft. almost sessile, bracts J in. linear, bracteoles quadrate,

united, corolla tube |-^ by i\-^in., smooth, not two-

lipped, berries 1 by | in. not joined, crowned by the

calyx.
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Shrubs with Opposite Ex3tipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals United.

LoZLlCsra Parvifolift, small, branches often prostrate
;
leaves ^-\ in.

Caprifoliaoe^. shortly stalked, obtuse, lower surface pale ; flowers

F. B. I. iii. 18. ^-i in, long, each pair on one stalk in the axil of a

Himalaya, 8-12,000 ft. jg^f^ bracts narrow, long, bracteoles united, corolla

Simla, Jaka, Hattu, the ^^^ two-lipped, tubular white tinged with pink;
Chor (Collett)

berries two-joined into one, red, round, \ in. diam.

Lonlcera obovata,

Capeifoi.iace^.

F. B. I. ill. 14.

Himalaya, «-13 000 ft.

small ; leaves small obovate, \ by \-^ in., obtuse

nearly sessile ; flowers very small, tubular, funnel-

shaped, not two-lipped, slight spur, yellowish white

often in fours, two on one stalk ; berries united, two

calyx scai-s on top, roundish, s in. diam.

LoBicera quinque-

loeularis,

Simalayas Soney-

suckle,

BakrUy phut.

Cabpifoliace.«:.

F. B. I. iii. 14.

Hymalaya, 4-12,000 ft.

Simla, (Collett).

large ; bark grey with vertical furrows exfoliating

in long strips ; branchlets velvety ; leaves 1^-2 by

J-1^ in., ovate, smooth above, woolly beneath ; flowers

two-lipped, white turning yellow, i-^ in. long, a pair

or clustered in threes or fours in the axil of a leaf
;

bracts linear, short ; bracteoles united below into a

cup ; berries distinct, \ in. long, ovoid, white.

Lcnicera microphylla,
GAPBIFOLIACE.E.

F. B. I. iii. 15.

Kashmir, 11-14,000 ft.

small, branchlets smooth ; leaves almost sessile,

^-4 by \-^ in., obtuse, velvety beneath ; flowers

whitish yellow, two-lipped, corolla tube ^ by ^ in,,

pouch like swelling at the base, bracts ^-J. in. linear,

bracteoles none ; berries } in., oblong with rounded

ends united at the lower portion.

Loziicera orientalis,

Capbifoliace^.

F. B. I. iii, 15.

Himalaya, 7 II^OOO ft.

Narkanda (Collett).

large
; bark peeling in long strips, branches,

horizontal, flattened; leaves 2-4 by l^-2i in., ovate,

velvety, and dotted beneath ; flowers pink, i in. long,

each pair on a single stalk in the axil of a leaf, two-

lipped, corolla tube ^ in., pouch-like swelling at the

base, bracts linear, bracteoles small, rounded or large

or nonti : berries united in pairs, black, round,
rj in.

diam.
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Lonicsra lietero-

pliylla,

CAPRIFOIilACBffi.

F. B. I. iii. 15.

Eas)iiDir, liimalaya,

12,000 ft.

Petals United.

bi-anches smooth, rigid, ascending ; leaves 2| in. by

^-1 in., narrow, oblorg, fmooth ; flowers like L.

orientalis ; berries | by J in., not united.

Loniccra alpifena,

CaPHIFOLI CEJE.

F. B r iii. 15.

Himalaya, P-12,000 ft.

Hattu (Collelt).

bark grey brown, peeling in flakes, branchlets,

velvety ; leaves 3-4 by 1-2 in., oblong, long pointed,

smooth above, velvety beneath ; flowers | in. long,

each pair on a single stalk in the axil of a leaf,

bracts linear, Icng ; bracteoles very small, corolla two-

lipped, hairy, yellow turning to red, pouch-like

below ; berries ununited, red, round, \ in. diam.

Leycesteria formosa,

CAPKIFOLIACEiE.

F.B.I ill. 16.

HitEalaya, 5-10,000 ft.

Siir.la, Mahasu (CoUett).

Eupatoritim Heevesii,

COMPOSIT.-B.

F. B. l.iii. ?43.

Himalaya, 2.fi,n00 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(Coilelt).

small, herbaceous, smooth, bark grey, stem and

branches hollow ; leaves 2-5 by 1-3 in., ovate some-

times toothed, long pcinted, stalks united at the

base; flowers in spikes, arran.-ed in circles, white

tinged with purple, 1 in. long, bracts leaf like, tinged

with purple, bracteoles like the bracts but smaller,

corolla funnel-shaped, 5- lobed, stamens .''i; berry hairy,

dark purple, round, \ in. diam., crowned by the caly.v.

seeds minute, many.

medium size, grey velvety, stems much branched,

leaves shortly stalked, 3 by ^ in., ovate, toothed,

upper smaller and sometimes alternate ; flowers pale

purple in heads arranged in large spreading branching

racemes bracts round the heads, heads i in. long

flowers all tubular, lobes 5, short, inner blunt, with a

ring of fine rigid rough hairs (pappus) at the base :

seeds ^ in. angled, crowned by the fine hairs.

Supatoriiim cannalai-

EemP Agrimony,
CoMPOSiT.«;.

F. B.l. iii. 243,

Himalaya, 3-11 ,000 ft.

medium size, velvety ; leaves sessile in pairs, some-

times in circles, 4 by 1 ^ in., lanceolate, toothed
,

flowers whitish in heads. ^ in. long, arranged in

compact rounded clusters, inner bracts sharp ,
flowers

all tubular with pappus as the last.
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Nyctanthes Arbor-
trlstis-

HarKlugar.

Oleace^.

V. D. I. 'ii. 603.

The Plains, Valleys below

Simla ^.Collett).

Syriaga persica,

rersaazL Lilac,

Oleace^.

F. B. I.iii. 604.

West Kashmir, 8,000 f*;.

SyilQEra Emodi,
Banphantf lolti.

0LEACE2E.

F.B. I.iii. 605.

Himalaja, 9-12,000 ft.

Narkauda, Bagbi (Collett).

Z<igTist;uBi coupac-
tum,

OLEACEiE.

F.B. I.iii. 616.

Himalaya, 5,000 ft. Val-

leys below Simla. Koti.

Khogna (Collett).

Petals United,

large, rough liaii-y
; branches four-u„gled

; leaves
ovate, 3-4 in., rough

; flowers sessile, in clusters of
three to seven forming branching racemes, fragrant
bracts 2, ovate

;
calyx x in., corolla summit flat cir-

cular, lobes G, divided into two. margin jagged, white
tube, 1 in. long, cylindric, bright orange, stamens 2
very short

;
capsule flat, circular, i-=- in. diam. split-

ting into two. The flowers are used as a dye. The
plant is considered by the Hindus to be sacred.

smooth
;
leaves 1 in., acute, lanceolate, smooth

sometimes pinnatifid or pinnate
; flowers in terminal

compound racemes, scented, corolla lilac or white
summit flat circular, lobes 4, tube i in. stamens 2 :

in. by ^ in., cylindrical. 4-ribbed, seeds
capsule i-.i

winged.

Sal"7adora persica,

Tie Toothbrusli Tree.
Khaiudu, kaurijal.

tSALVADORACE.!;.

F.B. I. ill. >;19.

The Plains.

13

large, young parts velvety
; leaves 2^-5 by 1-2 ins

ovate, acute, smooth, pale beneath
: flowers in termi'

nal branching racemes densely flowered, small, white
scented, corolla summit circular, lobes 4 long pointed*
tips turned in, tube ^^ in. cylindric, stamens 2

-

capsule cylindric ^ in. long, seeds flat winged.

large, smooth, bark grey, branches sometimes dotted
with small corky excrescences

; leaves lanceolate un-
even sided. 3-5 by 1-2 ins., leathery, shining above
flowers small, white, nearly sessile in large terminal
branching racemes 4-6 ins. long, corolla funnel
shaped, lobes 4, stamens 2 ; fruit many, r ;•

,o,^„
cyhndnc, often curved.

°'

large, smooth; leaves ovate, 1,^2=/ ins., blunt
fleshy

;
flowers, greenish white in branching racemes

longer than the leaves, scattered, minute calyx Jl'
m., corolla

,\, in., tube with sometimes 4 small teeth
withm at the base, lobes 4, reflexed, stamens 4

; drupe
k in. diameter, round, on the persistent calyx and
corolla, pink, translucent, edible. Royle considers thi.
to be the Mustard tree of the Bible, the bark is acrid
and used as a native medicine.
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Petals United.

Salvadora oleoi&es,

Jal, Peelu.

SALVADOEACEiE.

l<\ B. I. iii. 620.

The Plains.

large, smooth, leaves narrow, grey green, 2 by ^ in.

;

flowers like the last, but the racemes consist of

axillary clusters of short spikes, shorter than the

leaves, stalks rough from the ci'owded scars of the

flowers that have dropped ; drupes clustered ^ in.

nearly sessile, yellow when ripe, sweet, much eaten,

reddish brown when dried, and taste like currants.

Garissa carandas,

Karaunda.

Apocynaoe^,

F. B.I. iii. 6ol.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

large, spinous ; branches forking, rigid ; thorns

two, simple or forked, at axils or nodes, 1-2 ins. long
;

everywhere smooth except flower clusters ; leaves

1^-3 ins, long, broadly ovate, leatheiy, shining above,

tip rounded or obtuse ; flowers white, scented, crowd-

ed in terminal clusters ; calyx teeth 5, corolla tube

|-| in., cylindric below, dilated above, lobes acute,

about half as long as the tube ; velvety ; berry ovoid,

I inch long, red then black, polished, edible, four or

more seeded. It is used as an antiscorbutic also in

curries and chutney.

Garissa splnarum,
APOCYNACE^.
F. B. I. iii. 631.

The Plains to 6,000 ft.

small, bark light grey, branches forked ; like the

last, but with smaller acute leaves and a smaller two

seeded berry.

Tabernsemontana

caro'^'^Tia,

Chaitdui.

Apocynace^.

F. B. I. iii. 646.

The Plains.

large, smooth, bark silver grey, branches forking;

leaves 4-6 by 1-H ins. shining above, rather leathery,

pale beneath, margins waved ; flowers 1-1^ ins. diam.,

pure white, fragrant, often double, calyx persistent,

lobes 5, corolla tube |-1 in. long, slightly inflated

in the middle, mouth glandular, lobes obtuse, margins

overlapping to the left, curled, stamens 5, short;

follicles 1-3 ins., cylindrical somewhat fleshy, spread-

ing recurved, 3-ribbed ; seeds 3-6, oblong, striated,

with a red fleshy covering.

Kerium o&orum, see Shrubs, Alternate, Exstipnlate, Simple.
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Petals United.

FeriPloca apliylla,

Bata.
«

Asclepiadace^.

F. B. I. iv 13.

The Plains. The Salt

range.

branches as thick as a goose quill or less, smooth

or tips velvety, sometimes leafless ; leaves ^-^ in.

linear, thick ; flowei'S purple in opposite clustere,

branches of common stalk, short, thick, sepals 5,

broad, corolla ^-5 in. diam,, smooth externally, lobes

ovate, densely bearded above the middle internally,

coronal scales within corolla, fragrant, edible, tastes

like raisins, stamens in a column with 5 tips ; follicles

f by I in, woody, cylindrical, rigid ; seeds ^ in. oblong

with a tuft of hairs 1 in. long.

Calotropis gigantea,

Mudar, Ak.

ABCLEPIADACE.a:.

F. B. I iv. 17.

Tlie Plains to 3,000 ft.

large, bark pale, juice milky, acrid, young parts

white woolly ; leaves 4-8 by 1-3 ins., sessile ovate,

smooth whitish green above, cottony beneath
; flowers

in loose racemes or solitary, | 2 ins. diam., pink with

purple spots, calyx lobes 5, corolla lobes 4, spreading,

coronal scales ;"> within corolla, truncate hairy,

stamens joined into a column with 5 tips ; follicle

recurved, .S-4 ins. long, thick, wrinkled covered with

white wool ; seeds | inch broadly ovate with a tuft of

hairs. The milky juice forms a kind of Guttapercha;

the root bark is an emetic and cure for dysentery.

Calotropis procera,

Mudar, Ak.

Asclepiadace.*;.

F. B. i. iv. 18.

The Plains to 8,500 ft.

like the last, but smaller, leaves larger, more oblong,

acute, flowers scented, eoroUa lobes erect, coronal,

scales acute, smooth or only velvety, follicles 4-5 ins.,

seeds ovoid.

OynaTlchnm Viace- ^ee Herbs, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple, Entire.

tozicum,

Oyuaaclllixa glaucum, see Herbs, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple, Entire,

\ CT&ancll'azxi Jawe- see Herbs, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple, Entire.

mo&tlaauis

,
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Petals United.

Leptadenia spartiam,

£ip.

ASCLBPIADACEiE.

F. B. I. iv. 64.

The Plains.

Orthanthera viminea,

£ip, mahur.

ASCLEPIADACE^aE.

F. B. I.iv. 64.

The Plains to 3,000 ft.

Suddleia panictilata,

CJiiti bniy dholeu.

LOGANIACE^.

F. B. r. iv. 81.

Himalaya, 4-7,000 ft.

Simla, Fagn, Matiana

(Oollett).

small, smooth, with long erect twiggy branches

sometimes leafless, leaves few, 3-4 by | in., narrowly

linear, shortly stalked, leathery * flowers dirty yellow

white ^ in. diam. in solitary or double clusters of

several flowers, corolla rotate like the spokes of a

wheel, thick, velvety on both surfaces, calyx lobes

obtuse, minute scales between the corolla lobes, stami-

nal tube with a wavy ring round it ; follicles 5 by ^

in., solitary by abortion, cylindric, straight with a long

slender beak ; seeds 5 in. long with a tuft of hairs,

ovoid. The branches are used in Sind to make well

ropes.

small with erect twiggy branches generally leafless,

leaves very few, 2 by ^ in., on branches near the

ground not on flowering branches ; flowers in woolly

stalked clusters |-1 in. long, calyx lobes lanceolate,

corolla i in. long, flat topped, not rotate, lobes erect,

brownish orange, minute scales between the lobes,

staminal tube with a wavy ring round it : follicles .5

ins, long, solitary, linear ;
seeds A in. long with a tuft

of very fine silky hairs ^ in. long. Near Delhi the

fibre is used to make ropes.

large, bark thin, pale grey peeling ofE in long pieces
;

leaves ovate or oblong, 5 by 2 ins., upper ones lanceo-

late, lower toothed, white woolly beneath united by

a slight ridge across the branchlet ; flowers j in. long,

in interrupted leafy branching racemes, usually termi-

nal on branches, calyx lobes 4, persistent, blunt,

corolla tube pink, orange inside, lobes 4, blue (some-

times the flower is white or pink), fragrant, stamens 4,

very short ; capsule 5 in. long, ovoid, woolly, seeds

many.

Buddleia asiatica,

Hana.

F. B. I. iv. 82.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

medium sized, bark thin, grey, ends of branches

densely clothed with short white wool : leaves 3-6 by

1-1 J ins., lanceolate, smooth and dark green above,

dense short white wool beneath, united across the

branchlets by a slight ridge, flowers crowded in long.
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Shrubs with Opposite Exstii'iti.ate Simi'lk Leavics.

Petals United.

slender, usually drooping spikes, often united into a

terminal branching raceme, fragrant, sessile, \-^ in.

long, calyx lobes 4, long, pointed, corolla white, turn-

ing to purple, lobes 4, short, stamens 4, short ; cap

sule ^ in. long, smooth.

Tecoma unlulata,
see Trees, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple.

Fetalidium barlerioi-
, ^

jgg
small, finely velvety, stems several cylindric, bark

ACANTHACE-i;. peeling in long papery strips
; leaves 2-4 ins. long.

F. B. I.i(r. 416. ovate, toothed, acute; flowers pale blue or white,

Himalaya, 1-3,000 ft. tinged with yellow solitary or in small clusters, bracts

none, bracteoles 1 in. long, ovate, not veined, enclos-

ing the lower part of the flowers, sepals 5, linear,

corolla 1|-H ins. long, tube cylindric, hairy within,

corolla limb not two-lipped, 5 lobes, nearly equal, sta-

• mens 4 ; capsule A in., ovoid, flattened, usually two

seeded.

Dsedalaca&thus

nervosus,

ACANTHACE^.

F. B. I. iv. 418.

Himalaya, l-;:,000 ft.

Sutlej Valley (Collett).

medium size, roughly pubescent ; leaves 6 by 3 ins

ovate pointed
; flowers deep blue in short uninterrupt-

ed crowded spikes forming clusters, bracts j in. long,

ovate, long pointed, variegated green and white, con-

cave, enclosing the lower part of the flower, corolla

1| in. long, tube cylindric dilated near the top, corolla

limb not two-lipped, spreading, five-lobed, stamens 2
;

capsule i in. solid, cylindric ; seeds 4, finely hairy.

^icma&thera tomen-

tosa,

Pat rang, banviaru.

ACANTHACE^,

F. B. I. iv 128.

Himalaya, 3-5,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla,

Subathu (Collett).

small, stems hairy, grey or white ; leaves 2-4 by 1-2

in., acute shortly toothed, hairy above, white woolly

beneath
; flowers come out at intervals of 4-5 years,

pale blue or purple, sessile in small clusters along the

spreading branches of a terminal raceme, bracts and

bracteoles hairy glandular linear equal to the calyx :

corolla 1 in. long, tube cylindric widened near the

middle, limb ^ in. diam., lobes 5, :rounded, stamens 4.

style filiform, often divided ; capsule linear, ^ in. long,

splitting to the base, seeded to the bottom, seeds 6-S,

hairy when wetted.
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Petals United.

Strobilantlies. slnti-

nosus,

ACANTHACEiE.

F. B. I.iv. 468.

Himalaya, 3-6,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(Collntt).

medium size, sticky, hairy ; leaves 3 by 1^ in., ovate

toothed, hairy on both sides ; jflowei-s pale blue on

short spikes forming a round head or often the lowest

flowers are separated, solitary in the axil of leaf like

bracts ; upper bracts \-^ in., ovate shorter than the

calyx, bracteoles ^ in. oblong, calyx sticky hairy, lobes

linear ; corolla 2 in. long, tube lower half cylindric,

upper dilated, limbs spreading, lobes 5, stamens 4
;

style linear hardly bifid, capsule f in. oblong, sticky

velvety, seeds ovate hairy.

Strobilaixtiies Dalliou-

sianus,

Aoakthace^.

F.B. I. iv. 460.

Himalaya, 6-S,O00 ft.

Simla, Mahasu (Collett).

medium size, hairy ; leaves 3-6 by 1^-2 in., pointed

at both ends, hairy toothed ; flowers dark blue

or purple in heads of three or very short spikes,

bracts \ in. orbicular, concave, smooth, whitish,

bracteoles none ; calyx slightly velvety, nearly

smooth ; corolla 1^-2 in. long, tube 'yellowish, curved,

gradually swollen from near the base, limb ^-f in.

diam., purple, lobes 5, rounded, stamens 4 ; capsule

I in. long, oblong, velvety ; seeds 4 ovate, silky.

Strobilanthes alatus,

mcludin?

S. aagustifrons,

ACANTHACE.a;.

F. B. I. iv. 464 and 466.

Himalaya, 6-10,0 uO ft.

Mashobra (Collett).

medium size, sticky hairy ; leaves 5 by 2| in., hairy,

long winged stalks, ovate, sharply toothed, long point-

ed, flowers dark blue in interrupted spikes or in

clusters, bracts soon falling off, narrow hardly as long

as the calyx, bracteoles \ in., soon falling off
;
corolla

\\ in. long, tube curved, gradually dilated from close

to the base, limb f in. diam., lobes 5, stamens 4 ;

capsule f inch, narrow, glandular hairy, seeds 4, ovate

hairy.

Lantana Camara,
Verbenace^.

F. B. I. iv. 562.
*

The Plains.

rambling, rough, branches four-angled with re-

curved prickles ; leaves 3 in. long, ovate, rough above,

woolly beneath, stalk \ in. long ; flowers scented in

stalked ovoid heads, bracts longer than the calyx,

corolla tube pink, slender, i in. long, mouth i in.

diam., lobes spreading, 4-5, orange or yellow, stamens

4, style 1, stigma oblique ; drupe ^-\ in., purple, 2

bony cells. An American plant.
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Petals United.

Lantana indlca,

VEEHBNACEjE.

F. B. l.iv. 51)2.

The Plains to 3,0i^0 ft.

Valleys below. Simla

(Collet)

OalUcarpa maoro"

phylla.

BaunOy mmali, denthar.

Vebbenace^-

F. B. 1. iv. 568.

The Plains to 6,000 ft,

Valleys below Simla

(Collett)

Solms^ioldia san-

srulnea,

Vekbenacej*:.

F. B. I, iv. 596.

Himalaya to 4,000 ft.

Valleys belcw Simla,

Snbathu (Collet t).

same as above but no recurved prickles, flowers

smaller, not so strongly scented, corolla tube yellow,

lobes pink.

medium size, stem hardly any, branches, leaf stalks,

and flower parts covered with dense tawny wool

;

leaves 4-7 in., ovate, long pointed, minutely toothed,

woolly with stellate hairs beneath, leaf stalk 1-^ in.

;

flowers i in. long, pink, crowded in axillary short

stalked clusters, round 1-3 in. diam., calyx bell-

shaped,4 toothed, corola short spreading, lobes 4

nearly equal, stamens 4, protruding, style long ;
very

round white, fleshy, nutlets 4, one-seeded.

large, straggling ; leaves 3-4 by 2-3 ins., ovate, long,

pointed, shortly toothed, stalky in., flowers in short

clusters in the axil of leaves or at the ends of

branches, calyx conspicuous, brick red, persistent,

widely open, f-1 in. diam., corolla ^-^ in., cylindric

curved, bright red, lobes 5, short, stamens 4, project-

ing, style bifid ; drupe i-^in. deeply four-lobed, seeds

1-4, oblong.

Caryopteris Walli-

cUana,
Vebbenace.*;

F. B. I. iv. 597.

Jlimalaya to 5,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla
(Collett).

medium size, spreading ; bark peeling in long,

papery flakes
;
young shoots grey velvety ; leaves 4

by 1 in., lanceolate, long pointed, minutely dotted with

yellow glands ; flowers pale mauve in clusters form-

ing a long pyramidal branching raceme at the ends of

branches, corolla tube very short, lobes spreading, five,

^ in. diam., four upper lobes equal, lowest larger

notched.; stamens four, in two pairs, far protruding,

style bifid ; capsule round, dark blue, 4-lobed, separating

into 4 concave valves carrying each a single seed.

FlectrantllUS terai- see Herbs, Erect, Opposite, Exstipnlate, Simple,

ftliUB, Toothed.

FoKOSteslOn Plectraa- ^^^e Herbs, Erect, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple,

thoides, Toothed.
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Petals United.

ColebrooMa opposlti-

folia,

Pansra, shuiardana.

Labiate.

F. B. r. iv. tU2.

Salt range. The Plains

1-4,000 ft. Valleys below

Simla, Dharmpur, Suni

(Collett).

medium size, woolly, bark grey, leaves 4-!0 by U-3
in., lanceolate, long pointed, velvetj -wrinkled above

grey and woolly beneath, leaf stalk A-1 in., stout, white-

felted
; flowers male and female often on different

plants, minute, white, in clusters 2-4 in. long on many
branched spikes, corolla white, lobes rounded, stamens

4, within the corolla in females, protruding in males
;

style bifid and protruding in females, none in males
;

nutlet usually one, tip hairy contained in the much
enlarged calyx of which the segments are feathery,

the tips often purple.

Elsboltzia

polystacliya,

Rangchari, pothi.

LABIATiE,

F. B. I. iv. 643.

Himalaya, 7-9,000

Simla (Collett).

medium size, velvety, bark grey p*eeling in long

strips, branches scarcely 4 angled ; leaves 3-6 in. long,

nearly sessile, lanceolate, toothed, long pointed
; flowers

white or pale yellow, minute in cylindric slender

spikes, 4-6 in. long, bracts minute, calyx bell-shaped,

^^» 5-toothed, enlarged in fruit, corolla tube longer than the

calyx, 4-lobed, upper lobe nearly erect, notched, the

other spreading, stamens 4 in unequal pairs, protrud-

ing, style unequally bifid, nutlets 4, narrow, one-seeded.

ICeriaadra strobUi-

fera,

Kafurka pat.

F. B. l.iv. 652.

Himalaya, 5-6,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(Collett).

small, woolly, smelling of sage, branches somewhat

angled ; leaves 3-4 by f-1| ins., thick, oblong or lance-

olate, shortly toothed, two portions projecting back-

wards in points, velvety and closely wrinkled above,

white woolly beneath, stalk very stout, \ in. long
;

flowers white, small in large circular clusters crowded

in erect woolly four sided spikes with floral leaves

(bracts) small, sessile, ovate, overlapping ; calyx two,

lipped, corolla four-lobed, spreading, stamens 2, short,

stout, protruding, style bifid ; nutlets brown smooth.

The leaves are used as a gargle in sore throats in

native medicine.

Justicia Betonica,

Corolla Two-lipped.

see Herbs, Erect, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple.

Justicia Pubigrera, see Herbs, Erect, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple.
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Shrubs with Opposite Exstipul.vti-: Simimj; Leaves.

Petals United.

Corolla Two-lipped.

Adhatoda YasiOft, arge, with a fetid smell, not eaten by goats ; leaves

Bhelar^ banm, ragaka. 4-8 by U-3 ins. oblong, narrowed at both ends.

ACANTHACE^. minutely velvety, stalk 1 in. ; flowers white in short
f. B. I. IV. o40. dense bracteate spikes of 2-4 ins. in length, bracts ^
The Plains to 2,600 ft.

^^ ^ -^^^ gj.^^^ ^^^^^ g^^^jj^^ bracteoles i by i in.,

Vallevs below

(CoUett)

Simla
corolla two-lipped, \\ in. long, lower lip with pink

streaks, tube short barrel-shaped, stamens 2 ; capsule

5 in., velvety, four-seeded, seeds ^ in. diam., warty.

The leaves are used to cure bronchitis ; not browsed

by animals.

Elunacantiius

communis,
Palak-juhi,

Acanthace.e.

F.B.I, iff. 541.

The Plains, in gardens.

medium size ; leaves 3-4 by f-lj in., narrowed at

both ends, margins wavy, stalk ^ in. ; flowei-s white in

large spreading terminal clusters, bracts and bracteoles

jijin., linear ; corolla 1 by -^^^ in., tube very long, narrow

cylindric, two-lipped, upper lip two-lobed, lower three-

lobed, stamens 2 ; capsule four-seeded, seeds ovoid,

flatten e slightly warty. The leaves are used as a

cure for Dhobies itch, rhinacanthin is like chrysophanic

acid.

GraptoPhyllum

liortense,

Acantbace^,

F. B. I.iv. .->45.

The Plain?.

medium size, smooth, often variegated ; leaves 4^ by

I5 ins., shortly stalked, oblong, narrowed at both ends,

margin smooth ; flowers crimson iu terminal ovate

clusters, bracts and bracteoles narrow, very small,

corolla tube curved, two-lipped, upper lip 2-lobed,

lower 3-lobed, stamens two large, two small (stamino-

des); capsule contracted into a long stalk, oblong,

hard : seeds 2, flat orbicular, pitted.

ClerodendrOXI serra- hardly woody, stems annual from a woody rootstock.

tum,
Sanbakriy barangi.

VEEBENACE.E.

F. B. J. iv. 592.

The Plains, East of the

Sutlej river.

14

as it is usually burnt down in jungle fires ; leaves

sometimes in circles of three, 4-8 by H-2^ inches,

oblong, toothed, smooth, shortly stalked ; flowers

l)luish-white in terminal branching racemes, when

almost linear (3 by 1 in., when almost pyramidal 10 bj'

5 ins., bracts ^-1^ inches often colom-ed. corolla tube

3-i in., narrow, cylindric, mouth oblique, two-lipped
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Shrubs with Opposite Exstifulate Simple Leaves.

Petals United.

Corolla Two lipped.

lobes ^-\ in., oblong, stamens 4, far protruding,

drupe I in. diam., black, succulent, 1-4 stones. The

root is used in native medicine as a febrifuge.

Olerodendron infor-

Bhant.

VERBENACKiE.

F. B. I. iv. 594.

The Plains to 1,000 ft.

medium size, bark with large raised corky excres-

cences, fetid smell ; leaves 4-8 by 3-5 ins., broadly

ovate, hairy above, woolly or thinly hairy below,

sometimes with sticky glands, slightly toothed
;

flowers white, tinged with red, in branching terminal

racemes, 6-12 by 4-8 ins,, erect, sometimes leafy, upper

part and calyces turning red, hairy, corolla tube

nearly 1 in., long, cylindric, doubtfully two-lipped,

lobes ^-| in. long, acute, stamens 4, much exceeding

the lobes, style bifid ; drupes ^ in. diam., black, suc-

culent, enclosed in the enlarged bright red leathery

calyx. The leaves are used as a febrifuge in native

medicine.

Flectranthus ruso-

sus,

Piumar^ solei.

LABIATiE.

F.B. I.iv. 620.

Himalaya, 3-8,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

small, hoary with stellate down, branches slender,

stiff erect ; leaves 1-1^ in. long, ovate or oblong,

toothed, bluntly tipped, velvety above, white, woolly

beneath ; flowers white, spotted and streaked with

purple, in clusters forming narrow leafy axillary or

terminal racemes, calyx woolly, ^ in. long, bell-shaped,

lengthened in fruit, teeth sharp short pointed, nearly

equal, two-lipped, corolla ^ in., twc-lipped, longer than

the tube, lower lip longest, boat shaped, stamens 4, in

unequal pairs, lying along the lower lip, style unequal-

ly divided ; nutlets 4, round or oblong, blunt. As the

native name implies, this plant is used to keep fleas

away.

Ocimum Basilicum, see Herbs, Erect, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple

Toothed.

Ocimum saaotnm, see Herbs, Erect, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple,

Entire.
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SiiKUKS wiTU Opposite Exstipdlate Simple Leaves.

Petals United.

CoKOLLA Two-Lipped.

OrtllOSlPllon PallidUS, see Herbs. Erect, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple,

Toothed.

Thymus SorpyUum,

Thyme.
Banajwainf masho.

Labiate.

F. B. I. iv, fi49.

Himalaya, 5-l.S,000 ft.

small, slender, mucli branched, strongly scented,

stems usually somewhat procumbent ; leaves ^-| in.,

nearly sessile, gland dotted, oblong, ovate, not toothed,

blunt; flowers small, purple in small clusters, crowded

in short terminal spikes, corolla two-lipped, upper hp

almost erect, flat, notched, lower spreading, three-

lobed, stamens 4, equal, protruding ;
nutlets 4, nearly

smooth. This plant is used in native medicine for

diseases of the eyes and stomach.

Syssopus Officinalis,

Zufah yob in.

Labiate.

F. B. I. iv. 649

Himalaya, 8-11,000 ft.

small, smooth, stem below branched, woody, branch-

es erect ; leaves sessile, lanceolate, ^ in. long ; not

toothed ; flowers bluish-purple in axillary or terminal

spikes, calyx :'-lipped, 5-toothed, corolla two-lipped,

upper lip erect, notched, lower spreading three-lobed,

middle lobe very broad, stamens 4, unequal, pro-

truding ; nutlets narrow, smooth, three-cornered.

This plant was once used in Europe as a tonic and

stimulant.

2£icromeria biflora,

Labiate.

F. B. I. iv. 650.

Himalaya, 1-7,000 ft.

dwarf, prostrate, hairy, woody, branches very nu-

merous tufted, leafy, slender, something like Thymus

in appearance but not scented ; leaves ^-\ in., sessile,

ovate, short pointed, toothed or not , flowers pink

stalked, small in axillary circles of one to four, calyx

5-toothed equally, 13 nerved, corolla two-lipped,

upper lip erect, notched, lower three-lobed, spreading,

stamens 4 in unequal pans ; nutlets smooth.

Micromeria hydaspi-

&is,

Labiate.

F. B. I. iv.650.

Western Kashmir.

very small, stem erect, rather stout ; leaves ^-f in.,

shortly stalked, minutely toothed, ovate, obtuse
;

flowers shortly stalked in continuous or interrupted

crowded circular clusters forming spikes, otherwise

like the last.
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Shrubs with Opposite Exstipdlate Simple Leaves.

Petals United.

Salvia segyptiaca,

Tiikhm malanga.

Labiate.

P. B. I. iv. 656.

The Plains. 1-2.000 ft.

Stachys tibetica,

Labiate.

F. B. l.iv. 677.

Northern Kashmir, 10-

14,rO0 ft.

Stachys parvifLora;

Boylea elegrans,

LABIAT.aG.

F. B. I. iv. 6/9.

Himalaya, 2-5,000 ft.

Sutlej and Gii'i Valleys,

(CoUett).

Otostegia limbata,
LabiAT .3:.

F. b. I. iv.t;79.

Salt range, Lower hills

west of the Jhelum.

Corolla Two-Lipped.

very small, rough, hairy
; branches widely sepa-

rating from the base, rigid ; leaves ^ in., small, nearly

sessile, few, linear, rigid acute, minutely toothed
;

flowers in small circular clusters on slender branching

racemes, whitish lilac, \ in. long; bracts small, lower

leaf-like, upper lanceolate ; calyx glandular hairy, two-

lipped, upper lip orbicular, minutely toothed, corolla

two-lipped, upper lip nearly straight, short, flattened,

concave, stamens 2, style 2-fid ; nutlets |,j in. long,

narrow, oblong, black. The seeds are used in native

medicine as an astringent.

rootstock. woody, thick, stems twiggy : leaves h-l^

inches long, obtuse, nearly sessile, shortly stalked,

sometimes irregularly lobular ; flowers pink sessile in

small circular clusters axillary, calyx ^ in., bell-shaped,

tips long, corolla ^-1 in. long, two-lipped, upper lip

erect, long, narrow, lower spreading, three-lobed,

middle lobe largest, stamens 4 ; nutlets ^ in. long,

broadly oblong.

see Herbs, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple, Toothed,

Corolla two -lipped.

medium size, branches cylindric, pale brown, finely

woolly ; leaves 1-1| ins., ovate, deeply toothed or

lobed, woolly beneath ; flowers white tinged with

pink, I in. long in circular axillary clusters, calyx

5-lobed, 10 ribbed, rigid, corolla two-lipped, upper

lip erect hood-like, lower three-lobed, spreading, mid

lobe longest, margin even, stamens 4, unequal, outer

or anterior pair longest
; nutlets

-J
in. This plant is

lemon scented.

small grey spinous, branches white, woolly, cylindric,

spines ^-'^ in. long ; leaves 1 in. long, nearly sessile,

grey on both sides ; bracts spiny ; flowers orange-

white in circular clusters with bracteoles spiny, calyx

two-lipped, upper hp very short, three-angled, lower

very large, broad, toothed, hairy, corolla i in. long.
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Shudbs with Opposite ExstipuIxA.te Simpuc Lkavks

Petals Uxitki).

Corolla Two Lipped.

Phlomis Stewaitii,

Labiate.

F. B. I. iv. 692.

Salt range and Suliman

runge, 2,500—4,500 ft.

tube short, two-lipped, upper lip very long, hairy
;

stamens 4, protruding ; nutlet . in. flattened, smooth

in the enlarged calyx which forms a five-angled toothed

cup
f^

in, diam.

small, densely stellately woolly, stem stout woody,

short, branches cylindric spreading ; leaves 3-5 by
\-'^ in., very leathery, linear lanceolate, awl-like,

rough above; flowers small in circular clusters one in.

diam. ; bracts stout narrowly linear, calyx ^ in., densely

woolly angled, teeth very short, turned back, corolla

small, two-lipped, upper lip concave, crest, villous,

ower spreading, three-lobed, stamens 4, style un-

equally 2-fid
; nutlets very small, three cornered, top

smooth.

Petals None.

Boerliaavia elegans.

Cyatliula tomentosa,

Cyathula capitata,

Pnpalia lappacea,

Salozylon recu.rvam,
Khar, laghme.

Chenopodiace-e.

F. E.I.v. 15.

The Plains. Salt range

to '.',.100 ft.

see Herbs, Erect, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple,

Entire.

see Herbs, Erect. Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple,

Entire.

see Herbs, Erect, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple,

Entire,

see Herbs, Erect, Opposite, Exstipulate. Simple,

Entire.

medium size, straggling, smooth covered with a

hoar frost-like bloom, dark brown ; branches opposite,

jointed, separating widely, stiff or bent back, ending

straight spines 2-0 ins. long, joints of stem, ^-f; in.,

apart of spikes \ in. ; leaves ^-^ in,, three-angled or

nearly cylindric, ovate, obtuse or acute ; flowers small,

solitary or in spikes in the axils of leaves, bracteoles

two, sepals 5. concave, increasing in fruit and horizon-

tally winged
; stamens 5 or less on the margin or base

of a cup-shaped depression ; fruit one-seeded, one-

celled with skin, seed horizontal.
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Shrubs with Opposite Exstipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals None.

Halos7lon

multifiorum,

Lana, gora lana,

lana.

Chenopodiace^.

F. B. I.v. 16.

The Plains. Salt

to 2,000 ft.

small, pale, much branched, almost leafless, jointed

branches, stem very stout, 4-6 ins. high, branches in

gJiori clusters ; leaves consist of two broad very rounded,

tips on each joint ; flowers on short spikes, bracteoles,

round concave ; sepals very short obtuse, in fruit the

sepals have round membranous fan-shaped wings and
range ^^^ ^ -^^^ diam,, stamens 5 with alternating rounded

staminodes.

Anabasis pliyllOPllOra. dwarf, smooth, pale, almost leafless, stems many,

CHEN0P0DiAC£.a:. erect, stock woody, joints long ending in two acute

F. B. I. V. 18. triangular teeth (leaves ?), flowers in the axUs of joint-

The Plairis oy the Jhelum leaves, fruiting calyx with three wiflgs arching over

river. one larger than the others, seed erect, circular, flatten-

ed ; in other respects very like Haloxylon.

Anabasis setifera,

Chenopodiace-j:.

F. B. I. V. 19.

Salt range.

Ettpliorbia Tirucalli,

Sehud, sehnr.

EUPHOEBIACE.S!,

F. B, I. V. 254,

The Plains.

B^iams sempervirens,

Boztree,

Chikri, pupri, .shanixhad.

KUPHOKBIACE.J:.

F. B. I, V. 267.

Salt range. Himalaya,

.~)-9,000 ft. Simla,

Mashobra, Mahasu

(CoUett).

very like the last species, but the leaves are thick

fleshy nearly cylindric with a bristle, soon falling off,

axil of leaves woolly, floral leaves rounded, wings of

fruiting calyx 3-5, transparent, circular with the base

heart-shaped.

large, stem green, bark brown fiosured, branches

numerous, at first slender like rushes, growing as

thick as the finger
;
juice milky, leaves ^-^ in. long

soon falling off, obtuse, linear-oblong ; flowers ^ in.

long, top-shaped, two leaves at the base of the short

flower stalks, capsule | in., dark brown, lobes flatten-

ed, velvety, seeds smooth, ovoid.

large or small, much branched, bark yellowish grey,

corky, fissured, branchlets four-angled ; leaves f-3 by

i-^ in., linear oblong, shining, leathery, tip acute

rounded or with a shallow notch, stalk very short

;

flowers in short very dense axillary racemes, the ter-

minal flower female, male flowers have sepals 4 in

two rows, stamens equal in number to the sepals,

female flowers have 6 sepals, two outer much smaller
;

capsule h in. long, ovoid, three-cornered with three

horns, thick like handles to an urn, seeds 3-6. small.

On the Salt range it is dwarfed, leaves ^-1 in. long.
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Shbcbs with Opposite Exstipulate Lobed Leaves.

Stachys Ubetioa, see Shrubs, Opposito, Exstipulate, Simple, Petals

United.

Soylea eleerons,
see Shrubs, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple, Petals

United.

Shrdbs with Opposite Exstipulate Compound Leaves.

sometimes climbing, branches long, weak, slightly

grooved, dark green ; leaves 2-4 ins. odd, pinnate,

leaflets 3-7, ovate, long pointed, terminal leaflet 1-2

ins.; flowers white, fragrant, f in. long in terminal

clusters of 1-10 flowers, calyx teeth nearly as long as

Fagu, Narkanda (Collett). ^he corolla tube, corolla top flat circular, tube cyhn-

dric, § in. long, lobes 5, spreading, j in. long, stamens

2, style 2-fid ; berry deeply two-lobed, oblong with

rounded ends, g by | in.

Jasminnm ofBcinale,

Chamba, bansu,

OLRACEiE.

F.B. 1.115.603

Himalaya, 3-9,000 ft.

Jasminum ^randlfio-

rum, Spanish Jas-

mine,
Cfiambelifjiiti.

F. B. I. iii. 603.

Himalaya, 3-7,000 ft,

Simla (Collett).

sometimes climbing, branches angular, hanging

down ; leaves 3-4 ins., odd pinnate, leaflets 3-7, sessile,

ovate, end one ^-1 in. long, the end leaflet often

united to the next pair ; flowers white, tinged often

with pink outside, very fragrant in loose clusters,

calyx teeth linear, half the length of the corolla tube,

corolla top flat, circular, tube f in. long, lobes 5, ^ in.

long, stamens 2, style 2-fid •, berry two-lobed, with

rounded ends, { in. long.

Frazinns

zanthoz7loidds,

Vitez trifolia,

Pani hi-xanhkalUy

tanhha'u.

Verbe.'Jach;^.

P. B I. 17.583.

The Plains.

see Trees, Opposito', Exstipulate, Compound.

large, bark thin grey ; leaves digitately compound.

gafed and simple, leafstalk 2 ins. long, leaflets 3, sessile 1-3

ins. long, smooth above, short grey wool beneath, and

on shoots and racemes ; flowers lavender blue in

branching terminal racemes 1-4 ins. long, often leafy

at the base, calyx ^^ in., 5-toothed. corolla ^-\ in.,

two-lipped, 5-lobed, mid lobe of lower lip largest,

stamens 4, protruding ; drupe \ in., black, stone bony,

1-4 celled. This and the next plant are used in

native medicine as tonics, febrifuges and expector

ants.
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Shrubs with Opposite Exstipulate Compound Leaves.

Vitex NegUlldo, very like the last species, but the leaves have five

IfaBfl, marwan, nirgatidi leaflets, the centre one usually distinctly stalked, and
Verbenace-s:. the flowers somewhat smaller, and a darker blue.

F. B. I. iv. 5833.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla

CCoIlett>

(To be continued.')
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SOME NATURE NOTES.*

By

LlEUT.-COLONEL R. G. BuRTON, i)4TH RuSSELL'iS InFANTRY.

When I was asked by our Honorary Secretary to contribute a paper

on the habits of tigers I replied that surely these habits had already

I)oen described down to the last stripe. At the same time ]\Ir. Millard

drew my attention to Mr. Selous' recent book African JSature Notes

and Reminiscences, containing several chapters of notes on the lion,

and it occurred to me that a comparative study of the habits and na-

ture of the lion and tiger might be of interest. In reading Mr.

Selous' book many points of similarity, or of marked differences, be-

tween these and other African and Indian animals occurred to me,

;uid I was led to make comparative notes, from an Indian sportsman's

point of view, with regard to my own experiences of matters referred

to by the African hunter.

The Indian hunter has not the unrivalled opportunities of his

African comrade for the observation of game. In this country there

are none of those vast expanses, teeming with wild life and but seldom

trodden by civilized man, wdiich are still to be found in the interior

of the Dark Continent. No sportsman has in India had the experi-

ences of Gordon Gumming, William Cotton Oswell, and Selous. In

India one cannot hunt all the year round. Neither the climatic

conditions nor the habitat of the game admit of prolonged excursions.

Still, although the days when great game abounded in this country

are rapidly passing away, the sportsman who has wandered far afield

has in the past twenty years been able to find abundance of animals.

Certainly the British military officer has now less opportunity of

obtaining sport than he had ten or fifteen years back. Work is more

insistent ; remote cantonments have been abandoned ; irksome but

perhaps necessary restrictions with regard to shooting have been

introduced ; native states that once afforded happy hunting grounds

have been closed : and meanwhile with the spread of civilization,

population has increased, cultivation has spread and pushed the wild

animals into remoter fastnesses where there still remains sufficient

forest for their wanderings ; railways have cut up the jungle, and by

• All rights reserved.

15
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rendering remote tracts of country accessible, have led to the diminu-

tion of game. Perhaps worst of all—native poachers have been able

to obtain better weapons and to work greater destruction. The

perfection of fire-arms has also had its influence in other directions.

The hunter of the days of the Old Forest Ranger had to approach

close to his game before his muzzle-loader could be effective ; the

pursuit of wary animals called for the exercise of more skill and

knowledge of woodcraft than in these days of the death-dealing

long-ranging magazine rifle. There is still, however, an abundance

of game in India for those who have the leisure and the enterprise to

look for it.

In the plains of India one does not now-a-days find the herds of

two and three hundred antelope, which I recollect seeing in the

Berar Valley twenty years ago. These beautiful animals are still

numerous ; but their numbers are diminished. Jerdou mentions

seeing herds of a thousand near Jalna. This would have been sixty

years ago. In the same neighbourhood during the past ten years

I have never seen large herds. Never shall I forget a scene in a forest

glade on the Pein Gunga, witnessed fourteen years back. I followed

on the tracks of a tiger up the bed of a dry water-course having a

pool here and there where the great beast and other animals had

stopped to drink. After some miles the water-course entered an

open space, where a small forest bungalow stood amid a grove of

trees. The sun had not long risen, and the umbrageous foliage of

the trees, and the slender fronds of the bamboos cast long shadows

across the glade. Here stood three or four herds of spotted deer,

some browsing on the grass, some standing on their hindlegs to pluck

the young shoots from the bamboos ; a herd of nilgai was on the

bank of the water-course ; a pair of four-horned antelope were feed-

ing beneath a banyan tree ; monkeys, lungoors with grey fringed

black faces, were clinging to the trees
;
peafowl in numbers were not

far from a pool in the nullah ; two wild dogs, which should surely

have caused the disappearance of all this game, stood unconcernedly

in the middle of the space ; there were before me tracks of a tiger

and a panther, and a bear climbing in search of honey had scored

deep marks with his claws on the bole of an adjacent tree ; farther on

up the hill-side, a sambar belled loudly, but was not in sight
;
perhaps

the tiger, which was not far ahead of me, had passed that way. For
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some time, from concealment in the \riiter-conr.se, I watched this scene

with interest. It seemed a pity to disturb it, hut I wished to find

where the tiger had gone. A cow bison with two calves also appeared

on the edge of the forest. As I emerged into the glade, the nearest

spotted hinds, whose dappled hides assimilated remarkably with their

surroundings of sunlight and shade, uttered shrill barks of alarm ; and

soon all disappeared like spectres in tiie shades of the forest.

li is remarkal)le how the colouration of spotted animals blends witli

the light and shade of the sun shining through foliage. On one

occasion I shot a leopard, which made off into a patch of bush between

the leaves of which the sun was shining ; creeping about among the

bushes, it was some time before I could distinguish the animal, lying-

dead fortunately, within three or four yards of me. I have found

the same difficulty in some localities when following up tigers, on

one occasion in particular, when a wounded animal went into long

grass, where it was almost indistinguishable. I have, however, always

inclined to the opinion that the views of scientific naturalists with

regard to protective colouration are rather far-fetched. Thus Mr.

A. R. Wallace ascribes to it the purpose of concealing " herbivorous

species from their enemies, and enabling carnivorous animals to ap-

proach their prey unperceived." For colouration to afford protection

necessitates the absence of motion. With Mr. Selous, I am inclined

to think that colouration is far more due to environment, to the colour

of the surroundings and to climatic causes than to sexual selection for

protective purposes. It is noticeable how animals become assimilated

to the general colour of their surroundings, from which they probably

take their complexion, as the arctic animals turn white in the snows

of winter. In the case of fishes, this adaptation of colour to the

environment takes place very rapidly ; in a lake in Norway I have

caught blue coloured trout where the blue glacier water run in ; and

black ones from dark holes amon^ the rocks : and bright silverv fish

in the more open water. The lower animals, in fact, appear to adapt

themselves rapidly to the complexion of their surroundings. There is

a species of spider in the south of France, which adapts itself to the

colour of the flowers it frequents, and will change its colour in a few

days when transferred from one flower to another of different hue.

This is typical of changes due to environment throughout the animal

world, although the mammalia do not change colour so rapidly. But
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the animals of a species haunting dark thickets or sombre woods take

on a darker hue than those of their kind in more open country.

A similar environment may produce similar colouration in widely

different parts of the world in creatures of different genus. Food

may also affect colour.

We see so many shades of difference in colour and colouration

between individuals of one species, and even of one herd, that sub-

specific distinctions based on such differences must be entirely fallaci-

ous, although scientific naturalists appear to be so greatly addicted to

the adoption of sub-specific nomenclature on the slenderest grounds

of this nature. It is interesting to note that lower animals and birds

undergo greater change during the breeding season than mammalia.

At the same time some antelopes change colour considerably at

certain periods of the year. The black buck's jet black coat becomes

a dull dark-brown.

With regard to protective colouration, Mr. Selous very truly writes

that well-known naturalists appear to assume "that both carnivorous

and herbivorous animals trust entirely to their sense of sight, the

former to find their prey and the latter to avoid the approach of their

enemies." But I must join issue with him when he says that

" nothing is more certain than that all carnivorous animals hunt almost

entirely by scent." In my experience neither the tiger nor panther

hunt by scent, but depend almost entirely on sight and perhaps

hearing. This has been proved time and again by these beasts of

prey passing close to buffaloes or goats, tied up as bait, without

seeing them, owing to the bait having made neither sound nor

movement. I have known many occasions when a tiger has passed

close to an animal thus tied up, and has killed another a few hun-

dred yards farther on. For this reason, that they hunt by sight

and not by scent, one ties up the bait on or near a path or water-

course or near a pool of water, so that the prowling tiger may come

upon it in the course of his nightly wanderings, 'ihe African

hunter tells us that the zebra's stripes do not assimilate well with its

surroundings, except at dawn and late in the evening. But striped

forms, such as the tiger, certainly blend remarkably with moonlight

or the dusk of early night and dawn. There is a wonderful instance

of colouration blending with the surroundings in a photograph of

8omali giraffes, taken by Lord Delamere and reproduced in Mr.
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Tivdekker's Game Animals of Africa. The giraffes are feeding ainong

mimosa trees, from which it is diffioult to distinguish them. Mr.

Selons considers that this plu)togra[)h, which eliminates colour, is

niisleading ; and that the animals cannot constantly live among

mimosa trees, which are scarce. But Sir Samuel Baker wrote many

vears ago with regard to this animal. "It is exceedingly deceptive

in appearance when t'ouml in its native forests. The red-harked

mimosa, which is its favourite food, seldom grows higher than

fourteen or fifteen feet. Many woods are almost entirely composed

of these trees, upon the flat heads of which the giraffe can feed when

looking downwards. I have frequently heen mistaken when remark-

ing some particular dead tree stem at a distance, that appeared like a

decayed relic of the forest, until, upon nearer approach, I have been

struck by the peculiar inclination of the trunk ; suddenly it, has

started into movement and disappeared." So the photograph

appears in this instance to be remarkably true to life.

1 have observed the adaptation of colour to environment especially

in the desert-born, such as in Baluchistan, where one sees marklior,

oorial, chikor, see-see partridges, desert larks, and in fact all the

dwellers of the wilderness taking the hue of their surroundinos.

The protective theory has been carried to an absurd extent by some

natiu'alists, as when it has been suggested that the melanism of the

black panther of Java is for the purpose of facilitating the chase of

the black apes on which it preys. The observations of most ex-

perienced field naturalists more probably will lead them to believe

that colour and colouration are chiefly affected by environment, and

that protection is less a cause than an effect.

The carnivorous animals of Africa and India appear to be alike in

Ijeing seldom seen in the daytime, as they are nocturnal in their

habits. In all his wide experience Mr. Selous has only once seen a

lion himting by daylight. I have known tigers kill by daylight on

several occasions : once when I was sittiuf; at breakfast at 9 o'clock

in the morning a tiger killed one of mv Ijuffaloes within a hundred

yards, an;l in sight of my tent. This was in the hot weather, and I

recollect another kill taking place by day at the same season, in

the cold weather, however, it is not uncommon to hear «jf

tigers attacking cattle in the daytime. In describing the lion's

method of hunting, the African sportsman says : " They seek their
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prey by scent, either smelling the animals directly or following their

racks." As I have already said, tigers appear to hunt more by sight

and hearing than by scent. They follow the paths or the water-

courses as a rule, and so no doubt follow the tracks of other animals,

for all game prefers a beaten path. They visit the various water-

holes in their beat, and I have often found them frequent a beat

with remarkable regularity. They catch animals drinking at the

pools, or lie in concealment at such places and other suitable spots,

and so surprise their prey. Mr. Selous also tells us that the leopard

hunts by night and by scent. I have certainly always been under

the impression, from general observations of its habits, that the

Indian leopard or panther hunts by sight and sound. It is fond of

prowling round villages to pick up stray goats or dogs, or of following

in the wake of herds of goats, and carrying off stragglers ; of wild

animals, it preys on pigs, nilgai, and small game such as peafowl,

hares, porcupines, and small deer. I shot one once that was well

known as being in the habit of hunting monkeys of the lungoor

species. It would be very unlikely to hunt monkeys by scent.

With reference to animal colouration, Mr. Selous remarks that

lions prey largely on buffaloes, but little on giraffes; so if colouration

is for protective purposes, the former surely require it the most. It is

interesting to note that in South Africa, where these animals formed

the principal food of the lions, the great carnivora used to live with

and follow the larger herds in all their wanderings. I have similarly

found tigers following and living in the vicinity of the large herds

of Brinjara cattle in Hyderabad, when the Brinjaras moved from one

pasturage to another, according to the season of the year.

Mr. Selous adduces evidence to show that man-eating lions are

almost invariably old and worn-out animals, although the famous

man-eaters of Tsavo by no means answered to this description. But

he says that " in the vast majority of cases a lion only takes to

killing human beings in its declining years, and when its strength

is failing." The same idea is generally prevalent with regard to

man-eating tigers. 1 have myself killed only two tigers that had

been preying on human beings. One of these was known to have

killed only two or three human beings ; the other had devoured

about a dozen people. Both were in the prime of life, and were not

averse to cattle-killing. The latter would probably have become
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:i confirmed man-eater, hiul his career not been put a stop to soon

ut'ter he began killing human beings.

In the recoriled instances of man-eating tigers and leopards we

(1(1 not by any means find that they are generally animals in their

declining years. It seems more probable that beasts of prey take to

man-eating in the first instance more by accident than from any

inability to kill other animals. They can kill domesticated cattle

with equal facility, although decrepit animals might find a difficulty

ill killincr aame. Probablv thev in manv instances begin man-eating

1)V killing a herdsman or wood cutter, or other wanderer in the

jungle, with no initial intention of devouring the prey ; and so

they acquire a taste for human flesh. Mr. Selous mentions the

bellowing of buffaloes being mauled to death by lions ; I have heard

similar bellowing of an Indian domesticated buffalo being mauled to

death by a brace of tigers which I shot next day. The popular idea

of lions roaring when in search of prey has always struck me as

being absurd, for it is not probable that the prey would await the

approach of the roaring lion. Mr. Selous tells us that they hunt in

silence, and on one occasion notes that lions " began to roar loudly, a

jirettv good sign that they had already dined and were not hunting.

"

However, the roaring of lions is apparently a very common sound,

and tigers seem to be much more silent animals, for I have very

seldom heard them utter a sound, except when molested.

Lions and tigers appear to resemble each other m the method of

killing their prey, by seizing it either by the throat or the back of the

neck, and, in the case of large animals, by breaking the neck.

Mr. Selous mentions, as something very unusual, the killing of an

elephant by lions. These beasts apparently sometimes hunt in large

packs, so are doubtless able to tackle with facility very large animals.

One reads of 15 to 20 lions together
;
personally I have never seen

more than three tigers, a tigress and two large cubs, in one party,

tint have heard of five. Saunderson mentions a tiger killing an ele-

]diant, and a similar occurrence is recorded in the Jsian of ir)th May

1*J00. It is related that one night on the Hanyani river a lioness

broke into a piggery and killed nearly a hundred pigs. I have known

a tiger kill five cows out of a herd, one after the other. Bears are some-

times no less destructive. In May 1881) 1 was encamped near Tilel

on the Kishenganga in Kashmir wheti a brown bear killed ten sheep
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in a house in the village, carrying off two. This bear was especially

addicted to sheep stealing, and his visits were marked by a heap of

dead and dying found in the morning, killed, apparently, out of mere
wantonness.

Mr. Selous has never seen any evidence of a lion killing its prey

by striking it a heavy blow with one of its paws : my experience of

tigers coincides with this ; but I recollect seeing a thick copper dish,

which a beater was earring on his back, battered by a tiger's paw,

and with five claw-holes through it. The tiger appears to have seized

or struck at the man in passing, but except for bruises the beater was

uninjured. ^m
A lion appears to charge in much the same way as a tiger or S

leopard, not in a series of leaps, as is popularly imagined, but coming

along close to the ground like a great dog. Mr. Selous mentions

that most of the men he has seen mauled by lions were bitten, and

untouched by the claws. My experience in the main coincides with

this ; if there are claw wounds, they generally appear to be slight.

A leopard which mauled me, after seizing my arm and bearing me to

the ground, placed one paw on the calf of the leg, and seized the

thigh in its jaws ; the claw scratches on the calf were comparatively

slight. The actual bite, as the African hunter notes, is practically

painless. Mr. Selous mentions the eyes of wounded lions appearing

to be ablaze ; I have observed the same thing in the case of both

tigers and leopards. He notes that troops of over twenty lions have

frequently beeii seen. As already remarked, these animals differ

from tigers in this respect. I have heard of a troop of six panthers

being seen walking across a glade in the jungle in Berar.

It is surely time to protest against the tendency of naturalists to

divide species into numerous local races or sub-species, each with an

extra specific name, and frequently on the slenderest grounds. Thus

in a recent natural history we find the lion divided into seven races,

each with three latin names, the distinctions between them being based

generally on colour and the extent of the mane. Such distinctions

nmst be somewhat fallacious, and in view of what Mr. Selous says it is

doubtful wliether anv naturalist can refer an assortment of lion skins,

collected pi'omiscuously, to their so-called " local races." Lions

varying in colour, with black manes and yellow manes, of various deve-

lopment, and with no manes at all are found in one and the same dis-
j
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triot, :ui(l even in one and the aixmo Itimily. Mr. Solous relates that

ho shot north of hike N'gami two pairs of male lions, hunting together.

In the case of both these i)airs the animals living and hunting together

ilifFered from one another very much. In each case one was of a

very dark colour all over, with a dark mane, whilst the body of the

other was of a pale yellow, and it had scarcely any mane at all.

A few days afterwards, two lionesses were shot on the same plain.

One was about to aive birth to three cubs : two of these cubs wen^

males, one dark, the other reddish yellow ; the fur of the female culj

was lighter than the dark male. Mr. Selous is of opinion that the

cubs would have grown up into animals differing in appearance as

they differed before birth. The dark cub woidd have become a dark

skinned, dark-maned lion, the lighter coloured one a yellow lion

with probably very little mane. The scientific naturalist—had he

received the skins of the two animals, would no doubt have referred

them to different local races, perhaps from widely separated parts of

rlie African Continent. Mr. Selous tells us also that out of fifty lion

skins scarcely two will be found exactly alike in the colour and length

of the mane. No doubt, as the African hunter points out, variations

in amount of mane are frequently to be referred to the efi'ects of

climate. Thus, lions in captivity in a cold climate will develop a

finer mane than those in a wild state. The Indian lion, generally

almost destitute of mane, will grow a fine one when captive in

Europe.

At any rate what Mr. Selous tells us regarding the variations of

the lion shows the absurdity of this attempted division into local races.

In the same manner we find other animals subdivided on insufficient

grounds; as, for instance, tlie African buft'alo, of which we are given

some fifteen separate sub-species, each with its string of names, but

r(»garding which Mr. Selous writes :
" 1 do not for a moment believe

t'tiat if a collection of 1,000 heads of buffalo bulls existed to-day,

wiuch had been brought together indiscriminately from every part,

of South Africa, anyone could tell from what district they came." In

fact, he found the greatest variations in the horns even in a single

herd, and it is on the form or shape of horn that the naturalist bases

his su])divisional theories.

The same may be said with regard to many species of Indian

annuals, which are divided into sub-species oi" local races on the

16
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slenderest ground. The Balucliistan Gazelle is accorded a sub-

specific status on the evidence of one female head, " the horns of

which are distinctly, although not very prominently, ridged or ringed,

and the dark portions of the face are dark-brown instead of rufous.'*

Now these so-called distinctions are valueless. In the first place the

horns of the female chikara throughout India are general annulated,

while in one herd one may find animals with the dark portions of the

face, some dark-brown and others rufous. Again we are told that

the male of the Baluchistan Gazelle "was found not to differ

perceptibly from the ordinary Indian chikara, except that the horns

are a little more curved backwards, and slightly more lyrate when

viewed from the front." This is also a fallacious reason for naming

a local race ; the horns of male chikara in a single herd or locality

will be found to differ in these respects, some being more curved

backwards and more lyrate than others.

This tendency towards a multiplication of sub-species or local races

cannot be too strongly condemned, particularly when, as is frequently

the cases, differentiation is based on the shape of horns, which vary

so much in individuals, or on texture of fur, which changes according

to climatic conditions.

As regards differences in texture of fur, it is only to be expected

that animals whose habitat is in a cold climate will have under-fur,

absent in the inhabitants of torrid zones. Yet this is frequently

given as a reason for differentiation; colour, also is most misleading,

although it is not infrequently quoted as an important mark of variation.

Thus in a pack of either European or Indian wolves, one will find

animals of several varieties of colour—grey, Llackish, or rufous.

The tiger in India is left alone in his glory, and not subjected to this

hair-splitting process of division into local races ; only the Manchu-

rian and Persian animals are thus separated, by reason of texture of

fur, which is referable to climatic causes, and size, which is scarcely

of value in this connection, seeing how tigers vary in size, even in

one locality.

The lion's method of opening and breaking up a carcase apparently

(lififers in no respect from that of the tiger. Both animals generally

remove the paunch and entrails intact, and drag the offal away to a

short distance, sometimes covering it up. 1 find no mention of lions

covering up the remains of their prey to preserve it from vultures ;
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this is frequently done by tigers, and 1 recollect how one large tiger

which I shot had deposited the carcass of a buffalo in the middle of a

j)Ool of water, presumably with this object in view. Lions appear

to be scavengers, for Mr. Selous says that " as long as they can find

dead animals to eat, they will not take the trouble to hunt." I have

not found tiirers addicted to this habit. He mentions two instances

of lions eating the flesh of their own kind. I have myself come

across an instance of a tiger being given to cannibalism, and have

heard of several other cases. In that which came under mv notice, 1

had been following for several days a lame tiger, one of whose hind

feet had " sat down," as though broken or dislocated, and so made a

long track. The animal was going about with a tigress and a large

cub. On kicking open one of its dry droppings one day, it was

found to be composed of tiger's hair, in which a large intact claw

was buried. From this evidence I came to the conclusion that the

tio-er had had an encounter with another of its kind, and had killed

and devoured it, being himself lamed in the fight. I never killed

this tiger, beino- unfortunately suddenly recalled from leave before I

had time to bring this family party to bag.

The number of cubs in the case of the lion is generally two or

three, but as many as six are sometimes given birth to. The same

remarks apply to the tiger, except that I have not heard of more than

four cubs at a birth.

Tigers are sometimes hard put to it for food. I have found

remains of fish, crabs, bears and on one occasion a large python,

eaten by them. They prey largely on porcupines, so that it is

common to find quills embedded in their paws. I think I recorded

in this Journal some years ago how one of my goats, tied up for a

panther, was killed by a porcupine, a large quill having pierced the

lioart.

Mr. Selous mentions an instance of a wounded hysena charging

when followed up. It does not appear whether the animal was of the

-petted or striped species. The latter, the only hya?na found in

Jiidia, has the reputation of being a cowardly beast. I wounded

one with small shot on one occasion, when beating for peafowl, and

walked close up to it to finish it off", but it made not the slightest

show of fight.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIAN MICRO-LEPJDOPTERA.

BY

E. MeYRICK, B.A,, F.R.S., F.Z.S.

IX.

{Contiimed from page 832 of Volume XVIII.

^

COSMOPTERYGID.«.

I have now broken up the family Elachistidoi as formerly constituted, and

the family Cosmopterygidce includes those genera with long sickle-shaped palpi

and veins 7 and 8 of the forewings stalked, 7 terminating in costa, such as

Cosmopteryx, Stagmatopliora, and Limnmcia ; in my last paper I termed this

restricted group Elachistidce, but now find that Elachisfa is referable elsewhere.

Zaratha Walk,

A genus of a few tropical species, having the antennse much longer than

forewiugs.

Zaratha prosarida, n. sp.

$. 16-18 mm. Head grey with indigo-blue reflections, face bluLsh-silvery-

white. Palpi whitish, anterior edge of termmal joint dark fuscous. Antennte

dark fuscous, becoming yellowish on sides and whitish beneath. Thorax dark

grey, shoulders suffused with ochreous, beneath pearly white. Abdomen
bronzy-oehreous.suft'usedly irrorated with dark fuscous, beneath white, anal

tuft ochreous, on sides white. Forewings linear, acute ; dark fuscous, slightly

purplish-tinged
; a white streak along costa from base to |, suffused with

yellowish towards base, leaving extreme costal edge dark fuscous towards base :

lower edge of this streak at J with a projection followed by an indentation

and almost confluent with a suffused yellow-whitish spot on dorsum rather

beyond it
;
a slender yellowish streak along fold throughout ; a silvery-blue-

raetallic line above this throughout, extended along termen to apex, where it

meets a silvery-blue-metallic subcostal line from § to apex : an ochreous-

yellow streak along lower margin of costal streak from indentation onwards
extended between the two blue lines to near apex : cilia rather dark fuscous

tinged with purplish, on apical third of costa white more or less wholly suffused

with ochreous-yellow. Hind wings dark fuscous
; an irregular elongate hyaline

basal patch, divided into three spots by dark fuscous margins of cell ; cilia

dark fuscous.

Khasis, from October to March ; nine specimens.

Zaratha dlceUias, n. sp.

$. 20-21 mm. Head prismatic bronzy-fuscous, sides of crown light ochre-

ous-yellow. Palpi ochreous-yellowish, anterior edge of terminal joint dark

fuscous. Antennae fuscous, beneath yellowish. Thorax dark bronzy-fuscous

with an ochreous-yellowish stripe on each side of back, beneath pearly white.

Abdomen rather dark fuscous, beneath whitisli-irrorated, and with broad
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\vhitish segmental haiuls. Forcwings linear, acute : dark t'nscous, slightlv

purplish-tinged ; a light ochreous-yellowish streak along fold from base to

middle, thence sinuate upwards, becoming thicker and proceeding close beneath

costa to apex, from its lower edge beyond middle sending an equally thick

branch to middle of terraen, slenderly connected with upper branch on termen:

between the two branches is a fine silvery-blue-metallic line : cilia dark fuscous

tinged with purplish, on costa yellowish at base, ijindwings dark fuscous.

ob.scurely subhyaline towards base in and beneath cell ; cilia dark fuscous.

Khasis, in August ; two specimens,

Cosmopteryx , Hb,

The species of this genus, notwithstanding their distinct and beautiful colour-

ing, are very closely allied together, and require careful observation to perceive

their distinctive characters. Twenty species are here recorded and to assist

determination a tabulation of these is given ; but it must be remembered that

other closely allied forms doubtless exist ; the only other Indian species,

described is a^/a^/ca Stt., which I have not included as I do not yet possess a

specimen, though I have examined the type and consider it distinct from all

these ; the two other species doubtfully referred by Stainton to Cosmopteryx do

not belong to the genus.

1. Forewings with orange subcostal streak from base ... anadora.

„ without such streak ... 2

2. Forewings with golden.metallic costal streak to-

wards apex

4.

5.

6.

10.

II.

,,
without such streak

Median line reaching band ... ...

„ not ,,

Subdorsal line reaching base ...

,,
not ,, ... ... •••

Forewings with costal edge white towards base

„ „ not
,,

Forewings ochreous-bronzy

„ dark fuscous or blackish ...

Transverse band yellow

„ orange

Median line very nearly reaching base

„ not nearly reaching base

Abdomen orange

„ bronzy-grey

Apical joint of antennae blackish

„ „ white

Apical white line nearly complete .,

„ „ reduced to a very short dash

Posterior metallic fascia entire

„ „ interrupted

X>anopla.

3

4

6

5

hamifera.

ingeniosa.

artifica.

Icetifica

.

7

8

10

9

manipularis.

aculeata.

spiculata.

11

12

mimetis.

erethista.

Iiolophracta-

13
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13. Median white line reaching base ... 14

,, „ not reaching base 15

14. Subcostal and median lines confluent posteriorly ... vexillaris.

,, „ separate ... ... licnura.

15. Postmedian band bright orange 16

„ ., dull fuscous-orange cyclopcea.

16. Median white line long paltophanes.

„ „ very short 17

17. Costal edge shortly white before band basllisca.

,, not „ ,«. ... ... lo

18. Forewings with short metallic anteapical dash ... 19

,, without such dash ... ... ... artemidora.

19. Forewings with white apical dot in cilia catharacma.

„ without such dot ... ,., ... helonacma.

Cosmopteryx anadoxa, n. sp.

$ . 10 mm. Head bronzy-fuscous, with fine whitish lines above eyes, face

paler. Palpi whitish lined with blackish. Antennae blackish lined with white

on basal half, apical six joints white except partially beneath, then about

eight joints white with black tips. Thorax bronzy-fuscous. Abdomen rather

dark fuscous, sides coppery-golden towards base. Posterior tibias blackish, with

white median and apical rings and a silvery- metallic ring between them.

Forewings very narrowly lanceolate, widest near base, apex very slenderly

long-produced, caudate ; bronzy-fuscous ; a rather broad orange streak immedi-

ately beneath costa from base to \, its base golden-metallic
; a violet-golden-

metallic streak from costa at 1, curving round apex of orange streak and ex-

tended obliquely across wing to beyond fold but not reaching dorsum ; costal

area between this and next fascia blackish as far as fold ; a violet-golden-met-

allic vertical fascia in middle, edged with blackish posteriorly, and a slightly

oblique violet-golden-metallic fascia beyond f , strongly blackish-edged anteriorly,

space between these suffused with dull orange towards costa ; from middle of

last fascia an orange-yellowish sinuate line extends to apex : cilia dark fuscous

with a white costal spot on posterior fascia. Hindwings and cilia dark fuscous.

Nilgiris, 3,500 feet, in May (Andrewes)
; one specimen.

Cosmopteryx panopla, n. sp.

$. 9 mm. Head dark shining bronze, face lighter, with pale golden-metallic

lines above eyes. Palpi dark fuscous, terminal joint suffused with whitish

except towards base. Antennae dark fuscous, with two or three scattered

whitish rings towards apex (one antenna has some broad whitish suffusion

below middle, perhaps an abnormality, as the other does not show it). Thorax

dark shining bronze (defaced). Abdomen dark fuscous, on sides bright brassy-

metallic. Posterior tibiae blackish, with silvery-white median, subapieal, and

apical rings. Forewings very narrowly lanceolate, apex narrowly long-pro-

duced, caudate ; blackish ; two broad partially confluent golden-metallic longi-

tudinal streaks occupying nearly all basal area, upper extending to near j,
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lower to l ; a vertical violot-goldcn-inetallic fascia slightly before mitkllo,

near beyond which is a subtriangular orange patch on costa ; an erect trans-

vei-ae violet-golden -metallic spot on dorsum at 5, whence proceeds a golden-

metallic sinuate line to apex ; a golden-metallic costal streak extending from

close beyond orange patch half way to apex : cilia bronzy-blackish, Hindwings

and cilia dark fuscous.

Hakgala, Ceylon, in April (Green) ; one specimen.

Cosmoptf'ri/.r cyclopia, n. sp,

^. 8 mm. Head dark shining bronze, crown with three fine white lines,

face light bronze. Palpi white lined with black. Antennae blackish, dotted

and towards base lined with white, four apical joints white, then five blackish,

one white, one blackish, one white. Thorax dark bronzy- fuscous, with three

6ne silvery-white lines. Abdomen rather dark bronzy-fuscous, apex whitish-

ochreous. Posterior tibiae blackish, with silvery-white median and apical rings,

and a silvery-metallic ring between these. Forewings very narrowly lanceo-

late, somewhat wider near base, apex slenderly long-produced, caudate

;

blackish ;
dorsal edge silvery-white towards base ; three fine silvery lines

before |, subcostal longest but not nearly reaching base, median intermediate

in length, subdorsal very short, posterior extremities of all three equidistant

from base ; a broad dull fuscous-orange postmedian band, suffused with darker

fuscous on costa and dorsum, anteriorly margined by a vertical violet- golden-

metallic fascia, and posteriorly by two vertical-transverse violet-golden-metallic

spots edged anteriorly by a few black scales, lower wholly anterior and not

meeting upper if produced, the fuscous-orange colour projecting beneath but

not beyond upper ; a fine silvery-metallic dash midway between this and apex,

and a short shining white line in apical cilia marked also on under surface :

cilia otherwise dark fuscous, with a white costal spot on posterior margin of

band. Hindwings and cilia dark grey.

N. Coorg, 3,500 feet, in February (Newcome) ; one specimen. This is the

species which seems to approach nearest to asiatiea Stt., from which however

it is separated by the peculiar fuscous-orange band, and the metallic anteapical

line not running into the apex ; the arrangement of the metallic lines in the

basal area is also characteristic.

Cosmopteryx erethista, n. sp.

$ 9- 8-9 mm. Head dark shining bronze, with a white line above each

eye, face bronzy-whitish. Palpi whitish lined with blackish. Antenna)

blackish, towards base lined with whitish, fourth and tenth joints whitish.

Thorax dark shining bronze, with three fine white lines. Abdomen dark

fuscous. Posterior tibiae black with white median and apical rings. Forewings

very narrowly lanceolate, apex slenderly long-produced, caudate
; blackish

;

dorsal edge white towards base ; a transverse series of three very short

silvery-white dashes about 7}, subcostal rather oblique and somewhat anterior

to the other two ; a broad orange postmedian transverse band irregularly

sprinkled or mixed with blackish, edged by two strong violet-golden-metallic
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fasciae, anterior vertical, blackish-edged posteriorly, posterior slightly oblique,

blackish -edged anteriorly
; a very short white dash midway between band

und apex ; a small white spot in apical cilia, marked also on undersurface :

cilia blackish, with a white costal spot on posterior fascia. Hindwings and

cilia dark fuscous.

Khasis, in November ; two specimens. Characterised by the absence of the

usual white apical band of antennae, black admixture of the orange band, entire

posterior metallic fascia, and very short basal streaks.

Cosniopteryx holophracta, n. sp,

$ $. 10-11 mm. Head dark bronze, with a white line above each eye,

face silvery. Palpi white lined with blackish. Antennas black, dotted and lined

with white, three apical joints white, then five black, one white, one black,

one white. Thorax dark bronze, with three fine white lines. Abdomen dark

fuscous. Posterior tibiae black with white median and apical rings, and a

silvery ring between these. Forewings very narrowly lanceolate, apex slenderly

long-produced, caudate ; blackish ; dorsal edge sHvery-white towards base
;

a short fine silvery subcostal dash about i
; a very fine silvery-white median

line from base to about ^ ; a short fine silvery-white dash beneath posterior

portion of this ; a broad orange postmedian transverse band, edged anteriorly

by a vertical violet- golden-metallic fascia black-edged posteriorly, and poste-

riorly by a rather oblique violet-golden-metallic fascia black-edged anteriorly :

a pale violet-golden-metallic streak extending from before middle of apical

area to apex ; a small white spot in apical cilia, marked also on undersurface :

cilia blackish-grey, with a costal white spot on posterior fascia. Hindwings

and cilia dark fuscous.

Khasis, in May and August ; two specimens. Distinguished from all the

orange-banded species of the region by the combination of white arex of

antennae and entire posterior fascia.

Cosmopteryx licnura, n. sp.

^ $. 9-11 mm. Head dark bronze, with a white line above each eye, face

.silvery. Palpi white lined with blackish. Antennae black, dotted and lined

with white, three apical joints white, then five black, one white, one black,

two white. Thorax dark bronze, with three fine white lines. Abdomen dark

fuscous, in ^ with very large whitish-ochreous anal valves as long as thorax.

Posterior tibiae black with white median and apical rings, and a silvery ring

between these. Forewings very narrowly lanceolate, apex slenderly long-

produced, caudate ; blackish ; dorsal edge silvery-white towards base ; three

fine white lines on basal area, subcostal from base to i, rather oblique, median

from base to ^, subdorsal rather shorter than half median, ending equally

with it ; a broad orange postmedian transverse band, margined anteriorly by u

vertical violet-golden-metallic fascia followed above middle by ablack dot, and

posteriorly by an oblique violet-golden-metallic fascia preceded by a few black

scales and interrupted above middle by a short linear orange projection
;
a very

short white dash midway between band and apex ; a white dash in apical cilia.
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ruaikod also ou uiulersurface : cilia dark fuscous, with a white costal spot,

on posterioi* fascia, Hindwings and cilia dark fuscous.

Khasis, from May to September ; ten specimens. Differs from all others I y

the exceptionally enlarged anal valves of ^ , which are not conspicuous in any

other species ; distinguished also from all the nearly allied species by the

combination of median lino reaching base, and apical line reduced to a short,

white dash,

Cosmopteryx artemklora, n. sp.

$. 8—9 mm. Head dark shining bronze, crown with three fine violet-white

Jines, face silvery. Palpi white lined with black. Antenna; blackish, lined

with white, four apical joints white, then five black, one white, one black, two

white. Thorax dark shining bronze, with three fine violet-white lines. Ab-

domen bronzy- fuscous, dorsally tinged with orange, apex whitish-ochicous.

Posterior tibia; blackish, with white median and apical rings, and a silvery ring

between these. Forewings narrowly lanceolate, apex narrowly long- produced,

caudate ; blackish ; dorsal edge white towards base ; a short fine oblique

white subcostal line before :j, and very short fine white median and subdorsal

dashes beneath its posterior extremity ; a broad orange transverse postmediaii

band, margined anteriorly by an almost vertical violet-golden-metallic fascia

followed above middle by a black dot, and posteriorly by two violet-golden

-

metallic slightly oblique spots, edged anteriorly with a few black scales, lower

considerably anterior but placed so that it would touch upper if produced,

orange colour projecting between but not beyond these ; a short snow-white

line in apical cilia, marked also on undersurface : cilia dark fuscous, with a

white costal spot on posterior edge of band. Hindwings and cilia dark

fuscous,

N. Coorg, 3,500 feet, in October and November (Newcome) ; two specimens.

Distinguished by the entire absence of the apical line, except in cilia.

Cosmopieryx catharacvia, n. sp.

^$. 7—8 mm. Head dark shining bronze, crown with three fine white

lines, face pale bronzy. Palpi white lined with black. Antennai blackish,

dotted and towards base lined with white, four apical joints white, tfleu five

blackish, one white, one blackish, one white. Thorax dark shining bronze,

with three fine white lines. Abdomen bronzy-fuscous, dorsally suffused with

orange. Posterior tibia) black with white median and apical rings, and a silvery

wiongly divided metallic ring between these. Forewings very narrowly lanceo-

late, apex narrowly long-produced, caudate ; dark bronzy-fuscous ; dorsal edge

silvery-white near base ; a transverse series of three very short silvery-white

dashes before 4, subcostal oblique : a l)road orange transverse postmedian band,

margined anteriorly by a vertical violet-golden-metallic fascia, and posteriorly

by two violet-golden-metallic transverse spots edged anteriorly with a few black

scales, lower spot wholly anterior to upper, so that if produced it would cross

wing without touching it, between these an irregular projection of the orange

1
colour extends round lower spot to dorsum; a short silvery- metallic dash midway

17
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between band and apex : cilia dark fuscous, with a snow-white dot at apex,

marked also on undersurface, and a white costal spot on posterior margin of

band, Hindwings dark fuscous ; cilia rather dark fuscous.

Peradeniya, Ceylon, from December to March (Green) : nine specimens.

Specially characterized by the snow-white dot in apical cilia, instead of the

spot or line shown by allied species.

Cosmopteryx belouacma, n. sp.

^. 9—10 mm. Head dark shining bronze, crown with three fine white

lines, face lighter bronze. Palpi white, lined with black. Antennas blackish,

dotted and towards base lined with white, four apical joints white, then five

blackish, one white, one blackish, one white. Thorax dark shining bronze^

with three fine white lines. Abdomen bronzy-fuscous, dorsally partially

suffused with orange. Posterior tibiis black with white median and apical

rings, and a silvery-metallic ring between these. Fore wings narrowly lanceo-

late, widest near base, apex narrowly long-produced
; blackish ; dorsal edge

white near base ; a transverse series of three short white dashes not reaching j

subcostal rather oblique, longest, subdorsal shortest ; a broad orange transverse

postmedian band, margined anteriorly by a vertical violet-golden-metallic fascia

and posteriorly by two violet-golden-metallic ver'^ical-transverse spots edged

anteriorly with black, lower spot wholly anterior to upper and not meeting it

if produced ; between these a short acute-triangular orange projection not

reaching beyond upper spot ; a short pale violet-golden-metallic dash midway

between this and apex, and another at apex, with a white dash in apical cilia :

cilia dark fuscous, with a costal white spot on posterior edge of band. Hind-

wings dark fuscous ; cilia rather dark fuscous.

Khasis, from March to May ; three specimens. Larger than cutharacma,.

with the subcostal line longer, the orange colour not surrounding lower metallic

spot, a metallic dash in apex, and a white dash in cilia instead of

the dot.

Cosmopteryx basilisca, n. sp.

^. 8 mm. Head dark shining bronze, crown with three fine white lines,

face lighter bronze. Palpi white lined with black. Antennae blackish, dotted

and towards base lined with white, four apical joints white, then five blackish,

one white, one blackish, two white. Thorax dark bronze, with three fine whit

lines. Abdomen bronzy-fuscous, dorsally tinged with orange, apex whitish..

Posterior tibise blackish, with white m.edian and apical and silvery subapical

rings. Forewings narrowly lanceolate, apex nariowly long-produced ; dark

fuscous ; dorsal edge white towards base ; a transverse series of three short

white dashes before |, subcoscal rather oblique, subdorsal shortest ; costal edge

white for a short space before band ; a broad orange transverse postmedian band

margined anteriorly by a vertical violet-golden-metallic fascia, and posteriorly

by two violet-golden-metallic vertical-transverse spots, lower spot wholly ante-

rior to upper ; between these a short fine orange line runs to termen, and from

close beyond this a fine silvery-white line to apex : cilia dark fuscous, with
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:i wliite costal spot on posterior margin of band. Hindwings dark fuscous ; cilia

rather dark fuscous.

Puttalam, Ceylon, in November (Pole) ; one specimen. Amongst the orange

banded species with lower metallic spot wholly anterior to upper it is charac-

terised by the arrangement of the white basal streaks, the white costal edge

before band, and the almost entire white apical line.

Cosmopterijx paltopliunes, n. sp.

^. 11 mm. Head dark bronzy-fuscous, crown with three fine white lines,

face pale bronzy. Palpi white lined with black. Antennae blackish, towards

base lined with white, four apical joints white, then five blackish, one white

one blackish, one white. Thorax dark fuscous, with three fine silvery- white lines.

(Abdomen broken.) Vosterior tibiaj blackish, with white median and apical

rings, and a silvery-metallic ring between these, Forewings narrowly lan-

ceolate, apex slenderly long-produced, caudate ;
blackish-fuscous ; dorsal edge

silvery-white towards base ; a silvery subcostal somewhat oblique line from

base to beyond \ ; a silvery median line from near base to beyond 5 ; a silvery

subdorsal line extending rather beyond median but not nearly reaching base
;

a broad orange postmedian transverse band, anteriorly edged by a slightly

oblique pale golden-metallic fascia followed by a few black scales and above

middle by a large black dot, and posteriorly by two pale golden- metallic

spots edged with black anteriorly, lower larger and somewhat anterior, between

these a rather long and broad orange projection extends to termeu, and is

continued as a white streak along termen to apex : cilia rather dark fuscous, on

costa with a whitish spot on posterior edge of band. Hindwings dark fuscous
;

cilia rather dark fuscous.

Khasis, in August ; one specimen. Differs from the similar gi'oup by the

long median line, which however does not reach base.

Cosmopteryx rnimetis, Meyr.

(Cosmopterijx mimetis, Meyr., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales, 1897, 339.)

^ $. 8-10 mm. Antennfe with one or two apical joints blackish, then two

white, four or five blackish, one white, one blackish, one white. Abdomen dark

bronzy-fuscous, sometimes orange-tinged. Forewings dark fuscous ; a white

oblique subcostal line from base to }, and short white median and subdorsal

lines, widely remote from base and band ; costal edge shortly white before

band ; a broad postmedian orange band narrowed downwards, margined by pale

golden-metallic fasciae, first followed by a black dot above middle, second edged

anteriorly with some blackish scales and interrupted above middle by an orange

projection, whence proceeds a more or less slightly interrupted white line to

apex, sometimes partially marked with yellow. Hindwings dark fuscous.

Maskeliya and Puttalam, Ceylon, in October, and from January to April

(Pole, Green); Nilgiris (Andre wes); also from Kuching, Borneo (Hewitt);

deicribed from Eastern Australia, and I have specimens from New Guirea.

I have briefly redescribed this species for convenience of comparison ; it is at

once known from its nearest allies by the dark apical joint of antennae. A
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similar Australian species, C. laacrula, Meyr., which also has the dark tip, has

longer white median and subdorsal lines, and orange abdomen.

Cosmopteryx vexillarls, n. sp.

^. 10 mm. Head dark fuscous, crown with three fine white lines, face

bronzy-whitish. Palpi white lined with black. Antennae dark fuscous, towards

base lined with white, four apical segments white, then five dark, one white, one

dark, two white. Thorax dark fuscous, with three fine white lines. Abdomen

dark grey, dorsally mixed with orange-ochreous suffusion. Posterior tibia;

blackish with white median, anteapical and apical rings. Forewings very

narrowly lanceolate, apex slenderly long-produced, caudate ; blackish
; dorsal

edge white towards base ; an oblique white subcostal line from near base, and

a silvery-white median line from base, confluent posteriorly and nearly

reaching | ; a white subdorsal line from near base to slightly beyond them ;

costal edge white for a short space before band ; a broad orange transverse

band somewhat beyond middle, narrowed downwards, anteriorly margined by

a slightly oblique pale golden-metallic fascia followed by a black dot above

middle, and posteriorly by two golden-metallic spots edged anteriorly with two

or three black scales, lower rather anterior, between these is a short narrow

orange projection, whence a sinuate white line extends to apex : cilia dark

fuscous, with a white costal spot on posterior edge of band. Hindwings dark

fuscous ; cilia rather dark fuscous.

Khasis, in October ; one specimen. Specially distinguished by the peculiar

disposition of the anterior lines.

Cosmopteryx Icetifica, n. sp.

$^. 7-10 mm. Head bronzy, crown with three fine white lines, face

shining whitish. Palpi whitish lined with blackish. Antennae blackish, towards

base lined with whitish, three apical joints white, then five blackish, then one

or two white. Thorax bronzy with three fine white lines. Abdomen ochreous,

in $ infuscated, apex whitish. Posterior tibiae white, above greyish-ochreous

except at middle and apex. Forewings very narrowly lanceolate, apex very

slenderly long- produced, caudate ; ochreous-bronzy
; costal edge white from

near base to § ; dorsal edge white towards base
; a fine white subcostal slightly

oblique line from base to ^ ; a fine white median line from base to near

band ; a short fine white subdorsal dash beneath posterior extremity of this
;

ft moderate orange transverse band slightly beyond middle, anterior edge

marked with two round golden-metallic spots, upper followed by a large black

dot, lower slightly posterior, band posteriorly margined by two golden-metallic

spots preceded by a few black scales, upper small, lower large, hardly anterior,

between these a suffused elongate orange-yellow projection extends to termen

and is continued as a white line along termen to apex: cilia bronzy-whitish.

on costa white. Hindwings grey ; cilia bronzy-whitish.

Diyatalawa, Ceylon (Fletcher) ; Nilgiris, 3,500 feet (Andrewes) ; from July

to September, seven specimens. Distinct by the ochreoua-bronzy ground

colour, white costal edge and cilia, and white suffusion of tibise.
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Cosmopteryx manipularis, n. sp.

^9- 10 mm. Head dark fuscous, crown with three fine white lines, face

whitish. Palpi white lined with blackish. Antennte blackish lined with white,

three apical joints white, then five blackish, one white, one blackish, one white,

three white with fine apical blackish rings, several white. Thorax dark fus-

cous, with three fine white lines. Abdomen orange, sides and segmental

margins fuscous, two apical segments fuscous, margins whitish. Posterior

tibiai blackish with white median and apical rings, and a silvery ring near apex.

Forewmgs very narrowly lanceolate, apex slenderly long- produced, caudate ; dark-

fuscous ; dorsal edge white towards base ; a fine white somewhat oblique

subcostal line from base to :[ ; a fine white median line not nearly reaching

base or band ; a fine white subdorsal line from beneath apex of subcostal to

rather near band ; costal edge white for a short distance before band ; a broad

ochreous-yellow transverse band beyond middle, anterior edge marked with

two pale golden-metallic spots, upper followed by a black dot, lower larger and

somewhat posterior, posterior edge marked with two pale golden-metallic

spots preceded by some dark fuscous scales, lower larger, hardly anterior, from

between these a sinuate yellow streak becoming white on posterior half extends

along termen to apex : cilia fuscous, on costa whitish towards posterior edge

of band. Hindwings dark grey ; cilia fuscous.

Maskeliya, Ceylon, in May (de Mowbray) ; N. Coorg, 3,500 feet, in October

and November (Newcome) : three specimens. This and the two next species

have the band yellow, not orange, margined on each side with two golden-

metallic spots ; C. manipularis is the smallest of the three, and is distin-

guished by the median line not nearly reaching base.

Cosmopteryx aculeata, n. sp.

,^9. 12-13 mm. Head rather dark bronzy-fuscous, crown with three fine

white lines, face bronzy-whitish. Palpi white lined with dark fuscous.

Antennae blackish lined with white, four apical joints white, then five blackish,

one white, one blackish, two white. Thorax rather dark bronzy-fuscous, with

three fine white lines. Abdomen light orange, sides and segmental margins

pale shining fuscous, last two segments pale fuscous with whitish margins.

Posterior tibije dark fuscous with white median, anteapical, and apical rings.

Forewings very narrowly lanceolate, apex slenderly long-produced, caudate :

rather dark bronzy-fuscous ; dorsal edge white towards base ; a fine white

somewhat oblique subcostal line from base to g : a fine white median line from

very near base to near band ; a fine white subdorsal line from beneath apex of

subcostal to very near baitd ; costal edge white for a short space before band ; a

I'Poad yellow transverse band beyond middle, narrowed downwards, anterior edge

marked with two pale golden-metallic spots, upper followed by a black dot, lower

posterior, posterior edge marked with two pale golden-metallic spots preceded

l>y a few black scales, lower larger and slightly anterior, oblique, from between

these a sinuate white line, yellow at base, extends along termen to apex : cilia

fuscous, on costa whitish on edge of band. Hindwings dark trrey cilia fuscous
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Maskeliya, Ceylon (Pole) ; Khasis ; Fort Stedman, Burma (Manders) ; from

July to November, and in March; eight specimens, C.palUfasciella, Snell, bred

from sugarcane in Java, should be nearly allied to this (it is unknown to me),

but apparently considerably smaller, with the median line not so long, the

metallic anterior margin of band practically entire, and the lower of the two

posterior spots slightly beyond the upper (according to the figure),

Cosmopteryx spiculata, n, sp,

^,11 mm. Head rather dark bronzy-fuscous, with a fine white line on each

side of crown, face bronzy-whitish. Palpi white lined with blackish. Antennae

blackish lined with white, three apical joints white, then three blackish, one

black, one white, one black. Thorax rather dark bronzy-fuscous, with three

very fine white lines. Abdomen pale bronzy-grey, scutellum and sides silvery-

shining, apex whitish. Posterior tibiae dark fuscous with white median,

anteapical, and apical rings. Forewings very narrowly lanceolate, apex slenderly

long-produced, caudate ; rather dark bronzy-fuscous ; dorsal edge white to-

wards base : a very fine white somewhat oblique subcostal line from base to | ;

a very fine white median line from very near base to g^ ; a very fine white sub-

dorsal line from beyond apex of subcostal to rather near band ; costal edge

white for some distance before band ; a broad yellow transverse band beyond

middle narrowed downwards, anterior edge marked with two pale golden-

metallic spots, upper followed by a black dot, lower posterior, posterior edge

marked with two pale golden-metallic spots preceded by a few blackish scales,

lower larger and slightly anterior, oblique, from between these a sinuate yellow

line becoming white on posterior half extends along termen to apex : cilia

whitish-fuscous tinged with ochreous, on costa whitish on edge of band.

Hindwings grey ; cilia pale bronzy-grey.

Maskeliya, Ceylon, in July ( Pole ) ; one specimen. Very like aculeata, but

distinguished by the diiierently coloured abdomen, the extreme fineness of the

antemedian lines ( finer than in any other species), which are also shorter

posteriorly, the yellower apical streak, and lighter grey hindwings.

Cosmopteryx hamifera, n. sp.

$. 8 mm. Head rather dark bronzy-fuscous, with a fine white line above

each eye, face whitish. Palpi whitish lined with dark fuscous. Antennae dark

fuscous lined with white towards base, three apical joints white, then two dark

fuscous, one white. Thorax rather dark bronzy-fuscous, patagia whitish except

shoulders. Abdomen pale ochreous suffused with fuscous, apex whitish.

Posterior tibiae dark, fuscous, with white median, anteapical, and apical rings.

Forewings narrowly lanceolate, apex long-produced, caudate ; rather dark

fuscous
; costal edge white from near base to f ; a fine white subcostal line

from base to | ; a white median line from base to band ; a white subdorsal

line from \ to band, where it joins apex of median ; a broad light yellow trans-

verse band extending from middle of wing to f, anterior edge marked with two

rounded pale golden-metallic spots, upper followed by a well-marked black dot,

lower directly beneath upper, band crossed beyond its middle by a transverse
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silvery-whitish fascia ; a silvery-whitisli streak from band along termen to

apex : cilia pale whitish-bronzy, on costa white. Ilintlwings grey ; cilia pale

whitish bronzy,

Ceylon (probably low country) ; one specimen,

Cosjnopleri/x artifica, n. sp.

^. 8 mm. Head dark bronzy-fuscous, with a fine white line above each

eye, face bronzy-whitish. Palpi white lined with blackish. Antennas whitish

hned with dark fuscous towards base, four apical joints whitish, then five dark

fuscous, one white, one dark. Thorax blackish, patagia each with two white

lines. Abdomen ochreous-orange dorsally, sides and last two segments fuscous-

whitish. Posterior tibite dark fuscous, with white median, anteapical, and

apical rings. Forewings narrowly lanceolate, apex very slenderly long-pro-

duced, caudate : blackish-fuscous ; costal edge white from base to band ; a fine

white slightly oblique subcostal line from base to near ^ ; fine white lines above

and below fold from base to band ; a broad light ochreous-yellow transverse

band extending from before middle to '^, anterior edge marked with two pale

golden-metallic almost confluent spots followed by black dots, lower rather

posterior, the band divided into two by a transverse undefined pale golden-

metallic fascia beyond its middle ; a white sinuate line along termen from band

to apex : cilia pale whitish-bronzy, on costa becoming white anteriorly. Hind-

wings pale bronzy-grey, more whitish towards base ; cilia pale whitish-bronzy.

Diyatalawa, Ceylon, in August (Fletcher) ; one specimen.

i.'osmopterij.v, ingenioaa, n. sp.

$ $ . 12-13 mm. Head dark shining bronze, with a fine white line above

each eye, face whitish. Palpi white lined with dark fuscous. Antennae whitish,

towards base lined with dark fuscous, three apical joints white, then five

dark fuscous, one white, five white with dark fuscous apical rings. Thorax

dark brown, patagia white except shoulders. Abdomen whitish-ochreous, dor-

sally orange except on segmental margins. Posterior tibiae dark fuscous, with

white median, anteapical, and apical rings, Forewings narrowly lanceolate,

apex very slenderly long-produced, caudate ; rather dark bronzy-fuscous
;

costal edge white throughout
; a fine white line out of this near base, continued

obliquely beneath costa to near band ; white median and subdorsal lines

running from base to band, between these a very fine pale yellowish line of

equal length ; a broad yellow transverse band slightly beyond middle, anterior

edge marked with two round golden-metallic spots, upper followed by a black

dot, lower slightly posterior, band edged posteriorly by a golden -metallic

transverse line, interrupted in middle, beyond which however a triangular

yellow projection extends and is continued as a strong white sinuate line to

apex : cilia whitish ochreous tinged with fuscous. Hindwings grey : cilia

whitish-ochreous tinged with fuscous.

Khasis, in September : four specimens.

Persicoptila chiasta, n. sp.

^. 16 mm. Head whitish with a fuscous mark on each side of crown, face
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white. Palpi white, extreme apex of second joint grey, terminal joint with

two fine indistinct grey rings. Antennae ochreous-whitish, beneath dotted with

dark fuscous. Thorax light fuscous, with margins of patagia and a dorsal line

white. Abdomen light ochreous-yellowish, towards apex white, on sides;

marked with blackish, beneath white. Posterior legs white banded with pale

greyish-ochreous, tibiae with very large expanded brush of light crimson-

rosy scales mixed with dark fuscous. Forewings very narrowly lanceoIate„.

widest near base and gradually narrowed to acute apex ; fuscous suffused with

dull crimson
; a narrow very oblique white facia beyond middle, and a trans-

verse rather inwards-oblique white line near apex, space between these pale

brownish faintly tinged with crimson, in disc at | with two or ithree dark fus-

cous scales surrounded by indistinct white suffusion ; apical area darker fus-

cous, with a white apical dot ; cilia pale brownish, with some scattered black

points near base, at apex with a dark fuscous median line followed by a

whitish spot. Hindwings rather dark grey ; cilia pale ochreous.

Ohiya, Ceylon, G,000 feet, in August (Fletcher)
;
one specimen.

ETHMIADAE.
I accept the suggestion of Mr. A. Busck that this is a good and distinct

family, separable from its nearest allies by the origin of vein 5 of hmdwings.

which is associated in direction with (i and 7 instead of with 3 and 4. The

two following genera are certainly referable to it, they differ from Echmia

in having 7 and 8 of forewings separate, but agree in all essential characters.

Aetherasfis, n. g.

Head with appressed scales : ocelli small ; tongue developed. Antenna?

5, basal joint large, with strong pecten of dense scales. Labial palpi mode

rate, ascending, slender, second joint loosely scaled, terminal joint shorter

than second, pointed. Maxillery palpi very short, loosely scaled, appressed

to tongue. Posterior tibias clothed with long rough hairs. Forewings with

2 from I, 3 and 4 long-stalked, 5 approximated, 7 to costa, 10 from near

end of cell. 11 absent. Hindwings 1, elongate -ovate, cilia i ; 3 and: 4 stalked,

r»-7 somewhat approximated towards base.

Allied to ConiocW^es, from which it differs by the stalking of 3 and 4 of

forewings, and absence of vein 11.

Aetherastis uranias, n. sp.

9. 28 mm. Head, palpi, and antennae ochreous white. Thorax ochreous

white, with four black spots arranged in a diamond on back, and two others

on patagia. Abdomen whitish ochreous. Forewings elongate, moderate,

costa moderately arched, apex rounded-obtuse, termen obliquely rounded ;

white closely speckled with black and suffused with bright pale blue except

along costal edge and at base ; black basal dots on costa and in middle :

two small round black spots near base, viz., median and subdorsal, and three

others near beyond these, viz., subcostal, median, and subdorsal : cilia blue

white, basal third light ochreous yellow. Hindwings pale grey tinged with

whitish ; cilia as in forewings.
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IVradenij'.a, Ceylon, in ^Tjircli (Grecii) : one specimen. A curious insect

•if exceptional colouring.

ComoiT/tis thesipias. n. sp.

^. ;54 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax white. Antenniv, whitish-ochreous.

Abdomen pale grey, anal tuft whitish. Forewings elongate, costa moder-

ately arched, apex obtuse, termen obliquely rounded
;
pale greyish ochreous :

a white basal fascia, leaving a small spot of ground colour on base of costa ;

a small white dorsal spot close beyond faacia ; a thick white streak along

costa from fascia to ^ : an oblong yellow-ochreous patch extending through

lower part of disc almost from basal fascia, terminated by a crescentic white

mark in disc at ^, and a quadrate white tornal spot connected with it, ground

colour above and below this patch suffused with black irroration
; an

irregular white streak from 4 of costa to middle of termen, with a projectioi*

inwards from near upper extremity, space between this and preceding

white markings suffused with black and irrorated with white ; apical area

yellow-ochreous tinged with fuscous : cilia white. Hindwings dark grey -

cilia grey, at apex with a white patch.

Kandy, Ceylon, in October (Green) ; one specimen. Very similar to

C. olyinpia. but easily distinguished by the ochreous apex of forewings,.

nbsence of black lines on veins in ochreous discal patch, and other details.

PLUTELLIDAE.
Phifcndes taonopa, n. sp.

9. 20 mm. Head dark fuscous, face brilliant deep prismatic green-

blae. Palpi white, towards apex black. Antennse dark purple fuscous.

Thorax dark bronzy fuscous, beneath pearly white. Abdomen dark fuscous,

beneath with broad pearl white bands attennated laterally. Forewings elon-

gate, rather narrow, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly arched, apex obtuse,,

termen hardly rounded, somewhat oblique ; and 7 stalked ; dark bronzy

fuscous ; basal area slightly sprinkled with whitish ; a blackish fuscous trans-

verse line at f terminating in a semi-circular dorsal blotch, edged anteriorly

by a streak of white irroration,- and posteriorly by a broad fascia of white-

irroi-ation. indistinctly double and narrowed towards costa ; a small white

mark on costa at -J, whence an undefined streak of whitish irroration pro-

ceeds outwards beneath costa and again inwards to disc at i| and thence to

dorsum before tornus : cilia dark fuscous, with a few whitish specks. Hind-

wings blackish fuscous : an ochreous yellow streak beneath vein Ife. from

base to beyond middle ; an elongate ochreous yellow blotch in disc above

middle, extending from i to 5 ; cilia pale yellowish with a blackish basal line,

at apex suffused with dark fuscous.

Khasis, in October : one specimen. This distinct species differs from the

rest of the genus in the stalking of veins 6 and 7 of forewings, but is so

obviously allied in all other characters that it is unnecessary to separate it

genetically
; moreover in one example of P. chiunardis these two veins are

connected in middle in one wing, showing variability in this direction.

18
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Phycodes chionardis, n. sp.

$ 9. 17-18 ram. Head dark shining bronzy fuscous with violet reflections,

collar and posterbital scales white. Palpi white, terminal joint minute,

black. Antennas dark fuscous. Thorax dark fuscous, scales finely edged

with whitish. Abdomen blackish, segmental margins white, beneath much

more broadly. Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly arched,

apex obtuse, Lermen nearly straight, somewhat oblique ; dark purplish

fuscous, finely irrorated with white : the coalescence of this iiToration

seems to form three undefined transverse lines before middle separated by

dark lines, and there is a rather large undefined dark costal spot beyond

these : cilia deep coppery-purplish. Hindwings blackish fuscous ; a narrow

white median streak from rather near base to middle hairs of 16 white ; cilia

white, with a blackish fuscous basal line, round apex tinged with coppery-

purplish.

Polgahawela and Rambukkana. Ceylon, in May and June (Alston) ; one

specimen.

Phycodes chalcocrossa, n. sp.

9. 20 mm. Head bright brassy-metallic, back of crown and a line

between antennfe dark fuscous, collar whitish. Palpi white, terminal joint

very short, black. Antennfe blackish. Thorax fuscous, all scales margined

and some centred with whitish. Abdomen fuscous, segmental margins

white, beneath much more broadly. Forewings elongate, posteriorly

dilated, costa slightly arched, apex obtuse, termen slightly rounded,

somewhat oblique ; dark purplish fuscous, on basal area with all scales

edged and some streaked with whitish, elsewhere very densely irrorated

with whitish, on median area forming fine transverse sfcrisB ; a slender dark

fuscous transverse fascia at |, only minutely speckled with whitish ; two

very small dark fuscous spots on costa beyond this, and several more or

less marked minute dark strigulaa before and between these markings

:

cilia bright coppery-bronze, above apex whitish. Hindwings blackish-fuscous ;

a cloudy median streak of whitish suffusion extending from near base to

middle
;
hairs of 16 whitish ; cilia fuscous with a dark fuscous basalline, outer

half white except round apex.

Arabia ; three specimens received from Standinger and Bang-Haas, by

whom the species has been distributed erroneously as minor Moore, and

recorded as such in Standinger's European Catalogue ; it is quite distinct from

minor by the larger size, bright coppery cilia, white streak in hindwings, bright

brassy head, and other characters : hence I thought it best to stop the con-

fusion by describing it here, as it may very possibly be found to occur in

India also.

Phycodes cymineuta, n. sp,

^. 15 mm. Head and thorax blackish finely irrorated with whitish, face

metallic blue-greenish. Palpi white, terminal joint short, black. Antennje

blackish. Abdomen dark grey, beneath white. Forewings elongate, posteriorly
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dilated, costa slightly arched, apex obtuse, termen nearly straight, somewhat

oblique ; dark pur|)lish-fuscous, finely irrorated witli white specks, which on

uuterior half are combined into fine white transverse striaj ; the absence of

ihese stria) produces a slender dark transverse fascia at \, four undefined dark

dots on costa before this and one beyond it ; terminal area with purplish-

coppery reflections : cilia fuscous, slightly coppery-tinged, with a few whitish

specks near base. Hindwings blackish-fuscous, somewhat lighter towards

base ; cilia white with a blackish basal line, at apex with a fuscous patch.

Haputale, Ceylon, in June (Alston) ; one specimen.

Imma loxopis, n. sp.

9. 30 mm. Head orange, crown dark fuscous except on margins. Palpi

orange, upper ^ of second joint anteriorly dark fuscous, terminal joint minute.

Antenna) dark fuscous. Thorax dark fuscous, a line on each side of back and

margins of patagia orange. Abdomen orange, base of segments broadly

blackish. Forewings elongate, moderate, posteriorly dilated, costa gently

arched, apex rounded, termen rounded, little oblique ; 7 and 8 stalked ; dark

purplish-fuscous ; a narrow irregular orange basal fascia enclosing two .small

dark fuscous spots ; from this fascia rise seven longitudinal yellow-whitish lines

on veins and dorsum, reaching mostly to about middle ; an oblique transverse

rather narrow ochreous-white blotch in disc beyond middle : cilia dark fuscous,

Hindwings dark fuscous ; a slight orange median dash near base ; an orange

subdor.sal streak from near base to beyond middle ; cilia dark fuscous, with a

white apical patch.

Khasis, in July ; one specimen. Allied to calestis, Meyr., from China.

Ir'ulostoma , n. g.

Head with appressed scales ; ocelli present ; tongue developed. Antennae i

basal joint moderate, without pecten. Labial palpi long, recurved second joint

somewhat loosely scaled, terminal joint transversely compressed, acute, as long

as second. Maxillary palpi obsolete. Middle tibiae with tufts of long pro-

jecting bristles above in middle and at apex, posterior tibiae with appressed

scales slightly roughened above, basal joint of tarsi rough-scaled above. Fore-

wings with \h furcate, 2 from i, 3 from before angle, 4 from angle, 7 to apex.

11 from middle. Hindwings over 1, ovate, cilia | ; 3 and -l approximated at

base, 5 parallel, 6 and 7 slightly approximated towards base.

Allied to hilarograplia, of which it appears to be a development.

Irldostoma ichthijopa, n. sp.

9. 12 mm. Head dark fuscous, .sides of crown and a central line pale

yellowish, face grey, becoming whitish beneath. Palpi violet-whitish becoming

blue-grey towards apex of second joint, terminal joint dark grey with whitish

lateral lines. Antenna) dark fuscous. Thorax dark fuscous, shoulders suffused

with yellowish, margins of patagia ieaden-grey. Alxlomen dark fuscou.s. Fore-

wings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen

somewhat sinuate, rather oblique ; dark fuscous ; a narrow ochreous-orange

streak along fold from base to I, and a violet dark-edged streak above it
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extending to middle, margined above by an oclireous-yellow streak, four

ochreous-yellow streaks from dorsum terminating in posterior portion of this

violet streak, first incurved ; two oblique violet streaks from costa at ^ and \

curved at extremities so as to meet in middle of disc, enclosing an ochreous-

yellow dot above the loop : two violet lines rising together from a white dot on

costa at I and running to dorsum posteriorly, first nearly straight, second

strongly curved outwards in disc so as to enclose a space in which are two

longitudinal ochreous-yellow marks ; a rather curved violet line from a white

dot on costa at 4 to dorsum before tornus ; a narrow fulvous-yellow fascia

round apex and along termen to tornus, enclosing a series of seven black dots,

of which the uppermost is large and subtriangular, the second blue-centred :

cilia violet, tips coppery on lower part of termen. Hindwings dark fuscous,

cilia whitish-grey, with a dark fuscous basal line, tips pale violet.

Peradeniya, Ceylon, in April (Green) ; one specimen.

Hilarographa hermatodes, n. sp.

9. 17 mm, Head golden-yellowish. Palpi yellowish, second joint with a

fuscous median band. Antennas fuscous. Thorax bronzy-fuscous, patagia

orange-red edged with leaden-grey. Abdomen pale ochreous mixed with

fuscous. Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly arched, apex

rounded-obtuse, termen hardly oblique, rather deeply sinuate beneath apex ;

7 and 8 separate
; very deep reddish-orange ; markings dark leaden, costal edge

between them yellow ; supramedian, plical, subdorsal, and dorsal streaks from

base, all except dorsal terminated in an incurved transverse streak from

dorsum before middle, not reaching beyond uppermost, dorsal extended fur-

ther, base yellowish between them : six streaks from costa, first three rather

broad, first from near base, first two abruptly angulated round apex of supra-

median streak and continued as incurved lines to near dorsum where they

unite, third receiving above middle five similar paralleled lines from dorsum, the

first of which is dilated on fold and contains two dots of ground colour, fourth

and fifth costal streaks approximated and continued as a single sinuate blackish

line to tornus, sixth light blue and recurved to a yellow dot on costa close

before apex, inside this loop is a yellow wedgeshaped costal mark ; four

blackish dots near termen on lower half ; a violet-blue mark along termen

below middle, its terminal edge finely pale yellow : cilia shiniag leaden-grey,

with a blackish basal line, and a whitish spot on subapical sinuation. Hind-

wings reddish-fulvous suffused with fuscous, with a broad dark fuscous

terminal and dorsal band, leaving terminal edge fulvous round apex and upper

half of termen ; a suffused elongate patch of orange-yellowish in middle of

disc ; cilia orange-yellowish, with a blackish basal line, round apex infuscated,

Kandy, Ceylon, in May (G-reen, Alston) ; two specimens.

Hilarographa merinthias, n. sp.

$. 18 20 mm. Head orange. Palpi light orange, towards base violet-

whitish anteriorly. Antennse dark fuscous, strongly ciliated. Thorax orange-

fulvous more or less suffused with fuscous, longitudinally striped with leaden-
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grey. Abdomoii leaden-gi-ey mixed with dark fiiscoiis. Forewings elongate,

posteriorly dilated, costa gently arched, apex rounded, termen rounded, little

oblique, distinctly sinuate beneath apex ; 7 and 8 separate ; orange-fulvous :

bluish-leaden costal, median, subdorsal, and dorsal streaks from base, costal soon

leaving costa, all four terminated in a rather oblique blackish streak from ^ of

dorsum reaching ^ across wing ; five oblique leaden-bluish streaks edged with

blackish lines and rising from whitish dots on costa between | and apex,

reaching about ^ across wing, second shorter, third very short, but dark mai-gins

of both as long as the rest ; dorsal area from transverse streak at ^ to tornus

crossed by about eight rather oblique curved variably confluent and anastomos-

ing blackish streaks reaching almost to costal streaks ; a small leaden-metallic

spot on termen below middle, with large black dots above and below it ; a spot

of orange-yellow sufl'usion at apex : cilia rather dark fuscous, with blackish-

leaden basal line. Hindwings blackish-fuscous ; an elongate-triangular orange-

yellow patch in middle of disc, sometimes suffused with ground colour and

indistinct,

Khasis ; two specimens.

nUarographa mechanica, n. sp.

^. 18 mm. Head dark bronzy, side tufts and postorbital scales golden

-

yellowish. Palpi whitish, with strong violet- blue reflections. Autennse

dark fuscous, strongly ciliated. Thorax dark violet-fuscous, with

orange yellow lateral stripes. Abdomen dark fuscous. Forewings elongate,

posteriorly dilated, costa gently arched, apex rounded, termen little oblique,

hardly perceptibly sinuate
;

7 and 8 separate ; orange-fulvous, deeper and

brighter towards costa and termen ; costal edge dotted with whitish between

the dark streaks ; six pairs of oblique blackish streaks from costa, reaching ^

across wing, last five enclosing light grey-blue streaks, sixth less oblique and

whitish towards costa, anterior margin of fourth extended as a blackish line,

right-angled in middle, to tornus ; whole dorsal area from base to this line

crossed by twelve curved oblique dark fuscous lines extending almost to costal

streaks, and united above so as to form two or three longitudinal lines, fifth

and eleventh of the alternating lines of ground colour blue-whitish ; lower half

of angulated black line edged by five small indistinct fuscous spots suffused

with blue, beyond which is a series of three black dots, two upper very small,

lowest large ; apical margin suffused with yellow ; a leaden-blue mark on

termen beneath apex, almost connected with tips of fifth and sixth costal

streaks, and a leaden-blue line along lower part of termen, its upper extremity

bent away and followed by some black scales
; cilia violet-fuscous, with a

dark fuscous basal line, round apex and at tornus with patches of whitish

suffusion, and a whitish spot on subapical mark. Hindwings dark fuscous,

with an elongate-triangular ochreous-yellow spot in middle of disc; cilia whitish

with dark fuscous basal line.

Khasis, in July ; one specimen.

Bilarographa calathisca, n. sp.
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^. 10 mm. Head dark bronze, behind eyes light orange- ochreous. Palpi

whitish, with strong violet reflections, Antennae dark fuscous. Thorax dark

fuscous, lateral margins light ochreous. Abdomen dark fuscous. Forewings.

elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly arched, apex rounded, teimen

rather obliquely rounded ; 7 and 8 separate ; orange- fulvous ; six pairs of

oblique blackish streaks from costa crossing | of wing, enclosing light violet-

blue streaks rising from small yellow spots, fourth pair without blue streak

and with its posterior member reduced to a costal spot, sixth bent to termen

beneath apex, enclosed apical spot suffused with yellow ; dorsal | from base

to near tornus crossed by six oblique blackish streaks, first broad, next two

slender, fourth and fifth thick and largely confluent, sixth running into an erect

light violet-blue streak from dorsum before tornus, reaching half across wing
;

a shorter transverse light violet-blue streak from termen above tornus, its lower

extremity preceded and upper followed by small black spots : cilia bronzy-grey,

partially tinged with coppery-orange, with a blackish basal line, about apex and

on a subapical spot whitish-grey. Hindwings dark fuscous ; cilia grey

with dark fuscous basal line.

Khasis, in May ; one specimen.

IJiUtiographa citharistis, n. sp.

^$. 13-15 mm. Head ochreous-brown. Palpi whitish, with strong violet

reflections. Antennae dark fuscous, in $ simple. Thorax and abdomen dark

fuscous. Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa gently arched, apex

rounded-obtuse, termen rather obliquely rounded, sinuate beneath apex ; 7 and

8 separate ; orange fulvous ; markings light blue strongly edged with black on

costal edge whitish and more strongly black-margined
; four acutely

angulated transverse streaks on anterior half, first two subconfluent, third and

fourth connected on angle ; three streaks from costa on posterior half, third

longer and curved to near apex, from beneath first two a band of irregular

variable suffused and anastomosing black marks runs to dorsum beyond middle
;

two transverse streaks from dorsum before tornus, first reaching half across

wing, second shorter ; a curved series of four large black dots or small spots

beyond these ; an upward streak from termen below middle, followed by a

large black dot ; a short longitudinal subapical mark, white on termen : cilia

dark fuscous with a blackish basal line, above apex with a white patch on

which the blackish line is subbasal, on subapical and submedian streaks with

whitish spots. Hindwings dark fuscous, sometimes lighter and bronzy-tinged

in middle of disc
;
extreme apex tinged with fulvous ; cilia light fuscous, with

dark fuscous basal line.

Khasis, from July to September ; eleven specimens. The simple ^ antennae

are exceptional.

Htlarographa druidica, n. sp.

^9. 13-15 mm. Head dark fuscous, orbital margins yellow. Palpi

fuscous, towards base anteriorly violet-whitish. Antennae dark fuscous, in ^
strongly ciliated. Thorax dark fuscous, with a yellow stripe on each side of
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hack, and a short yellow lateral mark on patagia. Abdomen dark fuscous.

Forewings elongate-triangular, costa gently arched, apex rounded, termen

rather oblique, sinuate beneath apex ; 7 and 8 separate ; orange-fulvous ; a

blackish basal patch, its outer edge sharply angulated above middle, and

n]ar<Tined on upper portion by a violet black edged streak becoming yellow-

on costa, on lower portion by broad yellow streak attenuated at apex and

strongly black-edged posteriorly ; within this patch arc a curved yellow streak

from base of costa to disc and thence to near posterior edge above angle and a

short yellow mark from costa near base ; two oblique violet black-edged streaks

starting from white marks on costa before and beyond middle, and connected

bv three irregularly anastomosing black streaks with dorsum beyond middle
;

a violet black-edged streak rising from a white dot on costa at ^, and curved

round to meet an oblique white mark from costa near apex
;
a violet-golden-

metallic transverse streak from dorsum before tornus reaching half across wing

.ind another along lower half of termen, former nearly followed by a fine black

line, latter preceded by four small black spots and surmounted by another : a

white terminal dot beneath apex : cilia dark coppery-metallic, above apex white

with a black basal hue, and with a white spot on subapical dot, Hindwings

blackish-grey, sometimes paler and slightly bronzy-tinged in middle of disc
;

cilia pale gvey, with a blackish basal line.

Khasis, in May and from August to October : seven specimens. Nearly

allied to H. africana. Wals from Central Africa.

Gli/phipteryx asterias, Meyr.

(Anlicrafes asterias, Meyr. Journal Bombay X. H. 8oc., XYIII, 154.)

Having obtained additional material, I find this to be a true Glypldiiteryx

having the typical palpi (which were in bad condition in the type), with four

oblique white rings : it is however a very distinct form of the genus,

Gbjijliipteryx pyrogastra, n. sp.

(J 9. 15-16 mm. Head, antennye, and thorax purple-blackish, face grey.

Palpi black lined with white, terminal joint much longer than second. Abdo-

men fiery orange towards base purple-blackish. Forewing elongate, naiTow

at base, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly arched, apex obtuse, termen rather

strongly oblique, sinuate-indented beneath apex
; 7 and 8 separate

;
puiple-

blackish
; six blue-leaden metallic lines rising from white costal strigulae, first

at ^, short, second at ^, oblique, reaching half across wing, third rather curved,

running to dorsum near tornus, fourth and fifth short, sixth violet-tinged

running to subapical indentation ; a violet-metallic sometimes interrupted line

almost on termen from beneath this to near tornus, and a dot at tornus : cilia

bronzy-whitish with a blackish median line, interrupted with white on sub-

apical indentation. Hindwings dark grey, towards apex blackish-grey ; cilia

whitish-grey suffused with dark grey towards base.

Khasis, in August and September : two specimens.

Glyphipteryx hemipempta, n. sp.

^ 9. 7-9 mm. Head and thorax bronzy. Palpi white, with four rings and
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anterior edge towards apex black. Antennae fuscous. Abdomen darkiuacous,

ia $ with expansible lateral tufi of scales before apex, and expansible scales

iit apex, Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly arched, apex

obtuse, termen somewhat sinuate, oblique ; 7 and 8 separate ; all scales bronzy-

yellowish with dark fuscous bases, appearing to form fine transverse striae, but

bacoming bronzy- whitish towards base and on a broad discal patch above

tornus ; six bluish-leaden-metallic streaks rising from whitish marks on costa.

first before ^, somewhat oblique, reaching half across wing, second and third

direct, parallel, running to dorsum, fourth very short, fifth running to subapical

indentation, sixth close before apex ; three round adjacent black spots on lower

part of termen, each containing a golden-metallic dot ; veins on pale area above

these marked with fine black lines, and some short interneural black dashes pos-

teriorly : cilia whitish, basal third pale bronzy, indented with white beneath apex.

Hindwings dark fuscous ; cilia pale grey, suffused with dark grey towards base.

N. Coorg, .3,500 feet, in October and April (Newcome) ; Maskeliya, Ceylon,

an January (Pole) ; seven specimens.

Glyphipteryx endifica, n. sp.

^ 9- 10-12 mm. Head, antennre, and thorax rather dark bronzy-fuacous.

Palpi fuscous; internally whitish. Abdomen dark fuscous. Forewings elon-

gate, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly arched, apex obtuse, termen rather

-deeply sinuate beneath apex, oblique ; 7 and 8 separate
;
golden-ochreous-

bronze ; straight thick converging violet-metallic streaks, edged with dark

fuscous, from costa at j and f to dorsum at h and f , and a similar transverse

streak from costa between these not reaching half across wing ; an irregular

subtriangular black blotch extending along lower portion of termen, its

.anterior edge excavated, containing about sixteen violet-golden-metalUc dots

aud specks ; area between this and costa crossed by fine black lines on veins

and less marked blackish interneural lines
; a violet-blue-metallic streak from

~ of costa to subapical sinuation ; a white wedge-shaped marked on costa

before apex, becoming blue metallic at extremity : cilia bronzy, with a black

median line indented with white on subapical sinuation, outer half whitish-

grey, above apex fuscous, Hindwings dark fuscous
; cilia grey.

N. Coorg, 3,500 feet, in May, August and September (Newcome) ; four

specimens,

Glyphipteryx hilarodes, n. sp.

9. 10 mm. Head pale ochreous-yellowish with a central bronzy-fuscous

stripe, back of crown dark fuscous. Palpi yellowish-white, with a dark

fuscous anterior line. Antennee dark fuscous. Thorax dark fuscous, with a

yellow stripe on each side of back, (Abdomen broken.) Forewings elongate-

triangular, costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen slightly sinuate beneath

apex, rather oblique ; 7 and 8 separate ; blackish ; two pale yellowish strigula;

from costa near base ; a narrow direct yellow fascia at 5 ; an oblique blue-

metallic streak from a white dot on costa beyond 5, and a violet-metallic streak

from dorsum beyond middle, between the extremities of these are two orange
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dots preceded by a bluc-metullic dot and followed by a violet-metallic dot

above and below the latter are orange dashes, and beneath the lower of these

two orange dots ; an angulated violet-niotallic streak from a white dot on

costa at \ to a yellow dot on dorsum at ;], interrupted on angle, preceded by

an orange streak on upper portion, and closely followed Ihrougl.out by a

curved orange streak becoming orange-fulvous on costal half ; apical area

beyond this orange-fulvous, marked with three short violet-metallic anteriorly

black-edged streaks from white dots on costa, a suffused black apical spot,

and a small violet-metallic subapical spot : a short violet-metallic mark before

tornus, and a longer erect streak beyond it, between these an indistinct orange-

fulvous line connects apical area with tornus : cilia whitish, basal half blackish,

indented with whitish beneath apex, with a blackish apical hook. Hmdwings

with 6 and « nearly approximated at base ; blackish-fuscous ; cilia dark

fuscous, towards tips whitish-grey.

Khasis, in October ; one specimen. This distinct species apparently shows

real relationship with Uilarographa but is a true Glijphipteryx.

Glyphipleryx carenota, n. sp.

^ 9- 12-14 mm. Head and antennae dark bronzy. Palpi whitish-ochre-

ous, anteriorly dark fuscous except towards base. Thorax dark bicnzy, with

a pale yellow posterior spot. Abdomen dark fuscous, segmental margins

partially whitish. Forewings elongate narrow at base, posteriorly dilated, ccsta

slightly arched, apex obtuse, teimen sinuate-indented beneath apex, rather

strongly obUque : 7 and 8 separate
; dark fuscous bronze ; an acute-triangular

pale ochreous-yellow blotch on dorsum before middle, reaching | across wing :

an undefined median band of bronzy-orange suffusion, on which are two direct

transverse light blue-metallic streaks from whitish dots on costa before and

beyond middle, reaching nearly half across wing, and a longer similar streak

from dorsum betwi,>en them ; short similar marks from costa and dorsum near

beyond these ; an irregular elongate black blotch aloni^ termen from inden-

tation to tornus, containing from eight to ten golden-metallic dots ; area above

this blotch obscurely and suffusedly streaked longitudinally with whitish :

a violet-blue-metallic line from a white dot on costa at ^ tu subapical indenta-

tion, preceded and followed by more or less bicnzy-orange suffusion : a violet

blue metallic transverse line almost at apex from a white mark on costa : cilia

pale shining bronzy, with a blackish median line indented with white beneath

apex, outer half whitish, Hiudwings blackish-fuscous ; cilia whitish grey,

suffused with dark grey towards base.

Khasis, in May ; seven specimens.

Glyphipleryx 8;,narma, n. sp.

^. 12 mm. Differs from carenota only as follows: forewings with first

costal and dorsal alternating streaks replaced by a straight light blue-metallic

entire transverse line, longitudinal whitish streaks more defined.

Khasis, in October ; two specimens ; not in good order, but the species

seems to be certainly distinct.

19
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Glyphipteryx crotalotis, n. sp.

9. 16 mm. Head, antennae, thorax, and abdomen dark purplish -fuscous.

Palpi white, with three black rings and towards apex lined with black, second

joint with rough projecting hairs beneath. Forewings elongate, posteriorly

dilated, costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen sinuate beneath apex,

oblique ; 7 and 8 separate ; dark fuscous, slightly tinged with bronzy-purplish
;

a slender direct pearl-white fascia at i
; a slightly oblique pearl-white

streak from dorsum beyond middle, reaching fold ; six fine short oblique violet-

metallio streaks from costa, white on costa, first before middle, third rather

longer ; violet-metallic dots beneath tips of first and third ; a small oblique

violet-metallic mark before tornus ; two violet-metallic dots before lower

portion of termen, one on subapical indentation, and one or two specks in

disc before these : cilia fuscous, with a dark fuscous median shade, rather

sinuate on subapical indentation. Hindwings blackish, fuscous : cilia fuscous,

with dark-fuscous subbasal shade.

Khasis, in July ;
one specimen.

Glyphipteryx sclerodes, n. sp.

^9. 10-14 mm. Head, antenna;, thorax, and abdomen dark bronzy-

fuscous. Palpi white, with four rings and anterior edge towards apex black.

Forewings elongate, rather narrow at base, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly

arched, apex obtuse, termen somewhat sinuate, rather oblique ; 7 and 8

separate ; dark fuscous-bronze, veins in disc streaked with blackish ; two strong

slightly curved white-streaks from dorsum at \ and beyond middle, reaching

fold ; seven fine violet-golden-metallic black-edged lines from costa, becoming

white towards? costa, first five straight, oblique, first at ^, third and fourth

longest, reaching about half across wing, sixth and seventh less oblique curved'

seventh running to anteapical slnuation ; two violet-golden-metallic dots in disc

beneath third and fourth ; two erect violet-golden-metallic streaks from before

and beyond tornus, not reaching half across wing : cilia white, basal third

bronzy limited by a black line indented on subapical sinuation, at apex with a

black hook. Hindwings dark fuscous ; cilia grey, suffused with dark fuscous

towards base.

Maskeliya, Patipola, and Horton Plains, Ceylon, in December, January,

March, July, and September (Pole, Alston, Fletcher); six specimens. Those

from the higher elevations (the two latter localities) are larger and have the

dorsal white streaks rather conspicuously broader than the others.

Glyphipteryx bicornis, n. sp.

^9. 14-16 mm. Head and thorax fuscous. Palpi white with four black

rings, and anterior edge black towards apex, second joint with long rough

spreading tuft of mixed white and black hairs beneath. Antennae blackish

dotted with white. Abdomen dark fuscous, segmental margins partially

whitish. Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa gently arched, apex

obtuse, termen sinuate beneath apex, oblique ; 7 and 8 separate ;
rather dark

bronzy-fuscous, apical third more or less suffused with yellow-ochreous ;
two
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ochreous-white dorsal spots, first at |, narrow, fasciaforni, oblique, slightly

curved, reaching jj
across wing, second at ;v, broader, acute triangular, reaching

half across wing, terminated above by an oblique violet-metallic mark ; seven

oblique white strigulse from costa becoming violet-metallic downwards, first at

^, third longer, reaching half across wing, fourth continued as a rather curved

more or less interrupted violet-metallic line to doi-sum before tornus ; a violet-

metallic mark on subapical indentation, and two on lower part of termen : cilia

bronzy, witli a fine blackish median line indented with white, beneath apex,

outer half white, with a dark fuscous apical hook. Hiudwings blackish-

fuscous ; cili.i pale grey, suffused with dark grey towards base.

Khasis, in March and April ; three specimens. Nearly allied to sclerodes,

but differing by the tufted palpi, as well as details of markings.

Ghjphipleryx psychopa, n. sp,

,^9. 6-7 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax white. Antennae whitish-grey.

Abdomen light grey, apex whitish. Forewings elongate, narrow at base,

posteriorly dilated, costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen slightly sinuate, very

oblique ; 7 and 8 separate
;

pale bronzy-grey, on posterior half pale bronzy-

ochreous ; a suffused white streak along dorsum from base to first spot; five costal

and two dorsal white wedge-shaped marks edged anteriorly by oblique dark

fuscous lines, first costal in middle moderately long, second extended as an

irregular streak to termen above tornus, last three short, first dorsal beyond

middle, long, curved, sometimes mucTi dilated dorsally, second on tornus,

erect, moderate ; a small white spot on termen beneath apex ; a conspicuous

round black apical dot : cilia pale bronzy-ochreous, with a blackish median

line indented with white beneath apex, outer half whitish. Hindwings lan-

ceolate, gi-ey ; cilia pale ochreous-grey.

Diyatalawa, Ceylon, in July and August (Fletcher) ; seven specimens.

Glyphipteri/x maschalis, n. sp.

^9. I'l mm. Head and palpi white, crown bronzy-tinged. Antennae

grey, base white. Thorax pale ochreous-bronzy, sides of back suffused with

white. Abdomen dark grey, segmental margins whitish. Forewings elongate,

narrow at base, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly arched, apex obtuse, termen

somewhat sinuate, rather strongly oblique ; 7 and 8 separate ; light bronzy-

yellowish
; base and costa to first streak suffused with bronzy-fuscous ; five

oblique silvery streaks suffusedly edged with dark fuscous from white

spots ou costa, first somewhat before middle, reaching half across wing, second

somewhat longer, rest short, terminated by a large patch of dark fuscous

suffusion resting on termen beneath apex . a dark fuscous patch extending

along dorsum from base to praitornal spot, cut by a thick curved oblique,

white streak from dorsum before middle, broadly edged with dark fuscous

reaching more than half across wing, dilated dorsally : a white semi-oval

praitornal spot, above which the dark fuscous dorsal patch forms a projection
;

an erect silvery streak from tornus, reaching nearly half across wing, its

apex connected by a dark fuscous streak with apex of curved white dorsal
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streak, and posteriorly with subapical dark patch ; two small sometimes

confluent bluish-silvery spots on lower part of termen, partially edged

with black ; a silvery dot on termen beneath apex : cilia whitish bronzy,

with a blackish median line indented with white beneath apex, outer

half more whitish, with traces of a blackish apical hook. Hindwing

dark fuscous ; cilia whitish-fuscous, with a suiiused fuscous subbasal

shade.

Diyatalawa and Puttalam, Ceylon, in July, August, and November (Fetcher,

Pole) ; three specimens.

Glypliipteryx rhodanis, n. sp.

9. 14-16 mm. Head, antennae, and thorax bronzy-fuscous. Palpi dark

fuscous, with base, three rings, and sides of apex white. Abdomen dark

fuscous. Forewings elongate, narrow at base, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly

arched, apex obtuse, termen sinuate, rather strongly oblique ; 7 and 8 separate
;

bronzy-fuscous, posterior half ochreous-bronze ;
markings prismatic golden-

metallic, becoming white on costa, finely edged with blackish ; six short

oblique streaks from costa, first in middle, second longest, reaching half

across wing ; an upward-oblique streak from fold beneath apex of first

costal ; erect streaks from before and beyond tornus, not reaching half

across wing ; in a line between first of these and fourth costal are two small

spots in disc, followed by a small spot of blackish suffusion ; a small spot

on subapical sinuation ; a suffused blackish apical spot : cilia bronzy-whitish

with a blackish median line indented on subapical sinuation, and with a

blackish apical hook. Hindwings dark fuscous ; cilia light ochreous, suffused

with fuscous towards base.

Khasis, in May ; two specimens.

Glyphipteryx canachoden, n. sp.

^. 14 mm. Head blackish-bronze. Palpi white, with four rings and anter-

ior edge towards apex black. Antennae whitish ringed with blackish. Thorax

shining bronze. Abdomen grey, anal tuft grey-whitish. Forewings elongate,

rather narrow at base, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly arched, apex obtuse,

termen slightly rounded, oblique ; 7 and 8 separate
;
golden-bronze ; markings

prismatic golden-metallic, on costa whitish ; a streak on fold from near base to |;

six streaks from costa, first at 5, running to dorsum beyond middle, second and

third not reaching middle of wing, fourth slightly curved, running to dorsum

before tornus, fifth reaching half across wing, sixth running almost along termen

to tornus ; a black mark running from middle of disc obliquely downwards to

beyond fourth streak, by which it is interrupted, bearing a small round golden-

metallic spot near its anterior extremity : cilia whitish-grey, basal thii-d golden-

bronze, with a dark fuscous apical hook. Hindwings grey, lighter towards base; ii

cilia pale greyish-ochreous.

< Nilgiris, 3,500 feet, in May (Andrewes) ; one specimen. This belongs to the

group in which there is no subapical indentation in the median line of cilia, and

is nearly related to several Australian species.
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Glyphiptery.c anlidoxa, n. sp.

^9- 19-22 rum. Head wliitish-ocbreous more or less irrorated with dark

fuscous. Palpi fuscous-whitish. Anteanaj pale greyish-ocbroous dotted with

dark fuscous. Thora.^ whitish irrorated with dark fuscous. Abdomen fuscous

mixed with dark fuscous, segnental margins whitish. Forewings elongate,

rather narrow, slightly dilated posteriorly, costa slightly arched, apex rounded,

termen sinuate-indented beneath apex, rather oblique ; 7 and 8 separate
;
pale

whitish-ochreous finely irrorated with black ; markings cloudy, whitish ; a

sleader irregular fascia before ^, becoming obsolete towards dorsum ; a slightly

cuiTed median fascia narrow towards costa, broader and sometimes bifid on

doi-sal half ; three converging streaks from costa posteriorly, second often ob-

solete, uniting with an oblique discal streak near before them, a streak along

lower part of termen, and a small spot on tornus in a general cloudy suffusion :

two round black terminal dots about apex, and two others below sinuation ,

cilia whitish, with a black median line, basal half on tornus speckled with

blackish, elsewhere appearing dark fuscous in certain lights, Hindwings dark

fuscous ; cilia whitish- fuscous, suffused with fuscous towards base,

N. Coorg, 3,500 feet (Newcome)
; Madulsima, Ceylon (Vaughan) ; in Decem-

ber, and from March to June, six specimens. This is a singular species of

novel type.

Glyphiptenjx orymagdis, n. sp,

$. 13 mm. Head and Thorax whitish. Palpi whitish, second joint fuscou;-

except at apex, with long projecting tuft of scales beneath. Antennce grey.

Abdomen light greyish-ochreous, Forewings elongate, rather narrow, widest

in middle, costa gently arched, apex round-pointed, termen slightly sinuate

extremely oblique ; 7 and 8 separate ; light brownish-ochreous, more infuscated

on margins of markings, markings whitish
; about seventeen rather short oblique

streaks from costa between \ and apex ; a slender median streak from base to

if ; a rather broad dorsal streak from base to tornus, attenuated posteriorly
;

posterior half of wing longitudinally streaked with whitish between veins, on

costal half very confusedly ; some blackish scales on upper margin of median

streak posteriorly, and on lower margin of interneural streak beyond it : cilia

whitish, with a dark fuscous median line edged with brownish-ochreous pos-

teriorly, and a blackish apical hook. Hindwings narrow, pointed, 3 and 4

stalked
;
grey ; cilia whitish-ochreous.

Patipola, Ceylon, in April (Alston) ; one specimen. Allied to some Austra-

lian and New Zealand forms.

MICROPTERYGID^.

The interesting species described below is the first member of this

primitive family recorded from the Indian region ( for Walker's Micropteryx

acutipennis and J/, unicella have no real connection with the family, being

normal Tineidui), but since the family is characteristic of Europe and New-

Zealand, I have little doubt that it has been overlooked in India, and will be

found^to be-'fairly .rep resented. The species are usually small (the one described
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below is the largest known), very difficult to see on the wing, and liable to be

mistaken for Trlchoptera (caddis flies), to which in fact they are nearly

related. They should be looked for probably in damp but open forests of

Conifers at high elevations, especially in the spring.

Neopseustie, n. g.

Head with short loose hairs ; ocelli present ; tongue short. Antennae ^

filiform, with appressed hairscales, basal joint moderate. Tabial palpi moderate,,

porrected, filiform, with appressed scales. Maxillary palpi long, several-jointed

filiform, folded. Abdomen stout, swollen posteriorly. Posterior tibiae with

appressed scales, spurs short. Forewings clothed with hairs, but with scattered

scales on anterior half; lb connected with lower margin of cell by bar towards

base, Ic weak, appearing to rise from upper end of this bar, parting-vein

connected with lower margin of cell by bar towards base (besides the bar

forming posterior wall of cell), 2 and 3 stalked from angle of cell, 4 rising

from pai'ting-vein, which itself forms cell-wall for a considerable distance

beyond the second bar, 5 and 6 stalked from angle made by parting vein, with

bar above it, 7 and 8 stalked from upper angle of cell, 7 to apex, 9 out of stalk

of 7 and 8 near base, 10 absent, 11 from rather beyond middle of cell, 12

connected with costa by a bar in middle. Hindwings more rounded than fore-

wings posteriorly, clothed with hairs : \b connected with Ic by bar near base,

posterior cell-wall normal in form, 2 remote, 3 from angle, 4 from above angle,

5 and 6 stalked. 7 and 8 stalked from upper angle, 9 out of stalk of 7 and 8

near base, 10 absent, 11 from % of cell, 12 simple.

Slightly more specialised than the European Eriscranhi, to which it is most

related.

Neopseustis calliglmica, n. sp.

^. 20 mm. Head pale ochreous, with some dark fuscous hairs. Labial

palpi and antennae light fuscous. Maxillary palpi pale ochreous. Thorax pale

brownish-ochreous, with some silvery-white scales. Abdomen light yellow-

ochreous, appearing broad and subtruncate posteriorly, with upper and lower

lips, upper with sexual organs strongly depressed, lower short. Forewings

subovate, moderately broad, costa strongly arched, apex obtuse, termen rounded

rather strongly oblique ; whitish
; a fuscous patch covering anterior portion of

Aving and extending on costa to near middle and on dorsum to near tornus

irregularly marked with blackish-fuscous transverse spots or bars between veins

and thinly strewn with fine scattered violet-silvery-white scales, its outer edge

irregular and prominent above middle ; small brownish-ochreous spots on

dorsum at f and tornus
;
posterior area of wing strongly tinged with purple on

lower half, and with pale green between this and costal area ; at oblique irreg-

ular spot on costa at ^, an elongate mark along apical fourth of costa, a large

spot on termen beneath apex, and a smaller one below it light fuscous : (cilia

defective.) Hindwings light prismatic-grey, posteriorly strongly purple tinged
;

cilia whitish-grey (defective).

Khasis, in October ; one specimen, taken by a native collector. It is an
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insect of curious appeanmce. somewhat recalling small ^rctiada: of he

Nuiaria or C/iamaita type.

Synonymic Correction.

Argyroploce mosaica, Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Austr., XXV, 72.

This supersedes chjdonias, Meyr., Journ. Bomb. N. II. Soc, XVII, 734
;

Mr. Lower has recently sent me the type for inspection ; described from

Queensland as type of a supposed new genus Temnolopha.

Argyroploce poetica, n. nom.

I propose this name for the species described as mosaica, Meyr., Journ. Bomb

N. H. Soc, XVIII, 139, which in consequence of the above change finds its

name preoccupied.
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THE COMMON BUTTERFLIES OF THE PLAINS OF INDIA

(INCLUDING THOSE MET WITH IN HILL STATIONS OF THE
BOMBAY PRESIDENCY).

BY

T. R. Bell, i.f.s.

(With Plates F and IJ

( Continved from page 58 of this Volume.)

Sub-family—S^TYRING.

A. Eyes hairy.

a. Vein 12 of forewing and median vein both

swollen at base, with a subapical ocellus ; the

hindwing not tailed Mycalesis.

b. Vein 1 2 of forewing only swollen at base, with

no subapical ocellus ; hindwing with short

tail. Lethe.

B. Eyes naked.

a. Vein 12 of forewing not swollen at base. Melanitis.

h. Vein 12 of forewing swollen at base.

a . Upperside forewing with a preapical ocellus :

of small size, not exceeding 1-78" Ypthima.

h^. Upperside forewing with no ocellus : uniform :

of larger size, never less than 1-75".

a. Upperside : uniform vandyke-brown to

blackish brown : size never exceeding

2'i5" Orsotrioena.

b. Upperside hindwing at least tawny : size

never or rarely less than 3" ElymrJas.

Genus—MYCALESIS.
A. Forewing upperside with large prominent white

ocellus or " eye, " the pupil, low down on one

side, giving it the appearance of squinting.

Exp. I'lb" to 2-05"
, juno7iia.

B. Forewing upperside with an ordinary ocellus.

a. Forewing with the apex acute, not rounded.

Exp. 2-05" to 2-4"
, visala.

b. Forewing with the apex rounded.

a^. Hindwing underside : posterior three ocelli

only in a straight line. Exp. 1-68" to 2*1"

(vide Fig. 7, B.) i^erseus.
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Hindwing underside : posterior four ocelli in

a straight lino {viih Fig. 7, A).

C D
Fig. 6.—Underside forewings of ]ift/cale.<i^, showing secondary sex-mark of specialised

scales.

A. J/. pei:<etts, Fabr. B. M. polt/decta, Cramer.

C. 31. suhd'ta, Moore. D. M. viiala, Moore.

«'. Forewing underside in male : sex-mark

small, under 2mm. in length, black or

dark brown in colour. Exp. 1'9" to 2-2"

(vide Fig. Q,'B) pohjdecta.

A -^ B
Fig. 7.—Arrangement of ocelli on underside of hindwingin

A. Af. poli/dectfi, Cramer. B. J/, perseus, Fabr.

ft'. Forewing underside in male : sex-mark

larger, over 4ram., brown, never dark

(vide Fig. 6).

a'. The sex-mark not extending to trans-

verse white discal band. Exp. 1-75" to

2-2" (vide Fig. {],C) perseoides.

b". The sex-mark extending to and touching

the inner margin of that band. Exp.

1 -'J* to 2-35" (vide Fig. 6, G) subdita.

The ocellus of the forewiiicr under heads A and B is situated about

the centre of the forewino- nearer the outer mariiin than the base. The

sex-marks are only found in the males on the underside of the fore-

wing above the inner margin where they are easily seen on the satiny

white ground distinguishing that region {vide marginal Fig. 6). There

is, besides, on the uppei*side of the hindwing, facing this mark, a

conspicuoiLS tuft of long, recumbent hairs, generally white in colour.

20
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As regards the females of the last three species the descriptions will

have to be consulted and, even then, they are not easily distinguish-

able. The size of the ocellus on the upperside of forewing and the

more or less light suffusion around it affords no criterion of difference,

being very variable in the same species. The wet-season forms have

the ocelli on the undersides of the wings very clearly defined, promi-

nent and large; the dry- season forms have them very much reduced

in size {vide PI. F, tfgs. 37 and 37a), sometimes mere black or white

dots, or even altogether wanting and the ground-colour of the whole

wings underneath shaded and variegated, sometimes dark, sometimes

light, generally with a dark transverse fascia or line from costa of

forewing after middle to the inner margin of hindwing before tornus;

in the wet-season the colour of the underside is uniform and dark, the

fascia being then sometimes white.

Genus—LETHE.

A. Hindwing undei-side : basal half brownish-black

with a conspicuous pale or purplish transverse

straight line (male upperside forewing with two

prominent white preapical spots ; female with a

broad white oblique preapical band). Exp.

?.-45" to 3" euroiya.

B. Hindwing underside : basal half mottled and

shaded with greyish-brown and purple, no dis-

tinct transverse line.

a. Foiewing upperside male : imiform in colour

without spots ; of female : with oblique white

discal band, Exp. 2'55" to 2-7" dryptUs.

ht Forewing upperside male : with a costal and two

preapical white spots and another between

veins 2 and 3 with, mostly, a black dot on it

:

of female : with an oblique white band of

three white spots. Exp. 2*5" to 2*6" nilgmeiisii.

Genus—MELANITIS.
A. Forewing upperside : without, or with compai*-

atively small and narrow markings of ferrugi-

nous or ochraceous near apex.

a. The markings bordering a large suV)apical black

spot inwardly and above but not reaching to

the costa. Exp. 2-8" to 3-1" ismme.

h. The markings extending to the costa in a short

oblique bar.
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a', Uppersidc male : nearly black : upperside

female : is brown with oooUua and markings

much more distinct than in the dark

male, these markings black ; UTiderside

male : often with chalky spots in dry-

season form ; underside both sexes in wet

season striated like wet-season ismene. Exp.

2-75"... . varaJia.

b^. Upperside male and female: brown like

ismene, the black ocellus distinct, the under-

side resembling that of ismene also but the

male often with inky markings towards the

base of wings, always without white chalky

markings. Exp. 2-75" to 3*1" gohhala.

B. Forewing upperside : with a large patch of yellow-

orange near apex.

a. Forewing upperside with subapical black spots

large, confluent, extending inwards and join-

ing black patch beyond apex of cell. Exp.

3-25" to 3-5" zitenius.

b. Forewing upperside with subapical black spots

small, rarely wanting, never extended in-

wards, surrounded by orange patch. Exp.

2-8" to 3-3" hethami.

Of these insects ismene is the only one that can be said to belong

jircperly to the Plains of India and it is one of the very commonest

of all butterflies throughout the country. Betliami is yery local,

being recorded so far only from Pachmarhi in Central India. Zitenius

is probably altogether confined to the dense jungles and hills of

kSouth India, Sikhim, Assam, &c. The remaining two species are of

common occurrence in the bamboo jungles of the West Coast South

of Bombay and on the borders of the plains and may occasionally

stray into them ; varaha should certainly occur on the ghats round

the town of Bombay and gokhala is sure to turn up round Khandala

or slightly further South, but not under l,50(i elevation. The larvte

of the last three species are well known and are abundantly distinct ;

they are coloured green, dark and light in stripes, haye two straight

horn-like processes on the head and the tail ends in two well

separated points. The larva of aoLliala feeds upon bamboos, of

zitenius probably also ; of ismene and varaha upon grasses. Seasonal

dimorphism is strongly developed in all species.
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Geous—YPTHIMA.
A. Hindwing underside : with two subapical ocelli

;

the ocelli arranged in pairs in echelon. Exp.

l-25"-l-28" pldlomela.

B. Hindwing underside : with one subapical ocellus.

a. Hindwing underside : with two posterior ocelli,

the lower one geminate (with 2 pupils). Exp.

l-4"-l-7" asterope.

h. Hindwing underside : with three posterior ocelli,

the tornal one geminate.

a^. Hindwing upperside : brown. Exp. l*6"-r7'... huebneri.

b^. Hindwing upperside : partly pure white. Exp.
1-7" ceylonica.

The ocelli of the underskle of hindwing in these last two are all in

:a line, not ^chelonned in pairs as in phUomela. It should be noted

that the upperside of hindwing in the last species must be pure white

;

greyish-white or grey will not do : such is often the colour of the wing-

in the dry-weather i'ovm of huebneri. All these butterflies have a wet

^nd dry-season form, the former with all ocelli well developed and the

ground-colour finely striated on the underside and rather dark, the

latter with the ocelli reduced sometimes there to mere black spots and

the whole of the ground-colour on which they are placed suffused

with grey-white. This suffusion often invades the upperside in

huebneri. The larvas of philomela and huebneri have the head rounded

without horns but have the usual tnil-points : thoy are green and feed

•on grasses.

Genus—ORSOTRICENA.
A. Underside : with a transverse narrow white band

hardly 2mm. in breadth. Exp. l-75"-2" (^Vide

Fig. 8) meda.

Fig. 8.

—

0. meda. Underside.

B. Underside : the transverse white band much broader,

over 3mm. in width. Exp. 1*85"-2'15" mandai<t.
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Here again the ocelli on the underside are much more developed

in the wet-season forms though these do not differ much in colour

from the dry-season insects and there is no shading underneath in

either. Medals North Indian, mandata South Indian. There is a

sex-mark in the male on the forevving ahove vein J consisting of a fold

covered by a pencil of long hairs and on the hindwing on each side of

the median vein consisting of two recumbent pencils of hair covering

u patch of specialised scales. The larva of mandata is pink with very

long thin horns and shorter tail-points and lives on grasses. The

pupa is somewhat abnormal resembling that of the Morphince.

Genus-ELYMNIAS.
A. Upperside : male, terminal margin of forewmg

with blue spots ; female, Llack on terminal

margin of hindwing not extending along veins.

Exp. 2-85"-3-4" undularis.

B. Upperside : male, terminal margin of forewing

with white spots ; female, black on terminal

margin of hindwing extending along veins.

^ Exp. 3"4" caudata.

K These are both jungle insects of the hills, the first North Indian, the

^^ther South Indian. The larv« are like those of Melanitis but are

brilliantly coloured as also are the pup?e.

The following butterflies are figured in the coloured plates : Mela-

nitii i<mene (PI. D, Fig. 22) ; Mycalesis pohjdecta (PI. F, Fig. 37,

wet-season and Fig. o7a, dry-season form) ; Lethe nilgiriensu (PI.

F, Figs. 38, $ and 38a, 9 ) : Ypthima philomila (PI. F, Fg. 39).

The Sut'/nnce are, generally speaking, insects of the hills and

colder climates, not of the plains and tropics. Very few species occur

in the lower hills and open country in India and those that will

interest us are confined to half a dozen genera out of the twenty-five

mentioned in Colonel Bingham's book. Three of these genera con-

tain ninety species of which thirteen only concern us. Out of the

twenty species in the foregoing keys the majority are weak on the

wing, flying low down near the ground among grasses and under-

growth with a slow jerky flight. The genera Melanitis and Lethe,

I

especially the latter, contain insects which are strong and quick on

the wing though the style of the flight is the same as that of the

weaker ones. They are all f(»nd of shade and are to be met with chiefly

in the jungles among the undergrowth and dead leaves, or on the
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edges of clearino:s : where they may be found sitting on tree-trunks

and branches drinking the sap oozing from wounds or on the ground

lapping up the toddy fallen from the pots of the toddy-drawers. They

rarely visit flowers for food. Their flight is never sustained ; they get

up suddenly on being disturbed, flutter along for a bit and then drop

again suddenly. Lethe will rise sometimes straight into the air and

disappear among the tree tops overhead and will often settle high up.

Melankis will also fly up to a considerable height but nearly invariably

returns to the ground to rest after each flight. Elymnias is unlike the

usual Satyrines in that it never comes to the ground to rest but sits

about on leaves in damp shady places in evergreen jungles. This

last insect differs from the rest also in the colour of its wings, variegat-

ed with purple-black and tawny on the upperside with white or blue

spots in the males. All the others are dark-brown, earthy-brown or

blackish in colour, without as a rule, any striking markings beyond

an ocellus on the upperside. The undersides, however, are extremely

varied in shades of white, grey, brown, black, ochreous and purplish

with a violet bloom in some species. In Lethe some of the males and

all the females have white markings on the upperside of the forewing,

the latter always more than the former. In the other genera the

sexes are more or less alike. All Satyrines have, as a general rule,

ocelli on the upper or underside of the wings ; they are rarely

wanting, as for example, in most species of the genus Elymnias. ] n

the dry- season forms these ocelli are, however, very often so reduced

in size as to be nearly absent. Seasonal dimorphism exists in nearly

all genera and appears chiefly in the size and number of the ocelli of

the underside, also in the shade of colouration and even, in Melanitisf

in a considerable change of the outline of the wings. The great

difference in the appearance of one and the same insect in the wet

season and in the dry was the cause why each species of these but-

terflies was formerly split up into two or even three. It was only

in the later '80s that the effect of climate upon insects began to be

appreciated by the few and it was not until years later that its scope

eame to be fully recognised.

The Marbled White, the Meadow Browns, the Gatekeeper, Ring lets,

Heaths and the Grayling are all English Satyrines; the last exhi-

biting the same extraordinary adajjfation to its surroundings in the

colouration of the underside that Melanitis does in India; the former
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THE COMMON BUTTERFLIES OF THE PLAINS OF INDIA.

Explanation of Plate L

if Or.sotrioena mandata, Moore.

Elymnias caudata, Butler.

Discoplwra lepida, Moore.

Eulepis schreiberij God art.

Apatura camiha^ Moore.

Euthalia <jaruda, Moore.

Cyrestis tlvjodamas^ BoisduvaL

Dana is limniace^ Cramer.

Cethosia malwalta, Moore.

Pantopor'ia inara^ Doubleday.

Ergolis ariadne, Johanssen.

Abisara echerius, StoU.

Fapilio clytia, Linn.

,, pohjtes, Linn.

„ buddha, Westwood.

,, sarpedon, Linn.

Delias eucharis, Drury.

Appias libytliea, Fabr.

(All these are butterfly larvae.)

ng. 1.
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adapted to stoney ground and rooks, tho latter to vegetable soils and

fallen dead leaves ; they both have the habit of rising only when

torced to during the day, of flying only a short distance ])efore set-

tling again and of dropping to the ground suddenly, closing their

wings so as to show little of the upperwing and lying on their sides

to expose the whole undersurface of the hindwing.

The Satyrine egg is generally dome-shaped, slightly higher than

broad and is covered with minute cells, indistinct, as a rule, sometimes

more, sometimes less ; it is laid on the undersides of blades of grass

or bamboos or leaves of palms {Elymnias only), sometimes singly,

sometimes several together. fjethe, Ypthima, Orsotrioena and

Elymnias lay singly, the rest in batches, Melanitis yokhala as manv

as 25 together.

The larva is spindle-shaped without exception, i.e., it is fattest in

the middle, thinning considerably to both ends ; there are always

two tail-points and, very generally, two head-points also [vide Pi. I,

tigs, 1, 2 and '2a). The head is either square or round, slightly

bilobed with one point or horn on the vertex of each lobe. Ypthima

is the only genus in this paper that has larva? with hornless heads : they

have, however, small, pointed tubercles, surmounted each by a bristle,

instead. The head-points are sometimes developed into regular horns,

stout in Melanitis and Elymnias, slight and long in Orsotrioena, tooth-

like and small in Mycalesis, always well separated at the base except

in Lethe where they are contiguous and look like one. The tail-points

are also well separated except in the same genus where they, too, are

as one. The head is always large as compared with segment 2 and

there is a distinct neck. The surface of the body is very generally

rugose by reason of transverse rows of small conical tubercles sur-

mounted, each one, by a hair. All the larvee lie full stretched on

the undersides of l)]ades and feed from the edge when young in

little semi-circles, when grown they eat the ends square off ; they

do not travel far to pupate and suspend themselves in the usual

nymphalid manner in all our species with the exception of that of

Orsotrioena which is abnormal in this respect. Some of the northern

(English also) larvse pupate without suspending themselves : that of

the Marbled White for example just makes a hollow in some moss

and changes there ; the Grayling is said even to make a cocoon of

earth under the surface like a moth. This exceptional procedure has
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doubtless been evolved as a protection against northern severity of

climate.

The pnpa differs from the Dauaine in being slighter and in the

absence of a ridge along segment 7 ; indeed the abdomen is much

less swollen as compared to the thorax : there is often a considerable

carination along the dorsal line of thorax, a slight lateral expansion

of the wings, somewhat emphasised eye-points to the front of head,

tubercular risings on the dorsum of abdomen in some species and

always a distinct constriction behind thorax. The pupa can move

itself from segments i», 10 and some species produce an audible, dull

click in doing so. The colour is very generally green, ornamented

with gold along the carination of thorax and edges of wings some-

times ; but, from the habit of pupation low down near the ground

close to dead leaves or in dark places, the green of the chrysalis is

changed often to bone-colour with dusky dots, &c. The pups and

larvffi are very much ichneumoned.

The food plants are Grasses including Bamboos and Palms.

The following table will fix the genus of any larva found :—

A. Head round without horns or points Ypthima.

B. Head round with two closely applied points ap-

pearing as one =
Lethe.

C. Head square with well developed horns.

a The horns verv long and thin Orsotriana ( PI. I,

h. The horns naoderately long and stout.

a^. Laiva brightly coloured yellow, green and,

sometimes, red Ehjmmas (PI. I.

Jig. 2).

6». Larva of different shades of green Melanitis.

D. Head square with short, flattened, conical points. Mycalesis.

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES OF SATYRIN^.

Mycalesis junonia, Buthr.—'KaXQ and female : upperside dark umber-

brown ; both wings with ochraceous-yellow double subterminal line
,
cUia pale

brown.' Forewing with a large median and much smaller subapical white-center-

ed black ocellus, the latter with a yellow iris, the former with it white, the upper

portion very broad, the lower incomplete, the whole having the appearance of a

squinting eye. Hindwing uniform with two very small black ocelli. Umhrdde

is dull light brown with double subterminal line ;
both wings crossed near base

by a dark brown line, double on forewing ;
followed by a white discal line

beyond which are two ocelli on the forewing as on upperside, each encircled
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liy aa extra outer white ring ; on the hindwing a curved series of seven similar

•ocelli with a white band bordering them on both sides, the first and fifth from

oosta largest, the fourth and fifth generally coalcscent. A large bright ochra-

coous spot posteriorly on the hmdwing in the male. Antenna;, head, thorax

and abdomen brown. The male has the following sex-marks : above the dor-

sum of underside of forewing there is a patch of specialised scales on a satiny

-

white area ; facing this, on upperside of hindwing, near costa, there is a patch

of specialised scales covered by a pencil of long hairs. Exp. 44-52 mm.

Larva.—Body spindle-shaped as for the sub-family, rather stout in the mid-

dle, the head large as compared with segment 2, the anal end finishing in two

short, conical, fleshy points, close together at origin, then diverging slightly.

The head is squai-e, thick, with swollen cheeks and is broadest at the jaws ; each

lobe is surmounted by a triangular, short, stout, laterally compressed tooth :

the two teeth separated widely at bases and divergent ; surface of head and

teeth very finely rugose and extremely minutely haired ; a pair of largish tuber-

cles behind the teeth on margin of head, perhaps three. Surface of body is

covered with small tubercles and finely haired. Spiracles roundly oval, dull

black. Colour of body is dull dark-brown with a lateral row of about seven

^lighter brown diamond- shaped markings caused by diagonal lateral lines ; on

each segment 5-13 there is, laterally, a central small, white tubercle bearing no

hair. L. 28 mm ; B, 3 mm.

Pupa.—It is a dumpy little pupa : with a smooth surface at first sight ; with,

a trapeze-shaped head, straight and sharp-edged in front, the lateral corners

angled : segment 2 short ; dorsal line of head, segment 2 and front half of seg-

ment 3 is nearly perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of pupa ; the thorax is

humped, slightly carinated in dorsal line and short, evenly convex ; a distinct

shallow constriction behind thorax ; abdomen stout, circular in transverse sec-

tion, higher at segment 6 than apex of thorax, segment 7 being the highest and

broadest part of body : wings very slightly expanded in parallel lines along

their dorsal margins : the cremaster is short and square with two large lateral

round tubercles on each side of base and is fixed so that the pupa hangs very

much inclined towards the surface it is suspended from. Spiracles of segment

2 linear ; others oval, raised. Surface of wings and body minutely and irregu-

larly pitted ; subdorsal low tubercular rising on segments 5-9, some white, low

rounded tubercles on wing-surfaces. Colour bluish dark-green, dorsal line

of wings, cremaster and front margin of head broadly red-brown. The

ventral line of wings is slightly convex, not straight. L. 11*5 mm ; B : G mm.

Habits.—The egg is laid on the underside of a blade of grass, gene-

rally a soft grass, in the jungles among the undergrowth or on the

•edge of a path or clearing. The larva, emerging, keeps to the under-

-iile of the blade or low down on a stalk, lying often with its head

turned back on its side, holding on only with the prolegs. The

pupation takes place on the underside of a blade, from a perpendi-

' 21 . 4 '
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Gular stalk or even against the side of a rock sometimes, always close

to the ground. The imago is common enough in the Kanara Dis-

trict above and below the ghats at all times of the year, always in

jungles, however, hardly ever venturing into any considerable open

space. There is no reason why it should not occur in Kolaba or

Thana. In the monsoon the colours of the underside become much

brighter, the white bands then becoming leaden or silvery. The in-

sect is confined to the hills of Southern India. Needless to say the

larva feed on grasses. It will eat rice.

lO. Mycalesls visala, Moore.—Male and female : tipperside dark vandyke-

brown ; both wings with double subteiminal pale line. Forewing with a single,

white-centred, fulvous-ringed, black ocellus, generally set in a square pale

ai-ea in interspace 2 ; occasionally a similar small ocellue without pale area in

interspace 5. Hindwing uniform, sometimes with one or two obscure postmedian

ocelli. Underside : ground-colour similar
;
fore and hindwing crossed by a trans-

verse dusky-white discal band, well defined inwardly, diffuse outwardly, fol-

lowed by a postdiscal series of ocelli surrounded by a dusky-yellowish, some-

times purplish-white line ; the ocelli are similar to the ocelli on the upperside

and vary from two to four on the fore and from five to seven (the preapical

two being sometimes obsolescent) on the hindwing ;
of these the posterior /oz<y

are in a straight line ; finally, beyond the rows of ocelli there is a double, pale

or purplish-white subterminal line. Exp. 52-61 mm.
In the dry weather the upperside becomes lighter in colour ;

the underside

varies from ochraceous brown to dusky brown of a darker shade ; the basal half

of wings is conspicuously darker than the outer half ; the whole surface irror-

ated with fine brown striae ; sometimes a distinct dark discal fascia crosses both

wings ; ocelli nearly obsolete, indicated by minute white or black specks, the

posterior four on the hindwing in a straight line. Antennae, thorax and abdo-

men brown ; the club of the antenna3 with black and ochraceous marks. The

male has a patch of specialised scales set in a satiny area on underside near

dorsum of forewing and a patch of specialised scales near costa of upperside of

hindwing covered by a pencil of long hairs {vide fig. 6).

Habits.—The transformations of this species are not known. Its

distribution is Himalayas, Bengal, Central Provinces, South India,

Burma and Tenasserim. The insect is plentiful in the bamboo jungles

of Western "Ghats, especially in the vicinity of rivers and evergreen

iunoles. The sex-mark on the underside of the forewino- of the male

is long and extends beyond the transverse line crossing the wings

which distinguishes it from M. pohjdecta. The acuteness of the fore-

wing is most apparent in the dry -season forms.

1 1. Mycalesls perseus, F.—Male and female : upperside dark to some-
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Description of Plate F.

Fig. oi). Krgoliii ariadne, Linn., $.

., o7. MtfcalestK 2:)ohjde('ta^ Cramer, wet-seuson form.

o7a. do. do. do. dry-setison form.

38. Lclhc luhjiru'iisif!, Guerin, $

.

oba. do. do. do. 5 •

39. Yptli'iuba philomela, Johansseii.

40. Aliisara echerhts, Moore, $.

40a. do. do. do. $.
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what pale vandyke-brown. Forewinj^ with a white centred, fulvous-ringed,

black ocellus in interspace 2 and, rarely, a very small but similar one in inter-

space 5. Hindwing uniform, occasionally two or three obscure postmedian

ocelli present. Both wings with the double pale subterminal line. Underside

with the ground-colour and subterminal lines as on upperside, but crossed by a

purplish-white narrow discal fascia. Forewing with from two to four, hind-

wing normally with seven ocelli similar to, but more clearly defined than, the

ocelli on the upperside : on both wings the line of ocelli bordered inwardly and

outwardly by sinuous purplish-white lines. On the hindwing only the three

posterior ocelli in a straight line, the rest strongly curved outwards. In the

female the large ocellus on the upperside is always larger than in the male.

Exp. 42-54mm.

In the dry-season form the upperside is similar, the median ocellus generally

smaller. Underside brown, more or less suffused with purple and irrorated

with darker brown, minute, transverse striae ; the transverse discal band

obscure, often merely indicated by black dots at the veins, occasionally bordered

outwardly by an ochreous diflEuse band. Ocelli obsolescent
; but, when present,

mere dots arranged as in the wet form. AntenniB, head, thorax and abdomen

brown ; antennae sometimes cinereous, white on the sides with the apex black.

The male sex-marks as in M. visala but that on underside of forewing small

(about 2mm. long) and black {vide fig. 6).

Habits.—The transformations of this are not known. The distribu-

tion is from the Himalayas to China and into the Malayan Sub-region,

Bengal, South India, Ceylon. It is common in the same places as

the last.

I a. Mycalesis polydecta, Cramer (PI. F, figs, 37, wet-season $; 37a, dry

season $.)—This is exactly similar to M. visala described above except that

the discal transverse band on the underside is much broader and pure white.

The species can also be distinguished from visala by the apex of the forewing

being rounded instead of acute and, in the male, by the sex-mark on the under-

side of forewing being black and only about 3mm. in length (vide fig. 6). Exp.

48-56mm.

Larva.—The larva is very like that of M.junonia. The head is comparatively

somewhat larger, the surface very rugose, set thickly with conical hair-bearing

tubercles
; the hairs are light in colour, the head itself very dark brown, yellow-

ish at hinder base of apical teeth ; clypeus red-brown, shiny, glabrous.

The head is twice the diam. of segment 2. The tail-points are longer than

those otjunonia. Spiracles roundly oval, shiny, black. Surface of body as

well as tail-points covered densely with small semi-hyaline tubercles each

bearing a short black hair ; these tubercles arranged in transverse ridges. The
colour of body is brown-green with a dark dorsal pulsating line, a diagonal

lateral blackish mark on each segment, plainest on the central segments and
some darkish mottling underneath these diagonal lines towards the dorso-

ventral '^margin, slightly tinged with reddish-yellow ; ventrum watery green
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brown ; true legs the same colour as head
;
prolegs the colour of the belly.

The paired bodies under the skin on each side of dorsal line (in male only) are

yellowish. L. 30mm ; B. slightly over 3mm.

Pujm.—The chrysalis is also very like that of M. junonia though perhaps

not quite so " dumpy. " The constriction is perhaps a little less. Cremaster

truncated, triangular, longer than broad with a central dorsal and ventral

depressed line. Spiracles oval, light in colour ; of segment 2, linear. Surface

minutely and irregularly rugose with a yellow subdorsal, rounded tubercle on

segments 5-9, a black spot above spiracle on segments 9-11. The colour is

grass-green with the cremaster red. L, 13mm.; B. 6mm.

Egg.—Dome-shaped, constricted a good deal at base and therefore broadest

at one-fifth the height from base ; looks spherical at first sight. Surface shiny,

obsoletely celled. Colour green. H. 0'85mm., B. 0-8mm.

Habits.—The egg is laid either on the underside or upperside of

a blade of grass, on a stalk, on a dried root, on the ground close by

anywhere ; very often four and five being laid together. The little

larva which is at first green with a reddish dorsal line and red tail-

points and black head, lives on the blade or on the stalk. After

growing a bit the larva rests on a stalk with its head turned round

on its side, holding on by the prolegs. Pupates low down near the

ground on a leaf, ?talk, dead twig, &c., the pupa hanging free though

firmly fixed by the tail. The butterfly is the commonest of the genus

and exists in the Central Provinces southwards to Travancore. It

may be seen fluttering about the rice-fields around Bombay in the

monsoon and extends into the hills and jungles.

13- Mycalesis perseoldes, il/oo?-e.—Male and female closely resemble M.

polydecta. The disposition of the ocelli on the underside separates it from

perseus; horn polydecta it differs in the male sex- mark on the underside of

forewing being longer, broader and brown in colour. Exp, 44-56mm.

Habits. A variety of this, according to Col. Bingham, comes from

Mysore in South India. He says the specimens, all males, belong to

the dry-season form ; that they are uniformly smaller than typical

perseoides and differ on the upperside of the forewing in the very

broad pale iris surrounding the median ocellus and, on the underside

of the same wing, in the margin of the darker basal portion of the

wing being prominently concave just above the dorsal margin. The

male sex-mark on the underside of the forewing is larger than that of

polydecta but resembles it in colour. The transformations of the

species are not known. The typical form comes from Burma and

Tenasserim.
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14. Mycalesis subdita, Moore.—Male and female closely resemble 31.

[lolydecta. The male can bo discriminated by the sex-mark on the underside

of the forewing, this is brown or ochraceous brown as in perseoides, but very

much longer and broader, extending to, bat not going beyond, the transverse

band crossing tlie wings {vide fig. 7), Exp. 48-60mm.

[labits.—The transformations of the species are not known. Jts

distribution is given as South India, Travancore and Ceylon.

15. Lethe europa, F.—Male and female have the inner third of the

liiiidwing covered with long brown hairs, Male itpperside rich dark brown.

I'orewing with the oblique, short, white discal fascia of the underside showing

through, two obscure black spots or ocelli, followed by two prominent white

spots, the upper one double, some black markings margined outwardly with

pale dusky brown along terminal margins of both fore and hindwing and an

obscure subtevminal pale line on the latter. Underside very dark blackish

-

brown ; the wings crossed sub-basally by a slender lilacine-white straight line,

followed on forewing by an oblique white discal fascia, and on both fore and

hindwing by a postdiscal series of large black ocelli and a terminal, somewhat

ochreous, narrow band bordered on the inner side by a more or less silvery

purple line. The series of ocelli on both wings margined inwardly and

outwardly by silvery purple lunular lines, on the forewing curved inwards,

on the hindwing curved outwards ; the ocelli on forewing confluent, black,

non-pupilled ;
on the hindwing black with disintegrated silvery-speckled

irregular centres on the brown ground. Female similar : forewing on ujJjyerside

with an oblique broad white discal band, hindwing with a postdiscal incom-

plete series of black spots. Underside similar to that of male, markings and

ocelli larger, Exp. 62-76mm,

Habits.—The larva and pupa are very similar to those of the next

species, L. dri/petis and the larva feeds upon bamboo. The butterfly

i.> found in the plains of Northern India, the lower hills of the Hima-

layas, Assam to Tenasserim, China and the Malay Peninsular, the

Western Ghats along the coast. It is a strong flier and is often seen

sitting on bamboo-leaves ; affects the jungles by the sides of rivers,

especially where the ground is flat.

16. Lethe dry petis, Ile'jcits.—Male: «/)//c/w?e very dark vandyke-brown

forewing uniform ; hindwing with a postdiscal series of blind, black ocellar

spots. Underside brown ; forewing below vein 2 and terminal margin paler, a

broad band across the cell, the wing suffused with lilac medially and at apex,

l)earing an incurved postdiscal series of five blind black ocelli. Hindwing

:

Nub-basal and discal narrow transverse lilac bands, the former sinuous, the

latter angulated on vein 4, and an arched postdiscal series of black, fulvous

ringed ocelli, some with disintegrated centres ; the wing medially suffused

lilac, the ocelli with lilacine lunules on both sides. Both wings with slender
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lilacine subterminal and broader ochraceous terminal line. Female similar

:

ground-colour paler ; a broad oblique white discal bar and two white preapical

spota on the upperside of the forewing ; a large rectangular black, subterminal

mark in interspaces and a white spot above and below it, on the upperside of

the hindwing. Underside similar to that of male, all the markings more

prominent, the lilac, ochreous and brown shades paler ; the broad discal bar on

forewing as on the upperside, joined by a nearly vertical lilacine- white band

bearing the series of ocelli. On the hindwing the brown transverse discal

band very broadly produced between veins 4 and 5. Antennae, head, thorax

and abdomen brown ; antennae ochraceous at apex. Exp, 64-68 mm.

Larva.—The body is spindle-shaped, flattened ventrally, with a pointed head

and the last segment is produced out behind into a long pointed tail composed of

two closely applied, long, conical processes. The head is a good deal higher

than segment 2, though very slightly broader, triangular in shape, thick at

base, produced on the vertex into a longish point composed of two closely

applied pointed conical processes, one from vertex of each lobe
;
jaws black

;

general colour green, darker than the body, the points red ; a yellow line down

each side from base of points at vertex to meet the spiracular body-line.

Spiracles brown, oval, small. Surface of body covered with minute white

pointed tubercles, as well as the head, each tubercle surmounted by a minute

hair. Colour of body lightish grass-green with a dorsal thin white line flanked

by a subdorsal one on each side ; an interrupted yellow lateral-band broad-

ening out into patches with deep rose-coloured centres on segments 7 and 8

and into lunules of yellow on segments 5, 6, 9 and 10 ;
and a light yellow

spiracular line from segment 4 to centre of tail-points, bordered above finely

with brown. Sometimes there is no rose-colour, other times there is little

yellow ; occasionally the whole colour may be rosy brown instead of green

with diagonal side-lines. L. 44mm.; B. 4mm.; L. of tail-points : 4mm. : of

head points 1mm. The 44mm. is over all, tail-points and head-points included

for the larva lies with the head-points lying in a line with the body.

Pupa.—The chrysalis is not swollen in the abdomen, has two short points to

the head, an angular thorax-vertex and is otherwise nearly smooth. The head

has two squarely separated conical short points, one in front of each eye ; the

distance between these points being half the breadth of pupa at shoulders.

The head and segment 2 are trapeze-shaped seen from above ; lateral outline

widening rapidly to shoulders with a shallow sinus at segment margin 2-3

;

from shoulders to segment 8 the breadth decreases but slightly and from there

to end very gradually also, the abdomen being strongly convex in the dorsal

line though ventrally nearly straight; the thorax is convex running up to a

point at apex in the dorsal line (lateral view is thus triangular), the anterior

slope to head being rapid, the posterior to segment 4 gradual. Constriction

behind thorax is moderate ; the wings are expanded very little behind the

shoulders. Cremaster is thickened at end, triangular. The last three segments

are bent down so that the pupa hangs at an angle of 45° to the vertical.
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Spiracles of segment 2 linear, yellow ; rest oval, light and small. Surface of pupa

is smooth and somewhat shiny. Colour grass-green
; dorsal wing-margin conti-

nued to points of head over the shoulders are yellow, sometimes golden ; apex

of thorax yellow ; a subdorsal tubercular mark on segments 5-9 small, conical,

yellow. L. 18 mm. : B. 7mm. The pupa may be rosy brown like the larva.

Habits.—The egg is laid singly on the under side of a leaf though

it is the rule to find two or three adjacent leaves with one each. The

young larva eats the shell and afterwards always stays full-stretched

on the under surface with its belly closely applied and its face bent

down so as to bring the head-points to project straight forward in a

line with the body. The larva is then not at all easy to make out

])eino- of a similar shade of o-reen to the leaf. The larvee are srene-

rally to be found on leaves within two or three feet of the ground in

shady places. They feed on bamboo and seems to prefer the big

thorny one, Bambusa arundinacecB. The butterfly is confined to

South India and Ceylon but is extremely plentiful in the jungles of

the Western Ghats in Belgaum and Kanara and probably, therefore,

further north where the conditions are similar as regards climate. It

is a swifter flier than the preceding species and is found just as much

above the ghats as below, in hilly places and on the flat in equal

numbers. It does not visit flowers but is very fond of toddy and

sap-juices.

17. Lethe Nilgiriensis, Guerin {^\. F. , figs. 38^, 38a9).—Male and

female : uppershle vandyke-brown, slightly darker, especially in the female,

towards apex of forewing. Male : forewing with a costal and two preapical

spots white as well as a fourth in interspace 2 towards the termen. Hindwing

:

the ocelli of the underside showing through, sometimes forming two or three

obscure black spots ; two slender subtei-minal black lines. Underside paler,

shaded with dark-brown. Forewing : narrow sub-basal and outer cellular trans-

verse sinuous white lines
;
an irregular broad discal and a narrower postdiscal

band white, forming a V, the latter bearing a series of four blind, dusky-black,

fulvous- ringed ocelli ; the two preapical white spots as on the upperside ; dis-

tinct slender subterminal whitish and broader terminal ochreous line. Hind-

wing: a sub-basal, transverse, sinuous light band bordered whitish ; a postdiscal

arched series of six black ocelli, their centres disintegrated, their inner ring

ochraceous, outer brown and the whole series bordered inwardly and outward-

ly by lilacine-white lines ; finally the same subterminal whitish and terminal

ochreous lines as on forewing. Female : upperside differs in having a broad,

oblique, white discal band on forewing divided into three distinct spots. Under-

side as in the male but the markings more pronounced, the white discal band

continuous. Exp. 64-66mm.
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JTahhs.—The description of the larva as given by Moore is not

sufficient to distinguish it from that of drypetis and, no doubt, ther

are very similar. The food plants are grasses. The butterfly occurs

in Central and Southern India and on the West Coast as far north a&

Mount Abu in Gujerat. This is the weakest flier of the three species^

and is less of a forest and hill species than either of the other two ;

it also keeps much more to the ground, frequenting grassy places.

It is not often seen in the heavy jungles of the hills much south of

Bombay.
i8. Melanitis ismene, Cramer (PI. D, fig. 22).—Male and female in.

the wet season have the forewing with the apex subacute, the termen slightly

angulated just below the apex, or straight. Upperside brown. Forewing with

two large subapical black spots, each with a' smaller spot outwardly of pure

white inwardly bordered by a ferruginous interrupted lunule ; costal margin

narrowly pale. Hindwing with a dark, white-centered, fulvous- ringed ocellus-

in interspace 2 near the termen, other ocelli sometimes showing through from

the underside. Underskle paler, densely covered with transverse dark-brown

.strije ; a discal curved dark-brown narrow band on forewing continued on to"

hindwing and a postdiscal similar band on the forewing followed by a series

of ocelli, that in interspace 3 the largest of four, six on the hindwing, the

apical and subtornal the largest. The discal bands may be obsolescent, some

of the ocelli may be wanting.

In the dry season the forewing has the apex obtuse and more or less falcate
;

termen after the falcation may be straight or sinuous, L'pperside ground-

colour similar to that in the wet-season form though somewhat darker in

fresh specimens, the markings, especially the ferruginous lunules inwardly bor-

dering the black subapical spots on the forewing, larger, more extended below

and above. Hindwing : ocellus in interspace 2 absent, posteriorly replaced by

three or four minute white subterminal spots. Underside varies in colour great-

ly in shades of ochreous-brown, yellow, grey-black, nearly always with the

discal and postdiscal fascise distinctly defined and darker than the ground-

colour and the ocelli completely disappear. Antennse, head, thorax and

abdomen in both seasons is brown or greyish brown ; antenna? annulated white,

ochraceous at apex. Exp. 70-80mm,

Larva.—Body spindle-shaped though approaching cylindrical ; tail end pro-

duced into two nearly parallel conical points directed straight backwards, as

long as the head-horns, squarely separated at base and set with hair-bearing

tubercles like the bodj'. The head is square, higher than broad, with a convex

face and two perfectly cylindrical diverging horns, one on vertex of each lobe,

widely and squarely separated at bases, lying in the same plane as the face

and about three-quarters as long as height of head ; the head is thick, the

surface is finely rugose, shiny, covered thickly with fine white hairs ;
the horns

set with small tubercles each surmounted by a white or black hairj; colour of
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bead is darker-green than the body with a broad white cheek-stripe flanked in.

front by a narrow black line
;
jaws yellow ;

sometimes the head is suffused

mere or less with black ; horns dark vinous-red. The head is much broadei-

than segment 2. Spiracles oval, small, red-brown. Surface of body covered

with transverse rows of smooth, round, white hair-bearing tubercles, about

six rows to each segment, there being a depressed line between each row ; the

liau"s are erect, colourless and short. The ventrum has similar hair-bearing

tubercles but they are sparse. Colour of body is a bright yellowish grass-

gicen with a dark-green dorsal line and an indistinct lateral yellow line : ven-

trum slightly glaucous-green. The dorso-vcntral margin is ever so slightly

Hanged. L. 3'Jmm. over all ; B. 6mm. ; L. ot horns 2mra.

Pttpa.—Chrysalis like that of Lethe but without angulations of any sort.

Tlie head is square in front, the edge being sharp ; the front slope is nearly

perpendicular to longitudinal axis, the lateral lines diverge towards shoulders.

Segment 2 is convex, broad, less inclined to longitudinal axis than head, its

front and hinder margins distinct. Segment 3 has its front slope in the game

plane as segment 2, the apex is evenly convex and very slightly carinated in

the dorsal line, the hinder slope is nearly at right angles to front slope and

nearly parallel to the longitudinal axis of pupa. The shoulders are slightly

prominent. The ventral line is nearh" quite straight throughout its length.

The pupa is circular in transverse section from segment 4 to anal end, of the

same breadth from shoulders to segment 8, though there is a slight constriction

at segments 4-6, gradually thinning to end ; highest at thorax-apex ; stoutest

at segment 8. The cremaster is inclined towards ventral hue, cylindricaily

oblong with a dorsal depressed line and ventral extensor ridges joining be-

hind in a point. Spiracles linear, reddish, small ; those of segment 2 not

evident. Surface of body very finely transversely lined, naked, shiny. Colour

a uniform watery grass-green ; wings veined darker : cremaster bluish. L.

21mm.
; cremaster l-7mm. ; B. at segment 8, 7-75 mm.: B. at shoulders, 7mm.-.

H. at front of head, 3mm. ; H. at thorax-iipex, 7*2ram.

Ilahks,—The egg is laid on the underside of a blade of grass or

rice either singly or in a row of from 2 to 7 : the lan-a, emerging^

lives constantly on the underside, closely applied to the surface ; the

I'Upation takes place by suspension from the under-surface of the leaf

or a twig, &c., by the tail, free but firm, hanging perpendicularly

• lown. The pupa when touched wriggles from side to side moving
from the abdominal segment-margin H-IO, making at each change

'»f position, or at each wriggle, a knocking noise. The butterfly has

a very wide range being found in Africa .«^outli of a line joining

Ashanti to Abyssinia, in Madagascar, Mauritius : is common throughout

India and Burma and extends through the I\Ia!ayan Kegion to Aus-
fi-.ili;i. The insect is as plentiful In India in the hills as in tlic plains.
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on the sea coast as in the interior of the country, in the dense jungles

as in the open " maidans ". The only places where it is wanting more

or less are the sandy wastes in Sind and Rajputaua and this is pro-

bably due to the scarcity at certain seasons of its food plants : grasses

and rice. In Bombay generally, exclusive of Sind, it is probably the

commonest butterfly of the Presidency and in certain jungly locali

ties it exists in such numbers in some years as to become a positive

nuisance, pouring into the bungalows when the lamps are lit of an

evening and covering the walls from floor to ceiling. It has a some-

what weak jerky flight and rarely, except in the early mornings or in

the evening, stays on the wing more than a few seconds at a time,

settling always on the ground, generally sideways with its wings

closed as already pointed out. In the monsoon months it may be

seen fljing over the rice-fields in the morning and evening : most

probably in quest of a mate.

19. Melanitis veraha, Moore.— Male and female with the costa moie

strongly arched than in ismene ; apex and teimen the same. Upperside male is

fuliginous-black ; female similar to 31. ismene ;
except that the ferruginons or

ochraceous markings on the upperside near the apex of forewing are absolutely

wanting and the smaller white spots are absent in both sexes. Hindwing

uniform without ocelli ; in a few specimens the mere trace of a subterminal

ocellus in interspace 2. Underside similar to 3L ismene but the ground-colour

darker and the transverse strige not so clear and well defined, the transverse

brown fasciae obscure. Exp. 68-70mm.

In the dry season the apex is more falcate than in M. ismene. Upperside of

male and female as in the wet-monsoon forms except that the terminal margins

of both wings are always pale purplish. Females have the ochraceous markings

near apex slightly developed. Underside as in M. ismene, very often vinous-red

or purplish with large chalky-white spots towards termen, especially of hindwing.

Larva.—The larva is nearly identical with that of M. ismene. Spiracles very

small, oval, brown. Body surface covered by transverse rows of white, coni-

cal tubercles, each bearing a white hair or seta there being six such rows to

each segment. Colour of larva is bright grass-green washed with yellow with

a dark-green dorsal line and a faint yellow lateral and subspiracular line.

The colour of the head is blue-green with a white band from base of horn

to jaw and a brown line parallel to it and in front of it ; horns themselves

reddish-yellow. Some larvae may have the head black, the cheek-stripe black

or red-brown with the head green. L. 38ram,; B, 4-5mm. : L. of anal points,

4mm. ; of head-horns, 38mm.

Pupa.—Narrower at head than anywhere else ; segment 7 is the highest

point and the broadest. Wings expanded slightly parallel to longitudinal
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axis ; abdomen very convex dorsally ; constriction wide and rather pronounced;

thorax humped and front slope of pupa very sudden ; front of head square
;

creraaster longish, oblong, thickened at end. Colour watery grass-green.

L, 39mni.; L of cremaster, 2mm.; B. Gmm.; B. of head at front, 2-75mm.; H.

at thorax-apex, 0'25 mm. Very like that of J/, ismene.

Habits.—The liubits are the same as for M. ismene ; the eggs are

always hiid in twos, threes and fours, generally on the underside of the

blades of soft grasses in the jungles. The larva curls up and falls

to the ground when touched or alarmed ; the pupa is attached firmly

enough but hangs very free. The butterfly is a much weaker flier

than M. ismene, never at any time rises far from the around and

has a very fluttering flight ; it is a jungle species altogether and

affects the evergreens more than the deciduous forests. The colour-

ation of the underside is, if possible, even more varied than in

M. ismene. The species is supposed to be confined to South India.

Colonel Bingham treats it as a race of M. hela, Moore from the Hima-

layas, Assam, Burma and Tenasserim ; and he is probably correct.

20. Melanitis gokhala, Moore.—Male and female: CT^^pers^Z^ umber-brown,

ilie black subapical spots diffuse and generally in both wet and dry-season

forms without the white smaller spot ; the black costal patch beyond apex

of cell, more or less obscure in M. varaha, is prominent in this species and is

extended to the upper subapical spot. In the males the underside is almost

always suffused at the base with inky blotches. Exp. 70mm.

Larca.—The body is the same shape as that of M. ismene, the tail-points

and horns are similar, the former slightly curved upwards. The head is

square, larger than segment 2, with two divergent, truncated cylindrical horns,

which are as long as the head is high and yellow in colour with black tips and

are set with short black hairs ; mandibles yellow, bases black ; a white cheek-

stripe from base of each horn to a black patch at base of cheek ; clypeus light-

coloured with a black border ; a central dark-brown line down centre of face

splitting at apex of clypeus. Body rugose with five transverse rows of

minute white setiferous tubercles to each segment. Spiracles are small, oval,

light in colour. Colour of body is light grass- green with a dark-green dorsal

band, two lateral dark -green lines and a spiracular white band bordered above

narrowly with dark green. Colour of head blue-green with minute white and

black hairs ; face rough and covered with black hairs. L. 50mm. of which the

taU-points are 2mm. ; the hair-horns are 2-25mm. in length ; B. 5mm.
Pupa.—The pupa is not to be distinguished from that of J/, ismene in any-

thing but its superior size ; it is the same in shape, colour, surface, spiracles, &c.

But of coui-se there are large pupa3 as well as small as there are different sized

larvae.

Ilahits.—The eggs are laid in batches of from 4 to 25 on the under-
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*>ide of a bamboo-leaf; the larvre are gregarious at first and keep

together until the last moult when they separate for good-, each one

going its own way. The pupse are attached in the same way as that

of M, ismene. The egg-laiTa has a shiny black head without any

horns, these appearing with the first moult. A batch of 22 were

found on the 6th of September before the first moult. These

moulted all on the 8th ; again on the 13th ; again on the 18th and

for the last time on the 24th to the 28th irregularly, some earlier

than others. The first of these larvae pupated on the night of the 3rd

of October, the last of the batch on the 9th. Hix butterflies came out

on the 17th and the rest between that and the 22nd ; of these half were

females, half males. The habits of the butterfly are exactly the same

as for M. ismene except that it is only found in jungle country.

Foodplant : bamboo.

21. Melanitis zitenius, ^«rZ)s^.—Male and female: forewing with the

costa strongly arched, the apex acute ; termen immediately below apex in male

being angulate, in female falcate. Ujwerside resembles M, ismene, but the

ground-colour on the whole somewhat warmer brown, a very broad patch of

ochraceous yellow, above and beyond the subapical black spots, larger in the

female than in the male. Underside closely irrorated with dark-brown strisc
;

the ocelli subequal, very much smaller and less clearlj' defined than in M. ismene,

Exp. 82-90 mm.
In the dry-season form the costa of the foreAving is less strongly arched in

both sexes and the apex is very falcate. It has much more ochraceous on the

forewing than the wet-season form : this forms a very broad band passing fiom

the costa above and beyond the subapical black spots, spreading below and en-

circling them except for a narrow band which joins them to a large black mark

Ijeyond apex of cell. Hindwing with two or three subterminal white spots

posteriorly. Underside as in M. ismene but not quite so variable, the ocelli

often entirely obsolete.

Habits.—The range of the insect is South India, Sikhim, Assam to

Burma and Malay, It is a forest species and seems to be confined to*

the hills. The larva and pupa are unknown.

32. Melanitis bethami, de Niccmlle.^-'MsXe and female have the shape

of the wings as in M. zitenius. Upperside very dark blackish-brown, paler along

the terminal margins, the subapical black spots wanting ; a tolerably large

preapical orange yellow patch on the forewing, larger and generally extended

to the termen in the female, bearing in interspace ,3 a round, white-centred

black ocellus. Underside purplish-brown, somewhat closely and evenly irrorat-

ed with short transverse dark-brown striae ; forewing with four obscure, bind-

wing with six, postdiscal small ocelli. Exp. 72-84mra.
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In the dry season the sexes have the forewing more falcate than in the wet

season. Upperside • ground-colour a warmer richer brown, the terminal margins

broadly ashy : the orange-yellow patch on forewing much ifirger. subtriangukr.

inwardly extending almost to the apex of the cell, outwai-dly sometimes to the

iipex and termen of wings ; subapical black spots, bearing a white spot on their

outer margins, small but always present, completely surrounded by the orange-

yellow. Hindwing with one or two white spots near tornus. Underside very

variable as in all species of the genus. Antenna; brown marked with ochrace-

ous-yellow in the male ; head, thorax and abdomen dull brown.

Jfabits.—The transformations of the species are unknown. The

butterfly was first caught at Pachnuiri in Central India and has never

lieen oot anywhere else.

33. Ypthima philomela, Johan7iseJi.— (P\. F, fig. 39) Male and female:

Upperside brown, terminal margins of wings broadly darker. Forewing with a

slightly oblique bi-pupilled, comparatively large, yellow-ringed, black ocellus

near apex. Hindwing with generally two similar but smaller postdiscal

posterior ocelli. Underside ochraceous-white, closely irrorated with delicate

slender transverse brown strias ; both fore and hindwing with obscure subter-

minal transverse brown fasciaj : sometimes wanting. Forewing with the ocellus

as on upperside, but with the yellow iris broader, surrounded by an obscure

brown ring. Hindwing with six unipupilled similar but smaller ocelli more or

less in echelon in pairs ; tornal ocellus geminate. Antennae, head, thorax and

abdomen brown, paler beneath. The male has a sex-mark in the shape of a

patch of specialised scales on upperside of forewing which may be extensive

and dark in colour. Exp. 32-35mm.

In the dry season the upperside is similar to the wet-season form but paler,

tiie subterminal dark bands less distinct. Underside also similar, the ground-

colour more dusky ochraceous, the brown strife somewhat diffuse ; ocelli on

underside reduced to mere specks. The species is figured on Plate F, fig. 39.

Larva. —The shape is spindle-shaped with a round head slightly larger every-

way than segment 2, last segment ending in two short, stout, conical points

separated squarely at bases and slightly diverging ; the belly is flattened. The
head is round, somewhat flattened on vertex, thick, with a depressed line down
centre ; finely rugose on surface being set sparsely with rather long conical

tubercles on the vertex and shorter ones on cheeks, each tubercle surmounted

by a hair ; face sparsely set with erect hairs. Spiracles oval, small and black.

Body surface covered rather thickly with tiny white tubercles, each surmount-

ed by a short, light hair and interspersed with larger white tubercles each

bearing a longer brown hair ; all the tubercles disposed in transverse rows as

Qsual. The colour of body is dull lightish yellow-green ; head and tail-points

light watery reddish-brown. Some specimens are pinkish-brown all over with

lateral and spiracular light waved lines : the interspace between these lines

being striated parallel to them ; also a subdorsal indistinct waved line and a
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dorsal, irregular, darkish band in which is a still darker spot near the front

margin of each segment. L. 23mm. ; B. 3mm.

Pupa.—This is of the type of that of Mycalesis but more angular. The

head is trapeze-shaped from above, the front margin sharp and straight.

Segment 2 moderately wide ; eyes slightly carinated on top. Shoulders abrupt-

ly broader than segment 2. Wings slightly expanded laterally, the lines being

nearly parallel but slightly curved inwards at centre. The front slope of head

and thorax is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of pupa ; thorax humped

evenly, the dorsal line somewhat highly carinated. Constriction moderate

dorsally, laterally very slight. The pupa is broadest at the shoulders, slightly

narrower, at segment 6—7 after which the abdomen gradually diminishes in

diameter to the short, stout, square-ended, conical cremaster which is inclined

at a right angle or even more to the ventral line of pupa. Spiracles roundly

oval, dark, conspicuous. Surface of wings flat, the ventral line somewhat flat-

tended, straight from head to segment 9, after which it is curved. Segments 7

and 8 have a prominent, transverse wavy ridge dorsally along their hinder

margins reaching from wing to wing ; segments 9 and 10 have similar, similarly

situated, but shorter ridges. Body surface as well as that of wings finely rugose.

Colour yellowish-white, the ridges of abdomen and carination of thorax lined

dark-brown ;
the whole smudged with dirty markings. Apex of thorax is the

highest point of pupa. L. 14mm. ; B. 4*5mm.

Egg.—Is semi-ellipsoid in shape, slightly broadened out at base ; the surface

is covered with hexagonal cells with low, thin walls more or less obsoletely, the

centre showing these cells in longitudinal rows formed by longitudinal ridges

crossed by finer ones at right angles. Colour green-white, shiny, transparent

looking. H. 0'9mm. ;
B. 0-8mm.

Habits.—The egg is laid on the roots of dry bits of grass at the

foot of the plant or on the underside of a blade. The larva lives on

the underside of the blade or on the stalk and, when at rest, sits with

its head turned round on its side ; when disturbed, rolls itself up and

falls to the ground. Pupa is formed low down near the ground and

is fixed to the underside of a blade of grass or to a stalk or other

convenient object. It is firmly fixed but hangs free. The butterfly

is confined to South India, the Nilgiris and the Wynaad. Y. halduSy

F., is given as a species extending from the Himalayas to Bengal,

Central, Western and Southern India ; Assam to Tenasserim. It is

said to differ from Y. philomela in having the striae coarser on the

underside, chiefly. Y. indecora, Moore, is given as a race oi' philomela

from the N.-W. Himalayas ; it is said to differ in its larger size.

Our species has the habit of flying about in the mornings and after-

noons over grass in a weak, jerky fluttering manner, settling often
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with its wings l.alC oi.ened to the sun on a dead leaf or the bare
ground. It occurs in tlio jungles as well as in the open country, in
the hills as well as on the sea-coast.

24. Ypthima asterope, /v%.—Male and female are dull brown on the
npperskle

;
the cilia brownish-white. Forewing with the usual subapical ocellus

;

in most specimens a pale ocellar area and a subterminal dark-brown band'
Hind wing uniform with a single small subtornal ocellus. Underlie greyish-
white, covered with very delicate minute transverse stria3. Forewing with the
ocellus as on the upperside, discal and subterminal dark-brown bands conver-
ging and meeting below the ocellus to form a loop. Hindwing more uniform
with a preapical. a subtornal and a tornal comparatively small ocellus
Antennae, head, thorax and abdomen dull brown

; abdomen greyish-white'
beneath. Exp. 3G-44mm,

In the dry season the two sexes are like the above
; the upperside is slightly

paler. Underside differs only in the ocelli on the hindwing being reduced to
mere points or altogether absent. In some specimens an obscure discal sinuous
transverse dark fascia on the hindwing

; and in all the dark-brown loop round
the lower side of the ocellus as in the wet-season form.

Habits.—The transformations are unknown. The butterfly is found
in the X.- W. Himalayas, the Punjab, Western and (Central India and
the Deccan, Burma, China on the east and Arabia, Nubia and
Abyssinia on the west.

25. Ypthima huebneri, Kirhy.—lu the wet-season form the male and
female upperside is greyish- brown. Forewing with the usual comparatively
large, bipupilled, yellow-ringed, black preapical ocellus. Hindwing usually
with two, sometimes with three, rarely without any, smaller similar unipupilled
postdiscal ocelli. Underside greyish-white, not very closely covered with trans-
verse short brown striae. Forewing with the preapical ocellus as on the upper-
side, obscure discal and subterminal brown transverse fascise and a narrow
brown ring round the ocellus diffusely produced posteriorly. Hindwing with
one apical and typically three postdiscal posterior ocelli placed in a curve ;

traces of transverse brown discal and subterminal fasciae in most specimens'
Antennae, head, thorax and abdomen greyish-brown, the abdomen paler beneath.
Male without secondary sex-mark.

The dry-season male and female are similar, somewhat paler on both sides
;

the discal and subterminal transverse fasciae more pronounced : the ocelli on
the underside of hindwing minute or absent. Exp. 40-44mm.
Habits.—The larva feeds upon grasses and is like that of J\

Philomela; the pupre are also similar. The buttterfiy is ibund
throughout India, Burma and Tenasserim. It has just the same habits
as Y.philomela and is found, like it, in dense jungle country and in
open grass lands.
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26. Ypthima ceylonica, Hevitson.—Male and female : ^cpperside vandyke-

brown to dark sepia-brown. Forewing uniform, with the usual single sub-

apical ocellus. Hindwing : posterior half, sometimes less than half, pure white

with two or three small posterior ocelli, a lunular, incomplete, subterminal and

an even slender, terminal brown line. Underside white with somewhat sparse,

short, delicate, fine, transverse brown striae, getting denser towards the apex of

the forewing. Forewing with the ocellus and a brown ring surrounding it very

broad and very broadly and diffusely produced downwards, discal and sub-

terminal fasciaj obscure. Hindwing with four ocelli in a curve, the anal

bipupilled ; traces of a discal transverse brown fascia and of a lunular sub-

terminal brown line. Antennae, head, thorax and abdomen brown ; abdomen

white beneath. Exp. 34-40mm.

Habits.—The butterfly hus not been bred. It is found in Benoal,

Orissa, South India, the Nilgiris, Travancore and Ceylon. C?ol.

Bingham considers this a race of the preceding species.

27- Orsotrioena meda, Fabr. (Woodcut, Fig, 8). In the wet-season form

the mall and female upperside is uniform vandyke-brown to blackish-brown.

Forewing with a terminal, hindwing with a subterminal and terminal slender white

line. Underside darker-brown: both wings with distinct subterminal and terminal

slender lines as above ; a pure, white, straight, transverse, narrow, discal band

attenuate at both ends and beyond it a line of white-centred, ochraceous and

silvery-ringed black ocelli, two on the fore, three on the hindwing ; the apical

ocellus on both wings the smallest, the apical two on hindwing, most often

enclosed in the same inner and outer rings. Antennae, head, thorax and

abdomen brown ; antennae speckled with white and ochraceous at apex. Exp.

44-51mm.

The dry-season form differs only in the ocelli and the subterminal and

terminal lines, sometimes the transverse white band also, on the underside

being obsolescent.

Habits.—The butterfly is the northern representative of the next

species and exists in the Punjab, Dehra Dun, Oudh, Bengal, Sikhim,

'Central Provinces, Assam, Burma, Tenasserim, Andaman and

Nicobar Islands, extending into the Malayan sub-region. The habits

are the same as for the next species.

28. Orsotrioena mandata, Moore.—Differs from 0. meda in the white

discal band on the underside being very much broader and proportionately

more attenuate apically. Often the apical ocellus on the underside of both

wings is in the wet-season form smaller than in 0. meda. Exp. 47-55mm.

Larva. (PI. I. Fig. 1).—The shape of body is normal : spindle-shaped ; the

anal segment with two long points, minutely haired, separated squarely at

base and diverging, finely conical and as long as segments 12-14 together'. The

head is squarish, broader at jaws than at vertex, higher and broader than
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segment
2 with two divergent, fine, tapering horns, one on vertex

of each obe, as long as segments 2-4 together : surface of head is finely
ha.ry of horns tuberculato. Spiracles circular. sn.all, inconspicuous, situated
.m,ned.ately above the white band, hght brown .n colour. Surface of body
covered w.th mmute hairs proceeding fron, transverse rows of small tube;
cles. one from each tubercle, giving the body the appearance of being
transversely hned. The colour of the body and head is rose, the body
h.hter than the head

;
the latter with a dark red semi circular band on

face
;
horns same colour as face wilh inner and outer side dark, this darkmarkmg conunued on to the heacf

; body with a sub-spiracular white band
and a lateral hght line as well as a faint bluish dorsal line on the middle
segments

;
ventrum dark-rose. L. 41 mm over nil ^f ^i \.\. ^u u

f.^^ *u 4. ^ • . r.

• ^- *^ mm. over aJl, of which the horns are
a mm., the tail-points 2-25 mm. ; B. 4mm.
The colour is sometimes white green, yellowish on the sides with a dark

bluish dorsal line and a si.nilar lateral line on segments 2 to 4 ; tail-points
and^horns rose-coloured

;
head light dirty-yellow

; the spiracles are light.

P^^i;a. (PI. I, fig. ])_The pupa is somewhat boat-shaped thouc^h the
thorax 3S humped -nd there is a considerable constriction, broad and no°t very
shallow, behind it; the head, seen from above, is trapeee-.haped but has
2 long, sharp processes, triangular in section, closely applied against each
other and only just separated at the points, directed straight out in a linewith the ventral line of pupa; these processes are applied to each otheralong one angle, alnng which only they touch, one of the other edges of each

onto he op of the eye. Shoulders broader than segment 2 from wherethe lateral outlines of pupa diverge to segment 7, the wings are, thereforehghtly expanded; from segment 7 the abdomen, more of less circular nsection, narrows gradually to end. The ventral line is straight. Thorax^hghtly carinated in dorsal line. Ventrum slightly flattened alo;g centr
ug-surfaces flat. Cremaster short, square, strongly lidged doiLly andlaterally and veatrally, each ridge ending in a sharp point posteriorly wh"hpoin s bear suspensory hairs. Spiracles oval, raised light 'in colo r some-.mes surrounded by a black border. Surface of body finely tikTed

X:TLr'^''' 'T'-''-'
^^'°-- "^ '^'^ - a'dirty-^hite

colour of dead grass
;
with, occasionally, an iridescent golden glo.s on the

2^^ :
lateral edges of wings (dorsal margins), ventral central line and he dprocess somewhat dark. L. ,8 mm. ; B. 5mm. ; L. of head-process. 4 mmUabus-The egg is laid on the underside of a blade of ara.sand the larva lives there, falling to the ground if alarmed. It is ra'lhJr

shy and not a great eater. The puj.a is formed in an abnormal
manner: the larva attaches itself, with its head pointing upwards
^0 a stalk, fixes its tail and then falls backwards so that the backs'
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of segments 10 to 14 rest against the stalk, curving its head up

forwards again so that its body takes the curves of the letter S.

The pupa thus rests with its back against the surface very generally :

in which particular (as well as in shape) it resembles Discophora

lepida of the Mo7'phina>. The pupa is generally found low down

near the earthy very often nearly touching the earth. The butterfly

is confined to South India and Ceylon where it is generally found

in the hills and jungles, but frequents rice-fields commonly where

it occurs, and is probably the weakest flier of all the Satyrines

it flutters very near to the ground and always settles with its wings

closed.

29. Elymnias undularis, Dmr?/.—Male : upperside blackish-brown. Fore-

wing with a subterminal series of blue or sometimes slightly green elongate

spots, curving strongly inwards and getting more elongate opposite apex,

forming almost an oblique bar up to the costa. Hindwing ; the terminal

margin broadly bright chestnut, sometimes with a subterminal paler spot in

two or more of the interspaces. Underside pale brown, the basal two-thirds

of both wings densely, the outer third more sparsely covered with dark

ferruginous, somewhat broad, transverse strise. Forewing with a broadly

triangular pale purplish-white preapical mark ; both wings with a broad

subterminal area purplish white. Hindwing with a small white spot opposite

middle of the costa and a more or less complete series of more obscure

whitish subterminal spots. Antennae, head, thorax and abdomen brown ;

abdomen paler beneath. Female : upperside tawny, veins black. Forewing :

the dorsal margin broadly black ; the apical area beyond a line curving from

the tornus round apex of cell and a little beyond it to the base of the costa,

also black, the wing crossed preapically by a conspicuous, broad, oblique,

white bar and three subterminal white spots. Hindwing : dorsal margin

dusky ; terminal broadly, costal margin more narrowly black ; a subterminal

series of four white spots. Underside tawny with markings similar to those

in the male ; the pale whitish markings more extensive ; the dorsal margin

broadly without striae. Exp. 72-86mm.

Larva.—The larva is described by Moore as being " elongate, fusiform,

setose
;
green with longitudinal dorsal and lateral yellow lines and a subdorsal

row of yellow elongate spots centered with red and posteriorly edged with

blue ; head brownish, armed with two erect brownish setose processes ; anal

segment also with two red slender hindward projecting processes."

The pupa is " similar to E. cuudaia.''

Habiti^.—The habits of the insect in laying are not known but

are not likely to be different from those of the succeeding species

;

those of the larva and pupa are also probably the same. The

butterfly is distributed in the Himalayas from Mussoorie to Bhutan-;
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also in Lower Bengal, ('entral India : Assam to Tenassoriin ami into

the Malayan Sub-region.

30. Elymnias caudata, ButUr.—Male find female resemble E. undularis,

but both sexes have the wings longer, proportionately to their breadth and

the tail at apex of vein 4 of the hindwing longer. Upperside : male differs

from E. undularis as follows :—The subterminal and preapical spots on the

forewing white suffused slightly with dark scales ; the terminal half of the

hindwing tawny, more or less suffused with dusky black, which in some

specimens forms a distinct border along termen. Female similar to the

female of E. widnlaris, but the black more extended
;
veins 2, 3 and 4 on

the hindwing In-oadly bordered with black. Undermle male differs from

E. nndularis in the more conspicuous broad white preapical triangular patch

on the forew'ing and in the prominence of the broad tawny terminal half of

the upperside of the hindwing which shows through a pale sometimes pinkisb-

brown, on the underside. Antennfe, head, thorax and abdomen brown, paler

beneath and much paler in the female than in the male. Exp. 86-88 mm.

Larva (PL I., tig.-2).—Body spindle-shaped with a large squarish head and two

quarter-inch long conical sharp processes or points on anal segment, directed

straight backwards, slightly diverging and squarely separated at bases. The head

is a good deal broader and higher than segment 2 and each lobe is surmounted by

a blunt, cyhndrical horn or process in the same plane as face, as long as the face

is high, the pair separated squarely and widely at bases, slightly diverging and

the extremitj- of each bears three sharp spines with another immediately

below ; between the horns, on vertex of head, are two short spines and five

more in a row down each cheek ; surface of the head is rugose being covered

with small flat tubercles ; the colour is dark chocolate with a broad central

band down centre of face white, and a narrower one on each side of cheek also

white ; the central white band is crossed by two white lines diagonally, having

their extremities near vertex and at base of face. The surface of the body as

well as the tail-points are covered with small tubercles each bearing a short hair

which has often a liquid globule at its tip. Colour of body is a very light

bright emerald-green with a subdorsal line king's yellow and a lateral band of

the same colour made up of triangles, one to each segment, the apex of the

hinder triangle applied to the base of the preceding one, each triangle centred

with red and sometimes bordered black above ; a submarginal and marginal

line of the same colour ; there may be a lateral row of dark-green dots near

hinder margin of each segment
; they are generally obsolescent, especially on

the hinder abdominal segments ; anal points are reddish-yellow on top and

black beneath. L. 5.5mm.: B, Gram.: L. of tail-points omm.: of homa nearlj'

3mm.
Pupa. (PI. I. Fig. 2a).—The shape recalls the pupa of Lethe drupetis. Head

quadrate with two conical, round-topped, divergent, widely separated points

directed straight out in front. Segment 2 is convex, keeled along the dorsal

line. The thorax js convex, carinated in dorsal line, very high at apex.
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where the carina is developed into a blunt, laterally compressed point, the

extremity of the point being perpendicularly over the segment-margin 2-3; the

thorax is short, the dorsal line of the pupa from this point to front of head

being nearly perpendicular to longitudinal axis. Wings expanded slightly

parallel to the longitudinal axis of budy so that the pupa is of the same

breadth from shoulders to segment 8 ; the shoulders are angulate. Segment

4 carinated also in dorsal line slightly. Abdomen stout, trausveise section

from segment 6 to 13 is circular. Cremaster triangular, the extremity truncat-

ed, set with the preceding segment nearly at right angles to rest of pupa.

The colour of pupa is bright velvety grass-green, carina on segments 2, 3 and 4

is yellow ; head-processes white with a dorsal blaci line
;

just behind, on base

of antenna is a dark rose-coloured short line surrounded by yellow with a small

yellow spot in front of it ; apex of thoracic carina marked with rose on each

side and there is a lateral spot, yellow touched with rose, on thorax ; dorsal

margin of wings more or less broadly yellow ; the shoulders tipped rose ; about

the centre of dorsal wing-margin is a rose line and a black mark with white

centre outside it on segment 5 ; in the tornal angle of wing ii a yellow blotch

including a rose-coloured spot centred black with a white pupil ; segment 4

has a yellow rose-centred spot in its anterior angles; there is a subdorsal

row of rose and yellow spots on segments 6-10, that on segment 8 having a

black centre ; a lateral spot, similar, on segments 8-10 ; on segment 13 a

subdorsal spot on front margin, black and yellow ; two black spots at base

of cremaster and one on each side of ventral line of segment 13. L. 22mm.;

B. 6mm.; L. of head-points, included in total length about l'5mm.

Habits.—The egg is laid on the underside of a leaf of a palm in

a cool place, in the bed of a nalla or on the side of one, or in ever-

green jungle for preference. The larva lies full-stretched on the

underside of the leaf all its life with it? ventrum clo.sely applied to the

surface. Owing to its bright colours it is not difficult ta see. Before

turning into a pupa it very often lies with its head turned round on

its side and generally pupates on the last leaf it has been eating, on

the underside, where the pupa is attached very firmly, sometimes

fixed so that its longitudinal axis is parallel to the leaf surface, the

cremaster being formed to help this in being longer at the extremity

than broad, laterally compressed, that is ; the pupa is also a con-

spicuous object like the larva and would be very easy to find were it

not that it is generally near the ground in a dark or very shady

place on the underside of a drooping leaf. The butterfly fiequents

such places and is never found in the open, venturing at most on to

the borders of small clearings in its native jungles. The male is

fond of sitting on a leaf about ten or twelve feet off" the ground,

*
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sunning itself in the cheqnered light that filters through the dense

canopy overhead. It sits with its wings closed, very rarely partially

opened, for a considerable period at a time and does not, retum

constantly to the same place after a flight as do many species of

Nymphalines. It is fairly strong on the wing and does not descend

to the ground. The female is not often seen except when engaged

in laying eggs. The distribution is South India from Travancore to

Mysore and the Nilgiris but the insect is plentiful on the Belgaum

ghats and probably further north. The larva feeds upon Palmece or

Palms as Canes, Betel-nut or Supari Palm, the Fish-tailed or Sago

Palm, the Wild Date, Cocoanut Palm, &c.

Sub-family—MORPHINE.

Genus -DISCOPHORA.
Males—
A. Upperside purplish-brown suffused with indigo-

blue towards the cases of the wings. Exp.

3-7L"-S"o" c celinde.

B. Upperside brown, not suffused with blue.

a. Upperside foiewing with spots in two rows.

anterior three of inner row blue, large,

oblique. Exp. 3-l"-4" lepida.

b. Upperside forewing in three or four trans perse

rows. Exp, .S -5"- 4" .. tulUa.

Females—
A. Upperside forswing with distinct, preapical,

• oblique, broad band.

a. This preapical band ochraceous yellow ., celinde.

b. This preapical band bluish-white lepida.

B. Upperside forewing without distinct preapical band

or at most the anterior spots of transverse discal

series obliquely placed tullia.

D, celinde is from " the Lower and Eastern Provinces of Bengal " in

India, and from Sikhim, extending eastwards ; D. tullia from Bengal

and North Kanara, also extending eastwards from Sikhim ; D. lepida

only occurs in Southsrn India, but is found outside the limit in Ceylon.

Mr. De Niceville stated that D. hdlia had been taken in Calcutta

itself; but all three species are probably true jungle insects, keeping

altooether to the hills thouirh occurrincr there at elevations as low as

800 feet above sea level. It is certainly the case with D. lepida.

The males of all three species have a sex-mark on the disc of tbe
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hindwing in the form of a large circular patch of specialised scales

emitting a strong scent during life.

D. lepida was bred from the egg in North Kanara originally and,

generally, during the monsoon months. All eggs came from one

locality. Once, however, some young larvse were found 40 miles

away, further into the hills ; these were kept and two pupated in the

end. Of these one came to grief and the other produced a butterfly :

a male. This male Mr. De Niceville pronounced to be D. indtca, a

recognised variety of D. tullia. Now this insect was bred in the dry

months of the year, about February, and is the only Discophora ever

bred at that season. The larvse and pupse of this and lepida are very

similar: but there was a slight difference of colouration. The occur-

rence has left a suspicion that D. tullia and lepida are really one and

the same species, one the wet-season form (lepida), the other the dry-

season form (tullia).

The Morphinoi form a small group of some 2o species in British

India and have been divided into 11 genera, which shows what a hete-

rogenous lot they must be. The genus Morplw is South American and

contains in itself alone 50 species out of the 100 or so composing the

whole sub-family ; the other 50 being confined to the Indo-Malay

region distributed amono the above 11 genera. The sub-family is not

represented in Africa, North America or Euro})e. Clerome, an Assam

and Burmese genus, according to Col. Bingham, " all of which have

vein 12 in the forewing inflated at the base, bear a close resemblance

in appearance, mode of flight and habits to forms of the Mycalesu

group " of the Satyrinoi. The pupse of Orsotrioena, one of the

Mycalesis group, and Discophora are surprisingly similar in shape

though quite unlike any other satyrine chrysalis and are peculiai' in the

unique habit of suspending themselves against a ])erpendicular surface

with their backs to it ; the larvae of Discophora have more affinity

with /SatyriiUG than with Nymphalincu. in shape, and Ixjth eat nionoco-

tyledonous bamboos. The imagines resemble those of the Satyrines

also in their aversion to strong light and open spaces ; they are, indeed,

crepuscular, hiding in dark places during the daytime to come out only

at sunset, never earlier. They are very strong, active fliers and keej)

on the wing for hours together, generally, however sticking to one beat

in which they fly backwards and forwards. At least these are the

habits of the male. The females are much more rarely seen and are
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then always flyin<i, close to the ground round bamboo clunii)S or

among bamboos in thick places in the ilusk. The style of flight is

satyrine : series of jerks i'voin tho wings being brought together over

the hack between each jork. Tlu^ insects always rest with their wings

closed and are not seen at flowers. They suck uj) sap from wounds on

trees. The eijos are laid on the undersides of bamboo leaves and, in

the case of D'h^cophora, in batches of from o to a dozen in rows. The

larVcT, when first they emerge, are as hairy as any moth caterpillar

and live in company until nearly full grown. The food plant is

Bamboos or Palms [Amathiixia).

The morphine larva is, as far as is known, more or less cylindrical in

shape, has the head round and thick, in some cases [Amathusia) with

palmated lateral processes, sometimes smooth, the last segment of the

body ending in two well separated points, short and fleshy in Dis-

cophora. The body is covered s})arsely with long, fine hairs, longest

near head and anal extremity but not enough to hide the surface in the

least. The pupa is boat-shaped, smooth as to surface, the front produced

out into a long process consisting of two closely applied long fine cones.

As already stated the chrysalis is often attached to a perpendiculai"

surface, with its back towards it. The colour of the caterpillars known

is brown or blackish-grey with, in Discophora, a white or light dorsal

band and some red, yellow or black marks. The colour of the

chrysalis is either green or pinkish bone-colour according as it is form-

ed amongst green leaves or dead leaves.

The morphine egg is " somewhat similar to that of the Salp-ime,

but comparatively flat, not so high in proportion to width ' translu-

cent hard, smooth [Dii^cophora, Thaumantis)^ or obscurely facetted

[Clerome),^ (Doherty)." That of Dmopliom lepida is flatteneel

spherically in shape, slightly shiny as to surface, looking as if it were

pitted extremely minutely all over, greyish-white in colour and of

ordinary size. Sometimes also, in this species, there are signs of fluff

from the abdomen of the buttei-fly among the eggs of a batch.

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES OF MORPHlNiE.

I
3'- Discophora celinde, S<oZ^

—

lil&lG : upperside purplish-brown, the basal

four-fifths of both fore and hindwing suffused with dark indigo-blue. Fore-

wing with two obliquely placed preapical pale ochraceous-white spots, and a

series of four or five subterminal similar spots. Hindwing uniform except for

the dark sex-mark on the disc. Underside ochraceous shaded with brown.
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darkest on the outer lialf of the hindwing ; a broad dark-brown discal fascia

across both wings from costa of foiewing to tornus of the hindwing; beyond

this a lighter ochraceous band, followed on the hindwing by obscure ocelli in

interspaces 2 and 6 and a purplish-white diffused mark at the tornus. Female :

uppershle paler purplish brown, the terminal margins of the wings narrowly and

evenly yellow, a broad yellow-oblique preapical bar on the forewing, curving

downwards and ending in two or three detached triangular spots, two discal

spots below middle of bar and an outer series of three subtermitial large lunular

spots. Hindwiag on its anterior half outwardly with some diffuse yellow obscure

spots. Underside similar to that of the male but much lighter and brighter

ochraceous, the brown shading forming obscure transverse bands of which the

discal, broad postdiscal and subterminal crossing both wings are the most

prominent ; an additional ocellus in interspace 3, Antennae ochraceous ; head,

thorax and abdomen brown above, more or less ochraceous beneath. Exp. 95-99

mm.

Larva.—Anal segment with two slender processes ; each segment with dorsal

and lateral tubercles studded with tufts of hair ; head black ; body brown with

paler longitudinal dorsal and lateral bands, a short black line on each side of the

dorsal line anteriorly on each segment ; legs with a spot of dark-red on

each.

Pupa.—Boat-shaped, broad across the middle ; head piece prolonged and

acuminated into a bifid point ; colour pale purpurascent-brown.

These dessription^ of larva and pupa are taken from Col. Bingham's book.

Habits.—The habits are sure to be very similar to those of D.

lepida as regards all the stages. The insect is toimd in Sikhim, the

Lower and Eastern Provinces of Bengal, Assam, Burma, Tenas-

serim extendhig to the Malay Peninsula.

32. Discophora lepida, Moore.—Male and female resemble D. celinde, but

in the male the ground-colour on the upperside is dark velvety-brown without

any blue reflecbions ; the forewing is crossed preapically by three obliquely-

placed, comparatively large f ale-blue spots with an ill-defined series of three

or four much smaller subterminal spots ; m the female the markings, though

similar to those in female D. celinde, are on the upperside of the forewing all

pale-blue, not yellow, and more numerous, larger and better defined on the

upperside of the hindwing. Cndernide : Male : similar to that in male D.

ce^wrZe, but a more or less prominent diffuse subteiminal band irrorated with

lilac scales crosses both wings. Female similar to the female of D. velitule, but

much paler Exp, 80- 104mm,

Ljrva (PI. I, fig. 3).—In the first stage, immediately after emerging from

the egg the head is black and round, the body is cylindrical with tiny tail-

points ; colour of body brown-yellow with indistinct row of lateral black spots,

one to each segment. Body covered with long soft white curved hair like any

young eupterotid moth.
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2nd atage.—Head black as in Jast. Body yellow with lateral row of black

spots ; bases of the legs red ; hairs longer even than in the Ist stage, of the

same colour. •

Sr.l stage.—Head black. A broad dorsal yellow band with dark central line,

flanked by a dorso-lateral black baud ; colour yellow-grey en dorsum changing

to grey on sides ; a black lateral spot on each segment 6-12
; base of legs red.

Body covered with long, light, fine hairs, more or less erect all over, longest on

dorsum.

4th stage.—The head is black with the clypeus white and a white patch on

the vertex of each lobe ; otherwise everything the same as in the last stage.

5th stage.—Head pear-shaped, ?' e., narrower at vertex than at base, as bioad

as hi'jh, thick, covered with long hairs of different lengths except the clypeus

which is naked, all growing perpendicular to the surface which is smooth and

dull ; colour of head black, spotted finely with yellow with a large light brown

patch on vertex of each lobe ; clypeus yellow-brown bordered narrowly with

black and, again, with white outside that broadly ; lower part of face light-

brown. Body cylindrical in shape, broadest and highest slightly at middle,

segment 2 narrower a good deal than the head ; the last segment rounded at

extremity, in a plane nearly perpendicular to longitudinal axis of larva, ending

in two short, strong, conical, widely and squarely separated, divergent points,

light yellow in colour and moderately densely set with light-coloured hairs.

Spii'acles rather small, conspicuous, longly oval, white, bordered thinly black.

Surface of body dull, smooth except for a clothing of moderately sparse,

longish, reddish-yellow hairs with some very long dark-brown white-tipped

hairs to each segment ; all haiis erect, most numerous at the two extremities of

body, especially at the 2 -4th segments. Colour of body bluish-grey suffused

with blackish dorsally, with a pure white, broad dorsal band the whole length

of body, flanked on each segment by two more or less distinct marks on each

side on eaah segment ; there is a long lateral vermilion mark on each segm.ent

6-11 being parts of an interrupted lateral band, the parts between the vermilion

marks being indicated by light-yellow streaks ; a black speckling in spiracular

region, a black band above base of true lerjs ; a whitish band above base of

pseudo-legs ; all legs brown-red in colour, their bases densely haired. L.

59mm ; B. 9mm.

Pupa (PI. I, fig. Sa).—Is the shape of that of Orsotriana mandala. Head

rather small, trapezoid in shape, running out evenly into two long, pointed,

conical, contiguous, transversely striated processes, directed straight forwards,

slightly downwards, often slightly separated at base and tip. Segment 2 in a

piece with head : broad ; the dorsal line in the same plane as that of head and

front slope of thorax ; broadening out to shoulders. Thorax slightly humped,

convex, slightly caiinated in dorsal line. Wings expanded evenly and in a

slight convex curve making the body broadest at segment 7 where it is also

highest ; the dorso-ventral edge of body along wings is sharp. Constriction

broad and shallow dorsally, nothing laterally. Abdomen strongly curved

24
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dorsally from segment 7 to end, transverse section of the part circular The

pupa decreases gradually in diameter from segment 7 to end ; ventral

line straight, cremaster inclined to it, triangular, truncated, slightly bifid at ex-

tremity, stout, with two strong, rugose, ventral extensor ridges, each ridge

knobbed at both ends ; suspensory hairs at extremity in a dense tuft.

Spiracles oval, of moderate size, colour of the body with a linearly oval white

centre. Body surface shiny, finely and irregularly rugose under lens. Colour

when formed among green leaves is a rich shiny green with the head-points,

cremaster and dorsal wing-margin orange-yellow. When formed among dry

leaves the colour is that of a clean fresh bone : pinkish dirty white with a faint

dorsal flesh-coloured line ; wing-veins also flesh-coloured ; some blurred dirty

blotches laterally on thorax and first abdominal segments ; dorsal wing-margin

light yellow-brown, head process pinkish yellow ; the whole with minute black

spots. L. 4lram., of which head-process 6mm. r B. 13"5mm. at segment 7 where

the H. is 12-5mm.

Habits.—The eggs are laid along the midrib of the blade on

the underside in rows when more than four or five : sometimes

as many as 1 5 together. The little larvse emerge and live together,

looking like a patch of whitish woolly hair ; and they live like

this until the last moult, when each goes its own way. Then

each larva lives on top of a bamboo-leaf, coating it all over with

silk and drawing one or two others over it, thus forming a

cell ; sometimes among a collection of dead leaves, amongst the

iireen ones or along the stems of the bamboos. The larva is rest-

less, wanders a good deal, making several cells during its life-time :

and wanders often a long way before pupating. The position

chosen for the change is generally somewhere right in the interior

of a bamboo-clump fairly near the ground, or among dead leaves

or rubbish where the larva often fixes its tail in a pad made on a

perpendicular stalk or stem, lying with its head up stem ; it becomes

dirty-whitish in colour, falls over backwards and in that position

changes to a pupa, which is a proceeding known only besides in

the genus Orsotriwna of the Satynnoe. Ten young larvte were

found on the 17th of May. They moulted on the 22nd ; again on the

26th and for the 5th time on the 1st of June ; they began to pupate

on the 11th and the first butterfly came out on the 22nd. This

would mean that the larva at this particular time of year requires

one month to complete its growth and that the pupa stage lasts

about 11 days, most probably 10*5 days or a week and a half. The

places where the eggs are laid are generally the beds of cool
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nallas or on tho outskirts of evergreen jungles, in fact in any oool,

fairly moist place. Hero the butterflies are also to be found ar

sunset and for some time after flying up and down the bamboo

glades as already mentioned onoo or twice before. The species is

confined to South India and Ceylon.

33. Discophora tuilia, Cramer.—Male : upper»ide dark-brown. Forewing

with transverse discal. postdiscal and subtcrminal spots, the latte'r two series

closely approximate. Hindwing uniform except for tlic prominence of the

black sex-mark and faint indications of a subterminal series of spots. Underside

dull ochraceous brown, the basal half of the wing darker, defined outwardly by

a still darker but obscure transverse band ending in a lilacine diffuse small

patch on the tornus of hindwing : both fore and hindwing UTorated somewhat

sparsely with short transverse brown stria; and obscurely tinted with lilac ; two

ill-defined ocelli on the hindwing as in D. celinde. Antenna ochreous
; head

thorax and abdomen brown, paler beneath. Female : upperside purplish -brown.

Forewing with three transverse series of white spots, the inner or discal series

continued to the costa by two large elongate obliquely-placed white spots.

Hindwing also with three triinsverse rows of somewhat obscure spots, but

nchraceous in colour. Underside similar to that in the male, but pale. Exp.

'JU- 102mm.

Larva.—On bamboo, living during the day in three or four leaves spun to-

gether .... full-fed larva 2 inches long, colour black mottled with gi'ey;

a rather broad yellowish dorsal line ; the junction of the segments marked

by a thin, irregular yellow line and red spot ; body covered with while hairs:

head and anal end black ; the former marked with perpendicular yellow lines.

Pw^a.—Pupa white, suspended by the tail ; the labial palpi prominently pro-

jected : changed to dark-brown a few hours before emergence. The
perfect insect remains three weeks in the pupa.

This description of the caterpillar and chrysalis was written by Manders and

has been taken from Col, Bingham's book.

Habits.—The insect is found in Kauara in South India, in

Bengal, in Sikhim, Bhutan, through Assam, Burma and Tenas-

>erim to the Malay Peninsula and was described originally from

(!hina. Three species have been made out of the one at different

rimes owing to its variability. The larva of the variety IJ. indica,

Staudinger, bred in Kanara was similar in shape to that of D.
lej)ida. Head semi-elliptical as seen from in front ; clypeus

black with central white line : bordered all round yellowish ; a

narrow yellow line from over vertex of head down the middle ;

eyes black
; a bunch of long porrect hairs on top of each lobe of

head, thin, light, not hiding sm-face in any way; similar porrect
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hairs disposed on both cheeks ; colour of head red-brown appearing

lighter on vertex of each lobe because of the bunches of hair

;

surface dull. Spiracles oval, black, with white centres. Surface

of body dull, covered moderately densely with longish erect hairs

of which some few laterally are longer than others ; there is a

subdorsal bunch of stifFer hairs on segments 3-6 making these seg-

ments look brown over dorsum ; other hairs are light mouse-

coloured. Anal flap broadly rounded at extremity, the two anal

processes are short, conical, light-yellow and hairy. Colour of

body light brownish-greyish with a thin subdorsal line white ; each

segment with a dorso-lateral black mark near front margin distinct

on segments 2-7 : behind these black marks on segments 2-13 a

light chocolate-brown mark ; legs rose-coloured. Size somewhat

smaller than D. lepida. The pupa is very like that of D. lepida,

only differing in being smaller than the majority of pupae of that

species. The colour is either green or bone- coloured : when the latter

it is generally without the black powdering of D. lepida. It will

suspend itself backwards like the pupa of D. lepida, that is as

often as that species, against a perpendicular surface : when the

pupation takes place on a horizontal surface the pupa hangs quite

free by the tail and rather loosely : as is also the case with D.

lepida,

[Note.—With this paper is published coloured Plate F, -which includes

Ablsara echgriu^, Stoll., and Eyolh ariadne, Johannson, which will be treated

of later on. Melanitis iamene. Cramer, is figured on Plate D which will be

published later on.]
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PLANTS GATHERED IN AND ABOUT MUSSOORIE
DURING 11)08.

By

James Marten.

I-RANUNCULA-

Clematis montana.

Clematit

ana.

Buchanani-

Anemone rieularit.

T/ialiotrum Joliolomm.

Delphinium denunda-

turn.

II.-BERBERRI-
DACE^.

Btirberis aristata.

Berberis nejialensit.

m -CRUCIFER^.
Nasturtium officinale.

AraUs Alpma.

Caspella Buna-pastorii'

IV.-VIOLACE^.
Viota cmfscenn,

V.-POLYGALA
CE^.

Pol'jijala erotalariode*.

VI.-CARYOPHYL-

Gypfophila ceraatiodet.

1b fairly common and blooms during April.

Is very common ; begins to bloom in September and

lasts a long time.

Is very common ; blooms in September.

Very common plant ; blooms about July.

Not common ; blooms July-August.

An extremely common shrub ; blooms May-June,

fruit ripens July-August, is of a pleasant sub-acid

flavour and is greedily eaten by the natives. The

wood is bright yellow and is brought in by wood cut-

ters and sold as firewood.

A handsome small tree with bright green impari-

pinnate leaves and yellow flowers in erect racemes
;

the berries are elliptic, bright purple and covered

with a glaucus bloom.

The roots of these and other varieties are sold by

the hill men under the common name of " Rasaut",

Common in most streams.

Occurs, but not frequently met with, in and close to

the station.

A common weed, flowers here in April.

Common everywhere.

Growing on rocks.

In bloom May, June, July.
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Lychnis nutans.

Stellaria media.

VII-HYPERICA-
CEiE.

Hypericum pafulvm.

Zlyperioum eUdeoidef.

VIII.-MALVA=
CE^.

Malta rotund'ifoUa

.

Sida Ibumilig.

Thfispexia lampas.

Bomt/ax malaharlcum .

IX.-TILIACEiE

Grnoia opponUfolia.

X.-LINIACE^.
Reiitioardtia trigyna.

XI.-GERANI-
ACE^.

Geranium nepalenge.

Geranium ioallichi»

anum.

Oxalis cornicvlata.

Oxalis acetosella.

Tmpatiens balsamina.

Impatiens xcalrida.

Throughout the rainy season.

A common weed; flowers during the rains. Canaries

are fond of this Chickweed.

Common along all road sides and blooms more or

less throughout the summer and wet months.

Found 1st September in full bloom.

Very common, found it in flower in June and again

in August.

Found on cart road bolow 5,000 feet, not in flower

in August.

Found in warm valleys during the rains, bears

large bright yellow hibiscus-like flowers with a dark

crimson centre, a plant well worthy of cultivating

in hedges.

The silk cotton tree occurs in the lower valleys.

Common on the lower hills and warm valleys ; the

leaves are lopped and stored for fodder for winter

use ; the bark yields a strong fibre ; it saponifies

when rubbed and agitated in water and is used in

this state as a hair wash by the hill people.

Common in the lower hills and along streams.

Common everywhere, blossoming throughout the

rains.

Flowers in September.

With yellow flowers.

With purplish-pink flowers, are very common weeds

and are a perfect pest in our gardens.

Flowers, light pink, in bloom now—August.

Flowers yellow brown, spotted.
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XII.-RUTACEJE
Jioenninqhamenia

alhiflora.

ZantOTtihim alatvm.

Mvrraya hrpnigii.

Cedrela xerratn.

xin.-AauiFo-
LIACE^.

Ilrx dipyroia.

XIV-RHAMNE^.
Zizyphust oxypliylla.

XV-VITACE^.
VitiK himalayana.

Vitts partifoUa.

XVI.-SAP I N D A-
CE^.

^scuhis indica.

Acer ohlongum.

XVII -ANA CAR
DIACEii:

lihnt cotinut.

Commonly kno'wu as the bug or ttea plant ; very

common ; flowers in August.

Called by the natives " Tej-bal." The wood which

is armed with strong blunt prickles is extensively

used for walking sticks, also for other ornamental

purposes, ex. gr
,
picture frames, the edgings of brack-

ets, tea trays, &c.

Common in warm valleys ; tlie aromatic leaves are

used as a condiment and are sold in the bazaars under

the name of " Kdri-p^t,"

In most of the warmer parts. Flowers May to June.

The common Himalayan holly, flowers April, May

and June, fruit ripens in October and November.

Common in waste lands and near villages. The

fruit is subacid and is eaten.

A very common extensive climber ; the foliage

turns red in the autumn and lends a rich colouring

to that of the tree it grows upon.

Grows on rocks and trees, flowers April.

Abundant ;
flowers about April, fruit ripens during

October. The wood is used by turners and is made

into cups, vases, platters, &c.

In Chamba the fruit is soaked for several days, the

husk removed and the embryo thus removed of its

bitter principle is ground and mixed with flour for

food. It is considered a relish by the hill people.

Is the only maple I have found at Mussoorie in

flower in March, the winged fruit remains long on

the tree.

Occurs in most valleys ; it blooms March and April,

when one may see its panicles of pretty purple

flowers hawked about the Mall for sale.
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Mhvis paoifiora.

Piitaeia integerrima.

Odina wodiiT.

XVra-CORIARI-
ACE^.

Coriaria nepaltsnsis-

XIX-LEGU MI-
NOS^.

Crofaloriit albida and

C. settiliffora.

Trifulium reptns.

ladigofera atropur-

purea.

Anfragalus leucooe'

phalus.

The wood is very pretty, being of a bright yellow

with brown veins ; it makes very pretty picture

frames.

Is not, so far as my knowledge goes, found in the

immediate vicinity of Mussooiie, but I have ccme

across it in the Aglar Valley and along it to its junc-

tion with the Jumna River,

This handsome tree was once very plentiful near

villages on the lower hills about Mussoorie and

across the Song River opposite Rajpur, but unfor-

tunately owing to its value as a charcoal wood it is

now all but extinct.

It is far and away the prettiest of our Indian

woods. The heart wood is beautifully mottled with

yellow and brown streaks, is hard and durable and

takes a high polish.

The tree produces horn shaped galls which are

collected and sold in the bazaars under the name of

" Kakar singi."

Found on the lower slopes ; flowers during March

and April. A handsome spreading tree, the branches

are extensively lopped for fodder and from incisions

on the trunk a gum used by dyers exudes and is

collected and sold.

Cummon at Mussoorie
; flowers April ; fruit ripens

in June ; is eaten by the hill people.

The wood is very hard, of a grey colour and often

beautifully mottled and makes pretty frames.

I have found both near cultivation below Mussoorie
;

flower during the rainy season.

Clover. Very common; flowers in rains and well into

Autumn,

Is the commonest of the wild Indigo species up

here. It flowers during June and July, the flower

buds which are subacid are plucked and eaten by

the natives.

Common on the south face of the hills. Flo were in

May waen it looks very pretty with its pale yellow

flowers lying against the silvery white leaflets.
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Lespedeza terieca.

Uraritt nefileata.

Ougeinia dalbprijioidex.

DesiiKidium ( ilicpfolium

.

Victa rigiduhi.

Kryth'ttid tuhrrnm.

Hntea frondnsa.

Pueraria tnberom.

Phaseolus trilobiis

Vigva rp-rillata.

Atijhiia searabwoides.

llhynchosla kimalenxii

Fhnungia veitila,

Vatiia toro.

Ciegalpinia sji.

Banhinij vnhlii.

Met with along il\t> Ktiji>iu' load : Howeivs abuuL
June.

Found oil tlio curt road in tlower diuin-r Aii-nist
fry t^ *

Found on the cart road : it occuis largely on the

outer slopes. The tree comes into bloom about
March, and just before the new leaves appear, when
it affords a very pleasing sight. The wood is strong
and durable and is in great demand.

(rrows plentifully at Mussoorie ; dowers towards
end of the rainy season when the shrub looks very
pretty.

Found on the grass slopes
; flowers about August

and September.

Lower hills below Mussoorie. The tree is a

lovely siirht when in flower during March-April.

Lower hills below Mussoorie. The tree is a
lovely sight when in flower during March-April.

Found on the cart road below Bhatta village; flowers
during April : the juicy tubers are eaten by the
natives during the hot season and are considered
cooling and refreshiu<r.O

Flowers during September and October.

Trailing on grassy slopes : flowers during Septem-
Iter.

is very common
: in flower August and September.

Flowers early in August.

Growing on grassy slopes : tlowers in .September.

On cart road : flowers during the rains.

Found in damp localities in the lower valleys
; in

fruit during September.

In most valleys, a large climber, in favourable loca-
lities attaining a great length reaching to the tops
of the highest trees and spreading from tree to
tree, thus doing considerable damage to Forests
where it occurs. It sometimes attains a great girth
being several feet in girth. It is of great value
to the agricultural classes yielding a coarse but
very strong fibre for ropes. The leaves are gathered
and sold for platters. &c.
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Bavhinia return.

Mimosa rubicaulis.

Acacia Indio.

Alblzzia mollis.

XX-ROSACE^.
Prumts pudduiii.

Prunut armtniaca.

Prltisepia utilii.

Itubus panic ulat til.

Rubus macilerUus

llubus eUivi'CU/s.

liubiox hi/foru.'.

Occurs between Eajpur and Jherripani, where the

trees are seen with their trunks much disfigured

by excessive tapping for its gum.

" Semru " or " Semla " "gond" not unlike gum

Arabic and used h\rgely in medicine.

All along the lower slopes of the hills up to

about 4,000 feet.

Is the only one of this family I have met with in

these hills and it occurs only in the lower hills below

4,000 feet, appears to flower throughout the summer.

One tree close to the spring on the Spring Road ;

flowers in June.

The wild cherry is fairly common at Mussooiie.

flowers here during November ; fruit ripens the fol-

lowing April, of a pleasant bitter sweet taste, makes

a good cherry brandj-.

The wood is used for walking sticks.

The apricot, largely cultivated by the village people

and Europeans. ,

The '' Bhekar " of the hill men is found in all open

warm places ; flowers during the rainy months. The

kernels yield an oil used for burning.

This larger rambling climber is met with in all

shady jungles, the fruit which is a large black or dark

purple dupe is collected and brought into the station

for sale, is sweet and palatable and makes an excellent

jam.

Flowers April, fruits in June and July.

A trailing shrub armed Avith flattish prickles, is

common ; flowers in April : fruit ripens in June or

July ; is edible.

The "'hinsar'' or "anchu," a large shrub with

stout branches armed with very sharp prickles, is very

common. The yellow raspberry flavoured fruit is

very palatable.

A large spreading shrub, branches covered with a

greenish white powdery bloom and recurved sharp

I
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Rubns fasioaarpus.

Fragaria iudica

Fiayaria vesca.

prickles ; flowers durtug April or May ; fruit lipens

about June ; it is sweet and is eaten.

A spreading shrub, bnmchcs purple, pendulus and

often rooting at apex, armed with few small prickles,

flowers dark pink, fruit dark red black when fully

ripe ; flowers early in the hot weather ; fruit ripens

about May ; it is sweet and palatable.

Both these Strawberries are met with at Mussoorie;

flower during rainy season ; fruit ripens in September.

Petentilla anjyropJii/l- Found on poiid to Municipal gardens : in flower

ia. in September.

Agrimonia mpatorinv;. Common
; flowers August and September.

liottt mosehiita. A pretty climbing rose ; it comes into flower in

April and remains in bloom for about three months.

The white sweet scented petals gathered by the

natives and rubbed up with sugar, constitute con-

Rosa serieen.

Rosa macrophylla.

I'yrus paehia.

Pyrvs lanata.

serve of roses " gulkand ".

Occurs at Landaur on the Upper Circular Koad ; is

not very common ; it appears to love shade
; flowers

in June.

Frequently met with ; it is an erect shrub with

smooth green branches with straight prickles. The
bark peels off in long thin strips

; flowers in May
; in

fruit during September.

The conimou medlar. It flowers during March and

ripens its fruit in November-December. The fruit js

eaten when over-ripe, in which state it tastes like

jam.

The wood is compact and fine grained and takes

a high polish and is much sought after for walking

sticks.

The stools of younger trees form very hardy stocks

for budding English and other varieties of pears

upon. A friend of mine exports seeds of the

tree to Australia for this purpose.

At Jabar-khet (Landaur) : flowers during April
;

in fruit in August.
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Pyrus foUolpsa.

/JratcBgui crenulatn.

( 'otonea-der baoUlaris.

Cotoneaster inicro-

2)hylla.

XXI—SAXIFR-
AGEiE.

Saxifratja ciliaia.

Saxifraga diversifoUa

.

Parnassia nnbioola.

Devitzia staminea.

XXII-CRASSUL
ACE^.

Knlanchoe spathulnta

.

Stdiim trijiilum.

Sidum rosiiUitum.

XXIII.-LYTH-
RACE^.

Woo'l/ordla florihmda.

At * Jabar-khet (Laudaui) ; flowers during April :

ill fruit in August ; the bloom covered red fruit in

September looks very pretty.

The Hawthorn, is conimou. It blooms in April :

fruit an orange-red dry drupe containing five triangu-

lar one-seeded nutlets, ripens in the cold weather.

The vernacular name is "ghingaru " and the fruit is

eaten and the straight spiny branches are in great

demand here for walking sticks.

The • Rauns" or ' Ruinsh " is common in most

shaded localities, the wood is white and very hard and

is much sought after for walking and " Khud " sticks

and in consequence one never meets with a tree that

has not been repeatedly cut and mutilated : flowers

in April-May ; the fruit ripening in July.

A much-branched prostrate evergreen shrub, met:

with everywhere, growing against rocks and banks :

flowers in April-May : fruit August -September.

Is very common on rocks about Mussoorie, attain-

ing quite a large size in favourable situations, bears

pretty pink flowers during March.

Is less common ; it blooms in September and bears

pictty yellow flowers.

Not common, it blooms here in September.

131ooros in April and May and makes a great show

nith its panniclcs of waxy -white flowers.

(lirovving in j'ocky i^roiuid on tlic road up from

Kajpur ; not found much above 4.000 feet : flowers

dnring the rains.

Is common on trues and rocks : flowers during the

rains.

On rocks : tlowtrs earlv in Ma\.

Common in the Valleys below Mussoorie. Flowers

at the beginning of the hot weather. The flowers

secrete honey. They are collected and exported under

the name of •' Dhawai " to the Punjab for dyeing silk.
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XXIV.-ONAGR-
ACE^.

I'pilo hiuiii roylennuvi

.

iKnothern sp.

XXV.-CUCURB
ITACEJE.

/ehiteria timhrllata.

XXVI -BEGONI-
ACEiE.

Begonia picta and lle-

<lonia ariKtna.

xxvn.-Ficoi-
DE^

}[«Uugo xfrinta,

XXVIII.-UMBEL-
LIFERiS:.

Pimpint-ila (Urenifolia.

Ilerachnm canesomi.

Iferaeleum candieans.

XXIX.-ARALI-
ACE^

Aralia cachemirica.

fiedera heliT.

XXX. CORNA-
CE^.

Coruiix capitata.

Cornng maeropJbylla

.

Not common ; it Howers in Auguai.

A common weed, appenrs to flower throu<rliont the

Sumiuor and Rains,

I'MowiTs in .Inno : in fiuil in Scpu inlici-.

Are very oommon, foniid giowing on rocks and

banks : flower during July. August and September.

Oommon : flowers in August,

('onimon
; blooms in July and August.

Common in all sliady localities : it blooms in Sep-

tember.

This large leaved variety is also very common

blooms in April and May and again in September.

Occurs but is not very common. Flowers in August

and September,

The Ivy is very common, clinging to trees and rocks

by its bunches of adhesive rootlets.

Vernacular " bhamora ". Flowers during the sum-

mer ; fruit ripens in November and December : is red

when quite ripe and is edible.

Grows into quite a moderate sized tree. Flowers

April and May, fruit ripens in September, October.

The leaves are lopped for foddei-. the fruit is eaten.

Vernacular " Kagshi '",

Cormts oilonga. Flowers during the rains. Fruit ripens in cold

weather.
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XXXI -CAPRI-
FOLIAGES

Viiurnum eotinifolium.

Liinieera quinquelocu-

larig,

Abelia trifora.

XXXII.-RUBIA-
CE^.

Argosffmma verficilla-

tum,

Leptodennis laneeolata.

Bulia eordifolia.

Galium acutum ami

Galinm rot\indtfolium.

XXXIII -DIPSA-
CE^.

Dipsacus inermis.

XXXIV -COMFO-
SITiB.

Aster asperiilun.

Solidago virga'Uurea,

Myriactis ica^ichii.

Dichrocephala latifoUa

Laggera alata.

Gnaphaliuin hypoleu

rum and Gnaphahum

luteO'albu)!!.

Inula euspidata.

Flowers during April ; fruit ripena in July. The

wood is "white, is tough and elastic. The fruit is

sweetish and is edible.

This honey-suckle is very common at Massoorie ; it

bears during April pale yellow scented flowei-s.

Common ; flowers during the rains ; branches are

lopped for fodder. Vernacular " Male."

Found growing on damp rocks on road from

Rajpur below Jherripani ; flowers in August.

Very common
;
growing on rocks along road sides :

bears large panicles of pinkish white flowers, the leaves

when crushed emit a very fetid and offensive odour.

Vernacular " padera ".

This trailing plant is common ; the root known by

the name " Manjit " is dug up and sold for the red

dye it yields ; flowers during the rains.

Are common road side plants : in flower during the

rains.

Common ; flowers during September and October.

Is the only variety 1 have so far collected. It

comes into flower in September and is fairly

common.

Flowers towards the end of September,

Is very common ; flowers in June and remains long in

bloom.

Common ; found in flower in October.

Common ; flowers late in September and October.

Common plants ; flower during the rains.

Common ; flowers in September, the root is used in

the preparation of " Sur " by the hill people.
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KcUpta erecta.

fialintoija pjrvi/fora.

Bldens piloia an>i

Bidens wallicti ii.

Artemixm veftita.

Serratula pallida,

(rerhera lanuginosa.

Ech%nopt_ sp.

Aindicsa apterj.

Crepis fcetida.

Cvepii japonica-

Lactuca scariola.

Laetuca vtacrorMza.

Prenanthe.* bruno-

niana.

Sonehug oleraceus.

XXXV.-CAMPAN
ULACE^.

Campanula colorata.

Campanula argyrO'

trieha.

XXXVI.-ERICA-
CE^.

Andromeda ovalifoUa.

In fields about villages below Mussoorie ; all parts

of this plant are medicinal. Vernacular " BhanGfra ".

A very common weed ; flowers in the rains.

Both very common : plants flower September and

October.

Is very common; flowers during the rains.

Is very common and flowers in the i-ains.

Grows everywhere ; abundant on rocks and old

walls. The white coating on the under side of the

leaves '• cupphi " or " kapas " is collected by the

paharis as tinder for flint and steel.

Not yet found in flower.

On road to Municipal gardens ; flowers before the

rains.

Common in fields below Mussoorie : in flower

throughout the summer months.

On Vincent's Hill north slope above Municipal

gardens.

Common everywhere ; flowers August-September.

Common
;
growing on rocks and old walls ; flowers

throughout the summer and wet months.

Common in shaded localities ; flowers September.

Very common : flowers in September and October.

A common road side plant ; flowers throughout

the summer and wet months.

Found on rocks ; flowers in September.

Found in Mussoorie in forests but is not common.

Vernacular name " Aiyar" or " Ainyar" ; the leaves of

this tree are considered poisonous to goats : flowers

here in April.
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RhodoiJendron nii,!-

reum.

XXXVII -PHIMU-

Andresaoe lanuginosa.

XXXVII («).-STY=
RACEii:.

Si/mpioi'ox cratfpqtndex.

XXXVIII.-OLEA-
CE^.

Jasminvm d:'sperrmivi

.

Ja^minum hnmih-.

Ligristrum compactum,

XXXIX.-APOCY-:
NACE^.

Carissa earandas.

HoliirvUena antidysen-

teriea.

XL.-ASCLEPIA
DACE^.

JDnemia ewtenna.

Common and associated generally with the oak

{Quercus hicana). It flowers in March and April

when it bears large crimson showy flowers which

make an excolloit jelly. Vernacular name " Buras."

Common : growing on rocks and l>anks. Flowers

April to July.

Found growing at Landour. Common in fruit in

October. The bark is used as a dye. Vernacular

" Lodh." Leaves are lopped for fodder.

Growing near the Brewery. Flowers in hot weather.

A scandent or half erect shrub with dark green

foliage and yellow flowers : blooms during the rains.

Found on Vincent's Hill, flowers in September-

October.

Valleys below Mnssoorie ; blooms in winter and sum-

mer months
;

the fruit is black when quite ripe ; is

sweet and is eaten. The shrub is cut and used for

fencing fields.

A variety bearing large fruit is extensively culti-

vated in gardens on the plains, the fruit of which is

greatly esteemed. Vernacular " Karaonda."

Common in lower valleys below Mussoorie. It

bears in the hot weather large cymes of sweet-scented

white flowers, the bark is very bitter and is used for

dysentery whence its specific name. The seeds too are

bitter and are sold under the name of '' Talkh

indarjau " and are used medicinally.

This climber is found in the warm valleys below

Mussoone. I found it in flower about the end of

March above Raj pur. The flowers emit a high,

somewhat disagreeable odour.
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Cynanrhum dalhouxUe.

Miirsdenia roi/lri.

Marsdenia tenacix-^ima.

L.-LOGANIA

Jiuddhia paniculata.

Gardner/a anguntifolia.

A twiaing rather hairy shnili : flowers in August.

A hvrge twiniug phmt, juice milky. Flowers here in

July-August. Fruit in September.

Does not ascend niucli above ^,000 feet, hut is com-
mon everywhere along the foot of the hills. The
Khair Forests in the Dun are full of it. From
the bark of this plant the •' Uurkhas " obtain a
fine silky fibre which they spin and plait or twist
into very strong fishing linos: vernacular name
" Marwa."

Found on cart road at about 5,000 feet, probably
occurs higher

; in flower during April.

A scrambling or scandent shrub, does not appeai-
to be common up here, as, so far I have met with one-
plant only. Flowers here in June

LI.-GENTIANA-
CE^.

Exannn) tel rngonuw.

Gentiana kurroo.

(rentiana argentta.

Swertia alnta.

Stcertia chirata.

Ifaltnia elliptica.

Ln.-BORAGINA-
CE.^

Cordia myxa.

2e

Common
; flowers during the rains.

This handsome plant is found in one locahty only
up here on Miss Swetenham's Estate. The hill and
one of her houses being named after it. Flowers here
about October.

Found in flower during April.

Flowers here during August and September.

The •• Chiretta " of the bazaars is very common, it

flowers during the rains and when it begins to wither
is collected, tied up in bundles and sold.

I have no doubt that other varieties of Swertia
occur up here, but so far I have only met with the
two noted.

Found on all hill .sides i„ all shady localities.

Flowers during the rains.

Is common in the Dun and ascends up all the
warm valleys into the higher hills. Flowers in March,
fruit ripens about June. The viscid sweetish pulp is

eaten and is used as gum for sticking paper, ex : gr :

boys' kites. Vernamlnr name " Lassora."
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Ehretia lavis.

Cynoglosmm furcatum.

LIII.-CONVOLVU-

Convolvulus arvenais.

Evolvulus alsinoides.

Porana paniculata.

Ouseuta rdflexa.

LIV.-S O L A N A

Solanuw rerhascifo-

lium.

Solanwn indioum.

Physal'ie minima.

Physalts peruviana.

Is also a very common Dun tree, ascending to about

4 000 feet. The branches are lopped for fodder.

Vernacular '' Chamror." Flowers about March.

Common on all road sides and elsewhere. Flowers

during the rains. Commonly called the " forget-

me-not."

Common, blooms throughout the rains.

Common on the grass covered lower slopes and old

abandoned fields. Appears to flower throughout the

year.

Found in all the warmer valleys, blooms about

October when the plant looks very pretty covered

with a profusion of snow-white scented flowers.

The twigs of this climbing plant are used for making

baskets in the Dun.

The Dodder, vernacular " Akas-bel " is a most

troublesome parasite. It quickly spreads and gen-

erally kills the host it grows upon. It ascends from

the plains into the hills to about 6,000 ft. I noticed

some fine Duranta hedges in Dehra that were com-

pletely smothered by it and were, I do not doubt,

finally destroyed. It is a favourite remedy with the

natives who use it for poultices and fomentations in

cases of swellings of the joints and Rheumatism.

Found on the cart road about 4,000 ft. and again

above the Rajpur Road at 6,000 ft. appears at all times

to be in flower and fruit. Vernacular " Ban-tama-

khu."

In waste places below Mussoorie ; flowers and

fruits throughout the year. All parts of this plant

are medicinal. Vernacular " Bhat-kataiya."

Common on all waste places, in flower .and fruit

during the rains.

The " Tippari " is a garden plant and is cultivated

extensively for its yellow Gooseberry like fruit.

^n
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Nieandia phy$aloi<i?s.

Datura stramonium.

LV.-SCROPHU-
L^RINE^.

Sorophularia himaleii-

tii.

Mazui rugosut.

Torenia roraifoUa.

Leptorhabdoa bentfia-

mianx.

Pedicularis carnosa.

LVI-GESNERA-

Chirita bifolla.

Platytlemma mohnden.

LVIL-ACANTHA-
CEiE.

StrithiJanthes dalhousl-

anus.

Strohilanthet alatua.

Justieia gimplex.

Adhatoda vasica

Is a very common roadside plant and bears showy

blue flowers during the rains and fruits in October.

The thorn apple is common on all waste places

chiefly near houses ; flowers during the rains. Variety

• tatula " bearing purple flowers is also found.

Common : flowers during the rains.

Common in shady damp spots, flowers throughout

the rains, a prettj' little plant bearing light blue

flowers.

Foimd in old fields below Mussoorie. In flower

during the rains.

Found on Gentian hill, in flower during Septem-

ber.

Is very common, growing in grass ; Flowers during

September.

Is found in Mussoorie on i ocks in shade, but it is

very common on the Rtijpur Road below Jherri-

pani. A pretty annual, bears long purple-blue

Gloxinia like flowers.

This pretty little plant is very common here

covering all large moss-grown rocks, bears during the

rains dark-blue violet shaped flowers,

Is very common and flowers annually August to

October.

So far I have found this in the old Botanical

Gardens, in flower in September.

A very common roadside weed on sunny or dry

aspects.

In all the warmer valleys up to 4,000 feet ; verna-

cular *' Bansa" or " Pia-bansa." The leaves are

considered medicinal. The wood is burnt into

charcoal for gunpowder.
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Dirliptera ^npleuroi-

des.

LVIII-VERBENA
CE^.

Verbena officinalix.

Vitrx Mffundo.

LIX -LABIATE.
Plectranthus lerar-

iHanus.

Plectranthvx rugom-i.

KhholHia polijitaehya.

Mipromeria hiflora.

Salvia lanata.

Nf-peta leucophylla.

Nepeta (iraeilifiova.

Nepeta govamana.

Oran/tome vemioolor.

LX.-PLANTAGI
NE^.

Plantago major.

LXI.-NYCTAGI.
NEiE.

Boerhaavia repenx.

LXII.-AMARAN.
TACE/E.

Celosia argent ea.

Very common roadside weed, flowers thrnusjhont

smnmev and rains and well into winter.

Found on Gentian Hill, not common. In flower

during September.

Common below 4,000 feet. In flower during the

summer and rains. Vernacular '' Samalu ". The

leaves are used in native medicine as a poultice and

for fomentations in Rheumatism and swelled joints.

Common : in flower during September.

Common : in flower during September,

Found in old Botanical Gardens. Flowers in Sep-

tember. Found in other parts of the station since.

A very common roadside plant growing on rocks

and banks. Flowers from Summer well into Autumn.

Very common in all rocky slopes and banks
; flowers

during the Summer.

Common on most stony dry waste places. Flowers

throughout rains.

Found in flower in October.

Common : flowers in September.

Very common, growing on rocks and batiks.

Flowers during rains and well into Autumn.

Very common in Dehra Dun and probably occurs

at Mussoorie but I have not met with it so far.

Flowers there during Summer and rains. Canaries

rehsh picking oui the minute seeds from the spikes

when ottered them.

Common on cart road on dry waste places Found

in flower in April.

Common in fields below Mussoorie. Flowers in rains.

1
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Cyathula (omeutoxd.

^T!rna xrandenf.

AekyrantheK aspa a.

Arhyranthes bidentata.

LXIH-CHENOPO
DIACEi^.

Chenopodium alhuvi.

Ckenojjodiunt opvU-

foliuin.

LXIV.-POLYGO-
NACEiB.

Polyij out a III reeu m hens .

Polyyonum amplexi-

raide.

Polygonum avievlarc.

Polygonum alatvvi.

Fayopyrv, n rymo-ium.

A M'n coniiaon. iroulilesonio sluul). Flowers

(luring the rains.

Konud abuvt" curl roail. rlinibing on l)ii«h).'s. I'lowurs

througliout the rains.

Common everywhore. Vernacular " Chircliita".

All parts of this plant—the seeds, loaves and roots—arc

used medicinally in native medicine. Flowers during

the rains.

Is also common and flowers during the rains.

Several varieties of the goose foot are found in and

about Mussoorie.

Is very common aboiii all Avasle places, A tall

growing variety with large leaves is extensively

cultivated in the hills and ascends to very high

elevations and is found growing in villages in the

mid-Himalayas up to 9,000 feet and forms one of the

staple foods of the hill people. Vernacular "' Balhu "

or 'Bathwa"; a rain weather crop.

Is also a common Mussoorie plant.

Is very common. Flowers during the rains.

This really pretty plant is very common during the

rains. Two varieties, one with white and a second

with red flowers, occnr here. The former is more

common than the latter.

Common ; of very variable habit
;
flowers through

-

lint the rains and well into Octobei-.

Flowers September-October.

Is very common and bears large panicles of white

flowers from August to (October. Two varieties

of Buckwheat, one with slightly bitter seeds. Ver-

nacular " Phapra " and the other sweet seeds

" Phullen " are largely grown by the hill people

of the mid -Himalayas and are cropped at very high

elevation.
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Rumex hastatus.

Kwnex nepalensis.

LXV.-THEYMEL

Daphne cannabina.

Wikstroeni'ia canes cens.

LXVI.-LORAN-
THACE^.

LorantJms hngiflorus.

Viscum album.

Viscum jajHiniciim.

LXVII.-EUPHOR-
BIACE^.

Euphorbia nivulia.

Sarcooocoa pruniformis.

AndracTine ourdi/olia,

Phyllanthus cmhlica.

Is a very common weed. Flowers Summer and

rains ; bears very pretty pink whorls.

Is the common Dock up here and grows plentifully.

Flowers in Summer and rains.

Vernacular ' Satpura ", Is plentiful in most shady

localities. Bears large heads of white flowers through-

out Summer and rains. From the inner bark a strong

coarse paper is made.

Is a very common shrub up here. Flowers during Sep-

tember-October. Has a very strong bark from which

good fibre could be obtained. Vernacular " Chamboi ".

A very common pest in the Dun where it attacks

most trees but chiefly the " tun " and " shisham ".

It ascends into the Mussoorie hills but is not common.

Flowers in January and February. Vernacular

•• Banda ".

The common Mistletoe is very common up here,

found growing on Apricot, Walnut and Cherry trees.

Flowers about April : ripens its berries during Novem-

ber and December.

This leafless parasite is found on Qtiercus iiicana.

generally iu flower about July.

Is very common, covering the dry rocky slopes of

the hills above Rajpur. Flowers during the hot

months. Vernacular " Thor ".

This small evergreen shrub is found in most shady

localities. Flowers about April-May when it forms

good material for vases and table decorations.

Is a common Mussoorie plant. Flowers about Sep-

tember.

Vernacular " Aonla." Found plentifully in the Duu

and ascending into the warm valleys below Mussoorie

to about 4,000 feet. Flowers during the hot months :

fruit ripens late in winter. The fruit is made into
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Phyllanthui'

Ims.

pi'oservo. The leaves and Imik are used for tanning

leather.

parrifo- Is a common roadside plant, it flowern during

September, fruit ripens end of October.

Putranjiva roxburghii.

Bridelia rtttusi.

Jatropha c ureas.

Trewia wudifiora.

Sapiutu iebiferum

.

Mallotui pkUippiiien-

s%s.

Is found in the Uuii and lower valleys about

Mussooric, Flowers during the hot months, ripening

its fruits during the ensuing cold weather. The

nuts are strung into rosaries and tied round the

necks of delicate children to ward off disease. Hence

its vernacular name " Jia-pota " or " Jia-putra."

Is also a common Dun tree,

rains, fruit ripens cold weather,

ni " or " Goli."

Flowers during the

Vernacular " Gond-

A very common hedge plant in the Dun ascending

lo the foot of the hills, quite common at Rajpur.

Vernacular " Wilaiti Arand '' or "'Sufed Arand."

Appears in flower and fruit throughout the year.

The seeds are medicinal.

Common on banks of streams in the Dun and

up the Jumna valley. Flowers during the hot

months, fruits during cold weather.

Vernacular " Tar charbi," a small crooked gnarled

tree. So far as my memory serves me this was

introduced to the Dehra Dun but is now found as

an escape all over the Dun, it resembles the Shisham

in general appearance. Flowers during rains, fruit

ripens in cold weather.

Vernacular " Rohni. " is a very common tree m
the Dun and ascends up all the warm valleys

below Mussoorie to above the cart road— 4,500 feet,

flowers during the warm weather and fruits during

cold weather when the tree becomes conspicuous

being laden with bunches of globose capsules which

are densely covered with a bright red powder:

vernacular " Kamela." In Kamaon the berries are

collected in coarse blankets " Kammal " through

which the powder is sieved, whence probably its

native name. The powder is used extensively for

dyeing silks and in medicine as a vermifuge. I have

found ii one of the safest remedies lor worms in
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LXVIIL-URTICA

Celt'is austrahs.

Trenta politoria.

Cantiahiit sativa.

flogs and other uuinials. The seeds are often used

to adulterate " bai-berang " which are the seeds of

Emhelia ribes. I noticed in Chamba the hill people

chewing the leaves of " Rohni " in place of " Pan."

It possesses an agreeable aromatic taste.

Vernacuhir " Kharik. " is common throughout the

Dun and ascends here to over 5,000 feet, generall.y

about village areas. The wood is yellowish and

is tough and elastic. The leaves are lopped for

fodder. Flowers duriug the warm weather, fruits

in rains.

Vernacular •" Kliagsa, " fairly common on the lower

warmer slopes generally on waste lands; the leaves are

rough and are used as sand paper in polishing horn,

the bark is strong and yields a good fibre. Flowers

during the hot months, fruits in the rains.

The Indian hemp, vernacular " Bhang. " is a com-

mon weed up here, wherever a field is left fallow for

a season the "bhang" grows up thickly to the

exclusion of all other vegetation. Farther in the

interior it is grown as a field crop chiefly for its fine,

excellent fibre which the paharis spin and weave into

a coarse canvas, also used for nets and fishing lines.

The seeds form an article 'of food, arc roasted or

parched and eaten, apparently vfith great relish, mixed

with equal proportions of Amaranth seeds similarly

treated. Besides the above uses this useful plant

yields three distinct drugs.

The flowering tops of the female plant which arc

fully charged with gum are dried and sold under the

name of " Ganga." The gum '• Charras " is extracted

by rubbing the plant briskly between the palms to

which the gum readily adheres and is scraped oft' and

collected for the market. The dried coarser leaves

are sold under the name " Bhang."

It is perhaps curious that while the English word

canvas is derived from cannabis the pahari name

" Bhaugela " has for its origin " Bhang." The seeds

produced under cultivation are much larger and

contain more oil than of plants that grow up spon-

taneously.
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Aforvs alba. Cultivated, flowers and fruits during the Rummer

months. Is planted in avenues along reads in the

Dun, the leaves furnish food for silk worms ; fruit

eaten.

Aforjis serrata. Planted and wild at Mussoorie, very common, both

species are commonly known in vernacular as " Tut "

or " Tunt," Flowers and fruits during summer. The
wood of both these trees is tough and elastic, cleans

well and takes a beautiful polish, is put to a variety

of uses but more especially for racket and tennis bats.

It is generally of a yellow-brown colour often mottled

with dark markings.

Morus indir.a. Very common in Dehra iJun, Vernacular '' Sia

tut " or " tutri," a quick growing tree and yields a

pretty mottled brown colour wood. Flowers and

fruits like the preceding.

BroussoHetia

ri/era.

pap'j' The paper-mulberry. Was introduced into Dehra

Dun but is now found as an escape and is fast self

sowing and spreading itself over the Dun. The
wood is Soft and useless but the bark forms a good

material for paper.

Ficus gibboga (parasi- Is commonly met within the Dun growing as an

tiea). Epiphyte on other trees. Vernacular •' Chanchri

"

or " Kharsari." Fruits in cold season.

Ficus bengalensif.

Pious elagtica.

Fieut religiosa,

37

Vernacular " Bar, " is met with in the Dun planted

near villages and on road sides as far up as Rajpur.

The wood of the tree ie moderately hard, stands well

under water and is on this account used for well

curbs " nim-chaks." The serial root drops are tough

and elastic, make good tent poles but unless well pre-

served are subject to be attacked by Boi-ers. The

branches are lopped for elephant fodder. The juicy

milk is made into bird-lime, the fruit is eaten by

natives and is greedily devoured by monkeys and all

fruit-eating birds.

Is found under cultivation in gardens at Dehra. I

have not heard that any attempt has ever been made

to extract and prepare India-Kubber from it.

The well known " pipal, " common in the Dun as-

cending to over 4,000 feet. Often found planted in
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Fieus clavata.

Ficus cvnla.

Fioiis scandens.

Ficux foveolatn.

Ficus palmota.

Ficus glomerata.

la.

Ficus roxi)urgh%i.

Urtica parvijlora,

Girardiiiia heterophyl-

u

Piled umbrosa.

the villages in the hills near temples. The branches

are lopped, the larger for elephants, the lesser for

camels, goats and cattle. New leaves appear ia

March, fruit ripens in May. Is sweetish and is eaten.

Vernacular " Kania." common, fruits during June.

Vernacular " Kheina " or " Jarphal." Common in

the Dun and ascending up along water courses and

streams well into the hills. Easily recognised by its

long drooping panicled racemes often several feet

long issuing from the base of the trunk and larger

branches.

Common in the Dun in all moist localities and as-

cending into the hills along all perennial streams.

Fruit during the rains.

Common, creeping on damp locks and on trees com-

pletely covering their trunks, clinging to the bark by

roots at the joints. A very variable plant. Fruit

ripens in the rains.

Common along banks of streams. Vernacular

" pheru " or " anjir," fruit ripens about July or Oc-

tober,

Vernacular " gular," is a common Dun tree but

does not ascend much further than the foot of the

Mussoorie hills. It is a moisture loving tree. The

fruit when quite young is eaten cooked as a vegeta-

ble and is eaten uncooked when ripe from March to

July. In the Central Provinces the " Gonds " collect

and dry large quantities and stock it for food and eat

it mixed and boiled with rice. There it is known as

" Dumar."

Fruit ripens during summer, is often collected and

sold in the bazaars.

A very common nettle up here. Vernacular " Bich-

chhu." Flowers throughout hot weather and rains.

Common, the tender parts are cooked and eaten as

a vegetable. The stems yield a good fibre. Flowei-s

during the rains.

Very common in shady localities. Flowers in

September.
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Pilea »orij>t/i. Very common in shady localities. Flowers in

September.

Lecanthui icightii. Common everywhere, growing on locks and banks.

Flowers during September.

(.ecantkus uallichii. Is abundant on north aspects in (iani|) shady places.

Flowers during September.

Boehmer'ta mgulosa. Vernacular " gcnthi," This tree was very plentiful

about Mussoorie, Owing, however, to the wood be-

ing extensively used for " thekis," bowls, cups, &c..

for which articles there is always a ready sale at

Mussoorie, it has now almost disappeared. It flowers

during the rains, fruits in cold season.

hoclimeria macrophyl- Vernacular " Bara-siaru,"' plentiful above Rajpur.

«• it yields a strong fibre : flowers during the rains, fruit

m cold weather.

Boehmeria platiiphylla. Vernacular " Khagsha," found at Mussoorie, in

flower in August, fruit in October, The branches are

lopped and stored for fodder.

Dvbregeasia vehttina. Is very common. Vernacular " Tushiari " or "siaru,"

yields a good fibre for ropes, the fruit is eaten. Flow-

ers in July, f I'uit ripens in cold weather,

Dehregeatia hypoleucn. Is also very common, vernacular " siaru," yields a

good fibre and the fruit is eaten, flowers about April,

fruit ripens July-August.

LXIX.-JUGLAND

Jvglanx regia. Vernacular " Khrot " or " Akhrot," is both wild

and planted, the wood of the common walnut is grey-

ish-brown with darker streaks, often very prettily

mottled, it polishes well and is used for gun stocks

chiefly. It flowers here about Match, fruit ripens

September.

Engtlhardtia colehrook- ^^^ ^ery common but occurs here, flowers in

iana. March, fruit in August, Vernacular " Mowa,"

Mijriea Xa<ii. Vernacular " Kaiphal," grows about Mussoorie, the

bark is used in native medicine and for poisoning fish.

The fruit is brought in by the pabaris during May

and June and finds a ready sale.
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LXX.-CUPULIFE-

Corylvs colurna.

Quercus incana.

LXXL-SALIC-
INE^.

Salix eleganst.

f^alim tetrasferina.

Salix babylonica.

Salix alba.

Populus ciliaia.

LXXII.-CONIFE-

Pinvs longifolia.

The Himalayan Hazel, vernacular " bhotia badam "

is a rare tree up here. I have met with two only on

the north slope of the hill in dense forest, the wood

is pink and is moderately hard. The nuts ripen in

August when they are collected and brought for sale.

Is the only oak found here, it flowers in April, fruit

ripens in October but remains long on the tree, the

wood is excessively hard and difficult to work, it

makes good fuel and charcoal.

Is fairly common in streams. Vernacular •' Kadwi ;"

branches are lopped for fodder, flowers March, fruit

in June,

Vernacular " Bhains " or "Gad Bhains," common

in streams in the Dun and ascending to Mussoorie, the

pliant twigs are made into baskets. Flowers in April.

The Weeping Willow is cultivated. Flowers during

the hot season.

Also occurs. Flowers during April.

Not common, seen a few trees which seem to be

cultivated. Flowers March- April. Fruits in June.

Is a common pine up here and ranges from

2,000 feet to 7,000 feet. Vernacular " Chir," wood

used extensively for beams and planks, Crude tur-

pentine, vernacular " ganda-bi-roza," the gum obtained

from this tree from which is distilled turpentine
;

flowers about March, the cones remain long on the tree.

The needles are used as bedding for horses and cattle

and afterwards furnish a good stimulant manure.

Very little deodar is to be met with at Mussoorie

now. The only trees to be seen are those preserved

on private estates. The cones form in April and seed

is shed in October.

LXXIII.-ORCHI- Of the Epiphytal Orchids very few occur here.

DE.^
AeHdei affine Syn. Is very common in Dehra and is found on the

inuUifforum. Rajpur Road up to 4,000 feet. Flowers in June.

Cedrug deoAara.
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Aor'dcx ndoratum. This is also plentiful in the Dim and is associated

vtith A. affine. Blooms in June and July. J have

both in cultivation up here.

IlhynohottyUi guttata. Is also common, growing on trees in the Dun but

I have not come across it much higher than Rajpur,

blooms during May-June.

Sarcanthui filiformis. Common throughout the Dun, bears insignificant

yellow flowers streaked with red lines, flowers about

August,

Vanda parviflora. Also occure, blooms during September.

iJentJrobium Sp. Not yet identified, found growing on road to

Rajpur at 4,000 feet.

PhajHS albus or as it is This pretty Orchid was once very plentiful on

now Ciilled Thunia alba. (^e hills about Mussoorie, but has now all but dis-

appeared owing to the greed of pahari hawkers who

found a ready sale for clumps of it in bloom to

visitors up here. This abuse grew so great some

years ago that Mr. Gamble, the then Director of the

Forest School at Dehra, prohibited the collection of

it from the Forests under his charge,

Calogyne orUtata. Is met with up here, growing on rocks in sh%de
;

flowers in summer.

Anoeetochiliis roxbur- Plants found in a shady ravine at Landaur. 1 am
ghii .' not quite sure that I have identified the plant rightly,

Microxlylix waliohii. Very common every where at Mussoorie. flowers

in July and August.

Herminium angugti- Grows plentifully, blooms in August.
folium,

Hahenaria 'intermedia. Is a vei-y common Orchid up here, it is the first

of the ground orchids that comes into bloom, flowers

early in July.

Satyriuin nepaUtm. Plentiful in grass, blooms during August and

September. I have no doubt that Mussoorie fur.

nishes many more kinds which owing to want of

time and opportunity have escaped notice.

LXXIV.- SCITA
mineh:.

Hotroea prorrrn. Is perhaps the commonest of the wild flowering

plants, the hill sides look very pretty dotted about

with its lilac flowers during the rains.
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Cautlnoea sjncata. Fairly common, flowers during the rains.

LXXV. H^iVIO
DORA.CEAE.

Ophiupngon interme- Known here as the lilly of the valley, is very

diug, common, blooms in June.

Aletyrix nepahnm. Common, growing on trees and rocks, flowers

during rains.

LXXVI.-HYPO-
xideh:.

Hypoxis aurra. Growing on road sides, in flower during July.

LXXVII.-DIOSC-
0REACE2S.

Diogcorea kumaonensix. In valleys below Mussoorie, often cultivated for

its tubers which after preparation are eaten by the

natives.

Dioscorea sativa. In valleys below 5,000 feet, generally. Cultivated

Diosooi-ea deltoidea. by villagers. In Chamba the tubers are used to

wash blankets, flower during the rains.

LXXVIII.-LILIA-
GE.^.

Smila^r parviftora Is common, as also two other varieties not yet

identified.

Asparagus adscendens. Both are found though nowhere plentiful, the

and Asparagtis race- former flowers in November, the latter in the rains.

mosus.

Allnim Tubelluvi

.

Common, gi'owing on grassy slopes, flowers during

the rains.

Lilivm giganteum. Is not found in the immediate vicinity of Mussoorie

but plants iu flower are often brought in and offered

for sale by the paharis from the interior.

JAlium polyphyllum. Found in woods on the north slopes, flowers during

rains.

lAUum waUichlanum. Found further in the interior, flowers during the

rains.

Lilium thomsonianum. Is common, in flower during April, when bundle.s

of this pretty plants may be seen being hawked about

the Station for sale.

Glonoaa tuperba. Common in the Dun, but I have not found it at

Mussoorie. flowers in August and September.
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LXXIX.-COriIWE
LIxVACE^.

Commelina pulyspatha.

Coinmelina obliijua.

Cyanotis barbate.

LXXX.-JUNCA
CE^-

Juncui ooneinnux-

LXXXI.-ARACEi3E:
Arittcema jacque-

month'

Remusatia huokeriana.

Aeorui calamui.

Fairly common, blooms in September-October.

Very common, flowei-a during August-September.

Found in flower in September.

Fairly common, blooms in August,

Common, flowers during the rains.

Very common, growing on trees, rocks and banks.

I have specimens in cultivation in hanging baskets,

la September it throws out its bulbule bearing shoots

which look curious and pretty.

Vernacular " Bach " or " Ghor-bach ", in streams

in the valleys below Mussoorie, grows freely in the

water logged ground at Nt\la-Pani near Dehra, both

rhizomes and leaves of this aromatic plant are used

medicinally. The powdered rhizomes or a decoction

made by boiling the roots in water forms a good wash

for dogs and poultry to free them of insect pests.
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THE PRESERVATION OF NATURAL HISTORY SPECIMENS
IN AIRTIGHT CASES.

BY

John Wallace, C. E.

The Preservation of Natural History Specimens, especially in the Tropics,

involves very often far more trouble than does their capture, for air, sunhght,

dust, fungoid gL'owths and various insects are grrayed constantly against

the collection. Moist air softens them and assists fungoid growths, dry air

shrivels and distorts them, sunlight causes their colours to fade, dust by

requiring cleansing involves wear that is ultimately destructive, and insects

effect the most rapid destruction of all by eating them. A cool, dry, atmos-

phere, uniform in temperature and humidity, and suitably protected against the

invasion of fungi and insects, offers ideal conditions for the dry preservation

of specimens, while immersion in some preservative liquid within an airtight

glass vessel has been the favourite means employed for creatures whose natural

appearance it is desired to preserve without stuffing. My remarks will be

confined to the first category which demands the protection of airtight boxes

or cases. In Bombay the temperature of the air ranges from 53*ii to 100*2

degrees Fahrenheit and varies from that cause alone by about 8i per cent, of

its original volume. The moisture ranges from 34 per cent, of relative

humidity to 98 per cent, and to actual saturation on the rare occasions of a fog,

that is to say, from 1*61 grains of water vapour per cubic foot at 34 per cent,

to 1 1*79 grains at 98 per cent.

The normal pressure of the air on the objects about us is 14*7 lbs. per

square inch or 2,1 1 6 lbs. per square foot, a force that would crush many hollow

objects were it not balanced by a similar interior pressure. The pressure of

the atmosphere varies very slightly in Bombay, the range being 5*89 tenths of

an inch of mercury with corresponding changes of volume.

When the barometer falls 0*589 inch at, say, 80 degrees Fahrenheit, the

pressure in pounds per square inch of the air will fall from 14*7 to 14"41 and

the pressure on the exterior surface of a completely airtight case would be

reduced by 41*76 pounds per square foot. A perfectly tight and empty

kerosene tin would, in such a circumstance swell visibly and, were it perfectly

elastic, it would increase in volume by 2-04 per cent. On the return of normal

pressure it would resume its original size and shape.

A change in temperature has a similar effect on the volume of the au\

Arise from 50 degrees to lOu degrees Fahrenheit would, in a rigid closed

vessel, cause an increase of pressure equal to 1*24 lbs. per square inch or

17S lbs. per square foot. The increase in volume, if expansion were allowed,

would be 9*1 per cent.

Such a tin is on the table along with a delicate anemometer gauge which

will measure pressures from 12 inches of water down to ^^5^0 ^^ ^^ inch.

When the tin and the gauge are coupled by means of a rubber tube the
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smallest pressure on ihc tin causes a responsive movement on the gaugt;.

A pressure of U-58'J inch of mercury is equal to about 8 inches of water.

This pressure applied to the tin may be beard as well as seen. The effect of

change of temperature of the air within is made visible by laying a piece of

cloth dipped in hot water upon the case.

An immediate movement is visible on the gauge. These changes usually

take place slowly enough to modify their effect on closed cases, owing to

leakage, and thus, with every change of temperature or of pressure there is a

movement of air in or out of boxes and show cases.

There is one wave of heat per twenty-four hours having its maximum at

•2-30 P. M. and its minimum at average sunrise. In the same period there art

two waves of barometric pressure both tending to affect the volume of air

surrounding a closed vessel, and these influences sometimes work together and

sometimes in opposite directions. If there is any communication at all

between the air in the case and that outside it, a breathing action takes place,

tending to mix and assimilate the two atmospheres.

If the outer air be damp and the contents of the vessel are dry, the air

with each inflow will leave a little of its moisture on or in the contents, until

they will absorb no more, and if the air be drier than the contents, moisture

will be carried away as far as the absorbing capacity of the air will allow. A
varying humidity would have a corresponding effect. With dust, the effect is

not quite the same. The speed of current entering a small hole in a box is

quickly dissipated, and the dust it carries is dropped, but as the air only

regains its velocity again at the outlet it cannot gather up the dust, which

thus accumulates. We are now in a position to understand how articles that

have been placed clean and dry m a box or drawer may become damp, dusty

and mouldy, and our business is to find out how to prevent these unpleasant

manifestations.

It is by no means easy to make a box or cupboard (unless it is very smallj

that is free from the risk of air leakage. Although wood does not alter

appreciably in length, it is constantly changing in width with the seasons,

influenced mainly by the amount of moisture in the air.

Moisture will traverse a box of one inch teak during the monsoon, even if

sheltered in a house from the rain. This may be prevented to a considerable

degiee by varnishing, but comparative security against damp can only be

gained by means of a metal lining and a very well fitted door or lid. The box

then becomes a frame strong enough to give adequate support to the lining,

and thick enough at the edges to form a good joint with the lid. A well made

deal packing case may be made reasonably airtight at little cost. The lid is

nailed on, and the box put in a good repair ; the lid is then sawn off with about

three iaches of the box attached. Next, the mouth of the box is carefully

levelled with plane and straight edge all round, after which the lid is fitted to

it, the edge of the box being rubbed with chalk to indicate points of contact.

The two surfaces must touch all round. Linings of tinplate or zinc are put

28
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into the box and the lid, and fixed with Bmall nails to the inner sides without

touching the joint faces. To attach the hinges the lid is put in place with a

heavy weight on it, and the hinges are attached with screws from the outside

A couple of hooks oa the opposite side keep the lid in contact with the box.

A careful workman can fit a lid of this kind sufficiently well to exclude all

dust, and diminish air leakage to a satisfactory extent. A small amount of

quicklime or other absorbent will preserve the contents of such a box for a

long period. In places where the white ant is troublesome a coating of

spindle (mineral) oil will give to wood such a bitter taste that no vermm will

touch it. This oil sinks in, but does not evaporate like kerosene. For

cabinets and show cases the process of Mr. Powell gives absolute security

against attacks by vermin. Examples of wood treated by this process

are on the table, along with a kerosene tin which fulfils all the duties

of a large drying bottle at a fraction of the cost. It is fitted like a coffee

canister but its peculiarity is a cap which fits tight without sticking. The

neck, standing up about li inches, is tapered, while the cap is parallel and

four inches deep. When pressed over the neck, the lid being elastic fits

closely all round with only a line of contact so that it cannot stick. A bag of

quicklime hangs within the lid to absorb moisture. Cartridges have been kept

ten years in such a box and used without a failure. The neck and cap may

be made 7 inches in diameter, admitting large articles. Lime should, when

possible, be put in ihe highest part of a dry box or case, as water vapour, being

only three-fifths of the weight of dry air, always rises. The lime thus esta-

blishes a circulation of air until all the water vapour is absorbed or the lime

becomes saturated.

This tin although superior to many boxes is not so tight as it appears for.

when tested with the pressure gauge a pressure of three inches of water dis-

appears in a few seconds. It has nevertheless done excellent service.

The following absorbents are used for drying the air in closed vessels.

Oatmeal, dried at 350 degrees F. chloride of calcium, quicklime, dried

sawdust, chloride of sodium or common salt, and sulphuric acid. Most of

these may be de-hydrated and used again. When any object or specimen is

placed, damp, in a box the lime or other absorbent may have to be changed

one or more times to bring the object to the required condition, after which

the duty of the absorbent will be to compensate the influx of moisture due to

changes of temperature or atmospheric pressure.

The dampness of the air in any case or box may be observed with the aid

of a Sassure hygrometer which indicates moisture by the alteration of length

of a single hair that has been washed in pure alcohol to free it from grease.

If the case is large a small wet and dry bulb hygrometer may be used. A

certain but unknown amount of moisture may be tolerated in cases containing

natural history specimens, the amount depending on the temperature of the

air. Absorbents are of very little use in an ordinary cupboard or almirah

during wet weather. The joints of the doors and framing offer an easy
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passage for moisture, and closed bookcases for the same reason offer a very

doubtful protection to books. Certain bindings are very absorbent, and

become readily mildewed. Mr. E. H. Aitken, a keen observer of these

things, kept his books in an open case in the middle of a room. To arrest the

attacks of insects he coated his cloth-bound covers with a thin solution of

copal varnish in turpentine, which maintained the new appearance of the

cloth and arrested deterioration. Very valuable books can only be preserved

in India iu the special boxes just described. Of insecticides there seem to be

a liberal provision whose properties are fairly well known. Petrol in a piece

of sponge produces a deadly but inflammable atmosphere, Naphtbalin is

largely used, but it discoloui"s brass, copper and the precious metals ; dissolved

in petrol it may be applied with success with a fine dropping tube to worm

holes in books. Camphor is less effective than naphtbalin. Mineral oil is

fatal to all parasitic insects but not to all fungoid growths.

In conclusion, I would add a few remarks on the joints of boxes or cases.

Two surfaces, however narrow, in close contact produce an airtight joint.

There is therefore no advantage to be gained by ribs or recesses which com-

plicate the manufacture of uniform and other cases. Fine felt on a joint may
filter the air but it is nob airtight and will not arrest moisture. Cork is only

airtight under considerable pressure, and to get a level bearing all round a box

would involve much work on the cork. A true metal and metal joint can only

be produced with the aid of machines. A line of India-rubber cord cemented

to one surface of a joint will become really airtight with very little pressure,

but it has an unfortunate way of sticking to both surfaces, and an application

of graphite is only a partial remedy. The merits of any vessel, for which aii--

tightness is claimed, may be easily tested by means of a cycle air pump and a

small length of tube attached to the bottom of the vessel. A smoking cigarette

passed round the joints will at once detect any leakage by the effect of the

escaping air on the smoke.

This subject might be ex tented to the volume of the book, for it touches

many important matters in daily life and commerce. It offers an explanation

for the deterioration of large quantities of meichandise in India ; it makes

clear the cause of accumulation of dust iu a closed empty building which may
remain clean outside, and it suggests methods of storage and preservation of

goods in the Tropics which will, some day, effect important economies.

THE PRESERVATION OF PINNED INSECTS IN THE TROPICS,

Mr. H. Maxwell Lefroy gave me the following information :
—

The msect collections at Pusa are stored in over 2,000 store boxes ; they

have been gradually built up during the past five years under extremely un-

favourable conditions as regards housing, transfer from place to place, supervi-

sion and so on, but are now permanently housed in the Pusa Laboratory.

Below wo give our experience of keeping collections of pinned insects unde,.

the conditions obtaining in India,
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In the first place storage in permanent drawer cabinets has not been

possible, because for one reason we would not be able to space out the

drawers in these cabinets beforehand to meet expansion since the Indian

fauna is so little known that we could not leave gaps for probable addi-

tions. We have, therefore, exclusively used store boxes, since they can be

moved about and expanded without requiring much moving of individual

pinned specimens.

Owing to the climatic conditions, well-made English store boxes are impossi-

ble, the deal boxes warp, card-board boxes become ungummed. The climate

in the plains embraces the two extremes of dry heat and moist heat, it is diffi-

cult to realise this unless it is experienced. In April-May, we get scorching

winds, extremely dry with a temperature (in the shade) exceeding 110° F.

These are so dry and hot that all wood shrinks and cracks, deal especially.

Following this the humidity becomes intense, still with a temperature up to

and over 100° F., till with the rains a very high humidity sets in and persists.

Still muggy air, intense moisture and heat (a minimum in the laboratory of 85°

a maximum of 95° with a steady humidity of between 85 per cent, and 90 per

cent.), induces the opposite of the dry heat ; all wood swells again. No collec-

tion can be protected from the humidity unless in steel safes with Calcium

chloride to dry the air, and this entails the locking up of the collection during

the busy season, an impossibility if any useful work is to be done. One

has therefore to contend against extremes of dryness and moisture, with the

latter come moulds, lice (psocids), and beetles, and since all boxes warp, the

entry of these to the collection is inevitable. Moulds will grow on anything

during the still hot moist months, books, boots, curtains, paper, wool, doors,

leather, almost everything except metal grows moulds
;

psocids of course

abound and only constant fumigation ot every room with hydrocyanic acid

could check them. Beetles are not so serious a danger.

With regard to boxes, we use teak boxes 17 inches by 11 mches, all are oi

one size and are stored horizontally in racks. Cartons are useless as they

cannot be guaranteed against mould without a free use of corrosive sublimate

solution, which is good for neither the pins nor the health of the worker. Our

boxes were lined with cork or cork sheeting, papered inside and varnished

outside. Creosote, napthalin, benzene, carbolic acid, camphor, chloroform,

carbon bisulphide, have been used in the boxes, either in small vessels, or in a

cell, or mixed together and poured into the box, the final mixture adopted was

a saturated solution of napthalin in benzene containing 30 per cent, of white

beechwood creosote, poured into each box before use and at intervals, it keeps

out psocids, keeps down moulds, the theory is that the benzene clears the box

of everything at once, the naphthalin keeps out psocids and beetles, the

creosote checks moulds. When you have 2,500 boxes tightly packed in one

room and you put into each box half an ounce of benzene, etc., you run risk

of explosions and of injuring the health of any one who works there. We
have therefore tried to find a substitute.
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A further difficulty is that paper in a damp climate, goes yellow and even-

tually brown ; that means an unsightly box or the removal of all the specimens

to a fresh box. We tried boxes containing no cork but paper stretched tightly

round one fixed and one adjustable bar but we abandoned these. If one could

get a permanently white surface, without paper, it would be a boon.

We will not describe the various devices we have tried but will go straight

to the final product ; every possible device that suggested itself was tried

culminating in the following :

—

An ordinary teak store box is used, without cork in, well varnished inside

top and bottom ; a sheet of cork matting slightly smaller than the bottom, is

cut ready, painted white on one side and dried ; a mixture of hard paraffin.

80 per cent, (melting point 55-(50°C)and napthalin 20 per cent, is melted, the

paraffin first ; it is poured into the box and tlie cork sheet put down and

carefully smoothed out, so as to get the hot liquid over the cork sheet, and so

as to leave no air below the cork, this sets hard very soon and before or as it

does so, more melted paraffin—naphthalin is poured over and allowed to set in

a smooth even sheet. To whiten this layer completely the cork sheet is first

painted white and allowed to dry. This gives an even dead-white surface,

which may be kept smooth by the application of a warm roller or smooth

metal surface ; a solid sheet of this paraffin is not good for pins as it has no

elasticity ; but by embedding the cork in it, the elasticity of the usual box is

retained, with the advantages of a hard napthalined surface which oflers no

harbourage to psocids or beetles. In addition, the sheet of solid paraffin goes

far to prevent waiping and to make the box air tight. No paper is used in the

box at all ; there is a well varnished lid, air tight and offering no harbourage

to insects, the smooth sheet of paraffin is impervious to insects and fills in all

the crevices, and the only harbourage for Psocids is where the lid falls on to

the box.

The actual weight of one of our boxes with cork and without paraffin is

2,050 grammes ; the paraffin added weighs between 350 and 400 grammes.

This excessive weight is the one drawback
;

it is practically unavoidable if

a stout teak box is used at all. the paraffin only increasing it by 20 per cent.

The addition of creosote to the paraffin has been tried and abandoned since

it produces a less white surface.

Psocids, on dried insects from an infested cork box, put into one of these

paraffin boxes die within 24 hours and may be found on the floor of the box :

it is actually unnecessary to poison such a box in any way at all and we use no

cells or napthalin. Our boxes have not been in use long enough for us to be

able to definitely recommend them for adoption ; the cold here is at present

considerable, a minimum of 43° F. outside and 60° F. in the laboratory, but

the paraffin is not too hard. We have not yet tested the boxes in a tempe-

rature over 105° F. and it is possible that when the temperature rises over

il0° F,, the specimens may develop grease or some other untoward thing

happen. So far as our present experience goes, the boxes are admirable,
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no preservative need be used, no paper is there to turn brown, the smooth

white surface shows up the insects splendidly and takes pins very well. It is

possible that in time the naphthalin will evaporate enough to spoil the surface

or that dust will accumulate on the paraffin. The relief of knowing that one's

specimens are absolutely secure against psocids, moulds and beetles, without

constant renewal of naphthalin is an enormous boon and we would recom-

mend that the box be given a trial. We have over 120 in use in the

reference collection, a large number more in daily use and at a later date

will give the Society the results of our further experience.

Pins.—In our damp climate, a source of frequent damage to collections

is the corrosion of the pins, often with the formation of masses of green

matter. Steel pins rust, all pins we have used are liable to corrode and we

have found no pin that is immune to corrosion. This is due partly to "the

tin coating of the tins, partly to the fact of an alloy being used.

With a pure metal, uncoated with another metal, electrical action does

not stimulate chemical action. We approached a prominent firm of

pin-makers, with the results that pure nickel pins in a long thick size

(No. 16) and a fine size (No. Ill) are now available at little more

than the prices of ordinary , black pins and at far less than pure silver pins.

We would call the attention of workers in the tropics to these pins ; they

have not the elasticity of steel but they have a sufficient strength to stand

ordinary wear and tear and, using pith for small insects, a long thick pin and

a fine small one meet nearly all demands. We are inducing (he makers to

produce a double pointed fine pin, which can be pushed into a small insect

from below and then (the other end) pushed into pith, this greatly facilitating

the pinning of small insects. Such nickel pins, tested against all other pins,

have entirely resisted corrosion where the latter corroded. On the continent,

pure nickel pins are in use and can be purchased in continental sizes. So far

as our experience goes nickel pins are advisable, but we have not had them

under trial for a sufficiently long period.

It will be seen that we have not worked on the principle of making air-

tight boxes for the very obvious reason that to use them you must (a) close

the boxes when the air is dry and not re-open it till the monsoon is over, or (&)

dry the air inside. The former is impossible, we cannot shut our collection

from May to November. The latter is impossible in practice. We have tried

calcium chloride and copper sulphate (calcined) in the boxes and abandoned

it ; it requires constant renewal if the boxes are opened at all, the calcium

chloride becomes liquid, spills in the box and that box must be cleared out

and remade as only soaking will take out the chloride. The subject is one of

immense importance in this country, it would be an immense loss if collections

like those of the late M. de Niceville were to perish, and if large reference

collections cannot be maintained it must always be difficult to work. Some

improvements are undoubtedly required, and we are still so apprehensive of

damage that we never retain types of new species in this country ; if new
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methods cau be introduced it will be a great boon, and wo would all wolcomo

the suggestion and trial of new methoda.

The use of stamped metal boxes has been recommended and, if the demand

was assured, would bo available ; but one cannot afford to go in for so ex-

pensive a thing without an assured guarantee of success since the onginal cost

of dies, otc,. is very largo. Wc propose to try these at a later date since the

(Consumption of boxes at the Pusa Institute is very large, but we would prefer to

wait until the paraffin boxes and nickel pins have been well tested, and we
hope also to have the benefit of the experience and suggestions of members
of this societv.
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NEW AND LITTLE KNOWN INDIAN HYMENOPTERA.

BY

LlEUT.-COLONEL C. G. NURSE.

The following paper deals with the Fossorial genera Astata, Tachytes, Ta-

chysphex, and Larra, which form a portion of the Sphegidas. All these are

numerous in sandy localities, and I had good opportunities for studying them

at Deesa, where the soil is specially suited to their habits.

Astata arjenteofacialis.—(Cam. Mem. Manch L. Ph. Soc. (4) ii, 1889, p. 151).

This species, described from specimens from Barrackpore, was omitted by

Bingham in Vol. I of Hymenoptera.

Astata qiiettce.—(Nurse, J, Bo. Nat, Hist. Soc. ,Vol. XIV., p. 92).

When I described this species, I considered some males I had, though much

larger than the $ described, to belong to the same species. C n re-examina-

tion, however, I feel sure they belong to another species, and they are described

below as A. resoluta.

Astata resoluta, n, sp.

^. Clypeus and front with shallow punctures, the portion of the front

about the ocelli shining, almost im punctate ; mesonotum 6nely and closely

punctured at the base and at the sides, less closely on the disc ; base of scu-

tellum shining, impunctate, remainder of the segment closely punctured
;

median segment long, longitudinally striate and reticulate, its apex rounded;

abdomen minutely aciculate. Anterior ocellus rearly twice the size of the others,

no furrow on front ; abdomen short, about § the length of thorax and median

segment, apex of basal segment constricted, apices of the others depressed.

Black, covered with moderately dense white pubescence ; mandibles, except their

tips, apex of scape of antenuEe, apices of abdominal segments (frequently the

greater part of the abdomen), femora at apex, and the whole of the tibias and

tarsi red. Wings clear hyaline, nervures dark brown, tegulae testaceous ; 2nd

cubital cell at top 5 the length of 3rd, and less than half the space bounded bj

the recurrent nervures, which divide the 2nd cubital cell into three subequal

parts on the cubital nervure.

Hab.—Quetta ; not uncommon.

Length—7 mm.

Astata compta, n. sp.

9. Clypeus and front moderately closely punctured, the portions rear —the

anterior ocellus and the margins of the eyes shining, with scattered punctures,

mesonotum, scutellum, and postscutellum closely punctured, except on the

disc of the two former, which are shining and more or less impunctate ; median

segment rather short, strongly longitudinally striate and reliculate, roundly

truncate at apex, the apical portion finely rugose ; abdomen smooth, shining.

Antennae pilose, the anterior ocellus scarcely larger than the others, the

portion of the front below it without a furrow ; abdomen nearly as Icng as

the thorax and median segment, the segments very slightly depreesed at apex •
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legs strongly spiiioil. Klack ; tlic inaiulihlos more or less red : puliescence grey,
inoderutely dense

;
wings hyaline, forewing with a slight flavons tinge, and a

very slight infusccscenee about tlie radial cell
; norvures bright testaceous,

teguhe dark testaceous.

Eah—'Mi. Abu.

Length—8 mm.
Antata selecta, n. sp.

9. Head minutely but shalluwiy punctuiud. tlie space below anterior ocellus
and the vertex almost impunctate

; mcsonotum, scutellum. except at base, and
postscutellum closely and finely punctured, median segment longitudinally
striate and reticulate, abdomen smooth. Front without a furrow, median seg-
ment rounded posteriorly, with a slight transverse carina at the apex of the
striation

; abdomen with the apices of the segments slightly depressed. Black ;

the mandibles in the centre, the first two or three abdominal segments, and the
femora, tibi:w. and tarsi red : apical abdominal segments bronzy testaceous

;

pubescence whitish, not very dense
; wings hyaline, the apex beyond the radial

cell infuscated
: nervures, stigma, and legul^e brownish testaceous, the recurrent

nervures divide the 2nd cubital cell into three equal parts

^a&.—Deesa
; January and September.

Length—5A-6 mm.
Astata interstitialis (Cam,).

The type specimen is a $, not a 9. 1 cannot see any transverse striation
on the median segment, which I consider finely rugose with a few short longi-
tudinal striai at extreme base.

Astata absolufa, n. sp.

S. Clypeus and front closely and finely punctured, the space below the
anterior ocellus shining

; mesonotum. scutellum, except on disc, and post-
scutellum very closely punctured; disc of scutellum shining, almost impunctate,
median segment rather short, strongly longitudinally striate and reticulate, its'

apex roundly truncate, the truncated portion finely rugose, abdomen minutely
acicuJate. Antenna) conspicuously pilose, anterior ocellus twice the size of the
others, with a furrow running from it to the base of antennti3 : abdomen short,
the apes of the first segment constricted, the apices of the remainder depressed'
Black

;
the pubescence greyish, moderately long

; the apices of the abdominal
segments narrowly golden testaceous

; wings hyaline, nervures bright testace-
ous, tegulas black

;
radial cell rather long, 2nd cubital cell at top i the length of

3rd, I and the length of space bounded by the recurrent nervures, which are
received into the 2nd cubital cell before and after the middle respectivelv
Hab.—Mt. Abu.

Length—II mm.
Astata I'ashmirensis, n. sp.

(J. Clypeus and front very finely and closely, pro- and mesonotum, scutel-
lum, except at base, and postscutellum closely and more strongly punctured, the
punctures being spai-ser on the disc of mesonotum. and (he base of the scutei-

29
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lum nearly smooth ; median segment finely longitudinally striate and reti-

culate ;
abdomen minutely aciculate. Clypeus short, transverse anteriorly :

anterior ocellus not much larger than ihe others, with a distinct furrow from

it to the base of antennse ;
median segment rounded posteriorly. Black

;
the

apex of 1st, whole of 2nd, and base of 3rd abdominal segments red
,
anterior

tibiae and all the tarsi more or less rufous
;
pubescence greyish, moderately

dense ; wings clear hyaline, nervures blackish, stigma dark testaceous, teguls

black : radial cell long, 2nd cubital cell at top i the length of 3rd, and half the

length of the space bounded by the recurrent nervurts, which are received

into the 2nd cubital cell so as to divide it into three nearly equal portions.

Hub -Kashmir, 5,000-6,000 ft.

Length—7 mm.

Ast'ita nigricans (Cam,).

Bin<.ham states that there is a carina on the median segment. But there is

no mention of this in the original description, nor is there any in my specimens.

I have one which has the abdomen more or less red, but agrees otherwise with

Cameron's description.

TachytRS.

This genus was commoti at Deesa, and I obtained a large number of

specimens. The species are closely allied and difficult to discriminate. In the

crreat majority the pubescence on the pygidium is golden in the $, and silvery

Tn the $. Several spe-ies have been described from my specimens by Bingham,

Cameron, and myself, but I have still a large number of specimens awaiting

determination, for which the examination of the types of nearly all the species

hitherto described from India will be necessary.

I have several stilopised specimens from Deesa.

Tuchytes monetaria (Smith).

Bingham states that the wings of the $ have a distinct yellow tinge. He

sent me two specimens from Eangoon as this species which were certainly not

mo7ietaria. In all my specimens the wings of both sexes are fusco-hyaline.

Tachytes proxima (Nurse, A. M. N. H., May 1903, p. 515).

I stated in describing this species that it was common at Deesa, but this is

not the case, for I find that the males which I took to belong to my single 9

apparently belong to another species.

TachTfle.^ lio>'pfs (Bingh., J. Bo. Nat. Hist. Soc., Vol. XII., p. 119).

±. Generally similar to the 9, but smaller (12-15 mm.), and somewhat more

pilose ;
pile on front more approaching a golden tint, scape of antennae red

;

anterior femora with a deep emargination at base, median segment more

coarsely striate, the striation transverse ;
pubescence and pile silvery through-

out ; wings lighter, though always with a slight fuscous tinge.

This species was fairly common at Deesa in June. I have a number of

specimens, and I am satisfied that they are the same species, though the 9 is

considerably the larger. In the 9 the abdomen is entirely without the pilose

bands usual in this genus. The disc of the median segment is in both sexes
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without pubescenco or pile, showing the striation clearly. Although the

anterior femora are emarginate in the ^ , it is a Tachytes, and not a Tachy-

sphex. It is very distinct from any other Indian species of the genus.

Tachytes opulenta, n. sp.

$. Clypeus and front with the sculpturing hidden by the pubescence, ex-

cept at the apex of the clypeus, which is rugosely punctured ; vertex, mesono-

tum, scutelluni, postscutellum, and median segment very finely and closely

punctured ; abdomen minutely aciculato, 1st ventral segment minutely and

closely punctured, remainder shining, with scattered punctures, closely punc-

tured at apex. Front with a distinct furrow not reaching the vertex, and with

the usual smooth curved carina from each of the posterior ocelli towards the

anterior ocellus ;
distance of eyes apart at vertex equal to the 2nd joint of

flagellum ;
mesonotum with three longitudinal carina; at base, not reaching the

middle ; median segment short, roundly truncate at apex, with a median lon-

gitudinal furrow ending in a fovea where the truncation begins ; there is no trace

of a furrow on the scutellum. Black ;
clypeus and front, apices of 1—

4

abdominal segments, apex of femora, the whole of the tibi«, and the metatarsi

covered with thick golden pile ; thorax with sparse greyish pubescence ; sides of

abdomen and penultimate segment at apex with stifE black and testaceous hairs ;

pygidium with black and golden pubescence intermixed ; wings flavo-hyaline,

nervures and tegulse testaceous.

^. Similar, eyes separated only by half the length of the 2nd joint of fla-

gellum, pubescence on pygidium silvery.

Tachytes asttda, n, sp.

^. Head and thorax very closely and finely punctured, granular, abdomen

minutely aciculate, ventral segments shallowly but somewhat closely punctur-

ed. Anterior margin of clypeus rounded, strongly depressed, with two blunt

teeth on each side ; an impressed line from vertex to base of antenna ; the

ocelli of the form usual in the genus ;
the distance apart of the eyes at vertex

is less than the length of the 2nd joint of tlagellum ; scutellum with an indis-

tinct median impression ; median segment roundly truncate posteriorly, with

a deep longitudinal impressed line along the posterior half of the segment :

pygidium broadly rounded at apex. Black ; the palpi and mouth parts, cal-

caria, tibial and tarsal spines, and claws at base red ; scape of antennae, clypeus

and front with pale golden pubescence ; thorax, median segment, and basal

abdominal segment with long pale pubescence, which has a golden tint in fresh

specimens ; Ist abdominal segment at apex narrowly, and 2nd, 3rd and 4th

broadly covered with silvery pile ;
the pubescence on pygidium silvery

; legs

with short golden pile. Wings flavo-hyaline, nervures and tegula; rufo-testa-

ceous ; the Ist recurrent nervure is received into the 2nd cubital cell near its

basal angle, so that the space on the cubitus bounded by the 1st cubital and 1st

recurrent nervures is less than half the space bounded by the two recurrent

nervures.

Hub.—Jubbulpore ; Mt. Abu ; Rangoon.
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Length.— lo-li mm.

Xear to T. ricinns (Cam.), but may be distinguished by the distance apart oi

eyes at vertex being less than the length of 2nd joint of flagellum, whereas in

vicinus it is nearly the length of 2nd and 3rd antennal joints united.

Tachysphex.

The species of this genus are, like those of the last, closely allied and

(litiicult: to separate. I have a number of specimens from Quetta still awaiting

determination.

Tachysphex instructus, u. nom.

Cameron has described two species under the names of stiiolala and striul-

atus respectively (Tr. Ent. Soc, 1903, p. 12'i, and J., Bom. Xat. Hist. Soc, Vol.

XVIII, p. 305). For the latter I propose the name T. instructus to prevent

confusion.

Tachijsphcx erylhrogaster (Cam.).

. The ^ is generally similar to the $ . but the 2nd cubital cell is narrower

above, and the eyes are closer at vertex, being not further apart than the

length of 2nd and 3rd joints of the flagellum united ; the pygidium is deeply

and roundly incised at apex ; the emargination at the base of anterior femora

is wide but not deep.

Length.—8-12 mm.

Tacliyspliex selecius, n. sp,

^. Head minutely and closely punctured : mesonotum, scutellum, and post-

scutellum less closely but more strongly punctured, median segment rather

finely reticulate, abdomen minutely aciculate. Clypeus rounded anteriorly,

front with an impressed line ; the distance apart of the eyes at vertex is about

equal to the 2nd joint of flagellum, which is slightly shorter than the 3rd joint :

anterior femora with a wide but shallow emargination at base ; median segment

of the same length as the mesonotum, roundly truncate at apex ; abdomen with

the apices of the segments depressed
;
pygidium roundly and widely incised.

Black ; all the tibia) and tarsi dark red
;
pubescence sparse, greyish

;
pile on

clypeus and front bright golden, on the legs and the apical margins of abdomi-

nal segments silvery ; wings hyaline, nervures and stigma piceous, inclining to

testaceous about the base of the wings ; tegula) rufo-testaceous ; 2nd and ord

cubital cells subequal on radial nervure, 1st rather longer ; 1st recurrent nervurc

received into 2nd cubital cell before the middle, 2nd at the middle.

Hab.—Bombay : October.

Length—8 mm.
Nearest to T. (estacelpcs (Bing.j. but may be at once distinguished by the

golden pile on clypeus and front.

Tacliyspliex peculator, n. sp.

^. Head, mesonotum, scutellum, and postscutellum very closely and finely

punctured, the mesonotum almost granular ; median segment very finely

rugose, abdomen minutely aciculate. Front with a shallow furrow : distance

of eyes apart at vertex about equal to the 2nd joint of flagellum ;
anterior

I
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femora scarcely emarginate at base, but with a slight depressioa ;
median

segment about the length of moaonotura, roundly truncate posteriorly, the upper

portion boimded at the sides and apex by a furrow ; apical margins of abdominal

segments depressed
;
pygidium roundly incised. Black ; the mandibles reddish

before apex ; all the tarsi rufo- testaceous ; apical margins of abdominal sogmonis

under the pile testaceous. Pubescence on clypeus silvery, on front rather long and

dark fuscous ; on thorax silvery and rather thick at the sides; abdominal segments

1-3 with somewhat wide bands of silvery pile : wings hyaline, nervures. stigma,

and tegula) rufo- testaceous ; the 1st and 2nd cubital cells are subequal on the

radial nervure, the 3rd shorter ; the 1st recurrect nervure is received into the

2nd cubital cell before the middle, the 2nd after the middle.

riab.—Deesa ', November.

Length—12 mm.
This species is nearest to T. testaceijm (Bing.), but may be distinguished from

it by the finely rugose median segment. From T. selechis described above it

may be distinguished by the pubescence on front being dark fuscous.

Tachysphex heliophilus, n. sp.

9. Clypeus sparsely, front and vertex closely and finely punctured :

mesonotum rugosely punctured, granular ;
scutellum shining, sparsely punc-

tured ; median segment minutely reticulate, its apex transversely striate

;

abdomen smooth. Front with the usual furrow ;
the distance ot the eyes

apart at vertex slightly greater than the length of 2nd joint of flagellum :

median segment about the length of mesonotum, roundly truncate posteriorly :

abdomen shorter than head and thorax united, pygidium with a few punctures.

Black ; the 1st and 2nd abdominal segments red
;
pubescence and pile short,

sparse, silvery ; calcaria and tibial and tarsal spines black. Forewing flavo-

hyaline. with a light fuscous cloud across the radial. 2nd cubital, and dis-

coidal cells ; nervures and tegulae rufo-testaceous ;
radial cell rather long,

rounded at apex ; the 2nd and 3rd abscissas of radial nervure subequal,

the 1st slightly longer ; the 1st recurrent nervure is received into the 2nd

ubital cell before the middle, the 2nd at the middle ; hindwing hyaline,

^. Similar, smaller, the pubescence on the front golden ; the posterior

tibiai and all the tarsi more or less rufous ; anterior femora emarginate at base.

Hab.—Deesa ; February.

Length— 9 7^ mm. ^ 6 mm.
The only Indian species with a red base to the abdomen and a fuscous cloud

across the forewing.

Tachysphex inimitus, n. sp.

9. Head, mesonotum, scutellum
; and postscutellum closely and finely punc-

tured
; median segment longitudinally striate at base, transversely apex ; abdo-

men aciculate, almost punctured. Clypeus transverse anteriorly, front with a

shallow impressed line ; the distance apart of the eyes at vertex is less than

the length of the 2nd and 3rd joints of the flagellum united : median segment

very short, about half the length of mesonotum, truncate posteriorly : abdomen
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as long as the head and thorax united, pygidium very long, sharply pointed

with a few scattered shallow punctures. Black ; the mandibles, labrum, scape

of antennae, and apical 3 or 4 joints of the tarsi more or less rufous ; calcaria

black, tibial and tarsal spines pale testaceous
;
pile very short and sparse,

silvery. Wings hyaline, nervures fuscous, tegulas black ; radial cell very short,

the 1st, 3rd and 4th abscissae of radius subequal, the 2nd less than half the

length of the others ; the let and 2nd recurrent nervures are received

into the 2nd cubital cell before and after the middle respectively.

$ . Similar, smaller ; anterior femora shghtlj^ emarginate. pygidium deeply

and roundly incised ; entirely black.

Hah.— Deesa ; January, September, October.

Length 9 7 mm. $ 5 mm.
Nearest to T. striolaia (Cam,), but may be distinguished by the 2nd cubital

cell being much smaller on the radial nervure,

Tachysphex ahlatus, n, sp.

$. Head and thorax very finely and rugosely punctured, abdomen

minutely aciculate
;

pygidial area impunctate. Clypeus almost transverse

anteriorly, incised in the middle ; antennse with 2nd and 3rd joints of the

flagellum subequal ; the distance apart of the eyes at vertex less than 2nd

joint of fligellum ; the apex of the median segment has traces of a furrow,

and is obscurely transversely striate. Front, vertex, and thorax black ; scape

of antennae, clypeus, mandibles, except their tips, the whole of the legs and

abdomen light red ; flagellum of antennse blackish ; most of the tibial and

tarsal spines pale testaceous, but a few are darker ; calcaria and claws dark

red, sometimes almost black. Pubescence and pile silvery, thick but not very

long on front and (horax, where it almost entirely hides the sculpturing.

Wings hyaline, netvures and tegulse rufo-testaceous ;
the 1st and 3rd abscissje

of radius and the space bounded by the recurrent nervures are subequal : the

2nd abscissa of radius much shorter.

Hah.—Deesa ; June, August, September,

Length—11-14 mm.
Very near to T. eri/throgaster (Cam.) in general appearance, but the eyes are

much closer together at vertex.

Tachysphex gujaraticus, n. sp.

9. Head, mesonotum, and scutellum very closely and finely pundtured
;

median segment rather obscurely longitudinally striate ; abdomen minutely

aciculaie, pygidium smooth. Clypeus almost transverse anteriorly ; 2nd and

3rd joints of flagellum subequal ; the distance apart of the eyes at vertex is

rather less than the length of the 2nd and 3rd joints of the flagellum united
;

median segment truncate posteriorly, with an obscure furrow. Red ; the

flagellum of antennffi, front, vertex, and thorax, except the legs, black.

Pubescence silvery, thick but not very long ; it usually hides the sculpturing

of most of the head and thorax. Wings hyaline, nervures and tegulse

rufo-testaceous : 2nd and 3rd abscissae of radius and the space bounded
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by the recurrent nervures subequal ; radial cell rather short, truncate at

apex.

$. Similar, but eyes much wider apart ; anterior femora deeply cmarginate

at base.

II ab,—Dee?a ; common.

Length.- 9 6 mm. ^ 5. mm
Larra simiUima (Smith).

This species was common at Deesa in June, and I have specimens from Mt.

Abu and Jubbulpore The ^ is very unlike the 9, and has not yet been

described, unless it is the form described by Cameron as fuxcipemiis.

$. Head and thorax closely punctured, the extreme anterior margin of the

clypeus smooth and shining, the vertex less strongly punctured than the

front; mesonotum more strongly but less closely pnnctuicd than the

median segment, on which in the centre above the punctures run into trans-

verse striae ; on the scutellum and postscutellum the punctures are finer than

on the rest of the thorax ; abdomen very finely and closely punctured.

Anterior margin of clypeus produced in the centre, with a slight median

indentation, and emarginate on either side of the produced portion
;
1st joint

of flagellum rather shorter than the two following united
;
the portion of

the front about the ocelli somewhat depressed ; mesonotum with a median

longitudinal impression at base ; median segment roundly truncate posteriorly
;

abdomen with the apical margin of the segments slightly depressed
;
pygidium

closely punctured, very slightly pubescent. Head and thorax with dtnse but

somewhat short greyish pubescence; antennae, legs, and abdomen pruinose.

Black ; the greater part of the first three abdominal segments dull red, apical

margins of the remaining segments rufescent. Wings fusco-hj aline, almost

hyaline at base ; nervures, and stigma brownish testaceous ; tegulae shining

testaceous, their margins punctured.

Hab,—Deesa,

Length.—11-14 mm.
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MISCELLANEOUIS NOTES.

No. I.—A TAILLESS JACKAL.

While out riding this morning, I came across a Jackal {Canis aureus) without

a tail. It crossed a country track some 20 yards in front of me and then

stopped and stared at me. I was afforded a good opportunity of looking at it.

It was in very good condition, with a sleek coat and on the fat side. I could

not judge its sex, but if it was a bitch, I should say she was in pup. There

was no sign of a stump of a tail, and the opinion I formed was that the Jackal

had been born without a tail. After looking at me for a short while, the

Jackal moved on and sat down under the shade of a milk bush, some 30 or 40

yards off, showing the greatest unconcern. I have seen a good many Jackals

during my time in India, but I have never come across one without a tail before,

so report it in case it may prove of interest to others.

R. M. BETHAM, Lt.-Col.,

The 101st Grenadiers.
Mhow, C. I., 18^;i April 1909.

No. II.—A FIGHT BETWEEN A HY^NA AND A PANTHER.
Possibly the following may be of some interest to other members of the

Society as throwing a side-light upon, to me at least, an unknown side of a

hyaena's character.

I had had a goat tied up near a neighbouring hill on the chance of its con-

taining a panther and heard yesterday morning that it had been killed by a hyaena.

As it was probable that the latter would polish off any other goats we might

tie up we decided to sit up for him, and accordingly my wife and I took up our

position in a machan on the ground shortly after 6 p. m. We had not long to

wait before the hytena appeared and stood covered by some trees a little

distance off. It seemed very uneasy and retreated more than once, always

returning to the same spot where we had first seen it. Finally, just as it got

dark, it moved off into the jungle on our left, and for some time there was

silence. By this time it was quite dark except for a little feeble moonlight.

Suddenly from our rear there was a rush and a panther bounded into the open

glade in front of the machan, halted a brief second, and as suddenly bounded

away again. In a minute it was back and sprang at the goat but missed it. I

raised my gun to fire, but before I could get the sights on to it, it had seen the

hyaena in the jungle close by, and with a roar sprang in the direction of the

latter. A grand old scuffle then ensued—unfortunately out of our sight—which

lasted for about ten minutes accompanied by much swearing and disturbance

of the undergrowth. After it was all over the conqueror came to carry off the

Bpoils of war, and to my amazement I saw that it was the hyaena and not the

panther who had won the day. His triumph was however short-lived as I

dropped him dead before he could reach the goat. The panther who all the

time had never ceased to spit and swear did not seem in the least put out by

the firing, and evidently thought that some wonderful intervention of provi-
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dence had rid her of her foe, for, after about 15 minutes, she too proceeded to

walk across my front towards the goat, enabling me to drop her dead within a

few yards of her late antagonist. The panther turned out to be a female of

about 5 years, measuring Gi ft. The hyicna was also a female measuring .') ft..

11 inches.

Personally I have never heard of a similar incident before, and it seems to

me a most extraordinary thing that the hyaena should not only have stood up

to the panther but should have worsted it to such an extent as to have

practically robbed it of its dinner.

R. C. BURKE. Cai'tain.

SANcii.i. S.M.C . 27^// Jan. 190i».

X... TIL—BREEDING SEASON OF THE COMMON INDIAN PORCU-
PINE CHYSTRIX LEVCURA).

I notice that in Blanford's Fauna of BriUsh India (Mammalia) the breeding

season of the Indian porcupine is not specified, so that it may be of interest to

note that a young male was brought in to me on the 27th of March by a

pahari, who said he had found it in a rocky recess in these hills j ust below

Almora. He said that he disturbed and flushed both parents from their fastness,

and on investigating, found a solitary young one. This he supposed was about a

month old. It measured when squatting about 9^ to 10| ins. The spines were

erected under alarm, but they were not yet stifE enough to inflict injury, and

I handled the little creature freely. It was naturally timid, sought shelter, and

when touched, while erecting its armature gave vent to a series of grunts.

Blandford says that two to four young are produced at birth, but there

appears to have been but a single offspring on this occasion.

The altitude indicated is somewhere between about 4,000 to 5,000 feet.

F. WALL, C. M. Z. S.,

Major, I.M.S.
Ai.MORA. 2dth March 1909.

No. IV.—THE SEROW.
In the Field of January 9, under Shooting, Mr. G. W. Bird, writing about

sport in Burma, describes the Serow as a dark-red-brown animal weighing about

200 lbs., and other writers state that the colour of the Burmese Serow is rufous.

Mr. Lydekker, for example, in his " Game AnimaU of India" states that the

typical Sumatran species is more rufous generally than the Himalayan animal.

Perhaps these writers may be describing specimens procured from Tenasserim,

which may be of somewhat similar colour to the Sumatran species ; but during

a close acquaintance with the Serow in Upper Burma, extending over six years,

I never met with this rufous variety, nor do 1 think that it exists there. The

general colour of the animals shot by me and others has invariably been black

above and brown beneath at all seasons of the year, and I should say that these

were of the typical Upper Burman species. The following are the measure-

ments and description of a female serow that I shot in the Northern Shan

States in 1898.

30
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The skin is sparsely covered with short bristly hair, 1| in. long, the inner

half of which is white and the outer half black. The cheeks, throat, knees,

belly, and back of the lower parts of the legs are ruddy brown. The flanks

ash brown. The nose, face, and horns jet black. The eyes are large, lustrous,

and dark blue in colour. Hoofs black, very large and clumsy looking. A
mane of strong bristly black hair 4| in. in length runs from the nape of the

neck to the withers. This mane is erected when the animal is excited. Its

tail b^ in. long is black above and ash brown underneath. Viewed from a dis-

tance of ten or twelve yards the animal seems to be wholly black in colour.

The measurements are as follows :—From crown of head along back to foot

of tail, 4 ft. 3 in. ; nose to tail, 5 ft. ; height at shoulder, 3 ft. 6 in.
;
girth at

shoulder, 3 ft. 7 in.
;
girth at flank, 2 ft. 10 in. ; length of face, 10 in.

;
girth of

fore leg at shoulder, 15 in.
,
girth of fore leg above knee, 9 in

;
girth of fore

leg below knee. Gin. ; ears, 8| in. ; horns, 8j in. ; circumference at base, 4^^ in.

;

weight when shot, 230 lbs.

This was an adult animal, and a large old male would stand 3 in. higher at

the shoulder and weigh considerably more. One shot near KyoukJongyi, on

the Bernardmyo Hkabine road, weighed a little over 300 lbs., and its horns were

more massive.

This little known animal is found in suitable localities throughout the North-

ern Shan States, and it must be common in the Chinese Frontier States, for

every mule driver has a serow's horn amongst the various articles attached to

his waistbelt. It lives in families of four or five individuals in the most retired

recesses of thickly wooded precipitous gorges, whose boulder-strewn slopes and

shallow caves afford shelter from the weather, and may be found morning and

evening feeding on the rank herbage of the more open slopes. One seldom

sees more than one individual at a time, but I have seen as many as four feeding

in different parts of one ravine within a few hundred yards of one another, and

a sportsman on finding one Serow should always try the same gorge over again

on the chance of finding another. They are most fiequently found in the ever-

green forest between 4,.500 ft. and 6,000 ft., but they are also to be met with as

low down as 800 ft. near Male Gale in the Ruby mines district.

Although of retiring habits, they are comparatively fearless of man, and

their curiosity is such that they will often allow the sportsman to approach

fairly near them before dashing off. When shot and missed, they do not travel

far. On one occasion I found and missed an old buck, followed him up, and

killed him within fifteen minutes, although he saw me when I first shot at him

at a short range. The Serow will not run from a dog, and the Leeshaws take

advantage of this characteristic. They hunt it with a trained dog. which holds

it at bay, whilst they sneak up quietly and shoot it at close range with their

cross bow and poisoned arrows.

Although known as a wild goat, in appearance it is more like a cross between

a deer and a donkey, being heavy and unwieldy in front, with high withers

sloping very much towards the hind quarters. Its favourite pose is to stand on
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the top of a rock with forelegs astraddle and head held low. It is very diflRcult

to distinguish the sexes at a distance. Their movements very much belie their

appearance ; they are exceedingly active animals, not only amongst rock, but

also on the flat. When distiubed they usually dash off down hill, with a deep

hissing snort or two. into thick cover, and as a rule they circle round any, reas-

cend the hill behmd the intruder, posting themselves on some coign of vantage,

from the safety of which they can watch the hunter tracking them. Before I

knew of this dodge I often tried to drive them without success, having one

several times in a beat, but never succeeded in getting it to cross the guns.

In stormy and wet weather ihey are very restless at night, and call to one

another a good deal. Their call is a whistling scream. The female usually brings

forth one kid at a birth and sometimes two, about the end of September, and

the kid runs with its mother for a year. On two occasions I have seen a mother

with a very young brown coloured kid and a half grown kid in attendance.

The period of gestation is about seven months.

A sure find for Serow is the gorge of the Pyoung (Goung) stream, a mile below

the now abandoned military station of Bernardmyo, in the Ruby mines district.

H. SHAW DUNN.
Annanhill, Kilmarnock.

(The above appeand in the " Field " of 30th January 1909.)

No. v.—NOTE ON A YOUNG TIBETAN GAZELLE.
I am sending you a photograph of a young male Tibetan gazelle {Gazella

picticaudata). I have often noticed that sometimes the white round the tail of
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these animals appears much brighter and larger than at other times. This is

very noticeable in bright sunlight when the white can be seen at a great distance.

By watching this animal in captivity I found that when alarmed the white

hair would bristle outwards in a peculiar way giving this effect.

F. M. BAILEY, Lieutenant.

G-YANTSE, Tibet. 25//< August 1908,

No. VI.-COLOUR VARIETY OF INDIAN HOUSE CROW.

I send herewith the skin of a common Indian House Crow (^Corvus splendens)

shot in the Jullundur district, Punjab. Its colouring is so strange that I hope

it will be of interest to the Society's Museum.

L. C, GLASCOCK.

Phillaur, Pdn.jah.

19^/t February 1909.

[The specimen sent is curiously coloured, being dark cinnamon on the head, throat, wing

coverts, and abdomen, the remainder being pale cinnamon. In the Society's collection there is

a specimen coloured in the same manner but paler on the neck. There is also a skin of a

beautiful creamy white specimen obtained in Bombay.—Eds.]

No, VII.—ON THE OCCURRENCE OF CERTAIN BIRDS IN

THE DARBHANGA DISTRICT, TIRHUT.

On the morning of the 4th February, my shikari brought me in a bird, which

I found to be Chibia hottentotfa (The Hair-crested Drongo) shot within three

miles of the Factory. I have found this a most uncommon bird in this

district.

On the 11th of the same month, my collector brought me in a male of

Emberiza pusilla (The Dwarf Bunting). He says it was all by itself but I

daresay he overlooked its mate. This bird has been recorded from Purneah

by Jerdon,but that is the only occurrence in the plains, according to Oates in

the Fauna of British India, Vol. II, and so its turning up here is an interest-

ing fact.

I recorded the occurrence of a single Vanellufi vulgaris (Lapwing) in this

district on the 8th August 1903 (see Jour., Bom. Jsat. Hist. Soc, Vol. XVI.

page 74) and have now to record another .specimen being procured, but this

time near .Tainagar in the Madhubani Sub-division. Both specimens are in my
collection.

CHAS. M. INGLIS.

Baghownie Factory,

Laheria Serai, 11^/^ February/ 1909.
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Xo. VIII.—A NEST OF ARCUIBUTEO HEMIPTLLOFUS (HIMA-
LAYAN UOUGH-LEGCIED BUZZARD) FKOM TIBET.

I soiul you a photograph of a uest of Archihuteo liein'fptiluims which J took

near here oa the lOth April this year at an altitude o£ 14,800 feet. The uest

was made of sticks (oue of which was over five feet long) and lined with blades

and roots of coarse grass. The Tibetan name for this bird is " cha kyi." It

feeds on hares and siiuw cock (^Tetraugallu^. libetanus) which were very plentiful

in the vicinity of the nest, and it is also said to do some damage to the flocks by

taking young lambs.

F. M. BAILEY, Lieut.

(.tYANTsi:, lOth September lUO!^,

[A skin of this rare Buzzard has been presented by Lieut. Bailey to the Society's Museum.

The specimen is a male and answers closely the description given by Mr. Hume of a " pre-

sumed male" in " Ulrai/ Feathers" Vol. iv, pp. o70-3« 1.

The measurements of Lieut. Bailey's and Mr. Hume's specimens are as follows :
—

Winjr. Tail. Tarsus. Bill from gape.

Lieut. Bailey's specimen I8i; llTi o'l '1

Mr. Hume's „ V.r W ;;• 1 2

N. B. KINNLAU.]

No. L\:.—DOVES NESTING ON THE GROUND.

Yesterday, the 3rd March, I found two nests of the common dove ( Turlnr

tigrinus) built on the ground.
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The first I found in the morning whilst inspecting a timber cutting in the

Kyangin forest reserve. It was on the ground, right out in the open, under a

teak tree and was of the ordinary kind, just a few twigs collected on some

fallen leaves. There was no attempt at concealing the nest. There were two

eggs in this nest, freshly laid.

The second neat I found the same evening. It was placed at the foot of a

catechu (^Acacia catechu) tree not far from my camp. The bird flew off as I

approached the tree. There were two eggs in this nest also freshly laid.

In all my wanderings in Burma and India I have never before come across

doves nesting on the ground and cannot account for these, as there were lots

of trees and bushes about them to build on. I should like to know whether

the nesting of doves on the ground has ever been recorded before or not. It

seems strange that they should pick the ground to build their nests, as the eggs

or young are almost certain to be destroyed by snakes or cats.

C. W. ALLAN.
Henzada, Burma, ith March 1909.

No. X,—NIDIFICATION OF THE SARUS CRANE {GRUf^

ANTIGONE).

To-day, while snipe shooting at Talod, I came across a Sarus chick just

hatched out. The egg shell was lying along side it. I thought Sarus laid

during the monsoon ? I should like to know if this is the usual time for nest-

ing. The behaviour of the parent birds was curious. My shikari had to pass

within five yards of the nest to pick up a snipe, but the parent birds, who were

feeding twenty yards off, took no notice of him at all, though one of them ut-

tered a low growling note once or twice. I went on and called my wife who

was waiting for me a short way off, to see the chick. My wife and I with

my shikari and three beaters walked up to within ten yards of the nest-

The parent birds were feeding about rO yards off and did not appear to

notice us. My shikari and I then went up to the nest and handled the chick.

Even this had not the effect of causing the parents any anxiety. The chick

was an ugly little thing, like a big gosling, and was very unsteady on its legs

and would only waddle about slowly. When I first left the neighbourhood of

the nest, to call my wife, I noticed the parent birds move up close to it for no

apparent reason, but shortly after a kite swooped down near the nest and

there was a charge of two infuriated sarus at the kite immediately. The nest

was quite exposed and the parent birds evidently knew their enemy, but it was

certainly extraordinary that they did not mind our handling the chick and con-

'

tinued feeding unconcernedly while wo stood by their nest,

E. O'BRIEN, Capt,,

Camp Talod, Sadra, Asst. Pol. Agent.

Mahikantha, \2th February 1909.
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No. XI.—ALBINO SNIPE.

When shooting with Mr. W. V. Nicholas at Pithoro in Sind last week he shot

a partially albino full snipe {Gallinago coelestis). The head and neck, back

primaries and breast are white, tinged and barred in places with rusty yellow.

The wing coverts are of the usual colour. Mr. Nicholas has presented the

specimen to the Society's collection.

H. GILL.
Bombay. 24/^ Febnian/ 1909.

No. XII.- FLAMINGOS IN THE N.-W. FRONTIER PROVINCE.

On 2 1st of October last I saw a large flock of flamingos flying east down the

Kabul River. They were flying quite close down and were unmistakable, but it

was early in the morning and few saw them. They were about 500. They

were the large Flamingos {Phanicopterus roseus). On the 7th iiistant I saw

another large flock flyirg west up the Kabul river and again more on the 8th,

possibly parts of the same flock. I mentioned it to Captain Bogle of the

Guides, who has lived at Mardan for some years, and he told me that he had

never heard of them in this province. However he told me yesterday that

within the last few days several birds have been seen in the neighbourhood of

Mardan which are undoubtedly Flamingos. The dates may be of interest.

This would seem to be quite a likely route for them on their migration, but I

have never seen them except on the dates mentioned.

W. P. C. TENISON, R.A.
NowsHEEA, \m March 1909,

No. XIII.—OCCURRENCE OF THE BAIKAL OR CLUCKING TEAL
{NETTiON FORMOSUM) IN THE PUNJAB.

I am sending for the museum a teal which, as far as I can make out, is the

Baikal or Clucking Teal, and if I am correct in my identification this will make
the fifth authenticated specimen shot in India.

The bird was shot by Mr. A, B. Aitken, of the Irrigation Department, close

to the Behranwala Canal escape, Lyallpur District, on dth February 1909, and

sent to me for identification, Mr. Aitken has kindly given me the skin for

presentation to the Museum if it is of any use to you. The skin had unluckily

been dressed with salt before I got it, and it may be rather difficult to preserve

now.

The skin agrees with the description of the Clucking Teal given in " Indian

Ducks and their Allies " with the exception of the head which is not black, the

back also is not quite the same nor the colouring of the feet, but they may
have changed colour before I got the skin, otherwise the feathering corresponds.

J. LINDSAY SMITH, Capt.

LvAl.U'UK, Pl'NJau, 2Uh February 1909.

[The Specimen proves to be a Baikal or Clucking Teal {Ne'tio»/i>rvw^>im) and has been

added to the Society's Collection.—Eds.]
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Xo. XIV.—OCCURRENCE OF THE BMKAL OR CLUCKING TEAL
(NETTION FORMOSUM) IN NORTH BEHAR.

I find on page 164 of Mr. Baker's book on '' Indian Ducks and their Allies
"

that there is only one recorded instance of the Baikal or Clucking Teal being

found in India, since the year 1898.

It may interest you to know that ;i male Baikal Teal was caught in

Muzuft'urpur district (in North Behar) towards the end of the cold season

of 1907.

It was brought by some professional fowlers to Mr. H. de Yitre, of Runi

Syedpur Indigo Factory, and kept by him iu his tealery. I was able to identify

it as a Baikal Teal, by means of Oates' book " The Grame Birds of India." The

bird was one of a pair but its companion had died before I happened to arrive

at the Factory. Mr. de Vitre had the bird mounted by a Calcutta firm, but

unfortunately it was completely spoilt by them.

Stillokgan Pakk, G. J. MONAHAN, I.CS.

Blackrock, Co., Duislin.

Ireland, ^th March 1909.

No. XV.—INTELLIGENCE IN BIRDS.

Having read a letter on the " Injury feigning habit of parent birds," iu whicli

the writer on pages 916, 917, and 918 of Vol. XVIII of the Journal discusses

the point as to whether the birds are acting in such cases by instinct or with

intelligence, I should like to record the action of a tame Magpie, which belong-

ed to me, and which I think certainly showed " intelligence " of a very high

order. The bird in question was Pica hottanensis, the black rumped Magpie,

which is so similar to the common European Magpie, Picancstica, that it is really

only an Eastern form of that species. I took the bird out of the nest in July

1893 in a high valley in Ladakh and took it down to the plains of India with

me. The bird was so tame that I allowed him the free use of his wings, which

I never cut, and he flew about the bungalow, inside and out, as he liked. At a

station in Central India, when I was on detachment with Capt. M. of my regi-

ment, in 1894, I being then a subaltern myself, he and I and a Captain of the

R. A. M. C. occupied one bungalow togetlier. The R. A, M. C. Captain had two

very fine bull- terriers, a dog and a bitch, with which the Magpie was on very

friendly terms, and they never molested him in any way. One day in the hot

season, Capt. M. called to me from the dining-room, saying :
" Come over here

quietly and see what your Magpie is doing." I went over to him and he took

mc to the door by the front verandah. We saw the Magpie walking round

the two bull terriers, examining both very closely for some time We could

not understand at first what he was driving at, but from what followed it was

([uite evident that he was trying to ascertain whether the two dogs, which were

lying full length in the shade in the verandah, were really asleep or only

dozing. Having satisfied himself that both were asleep, he deliberately walked
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up to the dog, tind gave him a couple of very hard vicious digs in the tail witli

his beak, and then disappeared like lightening round one of the thick mud
pillars of the verandah. The dog sprang to his feet with a growl, waking up

the bitch, who also jumped up, and both dogs stood about in the verandah

uneasily for some time looking for something on which to vent their anger, the

magpie all this while keeping himself well out of view. Finally the dogs got

drowsy again, lay down in the verandah, and went to sleep again. When all

was quiet we saw the magpie come very cautiously from his hiding place.

Again he carefully scrutinized the doss to see if they were asleep, and then he

repeated the performance, biting the dog again in the same way as before, and

again disappearhig like a flash round the thick pillar of the verandah. This

time however the dogs were so uneasy, that they would not lie down again.

"We saw the magpie wait in his hiding place for some time, and then seeing

that the game was up, he hopped down on to the gravel walk about 18 inches

below the verandah. We then lost sight of him for a few minutes, but he

soon reappeared flying down from a big tree at the other side of the house,

and settled close to the two dogs, with a chatter as if he was greeting them for

the first time that morning. It was evident from the way the dogs received

him that they had no suspicions as to his being their assailant while they were

lying asleep. In order to fly down into the verandah from the direction he

came, he must have gone right round the bungalow on the gravel walk keeping

close to the wall to keep out of view, then at the back of the bungalow got u])

into the tree, and then flown down to the verandah to talk to his friends, the

two dogs, as he very often did. They were therefore not the least surprised

when he flew down to them, as they were accustomed to see him doing so very

often. The barracks were fully half a mile from the bungalow and the magpie

always flew there directly he was let out of his cage in the morning, remaining

with the men till their breakfast was over, when he used to fly back to the

bungalow and get morsels from our breakfast table. At nigbt he always went

into his cage of his own accord, the door being put open for him, and it was

shut by my servant, when he had gone in, and opened again every morning at

daylight. This bird was a constant source of amusement to us, frequently

showing what I think was great intelligence, but I think his little joke with the

two bull-terriers was his most amusing exploit. He niust have thought this

out deliberately, and not the least amusing part of it was the way he coolly

presented himself to the two dogs as if he was saying" good morning" to them

after having just perpetrated a cunning piece of treachery on his unsuspecting

friends. If that does not show intelligence I do not know what it should

be called. It was a deliberately planned practical joke, admirably carried

out. and the perpetrator screened himself cunningly from detection by his

victims.

H. DELME RADCLIFFE, Majou, F.Z.S.,

Royal Welch Fusiliers. }

Sporis Club, London, ith Fehmanj 1909.

31
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No. XVI.—ON THE HABITS OF BIRDS WHEN DANGER-
SUPPOSED OR OTHERWISE—THREATENS THEIR NESTS.

I have been much interested lately in the letters which have appeared in the-

Miscellaneous Notes of the Society's Journal regarding the behaviour of birds

when danger threatens their nests. I think the following incident concerning

a Fiscal Shrike {Lanius coUarls) may be interesting. In this particular case

reason was conspicuous by its absence, and instinct disastrously misleading

but the intention of the bird was perfectly clear. As I am sending this to a

Journal on the Natural History of India in response to the trust expressed by

Mr. Dewar, in his article, dated 10th September 1908, that members will let the

Society have the benefit of their observations on this subject, I ought to say

that the bird was not an Indian one, nor did the incident come under my
observation in India. Nevertheless as an example of absolute stupidity, clearly

demonstrating that this particular bird at all events possessed no reasoning

powers, I hope that it may help to throw some more light on this interesting^

subject, as after all the habits of birds of the same species in different countries

are more or less alike.

When we were living in Middleburg, Transvaal, a pair of Fiscal Shrikes had

begun to build their nest in a small group of trees not far from the road

leading to our bungalow.

We frequently walked past the place of their choice, but would never have

found their nest, which was quite invisible from the road, had it not been for

our dog, a pointer.

The group of trees was enclosed by an iron fence, and some time previously

our dog had found and chased a cat inside the enclosure, with the lasting

result that it could never pass that place without at once searching it thorough-

ly for the same cat, which I need hardly say was never to be found there again.

One day in September 190G whilst returning home from a walk with my wife,

our dog, on nearing the small plantation of trees, as usual rushed on ahead,

entered the enclosure and began to hurriedly search for cats in the long grass.

When it had gone a little more than half way through, a shrike suddenly flew

out from one of the trees and violently scolded the unintentionally offending dog-

On the next and every subsequent occasion that we passed the place, the bird

used to fly out at the dog long before it was anywhere near the plantation, and

behave in a most absurd way chattering and scolding, and following the dog,

flying a few feet above its head, until it was past the enclosure. The dog

never used to take the least notice of the bird, and the bird apparently did not

object to us. We could have walked about among the trees all day long with-

out apparently causing any alarm, but the poor dog which had never climbed

a tree in its life, was not even allowed to pass the place on the side of the road

opposite to the trees without being molested.

This curious behaviour on the part of the bird naturally led me to suppose

that its nest was somewhere in the plantation, I therefore made a systematic

search, starting at one end of the plantation, and walking backwards; and
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forwards examined carefully every tree. In about a quarter of an hour 1

found the nest some ten or twelve feet above the ground, built close against

the trunk of one of the trees (a Blue Gum). I was unable to climb the tree

as the branches were too thin to support my weight, so I hurried back to my
bungalow for some ladders, expecting after all the fuss the bird had made to

find at least young birds, I was quite wrong, the nest was only half built.

Thinking that perhaps this was not after all the nest belonging to the shrikes

which objected so much to my dog, I searched in every other tree in the

plantation, but could not find any other nest. To make quite certain I went

out the next day alone and watched, and I saw both birds frequently fly in and

out of the tree which contained the half built nest.

Now, had the bird been capable of exercising any intelligence, would it

have constantly drawn our attention to the whereabouts of its nest, by

scolding a dog which never took the least notice of its ridiculous antics ? The

first time it might have been suddenly frightened by the appearance of a

strange monster under the tree it had selected for the home of its future

young, and involuntarily cried out, and attempted to drive it away, in the

same way that a very young child will involuntarily cry out when suddenly

alarmed, even at objects which are quite inanimate and ob\iously to us, could

not possibly do it any harm.

Why then should it after the first time of seeing the dog, when it discovered

that it took absolutely no notice of it, and never attempted to touch its half

formed home which was out of reach, continue day after day to attack the

dog (sometimes long before it was even near the plantation) which it would

have known had it been able to reason, could not climb trees, was obviously

looking for something on the ground, and thereby draw the attention of two

humans who could cUmb trees ?

There was certainly no intelligancc exhibited by this bird, neither can I

believe it was solely instinct which so disastrously misled it to expose the one

place it wished to conceal.

I think that in this case the bird must have been in the first instance so

intent on doing something to its nest, that it neither saw nor heard the dog

approach the tree it was building in, and then suddenly catching sight of it

beneath, was so frightened that whenever it saw the dog again, associated it

with something to be alarmed at, in the same way that the dog always

associated that particular enclosure with a cat it had once discovered there,

but never subsequently found there again.

My opinion of the above is comfirmed by the fact that, at about the same

time in a disused compound about a quarter of a mile away, another pair of

shrikes behaved in exactly a similar way, but on this occasion devoted

all their attention to us, and left the dog severely alone. In the former

case had the bird been able to reason, although instinct prompted it to

behave as it did, it would have suppressed its fright for fear of attracting

our attention to its nest, being the ones who could do it real harm, and
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on finding that nothing happened, would have kept quiet on subsequent

occasions.

In the latter case the behaviour of the birds was exactly the same, but the

whole of their attention was directed to us, and not at all to the dog, which

conclusively proves to me that these birds at all events are led by a common

instinct to attract attention from their nests in one particular way under

any circumstances of danger, real or supposed.

In eight years' experience of birds' nesting, and observing the habits of

birds during the period of nidification, in India, liurma, and South Africa,

I have never once ^een a bird show the least intelligence, nor has a single in-

cident ever come under my notice which has ever made me even suspect that

birds are capable of reasoning.

I think each species possesses hereditary instincts of its own to conceal its

nests, and attract attention from its chosen sites, but has not the i-easoning

powers to use them intelligently under varying circumstances.

I was also very much interested in Mr. C. H. Donald's description of the

injury-feigning incident of the black partridge, which came under his observa-

tion. I have found many nests of game birds, but have never met with a single

incident of these birds feigning an injury, although I have noticed it in all the

other birds mentioned by him except the woodcock. The fact, however, that

partridges do adopt this method for attracting attention from their young has

been known for many years. Gilbert White, when writing from Selbornej)n

the 26th March 1773 to the Hon'ble Daines Barrington on the^<r> <i
|
**i of '^off

animals, remarks :

—

" Thus a partridge will tumble along before a sportsman in order to draw

away the dogs from her helpless covey."

In another place he writes :

—

" A hen partridge came out of a ditch, and ran along shivering with her wings

and crying out as if wounded and unable to get from us. While the dam

acted this distress, the boy who attended me saw her brood, that was small and

unable to fly, run for shelter into an old foxearth under the bank. So wonder-

ful a power is instinct."

An incident once came under my notice of the Madras bush lark {Mirafra

affinis) feigning injury. One day whilst walking down the British Infantry rifle

range at Meiktila in Burma, I struck at a piece of a chatti lying on the ground,

with my walking stick. I was surprised to see a small bird run out from beneath

it, and run along for some distance with an apparently broken wing. At first I

thought it really was wounded, and had taken shelter under the piece of chatti

from the heat of the sun, but when it eventually rose from the ground and flew

away I knew at once what was up, and on turning over the piece of chatti

discovered:a nest containing three eggs.

STANLEY PERSHOUSE,
2nd Border Regiment.

The Hall, Strensall, Yorkshire,

lOth February 1909.

I

'a'
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^o. XVII.—THE INJUllY-FEIGNING HABIT OF PARENT BIRDS.

As I said in my original letter (Vol. XVIII, p. 680), I knew I was treading

on delicate ground when I suggested reason rather than instinct to be the

explanation of the strange behaviour of a bulbul {Otocompsa emeria), when it

thought its nestlings in peiil. I cannot regret having done so now that my
surmise has provoked Mr. Dewar to write on the subject. He is always worth

listening to. and his letter on this subject is particularly interesting. He will

doubtless forgive my endeavouring to support my contention in this case.

Of course, the whole question is one of terms. What is instinct '? What is

reason ? An " instinctive action " I take to be the impulse arising from the ex-

periences of the moment, «.e., before one's brain has time to reason consciously,

what in fact is termed '' reflex action " in certain cases. Unwittingly I put my
hand on a hot iron, instinctively I withdraw it. No effort of reason is required.

When I find that the pain of the burn remains I apply remedies. This subse-

quent action being the result of reason.

In Mr. Dewar's letter (Vol. XVIII, p. 918), he impugns the logic of both my
Bulbul and his Babbler, but that to my mind does not disprove the attempt to

reason. Darwin in his " Descent of Man " instances the case of the retriever

and the wounded duck as a distinct attempt to reason, although, as he says, the

animal's logic was hopelessly wrong, in fact quite as much so as my Bulbul's.

The way I regard the matter is this. The birds were accustomed to see me
looking fraquently at their nest, and had realised that there was no reason to

fear me. When, however, a stranger came on the scene—a new experience

—

they started scolding or threatening us. This failed to have the desired effect,

and here, it seems to me, the bird, by changing the tactics prompted by the

impulse of ths moment, shows that it must have reasoned something like

this:—"My scolding has not succeeded in driving these marauders from my
nest, I must try some other course. If they are after birds I will lure them

from my young, by making them think they can easily secure me." From

this resolve came the wonderful mimicry of a badly maimed bird.

It has always seemed to me to be a bit of human arrogance to claim reason

and a future existence for mankind, and to deny them to the brute creation.

No doubt the evolution of reasoning powers in man has been more rapid than it

has been lower down the scale, and there are obvious gradations in the human

abiUty to reason, but there are on record instances of reason in animals and

birds which cannot be assigned to instinct. Take the very elementary case of

the puppy. He wishes to relieve his full bowel ; instinct teaches him to do so

forthwith. If he is in the garden at the time nothing happens to him for

obeying this impulse of nature, but, if he is in the house, his owner at once

proceeds to show him that his action is not appreciated. This happens two or

three times, and then the puppy has learnt a lesson he remembers all his life.

Either his master's castigation has got the better of the animal instinct, or the

dog has reasoned that as he always gets punished when he relieves nature in.

doors, and never when he does so out of doors, he had better avoid doing the
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first for the future. I prefer to think that the latter has happened, that reason

has triumphed over instinct. Many of your readers will remember the case ot

the broken legged stray dog who was treated in a London hospital (between

twenty and thirty years ago, I think) and who subsequent to his discharge

therefrom reappeared one day at the hospital with a broken legged canine

friend. The incident gave rise to considerable discussion and correspondence

at the time under the head of " Reason or Instinct.
"

As regards Mr. Dewar's experience with his Babbler, undoubtedly the birds

did not reason correctly, but that they attempted to reason seems to me no

more unlikely than that Darwin's historical retriever did. Had the Babbler

been actuated only by instinct it surely would have gone on feeding its young,

the primary instinct of all creation to its progeny, I am only endeavouring to

give a possible explanation of the bird's behaviour and have no intention of

dogmatising. The train of thought may have been something like this,—

^' Here's an intruder ! Better wait a bit and give him time to go on, before

I expose the whereabouts of the nest. I might try a little scolding too ; it is

so successful with mongooses, snakes, and other avian annoyances. He does

not seem to mind the scolding, and shows no disposition to move on, and

I simply cannot let the children starve, so I'll risk it." Up to this point it

appears to me that reason is a possible explanation. That the subsequent

action betokened a fault in the logic of the bird does not actually disprove the

previous attempts to reason. The babblers may have put down Mr. Dewar's

merciful restoration of their fledgling to " funk " induced by their threatenings

and scoldings, and have flattered themselves that a pursuance of their former

successful tactics was all that was required to save their young !

I am not suggesting all this so much with the view of attacking Mr. Dewar's

theories, as with the idea of defending my own. His may be the most likely

explanation, but it is not the only possible one. I had only wavered between

instinct and reason ; he has introduced a third explanation which might

almost be termed hysteria.

ARUNDEL BEGBIE.

February 1909. Majuk.

No. XVIII .—EXTENSION OF THB HABITAT OF THE
COMMON KUKRI SNAKE {SUfOTES ARNENSJS.)

Through the courtesy of Major H. A. F. Magrath I have recently examined

two specimens—one adult, one very young—of Simoies arnensis from Bannu on

the North-West Frontier. Though this species is fairly common in the

Plains of Peninsular India up to the low foot hills of the Himalayas, it has only

once been reported outside the Oriental Region, a specimen from Deesa being in

the British Museum. Although it has never been reported from the Basin of

the Indus it must occur there, since it is now known to extend to the North-

West Frontier, this locality very largely increasing its previously known range
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of distribution. Both specimens conform to variety A of Boulcnger's Cata-

logue, i.e., have the belly unspotted. The ground colour is biscuit or bufP, and

there arc the usual narrow blackish-brown crossbars dorsally breaking up more

or less laterally. The adult is a 9 measuring 1 foot 1\ inches, the tail account-

ing for 2^ inches. The ventrals are I'J-i V, the anal divided and the subcaudals

45. The scales are, as is usual in this species, 17 anteriorly and in midbody, 15 at

u point two heads-lengths before the anus. The supralabials are abnormal,

vh., 6 with the 3rd and 4th touching the eye but the last shield is fairly ob-

viously a fusion of the normal 6th and 7th. There are 42 bars on the body and

12 on the tail. The three dark chevrons on the head are very conspicuous, well

defined, and quite discrete.

The young specimen, which I have sent to the British Museum, is similar

except that the ventrals and subcaudals number 199 -f 48, the supralabials are

7 and the crossbars 39 + 12. The length is 6| inches.

f. wall, c.m.z.s.,

Major, i.m.s.

Almora, ll//i May 1909.

No. XIX.—DISCOVERY OF A SECOND SPECIMEN OF THE
RARE SNAKE OLIGODON ELLIOTTI.

Among the specimens identified as Oligodon subgriseus in our Society's collec-

tion which have been recently sent me I have discovered one of Oligodon elUotti.

As only one other specimen of this rare snake is known, viz., the type from the

Madras Presidency which is in the British Museum, the discovery is an interest-

ing one beside being a valuable one in the interests of our Society. The specimen

nccords well with Gunther's (Rept. Brit. Ind., p. 207., and Plate XIX, fig. G)

description and figure. The only things to remark upon being that the second

•chevron on the head does not become confluent with the nuchal one. It ex-

tends bowed forwards beneath the chin however as in the type. There are 34

spots along the body. The ventrals and subcaudals are 149 and ' 31 and the

Jinal shield is divided. It measures 1 foot 1 5 inches, the tail accounting for

1^ inches. The locality given with this snake is Ceylon, but there is no record

when it was received or by whom it was presented.

f. wall, c.m.z.?.,

Major, i.m.s.

Ar.MOKA, \?ith April 1909.

No. XX.—A CASE OF HORNET POISONING.

In Vol. XVIII of this journal (p.G94) Captain MacWatters reports three cases

of hornet stings. In this connection the following case will be interesting. On
the 10th December Major H, whilst out shooting was attacked by hornets.*

Being unable to rid himself of them he lay down with his arms round his head.

* In spite of repeated cflEorts I have f:iilc I to get ;i specimen foi- i lemitica.iun.
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\o protect his face, thus rendering only the back of his head and neck vulnerable

to their stings. Four settled on the scalp and neck inflicting stings, -which

smarted pretty severely, but not so much as to prevent his continuing shooting

in a few minutes.

In about ten minutes' time he suddenly felt queer, handed his gun to his

orderly and tried to speak but could not, though he made strenuous efforts to

call out. He then fainted away. Major E., his companion, came to his assisi-

"anoe, and found his face livid, eyes bloodshot, and his nose and ears blue.

His hands were cold and blanched and he could not find his pulse. On regain-

ing semi-consciousness he complained that he could not see. A state of semi-

consciousness lasted for about half an hour. On fully regaining consciousness

he complained of intolerant itching all over the body, and Major E. then dis-

covered he had a rash all over the abdomen. He then vomited. After a few

minutes he walked to camp with assistance. Severe diarrhoea set in at about

7 p.m. and lasted all night and he vomited again in the night. He noticed

too that his penis and scrotum were considerably swollen but not painful.

The next morning he felt well enough to continue shooting and had rio

recurrence of untoward symptoms.

The paharis who were beating recommended lime-juice for the stings, and

procured limes from a neighbouring village. Major E. squeezed and rubbed the

juice into the wounds which he says were visible as pink, shiny, small, round

areas, not in the least swollen. He gave whisky internally, and covered him

warmly. The case is a very interesting one. The rapidity with which the

symptoms set in, and the profound prostration of the sufferer show that these

insects secrete a most virulent poison when they sting.

The poison appears to me to have operated in two ways. Firstly upon the

nervous system, and the full force of the neurotoxic agent appears to have

fallen upon the heart.

There appears, too, to have been a toxic influence reducing the coagulab-

ility of the- blood, hence the rash which was probably a nettle rash, and the

oedema of the genitals. The only other possible solution of the blood state,

is by assuming an absorption of citric acid from the lemon juice applied

locally. There seems little doubt that had one or two more stings been

inflicted the case would have ended fatally.

F. WALL, c.M,z.s.,

Major, i.m.s.

Almora, ID^Z* Decemher 1008.

'I

Xo. XXI.—THE BLOOD-SUCKING PROPENSITIES OF A
BUG (NABIS CAPSIFORMIS).

While sitting outside one evening, about nine o'clock, in the middle of

April, my attention was attracted by a sharp prick on the back of one

of my hands. On looking. I saw a small bug busily employed with its proboscis
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through the skin. So engrossed was the Img that it did not mos-e, though

I walked into the bungalow, and out again, before putting a tube over it.

Mr. Lefroy, to whom I sent the insect, writes that it is a specimen of

" Nahis capsiformls one of the Reduviids, it normally feeds on caterpillars,
"

The fact of it sucking blood is therefore perhaps worth recording. According

to Mr. R. M. Dixon "' The blood sucking propensities of some of the species

are, I believe, due to a habit acquired probably for the purpose of self-

defence."

N. B. KINNEAR.

BOMHAY.

No. XXII.—NOTES FROM MANSI, NYU FOREST,
UPPER BURMA.

An elephant having died from old age was buried as customary in a pit

with bamboos placed over it and earth over that. Passing that way about

10 days . afterwards I was attracted by a frightful smell and discovered

that the thigh of a hind leg had been disinterred and gnawed to the bone

by (presumably) bears, as there were bear tracks all round, and no signs

of another animal. This is, I venture to think, an unusual occurrence.

There is a simple and effective method of catching fish up here which

deserves notice. A dam is made in the rocky creek (the water of which

at this time of year is only some 15 ft. wide as against 50-60 in the rains

i

above a pool where fish are seen ; this is made with bamboo stakes and

bottomed with bamboo lattice work. Another is then made lower down,

with the same bottom, but above the surface of the water the poles are

long and sloped down stream at an angle of about G5 degrees. From

these poJes are then hung rugs, cloths, etc., the bottoms of which are fastened

to the lattice frame work at water level, so that thej' then bag like sails with

the water rushing in at the base. The men then go up to the top dam

above the pool and work down with spears, stones and torches (it is best done

at night) and little rafts of fire, making a terrific noise ; the frightened fish

rush down stream and seeing only the lattice frame jump into the bags

of cloths, whence they can be removed after the beat. The first night I saw-

it done, we got 48 £sh weighing from a few ounces to 2 lbs.— I believe

mahseer—but am very ignorant on the subject. Six men can put up the

dams and catch their fish in an hour ; it is called in Burmese " kone tsin."

I was the spectator of a delightful scene yesterday which may interest

some one
;
going up a rocky creek, up which no European had been and

no one had shot for over 2i years, and looking out for sambhur and other

game, I came cautiouslj- rouud a corner to see what at first sight seemed

to be a sow with little pigs playing round her, but after a minute or two

I saw that it was a buffalo lying down on the pebbles with a crowd of otters

(I counted fifteen) literally gambolling over and round him. They leapt over

his back, crouched like dogs at Iiis nose, and generally baited him ; at last

'6
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he could stand it uo longer, and got up and scattered the creatures, which

all plunged into a pool, and after what looked like a brief water-polo match

disappeared in some rocks. I watched this for about a quarter of hour,

and only discovered myself on the departure of the otters. The buffalo was

probably a stray one from one of the Kachin villages which dot the hills

here and there.

D. H. M. BOYLE.
Mansi, IQth April 1909.

No. XXIII.—BRACHYMENIUM TURGIDUM, Broth, n. sp.

Among a small collection of mosses gathered by Mr. L. J. Sedgwick in

Southern India, and communicated to me by Mr. G. B, Savery, was a Brachy-

men'mm very striking in the form and position of the capsules. Being unable

to determine it, I sent it to Dr. Brotherus, who kindly examined it and replied

that it was allied to, but specifically different from, B. nepalense, Hook., and he

suggested for it the name B. hirgidwn. I append a description of it.

BRACHYMENIUM TURGIDUM, Broth., in lit.

Autoicum. Fl. masc. gemmiformes, in innovationibus apicules : unthendia

pauca, O, 4 mm. longa. Coespites densi, laete virides vel rupescentes, subnitidi,

1-2 cm, alti, inferne soepe tomentosi. Folia subasquales, ad apicem caulis

j-amorumque hand rosidata, humida et sicca mierecta, hand patenlia, moUia, sub-

flaccida, sicca contracta nusquam spinliter contorla, ad 3 mm. longa, ovato-

ianceolata vel late lingulato-lanceolata, mhintegra vel Integra, nervo fusco sat

uugusto (ad basin latiore) excedente integro cuspidata ; cellulis leptodermicis

elongato-hexagonis, pellucidis, 30-40^ longis, 10- 15^0. latis ; limbo p)eraiigustu,

e cellulis linearibus 2-3—seriatis composito. Folia perichoetalia rubra, parva

triangularia, acuminata, inferne marginibus latiascule revolutis. Seta rufesoens,

1, 5—2 cm., longa, superne arcuata vel cygnea, theca ideo horizoniulis vel pendida.—
Theca (cum collo) ad 3 mm. longa, turgide oralis vel late pyrrformis, collo brevi-

usculo vix (nisi capsulis vetustis) defluente, microstoma ; operculo hemisphoerico,

obtuso, nitido. Annulus latus. Exothecii celluloe pachydermicEe, valde irre-

gulares. Bxostomii denies 25«<iW?", basin versus lutei, 0-35— 0-4 mm. alti
;
lamina

dorsalis minute papillosa, linea media inferne distincte serpentina; lamellge,

lamina) ventralis aUissimcv., iO-bOt^ alti ; Endostium pallidum, inferne

luteolum, 0*25 mm. altum, ubique dense minute papillosum; processus sat longi,

ad 0*12 mm., alti, in crura bina divergentia obtusi fissi, ciliis nullis vel omnino

rudimentariis. Spori magni, 35-45/*, minutissme granulati, viiides.

Habitat.—On timber of a small bridge, Lonavli, W. Ghats, South India
;

alt. 2,000 ft. ; Sep. 1907. L. J. Sedgwick. Also on branches of Cactus,

Lonavli. Type in my herbarium.

A very distinct species, differing from most of the allied species of Brachy-

menium in the turgid, sub-pendulous capsule. From B. nepalense. Hook, it

differs also in the leaves narrowly timbate and subentire, not at all spirally
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contorted when dry ; and the peristome also presents not unimportant dif-

ferences. From most of the allied autoicous species of Drachymeninm it is at

once distinguishable either by the turgid sub- pendulous capsule, not narrow

and sub-erect, or by the leaves not being twisted when dry, or by the ex-

tremely narrow entire border. B . lanceolatum
,

'Rook. fil. and Wils, from

Tasmania resembles it very closely in leaf characters, but the capsule is quite

distinct. On the other hand, B. glaucum (C. M.) from Ceylon, to which it is

probably most nearly related, has a turgid capsule, but according to the

ilescription (I have not been able to see a specimen) differs at once in having

the leaves gathered into gemmiform rosulate tufts, very bright and shining, the

perichfetial leaves differing little from the cauhne ones, the neck of the capsule

longer (compared byC. Miiller with that of Leptohryi(mj)yriforme'). and the

structure of the peristome different.

The internal lamelliB of the peristome teeth in B.turgidum are very strikingly

developed. I do not remember seeing them so high in any species of Bryum

or indeed in any other moss.

H. N. DIXOX.

{From the " Reveu Bryologiqtie " (pp, 94-95), 1908.)

[Lt.-Col. K. R. Kirtikar adds the following note:—Mr. L. J. Sedgwick has kindly favoured

me with a specimen of the moss which I propose to exhibit at the next meeting of the

Society.—Eds.]

Xo. XXIV.—AN ACTIVE MUD VOLCANO.

Yesterday, when out shooting close to my camp, I discovered an active mud

volcano. It is on a small hill about 150 ft. high and about two miles from the

Irrawaddy river ; the volcano has three mouths, two about ten feet apart and

the third about 150 ft. further to the west, all three are bubbling and throwing

out a clayey oily mod which I suppose means that there is oil at the bottom

of them. 1 could hear rumblings in the earth at a good depth. I shoved a

bamboo down for some ten feet in one of the mouths.

Mud volcanoes of this desci'iption are common in the Minber aud Myingyan

Districts of Upper Burma, and it is there that the famous petroleum oil wells

of Burma are, and if oil is found there, why should it not be found here also ?

C. W. ALLAN.
Henzada, Burma, ith March 1909.
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REVIEW.

BIRDS OF THE PLAINS.

BY

Douglas Dewar.

Considering that so large a majority of the Members of the B, N. H. S. are

what may be described as " casual " naturalists compared with those who ]ay

claim to being scientific naturalists, any book that is intended to popularize the

study of birds and other creatures around our lives in India is naturally of

particular interest to us and especially when it is from the pen of one of our

own members. The author of this book has latterly been a regular contributor

to our columns and his present addition to the popular literature on Indian

birds is practically a continuation of his previous volume that appeared under

the somewhat wend title of " Bombay Ducks ", In his preface he confines

himself to an expression of his views about titles of books generally, and to

those of his own productions in particular, as his plumage would appear to

have been a trifle ruffled by the comments which the title he selected for his

previous book met with from most quarters. The title of the present volume

is not quite so garish as the earlier one but can hardly be considered a great

inspiration.

However it is the contents and not the title of the book that chiefly con-

cern us and there is no denying there is a large amount of interesting writing

in its pages on the author's and his friends' observances of the traits and

characters of a number of familiar Indian birds.

Besides the interesting and instructive portions there is at times a large

amount of padding which takes a good deal of wading through and which

savoui's of the " penny a line " style of many of the articles that

appear in Indian " Dailies." The book is evidently intended to appeal

to the general public that takes a certain interest in the birds to be seen

about the compounds of the bungalows and in the aviaries on the verandahs.

Where cage-birds form the subject of the articles the notes are mainly

confined, like the bird themselves, to the aviary although in many cases thej-

relate to species that are common enough about most stations in the plains

of India. It is of course easier to observs the habits of such birds from a

long chair on a verandah than by crawling round hedgerows and bushes

in the open. In the same way it is evidently from Zoological Gardens that

the author has become familiar with other birds of which he writes. Wo
cannot see what possible interest it can be to the general reader to be

informed that " There is at present a Jackdaw in confinement in the Lahore

* Zoo.' " It may have interested a reader when it met his eye as he glanced

over the morning paper at that station, but should surel}', along with various

other similar irrelevancies, have made the acquaintance of the editorial

blue pencil when the article was intended for inclusion in such a book as

this.
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The doubt that is cast upon the well-recognised habit of the Shrikes of

storing their captures impaled on the thorns of bushes is not exactly calcu-

lated to inspire one with the author's observances in the field, for even if

he has never come across such a " larder", we and many others have done

so. and it is a pity such previously undisputed evidence should be ridiculed.

It is quite probable that some of the smaller shrikes have not the habit of

• impaling their victims " in this manner but the remarks are generalized

for the whole family.

We should have been much better pleased with the book if such articles as

those on " The Stability of Species " and " Up-to-date-Species making " had

been omitted as they are here completely out of place. The author essentially

claims to be a field naturalist and plainly expresses his contempt of the

museum worker. Much that is utterly foolish has been written and done by

both sections of naturalists but it must always be borne in mind that all are

striving within their own lights for the advancement of the same object and

equally that neither section could make much real progress without the other.

The book is illustrated with reproductions of photographs taken by Captain

Fayrer, I.M.S., some of which, that are evidently from specimens in confine-

ment at Zoological Gardens, are quite excellent, but we must enter the strongest

protest against these photographs being described as a whole on the title page

as being " of living birds." Many of them are grotesque caricatures of the

birds they are intended to represent and can only have been photographed

from " stuffed " specimens such as we are accustomed to see in Indian Mu-

seums as the result of the efforts of native taxidermists to mount them.
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OBITUARY.

E. H. AlTKEN.

Eha lias passed away. To numbers of the old members of our

Society the news will bring sorrow and regret. The world is poorer

by a good man and a genial spirit. He died of Bright's disease, never

doubting to the last that he would soon be better. Nearly tw^o years-

ago he retired to Edinburgh, having completed a long official service

in this country. Some weeks before his death his sight failed, and he

was never informed of the cause which, when discovered, had advanced

to a stage that rendered recovery hopeless. He died on the night

of Easter Sunday, the 11th April, at his residence in Morningside

Place, Edinburgh. He suffered nothing and passed away peacefully

in his sleep.

Edward Hamilton Aitken was born at Satara in the Bombay Presi-

dency in the year 1851. He was the son of a Scotch Missionary. He
was educated in Bombay and took the degree of B.A. and passed

successfully the examination of M. A. in the Bombay University. He
served first in the Educational Department, changed later into the

Customs Department and rose to be Collector of Customs, Karachi,

where the last two years of his time in India were passed. Having

been brought up in this country, it was comparatively late in life that

he went to England for the first time. The final change home, spe-

cially to a climate like that of Edinburgh in winter and spring, proved

too severe for a man who had spent practically all his life in India, and

there can be little doubt that it considerably hastened the end.

Eha was one of the original founders of our Society, he edited, in

conjunction with others, the first numbers of oar Journal and from that

lime forward to the end continued to contribute notes and articles to

it. All branches of Zoology interested him, but more specially birds

and insects, and for many years he was in charge of the Society's

Entomological Section. Most of his spare time was spent in the study

of animal life and he had a special genius for seizing the striking and

characteristic points in the appearance and behaviour of individual

species and a happy knack of translating them into print so as to ren-

der his descriptions unmistakeable. He looked apon all creatures in

the proper way, as if each had a soul and character of its own. He
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luved thorn all aiul was unwilling to hurt any of them anil accordinoly

was not a collector of specimens except in a very small way, just enor \i\\

to get as thorough a knowledge as hejudged sufficient of their lives ^nd

habits. But he kept many pets in his time, chiefly birds, which \\<^

was never tired of 'watching. Originally his attention was mainly

confined to birds but he soon took up insects and was more particularly

interested in butterflies. These last he had special opportunities of

studving during some years' service passed in Kauara, the richest

District in this respect of the Bombay Presidency, and he made amjile

use of his time there in investigating and writing about their life-

histories.

He was a shrewd observer of humanity too as his book " Behind the

Bunoalow " testifies. This book is one of the Anolo-Indian classics and

will remain a lasting monument to the memory of the author. Hi:>

first literary venture was entitled " The Tribes on my Frontier," des-

cribinor the animals ordinarilv met with in and around an Indian

Ijungalow. It is too widely known to require any remarks here.

Another book of his is " The Oonnnon Birds of Bombay " wdiich

treats of the birds met with in the Town of Bombay and its vicinity

in a manner that makes it easy for any one to recognise each indivi-

dual when he sees it. " The Naturalist on the Prowl " written when he

was in Kanara and full of the scent of the jungles is perhaps less gener-

ally knowm than those already mentioned. He made next to nothing

by the sale of his two first books, large though it must have been. All

his books are well known in India as they well deserve to be, for they

are full of accurate knowledge pleasantly imparted, a (juaint humour

which cannot but appeal to the reader and the joyousness of living

which expresses so well the nature of the writer.

He was a good man in every sense of the word, a strongly religious

man, a pleasant companion, broad minded, exceedingly tolerant of the

weaknesses of others, gentle and loveable and a rare example of a man

without a single enemv. At home in Scotland he had looked forward

to many years of leisure in wliicli to write down the result of his life's

observations in natural historv, and it is to be regretted that the time

was not granted him in which to add to the debt of gratitude we owe

him for the books he has left behind. It may be of interest to thog«

who knew him to learn that his funeral was attended bv no fewer
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than five members of the Society. They were Dr. D. Macdonald,

J. Davidson, I.C.S., retired, Lt.-Col. W. B. Bannerman, Major (1.

Lamb and Major C J. Robertson-Mihie.

T. R. B.

Mr. Aitken's Connection with the^Society.

As Mr. Aitken was one of the oldest Members of the Society it inav

be interesting to refer to the early History of the Society and his

connection with it.

The Bombay Natural History Society, which has now over 1,400

Members stationed m all parts of India and Burma and also at home,

owes its inception to seven men of whom Mr. Aitken was one, and it

was at their first Meeting that Mr. Aitken seconded the proposition

that the new Society should be called " The Bombay Natural Historv

Society." This Meeting was held on the 15th September 1883 at the

Victoria and Albert Museum in the Victoria Gardens, Bombay, where

until February 1884 the regular Meetings of the Members were held.

Mr. Aitken was the first Honorary Secretary of the Society and

continued as such until his departure from Bombay in March 188G.

The early Members of the Society were all keen naturalists who

contributed to make the Meetings both interesting and instructive, antl

as many as forty Members were often present at the early Meetings.

In consequence the want of a more central meeting place and rooms

where the collections of Members could be kept, was soon felt, and early

in 1884 the collections of the Society were moved to rooms in Forbes

Street placed at the Members' disposal by Mr. H. M. Phipson and

here the Meetings of the Members were held and the work of the

Society carried on until December 1885 when the Society moved into

their present quarters.

With the growth of the Society the need of a Journal was soon felt

—

a publication in which whatever was of value or interest transacted at

the Meetings could be permanently })Ut on record. The first Editors

were the late Mr. R. H. Sterndale, whose works on Indian Zoology

are well known, and Mr. E. H. Aitken. Tlie first number was pro-

duced in January 188G.

In introducing the first number of the Journal the Editors exf>resf<ed

the hope that " The introduction of this Journal will stimulate lovers

of Nature to record and connnunicate their observations." This hoj)e
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ha- li(MMi rcali-cd aii<l llic |ia|i(M-^ |iiiliii->li('(l in llic -lonnial since its

coinnienoeiiiciit haw home splondiil tostiinony to llio tldil (j\v(m1 liy

Xatiiralists in Inilia to 3Icssrs. Aitkcn and JStcrndalc.

I\Ir. Aitkcn was Honorary Secretary of the Insect Section Ironi its

connncncenient until the death of Mr. JJeNiceville when he became

President ot tlie ISection. He was elected a Vice-President of tlie

Society in Jidy 1902 and occupied this position until his retirement

from India.

.; >. r

33
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The following letter addressed to the Editors of the Journal has been

received :

—

SiK,—It ia high time that Naturalists and Ornithologists in India bestirred

themselves to obtain real protection for birds in the breeding season.

Birds in this country are being increasingly persecuted and their numbers less-

ened by the operations of unscrupulous egg collectors.

Whether true IS:>ture Study is on the increase in India I very much doubt,

but there is no doubt that egg collecting and of the most unscientific kind (on

the get rich quickly principle) is becoming more and more popular and excites

a nefarious competition in some of our hill stations. Gangs of coolis and so-

called shikaris are employed to take all and every egg they come across and

the taking of eggs is even left to be carried on by these men when the collec-

tora themselves are away in the plains. 8uch examples ai-e contagious, and

every grass cutter and wood cutter endeavours to supplement hiH monthly pay

by bringing into the station for " bakshish " every egg he can lay hands on.

Season after season the birds are harried in this way and the result is not

hard to imagine.

In one hill station I know species have been appreciably lessened within the

last few years, and the charm of its scenery has, in my opinion, suffered consid-

erably in consequence. Legitimate collecting for scientific purposes and by

the true Naturalist and Oologist who is himself generally solicitous for the

preservation of and a lover of bird-life is not in question. But the increase of

amateur egg collecting in this country is assuming most undesirable proportions

and the time has certainly come for legislation to put a stop to it.

H. A. F. MAGRATH, Major.
2m May 1909.

[ vVe cordially support Major Magrith's appeal and hope that Members of the Society will

do all iu their power lo binder iho "mere egg collector." It would be well if egg o>llector8

would realize ihat aa Qgg, unidoutilied by a competeat person, ia wortbless from a naturalist

point of view. Where the pleasure of collecting eggs brought in by natives for Kilo cornea in

we fail to see. To the true Naturalist the whole pleasure of egg' collecting is not the ama£S*

ing of huge series of eggs but the taking of epecimens after carefully identifying the parent

bird. The late Professor NewtDn, who bad a passion for egg collecting, iu his ''Sugges-

tions for forming Collections of Bird's eggs" remarks "The collecting of bird's eggs for

scientific purposes requires far more discrimination than the collecting of specimens iu

almost any other branch of Natural History. While the Botanist, and generally speaking

the Zoo ogist, at horns is satisfied as long, as he receives tho specimens in good condition

with labels aitached giving a few concise particulars of when and where they were obtained

it should always be borne in mind that to the Oologist such facts, and even the specimena

themselves, are of very slight value unless accompanied by a statement of other circum-

stances which will carry conviction that the epecies to which the eggs belong has been

accurately identified, and the specimens subsequently carefully authenticated. Consequent-

ly precision in the identification of his specimens thould be the principal object of an egg-

oollector, to attm whica all others must give way. There are perhaps few disthcte in the

world, and certainly no regions of any extent, whose faunas are 3o well-kaowu th.tt the laoBt

rigid identificatiuu u\a^ be diapensad with."— £t».]
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PROCEEDINGS

OF THE MEETING HELD ON THE 18th OF MARCH 1909.

A Meeting of the Members took place at the Society's Rooms on the 18th

March when Mr. James MacDonald presided.

NEW MEMBERS.

Mr. W. Ward (Ootacamund) ; Mr. A. K. Graham (Bombay) ; the Mesa

President, 6th Tight Infantry (Jhansi) ; Mr. M. M. L. Curiie, I.C.S. (Rajan-

pur) : Mr. R. S. Garrett (Ajmere) ; Mr. H. E. W. Martindell (Shwebo) ; Lt.-

CoJonel F. FitzGibbon, R.A. (Jubbulpore) ; H. H. Bijaya Singhji, Bahadur

(Dungarpur; ; the Mess Secretary, IM.M.S. " Dufferio" (Bcmbay Haibour)
;

Mr. L. Sreeniviisaraghaya Aiyer (Ranipettai)
; Capt. C. E. Palmer, I.M.S,

(Kohat) ; Mr. D. Macintyre (Chitral) ; Mr. L. J. Sedgwick. I C.S. (Thana)
;

Mr. S. C. Clayton (Satara) ; Mr. G. F. Paddison, I.C.S. (Berhampore)
;

Mr. R. T. Foster (Bangalore") ; Rev. Thomas Rowan (^Panchgani) ; Sirdar

Arandrao Scindia (Gwalior) ; Mr. R. S. Skinner (Bilaspur) ; Mr. C. T Mullins

(Guntiir) ; Dr. Armstrong Smith (Bombay)
; Mr. H W. Waite (Ferozepore)

;

Capt. G, W. Hemans (Bolarum) ; Lc. P. D, C. Johnston (Dilkusha) ; Mr. Oscar

Kauffmann (Marburg, Germany); Major T. W. Irvine, I.M.S. (Udaipur); Major

Richard Heard, I.M.S. (Lyallpur) ; Capt, S. S. Flower (Ghiza, Egypt. ; Dr.

0. A. Bentley, M. B., D. Ph (Calcutta); Mr 11. D. Dickie (Padouk^ Mr.

E. H. Gallie (Padouk) ; M^-. W. H. Lucas, I.C.S. (Karachi) ; Sir Tatton Sykea

(York, England) ; Mr. S. Prem Naiian Par.dit (Jaipur) ; Capt. J. J. Uiwin,

M. B. (Motihari).

CONTRIBUTIONS TO TH'5 MUSEUM.
The Honorary Secretary, Mr. W. S. Millard, acknowledged the following

contributions to the Museum :
—

LIST OF CONTRIBUTIONS.

Contribntion. Locality. Contributor.

Skin of an Indian Lion (.PeZ/i Zeo) I Gir Forest, Kathi-H. H. Nawab of
awar. .Tucagadh.

Mahommerah Lt. A. 1'. Wilson.
Do I Do.

Almora iThroi ^h Major F,

Wall. I.M.S.
Do Do.

I Do.

[Major H.J. Walton,

2 .lackal Skins (/"ani« aurev*)
2 Fox Skins {\tdpes gp.) ,

Head of Himalayan 'Ihar (Uemitragus jtm-
laicug).

Head of Goial (^Cemas goral)

Htad of Serow [^Xrinorhadiis b'ibalinu8'),.,^J Do.
1,600 Bird skins

j

;
LM.S.

1 Indian HoQse Crow (^Corvug splendtns') J uUuadnv L.C.Glascock.
varioiy. I

Punjab Red-vented Bulbul (Mtdpagtes in. Jheluin 'Capt. A. Delmt'
termedius').

Hume's White-eared Bulbul {Molpattes Do.
humei.)

;

Kadcliffe.

Do.
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Contribution. Locality. Contribiitor.

Himalayan Whistling Thrush {^fyiojyhoneu-^

temmincii).
Sonlly's Wood Owl (Syrnium Mddulplii) ..

Mrs. Hume's Pheasant (Phasianust hum'm).

2 Bed Spur Fowls Walloperdix spadicea')

1 Tjanwino" ( Vanelliix vulinirii:')
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The Honorary Secretary exhibited some West Indian Bananas '* Mui<a caren-

JiskH " which he had yrown in Tiomhay. and memljers present were requested

to try them and report whether they preferred them or not to the local varieties

of plantain. He mentioned that 12(1 fruits were on the fii-st bunch.

The collection of snakes which had been mounted by Mr. Kinnear for the

Medical Congi-ess was exhibited and greatly admired.

ACCOUNTS FOR 1908.

The Honorary Treasurer. Mr. L. 11. Savilc, presented the statement of

accounts for 1908. which he observed, showed a satisfactory result. The

subscriptions for the year weie Ks. 17,094-13-3 showing an increase of

Rs. 1.822-7-2 over the previous year. The entrance fees were Rs. 1,480 compa-

red with Rs. 1.440 for 1907, and 160 new members had been elected during

1908 against 157 in 1907.

The accounts having been audited and found correct were duly passed.

ELECTION OF THE COMMITTEE.

The following gentlemen were elected as office bearers for the present

year :

—

President :—H. E. Sir George Clarke, F.R.S., G.C.I.E.

Vice-Presidents :—Revd. F. Dreckmann. S.J., Mr. J. D. Inverarity. B.A.

LL.B., and the Hon'ble Mr. Justice N. C. Macleod.

Managinof Committee:—Vety.-Col. G. H, Evans ; Mr. E. C. Stuart Baker,

F.Z.S. : Mr. E. Comber. F.Z.S. ; Mr. E. E. Green, F.E.S. : Professor G. A.

Gammie : Mr. T. R. Bell, I.F.S. ; Col. W. B. Bannermann, I.M.S.
; Mr. H.

Bulkley : Mr. C, L. Burns : Rev. E. Blatter, S. J. ; Major G. Lamb, I.M.S.
;

Capt. W. Glen Liston, I.M.S. : Mr. H. Macnaghten Mr. H. Maxwell Lefroy
;

Mr. J. McNeill, I.C.S. : Lt.-Col. A. Newnham
; Mr. N. B. Kinnear ; Lt.-Col.

K. R. Kirtikar, I.M.S. (Retd.) ;
Mr. G. M. Ryan, I.F.S,

; Major F. Wall, I.M.S..

C.^I.Z.S. ; and Mr. J. Wallace. C.E.

Honorary Librarian :— ilr. B. D. Richards, B. Sc.

Honorary Treasurer :— ^Ir. L. H. Savile (^cr-iffic/o.)

Honorary Secretary :— Mr. W. S. Millard {e.x-ojficio.)

THE JOURNAL.

The Secretary announced that the Index Number (No. f). Vol. XVIII) of the

Society's Journal had just been pnl)lished and as No. 1, Vol. XIX.. would be

ready in a few weeks the two numbers would be posted together to up-

country members.

PAPER READ.

The following paper was then read :

—

The History of the Sea Cocoaniit (Lodoicea Sechellarum) bv Rev. E. Blatter

S.J.
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PROCEEDINGS

OF THE MEETING BELD ON 24th JULY 1909.

A Meeting of the Members of the Bombay Natural History Society took

place at the Society's Rooms on Thuisday evening, the 24th July 1909, the

Revd. F. Dreckmann, S,J., presiding.

The election of the following 91 new members since the last meeting was

announced :

—

Mr. B. Sen Gupta (G&irkatta'i ; Capt. H. LeM. Fellows, 47th Sikhs (Rawal

Pindi) ; Mr. William Burns (Poona) ; Mr, C. G. Leftwich, I.CS. (Khandwa);

Mr. Lane Brown (Benares); Mr. R. F. Greer (Thaton); Mr, R. G. T. Gatherer,

10th Gurkhas (Ehamo) ; The Mess Secy., 64th Pioneers (Belgaum)
;

Lt. R. F. Francis, 47th Sikhs (Dera Ismail Khan); Mr. J. D. Bharda

(Bombay) ; Mr. E. W. Fritchley (Bombay); Lt.-Col. A. C. Younan. I.M.S., l!5th

Punjabis (Rawal Pindi); Mr. L. W. Middelton (Sonapore) ; The Hony. Secy.,

Royal Asiatic Society (Bombay); Mr. L. A. Luffman (Bamrup); Mr. G. S. Hen-

derson (Mirpur Khas) ; Mr. D. R. H. Browne (Mirpur Khas); Mr. G. R. Bhatia

(Gonda) ; Mr. P. E. Plunkett (Katha) ; Col. D. OSullivan (Quetta) ; Mr. A. A.

Flynn (Bostan, Baluchistan): The Mess Secy, £9th C. I. Hoi-se (Goona)
;

Capt, F. R. S. Gervers (Cawnpcre) ; Mr. P. C. Briscoe (Rahatungoda) ; Mess

President, 103rd M. L. Infy. (Belgaum); The Curator and Librarian, Vict.

Tech. Inst, (Nagpur) ; Mr. H. E, H. Johnston-Stewart, Highland Lt. Infy.

(Dilkhusha) ; The Hony. Secy., The Book Cub, G7th Punjabis ( Multan Cantt.);

Mr. A. G. Frere (Tharrawady) ; Mr. A. J. Russell (Mansi ; Mr. J. Oliphant

(Mansi) ; Mr. Martin Hallauer (Bombay)
; Mr. W. P. Cowie (Ahmednagar)

;

Rear-Admiral E, J. Warre Slade (Bombay) ; Mr. R. E. A. Elliot, I.CS. (Bom-

bay) ; Mr. W. Graham (Bombay) ; Mr. J. H, Skelton (Bombay) ; Mr. K. G.

Campbell (Bombaj); Mr. C. H. H. Chessall (Bombay); Mr. T. E. Durie

(Bangalore) ; Mr. H. J. Dunlop (Secunderabad) ; Major L. E. O'Connor, CLE.
(Qaetta) ; Dr. H. T. Holland (Quetta) ; Mr. A. Anderson (Quetta) ; Mr. Lala

Mulraj (Quetta) ; Mr. T. Clear (Madras); Lt.-Col. J. B.Roberts (Indore) , Capt.

A. C Wardrop, R H.A. (Mhow) ; Mr. John N. List (Henzada) ; Capt. M. R, K.

Hodgson, Royal Fusiliers (Trimulgherry) ; Sir B. S. Brooke, Bart. (Triraul-

gherry) ; Dr. J. Dunlop (Parkola) ; Capt. J. Martin, 94th Russell's Infy.

(Baroda) ; H. H, Iftikhar Alikhan (Jaoia) ; Miss Birrell (Simla) ; Hony. Secy.,

United Service Club (Bangalore); Mr. R. G. M. Johnston, II H.A. (Bangalore);

Mr. C H.James (Lahore); JMr. J. Coldstream. I.CS, (Simla); Mr. J. Giay,

36th Sikhs (Rawal Pindi) ; Capt. W. C. Long, I.M.S. (Madms) ; Mr. H. A. Gold-

smith, 95th Russell's Infy. (Bolarum) ; Mr. E. A. Hughes (Travancore) ; Mr. A.

J. Wright (Travancore) ; Mr. W. G. Dawson, (London) ; Mr, H. R. C Dobbs,

I.CS., CLE. (Quetta) ; Captain Terence Keyes (Quetta) ; Mr. L. H, Kirkness

(Madr&s) ; Mr. W. R. Gibson (Madras) ; Mr. J, E. M. Boyd, R.A.M.C. (Feroze-

pore); Mr. A, A, Porter (Siam) ; Mr. C T, Graham (Rangoon); Mr. C.

Clifford Batten (Mussoorie) ; Mr, G, W, Giles (Madras) ; Mr. J, Erskine (Kota-
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giri) ; Mr. A. Butcher (P-challi P. 0.) ; Major John H. Whitehead. 93rd Burma

Tnffcy. (Mandalay); Mr. A. McKenel, M. A., B. Sc, (Mandalay) : Mr. G. C. Tew,

I.CS. (Mandalay) ; Mr. Edwin W. Hill (Mandalay) ; Mr. A. Kenyon Rogers

(Barrackpore) ; Mr, T, Carr (Naini Tal) ; Mr. L. A. Thruston (Mandalay) ; Mr.

S. P. Limaye (Satara) ; Mr. E. H, A. Goss (Shwebo) ; Mr. K. McDiarmid

(Shwebo) ; Mr. C. il White (Shwebo) ; Capt. E, C. C. Maunsell, IM&.
(Baroda) ; Mr. D. J. Montagnon (Chandkiia) ; Mr. A. H. M. Barrington

(Rangoon) ; and Mr. C. G. E, Dawkins, I.F.S. (Pyinmana).

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

The Joint Honorary Secretaries acknowledged the following contributions to

the museum :

—

Contribution. Locality. Contributor.

Himalayan 1-angur {Seimiopitkeeus nchiita-

Muntjac (^fir»wZu# »Ha»^;<io 9)
2 Burmese Squirrels ^

2 Eggs of the White-eyed Eoazard Eagle
{Butastur iee»d).

1 Indo-Burmese Hornbill {Anthracocerox
albiTOitrU).

4 Eggs of the White-bellied Drongo (^Dio-

ritrui earulescengy,

1 European Striated Swallow iHirundo
rufula).

Biddulph's Ground Chough CPodoceg bid-

dnlphi').

2 Eggs of large Pintailed Sandgrouse
(^Pteroehtrui alohatay,

Barn Owl {Strix Jlammba)
31 Bird Skins

9aakQ (^'^oluher porphyraceous)
Several Tri>ptdiin'>tng xfnlatus

1 Earth Soaku (£?r//.zrjac«Zttjj)

1 Snake '^Piummophin comlmaruit').,.

1 OommoQ KtAxX. {Bungarui c<endoit,»)a.n.<\

Dt'itdreliiphii tiigtis.

1 Oobra ^iV/a trip'iliaihis\ black variety ...

1 Common Wolf Snake (Z^codow aulieuny
1 Green, Koelbaok (^ba.'^rophisthvdoti

pluvibumlflr).

I Phoorsa or Kuppa (^E:his carinati')

1 Chequered Water Snake (^TrojAdanotug I

piscator.)
\

1 Otijodi>/i tuhgreteus j
A small collection of snakes including Bun-

(farui Mger^blahv4 rupii, Traofiegchium
yuMheny VallophU maooUUaHdi, etc.

Several Bulterfliea

30 Specimens of Homiptera
82 Specimens of Hymenoptera
A number of Beetles

Tibet !Lt. F. M. Bailey.

Dhulia A. J. Montgomery.
Burma ..'Major A. Altars.

Satara. i.apt. A. Delme
Kadcliffe.

Burma ^lajor A. Mcais.

Bellary |P. R Allen.
i

Quetta JBalnchis tan Nat
Hist. Soc.

Turkestan ...Col. J. A. Bctham.

Muhammarah 'Lt. A. T. Wilson.

J. P. Guidera.
E. C. Stuart Baker.
T. G Wilson.

H. M. MintjBombay
Shillong & Kashmir
Sa:eon, Burma ...

^latlras »H. M. Dwaue.
Muhammarah jLi. A. T. Wilson.
ilnssoorc;e *P. Mackinnou.
Madras 'tl. M. Dwane.

Jhansi JLt. C. Thornhill.

Khandeiah

Darjeoling & AssamlMajorF.WalljI.M .8

S. D. Smith, I.O.S.

Do.
Do.

do.

do.

Naini Tal

Ceylon
Pu.sa.etc

oimla ••..•...,.....,

Rangoon
Aflbam

F. Hannyngton.
E. K. (ireen.

H. M. Lafroy.
Lt. H. G. Cluppen-

dale,

li. G. Fagan.
L. W. Middelton.
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Minor Contributions from—E. W. Fritchley. Sinipkins, J. A. Botham,

W. W. Coea, Capt. Thomson. Capt. A. R. Yule. P. Gerhardt, H. Blair,

H. M. Hwane, Lt. A. M. Lloyd. Lt. R. Francis. F. V. Gokhale, D. M. Bayle.

THE LATE Mr. AITKEN.

The Chairman, the Rev. F. Drekraaan. said : Before we proceed with the

business of the meeting I wish to move that on behalf of the members of the

Bombay Natural History Society, the Honorary Secretaries be instructed to

express to the widow and family of Mr. E. H Aitken their condolence with

them in their sorrow and their sense of the great loss the Society has ex-

perienced through Mr. Aitken's death. He then briefy referred to the great

services rendered to the Society by Mr, Aitken since its inception.

The proposition was seconded by Mr. William Bell and carried unanimously.

PAPERS READ.

The following papers, both of which will appear in full in the Society's

Journal, were then read and discussed :

—

Some Nature Notes, by Lt. Col. R. G, Burton.

The Nesting Habits of the Baya or Weaver Bird, by Douglas Dewar, I.C.S.

A vote of thanks having been passed to the authors of the different papers

the Meeting terminated.
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PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING OF THE MEMBERS HELD IN

THE QDf:TTA MUSEUM AND LIBRARY BUILDING ON
THURSDAY. 25th MARCH 1909.

Read letter No. 317. dated 18th March 1909, from Dr. Annandale, SSuperin-

tendcni, Indian Museum, stating that he had forwarded the Quetta Isopod

sent to him on 27th May 1908, to Reverend T. R. Stebbiug, England, the

great authority on the group.

The Hon'ble President impressed upon all present the necessity for collect-

ing everything they come across and remarked that the commonest animals

were often the very last to be identified.

Read letter, dated 20th ]March 1909, from Mr. E. J. Gleeson. advi.siiig despatch

of u White or Roseate Pelican, and stating that immense flocks of this bird pass

over Upi>er Zhob on migi-ation and that the natives shoot or otherwise capture

the bird for its oil which they value highly for its medicinal properties.

A copy of " A Working List of the Flowering Plants of Baluchistan " pre-

pared by Mr. I. H. Burkill of the Indian Museum. Calcutta, was then placed

before the Meeting by the Honorary Secretarj'.

The Hon'ble President commented on the importance of the List and urged

upon Members to do their best to add to it.

A specimen of rock '* Shah Bilawal " in Las Bela was next passed round,

Mr, Dracott remarking that it was known locally as " Zahira Mera " and wa.s

used medicinally by the natives for snake bites and also as charms.

In conclusion, the Hon'ble President invited such of the members as had

not already done so to jom the Bombay Natural History Society and invited

particular attention being paid to Crabs, it being yet not known to Science how
the young are produced, /. e.. whether hatched from eggs or otherwise brought

into being.

The following gave in their names as desirous of joining the Bombay Natural

History Society :

—

Co). D. O'Sullivan and Mr. A. A. Flynn.

PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING OF THE MEMBERS HELD IN
THE QUETTA MUSEUM AND LIBRARY BUILDING ON

THURSDAY. THE 29th APRIL 1909.

Members who had not alreadj- done so were then invited to join the Bombay
Natural History Society, and the following gave in their names :

—

Major L. F. O'Connor, c.i.i:.

Doctor H. T. Holland.

Mr. A, Anderson and Lala Mulraj.

The Hon'ble Pi-esident then clo.sed the proceedings with a few remark;*.

He expressed great pleasui-e at the large attendance at this Meeting, congrat-

ulated the Society on the value and beauty of many of the specimens

:i4
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collected during the past month, thanked the Members for their donations,

expressed himself as very pleased at the interest taken in collecting by the

rising generation and especially thanked Mr. Flynn for the trouble and care

taken and success attained by him in mounting the specimens presented

by him. He also mentioned that the Honorary Secretary was anxious to

start separate albums of paintings of (1) the Birds, (2) the Butterflies and

Moths, and (3) the Wild Flowers of Baluchistan, which he thought an

excellent idea. He considered that the first contribution made by Miss

Butler towards this end a most useful one and beautifully executed, and

expressed the hope that others who were able would kindly come forward

and assist in a similar way, anything in the way of paintings and drawings

being of great value, especially paintings of birds, as the colour of the beaks

and legs of preserved specimens fade so very quickly.

The Hon'ble President also mentioned that he had heard that Mr. Chibbir,

Assistant Professor of Botany, Agricultural College, Poona, had, unknown

to him, visited Quetta and taken away a large collection of wild flowers,

of which he proposed to present a set to the Quetta Museum, and expressed

the hope that Members interested in the subject would assist in the Botanical

collection. In conclusion, the Hon'ble President congratulated the Society

on the fact that Mrs. Dobbs had shown her interest in the Society by

not only gracing the Meeting with her presence lint liy consenting to become

a Member.

PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING OF THE MEMBERS HELD IX

THE QUETTA MUSEUM AND LIBRARY BUILDING ON
THURSDAY, THE 27th MAY 1909.

A list of the Donations made to the Museum since the last Meeting was then

read out, the exhibits themselves being passed round for inspection. Of these

the more important were :

—

A Persian Nightingale from Quetta, presented by Master Walter Gumming.

A Red-necked Phalarope from Quetta, presented by Master Arthur Gumming.

Two Mottled Pole Cats from Quetta, presented by K.S.A.D. Marker.

A beautiful little Dormouse from Quetta, presented by Master P. Stranack.

A fine Lizard. {Varanus griseus) ivoxa Quetta, presented by Pratap j^ingh

Sethi.

A rare Bug {Pyrrliocorh apterus) from Quetta presented by Mr. A. A. Flynn.

The Persian Nightingale and the Dormouse, which are the first specimens

known to have been procui-ed in Quetta, attracted especial attention on account

of their rarity.

Paintings of the Indian Blue-throat (2), European Bee-Eater (2), and Persian

Nightingale (1), by Major T. H. Goodwin, R.A.M.C, and one of the Common
Wryneck by Mr. A.- D. McDonough were also passed round, the Hon'ble

President thanking both Major Goodwin and Mr. McDonough for their very

valuable donations to the Museum Albums.
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A large number of v.aluablc Zoological and other Scientific Jourhals, kindly

presented to the Museum by the Hon'ble Sir Henry McMahon, were also

placed on the table for the information of Members.

The Hon'ble President then enquired if any of the new members wished to

join the Bombay Natural History Society, and Mr. H. R.C. Dobbs, I.C.S.,CJ.E.,

and Capt, Terence Keyes, I.A., gave in their names.

There being no further business the Hon'ble Sir Henry McMahon reminded

all present that the lOth instant made just two years since the Society was

established and congratulated the Members on the good work done during

that brief y)eriod. He remarked that zoological and other specimens had come

in so rapidly that the Museum was already full and that proposals were being

sent in for trebling the present accommodation. The Hon'ble President hei-e

circulated the plans of the proposed extensions and expressed the hope that the

Revenue Commissioner would be able to find the necessary funds as the addi-

tions were necessary both on scientific and public grounds—on scientific grounds

because Baluchistan by its geographical position held an important place in the

Fauna World, as it is visited by numerous birds of passage from Europe and

India and produces among its own permanent fauna most interesting animals

like the Mottled Pole Cat, Euphratic A'^iper. etc., which have been found no-

where else except in what is known as the Mediterranean area. The object of

the Museum, he said, was to make an exhaustive and representative collection

of the Fauna and Flora of Baluchistan, which could be examined and studied

later on by experts when the necessary funds were forthcoming.

The proposed extensions were also necessary on public grounds because the

general public who frequented the Central Hall, now used jointly as a Reading

and Museum Room, complained of being inconvenienced by the stream of

visitors to the Museum.

The Hon'ble President next read a notice issued by the Director of The
Hungarian Central Bureau for Ornithology, Budapest, regarding the marking

of young birds of passage with iiluminiura rings fastened round their legs, which

bear in each case the inscription " Budapest " followed by a number correspond-

ing to the entry in the Register book of the Hungarian Central Bureau for

Ornithology, and recjuesting any one catching such a marked bird or heariu"- of

the capture of such, to forward the ling with particulars as to locality, time

and particulars of capture, to the Bureau in question. He hoped that Any one

making such a find would promptly comply with the request of the Bureau.

In conclusion, Sir Henry mentioned that he was proceeding on the 2nd June

to England on short leave. He requested the Vice-Presidents to take charge of

the Society during his absence and expressed the hope that Members would do

all in their power to add to the collections in the Museum, especially as regards

obtaining further specimens of Dormice.

There Ijeing no further business, the meeting adjoui'ned.
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Illustrated by Coloured Plateh and Diagrams.

BY

Major F. Wall, I.M.S., C.M.Z.S.

Part XI ivitli Plate XJ and Diagram and Map.

( Continued from page 299 of this Volume.)

The genus Uligodon as regarded by Mr. Boulenger in 1894* com-

prised 18 species, 17 of which were known to inhabit Southern Asia

from Baluchistan in the West to the Philippines in the East ; the one

exception being an Egyptian snake. Since this date Mr. Boulenger

has described two new species, viz.^ erijthroyastei' from Nepal, f

and herbertii'vom Mogok in U})per Burma,! and given his authority foi-

the inclusion in this genus of the Andaman snake imodmasoni^

which he had previously regarded as a Simotes.

I have also added three new sjjecies, viz., mcdougalli^i Ironi Sando-

way, Burma, melaneu.s\\ Irom Tindharia iii the Eastern Himalayas and

erythi'oriiach.ia from Naiivvang, Assam, the description of which will

• Catuloj^'ue, Vol. 11, p. -16\i. t Kecurde, Ind. Miis., Yo.. 1, Part. Ill, I'.ioT.

X Bomb. Nit. Hist. Jourl.. XVI, p 23.). § Annandule. J. A. S., Ben-jal, llMi;'), p. \TA.

t Bomb. Nat. Hist. Jourl.. XVl, p. zb\. \\ Bomb. Nat. Hist. Jourl., Vol, XIX., p. 34<t.

1
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appear shortly in this journah The genus therefore as now constructed

includes 24 species. It is very closely allied to the genus Simotes, in fact

it remains to be seen whether there is a natural division between the

two genera, and if so again whether some of the species as now

arranged have not been intermixed.*

The variegated kukri snake.

OLTGODON SUBGRISEUS (Dum6ril et Bibron).

History.—There is little if any doubt but that the earliest specimen

of suhgrisevs of which we have any record is that collected at Vizaga-

patam and figured by Russellf 113 years ago, under the vernacular

name '' wanapa pam," scientific nomenclature in those days not having

come into use. It is possible too that the snake from Canara alluded

to by Jerdon as Xenodon duhium m 18531 was this species, as he says

the scales were in 15 rows, but he gives no description of it so that his

name has been ignored. I cannot however see cause for dismissing

the name tceniolata^ applied by the same author to this snake in

1853 in favour of Dumeril and Bibron's name suhgriseus in 1854.^

Nomenclature, (a) Scientific.—The generic name (from the Greek

oxlxos fewj and °^°"' tooth) was given by Boie to a Javan snake
(
0. bitor-

quatus) in 1827 on account of the paucity of its teeth compared with

other ophidians. The specific title is from the Latin " sub " beneath,

and " griseus " grey, the original specimen being this hue on the belly,

a circumstance due, I think, to the preservative since it is white in life.

English, [h)—The Variegated Kukri Snake. The name kukri snake

suggests itself to me as appropriate to the species of the genera OUgodon

* My doubts are the outcome of a study of the skulls of 5 species of these genera in my
collection. Giinther (Kept. Brit. Ind., p. 205) divided the genera on the palatine teeth

including as Simoteis all those species in which these teeth were present, and reserving the

name Ollgodon for those in which they were absent. Boulenger (Cat., pp. 215 and 233) find-

ing that species which he considered OUgodon on other grounds possessed two or three

palatine teeth, divided the genera on the presence or absence of the pterygoid testh, conced-

ing the name Simotc» to the former, and OUgodon lo the latter, and supplemented this

arrangemeut by the number of the maxillary teeth, 6 to 8 being present in OUgodon and 8 to

12 in Simotes. As a matter of fact neither arrangement is tenable as both palatine and

pterygoid teeth are present in two out of three of the species in my collection which Mr,

Boulenger considers OUgodon, viz., ,'<ubgriseus, and veni(stU!<. In the third case (dorsaUs) their

absence is doubtful.

t Ind. Serp., Vol. 1, Plate XIX. J J. A. S., Bengal, XXII, p. 528.

§ J. A. fS., Bengal, XXII, p. 528 (noc to be confused with the Coronclla twniolata

of Boettger which is the Rhadlnea undulata of Brazil under present day nomenclature).

H VII., p. 59.
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;ui(l Simotes, because the hindmost maxillary teeth are remarkably

flattened (compressed) and their outline and blade-like character

remind one forcibly of a goorkhas kukri. (See Figs. D and E of

Diagram.)

(c) Vernaadar.—Accordiiigto Russell '* wanapa pam" is the name

applied to it by the natives about Vizagapatam. In Cannanore I heard

it called " choorta " a term under which Lycodon aulicus is also

confused.

Dimensions.—Adults are usually from 15 to 18 inches in length.

The longest 1 know of is 1 foot 9^ inches from Hyderabad (Sind).

General characters.—It is rather slender, and graceful in form and

iKjticeable in possessing no indication of a neck. The girth is wonder-

fully uniform in the whole body length, the trunk round in section and

smooth. The head is short, the muzzle trmicate, and the eye small with

a golden iris, and round pupil. The tail is short accounting for about

one-seventh of the total, length of the snake.

Identification.—It is the only snake to be found in the Plains of the

Indian Peninsula in which the scale rows are 15 in the whole body

length, and the anal shield divided with three possible exceptions. In

Sind Contia loalteri has been recorded a snake in which the subcaudals

number from 73 to 82 ; in suhgriseus they vary from 38 to 56. In

the Himalayas from Simla to Darjeeling Ahlahes rappi occurs, a

mountain form which might straggle towards the adjacent Plains.

This snake has only 6 supralabials, but suhgriseus has 7. In Southern

India 0. ellioti may be confounded with it, but in possessing less

than 31 subcaudals can be at once distinguished. Farther it is

highly probable that this rare snake is a mountain form. It is only

known from two specimens, the exact habitat in both instances not

Ijeing on record.

In Ceylon it may be confused with its allies 0. sublineatus, and

0. templetoni. In both these species however the subcaudals number

less than 35.

Cfllour and markings.—Like many of the other snakes 1 have dealt

with in these papers, 0. suhgriseus presents considerable differences

in its colour and markinos. Of the various forms I think four

deserve special mention but the fact that the first three of these are

completely connected shows they are all merely variations of a single

variety. The fourth form is, I think, probably a distinct species as
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Giinther originally believed it, however I prefer for the present to

leave it as placed by Boulenger.

Variety A,—Body striped longitudinally. The belly unspotted.

Suhvariety [a).—Striped longitudinally with no variegation, and few

and obscure, or no cross-bars. (Fig. 2 of our Plate.}

Suhvariety (b).—More or less variegated with short, oblique, lighter

and darker streaks, which tend to arrange themselves into cross-bars.

More or less distinctly striped longitudinally. (Fig. X of Diagram.)

Suhvariety (c).—Like the last but with twin roundish spots placed

side by side on the back. (Fig. Y of Diagram, and Fig. 1 of Plate.)

Variety B.—With a median dorsal series of roundish spots. No
longitudinal stripes. Belly spotted near the edge of most of the

ventrals. (Fig. Z of Diagram.)

Suhvariety (a).—We have shown a good example in figure 2 of our

plate. The ground colour is buff, and four more or less obvious pale

brownish stripes pass down the body. The two upper and broader

pass from the nape where they are confluent to the tail tip. On the

body they involve the edge of the vertebral, and the two and a half

adjoining rows. The lower and narrower stripes pass from ihe neck to

the vent, and are placed on the contiguous halves of the 2nd and 3rd

rows above the ventrals. The pale vertebral line is continuous, and

confined to the middle of the vertebral row except anteriorly where

it expands to the margins of the uppermost costal row. In many ot

these specimens, and perhaps in all an indication of the cross-bars

typ'cal of the next form may be seen if looked for in the anterior part

of the body. The belly is pearly-white and uns[)otted. The head is

marked with 3 dark chevrons ; of these the anterior passes across the

preefrontals, and reappears beneath the eye, the median has its apex

on the frontal shield, and its limbs pass obliquely backwards to the

gape, frequently blending with the posterior, which is the broadest

and situated on the nape, its apex extending forwards to the parietals.

These chevrons are usually complete, and discrete but may be more or

less incom])lete, or confluent. A dark streak (omitted by our artist) is

always present on the 6th, or between the 6th and 7th supralabials,

and there is frequently a streak in the suture between the 1st and 2nd

supralabials. This form appears uncommon, and I only know of it

from Ceyhn.

S ihrariefy {!>).
—Forma Typira. This is the tfenioJata ol Jerdon
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and is well figured by Kussell.* It is the viiriety A oi' Boulenger.

The ground colour is buff, pale brown, cedar-brown, or more rarely a

light dun. There is a conspicuous variegation caused by lighter and

ilarker streaks on the anterior-interior margins of some of the scales.

The darker streaks show a marked tendency to congregate at intervals

and arrange themselves into cross-bars, which are usually narrowly

outlined with buff'. These cross-bars narrow or actually break up

in the flanks, and are often rather ill-defined. In many specimens

an intermediate series of a less distinct character alternate with them.

If looked for longitudinal stripes similar to those in subvariety (a) are,

I think, always apparent, though often obscure, and the vertebral

streak is often interrupted. The belly is unspotted, and the head marks

as in subvariety (a). It is much the commonest form, and the

most widely distributed. Russell's specimen was from Vizagapatam,*'

and Jerdon recorded it from Madras.* Blanforil obtained it in Ellore

and Ajmeref. In our Society's collection there are specimens from

Bombay, Deolali, Karwar, Khandal'a, Khandesh, and Goa Ghats. I

have lately seen a specimen in the Indian Museum from Dhikala

(Garhwal District) and have acquired specimens myself from Delhi,

Cannanore, Madras, Trichinopoly, Tuticorin, Vizianagram, Hyderabad

(Sind), Dehra Dun and Shembaganur. In the British Museum it is re-

corded from the Anamallays.t

Subvariety (c) —Figure I of our Plate. This is the dubium of

Jerdon and the spilonotus of Gunther.§ This form is very similar to

the last but the cross-bars are moditied to form two or four more or

less confluent or completely detached roundish spots, the median of

which are larger, and better defined, the lateral often being ill-defined

or irregular m form. These marks remind one forcibly of a similar

ornamentation seen in 0. venustus, Simotes splendidus (Giinther) and S.

albocinctus variety juglandifer {WvlW). Longitudinal stripes as in the

previous forms are usually apparent if looked for. The vertebral streak

is often more or less mterrupted. The belly is unspotted, and the

head marks are as in form (a). Jerdon's specimen was from Canam.

* Loc cit. t J. A S., Bengul, XLVIQ, pp. 114 and 125.

* Guniher. Ropt. Brit. Ind., 1^64, p. 207 and Plate XIX, fig. F.

§ But not the binotatus of Dumeril and Bibron as erroneously supposed by Bouleuger

(Ca;., Vol. II., p. 243) This last is without doubt synonymous with Simotes t&iiustus

having, it is stated, IT scale rows.
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I have had it from Matheran and there are specimens in om- Society's

collection from Bombay and Satara.

Our colonred figures are taken from a specimen which does not show

the arrangement of the dorsal marks in their most typical form, though

the tendency to division in the cross-bars is obvious. Figure lb is most

misleading in the arrangement of its spots which are obviously from a

very unusual specimen. It is to be regretted too that the longitudinal

striping which Mr. Gerhardt showed so nicely in his original sketch

has not been reproduced by our London artist, thus detracting from the

latter's good work. Fig. Y of our diagram is very typical.

Variety D.—Boulenger's variety B.* The fasciahis of Giinther.

The ground colour is buff or pale yellowish-brown. A median series of

largish, well-defined, round spots passes down the back, some of the

anterior ones being often divided. Outside these are irregularly shaped,

ill-defined, smaller, dark marks. There are no longitudinal stripes

down the body, and any variegation noticeable is confined to the flanks.

There are spots near the edge of most of the ventrals on each side.

The head marks are as in the foregoing. The specimens recorded by

Giinther are from the Deccan and Matheran. Others have been re-

corded from Bombay! and Poona|.

Though svbgriseus is a common snake it will be seen that the

records I have quoted above are rather meagre. This is due to the

fact that many writers have not recorded the variety met with nor

described the colouration sufficiently to enable me to place them with

the above varieties.

Haunts.—I know nothing that calls for special remark, beyond that

it is evidently a snake of the Plains, but wanders into the Hills. I

have a specimen (var b) from Shembaganur Palney Hills (circa 6,300

ft.) It is, I believe, not a jungle snake, but one that prefers open

country where its sombre colouration is in harmony with a barren

soil.

Disposition.—The few specimens that have come into my hands

alive have all been particularh^ well behaved, allowing me to handle

them freely without attempting to bite. Mr. Gleadow, howevei',

in a letter to our Society mentions one that he wounded and attempted

to carry home over a stick, but which repeatedly fell off and in replac-

* Loc. cit.

t Bomb. Nut. Hist. Jourl., Vol. I, Cat. of Snakes. J Iblil., Vol. Ill, Cat. of Snakes.
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ing it "sjiva»j;ely attacked " liini twice. It is a quietly disposed crea-

ture with sufficient spirit however to resent interference, and prompt

it to make active attempts to escape when encountered.

Ilahits.—Mv acquaintance with the species in life is too limited to

give anv information in this direction, hut it appears to be diumal

and of a retiring habit.

Pood.—I have never found anything in the stomach.

Breeding.—Of the specimens I have collected myself, and sexed only

two were $ , and in neither case was the subject gravid. My smallest

specimen which I believe to have been a hatchling measured 4f;]

inches ami was obtained at Cannanore in March. I have liad two

other small examples one from Dehra Dun measuring G|- inches in

July, the other from Cannanore measuring 63^. inches also in July.

These notes seem to indicate that the young appear (probably hatching-

out from eggs) about March.

Distribution.—As will be seen from the accompanying map it occurs

in Trans-Indus, in the Indus Basin, the whole of Peninsular India up

to the base of the Himalayas as far East as Purneah, and in Ceylon.

Variety A occurs throughout the area noted above, but Variety B
appears to be peculiar to the Island of Ceylon, and the hills skirting

the Malabar Coast as far North as Matheran. The exact localities are

as follows and are numbered in black on the map. 1 Khila Abdullah

(I. M.), 2 Malakand (I. M.), 3 Karachi (I. M. and B. M.), and Hydera-

bad (F. W.), 4 Rajanpur (I. M.), 5 Dehra Dun (I. M. and F. W.)and

Dhikala (Garhwal Dist.) (F. W.), 6 Delhi (F. W.), 7 Ajmer (B. M.),

8 Purneah (I. M.), 9 Barrakur (I. M.), 10 N. Godavery District (I. M.),

11 Chota Nagpur (I. M.), 12 Aska (B. M.), 13 Vizagapatam (Russell)

and Vizianagram (F. W.), 14 Ellore (Blanford), 15 Madras (B. M.),

16 Trichinopoly (F. W.), 17 Tutioorin (F. W.}, 18 Trincomalee

(B. M.), 19 Colombo (Haly. Cat. Snakes, Colombo Mus., 1886, p. 8),

20 Trivandrum (Ferguson, Bomb. N. H. Jourl., Vol. X, p. 71), 21

Travancore Hills (Ferguson, Loc. Cit.), and Permade (I. M.), 22

Anamallays (B. M.), 23 Nilgiris (B. M.), 24 Cannanore (F. W.), 25

Bangalore and Koppa (I. M.), 26 Wynad (B. M.), 27 Karwar and

Goa Ghats (Bo, M.), 28 N. Canani (Jerdon), 29 Matheran (Bo. M.j,

30 Poona (Bo. M.), 31 Deolali, Khandalla, vSatara (Bo. M.), 32 Bom-
bay (Bo. M.), 33 Khandesh (Bo, M.), 34 N.-W. Provinces and Oudh

(Murray, Zool., Siud, p. 375).
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Note.—B. M implies British Museum ; I. M. Indian Museum ; Bo.

M. Bombay Society's Museum.

Lepidosis. Rostral,—Touches 6 shields, the rostro-nasal, and rostro-

internasal sutures subequal or the latter longest ; the portion visible

from al)ove one half (or nearly) the distance from the end of the snout

to the frontal. InternasaU.—Two, the suture between them, equal to

or nearly one half the suture between the prsefrontal fellows ; half or

less than half the internaso-])r8Bfrontal sutures. Prcefrontals.—Two,

the suture between them half or less than half the prsefronto-frontal

sutures; in contact with internasal, posterior nasal . loreal, prseocular,

supraocular, and frontal*. Frontal.— Touches 6 shields, the supraocular

sutures rather the longest. Supraoculars.—Length subequal to frontal,

breadth about half that of the frontal. Parietals.—Touch one or

two postoculars. iV^a^a/s.'- Divided ; m contact with the 1st and 2nd

supralabials. Loreal.—One, small, as long as high, little longer than

half the nasals (rarely confluent with prefrontal, Giinther). Prce-

ocidars,— One. Postoculars.—Two (rarely three). Temporals,—One,

touching the 5th and 6th supralabials. Supralahials.—7 (rarely 6 or 8),

the 3rd and 4th touching the eye for 3rd only in rare examples owing

to a confluence ot two of the normal shields). Rarely the 6th shield

just fails to reach the labial margin. Infralahials.—4, (rarely 5), the

4th largest, and in contact with two scales behind. Siddinpuals.—Two

pairs, the posterior about two-thirds the anterior, and in contact with

the 4th only of the infralabial series. Costals.— 15 in the whole body

length, the last row slightly enlarged ; no keels ; apical pits present,

and single. Ventrals.—Angulate. In Variety A. $ 158? to 184, $

158 ? to 218. t In Variety B ^158 to 169, 9 174 to 1«4. Anal—
Divided (rarely entire). Subcaudals.—Divided. In Variety A they

are 3« to 55 in S, 37 to 52 in 9 ; in Variety B 38 to 46 in ^, 36

to 40 in 9

.

Dentition (a) Maxillary

.

—The maxilla has an edentulous space

anteriorly which would accommodate about 3 teeth of the size of the

foremost of the series. It supports 6 or 7 very compressed teeth of

* In one specimen of Variety B in our Society's collection these shields are completely

separated by the frontal.

t The number of the ventrals varies somewhat accordicg to locality. In the Oriental

Region they range between 158 ? and 184 in $ , and 168 ? and 204 in 9 , but in the Indus

and Trans-Indus iracts a $ has 186, and the range for 4 9 is 20il to 218.
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syncranterian type (i.e. rapidly increasino- in size from before back-

wards). The palatine bone supports a sinirje small tooth (sometimes

none?) situated about the middle of its length. The ou-7'ygoid ser'ief^

number (> to 10 *, and are preceded by a long edentulous space. The

mandibular series number about 12, which are ccmpressed, rather

small and subequal. A short edentulous space that would accommo-

date about one tootli precedes the dental array. (See Figs. D and F of

Diagram).

* Boulenger says (Cat. Vol. II., p. 233) that there ai'e no pterygoid teeth in the Oligodon-

tides, but he is mistaken. In the three species of which I hd^ve skxxWa (suhgriseus, oorsalit

and venustiis) pterygoid teetli are present.

( 7 he continued.)
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THE BUTTERFLIES {RHOPALOCERA) OF THE NIMAR
DISTRICT, CENTRAL PROVINCES.

BY

D. 0. Witt, i.f.s.

In 1905 when I took over charge of the Nimar Forest Division it

occurred to me that a collection of the Rhopalocera of the District

might achieve some interesting results. The peculiar position of Nimar

at the extreme western corner of the Province as well as the very dry

nature of the climate led me to hope that the District might be found

to contain species not usually met with in the moister parts of the

Provinces.

I commenced in the rains of 1905 and had soon collected the com-

moner species which are found everywhere. It was amongst the

Lycmnidce however that I expected to find most scope for my energies.

Unfortunately, however, I was unable to carry through my intended

programme. My official duties as well as the preparation for Govern-

ment of a Forest Flora of the District took up most ofmy time and I was

only able to devote odd periods to the Rhopalocera. Although I was 4

years in the District, in the end my collecting was all done in the rains

and early cold weather of 1905 and 1907. The list attached must

therefore be looked on as very incomplete ; at the same time I trust

it may prove of interest to some readers of the Journal.

The naming of the different species presented no very great difficulty

except for the Lycmnidfu. " The Butterflies of India " by Marshall

and deNiceville, and Colonel Bingham's " Butterflies " in the Indian

Fauna series were made use of. Unfortunately this latter is incomplete

and does not include the Hesperiidoi. The Hony. Secretary of the

Bombay Natural History Society very knadly gave me what assist-

ance he could in the matter and was able to get a few specimens

named by Mr. Lefroy, but even this assistance brought to light how
extremely backward we are and how little we really know about the

Lycoinidce and ITesperi/dce. There must be a large field for enquiry

lying open here for anybody who has the opportunity or the time to

enter it.

Before proceeding to an enumeration of the species a short descri

tion of the situation and physical features of the District, as well as the

climate are necessary to make the list of any value at all,
i
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The Niniar District is situated between 21° 5' and 22° 25' N. and

75° 57' and 77° 13' E. and occupies a strip of mixed hill and plain

country at the western extremity ot the Nerbudda valley and of the

Satpuni plateau, and abuts on Khandesh and the Central India States.

It is bounded on the North by the Indore State, on the West by Indore

and Khandesh ; on the South by Khandesh and Berar ; and on the

East by the Hoshangabad and Betul Districts of the G. P.

Almost through the centre of the district from West to East runs a

branch of the Satpuras forming the water-shed between the Nerbudda

river on the North and the Taptee on the South. The whole of this

ridge is covered with dry deciduous forest. Mandwa, a station on the

G. I. P. Railway, as well as the hill fort of Asirgarh are situated within

this block of forest. Between this range of hills and the Nerbudda

lies the town of Khandwa in a broad and fertile valley. The drain-

age from the central ridge to the North is diverted from its direct

course by another low and irregular ridge also covered with forest.

North of this ridge and bordering the Nerbudda river is a strip of broken

and hilly ground from 3 to 6 inch wide forming the Government

Forest Reserve of Punasa.

On the North bank of the river and to the East is situated the Chand-

gurh Forest Reserve on the continuation of the hills constituting the

Punasa Reserve.

Along the Southern face of the main central branch of the Satpuras

runs the Taptee and on its banks at the extreme South-Western comer

of the district lies the town of Burhanpur,

South of this river rises a higher ridge forming the Southern face of

rhe Satpuras, and separating Nimar from the Berar plain. A dee[)

fertile valley separates these two branches of the Satpuras. The aver-

age elevation of the plain portion of the District is 900 feet. Such are

the main physical features of the District.

The climate is extremely dry, the average rainfall for the last 40

years being only 30 inches though it has varied from as much as 52

inches in 1^94-95 to as little as 10 inches in' 1899-J 900. The rains

usually cease at the end of September and as winter rains seldom occur

it is practically rainless from then until the middle of June. The

average maximum temperature of the hot weather months is .1 06°. The

days are hot but the nights are always cool.

The coki weather which lasts from the begmning of November to tlie
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middle of March though not bracing is distinctly pleasant. Frosts

occur in low lying localities in the forests.

With this introduction I now proceed to the enumeration of the

species,

I.—NYMPHALIU^.

1 DANAINil-.

Danais limniace, Cr.

Common, especially in gardens, from July to November.

Danais chrysippus, Linn.

Common everywhere throughout the year.

J)ana Is ple.vippus, Linn.

Almost as common as preceding.

Euploea core, Cr.

Common everywhere, rains and cold weather. The larvae feed on the Ole-

ander (ISerium odoruni).

2.—SATYRINiE.

Ypthima asterope, Kliig.

Taken at Khandwa in Public Gardens in October, but also seen in forest land.

Genei'ally keeps low down amongst grass and is easily overlooked.

Melanitis ismene, Cr.

Common everywhere almost all the year round, especially in shady jungle.

Also of crepuscular habit.

3.—ACR/EAN^.

Telchima violce, Fabr.

Local, Common in the Chandgurh Reserve in November, Also taken at

Burhanpur. Easily taken owing to its slow weak flight,

4.

—

Nymph ALiN^.

Byhlia iliihyia, Dr.

Common on waste land round Khandwa in September-October. Larva pro-

bably feeds on Trugia cannahina which is common here. The females are not

nearly so numerous as the males, and are generally taken in a battered condi-

tion.

Atella phalanta, Dr.

Common everywhere throughout the year.

Junonia almana, Linn.

Not very common. In clearings in jungle. Cold weather.
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Junonia lento nias, Linn.

Common everywhere all the year round. In forest and open situations.

Junonia hierta, Fabr.

Common. Partial to open grassy jungle.

Junonia oritkyia, Linn.

Common. Prefers hot, dry, bare situations, settling as a rule on a stone or

on the ground. It requires some catching owing to the sharp sudden nature

of its flight but it quickly settles again.

Neptis curt/nome, West.

Fairly common in forest areas.

Hypolimnas holina, Linn.

Common, especially in gardens.

Hyjjolimnas misippus. Linn.

Common everywhere in the rains and cold weather.

The females, which are almost exact " mimics " of D. chrysippua, are not so

numerous as the males.

Euthalia nais, Moore.

Fairly common in glades in open forest, settling on moist giound along

nullahs. Seldom seen in gardens or near habitations. Dry season.

Vanessa cardui^ Linn.

Common in open situations from August to January, associated with Junonia

lemonias and orithyia, which it resembles in its mode of flight and settling on

rocks and stones. There appear to be a succession of broods of this species.

Charaxes athamas.

Not very common. In well wooded areas generally near water, settling on

the moist ground in company with P. aganiemnon, Terias liecabe and several

species of Lycanicke.

II.—LEMONIIU^.

1.—Nemeobiin.^.

Ahisara sepecherius, StoU.

I have seen specimens of this genus on several occasions settling on the

leaves of Teak tiees but never took any. I fancy they may all be referred to

this species.

IIL—LYCVENIDiE.

Chilades laivs, Cr.

Fairly common in rains and cold weather. Mandwa and Burhanpur.

Chilades trochilus, ¥re.

Common throughout the Distric': chi fly in 1hc diy season. One of the small-

est of the common Lycankla., The low of jewelled spots on the underside of

the hind wing are very charac .eristic and exquisitely beautiful.
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Zizera malia.

Identified by comparison with specimens in Bombay Natural History Society

collection, but I am doubtful of the locality and season.

Zizera lysimon, Hiib,

Fairly common, Khandwa and Burhanpur. Rains.

Zizera aaika, Tri.

Only taken at Khandwa in Public Gardens. October.

Azamis Jesotis, Juerin.

Only taken once in August 1907 at Khandwa, on open ground.

Lamp ides hochus.

Rare. Taken once in September on Asirgarh and once at Burhanpur. The

brilliant ii-ridescent blue of the upper side makes this species a conspicuous

insect.

Nacadtiba ardates, Moore.

Not common, but fairly numerous where found. Mandwa. September.

Nacaduba pavana, Horsf.

Identified as such by Mr. Lefroy. Scarce. Burhanpur. September.

Catochrijsops straho, Fabr.

Fairly common. Rains and cold weather. Identified by Mi-, Lefroy.

Catochrysops cnejusj Fabr.

Common everywhere, rains and cold weather. This and the following

species are perhaps the commonest and most numerous of all the LycmnidcB

excepting only Tarucus theoph7-astus.

Catochrysops pandava, Hors.

Common everywhere, rains and cold weather.

Tarucus theophrasius, Fabr.

The commonest Lycanid in the District, Found everywhere, rains and cold

weather, especially on waste ground covered with Cassia tora and Sophera,

commonly known as the wild Indigo, which is, I fancy, the food plant of the

larvae,

Tarucus plinius^ Fabr.

Not so common as preceding. Burhanpur, September.

Polyomnatus hoeticus, Linn.

Only taken once at Burhanpur on 25th September 1907.

Aplmoeus vidcanus, Fabr.

Identified as such by Mr. Lefroy.

This insect is fairly common in September-October when the Reunj (Acacia

leucophha) trees are in flower and may then be seen in considerable numbers

in company with other Lyccbnidce, flying round these trees and settling on the

flower heads.

I have also found it partial to the flowers of the Babul (Acacia urabica).
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Tajuria jehana, Moore.

Not commou. In open forest, settling on the leaves of trees at a height of 8

to 10 feet from the ground and if disturbed taking a short rapid flight and

returning to the same tree. lu each case that I came across the insect it had

chosen the Saj (
Term'malia tomentosa) as its resting place. With patience it is

possible to capture every single insect on one tree so pertinacious are they

in returning to the same spot. Punasa and Mandwa. September. A parti-

cularly pretty insect -with its pale blue upperside, and silver grey underside.

Curetis sp. ?

I have not succeeded in getting this insect identified. The general colour-

ation is copper-brown above with black borders to the wings and almost imma-

culate silver grey below. This insect was equally common with Aphnceus fusca

on the 4 cacia Uucoplilcea trees when in flower in September-Octobei ; round

Khandwu.

Arhopala sp. ?

(Writing without reference books I am uncertain about the position of this

genus.) On a solitary occasion saw a specimen of what I feel sure was a

species of Arhopala settling on moist ground in a nullah in fairly dense mixed

forest, close to the Nerbudda, in November.

IV.—PAPILIONIDtE.

1.—PAI'ILIONINiE.

Papilo ai'istolochfce, Fabr.

So named from the Aristolochia indica on which the larvae feeds. This is

the common black swallow tail with red spots on the hind wing. Common

especially in gardens throughout the rains and most of the cold weather.

Papilio hector, Linn.

Differs from the preceding in having distinct white blotches on the fore

wings. Scarce. Taken in November near Chandgurh. Once seen at Khandwa

in the Public Gardens.

Papilio demoleus, Linn.

This is the common black and yellow swallow tail, but without any tails.

Common everywhere especially in gardens, rains and dry season. In old

specimens the yellow spots become very dark, almost ochreous, giving the

appearance of a distinct species.

Papilio polyles, Linn.

More common in forest areas than in gardens and cultivated land. Of a

skulking habit, keeping usually to forest with bushy undergrowth in it. Rains

and cold weather.

Papilio agamemnon, Linn.

Not common. In forest areas usually near water, settling on the mud to

suck up the moisture. A rapid flyer, difficult to capture.
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2. PlERINiE.

Delias eucharh. Dr.

Commou in open forest wherever the parasite Loranthus longijtorus, on

which the larvae live, is prevalent. In Nimar this means chiefly in Salai

{BoHivelUa iterrnta) forest. Rains.

The insect has a weak slow flight and is easily captured.

Anaphceis niesentina, Cr.

Common on open waste land, Burlianpur. Wet season form only taken.

Huphina nerissUf Fabr. , var., phvpie , Fabr.

Common, at least the males of both wet season and dry season form. No
females taken.

Ixlas vnarianne., Cr.

This is the commou large Orange tip. Local, but common where it occurs.

Burhanpur. Rains and cold weather.

Leptosia xipliia ? Fabr.

I have not taken this species but have seen it on one or two occasions

amongst undergrowth in forest.

Appias lihythea^ Fabr.

Fairly common. Wet season form.

Catopsilia crocale, Cr.

Very common in waste places near habitations. Chiefly rains. The absence

of brown stiigge on the underside of the wings serve to distinguish this from

the following species,

Catopsilia pyranthe, Liun.

As commou as preceding and in the same localities and same season. The

larvae faed on the various species of Cusda which are so abundant round

villages and along roadsides.

The underside of the wings are covered with brown strigae which vary

extraordinarily in quantity and depth of colour.

Terias Lata, Bois.

Fairly common throughout the District, at all times of the year.

Terias hecabe, Linn, 'lypical form.

Very common everywhere throughout the District in forest as well as open

lands. Almost throughout the year.

Var. asphodelus. Balri, near the Nerbudda. November. No special

attempt was made to collect thb numerous varieties of this very variable insect.

Co let is amata, Fabr.

Scarce. One male at Burhanpur. October 1906.

Coletis vestalis, But.

Local. Fairly common ac Burhanpur. September-October.
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Coletis etrida, Bois.

Local. Taken ut Serkia, Chandgiuh Reserve, north of the Nerbudda, in

November. The oraitge patch at the apex of the forewing serves to distinguish

this from the following species.

Coletia dana', Fabr.

Fairly common. Burhanpur ; in large numbers. Also Singaji and Khand-

wa. September-December. The crimson patch at the apex of the forewing

of the male is a distinguishing feature. In the females this patch varies

greatly in colour and extent, sometimes it is quite orange and sometimes it is

obliterated by black markings. A conspicuous and very pretty insect.

v.—HESPERIID.E.

Parnara mathias, Fab.

The common brown skipper with white spots. Identified by comparison

with specimens in the Bombay Natural History Society collection.

In addition I have taken one or two other species of Hespeind viz :

—

Parnara bevani, Moore.

and

Coladenia tissa, Moore.

BIOLOGICAL NOTES ON ORIENTAL HEMIPTERA, No. 4.

BY

J. C. W. Kershaw and G. AV.. Kirkaldy.

(
With Plates D and E and Text Figure I.)

The fourth paper of this series deals with Erthesina fidlo 'Thun-

ber'»-), a buo- belonging to the family Cimicidse and the tribe Halyini.

It is distributed throughout India, Assam, Burma, Ceylon, the Anda-

man Islands, Java, Japan, Formosa, China and Hainan Island.

Althouo-h so common and well distributed, there has apparently been

nothing recorded of its metamorphoses, and the only note connected

with it is by Distant (1879, P. E. S., London, p. Ivii), who states that

it is ground up into a kind of paste and eaten by the Nagas in Assam.

The following brief notes are taken from Chinese individuals, but

will apply as well to Indian examples.

Erthesina fidlo is very common throughout the wet season in

Southern China, feeding upon the camphor tree [Stillinyia sehifera

Juss. N. 0. Euphorbiaceas), Melia azedarach and several other trees,

3
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when it appears specially to suck at the thick bark of the truuk,

particularly where moss or lichen is growing. It also eagerly sucks

moisture from bird-droppings, and if these are too dry, apparently

moistens them with its own saliva, probing and working about the

excrement with the tip of the setse.

The adults of both sexes are very similar, the ground-colour beino-

very pale yellow, the markings dark-brown and black. The basal part

of the last segment of the antennje is whitish. (Pi. D.)

The ova are pale greenish-yellow, of the usual Cimicid-type, laid in

batches of about a dozen, touching one another, on bark or the under-

side of leaves. (Text fig. 1.) The eggs hatch in about six days, and

the first moult ensues in about another four days, prior to which the

young nymphs remain, as usual, quiescent over or around the egg-

shells, and do not feed. There are four nymphal instars, the nymphal

period lasting about a month. When newly hatched, the external

openings of the stink glands seem to be closed by a membrane, not

being functional till after the first moult.

The other nymphs and the adults all have a very strong and un-

pleasant smell ; this does not, however, exempt the insect from

becoming the prey of certain carnivorous bugs, as I have seen a

Reduvid sucking Erthesina fullo, whilst a swarm of tiny black flies

crawled over the latter, and hovered in the air close around, as they

sometimes do over the prey which a Mantis is eating.

The following points in the progressive development of the nymphs

may be considered :

—

The first instar has the general appearance of the same stage in other

Cimicid bugs. Dorsally it is rounded, the small head forming,

roughly, a part of the lateral contour. The antennae are short, the

fourth segment tapering. The legs are stout and subcylindric. The

general colouring is black and white, the abdomen suffused discally,

except medially around the glandular flaps, with reddish (PI. E., fig.

1). A quite diff'erent appearance is presented at the second instar.

The contour is oval and the head instead of being rather sunk-iu is

elono-ate and placed outside the lateral contour. The general colour-

ing is shown in the figure (2), in which also is shown the pale basal

half of the fourth segment of the antenna;, which was practically

entirely dark in the first instar. The legs are more elongate and show

faint signs of dilatation.
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The third iustar is still more elongate, and lias the fore tibiae very

distinctly laniinately dilated (fig. 3). The fourth instar is very simi-

lar to the third, except for the greater development of the tegminal

pads (fig. 4j. In the second, third and fourth instars, the lateral

margins of the pronotum, etc., are increasingly strongly crenulate, this

being apparently characteristic of many Cimicid nymphs in the older

stages even when they are not crenulate in the adult : in Erthesina,

the adult also has these mart>ins crenulate.

Text fig. 1.

Explanation of Figures.

Plate D.—Erthesinafnllo, adult.

Plate E., fig. l.—Nymph of the same, an hour or two after

hatching.

„ 2.—N'ymph of the second iustar.

„ 3.—Nymph of the third instar.

„ 4.—Nymph of the fourth instar.

Text fig. 1.—Egg of the same, showing hatching-lover. A = naturalr>a

Size.
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THE DRUGS OF SIRSl AND KAPPAT HILLS.

BY

L. B. KULKARNI, L. Ag.

At Sirsi and in the surrounding villages native medicine is practised

to a considerable extent. The drugs used are chiefly forest products.

It is difficult to study the locally-used drugs botanically because they

are imported from the forest to the shops, often in the form of chips of

wood, twigs, or roots quite unidentifiable ; and though the native name

is of much use, yet one can never be quite sure even that that is used

correctly by the drug-seller. In the villages, however, one can occa-

sionally get hold of a man who really knows the plants which are used.

There is a tendency at Sirsi for this lore to die out as a European

dispensary has been opened. But in surrounding villages distant from

Sirsi, the people use only the native drugs. The people are without

any knowledge of human physiology and anatomy, and practise

medicine only in accord with traditional knowledge. They are

thoroughly acquainted with conspicuous and easily determined diseases

such as dysentery and small-pox and seem to know something about

these ailments ; but obscure diseases such as heart-diseases, hysteria

and consumption are always referred to witchcraft or the action of

devils and treated as such.

Some drugs from the Kappat hills are so highly valued that they are

collected by people from considerable distances. About some drugs,

the people there have such superstitious ideas that they never collect

them without worshipping them and that too on a particular day.

In this short article, the drugs are classified according to their uses

in local medicine. They were collected with the local names prevailing

there. Some drugs could not be identified in the Herbarium, Agricul-

tural College, Poona, as they had neither flowers nor fruits. The rest

were identified and compared in the Herbarium by Mr. Paranjpe,

Assistant Economic Botanist.

The drufis that are doubtful in identification are marked with the

sign (?), and the drugs that could not be identified botanically have

been given only the local names.

FeJjrifuyes.

Owing to the cold climate in Sirsi and the surrounding district the people

frequently suffer from cold fever for^which the following drugs are used.
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Bile misani (Vorn.)—The bark of this plant m rubbed in lemon juice ;
and

the juice is given to the patient to lick. It removes bad taste in the mouth,

and is administered in the morning.

NigelUi sutiva (Ranunculuceffi).—A decoction of the leaves and seeds in

water is made and one-eighth of the water is allowed to evaporate ;
the

remainder is administered in the morning.

Coleus aromaticus (Labiata).)—Annual herb with thick leaves. The leaves

pounded with jaggery are eaten for beneush cold.

Mauikya (Vern.).—The root is rubbed in lemon juice and the juice is given

to diink.

The leaves have got such a strong smell that they are used to drive away

bees from hives while collecting honey.

Jinoxpora cordifolia (Menispermaceae).—The decoction of the cortex is

used.

Watt, Vol. 6, Part IV, p. 470.—Stem, leaves, root and watery extract of the

plant are useful as alteratives, and tonics, in geweral debility, fever and

jaundice, skin disease and rheumatism, urinary disease and dyspepsia.

The root is used for snake bite.

Malaya States Bulletin No. 7, Vol. V, p. 246.—This drug is used also

in Malaya States for the above diseases.

Clerod'-vdron imrine ( Verbenacese), Acacia lanceolata (LeguiminosseJ and

Nelayingala (Vern.).—These three plants are well pounded and powdered

and this powder is used for smoking to remove fever.

Watt. Vol. II.. P. '61-1.—The above first mentioned drug is used as febrifuge

in remittent and intermittent fevers.

Imliqofrra paucifoUa (Leguminosse).—The powder of the root is adminis-

tered in sheep's milk.

Toothache.

Barleriri prionUis (Acanthacea3),—Pills made from the leaves pounded with

salt are administered to keep in the mouth. The pills are as big as bor fruits

(Zizi/pliuii jujuha) and produce salivation.

Ware, Vol. I, p. 400.—Juice of leaves is used for catarrhal affections of

children accompanied with fever and phlegm. Again, to harden the feet

in rainy season to prevent cracks.

Clematis hedysarifolia (Ranunculaceae).—Chips of the wood are held in the

mouth.

Wrightia tomeniosa (Apocynacese).—A tree of the Kappat hills. The leaves

with salt are administered to keep in the mouth.

Eije disease.

Jasminum malaharlcum (Oleaoeae) —The juice of the stem is blown into the

eye affected by cataract ; this is continued for a week. The eyes are not ex-

posed to the light during treatment.

Acacia up. ? C Vern. Kdswad) (Leguminosae) and Barleria prionitis (Acantha-
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ceae).—The roots of these two drugs are rubbed in lemon juice and the juice is

administered internally to persons suffering from jaundice.

Sponia anderesa (Celtideae).—A small herb. Annual. The pulp of the leaves

is administered externally for any kind of eye-disease.

Diet—Cocoanuts should not be eaten.

Spermacoce hispida (Rubiacese).—The juice of the leaves is squeezed into

the ear opposite to the eye affected. This is generally used for eye-diseases

of cattle.

Watt. Vol, VI, Part III. p. 320.—Root is used as alterative.

Diseases of Infants.

Withania somnifera (Solanacese).—The root well ground and powdered is

administered in human milk.

Watt. Vol. VI, Part IV, p. 311.—Root is used as tonic and diuretic ; the

juice of the whole plant is used for rheumatism.

Mimusops elengi (Sapotacese).—The seed is rubbed once in human milk and

then the milk is given to lick.

Watt. Vol. V, p. 249.—The bruised seeds free from kernels are used for

constipation in children.

Malaya States Bulletin No. 6, Vol. V, p. 198.—The above drug is used for

fever, diarrhoea and dysentery.

Crinum asiaticum (Liliacege).—The juice extracted from heated leaves is ad-

ministered with jaggery for infantile asthma.

Watt. Vol. II, p, 589.—Leaves are used as an application to whitlows, and

other inflammations at the end of toes and fingers ; and the juice of the leaves

for ear-ache.

Head-ache.

Clematis hedysarifolia (Ranunculaceaa).—Chips of wood are well pounded

and then aroma inhaled.

Areca catechu (Palmacese).

Tamarindus indica (Leguminosas).

The nuts of the former and the seeds of the latter are triturated in cold

water and the paste is applied to the head. (Said to be effective only in head-

aches to one side of the head.)

Madihdgalu (Vern.)—The root is rubbed in cold water and the paste is

smeared on the head.

Applicationsfor Sores and Wounds.

Tabernce montana (Apocynaceae).—An ointment made from the ground

bark and pepper is applied with cow ghee to wounds of any kind.

Watt. Vol. VI., Part III, p. 401.—Wood is used as refrigerant.

Clematis gouriana (Ranunculace^).—The whole plant well pounded and

boiled with cow ghee (stale) is smeared with cocoanut oil on the wound.

Kadupadwal (Vern.)—The decoction of the whole creeper is administered.
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Poultices for Ahscei^ses, Sicellings and Ulcers.

Lobelia nlcotianivfoUa (CampanuhiceiX)),—The root is rubbed in lime water

(one tola water and ;/„ tola lime) and the paste is smeared over the parts

swollen.

Plumbago capensis (Plumbaginca;).—If the attack is severe the root of the

above drug is mixed with the above medicament.

Watt, Vol. V, p. 86.—Infusion of the leaves is used as anti-spasmodic.

Pogostemon patchouli (Labiataj).—The juice of the leaves is administered

internally for black ulcers in the mouth.

Diet—Rice and milk.

Plumbago capensis (Plumbaginea;),—The root of this is rubbed in the

juice of tlie leaves of Leucas longifolius (Labiataa) and then the ointment is

smeared on part affected.

Malaya States Bulletin No. 8, Vol. VIII, p. 272.—The above drug is used

for the same disease.

Crotalaria verrucosa (Leguminosae).—The juice of the crushed leaves is

applied to abscesses.

Watt. Vol. II, p. 614.—The juice of the leaves diminishes salivation.

Holoptelea integri/olia (Urticaceas").—The bark is applied to blisters.

SJcin Disease.

Derris oblonga (Leguminosas).— The seeds well pounded are roasted with

teak oil {Tectona grandii) and then the ointment is applied to the skin for itch.

Hydnocarpus wightlana (Bixineaj).—The oil of the seeds is applied to the skin

for itch ; and a little is also taken internally.

Watt. Vol. IV, p. 308. —Oil from seeds is used for dressing wounds,

ulcers and skin diseases.

Cassia jistula (Leguminosae).—The juice of the crushed leaves is used for

ring-worm and nits.

Watt. Vol. II, p, 217.—Pulp of root, bark and fruit is used as purgative
;

and also as an external application for skin diseases.

Anodendron paniculatum (Apocynaceas).—A paste is made by roasting the

crushed leaves, cow ghee (1 lb.) alum and copper sulphate (each one gram.)

and is applied as ointment for Isab (a skin disease).

Girardinia zeylanica (Urticaceae).—The ash of dry fruits and leaves is applied

in cocoanut oil for itch.

Adhutoda vasica (Acanthaceae).—The leaves heated a little and then plunged

in cocoanut oil, are applied for itch (especially for abdominal itch).

Watt, Vol. I. p. 109.—Leaves and root are used for Phthisis.

Snake Bite.

Jatropha patidurccfurmis (Euphorbiacese).—The root is rubbed in lemon

juice and then it is smeared over the part bitten ; a little is administered to

drink.

This drug is not successful in the case of cobra bite.

.
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Isari (Vern.) 1 The roots of these

Abrua prec itoriu8^\»v. Alba (Leguminosse). 1 four plants are rubbed

Cryptoleiiis buchanuna (Asclepiadese). i in lemon juice and

Achyranthus anpera (Amarantacese.) j then the semiliquid

juice is administered internally ; a little should be applied externally. (Said

to be effective especially in case of cobra).

Plumbago zeijlanica (Plumbagineaa)—The root of this is similarly used.

Watt, Vol. VI, Part I, p. 295.—The drug increases digestive powers,

promotes appetite and also it is useful in dyspepsia, piles, diarrhoea and skin

diseases.

Venereal Diseases.

Tragia inrolucrata (Euphorbiacese).—The root is rubbed in cow milk and

then the milk is administered internally. (It is also used as a general blood

purifier).

Watt, Vol. VI, Part IV, p. 71.—Root is used as febricula and in itching

of skin, and for venereal complaints, (The fruit rubbed over the head with

little water is useful in baldness.)

Sal'icia prlnoides (Celasti'inese).—A decoction of the root is administered

with sugar.

Eanjiki (Vern).—Small pUls of about two tolas each made from the crushed

leaves and raw sugar are administered one daily.

Diet—Rice and butter-milk.

Diseases of Women.

Tdbernai montana (Apocynacese).—Lemon juice in which the root has been

rubbed is given internally to women soon after delivery ; it is not allowed to

touch teeth. This is administered for three days successively,

Mai lya States Bulletin No. 7, Vol. V, p, 250.—The drug is useful in cough,

Eugeniajamboluna Myrtacese).—The bark taken out by means of stones

from the eastern side of the tree trunk is crushed and stiiued with cow milk

and then filtered ; the filtrate is given daily in the morning for three days for

irregular menstruation.

Diet— Cow milk and rice : no salt is allowed.

Vangueria spinosa (Rubiacese).— Milk in which the leaves are crushed is

administered internally.

Diet—Rice, milk, curds, and salt.

Kuntiganabalii (Vern.).—The creeper must not be gathered at the time of

full moon following on a Sunday ; and it is tied round the wrist for pueiperal

fever.

Abrus precatorius, var. alba (Lsguminosse).—The root is tied round the wrist

of pregnant women to hasten delivery.

Costus ftp.—Cakes made from the tubers with the peeds of Cuminum cyminum

(Umbelliferse) and the kernels of cocoanuts Cocoa nucifer (Palmacese) and well

fried in ghee are eaten for their cooling effect by women in confinement.
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Purgative.

Terminalta chebula (Comhretacesd) j
The powder of the seeds is

catiqipa ( do, ) given in hot water before

PhjjlUinthua enihVca (ExxTphoxh\9.ce9i) ... ' going to bod.

Watt. Vol VI, Part IV, p. 32.—The so-called triphal is used extensively

with other medicines in almost all diseases.

Artemisia vulgarh {y'om^o?,\isi).—The decoction of seeds is administered at

night before going to bed.

Watt. Vol. I. p. 327.—The drug is stomachic, tonic and febrifuge.

Malaja States Bulletin No. 6, p. 203.—The drug is useful for colic.

Balioxpermum axil/are (Euphorbiaceaj).—Small quantities of root when taken

internally cause purging.

Watt Vol I. p. 364.—Seeds are purgative.

' Acacia obora/a {hegummosx).—A powder made of the leaves mixed with

ginger is taken befoie going to bed.

Watt. Vol. I, p. 53.—The drug is purgative.

Cholera.

Chalcrtlni (Vern.).—Lemon juice in which the root is rubbed is given to lick.

Aristolochia indica (Aiistolochiaceae).—The root is similarly used.

Watt. Vol. I, p. 315.—Stem and root are used for snake and scorpion bites

internally and externally. It also produces abortion.

Rheumatism.

Terminalia chebula (Combretace^).—The fruits are put in hot ash, and

taken out whea suliiciently scorched ; they are then rubbed in the juice of

Agace americana leaves, heated ; and the resulting liquid is rubbed over the

body especially on the affected parts.

Watt. Vol. VI, Part IV, p. 32.—The drag is alterative, tonic, laxative and

stomachic ; it is also used in coughs, asthma and intestinal diseases.

Sida retusa (Malvaceae).—Tiie cooked pulp of the leaves is administered

daily,

Vitex nergundi (Verbenacese).—A liniment made from the leaves boiled

with sesamum oil is rubbed over the joints.

Watt. Vol. VI, Part IV, p. 248.—The root is tonic, febrifuge and e.xpec-

torant ; and the leaves are aromatic and vermifuge.

Pothas scandens (Aroideaej.—Cakes from the stem crushed with rice and

udid {Phaseolus munjo) and fried in ghee are admmLstered with seeds of

Cuminum cijminuin and butter of the she-bufl'alo.

Poisons.

Strijchnos nux-vomica (Loganiaceae).—The seeds with sweet oil act as a

poison.

Watt. Vol. VI, Part III, p. 379. —Ser^ds arc used for dyspepsia and

diseases of the nervous system. On the Malabar coast the root is used for

4
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snake bite. In the Konkan small closes of seeds are administered for colic.

The oil from the seeds is used for rheumatism.

Orinum astatica (Amaryllideas).—Poison.

Asthma.

Emhelia ribes (Myrsinege.)—Lemon juice in which the root is rubbed is

administered with sugarcandy.

Bone Fractures.

Litscea tomentosa (Lauraceae).—The bark crushed in the juice of the kernel

of cocoanut is administered in jaggery internally, and the bark crushed only

in the above juice, is applied to the part of the fracture. The internal treatment

is continued for three days and the external for nine days.

Gmelina arhorea (Verbenacese).—The leaves crushed with fresh curds are

administered internally. This is used also for cattle.

Watt. Vol, III, p. 514.—Root is tonic, laxative, stomachic and febrifuge.

Astringent.

Sideroxylon tomentosuni (Myrsinese).—The black seeds (3 or 4) should be

rubbed in lemon juice which is given to lick,

Koade murahanaberu (Vern).—The bark crushed and rubbed in water is used

for similar purpose.

Miscellaneous.

Ekeagnus latlfolia (Elfeagnacese).—The bark crushed with Sinapis juncea

seeds, garlic and pepper is mixed with water and then a drench of it is given to

cattle to cure swelling of the stomach.

Mesua ferea i^Gruttiferae).—The oU of the seeds is used for burning,

Hgdrocotyle astatica (Umbelliferse).—The leaves if eaten daily sharpen intel-

ligence and activity.

Watt. Vol. IV, p. .311.—Drug is stimulant.

Gardenia floribunda (Rubiacese).—The fruits rubbed iu water are administer-

ed to lick as emetic,

Ankali (^Vern.)—Sheep milk in which the bark is crushed is given to drink as

an emetic.

Diet—Butter-milk and rice,

Rhus mysorensls (Anacardiacesfi).—The powder of the root is administered

in cow milk as a cure for madness.

Amsomeles ovata (Labiatte).—The leaves if burnt before a beehive drive

away the bees. The juice smeared over the body prevents the attack of bee.

Watt. Vol. I, p. 255.—Distilled oil is carminative, tonic and astringent.

Chloroxijlon swiet^aia (Meliacege)—The smoke of the leaves burnt drives

away ticks from stables.

Watt. Vol, II, p. 270.—Leavei' a,ie applied to wounds.

Erythrina sp. var Alba (Leguminose).—Pieces of the stem are kept in stables

to remove ticks.
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Nahri (Vern).—The leaves are used for increasing the flow of milk both in

women and animals.

Cardiotpermum halicacabnm (Sapindaceas).—Leaves crushed are used for

hydrocele.

Watt, Vol.11, p. 155.—Root is laxative, emetic, stomachic, rubifacient,

diaphoretic, diuretic and tonic.

Smithia setisitiva (Leguminosae).—Leaves if eaten daily keep the body cool

and increase the flow of milk (especially used in case of cattle).

Asparagus race/»osa (Liliacea;),—Milk in which the root is rubbed is admini-

stered to keep the body cool.

Watt. Vol. 1, p. 345.—'Root is demulcent and also prevents confluence of

small-pox.

Hemidesmus indious (Asclepiadeai).—The powder from the root, the bark of

which is extracted, is stored as tea-powder and used as tea.

Watt. Vol. IV, p. 219.—Root is alterative and tonic and also useful in

thrush of children.

Literature consulted.—(1) Dictionary of the Economic Products of

India.

(2) x^gricultural Bulletins of the Straits ami

Federated Malay States.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIAN MICRO-LEPIDOPTERA.

BY

E. MeYRICK, B.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S.

X.

EUCOSMID^E.

Epibacira, n. g.

Antennae in ^ minutely ciliated. Palpi moderately long, porrected, second

joint dilated with rough scales above and beneath, terminal joint moderately

long, slender. Thorax smooth. Forewings with 7 and 8 stalked. Hindwings

with 3 and 4 separate, approximated at base, 5 closely approximated to 4 at

base, 6 and 7 stalked.

Closely allied to Bactra, especially to the first two species desciibed hereafter

from which it only differs essentially by the stalking of veins 7 and 8 of

forewings.

Epibactra arenosa. n. sp.

^. 17-22 mm. Head, palpi, thorax, and abdomen whicish-ochreous, palpi

sometimes partially tinged or spiinkled with fuscous. Forewings elongate, rather

narrow, posteriorly somewhat dilated, costa gently arched, apex round-pointed,

termen sinuate, little oblique ; whitish-ochreous, partially tinged or mixed with

brownish-ochreous, and with more or less pronounced tiaces of scattered stri-

gulae of fine blackish -fuscous irroiation
; costa maiked thioughout with short

oblique strigulae of fine blackish-irroration ; some undefined biownish-ochieous

suffusion towards costa on posterior half, sometimes mixed with fuscous, and

an undefined similar spot in disc at ^ : cilia pale ochreous, tips infuscated on

termen. Hindwings fuscous-whitish ; cilia whitish-ochreous, with an indistinct

fuscous line near base.

Maskeliya, Ceylon, in June and October (Pole) ; three specimens.

Bactra, Stph.

The species of this genus present considerable difficulties, being similar and

variable, and close study is necessary to discriminate them. Ten are desciibed

here, but I do not find that any Indian specimens can be referred to the

European lanceolana, Hb.,or the African siccellu. Walk. The foim of wing and

length of palpi are the most reliable characters, and must be carefully observed,

but although the markings are usually vague and inconstant, they do notwith-

standing present a distinct type in each species. In addition to those described

I possess others of which the material is insufficient for desciiption ; and I

shall be glad if collectors will pay attention to these obscure insects, and when

possible collect good series of them from the same locality, to show the range

of variation ; any particulars of habit Avould also be useful. Possibly all may

feed on species of rush (Ju7icus).

Bactra faderata, n, sp,

(J. 20-22 mm. Head, thorax, and abdomen whitish-ochreous. Palpi 4,
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whitish-ochreous, second joint suffused with fuscous except towards margins.

Foiewiiigs elongate, hardly dihited, costa modeiatcly arched, apex round-

pointed, termon sinuate, rather oblique ; whitish-ochreous, with scattered fus-

cous and blackish scales tending to foim undefined stiigulse ; costa maiked

throughout with short oblique ochreous striguloe iriorated with blackish ; an

irregular spot of deep ochreous suffusion in disc at ^, and a small blackish

spot in disc beyond f connected by a whitish streak, whose apex is bent up

above second spot ; an elongate-triangular patch ot ochreous-brown suffusion,

more or less irrorated with dark fuscous, extending along costa from before

middle to about I ; a fine black terminal line not reaching apex or tornus : cilia

whitish-ochreous. Hindwings and cilia whitish.

Maskeliya, Ceylon, in April and August (de Mowbray, Pole); two specimens.

Resembles a strongly marked specimen of Epibactra arenosa, but distinguish-

ed by structure, and more oblique termen of forewings.

Bactni sociata, n. sp.

$ 17-18 mm., 9 "-i 1-23 mm. Head, thorax, and abdomen whitish-ochreous.

Palpi in $ 3, in 9 3^, whitish-ochreous, second joint tinged with fuscous except

towards margins. Forewings elongate, rather narrow, costa gently arched, apex

round-pointed, termen sinuate, rather oblique ; whitish-ochreous, with indica-

tions of scattered fuscous strigulae ; costa marked throughout with short oblique

deep ochreous strigulas irrorated with blackish ; outer edge of basal patch

indicated by an indistinct deep ochreous obtusely angulated striga ; a white

longitudinal streak in disc (obsolete in 9) fiom this stiiga to beyond f, its

extremity somewhat bent upwards between two dots of dark fuscous irroration
;

an elongate-triangular patch of deep ochreous suffusion finely sprinkled with

dark fuscous extending along costa from before middle to about g ; an ochreous

striga marked with four or five cloudy dots of blackish irroration near before

lower part of termen ; a fine ochreous terminal line irrorated with black not

reaching apex or tornus ; cilia pale ochreous, on termen infuscated towards

tips. Hindwings pale whitish-fuscous ; cilia whitish-ochreous.

Maskeliya and Kelawewa, Ceylon, in May, July, September, and January

(Pole, Alston) ; four specimens. Very like the preceding, but with shorter

palpi, narrower forewings with costa less arched, discal streak teiminated be-

tween two dots instead of above a spot, the striga before teimen, and hind-

wings tinged with fuscous. These two species are quite distinct in appearance

from all those which follow.

Baclra mp.lrittcma, n. sp.

^9. 16-19 mm. Head and thorax whitish-ochreous. Palpi 3-3^, ochre-

ous-whitish, with broad oblique band of fuscous suffusion. Abdomen grey.

Forewings elongate, rather narrow, posteriorly hardly dilated, costa gently

arched, apex tolerably pointed, termen slightly sinuate, rather strongly oblique :

light brownish-ochreous, posteiiorly ferruginous-tinged, more or less irregularly

sprinkled with daik fuscous ; costa marked throughout with short strigulse of

blackish irroration, alternating with indistinct longer oblique whitish strigula'
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mixed with leaden-grey ; a rather ill-defined white longitudinal streak above

middle from base to apex, cut posteriorly by two or three dark veins, edged

above by a suffused streak of black irroration towards base, and beneath by a

short blackish streak in disc towards middle, terminated by a white projecting

tooth from lower edge on transverse vein, and by a line of black irroration

between this and apex ; beyond cell some dark lines on veins, and more or less

whitish suffusion between veins posteriorly ; dorsum dotted or marked with

blackish : cilia light brownish-ochreous sprinkled with dark fuscous, with rows

of whitish points. Hindwings grey ; cilia grey-whitish, with grey subbasal line.

Maskeliya, Ceylon, from August to November (Green, Pole) ; seven speci-

mens. At first sight much like phenacistis, but paler and more ochreous, and

readily distinguished by the longer palpi, more pointed forewings, and

more oblique termen.

Bactra copidotis, n. sp.

^ 9 • lfi-20 mm. Head and thorax whitish-ochreoUs tinged with brownish.

Palpi 2'^, whitish-ochreous, more or less infuscated towards middle, base white

beneath. Abdomen pale greyish-ochreous, Forewings elongate, rather narrow,

especially in 9, hardly dilated, costa gently arched, apex round-pointed, termen

sinuate, oblique ; ferruginous-ochreous ; costa with numerous indistinct

ochreous-whitish oblique strigulae, alternating with short strigulae of blackish

irroi-ation ; a very undefied streak of ochreous-whitish suffusion above middle

from base to apex, cut by two or three dark veins posteriorly edged beneath

throughout with broad more or less marked suffusion of dark fuscous

irroration ; veins posteriorly beneath this more or less suffused with

dark fuscous ; dorsum dotted with dark fuscous : cilia ferruginous-ochreous

suffusedly irrorated with dark fuscous, and sprinkled with whitish, above apex

and on costa white. Hindwings in ^ gi'ey, in 9 whitish-grey ; cilia

grey-whitish with two grey lines.

Gampola, Puttalam, and Maskeliya, Ceylon, in October, November and Feb-

ruary (Pole, Green) ; Palni Hills, 6,000 feet (Campbell) ; five specimens. This

species has the termen of forewings more distinctly sinuate than any other

described, but only moderately oblique.

Bactra leucogama, n. sp.

$ 9. ^3-15 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax whitish-ochreous
;
palpi 2. Abdo-

men ochreous-whitish. Forewings elongate, rather narrow, hardly dilated, costa

gently arched, apex obtuse, termen almost straight, oblique ; whitish-ochreous,

mixed with silvery-metallic suffusion, which tends to form irregular transverse

strigifi ; costa marked with short deep ochreous strigul« irrorated with black-

ish, and about seven longer deep ochreous strigulae ; deep ochreous markings

as follows, viz., a spot on suffusion in disc towards base, a transverse spot in

disc at ^, an irregular or interrupted fascia on dorsal § beyond middle, com-

bined in middle with an irregular sinuate streak running to apex, an oblique

triangular prsetornal spot, and a slender streak along termen ; dorsum with

minute dots of blackish irroration : cilia whitish-ochreous mixed with deeper
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ochreous. Hindwings in $ pale grey, in 9 wliitish ; cilia whitish in ^ with

faint grey subbasal line.

Pnttalam, Ceylon, in February and August (Pole) ; four specimens. Recog-

nisable by the pale ochreous colouring, distinct deeper ochreous markings,

termen of forewings not sinuate, and white hindwings of 9 (>n S pa'cr grey

than usual) ; but I have another apparently distinct undescribed species, in

which the 9 l^as also white hindwings.

Bactra honeata, n, sp.

^ 9- 14- IG mm. Head ochreous-whitish. Palpi 2, whitish, with broad

median fuscous band. Thorax pale ochreous. Abdomen greyish, Forewings

elongate, hardly dilated posteriorly, costa moderately arched, apex tolerably

pointed, termen i-ather sinuate, oblique
;
pale ochreous, more or less tinged

with ferruginous-brownish, especially towards disc beyond middle, with a few

scattered dark fuscous scales ; costa marked with long oblique ochi-eous-whitish

strigula5 more or less tinged with leaden-grey, alternating with very slight short

strigulaj of black ii-roration ; between ^ and apex the whitish strigulai are

often continued across wing as well-marked angulated striae, leaving an angu-

lated basal patch and narrow irregular central facia of ground colour
;
gener-

ally a more or less marked broad streak of blackish irroration in disc from base

to end of cell, sometimes well-defined above and continued to near apex ; often

a subcrescentic downwards-curved dark spot in disc at § ; space beyond cell

variably mixed with whitish suffusion and irrorated with dark fuscous, with

two distinct black interneural lines between veins 6-8, and indications of others,

especially often two short black marks between veins 3-5 : cilia pale brownish-

ochreous with rows of whitish points, sometimes somewhat sprinkled with

dark fuscous, at apex with a more or less marked dark ochreous-brown spot

marked with black, Hindwings grey, paler towards base : cilia ochreous-

whitish, with an indistinct grey subbasal line.

Khasis, from June to September ; twenty specimens. Variable, but always

without definite white longitudinal streak, though the dark suffusion marking

its lower margin is often strongly expressed ; forewings more pointed than

usual, as in Metriacma, but termen less oblique than in that species, and palpi

much shorter,

Baclra phenacistis, n. sp.

<J9- 14-19 mm. Head whitish-ochreous, faintly brownish -tinged. Palpi

2^, whitish-ochreous, with a more or less wide oblique median bar of dark fus

cous suffusion. Thorax pale ochreous, sometimes brownish-tinged, with some

dots of dark fuscous irroration. Abdomen whitish fuscous. Forewings elongate,

rather narrow, slightly dilated posteriorly, costa gently arched, apex obtuse,

termen faintly sinuate, oblique
;
pale ochreous, more or less tinged or suffused

with ferruginous-brown, sometimes mixed or suffusedly strigulated with

whitish on dorsal half ; costa with about eight pairs of rather long oblique

silvery-whitish strigulaj more or less mixed with leaden-grey, alternating with

indistinct strigulse of blackish irroration ; a longitudinal whitish streak above
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middle from base to apex, cut obliquely by one or two dark veins posteriorly,

and margined beneath by much blackish suffusion especially on veins

often with a distinct white projection downwards on transverse vein ; veins

from cell posteriorly marked by lines of blackish suffusion ; dorsum dotted with

black and white ; cilia grey somewhat mixed with ochreous-brownish. with rows

of white and blackish points. Hindwings grey, rather darker towards apex
;

cilia whitish grey, with two grey lines,

Maskeliya, Ceylon, from November to May (Pole, de Mowbray, Alston)
;

seven specimens.

Bactra truculenta. n. sp.

^. 15-17 mm. Head and thorax pale greyish-ochreouS, somewhat mixed

with fuscous on sides Palpi 2, grey-whitish mixed with fuscous. Forewings

elongate, rather narrow, posteriorly slightly dilated, costa gently arched, apex

obtuse, termen straight, oblique ; whitish-ochreous suffusedly strigulated

throughout with fuscous ;
costa obliquely strigulated throughout with dark

fuscous ; some irregular dark fuscous suffusion beneath middle of disc from

about I to f ; a white discal dot at §. preceded and followed by irregular longi-

tudinal black marks ; veins beyond cell marked by fine dark fuscous lines ; two

small blackish interneutral marks above tornus ; a small subtriangular subapical

patch of dark fuscous Suffusion, edged above with ochreous-white suffusion
;

some black irroration along termen : cilia pale fuscous with rows of whitish

points, indistinctly spotted with dark fuscous irroration. Hindwings grey ; cilia

whitish grey, with grey subbasal line.

N. Coorg, 3,500 feet, in March (Newcome) ; two specimens.

Bactra minima, n, sp.

^. 8-9 mm. Head and thorax pale whitish-ochreous, slightly tinged with

brownish. Palpi 1§, ochreous-whitish, with median band of blackish irroration,

abdomen pale greyish-ochreous. Forewings elongate, rather narrow, posteriorly

slightly dilated, costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen almost straight,

oblique ; whitish ochreous slightly tinged with brownish, with scattered indis-

tinct dark fuscous strigulae ; costa strigulated with blackish ; undefined darker

spots below middle at 5 and § indicated by ochreous-fuscous suffusion or dark

fuscous irroration ; dorsum and termen dotted with blackish irroration :

cilia pale whitish ochreous, towards apex sprinkled with blackish. Hindwings

rather light grey ; cilia ochreous-whitish, with faint grey subbasal line.

Barberyn Island, Ceylon, in February (Fletcher) ; two specimens. Easily

known by the unusually small size and short palpi.

Bactra tornantis, n. sp.

^9. 14-16 mm. Head and thorax whitish-ochreous, sometimes tinged

with brownish. Palpi 2, whitish-ochreous, with broad median band of

fuscous suffusion. Abdomen pale grey, Forewings elongate, posteriorly

somewhat dilated, costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen in ^ gently

rounded, in 9 nearly straight, oblique ; whitish-ochreous, more or less gener-

ally suffused with ferruginous-brownish, and sprinkled with dark fuscous
;
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costal edge dark fuscous, marked throughout with rather h>iig oblique ochreous-

whitish strigula3 more or less suflused with leaden-grey ; an ochreons-whitish

streak above middle from base to apex usually very incompletely defined, and

cut posteriorly by dark lines on veins, margined beneath by a very broad

dark fuscous suffused streak extending from base to f^, with a while dot on

transvei-se vein cutting upper edge of this suffusion, and a wedgeshaped mark

of dark fuscous suffusion at apex ; veins beyond cell marked with streaks of

dark fuscous suffusion ; dorsum dotted with dark fuscous suffusion ; cilia

fuscous, with rows of whitish and dark fuscous points. Hindwings light

grey ; cilia whitish,

Xawalapita, Ceylon, in January (Pole) ; Gooty (Campbell)
; Coorg, 3,500 feet,

in October (Newcome) ; four specimens. The only species which has the

termen of forewings rounded in ^ , in all the rest it is straight or sinuate.

Poli/chrosis, Rag.

This is the genus hitherto passing as Chrosis, Gn. It dift'ers from Bactra by

the crested thorax, from ProscliisUs by and 7 of hindwings being connate or

stalked, from Argyroploce by the separation of 3 and 4 of hindwings, I have

desciibed one species, ejjhippias, and now give four more.

Polychrosls cerata, n. sp.

$ 9- 10-12 mm. Head and thoi-ax pale yellow-ochreous. Palpi with long

rough spreading scales, pale ochreous, more or less sprinkled with dark fuscous

towards base. Abdomen rather dark grey. Forewings elongate, rather narrow,

posteriorly slightly dilated, costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen little

rounded, somewhat oblique
; dark fuscous, with purplish-leaden reflections,

with the base of all scales fuscous-whitish, forming fine transverse stride ; costa

with about six oblique blackish fuscous strigulaaa, and sometimes mixed with

yellowish between these ; base sometimes mixed with ochreous-yellowish ; large

oblique irregular ochreous-yellow blotches from dorsum about ^ and beyond

middle, reaching half across wing , sometimes united with smaller less developed

or nearly obsolete blotches from costa to form angulated fasciae ; an angulated

bluish-leaden striga from i of costa to tornus, its margins sometimes more or

less marked with ferruginous-yellowish : cilia fuscous mixed with dark fuscous

and sprinkled with fuscous-whitish with a dark fuscous subbasal line. Hind-

wings fuscous ; cilia light fuscous, with a dark fuscous subbasal line,

Diyatalawa, Ceylon (Fletcher) ; Khasis, in August ; nine specimens.

Polychrosisfallax, n. sp.

^9- lo-l7 mm. Head pale ochreous. Palpi pale ochreous, second joint

with three small dark fuscous spots externally on upper margin, and one on

lower margin near apex. Thorax pale brownish-ochreous, irregularly spotted

with dark fuscous irroration. Abdomen fuscous. Forewings elongate, pos-

teriorly dilated, costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen almost straight, little

oblique
;

pale brownish-ochreous, with scattered strigulae of ochreous and

blackish irroration
;
basal patch mixed with ochreous and blackish, ill-defined,

edge irregular ; space between this and central fascia with one or two irregular
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more or less marked leaden metallic striga; ; central fascia broad throughout,

little oblique deep brownish-ochreous or ferruginous-ochreous mixed with

leaden-metallic and blackish, more strongly marked with blackish on upper

half, appearing to foim a blackish costal blotch attached anteriorly to a

downwards-curved longitudinal mark in disc : an ochreous streak sprinkled with

blackish extending from posterior margin of central fascia near costa to middle

of termen, space above and below this marked with irregular leaden-metallic

strigae : costa posteriorly with three small blackish spots whence arise short

brownish strigulse meeting beneath apex : cDia brownish-ochreous mixed with

leaden-grey and blackish with a subbasal blackish line, at tornus with a whitish-

ochreous patch. Hindwings rather daik fuscous, in ^ with dorsum clothed

with expansible tuft of whitish ochreous hairs ; cilia fuscous, with dark fuscous

subbasal line, in ^ becoming whitish-ochreous towards dorsum.

Khasis, from July to September ; twelve specimens.

Pnhjchrosis anceps, n. sp.

^9- 12-14 mm. Head and thorax pale ochreous mixed Avitb fuscous.

Palpi pale ochreous, indistinctly spotted with fuscous. Abdomen fuscous.

Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa moderately arched, apex obtuse,

tennen faintly sinuate, hardly oblique
;
pale brownish-ochreous, mixed with

leaden grey, which tends to form irregular transverse striae ; small blackish

spots along costa ; basal patch irregularly mixed with brownish and black,

outer edge irregular ; central fascia brownish, hardly oblique, very undefined

towards costa broad and suffusedly mixed with blackish, in middle of disc

with a longitudinal down-curved black mark, posterior edge excavated above

and below this ; an erect elongate-triangular brownish prastornal spot edged by

undefined blackish striae continued upwards as a single stria £ across wing ; a

brownish streak mixed with black from near extremity of this to termen below

middle ; a small brownish apical spot : cUia fuscous, with blackish subbasal line,

beneath tornus somewhat mixed with whitish-ochreous. Hindwings rather

dark fuscous, darker posteriorly ; cilia fuscous, with dark fuscous subbasal

line.

Puttalam, Ceylon, in April (Pole) : two specimens.

Polychrosis gahina, n. sp.

$ 9. 14-15 mm. Head brown. Palpi brown, paler and ferruginous-tinged

towards apex of second joint above. Thorax brown, more or less marked with

blackish and sometimes spotted with white, crest suffused with ferruginous.

Abdomen dark fuscous, Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa gently

arched, apex obtuse, termen nearly straight, vertical, rounded beneath ;
bronzy-

brownish, irregularly marked with black ; costa black, with pairs of whitish

strioulEC ;
anterior half of wing crossed by several irregular leaden-metallic

stria), sometimes partially edged with whitish , two oblique leaden-metallic

streaks from costa beyond middle more or less united with two very ii-regular

thick partially white-edged leaden-metallic streaks from about tornus, forming

nns of ocellus ; cilia metallic leaden-grey, with dark fuscous basal line.
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Hind-wings dark fuscous, more blackish posteriorly ; an elongate; suffused

hyaline patch from base beneath and along lower part of cell ; in ^ whole

doi-sal area formed into a large separate lobe by a deep incision extending

beneath cell nearly to base ; cilia giey-whitisli, with dark fuscous basal line.

Khasis, from November to March ; nine specimens. Veins 3 and 4 of

hindwings are more widely remote in ^ than in $ , owing to wing-modification.

Proschistis, Meyr.

Differs from Pohjchroais by veins 6 and 7 of hindwings being approximated

towards base but separate, from Arijyroploce by separation of veins 3 and 4 of

hindwing-s. Founded on a single species ; I now add three more.

Proschistis lacifera, n. sp.

9. -3 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax fuscous mixed with darker, patagia

mixed with yellowish. Abdomen light fuscous, Forewings elongate, posterior-

ly somewhat dilated, costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen nearly straight,

little oblique ; secondary cell moderately broad ; fuscous mixed with blackish

towards dorsum tinged with greenish on veins ; costa suffused with blackish

and marked with nine pairs of ochreous whitish strigulse ; basal patch mixed

with whitish, hardly defined except by a blackish-fuscous dorsal spot at ^, and

followed by two pairs of very irregular whitish stritB ; two similar paii-s beyond

middle, confluent in disc and crossed above middle by a narrow inwards-oblique

pale yellow blotch ; pair of whitish striae before termen, becoming double

on lower half ; some white dots on termen, edged anteriorly by a waved

blackish line ; cilia fuscous, indistinctly barred with pale yellowish. Hind-

wings fuscous ; cilia light fuscous, sprinkled with whitish towards tips with 3

darker subbasal line.

Palni Hills (Campbell) ; one specimen.

Proschistis agitata, n, sp.

^ 5. 19-21 mm. Head and thorax pale reddish-fuscous mixed with dark

fuscous and whitish. Antennal ciliations in ^ short. Palpi brownish suffu-

sedly mixed with dark fuscous. Abdomen grey, in ^ suffused with whitish

ochreous towards base, Forewings elongate, posteriorly somewhat dilated,

costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen slightly sinuate, hardly oblique
;

secondary cell very narrow ; fuscous tinged with reddish, and irregularly

mixed with white, and stiigulated with black ; outer edge of basal patch indi-

cated by a small black spot on costa ; central fascia formed by blackish suffu-

sion, narrow, iriegular, indistinct, below middle forming a more conspicuous

very in-egular elongate blotch : a rather narrow fascia of blackish suffusion

from costa before apex to dorsum before tornus, marked on veins with brown :

cilia fuscous mixed with dark fuscous, on tornus sprinkled with whitish,

Hindwings fuscous, darker towards apex ; cilia fuscous, with dark fuscous

subbasal line,

Maskeliya and Patipola, Ceylon, in February and October (Alston, de

Mowbi-ay ) ; four specimens. The secondary cell of forewings is in P. zalenta,

still narrower than in this species, a point not noticed in my description.
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Proschistis invida, n. sp.

^ 9. 14-16 mm. Headlight fuscous. Palpi fuscous-whitish, suffusedly

spotted with fuscous. Thorax fuscous sprinkled with whitish, and suffusedly

spotted with darker fuscous. Abdomen fuscous. Forewings elongate, poste-

riorly dilated, costa moderately arched, apex obtuse, termen faintly sinuate,

little oblique ; ochreous-brownish ; costal edge suffused with blackish, and

marked with eight or nine pairs of oblique whitish strigulas ;
basal patch

mixed with black and leaden-metallic, outer edge rounded ; space between

this and central fascia mostly occupied by two irregular leaden-metallic

striae edged with whitish ; central fascia moderate, mixed with black, posterior

edge irregular, with long subcostal and median projections, excavation filled

with leaden-metallic ; beyond this a thick double partially whitish-edged

leaden-metallic stria, separating into two thick branches to enclose an elongate-

triangular pragtornal spot mixed with black ; leaden-metallic lines from last

three pairs of costal strigulse converging to a point beneath apex, space between

this and preceding srria longitudinally streaked with black suffusion except

towards costa : cilia rather dark fuscous, finely sprinkled with whitish points,

Hindwings dark fuscous ; cilia fuscous, with darker subbasal line.

Khasis, in September ; four specimens.

Asaphistis, n. g.

AntennBB in ^ strongly fasciculate-ciliated. Palpi moderate, porrected,

second joint triangularly rough-scaled, terminal joint short. Forewings with

8 and 9 stalked. Hindwings with 3 and 4 remote, 3 from well before angle,

5 approximated to 4 at base, 6 and 7 approximated towards base. (Thorax

probably crested, but damaged,)

Allied to Proschistis.

Asaphistis praiceps, n, sp.

$. 15-16 mm. Head and palpi fuscous mixed with black. Thorax pale

whitish-ochreous, anterior margin fuscous mixed with black. Abdomen grey.

Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen

faintly sinuate, little oblique ; white ; basal patch dark fuscous mixed with

blackish, somewhat marked with whitish towards dorsum, outer edge irregular,

nearly straight, vertical ;
central fascia represented by a small dark fuscous spot

on custa, and a dark fuscous dorsal blotch not reaching half across wing

but connected with basal patch by irregular dark fuscous suffusion ; some

irregular ochreous-fuscous marking in disc beyond middle, and an oval patch of

ochreous- fuscous suffusion above tornus ; a small dark fuscous costal spot be-

fore central fascia and four beyond it, last two absorbed in a triangular dark

fuscous apical blotch which extends along termen to below middle, more or

less dotted with white on termen : cilia fuscous spotted with dark fuscous and

white, at termen with a whitish patch, Hindwings grey ; cilia light grey.

Khasis, in September ; two specimens.

AriicoUn, Meyr.

The following species agrees well in structure with the one described.
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Articolla prospera, n. sp.

9. 17 mm. Head light brownish-ochrcous tinged with fuscous. Palpi

dark fuscous, second joint with light ferruginous-ochreous median hand, apex

of terminal joint pale ochreous. Thorax light brownish-ochreous mixed

with dark fuscous. Abdomen dark fuscous. Forewings elongate, posteriorly

dilated, costa slightly arched, sinuate in middle, costal cilia prominent beyond

sinuation, apex obtuse, termen straight, somewhat oblique : ferruginous brown

mixed or reticulated Avith dark fuscous ; costa shortly strigulated with dark

fuscous and ochreous-whitish ; a moderate very oblique leaden striga from

costa at 5- ; an elongate-triangular blackish costal spot beyond middle ; four

leaden strigae from costa posteriorly, first running to termen beneath apex

edged beneath with ochreous-whitish, other three short, costa between these

ferruginous, apical edge also leaden ; a group of four roundish partly confluent

whitish-ochreous spots between these markings and tornus, more or less

brownish-tinged except on margins, especially the two lower which are mostly

filled with ochreous-brown suffusion and leaden-grey irroration : cilia pale

brownish-ochreous, with ferruginous basal shade round apex, Hindwings dark

fuscous, bases of scales subhyaline, appearing finely striated : cilia pale fuscous,

with darker basal shape.

Kliasis, in June ; one specimen,

Statherotis. n. g.

AntenuEB in ^ shortly ciliated. Palpi moderate, porrected, second joint

rough-scaled above and beneath. Thorax with posterior crest. Forewings

with 8 and 9 stalked. Hindwings with 3 and 4 connate, 5 approximated,

6 and 7 approximated towards base.

Statherotis deeorata, n. sp.

$. 18 mm. Head pale greyish-ochreous somewhat mixed with blackish.

Palpi whitish-ochreous, suffused with fuscous except towards base and apex.

Thorax whitish-ochreous, anteriorly tinged with brownish and marked with

blackish-grey. Abdomen fuscous, basal third ochreous-j^elhjwish, apex whitish-

ochreous. Posterior tibiae beneath with long projecting ochreous scale, forming

a broad triangular tuft before middle and grey expansible hair-pencil from base

lying on inner side of this. Forewings elongate, moderate, posteriorly dilated,

costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen somewhat sinuate, vertical, rounded

beneath ; rather dark brown tinged with reddish, mixed with blackish and

suffusedly striated with ashy-grey ; a large semi-oval ochreous-whitish blotch

extending along costa from ^ to § and reaching nearly half across wing, mark-

ed with indistinct pale red-brownish oblique strigulaj becoming distinct and

blackish on costa, and a light brownish oblique costal spot in middle ; and

ashy-grey fascia indistinctly edged with whitish from beyond this blotch in

disc to f of doi"Sum, followed by some undefined whitish suffusion towards

termen : cilia pale fuscous sprinkled with whitish, with two dark grey shades.

Hindwings dark fuscous, with bases of scales subhyaline. appearing finely

striated
; a large patch of rather thinly strewn modified black hairscales with
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prismatic green and purple reflections occupying whole of disc from near base

to f ; whole dorsal area beneath this yellow-ochreous, towards dorsum clothed

with long dense scales and with dorsal cDia elongated, on lower surface with

expansible long hairs in a subdorsal groove ; cilia as in forewings, becoming

ochreous round dorsal patch,

Maskeliya, Ceylon, in April (Pole) ; one specimen. The special colouring

and structures of hindwings will doubtless prove to be confined to the ^.

Argyroploce, Hb.

I agree with Prof. Fernald in adopting this name for the genus previously

termed by me Eucosma, Hb. (that name being rightly applied otherwise),

including also Piatyppplus, as previously explained. I find further that the

stalking of veins 3 and 4 of hindwings cannot be properly used to distinguish

Enarmoma generically, since in some of the species hereafter described the

structure is inconstant within the limits of the same species, and I propose

therefore to rely on the thoracic crest to separate the two genera, atti-ibutmg

all those species with well-developed crest to Argyroploce ; on this view the

foiu" Indian species already referred to Enarmonia must all be transferred to

Argyroploce. On this understanding the number of Indian species already

described which are attributable to Argyroploce is 28, and I now describe 3B

more, and have still much additional material.

Argyroploce lasiandra, n. sp.

$. 21 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax rather dark fuscous, palpi porrected.

Abdomen light greyish-ochreous, dorsally clothed with dense rough hairs, and

with large expansible anal tuft. Posterior tibiee and basal joint of tarsi clothed

with dense long rough greyish-ochreous scales above. Forewings moderate,

posteriorly dilated, costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen slightly rounded,

oblique ; dark grey, strigulated with blackish, tips of scales fuscous-whitish ;
cilia

concolorous. Hindwings reduced, narrower than forewings, dorsal area folded

and clothed with dense long hairs, toinus distorted and tufted with long pro-

jecting scales ; fuscous, somewhat suffused with light brownish-ochreous in and

beneath disc ;
cilia pale greyish-ochreous, with suiiused fuscous sabbasal shade.

Trincomali, Ceylon, in November (Green) ; one specimen.

Argyroploce ionsoria, n. sp.

^. IG mm. Head, palpi, and thorax pale brownish-ochreous irregularly

sprinkled with dark fuscous, palpi subascending. Abdomen grey, apex rosy-

tinged. Posterior tibife and basal joint of tarsi densely tufted above with long

expansible whitish hairs. Forewings moderately elongate, rather dilated pos-

teriorly, costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen rounded, little oblique
;

brownish-ochreous suffused with ochreous-whitish ; basal third irregularly

mixed with yellow-brown and sprinkled with black ; a yellow-brown triangular

patch extending on costa from middle to near apex, its apex nearly reaching

dorsum beyond middle, much mixed with black posteriorly, costal edge marked

with five pairs of white strigulae ; a yellow brown streak along upper part of

termen, confluent above with triangular patch, preceded above middle by
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a triangulai- spot of blackish suffusion : cilia yellow-brown sprinkled with

ochi-eous-whitish, on upper part of tormen indistinctly barred with blackish.

Hindwings rather dark fuscous ;
dorsal area somewhat dilated and clothed with

hairs • cilia ochreous-whitish tinged with a brownish subbasal lino.

Bentota. Ceylon ; one specimen, bred in January from larva feeding in fruit

of Burrimjtonia racemosa (Green ),

Argyroplocc oedalea, n. sp.

^ 9- 19-20 mm. Head and thorax whitish-ochreous more or less tinged or

mixed with red-brownish. Palpi ascending, white, more or less tinged or mixed

with red-brownish except towards base, in ^ very slightly. Abdomen in

^ dark brown, in $ dark grey. Posterior femora and basal half of tibiae in

^ with long fine expansible white hairs beneath. Forewings elongate, posteri-

orly, dilated, costa slightly sinuate in middle, rather abruptly arched posteriorly,

apex obtuse, termen nearly straight, hardly oblique, rounded beneath
;

in ^
brownish-ochreous, in $ red-brownish, more or less strewn with scattered black

scales : costa spotted and strigulaied with black ; several black strigulai towards

costa before middle ; a cloudy streak of whitish-ochreous suffusion running

beneath posterior part of costa and before upper portion of termen, margining

an undefined posterior discal patch sometimes irregularly mixed with black and

dark leaden, containing a tuft of long raised white and pale brown scales on

transverse vein, more elongated in ^ ; several minute black dashes in the

whitish-ochreous streak towards costa posteriorly ; sometimes some short dark

blue-leaden marks beneath costa posteriorly and a line almost on apical edge
;

series of more or less marked black strigulse on and before termen : cilia whitish-

ochreous, with two brownish shades and indications of darker bars. Hindwings

dark grey ; cilia grey-whitish, with dark grey subbasal and light fuscous

subapical shades.

Kandy and Peradeniya, Ceylon, from July to September (Green) : three

specimens. Specially characterised by the discal tuft of scales.

Arijijroploce d'/serta, n. sp.

$ $. 24-25 mm. Head red -brownish, mixed with dark fuscous and white,

lower half of face white. Palpi ascending, brownish mixed with dark fuscous,

banded with white. Thorax dark fuscous mixed with white. Abdomen fus-

cous, and tuft of $ whitish-ochreous. Posterior tibife clothed with long rough

white hairs above and beneath, longer in $. Forewings elongate-triangular,

costa rather abruptly bent at §, apex obtuse, termen almost straight, nearly

vertical, rounded beneath ; light reddish-brown, densely mixed and strigulated

throughout with blackish : disc irregularly mixed with white on basal half ; a

transverse series of three roundish leaden-grey spots irregularly edged and con-

nected with white, extending from near costa at § to near tornus ; a blue-leaden

almost marginal interrupted line round apex and termen : cilia leaden-grey,

basal half light brown-reddish, suft'usedly barred with blackish. Hindwing

dark fuscous : cilia whitish-fuscous, with two dark fuscous shades.

Khasis, in September : two specimens.
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Argyroploce astrosema, n. sp.

^ $ . 20-21 mm. Head and thorax ochreous, upper half of face deep

ferruginous, sides of thoracic crest ferruginous. Palpi ascending, ochreous,

suffused above with deep ferruginous. Abdomen fuscous, a,pex in ^ whitish-

ochreous, in $ ferruginous-ochreous, Posterior tibise clothed with rough

scales, in ^ with expansible ochreous-whitish hair-pencil from base above.

Forewings elongate-triangular, costa strongly and evenly arched, apex obtuse,

termen in ^ almost straight, in 9 somewhat sinuate, vertical, rounded beneath
;

ochreous, irregularly suffused with ferruginous, with an undefined pale fascia

from I of costa to termen above tornus ; basal half, posterior fascia, and centre

of disc between these strewn irregularly with small bright silvery-leaden-

metallic spots or strigulse ; a blackish discal dot beyond middle ; an apical patch

of blackish sufiiusion, cut by a silvery-blue-metallic streak crossing apex and

continued along upper part of termen ; white marginal dots above and below

apex : cilia light ochreous, on upper half of termen and round apex dark

leaden-grey with blackish subbasal line. Hindwings dark fuscous ; cilia pale

ochreous tinged with reddish, with fuscous subbasal line.

Khasis, in June ; two specimens,

Argyroploce generosa, n. sp.

(J 9. 15-16 mm. Head fuscous, face whitish. Palpi ascending, whitish.

Thorax fuscous mixed with white, crest dark brown. Abdomen pale ochreous,

in 9 somewhat infuscated. Posterior tibiae smooth-scaled. Forewings

elongate-triangular, costa moderately and evenly arched, apex obtuse, termen

almost straight, hardly oblique, rounded beneath
;
grey ; basal patch suffused

with yellow- brown on upper half, marked with a suffused white streak along

fold, beneath this somewhat mixed with black and suffused with darker grey,

outer edge rather irregular : central fascia rather narrow irregular, yellow-

brown, cut by a strong black bar in middle, and a narrow one beneath this,

posterior edge with abrupt projections above and below upper bar ; apical area

beyond upper half of central fascia and a line connecting it with tornus white,

except an irregular grey streak from costa beyond central fascia to tornus, more

or less broken, into three spots, a small brown costal spot beyond this, three

yellow-brown marks from costa before apex converging to termen beneath

apex and suffused together with grey, and an upwards-oblique mark from

middle of termen marked with three black spots : cilia grey sprinkled with

white, indistinctly barred with yellow brownish, towards tornus suffused with

whitish. Hindwings pale yellow-ochreous, infuscated m ^ towards apex, in

9 generally ; cilia pale yellow-ochreous, with a more or less distinct fuscous

shade.

Khasis, in June ; three specimens.

Argyroploce charadrcea, n. sp.

^9« 18-21 mm. Head dark grey, mixed on crown with white and on

forehead with red-brownish. Palpi ascending, reddish-fuscous mixed with

dark fuscous. Thorax white mixed with dark fuscous, crest ferruginous-
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brownish. Abdomen grey, anal tuft in ^ wiiitish-ochreous. Posterior tibiae

rather densely scaled, in ^ with whitish-ochreous hair-pencil from base above.

Forewings elongate, rather narrow, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly arched,

apex obtuse, termen nearlj' straight, rather oblique ; bluish-leaden-grey

mixed and .^itrigulated with black, anterior area from base to before middle

of costa and beyond middle of dorsum much suffused with irregular

whitish except along costa, so that the dark colour appears as a coarse

strigulation : a white patch occupying apical fourth of wing, its edge

extending from ^ of costa to dorsum before tornus, upper half sending

an oblique triangular projection downwards to fold ; a small ochreous-

brownish mark on costa before apex, and another at apex sometimes containing

a black dot ; a cloudy grey striga before termen, terminating in a small

brownish spot on termen above tornus : cilia grey irrorated with white, with

indications of blackish lines, towards tornus whollj' whitish. Hindwings grey

with a slight bronzy tinge ; cilia whitish-grey, with grey subbasal shade.

Maskeliya and Patipola, Ceylon, in April and May (Alston, Pole) ; three

specimens.

Argyroploce citharistis, n. sp.

$ 9- 11-1-i mm. Head brown, sometimes mixed with paler or darker.

Palpi porrected, brownish, mixed in middle with dark fuscous, towards base

whitish. Thorax brown mixed with dark fuscous, with a transverse median,

band of whitish irroration or suffusion. Abdomen fuscous, in 9 darker.

Posterior tibiae ^rith appressed scales. Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated,

costa slightly arched, apex obtuse, termen almost straight, rather oblique
;
dark

broazy-fuscous, strigulated with blackish ; anterior half crossed by four pairs

of irregular blue-leaden stria) rising from short whitish costal strigulas, two

posterior paii'S sometimes partially whitish-edged ; costa spotted with blackish-

fuscous between these, and with a larger oblique spot in middle indicating

central fascia ; an irregular thick blue-leaden transverse stria beyond this,

furcate on costa : between this and apical spot two pairs of white strife variably

developed, sometimes partially obsolete, sometimes united into a broad white

fascia, including a thick irregular blue-leaden mark from tornus reaching half

across wing, and a thick upwards-oblique dark fuscous streak from middle of

termen ; a triangular apical spot of ferruginous-brown .scales with dark fuscous

tips, preceded by a leaden-metallic streak : cilia leaden-grey with blackish basal

line, and indications of blackish bars. Hindwings with 6 and 7 stalked :

fuscous, suffused with darker towards termen: cilia light fuscous, with dark

fuscous subbasal shade.

N, Coorg, 3,500 feet (Newcome) ; Khasis ; Moulmein, Burma ; from June to

November and in February ; twelve specimens. The stalking of veins G and 7

of hindwings is exceptional in the genus, but in all other respects the species

seems to belong here.

. I rgiiroploce palliata, n. sp.

^ 9- 17-lS mm. Head whitish, forehead fuscous or dark grey, with violet

6
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reflections. Palpi subasceuding, fuscous with violet reflections, beneath ochre-

ous-whitish. Thorax whitish, spotted with dark grey. Abdomen hght fuscous.

Posterior tibiae with appressed scales. Forewings elongate-triangular, costa

gently arched, apex obtuse, termen almost straight, somewhat oblique ; dark

fuscous ; a whitish basal patch occupying § of wing, irregularly spotted with

grey except towards dorsum posteriorly, outer edge nearly straight or some-

times angularly projecting near costa, vei-tical ; a fascia of irregular leaden-

metallic strise beyond middle, angulated near costa, somewhat marked with

white towards dorsum ; two irregular subconfluent white striee before tennen,

marked with leaden-metallic streaks on veins, lower portion broken inwards

above middle : cilia rather dark fuscous sprinkled with white, towards base

whitish barred with fuscous. Hindwings fuscous ; cilia fuscous sprinkled with

whitish, base pale.

Khasis, in June, September, and October : four specimens.

Argyroploce corlhynUs, n. sp.

^ 9. 19-21 mm. Head and thorax varying from light brownish-ochreous

or grey to rather dark fuscous. Palpi porrected grey, suffused with white

towards base beneath and on upper edge of second joint. Abdomen light

brownish-ochreous, sometimes mixed with dark fuscous. Posterior tibiae rough

scaled. Forewings elongate, narrow at base, considerably dilated posteriorly,

costa slightly arched, with an abruptly rounded prominence from middle to

near apex, apex prominent, round-pointed, termen rather strongly sinuate

beneath it, vertical, rounded beneath
;
pale grey, brownish-ochreous, or whitish-

fuscous, sometimes sprinkled with fuscous, or more or less wholly suffused with

dark ashy-fuscous : costa shortly strigulated with black and dark brown, tending

to form a small semi-oval spot in middle : sometimes some blackish strigulae in

disc before middle ; apex usually ferruginous-brown marked with dark fuscous,

sometimes preceded by two or three leaden strigulas : dorsum sometimes

dotted with blackish or whitish : usually a fine black terminal line : cilia light

brownish-ochreous, towards base usually markedly paler or grey-whitish.

Hindwings light fuscous-ochreous, :towards apex suffused with fuscous, in

the darkest specimen mostly suffused with rather dark fuscous : cilia light

ochreous, with fuscous subbasal shade.

Patipola and Hakgala, Ceylon, in April and May (Green, Alston, Pole)
;
six

specimens. Nearly allied to lichenoides, Wals., which is the type of the genus

Lipsotelus, Wals., but I do not regard the peculiar form of forewings, which is

the main distinguishing character, as deserving generic separation. In liche-

noides, which I possess from the Khasi Hills, the costal prominence of fore-

wings does not extend so far towards apex, and the apex is less prominent.

Argyroploce caryactis, n. sp.

$ $. 14-15 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax ferruginous or ferruginous-

brown, palpi porrected. Abdomen dark fuscous, apex in $ grey-whitish, at

base in $ with an expansible lateral whitish hair-pencil. Posterior tibii» with

appressed scales. Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa gently arched,
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apex obtuse, termen slightly sinuate, hurdly oblique ; bright coppery-ferru-

ginous, the ground colour mostly overlaid by snflPuaed confluent light violet-

grey striaj ; a broad undefined streak of dark ferruginous-brown sufl'usion

along dorsum, including in middle an undefined elongate-triangular patch of

pale grey strigulation. sometimes sprinkled with blackish : cilia ferruginous-

brown, mixed with whitish-ochrcous and sometimes pale leaden-grey, towards

tips whitish on a subapical patch. Hindwings on basal half dark fuscous,

thinly scaled, outer half blackish-fuscous; in $ with dorsal groove clothed

with long pale ochreous and whitish hairs ; cilia white, with dark fuscous

basal shade.

Khasis, from December to March ; sixteen specimens.

Argijroploce Jibrala, n, sp.

(J 9- iCf-l^ mm. Head whitish-ochreous. forehead and sides of crown

suffused with red-brown. Palpi porrected. pale ochreous sprinkled centrally

with reddish-fuscous, beneath whitish. Thorax pale ochreous suffused with

red-brown and sprinkled with blackish, patagia suffused with ochreous-whitish

towards tips. Abdomen fuscous, anal tuft of ^ mixed with ochreous-whitish.

Posterior tibia) and first joint of tarsi in ^ clothed above with dense long

expansible whitish hairs. Forewings elongate-triangular, costa moderately

arched, apex obtuse, termen nearly straight, somewhat oblique ; red-brown,

sprinkled with blackish, tending to form longitudinal streaks on veins, dorsal

third especially strongly streaked with black sufftision and more or less mixed

with white between the streaks : extreme costal edge white, with more or less

marked pairs of oblique whitish strigulse, interspaces more or less irrorated

with blackish
; oblique bluish leaden strigae rising from these, with indications

of transverse stiiae on posterior portion of wing, and transverse streaks mar-

gining ocellus, but all these sometimes almost wholly obsolete : cilia whitish-

ochreous suffused with red-brown, more or less barred with blackish ii-roration.

Hindwings dark grey, in ^ with dorsal fold enclosing an expansible pencil of

long blackish hairs becoming yellowish towards base ; cilia whitish, with grey

subbasal line.

Khasis, in September and October : four specimens.

Argyroploce metacte.nis,n. sp.

$. ly mm. Head whitish-ochreous, on crown more or less suffused with

ferinjginous-brown. Palpi subascending, fuscous sprinkled with whitish,

beneath and towards base whitish, second joint with median bar and subbasal

dot of blackish suffusion. Thorax light Inownish, crest suffused with ferru-

ginous. Abdomen rather dark fuscous, anal tuft mixed with whitish-ochreous.

Posterior tibiae and tarsi tufted with long expansible ochreous-whitish and

gi-ey hairs above. Forewings elongate, rather dilated posteriorly, costa gently

arched, apex obtuse, termen nearly straight, little oblique ; brownish, longitu-

dinally striated and largely suffused with brown-whitish ; veins in disc more

or less marked with brown-reddish ; costa strigulated with reddish-fuscous

and black uroration : two or three very oblique dull reddish striga; beneath
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costa posteriorly ; a transverse mark of dull reddish suffusion with some black

irroration on end of cell ; a rather broad reddish-fuscous streak mixed with

dark fuscous along dorsum throughout, upper edge somewhat prominent before

middle and at | : cilia brown whitish towards tornus tinged with brown-reddish,

on middle of termen with three reddish-brown bars sprinkled with blackish,

Hindwings dark fuscous, lighter anteriorly ; a hyaline lanceolate spot beneath

base of cell ; a longitudinal pecten of whitish hairs between veins 2 and 3
;

a dorsal furrow clothed with long expansible tuft of fuscous hairs : cilia

whitish, with dark fuscous subbasal line.

Khasis, in October and November ; two specimens.

Argyroploce paragrmiima, n. sp.

$, 19 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax brownish-ochreous
;
palpi subascend-

ing, second joint with a blackish median spot above ; thorax partly tinged with

grey. Abdomen dark grey. Posterior tibias rough-scaled, Forewings elon-

gate, moderately broad, rather dilated posteriorly, costa moderately arched, apex

obtuse, termen slightly sinuate, hardly oblique ;
brownish-ochreous, tending to

be longitudinally marked with pale or ochreous-whitish lines on veins and

some blackish irroration between these ; costa strigulated with ochreous-

whitish tinged with leaden, with blackish interspaces ; three very oblique

bluish-leaden strigse from median third of costa, first two ending above posterior

portion of cell, third running almost to termen beneath apex ; a leaden-metallic

almost marginal striga along lower half of termen : cilia pale ochreous, above

middle or termen tinged with brownish, above apex with a blackish spot.

Hindwings dark fuscous, lighter anteriorly ; cilia ochreous-whitish tinged with

grey, with dark fuscous subbasal line.

Pusa, Bengal, bred in September from stem of bamboo (Lefroy) ; one speci-

men.

Argyroploce anaplecta, n. sp.

$^. 15-16 mm. Head, palpi, thorax and abdomen dark fuscous; palpi

porrected, beneath and towards base white ; anal tuft of $ whitish. Posterior

tibiae of $ clothed above and beneath with dense (probably expansible) white

scales, Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa gently arched, apex

obtuse, termen straight, vertical ; blackish-fuscous, suffusedly striated with

purplish-leaden (more purplish in 9 )> except a thick streak from | of costa to

middle of termen, and another slightly curved from middle of costa to apex
;

costal extremities of striae whitish, space between these in $ tinged with bronzy-

brown towards costa ; ocellus filled with ground colour sprinkled with whitish
;

two or three white specks on termen beneath apex : cilia dark fuscous. Hind-

wings dark fuscous, in $ thinly scaled and subopaque except towards apex
;

cilia whitish-fuscous, with dark fuscous subbasal shade.

Maskeliya, Ceylon, in February, M.&,y and June (Pole, de Mowbray) ; three

specimens.

Argyroploce cyanura, n. sp,

$ $ . 18-20 mm. Head and thorax dark leaden-fuscous. Palpi porrected,
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fuscous, sutt'used with dark fuscous towards apex and on a median bar, ochreous-

whitish towards base beneath. Abdomen dark fuscous, in $ with dark blue

or indigo patch before whitish apex. Posterior tibia3 in $ with appressed

scales. Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa gently arched, apex

obtuse, ternien almost straight, nearly vertical ; very dark fuscous
; basal patch

formed of suffused purplish-leaden stria), outer edge angulated in middle,

angle confluent with corner of a similar quadrate dorsal blotch beyond it ; seven

pairs of whitish costal strigulaj between ^ and apex, first two giving rise to a

whitish streak which soon becomes light brown and is curved round above

middle of disc almost to costa at j,', enclosed space suffused with light ferrugi-

nous-brown and marked with two or three oblique leaden lines ; sides of

ocellus marked by triangular patches of suffused purplish leaden strigge
; two or

three white specks on termen beneath apex : cilia dark fuscous. Hindwings

dark fuscous, lighter anteriorly
;

cilia fuscous, with dark fuscous subbasal

shade.

Khasis ; Gunong Ijan. Malay Peninsula; in June and September; five

specimens.

A rgyroploce aspidias, n. sp.

^9. 17-18 mm. Head ochreou.s-grey, forehead and sides of crown mixed

or suffused with dark fuscous, face grey-whitish. Palpi subascending, fuscous

suffused with dark fuscous towards apex, ochreous-whitish beneath and

towards base. Thorax leaden-grey tinged with rosy and mixed with blackish.

Abdomen dark fuscous. Posterior tibias in $ clothed beneath with large

expansible brush of whitish hairs. Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated,

costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen somewhat rounded, little oblique
;

blackish ; basal patch spotted with leaden-metallic, sometimes somewhat mixed

with whitish, outer edge oblique ; seven pairs of whitish costal strigulai

between 5 and apex, first two pairs giving rise to a rather broad ochreous-

whitish streak passing above middle of disc and recurved to beneath costa at

'j^, included costal spot more or less mixed with brownish-ochreous ; remaining

pairs give rise to short fine leaden-metallic striga) ; sides of ocellus marked by

triangular patches of leaden-metallic spots ; two or three leaden-metal-

lic marks towards termen beneath apex : cilia rather dark fuscous, with

darker subbasal shade, base whitish. Hindwings dark fuscous ; cilia as in

forewings.

Khasis, in August and September ; four specimens.

Argyroploce hyalites, n. sp,

^9. 15-18 mm. Head and thorax dark fuscous irrorated with yellow-

ochreous, appearing brownish. Palpi porrected, base whitish-ochreous, second

joint grey with yellowish median band, terminal joint rather long, violet-grey.

Abdomen dark fuscous, segmental margins bronzy. Posterior tibia) smooth

-

scaled, Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa gently arched, apex

obtuse, termen rounded, rather oblique ; dark fuscous finely irrorated with

pale ochreous with indications of darker striae ; costa with about eight pairs
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of paie strigulae, those on posterior half more distinct, beyond middle giving

rise to two very oblique dark violet-leaden streaks, first reaching 5 across

wing, second to near termen beneath apex ; ocellus more or less suffused with

ochreous irroration, margined laterally by two dark violet-leaden streaks, and

containing a series of about four short black dashes ; a pale ochreous almost

marginal line crossing apex : cilia fuscous, with a black basal line. Hind wings

subhyaline, pale fuscous, with a narrow-lanceolate clear hyaline streak beneath

cell, veins blackish-fuscous ; a broad suffused blackish -fuscous terminal band
;

cilia white, basal third blackish.

Khasis, in June and July : sixteen specimens.

Argyroploce herbosa, n. sp.

<J$. 13-15 mm. Head and thorax ochreous-whitish, more or less tinged

with greenish. Palpi porrected, ochreous-whitish, second joint spotted with

blackish. Abdomen dark grey. Posterior tibiae with appressed scales. Fore-

wings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly arched, apex obtuse, termen

straight, vertical, rounded beneath ; dull yellowish-green
; a cloudy whitish

line from base beneath submedian fold, sinuate downwards in middle, and

continued to middle of termen, dorsal area beneath this more or less striated

or suffused with whitish except towards base of dorsum and on a triangular

tornal patch representing ocellus, above which are two or three black dashes
;

costa black obliquely strigulated with white : sometimes an irregular black

blotch representing upper third of central fascia, narrow on costa, with an

irregular black streak projecting from it posteriorly, and more or less black

suffusion preceding it, but these markings are sometimes wholly obsolete ; a

short whitish longitudinal strigula resting on termen beneath apex ; cilia

ochreous-whitish, sometimes with a grey subbasal line, and one or two dots of

grey suffusion. Hindwings in ^ beneath thickened along anterior half of

costa with short dense rough scales, longest towards base
; dark fuscous, more

blackish posteriorly ; cilia grey, towards tips whitish, with dark fuscous

subbasal line.

Khasis, in June, October, and November : four specimens.

Argyroploce claviculata, n. sp.

^y. 12-14 mm. Head and thorax varjdng from greyish-ochreous to

ferruginous-brown, sometimes mixed with dark fuscous. Palpi porrected

whitish, sometimes tinged with ferruginous, variably spotted with dark fuscous.

Abdomen dark fuscous. Posterit)r tibiae with tolerably appressed scales. Fore-

wings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly arched, apex obtuse, termen

slightly rounded, vertical ; varying from ferruginous- brownish to rather dark

fuscous ; costa black obliquely strigulated with white ; costal half of wing

from base to central fascia often suffused with blackish, especially in ^ , more

or less indistinctly striated transversely with leaden metallic ; dorsal area

beneath this sometimes striated with whiiish ; upper portion of central fascia

usually forming a large trapezoidal blackish blotch, narrow on costa, issuing a

long irregular projection posteriorly above ocellus, in ^ often little defined
;
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ocellus narrow, niurj^inetl .'inturioi-ly by hvo oblique subconfluent thick leaden

-

metallic streaks, and posteriorly by a broad irregular leaden-metallic streak, and

crossed by several longitudinal black dashes, but all these are sometimes very

indistinct ; an oblique leaden metallic striga beneath posterior half of costa,

in ^ sometimes obscured with blackish suffusion
; a white longitudinal strigula

touching termen beneath apex : cilia varying from whitish-ochreous to ferrugi-

nous-brownish, with a more or less marked blackish subbasal line, of ten with

two or three patches of blackish suffusion. Hindwings rather dark fuscous,

thinly scaled anteriorly, suffused with blackish-fuscous posteriorly
; cilia grey,

more whitish toAvards tips, sometimes reddish-tinged round apex, with dark

fuscous subbasal line.

Kbasis, from December to March ; ten specimens.

Argyroploce acrosema, n. sp.

^, 23-24 mm. Head brownish-ochreous, crown suffused with brown or

crimson fuscous. Palpi porrected, whitish-ochreous suffused with grey or

brownish except towards base. Thorax brown mixed with dark fuscous and

ferruginous. Abdomen rather dark fuscous. Posterior tibiai clothed with

dense tolerably appressed scales. Forewiiigs elongate, rather dilated posterior-

ly, costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen almost straight, somewhat oblique,

rounded beneath ; light brownish or ochreous-grey strigulated with darker ; a

blackish blotch extending along costa from base to apex, its lower edge running

along fold from base to beyond middle, thence in a straight line to apex, costa

marked with pairs of whitish strigulse, in one specimen giving rise to oblique

leaden-metallic streaks whose interspaces are red-brown towards costa between

^ and ;,' ; margins of ocellus indicated by thick leaden-metallic streaks, between

which is a quadrate dark fuscous tornal spot ; space above ocellus more or less

suffused with brownish ochreous or dark red-brown, with a dark fuscous spot

on middle of termen and longitudinal mark before it : a white subtriangular

spot or linear mark at apex; a black terminal line: cilia dark leaden grey

sometimes mixed with red-brown, with a clear whitish apical patch. Hind-

wings with 3 and 4 stalked or connate ; dorsum clothed with long hairs
;
dark

fuscous ; cilia whitish-grey, with fuscous basal shade.

Khasis, in June ; two specimens. Allied to the group of orophias.

Argyroploce haluntha, n. sp.

^ 9- 16-18 mm. Head brown. Palpi ascending, white, with violet-blue

reflections, base dark fuscous. Thorax dark brown mixed with whitish, crest

pale ferruginous posteriorly. Abdonnen dark fuscous. Anterior tarsi thickened

with scales, white ringed with black
;

posterior tibia) with appressed scales.

Forewings elongate, posteriorly slightly dilated, costa gently arched, apex

obtuse, termen rather abruptly sinuate, little obhque ; 3 much curved, 3-5

approximated posteriorly : brown, irregularly spotted and marked with black,

basal, dorsal, and terminal areas more or less mixed wiih white ; a more or less

well-marked round white spot on costa beyond ^, containing a black costal

dot ; costa posteriorly black strigulated with white, with a very oblique
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leaden striga close beneath it from beyond middle ; sides of ocellus marked

by broad undefined bluish-leaden suffusion ; a white longitudinal strigula

beneath apex : cilia light red-brownish, with a blackish-grey subbasal line, at

apex more or less spotted with blackish-grey. Hindwings dark fuscous, rather

thinly scaled, becoming blackish-fuscous posteriorly ; cilia grey, with dark

fuscous basal line, beneath apex tinged with red -brownish.

Palnis, 6,000 feet (Campbell) : Khasis ; from August to October, eight

specimens.

Argyroploce tetanota, n. sp,

^ 9* '^l--3 mm. Head and thorax brownish sprinkled with whitish-

ochreous, forehead darker reddish-bvown. Palpi ascending, brownish or

reddish-brown, sometimes sprinkled with dark fuscous. Abdomen rather dark

fuscous, in ^ with large median lateral expansible tuft of hairs. (Posterior

tibiae in ^ broken.) Forewings elongate, rather dilated, costa slightly arched,

apex obtuse, termen somewhat rounded, rather oblique : dark fuscous more or

less sprinkled with ochreous-whitish, appearing irregularly strigulated ; two

pairs of whitish costal strigulaa before middle, three beyond middle, and two

single ones towards apex ; basal half crossed by irregular suffused subconfluent

dark leaden striaj ; five oblique leaden lines from postmediam costal strigulae

uniting near costa to form two broad dark leaden streaks crossing wing to

before and beyond tornus ; some whitish marking on termen beneath apex

and below middle : cilia brownish sprinkled with ochreous-whitish, indistinctly

barred, with dark fuscous subbasal line. Hindwing fuscous, with broad

terminal band of dark fuscous suffusion ; dorsum in ^ forming a pocket filled

with long expansible hairs above ; cilia whitish fuscous, with fuscous subbasal

line, in $ beneath with bright violet reflections.

Khasis, in July ; two specimens. Allied to aprohola, Meyr.

Argyroploce rupifera, n. sp.

$ 9. *J-17 mm. Head and thorax pale brownish mixed with fuscous

thorax with indications of angulated transverse bars. Palpi subascending.

whitish-ochreous, second joint with two blackish spots near upper edge, and a

patch of indigo-blackish suffusion towards apex beneath. Abdomen dark

fuscous, anal tuft of $ mixed with ochreous-yellowish. Posterior tibise in ^
above with a median tuft of expansible ochreous-whitish hairs. Forew'ings

elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa gently arched, apex obtuse, termen some-

what sinuate, nearly vertical, rounded beneath ; fuscous, sometimes much

mixed with leaden, tips of all scales whitish, all markings edged with whitish
;

costal edge dark fuscous strigulated with white ; basal patch indicated by

some irregular brown or dark fuscous marks, edge angulated ; a dark brown

trapezoidal blotch extending on dorsum from f to |, broadest anteriorly,

reaching nearly half across wing ; a more or less marked semioval brown spot

on costa beyond middle, marked posteriorly with an oblique leaden striga :

an irregular sinuate fuscous or dark fuscous streak rising in disc before middle

and running to termen beneath apex ; a triangular patch of leaden striation
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above posterior portion of dorsal blotch, and another beyond tornus, indicating

sides of ocellus : cilia brownish irrorated witli ochreous- whitish, especially

cowards tornus, with a dark fuscous spot above apex, and a patch of dark

fuscous suffusion above middle of termen. Hindwings dark fuscous, lighter

anteriorly, costal area whitish ; cilia grey, becoming whitish towards tips, with

dark fuscous subbasal line.

Khasis. from October to December ; twelve specimens.

Argyroploce callichlora, n. sp.

$. 18 mm. Head and thorax yellowish-green, thorax crossed by a bar of

whitish irroration. Palpi subascending, green, towards base whitish-ochreous.

Abdomen dark grey, anal tuft pale ochreous. Posterior tibiae somewhat rough-

scaled. Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa moderately arched,

apex obtuse, termen somewhat sinuate, little oblique ; uniform light glossy

bluish-grey, markings rather deep green, partially finely edged with white
;

costal edge white ; basal patch represented by spots on costa at base and

i, and a triangular blotch on dorsum near base ; central fascia slender,

curved, edged with black on costa and posteriorly in disc, anterior edge with

a diamond-shaped projection downwards from above middle, marked above

this with a triangular black spot, before which is a detached spot of green

suffusion ; a slender curved streak from costa beyond middle to beneath

costa at •!, marked with black, edged beneath posteriorly by pale yellowish

suffusion ; a suffused diamond-shaped blotch in disc posteriorly, darker and

edged with black on upper anterior edge, discal space between this and two

preceding markings suffused with white, with a black strigula in centre ;
three

semioval spots on costa posteriorly, partlj edged with black, last followed

by a small white spot ; some white specks on termen : cilia light greenish,

beneath tornus dark grey, at apex with outer half blackish. Hindwings

fuscous, towards apex broadly suffused with darker fuscous, costal area

broadly whitish ; cilia whitish, with dark fuscous subbasal shade.

Khasis, in December ; one specimen.

Argijroploce herbifera, n. sp.

$9- 21-22 mm. Head and thorax yellowish-green, thorax sometimes

with indistinct whitish bar, sometimes suffused dorsally with feruginous-

yellow (unless these are faded). Palpi subascending, green, base whitish

beneath. Abdomen dark grey. Posterior tibi^ rough-scaled beneath. Fore-

wings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa moderately arched, apex obtuse,.

termen straight, somewhat oblique rounded beneath : purplish-ashy-grey,

darker towards costa ; markings rather deep yellowish-green
; an oblique basal

fascia, posterior edge marked with black on upper half ; a small black costal

spot beyond this ; an iriegular rather oblique transveise streak at rj, much

marked with black on upper ^, space between this and central fascia suffu-

sedly mixed with white and spotted with black ; central fascia narrow, rather

irregular, much suffused with black on upper half, anteiior edge with a laige

irregular downward projection from al ove middle ; a large irregular quadri-

7
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lateral blotch touching torn us and termen and reaching J across wing, more
or less strigulated and edged with black, upper anterior side margined by
a white V-shaped mark pointing upwards, above which is a suffused green

spot
;
three semioval spots on costa posteriorly more or less suffused with

black, separated by pairs of white strigulee ; some white and black scales on

termen : cilia dull green, irregularly barred with blackish. Hindwings

fuscous, rather darker in $, suffused with dark fuscous towards apex ; cilia

light fuscous, with dark fuscous subbasal line.

Khasis, in October; Maskeliya, Ceylon, in May (de Mowbray): four

specimens.

Argyroploce semicuUa, n. sp,

^ 5 . 21-22 mm. Head dull greenish, face dark fuscous. Palpi ascending,

dull greenish, suffused with dark fuscous beneath and towards apex. Thorax

dull green, crest suffused with ferruginous-brown. Abdomen dark grey. Pos-

terior tibiae in $ rough-scaled beneath and towards base above, Forewings

elongate -triangular, costa moderately, in $ beyond middle rather strongly

arched, apex in $ rectangular, in 9 obtuse ; termen in $ subsinuate, rather

oblique, in $ nearly straight, little oblique ; light dull green, indistinctly

strigulated with dark grey irroration ; two large subtriangular dark red-brown

blotches mixed with blackish resting on central and apical thirds of costa,

reaching £ across wing, subconfluent towards costa but including a spot of

ground colour more or less marked with white on upper angle of cell ; on costal

edge of these blotches are several pairs of whitish strigulfe, whence proceed

in distinct oblique purplish streaks : cilia reddish brown mixed with blackish.

Hindwings in $ with abrupt rounded prominence in middle of termen, concave

above and below this, upper margin of cell above with a ridge of dense scales,

dark fuscous, in $ paler and thinly scaled towards base and dorsum ; cilia

whitish-fuscous, with dark fuscous subbasal shade.

1 $, Hakgala, Ceylon, in April (Green) ; 1 $, Khasis, in November.

Argyroploce gyrotis, n. sp.

9. 15-17 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax fuscous or brown tinged with

ferruginous
;
palpi porrected. Abdomen dark grey. Posterior tibia3 with toler-

ably appressed scales. Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa gently

arched, apex obtuse, termen slightly rounded, somewhat oblique ; ferruginous

brownish more or less overlaid with purplish-leaden- grey, markings dark

ferruginous-brown, partialliy finely edged with whitish ; an oblique transverse

blotch from dorsum marking lower half of edge of an angulated basal patch
;

a small triangular dorsal spot beyond this ; central fascia rather narrow, curved,

oblique, posterior edge well-defined, anterior sufliised and dilated into a large

blotch projecting downwards in disc ; a rounded blotch before middle of

termen, well-defined above, suffused beneath ; an oblique spot on costa at f

.

and two or three oblique strigae beyond this : cilia ferruginous-brown, towards

tornus suffused with grey. Hindwings dark fuscous, lighter anteriorly ; cilia

grey irrorated with whitish, with dark grey subbasal shade.
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Khasis, in June and July
; nine specimens.

Argijroploce aeraria, n. sp,

^9. 1.M5 ram. Head, palpi, and thorax whitish-ochreous, sometimes

faintly losy-tinged. palpi ascending. Abdomen blackish, segmental margins

yellow. Posterior tibia; with ap pressed scales. Forewings elongate, posteriorly

dilated, costa slightly arched, apex rounded-obtuse, termen shghtly rounded,

somewhat oblique ; varying from olive-greenish or brownish-ochreous to bright

deep ferruginous, sometimes partially sprinkled with black; usually more or lesa

distinctly ferruginous towards tornus ; three cloudy streaks varying from

pale pinkish to orange, viz., costal and median streaks from base to near

middle, and one from near costa before apex to near middle of dorsum ; some

irregular scattered blue-leaden marks specially on a longitudinal supramedian

series
; area between these streaks and beneath median sometimes suffused with

dark red-brown, sometimes partly mixed with black ; apical area sometimes

suffused with crimson : cilia varying from ochreous to ferruginous. Hindwings

with 3 and '4 usually short-stalked ; blackish ; an irregular variable orange-

yellow streak in disc from base to middle, slenderly attenuated anteriorly, and

an elongate-triangular spot above its posterior extremity ; cilia whitish, with

blackish basal line.

Khasis, from December to March ; fourteen specimens.

Arrjyrojjloce Solaris, n. sp.

9- 14-15 mm. Head and thorax whitish-ochreous tinged with rosy, and

mixed with reddish-fuscous and dark fuscous. Palpi ascending, whitish-

ochreous tinged with rosy, with one or two blackish dots. Abdomen blackish,

segmental margins orange. Posterior tibite with appressed scales. Forewings

elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly arched, apex rounded-obtuse termen,

almost straight, rather oblique ; reddish-fuscous, more or less rosy-tinged,

irregularly mixed with ochreous-whitish and sprinkled with dark fuscous;

numerous irregularly scattered small dark leaden-grey marks or striguloc, some-

limes partly marked with black, the most conspicuous being two irregular

oblique spots from costa at i and h, and a smaller spot at § ; costal edge yellow-

ish ; a fine black terminal line : cilia reddish-fuscous, mixed with ochreous-

whitish, and somewhat barred irregularly with blackish, Hindwings bright

orange ; irregular black costal, submedian, and dorsal streaks, connected with a

broad black terminal fascia ; cilia orange, base blackish round apex and upper

part of termen.

Khasis, in October and November ;
three specimens. A specimen from

same locality, with similar hindwings, but forewings deep coppery-orange with

numerous irregular dark leaden-grey spots is probably a variety only, though

at first sight very different.

Argyroploce calUcratis, n. sp,

^. 15 mm, Head dark fuscous mixed with white. Palpi ascending, white

Thorax greyish-white, with a small spot on each shoulder, a cruciform mark on

back, and two posterior spots black. AVxlomen blackish, segmental margins
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yellow. Posterior tibi^ rough-scaled above on anterior half. Forewings

elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa almost straight, apex rounded-obtuse, ter-

men slightly rounded, somewhat oblique
;
grey, strewn wifh moderate dark

bluish-leaden rounded spots, interspersed with irregular black marks ; a white

basal patch, extended as a moderate streak along costa to J, enclosing a black-

ish spot on base of dorsum, costal edge with minute dark grey strigulas ; a very

pale pinkish spot beneath costal streak beyond middle, and a pale pinkish-gi-ey

streak from beyond this to termen above tornus, beyond which the apical area

is black, enclosing several round dark blue-leaden spots and two or three white

marks : cilia dark grey, base brownish, on upper half of termen sprinkled and

indistinctly barred with whitish. Hindwings blackish ; an elongate orange

discal patch extended as a narrow streak to base, partially interrupted by a

blackish vein, and an ill-defined orange-yellow subdorsal streak beneath this
;

cilia white, with dark grey basal shade.

Khasis, in October ; one specimen.

Argyroploce tonica, n. sp,

^9. 12-14 mm. Head and thorax dark fuscous irrorated with whitish.

Palpi ascending, whitish, second joint mixed with dark fuscous except towards

apex and beneath. Abdomen rather dark fnscous, anal tuft in ^ ochreous-

whitish. Posterior femora in ^ with long projectmg white hairs beneath,

posterior tibise in ^ with rough white scales above and beneath. Forewings

elongate, narrow towards base, dilated posteriorly, costa almost straight, rather

bent near apex, apex obtuse, termen slightly sinuate, hardly oblique ; 3 strongly

curved, d-b rather approximated posteriorly ; dark brown, finely irrorated with

whitish
;
costa marked with oblique whitish striguliB ; from dorsum between

^ and tornus several cloudy lines of whitish irroration converge to | of costa,

the interspaces partially streaked indistinctly with leaden-grey; and a similar

whitish line from middle of termen tends to unite with last of these beneath

costa, enclosing a triangular patch more or less tinged with leaden-grey ; a

more or less defined small apical spot of blackish suffusion : cilia ferruginous-

brown, paler towards tornus. Hindwings fuscous, suffused with dark fuscous

posteriorly ; cilia grey, with dark grey basal shade, suffused with brownish

round apex and upper part of termen, more or less whitish towards dorsum.

Maskeliya, Kandy, and Haldamulla, Ceylon (Green, Pole) ; Khasis ; in May,

and from August to December ;
eight specimens.

Argyroploce dimorpha, n. sp.

^9. 11-13 mm. Head and thorax whitisii ochreous, sometimes suffused

with brown-reddish. Palpi ascending, ochreous-whitish, sometimes reddish-

tinged, with two small blackish spots on second joint above, and usually one

on base of terminal joint. Abdomen fuscous or dark fuscous, anal tuft of

$ mixed with ochreous-whitish. Posterior tibiae with appressed scales. Fore-

wings elongate, rather dilated posteriorly, costa slightly arched, apex obtuse,

termen slightly rounded, vertical ; whitish-ochreous or pale clay-colour, more

or less strigulated or striated with fuscous or dark fuscous, sometimes sprinkled
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with black, sometimes lai'gely or wholly sutt'uscd with brown-reddish ; costa

black, obliquely strigulated with whitish . a roundish spot in disc before

middle, and a suffusion along costa from near base to near apex grey or fus-

cous, sometimes much mixed with blackish and extending over whole basal

area ; sometimes two or three fine leaden strigaa from costa, and a leaden streak

on posterior margin of ocelhis ; sometimes a fine black terminal line : cilia

pale greyish-ochreous or whitish-ochreous, sometimes suffused with brown-

reddish. Hindwings fuscous, thinly scaled, posteriorly broadly suffused with

dark fuscous ; cilia grey-whitish, sometimes reddish-tinged round apex, with

blackish-grej' subbasal line.

Khasis. from October to March ; twenty specimens,

Eucosma, Hb.

This name is now applied to the genus formerly called Epihlema, Hb.

Eucosma ccriodes, n. sp.

^ $. Head, palpi, and thorax ochreous or ochreous-brownish, palpi ascend-

ing. Abdomen grey. Forewings elongate, posteriorly dilated, costa slightly

arched, apex obtuse, termen sinuate, rather oblique
;
yellow-ochreous, variably

suffused with brownish or dark fuscous on costal half or sometimes wholly

(especially in 9) ; sometimes irrorated with black except towards dorsum ; costa

marked with pairs of whitish strigulae, whence proceed irregular bluish-leaden

transverse striiB, sometimes much marked with white on antemedian area, but

often more or less wholly obsolete : oscellus represented by a more or less defin-

ed irregular white streak from termen beneath apex to dorsum before tornus,

marked with four or five short black dashes, and followed by a thick leaden

metallic streak ; apex of wing ferruginous-ochreous : cilia ochreous, sometimes

with two or three grey lines, with a whitish tornal patch, and sometimes a whitish

subapical spot. Hindwings varying from greyish-ochreous to rather dark

fuscous ; cilia whitish-ochreous or pale greyish-ochreous, sometimes with an

indistinct grey line.

Khasis, from July to September ; ten specimens. Allied to ancyrota, Meyr.,

but less narrow- winged.
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NOTES ON SNAKES COLLECTED IN UPPER ASSAM.

BY

Major F. Wall, lm.s., c.m.z.s.

During nearly two years' residence in Assam 1 collected 615 snakes

representing 37 different species. This does not include the collection

of 264 snakes I made in the Khasi Hills in the hot weather of 1907.

To be accurate I spent but 17 months in the Plains of Assam being

stationed at Dibrugarh all this time.

Nearly all my specimens were collected in and around Dibrugarh

by my own efforts, aided by the substantial help of many Planter

friends. In addition to those living close at hand T received help from

others at a distance, and my thanks are especially due to Mr. Cyril

Gore of Jaipur (Namsang), Mr. Stevens and Dr. Elmes of North

I^akhimpur (Dejoo and Joyhing), and Mr. J. H. Bandock of Tinsukia,

(Rangagara).

Dibrugarh is situated on the South bank of the Brahmaputra, at an

elevation of 360 feet above sea level. The nearest Hills are the Abar

Hills, which are part of, or at any rate, conterminous with, the Hima-

layas. These hills are about 25 miles distant. The Tippum Hills on

the North of the Dihing River, and the Patkoi Range to the South of

that river lie to the South-East of Dibrugarh, their nearest points

being some 35 miles distant.

The average annual rainfall is 114*99 inches. This is distribttted

over several months in the year, unlike what obtains in India. Thus

in the hot weather instead of the scorching drought of India, rain falls

plentifully at spasmodic intervals, separated by spells of a few days

fine weather. The result is a very humid atmosphere, and a most

luxurious vegetation. The cold weather is pleasant, fires are a neces-

sity from about November to February, and it often freezes at night.

During these months few snakes were about, though plentiful during

other parts of the year.

It will be seen from the annexed register, which is made out in

tabular form that of the 615 specimens 555 were harmless and 60

poisonous. There were thus 2 poisonous snakes in every 20.

No case of snake poisoning came to my knowledge, and on making-

enquiries at the Civil Hospital I was told that no ease of snake poison-

ino- had ever been treated there.
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TyPIII.OPID/K.

Tjjphlops hraminus (Daudin).

I obtained 15 specimens, mostly in the months of Ajiril and May, and all in

Dibrugarh. No less than 9 of these were 9 9 ;uid all gravid in April and May.

The rest I believe were $ $. All the $ $ ranged in length between 6 and 6^

inches. There are at least two distinct colour varieties, the one dark -brownish,

or brownish-black, and the other a very pale grey similar to the colour of a new

slate pencil for which I propose the name paUidus. I got three specimens of

the latter which is evidently less common. In all of these specimens the eyes

were quite invisible, differing thus from typical examples of this species, but I

could observe no differences in lepidosis between them and the common variety.

In the gravid specimens the eggs varied in number from 2 to 7, were

very elongate and resembled grains of boiled rice. The largest measured

%h" X h"- ^^ lif^ it is an agile restless little creature. I noticed the tongue

which was white at the tips protruded as in other snakes, it is difficult to hold

owing to its glossy scales, and agility. In one's grasp it pushes vigorously with

its head, and insinuates itself forcibly between the clefts of the figures, at the

same time depressing its caudal extremity so as to push the little spine with

which it is endowed against the skin with sufficient force for one to be sensible

of its acuity. It seems to use this little spine to anchor itself, whilst t

circles round it as on a pivot.

Typlilops diardi, Schlegel.

Twenty specimens, 14 from Dibrugarh. 3 from Sadiya and one each from

near Tinsukia, near Doom Dooma, and near Halem. One adult specimen was

of a very pale grey colour, constituting a distinct colour variety for which I

suggest the name cinereus. In this the eyes were almost invisible. In most of

the specimens the scales were 24 in midbody though 26 rows were not in-

frequent. I notice that the rows reduce posteriorly by two, thus at a point

two heads-lengths before the anus they are 22 when the scales are 24 in mid-

body, and 24 when 26 in midbody. The absorption appears to be due to the

disappearance of the row next to the median ventral, either into the median

ventrals or the row on the outer side. I also noticed that in certain specimens

ihe median ventral row is a shade broader than the adjacent rows. I think at

any rate whether the enlargement is constant or not that the median ventral row

should be considered ventrals in all the snakes of this family, and the Glau-

coniidce. If so considered the costals would be in odd rows, as in almost every

other snake. In species in which the vertebral row is not enlarged, the median

dorsal row is still the vertebral, and to be consistent the median ventral row

should still be considered a true ventral though not enlarged. Analogy seems to

me to indicate that this is the proper way to view these shields.

I had several specimens brought to me alive. It is a restless creature that is

difficult to hold partly by reason of the slipperiness of its scales, and partly

through its constant struggles. In moving it presses its terminal spine into the

hand. I noticed that in progression the posterior part of the body is flicked
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round, and the terminal spine fixed to the ground two or three inches forward.

From this purchase the snake pushed the posterior body forwards till the snake

was completely extended in its whole length when the caudal extremity was again

flicked forwards and the spine again fixed. Placed in my bath I was surprised

to see with what activity it was able to swim, its powers in this direction seem-

ing as good as that of other snakes. In loose dry earth it pushed its head

through the surface layers with great ease, often burrowing so superficially that

much of its body was visible, but in damp or wet earth it plunged at once to

some depth, and when sought for resisted traction efforts with considerable

strength. Two $ 9 were gravid, one on the 30th April, and one some time

between the 1st March and 9th May. In one case there were 5 and in the

other 6 eggs. One gravid specimen measured 11^ inches. In the stomach and

intestines of many I found numerous white oval bodies which I submitted to

Dr. Annandale for favour of identification. These proved to be larvae and pupa;

of ants, and in many specimens too I found the cases of ant imagoes sometimes

entire. Ants appear therefore to furnish the staple food of this snake. In one

specimen both the parietals were confluent. The tongue in life has white tips.

BoiD.E.

Python molurus (^Linne).

This species is common in Assam. I had 4 specimens brought to me, all

quite young, and I saw several large skins in Planters' bungalows. In my speci-

mens the ventrals and subcaudals were as follows :—260-f G8, 263+68 and

256+68. In one the 54th, 55th, 58th to 62nd, and 65th and 66th subcaudals

were entire. The anal was entire in all. At a point two heads lengths after

the head the costals in three were respectively 54, 56 and 56 rows, at midbody

69, 63 and 70, and two heads-lengths before the anus 44, 44 and 43. I notice

that the last 4 costal rows progressively increase in size the last being just one-

half the breadth of the ventrals. Several Planters and others gave me informa-

tion about the specimens they had encountered. Dr. Elmes shot one 19 feet long

which he saw lying on a little knoll in a jheel (^ " bhil " is the local name for

these sheets of water). It had swallowed two large and two small water rats, and

two or three toads. His servants last year killed a specimen in his fowl house

about 12 to 14 feet long. It presented a beaded appearance, and when opened

was found to contain 5 of his ducks, 4 fowls and 1 pigeon. A neighbour of

Dr. Elmes killed one last year which contained a barking deer. He personally

saw the deer cut out and judged the horns to be fully a foot long. These, he

says, were softened and rounded off at the tips as a result of digestive activity.

Mr. Staunton had one brought in to him that had swallowed three farmyard

ducks. Mr. Copeland had a 15 footer killed on his estate last year, which had

eaten a hog deer. The snake when surrounded, and hustled by his coolies, tried to

make off, but in so doing the horns of the deer, some 7 or 8 inches in length,

penetrated the flanks, and protruded through the ribs. Mr. Harry has a large

skin preserved. When killed, the snake was found to contain a barking deer

the horns of which were four to six inches in length, Mr. J. H. Mitchell wrote
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to me from Halem of ;i specimen he had lately killed in the act of swallowing

a fowl. When opened, he found " about a double handful of earthworms and

a handful of a berry, which the natives call jaman," in the stomach. Though

pythons are known to be fairly omnivorous, this is the first time that I have

ever heard of either worms or fruit being ingested, and it is difficult to account

for such material in the stomach except as the result of deliberate intention.

Pythons harbour many parasites, but it is difficult to believe that any of these

could be mistaken for earthworms.

COLUERIDylv.

Tropidonotus piscator (Schneider)

Called by the Assamese " dhora." On one occasion when one was killed at

the railway workshops all the Indian coolies agreed in calling it " dhor " but

the Assamese present called it " dhora " the name I have on other occasions

always heard them use for this species.

This snake is as plentiful in the Plains of Assam as it is in most other parts

of our Indian Dominions. The great majority of specimens have large, and

very conspicuous black spots conforming to variety qtdncunciatu? of Schlegel.

A fair number had small black chequering, and in others chequering was

obscure or absent. Many of these appeared to me to be approaching their

ecdysis, and for this reason were sombrely decked, I could discern the indi-

cations of dark chequering, and believe that in many cases, if not all, the

desquamation would have revealed the typical black ornamentation. Of variety

quincunciatus I saw none ornamented with red. Ill specimens—not including

those I hatched from eggs—came to bag, and a record of those that call for

remark had best be shown in tabular form. It is remarkable what a marked

preponderance there is of 9 over ^. Of 77 specimens sexed by me 57

were V $ , ^^^^ of 8 hatchlings of the same brood 6 were 9 9 •

Date.
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Date. Sex. Lenorth. Remarks.

1907.

May 14th

,. 16th

„ 23rd

„ 26th

., 30th

June 10th ...

„ 10th ...

„ 12th ...

,.
13th ...

„ 13th .,.

,. 14th ,..

.. 16th ...

;, 17th ...

„ I9th ...

„ 20th ...

,, 21st ...

July 7th ...

., 11th ...

„ 23rd ...

Oct, 12th ....

„ 29th ...

Nov. 13th ...

Dec. 30th ...

„ 30th ...

,. 30th ...

1908.

Jan. 3rd ...

„ 5th ...

.,
14th ...

Feb. 9th ...

9th
9th
9th

„ 22nd ..

„ 23rd ..

„ 25th ..

April 3rd .

„ llth .

Oct. 19th .

9

9
$
$
$
9
$
$
9
$
$
9
9

9
9
9

?
9

9
9

I'-ll"

2'-0-"

I'^-ioi"
2'-0"

2'-0i"

I'-ii"
9'_93'/

l'-9}""

2'-3i"

2'-8i"

2'-l0i"

6f
a III
"-'

i

7 J."

2'-4|"

I'-ii"
10"

3'-9i"

3'-9"

3'-2"

9*, 3'-5i
V £>, 1"

9
9
9
9

3'-5"

l'-9*

9 2'-l|"

^ ,2'-UH"

9 3'-3i"

9
9

9
9
9

3'-8f"

I'-ll"

3'-ll"

3'.8f'
2'- 10^"

Very thin, probably had just laid eggs.

A hatchling, tail slightly docked.
Very small, probably hatchling.

Had eaten a mouse.

The nasals touch one another in front of the inter-

nasals.

Had eaten a very large toad (Bufo melanostictus)
breech first.

31 small eggs (15+ 16), |" long.

22 small eggs, rather larger than last. These 3 speci-

mens were all captured in removing a stack of

bricks in a brick kiln. They were not in com-
pany but evidently attracted by the warmth.

Contained 37 eggs (24+13) i4/' to ^%" long.

Containing 25 eggs (12-|-13) ^'x^V'long.
Contained 22 eggs (17+5) ^"Xif".
The nasals touch behind the rostral. 4 postoculars

on left side. 9 supralabials, the 4 left only touch-

ing the ej'e.

The nasals touch behind the rostral.

A frog " in gastro "

Contained 8 eggs (5+ 3) ^" long. A large fish "in
gastro." 10 supralabials, the 5th left only touch-
ing the eye.

Contained 49 eggs (21+ 28) §" long. Remains of

frog in stomach. Four postoculars on both sides.

Contained 19 eggs (9+10) :;" long.

Only 5th supralabial touching the eye on the right

side.

Contained eggs \^" x fs'. Four postoculars on both

sides.

Contained 36 large eggs f'xl"
Contained 21 large eggs.

A large toad {Bufo melanostictus) " in gastro
"

* The tail was very incomplete but the fall length is judged from other specimens of aan?e

bodv lenctb.
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In some of the giaviti 9 9 '* '"^•i'^ observed that some eggs were particoloured

having a cinereous suft'iision on one aspect. It was also observed that the

pigmented patch had lain in opposition to a distended part of the intestine

—

and there seems little doubt that this colouration is due to absorption from the

intestinal contents. I suspect that it is derived from pigment in the batrachian

epidermis.

On the 21st May 1907 I received two large clusters of eggs of this species

both unearthed in hoeing operations on a tea estate. One of these like a

bunch of grapes contained 75 eggs. I extracted a $ embryo which measured

4| inches. The ventrals numbered 149, of which the 21st to 27th lay

beneath the heart and the 84th beneath the gall bladder. A median raphe on

the belly marked the union of the parietes, but the bond of union was so

delicate that the slightest touch ruptured it, and allowed the viscera to pro-

trude. The oviducts could be seen arising from just before the gall bladder

and passed backwards as two tortuous, vermiform, white threads.

These embryos began to hatch on the 14th of June. I examined 8 of these

critically. 6 were 9 9 and 2 $ $. The 9 9 varied in length from 6| to 7|

inches, the average being a shade under 7i inches. It will thus be seen that

these embryos grew at the rate of a little more than three inches in 24 days.

The veuti-alsin the 9 specimens varied from 150 to 152, in the $ from 141 to

145. The subcaudals in the 9 9 ranged from 81 to 87 and in the $ $ from

91 to 95.

On the heads of all these specimens was a pair of small light spots one on

each parietal, opposite the middle of the interparietal suture. I have observed

these, I think, in all other hatclilings of this species, but they seem soon to

disappear. In one of these specimens the 3rd subcaudal was entire. All of

these were conspicuously spotted as in variety quinounciatus except one in

which the black spots were obscure. The foetal tooth could not be seen in

profile, but could be felt when searched for.

In the second cluster there were 30 odd eggs. I extracted an embryo two

inches in length. The upper jaw was very imperfect and slightly cleft mesially.

I could see no other gill arches though two sulci in the neck seemed to

indicate the position of the 2nd and 3rd clefts. Immediately behind the

rudimentary lower jaws lay the heart which could be obsei"ved pulsating.

These eggs shrivelled and the rate of growth of the embryos could not be

ascertained. Some sepoys brought me in another clutch of eggs in the middle

of June found in the river bank and reported that a snake was coiled up with

them but escaped.

It will be seen that this species is common all the year round, more so in

the hot weather.

This snake is usually infested with many parasites. The abdominal cavity

IS often teeming with an immature form of tapeworm which usually lies up

under the lining membrane in a convoluted mass so large as to cause flattish

blister-like swellings beneath the skin.
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These parasites may attain a length of 8 or even 10 inches when extended.

Dr. Annandale had them identified for me, and they were reported as a species

of Pterocercus (larval forms of a tapeworm). Another common parasite is a

small ascarid or round worm which inhabits the stomach (and upper part of the

intestine?). It is frequently found in clusters attached firmly to the coats of the

stomach, and the individuals of each colony vary a good deal in length. Some

attain a length of 5 inches, I measured one 5x inches. This parasite sets up

a chronic inflammatory thickening of the gastric coats. Sometimes the stomach

becomes very much thickened, and indurated like cartilage. At the same time

it is often puckered up, and distorted, and the surrounding tissues are often

bathed in a watery dropsical fluid. This worm has been identified for me
through Dr, Annandale as Kallcephalus viUeiji. Larval and immature forms

of another ascarid worm were found in the stomach and mesentery. A fourth

parasite, which is less common, is frequently found attached to the outside

coats of the intestine, or the lining membi-ane of the abdominal cavity,

This is a maggot-like white parasite which has been also identified for me by

Dr, Annandale as Forocephalus hrotali. I have figured this curious creature

showing the hooks by which it attaches itself.

Trojjidonotus himalayanus, Gthr.

I collected 15 specimens, 10 from Dibrugarh, 3 from Jaipur, 1 from Sadiya,

and 1 from near Tinsukia. 6 of the 8 specimens sexed were $ $,"2 $ $. The

largest was a $ 2 feet 10 inches, the tail being 8g inches. The total length

of a ^ in which the tail was 8i inches was 2 feet 6| inches, so that it is obvious

that the tail is longer in the
<J.

The specific name is unfortunate for this

snake is by no means confined to the Himalayas, nor is it exclusively a hill

snake being found in the B:-ahmaputra Valley at some distance from Hills

(25 to 35 miles at least), I obtained more than one specimen alive, but could

not get them to bite me though they raised themselves, and flattened the neck

in the manner so typical of the Tropklonoti. More than one specimen had

recently fed, on two occasions a frog had been taken, in another a small toad

{Bufo imlanostictus). A hatchling was captured alive on the 26th of July. In

this, and in another specimen that measured 1 foot 4:^ inches the collar was of a

bright orange colour. In larger specimens this tones down to a cinnamon brown.

The collar is bounded with black fore and aft. The brilliant vermilion

band behind the collar, breaking up into a chequering, which I remarked

upon in specimens from the Khasi Hills in this Journal (Vol. XVIII, p. 319) is

not seen in specimens in the Plains. The scales where they are overlaped are

of a very beautiful greenish blue colour which sets ofE the snake to great

advantage when it dilates itself under excitement. All the specimens were

very dark, in fact blackish with a tinge of olive, and the costal series of spots

were of a cinnamon hue. One specimen was disturbed from beneath a box

inside a bungalow. The ventrals in a $ were 172, and in ^ ^ varied from

168 to 173, The subcaudals in one $ were 86, and in 6 ^ ^ 89 to 95. There

were 4 postoculars on one side in one example. I noticed that the double
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apical facets were very conspicuous in this species. The maxilla supports

two large very compressed sabre-like teeth posteriorly which are fully twice

the length of the preceding tooth, and separated from it by a short edentulous

interval large enough to support one small tooth. These dental pecnliarities

are precisely those laid down by Mr. Boulengor to characterise his genus

MacropistJiodon as already pointed out by Annandalo."

Tropidonot'xs Ktolatus (^Linui^),

I collected 159 specimens, all but 20 from Dibrugarh. Of 89 sexed 62 were

$9-27 ^ (J.
The preponderance of 9 9 over $ $ i^ remarkable, exceeding

that already noted with regard to 2\ piscator. In none of these did I see any

red ornamentation, the overlapped edges of the scales being always pale blue.

Many of these were brought alive, and it is remarkable how its disposition

contrasts with that of T. piscator, I have never been bitten by one though I

have picked up many haphazard. The flattening of the neck is only seen in

some specimens, though many erect their bodies. Some flatten themselves very

remarkably, and in so doing reveal the pale blue colouring which is under

other circumstances hidden. The breeding events, food, etc., will be best given

in tabular form.

Date. Se:r. Len2;th. Remarks.

1907.

April 2nd .

„ 2nd .

,,
11th.

;,
11th.

„ 13th .

.,
15th

.

.,
17th .

„ 22nd

„ 25th

.

„ 25th

„ 27th .

.,
27 th .

May 1st

2nd
2nd
3rd
4th

5th
8th

9
9
9

9
S
9
9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9

9

l'-8"

I'-lOi"

I'-ll"

tail

docked.

iOf

I'-H"

l'-8"

2'-3"

2 praeoculars on both sides.

Contained 5 eggs, the longest ^|".

Contained eggs, the longest
1 s

Contained 6 eggs (4 + 2), ^*" long.

Contained 5 eggs, i" long.

A small toad " in gastro."

A toad " in gastro,"'

Contained 9 eggs (4 4- 5),

Contained 1 egg.

Contained 8 eggs, |" long.

Contained 6 eggs, ;ff" to

:;" long.

long.

Dug up coiled with 7 eggs, one inch long ; One
^10 long. Another

W long.

contained an embryo
clutch of 3 on same date.

Contained 6 eggs ( t + 2), f |" x
Contained 4 eggs (3 + 1), J|" x
Contained 8 eggs. f|" long.

Contained 4 eggs (3 + 1) h'' long. On this date
5 other eggs were brought, measuring \}j" x
i.|''. A snake Was reported to have been
coiled up with them but escaped. Another
clutch of 9 eggs also brought, one egg con
taining an embryo 3" long.

2 pra;ocuIars on both sides.

Contained 9 eggs, '}" long.

* Journal, Asa. Soc, Bengal, !90.'t, p. '2if>.
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Date. Sex. Length. Remarks.

1907.

May 10th

„ nth

.. 11th

„ 3 9th ..

„ 2lst ..

„ 28th ..

,. 31st ..

June 3rd ..

„ 13th ..

„ 16th ..

„ 17th ..

July 2nd ..

„ 15th ...

Sept. 18th ...

Oct. 18th ...

„ 30th ..,

1908.

March nth..,

., 27th
April 2nd ,,,

,. 3rd ..,

„ 5th ...

„ 20th...

„ 24th...

Oct. 13th ...

9
99
9

9
9

9

9

9
9

*2'-6''

2-4"

Contained 5 eggs

remains of a frog " in gastro

9
9
99
9

Contained 5 eijgs.

Two gravid specimens.
Contained 12 eggs, the poles much flattened
from pressure against one another.

Another on this date had the
and another

young specimen a gecko.
Contained 7 eggs (4 +3).
Two clutches each containing 7 eggs were

brought in.

Gravid.
Contained 9 eggs.

5 eggs were brought containing embryos, 4 9 9

Contained several eggs.

A clutch of 6 eggs brought in.

Contained several eggs. 9 eggs were also

brought comprising two clutches.

Contained 6 eggs.

A frog " in gastro."

A frog " in gastro."

Two loreals (i) on each side.

A frog in the gullet swallowed breach first.

Two loreals (^) on each side,

A toad " in gastro."

A frog "in gastro."

A frog "in gastro,"

Contained 10 eggs, i|" long.

Gravid.

Two gravid.

Two loreals (t) on each side.

* Total length judged from other specimens, the tail being imperfect. The body

length was I'-ll^".

Another spirit specimen probably a hatchling contained a frog. It is curious

that Mr. Boulenger in his catalogue gives the supralabials as numbering 8

normally, with the 3rd, 4th and 5th touching the eye when this arrangement

though not uncommon is the exception. The supralabials in this species are

specially subject to variation. I find that in nearly all my specimens there are

7 with the 3rd and 4th touching the eye. Very frequently too there are 8

with the 4th and 5th touching the eye, and occasionally but G with 3rd and

4th touching the eye. In a very large number theie is a long shield which

suggests that two (usually the 3rd and 4th) have become confluent, but so

often is this the case that one can hardly take this view. I cannot see any

apical facets on the costal scales.
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In ;i clutch of eggs brought on the 2 1st of May a ^ embryo measured

4g". The genitals were extruded. Two of these hatched on the 10th June

measuring G" and 6-^". The sexes were not noted but there is no difference

in size in this species at exovration. A growth of 1 i' to 2 inches was attained

in 20 days. Of 5 eggs brought on the 3rd of June 4 embryos were $ $ and 1 ^.

The $ 9 measured from 5g to 5 ,-V' and the $ 5J^". The latter had the

genitals extruded. On the 27th June 9 eggs were brought comprising two

clutches. The embryos in one lot were 2h" long, and in the other a ^ was

G^" and a 9 6^", the genitals of the former being still extruded. On the 5th

July 3 of the second lot hatched, and on the 6th 2 more. One of these escaped

but the others were examined, as follows :

—
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abdominal cavity outside the alimentary canal. Some of these measured |j of

an inch.

As regards dentition this appears to me to exactly agree with that of T.

himalayanus and subminiatus in that the last two maxillary teeth are very

much enlarged, and separated from the preceding one by a short edentulous

gap.

Tropidonotus subminiatus, Schlegel.

I obtained 4 examples, 3 from Uibrugarh and 1 from near Halem. One of

these I captured alive myself. It was disturbed by the servants, and took

refuge in a small rubbish heap in a godown. When I flushed it, it erected the

body, and flattened the neck very markedly, displaying it truly glorious coloura-

tion to the utmost advantage. The brilliant gamboge collar, intense vermilion

band behind this, and the bright canary yellow chequering on the body were

extremely ornamental and striking.

Apical facets are very distinct on the costal scales in this species.

Two specimens had eaten toads.

The dentition agrees with that of T. stolatus and T. himalayanus. There is

a small gap between the small maxillary teeth and the two enlarged posterior

ones. The latter are almost three times the length of the preceding tooth.

Trachischium monticola (Cantor).

I received one specimen from Mr. C. Grore of Namsang (near Jaipur). He

tells me that he lives about 40 or 50 miles from the Naga Hills from which a

spur runs in his direction, the altitude of which near him is perhaps 150 feet or

so. In the plain where his estate is the altitude above sea level is only about

500 feet. It seems rather curious that this mountain species should be found

at this low-level, but as will be seen hereafter Mr. Gore also sent me other

mountain snakes from the same locality, viz., Amblycephalus monticola, Dlnodon

septentrionalis, and Callophis macclellandi. There is a specimen of this species in

the Indian museum from Barrakur which I have examined. Barrakur though

in the plains is within a short distance of the Parasnath Hill, The scales were

in 15 rows in the whole body length. The ventrals and subcaudals 120 -f 35.

Lycodon jara (Shaw).

Three specimens were collected. One I got in Dibrugarh, one from Sadiya.

and one from Makum. The last was sent to me alive. It proved a very active

spirited little reptile, striking out at me with great pluck and determination,

and striving repeatedly by a series of jumps to escape. After being repeatedly

brought back into the open, it sulked and made its body rigid as other Lycodons

do. I turned it over on to its back, and it lay immobile belly uppermost as

though feigning death. The tongue was noticed when protruded to have white

tips. The ground colour of this species is black with a slight greenish tinge

in it. The twin spots on each scale are yellow in life as already remarked by

Theobald not white as stated by Boulenger. The collar too is yellow. As

in other Lycodons the eye is black in life ?o that the pupil cannot be seen. In
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all the specimens I have seen including those from the neigh. bcui hood oj

Darjeeliug the supialabiala aie 8 wi.h the itid, 4lh and filh touching the eye,

not 9 or 10 as stated by Boulenger. The scales at a point two heads-lengths

behind the head are 17, in midbody 17, and at a point two heads-leng.hs before

the anus 1;'). As in other Lycodons the leduction fioni 17 (o '5 is (ffectcd by a

confluence of the 3id and 4th rows above the ventrnls. One specimen was

impeifect. In the other two the vcntials and subcaudals were 9 1^5 +66
.md (J

190+71. The ^ was 1 foot 7^ inches long, the laU 4| inches, and the

9 was 1 foot > h inches, the tail 4 inches.

The dentition is similar to that of other Lycodons. The maxilla supports

an anteiiorand a posterior set of teeth separated by a considei able arched

edentulous interval. In the anterior set the fi.st three teeth aie small but

piogiessively increase in size, then come two long fang-like teeth about twice

as long as the iU'd, In the posteiior set are 7 small &ubcqual teeth, then two

enlaiged and fang-like about twice as long as the pieceding. The palatop-

terygoid series number 13 + 16 and are all small and subequal. In the

mandible theie are anterio.ly three small progressively incicasing teeth follow-

ed by two large and fang-like, then a gaj) followed by 14 small subequal teeth.

Lijcoiloii aul'cva (Linne).

I acquired 47 specimens. Of .'57 sexed 21 were ^ <J,
and IG 9 9- The living

ones that were brought were as usual veiy lively, and in their cndeavouis to

secure their liberty moved in a se:ies of jumps, I could not asseit that the

reptile left the gound, though it certainly someiimss appeared to do so. One

specimen I encountered at night in my baihroom. It had just seized a gecko,

but a? soon as I came upon the scene -ri^h a light, it diopped the lizaid and

rounded upon me with open jars in a most truculent manner. Breeding and

other notes are given in tabular form :

—

Date. Sex. Lensrth. Remakks,

1 907.

March 30th.

Apiil 4th

„ 26th

„ 26th

„ 27th

May 5th

.. 8th

., Kth
„ l.^th

.. 241 h

9
S

9

9
S
9

I'-ii"

•'.4f'

2'-o"

I'-fA"

T-U"

2^ I
«»

A gecko

ISupialabials 10. the 3rd, 41h and r)th touching

I the eye on the iij.ht side, oeen in the loof

I of a house in the bazaar.

Giavid buf eggs all b.oken up.
' Found in upsiaiis lojm of bungalow

had been eaten.

Killed in a native house in daylight.

Ccn ained 11 eggs (6 + 5), ^^•' to 1" long.

Killed in a native house.

Killed in the loof of a house.

Contained 3 eggs, '^l" long. A mouse
gastro."

ID

Contained fi eggs ^f long.

* Tail imperfect, bat length judged from other epecimena. The body was I foot9| incbea

long.
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Date.
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Dinodon septentrlonalis (^Giintlier).

I received a small living specimen from Mr. Gore captured at Namsang. *

It was a very beautiful little snake with its coal-black ground colour

and milky-white cross-bars, resembling very closely the many banded

Krait (^Buugarus muUicincUis) for which 1 at first took it. In certain lights the

black had a purplish tinge. There were 27 white bars on the body and 17 on

the tail. It was a 9 . 'i^"<^ measured 2 feet 1| inches, of which the tail accounted

for Otj^ inches. The veutrals and subcaudals were 214+ 81, the former

angulate. The anal entire. The scales at a point 2 heads-lengths behind the

head were in 17 rows, at midbody 17, and at a point 2 heads-lengths before the

anus 13, This last is unusual, the rows at this site being normally 15. The

reduction from 17 to 15 caused by a fusion of the 3rd and 4th rows above

the ventrals. The eye in life was quite black, but the pupil was subsequently

noted to be vertical.

Zaoojs nigromarghiatus (^Blyth.)

I may here mention that an Officer at Kohima in the Naga Hills sent me a

coloured picture of a snake caught and killed in his garden on the 21st May.

which had excited his admiration and interest. There can be no doubt as to

its identity. The body is coloured foliaceous-green with the scales edged black.

The head is brown on the snout, merging to green on the occiput. The

characteristic black bauds down the tail are also nicely shown. The specimen

measured 7 feet 6 inches.

Zamenis Icorros (Schlegel).

Thirteen specimens were collected, all from Dibrugarh except one from

Sadiya. Of those sexed 4 were ^ ^, 7 9 $ —

Date.

CO

-1—

>

CD

C3
-4-1

O
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In this species the costals ave in 15 rows at a point two headi-lengths behind

the head, 15 in midboJy, and 11 at a point two heads-lengths before the anus.

The scales reduce from !5 to 13 close behind midbody, the 3id row above tire

ventrals being absorbed into the row above or below. Shoi-tly afterwards the

rows become 11 by a similar absorption process.

A specimen from Sadiya had but one loreal on both sides. The eggs when

immature are extremely elongate resembling a date stone somewhat in shape.

The len.![th is often three times the breadth, but as they mature the relative

bread uh increases. The secretion of the anal glands is creamy- white.

The dentition in a skall bjfo.'e me is as follows :

—

Muxillary.—28 teeth in a

continuous series, the poste.ior gradually and slightly enlarged. I'lilalo /ilery-

goid,— 18-1- 28, small and subequal. Manlilmlar.—25, the fii-st 3 gradually increas-

ing in size the next few teeth subequal to the 3rd atid then there is a gradual

reduction in length posteriorly, Bo;ilengor in his catalogue gives among hia

generic characters a range of from 12 to 20 maxillary teeth. It is to be noted

also that he states that the body in this genus is cylindiical. In both this and

the next species there is a very notable compression of the body.

Zime.iis niuco>iiis (Linne).

The Assamese call this snake *' Qwalla samp," and believe that it sucks the

teats of cows. They state that they wind themselves round the cows' hind

legs, and bind them, and then suck the milk.

Of 44sexed 25 were ^ (^,19 9 9 • I^i niy popular article on this snake, Vol.

XVIII, page 2 j7, 1 mentioned that contraiy to what is the rule in snakes the ^
of this species appeare 1 to g^ow lari^er than the 9. This receives substantial

support from the notes I made in Dib.ugarh. I find that I had no less than 9

^ ^ exceeding G teet in length and only one 9 9 which was 6 feet 2 inches.

The longest specimen was 7 feet 4 inches. On one occasion one was found in

the same bole as a Jarge black k:ait (£i. niger). On another occasion one was

seen to disappear in a hole and when dug up two were flushed and kUled, both

females. On another occasion under similar circumstances two males were

dug out of the same hole in May and in the hole was a cluster of egg shells

which appeared to be those of a dhaman. They measured l^ inches in length,

were ^ in number and obviously the production of last season. In a 9

killed on the 30th April, I t (9 -f-ti^ follicles were impregnated. In another

killed on the 12th June, there were 8 (6+2) eggs measuring || " long. In a

thii-d, killed on the 2Gth July, there were several egg^, |^ ' long and /j" broad.

As in the case of the last species the eggs are remaikably elongate in their

early stages of development. Several had recently fed. Toads of the

species Hu/j melanoatlclun had twice been taken, a fiog twice, a large skink

(probably M ibiwi carinata) once, and a large fledgling twice, probably that of a

crow in one instance, and a young ^ koel in the other. Thi feathers of the

latter were black tip()ed with rufous as obseived b}- Dewar {vide this Journal.

Vol. XVII, p. 781). One specimen had 5 loreals on both sides, and another had

the 49th, 50th and 51st subcaudals entire.
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The (Iharaan is of :i very dark colour in this part of India, many opecimens

being sepia or black with the markings much obscured, so that at a very short

distance they appear uniformly coloured.

One 3[)ecimen, which was brought alive, but fortunately so damaged in the

hind part of the body as to find progression difficult, struck out fiercely at me

pouching the throat, and uttering that curious groaning note that I have

heard no other snake produce. My wife who was with me at the lime was

also struck at and heard th3 noise to whish I refer distinotly. One was re-

reported to have been attacking a fowl when observed and killed.



ORCHIDS OF THE BOMBAY PRESIDENCY.

By G. a. Gammie, f.l.s.

Part IX (With Plate IX). [Continued from page 141

of this vohime).

20. VANDA.

Epiphytes with two-ranked leafy stems. Leaves thick, folded on

the midrib. Flowers in loose, erect racemes ; bracts small ; sepals and

petals subequal, narrowed at the base ; lip smaller than those, side-lobes

small, disk ridged, midlobe fleshy, dilated and two-lobed at apex

;

column short, stout
; foot very shortly produced ; anther 2-celled,

pollinia 2, didymous, globose or obovoid, gland rather large.

Stem 3 to 6 inches long, Jlower f inch in

diameter, sepals and petals yellow, lip

pink „ 1. V. parviflora.

Stem 2 feet long, Jlower 2 inches in

diameter, sepals and petals yellow

with netted brown nerves, lip fiddle-

shaped, violet , 2. V. Roxburghii.

Stem 8 inches long, /lowers as in 2, but

lip white 2a. V. Roxburghii var.

Spooneri.

1. Vanda pabviflora, Lindl. ; Fl. Br. Ind., VI., p. 50 ; T.

Cooke, Fl. of Bombay, II, p. 703 ; brides Wightianum, Lindl.

;

Dalz. and Gibs. p. 265.

Stem stout, 3 to 6 inches long, invested with the brown bases of

fallen leaves. Leaves 3 to tS inches long, and i inch broad, linear-

oblong, folded, unequally 2-lobed at the tips. Inflorescence erect,

arising from the axil below the first gi-een leaf, shorter than or slightly

exceeding the leaves, (jracts ^^2 i^^^^ long, ovate acute. Flowers

f inch in expanse, from 4 to 15, arranged on the upper half of the

axis, stalks and ovaries | inch long below, becoming shorter upwards
;

sepals yellow, dorsal obovate, oblong, slightly longer than the lateral

which are obovate
;
petals yellow, spathulate oblong, about as long as

the sepals ; lip white, suffused with pink, very short, side-lobes erect,

ovate, dull pink with darker spots, midlobe shortly obovoid, tip dilated,

refuse, disk with 2 fleshy, curved ridges, spur narrowly funnel-shaped,

lirected backwards, column short.u
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Flower,^ 'appear in May and June.

LHstribuHoii.—Throughout the Konkau, North Kanara. Western Ghats and

hills of the Peninsula ; Himalayas, eastwards from Kumaon to Assam, Burma,

Ceylon,

2. Vanda Roxburghii, Brouw : FL Br. Tnd., VT., p. 62 : T.

Cooke, FL of Bombay, II, p. 704.

Stem stout, ultimatelv 2 feet lono-, roiioh with the bases of fallen

leaves. Leaves 6 to 8 inches long, recurved, folded, thick, firm,

gashed at the tip. Peduncles 6 to 8 inches long, each 6 to 10 flowered
;

bracts ^ inch long, ovate acute ; stalk and ovary about 2 inches long.

Flowers about 2 inches in diameter ; sepals and petals yellow,

margins white, wavy, inner surface tessellated with brown, outer

white suffused with brown, obovate petals a little shorter and nar-

rower than sei als : lip fleshy, nearly as long as sepals, side lobes

falcately lanceolate acute, creamy white, almost as long as column,

disk convex, ridged, midlobe fiddle shaped, thick, violet, tip dilate,

truncate, two-lobed ; spur conical.

Floivers appear in June and July.

Distribution.—This, the common form of the species, is found throughout

the plains of India, excepting in the North-West and tracts of scanty rainfall.

It chiefly affects the blanches of mango trees on which it often forms dense

masses. It seems to be rare in the Bombay Presidency and Dalzell and Gibson

do not include in their Flora. Mr. Spooner informs me that it is found in the

Gir Hills of Kathiawar and also that it is common on Mohiva (Bassia latifolia)

at Jhansi.

This gentleman discovered a variety in the hills of the Southern Mahratta

Country which flowers fiom October to January, and this being sufficiently

distinct I name and describe it now as :

—

2a. V. Roxburghii, Brown, var. nov., Spooneri.

Stems about 8 inches long, lower part invested by the persistent

leathery sheaths of fallen leaves. Leaves yellowish-green, falcately

oblong, erosely emarginate, so strongly folded that the margins are

almost brought together, 4 inches long by 1 inch broad. Injlores-

cence about 6 inches long, axis strongly curved below the flowei-s of

which there are usually 4 ; bracts short, blunt, amplexicaul ; stalk

and ovary 1| inch long. Flowers almost 2 inches in expanse ; sepals

and yj^<a/.9subequal, yellowish white behind, slightly keeled, margins

only slightly waved, inner surface yellow with brown tessellations and

suff"usion ; a white patch at the base of each sepal and petal ; lip

altogether white (excepting a yellow blotch at the base), thick, deeply
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concave on the lower half below ; spur short, blunt, directed back-

wards, 5«?e Zo/^es small, ovute, mldlohe ovaie, deeply channelled down

the centre, two-lobed at tip, mouth of spm* yellow ; Column short,

thick, pure white.

Flowers appear from October to January.

Didrib'dion. —Belgaum and North Kanaia Ghats. It is common between

Londa and Tinai Ghat on the Western India Poituguese Railway and Mr.

Proudlock of Ootacamund informed me that he has collected it in the

Wynaad. T. Cooke does not refer to this vaiietv, and I can find no evidence to

show that it has ever been described from any part of India.

{To be continued.)
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THE NESTING HABITS OF THE BAYA.

RY

D. DEWAR, F.Z.S., I.e.?.

Abundant though the Baya or Weaver-bird (^/Hor.e.uK bai/n) is in this country,

there are still certain points in its nesting habits that still requiie elucidation.

It is with a view to gaining fresh knowledge on this most interesting point

that I pen these lines. The matters to which I invite attention are : fiistly the

nature or ruinon <Vetre. of the so-called supplementary nests, secondly, the use

of the lumps of clay found in many of the nests, and thirdly the fi e fly story.

Although I have served in th ee Provinces I have not yet resided in a locality

where Bayas have been abundant ; indeed the only place at which I have had an

opportunity of watching these birds at work was Lahore wheie the species is

far fiom common. Thus it is that my observations do not throw very much

light on the above-mentioned matteis. There must, however, be alaige number

of members of this Society whof=e lives are cast in localities where Weaver-birds

are numerous, and I trust ILat what follows will stimulate some, at any rate, of

them to pay special attenUpn to these matters and give the Society the benefit

of their obseivations. Desciiption of the nests is quite unnecessary, for Ihey

are among the most familiar objects of the Indian countiy-side.

The material out of which the nest is woven varies with the locality. In

No-th India strands of long grass seem to be most geneially used, in other parts

of the country strips of cocoa-nut leaves or those of the date-palm or the

banana are fiequently utilised. Nests made of these latter mateiials are said

to be less bulky than tho3e woven out of grass since the fibres are much
stronger.

As to the various grasses utilised. Major I. F. A. McNair writes as follows

(p. 29 of Vol. IX of Niiture ^olfis) :
' The grass from which the Indian Baya

builds his nest is usually the ' kusha ' or sacred gtass of the Hindus, it is one

of the Puacf.oi and is known as the dog's-tail grass. In the Malayan Peninsula

they weave together the young shoots of the ' lalang ' {Gramfn c'lriroyuno) and

sometimes what is called the ' buffalo ' grass and other fodder and pastuie glasses.

Under difficulties they have even been observed to strip into narrow shreds, the

rigid leaves of the pine and sugarcane and the green leaves of the millet, the

Indian Millet or Sonjhuvi tulf/aie.'^

As to the moiluf cpmano'/, 1 find in my note book the following observations

made at Lahore in August 1907 I fear that they do not contain much tliat is

new, but they were taken down on the spot, and so recoid actually what

I saw.

" Aug. 24.—Came upon two Weaver-biids' nest high up in a tree—one of

them complete except for the tubular entrance, and the other which is higher

op in the tree, at the inverted basket or bell stage. At the latter a cock was

working. Fiom the former a pair of birds flew away, but did not return while

I waited.

10
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Aug. 25.—Again visited nests. With the upper one considerable progress

had been made and the cock was working at it very hard. Every time he

approached it, carrying material, he uttered cries of delight—not unmusical

cries ; they might almost be called ' song '. Every now and again while working

he would actually burst into song. He perched on the ' handle ' of the inverted

basket and pushed the fibres he had brought in and out of the structure, some-

times perching on the outside to finish off the piece of weaving.

As soon as he had woven in his material he again shouted for joy, and then

flew rapidly to a clump of tall (elephant) grass, that grows about 10 ft. high.

The clump in question is about 50 yards from the tree in which the nest is

situated. In about 2 minutes the bird returned with more material which he

carried in his beak, holding it near one end so that it streamed behind him

when he was flying.

In order to see how he tore off his material I quietly approached the clump

and watched operations through my field glasses.

Having alighted on one of the nearly upright blades the Weaver-bird pecked

at a neighbouring blade, gripping the edge with his beak. He then pulled or

rather jerked his head away, giving several tugs. By this means the bii-d

strips off a thin strand of grass. Holding this strand in his beak, he proceeds

to strip off another ; then a third, and perhaps a fourth. He then flies off

carrying the strands in his bill. Some at any rate of them, are not completely

detached by the tearing process, but remain fixed to the grass blade by one end.

The force with which the bird flies away suffices to complete the severance.

Sometimes, however, the portion to be utilised does not come away so easily,

the bii'd is pulled back, and may even hang for a little suspended from the

blade of grass, but at the second or third attempt the Baya succeeds in

completely severing the strand he has stripped off. Having watched this pro-

cess for some time I walked up to the clump to examine the grass, and found

it so thickly impregnated with silicon that I could have cut my hand with

the edge of a blade. I found some strands that had been partly torn away

evidently by the bird, I stripped these off and put them in my pocket. On my
arrival at the bungalow I found some difficulty in extracting them, so closely

did they cling to the lining owing to the large amount of silicon they contain.

This material is thus well adapted for the purpose of weaving. When once it

is threaded it will hold firmly together for an indefinite time.

Having pocketed these strands I returned to the tree and found a pair of

Weaver-birds at the nearly completed nest, the hen inside and the cock outside.

At the half completed nest the cock was working. Both cocks appeared much

excited and were calling loudly. The former kept flapping his wings and

every now and again attempted to perch on the half finished nest ; this was

resented by the cock in possession and a squabble would ensue which would

end in much noise and the flight of both cocks. In a few seconds each

returned to his own nest.

There was a high wind blowing, so that while I watched the bu'ds the
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nesis were tossed ;ibuiu by the wind. Neither can have had any lumps of

clay stuck on to them.

Thus both to-day and yesterday I had seen the two cocks and the one hen.

"Was the solitary cock a rejected suitor ? I did not sec the hen fetch any

materials.

Aug. 26.—Both nests have progressed considerably. The passage of the

lower one is nearly 3 inches long while in the upper one the egg-chamber

is almost completed. There is now a hen at the upper nest and the cock to

which it belongs is fearfully excited, he keeps singing and screaming, flapping

his wings and snapping the mandibles of his bill, now jumping on to the nest,

spreading his wings and singing, now poking with his beak at the hen who is

inside the nest, now perching on a branch near by and flapping his wings. Every

now and again he makes feints at the cock who is working at the lower nest.

On two occasions he actually perched on that nest. This of course was more

than the owner could tolerate and on each occasion led to a bit of fight. Once

the cock of the upper nest actually had the effrontery to jump on to the back

of the other cock. Tiie fights are not of a very serious nature. The combatants

close with one another, making a great noise, and then fly away pecking at each

other, but they soon separate. Notwithstanding their frequent squabbles the

cocks do the lion's share of nest building.

During the 40 minutes or so I have been watching the birds I have only

seen each hen once at the nest, while each cock returned 7 or 8 times with

weaving materials. The grass they use is impregnated with so much silicon

that when once a strand has been pushed by the bird into the structure of the

nest it is not easily pulled out again. So far as I can make out there is no

clay in either nest.

Aug. 27.—The lower nest is practically completed and the cock is working

away at another in the same tree (a mimosa in flower). The new nest being

about 5 feet from the old one. The former is at present projecting horizontally

from the branch and the " handle " or perch is already formed. After work-

ing a little at the new nest the cock returned to the old one, and put some fin-

ishing touches to it, poking it with his bill in various places. He then flew to

a branch near the nest of the other cock (who was absent) and having looked at

it for a little he flew to it and wrenched away with his beak one of the fibres

that had been worked into it. This he transferred to his own nest ! Four times

did he visit his neighbour's nest and at each visit tear away a strand therefrom.

Two of these strands he let fall, but the other two he utilised for his own nest.

This behaviour seems to have been spiteful for he deliberately dropped two of

the fibres he had wrenched away : moreover he attacked the part of the nest

that was attached to the branch and thus weakened the foundations.

The other cock when he returned did not appear to notice anything amiss

with his nest. While at work the cocks constantly twitter uttering chirrups

somewhat resembling those of the house-sparrow. Occasionally they burst

into song not unlike the call of the King Crow.
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I watched the nests for half an hour, during which time neither hen put in

an appeal ance.

AiiijU't 28.—Saw both cocks at work, but neither hen.

Aucjut. 3'i.—Saw both cocks at work, but neither hen.

The lower nest has now en entian^e passage y inches long, the walls of this

are much thmner than those of the lest of the nest. It ia easy to see through

them. The new nest is progressing but the upper one, belong.ng to the other

cock, does not seem to have advanced much. I could see no signs of mud in

the nests.

Sepif-mb'r 3 —Saw no signs of the weaver-birds.

The upper nest has disappeared. The new one has made a little progress.

The owneis appear to have deserted".

Let us now return to the mattets in connection with the nest-building of

the Baya, that need further elucidation.

The fi st is the meaning of the supplementary or " cock's " nests.

As rega ds these two theories have been advanced.

The fi st is that every pair of weaver-biids construct two nests—one in

which the eggs are laid and one^an incomplete onC'—called by natives the

jhula, in which the cock is supposed to sit and make a joyful noise for the

delectation of his spouse. This is the popular theory and is held by aU

natives of India.

It is implicitly accepted by Major McNair, who writes, on page 28 of Vol.

IX of Na'u e Avtex, " The Bayas build two hanging nests quite separate and

distinct ; cne for the male which is open at the base, and has a giass perch for

him to rest upon, the other for the female. . .
," Colonel Butler also says

"theie are two nests as a rule for each piir."

In this connection I may repioduce ihe following entry made at Lahore in

my note-book :
*' Came upon a tree containing about 10 Weaver-bird's nests

—

complete onas— with as many ' cock's ' nests. None had any clay attached to

the outside, but theie weie pellets of this mateiial in three of which I could

see the inside " As these weie all disused nests, the fact that there were an

equal number of supplemtn'aiy nssts appeals to confi m the popular theory.

Nevertheless there is as »e shall see a good deal of evidence which tends to

prove that two nests ai e not invariably made. Neither Jeidoa. nor Hume,
nor E. H. Aitken, nor Legge, nor Home believe in the popular theory.

The second theoiy legaiding these supplementary nests is that of Jerdon,

That g. eat OLnithologist wiites (Birds of India, Vol. II. page 34:^): "It is

gene. ally believed thut the un! nished nests are built by the male for his own
special behoof and that the pieces of clay are more commonly found in it

than in the complete nests.

I did not find this the case at Rangoon, where my opportunities of observ-

ing the bi d were good and believe laiher that the unfinished nests were either

rejected fiom some imperfect con-itruction weak support or other reason, if

buUt eaily in the bieeding season, or if late that they are simply the efforts of
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that constructive faculty which appeals at this season to have such a powerful

effect on this little biid and which causes some of them to go on building tho

long tubular entrance long after the hen is seated on her eggs."

Eha writes (p. 134 of The Cumm-n BinU if Bombay) :
" One Ih'ng certain

is that for some reason or other the birds often get di.';saii-:fied with the nest at

this stage, and give it up and begin another. In every colony of nssts there

are several of these balh with a band across the mouth. In them the cock

birds will sit in rainy weather, each chattering to his spouse as she broods

on her egg-."

Mr. Home, whose observations are recorded on pp. 117 and 118 of Vol. II of

Hume's yedi ai>d E'jgn of hiUuin Bhdx tells of a palm tree fiom which "' hung

some thirty or forty of the elegan'dy foimed nests of woven g. ass of the

Baya bird." He does not m3ntion seeing any supplementary nests among

them : but adds to his desc.iption :
" In some instances ths male continues to

build for amusement after the nest is finished, not only elongating the tubular

entiance, but also making a kind of false nest."

Legge -wiilei (^B/rdi jf deylon, p. •j44) :
'• Many n?sts are deserted when

the body is being constructed, both before and after the loop has been formed

and. this is, acooid.ng to some wiiters, to furnish the male with a roosting place.

This, I think, is an erroneous idea, the pi oportion on such nests is sometimes

only 3 or 4 to a laige colony; and it seems to me probable that they aro

rejected by the birds on account of some fault in their construclion—the egg

chamber too small, the neck not strong enough, or some such weak point."

'1 he observations of Legge render it clear that eveiy pair does not build two

nests. I'lut it seems equally clear that the uncompleted nests are not all ones

that have been rejected on account of some fault.

In the case I have reco.d3d above, the cock Baya did not commence his

second nest until the fi:«t one bad been practically completed Moreover the

cock, while working at the new nest, continued to add an occasional stiand to

the oid one, thus showing that he had not rejected it. Thus al. hough some

nests may be rejected when half fini&hed. it is I think evident that many of the

supplementaiy nests are due to what Jerdon desciibes as an excess of the con-

structive faculty. All who are acquainted with I<ayas living in an aviary know
how strongly the nest-building in5fcinct is looted in the species.

The n3xfc point which requires elucidation is the meaning of the lumps of

clay found in the nests.

As untenable suggestions we may cite that which says that the Baya uses

them as whetstones on which to sharpen his beak, and that which declares

their use ia to hold the fi.e-flies stuck on them to illuminate the nest.

" It is," writes Jeidon, " at this stage of the work, from the formation of the

loop to the time that the eggcompaitment is ready, that the lumps of clay are

stuck on about which there are so many conflicting theoiies* '^ ° From

an obseivanon of several nests, the times at which the clay was rdaced in the

nests, and the position occupied, I am inclined to think that it is used to
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balance the nest correctly and to prevent its being blown about by the wind.

In one nest recently examined there were about 3 ounces of clay in six

different patches."

I think there can be little doubt that the object of the clay is to prevent the

nest being blown about by the wind.

" From my own observation," writes Legge, " I find these lumps of clay are

but seldom used in Ceylon, perhaps because the Bayas do not build during

the windiest months of the year ; and I have noticed that in a whole colony of

nests built in a sheltered hill-side no clay was used."

McNair's statement that Baya's nests weigh from two to five ounces lends

support to this view. The difference in weight must be largely due to the

varying quantity of clay used ; the more wind-swept the locality the more

mud would be necessary to steady the nest.

The last point that remains to be decided is the truth or falsehood of the

fire-fly story.

Natives believe that the Baya sticks fire-flies on these lumps of mud or clay.

This story was inserted in Oliver Goldsmith's Natural Histori/ and from that

has been copied into almost every popular book on birds.

Jerdon. Hume and E. H. Aitken all disbelieve the fire-fly story, and I must

say that I agree with them.

In Birds of the Plains cp. 188) I wrote: "Sometime ago a correspondent

living on the west coast of India informed me that Weaver-birds are very

abundant in that part of the country, that their nests are everywhere to be

seen and that he had noticed fire-flies stuck into many of them. He asked if I

could explain their presence. I suggested in reply that he had made a mistake

and requested him to look carefully next nesting season, that is to say in August,

and if he came upon a single nest on to which a fire-fly was stuck, to take it

down fire-flies and all, and send it to me at my expense. Since then August

has come and gone thrice, and I have heard nothing from my correspondent !

"

I thought that this pretty effectively settled the fire-fly question, but unfortu-

nately I have lost the address of the correspondent.

At the time of writing the above I had not seen Major McNair's second

Monograph of Ploceus baya which appeared on page 46 of Vol. XIII (1902) of

Nature Notes-The Magazine of the Selborne Club. McNair admits that

althou-h he has several nests with the mud, there is no sign of tuere having

been Tny portion of an insect attached ;
but he quotes other evidence, which,

if correct, would leave little room for doubt that the fire-fly story is true.

The first witness he quotes is " a Mr. Assistant Commissioner Buckley, of

the Salt Revenue Department, who for many years has devoted himself to

Natural History, and he writes from Marwar or Jodhpur, Rajputana, under

dates February 21 and April 11, 1900 :
' You, of course, know the shape of the

breeding, nest of these bayahs ;
besides the nest proper the male builds a

' ihoola° or swing for himself alongside this breeding nest. This ' jhoola ' is

about six inches long and open at the bottom, with a bar of worked grass from
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side to side to act as a perch on which he sits. In the • jhoohi ' I have

often found dabs of mud against the side on irhick 1 have found fire-jlies. The

natives say the male bird puts them there to light up his ' jhoola.' My own

opinion is that he rather puts them in as a store of food for his mate, as

generally the insects are so embedded in the mud as to be incapable of moving

or emitting any phosphorescent light. Another thing, I have found small grubs

and caterpillars in the mud of the • jhoola,' which emit no phosphoric light,

and which could only be imprisoned by the baya bud for food. The baya,

as you know, is a grain-eater, but, like all grain-eating birds, feeds the young

when just hatched on soft grubs and insects.' " The second witness brought

forward by Major McNair is Captain Barry de Hamel of the Straits Settlement

Police, who writes :
" I have made fairly exhaustive enquiries into the question

of the mud particles in the nest of the baya birds. My informants all seem

decided as to one point, and that is, that the mud is really used to place

fire-flies upon and I have met people who have actually seen them there.

I have seen no one, however, who has ever found any other species of

fly or insect within the nest. My informants are undecided, however, as to

two points : the one party argue that the fly is used essentially as a lamp

to guide the parent birds at nights : the other that it is a special delicacy for

the youthful birds to fatten upon." Major McNair's third witness is

another correspondent from Singapore, who writes : "One of Simon Coorozos '

boys says that when at Tanjaig Katong a short time ago, he and some other

boys found a weaver-bird's nest with three young ones, and also saw sticking

in the mud three fire-flies."

Let us now consider for a little this evidence. That of Captain Ban-y

de Hamel and of the correspondent from Singapore is, I submit, not worthy

of acceptance inasmuch as it is hearsay only, and the hearsay of uneducated

native witnesses who are notoriously untrustworthy. Men of science

admit evidence far too freely and this accounts for some of the absurd

theories which are generally accepted. Very little attempt appears to be n.ade

by the average zoologist to sift the various kinds of evidence submitted to him.

If a statement agrees with any theory he enunciates, he accepts it without

scrutiny, but if it is opposed to his theory he ignores it, or accepts it and tries

to explain it away ! This, of course, is not the proper spiiit in which to accept

evidence. All evidence should be carefully sifted and scrutinised ; in fact,

the same tests should be applied to it as courts of law apply.

If we apply such tests to the evidence of the fire-fly theory, we are forced to

reject the testimony of the two last of McNair's witnesses.

The evidence of Mr. Buckley is fii'st-hand and should therefore be

received. He states that he has found fire-flies on the mud in bayas' nests
;

but that these are generally so deeply embedded as to be incapable of moving

or emitting any phosphorescent light. He further states that he has also found

embedded in the mud non-phosphorescent insects.

Before this evidence can be said to afford any support of value to the fire-
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fly sto'-y it will be necessary for Mr. Buckley to answer the following questions.

Did he himself take down the nests in question, ai.dis he piepaied to aj&eit that

the nests could nob have been tampeied with befoie he saw them? If Mr.

Buckley's servants knew that the <?a/'?V; wanted a nest with fire-flies embedded in

the mud it is quite likely that the more zealous of Ihem would especially prepare

nests for him. I would further like to ask whe her it is not possible that the

injects might not have been embedded in the mud before the baya took

it to the nest ?

I would point out that it is most unlikely that the cock biid should take the

trouble to store 'i or 3 insects by sticking them on to the mud when a few

minutes' search for them would sufiice to enable him to piocuie ihem when they

were actually needed. Moieover, if the insects in question were merely sioied

temporarily, it seems unlikely that the cock bird should force them in the mud
to such a depth that they would be incapable of emitting their phosphorescent

light

!

Further, Mr. Buckley's statement does not explain, or, indeed, throw any

light upon, the story so universal among natives both in India and the Malay

Peninsula, that the Baya biid lights up its nest.

Now, while we should be veiy cautious {.bout accepting statements of

uneducated witnesses, it seems true that there mu3t be some foundation for a

story so universal, and one in the telling of which the teller has no particular

interest.

As I have already said, I do not believe that weaver-birds' nests are ever lighted

up by phosphorescent creatu)es. My suggestion is that the baya brings the clay

to the nest in its bill in a moist condition. Now wet clay retains moiiture for

some time and would shine brightly in the moonlight, so might eaiiily be mistaken

for phosphorescence. The only evidence in support of this suggestion that I

can adduce is the fact, of uh"ch I have satisfied myself, that Ihe egg-cells made

by solitary wasps shine when the clay that composes Ihem is wet. In a la'ge

Society like this one there must be numbers of membeis in a position to make

first-hand observations on the nesting habits of the baya, and now that the

points which requiie elucidation have been disdnctly slated, I trust that

etfoits will be made to throw further light en ihem. It should be remembered

that as regards the fie fly story purely negative evidence is valuable, indeed it

is the only kind that I expect to be sent in.
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THE COMMON BUTTEPvFLIES OF THE PLAINS OF INDIA
(INCLUDING THOSE MET WITH IN HILL STATIONS OF THE

BOMBAY PRESIDENCY).
BY

T. R. Bell, i. f. s.

( Wkh Plates D and II.)

{Continued from page 438 of this Volume.)
Sdb-Family—iV VMPHALINjE.

A. Costa of forewing serrated.

o. Cell of both fore and hindwings closed Qiaraxes.
h. Cell of forewing only closed Eulepis.

An " open " cell means the absence of discocellular nervules The
above two genera can be seperated, for our purposes, by Eulep^s
having a broad white or yellow fascia across both wings which the
other has not.

B. Costa of forewing not serrated,

a. Cell of both fore and hindwing closed.

a^. Eyes hairy,. ..„. jj.
'' Vanessa.

i'. Eyes naked,

a-'. Vein 12 of forewing not swollen at base.
a^ Forewing vein 3 from before end of the

cell, vein 4 from the end,

a\ Both wings above tawny spotted black. Argynnis.
b\ Both wings above black with white

TU V , . T'^^'
""' ^^"""^ '''^^''''^ 'P°*^ Bypolimnas.

The female ot Hypolimnas misippus only is tawny and is a mimic
ot Vanais chryszppus, white apical band and all, but may be at once
distmguished from it by having only one black spot on the discocel-
lalars of hmdw.ng on the underside instead of three as in Banais

b\ Forewing with veins 3, 4 from lower
angle of cell.

a'. Hindwing with veins 3, 4 from lower
angle of cell,

a'\ Ground colour green
^^/.Aia.

h^. Ground-colour tawny, or whitish,
a\ Hindwing outer margin not scal-

loped only slightly waved
; exp.

<->ii 9,,-,//"""''
Atella.

b\ Hindwing outer margin deeply
scalloped between veins

; exp,
3". 4"

JJ
' Cethosia.
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The female of Cethosia cyane is greenish-white with black mark-

ings like in the male.

6+ Hind-wing with veins 3, 4 stalked.

«.. Ground-colour green Kallima.

&s^ Ground-colour white Cyreshs.

h-. Vein 12 of forewings swollen at base.

a^ Upperside tawny with submarginal black

band to hindwing ^yhUa

h\ Upperside : brownish tawny with several

series of dark crenulate lines parallel

to outer margin of hindwing ., Ergolis.

h. Cell of forewing closed, of hindwing open.

a^

/>!.

Fig. 9.

Moduza prods, showing band.

Colour of upperside : rich ferruginous-red

with broad white baud of spots from after

middle of costa of forewing to above anal

angle of hindwing • •
Moduza.

Fig. lU.

Ciifaphncida, showing biuul.

Colour upperside pale brownish-tawny with

a broad yellow discal band from costa to

vein 1 of forewing
(Jupha.

Colour of upperside tawny without band Cirrochroa.
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c. Cell of both wings open.

a^ Wings uppersidu : black, banded white or tawny.

./X

a-

.

Fig. 11.

Rahinda liordonia, showing bands.

Wings upperside : banded black and tawny. Rahinda.

Wings upperside : banded black and white.

Fig. 12.

Athyma perms, showing bands, row of jet-black spots.

a'^. Hindwing underside : a row of jet-black

spots on inner edge of postdiscal

macular white band Athyma.

^^^

h\

Fig. 13.

Neptis cunyome, showing bands and spots,

h\ Hindwing underside : with no such spots. Neptis.

Wings upperside : streaked and spotted white

and black .^ Earipus.
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c*. Wings upperside : neither banded nor streaked.

a^. Forewing upperside: at least three pre-

apical dots, one below the other ; male

uniform black, above female ; tawny ; exp.

under 2" Apatura.

6^. Forewing upperside: no preapical white

dots : exp. over 2".

a*. Forewing with an ocellus always present

between veins 2 and 3, at least on the

underside
; exp. 2"-2-75" Junonia.

Fig. 14.

Euthalia lepidca, showing absence of ocellus ; for occillus present vide

PI. A., figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

b^. Forewing with no occillus ; exp. 2." 75-3"

3*3" Euthalia,

Dophla and Euthalia are very closely allied ; the larvse and piipse

being of the same typo : the former with long feathered lateral pro-

cesses, the latter being pyramidal in shape.

The larvse of Vanessa, Junonia, Kallmia, Hypolimnas and Cethosia

are all spined ; the pupae are elongate and more or less circular in

transverse section with a tuberculate surface. ErgoUs and Byhlia are

slightly different from these, Cufha and Atella somewhat from all,

while Rahinda and Neptis are hardly spined in the proper sense of

the word, though evidently related to the type.

The larva of Apatura and Euripus is naked with a two-horned

head and tail-points ; the pupa is carinated dorsally and elongated.

The larva of Charaxes and Eulapis has four horns to the head and

hardly any tail-points ; the pupa is short, stout and smooth.
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Genus—CHARAXES.

A. Colour upperside: tawny with broad black marginal

border (male) or with a broad white discal band

to forewing besides (female). Exp. H-6"-4*3". imna.

B. Colour upperside: black with a discal baud on fore-

wing of well separated yellow spots, Exp.

3-2" to 3-7" fabius.

Genus—EULEPIS.

A. Colour upperside : black with a broad, pale yellow

transverse discal band from middle of forewing

to near inner margin of hindwing with a spot or

two of the same colour above it towards apex

of forewing. Exp. 2-5" to 3*25" athamas.

B. Similar, only the band pure white bordered by

smalt-blue on the outer side ; the underside

very prettily variegated. Exp. 3"6" to 4'5" •.. schreiberi.

Both these genera have the species with veins 1 and 3 of the

hindwing produced into longish triangular tails, more pointed in the

male than in the female. C.fabius is a plain country species common-

ly, E. athamas less so, the other two not at all.

Genus—APATURA.
Only one species. Exp. 1*8" to 2" camiba.

This is not a plain butterfly but may be obtained at Matheran

or Mahableshwar or even along the Thana Hills.

Genus—EURIPUS.
Only one species, Exp. 2'7" to 3*5" consimilh

This is not a common insect anywhere and is probably confined

altogether to the damper hill tracts of the Western Ghat in Bombay

Presidency. The foodplant of the larva is Trema orientalis, Blume,

a small tree that springs up in forest land that has been cleared of

growth and burnt ; it grows rapidly and is short-lived, rather like a

Grewia to look at. The female is larger than the male.

Genus—DOPHLA.
Only one species. Exp. 3*4

' to 4*3" laudabilis.

This is really a hill species and might possibly be found at Matheran

or Mahableshwar as the foodplant of its larva is Diospyros candolleana,

a small species of Ebony growing in the evergreen forests of the

Western Ghats. The female is larger than the male and has a

chalky-white discal band across the forewing, wanting in the male. It

is really a Euthalia by habit and larva and pupa.
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Genus—EUTHALIA.

A. Colour dark brown with a broad grey margin

to hindwing, the female paler. Exp. 2-75"—3'1" lepidea.

B. Colour deep brownish-green with crimson and

white markings, the white in the female be-

ing a broad transverse discal band on fore-

wing from middle of costa to tornal angle.

Exp. 2-7"— 3-3" luhentine.

C. Colour olivaceous brown or green (in fresh

specimens) with no crimson on upperside. Exp.

2-6"—3-1" garuda.

D. Colour tawny with black markings. Exp. 2'20"—

2"75" , nais^

E. lepidea is not to be met with in the plains. It may possibly

be obtained along the hills in Thana. The foodplant of its larvse is

commonly Butea frondosa, Roxb., known as " Flame of the Forest."

Another foodplant is Melastoma malabathricum, L.

Genus—MODUZA.
Only one species. Exp. 2*5"—3" procris.

Is a hill species affecting jungles. May possibly be met with in

Thana along the hills. The larva feeds upon the rubiaceous Wend-

tandia exserta, D. C, Mussoenda frondosa, L., the common scandent

shrub, a semi-creeper, with little orange-red tubular flowers and

large, pure white calyx-leaf and the large tree Stephegyne parvifolia,

Korth.

Genus—ATHYMA.
Only one species. Exp. 2-4"—3" ,..., perius.

Will occur everywhere except in desert places such as Sind. It

much resembles a J^eptis in flight and facies but is stronger and

larger. The genus Pantoporia -very closely allied, has three species,

occurring in the Western Ghats : P. inara with the male banded

black and white and a blur of red at apex offorewing on upperside,

the female banded tawny and black like a Rahinda ; P. ranga with

both sexes banded black and white and the eyes hairy ; P. selenophora.

with both sexes black, banded with white, the underside chestnut-red

and white while in P. ranga it is dark-brown, black and white.

Genus—RAHINDA.
Only one species. Exp. 1*5"—2'1'' hordoma.

Found nearly everywhere in India. The larva feeds upon climb-

ing Acacia of different species.
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Genus-XEPTIS.

A. Hindwing uiulorside : transverse aubbasal band

and postdiscal series of spots always more or less

margined with black. Exp. 1*75"—2'8" eurynome.

B. Hindwing nnderside : this band and spots not

margined with black

—

a. Underside hindwing : a round dark spot in the

cell. Exp. -i-S"—2-75" jumhah.

b. Underside hindwing : no dark spot in cell.

Exp. 2-5"—3 columella.

N. eurynome will be found everywhere except in desert places ; its

larva feeds upon the leaves of wild pea. N. jumhah is more of a hill

species but is not rare : its larva feeds upon a great many different

plants. N. columella is a hill species restricted to forest areas but has

been taken at Mahableshwar and will probably be found at Matheran

and in Thana ; its larva feeds upon Leguminosece. There is another

species occuring in Kanara : N. hampsoni which is very like N. eury-

nome except that the bands are not margined with black ; and differs

from N. columella in the subbasal white band of hindwing extending

to the costal margin : and from N. jumhah in wanting the spot in cell

on underside of the hindwino- • its larva feeds on Trema orientalu,

Blume, as a rule. According to the key of genera all our Neptis

are banded black and white. But there is one species found in the

Kanara Ghats which is banded black and tawny like a Rah'mda from

which it may be distinguished at once, however, by the underside not

being striated. It can be separated from Pantoporia inarUj the female

of which is the only other insect it might be mistaken for, by the cell

of both fore and hindwing being open while in the genus Pantoporia

the cell of the hindwing only is open. This tawny and black-banded

species is N. viraja and its larva feeds on Dalhergia voluhilis, Roxb.,

a climbing species of Blackwood.

Genus—CYRESTIS.

Only one species. Exp. 2*25"—2'75" ...... .. thyodamas.

This insect is commonly known as the Map-Butterfly : it is found

everywhere in the hills where the climate is not too dry and

along the coast south of Bombay. The larva ;ind pupa are abormal

in shape and the food plant is the common Banyan tree (Ficus

indica, L.).
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Genus—JUNONIA.

A. Colour upperside : dark sepia-brown with darker

markings, without distinct ocelli of any sort.

Exp. 2-25" .. iphita.

B, Colour upperside : olive-brown with ocelli. Exp.

2'25"—2-5" ,, lemonias.

G. Colour upperside : grey with narrow black bands

and orange and black ocelli on the outer area.

Exp. 2-35"—2-75" atlites.

D. Colour upperside : velvety-black and blue and

apical ochreous patch. Exp. 2"2"— 2-5" ..*»..... orithya.

E. Colour upperside : bright yellow, apex of forewing

jet-black as well as inner margin ; base of hind-

wing with blue patch. Exp. 2*25" hierta.

F. Colour upperside : tawny with large ocelli on both

wings. Exp. 2'i"—2-4" almana.

The Junonias are about the commonest of all our butterflies and are

found everywhere in the plains and hills. The two first species are

perhaps more plentiful in the hills than elsewhere. The larvse and

pupse are all very similar to each other and the former all feed upon

plants of the family Acanthacem.

Genus—VANESSA.

A. Hindwing upperside ; with terminal half more or

less ochraceous or orange-yellow. Exp. .2*2"

—

2-75" cardui.

B. Hindwing upperside : with terminal margin only

and a postdiscal band confluent with it orange-

yellow. Exp. 2-3"—2-75" indica.

V. cardui is the Painted Lady of England and is spread through-

out the old world. A. indica is the eastern representative of the

English Red Admiral : it is generally confined to the hills though

sporadically occurring in the plain country. The larvae and pupae

of the two species are very similar ; the larva of the first species

feeding on many things, as for example, thistles and Zornia diphylla,

Pers., a small legumionoseous weed growing plentifully near the sea-

shore in Bombay.

Genus—HYPOLIMNAS.

A. Upperside black, fore and hindwing with a post

discal series of white spots always present. Exp.

male : .3"—4", female : 3-5"— 4-5" '.

bolina.
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B. Uppei-side of male black, both wings without the

postdiscal series of spots ; of female tawny

(mimics D. chrysippus) Exp. 2'7f)"— 3"6" misippus.

Both these species occur throughout India in the hills and in the

plains and the male of the first cannot fail to attract attention by-

reason of the brilliant dark-blue reflections on the disc of the wings

and its habit of restino- on low shrubs in the sun. Tlie females are

larger and have much less blue on their wings which, consequently

perhaps, they expose much less ; they may generally be seen flying

close to the ground or walking about on the earth for the purpose of

depositing their eggs upon the low-growing Acanthacece which come

up so plentifully everywhere in India after the slightest fall of rain.

The females often fly into the verandahs of bungalows and settle on

the rafters with their wings closed. II. misippus is somewhat

" wilder" than the other although it is perhaps the more abundant

in cultivated country. Its female mimics Danais clmjsippus and has

a form, like the variety D. dorippus, without the white apical band to

the forewing. While the foodplants of JJ. holina are acanthaceous,

the larva of //. misippus feeds upon PoHulava oleracea, the " Common

Purslane " of England, cultivated as a vegetable in India as well as

in other paiis of the world and commonly growing wild too. The

larvse and pupse of the two species are very similar, the former

spined and horned.

Genus—KALLIMA.
Only one species. Exp. 3*3"—4'75" Iwrsfieldii.

This is the Leaf Butterfly. It is a hill species but will be found in

Thana, at Matheran and Mahableshwar.

There is a "Red Kallima " found in the hills of Southern India

(also in the Himalayas) the name of which is DoleschaUia htsaltide

which may possibly turn up at Matheran or Mahableshwar. It has

the wings shaped as in Kallima, but the upperside is tawny instead

of green, there is a narrow black preapical band instead of the white

one and the apex is black ; the underside has the fascia from apex of

forewing to the tornal angle of hind wing. It has no very pronounc-

ed seasonal diA'crence of form.

Genus—CETHOSIA.
A. A few or no black spots in interspaces beyond apex

of cell on upperside of hindwing. Exp. 3"55"

—

3'9" cijane,

12
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B. Broad black streaks followed by a series of large

oval spots in interspaces beyond apex of cell on

upperside of hindwing. Exp, 2-85"—3*95" ... mahratta.

C. mahratta is southern, C. cyane northern and eastern. The larvse

are gregarious, black in colour, banded with crimson and yellow and

feed upon wild Passion-Plant, Modecea pahnata, Lam., and upon cul-

tivated Passifiorae too no doubt ; they are spined and horned. Nei-

ther of the species will be found in very dry regions.

Genus—ATELLA.

Only one species, Exp. 2"—2-5" phalantha.

The butterfly is fairly plentiful everywhere : the larva is spined

without horns and feed upon Flacourtia. There is another species, very

local in Kanara District, called ^1. alcippe, which is smaller than this

and can be distinguished from it by having tour transverse lines

across cell of forewinff in addition to the black line on the discocellulars

instead of three transverse black lines and the discocellular one.

Its larva feeds upon the violaceous Alsodeia zeylanica, Thw.

Genus—CUPHA.

Only one species. Exp. 2*3"—3".,. ])lacida.

This is really a butterfly of the forests and hills, not of the plains.

It is common in Kanara and may probably occur at Matheran or

Mahableshwar. The larva is like that of Atella and feeds upon the

same plant.

Genus—ARGYNNIS,

Only one species. Exp. 3-25"—SS" ., hyperhious.

This was formerly known as ^1. niphe, L. The form ^1. eastetsi,

Obert, is said to be found in the plains of Southern India. Its larva

is spined and feeds on Violets.

Genus—CIRROCHROA.

A, Forewing underside : discal band of even width

throughout. Exp, 2-5"— 3-25" .„. m?lhila.

B. Forewing underside : discal band narrowing at

both ends. Exp, 2-5"-3" thais.

These are both hill species. The first was taken at Lucknow ; the

second may possibly occur at Matheran or Mahableshwar. The

larvse are spined and that of C. thais feeds upon Hydnocarpvs

icightlana, Blume.
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Genus—BYBLIA.

Only one species. Exp. 2"—2-25" iUthyia.

The insect is not t'omid on the coasts. The larva and pupa are

very like tho^^e of the next genus and the foodplant is the same.

Genus—ERGOLIS.

A. Forewing : termen (outer margin") deeply concave

between veins 5 and l) and 5 and ?>. Exp. 2"

—

2-25" .. ariadne.

B. Forewing : termen not concave there, but some-

what sinuous.

a. Hindwing underside : male, without central

dark patch ; npperside : female, brownish-

ochreous. Exp. 2'—2-4" . meriove.

b. Hindwing underside : male, with central dark

patch ; upperside : in both sexes dark ferrugi-

nous. Exp. 1-9"—2-2" taprohana.

The males of ariadne have the upper three veins of the hindwing

(veins 0, 7 and 8) on the upperside white. E. taprohana is the south-

ern representative of E. marione in India. The larvse are spined and

have horns, the pupse are slender with the dorsal margins of wings

curved, the thorax humped and transverse ridges across abdominal

dorsum. The foodplant is the euphorbiaceous Tragia involucrata,

which is a weak creeper with a leaf somewhat like a nettle,

common in hedges.

This next subfamily of the Nyuhphalince is one of the largest

groups of Butterflies in the number of species it contains ; it is

equivalent in this respect to the whole family of Skippers or of the

Li/ccsnidce. It is distributed as the predominant group throughout

the whole world. In British India there are some 220 species of

which only some two score will interest us more particularly. In

Great Britain 18 species occur among which are included the

Painted Lady, the Red Admiral, the Camberwell Beauty, the

Tortoise Shells, the Peacock, the Fritilleries and the Purple Em-

peror. In the coloured plates A, B, C, D and E, figures 1-21 and 36

are represented 22 species of Indian insects ; their names will be

found in the " List of contents of the Plates."

These butterflies are all fond of the sun ; at least this is true of the

males, for some of the females are not often seen except under cover.

Some have the habit of basking on the top*^ of trees, perched on a
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leaf, during the heat of the day, occasionally taking a short flight to

return to the same spot ; these are generally the aristocracy : the

largest and most powerful insects of the group ; they do not frequent

flowers but nourish themselves on the saps of trees and fruits. Such

are Charaxes and Eulepis, Euthalia, Pantoporia and Apatura.

Others, weaker of flight, hardly ever rise beyond the bushes and small

trees, a story lower down, where they enjoy the sun, basking on

leaves in the same way. Neptis, Atella, Cupha, Ergolis are some of

these: they visit flowers, but in a desultory way. A third section,

consisting of such insects as Vanessa, Junoni'i^ Hypolimnas inhabit

the ground floor and prefer sunning themselves sitting on a bare patch

of earth or on the leaf of a creeping plant. These last are, notwith-

standing their lowly habits, very strong and quick on the wing and

often rise to considerable heights in the air in prolonged flight ; they

are the commonest of the Nymphalines of the plain country and are

often seen at flowers ; the foodplants of their larvse are low herbaceous

weeds and plants that exist throughout wide areas and have been

extensively spread by cultivation. The weakest fliers are Byhlia and

Ergolis with vein 12 of the forewing swollen at the base, Cuplia and

Neptis. The style of flight is various, diff'ering with the group the

butterfly belongs to. Charaxes has a flight like iJiscophora lepida :

a succession of powerful skips or jerks up and down, the wings being

brought to meet over the back between each ; it basks with wings

completely closed or very slightly opened. Vanessa, Junonia, &c.,

have a similar but less powerful flight, the wings being moved much

faster and never brought to meet completely over the back between

the strokes ; in basking these are held half open, fully displaying the

colour and pattern of the upperside, which is hardly ever the case

with Charaxes. Byhlia, Cupha and Ergolis have a flight like Juvonia

but much weaker, and bask similarly or even with the wings com-

pletely open. Euihalia, Athpna, Neptis, Moduza, Cz/r^sizs always hold

the wings horizontal or inclined downwards slightly in flight, sailing

along between each stroke with them in the latter position, moving

them little above the horizontal at any time ; they bask with them

wide open though, like all butterflies except some Skippers, they will

close them altogether in dull weather or in rain.

Basking butterflies are nearly alv/ays found to be males. The

temales have work to do and confine their attention altogether to the

I
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doing of it : the laying of the eggs after fertilisation. In the jungles

the females of many species are hiirdly ever seen and especially

is this true of the basking sorts. They hide in the thick ])laces and

only venture into the open along the edges, their purpose in life

being to keep alive until the eggs have all been disposed of ; and

they rest in a safe place when not engaged in laying with that object

in view ; while the male enjoys the sun and the short life vouch-

safed him having nothing to do but eat, drink and be merry. In

artificial breeding it has been found that as many or even more females

are produced as males, and there is no reason to suppose that it

should be any different outside under natural conditions—that the

female ranks should be thinned by enemies more than those of the

male.

Nearly every genus has a different facies, a different style of

pattern and marking ; few are alike. The subfamily, indeed, to judge

by the earlier stages of the forms, appears to be composed of more

heteroo^enous parts than any other whole family. Certain genera

are probably further apart than Telchinia of the Acraeince and Vanessa

judged by that criterion ; or than the Morpkhuv and Charaxes^

Apatura &c. Cyrestis and Dophla are widely separated from Kallima,

HypoUmnas, &c. The predominating ground-colour is, perhaps,

tawny, which is variegated with black ; blacks and greens and

browns are met with, white is scarce. Some of the insects are band-

ed horizontally or vertically, many of them are spotted, while others

have the colouration arranged in patches. The undersides are

almost invariably different from the upper in pattern, and often in

colour. The males differ from the females in some cases in colour-

ation as in Apatura with a black male and tav.'ny female and in

Hypolimnas where the respective colours are also black and tawny.

The Nymphaline egg is as variable as the types of insects and can-

not be described under a single head. Enthalia, Charexes have it

lower than broad, hardly ridged ; in the rest it is higher than broad

and generally ridged, pitted or knobbed ; in Cyrestis it is abnormal in

havinir a lid throuuh which the larva emerges.

We vcay take t le true type of nymphaline caterpillar as having a

cylindrical body with each segment set with spines including the

well-separated head and a rounded anal end such as we find in the

genera Vanessa^ Argynnis, Jvnonia, Hypotimnas (vide PI. 1, fig. 11),
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&G., with all the spines of more or less equal length and branched,

the first two segments often having them reduced to tubercles or

even, occasionally, the head being quite smooth. Slight departures

from the type are Atliyma and Pantoporia [vide PI. I, fig. 10) larvje

with Some spines more developed than others. In Moduza these

spines have a tendency to broaden out and become fleshy and in

Neptis all are soft, some segments being without any. The pupse of

all the spined larvae are elongated, provided with more or less deve-

loped head-points and surface set with small conical tubercles, which

are rarely absent but are occasionally developed into flattened expans-

ions. Eidhalia has an aberrant larva {aide PI. I, fig. 6), smooth except

for long, laterally extended, supraspiracular fleshy processes, all feather-

ed: the pupa is angular and smooth, with head-points. Charaxes {vide

PI. I, fig. 4) and Apatura (vide PI. I, fig. 5) have altogether naked

larvae with horns on the head and more or less developed tail-points ;

the pupa of the former is smooth, stout, short without head-points
;

of the latter elongate, compressed, dorsally carinated, with head-points,

Cyrestis [vide PI. I, fig. 7) is very abnormal : naked except for a long

dorsal process on segments 6 and 12, with a horned head ; the pupa

elongate with dorsal process and long head-point. The various larvae

can be classified as under :

—

A. Laivas with naked bodies ; head large, rather flat

and provided with well developed horns ; last

segment with more or less well-developed tail-

points.

a. Head with four horns. The tail-points are short,

stout, blunt and widely separated. Pupa

short, quite smooth, stout : stoutest at seg-

ment 7 Gen.Eulepisva\di Charaxes.

a^. Body green, striped diagonally with white... Eul. athamas.

b^. Body green with a well defined dorsal mark

on segment 7 or not.

a" . Head with four horns of equal length,

a". Dorsal mark on segment 7 crescent-

shaped, white Eul. schrelheri

.

&'. Dorsal mark on segment 7 semi circular

soiled white Ch. imna.

h- . Head with middle horns much longer than

the outer ones, dorsal mark very often

absent or nearly so, generally small Ch.fabius.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE II.

Fig. 19 and

„ 20 and

„ 21 and

„ 22 and

„ 23 and

„ 24 and

„ 25 and

^ 26 and

„ 27 and

„ 28 and

,, 29 and

^ 30 and

„ 31 and

(All butterfly larvae.)

19a Larva and pupa of ... Hebomoia australis, Butler.

20a....

21a....

22a...

23a....

24a....

25a....

26a....

27a....

28a....

29a....

30a....

31a....

Fig. 32 ,

„ 33

» 34

„ 35

„ -^6

37

38

39

40

41

n

It

Coluds etrida, Boisduval.

Catochrysops cnejus, Fabr.

Amhhjpodia anita, Hewitson.

Arhopala amantes, Hewitson.

Rapala melampus, Cramer.

Cheritrajciffra, Butler

Tajuria cippus, Fabr.

Rathinda amor , Fabr.

Curetis tlietis, Drury.

Ismene goiaata, Moore.

Tagiades atticus, Fabr.

Baoris conjuncta, Herrich.

Schaeffer.

Larva of Leucophlebia emiltens, Wlk,

„ Cerur liturain, Wlk.

,, Pseudelydna rufojlava, Wlk.

„ Belippa lohor, Moore,

,,
Orgy ia go7iostigma (EngliHh).

„ Prodenia liUorali8,'Boisd.

„ Ophiusa onelia, Gaen.

„ Lo^pa katinka, Westw.

„ Natadavelutina, Koll.

„ Euschema percotii Swinh.

42 and 42a Male and Female retinaculum (r) and frenulum (J)

of the moth Rhodogastria aatreaa.

[fhe explanaiion of Plate J (Larfxe) will be published in the Index yumber of this

Volwmt.]
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h. Head with two horns. The tail-points longer.

sharp and closer together. Pupa longer, la-

tei-ally compressed, dorsally keeled and with

head-points Gen. Apaluruimii Euripun.

a^. Colour of larva yellow ... Apatura camiha.

fti. Colour of larva green Euripus comimilis.

B. Larvae with fleshy processes on segments 6 and 12,

one dorsal one to each, somewhat horny ; sur-

face otherwise naked ; the head provided with

two horns. Pupa angular with a flattened

dorsal process on segments 5-8 and a good

deal compressed ; head produced into a curved

snout (Jyrestis thyodamas.

C. La vvds with subdorsal fleshy process or turbercles fe>r

points on one or more of segments 3, 4, 6, 7, 8.

12 .. Gen. Neptis, Hohinda

a. A low ridge across segment 4 only, ending in a

blunt, small point ; anal segment short, thick,

conical ; head vertex quite smooth Neptis viraja.

b. Segments 3, 4, 6. 12 with short subdorsal points
;

head quite smooth Rahinda hordonia.

c. Segments 3, 4, (3, 12 with longer sharp points and

the head pointed on vertex of each lobe Rahinda hordonia ?

d. Subdorsal fleshy processes on segments 3, 4, 6,

12, that on segment 4 prominent ; vertex of

each head-lobe ending in a short point.

a^. Segments 7 and 8 with a small subdorsal

tubercle in addition Neptis hampsoni.

b'-. Segments 7 and 8 without the tubercle.

a- . Sides of segments 9-13 with apple-green

markings Neplla jumbah.

b- . Sides of segments 9-13 without apple-

green marks, simply ochreous Neptis euri/nome.

D. Larvae cylindrical in shape, the form more or less

hidden by the series of long, conical, fleshy,

feathered supraspiracular processes directed

horizontally outwards from segments 3-12 all

round. The head fairly large, smooth : colour

gxeen. Pupa) triangularly pyramidal ; colour

green marked with gold, silver or brown Gen. Euthalia, Dophla

a. Colour green with a straight dorsal yellow

band only. Pupa green and gold w Euthalia garuda.

b. Colour green with a dorsal row of about 9 ver-

million spots. Pupa green, gold and black... Euthalia nais.
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c. Colour green with a large dorsal white pen-

tagonal mark on segments 5-12, often with a

blue centre and soiled indian red. Pupa is

green and gold with the eye brown Euihalia lepidea.

d. Colour green with a large plum-coloured dorsal

patch on segments 5-12, obsolescent on some

segments at times irregularly. Pupa green

and silver Dophla laudabilis.

e. Colour gi-een with a large brown -lilac dorsal mark

on segments 3,4, 6, 7, 9-12 with central white

spot on front margin. Pupa is green and

brown Euthalia lubentina.

E. Larvae with bodies clothed with spines, simple or

branched ; heads smooth, tubercled or spiny,

horned or not. Chrysalides slender in form

compared to Charaxes and Euthalia, wings

generally slightly dilated laterally, the head-

points generally present ; shoulders generally

angulated and generally abdominal and thoracic

tubercles developed more or less ; there is

generally a dorsal constriction. The colour of

the larvae and pupae varies.

a. The head without long or distinct horns.

a'. Head smooth without spines or tubercles the

colour of body oily blackish or violaceous-

brown,

a^. Spines of body line, ringed black and white.

Pupa smooth, shiny with curved spiny

processes on segments 2, 7, 9, 11, lateral:

head with blunt points ; colour bright

green, crimson aud gold ,. Cupha placida.

b^. Spines of body all black or some white.

a^. All the spines black. Pupa smooth for the

section, with lateral angles on thorax,

head quadrate ; colour white, barred

longitudinally black marked with

orange Telchinia violce.

b^. Subspiracular row of spines only white or

whitish. Pupa like that of Cupha

but without curved processes Gen. Atella.

a*. Head dark yellow- brown, a black spot

at base of each cheek Aiella phalantha.

b*. Head yellow with two parallel bands

across face Stella alcippe.
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C''. Spines on anal segment only white. Pnpa

like Cuplia m shape but with many

moi-e curved sjiinous processes
; co-

lour j'cllowish-whitc spotted minute-

ly with black. The colour of larva

is blackish Clrrocfiroa thais.

,h'-. Head set with simple spines, tubercles or

both, but without horns.

a^. Vcrle-x of each lobe of head with at

most one conical tubercle larger than

the rest ; no proper spines. The spines

on body all more or less of one size.

Pupa of ordinary shape, head and body

with conical tubercles ; coloui- earthy

brown and grey with yellow and gold.

«*. Two dorsal branched spines on seg-

ment 12, one anterior, one posterior.

Pupa always coloured brown or

slatey Gen. Junonia.

a''. Head deep blue, the apical tubercle

of each lobe more developed than

usual Juii. lenionias.

h' . Head not blue but blackish,

a\ Colour of body dirty yellowish

with black speckling ; dorsum

of segments 4, 5 grey-black...... .hm. hierta.

&'. Colour of body black or blackish.

a'. Neck orange.

a*. Branched spines of body black Jim. orUhija.

h". Branched spines of body soil-

ed watery light orange Jan. ahmuia.

h' . Xeck black, not orange.

a . Body covered with little

white tul>ercles, each bear-

ing a pure white hair giving

a shiny-frosted appearance
;

spines black Jun. Allites.

h^. Body covered with minute

black hairs proceeding from

minute white tubercles
;

spines soiled transparent

whitish Jun. i/jhiia.

b\ Only one dorsal branched spine on seg-

ment, 12 Gen. Vatiessa.

13
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a''. Larva yellowish, black spotted with

a strong subspiraculai- fringe of

short hairs. Pnpa with golden

reflexions dorsally Van.cardui.

h''. Larva and pupa not known Van indica.

c\ No dorsal spine on segment 12. Pupa

with golden dorsal points Argynnis liyperhms.

h^. Circumference of head set round with

stout simple spines, face set with flat

tubercles. Sub-dorsal spines on seg-

ments 3 and 4 longer than all others.

Pup:e with thoracic apex produced to-

wards a foliaceous hammer-shaped pro-

cess from abdomen dorsally ;
head-

points generally expanded laterally ... Gen. Afhyma, Mc-

duza, Pantoporla.

a^. Spines of body laterally compressed
;

colour of body not green. Pupa with

dorsal processes small
;
plain brown.. Moduza procris.

h^. Body- spines with cylindrical stems not

compressed. Pupte variegated with

silver and gold markings Gen. Atliyma Panto-

pona.

a^. Head-spines in one row round cir-

cumference ; colour green. Pupa

wnth the head-processes unexpand-

ed ; variegated with gold Athyma i'!cnv.i<.

b^. Head spines in two roAvs round

circumference ; colour green.

Pupce with the thoracic, dorsal and

head-processes all strongly de-

veloped Gen, Pantoporia.

a". With a white dorsal mark on seg-

ments 8 and 9
;

pupa silvery

and brown Pant, ranga,

&'. With a purple-black dorsal mark

on segments 8 and 9
;
pupa red-

brown suffused dorsally gold ... Pa7d. inara.

c . With dorsal black saddle on seg-

ment 9 only. Pupa silvery-

golden all over : Pant, selenopltora.-

Circumference of head as well as face set

only with simple br s'les
;

colour of

larva oily purplish-black with dorsum
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yellowisli, turniiig green before pupa-

tion. Pupa boat-shaped, smooth ...... Purthenos virens.

6'. Head wich two well developed horns.

a '. These horns long and curved, stout
;

colour of larva white, marbled thinly

black. Pupa with huge lateral foliaceous

expansions, dark with bright spots : like a

bat Cynllns saloma.

b^. These horns long and straight, fine.

a^. Larva banded black, red, yellow broadly.

Pupa .blotched black, grey, yellow,

with foliaceous short expansions dor-

sally on abdomen , Cethosia mahratta.

b^. Larva not banded in colours. Pupa3 of

shades of green ; wings slightly late-

rally expanded, curved : thorax and

abdominal segment (l dorsally point-

ed ; headpoints present Gen. Byblia, Ergolis.

a*. Larva green with dorsal whitish unin-

terrupted band Byh.ilh'hyia.

b^. Larva green with white dorsal band in-

terrupted on segments 7 and 11 ... Erg. teprobana.

c*. Larva black with broad dorsal white

band on segments G-11 composed

of parallel, short, white lines trans-

verse to the length Erg. uriadne.

c^. These horns not short, branched and stout.

a''. These horns metallic-blue as well as the

body-spines. Pupa quite smooth,

rounded, with conical head-points
;

very generally pinkish bone-coloured... Dolesdudlia bisaUide^

b^. These horns not blue ; they are black
;

the spines of body yellowish or red.

The pupa is like that of Junonia, only

much larger with the tubercles more

developed ; colour dark earthy-brown

or pinkish-brown Gen. Ili/jyoUmnits and

Kcdii.iia.

a\ The spines of body claret-red. Pupa

with pinkish shades Kallhna liorsefieldii.

Z/'. The spines of body yellowish or dirty

ochraceous. Pupa browns and greys. Gen. UypoUmnaa.

a''. Head brown-yellow with a black

spot at base of each cheek Hyp. bol/'na.
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V, Head orange with a broad black

line on each side of clypeus reach-

ing half way up face Hyp. misippus.

While all the danaine larvee confine themselves for food to the

two closely allied botanical families of the Asclepediacem and

Apocynacece and the Satijrinai to the Graminece only, the nymphaline

caterpillars, numbering eight times the former and four times the

latter, are distributed between quite twenty families. Most of the

larvce are confined to a single family and generally to a single species

or, perhaps, two. A few are fairly cosmopolitan in taste as, for

e:liimiAe. Neptis jumh,h which feeds upon plants belonging to six

diff'erent families. Nearly allied larvee do not necessarily feed upon

nearly allied plants. We find all five Juuonias feed upon acanthace-

ous plants only, while the five EathaUas (including Doplda) have

foodplants belonging to four different families, two feeding upon plants

of one family and each of the others on plants of separate families.

In the above key Cynthia and Parthenos have been included although

left out of the key of the Genera of the Sub-family. Neither of

them will iu-obably be met with north of Kanara. They can be

reco cruised as follows, coming under B of the generic key :—

B. Costa of forewing not serrated, and

a. Cell of both wings closed for Parthenos.

fli. Eyes naked, vein 12 of forewing not swollen and the colour green,

while Argymiis and Hypolimnas are either black or tawny.

d. Cell of forewing closed, of hindwing open but in appearance closed

by a fold in the membrane of the wing between veins 4 and 5

well beyond the origin of vein 3 for Cynthia
;
the male is tawny,

the female green.

There is a note of interrogation after JSfepth hordonia in one case,

because it has not been quite settled whether the two forms of larvffi

belong to one butterfly or whether there are two species of butterfly

closely resembling each other.

The acrffiine Telchin/a violoi has been included in the key as the

larva comes in conveniently.

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES OF NYMPHALIXiE.

34. Charaxes imna, JJufJer.— Male upperside deep veddi^h inlyous. Fore-

wing: a short baron dis=cocellulars and apical half jet black. Hindwing: a

sinuous black line from costa to vein 7 ; a broad, posteriorly much narrowed,

subterminal black patch from apex of wing to vein 2 ;
two inwardly white-
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margined black spots at torniis ; the fulvous teimen beyond black patch very

narrow at apex, gradually widening posteriorly. UntJerside purplish brown

suffused with a shining chalybeous tint in parts. Fore ;ind hindwings crossed

by a number of highly sinuous transverse fine dark purple lines more or less

narrowly margined with white ; the interspace between the outer two

forming an ivrcgulaj- discal band bordered outwardly towards the tornal area

in the forewing and along its whole length in the hindwing by a dark reddish-

brown shade which is again exteriorly bordered on the hindwing by a broad

dark purplish -black line with a row of minute white, then a row of black

dots beyond it ; terminal portion of both wings ochraceous-brown. Female

njjperside : ground-colour brighter tawny-orange ; a broad, slightly oblique,

white discal band transversely crossing forewing and continued on hindwing

to vein 6, posteriorly suffused with pale fulvous with some of the dark

marking of the underside showing through on the white ground as pale

blue lunules ; the broad black termen of the forewing and the black patch

of hindwing much as in the male, but the former with a diffuse fulvous

spot near tornus. the latter continued in detached spots to the tornal angle

and traversed by a series of small white spots ;
terminal margin of hindwing

dark reddish brown ; the tail at apex of vein 4 spatulate instead of acute.

Underside paler than in male but similar ;
the discal band pale yellow forming

a sinuous band from apex of forewing to tornus of hindwing ;
the reddish-

brown terminal margin traversed by an obscure ochraceous line on the

hindwing bordered inwardly by a band of the same colour. Antennas black
;

head, thorax, abdomen reddish-fuivous
;
paler beneath. Exp. 92-l()G mm.

Larva.—The body is somewhat fusiform in shape, or pisciform, broader

in the middle, squarely narrower behind, with a large, flat, six-sided head

provided with four curved horns; the face is convex somewhat, with a

depressed line down the centre ; the two basal angles of the hexagon are

rounded, from each of the others there springs one of the four herns, all

in the same plane as the face, stout, slightly flattened anteriorly and

posteriorly, round topped and covered with little yellow tubercles, rigid and

hard ; the outside horns proceed upwards at an angle of 45° with central

line of face, are straight till near tip and then curve in towards the central

pair of horns slightly ; these latter slightly diverge from each other at first,

are straight, bent in at tips ; the tops of outer horns are at same level as

tops of inner ones, margin of head between horns has two longish, sharp,

spine-like points between the inner pair, brownish-pink in colour like the

horns, the others green, there being some between and below all horns ;
colour

of the head is blue-green with a yellow marginal band flanked behind

by a black line. Segment 2 narrower than head with a white mark

or collar ; anal end flat and scjuare, the hinder corners produced each

into a short, round-topped, conical point, giving appeurance of a fish's

tail although the space between the points is very nearly straight : the

segment overhangs the claspers. Spiracles whitish oval surrounded by a black
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line, ordinary size. Surface of body covered with minute yellow and white

tubercles, a row of four relatively largish ones along front margin of each seg-

ment. The colour is dark rich bluish-green, with a brown-yellow, narrow,

subspiracular, beaded band ; in centre of segment 7 is a large semi-circular

dorsal mark, white, suffused dii'ty, bordered by a broad line of deep Prus-

sian-blue and with a central distinct cross of a dirtier shade : the mark nearly

touches front margin and its apex is at a point § of the width of segment

from front margin, but is somewhat variable in size as also in extent of sur-

rounding Prussian-blue line ; there are- sometimes three or four or more lateral,

large, circular white spots, bordered also blue, one to each segment : but these

may be entirely wanting ; ventrum blue-white as well as pseudo-legs and true

legs. L : 90 mm. ; B : 11 mm. ; L. of outer horn : 5 mm.
Pupa.—The pupa is short, stout, thickest in segments 7, 8, smooth. Head

square in front forming a very slightly concavely curved edge, the ventral

line being straight, the dorsal line of segment 2, head-vertex and segment

B forming an uninterrupted curva starting at right angles to the ventral

line, but immediately changing to become parallel to that line at posterior

margin of segment 3, after which it ascends slightly to segment 7 which is

the highest point of dorsum ;
dorsal line of thorax has a tendency to carination;

a section through the abdomen here would leave the posterior -j of the total

length, consisting of segments 8-13, more or less hemispherical with the

cremaster fixed slightly perpendicularly to the surface; somewhat on the ventral

side of apex ; the cremaster is strong, rectangular, grooved above and below

with a laterally buttressed base and a bunch of suspensory hairs at extre-

mity
; on each side of buttress is a small red brown spherical tubercle and one

more m front on ventral side : in all fi spheres, 4 at base of cremaster and 2

in front of it, these last two nearly touching ; the lateral outline from head

diverges in a straight line to the broadest part of pupa at segment 7, the

wings, perhaps, bemg slightly expanded laterallj^' ; no sign of a constric-

tion ; spiracles of segment 2 longly oval, brown ; other spiracles elliptical,

yellow-brown with a dark brown linear slit. Colour blue-green, subdorsal and

lateral indistinct white line on abdomen, splotchy white markings on thorax
;

underneath ej^es, inside wing-margin sufiused with white ; central white

splotch on wing ; cremaster red-brown. Surface smooth, somewhat shiny.

L : 28 mm ; B. : 15 mm.
Egg.—The shape is shperical, flattened slightly on top, even a little concave

there. The surface is covered with little punctures except on top in the con-

cave part where it is covered with little irregular, low-walled hexagonal cells
;

the area between the concave top and the sides of sphere is crossed at equal

intervals by 22 to 24 fine, beaded ridges which don't reach halfway towards

centre of top nor any way down the sides of egg : the spaces between the ridges

are indistinctly furrowed at right angles to ridges. The colour is bright

j^ellow when just laid, soon becoming reddish brown with lighter spots. B:
2'5 mm : H : 1-8 mm.
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Jlabits. —The e'^f;' is l;ii«l on tlio uppersiilo of tlio leaf always,

sometimes two or three. The little larva emerging lives on the

upper surface, making a little bed of silk near the edge which

it eats. It continues making beds of silk on which it lies all its life

joining, when it gets too large for one leaf, two or three together to

form the bed ; then it wanders to other leaves to feed and this nearly

always in the evening, returning to its bed. It often rests with only

the pseudo-legs of segments 7-10 on the leaf and on tip-toe so to say,

sometimes even with only the two hinder of these legs or the middle

tw^o on the leaf, when its tail end and front part are held slanting up
;

at times it rests with all legs and pseudo-legs on the surface. The

larva does not change colour much before jtupation and wanders long

distances sometimes. The pupa is attached to the underside of a leaf,

to a twig or stalk very firmly by a strong pad of silk. The egg-larva

has the horns just as perfect as the adult but has longer tail-points

which are tuberculate : and little sign of the large dorsal mark of

segment 7 which, however, appears in the next stage clearly. The

place chosen for laying the eggs is a very sunny situation in forest,

o-enerally somewhere in the neighbourhood of water if possible or, at

any rate, very generally ; often high up on large trees, but as a rule

within about ten feet of the ground, a spreading branch over a flat

stone or open bit of soil being possibly the most favoured combin-

ation. The imago is certainly the strongest, finest and most active

insect, with the single exception of Eidepk schreiheri, of these papers.

Its flifht is extremely rapid and powerful, consisting of a series of

dives or jerks, the wings being brought together over the back be-

tween each dive ; it is often sustained for longish periods and nearly

always high up in the air over the tree-tops in forest country with

occasional descents into the open spaces. The males are fond of

basking on the tops of high trees in the hot sun for hours at a time,

sitting with the wings closed or very slightly opened, taking occa-

sional short flights after another male of the same species, when both

will sometimes mount high up into the air chasing each other in

circles until they disappear in the distance for a time, or after another

butterfly of another species, or for mere pleasure, to return again to

the same leaf. They will come to the earth in hot steamy i)laces in

the beds of nallas on sunny days to imbibe the moisture on particular

spots of sand or earth and will visit all sorts of refuse for the same
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purpose, especially such as smells strong and rotten. The females

are rarely seen compared to the males ; they keep to the thicker

parts of the forests and do not bask or indulge in pleasure -flights, and

imbibe nourishment from the saps of trees and fruits. Neither males

nor females are ever seen at flowers. The insect is distributed in

India from Lower Bengal to South India, and occurs nowhere else,

though a very similar butterfly, C. psaphoit, inhabits Ceylon. The

larva has various food-plants ; Saccopetalum tomentosum, i/., a large

tree belonging to the Anonacece being one of the commonest : this is

related to the Custard-apple : another is Aglaia Ihtoralis, Talbot, a

relation of the Neem's and Tamarindus huika, L., the Tamarind,

though the last is not a favourite.

35' Charaxes fabius, Fahr [V\. D, fig. 18).—Male and female uppersid6

black ; basal area of both wings brownish. Both wings crossed by a conspi-

cuous sinuous discal series of sulphur-yellow spots, separate on fore, continuous

on hindwing and a subterminal series of similar smaller spots, often incom-

plete towards apex of forewuig. Discal spots increase in size posteriorly, that in

interspace 1, being largest ; on hindwing they are subequal, but those in inter-

spaces 7 and 8 are paler, almost white. Forewing has also a sulphur-yellow spot,

at lower apex of cell and a costal one obliquely beyond, traversed by veins 8 and

9. Hindwing with a terminal incomplete line of spots posteriorly ending in a

larger blue spot at tornal angle. Underside lilacine-grey ; basal area with two

series of interrupted broken black lines ; discocellulars black ; discal spots and

those beyond apex of cell on forewing as on upperside, but white, diffuse out-

wardly and inwardly margined by short black lines. This is followed by an

irregular sinuous transverse row of ochraceous spots surrounded by black

shading, crossing both wings
; on the forewing the lower spots are margined,

beyond the black, with diffuse white and, on the hindwing, the posterior spots'

are margined mside by white lunules. The hindwing bears, in addition, an

inner subterminal series of white dots followed by an outer scries of ochrace-

ous spots lined inwardly black, then a few white spots and terminal black line.

The tails of hindwing are well developed, longer somewhat in the female,

slightly sharper in the male. Exp. •"52-92mm.

Larva.—The body is subcylindrical, thickest at middle with the anal end

square, flattened, with a small conical, round-topped tubercle or point at each

posterior
; angle, about equal in breadth to the neck ; the head large, flat, more

or less hexagonal with slightly convex face furrowed shallowly and broadlj'

down centre, the surface rugose ; on margin there are small simple spines and

four horns lying in the same plane as the face, the two central horns pointing

straight up on vertex, separated at base by a distance equal to breadth of face

at eye-level and as long as breadth of head at middle ; the outside ones, rising

from a point ^ of the length of face from vertex of head, grow out, up and
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slightly back, tliu riirvo being very slight, iind reach only the level of head-

vertex : they are eiinal iu length to half the centre ones
;
the outer margin of

these side-horns bears three simple spines, the bottom one the longest, the

margin of head beneath these horns has two or three small spines
;
between

the vertex-horns are two moderately large, sharp spines, out' on each side

of dorsal line ; the colour of head is green like the body, the jaws are

rose-coloured, sides of head just above jaws with a rose coloured s-hort stripe

in front of which is a yellow stripe reaching to base of lower horn
;
colour of

central horns green covered with small tubercles bearing each a fine semi-

adpressed seta ; tlie side -horns rose-coloured with tuberculous surface also :,

the central horns are round-topped, the side ones bluntly pointed. The seg-

ment 2 is much narrower than head ;
the anal segment is the narrowest part

of the body. Surface of body covered with irregular rows of small yellow

light tubercles, hemispherical in shape, each bearing a small white seta bent

back at the tip, a golden-yellow subspiracular band composed of rather large

hemispherical tubercles each bearing a small recurved seta : this baud not ex-

tending to segment 2. Colour of body dark green with, sometimes, a large

white circular mark dorsally on segment 7 which may occupy half the width

of segment or less, or may be entirely wanting or be reduced to a small rose-

coloured spot. L: 45mm.; B : 7mm. ; L.of middle horns: 4mm.; of outer

horns : 2mm.
Picpa.—The shape is like that of Ch. imna only a little more elongated.

Head square in front and convex transversely above, flat below, broader behind

than in front. Wings slightly expanded parallel to each other from

middle of thorax to segment 7 ; body is broadest at segment 8,

the distance from end of wings to cremaster is only ^ the total length

and that part of the pupa is more or less hemispherical in shape, the

cremaster being fixed well the ventral side of the apex of the sphere, or these

abdominal segments are broad dorsally and narrow ventrally which is saying

the same thing ; the cremaster is nearly perpendicular to the longitudinal axis

of bodj- and is moderately long, strong and square in transverse section ;
at

its base on each side are three spherical little tubercles as well as two some-

what flattened ones in front : 8 in all ; spiracles green, oval with a white

central slit. There is hardly any constriction ; the thorax is long, convex to a

small degree and with a tendency to dorsal carination. The surface is finely

rugose under lens, somewhat shiny. The colour is grass-green ; a minutely

marbled white lateral abdominal line ; another white line above spiracles ;.

front margin of head continued over shouldeis along wings to segment 7 also

white : cremaster and its tubercles reddish brown. L : 13mm ; B. 8mm. at

thickest part.

Erjrj -Spherical, with longitudinal ridges fine ; colour translucent yellowish

with a broad dark red irregularly margined zone round the upper half.

Habits.—The eggs are laid on the upperside of a leaf in the hot sun.

The larva lives on the upperside (.»f a leal making a Led of silk to

14
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whicli it returns after feeding- each time ; in the first stage,

immediately on emerging from the Qgg, the two anal points

are comparatively very long, curved inwards and slightly upwards to

resemble the fine thorns of its food-plant, Wagatea spicata, their

length decreasino- with each moult. The larva likes the sun and

lies fully exposed to it. The pupa is formed under a leaf affixed to

the under-surface or from a stalk, twig, &c. The butterfly is very

active, strong on the wing and fond of basking on the tops of trees,

choosing ver}' generally a dead stick where it sils with its wings

•closed, a point of vantage from which to chase pas:sing rivals ; acting

very much in the same manner as C/i. imna. It is a butterfly of the

plains as much as of forests and hills and is found in the Hima-

layas from Chamba to Sikhim, in Oudh, Bhutan, Central Pro-

vinces, West and South India, Ceylon, Burma and Tenasserim.

The food-plant of the larva is commonly Tamarind, the Tamar'mdus

Imlka, L., of the botanists-belonging to the family Leguminosece ;

also Waijaiea spkata, Dalz., of the same family.

36. Euiepis athamas, Z)rar?/ (uirfe PI. D,, fig. ID.)—Male and female iipper-

side black. Fore and hindwing with a discal broad transverse area fx'om

below vein 4 in forewing to vein 2 on hindwing, a moderately large spot in

interspace 5, a minute preapical dot beyond in interspace 6 on forewing and a

snbterminal row of spots with a few spots beyond them on the tornal angle of

hindwing : pale yellow, sometimes with an ochraceous, sometimes with a green

tinge. The discal area of forewing nearly as broad in interspace 3 as on

dorsal margin, on hindwing narrowing to a point on vein 2 at two-thirds its

length from base. Longish tails touched with bluish grey. Underside with

discal yellow area and spot in interspace 5 as on upperside ; base and costal

margin of forewing to apex and base and dorsal margin of the hindwing

broadly lilacine-brown, with two small black spots in cell on forewing. Border-

ing the transverse discal area on the innerside, where it is margined with

black lines, and above, is a broad curved chocolate band continued more

narrowly along outer margin of discal area ; beyond this on the forewing is a

concave series of dusky black lunules ; finally on the hindwing there is a

subterminal series of internally white-bordered black spots followed by an

obscure ochraceous terminal line and above the tornal angle a slender

transverse black line from vein 1 to dorsal margin.—Exp. 64-85 mm.
Larva.—Body subcylindrical up to anal segment which is flatened on

dorsum, square cut at end, the line being however somewhat concave, over-

lapping claspers, hardly pointed at corners ; body fattest at middle, head large,

segment 2 narrower than it. Head hexagonal seen from in front with

slightly convex face and margin set with spines and four horns, the lower
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pair originating half way up side and more or loss straight, reaching just

beyond vortex of head and directed outwards at an angle of 45° with

dorsal line of head ; the middle pair also straight at first, curved inwards

at tips, longer than head, is high, double the length of outside pair : both

pairs of horns spiny along outside and inner edges, the spines on outside of

lower pair continued on to cheeks to the number of three ; between inner

horns are two small points ; all spines are small, simple and sharp ; colour of

head is green, striped paler longitudinally, jaws reddish, eyes black, head

and horns covered with small, low, shiny, smooth tubercles, largest on horns.

Body surface covered thickly with minute white tubercles. Spiracles of

ordinary sizL-. Colour of body a dark yellowish green, the belly light green;

legs yellow : on segments 2 and 3 is a narrow yellow band along hinder

margin continued on to base of leg by a broader white one; segments 4-11

with nearly always a diagonal whitish band from hinder margin dorsolaterally

to front margin below spiracle and thence on to base of pseudo-leg of next

segment preceding it : these bands do not meet on dorsum, but the ends

are connected over back on each segment by a transverse row of small yellow

tubercles near the hinder margin of segment ; bands on segments 6, 8, 10

are considerably broader than those on other segments and are white bordered

anteriorly with black : most of them are more or less suffused with green

towards the dorsal region ; some of them may be faint or wanting, L.

41 mm.: B. 6 mm.; L. of middle horns : about 4 mm.; of outer : over 2-'j mm.

Pupa.-—Head square in front forming an edge that is slightly higher at the

ends than in the middle. The pupal breadth increases fi-om this edge up to

segment 7, the ventral line being straight, and is bent in very slightly about

the centre of wings; thorax, segment 2 and head have the dorsal line a

curve, starting at right angles to the ventral line and becoming, at hinder

margin of thorax, all but parallel with the longitudinal axis of pupa or its

ventral line after which the dorsal outline continues, slightly ascending to

top of segment 7, where the transverse section of pupa is a circle more

or less and the remaining portion, segments 8-14, amounting altogether to

little more than \ the total length of the pupa, forms a hemispherical piece

with the cremaster fixed slightly ventrally of the apex; this cremaster is

strong, rectangular and grooved above and below, is laterally buttressed at

the base and has the bunch of suspensory hairs at its extremity ; on each

side of each buttress is a small yellow-brown, spherical tubercle and one

more in front of each pair : in all six spheres, four at base of cremaster and

two in front : these last two nearly touching. Spiracles prominent, oval and

brown. The body is broadest at segment 7. The colour of the pupa is a yelloAV-

green, slightly darker on the wings, striped, banded and dotted with white ;

a double subdorsal striped and dotted white band, the central lines nearer

together on abdomen than on thorax and thinner ; a lateral and supra-

spiracnlar simillar band, the latter not produced on to thorax ;
inner margin

of wings and underside of head also white and interrupted bands of white
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indicating the nervures on wings ; cremaster brown. L : 20 mm.; B : 7 mm. at

broadest part.

Habits.—The egg is laid in ii sunny place on the npperside of a

leaflet and the little larva, on emerging, immediately proceeds to

make a bed of silk for itself on the npperside of the same or another

leaflet to which it returns after feeding each time ; when it grows too

large for one bed it makes another, soon requiring three or four or

more leaflets to rest upon ; it often rests with its legs and the pseudo-

legs on each side of the central pair as well as the claspers oiF the

surface, the true legs bunched, head held with the horns thrown back

and the pseudo-legs all contracted : it hits with its horns when teased

and moves with a halting motion spreading abundance of silk. The

type of colouring : green with diagonal parallel white or light colour-

ed lines acts protectively, reproducing the effect of the Acacia leaf

with its leaflets. The pupa is formed under a leaf or from a stalk or

twig and hangs firmly, somewhat rigidly. The imago is somewhat

variable in the breadth and shade of the discal band, in the darker or

lighter shade of the general colouration and in size, due somewhat to

season, also to locality. Consequently three or four species have been

made out of the one by different authors. The insect extends through-

out the Himalayas and in the hills of Central India ; throughout the

rest of India in suitable places ; Assam, Burma, into the Malayan

snb-region. It is plentiful round Bombay and in the Deccan in the'

wooded parts, for it is more of a forest insect than (7*. fahius ; it has

much the same flight as that insect but keeps nearer the ground,

flying along the edges of glades in the jungles, along walks, paths. &c.,

where it may be found basking low down near the ground on a leaf of

a shrub or small tree in the sun. The females are much more rarely

met with than the males, because of different habits already referred

to under Ch. imiia. Neither sex visits flowers but sucks the sap ol

trees and fruits, are attracted by carrion and high-smelling substances,

and the males may be found sitting in moist spots on roads and in the

beds of nallas on hot sunny days imbibing water from the soil. The

food-plants of the larva may be said to be all Leguminosece, though a

caterpillar was once found on a species of Grewia. Known fnod-plants-

are Poincianaregia^ Bojer, or Gold Mohur ; Acacia pennatu. Willd.

and ^1. ccesia, Lam., both species of climbing Acacia with thorns
;

and the thornless tree Albizzia lebhek^ Benth., known as Siras,
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37. Bulepis Schreiberi, 6?o«Zar<.—Male : upperslde black glossed indigo

blue or light green at base of wings. Fore and hindwing with a ])r(i;id white

•discal fascia from interspace 4 of forewing to just below apex of nudian vein

in hindwing where it narrows to a point. On the outer side on Imth wings

this fascia has an irregular border of smalt-blue which is narrowest antcriorily

oa both wings broadening out posteriorily. A white rectangular spot in inter-

space f) of forewing and white speck above it. Hindwing : a subterminal row

of small white dots, a terminal row of deep ochraceons spots and some smalt-

blue markings on the tails and margins near the tornal angle. Underside pearly

white, broadly brownish pink along the dorsal margin of the hindwing. Fore-

wing : two black spots at base of cell : a broad olive-green band edged on both

sides with black, followed by a discal bluish-white band as on the upperside and

beyond it by a transverse series of black lunules placed on a purplish ground
;

a hinule in interspace 1 half obliterated by a large black spot : apex and

terminal margin broadly olive-green. Hindwing: abroad black edged trans-

verse olive-green band in continuation of that on the forewing, terminating

on vein 1, followed by a discal, broad, posteriorily narrowing white fascia

as on upperside. Beyond this a postdiscal series of deep Indian-red lunules,

placed on an olive-green ground and margined inwardly by a broad interrupted

black line ; finally a subterminal narrow green band and terminal ochraceous

lunules. Tails black, touched with smalt-blue ;
above tornal angle a black line

from vein 1 to dorsum. Antennae, head, thorax and abdomen black
; thorax

and abdomen on the sides and beneath whitish. Female differs very slightly

from the male : can be distinguished by the greater width of the discal fascia,

also by the two spots above it being joined to it and larger ; by superior size

and by the tails being somewhat broader and slightly less pointed. Exp.

92—116 mm.
Larva (r/cZe PI. I., fig. 4.)—The larva emerges from the egg about the 7th

day after it has been laid. The horns of the head are soft, l)ent down and

somewhat stunted looking but soon become erect and hard. The little cater-

pillar proceeds at once to make a meal of the egg-shell and then lies quiescent

on the leaf for some hours before commencing to feed on the edge. It is at

first of an olive green-brown colour with what seems, to the naked eye, a

lateral row of minute white dots, one to each segment ;
but which are really

little light-coloured tubercles each surmounted by a minute hair : these are the

dorso-lateral tubercles ; the subdorsal and pupraspiraeular ones are also there

but are at this stage coloured like the larva. The head is large with four well-

developed horns as in the adult but slightly longer comparatively and supplied

with the same tynes as in the adult as well as the two points on head-vertex

between the middle pair and another between each middle and lateral horn
;

the colour of head is dark red-brown with the lower part of the face orange-

brown. The tail points are as in the adult but they are longer and red-brown

in colour ; the shape of the anal segment is the same also ; segment 13 is

large and distinct ; segment 12 has a lateral large shiny swelling: the spiracle.
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Soon the larva becomes green, minutely spotted with yellow after feeding on

the green leaf for sometime ; the white tubercles become light green as well as

the others ; there is no sign of the dorsal crescent mark dorsally on segment

7. The size of larva is 5 mm. growing to 10 mm. in seven days. After the

first day it takes up a position in the centre of the leaf near the point on the

upperside, covering the place with slight carpet of silk-web.

In the second stage the length and breadth are the same at the beginning

:

10 mm. by 2 mm. ; the head is much bigger of course with the horns more

spreading, the colour being light brown ;
with the hinder border of anal

segment dark red-brown ; the tail points are comparatively shorter and more

divergent ; the anal segment yellow along its extreme hinder border (also at

end of first stage), the points tipped dark. The colour of the body is green

with four transverse rows of minute tubercles separated, each row from the

next, by a thin, depressed line the tubercles as at end of last stage ; the charac-

teristic dorsal mark on segment 7 appears but is very minute and hardly visible

in some larvae ; the tubercles and dorsal mark are whitish, the latter with a

yellow tinge. The larva now sits with its front half raised from the surface it

rests on, the true legs bunched. The size of the larva at end of this stage is

15mm. or 16mm. by 3mm.

The colour some time after the next change of skin is a fine dark green,

the dorsal mark on segment 7 trapeze-shaped, broader than long, with a

narrow, short, continuation forwards in centre ; light yellow in colour with the

front margined black ; the head light brown-pink, bases of middle horns

darker, anal segment shortly and broadly fish-tail shaped, the hinder margin,

however, straight between the diverging points, the segment margined yellow

at end with the points reddish-brown ; a fine yellow subspiracular line divid-

ing the dark green of dorsum from the greyish ventrum from segment 5 to

anal segment.

In the fourth stage the dorsal mark on segment 7 is as in the mature larva
;

crescent-shaped, yellow, the ends of it pink set with little opalescent tubercles,

bordered in front by a thick black line. Head green with a yellow border

from base of lower horns round the jaws, the horns dark red-brown, covered

with little yellow tubercles ; face smooth without tubercles ; the hinder

margin of head dark red-brown. The anal segment is now flat dorsally, the

points short, stout, blunt and divergent : trapeze-shaped, the longer margin

being the hinder one. There is a yellow line from each tail-point to segment

5, subspiracular, dividing the rich dark-green of the upper parts from the de-

licate bluish-grey of the ventrum ; the tail-points are pinkish-brown at ends

the hinder border of anal segment yellow ; there is a narrow jet black collar

on front margin of segment 2. The size at commencement of this stage was

22mm. by 4'5nim,

At the end of the final or 5th stage the larva has the same colour as in the

last ; the dorsal mark on segment 7 also the same, yellow-greenish in colour,

truncated at tips obliquely forward, the boms of the crescent touching the
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anterior margin of segment, the apex of tlic curve being 4 tlio breadth of

segment from its hinder margin ; the mark gradually becomes white towards

the points which are suffused with pink and set with tubercles which are

irroratod with red and blue like opals : the mark is bordered narrowly with

black. The anal se^ient is stil! more like a fish's tail than in the last sta^e

though the points are equallj' short and blunt and stoiit. Segment 2 is black-

brown on front margin, then black, then green like the rest of the body :

there is a white, raised, linear collar at front margin of segment 3 separated

in dorsal line by a streak of body-colour and reaching -^ of the way down each

side of the segment. The larva is like that of Ch.imna except that the horns

are somewhat thicker, darker in colour, the cheek spines are stronger, the

span of the horns greater. L : 7<)mm. : B : 10mm.

Pupa {v/oe PI. I., Fig. ia.)—The shape is identical with that of Ch. imna, the

colour also, but the spiracles are broMMi-rcd and there is some similar colour on

the underside of head. L : 21mm. ; B : l2mm. ; or larger in the same propor-

tion, the females being the larger: some larvse ai*e very nearly 90mm. in

length.

Habits.—One to four eggs of the type of those of CIi. hn)i.a are laid

on the top of a leaflet, always singly and generally only one, in. thick

jungly places where the bush is either entirely open to the sun or

under the checkered shade of high trees, and very often quite low

down near the oround. The lar^a when fairlv well grown makes a

nest composed of a web-carpeted bed with a few leaves drawn over as

a roof and generally in a thick bunch of leaves whence it sallies forth

every evening to feed on the leaves of branches some distance from

the resting place. After each moult the larva eats its cast skin in

the usual wa}-. Jnst before casting the skin, the new head appears as

a light brown piece, in the place of segment 2, with 2 subdorsal brown

pink stripes under the skin, quite smooth and without anything to

indicate the position of the horns : the old head gradually gets pushed

to the point of this piece in front, the stripes become by degrees pinker

and pinker in colour, the larva begins to inflate the front part of the

body slightly at h^ngish intervals : then the pink stri[)es swell ever

so slightly, especially the side ones, the new head-margin commences

to apjiear as a brown band dorsally : then, suddeidy, with a heave

and a sudden jork or two, the skin parts in the dorsal line and the

whole new head bursts through the aperture quickly, the skin being

pulled back by wave- like motions of the ]arv:'.l body from in front

backwards. On first emergence the head is a light brown squarish

piece with a deep furrow down centre with each lateral horn lyino-
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folded on to the face and bright rose-coloured, the middle ones lying

alone the margin of head between their own bases and the bases of

the lateral horns : these horns are the pink stripes seen under the

skin before emergence, the face being doubled back along its dorsal

line ; the head then is inflated by successive breaths of the larva

and broadens out, one horn suddenly detaches itself from the head-

surface, then another, gradually straightening out more and more with

the breathing growing somewhat in length though not in girth and

assume their final shape, each little s})ine existing from the beginning

and detaching itself from a surface it has been folded against as did

the hole horn : the face flattens and broadens out ; the old head is

rubbed off the mouth, where it adheres after the skin has burst a'.\ay

from it by friciion against the leaf-surface and the whole business

is ended up by a thorough cleaning of the new mouth against the same

surface. The cast skin, thin and white in a heap at the tail end on

the leaf where it is attached by the claspers to some web, is then

completely devoured. An egg laid on the 19th of October produced a

larva on the 25th ; this larva moulted the first time on the 2nd of

November ; the second time on the 14th ; third on the 26th ; fourth on

the llth of December ; fifth on the 2(ith ; changed to pupa on 25th

January and the butterfly appeared on the 17th of February, which

gives seven days in the egg ; exactly three months as larva, but these

were calendar months, amounting to 13 weeks ; the pupal stage lasted

23 days. Three eggs obtained on the 28th July ])roduced larv?e on

the 4th August : these moulted on the llth; one moulted for the

second time on the 18th, two 15 hours later : again two moulted on

the 25th and for the last time about a fortnight later. These larvae

took only two months to grow : the pupal stage lasted a fortnight.

In the one case the butterfly emerged four months after the egg was

laid ; in the other the period was only two months and three-quarters.

The monsoon insect was small and dark, the other large and lighter.

The pupa is attached much in the same way as that of Ch. imna
;

the imago has the same habits for male and female, but is even more

seldom seen on or near the ground. The butterfly has been obtained

in South India ; along the Western Ghats ; in Assam, Burma,

Tenasserim and extends to Java. It is probable that it is even more

widely distributed, buf, from its habit of remaining high up and

keeping to high jungle, it is difficult to catch and escapes notice.
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The food-plant of the larva is Wagatea spicata, Dalz. or Rourea santa-

loidea, E. & A., that belonging to Letjuminosece, this to Cormeraceoi,

both extensive climbers, the former thorny with glabrous, shiny

leaflets and long spikes of scarlet and yellow flowers, common through-

out the Bombay Presidency in forest country.

The genus Cliara.ves is PaUearctic, African, Indian and Australian
;

EuUpis is Indo-Malayan only ; there are about a dozen and a half

species in British India, Ceylou and Burma. The two genera are

very close to each other : and in the earlier stages it would be difficult

to separate them ; in the imagines, however, there is a slight differ-

ence of venation and extent of serration of the costal margin of fore-

wing. The insects are the most powerful fliers of all butterflies as well

as the most delicately marked, especially on the undersides where the

combination of colours and clearness of pattern are exceptionally

beautiful.

38. Apatura camiba, Moore. (PI. C, figs. 15 and 15a).—Male, iipperside

Jeep velvety black, with three minute snow-white preapical spots on the fore-

wing, one below the other ; the cilia of both wings alternately black and white.

Underside dark purplish brown shaded at base of wings and along costal

margin and apex of forewing with dark ferruginous ; both wings with two

black spots in the cell, followed by an ear-shaped mark on the discocelluiars

and a median discal irregular band of dark brown markings outwardly inter-

rupted, bordered with lilacine ; beyond the discal area both wings are shaded

transversely with dark brown succeeded by a subterminal dark line bordeied,

inwardly with purple ; forewing with the preapical white spots clearer
; hind-

wing with a small black subternal spot. Antennae black ; head, thorax,

abdomen velvety black, dark brown beneath.—Female vpper&ide tawny brown..

Fore and hindwing : basal half shaded and marked with brown followed by a

transverse, ii-regular, brown median fascia and postdiscal brown shading like

the underside of male ; the post-discal shading on the hindwing traversed by a

series of dark spots ; on the forewing by a series of three to five sub-apical

small white spots ; a transverse series of dark lunular markings on both wings

as in the male underside just inside the subterminal dark line. Underside

brownish yellow with the markings as in the male, but clearer. Antenna;, head

thorax, abdomen light brown, yellowish beneath. The wet-season form is

darker in the underside of male and both sides of female than the dry-season

form, and, as a rule, somewhat smaller in spread of wings. Exp. 46-52mm.
Efjq.—Spherical in shape with eighteen meridional ridges which lose them-

selves on top ; interspaces between ridges finely striated at right angles to

them. Colour dirty white with a brown spot on top and a circle of five or six

more, i of height towards base. B: 1mm.

15
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Larva.—Shape fusiform, head small, square with two long, straight

diverging, longly club-shaped rigid horns, one on vortex of each lobe in

the same plane as face, separated at bases by a triangular indentation of

vortex of head and set with two whorls of short spines, one at one-third

of length from apex, the other at two-thirds; the anal end with two long-

ish diverging, conical, horny caudal processes, separated squarely at bases

and simple, without spines. Head has the face slightly convex, marked on

each side with a longitudinal black line. Spiracles oval, inconspicuous, situat-

ed on the green line. Surface of body smooth, without hairs. Colour is

bright canary yellow with a lateral and spiracular sap-green band and a dorsal

row of 11 large sap-green spots, one on each segment 3-13, sometimes one

more, situated near the hinder margin of the segment
;
horns shiny black

(rarely lighter), caudal points yellow, with internal side with a black line.

L : 46mm. over all, of which the tail-points: 4mm ; the horn : 6mm.

Pupa.—The pupa is lengthened and laterally compressed, keeled along

dorsal line. Head with conical porrect point on each eye, separated by the

straight frons ; shape of head-piece trapezoidal ; thorax short, dorsally highly

carinated, convex ; another carination from top of eye runs up to just before

apex of this thoracic carina ; wings are slightly expanded from the prominent

shoulders to posterior margin of segment 5 in a sharp line ; the abdomen is

laterally much compressed and highly keeled in dorsal line ; the carination

starting from dorsal surface just after construction behind thorax runs up to

form a large, triangulai-, laterally compressed tooth on segment 7, which is the

highest part of pupa, whence the carina diminishes in height to anal end, each

segment 8-10 and 11 having a small carinal tooth dorsally as well as segments

5 and 6; greatest breadth is at shoulders ; the ventral line is straight from head

to end of wings, or slightly curved, the part thence to cremaster is also straight

but inclined to the other part at an obtuse angle, Cremaster triangular,

extensor ridges very strong. Spiracles of segment 2 not distinct ; rest oval,

raised, light in colour with a striated small boss under those of segments 9

and 10. Surface of pupa smooth, somewhat shiny, striated finely diagonally

on dorsum and transversely on ventrum. Colour green with the dorsal carina

tipped brown ; ventrum glaucous green. L : 21mm. ; B : 7mm. at shoulders
;

H : 8mm. at apex of carina on segment 7.

UaJiits.—The egg is deposited on the underside of a leaf in a shady

spot in jungles, preferably near water or damp ground and low down,

up to 5 feet from ground. The larva lives on the underside of the

leaf on a bed of silk, always fully stretched, generally its face bent down

against the leaf-surface so as to bring the horns to point straight out

in front and two or three small ones are sometimes found on one leaf.

The pupa is formed, after wandering, on the underside of some leaf or

stick and hangs rigidly parallel to the surface, for which reason the

suspensory surface of cremaster is longer than broad. The butterfly
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is confined to jnnnrlo country' unci hilly re<^ions and is ijlentil'ul in some

places on the Western Ghats in Bombay anil will probably he found

at !Mahablesh\var and IMatheran or in the Thana hills. The male

basks in shady j)laces, low down on bushes or higher np on trees,

sitting with wings well opened, but is restless and does not remain

long in one place and is quick of flight ; the female does not bask

but may be found fluttering about in thick places laying eggs;

neither of them go to flowers. Colonel Bingham considers A. camiha

to be a southern race of the northern and eastern. 1. jyarlsatis ; the

former inhabits Southern India and Ceylon. The food plant is Celiis

tetrandra, Roxb., of the family Urticaceoe.

Ajmtura is represented in both hemispheres.

39. Euripus consimilis, Westiv.—Male upperside : forewing black with

the following white streaks and spots : a long streak from base, outwardly

broadened and diffused in interspace 1 ; a short slender streak in cell

with a minute elongate spot below it ; a broad, short, very oblique

median band broadly interrupted in the middle ; an oblique short row of

slender paired streaks beyond in interspaces 3, 4, 5, followed by a more

complete postdiscal series of similar streaks from costa to interspace 2
;

and a terminal row of small dots becoming obscure streaks towards apex.

Hind wing white, traversed by the black veins with the lermen anteriorly

narrowly, posteriorly broadly black, the broad portion traversed by a sub-

terminal series of four or five crimson spots and beyond by a terminal

row of white spots. Underside similar ;
the markings broader, larger and

more clearly defined, the hindwing with a small patch and two spots of crimson

at base. Antennte black ; head, thorax, abdomen black above ; head, thorax

beneath, abdomen on sides and beneath marked with white. Female upperside:

forewing similar, the white streaks much broader, single, not paired. Hind-

wing similar also but the black on the terminal margin not at all or very slightly

widened posteriorly, entirely without the crimson spots : there is instead a

marked dilatation of the black bordering veins 2, 3, 4. Underside similar to the

upperside. Exp. 70-88 mm.
Egg.—The shape is that of a dome, somewhat higher than broad, narrower

at absolute base than just above the same ; with 21 or 22, generally the former,

rather smooth, fine, transversely rounded ridges from base to near apex where

they lose themselves in the surface, becoming thin at the same time ; the inter-

spaces between these ridges are six times as broad as a ridge on the greatest

diameter of the egg and extremely finely rayed at right angles to the ridges.

The colour when laid is green, becoming reddish at top the day before exclu-

sion of larva, the red being the head of the caterpillar, then blackish all over

B : 1mm. ; H : only a little more.

Larva.—The larva Ls very like that of Apatura iris or the English Purple.
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Emperor butierfly. The body is limaciform, thickest in middle, decreasing

gradually to the narrow hinder end which terminates in two nearly parallel,

conical processes about 2 mm. in length bearing short hairs ; also decreasing to

segment 2 which is about the same breadth as body at segment 12 front

margin and about the same breadth as head though somewhat lower. The
head is nearly square but somewhat higher than broad : the face almost flat

each lobe surmounted by a stout cylindrical horn which is slightly longer than

head is high ; the horn has a few short, yellow spines before middle and is

bifurcated shortly at tip ; the horns are in the same plane as face and diverge

at an angle of 35° being somewhat widely and squarely separated at bases ; on

the hinder vertex of head between horns are two conical small red-brown

spines ; along the side margin in continuation with outside face of horn are

three sharp spines ; surface of head otherwise smooth and shiny ; colour of

head dark green with a long, narrow triangular, white clypeus, a white band

from base of each horn running down face along sides of clypeus to jaws,

another white band separating face from cheek, spines on horns and vertex

of head are tipped with black. Surface of body is dull and rough, each

segment set with seven transverse rows of minute, conical, yellow tubercles.

Spiracles flush, oval, rather large, light green with very narrow, shiny black bor-

der and a thin white central slit. Colour of body is dark green with a red spot

in the spiracular region of segments 3, 7, 10 and on the common margin of

segments 12 and 13, those on segments 7 and 10 larger than the other two;

the yellow tubercles each surmounted by a short hair ; a small brown dot

or two next each spiracle. L : 42mm. over all ; L, of horn : 5mm. ; of caudal

points 2mm, ; B of body at base of caudal points : l-5mm. ; across head : 4mm.

In the first stage, after coming out of the egg, the larva has a very dark

chocolate-coloured head and a green body set with minute white, prominent

tubercles, each surmounted by a short, erect, light hair besides being

spotted obscurely with white in rows, most evidently on the front

segments of body. The head is round without horns of any sort, with a

deep, fine, impressed central line to apex of the ordinary-sized, triangular

clypeus where it splits, still impressed, to form the boundary of the latter
;

the sui'face is convex, finely honey-combed rugose. The tail-points are

rather long, stout, conical and diverging, with the flap between their bases,

L : 6mm. ; B : 0- 75mm.

In the second stage the head has become square with two cylindrical horns,

as long as the head is high, one to each lobe-vertex, diverging strongly,

inclined slightly forward over the face-plane, coarsely bifid at extremity, with

some sharp tubercles on stems
; clypeus triangular, rather small ; surface of

head rugose with two thick, blunt tubercles on hinder margin below horn-

base ; surface shiny ; colour dark red-brown, except centre of clypeus which

is green. Body surface slightly shiny, the tubercles numerous : the spots of

last stage each surmounted by a hair : there are four transverse rows to each

segment. Colour of body green with a large yellow dorf-olateral patch on
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front margins of segments i; and 8 and a smaller one, circular, on the other

segments surrounding base of subdorsal tubercle ; a still smaller one surround-

ing bases of dorsolateral, supraspiracular and subspiracular tubercles which are

all there ; the rows of tubercles are light in colour ; anal flap and belly

whitish ; tail-points comparatively the same length which is that of a single

body segment. Belly slightly hairy laterally. L : Umm. ;
"B : l-75mm. at

end of stage.

The third stage is nearly the same as last except that there is an extra

spine on head-margin below the horn : three below each other, the upper,

longest and curved, besides a row of four pointed and short spines in a plane

behind the horns ; surface of horns finely haired and rugose, shiny, with

two spines on each side of each ; surface of head shiny, pitted finely ; colour

of head light green with a dark brown stripe down face of each lobe, vertex

dark brown as also base of horns ; horns and spines otherwise all yellow :

base of clypeus yellow in centre ; eyes dark brown
;
labrum whitish

;
jaws

dark brown ; antennal joints both yellowish. Spiracles white, oval, flush, of

ordinary size, L : 14mm. ; B : 3-5mm.

Pupa.—The pupa is also like that of Apatura iris. Looked at sideways

the shape is that of a section of a circle, the straight ventral line subtending

a quarter-circle curve formed by the highly convex dorsal line ; the abdominal

segments are laterally much compressed and highly carinated in the dorsal

line, the carina being thin. The breadth of pupa is the same from shoulders

to segment 8 and a twice as high as broad in the middle
; segments 4-6 are sepa-

rated slightly in the dorsal carinated edge and segment 6 is the highest part of

the curve ; the transverse section in middle of pupa is pear-shaped. The head

has two strong slightly diverging, conical points, narrowly separated at the bases

and about l-5mm. in length, about half as far apart at tips as the pupa is

broad in the middle ; the width increases evenly in width from head to should-

ers which have each two small tubercles ; the thorax or segment 3 is transversely

convex ; the cremaster is stout, triangular, flattened above and below. The

surface of the pupa is dull, transversely wrinkled all over under the lens ; there

is a low, indistinct ridge from each head-point running on to the thorax and

the lateral edge of pupa from shoulder to segment 4 is a ridge. The spiracles

are depressed, oval, colour of the pupa. Colour of pupa green, densely streaked

with white on the thorax and head, more obscurely elsewhere
; dorsal carinal

edge and wing-ridge are yellowish ; a prominent brown yellow rugosity along

spiracular line at hinder margin of segment 7. L : 2ymm. over all ; B : 8mm, at

middle ; H : 12mm, at segment 6.

Habits.—The egg is laid ou the upperside of a leaf or near the edge

on the underside. The larva eats the egg-shell immediately after

emerging and then proceeds to make a bed of silk somewhere on the

upperside where it lies. Having grown somewhat it betakes itself to

the midrib, lying along it near the point, covering the surface of leaf
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there with a thick carpet of silk ; over this carpet it weaves a network

of silk free from the bed beneath, a sort of hammock across the some-

what doubled leaf and rests thereon with its face turned down in the

same plane as ventrum, so that the horns are directed out in front and

rest on the subtending web-surface also. When about to pupate the

larva wanders, finishing up on the under surface of some leaf, where

it undergoes the transformation. The pupa is stoutly and rigidly

attached by the tail so that the ventral surface is nearly parallel to the

leaf. The imago is a jungle butterfly confined to the hills but is found

on the sea-coast in the South Konkan wherever the foodplant exists :

at least the female is, though rarely ; the males bask on the tops of

high trees on the hill-tops with the wings slightly opened and have a

fluttering flight like the day-flying Zygcenidce. The females fly like

danaines which they resemble very much. Euripus is an uncommon

insect but may occur anywhere along the Western Ghats for the food-

plant of its larva comes up in freshly cut forest clearing wherever the

rainfall is not deficient. This foodplant is Trema oriental/s, Blume, of

the family Urticacece, an extremely rapidly growing plant, reaching

the state of a small tree, the wood extremely soft, useless, the leaf like

the leaf of a nettle, the young shoots rosy red, the foliage somewhat

scant. The insect occurs in the Himalayas from Sikhim to Kumaon
;

in Southern India ; Assam, Burma, Tenasserim.

Euripis consists of 2 species extending from Sikhim eastward

through Assam, Burma, and Tenasserim to China and southward to

the Malay Peninsula and Sumatra.

40. Dophla laudabilis, Sirinh.—Male wppers/rf^ dark metallic green, some-

times with a yellowish tint in the cold weather or in old specimens ; cell with

two median sinuous, short black lines across it with a crimson spot between

them ; two similar lines beyond on each side of discocellulars, followed by a

dark irregular transverse shading between the veins ; beyond this the costa is

broadly greyish white with a silvery lustre up to just before apex of the wing,

spreading down diffusely but not extending below vein 6 ; apex and termeii

obscurely dark. Hindwing : a slender black loop in cell and a very obscure

discal and subterminal macular dark band. Underside sap-green, suffused

thickly with plumbeous-grey. Forewing : the transverse black slender lines and

crimson spot as on the upper side ; a very obscure subterminal series of dark

spots parallel to terminal margin. Hindwing : three crimson spots encircled

by slender black loops near base and a very obscure subterminal series of dark

spots in continuation of that on the forewing, but obsolescent posteriorly.

Antennae brown ; head with a crimson streak behind the eyes : thorax and
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abdomen greenish brown, greyish beneath. Female similar, with similar mark-

ings above and below, the ground-colour on upperside paler, the greyish-white

patch on the upperside very wide at the costa, extending as a broad transverse

band with outer diffuse and inner sinuous margin right across the wing to vein

1; on the liiiidwing it is much narrower, Exp. 03-112mm.

Larva.—Body limaciform, segments well marked, anal segment in a plane at

right angles to longitudinal axis : segments 2 and 3 being shorter than the

others, the former being the smaller and being much lower and narrower than

the somewhat large head. This head is equilaterally pear-shaped, face convex,

surface glabrous and shiny ; it is also thick. There are ten supraspiracular, long,

conical, fleshy processes, one to each of the segments 3-12 on each side extending

out all round the body and lying flat on the surrounding leaf-surface : all are

longer than the body is broad, those of segments 3 and 12 are directed out in

front and backwards respectively in a line with the body, those of segments

4 and 11 diagonally forwards and backwards respectively, the rest at right

angles to logitudinal axis of larva out side-ways : segments 1 and 2 are

therefore covered by the processes of segment 3, while those of segment 12

cover the two anal segments ; for all these processes are clothed throughout

their length with numerous fine spines, few spines, towards their extremities,

being longest and slightly recurved at tips : the majority of the spines are in the

horizontal plane of the processes but some short ones stick vertically up ; all

these spines are parallel more or less and longest towards centre of each process,

those of adjacent processes being interlaced for the basal halves of their lengths

so that the ventral margin of larva is only dimly visible. Two transverse rows

over dorsa of segments 4-12 of short, sharp, green tubercles behind the purple

mark. Head green ; body also green ; the spined or featherd processes are light

plum-coloured for the basal third of their length, followed by a white bit, then

more than half green with the extremities white ; the dorsal anterior halves of

segments 0-12 is plum-coloured (reddish brown-blue), the colour between the

bases of the processes and on the whole of segments 3 and 4 being fainter than

elsewhere ; on segment 5 there is hardly any of this colour at all
;
on the plum-

colour of segments 8— 12 there is a dorsal central white annular mark, more pro-

minent on segments 8 and 11 ; segments 4, 6, 7 have a white spot instead of the

annulus, also segment 13 ; segment 5 has also a small white ring on front margin.

The extent of purple marking, also the white, is variable and may be wanting

on some segments ; The larva is white in colour on emerging from the egg. L :

70 mm. over all ; 50mm. without processes ;
B. : 50mra. with processes ; 10mm.

without.

Pupa.—The pupa is an irregular 4-sided pyramid in shape standing on a base

formed by the plane passing through the spiracular lines on each side. The

abdomen at centre of segment 7 runs nj) into a point, the segment being

broad ; from this point one side of the pyramid runs down centre of the

segment on each side to base at spiracles, one side down dorsal line of pupa

towards thorax, the longest, one backwards to creraaster, short, very steep
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and rather imaginary, the dorsal line there being without ridge or carina-

tion. The head seen from above has a deep semicircular sinus on front

margin, leaving a well developed conical point porrect from each eye, the

margin in the dorso-ventral direction thick and rounded as also the sides of the

head, the underside slightly convex : the thorax (segment 3) is twice as

long as segments 2 and 1 together, flat on side-slope from rounded dorsal region:

lateral outline of pupa continued in a straight line with segment 2, the two
sides diverging regularly to segment 7. i.e., the pupa increases regularly in

width up to middle of that segment which is 2-3 the total length from front

of head ; the width then decreases rapidh' to cremaster : that part of pupa

being more or less hemispherical on a base formed by a transverse plane

through pupa at centre of segment 7 ; the dorsal line runs from head, with

very little constriction (of pupa) at segment 5, up to culminate in the apex of

pyramid in centre of segment 7, the sides of dorsum of segments 5 to centre

of 7 being flat, sloping evenly from edge of pupa, including a slight expansion

of the wings, to the dorsal line ; cremaster fixed slightly on ventral side of

apex of hemisphere formed by anal 1-3 of pupa, stout, oblong, somewhat

curved, with a circle of six hemispherical small tubercles at base. The ventral

tine is slightly convex about middle, the wings being somewhat thickened at

ends. Spiracles oval, conspicuous, yellow with black central slits. The surface

is smooth and shiny. The colour is green, marked with a large spot at each

corner of segment 2 behind antenna, a larger one at apex of thorax touching

segment 4, one still larger at each shoulder, a broad band along centre of

segment 7 including the angular sides of the pyramid, wavy in outline not

bordered with black, anteriorly (the spiracle appears as a black spot in this

band) : all silver bordered with black. L.: 25 mm.; B: 15 mm. at segment 7

where the H : 1*35 mm.

Habits.—The egg is laid on the upperside of a leaf in a shady

place in a ualla in the damp jungles of the Western Ghats from sea

level up to some 2,009 feet, very generally within a few feet of the

ground though sometimes 15 feet up. The little white egg-larva

settles itself down on the midrib when it emerges, making its first

meal as usual of the egg-shell, clothes its seat with silk and feeds

on the edge of the tough leaf : for the leaf chosen for the egg is

never a young one and the larva prefers them of a certain age. The

caterpillar eats in the evenings generally and, when bigger, goes

away to some distance from its bed to feed. When about to cast a skin

it will stand for hours with the front six segments raised in the air

at right angels to the rest of body. The flight of the imago is

powerful and rapid, consisting of downward strokes of the wings from

well above the horizontal to somewhat below it, in which latter posi-

tion the insect keeps them longest, sailing along thus. The males do
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not bask on the tops of trees though they are found so doing down in

the shade near the ground or even on the ground with their wings

generally opened wide, and the females do Hkewise though they are

not nearly so often seen; they both visit fruits and saps when thirsty

but not flowers. D. laudahilis is confined to South India but is very

like D. evelina, Stoll from Ceylon. Its foodplants are Z). Caiulolleana,

Wight, Diospyros melanoxylon, Roxb., both Ebonies ; or even

Anacardium occidautale, L., the Cashew-nut tree. The pupa is formed

on the underside of a leaf of the tree or in the neighbourhood. The

genus Dophla is Indo-Malayan.

41- Euthalia lepidea, Buthr (text-fig. 14).—Male and female upperside dark

brown, paler in the female, Tvith very obscure black markings of transverse

lines across cell of both wings and an oblique discal fascia on the forewing ;

an ash-grey continous band along the termen of both 'wings, gradually broad-

ening from apex of forewing where it is very narrow to tornus of hindwing

where it covers one-third of the wing : cilia white ; in the female there is a

narrow brown terminal border. Underside: male ochraceous brown, female

bright ochraceous ; the colours paler on the hindwing ; the forewing some-

what narrowly, the hindwing much more broadly suffused with lilacine-grey

on the terminal margins and along dorsal margin of hindwing ; cells of both

wings with dark brown, sinuous, transverse lines and loop-like markings ; both

wings crossed by somewhat diffuse broad discal and narrower postdiscal dark

bands, prominent on forewing, obscure on hindwing. Male with a patch of

specialised scales above vein 4 on upperside of hindwing. Exp. 70-80mm.

Larva.—The shape is the same as that of Dophla just described, with long

feathered processes all round from segments 3-1 2 except that the feathers or

spines are finer and somewhat irregular in length, all tipped with light yellow :

some spines stick straight up and are completely light yellow in colour ; the

body is bluish green with a row of four small tubercles near hinder margin of

segments '6 to 11 and parallel to it as also a row of 2-4 about centre of same

segments
;
some small white spots irregularly disposed on the same segments :

ventrum and sides glaucous blue-green ; on segments 5-10 there is a lateral

white blotch just behind base of processes from the anterior side of which

rises a comparatively longish, white, pointed tubercle ; segment 3 has a small

white cross in centre of dorsum and segment 4 has a white dorsal line ; there is

a large white mark, more or less suffused with soiled red-brown on segments

5-12, pentagonal in shape on segment 5, hexagonal on the other segments, half

the breadth of segments and nearly as broad as long ; all the marks have a

central blue spot
; a reddish-blue stain on sides of anal segment. L : 40ram.

;

60mm. including processes ; B : 7mm.; 32mm. with processes.

Pupa.—The shape is the same as that of Dophla except that the head points

and lateral and apical points of pyramid are slightly less pointed, the former
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perhaps shorter comparatively. Spiracles oval, small, light yellow. Colour

green, band in centre of segment 7 over apex of pyramid gold, shiny, inter-

rupted broadly laterally and narrowly further on by the wing-line, enclosing a

spot of ground-colour dorsally ; a large spot dorsally on hinder margin of

thorax, a smaller one behind each eye on thorax, a still smaller one on front of

strip of hindwing apparent dorsally : all gold ; eye brown. L : 18mm ; B :

i2mm. at segment 7.

Habits.—The habits are much the same as for DopJda also ; the

larva lies in the middle of the leaf not far off the ground in shady

places in damp jungles in the hills. Pupa attached in the same way

to the underside of a leaf, but the larva wanders less. The butterfly

has the same flight but is weaker on the wing ; basks in the same way

close to the ground, or on the ground ; the female is nearly as

plentiful as the male, they are both fond of saps of trees and fruits

and shun the full glare of the sun. The insect is found in the Hima-

layas from Almora eastward : from Assam to the Malay Peninsula,

Orissa, Bengal, Central Provinces, Nilgiris, Kanara in Bombay,

Mysore and Travan core.

The food-plants of the larva, as fixed up to the present, are Careya

arhorea, Roxb., one of the myrtle family, growing to a medium-sized

tree, with large obovate leaves, nearly a foot in length, in bunches at

the ends of the branches and a round fruit, the size of a small apple,

and of a sreen colour : distributed throuohout the Himalayas to

Assam and Burma eastwards ; in Bengal, Central, Western and

Southern India ; and Melastoma malahathricum, L., the Indian

Rhododendron, a small shrub with a red flower, from which it gets its

English name and rough strongly-nerved ovate pointed leaves found

nearly throughout India in damp regions up to 6,000 ft. altitude
;

plentiful in the Konkan along nallas and in the vicinity of evergreen

forests.

42. Euthalia lubentina, Oramer.—Male : upper side dark-green, sometimes

with a brownish shade. Forewing : a bar across middle, another beyond apex

of cell crimson bordered with black : a slightly oblique transverse discal series

of small white spots from costa to interspace 1, followed by a preapical curved

row of four similar ones and a transverse subterminal series of elongate

black spots forming an obscure band. Hindwing : a crescent-shaped black loop

near end of cell : a curved post-discal series of four or five crimson spots out-

wardly bordered black, the sub-costal the largest, followed by a subterminal

series of velvety-black subquadrate spots, the anterior three and the tornal

one outwardly crimson. Underside dark purplish-brown, suffused slightly with
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ochraceous, the markings as above but larger, more clear und in addition on

forewing : two small black spots at base
; basal half of costal margin crimson

;

hindwing. four crimson, black-bordered spots at base ; costal and dorsal

margins crimson ; another spot in the postdiscal series
; the velvety-black

spotting of upperside obscure. Antennfe dark-brown
; club crimson below :

head, thorax, abdomen dark-greenish brown ; beneath palpi and forelegs

crimson, rest pale brown. Female similar, paler. Ujiperside forewing : the

ceil bands obscure with a broad black-bordered white band between the discal

white spots very large, irregular in shape, Hindwing : ground-colour suffused

with greenish blue on terminal posterior half ; markings like in male. Under-

side brown, tornal half of hindwing bluish green. Forewing : marked as above

with extra two small black spots at base and an obscure broad terminal pale

band. Hindwing : as in male. AutenniE, &c., as in male but paler : palps

beneath striped pink, the forelegs whitish. Exp. 68-84 mm. Female always

larger than male.

Larva.—The shape is the same as that of Dophla exactly ; the head is heart-

shaped, narrow side uppermost with a depressed line down centre over vortex
;

finely haired about jaws, green in colour and dark-brown eyes and jaws. Spir-

acles oval, large, light brown. Surface of body covered with transverse rows

of light yellow, shiny, small knobbed tubercles, each with a fine, soft hair

growing out laterally from top ; these tubercles very sparse on the lilac dorsal

patches and wanting on the larval surface below the processes. Colour of

larva above the processes is yellowish green ; segments 3, 4, 6, 7, 10-12 have a

large brown lilac dorsal patch bordered by front margin extending from

process on one side to process on the other and stretching back ^ the breadth

of segment, becoming :slightly broader (down sides) behind ; each patch has

a dorsal, white, small spot on front margin of segment ; segments 6 and 8 have

the patch green, and it is only noticeable because of the lack of yellow tuber-

cles
;
processes dark-green, glaucous looking with the extreme quarter purple

;

body under processes and ventrum white, L. 55mm. over all : of body alone,

38mm. ; of processes : 11mm. ; B. 7mm, with processes, 24mm,

Pupa.—Pupa is the same as Dophla in shape ; thorax slightly convex ;

abdominal pyramid proportionately high, the distance from head to apex being

longer than in that insect in proportion, the distance from cremaster smaller.

Spiracles prominent, oval, green with central black slights. Colour shiny

green ; a large shaded brown spot at base of forewing dorsally ; a smaller one

at base of hindwing where it appears underneath the forewing ; one before the

former on margin of pupa, another on hinder margin of thorax dorsally or not:

all brown. L. : 19"5mm. : from front of head to apex of pyramid : 9"5mm.; H.

at apex segment : 7'l2mm ; B, at segment: 13*4mm.

Habits.—The habits of hirva are much the same as those of Dliopla

but lubentina chooses very sunny hot places to lay its eggs, although

the larva generally gets into the thick shades of the leaves of the
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plant it is on ; it lies in the middle of the leaf and pupates as a rule

on the underside of the last leaf it has been on when still feeding
;

the pupa is attached rigidly at an angle of about 45° to leaf surface.

The flight is the same as described for the other imagines of the

genus, the males bask with wide-opened wings on the tops of the

trees and generally towards afternoon, the females are only seen in

the underwood ; both distain flowers but visit fruits and trunks and

stems of trees for sap. The insect is found in the plains sporadically

near the hills and is distributed in the low hills of the Himalaya

from Hardwar to Sikhim ; eastward through Assam and Burma

to Sumatra ; and in peninsular India southward from Bombay. The

food-plants of the larva are mistletoes of diff'erent sorts ; Loranthus

scurrula, L. and Loranthus longifloriis^ Desrouss, being two upon

which the larva has been found ; these mistletoes grow in the same

way as our home one, that is are parasitic on trees of different sorts

attaching themselves to the branches where they form conspicuous

clumps of leaves.

43. Euthalia garuda Moore (PI. C. fig. \1 $ , i7a9).—Male: upperside

olivaceous green-brown or olivaceous green. Forewing : two transverse black,

lines at base of cell, a black loop across middle and another at end, with their

centres dark-brown, followed by an angulated discal dark-brown band border-

ed outwardly by a series of five white spots ; two pre-apical white spots beyond

and a broad, somewhat diffuse subterminal black band broadening over the apex

angulated inwards in interspace 1. Hindwing shaded with dark brown at base,

two crescent-shaped dark brown loop -like marks in cell ; a discal series of dark-

brown elongate, outwardly acute, inwardly diffuse, somewhat hastate spots

followed by a subterminal series of small spots of the same colour. Underside

ochraceous brown. Forewing : five transverse slender black lines across the

cell, a black spot below median nervure
; discal and pre-apical white spots as

above succeeded by a postdiscal series of somewhat diffuse crescent-shaped

black marks and a broad terminal pale lilac band not reaching the apex,

bordered narrowly along termen with dark brown. Hindwing with four or

five slender black loops at base, a posteriorly obsolescent post-discal series of

diffuse black marks and a subterminal series of black dots ; termen near apex

touched with pale lilac. Antennae, head, thorax, abdomen dark brown, the

antennaj ochraceous at apex, the body paler beneath.—Female similar

but paler. Upperside no dark discal and subterminal bands, the sex'ies of

discal spots elongate, much larger. Hindwing : the discal series of outwardly

acute black markings nearly obsolescent. Underside similar to male but

ground-colour more ochi-aceous, the markings larger, ,more diffuse. Exp,

68-79 mm.
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Larva (Pl.I. Fig- G).—The larva is the same as tlic other species in shape, the

type of that of Dophla landabilis, Swiuh than which, however, it is mucli

smaller, also ditt'ering in colour. Spiracles oval, largish, white. Colour of

larva is dark-green all over, processes and their spines included ; tips of pro-

cesses, inner edge of spines and a broad dorsal line from head to tail light

yellow : the dorsal line covered on segments 'J and 13 by the feathered processes,

but continued beyond by the light yellow edges of spines and tips of processes

to the midrib of leaf which is also yellow ; the dorsal yellow band touched on

each segment with blue-red which colour is sutYused on to the green somewhat

on each side. L : 55 mm. over all ; 34mm. without processes ; B: 32mm. over

all ; 6mm without processes.

Pu2)a (PI. I, Fig Cm).—The shape is exactly that of Dophla : head points

siigbtly less developed perhaps, constriction also slightly-less dorsally, pyramid

less accentuated. The spiracles of segment 2 are white, flat and face somewhat

forward ; the other spiracles are oval, dark-brown, of ordinary size. The sur

face is shiny and smooth. The colour is green, light ventrally; ridge of

segment 7 broadly gold with a black spot anteriorily on apex of pyramid :

the gold interrupted thinly by line of wings laterally, the extremities bordered

with black ; a black spot on dorsal line of segments 5 & 6 near hinder margin :

a large circular gold spot dorsally at hinder mai-gin of thorax, bordered broadly

black ; edge of pupa yellow on wings with a black spot on shoulders ; a lateral

raised gold spot on front margin of thorax bordered laterally black ; head-

points yellow on the inside witli an "S" shaped dorsal black mark. L: 22 mm.
;

B: 13 mm. at segment 7.

Habits.—The habits are the same as for the rest of the Euthal'uc

in the manner of oviposition and ways of larva and pupa. The imago

has the same flight also, the male basking occasionally on the tops of

trees, oftener lower down ; the female more rarely seen and then

chiefly when busy laying eggs ; they are both fond of the sun and

are insects of the plains and open spaces as well as of the hills and

forests : in fact they are found all over India except in the higher

ranges of the Himalayas, being met with even in Sind ; extending to

Assam, Burma, Tenasserim to Sumatra. In Bombay the insect is

everywhere one of the commoner species,, being plentiful wherever

there are manso trees or cashew-nut trees. The female of this

species, when engaged in laying eggs may be seen, if carefully

watched, or heard hammering the leaf-surfaces with the imperfect

front legs before depositing an Q^g ; JJ. lepidea has also been seen to

do this. The reason may be to frighten micro-ichneumons or spiders

off the leaf in case they should be there, ibr the newly laid egg must

he veiy easy for the i'ornier to pierce and lay its eggs in while the
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latter would most surely devour the little caterpillar immediately it

made its appearance. The food-plants of the larva are Mangifera

indica, L., the mango and Anacardiam occidentale, L., the cas-

hew-nut tree. The dorsal yellow band of the larva lying on the

midrib of a leaf so exactly corresponds with that midrib, the filminess

of the feathered processes and colour of the whole so resembles the

leaf-surface that the caterpillars are very difficult to spot.

44. Euthalia nais, Forster (PI. C, fig. 16).—Male and female : upperside

tawny yellow; base of both wings dusted with fuscous scales ; cilia black, alter-

nated with white. Forewing with the following black markings : a transverse

line below apex of cell, an oval transverse spot beyond encircling a small yellow

spot, a broad, short, oblique discal bar and an angulated postdiscal lunular

band ; the costa narrowly and the termen shaded with black. Hindwing : a

comparatively large triangular patch below the middle of the costa, a post-

discal evenly curved series of spots and a broad band along the termen black.

Underside dark ochraceous red, Forewing : base shaded with fuscous black,

two spots at the base of cell and a transverse line beyond crimson-pink, edged

with black ; a very broad oblique discal band angulated downwards below

vein 4, bordered posteriorly by a lai-ge black spot on the inner side and out-

wardly and anteriorly by an oblique broad black band followed by four

anterior obliquely-placed ochraceous-white spots and beyond by a very narrow

lunular black band bent downwards below vein 6. Hindwing : a crimson short

line at extreme base, two crimson black-bordered spots in cell ; a comparatively

broad and transverse discal white band often broken up into a large spot

below middle of costa, with two or three spots in line below it ; finally a post

discal series of small black spots. Antennae black, bright ochraceous at apex
;

head, thorax, abdomen tawny-red above, brown, shaded with crimson-pink

below, Exp. 58—70mm.

Egg.—Is hemispherically dome-shaped
;
green in colour; shiny, with the

tops of the cell-walls brown. There are 7 hexagonal cells immediately round

the apex where there is a punctulate space as large as the largest cell ; there

are 7 rows of cells from top to base but these rows are not regularly horizontal,

the two last rows at base are small cells and have no brown tops to walls ;
all

cells are concave and smooth ; there is a colourless, thickened hair-like process

surmounted by a brown pointed hair at each intersection of cell-walls : the

process including hair not being quite as long as breadth of largest cell, B.

l*5mm,; H, a little less.

Larva.—In shape and style the larva is the same as those of Doplila and

other Euthalm. It has the same long, horizontal, feathered processes to

segments 3-12, all lying with the points on the leaf surface when the larva is

at rest. Head piriform, face convex with a small triangular clypeus ;
covered

all over with short, soft white hair, colour green, clypeus bluish, jaws colour-

less with dark tips, eyes black. Head larger than segment 2. Anal segment
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triangular, sloping and thickened ; body surface dull and transversely line

with a row of minute white tubercular spots between every two lines.

Colour green with a circular, dorsal, large spot on each segment 4-12 which is

deep violet becoming light towards the red-tinged yellow centre, bordered

black : the yellow centre developing only when the larva is full-grown and the

black border is narrowly flanked on each side with white; sometimes these spots

are red. The belly is bluish-white
;

processes are green, light brownish at

extremities, the terminal spines black with white tips. The side processes are

set with spines all round, each spine ending in a short hair. Dorsal mark of

segment 4 is small and transversely oval near front margin, that of segment

12 slightly larger, longitudinally oval, but still small compared to the others,

L : 32mm. without processes, 45mm, with : B : Gmm. without, 23mm. with

processes.

Pupa.—The pupa is oc the same shape as that of Doplila
; the dorsal pyramid

of segment 7 well developed as also the two head-points ; cremaster very strong

with three lateral tubercular small knobs, the hinder ones close together
; ven-

trally there is a row of 6 smaller knobs along each ridge ; the end of cremaster

is set with a dense brush of short, black, hooked hairs : it is truncated triangu-

lar in shape, thick. Surface of piipa shiny, smooth segmental divisions not easily

visible. Spiracles of segment 2 plain, oval, slightly convex, rather large, whitish
;

the others also fau'ly large, oval, slightly convex with the central slit plainly

visible, light-green in colour. Colour of pupa green, top of ridge of segment

7 broadly gold with the apex and each extremity touched with black, its front

edge borders thinly black ; a black spot on each shoulder, each head-point tip

and dorsally on hinder margin of thorax ; a golden semi-circle tipped with

black behind touching each spiracle of segment 3. L : 21mm. ; B : 11mm, at seg-

ment 7 ; at shoulders, 8mm. ;
at head-points, at tips, : 4mm.; H: 10-5mm. at

segment 7,

Habits.—The egg is laid singly on the underside or u})perside of a

leaf ; the young larva is whitish. Larva lives on the midrib near base

of upperside of leaf on a bed of silk ; walks haltingly, is sluggish in its

movements, eats from side of leaf, preferring old leaves to young

ones and hardly ever finishes eating a whole leaf wandering about a

good deal. The pupa is attached, as usual, to the underside of the

leaf firm] T. The imagines have the flight already described for others

of the genus and are fond of sitting on paths and other open spaces

in the sun and do not often light on leaves ; they are most active

in the heat of the day and both are e(iually plentiful where they

occur : they do not take long flights. They are insects of the plains

and do not occur near the sea-shore or much below 1000' above

sea level ; they are found also in forest couutrv where the land is
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flat and fairly dry and not too heavily wooded. The distribution is

throughout the plains of India : in the lower Himalayas, Southern

India and Ceylon. The foodplant of the larva is Diospyros melanoxy-

lon, Rosb., belonging to the family of the Ebenacece, or Ebonies, a tree

that grows in the Deccan and Ceylon in places of very moderate

rainfall. It is more than probable that the larva also eats other

species of Ebony.

The genus Euthalia is Indo-Malayan extending to China.

Note,—With this paper is published Plate D.

Plates A, B, C were published in Vol. XVI, facing page 576 and in Vol.

XVII facing pages 418 and 921 respectively of this Journal.]

( To he continued.^
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Shrubs with Alteknate Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Oapparis spinosa,

The Caper,
Kakr'i^ kander.

Cappaeid^ce^.

F. B.I.i. 173.

Tbe Plains to 5,000 ft.

Sutlej Valley (Collett).

Choa Saidan Shab,

(Donie).

Capparis apliylla,

Kuril ^ hirra.

•'APPAEIDACEiE.

F. 8. I. i. 175.

The Plains.

Capparis sepxaria,

ffiungar/ia^ hius.

Oapparidace^.
F. B. I. i. 177.

The PJains lu 2,000 U.

17

small, trailing, young parts with yellowish white
wool

;
leaves

1 -2 ins. long, broadly ovate, thick, abrupt-
ly terminating in a sharp point, stipules of two
spmes, straight or curved; flowers solitary, 1-3 ins
diam., white fading to purple, sepals 4, unequal con'
cave, petals 4, 1 in. long, stamens many, longer' than
the petals, purple

;
berry fleshy, ribbed, 1-3 ins lona

red inside when ripe. Buds and unripe fruit pickled
as a condiment, and ripe fruit eaten raw.

large, much branched, branches smooth, slender •

leaves (only on young shoots) ^-^ in. long, slender
ending gradually in a sharp point, soon falhn- off"
stipules two. sharp, straight spines; flowers in "short'
clusters on lateral short shoots, pinkish-yellow 1 iu
diam.; fruit i-| in. long, smooth, long beaked red
when npe. Buds and unripe fruit pickled as a 'con-
diment.

medium size, sometimes climbing, wiry, st-a-alin..
branches woolly, stem thorny

; leaves green, variable'm .shape, usually .f 1^ ins. long, ovate, smooth above-
downy beneath

;
flowers ^A in. diam., white, in clusters'

with stalks, radiating from one point, petals narrov
oblong

;
berry i in. dium., round, black when ripe, one

seeded.
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X

' Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Eelicteres, Isora, large, thin spreading branches, bark grey, young

Sast Indian Screw shoots covered with stellate hairs ; leaves alternate in

Tree,

Marorphali^ knpasi.

Sterculiace^.

F. B.I. i. 365.

The Plains.

Helhania,

Eamiltoniana,

var. abutiloidcs,

Sterculiace^.

F. B. I. i. 373.

The Plains.

Melhania futteypo-

rensis,

SrEUCULIACBiE.
F. B.I. i. 373.

The Plains.

T ret. Choa Saidan Shah
Douie).

Helhania toxaentosa,

Sterculiace^.

F. B. I. i. 373.

The Plains.

tv?o opposite rows on the branchlets, 3-6 by 2-4 ins.,

round ovate, short pointed, rough above, velvety

beneath, stipules | in. long, linear ; flowers eolitary, or

two to four together in a cluster on a short stalk,

axillary, 1-2 ins. long, calyx tubular, almost two lip-

ped, crown woolly, petals 5, scarlet, 1 in. long, turned

back, two lower much the largest, staminal tube 5

toothed at the apex, styles 5 ; fruit 2 ins, long, con-

sisting of five spirally twisted woolly follicles on a

long stalk. From the twisted fruit it is considered

good for the twisting pain of colic,

small, white felted, branches spreading, leaves 2-',>

ins. long, roundish ovate, deeply heart-shaped, apex

long, or short pointed unequally toothed, velvety on

both surfaces, leaf stalk 1 in., stipules bristly, equal in

length to the leaf stalk ; flowers yellow, 1-3 on axil-

lary and terminal stalks, twice the length of the leaf

stalks, bracteoles ovate-cordate, longer than the calyx,

edges turned over, sepals 5, lanceolate, tipped with a

sharp hard point, silky, petals 5, ovate with a broad

tip, much longer than the sepals, withering before

falling oiE, stamens 10, alternate ones fertile, united

below into a very short tube, styles 5, united below ;

capsule ovoid, shorter than the sepals, silky, 5-valved.

seeds many, oblong.

velvety, leaves oblong, long pointed, a little larger,

bracteoles equal to the sepals, capsule a little shorter

than the sepals ; otherwise like the last species.

wh te felted, leaves smaller, oblong lanceolate, thin-

ly hairy with stellate hairs above, flower stalks termi-

nal, about equal to the leaves, bracteoles shorter than

the sepals, edges not turned down, flowers much

smaller, seeds rough, angled ; otherwise like the last

species.
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SUKUBS WITH Ar.TEKNATE StIPULATK SlMl'LK LeAVEP.

Petals Ununited.

medium size, much branched, stellately hairy on

young parts ; leaves variable, ^-1 J ins. long, leathery,

small toothed, smooth, stalk ^in. ; flowers white on

solitary or two-flowered stalks opposite the leaves,

sepals ^-f in. long, petals notched, shorter than the

sepals, stamens many, style one ; drupes yellowish

two to four lobed, lobes size of a small pea, orange

red, stones one to four, one to two colled, edible.

large, bark grey, white velvety on young parts ;

leaves 2^ by H ins., nearly smooth above, white-

velvety beneath, margin smooth or minutely toothed,

stalk ] in., stipules 5 in., linear pointed ; flowers

yellow on two inch stalks, clustered in twos or threes

in the axils of leaves, sepals } in., linear, petals ^ in.

divided, stamens many, style one ; drupe one to four

lobed, small, not succulent, edible.

medium size, long soft hairs on young portions ;

leaves 1-3 ins., nearly round, toothed, hairs on teeth,

rough above, hairy beneath, stalk h-1 in., stipules

broad leafy ; flowers dull yellow, sessile in dense

clusters, sometimes opposite the leaves, sepals hairy,

oblong, ending in an angle, petals oblong, shorter than

the sepals, stamens many, style one ; drupe h in. diam,.

round, hard brittle rind, hairy, copper colour, stones

four, one to two seeded.

medium size, stem short with spreading branches in

two opposite rows ; leaves in two rows, 'i'>-4 by s-f in.

nearly sessile, lanceolate, long pointed, sharply toothed,

downy above, white-woolly beneath, stipules linear,

sharp pointed ; flowers polygamous, mostly one sexual,

in slender axillary stalks, sepals linear, hairy without

^-^ in. diam., longer than the petals, stamens many,

style one ; drupe h in. diam., whitish-brown, shining

sparsely hairy, somewhat four lobed, stones four,

one seeded. Dr. Armit states that a decoction of the

leaves cures dysentery quickly.

TriumfettatOiaeatOSa. see Herbs, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

Triumfetta rJlombOi- see Herbs, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

dea.

Gro^a populifolia,

Gangfr^ xhikari iiiewa.

F. B. I. i. 385.

The Plains.

Uawnlpindi.

Grewia salvifolia,

Gargai, bather.

TlLIACE^.

F. B. I. i. 386.

The Plains,

Rawulpiadi.

6rewia villosa,

Jalidar^ thamtktr.

TlLIACE^.

F.B. I. i. 388.

The Plains.

Gre'^ia poly^ama,
Iiuku,rbi-:ha.

TlLIACE^.

F. B. I. i. 391.

Salt range.

Himalayas, 2-4,000 ft.
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Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Simple Leaves,

Triumfetta

folia,

Tiliace^.

F. B. I. i. 395.

Tho Plains.

rotundi-

S.eiuwardtia tri^yna,

and
Si. tetra^yxia,

Susli fiaz,

Basanty bal basant.

LlNEiE.

F. B. I. i. 412.

Himalaya, 3-6,000 ft.

Rawulpindi.

Hazar.-i (Barrett).

ZizTPlms Jtijuba;

Zizyphus nummu-
laria,

Jhar-beri.

Khamnaceai.

F. B. I. i. 633.

The Plains to 3,000 ft.

Zizyplius vulgaris,

Sinjli.

Rhamnace^.
F. B. J.i. 633.

The Plains to 6,50{» It.

Hazara (Barrett).

li.'iwnlpindi.

Petals Ununited.

small, with rough stellately hairy herbaceous stems
;

leaves 1^ ins. long, nearly round, nearly smooth

above, cream coloured, woolly beneath, leathery, un-

equally toothed ; flowers in irregular-spaced racemes,

yellow, sepals with sharp points, white- woolly, petals

5, oblong hairy at the base, stamens 16-25. style

thread like, stigma 5 toothed ; fruit- globular, about

the size of a pea, velvety with hooked spines with

dilated bases, seeds 1-2 in each cell.

small, tufted, erect, also with prostrate, stout, soft,

rooting branches ; leaves 1-3 ins., narrowed into

slender stalks, rounded and short pointed tips or

lanceolate, long pointed with minute teeth, stipules

minute, awl-shaped, and soon falling off : flowers

yellow in axillary or terminal clusters, sometimes

solitary. 1 in. across, look like primroses, sepals 5,

green, lanceolate, long pointed, petals 5, twisted, soon

falling off, much longer than the sepals, stamens 5,

united below with alternating staminodes, styles 3-4
;

capsule papery, size of a pea, much shorter than the

sepals, splitting into 6-8 cells, seeds curved.

see Trees, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

thorny, branches grey, branchlets in two rows,

hairy when young ; leaves i-l in. long, ovate to

round, minutely toothed, dark green and velvety

above, pale and densely woolly beneath, stipules are

two prickles, one straight slender, the other bent

down hooked : flowers small, yellow-green in axillary

short clusters, which are less than i in., petals 5, bent

down, stamens 5, styles 2-3 ; fruit round, red or black,

fleshy, nearly i in. diam., with a woody two-celled

stone ; this sweet acid fruit is eaten.

large, branches spreading and stiff, often without

thorns ; leaves f-2^ ins., ovate, unequal-sided, finely

toothed, smooth on both sides, stipular prickles, two

stout, one straight 1 in. long, the other curved
;

flowers few, greenish, clustered, axillary, petals 5,

hood-shaped, bent down, stamens 5, styles 2-3 ; fruit

round or oblong, succulent, red or black shining.
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Shrubs wr-ni Altkunate Stii'Dl.vtk Simple Lravkp.

Petals Ununited.

Zizyplins osyphylla,

Phitiii.

Rhamnace^.

r. B. I. i. 6}*.

Himalaya, 1-7,000 ft.

Simla Mahasu (Oolietfc).

Hazara (Barrett).

Kawulpindi.

ZizTPhus CSnoplia,

3laki>h.

Khamnace^.

F.B. I. i. 634.

'llie Plains.

Serchemia fiori-

bunda,

Eeichcmia lineata,

RH.\MNACK^.

F. B. I. i. 638.

Himalaya, 4-7,000 ft.

Sercliemia

EdgowortMi,
Bhamnace^.
F.B. I. i. (i38.

Himalaya 7-8,')00 ft.

Ehamuus psrsicus,

Ntiilii kandfr.

Rhamnace.*;.

F. B.I. i 638.

Salt ran»e.

Himalaya, 2-5,000 ft.

medium size, bark brown, thin ; leaves 1-2 by ji-lj

in., ovate-lancoolatc, sharp-pointed, finely toothed,

thin, smooth, stalk slender, stipular prickles two.

slender, one straight ^ in. long, the other cm-ved
;

flowers in clusters in axils of leaves, greenish, petals

5, stamens 5, styles 2 : drupe [ in, long, ovoid, fleshy,

2 seeded, rarely one-seeded, black, very acid, stone

thin, flattened.

medium size, bark rough, dark grey, branches long,

straggling, often climbing, young parts covered with

rusty velvet ; leaves 1-2 by J-l in., ovate-lanceolate,

unequal sided, very slightly and minutely toothed,

smooth above, rusty velvety beneath, stalk short,

stout, stipular prickles solitary, very short, curved :

flowers in short clusters, smooth within, calyx woolly

without, petals 5, inversely triangular, hood shaped,

bent down, stamens 5, styles 2, drupe \ in. diam., one or

rarely two-celled, round or ovoid, black.

see Climbing Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

small, bark smooth, shining, young shoots minutely

velvety ; leaves j-1 in. long, ovate or nearly round,

nearly sessile, stipules bristle-like, very small ; flowers

i-| in,, 2 or 3 clustered, axillary or terminal, petak 5,

linear, lanceolate, stamens 5, style one ;
fruit ovoid

i-J- in. long, succulent, blue, the base held by the

calyx, two-seeded.

small, very like the last species, but with smooth

branches, larger leaves, flowers with six petals, stipules

\ in. long, and fruit § in. long.

large, trunk short, ash coloured, with stiff, often

spinous branches ; leaves i-2 ins., clustered, when on

arrested branchlets, ovate, or oblong, toothed or not.

woolly beneath, shortly stalked, stipules minute, soon

falling ; flowers few, shortly stalked in axillary

clusiers. calyx lobes 4, petals 4, small, linear, stamens

4, style 4 branched ; fruit \ in. diam., top shaped, 2-4-

cjelled, held below by the calyx.
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. Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Eliamnus dahuriCUS, see Trees, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

vol viriratus,

EhamuilS PUrPUreus, see Trees, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

Hhamnus triqueter,

Gaunt
,
gudini, phulla.

KhAMN4CE^.
F. B. I. i. 639.

Himalaya, 3-5,000 ft.

Salt range.

Valluyti below Simla

CCollettj.

Uazara (Barrett).

Sa^eretia Srand-

retMana,
Gan^er^ hajan.

Rhamnace^.

F. B. I. i. 6i2.

The Plains,

west of the Jhelum,

Peshawar.

Salt range.

Hazara (Barrett).

Orotalaria alata,

Leguminos^.

F. B. I. iii. 69.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

Crotalaria sericoa,

Su'tni.

Leguminos^.

F B. I. ii. 75.

The Plains to 4,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(Colktt).

medium size, not thorny, bark roughish, dark grey,

thia, with elevated dots ; leaves 3-6 by 1-2^ ins.,

ovate-oblong, long pointed, finely toothed, smooth

above, finely velvety beneath, stalk f in. long,

stipules minute, soon falling ; flowers greenish in

clusters on long branches of axillary racemes, which

are 2-4 ins, long, calyx lobes 6, triangular, petals 5.

stalked, broad and notched at the apex, stamens 5

style 3-4 cleft ; fruit three-lobed, rarely three-

cornered, g in., seeds grooved.

small, branches many, spinous ; leaves nearly oppo-

site, 3.1 in, oblong with rounded ends, slightly

toothed, smooth above, covered with dense white

wool beneath, stalk very short, stipules small, soon

falling
;

flowers minute in terminal and axillary

branching racemes, calyx 5-fid. petals 5, stalked,

hooded, stamens 5, stigmas 3 ; fruit ovoid, \ in. diam.,

succulent, three-lobed, black, three-seeded, edible,

sweet like the bilberry.

small, densely hairy ; leaves 2-3 ins. long, nearly

sessile, ovate-oblong, tip rounded, thm, stipules

forming.wings running down the stem, persistent
;

flowers in 2-3 flowered racemes on long, often leafy,

lateral stalks, small. | in. long, calyx silky, 2-lipped,

petals 5, pale yellow, hardly protruding from calyx,

stamens 10 in one bundle, style long-btarded above
;

pod long stalked, linear-oblong, smooth, Ij-lf ii^^-

long, seeds 30-40.

medium size, silky velvety, stem thick grooved
;

leaves 2-6 by 1-3 ins., nearly sessile, ovate, tapering to
|

the short stalk, tipped with a minute bristle, stipules

small, leafy, persistent ; flowers f-1 in. long in
„

terminal racemes 20-40 flowered and 8-12 in. long,

calyx ^ in. long, teeth lanceolate, petals yellow,

nearly twice as long as the calyx, stamens and style

I

{
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SuKUKS WITH Alternate Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals Ununited,

like the last species
;
pod 1^-2 ins. long, nearly

smooth, stalked, seeds many.

Orotalarla juncea,

Taverniera nummu-
laria,

Uraria la^opas,

see Shrubs, Alternate, Exstipulate, Simple.

see Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Compound, Leaf-

lets Three.

see Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Compound, Leaf-

lets Three.

Alysicarpus

aalis,

Alha^i mauroxum or

camolorum,
Jawaxa.

Legdminos^.

F. B. I, ii. 145.

The Plains.

Salt range.

Kashmir to 3,000 ft.

vagi- see Prostrate Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

Dosmodium gan^e-

ticum,

Salpan.

Lequminos^.

F. B, I ii. 168.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

Desmodinm latl-

follxim,

LHGUMINns;E.

F. B. I ii. 168.

The Plains to 4,000 ft.

small, with many axillary hard sharp thorns i-1

in. long ; leaves ^-^ in. long, ovate-oblong, tip

rounded with a fine bristle, leathery, stiff drooping

from the base of the spines or branchlets, stipules

minute, awl-shaped ; flowers reddish, on short stalks

1-6 from a spine, calyx j\-^ in., smooth, corolla

nearly | in., stamens 10 in 2 bundles of one and

nine
;
pod about 1 in. long, curved, constricted

between the seeds, smooth, seeds 6-8. Manna, a

sugary gum, exudes when the leaves appear, and

forms small tears, which are shaken off and eaten.

This manna does not appear on the plants in India,

but in Afghanistan and Persia.

small, woody, slightly angular stems, branches grey-

felted ; leaves S-fi by 1 ^-3 ins., oblong, rounded at

the base, smooth above, grey-haired beneath, stalk ^-1

in,, stipules | in linear ; flowers i in., white or lilac, in

crowded axillary and terminal racemes, 6-12 ins., long,

calyx minute, teeth 5, lanceolate, petals 5, projecting

outside the calyx, standard petal broad, wing petals

2, adhering to the two united petals (keel), stamens

10, one free, 9 united, style incurved at the end
;
pod

^-^ in. long, curved, lower border deeply indented,

joints 6-8. one-seeded, covered with minute hooked

hairs. The plant is used in native medicine.

like the last, but more erect, branches brown-

felted; leaves ovate, thicker, brown-felted beneath
;

flowers purple, joints of pod 4-6.
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Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Simple Leaves,

Petals Ununited.

Prunus prostrata,

Paltu, tara, ter,

RoSACEiE.

F. B. I. ii. 313.

Himalaya, west of Sut-

lej, 5-10,000 ft.

medium size, scraggy ; branches grey, spreading,

erect or prostrate ; leaves ^-1 in,, ovate-oblong,

rounded tip, toothed, smooth above, white and

woolly beneath, narrowed into the short stalk

flowers red, nearly sessile, solitary or clustered, ap-

pearing with the leaves, calyx tube ^ in., cylindric

with f) oblong blunt lobes, petals 5 round, longer than

the calyx, stamens many, style one ; fruit ^ in.,

ovoid, purplish-red, hardly edible, dry, stone one.

Frunus tomentosa,

Rosacea.

F. B. I. ii. 314,

Kashmir, 5-6,000 ft.

medium size, branches slender, spreading, branch

-

lets woolly ; leaves 1-1^ ins., ovate-round, long-

pointed, finely toothed, slightly hairy above, densely

softly hairy beneath, stalk very short, hairy, stipules

slender segmented ; flowers axillary, shortly stalked,

solitary, calyx-tube \ in,, lobes oblong, pointed,

petals small, white ; fruit scarlet, oblong, hairy,

pointed at first, blunt, flattened when ripe.

medium size, straggling, smooth, spinous, spines

often leafy, green, pith divided by partitions ;
leaves

1^-5 by ^-li ins,, narrow lanceolate, long pointed

leathery, smooth, minutely toothed, dark green, stalk

i-| in., stipules minute, soon falling off ; flowers

Prissepia ntilis,

BeiihtT-y bekkal.

ROSACK^.

F. B. I ii. 823.

Himalaya, -1-8,000 ft.

Simla, Mashobra (Col- white, \ in. diam. in short axillary racemes, petals

lett).

Hazara. (Barrett).

5, round, stamens many in several rows ; drupe ^-j

ir. oblong, the minute point, the remains of the style,

is quite on one side, purple with bloom like a plum,

stone smooih, one-seeded. Oil expressed from the

seeds is used locally for food , illuminating and as an

external remedy in rheumatism.

Spiraea bella,

Eurkan

Rosacea

F. B. I. ii. 324.

Hi ma lav a, G-12,000 ft.

Simla, Mahasu, common

(Colleti).

medium size, branches erect, arching slender or

stout ; leaves ^-2 ins. long, broadly oblong, ovate,

sharply irregularly toothed towards the tip, dark

green above, bluish green below, stipules small, soon

falling off ; flowers pink, rarely white, in broad ter-

minal much branching clusters, petals round, stamens

50-60 ; fruit of 5 carpels, velvety, carpel ^in,. dark

brown.
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Shkubs with Altkunate Stipdlatk Simple Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Spiraea canescons,

Chakix.

KOSACE^.

F. B. I. ii. 825.

Himalaya, b-1 2.000 ft.

medium size, softly hairy or velvety, branches

grey arching, densely leafy ; leaves ^-5 by i-i in.,

ovate with tip broad, nearly sessile, toothed towards

the tip, rather leathery, stipules small, soon falling

off ; flowers white or pinkish, ?in, diam., in small
Simla, Masl.obra, com- branched clusters at the end of many lateral branch-

^ ^'
lets, often all turned to one side, carpels T), hairy,

when ripe, and partially sunk in the calyx.

Spiraea vaccinifslia,

Ros.\CE.a:.

F. B. I. ii, 325.

Himalaya, 6-8,000 ft,

Simla, Elysium Hill,

Naldora, Sliali (Collett).

Hazara (Barrett.)

medium size, branches stiff grey hairy ; leaves 1-li

in, stalked ovate, minutely toothed towards the tip,

stipules small, soon falling oft' ; flowers white, i^in.

diam. in broad terminal branshing woolly clus-

ters ; carpels 5, when ripe smooth, minute, half sunk

in the hairy calyx.

Oydonia vulgaris,

The Quince,

mhi.

Rosace.^,

F.B.I ii. 369.

The Plains to 5,500 ft.

medium size, bark black, branches many ; leaves

with smooth margin, stipules ovate, uneven-sided :

flowers solitary, white or pmk, large, woolly, bracts

leafy, toothed, sepals club-shaped, large, spreading,

toothed, petals 5, stamens 20, styles 5 ; fruit like an

apple, dented at the top and bottom, firm, fleshy

astringent, fragrant, 5 celled, seeds many. The seeds,

Bihidanah or Behdanah, are used as a demulcent

in dysentery in native practice, and an oil is also

expressed from the seeds.

CratSBjus crcnnlata,
Gin our

u

R08ACE.S.

F. B.I. li 384.

Himalaya, 2,500-8,000 ft.

large, spiny, rigid, evergreen, leaves l-'2 ins., linear-

oblong, obtuse, minutely toothed, shining, very lea-

thei-y, stipules soon falling off ; flowers white, {-^in.

diam. on slender stalks in short, many -flowered

clusters at the end of bianchlets, calyx lobes o,

obtuse, petals 5, round, stalked, stamens many, car-

pels five ; drupe round, } in. diam. orange-red.

crowned with the calyx, five bony one-seeded nul

lets.

18
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Shrubs WITH Alternate Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Cotoneaster bacillaris,

Reu*, kherbaha,

ROSACE.E.

F. B. I. ii. S84.

Sale range, 1,500-2,500 ft.

Himalayn, 4-10,000 ft.

Simla, Mashobra. (Col-

lett.

)

Murree.

Hazara. (Barrett.)

Cotoneaster acumin-

ata.

Uev-rnts, rauns.

Rosacea.

F. B. I. ii. 385.

Himalaya, 4,500-12,000 ft.

Haitu (Colleit).

Ohor Peak.

Petals Ununited.

large, bark bluish-grey, branches long slender, used

for walking-sticks, hence the specific name ; leaves

1-3^ by f-1 J ins., ovate or oblong-lanceolate, sharp or

blunt-pointed, narrowed into the stalk, smooth above,

downy beneath, margin flat, stalk i in., stipules min-

ute, bristle-like, very soon falling off ; flowers white,

^ in. diam., in large hairy or downy branched-clus-

ters on short lateral leafy branchlets, calyx smooth,

5 toothed, petals 5, round, stamens 20, styles 2-5, free
;

fruit round, } in. diam,, two-celled, dark brown to

black, crowned by the calyx. Variety

—

C. affinis or

rosea like the above, but woolly under the leaves and

on the calyx, petals pink.

large, bark shining, dark bluish-grey, branches

long, slender ; leaves 1-2| by j-| in., ovate-lanceolate,

long pointed, silky beneath, margin hairy, flat, sti-

pules minute, bristle-like, soon falling off ; flowers

white, \ in. diam,, solitary or in hairy small,

nearly sessile clusters on short lateral leafy branch-

lets, calyx 5-toothed, reddish inside, petals 5, round,

stamens 20, styles 2-5 ; fruit top shaped, 5 in. long,

bright red when ripe, crowned by the calyx.

Cctoneaster

miliaria.

KOSACEiE.

F.B.I, ii. 386.

Kashmir, 6-11,000 ft.

Cotoneaster

pliylla,

Sida spinosa,

aiim- small, straggling, nearly prostrate, branches thick,

woody, dividing widely ; leaves ^-1^ ins., round or

with the blade wider at the tip, white or densely

woolly beneath, falling off in the winter, stipules

minute, bristle-hke, soon falling off ; flowers white,

small, 'n crowded very short woolly two to five-

flowered clusters, calyx usually woolly, petals 5,

round, stamens 20, styles 2-5 ; fruit small, round,

black, crowned by the calyx.

micro- see Prostrate. Shrubs. Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

Petals United.

see Herbs. Erect, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple

Toothed.

Sida ^rewioides, see Herbs,

Entire.

Erect, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple
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SUROUS WITH AlTEKNATE STIPULATE SIMPLE LEAVES.

Petals United.

Si&a rhombifolia

Sida cordifolia.

see Herbs, Erect. Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

Toothed.

see Herbs, Erect. Alternate, Stipulate. Simple.

Toothed.

Abutilon graveolens, see Herbs, Erect, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple,

Entire.

Hibiscus hirtus,

Hibiscus Eosa sine*

asis.

Shoo flox7er,

Ja*u in^ anghnrcB-hiniii.

Malvace^.

F. H. I. 1.-6U.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

Plumbago zoylaniea,

Jatrcpha curcas,
liattaiij ty j'ij)hrvta.

EuPHORBIACK-a:.

F. B. I V. 383

The Plains and Himalaya

to 3,0u0 ft.

Par.'^ttia Jac^uemon-
tiana,

Kill I r po»er.

Hamamelidace^e.
F. B.I ii.42n.

Kashtuir, rj-9,000 ft.

common.
Mnrreti (D^uie).

Hazara (Barret).

see Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Lobed.

medium size, woody, branched, not prickly ; leaves

ovate, long pointed, nearly smooth, toothed at the

apex, stipules sword-shaped
; flowers red, 3 in. diam.,

on stalks longer than the leaves, axillary, bracteoles

6-7, linear, half the length of the calyx, calyx bell-

shaped, sepals r^ in., lanceolate, united below the mid-

dle, corolla of 5 petals, united to the staminal tube,

staminal tube longer than the corollas, and of many

filaments, styles 5, spreading ; capsule roundish many

seeded, but does not seed in India, The petals were

used to blacken shoes, hence the name, Shoe flower.

see Hei'bs, Erect, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple,

Entire.

large, bark grey, smooth, peeling in papery flakes,

young parts hairy, juice mUky, loaves 4-G by 3-5

ins,, broadly heart-shaped often 5 lobed, stalk 3-9

ins. long, stipules with stiff hairs ; flowers yellow in

terminal clustei-s, sepals 5, yellowish, corolla tubular,

pale yellow, hairy within, lobes 5, in males stamens

many, in females styles united 2-fid ; capsule 1-1^ ins.

long, 3-lobed, oblong, seeds large, dark brown, smooth,

oblong, purgative. The juice is sometimes used to

slop bleeding and cure spongy gums.

Petals None.

large, stem stout, branches many, very like a hazel

(Corjluts colurna) ; leaves 2-3 ins. diam., appearing

with the flowers, round or broad oblong, blunt,

minutely toothed, stalk i in. long, stipules large, soon

falling off , flowers very small, greenish-white, in

sessile round heads, involucral bracts petal-like, yellow-

ish-white, ^ in. long, ovate with broad tips, calyx

lobes fj-T, minute, woolly, oblong or linear-narrow
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Casearia ^raveolens,
Chill I ^ n'irOy pimpri.

Samtdace^.

F. B, I. li., 592.

The Plain", cast

Obenab, to 5,0n0 ft.

of

Casearia tomentosa,
Chala, bairi.

Samydace>e.

F. i'>. I. li 593.

Tbe Plains to 3,000 ft.

Suni.

Mutlei Valley (Collett).

Kahuta, Letrar (Donie).

SffRUBS WITH Alternate Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals None.

petals none, stamens 5-7, styles 2 : capsules minute,

in round heads, 1-H ins. diam,, woolly, splitting from

the top, outer coat woody, inner coat horny, separat-

ing from the outer, seed narrow, oblong, with rounded

ends. The twigs are used for basket-making and

form the twig bridges of Kashmir.

large, bark dark grey with white specks, branchlets

smooth ; leaves 4-8 by 2|-4 ins., oblong, with rounded

ends or acute, minutely toothed, stalks i-J in. long,

stipules h in long, soon falling off ; flowers greenish

yellow, smooth, many clustered in the axils of leaves,

calyx 51obed, slightly velvety at the base, persistent,

petals none, stamens 8, alternating with scales, style

one, stigma simple or 3-fid ; capsule f in., three valved,

oblong, smooth, seeds with a fleshy coat. The fruit

is thrown into streams or tanks to poison fish.

large, bark light grey to dark brown, branchlets

hairy ; leaves ?y-1 by l|-3 ins , oblong, hairy, minutely

toothed, stalks short, stipules minute, soon falling oft'
;

flowers hairy, greenish j^ellow, many clustered in the

axils of leaves, calyx four to five segments, hairy,

petals none, stamens 8, alternate with hairy scales,

style one, stigma simple or 3-fid ; capsule three-valved.

jf
in. long, fleshy, yellow, six-ribbed when dry ; seeds

with a red coat. Tbe fruit is used as a diuretic.

CallifOa'CllXl POlygO- large, branches many, slender, pale, nearly leafless
;

noides,

Pho'j, Phok.

P0LyG0NACB.a!.

F. B.I.v. 22.

The Plains.

The Salt Range, 2,000 ft.

leaves linear minute, stipules (ochrea) short ; flowers

solitary or few, with sheaths, stalks ^-^ in., sepals 5,

flat broad, red with broad white edges, stamens 12-18;

nuts oblong, 4-angled, hard, A-1 in. diam., covered

with many reddish brown stiff' bristles, seed 4-angled.

The flowers are cooked and eaten.

Folygonuin chinense,

Polygon A CEiE.

F. B. I. V. 44.

Himalaya, 4-8,000 f i

Simla.

The Glen (Collett).

medium size, rambling, stems and branches many,

changing their course in a curve from joint to jomt,

angled, finely grooved ; leaves 5 by 1.^ ins., rough with

minute prickles, oblong-lanceolate, long pointed, stalks

shortly winged above, sometimes two-eared at the

base, stipules ;| in. long, tubular, white with long
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SiiKrr..> WITH Ai.TKnxATK Sni'UL.vrr. Simim.i: I^kavks.

Petals Nonk.

waving points
; flowers whitu or pink, in heads ^^-k in.

diam., on stalks foi-ming a large level cluster, bracts

flat, ovate, sepals 5, stamens 8, style 8, united half

way up
;
nuts 3-angled, black, enclosed in the dry

or fleshy calvx.

rolygonum polysta-

Amldandi, tror.

POLYGONACE^.

F. B. I.v. 50.

Himalaya, 7-13,000 ft.

Muttiant..

Narkanda (Collett).

medium size, stems angled hairy, densely hairy

at the ends of branches ; leaves 4-9 by l}-'^i ins.

oblong-lanceolate, lower stalked or the upper nearly

sessile, long pointed, upper surface thinly hairy or

smooth, lower densely hairy, stipules tubular, very
long, hairy, pointed

; flowers } in. diam., white or

pinkish, in terminal branching racemes 6-18 ins. lono-

bracts flat, short, blunt, sepals ,5, spreading, three

inner broadest, two outer narrow, stamens 8, styles

:', only joined below
; nuts small, 3-angled. pale

brown, not closed up tight in the calyx. The leaves

and shoots are cooked and eaten.

Foly^ontim

sum,
yidia.

POLYGONACE^.

F. B.I. V. 52.

Himalay:i, 0-16,500 ft.

Lahoul.

tortuo- ^mall, branches widely sepai-ating with joints like

knees, smooth, shining, red brown; leaves 1-2 ins,

long, pale green, turning red, sessile leathery, from
oblong to round, blunt or acute, stipules tubular,

short, with the end cut off ; flowers ^ in. long on very

short velvety stalks in dense branching, racemes

^-1 in. long, calyx lobes oblong, erect, nut pale, 3-

angled. ovate included in the calyx. The plant is

used in Lahoul for dyeing cloth a yellow colour.

Fipcr brachysta-

cliyum

Euphorbia nivulia,
Snihur, Tliura.

KUPUOEBIACE^
K. B. I. V. 255.

Himalaya to .3,000 fi.

see Climbers, Alternate, Stipulate. Simple.

large, smooth, fleshy, branches nearly cylindric in

groups of four, juice milky, copious , leaves 6-12

ins,, linear tip rounded, or ovate oblong with broad

and rounded tip, fleshy. Braooth, stipules of two

prickles on one tuljercle. tubercles spirally or verti-

cally arranged ; flowers in clusters of three, consisting

of bracts with stamens and in the centre a stalked

3-celled capsule often hanging over, styles 3-bianched

the capsule \ in, broad divides into three cells, one

smooth seed in each cell.
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Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Simple Leaves.

EuPhorTjia antiquo-

rum,
Jidhtira-feUud

Euphokbiace^.
F. B. I. V 25:").

The Plains to 2,000 ft.

Petals None.

large, smooth, fleshy, branches cylindric or some-

what angled, branchlets with three to five wavy

wings, juice milky ; leaves few, small, on the sides

of thu wings, the wings ovate oblong with broa<l

rounded tips, fleshy, shortly stalked ; stipules are two

thorns ; flowers | in. broad, yellow in bracteate

clusters, outer flowers stalked, inner sessile, bracteoles

many, fringed flowers otherwise like the last species
;

capsule h in, diameter, cells flattened, smooth.

Buphorbia Hoyieana,

Thor.

Euphorbiace^.

F. B. I. V. 257.

Salt range and Himalaya

to 6,000 ft.

large, fleshy, smooth, branches straight, erect, 5-7

angled, the angles are wavy wings, the branches grow

in clusters close to each other giving it the name of

Candelabra tree , leaves 4-6 ins. long, along the

angles of the branches, soon falling off, sessile, broad

and rounded narrowing to the base, fleshy, smooth,

stipules are two prickles ; flowers i in. diam.,

yellow, in sessile axillary clusters, lobes four, broad

and round, fringed, flowers otherwise like the

previous species of Euphorbia, capsules ^' in. diam.,

3-angled, stalks tJ-^ in. long.

Phyllaatlius parvi-

folius,

Euphobbiace^.

F. B. I. V. 294.

Himalaya, 5(5,000 ft.

Naldera. Theog(Collett).

small, bark pale, foliage feathery, branchlets look

like pinnate leaves ; leaves \-^ in. in two rows, sessile,

oblong, base narrow, tip rounded, pale below, stipules

triangular, very minute, slender tapering to a point
;

flowers male and female, minute -,'pj in. brown pur-

ple, stalked, solitary, axillary, sepals 6, oblong, blunt in

males , stamens 3, rarely 5 ; in females, styles 3 ; cap-

sule ^ in. diam. round, somewhat lobed with a hard

and brittle smooth, shell, seeds minutely marked with

brown, smooth.

Fliylla&tlius simplez,
EUPHOKBIACEiE.

F. B. I. v. 295.

The Plains and Himalaya

to 5,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(Collett).

small, branches slendei flattened, leaves ^-1 in

linear-oblong, in two rows, rather leathery, pale below,

nearly sessile, stipules target-shaped, with wedge-

shaped lobes at the base, fringed or smooth ; flowers

male and female, minute, ^'^ in., brown purple, often

three together, sepals 6, in males, broadly oblong,
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Shrubs witu Ar/rERNAXE Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals None.

stamens 3, in females styles 3, re6exed ; capsule |„ in,

indented, round, smooth, with a hard and brittle shell,

Seeds rough.

Baliospermum

azillarc,

DntU iiaiiuii.

EuPHORBIACB.aE.

F. B. I. V. 4(;i.

Himalaya, 2-3,000 ft.

Kashmir.

medium size, stem stout, branching from the base,

nearly smooth ; leaves upper 2-3 ins., small, lanceolate

lower G-l'i ins., large, oblong, ovate or rounded,

sinuate toothed or 5-lobed, stalk thick, of upper

leaves short, of lower as long as the blade, stipules of

two glandular processes ; flowers males and females

in many axillary racemes, small, in males sepals 4-6,

orbicular, stamens 10-30, in females sepals 5-8,

lanceolate, styles 3, 'i-fid ; capsule ^-h in. long, of three

two-valved cells, seeds oblong, smooth, mottled. The

oil from the seeds and the powdered seeds are used

in native medicine as a drastic purgative.

large, bark smooth, yellowish-brown, spines axillary,,

straight, thick ; leaves 2-3 ins. long, oblong with round-

EUPHORBIACE.S;. ed ends or tip broad, blunt or short pointed, margin
r.B. I V. 4Jl. smooth, surfaces smooth, stipules minute, stalk short
^^^^

^^If^^
Himalaya ^_i ^^^ . g^^^^,^ ^^j^ ^^^ ^^^^j^ -^ ^^jjj^^.^ ^^^j^^^

round heads, solitary or two or three together, male

heads \ in.diam., bracteolate, sepals 4, concave blunt,

stamens 4, female heads j in, diam , sepals 4, fleshy :

fruit one to two seeded, lobed, berry i in. diam..

velvety.

Flecospormum

spinosuxn,

to S,000 ft.

Ficus clavata,

Ueticace^.

F. B. I v. .520.

Himalaya to 4,500 ft.

Babantpur (Collett).

Ficus palmata,

Boehmoria platy-

phylla,

Pouzolzia vlmi&ea,
URTICACE.i:.

F. B. I. V. £81.

Himalaya to 5,000 ft.

large, shoots rough ; leaves 4-8 ins. long, oblong,

long pointed, smooth, toothed, stalks \-^ in., stipules

5 in. lanceolate
; fruit a fig, round with a knob, or

ovoid and broad at the top, i in. diam., uneven surface.,

axillary, solitary, stalk I in, long.

see Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Lobed.

see Shrubs, Opposite, Stipulate, Simple.

large, bark rough, grey, thin stringy, branches slender,

branchlets velvety or with hairs, stiff, and Ijing in

lines ; leaves |-5 by 3-l:f ins,, oblong or lanceolate

toothed, long pointed, smooth or slightly hairy above
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Shrubs with Alteenate Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals None.

hairy grey felted beneath, base 3-nerved, stalk i-2

ins. long ; flowers in sessile dense axillary rounded

clusters, in males calyx 3-5 lobed, stamens 4, in female

calyx tubular 3-5 lobed, style slender ; achenes, en-

closed in the calyx, angled and margined.

Villebruaea frutes-

cens,

Ga-fiishiara poidhaula.

Urtioace^.

F. B. I. V. 590.

Valleys balow Simla

(Collett).

large, bark dark grey, rough, branches veiy slender,

slightly velvety ; leaves 2-8 by 1-4 ins. ovate, long tail-

like point, minutely toothed, except at base, 3-nerved

at base, rough above, pale or white felted below, stalks

slender, i-4 ins. long, stipules ^ in., lanceolate, velvety
;

flowers male and female crowded in bracteolate, small

sessile, or nearly sessile clusters in axils of previous

year's leaves, in males calyx 4-5-fid, stamens 4-5,

in females calyx ovoia narrowed to a minute mouth,

stigma linear ; achenes many, black, minute, partially

inserted in a white juicy mass of the calyx and

bracteoles. This plant yields a strong fibi-e.

Debregeasia hypoleu-

ca,

Puruni, s'tarii.

URTICACEiE,

F. B. I. V. 591.

Salt Bange and

Himalaya, :^-5,000 ft.

Simla, Mahasn (Collett).

Kotzi, Murre6 Hills

(Donie).

Quercu Ilez,

Baloot^ kharanja.

OUPULIFEB^,

F. B.I. V. C02.

HimaUya, 3-8,500 ft.

large, bark thin, dark grey, branches white woolly
;

leaves narrow, 3-6 by J-] ^ ins., linear-lanceolate, long

pointed, toothed, bases 3-nerved, rough above, white

woolly beneath, stalks J^-1 in., stipules divided
;

flowers male and female in rounded sessile axillary

heads, bracteolate, in males sepals 4, shorter than the

bracteoles, stamens 3-5, in females calyx fleshy, ovoid,

mouth contracted, minute ; fruit yellow, ^ in, diam.,

fleshy dotted with the minute achenes. This plant

yields a strong fibre.

large, shoots stellately velvety ; leaves 1 -3 ins.,

very leathery, oblong or orbicular, margin smooth or

spinous-toothed, velvety above when young, woolly or

very velvety beneath, or smooth when old, nearly

sessile, stipules soon falling off ; flowers minute, in

slender short clustered spikes, males in pendulous

spikes, calyx bell-shaped. 4-7-lobed, stamens 6-12.

females in erect spikes, enclosed in bracts, calyx

minutely toothed, styles 3-5 ; acorn cyliudric, 1-1^ ins.

long, tip conical, cup very thick, grey, bracts closely

fitting, tips narrow.
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Shrubs with Alternati: Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals United.

Saliz wallicliiana,

Bwir, h'lains.

Saliuine^s:.

F.b.I. V. 628.

The Plains to 9,000 ft.

Simla, Mahasu,

Fagu (Collett).

Sails elegans,

Bail, bitiu, bada.

Salicine^

F. B. I. V. 630.

Himalaya, f. 11,000 ft.

Jakn, Simla (Collett).

Sails liastata,

Salicine^,

F. B. I. V. 630.

Himalaya, 9-15,000 ft.

Hatha Marali ^Collett).

Sails vlminalls,

Tho Osior,

BitAV.

SAr.iciNE.j:,

F. B. I. V. 631.

Himalaya, 5-9,000 ft.

19

Seeds White, Downy.

large, bark greenish grey, young parts velvety or

woolly becoming nearly smooth : leaves 2-5 ins. long,

lanceolate, long-pointed, margins usually even, green

and hairy above, white silky velvet beneath, nearly

sessile ; flowers in spikes hanging or erect, 1-4 ins.

long, appearing before the leaves, 1-3 leaves at the

base, bracts black, male spikes 1 in. long, stout, sta-

mens 2, female spikes 3-5 ins., style forked ; capsules

^ in. downy, slender, shortly stalked, stigmas erect,

nearly sessile.

large, branches dark green, young parts grey vel-

vety ; leaves 1-3, ovate or oblong, pointed or blunt,

finely toothed or not, smooth above, pale beneath,

shortly stalked, often attacked by an orange fungus
;

flowers appearing after the leaves on leafy spikes,

H-5 ins. long, bracts yellow, velvety, male spikes

compact, stamens 2, female spikes slender, drooping

much longer, stigmas nearly sessile, divided ; capsules

^ in., conical, shortly stalked, smooth.

small, shoots silky, branches dark brown or black
;

leaves 1-3 by |-2 ins., acute or abruptly pointed, teeth

small, stalk }-^ in., stipules large, broadly ovate, flow-

ers appearing with the leaves, in nearly sessile spikes,

with small leaves at the base, 1-7 ins. long, silky, bracts

oblong, blunt, just visible in the long silky hairs, male

spikes 1-1^ in. long, compact, cylindric, stamens 2,

female spikes 2-7 ins. long, style thread-like, stigmas

divided, spreading, fruiting spikes 7 ins.; capsules

smooth, nearly sessile, ^-j in. long, ovoid, beaked.

large, branchlets slender, flexible, leaves 4-5 ins.,

lanceolate, long pointed, smooth above, silvery silky

beneath, margins even, turned over, stipules linear-

lanceolate ; flowers appeariig before the leaves, in

bright yellow nearly sessile spikes, 1-4 ins. long,

bracts tipped with brown, or black .silky hairs, male

spikes nearly sessile, 1 in. long, erect, stamens 2,

female spikes 2-4 ins. long, style slender, stigmas

slender spreading ; capsules ^ in., beaked.
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Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals United.

Saliz ozycarpa,

Salicine^.

F. B. I. V. 636.

Himalaya 6-11,000 ft.

Simla.

Seeds White, Downy.

large, shoots velvety at first ; leaves 2-4 by f-l|ins.

,

lanceolate, pointed, teeth small, or none, smooth above,

greenish blue beneath, stipules small, semi-lanceolate
;

flowers appearing before the leaves, on very long,

stout sessile spikes, bracts yellow in males or brown

in females, in males stamens 2, united below, in

females style very short, stigmas short ; capsules

large J^ in., sessile, silky.

Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Lobed Leaves.

Hibiscus hirtus,

MAIiVACE.a;.

F. B. I. i. 335.

The Plains.

Eibiscus syriaous,

Gurhal,

Malvacb^S!,

F. B. I. i. 344.

The Plains.

Crossypium

herbaceum,

Cotton,

Kapas^

Malvace^,
F. B. I. i. 34G.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

medium size, cultivated ; leaves 3 by 2 ins,, ovate,

long-pointed, lower leaves often three-lobed, toothed,

hairy, stalk 2 ins., hairy, stipules i in., linear ; flowers

J in. diam., pink or white, spreading on long-jointed

stalks, calyx lobes 5, not distended, linear-lanceolate,

bracteoles 5-7, awl-shaped without appendages, short-

er than the sepals, corolla ^ in. diam., petals 5, joined

with the staminal tube, which is 5 toothed; capsule 5

valved, round, shorter than the calyx, seeds cottony.

This plant yields a strong fibre.

medium size, cultivated, not prickly ; leaves 2 ins,

long, ovate, three-lobed, toothed, surface nearly

smooth, stalk short ; flowers large showy on stalks

equal to the leaf stalk, axillary, bracteoles 6-7, linear

half the length of the calyx, sepals 5, ovate, lanceo-

late, petals 5, broad at the tip, longer than the calyx,

staminal tube with anthers all the way up ;
capsule

oblong, blunt, slightly hairy, seeds thinly hairy. This

plant yields a strong fibre.

medium size, cultivated, hairy or nearly smooth
;

leaves heart shaped, three to seven lobed, lobes

broadly ovate, long-pointed, long-stalked, stipules

ovate-lanceolate, margin smooth or toothed
;
flowers

yellow with a purple centre or all yellow or all purple

on axillary jointed single-flowered stalks, bracteoles

three, large leafy heart-shaped, not divided below the

middle, calyx cup-shaped, petals 5, spreading, stami-

nal tube 5-toothed, style with 5 stigmas ; capsule ovate

3-5 valved, seeds 5-7 in each cell, ovoid, cotton white
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Shrdhs with Alticknatk Stipulate Lohep Leaves.

rarely brownish, adherent to the seeds and overlying

a greenish down. This plant is of Indian origin and

is cultivated to yield cotton.

Gossypium

barbadense,

Malvace^.

F. B. I. i. 3i7.

The Plains to 5.000 ft.

Go3S7Pium arboreum,
Malvace^.

F. B. I. i. 347.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

Selicteres Zsora,

Jatropha curcas,

Baliospermum

aziUare,

Ficus palmata,
Phagwar, dud't.

Urticace^.

P. B. I V. 530.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

medium size, branches and leaves black-dotted,

branches purple ; leaves 3-5 lobed, lobes oblong, long-

pointed, nearly smooth, long-stalked, stipules linear

lanceolate
; flowers, yellow with a purple spot, on

thick stalks, axillary, jointed , single flowered, bracteoles

3, very large, deeply cut, leafy, cordate, calyx as in last

species, petals with one margin within and one with-

out the next one, staminal tube and style like the last

species ; capsule oval, long pointed, 3-5 celled, seeds

black, covered with easily separable white or brownish

cotton. This plant, as its name implies, was intro-

duced from America, and is grown to yield cotton.

large, perennial, branches purple with scattered

hairs ; leaves nearly smooth, deeply 5-7 lobed, lobes

linear-oblong contx-acted at the base, long stalked,

stipules sword-shaped ; flowers large purple rarely

white on axillary, jointed, single flowered stalks,

bracteoles >, large, heart shaped, ovate, pointed, leafy,

nearly undivided, calyx as in the last species, petals

spreading, staminal tube and style as in the last

species ; capsule about one inch long, oblong-pointed,

seeds covered with adhering white cotton over a

dense green down. This plant is of Indian origin

and only grown to a limited extent in gardens chiefly

round temples,

see Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

see Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

see Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.

large, bark smooth, grey ; leaves 3-5 ins. long,

round ovate, pointed, toothed, deeply palmately five-

lobed, rough above, felted beneath, stalk i-1 in. long,

velvety, stipules soon falling off, ovate, pointed, vel-

vety ; figs ^-1 in. dia., usually solitary, velvety, yellow

when ripe, basal bracts 3, pointed, soon falling off,

stalk ^-^ in. long.
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Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Pod Bearing Plants.

Petals Dissimilar, Upper one Largest.

Leaflets Three.

Fiptantlms nepalen-

siB,

LE«UMINOSiE.

B\ B I. ii. 62.

Himalaya, 7-9,000 ft.

Argyi-olobixim

cidum,
Leguminos^.

F. B. I. ii. 63.

The Plains to 9,000 ft,

Ononis hircina,

Leguminos^.

F.B.I, li. 85.

Himalaya, 5-7,000 ft.

Indi^ofera trita,

LkGDMlNO-iE.

F. B. I. i. <t6.

The Piaius.

large, bark green ; leaves of three digitate leaflets,

stalk f
-

1 i ims. long, stipules small, united, broadly

triangular^ velvety, soon falling off, leaflets sessile.

2-4 by ^-1 in., lanceolate, long-pointed
; flowers yellow

1-H ins. long, crowded in hairy racemes 4-5 ins. long,

bracts ovate, felted, soon falling off, calyx felted,

bell-shaped, two upper teeth broad, three lower

narrow, divided nearly to the base, petals all stalked,

1 in, long, stamens 10, ununited
;
pod 3-5 by \-^ in.,

flat, stalked, seeds 3-10.

fl^g.
small, covered with densely silky hairs ; leaves of

three digitate leaflets, leaf stalk short, stipules minute,

linear, leaflets pale, silky, nearly equal, lanceolate

shortly pointed, |-f in. long ; flowers small yellow,

few in short racemes on stalks longer than the leaves,

calyx deeply two-lipped, upper lip two-toothed, lower

three-toothed, teeth narrow, petals smooth, hardly

longer than the calyx, stamens lO, united
;
pod |-1

in. long, densely silky 6-8 seeded.

small, velvety stems ; leates with three pinnate

leaflets leaf stalks short, stipules large, leafy, attached

to the leaf stalk, leaflets oblong, blunt, toothed

;

flowers reddish in pairs, forming a close terminal

leafy raceme, calyx bell-shaped, § in. long, teeth

linear, longer than the tube, petals stalked, stamens

10, united
;
pod oblong, downy, not protruding from

the calyx, '2-3 seeded.

small, branches many, rigid, widely separating,

thinly covered with grey hairs flattened against the

stem ; leaves with three leaflets, leaf stalk \ | in.

long, stipules minute, bristle-like, leaflets oblong with

a broad tip, lateral leaflets nearly sessile, ^-1 in. long,

opposite, terminal leaflet, 1-1 s in. long, stalked;

flowers purplish red. ^ in. long on spike-like racemes,

shorter than the leaves, 6-l2-flowered, calyx j^ ^ in.

long, grey, teeth bristle-like, corolla \ in long, stamens
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Shrdbs with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Pod Bearing Plants.

Petals Dissimilar, Upper one Largest,

Leaflets Three.

10, all united, but upper one, anthers with pointed

tip
;
pod 1-1

:'f
ins. long, bending down or spreading,

very firm, four-angled, without contractions, pointed

8-lOseeded.

Paoraloa plicata,

Bakhtvial.

LEGUMINOS^a:.

F. B. I.ii. lOo.

The Plains.

small, branches many, stems silvery, warty, branch-

lets when bare somewhat spinous ; leaves shortly,

stalked, leaflets three, |-1 in. long, terminal leaflet

largest, lateral ones oblique, blunt, margin wavy

gland-dotted beneath ; flowers yellow in short-stalked

racemes, 2-3 ins. long, bracts ovate, very minute,

calyx ^ in. covered with white hairs, teeth short, the

lowest is the longest, corolla slightly projecting be

yond the calyx, stamens 10, all united but the upper

one
;
pod oblong, clasped by the calyx, one seeded.

Tavernicia nummul-
aria,

Legxjminos-e.

F. B.I. ii. 140.

The Plains.

Rawulpindi.

Kahuta.

small, branches many, slender, finely grey ; leaves

shortly stalked, stipules minute, lanceolate, thin and

dry, leaflets 3, nearly round, \-l in. long, oblong ovate

with broad tips
; flowers red, ^ in. long, in racemes

longer than the leaves, calyx ^-^ in., thinly silky,

stamens 10, united
;
pod roundish, 1-4 seeded. This

plant is found on stony ground.

Uraria picta,

Uraria lagopias,

Leguminos^.

F. B. I. ii. 156.

Himalaya, up to 6,000 ft.

Simla.

see Herbs, Erect, Alternate, Stipulate, Compound.

medium size, stem and branches from densely

velvety to bristly, branches slender ; leaves 5-6 ins.

long, stipules lanceolate, long pointed, stalk 2-3 ins.

long, leaflets 3, sometimes one. ovate, blunt, tip

notched 2A-4^ ins, long, rough above, pale and felted

beneath ; flowers very many, purple, \-^ in. long, in

terminal and axillary racemes, 6-12 ins. long, bracts

hairy, ovate 3 in. long, pointed, calyx ^-\ in. long,

corolla just protruding from the calyx, stamens 10,

all united, but the upper one
;
pod sessile, two to six

jointed, hairy, flattened folded face to face within the

calyx.
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Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves,

Pod Bearing Plants.

Petals Dissimilar, Upper one Largest.

TTraria neglecta,

(of Prairi).

Deguminos^.

F. B.I. ii. 156.

Himalaya, 1-3,000 ft.

(Duthie.)

Ebenus stellata,

Leguminos^.

F. B. I. ii. 140.

Himalaya, 4-8,000 ft.

Leaflets Three.

medium size ; slender, velvety. Tvoody branclies
;

this plant is like Uraria iagojms in its flowering parts

but differs in its foliage, bracts and pods ; leaves of

one leaflet (simple) or three leaflets, stipules long

pointed from a broad base, hairy, leaflets, 3-5 ins.

long, ovate-oblong, net-veined, entire, blunt-pointed

or notched, rarely short-pointed, base rounded,

smooth above, velvety beneath, terminal leaflet

largest, stalked, lateral nearly sessile, flowers ^-^ in.

purple, many on long, hairy stalks, crowded in cylin-

drical terminal racemes, 3-6 in, long and about 1 in.

broad, bracts overlapping in bud, ovate with a hard

sharp point, hairy, soon falUng off, calyx } in.,

hairy, teeths, feathered, lower long, stamens and style

like the last species
;
pod smooth, otherwise like the

last species,

small, covered with spreading erect thorns 1-| in.,

long ; leaves odd pinnate, shorter than the spines,

leaflets 3, lanceolate, ^-^ in. long, margins even
;

flowers red, sessile in crowded heads on axillary stalks,

surrounded by lanceolate bracts, calyx ^ in. long

covered with long brown silky hairs, teeth bristle-

like, feathery, corolla much shorter than the calyx,

stamens 10, united except the upper one
;
pod flat,

oblong, thin, enclosed in the calyx tube, seed one.

Lespedeza serieea,

Lbguminos^.

F. B. I. ii. 142.

Himalay<», 2-8,000 tt.

Simla CCollett).

Hazara, Kashmir.

small, branches long tough slender, velvety ; leaves

directed, obliquely upwards, nearly sessile, crowded,

overlapping, leaflets 3, tip notched, ^-h in. long,

wedge-shaped, usually smooth above, white silky be-

neath ; flowers | in. long, white or yellow tinged with

purple in clusters of two to four in the leaf axils all

down the branch, stalks short, bracteoles linear, minute^

calyx xi-^ in- with short white hairs, teeth awl-like,

very long, corolla ; in., stamens 10, all united, but the

upper one ; pod ^ in., thinly silky, hardly longer than

the calyx, one-seeded.
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Shrdbs with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Pod Bearing Plantp'.

Petals Dipsimilah, Upper one Lakcjest.

Leaflet? Three.

Lespedoza juncea,

Leguminos^

F. B. I. ii. 142.

Kashmir, Simla,

t-8,000 ft.

Lespedeza

G-erardiana,

LEGU-MINOSiE.

F. B.I. ii.l42.

Himalaya, 5-10,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

Lespedeza elee^ans,

Leguminos^.

F. B I. ii. 14o.

Kashmir, 5-G,000 ft.

smaller than the last, but very like it. the leaves

less crowded, flowers pale purple.

Lespedeza macros-

tyla,

Leguminos^.

F. B.I. ii. 143.

Himalaya, 2-6,000 ft.

Sutlej and Giri Valleys.

(Uollett).

Synj.

Lespedeza eriocarpa,

LEGUMINOS.1}.

F. B.I. ii. J44.

Himalaya, 3-0 000 ft.

Simla, Mashobra,

Matiana, Shali (Collett).

small, like Lespedeza sericea, but leaflets rather

larger, flowers twice as large, pods \^ in. very small,

concealed in the calyx.

small, branches slender, finely downy ; leaves absent

at the ends of branches, leafstalk i-f in. long, leaflets

|-| in. long, oblong, blunt, smooth above, grey silky

beneath: flowers in clusters of 6-8, extending low down

the branches and at the top forming leafless branching

racemes, calyx l-\ in., very velvety, teeth linear awl-

like, very long, corolla half as long again as the calyx,

stamens 10, all united but the upper one
;
pod sessile,

I in. long, oblong, downy, one-seeded.

small, but larger than the four preceding species,

branches woody, densely velvety ; leaves shortly

stalked, leaflets .3, ovate with a broad tip, I in. long

and nearly as broad, nearly smooth above, densely

white silky below ; flowers ^ in, long, deep red,

clu.?tered in racemes i in. long, bracts silky, ovate

concealing the buds, calyx ^ in,, white silky, teeth

lanceolate, corolla | in, long, stamens 10, all united

but the upper one ; pod shortly stalked, §-i in. long,

narrow to both ends, point i in. long, lower half

f«athcry, one-seeded.

as large as the last species, branches many, branch

-

lets grooved, slender, angular, silky; leaves with stalks,

i-1^ in. long, leaflets 3, ovate, wedge-shaped with a

broad tip, ^-1 in. long, stiff somewhat leathery,

smooth above, velvety pale below ; flowers A in. long,

deep red-purple in racemes 2-4 ins. long, bracts not
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Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Pod Bearing Plants.

Petals Dissimilar, Upper one Largest.

Leaflets Three.

longer than the buds, calyx ^ in., silky, broad, teeth

linear awl-like, corolla ^-^ in. long, stamens 10, all

united but the upper one
;
pod ovate, \ in. long, hairy,

point as long as the pod, velvety at the base, one-

seeded.

Sesmo&ium lazflio-

rum,
Legumisos^.

F. B. I. ii. 164.

Himalaya, up to 6,000 ft.

Kangra (Duthie).

Desmodium podooar-

pum,
Leguminos^.

F. B. I. ii. 165.

Himalaya, 2,000

to 7,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

Desmodium floribun-

dum,
LEGUMIN0SiE3.

F. B. I. ii. 167.

Himalaya, up to 7,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

medium size, branches somewhat angled covered

with short hairs, leaf stalk 1-2 ins., stipules lanceolate

long-pointed, leaflets 3, ovate, pointed, 4-6 ins. long

sometimes broad at the tip and blunt, thin or almost

leathery, smooth above, flattened hairs beneath, stipels

awl-like ; flowers small, white, tinged with blue, many

in axillary and terminal racemes, the terminal often

12 ins. long, bracts minute linear awl-like, calyx j-l in.

long, hairy, teeth lanceolate longer than the tube,

stamens 10, all united but the upper one
;
pod

1-1^ ins. long, covered with minute hooked hairs,

slightly contracted at the joints, 6-10 joints, flattened

joints easily breaking and catching on to clothes by

the hooked hairs.

small, branches velvety, angular ; leaves 3-6 ins.

long, stalk 1-3 ins. long, stipules small, bristle-like

leaflets 3, thin, 2-3 ins. long, both surfaces nearly

smooth, lower :pale ovate with a broad tip, pointed,

end leaflet roundish, somewhat pointed, with a trian-

gular base ; flowers pink, ^ in. long, in drooping race-

mes few flowered, terminal racemes 12 ins. long, much

branched, bracts minute linear, calyx J^ in. long,

teeth triangular, very short, corolla ^ in., stamens 10,

all united but the upper one
;
pod ^ in. long with 1-2

joints, joint \ in. long, upper margin of pod straight,

lower deeply indented.

large, stem hairy, branches angular, densely vel-

vety; leaves 4-6 ins, long, stipules lanceolate, ^ in. long

leaflets 3, somewhat leathery, 2-4 ins, long, end one

largest, ovate, blunt or pointed, both surfaces hairy,

lower pale ; flowers many, pink purple, h in. long, in

axillary and terminal racemes 3-6 ins. long, often with
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SuRDBS WITH Alternate Stipulate Compodnd Leaves.

Pod Bearing Plants.

Petals Dissimilar, Upper one Largest.

Leaflets Three,

the flowers directed to one side only, bracts long-

pointed, i in, long, fringed with haira, calyx ^ in.

long, corolla §4 in, long
;
pod sessile, very hairy, ^-1

by ^ in., upper margin slightly, lower deeply indented,

joints 6-8 longer than broad.

« js _. —»«i,-i medium size ; branches slender, smooth, cylindrical,

, leaves 3-5^ ins. long, stalk 1-1^ ms. long, leaflets d,

I.EGUMiNOs^. pointed, thin or somewhat leathery, smooth above,

F. B. I. ii. 168. pale grey silky beneath, end one ovate oblong with

Himalaya, up to 7,000 ft. tip broad, gradually narrowed to a point, 2-4 ins. long
;

Simla (Baker). flowers many, ^ in, long, in short axillary, or ter-

minal branching racemes, bracts lanceolate, long point-

ed, fringed with hairs, I in, long, calyx 1^ in. nearly

smooth, teeth very short, corolla |-|- in. long, stamens

10, all united, but the upper one
;
pod 2-3 ins. long,

I in. broad, shortly stalked, joints longer than broad,

6-8.

Desmodium tiliae-

folium,

Chanira, pirhi lialimiirt,

Leguminos^.

F, B. I. ii. 168,

Himalaya, up to 9,000 ft.

Simla, Mashobra(Collett.)

Murree (Douie).

medium size ; branches spreading, branchlets vel-

vety ; leaves 4-6 iny. long, leaflets 3, broadly ovate

2-4 ins, long, rather leathery, end one longest, silky

beneath ; flowers pink, J in. long, in numerous

branching racemes, up to 12 ins, long, calyx ^ in.

downy, teeth triangular, shorter than the tube, corolla

§- J in,, stamens 10, all united, but the upper one
;

pod sessile, broad, 2-3 ins. long, joints 6-9, longer than

broad, upper margin slightly, lower deeply indented.

resmodium se^uaz,

Leguminos^,

F.B. I.ii. 170.

Himalaya, 4-7,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

large, branches with dense grey velvet when young
;

leaves 4-7 ins, long, leaflets 3, ovate-lanceolate or lan-

ceolate, gradually pointed, hairy above, more densely

below, end leaflet 2i-4 by 5|-2-| ins. ; flowers pink, j

in. long on lateral and terminal branching racemes,

calyx ^.3. in,, teeth lanceolate, stamens 10, all united

but the upper one; pod sessile ^-^ in. long, x| in. broad,

6-8 jointed, woolly with minute hooked hairs, upper

margin slightly, lower deeply indented.

20
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Desmo&ium
num,
Leguminos^.

F.B. I. ii.l70.

Himalaya, 1-7,000 ft

Simla (Collett),

concm-

S*HRUBS WITH Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Pod Bearing Plants.

Petals Dissimilar, Upper one Largest.

Leaflets Three.

large, branches drooping, velvety ; leaves 2:^-4

ins. long, leaflets ?>, green smooth above, grey hairy

beneath, end leaflet 2-3 ins. long, longest ;
flowers dark

blue i in. long, in lateral and terminal racemes, calyx

3% in., corolla i-^ in., stamens 10, all united but the

upper one; pod £-1 in. long, ^ in. broad, shortly

stalked, curved, 4-6 jointed, downy, upper margin

wavy, lower deeply notched, upper margin of each

joint hollowed out.

small, branches angular, slender, hairy : leaves I5-4

ins. long, leaflets 3, broadly ovate, nearly smooth above,

hairy paler beneath, end leaflet 1-2 by i-1 in., blunt
;

flowers purple, or white, 1 in, long, racemes terminal

or lateral, short stalked 1-3 ins. long, calyx /^ in., teeth

long pointed, corolla less than \ in,, stamens 10, all

united, but the upper one
; pod J-^ in. long, 5 in.

broad, 5-8 jointed, straight, hairy, upper margin

straight, lower slightly notched.

DesmocLium p 1 7 -

carpum;
Leguminos^,

F. B. I. ii. 171.

The Plains to 5,500 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(Collett).

Sesmodium gyrans,

The Telegraph, or

Semaphore riant,

LEGUMINoSiE.

F.B. I.ii. 174.

Himalaya, to 7,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(Collett).

Cajanus indicus,

Pigeon pea,

Arhar dal.

Leguminos^
F. B. I. ii. 217.

The Plains to 6,000 ft.

small, branches nearly cylindric, smooth ;
leaves

33-4^ ins. long, leaflets 3, oblong lanceolate, blunt,

end one 2-4 by f-1 in., lateral leaflets often one or

both wanting, h in. long, moving by jerks, especially

in sunlight ; flowers h in. long, pale yellow, in axillary

or terminal racemes, 3-6 ins. long, buds in pairs,

enclosed in the bracts, calyx J^- in., teeth triangular,

corolla:^ in., side petals tinged with pink or blue,

stamens 10, all united but the upper one
;
pod sessile,

1-1 2 by t-i in., curved like a sickle, 6-10 jointed, upper

margin even, lower slightly notched.

medium size, much cultivated as a food grain

;

branches many, grooved, silky ; stipules minute, lanceo-

late, leaflets 3, oblong lanceolate, pointed, densely

silky beneath ; flowers yellow, streaked with red veins

'^ in. long, in branching axillary or terminal racemes,

calyx A in., corolla ^ in., stamens 10, all united but

the upper one
;
pod 2-3 ins. long, finely downy, often

marked with reddish purple streaks, seeds 3-5, the size

of a small pea, yellow and red to brown or black.
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SiiKUBs WITH Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Pod Bi:AUiN(i Plants.

Petals Dissimilar, Upper one Largest.

Leaflets Three.

cajan,

LEtlDMlNOSiE,

F. P.. I. ii. 223.

Himalaya, 3-9,000 ft.

Sutlej Valley (Collett)

Hazara, Murree.

Pseudo- medium size, branches slender twiggy, wbite-felted

longitudinally ribbe'^ , leaves 1-3 by 1-4 ins., grey green,

velvety above, wnite woolly beneath, leaflets 3, ^-2

by rj-l^ ins., lateral sessile, terminal stalked, largest,

oblong, apex triangular, stipules minute, soon falling

off ; flowers yellow, ^ in. long, in short-stalked close

axillary clusters, calyx | in., 5-toothed, lowest tooth

longest, linear, bristly, all densely woolly, corolla ^-i

in., stamens 10 all united but one, the uppermost
;
pod

1 by ^in., straight, flattened, grey-woolly, 1-2 seeded.

Indi^ofera tinctoria,

The Indigo Plant,

Xil.

Legumixos.!;,

F. B. I. ii. '19.

The Plains.

Izidi^ofora

Gerardiana,
ICeiithi

LEGUMINOSiE.

F. B. I. ii. 100.

Salt Range and Himalaya,

2.10,000 ft.

Simla fCollett),

Hazara, (Barrett).

medium size, cultivated, branches twiggy, tough,

angular, thinly covered with silvery hairs, flatttened

against the stem ; leaves 2-3 ins. long with a

stalk |-1 in. long, stipules minute, awl-like, leaflets

7-13. shortly stalked, f-1 in. long, ovate-oblong, or

nearly circular, bluish-green above, silvery beneath,

stipels minute, bristle, like ; flowers reddish-yellow,

very small on stalked, erect,spikle, like racemes, many-

flowered, shorter than the leaves, bracts awl-shaped,

calyx 4^ in., silvery, teeth equal to the tube, corolla

longer than the calyx, stamens 10, all united but the

upper one, anthers with pointed tip
;
pod 1-1^ ins.

long, i^ in. thick, nearly smooth, 8-12 seeded, with-

out contractions. This plant yields the indigo of

commerce.

medium size, branches many, branchlets silvery

with hairs flattened against the stem ; leaves li-3 ins,

long, shortly stalked, leaflets 17-31, opposite, -J-^ in.

long, ovate with a broad tip, pale grey beneath, short

white hairs above, stipels minute ; flowers |-A in.

long, pale red or purple, on racemes 2-4 ins. long,

stalked, 12-20 flowered, calyx obliquelj' bell-shaped,

silvery hairy, |„ in. long, corolla silvery outside,

stamens 10, all united but the upper one, anthers with

pointed tip
;
pod lA-2 ins. long, nearly cylindrical,

smooth, 6-10 .seeded.
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atropuT-

Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves,

Pod Bearing Plants.

Petals Dissimilar, Upper one Largest.

Leaflets Many.

large, branchlets nearly smooth ; leaves 6-9 ins.

long, atalk 1-3 ins. long, leaflets 1-1^ ins. long, 5-13

opposite, blunt, green above, pale green below, stipels

minute, flowers dark red purple, \-^ in. long, on

shortly stalked racemes, 4-8 ins. long, bracts ^ in.

long pointed, longer than the buds, calyx xo in. long,

teeth short, triangular, corolla \-^ in. long, stamens

10, all united but the upper one, anthers with pointed

tip
;
pod 1-lh ins. long, linear, smooth, 6-10 seeded.

large, branchlets nearly smooth ; leaves 4-6 ins.

long, leaflets opposite, 13-17, 1-1 1 ins. long, ovate,

blunt, a few flattened hairs on both surfaces, stipels

distinct ; flowers crimson red, 5 in, long, in stalked

Indi^ofera

Piirea,

LEGUMINOS^.

F. B. I. ii. 101.

Himalaya to 9,000 ft

Sutlej Valley near

Rampur (Collett).

Indigofera lielsepetala

Leguminos^.
F. B. I. ii. 101.

Himalaya, 6-15,000 ft.

(Collett).

Indi^ofera pulohella,

LEGUMINOS^a;,

F. B. I. ii. 101.

Himalaya to 5,000 ft.

Valley below Simla

(Collett).

Hazara (Barrett).

llahasu, Theog, Narkanda loosely 12-20-flowered racemes, bracts boat-shaped,

bristle-pointed, longer than the buds and enclosing

them, corolla | in. long, stamens 10, all united but the

upper one, anthers with pointed tip ; pod smooth,

straight, l|-2 ins. long, 8-10 seeded.

medium size, trunk thick ; leaves 3-6 ins. long,

shortly stalked, leaflets 11-19, opposite ^-1 in. long,

ovate -oblong, broad at the tip, blunt, often notched,

pale green above, greenish blue beneath, thinly

covered with flattened grey hairs, stipels very minute

or none ; flowers bright pink fading to violet, ^ in.

long, in shortly stalked racemes 1-4 ins. long, bracts

boat-shaped with a long point, longer than the buds,

calyx X? in- long, silvery, teeth short triangular,

corolla |-1 in., bright red, stamens 10, all united but

the upper one, anthers with,pointed tip ; pod \\-\% ins.

long, smooth, straight, 8-12 seeded.

small, hairy or velvety ; leaves 1-3 ins. long, nearly

sessile, leaflets 19-35, opposite, linear-oblong, \-^

in., hairy, pale below, stipels none ;
flowers | in. long,

bright red in stalked racemes, 1-3 ins. long, bracts

\ in. long, silky, pointed, longer than the buds, calyx

J^in, long, silky, teeth triangular hard point, corolla

|-f in., stamens 10, all united but upper one, anthers

with pointed tip
; pod 1-1 j ins. long, straight, nearly

smooth, 8-12 seeded.

Indigrofe.Ta Dosua,
Leguminos.!:.

F. B. I. ii. 102.

Himalaya, 6-8,000 ft.

Simla Mashobra (Collett).
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Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Compodnd Leaves.

Pod Bearing, Leaflets Many.

Colutca arborosccns,

Blad&or senna,

Leguminop^.

F. B. I. ii 103.

Himalaya, S-1 1,000 ft.

Petals Dissimilar.

medium size, nearly smooth
; leaves 2-6 ins. long

leaflets 9-13, ovate with a broad tip, -|.a in., pak-
green, often with a notched tip

; flowers yellow with
a tinge of red, ^ in. long, in three to four flowered
racemes equal to the leaves in length, calyx bell-Simla, Mahasu, Matiana . ,

, Vr .

""\ '^"^^^ "' ^^"^'^"' ^^'^^ l^^^l-
' shaped, teeth 5, sl.ort, the lowest is longest, stamens

(Collett).

Sesljania segyPtiaca,

Jaiiit^ jait.

Leguminob^.

F. B. I. ii. 114.

The Plains to 4,000 ft.

Selssania aculoata,

Caragana brevispina,

Bakrati.

LEGTTMlNOSiE.

F.B. I. ii. 116.

Himalaya, 5-9,000 ft.

Matiana, Narkanda.

(Collett).

It), all united but the upper one
;
pod ^-2 ins. long,

inflated ovoid, seeds many, kidney-shaped. The
leaves are mildly purgative.

large, soft-wooded; leaves 3-6 ins. long, leaflets

1^1-41, smooth, linear oblong, pale green, very shortly
stalked

;
flowers pale yellow, tinged with purple, |-^

in. long, in axillary few-flowered racemes, .^-6 ins
long, calyx i in., smooth, teeth short, triangular,

stamens 10, all united but the upper one
;
pod 6-9 ins.

long, beaded, flexible, twisted, 20-30-seeded, divisions
between the seeds. The seeds are used as an astrin-
gent in Alahomedan medicine.

see Elerbs, Erect, Alternate, Stipulate, Compound.

large, spinous, hairy, branchlets finely downy, old
leaf stalks persistent, 2-4 ins

. spine-tipped
; leaves

even-pinnate, 2-H ins., clustered on short thick
branchlets, stipules spinous, leaflets 8-16, opposite,
ovate, :f-i in., upper surface smooth, lower silky,

pale
;
flowers bright yellow, 1 in. long, in stalked

fow flowered clusters, snorter than the leaves, calyxKashmir, Kagan Valley ,, „, ,7.
;-- --'"^^ --" ^"« i^aves, calyx

'
" ^ ^^l^^ty- oblique, tubular, teeth fine, spine-tipped.

TePlirosiaTurParea,

Teplirosia viliosa,

Astragaks Palcoaeri,

As'ra^alus Tricho-

caipaa,

stamens 1(., all united but the upper one; pod
flattened, velvety, 2-3 ins. long, straight, cylindrical,
woolly within, seeds h-4. This plant is used for fatten
ing goats.

see Herbs, Erect, Alternate. Stipulate, Compound,

see Herbs, Erect. Alternate, Stipulate, Compound,

see Herbs, Erect. Alternate, Stipulate. Compound,

see Heibs, Erect, Alternate, Stipulate, Compound.
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Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Pod Bearing, Leaflets Many,

Petals Dissimilar.

Astragalus chlo r o s

tacliys,

Leguminop^.

F. B. I. ii. 128.

Himalaya, 5-14,000 ft.

Simla Mahasu (Collett).

small, many slender branches, covered with short

hairs ; leaves 'A-'i ins. long, stipules small, lanceolate,

spreading, leaflets 13-17, oblong, ^-f in, long, blunt,

waxy greenish blue above, white silky beneath ; flowers

many, h-^ in. long, yellow green tinged with lilac,

crowded in erect racemes 3-6 ins. long, bracts lanceo-

late ; hardly longer than the buds, calyx velvety, half

the length of the corolla, teeth very short, stamens

10, united all but the upper one
;
pod smooth, oblong,

pointed, | in. long, narrowed into a stalk \ in. long,

seeds 6-10.

Astragalus Stswartii, ^i'^^ *^^ ^^^*' ^^^ ^^^ leaves densely white silky, the

LEGUMiNOSiE. bracts and calyx teeth with long bristles, the latter

F. B. I. ii. 129. protruding beyond the buds, pods completely two-

Hazara, 5-9000 ft. celled, seeds 6-10.

Astragalus longi-

caulis,

LEGUMiNOs.a;.

F. B. I.ii. 129.

Kashmir.

Astragalus graveo-

lens,

LEGUMINOS.a:.

F. B. 1. ii. 131.

Hinalaya, 4-12,000 ft

Hazara (Douie).

Murree.

Astragalus ca&dol-

leanus,

LEGUMINOS.a;.

F. B.I.ii. 132.

Himalaya, 8-13,000 ft.

like the last, but leaflets 21-25, narrow-oblong
;
pod

10-12 seeded.

small, branches ; many, rodlike, rounded leaves 4-6

ins. long, stipules leafy, 1-H ins, long, leaflets 17-19

round-oblong, opposite, firm, blunt, smooth on both

surfaces, §-1 in. long ; flowers yellow^ £ in. long on

long stalked racemes 6-12 ins. long, bracts linear,

smooth, calyx tubular, smooth, § in, long, teeth half

the tube's length, stamens lu, all united but the upper

one
;
pod l-lij ins, long, \ in, broad, smooth, stalked,

two-celled, 12-18 seeded.

small, stems woody, a few inches long, below the

tufts of leaves with many woody leaf stalks of old

leaves with lanceolate membraneous stipules
;
leaves

3-4 ins, long, leaf stalks 1-2 ins., finely dawny, leaflets

17-25, oblong, blunt, bluish waxy green, \-^ in. long,

more or less silky ; flowers Ii ins. long, yellow in nearly

sessile heads, many, bracts linear, calyx | in. long,

densely silky, teeth linear, stamens 10, all united but

the upper one
;
pod f-1 in. long, curved, shortly stalk-
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SuRUB? WITH Alternate Stipulatk Compound Leaves.

Pod Bearing, Leaflets Man v.

Petals Dissimilar,

ed, firm, two-celled, narrowed to both ends. 12-16
seeded.

Astragalus pyrrho-

trichns,

'

Legcmixos^.
F. B. I.ii. 133.

Hazara, 1-6,000 ft.

Astragalus

piiyllus^

LKGUillNOS^

F. B. I. ii. 133.

Himalaya, 8-11,000 ft.

small, stem short woody, covered with long fine

brown hairs, no old leaf stalks as in the last ; leaves
6-12 ins. long, stipules ^-f in. long, lanceolate, silky,

leaflets 41-51, roundish. ^-|| in. long, blunt with a fine

point, covered with long silky hairs
; flowers U ins.

long, yellow, in close 6-12-flowered 1-4 ins. stalked
heads, bracts linear bristle-like, feathery, calyx very
silky, hi in. long, teeth bristle-like, nearly as long as

the tube, stamens 10, all united but the upper one
;

pod nearly sessile, oblong-halved, silky, two-celled
10-12 seeded.

Malaco- small, stem a foot long, densely velvety
; leaves 2-4

ins. long, stipules lanceolate |-^ in, long, leaflets 31-41,
densely silky, oblong, blunt, f^ in. long

; flowers 1^

ins. long, yellow in shortly stalked close heads, bracts
linear bristle-like, calyx h in. long, densely silky, teeth
linear, stamens 10, all united but the upper one

;
pod

h in. long, sessile, two-celled, silky, 8-10 seeded.

Astragalus polya-

oanthus,

Leguminos^.

F. B. I.ii. l?4.

The riains to 12,000 ft.

I^awalpindi.

Hazara (Douie).

Murree.

Astragalus ciceri-

folius,

Legumixos.e.

F. B.I. ii 134.

Himalaya, 10-17,000 ft.

small, branchlets short, armed with the old leaf
stalks U-2 ins. long

; leaves 1^-3 ins. long, stipules

triangular, leaflets 9-13, oblong, slightly silky, pale
bluish green, |-^ in. long ; flowers yellow, usually in

twos, sessile in the axils of leaves, 1:^ ins. long, calyx
tubular, * in, long, silky, teeth short, linear, stamens
1 0, all united but the upper one

;
pod ^ in. long,

oblong-halved, sessile, two-celled, seeds 15-20,

small, densely armed with the old leaf stalks, 3-6
ins, long

;
leaves 3-6 ins, long, stipules lanceolate, leaf-

lets, fa in. long, 31-41, blunt, lanceolate with a broad
tip, pale green, soon falling off ; flowers 3-4 on shortly
stalked heads in the axils of leaves, yellow, U insi.

long, calyx i, in. long, with a few black or brown
hairs, teeth bristle-like, stamens 10, all united but
the upper one

;
pod h-^ in. long, oblong, densely

silky, two-celled, narrowed to the point, seeds 15-20.
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Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Pod Bearing, Leaflets Many.

Petals Dissimilar.

Astragalus malti-

ceps,

Kandiara, sarmul.

Leguminos^.

F. B. T. u. 134,

Himalaya, 812,000 ft.

Astragalus zans-

Icarcnsis,

Leguminos^.

F. B. I. ii. 134.

Himalaya, 10-14,000 ft.

Astragalus lepto-

ceutr'.:is,

Leguminos^s:.

F. B. I. ii. i:f5.

Himalaya, 14,000 ft.

Astragalus bicuspis,

LEGUMINOS.E.

F. B.I. ii. 135.

llazara.

small, main stem very short, branchlets with tufts

of leaves very close together, armed with the old

leaf stalks 1| 3 ins. long, leaves l|-3 ins. long, sti-

pules i in. long, lanceolate, leaflets 21-31, oblong-

ovate with broad tip, Ti-6 in. long, covered with

grey silky hairs ; flowers one or two together in leaf

axils, sessile or nearly so, yellow, 1 in. long, bracts

linear, ^ in. long, calyx ^ in. long, silky, teeth linear

bristle-like, stamens lO, all united but the upper,

one
;
pod sessile, oblong, ^ in. long, covered with

fine grey silky hairs, seeds 12-14.

small, main stem short, branchlets with closely

crowded leaves lower parts armed with the old leaf

stalks 3-4 ins. long ; leaves 3-4 ins. long, stipules | in;

long, lanceolate, leaflets 21-25, oblong, blunt, soon

falling oft, |- 1 in, long, densely brown silky velvet

flowers yellow, 1| ins. long, in few to six flowered

shortly stalked heads, bracts linear bristle-like,

feathery, calyx ^-| in. long, tubular, densely silky,

teeth bristle-like, stamens 10, all united but the

upper one
;
pod shortly stalked, seeds up to 20.

small, main stem lengthened, armed with the old

leaf stalks, 2-3 ins, long, velvety, branches velvety,

branchlets with closely clustered leaves, leaflets

21-.. 1, oblong blunt, ^-| in. long, grey brown, silky

velvet on both surfaces ; flowers yellow, I| in. long,

one or two together without a stalk common to

both, in the leaf axils, calyx ^ in. long densely

silky, teeth linear, biistln-iike, stamens lO, all united

but the upper one
;
pod oblong, A-g in, long, sessile

silky, two-celled, 12 1 4 -seeded.

small generally like A, 2)clyacanthus above, braD-

ches densely silky, stem lengthened, armed with the

old leaf stalks 1-2 ins long, leaflets 13-17, oblong,

blunt, -j- 1 ill. long, shaggy stipules q-| in. long, lan-

ceolate sharp-pointed ; flowers yellow, 1 in. long, one

to three togetliei , not on a common stalk, in the leaf

axils, calyx i in. long, shaggy, stamens 10, all united
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Shkubs with Alteenatk Stipulate Compognd Leaves.

Pod Bearing, Leaflets Many.

Petals Dissimilar.

Astragalus strobill

fori:s,

Leguminos^.

F. B I.ii. 135.

Himalaya, 8-13,000 ft.

Sophora Moorcrof-

tlana,

Leguminos^,

F. B. I.ii. 249,

Eshmir.

Sopliora mollis,

Simalayan
Laburnum,
Kun, vidian, Kathi.

Leguminos^.

F. B. r. ii. 251.

Salt Ra n g e, H a z a r a,

Himalaya, to 6,000 ft.

Choa Saidaa Shab

(Doniej.

Cassia occidentalis,

Coffee Senna,
Katunda.

Ll-GUMINOS^.

F.B.I, ii 262.

The Plains, Gnrgaon.

21

but the upper one
; pod shagory, nearly sessile, oblong

two-celled, |-^ in, long, seeds 8-!0.

very small, branches many, armed with the old leaf
stalks, 1-2 ins. long; leaflets 11-13, lanceolate with a
broad tip, short-pointed, f | in. long, hairy, stipules
thia, triangular; flowers yellow, a i^. long, sessile
in the leaf axils, scarcely showing above the stipules
calyx i in. long, thick white velvety, corolla scarcely
showing beyond the calyx lobes, withering in situ
stamens 10, all united but the upper one

; pod sessile"
silky, seeds 3-4.

'

small, branches many, densely grey downy, armed
with the spinous persistent stipules

; leaves 1^-2
ins. long, leaflets 11-17, soon falling off, broad
ovate, blunt with a bristle-like point, f i in. long
rather leathery, pale green, silky on both surfaces-
flowers yellow, J- in. long in axillary racemes, calyx
i m. densely grey silky, teeth short, corolla ^ in.
stamens 10. ununited

; pod 3-4 ins. long, 6.6-seeded'
velvety.

'

small, branches finely grey downy
: leaves often

appearing after the flowers are in bloom, pale green
5-10 ins. long, leaflets 21-41, ovate, ^.a in. long nearly
sessile, finely grey downy, leaflets often altered into
long curling processes

; flowers yellow, f i^ j^n^
in axillary racemes 2-3 ins. long, calyx tubular* | in'
long, teeth, short, blunt, two upper united, stamens
10, all free

;
pod stalked, smooth, 3-4 ins. long 4-6

one-seeded 4-winged joints, often separated by linear
constrictions, nearly 1 in. long. This plant is poison-
ous to all cattle, but goats.

Petals Similar.

medium size, often annual, nearly smooth, spread-
ing

;
leaves 6 ins. long, with a bluish waxy gloss, stalk

with a single gland at the base, leaflets 3-5 pairs
1-3 ins. long, opposite, shortly stalked, ovute-oblong, or
lanceolate, long pointed, oflensive, when crusirJd :

flowers i in., yellow, veined with orange, in axillary
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Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves,

Pod Bearing, Leaflets Many.

Petals Similar.

Cassia Sopliera,

Kasunda.

Leguminos^.

F. B. I, ii. 262.

The Plains.

CassalPinia pulcher-

rima,

shortly stalked clusters, forming branching terminal

racemes, bracts \ in. long, ovate, long pointed, white

tinged with pink, soon falling off, calyx 5-fid to the

base, lobes blunt, petals 5, broad, nearly equal

stamens 10, 3 upper without anthers, 2 lateral pairs

with small anthers, 3 lower longer and with larger

anthers, anthers brown, style incurved
,
pod 4-5 by

5 in., curved, cylindrical with slight contractions,

flattened, seeds 15-30, pale brown. A common weed

originally introduced from America, the seeds are

used by negroes as a substitute for coffee.

like the last species, but larger with larger leaves

and more leaflets, petals scarcely veined, pods not

flattened, nor cylindrical with slight contractions, seeds

dark brown.

see Trees, Alternate, Stipulate, Compound.

Flowers in spikes or heads.

Diclir ostac hy s

cinerea,

Vertuli.

Legumjnos^.

F. B. I.ii. 288.

Delhi (Dutbie).

large ;
branches rigid thorny, branchlets many,

velvety terminating in spines ; leaves bipinnate, 1-2

ins. long, pinna3 16-20, stalked-glands at the base

of each pair, leaflets 24-30, minute, strap-shaped,

sessile, leathery yL-i in. long ;
flowers minute, yellow

on spikes, shortly stalked, axillary, flowers at the

base of the spike with white, red or purple stami-

nodes, I in. long
;
pod 2-3 by ^-

dry, smooth.

in., 6-10-seeded.

Mimosa rubicauli.'

ShiaJi kanta, ral.

Leguminos^.
F. B. I.ii. 291.

The Plains to 4,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(Co]Iett\

Rawalpindi.

Valleys below Murree.

% large, branches reddish when young, straggling

slender, giooved, grey downy, armed with many

small, hooked spines ; leaves bipinnate, 6-9 ins., mid-

rib prickly, stipules awl-shaped, pinnfB 8-12, 1-2 ins.

long, bristle-like gland between each pair, leaflets

20-24, g^ in. long, linear-oblong ' with a recurved rigid

point ; flowers minute, reddish, turning to white in

heads, |-i in. broad, on short stalks in the axils of
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Shrdbs with Alteknate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Pod Bearing, Leaflets Many.

Petals Similar.

leaves at the top of the branchlets, corolla x, in
stamens ununited, 8, i in. long

; pod curved, 3-4 by
i in., 6-10 seeded, joints square separating from the
sutures.

Mimosa hamata,
Leguminos^.
F. B. I. ii. 201.

The Plains.

like the last, but pinnae fewer and the sutures of
the pods armed with large hooked prickles.

Leea^aspera,

Kumala.

VlTACE^.

F B. I. L G65.

The Plains to 7,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

Kashmir.

Spiraea vestita,

Spiraea Aruncus

spiraea sorbifolia,

Rosacea.

F.B. I.ii. 324.

Himalaya 7-10,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

Uazara (.Barrett.)

Not Pod Bearing Plants.

large, robust, branches grooved, spreading
; leaves

large, lower bipinnate, upper pinnate or the Jower
pmn^ 3-lobed, leaflets 3-6 ins. long, heart-shaped at
the base, oblong, sides not parallel, long-pointed, both
surfaces rough, round-toothed, stipules sheathing-
flowers yellow-green, small in spreading leaf-opposed'
nearly smooth clusters, calyx 5-toothed, petals b
oblong, united and to the staminal tube, stamens
5, united below into a 5-lobed tube, style short

;berry i in. diam,, nearly round, flattened at the
top,3-6-celledand-seeded, black, succulent, edible,
seeds wedged-shaped.

see Herbs, Erect, Alternate, Stipulate, Lobed.

see Herbs, Erect, Alternate, Stipulate, Compound.

large
;
branches smooth except at first, when rather

hau-y
;
leaves even rarely odd pinnate, 8-12 ins. lona

stipules linear awl-shaped, leaflets 12-18 or I.3.19'
narrowly lanceolate, 2-4 ins., sharply toothed, lona
pointed, end one, if present, may be lobed

; flowert
white, i in. diam.. in terminal branching racemes 6-12
ins. long, calyx cup-shaped, 5 lobed, petals 5, rounded
stamens about 20, rarely united at the base, carpels 5,
smooth 01 velvety.
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Shrcbs with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Not Pod Bearing Plants.

Rubus nlveiLs,

Rosacea.

F. B. 1. ii, 835.

Himalaya, 6-10,000 -ft.

Kashmir.

Snbus macilentus,

Bubusellipticus,

Eubus fruticosus,

Bubus- antenxLifer,

Rubus purpnreus,

Bubus pungens,

EubtLS biflorus,

Akhreri, dher.

ROSACEiE.

F. B. I. ii. 338.

Himalaya, 7-9,000 ft.

Simla ((.Col ett").

Petals Similar,

large, stem stout, branches rambling, often purple

without bristles ou gland tipped-hairs, young often

quite smooth or felted, prickles short scattered, pale;

leaves pinnately compound, leaJBets 3, rarely 5, 1-5 ins.

long, entire or lobulate, toothed, short or long pointed

smooth above, white felted beneath, terminal leaflet

sometimes cordate, leaf stalk 1-2 ins., slender with 1-2

prickles, stipules thread-like ; flowers \-\ in, diam.

pink, axillary or in few-flowered clusters on a long

stalk, nodding, bracts thread-like, calyx 5-lobed, per-

sistent, lobes ^-^ in, long, ovate-lanceolate, velvety,

spreading or reflexed in fruit, petals 5, J-| in. diam..

broad-ovate, much smaller than the calyx, lobes erect,

concealing the stamens, stamens very many, fruit

round, large or small, of few or many, dry or fleshy

drupes, acid, stones pitted.

see Prostrate Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Com-

pound.

• see Prostrate Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Com-

pound.

see Prostrate Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Com-

pound.

see Prostrate Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Com-

pound.

see Prostrate Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Com-

pound.

see Prostrate; Shrubs, Alternate, _Stipulate, Com-

pound.

large ; branches spreading,: covered with white

powder like white-wash, prickles many, small, re-

curved ; leaves odd pinnate, stalk 1-2 ins., prickly,

stipules \ m. long, linear-lanceolate, leaflets 3 or 5,

ovate-lanceolate, 1-1^ ins. long, end one longer,

doubly toothed, often lobulate, velvety above, white or
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Shrdbs with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Not Pod Beaeino.

Petals Similar.

Rulsus lasiocarpus,

Pakdna, guriicha, kar-

manJi.

KOSACE^.

F. B. I. ii. 339.

Himalaya, 4-10,000 ft.

Simla, Mahasu (Collett).

Hazara (Barrett).

fotentlUa fruticosa,

Spanr/jha, vierino.

'ROSACAM.

F. B. r. ii. 347.

Himalaya, 8-12,000 ft.

Hattn (Collett).

Fotentilla SalessoTrii;

ROSACA.E.

F. B.I. ii. 348.

Kashmir.

Lahul, 11-14,000 ft.

felted beneath ; flowers white, 1-3 together on slender

drooping stalks, ^-f in. diam.. calyx lobes 5, broad,

long-pointed, petals 5, lobes rounded, stamens many
;

fruit round ^ in. diam., a column in the centre cover-

ed with 20-30 very small drupes, succulent, sweet,

red, or orange, a minute stone in each drupe, pitted.

large; branches spreading, smooth, pendulous, pur-

ple, often rooting at the tips, prickles small, flattened,

few, often curved ; leaves 3-10 ins. long, midrib and

stalks prickly, stipules | in. linear awl-shaped, leaflets

5-9, ovate, lateral leaflets l5-2^ inches, end one

rather larger, often lobed green, smooth above, white

felted beneath ; flowers dark pink, ^-§ in. diam. in

clustered woolly small branching racemes, calyx

woolly, teeth 5, lanceolate, pointed, longer than the

petals, petals 5, round, stamens many ; fruit same

as the last species, but the drupes changing to black

from blue or it may be orange or red, much eaten by

Europeans and the natives.

medium size, branches rigid or robust, sometimes

prostrate, very leafy ; leaves crowded, odd pinnate,

stipules large, membranous, blunt, leaflets 3-7, ovate-

lanceolate, 5-§ in., pointed, densely silky hairy above,

smooth beneath ; flowers yellow, many, silky, calyx

lobes 5, ovate or lanceolate, petals 5, much longer

than the calyx, stamens many ; achenes many, hairy.

small, silky, stem woody, 1 in. thick ; leaves 4-6

ins., stipules membranous with a tail-like point, stalk

thick, leaflets 7-9, oblong, blunt, coarsely bluntly

toothed above the middle, white or green beneath

base rounded ; flowers white 1 in. diam., very many,

stalked in branching leafy clusters, calyx woolly,

lobes 5, ovate or lanceolate, petals 5, oblong-ovate with

a broad termination, longer than the calyx, stamens

many ; achenes minute, hairy, enclosed in the hairs

of the fruit base The fine powder under the leaves

causes sneezing.
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S"hrubs with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Not Pod Bearing,

Hosa macrpphylla,

Rose-

Ban Gulab, Tumii,

SMngari.

Rosacea.

F. B. I. iii, 366.

Himalaya, 4-10,000 ft.

Simla,Mashobra,Matiaiia,

Narkanda (Gollett).

Hazara (Barrett).

Petals Similar.

medium size
;
prickly or smooth, prickles straight

or curved with dilated bases ; leaves 2-8 ins. long,,

stalk velvety, stipules large, broad, spreading, leaflets

7-11, nearly smooth, ovate, acute, teeth small, regular,

lateral leaflets smaller the further they are from

the end leaflet, which is |-3 ins. long ; flowers pink.

solitary or in clusters, 1 -2| ins. diam., calyx lobes

5, narrow, thread-like, longer than the petals, tip often

broad, toothed, petals 5, broad, stamens many styles

ununited ; fruit red, sometimes 2 ins. long, crowned

by the persistent calyx lobes, achenes large, j in.

long, few or many.

Bosa 'Webbiana,

Kuginoy sikanda.

Rosacea,

F. B. I.ii. 366.

Himalaya, 5-13,500 ft.

medium size, smooth, prickles many, ^| in., straight

or curved with long bases, yellow ; leaves |-2 ins.,

stipules small, leaflets 4-10, oblong or round, \-^ in.,

base rounded ; flowers pink, 1-3 ins, diam., solitary,

calyx round or oval, bristly, lobes long-pointed, tips

broad, persistent, petals 5, heart-shaped with the

broad part at the tip, stamens many, styles ununited-

fruit ovoid or round, i-1 in. diam., crowned by the

persistent calyx lobes achenes many, ^ in. long

pale.

Bosa sericea,

Rosace.^}.

F. B.I. ii. 367.

Himalaya, 9-13,000 ft.

Hattn, Baghi (Gollett).

Chur.

small ; branches quite smooth and unarmed or

prickly only or bristly and glandular, prickles i-lf ins.,

turned up, brown, broad, flattened ; leaves 1-3 ins.,

close set, stipules oblong, thin, with a short pointed

tip, leaflets 7-9, oblong, acutely toothed towards the

rounded tip, silky beneath ; flowers 2-2i ins, diam.,

solitary, white or straw colour on short lateral

shoots, calyx tube bristly grandular, lobes 5, velvety,

ovate-lanceolate, persistent, petals 4, cordate with

broad tips, stamens many, styles ununited; fruit

nearly round, or pear-shaped silky or smooth, crown-

ed by the persistent calyx lobes ; achenes few, ^ in.

long.
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Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves.

Not Pod Bearing.

Aralia cachcmirica,
Banalihor^ churial,

Araliace^.

F. B. I. iii. 722.

Kashmir, 9-12,000 ft.

Himalaya, 7-8,000 ft.

Theog, Narkanda (Col-

lett).

ChanglagaJIi (Douie).

Zantliosyium ala-

tum,
T$jbal, timru.

Eutace^.

F.B. Li. 493.

Himalaya to 6,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

Kasauli.

Hazara (Barrett).

Petals Similar.

medium size
; leaves pinnate or bi or tripinnate, end

pinna with 5-9 leaflets, leaflets 3|-1^ ins., oblong long-

pointed, heart-shaped at the base, minutely toothed,

hairy above, smooth beneath
; flowers white, small,

many in round umbels, in simple or branching race-

mes, small or 12 ins. long, calyx 5 toothed, petals 5

reflexed, stamens 5 ; fruit small, succulent, drupe
round, black ^^ in. diam,, 5 ribbed, containing 5 bony
one-seeded nuts.

Petals None.

large, strongly aromatic, bark corky, strong prick-

les on the branches, leaf-stalks and midribs of leaves
and leaflets, branchlets dotted with white specks :

leaves unequally pinnate, 2-6 ins. long, two stipular

spines at the base of the winged leaf-stalk, leaflets

5-9, opposite, sessile, lanceolate, 2-4 ins. long, gland-
dotted, margin with a few small teeth : flowers small,

yellow, crowded on small velvety lateral branching
racemes, calyx 6-8 lobed, petals none, stamens 6-8 in
male flowers, one to five oblique one-celled carpels
in female flowers

; fruit of 1-5, small, pale, red, round
drupes, one seed in each carpel, black, shining,

used as a condiment
; the branches are used as

tooth brushes.

PhyUaatliUS Parvi- see Shrubs, Alternate. Stipulate
foliUS, None.

le, Petals

( I'o be continued.)
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DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW GENERA AND SPECIES
OF INDIAN ICHNEUMONIDiE.

BY

P. Cameron.

For the opportunity of describing of the new genera and species

recorded in this paper 1 am indebted to Lieut.-Col. C. G. Nurse by

whom they were taken.

PIMPLIN^.
XORIDINI.

Agenora, gen. nov.

Areolet large, 5 angled. Transverse median nervure interstitial. Trans-

verse median nervure in hind wings broken shortly below the middle. Median

segment areolated ; there is a triangular basal area ; a large areola, clearly

longer than wide, rounded at the base, transverse at the apex, 2 large Cater-

alarese, a spiracular area and one large one on the apical slope which is

surrounded above and on the sides by a stout keel. Parapsidal furrows

distinct ; there is a distinct furrow on the lower side of the mesopleurse. Head

cubital ; temples broad ; occiput margined. Abdominal petiole long and

slender, cylindrical, not perceptibly thickened towards the middle ; the

spiracles are placed almost in the middle. Anterior tibial not contracted at

the base, not inflated, their tarsi twice their length ; fore spurs large, broad, the

4 hinder minute. Occiput not quite transverse.

I only know the ^ of this genus. In the arrangement of Ashmead (Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus. xxiii, 70.) it would come in near cabocephalus, Ratz., which may

be known from it by the transverse median nervure not being interstitial and

by the less completely areolated metanotum. Characteristic are the densely

haired head and thorax.

Agenora hirticeps, sp. nov.

Black, shining, the head and thorax densely covered with long white hair
;

the 4 front legs pale fulvous, pale yellow at the base ; the hind coxae and

femora red, the rest of them black ; wings hyaline, the stigma and nervures

black ; tegulse yellow.

Length 9 mm.

August.

The oral region has got injured and its precise form cannot be made out.

Mandibles and palpi pale yellow ; the former are broad at the base, becoming

gradually narrowed towards the apex ; I am not sure if they have 1 or 2

teeth, from their being bent accidentaly inwardlly. Scutellum large, roundly

convex, but not much raised. First abdominal segment about one half longer

than the second ; it is covered with longish standing out white hair ; the other

segments with depressed white pubescence, which is thickest on the apical one.

Base of hind tibial narrowed and curved. The abdomen is more than twice the

Ungth of the thorax.
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TRYPHONINiE.

Tryphonini.

Cyphanza, gen. nov.

Transverse median nervnre in hind wings straight, unbroken, areolet oblique,

irregular, petiolated, receiving the recurrent nervure near the apex. Disco-

cubital nervure rounded, unbroken, not angled. Transverse median nervure

in hind wings received shortly, but distinctly beyond the transverse basal

Clypens not separated from the face, its sides above with a distinct fovea.

Eyes parallel, not incised
; there is a distinct malar space, ocelli in a curve.

Scutellum prominent, its sides not keeled. Metanotum with an elongated

central basal area, about 6 times longer than wide, extending from the base to

the apex, where it becomes narrowed to a sharp point ; there is a square, deep

area on either side of the apex ; outerside there is a larger square area, not

clearly defined above, the sides outside the spiracles are bounded by a keel,

these 2 keels forming the outer boundaries of the outer apical area. Abdominal
petiole longish

; its base half the width of the apex
; the sides at the base, are

keeled to the spiracles, which are placed at the apex of the basal third of the

segment. Antennae moderately stout, longer than the body ; the 3rd joint is

distinctly longer than the 4th calcaria short, as long as the 2nd tarsal joint ; the

hinder metatarsus is as long as the following .3 united.

The radius is short, reaching half way between the apex of the stigma and
of the wing ; it issues from shortly behind the middle of stigma. In the

hind wings of the longitudinal nervures only the base of the radius is

indicated. The temples and malar space are of moderate length. The
metapleura separated from the sternum by a distinct keel. Mandibles broad,

shortly, bluntly bidentate. There are small round spiracles near the base of

the 2nd abdominal segment. Body and legs densely covered with short white

pubescence.

In Ashmead's arrangement (Bull U. S. Nat. Mus. xxiii, 70) this genus runs

near to Gensia, Foer.

Cyphanza nigra, sp, nov.

Black, densely covered with short, white pubescence, the face yellow, except

for a black line on the upper two-thirds, the palpi testaceous ; the 4 anterior

tibial and tarsi testaceous. Wings clear hyaline, the nervures and stigma

testaceous.

Length 7 mm.
August.

Head and thorax closely punctured, the pleurae more closely and strongly

than the mesonotum.

Apex of elypeus broadly rounded, mesonotum and scutellum shining, the

latter with a curved furrow at the base, centre of metanotum weakly, the

sides more distinctly punctured. Pleurse weakly punctured. The recurrent

nervure is interstitial with the 2nd transverse cubital. The antennae moderately
22
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stout, longer than the body, the flagellum densely covered with short black

pubescence.

Inoresa, gen. nov.

Eyes large, parallel, incised on the innerside above, the malar space small,

clypeus not separated from the face, its apex broadly rounded. There is a

flattened plate between the antennae. These have the 3rd joint fully one-

fourth longer than the following, and clearly longer than the scape. Scutellum

not much raised ; keeled at the base only. Sides of metanotum margined by

a distinct keel, abdomen flat, broad ; the basal 2 segments become gradually

widened ; the 1st more than twice longer than the 2nd ; the spiracles are

placed shortly behind the middle. Wings without an areolet ; the recurrent

nervure is received shortly beyond the transverse cubital ; the transverse

median shortly beyond the transverse basal ; the transverse median nervure in

hind wings broken distinctly below the middle. Legs stout, short ; the femora

much swollen, the middle tibial with 2 spurs ; claws large, simple. Mandibles

broad, stoutly bidentate. Metanotal spiracles large, linear.

This genus in Ashmead's arrangements runs into EccUnops, Foer, which may

or may not be identical with Acrogonia, it agreeing with it in having the eyes

emarginate within.

Inoresa pilosa, sp. nov.

Black, the mandibles, antennal scape, the scutellum, the metanotum from

shortly behind the middle, apical third of 1st abdominal segments, and the

2nd and 3rd, except for a broad transverse mark on the base, pale luteous, the

legs of a paler luteous colour, the apical half of hinder femora broadly on the

innerside and the apex of the hind tibiae, black : wings hyaline, the stigma

testaceous, the nervures black.^
Length 12 mm.
Simla, August.

Densely covered all over with pale, slightly tinged with fulvous pubescence

antennae longer than the body, the scape yellow, the flagellum brownish

rufous. Face and clypeus strongly, closely punctured. Front and vertex not

so strongly punctured ; there is a smooth bare space, triangular in space, below

the ocelli, the hair is longer and denser on the face than it is on the upper

parts; on these the hairs issue from a puncture. Mandibular teeth black, the

base of mandibles thickly covered with silvery pubescence. Palpi yellow,

covered with white pubescence. Thorax smooth ; the hairs issue from tuber-

cles. The pubescence on the pleurae and median segment is longer and

whiter than it is on the mesonotum. Abdomen smooth
;
the pubescence

denser on the apical than on the basal segments, legs densely covered with long

white pubescence.

Mesoleptini.

Letosha, gen. nov.

Wings without an areolet, the recurrent nervure received clearly beyond

the transverse basal. Transverse median nervure interstitial. Transverse
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median nervure in hind wings broken shortly below the middle, but the

longitudinal nervure is very faint, almost obsolete. Median segment long
;

with 2 stout transverse keels, the spiracles about 3 times longer than wide,
clypeus roundly convex, clearly separated from the face by a suture,

its apex broadly rounded. Eyes large, parallel
; the malar space small.

Scutellum longish, narrowed towards the apex, which has a long, oblique slope;
its sides are margined. Legs long, slender

; the hind coxa) long, about 4 times
longer than wide

;
claws simple. Occiput margined, almost transverse. Fii-st

abdominal segment long, slender, cylindrical, shghtly dilated at the apex ; the
spiracles prominent placed shortly before the middle ; the segments become
slightly gradually widened to the last, which is obliquely narrowed.
The antenntE are longer than the body, filiform. Hinder calcaria short, not

half the length of the 2nd tarsal joint, ocelli large, the hinder separated from
each other by a slightly less distance than they are from the eyes. Temples
wide, obliquely narrowed

;
the occiput has a sharply oblique slope from the

ocelli and are margined. Parapsidal furrows indicated at the base, narrow.
Apex of pronotum dilated. Fore tarsi long, slender, clearly longer than the
tibis. There is a wide depression on the lower apical half of the mesopleuraj
and a shorter narrower curved one on the base of the mesosternum. Pteros-
tigma large, longish, the radius issues from shortly beyond its middle, the
transverse cubital nervure is short. Mandibles unequally bidentate.
The precise affinities of this genus may be left over until its $ is known.

From the position of the abdominal spiracles I refer it, for the present, to
the Tryphonidm, Tribe Mesoleptini.

Letosha longicoxis, sp. nov.

Black, the face, clypeus, mandibles, palpi, a somewhat triangular mark on the
apex of the pronotum, the lower edge of the propleurse, the lower inner orbits
broadly, the mark gradually narrowed above and a narrow line down the base
of the metapleura), pale yellow, the apex of the scutellum, the apex of the 1st

abdominal segment narrowly, the base of the 2nd somewhat more broadly, the
base of the 3rd still more broadly, and the whole of the 3rd rufotestaceous.

Legs rufo-fulvous, the anterior paler ; the hind coxas, apex of hind tibife broadly
and the basal half of metatarsus black; the rest of the hinder tarsi white.
Wings hyaline, the stigma fusevus, the nervures black.

Length 8 mm.
Simla, August.

Antennae filiform longer than the body, black, the pedicle testaceous, the
flagellum densely covered with short, stiff pubescence. Head, prothorax, me-
sonotum and scutellum smooth and shining, the lower part of the mesopleurai
closely, strongly, longitudinally striated, the upper part and the greater part of
the apex smooth and shining

;
the metapleuras coarsely rugosely reticulated.

Basal part of metanotum smooth, depressed in the middle at the base ; its apex
irregularly, obscurely striated

; the part between the 2 keels is strongly, irregu-
larly striated

;
the apex is irregularly striated laterally. Metapleuree coarsely
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irregularly, closely, obliquely striated. Hind coxfe closely, coarsely, transversely

striated.

Ctenopelmini.

Fintona, geu. uov.

Areolet 4-augled, the nervures meeting in front ; the transverse median

nervure received beyond the transverse basal ; the transverse median nervure

in hind wings broken below the middle, the median nervure distinct. Metano-

tum not areolated, longish, the top of apical slope bordered by a stout keel.

Abdominal petiole longish longer than the 2nd segment, the base half the width

of the apex, not widened behind the spiracles ; the 2nd and 3rd segments

longer than wide, the 4th square. Clypeus separated from the face by a

shallow furrow, roundly convex, its apex rounded. Claws pectinated : the pec-

tinations strong at the base only and few in number. Ocelli wider from each

other than to the eye margin. Vertex separated from occiput by a weak in-

distinct keel. Sheaths of ovipositor shortly projecting, not much longer than

the last segment. Clypeal foveas without a hair tuft. Legs long, slender, as

are also the antennfe,

If the abdomen is to be called '' petiolate," this genus, in Ashmead's tables.

would come in near Eczetesis, Foerster. It is a slenderly built form with long,

slender legs, more like an Ophionid than a Tryphonid.

Fintona nigripalpis, sp. nov.

Black ; the abdomen from the 2nd segment red, the apical segment darker

coloured ; the legs similarly coloured, the hind tibiae and tarsi black, the other

tarsi infuscated ; wings hyaline, the stigma and nervures black. $

Length 11 mm.
Simla, August,

Head, pro-and mesothorax closely, somewhat strongly punctured : the

metanotum much more strongly punctured, more or less reticulated in the

middle ; the apical transverse keel stout, smooth ; the part below it closely

punctured, more or less striated. Areolet 4-angled, the nervures meeting in

front, the recurrent nervure received before the middle ; the disco-cubital and

the recurrent nervures largely bullated. First abdominal segment closely

strongly punctured, more or less striated in the centre, narrowly at the base,

more strongly near the apex, the 2nd segment is closely, strongly, the 3rd not so

strongly punctured. Antennae longer than the body, slender ;
the ord joint

distinctly longer than the 4th. Tarsi closely pilose. Palpi black, stout,

covered with white pubescence.

Pauroctenus, gen. nov.

Wings with an areolet which is small, triangular, oblique, the recurrent

nervure interstitial with the 2nd transverse cubital. Transverse median nervure

received shortly beyond the transverse basal. Transverse median nervure in

hind wing broken distinctly below the middle clypeus separated from the face,

but not by a distinct furrow at least in the centre, its apex broadly rounded.
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Base of mctunotum with 5 large area, including a spiracular ; the central is of

equal width and is fully twice longer than wide, there are 4 wide areal on the

apical slope, the central apical keel is received in the middle of the areola.

Spu-acles almost circular. Basal segment of abdomen sessile, twice longer than
wide

;
the back on the basal half with 2 keels. Legs normal, longish, the claws

with long spines. The nervures in the hind wings are distinct, Clypeal fovese

large, bare, occiput bordered by a distinct keel. Basal joint of flagellum not
much longer than the 'ind. Face not much dilated.

The affinities of this genus may be left over until the 9 is known. It comes
near Polyhlastus in the tables given by authors.

Pauroctenus pallipes, sp, nov.

Black, shining, the tegulae, clypeus, mandibles, palpi and legs pale yellowish,

tinged slightly with testaceous; the apex of the hinder tibiae and the hind tarsi

except the basal half of the metatarsus blackish ; wings hyaline, the stitrma

testaceous, the nervures darker coloured.

Length 6-7 mm.
Simla, August.

Shining, smooth, except the face, which is distinctly punctured; covered with
short pale pubescence, which is longest on the abdomen and on the metapleurse.

The basal segments of the abdomen are shagreened.

Monohlastus orientalis^sip. nov.

Black, the apex of the 2nd, the whole of the other abdominal segments and
the sheath of ovipositor bright ferruginous

; the anterior tibiae and tarsi below
dark testaceous : the mandibles dark testaceous before the middle ; the body
and legs densely covered with short white pubescence, wings hyaUne, the
nervures and stigma black

;
the areolet distinctly appendiculated, the pedicle

as long as the basal transverse cubital nervure which is straight, oblique,

the apical is longer, is roundly curved and largely buUated below ; the recuirent
nervure is interstitial with it.

Length 6 mm.
Simla, September.

Head and thorax finely, closely punctured, the mesonotum more weakly
than the pleurai. Metanotum with 3 large areal on the basal part, the central

Deing the smaller and having the keels slightly curved, there being also a
keel outside the spiracles

;
there are 4 squarish arete on the apical slope,

the outer being irregularly longitudinally reticulated : the lower, basal part
of the metapleuraj irregularly obliquely striated, the striated part
bounded at the apex by a keel. Basal 2 segments of the abdomen closely

punctured
;
the 1st with a longish, deep depression at the base, this being

bordered by narrow keels which extended beyond it, the sides below being
also keeled.

The transverse median nervure in hind wings is broken below the middle •

the longitudinal nervure, as are also the upper ones, being faint ; the trans-
verse median nervure is received distinctly beyond the transverse basal.
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Bassinj.
Sussaha, gen. nov.

- 9 Antennae 22-jointed, the last joint twice the length of the preceding, win</s

without an areloet
; transverse median nervure in forewings interstitial ; in

the hind wings it is broken almost in the middle. Clypeus separated from

the face, its apical two-thirds depressed, the apex transverse. Scutelluni

roundly convex, the sides keeled to the middle. Metanotum with 2 stout

curved keels in the centre of the base. Basal segment of abdomen sessile,

longer than the 2nd, its spiracles prominent, the 2nd segment with thyridia :

ovipositor prominent, broad.

The abdominal spiracles are placed well behind the middle ; the sides

beyond them are bordered by a keel ; the 2nd segment has no keels ; the 2nd

segment is clearly longer than wide. The mandibles have their teeth below

united by a membrane, the projecting apical parts of the teeth thus being-

short. Face and clypeus almost bare, not curved with silvery pubescence.

The malar space is nearly as long as the antennal scape. Occiput and

cheeks margined. Middle tibial with 2 spurs ; the i^rd joint of the tibial

is slightly longer than the last ; the long spur of bind tibial one-third of

the length of metatarsus.

This genus looks very like a Bassus. In the arrangement of Dr. Ashmead

it would come in near Syntactus and Calliplirusus.

Sussaha hicarinata, sp. nov.

Black, the base of mandibles, palpi, tegulae and a spot on apex of pronotum

and a very narrow line on its base, yellow; the gastrocoeli, the apex of the 2nd

and the base of the 3rd abdominal segments narrowly rufous. Legs black,

the fore legs almost entirely, the middle femora above, and the 4 hinder

tibial below, testaceous, the calcaria pale testaceous. Wings hyaline, the

nervures and stigma black.

Length 5 mm.
September.

Head smooth and shining ;
the clypeus clearly separated, the lower part

depressed, obscurely longitudmally striated. Mesonotum closely, strongly

punctured. Scutellum roundly convex, the sides of the base keeled. Meta-

notum at the base irregularly rugose ; its centre with 2 keels which diverge

roundly at the apex ; the apical slope closely, rugosely transversely striated.

Pleurae smooth, the lower part of the pro-and metapleurcc striated. Median

segment thickly covered with white pubescence. First abdominal segment

somewhat strongly longitudinally striated, the strial interlacing ; the basal

half of the 2nd finely, closely regularly striated ; the other segments are

smooth ; the sheath of the ovipositor is longish.

Bassus indicus, sp. nov.

Black, the face, clypeus, a broad line on the lower part of the inner orbits,

mandibles except at the apex, palpi, a large mark on the sides of the

mesonotum commencing at the tegulae narrowest at the apex, dilated
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inwjirdl}^ at the buse. apical half of the proplenra;, the mark gradually

narrowed below, the greater part of the lower half of the mesoplcuraj, the

mark widest at the apex, a Hne on the base of the metapleuraj. scutellum.

narrow lines on the apices of the abdominal segments, the lines on the

apical segments indistinct. Legs fulvous, the 4 anterior paler, more yellowish

in tint
;
the apical third of the hind tibial and the hind tarsi black. Wings

hyaline, the nervures and stigma black.

Length 6 mm.
Simla, August.

Antennal scape yellow, the flagellum brown beneath. Head smooth, the

centre of the face bordered by a furrow, which is wider and deeper above
than below. A distinct furrow on the middle of the front, the part on
either side of it closely punctured. Mesonotum closely, distinctly punctured :

the scutellum sparsely punctured in the middle, apical slope of the metanotum
with a broad, curved depression above. Basal two segments of abdomen
opaque, distinctly aciculated-punctured, the centre of the 1st and the base of

the 1st closely finely striated
; the 1st is twice longer than it is wide at the

apex, the spiracles are prominent. There are no keels on the metanotum, nor
transvei-se furrows on the abdominal segments. The 1 st abdominal segment is

longer compared with the 2nd than it is in B. laetatorius. The incision in the
centre of the clypeus is distinct.

The European (now almost cosmopolitan) species Bassus laeiaiorins, F., is

now found in India.

Cryptin.k,

Distantella inlosella, sp. nov.

Black, the face, clypeus, mandibles except the teeth, palpi, inner orbits

narrowly, the outer from shortly above the middle, the line obliquely narrowed
above, a narrow line, not extending to the base, on the pronotum, a broader,

complete one on the lower edge of the propleune, tubercles, apical half of
scutellum and tegulaj pale yellow

; the apices of the abdominal segments
narrowly testaceous, legs: the 4 anterior yellow, tinged with testaceous, the
hind coxiE and trochanters black, the femora dark rufous : the tibial on the
basal half testaceous, paler at the base, the rest blackish : the tarsi white,
the basal half of the basal joint black. Wings clear hyaline, the nervures
and stigma black. Antennae black, the scape yellow below.

Length 12mm.

Simla, August.

Face and clypeus closely punctured, thickly covered with white pubescence:
the front below the ocelli aciculated, finely ii-regularly reticulated. Pro-and
mesothorax strongly punctured, the pleuras more or less finely striated. Basal
half of scutellum more strongly and sparsely punctured than the mesonotum

;

its apical slope more strongly and closely punctured. Base of metanotum behind
the keel closely, strongly punctured

; the space between the keels punctur-
ed on the outerside, the middle irregularly .striated and with some scattered
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punctures ; the apical slope strongly, irregularly, mostly longitudinally

reticulated, the basal keel is distinct, roundly curved narrowly backwards in

the middle ; the apical keel is more irregular and more broadly rounded back-

wards. Areolet of moderate size, narrowed in front ; the recurrent nervure is

received shortly behind the middle. The mesopleural furrow is much widened

at the base and is crenulated in the middle. Tibiae and tarsi spinose.
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A YOUNG KYANG OR TIBETAN WILD ASS
{EQUUS flEMlONUSy

BY

F. M. Bailey.

( W ith Plate A.)

1 send you two photos of a young teimle Kyang (^. /,.„,/,,,,)
together with a photo of the mother which I was obliged to shoot
before I could capture the young. I caught the young one on thenth August 1908, near Dochen, Tibet, at an altitude of 14 700 feet
The age then, as shown by the teeth, was about ten days and tLe heioht
at the shoulder was about 31 inches. After the mother was shot Theyoung one was chased on ponies till she reached marshy ground 'over
which It was impossible to ride

; .ut as soon as we ceased ridino- after
her she came quite fearlessly up to a pony and allowed herself^o be
captured. The first photograph shows the young Kyang immediately

m' r 1?
\^ ,f^^^^-^

'^ «^- ^he same animal when about
4 months old. At the time of writing she is ^ months of ace and
measures 43 inches in height at the shoulder. This animal I now
quite tame and teeds readily from the hand and follows her foster

T^Z.^'^^^^^^^
but her temper is somewhat

unceitain The movements are graceful and she readily jumps the

;

tehes whic irrigate the country round Gyantse. The pho ogr h of>heead mother (fig. 3.) gives a good idea of the large bar: plainwhich these anhnals inhabit.
^

The following are the measurements of the adult in the photooniph-
Head and body

;
^^^^,7 ^

Tail (without end hairs)
'*"'"

j^i"
Height at shoulder !!!!*"'."

48J-"
Total length from nose to tip of tail ulu

23
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THE ADAPTATIONS OF AQUATIC INSECTS TO THEIR
ENVIRONMENTS.

BY

Gordon Dalgliesh.

That all insects were at one time terrestrial is the opinion of most Zoologists,

and the means by which many have adapted themselves to an aquatic life is

one of the most interesting of Biological studies. Few insects are strictly

aquatic in the true sense of the word, some being only so for a period of their

lives, others making use of the upper world for respiration or for purposes of

migration from one spot to another. No insect when fully adult breathes air

dissolved in water. Water clear as crystal supports various forms, while again

others can only exist in water which is so putrid with decaying matter as to

render the stench arising from it insupportable. From an economic point of

view the larvae of many aquatic species are useful to mankind in keeping

pure the waters of pools or ponds that would otherwise become disease-laden.

Professor Miall tells us that the eggs of a species of Corixa are used as an

article of diet by Mexicans. These eggs are ground up with meal and made

into cakes.

For the study of aquatic insects some sort of vessel made of glass is abso-

lutely essential for observation at home, the most useful being a bell jar which

should be filled with pond water and plenty of aquatic weeds to keep the water

fresh. It must, however, be borne in mind that only certain species can live to-

gether in harmony, the carnivorous and rapacious species such as many water

beetles and their larvas must be isolated. A good compound microscope and

pocket lens are of great service for watching in a dead or living state many

species. For the observation of small aquatic larvas under the microscope a

" life slide " is necessary.

These are sold by all dealers in microscopic appliances. The most useful

I have found being the " Darlston Life Slide".* This is made of vulcanite,

measuring S^ x - inches and has in the middle a shallow oval depression of

glass for the reception of water and insect. When all is ready for obsei-vation

a glass slip covers the cavity in such a manner as to render leakage impossible.

This slide will be found of great service in watching the respiration of Ephe-

mera and CuUcidcG larvae. For the formation of a collection of aquatic

insects two nets will be required. One, the water net, should be made of

stout muslin in the form of a wide but not too deep bag. The bag fits on to

an iron ring, this fitting into a brass socket which is attached to a stout stick

of suitable length. This is solely for aquatic work and should be used freely

in sweeping about the weeds and for capturing any insect on the surface. The

second net required is the ordinary '* butterfly " net, the bag being made of

the finest muslin possible, and yet strong enough for the capture of the swift

*To be obtained from Mr. Thos. Baltou, Bilshall Heath Rd., BirininKham.
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and powerful flying dragon flies, at the same time being supple and l.ght for
the capture of such delicate insects as May and Caddis flies and gnats All
insect, canght are better killed in the usual lethal chamber of Entomologists-
the "kilhng bottle." Laige dragon flies can be first disabled by a sharp
quK-k pmch on the thorax. Great care must be exercised in the manipulation
of delicate species of Ephemera, Trichoptera, and Culicid^n. The Ephemera are
delicate insects and well nigh impossible to preserve with any satisfaction in
a dry state owing to their bodies shrinking after death so as to render identifica-
tion impossible. One at least out of every species caught should be preservedm spmt. Cvlicidc, can either be preserved in a dry state or as microscopic
specimens. Beetles and aquatic bugs can be preserved in a dry state, ar d their
legs, antennae, etc., set so as to allow an easy examination of these parts This
also applies to the dragon flies and the more robust species of Trichoptera. All
aquatic larvic must be preserved in spirit.

The Caddis flies ^Trichoptera) ^ve a small order of insects of which lam
informed by Mr. Lefroy, Imperial Entomologist, about thirty Indian species
are known to entomologists, and no doubt there are many others awaitin-
determination by some enterprising person who will make these a special object
of study. Collectors have hitherto somewhat neglected this interesting order
The reasons no doubt being that Caddis flies when caught and "

set
" do not

form as attractive an appearance as the more showy butterflies and moths,
bome species are comparatively large, others again are extremely small. In
appearance Caddis flies resemble moths so closely that they are often mistaken
as such. Great difference of opinion has existed between naturalists as to the
true position of these insects. They have been included with the Hemiptera
and Lep^doptera. but now it is generally agreed that they form a separate group.The mam distinguishing feature of the order is the wings which are covered
with small hairs. (Greek rp,?o. hair, and ..,. wing.) Caddis flies are seen
more generally in the evening dancing lightly over the water in small groups.
The antenna, are long and composed of many joints. The body of a Caddis
larva is soft, white and utterly unprotected and therefore liable to the
attacks of many foes. To guard against this the larva makes itself a case of
stones, sand, bits of stick, dead shells, and a variety of other materials which itmay find in the water. Within this tube is a silken thread-like covering, or
rather I should say, the silken covering is spun first and the outside cover'
attached to this. This hollow cylinder enclosing the larva is open at both
ends. If a larva be drawn from its tube and examined with a lens at the
hinder end of the body two hooks curving inwards will be observed. These
serve to secure the insect firmly to its tube. The resistance these hooks offer
-11 be appreciated by those who have ever tried to drag a living larva fron.
Its case. The larva is at all times totally submerged and can therefore only
obtain air from the water though the exact mode of respiration has not quite

hrjlve n/r;
P-f- ^^-^^ ^"""ng Mr. Taylor says-'- The animal is nothowever still but at intervals waves its body up and down causing a stream of
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water to flow through the case from the head end. The undulations begin at

the second abdominal segment and pass backwards to the tail end just as a

)iece of string which is fixed at one end and waved up and down at the other.

The rest of the body is kept steady so that the stream of water has a free

admission. This seems to be effected by the lateral process of the first abdo-

minal segment which can be pressed against the sides of the case and kept

from slipping by the spines which cover their points."

Again, the same gentleman quoting Dr, Schmidt-Schmedt says— " The
larva moves its abdomen up and down most probably to renew the water

which bathes its body, and that the fringed sides (which Reamur supposed to

be an analogy with the gills of fishes) by increasing the breadth of the abdo-

men, add to the effect." It is just possible too Caddis larvae are able to store

up air by means of the silken covering, in the same manner that certain aquatic

caterpillars (^Hydrocampa) do which also form a silken covering, and like the

Caddis larvae are completely submerged and carry on respiration entirely by

means of stored air. Aquatic spiders are able to breathe when submerged by

carrying bubbles of air down with them entangled in the fine hairs covering

the body.

The breathing of a water beetle {Dytiscus) larva offers a contrast to that of

a Caddis lai'va, Larvte of aquatic beetles must come to the surface to breathe.

The tail end of the body is thrust above the surface and air absorbed from the

atmosphere by means of two tracheal trunks, one in each appendage, these

trunks being continuous with two air vessels running longitudinally throughout

the length of the body and branching off into trachese to each segment. An
adult water beetle breathes very much in the same way, the body being

lighter than the water rises to the surface when the insect ceases its exertions

beneath the surface. The end of the abdomen is thrust above and the wing

cases raised to admit air bubbles which are lodged between the wing cases and

the back of the abdomen and kept there by a quantity of soft hairs, the air

being absorbed by the spiracles. Around the spiracles of some Dytiscid beetles

are certain cells which bear a close analogy with those of plants. A quantity

of air may be stored up at one time which passes from the lower spiracles to

the front ones. The hinder end of the body of an aquatic beetle is consider-

ably lighter than the fore-end, and this can be seen easily in the family

Dytiscida when any members of it are confined in a glass vessel. They Avill

then be seen to swim nearly always in a horizontal position, rarely a lateral

one, and the tail end alwayr^ pointing to the surface of the water. The respii-a-

tion of the larva of a gnat or mosquito is effected in the same way as that of a

water beetle larva, and this manner of breathing is a distinct advantage to

both insects. The early lives of both water beetle and gnat are principally

spent in either feeding or searching for food, and as this is always obtained

beneath the surface of the water both insects have to be always on the look

out for it, and must therefore have their heads submerged so that no time may be

wasted betA^een their search and acts of respiration. The larva of a gnat is
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decidedly heavier than the water. How is it then able to remain suspended at

the surface ? To explain this it will be necessary to say something about the

surface film. By means of this surface film other aquatic insects are enabled

to run along the surface of the water (as certain kinds of Gerris). The surface

of water is covered with an invisible film and it requires a certain amount of

mechanical force to break through this. A simple experiment may be made

to demonstrate this surface film. Gently lower a needle on the surface of still

water and it will float, but, by applying just sufficient pressure to force one

end of the needle through the film it at once sinks. Hence the larva of a gnat

is enabled to suspend itself tail upwards to the surface film by means of its

respiratory syphon which has fine flaps open or closed at will by means of

certain muscles. When these flaps are open they form a hollow which does not

allow the surface film to enter. As the larva rises to the surface the ends

of the flaps come in contact with the surface film and adhere to it.

The muscles then, draw apart the flaps and the hollow formed is expanded

and filled with air. The surface film now is pulling the edges of the hollow

and this is sufficient to counterbalance the greater density of the body of the

larva, which hangs without effort from the surface (Miall).

When the larva wishes to descend the valves are closed their tips being

brought to a point and the. resisting pull of the surface film is reduced to an un-

important amount. I once watched the movements of a number of whirligig

beetles (Gyrhius^) in their whirling dance which was kept up at intervals

of five minutes They then rested in a conglomerated mass frequently head

to head, any stray member outside the mass always sooner or later being

attracted to it without any movement on the part of the insect whatever.

This was no doubt due to the contraction of the surface film. The respira-

tion effected by the pupa of a gnat is extremely interesting and exactly the

reverse to that of the larva. The pupa of a gnat unlike many other species is

active and not quiescent and always remains suspended to the surface film

head uppermost. The head end is composed of the wings, legs and antennse

which can all be seen folded up in their place by aid of a microscope, at the

tail end are a pair of swimming flaps. Like the larva the pupa is supplied

with external air and obtains this by means of a pair of tubes behind the head,

the tops of which always remain flushed with the water. When the pupa

descends below the surface water cannot enter the tubes on account of certain

hairs found on their inner walls. When the pupa rises from below the tubes

are covered by a film of water which bursts when the surface is reached. The

inversion of the organs of respiration in larva to pupa is explained when the

time of emergence of the perfect insect takes place. Gnats m their perfect

state avoid getting wet as much as possible and the slightest immersion would

be fatal to them. The fly escapes from the pupa skin through a slit in the upper

portion of the thorax and emerges high and dry without touching the water on

the back of the cast pupa skin. The larva of a dragon fly always creeps along

• Gyrinidse are abundant in India, the commonest being Dineutes iiulicus (Lefroy iu lit).
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at the bottom of the water among the mud and debris and rarely comes to the

surface to breathe. It has a well developed tracheal system but there are

uo open stigmata on the body surface showing that water carries the air

through their walls. The walls of the rectum have many folds, around the

membrane of these are small tracheal tubes which communicate with two main

trachea running longitudinally through the body one for each side. A number

of tubes branch from these penetrating every part of the body bringing the

whole tracheal system into direct communication with the water cavity of the

abdomen. Water is taken in by means of the rectum and the oxygen contained

in it passes in solution through the walls of this cavity. The oxygen passes

through the tracheal vessels in every part of the bodj^, and through the rectum

is expelled the waste products in the form of carbonic acid gas. At the hinder

end of the body of certain dragon fly larvte (aqrionidcc') are three thin leaf-like

plates. These appendages are respiratory as well as being organs of locomotion.

These larvas breathe by dissolved oxygen conveyed to the body by means of

these plates which, when microscopically examined, are found to be covered

with very fine tracheal tubes. The pupa> of dragon flies differ very little from

the larvae and are quite as active. The larva3 of dragon flies have a peculiar

arrangement for the capture of their prey known as the " mask " which is in

reality a modification of the labium or lip. This " mask "• so called because it

covers the front of the head consists of two parts. When not in use the "mask "

is folded up, the broad portion spreading over the mouth, and the other part

bent backwards between the front limbs. When the larva wishes to feed

(all dragon fly larvae are highly carnivorous) this mask arrangement is shot

suddenly out and the prey captured by the pseudo-jaws. The mask is then

retracted bringing the food to the mouth. I may mention here that both

dragon flies,and their larvas are extremely tenacious of life. A larva I procured

of the family LihelluUdm for the purpose of dissection was thrown into nearly

boiling water and removed after half a minute and appeared quite dead

when first taken out but eventually recovered and lived for some time after.

I once caught some dragon flies of the same family and after first disabling

them by a pinch on the thorax placed them in a box with a strong solution of

ammonia, and found they still retained signs of life two hours after. Dragon

flies have extremely small antennae, indeed these organs being merely rudimen-

tary. This is made up to them however by their large and well developed

eyes. Large antenna to such creatures of wild and rapid flight would, I

should imagine, be more of a hinderance than a help to their owners. The

laying of eggs of dragon flies varies in the different species. Some enter right

under the water for the purpose of doing so, others again alight on the surface

cf the water. I watched a large LibeUula depositing its eggs which was

effected in the following manner :—The insect hovered closely over the water

and bent the abdomen so that the tip nearly touched the under-part of the

thorax, then with a succession of jerks the eggs were laid one after another.

The water was too deep to allow me to wade in and see whether the eggs
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floated or sunk. If the wing of a dragon fly lie examined it appears to the

naked eye like fine gauze. If this be examined under a microscope with a ^

objective a very wonderful and curious arrangement presents itself, i^ach of

the nervures are covered with curious protuberances exactly resembling thorns,

I have often wondered and puzzled as to what could be the use of these

" thorns " and I have now come to the conclusion that they act as a stiff support

to the more delicate portions of the wing and as an additional strength help-

ing the dragon fly to sustain its powerful flight. These '• thorns " ton may
cause the charactei-istic rustling of the wings when in flight. The win^s of

various gnats are fringed with long stiff hairs which may cause the piping

hum of these insects. The surface of the gnat's wing too is closely covered

with short dark hairs. A very similar arrangement is found on the wings of

Dytiscid beetles. These hairs may be of use as a protection against unr.eces-

sary damp, protecting the gnat from rain and damp atmosphere and the beetle

from getting the delicate membrane wet when submerged. These hairs can

only be seen under a high power of a microscope.

In the legs of aquatic insects we find many wonderful and beautiful con-

trivances. In the larvae of some, these may either be well developed as in the

case of water beetles, May. Caddis, and dragon flies, merely taking the form of

hairs in gnats and entirely wanting in many aquatic Diptera. The
•• feathered " legs of various adult water beetles and water boatmen

{Corixa, Notonecta) are so arranged as to enable their owners to propel

their bodies with ease through the water. In the larger Dytiscid beetles the

fringe of hairs on the hind legs are remarkably long and stiff. The tarsi of

these limbs rotate upon their axis when the insect is swimming, and as Dr.

Sharpe remarks :
—

" In other words, what rowers call feathering the oar is

performed by the tarsus of the Dijtisckhe in a most perfect manner." Most
curious of all is the wonderful modification of the tarsus on the fore leg in

the males of many Dytiscid beetles in the form of suckers. It is now
generally supposed that these suckers are used for the firmer detention of the

female, and perhaps serve too in the capture of prey.

One of the most beautiful of microscopic objects is a properly prepared fore-

leg of a Dytiscid beetle. On the undersurface of the circular disc are num-
bers of small stalked bodies, and on the first tarsal joint are seen two larger

structures. The sucker is composed of three joints and Ls fringed with stiff

hairs. On one species of Dytiscus no less than 170 sucking hairs have been

counted. Experiments have been made as regards the adhesive power of

these suckers, and it was found that a beetle by means of these could support

more than thirteen times its own weight. Another curious modification is

found in the hind limbs of whu-ligig {Gyrinidai) beetles. In these they

are short, broad and powerful, and their structure has been aptly likened to an

ivory memoranda tablet held together by a pin. so that they can either be

opened fan-wise or closed in a moment (Miall). The fore limbs in these

beetles are long and prehensile. Other aquatic insects have their fore limbs
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modified so as to take the place of jaws for capturing prey as in Naucoris, Nepa.

and the giant Indian water bug {Belostoma incUca). In Nepa the limbs are

very peculiar and are bent inwards and can be closely folded, the fore part

having a groove which receives the tarsus.

The Ephemeridce or May flies have attracted the attention of Natural-

ists from early times, and most of our knowledge relating to these

beautiful insects are due to the indefatigable labours of Swammerdam,
Malpighi, Reaumur and De Geer. When we read that the tools employed

by Swammerdam for the dissection of a May fly larva were so fine as to

require whetting under a mici'oscope we can truly appreciate the fine

work done by him. Though this naturalist wrote in 1675 little further has

been added to his knowledge of the Ephemeridce. May flies are extremely

delicate insects having the anterior wings largely developed and the posterior

small or wanting. They have a rudimentary mouth, and the body ends in two

to three long anal setae. May flies are remarkable for undergoing four

distinct changes before maturity instead of three. The fly when it first

emerges from the pupa resembles the adult fly but is known then to Entomo-

logists as a pseudo-imago, that is to say another skin is cast before the insect

finally flies away. Another peculiarity of the Ephemeridoi is the short duration

of life of the perfect insect, and the popular idea is that they invariably die

after the sunset preceding their time of development from pupa to imago.

Many of them, it is true, live tor a few hours only, though'aj period of two days

is on record, I myself have proved that their vitality is not so feeble as is

generally supposed. One specimen was on my setting board for three days and

then still retained signs of life, for when touched it responded by gently

waving the long setae to and fro although it had previously lain in the killing

bottle for quite five minutes. The long hair-like setae when examined under

a microscope bear a close analogy in structure with the antennae of many

insects, and doubtless serve the function of such, the true antennae being very

small. In support of this I have frequently held live May flies by their

wings and they invariably moved the setae in exactly the same manner that

many insects move their antennae. A similar structure is found in the Mole

crickets (Gry^Zoiai^Jo) which possess tail appendages covered with stiff hairs.

These act as delicate organs of perception by the insect when moving back-

wards in its subterranean progress. I have microscopically detected further

abdominal appendages on one species of May fly resembling those of dragon

flies. These may be claspers and used by the male to hold the female. Very

little is known of the Indian Ephemerkla',. " Less than thirty species are actually

recorded but some are quite abundant in rivers " (Lefroy in lit.). Their

flight is very pretty to watch. They ascend in a soaring manner with the

wings hardly moving, then descending again very rapidly. The eggs of May flies

are laid on the surface of the water, the whole quantity being deposited

at the same time. The eggs being heavier than the water sink immediately.

The larvae when hatched burrow into the mud. Their bodies are composed of
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fourteen segments and the head is provided with hnig slender antenncc. They

also possess seta; covered with short hairs. The mandibles are long and

curved. The organs of respiration approach closely in structure to the gills of

higher animals and consist of leaf-like plates arranged on each side of the body.

These, when the living larva is reviewed under a microscope, are seen to move

up and down with great rapidity. The larva grows but slowly, some taking

two years to complete their metamorphosis. The pupa is active and resembles

the larva and traces of rudimentary wings only distinguish it from the latter

May fly larva; never come to the surface to breathe and always obtain their

oxygen from the water. Aquatic insects may be divided into —

(1) Those that spend only a portion of their lives in the wa.ter=Culicicla!,

Odonata, Trichoptera, Ephemeridcc.

(2) Those that spend nearly all their lives in the water^=^aquatic CoUoptera

and Rhynchota.

(3) Thoi^e with quiescent pupEe=C'o/eop/<?nj and 'Irichopttra.

(4) Those with active piipx=Cidicida' , Rhynchota, Odonata Ephemeridce.

(5) Those with active pupae differing greatly from adult msect=Culicid(e,

and other aquatic Diptera.

(6) Those with active pupae hardly differing from the ]arvEe=OfZowa<a,

EphemeridcK.

(7) Those with active pupse hardly differing from adult insects =:

Rhyncliotar

("8) Those which come to the surface to breathe=CMZ«c/rf«! (larvfB and pupae),

Rhynchota (larvae, pupae and adult), Coleoptera (larvEe and adult),

(9) Those which rarely come to the surface to hvQ2t,ih.=Odonata (larvaa and

pupae).

(10) Those which never come to the surface to breathe=Tr2c7to/)/era and

Ephemeridce (larvee and pupae).

(11) Those which undergo no metamorphosis and are aquatic all their

lives= Poduridu;.

It is easy to see why the pupae of many aquatic insects are active. Subject

to the attacks of many foes few would stand a chance of arriving at maturity

had they no means by which to escape. Those insects with quiescent pupas

as aquatic beetles and Caddis flies protect themselves by the former pupating

in the mud by the side of ponds and the latter in their cases. It was shown

in the first part of this paper how the pupa of a gnat breathed and its mode

of progression from beneath the water to the surface or vice versa is very

curious. At the hinder end of the body is a broad and powerful swimming

organ shaped like the telson of a crayfish or lobster. When the pupa wishes

to rise or descend this swimming organ is flapped violently towards the head

end. By constant flapping the pupa describes a series of somersaults and rises

* It is doubtful if the term pupa is allowable in this order (o/de B. N. H.S.J. , Vol.

XVIII, p. 182), but for the sake of convenience I have made use of it here.

24
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or descends in a complete circle. This is easily observed if some gnat pupse

be confined in a glass of clear water.

The hairs of aquatic insects and their probable uses form an interesting

study in themselves. These may be divided into five classes :

—

(1) Those that aid respiration.

(2) Those that aid feeding.

(3) Those that aid swimming.

(4) Those that serve for protection.

(5) Those that act as organs of perception.

(1) Situated near the spiracles of a Dytiscid beetle are a number of stifl:

hairs, which when viewed under the high power of a microscope present an

appearance of pin-like structures the head of the pin fixing the hairs to the

body. These hairs entangle the air bubbles and moreover, prevent water from

getting into the spiracles and also serve to keep the wings dry. In some of the

aquatic Rhyncliota (Notonectidcc) the hinder abdominal spiracles are very small

and near these are tufts of hair which entangle air bubbles and serve to protect

as well the spiracles. " Lai-ger spiracles, well defended by hairs to prevent the

accidental entrance of water, are found on the sides of the thorax. To these

the air is led by a singular passage. The side of the body which floats uppermost

is keeled along the middle line. On each side of the keel and between it and

the lateral edge runs a long row of elastic hairs, while a second and parallel

row runs along the edge itself. These roAvs of hairs enclose a watertight

covered way leading to the thorax, and along it the air is guided to the large

thoracic spiracles."^

(2) All Dytiscid beetles are highly carnivorous, feeding on other animals and

the juices of their victims.* On the inner side of the maxillae of a Dytiscid

beetle are ranged a row of stiff inward curving hairs. These, I think, serve as

strainers, allowing an inflow of the juices into the mouth and keeping out foreign

matter that would otherwise choke the insect. One of the aquatic Diptera larva

{Corethra) has curious shaped mandibles which consist of five slightly curved

teeth. The antenna of this larva is prehensible and serves not as an organ of

touch but for the capture of prey such as minute crustaceans, etc. The

captured prey is crushed by the mandibles and forced into the mouth not

however to be swallowed. At the back of the mouth there are a iiumber of

stout hairs. These hairs allow no ingress, so that the body of the victim is

digested in the mouth by the action of the salivary glands and only the juices

flow into the stomach. Here again is another instance of a straining apparatus.

(3) It was shewn in the former part of this paper how certain hairs aid

many aquatic insects in swimming. In the Dytiscido' these are arranged mostly

on the inward sides of the hind limbs in a close set fringe. On the outer sides

are rows of stiff, sharp bristles. In some of the Rhyncliota {^otonecta) both hind

limbs are heavily fringed with fine hairs. On each side of the swimming organ

1 Miall " Aquatic Insects."

* I once watched a Dytisms suck a large earthworm until nothing remained but the skin
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of 11 j^nat pupa* long stift hairs [Jioject, Thcsu no duiilit serve to give a

1,'reater impetus to the springing motion when swimming referred to above.

A European species of aquatic 11ijmenoplerous insect Palynema nufans swims

by means of its wings which are fringed with a row of fine hairs.

-

(4) The hairs in the respiratory trumpets of a gnat pupa are seen when

examined under a microscope to be extremely fine and close set, and from two

to three hairs spring from each root.

The long hair-like filaments on tiic adult May flies (^Ephemera) besides

doul)tIess serving as organs of perception {vide Part I) are of use in at least

two other ways. The flight of these insects is for the most part a sustained

rising and falling. When rising the filaments are kept close together, but on

the descent these are spread out in exactly the same manner that the

feathera of a bird's tail are spread iii flight. Might not these act like a

parachute and break the insect's fall (they never apjiear to move the wings at

all in descent) somewhat ? I found that a captured May fly deprived of its

filaments did not fly at all well, but of course it might have been injured

in other ways besides. Each filament of a May fly is divided into a number

of squares and each square is covered with minute thick set hairs resembling

those found in the respiratory organs of a gnat pupa. Doubtless they serve

the same function that is to protect the female from undue moisture during

the period of egg deposition. Swammerdam found ' that a species of May fly

Polymitarcijs virgo—which had fallen on a napkin spread over his knees that

—

" they could only rise into the air with the help of tlieir long tail filaments

which gave a momentary support to the body."

(5) Hairs that act as organs of preception, see my remarks on Ephemera in

the first part of this paper.

Regarding the economic uses of aquatic insects I find that the vast clouds

of mosquitoes and May flies seen over the African lakes are compressed into

cakes for food by the Africans and dried in the sun. (Theobald.)

A few hints regarding the preparation of insects for the microscoi)e taken

from Messrs. Cross and Cole's ''Modern Microscopy" may be of use.

Insects should be killed with chloroform. They are then to be placed in

methylated spirit, in which they may remain until required for mounting.

To prepare a whole insect for mounting with pressure in Canada Balsam,

(1) Transfer from methylated spirit to water, and let it soak for three or

four hours to remove spirit.

(2) Place in liquor potassaj* 10 per cent, of caustic potash in distilled

water until soft. Some specimens will only require a few hours in the potash,

others need days, and some even weeks to soften. In all cases they must be

1 The term mjmph. here is often employed,

2 Lubbock Z,JH» Trans, Vol. xxiv, p. K!') (l!*i;::).

3 Biblia Naturae.

* Any chemist can supply the ingredients mentioned here.
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carefully watched and the action of the potash tested. This can be ascertain-

ed by pressing on the thorax or chest of the insect with some blunt instrument

such as the head of a pair of curved-pointed forceps.

(3) When soft enough, pour away the potash and add water, which must

be changed several times until all the potash is washed away.

(4) Pour away the water and add concentrated acetic acid, and soak for

twelve hours, or until it is convenient to go on with the work.

(5) Transfer from acetic acid to water, and soak for about half an hour
;

then place in a shallow saucer full of water^ and with the aid of a needle and

a camel's hair brush spread out the wings, legs, etc. Now take a slide and

place it in the water under the insect, lift the slide up carefully so that the

insect may be stranded on the surface of the slide with all its parts expanded.

Drain ofE the excess of water, and lay the slide down on a piece of white paper,

and with the aid of needles or brushes carefully place all the limbs, wings,

antennae, etc., in their natural positions. Now put a narrow slip of paper on

each side of the insect, and carefully lay another slide over it, press it down

until the insect is squeezed quite flat, tie the two slides together with a piece

of twine, and place them in a jar of methylated spirit for at least twelve hours,

or until required.

(6) Remove the glasses from the spirit, carefully separate them, and

with a soft camel's hair brush push the insects off the glass into a saucer

of spirit.

(7) Take the insect up on a lifter, and float it on to the surface of a small

saucer of clove oil, and allow it to soak until perfectly clear.

(8) Remove from clove oil and place in turpentine for a few minutes.

(9) Mount in Canada balsam thus :

—

(a) Clean a cover-glass, moisten the surface of a slide with the breath,

apply the cover-glass to it, and make sure that it adheres. (6) place a few

drops of balsam on the cover-glass, (c) Warm a slide over a spirit lamp and

apply a drop of balsam to that on the cover-glass ; take it up with a pair of

forceps, and bring the drop of fluid balsam in contact with the centre of the

slide which has been warm (care must be taken not to over-heat the specimen

as it will curl up). Ease the cover down carefully, so that no air-bubbles may

be enclosed, and press it down with the point of the forceps until the speci-

men lies quite flat and the excess of balsam is squeezed out. Allow the slide to

cool, and the excess of balsam may then be washed away with spirit and a rag

To mount an insect in glycerine without pressure :

—

Many small, soft insects and their larvaa may be mounted in glycerine while

fresh. The larger and harder kinds must be soaked in potash to render them

transparent. Make a cell of the required size, and fasten it to a slide with black

shellac cement. Apply a coat of cement to the upper side of the cell, and allow

it to nearly dry. Fill the cell with glycerine and put the insect into it ; spread

out the wings, legs, etc. Clean and warm a cover-glass, and apply it to the

edge of the cell
;
press down, and be sure that it adheres to the cement all
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round. Wash away the excess of glycerine with some water, and dry the

side with a soft cloth. When quite dry, apply a ring of cement, and when

this has dried, add another coat of black shellac cement. The processes above

refer to the study of the external parts of insects ; all the soft tissues and

internal organs will, of course, have been destroyed by the potash. Soft

internal organs must be dissected out of the specimen under water
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.

No. I.-A WHITE TIGRESS IN ORISSA.

in the LuJian Forester for May Mr. Bavis Singh, Forest OflBcer, Dhenkanal,

Orissa, records the shooting of a white tigress in the Mulin Sub-Division Forest

of the Dhenkanal State, Orissa.

He describes the colour of the animal as follows:—"The ground colour

was pure white and the stripes were of a deep reddish black colour." The

tigress was shot over a buffalo kill and was in good condition not showing any

signs of disease.

There are several previous records of white tigers. In Wild Sports of

Ditrma and Assam, Col. F. T. Pollock writes :
—

" Occasionally white tigers are

met with. I saw a magnificent skin of one at Edwin Wards in Wimpole Street,

and Mr. Shadwall, Assistant Commissioner in Ccssyah and Jynteah hills, also

had two skins quite white."

Writing in 1907 Mr. Lydekker in the Game Animals of India mentions five

white tiger skins as follows :
—

" A white tiger was exhibited alive at Exeter

Change about 1820 ; a

second was killed at Poona

about 1892 ; in March
1899 a white tiger was shot

in Upper Assam and the skin

sent to Calcutta, where a

fourth specimen was receiv-

ed about the same time.

The Maharaja of Kuch-

Behar also possesses a white

tiger-skin."

No. II.—PANTHERS
TAKING THEIR " KILL "

UP TREES.

ago someA short time

notes were published in the

JoDrnal about this habit and

probably the enclosed photo-

graph will be of interest.

The calf—head and neck

one side of a fork in the

trunk of the tree and hind

legs and tail on the other

—

is seen to be well hung up

some 12 or 14 feet from
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the ground. On the trunk the scratches made l)y the panther's chiws can be

quite distinctly seen.

The calf was a " tie-up " made by my brother. R. M, Bedon, of Nagpur, who

also took the photograph. The occurrence took place on March 31st of this

year at a village called Mnwala. in the Halaghat District of the Central

Provinces.

COLERIDGE BEADON.

X.wnvAi., R.S., M.S.-M., 1st July 190'.).

No. III.—THE CALL OF THE SLOTH BEAR.

I wonder if any of the readers of the Journal have ever heard the call of

the Sloth Bear (^Jelursus urshms). I have seen no mention of this call in any

book, sporting or scientific, and Blandford, in The Fauna of British India

boldly states :
—" The Indian bears are quite silent animals, as a rule, and

have no call for each other." A solitary experience of mine proves the con-

trary and the many sporting friends to whom I have made mention of it

consider it of sufficient interest to warrant my sending you a note thereon.

Some eight years ago, during the hot weather months. I was enjoying a

few days' shooting in the Jungles of the Indur District of the Hyderabad

Dominions. One morning I saw a panther on some rocks not far from my
camp. On seeing me it glided away down amongst the boulders on which it

had evidently been sunning itself. As there was every convenience on the

spot I decided to tie up a goat that evening near the rocks and sit up over it.

This was all arranged, and late in the afternoon I took up my post in a neigh-

bouring tree. I took a light repast with me and, as the moon was at the full,

I decided to sit up all night. No panther came to the goat which was an

unusually quiet beast and made no noise at all which would attract atten-

tion. Towards the early hours of the morning I heard in the distance, fuJlj'

half a mile away I estimated, a beautiful long drawn note which was unmis-

takably that of a sloth bear. This call struck a cord in another bear which

unknown to myself, was close to my tree. He immediately commenced

whimpering and shuffled off towards the rocks. Occasionally, as though

the desire to immediately answer the call was struggling with the desire to

first reach the top of the rocks, he would stop, erect himself on his hind legs

and commence a call in response. No finished icfiponse, however, was made
until he reached the top of the rocks when he raised himself on his hind legs

and with his nose pointing upwards he sent out a beautiful long mellow note

in answer. This was repeated once or twice, and he would then listen for

an answering call. On hearing this he would repeat his call. When this had

been repeated three or four times, he shuffled off still whimpering evidently in

the direction of his mate who was calling him up.

P, ROSCOE ALLEN.
Bkllarv, 28(h May 1900.
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No. IV. -BROWN RAT (i1/C7S NORVEGICUS) IN KHANDEISH.

In his paper on the " Races of Indian Rats," in the Records of the Indian

Museum, Captain Lloyd remarks that, although many writers have stated

that the brown rat is found inland, he doubts if it is found away from sea-

ports, and in support of this view points out that no examples have been

received at the Indian Museum during the recent inquiry.

In the Society's collection there is a brown rat which was obtained at

Chahsgaon, Khandeish, and sent in alive to the Society on Jan. loth, 1908.

N. B. KINNEAR.
Bombay, October 1909.

No. v.—A RECORD GREAT INDIAN RHINOCEROS (RHINOCEROS
UNICORNIS).

A great Indian Rhinoceros was recorded in the pages of the Engliahman

for May 4th as having been shot in Assam by Mr. T. Briscome, carrying a

horn of 24A ins. and standing 6 feet 4 ins. at the shoulder. According to Lydek-

ker the largest horn previously recorded was one of 24 ins. formerly in the

possession of Dr. Jerdon, and in Records of Big Game one of 2H ins.

is mentioned as having been shot by Lord Curzon in Nepal.

In the above-mentioned book, Rowland Ward gives the height at shoulder

of a rhino shot in Cooch-Behar and in possession of the Maharaja as 6 feet

6 ins., but there is no mention of one taller than 6 feet 4 ins. in the Maha-

raja's magnificent book 'Shooting in Cooch Behars, Duars and Assam.'

No. VI.—HAUNTS OF THE INDIAN RHINOCEROS.

The following letter by a member of the Society appeared in the Field for

July 24th, 1909.

Sir,—I have just seen an article "Oriental Big Game Notes," by Mr, R.

Lydekker in the Field of May 29th last. His statement that the Fauna of British

India (Part II., page 473) is incorrect in the supposition that the Rhinoceros

MM2Corm's is not found in India west of the Teesta river is certainly true. This

rhinoceros is found in the Nepal Terai, in Morang, north of Purnea, on the

Kosi, at Patharghatta, on the banks of the Bagmati north of MuzafParpur, and

as stated by Mr. Lydekker, it is even more numerous still farther to the west

in the Chitwan and Naolpur valleys along the banks of the Gandak and the

Rapti rivers.

In justice to His Highness the Maharaja of Nepal and the other Nepalese

sportsmen, who took part in the great hunt referred to in the above article,

I can, as an eye witness of what occurred, assure your readers that the account

which Mr. Lydekker has heard is entirely garbled and misleading. The

ground that was shot over in January and February 1907, was the tract orgin-

ally preserved by the Nepal Government for the shooting which they had

hoped to give His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales in February 1906. This,

unfortunately, had to be abandoned owing to a severe outbreak of cholera in
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the Maharaja's camp, which spread among the elephant drivers and rendered all

question of a successful undertaking that year an impossibility. The total
number of rhinos bagged was tv^nty-eight (fourteen males and fourteen
females), and in addition six rhino Ives were cauo^ht

The Maharaja's objfct in trying to catch young rhinos was not, as might be
inferred from your correspondent, eilher to sell them or to start a new form
ofsport(/.e.. rhinoceros racing) but to turn the young ones down for breed-
ing purpose in the Eastern Terai, where these animals Lad become scarce
through a disease which broke out some years ago. This, however, he was un-
able to do, as all six calves proved to be males.

In spite of the numbers of rhino which were killed in January 1907 the
forests in Chitawan are still so full of them that no appreciable diminution in
the stock has been made. The Maharaja was good enough to let me invite his
Highness the Maharaja of Bikaner and another friend to shoot in February
1908. in the Naolpur valley bordering on Chitawan. My friends had no diffi-

culty within two days in securing the four rhino for which I had asked the
Nepal Durbar to limit the permit.

The following extract of a letter, dated May 25th, 1909, from Mr. F. W
Gordon- Canning, of the Pursa Factory, Champaran, who was fishing in the'
Rapti this year, will also corroborate what I say.

" My principal fun was going out on an elephant photographing rhinos. 1
'• hope some will come out well. I took a lot, and came as near as 15 yards
" Once or twice we were in a tight place, but the rhinos did not make good
" their charge. They are simply in swaims

; I counted twenty within a mile
'• of my camp, and I did not go into the good ground. There were ten big ones
"in a small piece of grass not more than 5 acres in extent. "

I do not know to what young stag from Sikkim Mr. Lydekker refers, but the
designation •' Sikkim stag " for the shou {Cervus affl,ds) is, as Hodgson point-
ed out, incorrect, for the shou does not appear south of the Biahmaputra
watershed. If the young stag from Sikkim is Cm^s o#«es, the probability is
that he came from Thibet via Sikkim, and was not reared in Sikkim.

J. MANNEES-SMITH, Liedt.-Colonel,

British Resident in Nepal.

No. VII.—" THE MEASUREMENTS OF SOME OF THE HORNS
IN THE COLLECTION OF THE BOMBAY NATURAL

HISTORY SOCIETY."
It has been suggested to me that I should have stated in the above-named

paper how the various measurements were taken, since there appears to be

^
no recognised way which is accepted by all sportsmen and naturalists.

After consulting Ward's Horn MeaHur^ment. Burke's S/dLar Book and
various other books dealing with Indian sport and Natural History, the follow-
ing measurements and the manner of taking them were decided on—
Length.-ln Cattle, Sheep, Goats (except Markhor), Antelope (except Black
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Buck), Gazelles, from the base over or round the outside curve to the tip. In

Markkor the tape was run round the spirals, in Black Buck the measurement

was taken straight and in Deer from the base of the bur along the outside

curve to the tip of the main tine.

Circumference.—In all horns, except those of Deer, at the base. In Deer

above the brow tine.

Widest inside.—In Cattle this measurement needs no explanation, but in Deer

between the most distant points of the beam was the space measui-ed.

Tip to tip.—There is no explanation necessary about this measurement,

except in the Deer, where it was taken between the points to which the length

was measured.

N. B. KINNEAR.
Bombay. October 1909,

No. VIII.—DO WILD ANIMALS DIE A NATURAL DEATH?

I was much interested in reading in the last number of the Society's Journal

Col. Evans' Note on the question of " whether animals die a natural death"? An
experience which I had in Chanda last Easter may perhaps be of interest to

the members of our Society. I had gone out for the holidays in the hope

of getting a shot at an old solitary Bull Bison, which lived about sixteen

miles from Chanda. My shikari had gone out before and was tying up for

a tiger and when I arrived I found that he had kills out in the direction in

which this old bull lived, so I was forced the morning after I arrived to go

out in another direction. I came up with a herd but did not get a shot. In

the evening I went towards the nullah, where the old bull was said to live,

and on my way there met the shikari who told me that he had just found

the old bull lying dead in the nullah. I went along with him and sure

enough there was a fine old bull lying dead in some longish grass near a

pool in the nullah. He had evidently been dead only a few hours, as the

flies had not got properly into him as yet and there were hundreds of vul-

tures waiting on the trees for their feast. The Bison was in very good con-

dition and had a fine pair of horns, very much worn away at the tips. I

knew that foot and mouth disease was prevalent in these jungles at the

time, and I examined his hoofs and mouth to see if there was any trace of

disease. They were quite sound as far as I could make, and I do not think

it is possible that he can have died of foot and mouth disease, as he would

certainly not have been in such good condition. The same would I fancy

be true of rinderpest, and in any case there was no rinderpest about at the

time, as far as I could find out. I had not enough men with me to

be able to turn him over, but there was no mark of a bullet in his skin when

it was taken off. There were no marks of a struggle on the ground, so that

he had evidently died quite a peaceful death. I am entirely at a loss to

know to what cause death can have been due. Perhaps some member of

our Society can solve the riddle ? I was thus very nearly in a position to
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answer in the affirmative Mr. Betham's question :
—

" Has any one ever come

across vultures feeding on a dead wild animal ?" The feast was spread for

the vultures, but they had not been able to begin when I arrived on the

scene.

R. A. WILSON. I.C.S.

Mandla, 16th July 1909.

No. IX.—THE INDIAN THKEE-TOED KINGFISHER {CEYX
TRIDACTYLA) AT MATHERAN.

While walking down from Matheran with Mr. M. R. Jardine on July 7th,

we put up a Three-toed Kingfisher, {Ceyx tridactyla) from a small stream by the

road-side, about half-way down. This beautiful little Kingfisher appears to be

of very local distribution in the Indian Peninsula and is confined to the west

coast. Major Lloyd gives it in his Konkan List and Colonel Butler has record-

ed this species from below the Reversing Station at Khandalla and near

Lanowli. The Rev. Dreckmann, S. J., tell? me that he also met with this

Kingfisher below the Khandalla Reversing Station about 1 879.

N. B. KINNEAR.
Bombay. October 1909.

No. X,—YOUNG VULTURE IN THE SEA.

On Saturday May 8th, while sailing from Apollo Bunder to Hog Island,

I noticed a bird in the water between Butcher Island and Pir Paon on

the Trombay shore, probably two miles from the nearest point on the main land

and one mile from Butcher Island. It was then about 5 p. m,, and the tide

had been ebbing for two hours. On getting closer, I found the bird was a

vulture, apparently a young bird, but full grown or nearly so. Its wings were

under water and only the neck above water, and the bird seemed quite in-

capable of rising or using its wings. Next day a fresh wind blew all the fore-

noon and gradually increased in force, and by 4 P. M. the water was some-

what rough. I was, therefore, surprised when passing close to the N. W. of

Elephanta to see what was presumably the same bird flapping along still in the

water and unable to raise itself completely, but managing to struggle slowly

towards the shore of Elephanta by splashing its wings. I was unable to see

what happened eventually, but as the bird was then only 100 yards or so from

shore and was being helped by the tide, it presumably managed to get

safely to land.

C. A. WORDSWORTH.
Bombay, lOth May 1909.

No. XI —COMMON SNIPE {GALLINAGO C(KLESTlb) IN

TRAVANCORE IN APRIL.

On the 2l8t April I shot three couple of snipe round a backwater at Quilon.

I am interested to know if it is common for a few snipe to remain all through
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the hot weather in the south and why ? ! and if they breed here. The month

of March is considered the most trying, so that they had survived the worst.

I turned up 15 or 16, but there must be more in other places near.

G. W. GILES.

Madras, 2bth July 1909.

No, XII.—PINTAIL {DAFILA ACUTA) IN BALTISTAN IN JULY.

On July 2nd I was encamped on the Shingo River which flows across the

Deosai Plateau, Baltistan. At about 8 p m. I was surprised to see a fine drake

Pintail in full plumage fly swiftly overhead up stream to a small marsh near

the river Is this not rather far south for this duck to breed ? as I suppose it

must be, here at this time of the year. My shikari, who also saw it, tells n e he

has often seen duck (though of course he does not know the species) on and

about the rivers and small jhils of this district, viz., Shemoskith Plains and

Deosai Plateau at this time and earlier.

W. M. LOGAN HOME, Lt.,

112th Infantry.

BoRZiL, ON GiLGiT RoAD, ^th July 1909,

No, XIII.—DUCK SHOOTING IN RAJPUTANA.

The famous Bharatpur Jhil is about 2\ miles in length and is situated in the

middle of the forest preserve near the City of Bharatpur. It is filled at the end

of the rains by a canal from a large irrigation tank, and being very shallow and

covered with grass ferns and excellent feeding ground for duck. Usually it is

quite dry by the end of March, but this year White-eyed Pochard and Blue-

wing Teal were shot there as late as the 12th April.

This year the birds have been usually abundant. The first arrivals noticed

were Blue-winged Teal on the 15th August. By the middle of September very

large flights of these Teal were to be seen on the Jhil. No shooting, however,

was allowed till the 3(ith November, and by this time the Blue-wing had dis-

appeared being replaced by the Common Teal. In the big shoots in November,

December and January very few Blue-wing Teal were killed. They re-appear-

ed in considerable numbers in February, and as noted above were shot in April.

The following notes of some of the bags obtained during the past cold

weather en this Jhil may prove of interest :

—

SOtli November 1908 2,237 (33 guns)

12th December „ 1,085 (16 „ )

19lh February 11)09 603 (11 „ )

2nd March „ 582(12 „ )

The bag at the first shoot was a record for the Jhil both as regards total and

verage per gun, the former recoiding only 1970,
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The guns were placed behind bushes on bunds and mounds specially con-

structed and beaters wade in to flush the birds. No regular register of the

bags have hitherto been kept, but this year the following geese and duck were

noticed in the bag :— Greylag, Gadwall Shoveller, Pochard. Widgeon, Red-cre-

sted Pochard, Tufted Pochard, Brahminy Duck Spot-bill, Nukta, White-eyed,

Pochard, Marble Duck (only one shot), Common Teal, Blue- winged Teal

and Cotton Teal. A Pink-footed Goose was shot, but was not seen by

the writer.

The bulk of the bag at the shoots consists of Common Teal, White-eyed

Pochard. Gadwall and Shoveller Very large flocks of Pintail frequent this

Jhil. but in accordance with their usual way habits do not afford the same

chances as the duck named above.

L. IMPEY, Lt.-Col.

Bharatpur, 29th April 1909.

No. XIV.—THE NESTING OF THE BRAHMINY DUCK
(iCASARCA RUTJLA).

Captain A. R. B. Shuttleworth has sent me the following regarding the

\^^
nesting of the Brahminy

Site of Merlin's Nsf

X 1 6 feet approx

Hole through which

Brahmiay duuk

^^lescendbd to her nest.

Nv'Stof Brahramy

duck inlde

hoUow tree.

Duck in Chinese Turkest-

an. As it will doubtless

prove of interest to a great

many of our readers, I

send it for publication, to-

gether with a sketch taken

on the spof. Writing from

Camp Kizil Bui, C, Tur-

kestan, 19th April 1909, he

says :
—

" I was after tiger

fwoolly tiger) one day, and

as I was sitting over a kill,

I noticed, to my intense

surprise, a couple of Brah-

miny come and settle on a

tree quite close to me. I

had no idea these birds

ever (Settled on trees, as I

have never seen them do

so in India. My surprise

was heightened when I saw

one of them go into a hole

in the tree. Later on I

found a newly- made nest

in this tree, although I was
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too early for the eggs. Yesterday while riding from the last Camp to this, a pair

of Brahminy flew past me, flying low and one left the other and flew to an old

poplar quite close and disappeared into a hole. This is the 2nd time I have seen

the Brahminy do this. I got off my pony, climbed the old tree myself, and out

flew the old bird almost into my face. I looked down the hole but could see

nothing ; I lit a match and put it down as far as I could and discovered there

were 7 eggs. Unfortunately I could not reach them. I sent to the nearest

village and got an axe, and after making a hole in the side of the tree, got out*

all 7 eggs. The first blow of the axe disturbed a merlin, which was sitting

on its nest in a sort of declivity at the top of the same trunk, which con-

tained the hole in which the Brahminy had her nest. The merlin had sat

there, unknown to me, all the time I was fooling and trying to get at the

Brahminy's eggs. I drew a rough sketch of the old tree on the spot, which

will show you the position of the two nests. The merlin's nest contained two

red eggs which I took. I think it is a curious fact that these two widely

different birds should have had their nests on the same branch of the tree.

There is no water within 8 miles of this tree, and that is curious I think. The

drake Brahminy kept on flying round the tree making a fiendish noise, but the

hen made herself scarce."

E. M. BETHAM, Lieut.-Col.,

The 10 1st G-renadiers.

Mhow, BOth May 1909.

No. XV.—STRANGE BEHAVIOUR OF CERTAIN BIRDS WHEN IN

POSSESSION OF STRONG SMELLING INSECTS,

During the last few years I have repeatedly noticed that certain birds, not-

ably babblers, in confinement, go through extraordinary antics when presented

with strong smelling insects, e.g., bugs (Hemiptera), which "when irritated emit a

powerfully smelling secretion in self-defence.

If, for instance, a bug of the above kind be offered to a laughing thrush

(I have experimented with Trochalopterum erythrocephalum and nigrimentum
;

also Drynnastes ccerulatus) it will seize it in its beak and make repeated efforts

to press it against the underside of its tail feathers, near their base.

In order to do this it is obliged to bend round its head and to bring its tail

forward.

This it does with considerable energy, so much so that I have seen the bird

lose its balance and fall over, quite a ludicrous performance.

After this has been going on for a minute or so, the bird gradually relaxes

its efforts and eventually swallows the insect.

The above described behaviour is not, however, I believe, confined to the

laughing thrushes. I am almost certain I observed it also in the case of the

Andamanese Tree-pie (Dendrocitta baylei) in the Andamans.
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The habit is therefore evidently a widespread one, the origin and meaning

of wliich however I am quite at a loss to explain. It would be interesting to

know if others have observed this strange habit, and if so in the case of what

kinds, and also if they can suggest a reason for such behaviour.

B. B. OSMASTON.
Naini Tal. Jtme 1909.

No. XVI.—THE SUPPLY OF WATER TO YOUNG BIRDS
IN THE J^EST.

I do not know that any one has ever recorded an observation to the effect

that parent birds supply water to their young in the nest. Mr. Dewar on

pages 227-228 of his interesting book " Birds of the Plains " discusses this

question at some length.

While thinking it not improbable that birds should store water in their

crops for a short time and ' bring it up" for the benefit of their young, he

points out that it would be a very difficult process to detect.

A few days ago a particularly favourable opportunity was afforded me of

observing the feeding of young birds in the nest.

A pair of white-eyes (Zosterops palpelrosa) had constructed their nest in a

creeper in the front of the verandah of the Rest-house I was stopping in, and

the nest was so placed that I could watch the feeding of the half fledged young

from a distance of about 4 feet in the verandah. On one occasion I observed

one of the parent birds place rather a large insect into the wide open mouth of

one of the young, which in spite of many efforts appeared to be unable to

swallow it. The other parent who was watching operations from above

seemed to grasp the situation at once, for he or she bent down and put a small

drop of liquid into the widely-gaping mouth.

This process of giving small drops of liquid was repeated in front of me
quite four or five times, and I was so close that there could be no mistake.

Eventually the insect became softer and more manageable and the little bird's

efforts were crowned with success.

This seems to prove that some birds at any rate supply water to their

young in the nest when they appear to want it.

B, B. OSMASTON.
Naini Tal. June 1909.

No. XVII.—BIRD NOTES FROM DUNGA GALI.

34. A loud and pretty double note of The Green-backed Tit (^Parus

monticola) heard this year was like the word " Wheat-ear," twice repeated.

The note is an uncommon one and was evidently used by one of a pair nesting

hard by.

204. In addition to its characteristic note of a very high-pitched and quickly

repeated " Ting," • Ting," " Tmg," " Ting." The Black-headed Sibia {Liopiila
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capistrata) has an alarm note like the Thrushes {Mertila) only more rapidly

repeated and not so loud.

505. The note used by the Dark-grey Cuckoo-shrike {Campophaga melanoschi-

sta) in the breeding season, I can now confirm, is as described in this Journal in

" Bird Notes from Murree and The Galis," Vol. XIX. No. 1. It also sometimes

utters a small magpie-like chatter. The nest is such a tiny cup, or rather

saucer, that the sitting bird almost entirely conceals it.

6£8. The song of The Small-billed Mountain Thrush (Oreocincla clauma) is

loud and rather like that of The Missel Thrush, but more disconnected, a long

pause coming between each note. It is something as follows :
—

" Chirrup,"

" Chewee," " Ohiieii," " Wiow," " We ep," " Chirrol," " Chup,"
" Chewee," " Wiop,".

741. To illustrate how highly insectivorous even the most typical of the

finch family become in the breeding season, I may mention the case of a

female Black and yellow Grosbeak {^Pycnorhampus icteroides) which on the

5th of July I saw devouring a fair-sized slug!

744. The spotted-winged Grosbeak, Myceroban melanoxanthus, utters at

times a variety of parrot like note in addition to the note described (op cit).

Possibly in captivity it would surpass many of the paroquets in talking capacity.

The distant sound of the call note or note of communication, mostly used

when flying, can be fairly well represented by shaking an ordinary match box

containing a few matches. This Grosbeak is shy and difficult to observe as it

keeps to the tops of high trees and does not move about the branches much.

Even when in some numbers its presence can rarely be detected except by the

loud oriole-like song-note of the male already described. When paired and

nesting it is still more wary.

The colour of the lower parts of the male is of a paler yellow than in the

last species. In flight also it is more rapid and, as a rule, flies higher.

1072.— On the 13th July I came across near Changla Gali at about 7,600 feet

a breeding colony of Blyth's White-rumped swifts (^Cypselus leuconyx.) A
flock of swifts playing about a cliff face attracted my attention. On nearer

approach the parent birds flying in with food amid a continuous tittering

clamour of nestlings at once revealed the nest-holes.

The kind of cliff apparently normally selected for nesting sites by this

species is one where there is a rock strata with a downward slant towards the

cliff face, the nests being built in horizontal intei'stices between the strata

where the upper projects over the lower. Vertical fissures do not appear to be

considered suitable sites.

1105. A female Himalayan Cuckoo (Cucuhis saturatus,) which was shot,

evidently in the attempt to lay an egg, was brought to me on the 7th of June.

I took the fragments of the egg (which was broken by the fall) from the

oviduct. They were pure white and without any markings whatever.

The bird most commonly victimised by this CucUoo in these hills is " The

Large-crowned Willow Warbler (Acanthopueusta occipitalis).
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1141. On the 18th of May, I heard in a tree overhead the kissing noise

which the young of the Slatey-headed Paroquet {Paloiornis schisticejjs) make
when being fed by their parents, and, thinking it early for young to be hatched,

looked up and saw a male feeding an adult female, his mate, on a branch

outside the nest-hole iu which phe was evidently hatching off a bx-ood. When
the male had given her all he could regurgitate, she dived into the nest-hole

again to resume her sitting. It would be interesting to know if the female

of this species always comes out of the nest-hole to be fed,

1175. The note of the Spotted Himalayan Scops Owl [Scops spilocephalus) is

as described in the " Fauna ", the pitch being a treble F but sometimes E.

The hoot is only heard after dark. This little owl is sometimes easily attract-

ed to a tree over one's head by imitating its call.

llSli. As regards cadence the call of The Collared Pigmy Owlet, Glaucklium

brodiei is as described in " The Fauna, " that is " Hoot—Hoothoot—Hoot", but

the timbre of the note is remarkably like that " The Copper-Smith," {Xantho-

Iccma hce/natocephala). The pitch is C lower than that of the last species. A
monosyllabic "hoot" is given by the young fledgelings. I have never heard

this Owlet's note after dark

An excellent method of attracting small birds to the trees around one is to

imitate the hoot of this little owl. Tits, Willow Warblers, Verditer, Flycatchers,

and Minivets especially will, if in the vicinity, always quickly appear and

use their best " Bengali " on their supposed enemy, giving one a splendid

opportunity to study them at close quarters.

1217. On the 13th June I saw a Crested-Serpent Eagle (S/?27orrtes cheela)

being badly harried by a pair of Jungle Crows (Corvus macrorhynchus). When
first I saw the Eagle it was on the ground with the crows in the trees above.

Whenever it attempted to get away, the crows kept above and worried it badly,

its loud kite-like cry beirg constantly uttered in its distress. I did not see

the end of the fray, but it appeared to be a one-sided affair for the unfortun-

ate Eagle.

1260. The habit of the Hobby {Falco snbbuteo) of hawking in flocks

for flying insects high in the air after the manner of swifts is not noticed in

" The Fauna " but is mentioned by Murray in his " Indian Birds." This habit

is, I think, characteristic of The Hobby, and I saw it constantly executed

by a flock of 8 or 10 of these splendid little falcons which frequented a

certain hill-side in Dunga Gali for several days.

One of the flock, an adult 9 , was knocked over and shown me by a friend.

No easy shot at the pace they travelled.

Frequent and severe storms throughout May and June interfered to some

extent with the breeding season of 1(109 in the Galis, and genera such as the

Sibias, Drongos, Minivets, Cuckoo-shrikes, Grosbeaks and others which nest

in open and exposed situations sutiered considerably.

H. A. F. MAGRATH. Major.

Dunga Gali, Uth July 1901).

26
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No, XVIII.—NOTES ON A COLLECTION OF SNAKES
FROM MATHERAN.

A collection of snakes made by Captain McPherson,!. M. S., at Matheran

(2,500 feet) and presented to our Society, contains the following species :

—

Uropeltid^..

Silybura macrohpis.

One specimen of this species which is peculiar to the Western Ghats. The

costals are 15 at a point two head-lengths behind the head, 15 in midbody, and

15 at a point two head-lengths before the vent. The ventrals and subcaudals

129 + 9. The ventrals are not twice the breadth of the last row as stated by

Boulenger, the last row being two-thirds as broad as the ventrals,

COLUBRIDyE.

Tropklonotus piscator.

Two small specimens, olivaceous chequered with small spots. (Variety

punctatus. Wall).

Lycodon aulicus.

Four specimens, all variety typica. The ventrals and subcaudals of three

are 206+66, 207+ ? (tail imperfect), and 208+61 (the first 4 entire).

Lycodon travancoricus.

Four specimens, all ^. The ventrals and subcaudals are 192+ '?. 20272
,

198 + ?, and 196 + 75, The anal is entire in all. Three of these are quite

typical in colouration, but the fourth is peculiar in that it appears to be

uniform dark purplish brown. With the aid of a lens an indication of the

normal yellow cross bar can be very dimly discerned. One specimen had a

frog in the stomach.

Macropisthodon plumbicolor.

Three specimens, one quite young. The costals in all are in 25 rows at

midbody, and 19 at a point two head-lengths before the anus. Two head-

lengths behind the head they are 23 in two specimens, 25 in the third. The

ventrals and subcaudals are 152+45, 163+40, and 155+43, In one nearly

adult specimen the black bands across the body, and the yellow chevron edged

with black on the nape were unusually conspicuous for a specimen of this

growth

Zamenis niucosus.

One half-grown specimen, light in colour, abundantly variegated with black

in the hinder part.

Coluber helena.

Two examples. One is an enormous specimen of its kind, measuring

4 feet 1 1 inches. The costals are 23 two head-lengths behind the head, 25 in

midbody, and 19 two head-lengths before the anus. The ventrals and sub-

caudals are 142 + 79, and 228 + 86. I notice that in all specimens from the

Hills of Western Indian Travancore to Western Ghats the bands on the anterior

part of the body are connected by festoons of black spots on the ventrals.

I
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These festoons are not seen in Himalayan examples, nor did I find them in a

specimen recently received from Udaipur.

Dendrelaphis tritifis.

Two specimens of this rather uncommon snake which, however, has been
previously recorded from Matheran. The head and forebody only of one
specimen is sent. The ventrals and subcaudals of the perfect example are
182 + 129. and the anal divided.

Dryophis myctenzans.

Three examples all young.

Dipsadomorphiis forstem.

One fairly large adult. The costals are 25 two head-lengths behind the
the head, 27 in midbody, and 17 becoming 15 at a point, two head-lengths
before the anus. The body is too damaged to count the ventrals. The sub-
caudals are 106. The supralabials are ten, and the 4th, 5th and 6th touch the
eye. There are three series of black spots which are broader than long, the
median alternating with the lateral series. These markings are extremely like

those in the species quincuncmtnx I recently described from Assam.
Captain McPherson says he also collected 3 kraits B, cceruhus, and 2 pit

vipers Laehesis gramineus.

F. WALL, c.M.z,s., Major, i.m.s,

Almora, 25th April 1909.

No. XIX.—NOTES ON A COLLECTION OF SNAKES
MADE IN BAXA DOOARS.

Last year, thanks to the kindness of Captain K. L. W. Mackenzie, I acquired
a collection of snakes made by him at Baxa Dooars (1,200 to 1,5G0 ft.), which
includes the following species :

—

Typhlopid^e.

Typldops (Uardi.

One adult specimen. The costal rows in midbody are 26.

COLUBRID.E.

Pohjodontophis collaris.

One typical adult.

Tropidonotus phcator.

One specimen of variety quincunciatus with very large spots

Tropidonotus suhminiatus.

One adult, typical in every way.

Tropidonotus himalayanus.

One adult.

Pseudoxenodon macrops.

Two specimens,

Lycodon aulicvs.

One example of variety D of Boulenger's Catalogue (I, p. 353). The anterior
labials are mottled with brown.
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Coluber radiatus.

One adult, one quice young marked just like the adult. The ventrals and

subcaudals of the latter 246+93.

Simoies alhocinctus.

Four examples of variety typica ((Jantor).

Chri/sopelea ornata.

One fine specimen of variety F of Bonlenger's Catalogue (III, p. 198). The

costal rows are 17 anteriorly and in midbody, 1?> at a point two head-lengths

before the anus. The ventrals are 214, the last being divided like the anal.

Tail imperfect.

DipsaclomorpTiu? hexagonotus.

One specimen quite typical.

Psammodynastes pulverulentus.

One adult and one young. The adult blackish, wiih a conspicuous series of

rufous spots on each s de of the back. The young one is striped longitudinal-

ly. A dark stripe involves the upper half of the ultimate row, and two-and-a-

half rows above, then a light stripe involves the upper half of the 4th, the

whole of the 5th and the lower half of the 6th rows A median dorsal

stripe is I'ather obscure in definition. There are also indistinct cross bars.

An irregular series of bright ochre spots adorn the flanks, and the belly is

streaked and spotted with ochre anteriorly.

ViPERIDyK.

Lachesis gramineus.

Pour examples. The costals are 21 in the anterior and middle parts of

the body, 15 at a point two heads-lengths before the anus. One adult is

yellowish-green with no flank-line, another bright green with an interrupted

line in the flanks formed of white dashes on the upper borders of the scales of

the last row. One young one has a pale rather indistinct flank line, and

another a flank line of liver and white.

Captain Mackenzie tells me that one of the sepoys of the 6'2nd Punjabis

encountered a hamadryad one day when out shooting. The man was stalking

a khakar (Cervulus muntjac). Unknown to him the snake was close to the deer,

and when he shot the latter, the snaKe glided swiftly straight at him, and he

shot it. It measured y feet 11^ inches, and contained a large monitor lizard

(probably Vavanus hengalensis) measuring 3 feet 9 inches. It was brownish-

black in colour with faint black rings in the anterior 5 feet, and yellowish-white

bands in the rest of the body, not conspicuous until the scales were separated.

The throat was yellowish white, and the head shields maigined with black.

F. WALL, C.M.Z.S., Major, i.m.s.

Almora, 2Wh June 1909.

1

No. XX.—A SNAKE FLIRTATION.

When inspecting forest in the neighbourhood of Ghodbunder (Thana Dis-

trict) at the beginning of June last, my attention was attracted to a wriggling
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mass of snake on the cleared boundary line. On approaching cautiously I found

two dhamans (Z. mucosvs'). one apparently about 8 feet long and the other

perhaps a foot shorter, coiled together from the tail ends up to within a foot

or so of their heads. Natives with me declared that the smaller snake, which

was coiled round the other, was a male and that the larger snake was a

female. Beyond that the smaller snake was somewhat darker in colour than

the other, I could see no difference in them. The smaller snake was slowly

working his coils throughout up and down the other, and both snakes were

keeping their heads and free part of their length erect and alternately

twining their free part round each other and approaching each other's heads

in a " billing and cooing" manner. At the same time they were travelling very

slowly in a forward direction. The snakes seemed absolutely careless or

oblivious of our presence, though we stood within a couple of yards of

them, and my small terrier went even closer and sniffed at them. I watched

them for three or four minutes, moving forward as they moved, until the

larger snake seemed suddenly to become aware of onlookers, when she

rapidly disengaged herself and glided away into the jungle on my right. The

smaller snake stayed for a few seconds with a somewhat dazed manner

and then seemed to scent danger and hastily slid into a small bush a

few yards to the left, where I left him undisturbed. This behaviour of the

snakes was new to me, and I could only presume that it was a preliminary

flirtation prior to more serious matrimonial intentions.

G. P. MILLETT.
Bandra, Bombay, 20th July 1909,

No. XXI.—CORRECTION OF NOMENCLATURE.
I am sorry to notice (though snakes are not in my department) that Major

Wall has yielded to Mr. Venning's well-meant but entirely mistaken correc-

tion of the gender of Lygosoma. Although it is true that the Greek word

soma is neuter, the laws of Greek orthography make it quite impossible for

Lygoxoma to be neuter likewise
; it can be nothing but the feminine of an

adjective Lygosontos, and as feminine it must rank accordingly. Some
twelve years ago or thereabouts (I have not the exact reference at hand),

I wrote a short explanation of this in " Nature " ; not only did no one

offer any opposition, but Dr. Murray of Oxford wrote in confirmation,

remarking " Mr. Meyrick is, as might have been expected, perfectly right."

E. MEYRICK, B.A., F.R.s.

Marlburocgh, Wilts, England, btJi July 1909.

No. XXII.—SOME ISOTES ON THE CAPTURE OF BUTTERFLIES.
That theie are certain specific times, when the energies of the butterfly

collectors are more likely to be rewarded than atoihers, is well known and
accepted by all entomologists. These periods vary more or less according to

the habits and habitat of species ; but, generally, it is between the hours of 10
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and 12 noon, on a bright sunny morning, that more specimens are seen than at

any other time. I have, however, in the course of rambles on the hills of Eastern

Bengal and Assam, observed and profited by the observation, that though there

are no butterflies actually on the wing on a dull overcast day, with perhaps

even a fine drizzle coming down, it is possible to capture many a fine specimen

with comparatively little trouble on such inauspicious occasions. The modus

operandi is simply to beat up or otherwise disturb any likely haunts such as

shrubs and leafy trees. The butterfly, if there be one, will thereupon make a

hasty exit, and if not then caught will be seen to immediately seek shelter in the

nearest promising shrub or tree, where the same manoeuvre can be repeated

till finally captured.

It seems to me that butterflies thus caught are almost invariably in perfect

condition, are less active, and thus more easily seciu'ed, and last but hj no

means least open out to our new fields for exploitation.

H. JAMES.
Lahore District, \bih July 1909.

NO. XXIII—THE EARLY STAGES OF THE HAWK MOTH
{TEERETRA PALLIGOSTA.)

Habitat.—Western to North-East India and Burma and Ceylon to

Hongkong.

Localities.—Karwar, Sikhim, Silhet, Khasia, Jaintia Hills, Assam, E. Pegu

and Pugyi, Burma, Ceylon.

Elevation (vertical range) up to 7,000 ft.

Time of appearance.—May to July and October.

Occurrence.—Rare.

Expanse.— ^ 60-82 mm. $ 82 mm.
Larva in first stages, ground colour from pale green to sap-green in general

appearance much resembling the larva of Rhyncholaha acteus both in shape

and colour and also in markings, the oval ocellus on the fourth segment is

coloured as follows:—In the first stages centre black, then a ring of pale blue,

then green, then yellow, then pale blue again and finally circled by a black

ring ; the following ocelli, which are about half the size are pale blue and

yellow ringed with black, a dark dorsal line throughout its entire length,

horn yellow with tip black and very long ;
legs and claspers pale pinkish

yellow, head green. The sap-green form, which subsequently changes to

chocolate and then again to green has the ocellus centred black, then ringed

pale blue, dark green, pale yellow, pale blue and then black, the succeeding

occelli are pale blue and white with black rings ; head, horn, legs and claspers

dull yellow.

The adult larva has the ocellus on 4th segment black centre ringed with

blue and green, pale yellow, then mauve, and finally circled with black, the

other ocelli which are not quite equal in shape, are centered with pale
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yellow and mauve and ringed with black, horn of medium length dull pink,

legs dull pink, claspers green, from 5th to 10th segments it is profusely speck-

led with black and grey, dark dorsal Hue to 4th segment, spiracles pink with

darker centres.

Length—100 mm.

Time of appearance.—May to July.

Food-plants.

—

Aporosa villosa (Euphorbiaceaa).

Pupa very dark, almost black on the head and wing cases, a pale mesial

band on the ventral surface of the abdomen, variegated with black and brown

of various shades tongue case and legs very prominent, dorsal surface reddish

in colour with a distinct dark mesial line from base of thorax to end of

abdomen. Cremaster more or less flattened wedge shaped with two small

bristles at the extreme tip.

Length,— 40-60 mm.
Time of pupation.—Throughout the year.

Situation.—Under fallen leaves in slight depression on surface of the

ground at or near roots of food-plant.

C, E. F. MANSON.
PuGYi, Lower Burma, 15th June 1909.

No. XXIV.—NEW LOCALITIES FOR RARE AND LITTLE
KNOWN SPHINGID^.

Occurrence of Callambuhjx poecilus in Sikhim, and of Chromis erotus and

Macroghssum faro in Burma.

It may interest collectors of Heterocera in India and Burma to know that

I captured a specimen of Callambulyx poecilus (Roths) in Sikhim at an eleva-

tion of 6,000 ft. in May, and a specimen each of Chromis erotus (Cram.) and

Mucroglossicm faro (Cram.) in Burma in August and October respectively.

C. E. F, MANSON.
Mandalay, Burma, 2bth June 1909.

No. XXV. -NOTE ON THE PRESENCE OF THE COCCID GENUS
MARGARODES IN INDIA.

Amongst a collection of Coccida; recently received from the Indian

Museum, Calcutta,! have found specimens of what is undoubtedly the male

of a species of Margarodes, an interesting genus that hitherto has never been

recorded from the Indian Region.

The females of this genus are subterranean insects, feeding upon the

roots of plants and often attended by ants. They secret pearly shells which

—^in countries where the insect is common—are collected by the natives and

strung into chains for personal ornaments. It is insects of this genus, also,

that have probably given rise to the stories of living pearls that—when kept
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in a pill-box and fed with grains of rice—increase and multiply, giving birth to

numerous small pearls. Are such tales current in India ? If so, may I ask

Members of the Society to interest themselves in the matter and send me

specimens for identification and description

The male Margarodes is a two-winged insect, the expanded wings measuring

about 8 mm. (approximately one-third of an inch). The wings are colourless

and transparent, with the exception of a deep red thjckened costal border.

There are tufts of long silky white filaments arising from the upper surface of

the abdomen. The specimens from the Calcutta Museum are labelled

' Jahada, Nepal, 14th November 1908 ".

E. ERNEST GREEN.
Peeadeniya, Ceylon, 29/!i^ Jtme 1909.

No. XXVI.—TWO SPECIES OF ' CHARA " FROM THE BOMBAY
ISLAND.

Specimen No. I was collected on the 14th of November 190S, from a pool on

the Vincent Road, Matunga, situated in the fields where rice is cultivated

during the rains. The plant grew on the borders of the pool under water

extending to knee-depth, entangled with the aquatic plant Hydrilla vertidl-

lata (^Serpirulla verticu'uta—Roxb) which it resembles in general appearance, and

was greatly interspersed with the filamentous Alga

—

CEclogonium scutatum. I

found great difficulty in separating the Chara plant from these filaments of the

(Edogonium. It appeared as if there was some commonsalism between these

plants. The pool dries up in the hot weather during the months of April and

May, so that it is difficult to say whether the Chara plant is an annual or a

perennial plant. The plant is gritty and brittle on account of the deposition

of carbonate of lime. The stem is stout and branched alternately. The inter

-

nodes, when full grown, are about an inch in length. No adventitious root-

lets were seen on the stem. Leaves are in whorls of 9, 10 or more. Each

leaf is more than six-jointed and tapers singly at the end. The reproductive

organs are borne upon the upper surface of the leaves, and at the joints of

their basal half. The plant is monoecious, and fertilisation takes place during

the night or very early in the morning. Both the organs are borne on the

same node, the orange and globular antheridium being below the typical

oogonium which is subtended by a few simple short- unjointed leafiets. The

antheridium matures before the oogonium of the same node, and so the plant is

protandrous,

Roxburgh in his " Flora of India " mentions some species of the genus

Chara and describes one species. C liura rertiivlata, a native of India, includ-

ing the genus Chara amongst the Flowering Plants which is unscientific. Bis

Chara veruculata, however, has all the general characters of this specimen No. I.,

and I would therefore name it as Chara verticulata.

Specimen No. 2 was collected on the 26th December 1908 from another pool
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in the same locality but about 100 yards northwards of the fii-st pool. The plant
was growing in heaps on the boarders of the pool, and was more or less free
from the fihimcntous Alga. It is interestini; to observe that both the plants
grow in pools about rice fields. The pool also dries up during the months of
April and M;iy. This species is not gritty and brittle, indicating absence of
any deposit of carbonate of lime. The stem is thinner than that of specimen
No. I, delicate in appearance and more frequently branched. The full-grown
inter-nodes are comparatively very long and the leaves are shorter in length
and less numerous in the whorl than in the Specimen No. I. The reproduc-
tive organs are borne on the upper surface of the leaves as in the first speci-
men. There were no antheridia on the specimen I collected. Possibly they
bud all discharged during the previous night or the plant is dioecious. This
point requires confirmation. The Oogonia are similar to those of the first

specimen.

The other species described by Roxburgh differ from this Specimen No. 2.
Mr. Gregg in his "Text Book of Indian Botany" mentions a plant Charu
flacidu A. Brauii, as being very common in tanks and jheels in Bengal.
Either this is the same plant or a different specie.* requires verification, "if
'• flacida " is indicative of the soft nature of the plaint. I would provisionallv
name it Chara flacida.

VIXAYAK NANABHAI HATE B. Sc
Wilson College, Bombay,

June 1909,
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REVIEW.

" BIRDS OF THE PLAINS."

Captain Fayrer has pointed out to us that the last paragraph of the above

review is quite incorrect and he draws our attention to the title page where

it is stated the " illustrations from photographs of living birds." We have

shown this to the Reviewer who says that when criticising the illustrations

he did not notice that they were from life and adds that enlarged photos

are often apt to come out stiffly giving the appearance of a stuffed bird as

for instance in the plate of the Bulbul.—Eds.

THE MAKING OF SPECIES

BY

DouaLAS Dewar & Frank Finn,

pp. 400. London, John Lane. 7s. 6d.

The interest taken by the public in Heredity and other biological problems

is shown by the many works that have recently appeared in plain untechnical

language, and in addition to the excellent books of Thompson and Bateson

among others two members of our Society have made a further contribution.

We find however that much that is otherwise readable has been spoiled by

the aggressive tone of the authors. On reading their preface one anticipates a

campaign of iconoclasm calculated to stagger humanity.

" We fear," they say, " this book will come as a shock to many scientific

men " whom they look upon as equal in bigotry with the old-time theologians.

" The blight of dogma has seized hold of them. We are endeavouring to save

biology in England from committing suicide, to save it from the hands of those

into which it has fallen." " Zoological science stands in urgent need of con-

structive books on evolution. It has been our aim to produce a book of this

description." After all this one is relieved to find that not only some of the

old idols remain unshattered, but the authors have set up a new idol under the

name of " The Biological Molecule," which our readers will find strictly after

the image and likeness of the old idols •' Biophor, Ultimate Biological Particle,"

••Physiological Unit," etc.

The authors delight in setting up images of straw or phantoms on which to

exercise their destructive criticism. For instance, " A large majority of scienti-

fic men to-day hold the belief that all or nearly all the colours displayed by

animals are of direct utility to them and therefore the direct result of natural

selection." " These theories have assumed the rank of laws of nature. To

dispute them would seem to be as futile as to assert that the earth. is flat. To

take exception to them would appear to be as ridiculous as to object to Mount

Blanc. To dare to criticise them is heresy of the worst type." Our gallant

authors "have dared to weigh these theories in the balance of observation

and reasons." They have examined "these mighty images of gold and silver,

and brass, and iron and found that there is much clay in the feet." They
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devote a " chapter to lifting the hem of the garment of sanctity that euvclopefi

each of these images and so expose to view the chiy that lies concealed."

These unfounded charges—the italics are ours—are followed by over a luui-

died pages of criticisms of the theories, of mimicry, cryptic, warning and other

colorations which have been pushed by a few to such absurd lengths and have

already been sufficiently dealt with by Kellog, Beddard and others.

The Wallace School have the theory thrust on them " that every infinite-

simal variation has a survival value," Their account of Mendel's phenomena

is strangely incomplete, of his " law," inaccurate. No mention is made of

the proportion of recessive and dominant olTspring arising from dominants

in the third filial generation. Mendel's explanation or " Law " is said to be

" The gamete or sex-cell of each individual crossed breaks up into its

component parts T and D." A biological absurdity, most certainly never

fathered by Mendel

!

Mendel's very simple, almost obvious, explanation of the facts he observed

was that the cross-bred offspring produced two kinds of gametes—one with

the dominant, one with the recessive character. If these be produced in equal

numbers and fertilisation be fortuitous we may expect 2;") per cent. R to mate

with R. gametes, 2') per cent. D to mate with D gametes, 50 per cent. D with

R. But as the fertilised egg cell which has eithe?- of the gametes D, will

produce the dominant character, the result will be that this oO per cent, will

exhibit the D character though really DR. Hence only the 25 per cent.

pure R will show the recessive character, while 75 per cent, will show the

D character. Of these 75 per cent. 25 per cent, will be pure D and in future

generations all their offspring will show the D character, whereas the 50 per

cent, DR. will as before produce 25 per cent, pure R, 25 per cent, pure D. 50

per cent. DR. showing the D character. This is precisely what occurs in the

Mendelian phenomena. Another error of considerable importance is the

statement regarding Mendel. " The results of his experiments were published

in the Proceedings of the Natural History of Brunn in 1854.'" This would

give Mendel's publication a priority of five years over Darwin's " Origin of

Species." The fact is Mendel read his papers before the Society in 18G5.

They were published in 18Gfi. Unimportant slips are calling the prickly pear

Euphorbia^ p. 274 ; the yellow and black banded krait Buwjarus cmruleut,

p. 217. Can the authors give more adequate authority than on dil for their

statement concerning the Ovis amnion ram on page 120 ?

The authors inform us '• Hlos^f English men of science believe that natural

selection offers the key to every Zoological problem," They '• are living in a

fool's paradise." The fault in this deduction is that the premises are doubtful.

" Another reason why Great Britain is losing her scientific supremacy is that

too little attention is paid to the study of live animals. Morphology, or the

science of dead animals, receives more than its due share of attention."

'•
ll'e vish merely to insist upon the fact that the leaders of hioloyicol science must

of necessity he those- naturalists ivho ijo lo the tropics and other parts of the
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earth where nature can be studied under the most favourable conditions

and those who conduct scientific breeding experiments." A charmingly naive

assumption, which will be cordially endorsed by the members of our Society !

Has India risen to a position of "scientific supremacy " with all her advantages

for adopting these lines of research ? We fear the present deplorable condi-

tion of biology in India is due to the almost total neglect of laboratory and dis-

secting room research. The morphology of the authors is but skin-deep to

judge by the proportion of the book devoted to colour and superficial variations.

What progress are we to expect from the " systematists/' such as the

entomologist who in a few years will have invented over million species of

insects ? Nomenclature and classification are the be-all and the end-all of

certain naturalists. To us it seems like learning (he index of a book before

reading its contents. Why is not work done by the graduates of our Indian

Universities, our B. Sc's., and M.A's. with Honors in Biology? The reason is

they do little practical work in the laboratory. Their learning is obtained

from books and wax models.

Notwithstanding Darwin has described climate as " the most effective of all

checks," the authors complain :
" In our opinion Darwin did not lay nearly

enough stress upon the importance of climate as a check on the increase of

'species.' Darwin failed to notice the potent effects of damp." The authors

then proceed to give instances most of which are the results of parasites rather

than of damp.

" Wet snout, " which decimates rabbits in damp climates, is the result of an

animal parasite. Camels, sheep, etc., are destroyed by flukes and other parasites

in most climates, not by the actual damp itself. Pneumonia and malaria both

popularly attributed to damp are due to the flourishing of a vegetable and

animal parasite respectively.

Kay Robinson's statement " Fruits are more generally scented than flowers"

is quoted with approval in support of an argument, that the scents of flowers

are not an attraction to insects or birds. Are tliey serious in this ? Have they

considered the relative odours of the fruits and the fluwers of the Pea, Rose,

Hawthorne, Pink and other plants ? The odour of fruits is distinctively func-

tional in ensuring the dispersal of seeds in many cases, and is frequently

associated with a strong testa or endocarp so that the animal who devours the

outer succulent portion will not digest the seed. " Therefore, if we say that

plants have scents for the purpose of attracting insects, we accuse all plants

which have scented fruits of attempted suicide."

In the middle of the discussion of Mendel's theory Weissman's experiments

with the pupae of Vanessa prorsa and V. levana are quoted. We cannot

perceive any relevance.

Bateson is claimed as of the " school to which we belong" steering " a course

between the Scylla of use-inheritance and the Charybdis of the all-sufficiency

of natural selection." We fear the open mind of Professor Bateson has yet

to be satisfied with an undoubted instance of use-inheriiance.
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THE BITJDS OF BURMA.

By Major H. H. Harington, F.Z.S., M.B.O.U.

Rangoon^ ^^ Bangoon Gazette'^ Press, 1909.

The object with which this small brochure on Burmese Birds was written

ia given by the author in his Preface where he states that " the origiral articles

which appeared in the Rangoon Gazette were written with a hope that they

mif^ht be a slight help to those who take an interest in our common birds."

The title of the book is hardly appropriate to its contents, and it would iiave

been better had it been " Some Common Birds of Fiurma " or something

equally unpretentious. It dees not attempt to deal with all the biids of

Burma, and the selection of those with which it does deal is somewhat arbitrary,

and appears not to have depended so much on any thought-out system as

on the author's own ideas, or, possibly, upon the sequence in which the

original articles were written. Major Harington has endeavoured to place

before his readers a rough sketch of many of the more common birds to be

found in Burma, both Upper and Lower, and. ralher than enter into long

scientific descriptions, has given us what he considers a genera! idea of the

appearance of each bird in life. From these word pictures, he hopes that

observers may be able to s2}ot the various birds to which their attention may be

drawn. In some nstances his descriptions are distinctly happy, and any one

seeing for the first time the bird described by him should be able to recognize

it. Thus the Bulbul with the "red seat to his trousers" cannot escape

detection, and many other birds which have some dominant feature in their

plumage have had this feature seized upon and biought vividly befoie the

readers' eyes. On the other hand, Major Harington has not been so fortunate

when he has attempted to draw a picture of the plainer, more insignificant

birds, such as many of the sombre-coloured Babblers and Wai biers. It

would be impossible, we fear, for any one to say what bird is described in

the following words.—"It is about four-and-a-half inches in length, with white

tips to its tail feathers, its under-parts light-coloured " (The Kufous Fan

Tail Warbler), or again "about 12 inches in length and large for its size.

Its upper plumage is grey with black points, under-parts greyish white "

(The Large Cuckoo Shrike). The notes on habits, nidifications, &c..

are nearly always to the point, and, though brief, contain no little infoima-

tion ; indeed in many cases the readers of these notes will find them of moie

use in identifying the bird than the actual descriptions which precede them.

The author is evidently a close observer, and has generally recorded those

points in a bird's habits which would attract the attention of those for whom
the first part of this volume is written.

As regards the sequence in which the families are placed it would perhaps

have been better to have adhered to that given in Gates' and Blanford's
'• Avifauna," as this is the work to which we are referred to by the author for
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further information. It is probably correct not to associate the " Crowtits "

with the " Crows " as does Gates, but that is no reason for placing them be-

tween the " Titmice " and " Wrens ". As the author says they are probably

more properly placed amongst the TimelidK where accordingly one would

have ex[)ected him to have placed them.

The second portion of " Birds of Burma " consists of a distribution list of

birds according to certain areas as defined by the author.

In the introduction to the list he divides Burma into ten areas, but in the

distribution list itself, he reduces them, to 7, omitting Myithyone, the Northern

Chin Hills and Arrakan.

In many ways this is a leally valuable piece of work and of a far higher stand-

ard than the preceding portion of the volume from which it might well have

been separately published. In combining the two parts, one is led to infer

that the author has compiled this list in the hopes that the casual observer and

budding naturalist, for whom alone the early part of the book is undoubtedly

intended, will add to it his own records of observations. Now unscientific

observations upon Zoological distribution are valueless, and the record therefore

of a bird's occurrence, given on the strength of identification arrived at from

a perusal of the descriptions given in " Birds of Burma," would not be

worth placing on paper, except for the personal gratification of the writer.

Major Harington's list, as it now stands, compiled from his own observations

and from the Ornithologists he quotes, is a valuable addition to the literature

on Indian Ornithology, but if improved fO and added to by his readers (with

few exceptions), would steadily become less and less authentic and reliable.

Both parts of " Birds of Burma" will well stand reproduction, but we should

like to see the two parts separated. The first part would be more readable, if

enlarged and carefully edited : and whilst rather more minute descriptions of

the birds are desirable, we should certainly en]oy reading more of the author's

interesting field notes.

The second part is a scientific work, and, though of great use to beginners,

would be of even greater utility and interest to the advanced field natuialist,

who would make it the basis of his own records.

The column which contains the rough notes (4) is perhaps unnecessary, and

might be eliminated in favour of a marginal column to be headed "Notes."

E. C.S.B.
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PROCEEDINGS

OF THE MEETING HELD ON THE 31st AUGUST 19(19.

A meeting of the members of the Bombay Natural History Society took

place at the Society's Rooms on Tuesday evening, 31st August, the Rev. Father

Dreckman. S. J., in the chair.

NEW MEMBERS.

The election of the following 70 new members since the last meeting was

announced :—Rao Nahar Singh of Bedla ; Mr. Carl Gross (Bombay) : Mr.

William Archibald (Rangoon) ; Mr. Jehangir Fardunji Dastur (Bandra); Mr, W.
Harris (Dacca)

; Principal, College of Agriculture (Bengal, Bhagalpur)
;

:Mr. E. A. Smythies (Naini Tal) ; Mr. Maung Po Bye, K. S. M. and F. R.C.I,

(^[yaungmya, Burma) ; Mr. Reginald Edward Vere Argyle (Madras) ; Mr. N. V.

Parames (Ernakulam, Cochin State) ; Mr. Sydney A.Christopher (Rangoon);

Mr. A. W. Mercer (Kohat) ; Mr. H. G. FitzGerald (Kohat)
; Mr. R. M. Maxwell.

I.C.S. (Karwar); Mr, E.O. Shebbeare (Jalpaiguri) ; Mr. W. H. Barnet (Meiktilla

Cantt., Burma) ; Mr. E. Alan Hay (London, W.) ; Mr. P. Eccles (Nagpur)
;

Mr. R. D. Hoste (Raipur, C. P.) ; Major H. N. Kelley (Jubbulpore)
; Dr.

Scoresby-Jackson (Abu Road) ; Mr. H. A. Shore (Waltair, Vizagapatam Dist.)
;

Mr. G. Whittall fMandalay) ; Mr. A. B. Aitken (Punjab)
; Capt. J.H. Murray,

I. M. S. (Port Blair) ;
Mess President, 109th Infantry (Santa Cruz) ; Mr.

D. L. Drake-Brockman, I. C. S. (Naini Tal) ; Mr. H.H. Craw, I.C.S. (Rangoon) ;

Mr. W. T. AVhite (Mandalay) ; Mr. H. H. Clair Smallwood (Thabeitkyin, U.

Burma) ; Mr. Horace E. Candy (Touugoo) ;
Mr. G. G. Rorie (Toungoo) »

Mr. F. G. Fitzherbert (Toungoo) ; Mr. C. A, Petley (Toungoo) ; Dr. J. H.

Sheldon (Toungoo) : Mr. J. D. Grafton Wignall (Malakand)
; Lt. J, E. B.

Scrafton, I.A. (Secunderabad) ; Mr. P. Burd (Sylhet)
; Lt. F. Stevenson, M.B.,

I. :M. S. (Imphal) ; Mr. H. M. Inman, I.M.S, (Somaliland) ; Mr. Ernest Lund

(Balur) ; Lt. R. A. C. Murray (Islamabad. Kashmir) ;Capt. W. Blanford, R. A.

(Kohat) ; Mr. J. H. McCudden (Poena) ; Mr. F. St. J. Ballantine (Hafflong);

Mr. F. St. J. Gebbie (Karachi) ; Mr. W. C. McLeod (Mergui) ; Lt. F. B. Scott

(Fort Lockhart)
;
Rev. H. J. Buxton (Rangoon) ; Mr. S. Gaddum

f Bombay) :

Mr. H. B. Saxby (Bombay) ; Mr. F. B. Leach (Rangoon) ; Mr. V. T. Jansou

(Bombay); Capt., Michael-Lloyd Ferar (Lyallpur); Capt. L. P. Brassey(Buima);

Mess Secretary, 91st Punjabis (Meiktilla Cantt.) ; Mr. C. A. White (Dacca)
;

Mr. A. Feilman (Dacca) ; Mr. P. L. Faulkner, F.R.G.S. (Dacca)
; Mr. R.

Branford (Dacca) ; Lt. G. S. Husband, I. M. S. (Fort Lockhart) , Mr. D. Burns

(Jubbulpore) ; Mr. C. R. Barnett (Washington, D.C., U.S.A.); Lt. H.L. Haugton

(Rawal Pindi) ;
General Mohun Shurnshere Jung Bahadur Rana General

(Nepal) ;Mr. A. W. Robert (Madras) ;
Capt. C. H. Reinhold. I.M.S. (Kohat)

;

Mr. H. McComas (Maymyo);the Mess Secretary, 58th Rifles, F. F. (Kohat) :

Capt.H, V. Bagshawe, R.A.M.C. (London).
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

The Joint Honorary Secretaries acknowledged the following contributions

to the Museum since the last meeting :

—

Contribution.
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coloured slides, showed the ditloreut orders into which insects arc divided.

The lecture was a brief survey of t lie insect world illustrated by nearly one

hundred slides of common insects.

At the conclusion of the lecture Mr. Johu Wallace moved a hearty vote of

thanks to the lecturer, which was seconded by Colonel Bannerman, I. M. S.,

and carried unanimously.
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BALUCHISTAN NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

EXTRACTS FROM THE PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING OF THE
MEMBERS HELD IN THE QUETTA MUSEUM AND LIBRARY

BUILDING ON THURSDAY, 24th JUNE 1909.

In the absence of the Hon'ble Sir Henry McMahon on leave, the chair was

taken by Colonel D. O'Sullivau.

Read list of the donations received by the Museum since the last Meetings,

the exhibits themselves being passed round. Of these the more important

were :

A collection of neatly mounted butterflies from Quetta, presented by Lieut-

enant R. G. Bignell. Numerous specimens of the Cicada (Sena qucenda) pre-

sented by the Hon'ble Colonel C. Archer and other members, with numerous

pupae and cast-off skins of the same presented by Mr. J. W. N. Gumming.

Read letter, dated 7th June 1909, from Doctor Annandale, stating that the

Reverend T. R. Stebbing had identified the Quetta Isopod as Eemilepistus

crenulatus (Pallas), having Porcellis hlugii (Brandt) for a synonym.

The Honorary Secretary also passed round for the information of members:

—

Six bound volumes and some unbound parts of Dr, Moore's valuable work

entitled '" Lepidoptera Indica " presented to the Museum by the Government

of India in the Home Department,

In conclusion Colonel O'SuUivan expressed regret at the absence of the

Hon'ble President, thanked Messrs. Bignell and McDonough for their valuable

donations to the Museum, and expressed the hope that some of the Members

would take up the study of the Cicada {Sena quccrula) now swarming all over

Quetta. He pointed out that the present afforded an excellent opportunity of

watching the development of the insect from its earliest stage as the cycle of

its life history had evidently now begun. He suggested that the study be

undertaken by some of the permanent residents in the station as, owing to the

life history of the insect covering a period of some 5 or 6 years, it was

obviously impossible for a temporary resident to observe all the developments.

He added that this was an excellent opportunity for some one to make a name

for himself.

Colonel O'SuUivan further stated that Captain Smallman was busy tryin^ to

solve the housefly problem and expressed the hope that he would be able to

place before the next meeting the result of his labours.

In conclusion he suggested that greater attention be paid by members to

the study of the Moths of Baluchistan.

Sena qucenda (Pallas).

The flying insect, which ,at present swarms all over Quetta making such a

continuous grating noise, belongs to the Order Rhynchota or Bugs, Suborder

Homoptera or equal winged Insects, Family Cicadidar, Sub-family G^eaninte,.
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Division Cicadatraria, Genus Sena (Distant) and belongs to the Species named

Sena quwmlla (Pullas).

Au interesting description of both the Family and Species will be found

given at pages 55 to 57 and 135 to 136 respectively of the Fauna of British

India, Rhynchota, Vol. III. I have had my home in Quetta for the past 19

year.-: but this is the first time I have seen the Cicada in such swarms. It

appears, however, from Major Anscomb and other older residents who have

been more continuously in the station than I have been that similar swarms

have been known to visit the place at intervals of about G years, the last

occasion being in 1903 when I was out of the station.

The first specimen seen by me this year was brought by my son on the

11th inst. The same day the Hon'ble Colonel Archer captured some and

sent them over to the Museum. A few days later I secured a number but of

a smaller size near Baleli. On the 18th I went down to the Lora and found

tlie willow trees there covered with them, while under the trees it looked as if

it were raining, I at first thought this was due to these insects bleeding the

trees, but on approaching nearer I found that the insects themselves were

giving out a fluid discharge.

The same evening I noticed numerous empty pupae skins slit open down the

back hanging from the low shrubs which there covered the ground, and which

is called locally Busandak (Brahui), Ghurezha (Pastu) and botanically Soplwra

aioitecuroides (Linn), while the ground itself was perforated with numerous

small holes, each about half an inch in diameter. Seeing these empty pupse skins

in such numbers, I concluded that they had been cast off by the flying insect

under consideration. Not having time that evening to dig up any of the holes,

I was going away when I noticed a young Echis carinata in one of them. This

I soon got out with the help of a little water.

This morning I again visited the place and selecting a spot where the holes

were very numerous,—20 in a space 18 inches square—I set a man to dig up

the ground, carefully examining each hole separately.

The holes, I would add, were open to the sky and went down more or less

vertically to a depth varying from 11 inches to 2 feet, widening slightly at the

bottom for about 1^ or 2 inches to a diameter of f inch.

Each hole was separate, none meeting anywhere, even though some of them

were less than an inch apart.

At the bottom of about some G or 7 holes, I found some beetle-shaped pupse

which I now place before the meeting.

Of these, an injured specimen appears to have been on the eve of splitting

open when dug up.

These pupiE, it will be observed, are just able to crawl, each limb being

enclosed in a separate sheet.

Though the holes had been bored in ground covered with the Busandak

shrub, very few of them came into contact with any roots and seemed intended

merely to hold the insect in its pupa) stage.
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The following two rough sketches indicate how the holes were bored.

There ;was only one pupae in each hole, and, as alreadj' stated, the mouth of

every hole was quite open.

It will be interesting and useful if others will also take the trouble to study

the life history of this insect in all its stages,

J. W. N. GUMMING,
QUETTA, 24/;* June 1909. Honorary Secretary

.

1
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BY

Major F. Wall, I. M. S., C. M. Z. S.

Part XII with Plate XII and Diagram and Map.

( Continued from page 5b3 of this Volume.)

The genus Dendrophis as now understood comprises at least II

species, distributed in Southern Asia between India and Indo-China,

through the Malayan Archipelago to Eastern Australia. Of these

species 6 occur within our Indian limits, viz. (J) pictus (Eastern

Mengal, Eastern Himalayas, Irrawaddy-Salween basin, and Tenasserim

and further East to Indo-China), (2) grandoculis (Hills of Southern

India), (3) bifrenalis (Ceylon and Travancore Hills, Ferguson),

(4) caudolineatus (Ceylon), (5) and (6) gorei,* and proarchosf (Brahma-

j)Utra basin).

Until 1890 several other species were included which have now

been grouped together on characters affecting dentition under a

-eparate genus called Dendrelaphis by Mr. Boulenger. This genue

includes o species found in Indian Territory, viz. (1) tristis (Penin-

sular India, Eastern Himalayas, Brahmaputra Valley and Ceylon) :

(2) subocularis (Hills of Upper Burma); and (3) biloreatusX (Brahma-

putra Basin),

' iJescribed by me in this Juiuiial, \ ol. XIX., p. 1<21>. *" described by me in cliia

.Journal, Vol. XIX., p. 827.

; Described by me in this Journal. Vol. XVIII., p. -'Ti!.

1
'

'
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The species of both genera are very much alike, so much so indeed

that some have been much confused. For instance every author

who wrote before Mr. Boulenger's present classification was inaugura-

ted, alluded to I >endrelaplm h'istis, and DendropUis pictus as one

and the same snake under the latter title, and the confusion did not

end here, for every writer since has committed the same mistake.

I have heard doubts expressed in some quarters as to the justifica-

tion for the recognition of the two genera just referred to, but as

I have a series of skulls of the types of both, I am in a position to be

able not only to afiirm that the differences claimed exist, but to add

others in support. Mr. Boulenger divided the species on characters

affecting the maxillary teeth, grouping together those in which the

teeth enlarged posteriorly under the heading Dendrophis, and tiiose

in which they reduced posteriorly under the title Dendreliphis.

Figures A. and B. taken from the skulls of specimsns of both obtain-

ed at Pashok in the Eastern Himalayas illustrate the diffarences in

dentition, but I find in addition that there are decided differences in

the shape of the nasal bones, and also in the ridges for muscular

attachment on the parietal bones of each [see Diagram and Hgs. A and

B.). The confusion in literature between D. iristis and D. pictus just

referred to makes it difficult for me to speak very positively on the

distribution of these species, but I present the facts as they appear to

me, with the hope that our readers who are in a position to do so

will send me specimens that will enable me to confirm or refute them.

DENDRELAPHIS TRISTIS (Daudin.)

The Indian Bronze-Backed Tree Snake.

History.—The first reference to this snake was made by Russell over

a century ago. In 1796* he figured and remarked upon a specimen

from Hyderabad (Deccan). In 1801 t he figured and referred to two

others irom Bombay and Tranquebar.

Nomenclature—(a) Scientific.— The generic name from the Greek

SeySpov ii tree, and eXa^ig snake, was introduced by Mr. Boulenger in

1890. Tristis, the specific title from the Latin " sad " was conferred

by Daudin in 1803 in allusion to its sombre colouration.

(h) English.—The Common Indian Bronze-Backed Tree Snake or

• Ind, t-ecp. Vol. 1, \k 36 and Plate XXXI. f Vol. II, pp. 2a and 30 and Plates

XXV and XXVI.
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Bronze Back. I have heard it iilluded to as the painted tree snake, but

since all the species are alike in the oserulean adornment which

suggested the term painted, this adjective is equally applicahle to all.

(c) Vernacular—In Ceylon Ferguson* says it is called '' haldanda."

Mr. E. E. Green interrogated two intelligent Singhalese with respect

to this term, and they said they knew a snake of this name which

they described as " a very swiftly moving snake of a dark-brown

colour," and said it had a yellow belly. The word is from " hal " rice

and " danda " a stiok or whip. The connection is not very obvious

but an observation of Annandale and Robinson's with regard to the

snake D. pictus suggests itself. Tliey remark that it is often found

among bushes at the edge of rice fields. One of the two men above

referred to told Mr. Green it is also called " katt^a-kaluwa," meaning

black mouthed, but whether this Kame is rightly applied to this

specins seems dubious, as it does not appear appropriate. Ferguson t

mentions this term in his list of Singhalese names for snakes, but

without specifying the species.

Confusion in vernacular nomenclature with regard to snakes is

great, thus we find another Singhalese name, viz, " ahaetulla " wi-ongly

applied to this species. Linne| in 1754, Laurenti § in 1768 and

others since have made use of the term in reference to the snake now

identified by Boulenger as D. pictus, but it is clear that the word

emanating from Ceylon refers rather to the Ceylon snake tristis.

There is however, now, I thmk no doubt that " ahaetulla " is the correct

Singhalese name for the green whip-snake (Dryophis mycterizans),

the word implying eyeplucker being synonymous with the " kan-

kotti-pambu " of the Tamils in Southern India. Further confusion has

arisen with regard to the name " kumberi-muken." Russell^J connects

this name with the snake J), tristis, and many others subsequently

have followed him, but I think there can be no doubt that it is

correctly applied to the green whip-snake (D. mycterizans). The

name meaning "snouted tree snake " obviously suggests the green

whip-snake, and is quite inappropriate to the common bronze-back.

Moreover, in a printed copy of a lecture on snakes delivered some

years ago by the Rev. Fr. Bertram, s. j., of which I have a copy,

this authority says *' 1 believe these two difi'erent names (kan-

* Kept, fauna of Ceylon, 1877, p. 20. t loc. cit. p. 40. J -Mns. Ad. Frid p. 3&.

Plate XXII., fi?r. 3. § Syn. Kept. \>. 7<t. \ Ind. Serp. Vol. I, p. 36 ami Plate XXXI.
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kotti-pambu and kamberi-mukken) denote the same snake ; for,

while the kan-kotti-pambu is acknowledged by all to be the

ijreen tree-snake, there is no other tree-snake with an elongated

snout which would justify the name kamberi-nuikken." Further,

the Revd. C. Leigh, s. j., who has 13 years' experience of Trichinopoly,

i-ecently wrote to me in response to my enquiries that green whip-

snakes were frequently kept in captivity at St. Joseph's College, and

the students and visitors repeatedly applied the name kamberi-

mukken," " patchai-pambu " and " kan-kotti-pambu " to this species.*

Jerdont mentions " chitooriki-pambu " as one of the names in use

in Southern India, and Dr. J. K. Henderson tells me he has known

it called " panaiyeri-pambu " meaning palmyra snake in the same part

of India. According to Russellf it is called " rooka " in Mahratti,

*' goobra " about Hyderabad (Deccan), " maniar " about Bombay,

and " mancas " in Guzerat. Mr. E. Muir tells me that at Kalna, Ben-

gal, it is called " bet anchora " which means " lacerated with a cane."

In Cannanore I heard it called " viilooni " from the Malayalam

villoo a bow (see legends hereafter).

Colour and markings.—Dorsally the body is uniformly pm-ple

brown, bronze-brown or rarely ruddy-brown, except for the Vertebral

region which is usually more or less distinctly lighter, and the last

i-ow and a half of scales in the flanks, which are yellowish. The

vertebral stripe involves the vertebral and half the next row. It

may be conspicuous in the whole body length, or only anteriorly.

In the neck and fore body a series of oblique, black streaks, often

paired, and usually more or less broken up are always more or less

evident. A yellow flank stripe passes from the neck to the vent. It is

bordered above by a blackish, somewhat indistinct line, but imlike

pictus is not bordered below by a black line running along the edge of

the ventrals.

When the snake under excitement dilates itself, small oblique

patches of light sky blue on each scale on the back are brought into

view, especially noticeable and brilliant in the forebody. Each

patch of blue is broadly edged with black anteriorly, and posteriorly

and placed on the lower half of each scale so that it is usually com-

•Tue confusion is on a par with the Singhalese ''karawella," wrongly ascribed by

(iiinther to the Ceylon pit viper {Anciatrodon hypnale). Subsequent authors repeated the

mistake on bis authority, but there is now no doubt, I believe, that it is properly applied to

the Ceylon kruit (Bimf/anis cet/l<,rti(Hs). f J. A- S. Bengal XXII, p. 5-'9, loc. cit.
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( Dendrelaphis trlslis).



THE COMMON INDIAN SNAKES.

Explanation of Diagram 1.

\—DENDRELA Pins TRISTIS, jaws.

B.—nENDROP/JTS PICTUS, juws.

(a) maxilla.

(6) dentary part ot" mandible.

(c) nasal bones.

(^) ridges on parietal for muscular attachments.

{e) articular notch.

(/) articular process ot* dentarv.

(a) articular part of mandible.

0. D. E.—Hkad Shields.

•A. S. Anterior subliuiJ^jalg.

F. Frontal.

In. Internasal;^.

Lor. Loreal.

M. Mental.

Na. Nasals.

Pa. Parietals.

Po. Postoculars.

Pra. Prseoculars.

Prf. Proefrontals.

P. S. Posterior Sublinguals.

R. Rostral.

S. Supraocular.*.

T. Temporals.

1, 2, 3, ei3. Supralabials.

I, II, HI, etc. Infralabi:tls

V.—Belly Shields.

Yen. Ventrals with ridses.

An. Anal.

Sub. Subcaudals with ridges,

(i. H.

—

Body Scales.

C. Costal s.

Ver. Vertebra Is.
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pletely concetileel by the overlappiiio of the scale below it. In our Plate

(6gnres 3 and 4) this ornamentntion is not done justice to, the blue

being neither brioht enough nov broad enough. The head is coloured

above like the back, but the upper lip is yellow, creamy-buff, or

opalescent abruptly demarcated above. There is a roundish yellow

spot in the suture between the parietal shields (not shown by our

artist), thin black edges to the 2nd, 3rd and 4th supralabials (some-

times the 1st also), and a somewhat obscure, narrow, black postocular

streak not or hardly extending to the neck. The belly is uniform

creamy-yellow, pale-greyish, greenish, or bluish green.

The markings to which special attention is to be paid are (1) The

interparietal spot
; (2) The light vertebral stripe

; (3) The black

posterior margins to the anterior supralabials
; (4) The narrow, short,

and often obscure black postocular streak and (5) a more or less obvious

black line separating the dorsal brown from the yellow flank stripe.

I find these present (except (1) and (2) in a single example from

Marmagoa) in all the specimens I have examined from the

localities mentioned hereafter under distribution, and none of those

are present in sjiecimens of Dendrophk pictm. In the Eastern

Himalayas where these two species are associated (on slopes below

Darjeeling) I saw many specimens last year, and learnt to discriminate

between them at a glance, by the marks above referred to.

Dimeti!iio7i.s.—The longest measurement I know is 3 feet 9 inches.

I obtained a specimen of this length in Trichinopoly.

General character.^.—The Indian bronze-back is remarkably elegant

in colouration, and form. Its head is rather elongate, snout bluntly

rounded, nostril small, and the eye large and lustrous with a golden

iris and round pupil. The neck is very distinctly constricted, the body

long, slender, smooth, and rather depressed {i.e., flattened from above

downwards). The belly is conspicuously ridged on either side as in

Chrysopelea ornata. An unusually long tiipering tail accounts for

nearly one-third the total length of the snake. This appendage is

ridged beneath in the same manner as the belly.

Identijication.—The dual combination of enlarged vertebrals, and

ridged ventrals {see Diagram I, figs. F and G) proclaims any snake

either a Dendrophis or Dendrelaphis^ so that it remains to distinguish

this species from others in these two genera. Only (I of these have lo
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rows of scales in midbody, and the differences between t.hem will be

seen at a glance at the following table.
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pidonntus and Dendrophis (Dendrelaphis, F. W.)—both brown snakes

— have remained on the dead branch."

Often gazing up into trees a movement in the foliage twenty or more

feet above drew my attention to a snake whicli when shot proved to

be this specieF. 1 encountered it more than once in holes in trees,

sometimes detecting the nvAe \'um tie grcur.d level with its head

peering foith, or when aloft investigating a likely hole for a bird's

nest. Under the latter circun)stances a cane thiust into the hole and

briskly stirred about effected its exit. Once the snake vacated its

quarters so hastily that it fell to the ground. On one occasion in

Colombo, 1 discovered one in the open, and pursued it but it got

into grass, and disappeared beneath a log. With some difficulty the

log was overturned, but the snake could not be seen, and yet the ground

was such that it was impossible for it to have escaped in any direction

unseen. After a consi lerable search a narrow hole was discovered in

the log in which the snake proved to have taken refuge. On more

than one occasion I have found its slongh entwined among the twigs

of a crow's nest, which it had evidently visited with the intention of

disencumbering itself of a worn-out vestment, as the slough was per-

fect or nearly so. On one of these occasions 1 found the snake in a

hole in the same tree, and matched it with the slough.

It not infrequently comes to the ground, and I have often flushed

one near the base of a tree, and seen it disa])pear up the trunk like a

flash befoie J had tijne to recover the start that such an encounter always

gives me. Dr. Henderson, too, remarks in a letter to me that he thinks

it visits the ground more often than the whip-snake (D. mycterizans).

It frequently clambers into the creepers about bungalows, and from

here creeps on to the tiles.

Disposition.—Though Giinther* says of it " When old it is rather

ferocious and bites readily " my experience goes to show that it is a

timid snake, usually making off with great despatch when alarmed.

I have never been struck at by the specimens I have met face to

face, or rudely evicted frcm holes in trees. The specimens I have

handled, too, have never attempted to bite me, but it gives me little

chance of ascertaining its temper, for if liberated with the object of

being played with, it takes advantage of its release so precijjitately*

and moves with such speed, that the captive of one minute has regained

Eept, Brit. India, p. 2y7.
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its liberty the next, and is lost among the branches of the nearest

tree. Mr, E. E. Green says that specimens be has kept have always

been quite gentle and never attempted to bite when handled. Dr. J. B.

Henderson, in a recent letter to me, remarks that in captivity it

becomes very tame and inoffensive. Mr. Ingleby quoted by Fergu-

son says that it is a very lively, and plucky snake, and the fact that

Mr. E. E. Green found one devouring a large blood-sucker lizard

(Calotes versicolor), a most truculent creature when brought to bay

sufficiently establishes its reputation for courage, when hunger presses.

Habits.—In a former paper of this series I made some remarks

upon " flying " snakes (Under Chrijsopelea ornata in Vol. XIII). It

is probable that the common Indian bronze-back can undertake feats

of the same nature, for it is endowed with the same peculiar ridges on

the belly, that are seen in Chrysopelea ; further, its close ally Dendro-

phis jiirtus is one of those snakes that has been reported to spring

(fly) from heights. So tar as tristis is concerned, however, the

evidence, though suggestive is not so well authenticated. Though

neither Dr. Willey nor Mr. E. E. Green are aware of any native

stories of springing or " flying " snakes in Ceylon, Pridham* speaks

of a snake called by the natives " ahedoella, " and says :
" The move-

ments of this snake are rapid, and from its power of springing it is

called a flying snake." The evidence seems pretty clear therefore

that a " flying " snake exists in Ceylon, but there would appear to be

a mistake in the diagnosis ol' the species for '' ahedoella" is the

Singalese name for the green whip-snake. (Dryophus mycteri-

zans) a far commoner snake which has no reputation for springing

as far as I am aware in any of the Provinces included within its

wide distribution, and has an entirely different confonnation of belly

shields. So far as Southern India is concerned Dr. J. R. Henderson

tells me that " There is a common belief that D. pictus (by which

he means D. tristis) can jump, but I have never seen it do so.
"

Its movements are suqjrisingly rapid as already remarked. It is

truly astonishing with what speed it can ascend an almost bare tree

trunk from the ground, and disappear in the branches above. I

have seen this several times, and it has always struck me that its speed

in ascent is as rapid as its movements along the flat. Mr. E. E. Green

has been struck by its restless habit and the quickness of its movements.

* Ceylon and its Dependencies, p. 750.
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The tenacity with which it can maintain its hold in foiiafre under

most disadv:intag;eous circumstances 1 have more than once been

witness to. I managed to hustle one on one occasion to tlie extreme

tips of the branches of a small neem tree, but though the slendei-

twiffs swayed boislerously under its weight and movements, it remain-

ed firmly suspended until I dislodged it with a stick.

Any opportunities of exhibiting its natatory powers are probably rare,

but that these are creditable seems certain, for I once encountered one

("unless it was D. pictits) on a small island in Ohilka Lake fully 2 miles

from the main land.

Food.—This tree-snake appears to me to subsist under natural

conditions chiefly on lizards, but does not disdain other reptilian fare.

Mr. E. E. Green tells me that in captivity '' it feeds readily upon tmall

lizards (Agamido'-, Geckon'/dce^ and Scineidce)". He saw one once take

and eat a gecko which it swallowed immediately alive. He also

once encountered one eatmg a full-grown "-blood-sucker" lizard*

(Calotes versicolor) and tells me further that young examples are said

to feed on grasshoppers. Ferguson quotes Mr. Ingleby as saying that

it is very keen aiter frogs, and pariicularly tree frogs. Mr. C. Beadcjn

tells me that he once found one eating a blind snake ( Typhlops sp.)

which returned to its kill after having been once disturbed. On

occasion it will attack and plunder birds' nests. I once witnessed

an encounter between this snake and a pair of black- backed robins

( Thamnobia fulicata) in the Borella Cemetery in Colombo. My atten-

tion was attracted by the distressed behaviour of the birds, which 1

approached cautiously, and saw on the ground- between a group of

gravestones a tristis with its head well erected. 1 was so near that 1

both saw and heard more than one peck delivered (it appeared to me
on the head) by the birds in their agitated flights to and fro. An

incautious movement on my part, and the snake had slipped away,

and no amount of search could reveal its whereabouts. In a croton

bush within a yard or two of the encounter I found the robin's nest

with eggs, t^pecimens in the Madras Museumf have fed freely. One

ate 7i> toads and 1 lizard between the 12th August and 31st March
;

another \!A frogs from the 1st April to the 21st January following : a

third 18 frogs between the 13th February and 31st of March ; and a

fourth 104 frogs, presumably during the year.

* Spol ZeyLuuca. April 1906, p. 220. t Adminieiration Report, xMadrae Govt. Mus., 1896-97.

2
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Sloufjhing.—Some excellent notes on this little studied function were

made in the Madras Museum some years ago.* During the official

year 1896 one shed its skin on the 2nd April, 6th May, 28th June,

27th July and 2l>th October. Another on the 13th May, 16th June,

21st July and 17th October. In a third instance a specimen which

was acquired on the 12th August sloughed on the 24th October.

Now, it is very curious, and apparently something beyond coincidence,

that in all three cases there was no desquamation in the months of

August and September, though in the first two cases there had been

a regular ecdysis in several preceding months.

Breeding.—My notes are very meagre in this direction, but suffi-

cient to show that the species is ovoviviparous. I received a gi-avid 9

on the 2yth February 1904 from Mr. Angus Kinloch (Kil Kotagiri,

Nilgiris). It measured 3 feet 4^ inches, and contained 7 nearly

mature eggs, from \\ to 1^ inches long, and about ^^ inch broad.

Mr. E. E. Green had a specimen which laid 4 eggs in its cage on the

11th January li-'Oy, and died next day when 2 more eggs were found

in the oviduct. These were all sent to me. The smallest measured

1^ X I inches, and the largest If X I'i inches. In cuttnig open

egg I found an embryo coiled up in a spiral fashion, lying in an

elliptical chamber situated in the upper part of the yolk substance,

and midway between the two poles. The embryo I judged might be

an inch and a half long wlien unravelled. Its head with the primary

cerebral vesicle, eye and lower jaw were well developed, as was also

the heart, so that it was in just about the same stage of development,

that I noted in the case of the Assam species Dendrophis proarchos, at

exovation. f

CI ^~2)

Egg showing embryo of Dendrelaphis tristis froni

a specimen from Cuyloi!. (X»iurai ^i^t,)

Though the species is obviously oviparous it i? probable that minute

* Adminifltraiion I eport, 1896-97.

t Since wriang this I have received another gravid § from Mr. Green frooi Ptera-

deniya (Ceylon) killed at the end of January and containing 7 nearly mature e^gs.
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embryo are already in process of formation at tlie time that the eggs

are extrudeil, for in an allied species in Assam (proarchns, Wall) I

found embryos in the eggs when laid, and noted that 1 could see the

head and eye and rudiment of lower jaw, and could observe the heart

beating. Further observations are required to ascertain if tristis lays

eggs in which t!ie embryos are equally well dovelopeil.

Ijegemh.—There is a general belief among the natives of Southern

India that the Common Indian bronze-back is fatally poisonous.

Russell* records the belief as prevalent in his time, and says that his

snake-catcher professed to have known two men killed by it, the bite

producing immediate giddiness and death in two days. There is no

reason to reject this snake-man's story, for as I have more than once

remarked in these papers deaths do occur from the bites of perfectly

harmless snakes. Such fatalities are due to cardiac syncope due to

fright. In Bengal too as I am informed by Mr. E. Muir (Kalna) the

natives say it is very poisonous and attacks without provocation.

Russellt also mentions the belief among natives that this snake having

bitten a person ascends a tree near the pyre to watch with vindictive

satisfaction the smoke rising from the corpse of its victim, after

which it descends. I heard this same story in Ceylon, but was never

able to discover exactly which snake it was that was credited with this

malignant spirit. Dr. J. R. Henderson tells me the belief is still

prevalent in Southern India, and he has known a mock funeral with

an effigy organised to save the bitten subject, for when the snake

descends from the tree the poison it is supposed to have injected

leaves the body, and the otherwise doomed person recovers.

In Cannanore there was another strange belief among the natives

who said that this snake could thrust its tail into the ground,

balance thereon, and assume the form of a bow, hence their name for

it " villoonie " I'rom " villoo " a bow. I was never able to understand

with what object it is supposed to evince this strange behaviour.

Distribution. (A) Geograjj/iical.—The evidence at my command

[)oints to this being undoubtedly the common species to be found in

the Indian Peninsular and I believe it exists here to the exclusion of

Dendropliis pictus as far East as Bengal. My earlier notes on the

species are unfortunately deficient in the matter of precise colour,

and marldngs, but I oan say with certainty that this is the snake I

Luc cit., Vol. il, p. Hi). t l-oc. cit., Vol. 11, p. 3J.
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was familiar with in Tricliinopoly, and I have taken it in Cannanore.

It is certain, however, that the specimens taken in the localities

mentioned in the attached map are fristis, and not pictu.<t.

(h) Local.—It is a common snake in Ceylon (Ferguson, Haly).

It is very common about Trichinopoly and Cannanore. Ferguson

says it is common in the Plains and Hills about Travancore * and

Mr. Millard tells me also about Matheran. Mr. E. Muir reports it

as one of the common snakes about Kalna in Bengal, and has sent

me specimens. Jerdon says it is abundant in all parts of the

country, but with this I cannot agree. It appears to me to be

uncommon in the plains to the north of the Tapti Rivers. I do not

think it occurs in the Indus Basin at all, except near the mouth of

that river. Blanford, collecting for 3 years at Ajmer, failed to

obtain a specimen. The Ganges Valley is too, I believe, outside its

limits, except at the Eastern part near the Delta. It has not been

recorded from Central India, nor seemingly from the Central Pro-

vinces, It is quite common in the Eastern Himalayas (circa 2,500

to 5,000 feet) in the vicinity of Darieeliug.

Lepidosis. Rostral.—Touches 6 shields ; tho rostro-nasal, and rostro-

internasul sutures subequal. Internasah—Two ; the suture between

them equal to, or nearly equal to that between the praifrontal fellows,

and rather shorter than the internaso-praefrontal sutures. Prm-

frontals.—Two ; the sutures between them equal to, or rather greater

than, the prsefronto frontal sutures ; in contact with internasal,

postnasal, loreal, prseocular, supraocular and frontal. Frontal.—
Touches 6 shields ; the fronto-supraocular sutures three to four times

the fronto-parietal sutures. Supraoculars.—As long as the frontal,

and about as broad along a line connecting the centres of the eyes.

Nasals.—Two, completely divided ; the nostril placed almost entirely

in the anterior shield ; in contact with the 1st and 2nd supralabials.

Loreal.—One elongate, twice or more than twice as long as high,

about as long as the two nasals taken together. ProRocular—One,

barel}'' reaching the top of the head. Postoculars—Two. Temporals—
Two, elongate. Supralabials.—Normally 9 with the 5th and 6th

touching the eyef. Infralahials.— 6, the (ith much the largest, as

• Bombay N. H. Jourl., Vol. X, p. 5.

t This is so in 26 out of 29 specimens I have noted upon., In 2 instances these shields

are not recorded, and in a single example the 4th just touches the eye on both sides. In one

of the 26, there are 8 shields on one side only, the 4th and .'ith 'touching the eye.
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long on the 3 preceding .sliii^cls, in contact with two scales behind ; the

5th and 6th touching the posterior sublinguals. Sublinguals.—Two

pairs ; the posterior decidedly longer. Costals.—15 at a point two

head-lengths behind the head, and to well beyond midbody, when

they reduce to 13, and then to 11 or even 9, before the vent. The

reduction from 15 to 13 is due to the absorption of the 4th scale above

the ventrals into the row above or below ; that from 13 to 11 results

from a fusion of the 5th and 6th rows above the ventrals ;

and when the number further reduces to 9, the 5th row is absorbed

into one of the adjacent rows. The vertebrals are enlarged, but

they are very distinctly longer than broad in midbody, they arise in

the neck by a fusion of 3 rows, thus differing from the genus

Bungarus, where they gradually develop from a single row pro-

gressively enlarging, and unlike the genus Bunyarus they cease above

the anus. The ultimate row is much enlarged considerably exceeding

the vertebral in breadth. Keels are absent everywhere. Apical pits

are present, and single. V€nlrals.— 168 to 197, varying in number

with locality *; sharply ridged (keeled) on each side. Anal divided.

Suhcaudals divided, 115 to li6 ; keeled like the ventrals. Dentition.^

Maxillary.—11 to 22 : the first 3 or 4 progressively increasing, the

posterior, 3 or 4 compressed and progressively decreasing, so that the

last is about two-thirds the length of the longest in the series.

Palatine.—11 to 14, subequal, and as long as the longest maxillary.

Pterygoid. 1 9 to 24 (except the Kil Kotagiri specimen which has 28

and 29) ; smaller than the palatine. Mandibular.— '10 to 2t> (usually

20 to 22) ; the first 3 or 4 progressively increasing, the posterior

gradually decreasing. The length of the articular process equals the

length from the, articular notcli (see fig. A. Q) to about the 4th

tooth.

DENDROPHLS PICTUS (Gmelin).

Tke llintalo-Malayan Bronzeback.

JSomendature. (a) Scientijic.—The generic name Irora the oevopoT

a tree and o^i? a snake, was applied by Boio in 1627 ; the >])« cific

* In 19 speciuieuB from varioua pans of India other thau the Easurii Himalayas, they

^re 1G8 to 192. In 9 Eastern Himalayan examples thty are 190 to 197.

t This is based on 10 skulls in my colL-ciion from Pashok (Kaetern liimalayaa),

Alatiras. MatbeTau, unci Kil Koiagiri (Nil;,'iri lillls).
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from the Latin meaning " painted " was given by Gmelin in 1788

in allusion to the sky blue patches on the scales seen in this, and

other species of the genera Dendmphis, and Dendrelaphis.

(h) English—In contradistinction to the last I think it should be

called the Himalo-Malayan bronze-back.
»

{c) Vernacular.—In the Patani-Malay States Annandale and

Robinson* say it is called " ular lidi ", " ular '"-snake, and " lidi " the

midrib of the cocoanut palm. They remark that the appropriateness

of the name is realized when one sees a leaf of this palm from below,

with the midrib black against the sky, and an apparent light space

on either side of it, due to the comparative narrowness of the leaflets

where they leave it.

Colour and markings.—Dorsally the snake is uniform bronze-brown

down to the middle of the jienultimate row, where a faint black line

abruptly demarcates the dorsal colour from a yellow flank stripe.

The costal scales where overlapped, exhibit a patch of sky blue bor-

dered with black before and behind. These are usually concealed,

but when the snake dilates itself become very Gons|iicuously apparent.

The head is coloured like the dorsum above, this hue abruptly giving

place to yellow on the side of the iace. A very conspicuous, broad,

black baud behind the eye passes back to the side of the body, and

is continued in the whole body length as a conspicuous black line on

the edge of the ventrals, bordering the yellow flank stripe below and

rendering it specially evident. The belly is uniformly yellow,

greyish, or greenish.

It will be noticed that many of the dislinctive marks seen in

Dendrelaphis tristis are absent, viz.., the light vertebral stripe, the

interparietal spot, and the black margins to the anterior supralabials.

On the other hand, a very distinct, broad postocular band is to be

seen in pictus passing well down the body, and the light flank stripe,

is bordered below by a black line. These colour differences were

noted by me 10 years ago on comparing Burmese with South Indian

examples, and made me think the two snakes probably different, but

I was deterred from declaring my conviction, finding but one difference

in lepidosis, viz., the contact of the !;upnilabials with the eye. Since

this I have learnt that there is a very noticeable difference between

* FaBcic. Malay. Batrach. and Eept., October 1903, p. 163.
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the two in the development of the vertebrals, and still more recently

in the dentition.

1 may mention here that the sky blue adornment just referred to

is not of sexnal import, since it is to be seen in both sexes from the
earliest ages, and at all seasons.

In the Andaman Islands a snake of this genus occurs which has
hitherto been considered merely a variety of piclvs, but which may
prove to be a distinct species. It is referred to by Blyth in his book
"The Andaman Islanders" (p. 365) as being remarkably rich

coloured, green, and variegated, and appears to be common accord-
ing to this authority. Stoliczka* also ^-peaks of it as being common,
and says it is a " beautifully bright yellowish and green durino- life,

each scale blackish in the posterior hall. " The same authorityf says
that the usual continental form inhabits the Nicobars. and the Cocos,
but the green form is peculiar to the Andamans. It is not however
the only form found in this last Insular group, since Dr. Annandale
has sent me a specimen very similar to the Burmese form except that

the postocular stripe is narrow and obscure, the scales are heavily out-

Imed with black and there is no black line in the flanks at the edge of
the ventrals. He remarks that the majority of the specimens from
these Islands are of the green variety, Le., andamanensii.

Anderson! describes this green variety in greater detail than the
other authorities alluded to. lie says it is grass- green above, each
scale with a broad black margin, and the ventrals with a black margin,
as far as the keel. The black margins of the scales, are so broad that

when body is at rest, by the overlapping of the scales, the whole side of
the body appears black. A black line beginning in the lore reappear.s

behind the eye, and extends to the neck where it becomes broken up
into spots.

I have not seen this form in life, but in spirit it appears unifornj

Oxford blue, acquiring just the same hue that many other green
snakes (Dryophis, Lachesis, Dipsadomorphus cxjanens, etc.,) do inspirit

owmg, I believe, to the green colouring maiter dissolving out. The
preservative certainly acquires a distinctly greenish tinge. In the
specimen I examined only the 5th and 6th labials touched the eye,

and the last ventral was divided. If these two characters are constant

• J. A. 8. Bengnl XXXIX, p. 193. T J. A. S. Bengal XUI, p 163.
JP. Z.S. 1871, p. 164.
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there is no doubt that the snake should rank as a definite species. A
study of the dentition would decide the point.

Dimensions.—The largest specimen of the typical variety I know of

is the one collected by Evans and myself in Bangoon, which measured

4 feet 3 inches.

General characters.—Practically identical with those enumerated

under D. tristis. I know of nothing special calling for remark :

except that the tail appears to be relatively longer than in tristis.

being usually fully one-third the total length of the snake, and often

rather longer. The tongue is red with black tips (Flower).

Identification.—The remarks made under D. tristis are applicable

here. A combination of the following characters will establish its

identity:—(1) Vertebrals enlarged, and as broad as long or nearly so

in midbody ;
{'I) Ridged ventral shields

; (3) Scales in 15 rows in

midbody
; (4) Divided anal ; and (5) Subcaudal shields 131 to 153.

As this snake is by far the commonest of the species in the genera

JJendrophis and Deridrelaphis within the territory referred to here-

after, it is probable that any snake with the first two characters just

mentioned will prove to be pictus.

Haunts.— Its haunts are precisely those of its common Indian ally

tristis. That it will leave its arboreal environment, in quest of food

is shown by Flower who found a marsh haunting frog Raria macro-

dactyla in the stomach of one specimen. In Burma it was found in

trees, and bushes, in verandah- creepers, the trellis-work screens

around tennis-courts, and similar situations usually, and Annandale

remarks that in the Malay States it is more usually found in bushes

near the ground than in trees.

Disposition.— I believe it is a timid, inofi"ensive reptile, much like

its Indian cousin tristis. A specimen I had in ca})tivity was notably

so, for when first caught by the tail it did not venture to menace or

bite, but merely struggled to escape. In its cage it retired to the fur-

thest part when the glass was approached, and could not be roused to

anger by drumming on the glass or waving objects before it.
)}

Habits.— lis springing ("flying") habit is, I think, chjarly esta-

blished. Shelford, who reniarked upon this extraordinary habit* |

mentioned JJendrophis pictus as one of the species credited by the

* Prol. Zool. Soc. Lond.. 1006, p. -JJT.
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natives of Sarawak with the power of springing, and Dr. Annandale
writing to me some time back told me that he had witnessed the
flight of a Bendrophis pk-tus between two trees in the Malay States
and caught the snake in his butterfly net.

Food.-The only specimen of eight collected in Burma which
had recently fed, contained a tree frog, an. Flower has known
Rana macrodaet>,la, a marsh frog taken. I suspect that its gas-
tronomic tastes are much the same as those of trlstis.

}3reeding.—l have no breeding events to chronicle from any
source.

Dhtrihution. (a) Geographical~Yfiv\^iy typiea, occurs in the
Eastern Himalayas about 8ikkim up to an altitude of about 4 000 feet
probably the plains of Enstern Bengal, but I am not certain of this'
Assam probably,^ but I am not certain; one specimen I collected 1
reterred with some doubt to this species, the Irrawaddy-Salween
Basins (The Andi.mans, Nicobarsand Cocos ?j, f Indo China Malay
Peninsula, und the Malay Archipelago from Sumatra 'to the
Philippines.

It is impossible to say whether the snake reported by StoliozkaJ
as common in the Himalayas, in Kmuaon and Sutlej is pictus. or tristis
I have never met with a specimen from the W(>slern Himalayas
and this is the only allusion I can find of such in literature.

I think I am justified in doubting the habitat of Colonel Beddome'.
spe^imenjn the British Museum said to be from the Anamallays.

- The cominon species in this province is proarch.s (Wall) uhich is dsscribed in a^rappeanag m thi« number (p. 827) on the 8nak..8 of As.am
^^

t Ih.ve lately received a specin-.en from the And.mans from Dr. N. Annand.Io Ix.

mens before describing this in detail.
'^^' ^P^°'

: My reaaons f.r daabting ti.is record are that at least six other 1' im ;Io-Pnrn.P«are recorded from Santh I.dia o. the sola author tv f rt k u
'""^^^

varalle'as T .nh,n: / /•

sola authorty of IJedcomo
; thtse are Tropida.wU,

Barm, or ^^^^U '^ "''''''''''''''''''''' ""^'^ '^''-^'- -»-'«d in

•oUetion
''"''"''''' ^"' -^«i-r'-'^y -i-ci with his South Indian
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This is the on)y record of this snake Irom Peninsular India (exclud-

ing Bengal), and until another specimen is fortlicoming the

record is best ignored.*

Variety.—Andamanensis appears to be peculiar to the Andaman

Islands.

(6) Local.—Variety typica inhabits the plains and low hills

ascending to a level of about 4,000 feet (Stoliczka says 6,000 feet). It

is fairly abundant in the Sikkim Himalayas. In Upper Burma ( Bhamo)

i\.nderfon reported it common, but two of the three sj^ecimens

collected by him are obviously the species, subsequently described

by Boulenger as distinct, viz.^ suhocularis. Evans and I found

it by no means common in Lower Burma, acquiring but 6 specimens

out of a total of about 753 snakes. In the Malay Peninsula Flower

says it is by no means rare, and Annandale and Robinson refer to

it a§ probably the most abundant snake in the cultivated parts of the

Malay States. Variety Andamanensis is said to be common in the

Andamans.

Lepidosis.—The scale characters are so extremely similar to

those of trisiis that I need not repeat what I have said under that

species. The two differences that 1 have been able to discover are (1)

that three supralabialis, the 4th, 5th and Gth usually, but by no means

always, touch the eye and (2) that the vertebrals are as broad, or

nearly as broad as long in the middle of the body.

Dentition, (a) Maxillary.—20 or 21 ; the first 8 or 4 progressively

increasing in length, the posterior o or 4 decidedly more compressed,

but not longer than the preceding, {h) Palatine.—18 or 14, subequal

and as long as the maxillary. (c) Pterytjoid 20 to zC), subequal,

smaller than the p.alatine. {d) Mandibular.—20 to 22 ; the first 3 or

4 progressively increasing in length, the series then very gradually

decreasing posteriorly.

Osteology.—The shape of the nasal bones (fig. B c) is strikingly dif-

ferent from that of tristis, so are also the ridges on the parietal bone

(fio- B d). The length of the articular process of the dentary (B f)

equals the distance from the articular notch to about the 8th tooth.

(^To be continued).

« J. A, S. iifciigal, XL, p. 4ai.
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ON A LOCAL FOliM OF THE (CHINESE TODDY-OAT
TAKEN IN NORTH BURMA BY CAPT. A. W. KEMMIS.

BURMA MILITARY POLICE.

BY

R. C. Wroughton.

' Payuma larvata intnidcns, subsp. n.

A local race of P larvata of the Lower Yangtse Valley from wliich

it differs in the exaggeration of the white markings of the head

and neck.

Size about the same as in typical 7^. Janata.

Fur rather short (40 mm. on the back), coarse and rather harsh.

General colour a huffy shade of isal>ella'; underfur and basal one-

third of individual hairs pale drab, median third of latter black,

terminal third 'buff.' Face blacl^', a median white stripe fr. an the

nose over the vertex to the level of the shoulders, a detached white

patch on the back seems to indicate a tendency to a still further

prolongation backwards, of this median white line (in an Ichang

specimen, this white extends at most to the base of the neck) ; the

usual white spots on the cheeks and above the eyes ; the white spot

at the base of the ear produced backwards as far as the biise of the

neck and merging interiorly into tl e white throat patch. Ears and

chin black. Whole throat pure white. Hands, feet and distal h:ilf of

tail black, basal half ol tail like back, ventral surface whitish, indivi-

dual hairs on anterior half blackish basallv for half their length,

bases of hairs on posteriur half of belly dirty white.

Skull not differing niattrially Inm that ot a slightly younger

individual from Kiukiang on the Yangtse 11., except in being some-

what larger.

Dimensions of the type—Head and body, GOO mm. ; tail, 575 ;

hindfoot, liO.

Skull : greatest length, 118 ; basilar length, 110; greatest breadth,

105 ; ufjper carnassial T'^x^o, tirst upper molar b x 7 5.

Habitat—iSima near Myit.vyina—Not th Burma.

r^/;^—Adult femaie—B. M. No. 9, 7, 20, G. Original Number

6. Collected on llith November 11)08 by Capt. A. VV. Kemmis.
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Btifraa Military Police, and presented by him to the Natural History

Museum.

The Indian type of Paguma is grayi (and its races) the distribution

of which is given by Blanford (Mammals No. 55) as " Throughout the

Eastern Himalayas in Assam, Sikkhim, and Nepal and as far east as

Simla." The Malayan animal is P. leucomystax Gray, and it is

therefore most interesting to find the present form of the (Jhinese

larvata group in North Burma rather than some form allied to either

grayi or Leucom^jstax.

I would venture to appeal to members serving in Burma to try and

obtain specimens and help to solve the question how far south

intrudens goes before it is displaced by P. leuccmysiax.
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PHEASANT SHOOTING ROUND ABOUT HILL STATKWS
IN NORTH bJRN INDIA.

BY

'* Pine Marten."

Most ot the Iiill stations of Northern India are situated on the

lower ranges of the Himalayas, the elevation varying from 6,000 to

9,000 feet. It is the lot of many of ns in the Punjab to gather

together our belongings at the advent of the hot weather, and having

sorted them a bit, pack up a certain portion and track to the hills

there to remain for from 5 to 7 months. This exodus from the plains

is looked upon with mingled feelings; some think they are in for

a bad time and mean to just exist, as far as any sort of amusement is

concerned until the next cold weather, when they will be able to

return to polo, races, gymkhana, etc. ; others mean to enjoy the

various diversions there are to be had near at hand in the station

itself. A few having to go to a hill station instead of getting leave

and roaming in or beyond Kashmir on shikar intent make up their

minds to take full advantage of anything that may be had in the

way of shikar in their neighbourhood. In hill shooting near a

station you will not get much unless you take every advantage of

information and go out and prospect yourself before the shooting

season commences. In one station there may be only chukor to be

shot, but at others there may be a mu<di greater variety, such as

leopard, black bear, gooral, karker (
" kukur " as the natives call him),

pig (there will probably l,e no rideable country within 20 miles at

least) of Pine Marten, whose skins are excellent, if you get at them

directly you arrive on the hills in April and again October, kalij

and koklass pheasants, and in a few places the beautiful " Moonal "

pheasiint called by the natives " Leveet," last but by no means least

the ubiquitous chukor, the most sporting of the whole lot. I have

also shot the true English wood-pigeon* and woodcock, the former I

imagine only a winter visitor. 1 taw one kept in a cage by natives as

a pet.

Of the above category the pheasants only are of present interest, so

I will first give a brief description of the birds or rather of the kalij

• The troe " English wood pigeon " Columba pilutnbun, is replaced in the Himalayas by
«he Eastero VVoodpigeca, Columbu eas'.olis-Em.
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and koklass, the " moonal" being too well known, as it is not infre-

quently seen adorning ladies' headgear or made into screens, etc.

The kalij {Gennoniis alhicristatus) known to the natives as the

" Gooqner " is a very handsome hird, the two sexes being quite distinct

as to colouring. The male (as I have a fully grown young one before

me, I will describe him), weight 2 lbs., back green, forehead black,

feathers tipped with brown merging into a dull brown crest, the

largest feather of which is If in. long : the head and upper part of

neck have not yet moulted, a red arc round the eye dotted over with

tiny black feathers, the arc reaches from the ear to nostril ; ear

coverts black, lower part of neck wing coverts and over upper

part of thorax metallic green, merging into feathers in which the

metallic lustre is intensified and each feather having a white border

about I of an inch broad ; this continues to the tail which is triangular

in shape while the bird is at rest, the centre feathers tapering to a

fine point and overlying the outer feathers ; lower part of neck and

chest ashy grey merging into feathers of a darker hue which cover the

abdomen. The female has a general olive brown colouring and is

also crested. These birds subsist chiefly on the seeds of various wild

plants and shrubs, being very partial to the seeds of the wild dog-

rose ; they also devour grubs, caterpillars and the like.

The kalij, as a rule, lives lower down than the koklass and is a

lover of dense cover, and is seldom found far from it, so that when

alarmed he may plunge into it, and if [»ursued scuttles about like a

hare turning and twisting and only taking to wing as a very last

resort ; the young birds of the year rise far more readily, and if they

have previoubly not been molested by man usually perch in a tree

emitting a whirring, scolding chuckle as they rise, and generally con-

tinuing it for a lew moments after alighting. When once in a tree

(they usually select the one with densest foliage near at hand)

they remain immoveable until either dislodged by a stone, or the

sportsman's or one of his assistant's eyes fall on him, and then know-

ing as if by magic that he is seen, he splutters out of the tree and

dashes downwards, almost invariably alighting on the ground. When
roused a second time even the young one^- usually do not pitch in

trees, but make off down the khud.

The old birds are wonderfully cunning in districts where they are

ut: all shot at, instead of perching in a tree they often make off.-
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.Straight down the khud, steering themselves dexterously between

dense cover, or it' they elect to perch, which they only do when

fluhhed hy a dog, they rise almost noiselessly, and take their depar-

ture in the same manner on the apjiroach of man, giving a very

difficult snapshot to the gunner, the only result from his point of

view being the tailing of a few twigs and leaves.

The koklass {Piicrana macrolopha), a far more sporting bird than

the kalij and weighing nearly halt as much again, lives higher up

where the Paludas grow (a species of pine tree, only growing at about

7,0C0 feet—at least I have not come across them lower down). They

are very partial to the courses of streams and small plateaux on the

sides of hills. They also live on berries and insects, but get a different

variety of each in their more elevated haunts. The two sexes are

very dissimilar, the cock-bird being even more handsome than the

male kalij ; both varieties are crested, but the crest of the adult male

koklass is jet black, whereas the crest of the adult of the other is

white, the general colouring below is silver grey merging into

slatey grey on the back ; head and upper part of the neck jet black

with a wm'te patch on each cheek. The hen is a much more

homely looking bird, the general colouring brown with lighter shades

on the under-surface, a sporting looking bird withal and more massive

looking than her mate. In the shooting season, the old cocks are

almost always found by themselves ; the old tens may have their

whole brood numbering usually 4 to <S with them, or sometimes a

single young bird, but are seldom solitary. The young birds are often

found in couples. In shooting, if your dog puts up an old cock, do

not trouble to look for any more birds near him, but if it be an ohl

hen or a young one, make the dog range first above, where the first

bird rose, then well to either side, and lastly below. I have never,

seen either these or the kalij run down hill for any distance.

Now for the description of a day's shooting, when fate was kind,

one of the days on which all went well. There is a tremendous amount

of luck in the sort of shooting I am about to describe, and a lot of hard

work. About 4-30 a.m., I heur a voice which says :
" sare char

bajee," and it seldom has to be repeated for me at this time of the year,

which is October, as previous shooting and prospecting seems to have

sharpened my senses: possibly exercise has made my liver a few sizes

-mailer, lience I am less somnolent. It will not be lioht until G a.m.
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bnt I like to have plenty of time over a light breakfast, as I shall not

eat again until 12 noon ; also there is a long tramp before the shooting

gronnd is readied : 5-15, and I am ready for the khud side. My two

companions for the day are a sturdy hill native and a little brown

and white spaniel, the sort so common among the men in the British

regiments in the Punjab. She was selected when six weeks old, and

commenced her training shortly afterwards, and is now almost perfect

as a gun dog. The brilliant moon which now lights our way as we

SGramb!e up a narrow hill-path was not in evidence when I retired to

bed at 10-30 last evening, but now it is so bright that even under

the trees we are not quite at a loss to follow the narrow path. The hill

man goes first, as in spite of numerous tramps of this kind, I know

the native of the soil will follow the main path much belter than 1

can, and will lead me to our destination in spite of various cattle

tracks that criss cross our road, which is after all only a rather larger

cattle track. The average hill native has an eye for hilly country

that the British-born ruler of the land will seldom equal in spite of

much practice. It is not surprising, as most of us are broaght up

under widely differenL circumstances.

In the meantime, we have travelled a loncj wav, and the stars in the

East are paling and the moon begins to have a washed-out appear

ance ; however, we can take it easy now, as we are quite high up

enough for the kokltiss. A few minutes later and the small birds

begin to chirp and along the crest of the hill we are on, comes a

resh breeze in fitful gusts, the usual harbinger of dawn at these

ultitndcs. It will die away soon, and in fine weather the leaves hardly

stir again until the evening. The breeze brings down a few brown

and curled silver birch leaves, making one think of autumn, and I

eould wish many more of other kinds were down as well.

We push on a bit and reach a small plateau, the head of three

nullahs, and now as th(5 light grows stronger, every moment we

sit down to listen, hoping to hear the prate, ])rate of the koklass

somewhere below us, and shortly after the wail of the last marauding

jackal has died away, far down in the valley below, we hear the longed-

for sound, something like, only far softer than that emitted by the bazaar

moorghi, when she is looking for a place to deposit her egg, not

like the cackle she makes when it is laid. Now we must be as quick

as possible, or this will be the only brood we shall hear calling. We
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hastily look round i'or the easiest way to them, and then the native

beckons me and we make off. He well knows I wish him to keep wide

of them until well beneath them, and then work up towards them.

In ten minutes we are below them, then we |)roceed more cautiously

down into the bed of the now dry torrent. Here 1 halt, and tuniins

round, meet the bright questioning eyes of my little spaniel, no need

to speak ; a wave of the hand and she is oif, going at full speed. She

makes a cast 100 yards in front of iis, and a little above, and then

returns going at top speed all the time until reaching a ledge in

the middle of the water-course, she suddenly stops and turns. A two

seconds' examination of the ground with her noso, and up she goes

straight up the nullah bed and is soon lost to sight amidst boulders

and overhanging foliage. 1 hear nothing for a minute, and then yap,

yap, with a peculiar intonation that I know means pheasant running

ahead of me, as well as if she spoke. The next second there is a whirr

of rushing wings, and out dash two birds almofit simultaneously.

They are straight above us, and must see us immediately they

clear the tree-tops, but not a jot do they care, their object

is the khud below us, and down they come, straight as a die,

with outspread motionless wings. I shoot at the first far in front

as I know from experience I shall have to turn my quickest to get a

shot at the other. As I turn, the first bird hits a rock by my feet,

fhe second bird was still clear of trees when I fired, but he disappears,

but greatly to our surprise we see him again for a second as he tops

the trees, moving straight upwards, and then turns over and falls with

a crash. This is a bit of luck, for had he not towered we should have

lost him. The spaniel has meantime rushed down to us, noses the bird

near my feet, and then her eyes follow me. She hears the crash

below and is off. I tell the native to follow, as it is far down, and the

bird is large for her to carry; but she appears again in a few minutes

and lays the bird at my feet, and then lies panting and wagging her

tail, I whistle for the native and he returns, and picking up the birds

makes his way after me, scrambling up the torrent bed. On reachiucr

the place where the birds rose, I again wave the s[;aniel forward ; she

dashes hither and thither for a minute and is then off again towards

the crest, and very soon there is another yap, yap, and I get a glimpse

of a bird topping the trees and then just time for a snap as he swishes

past me, this time l)etween the trees. I. cannot hear or see any result,

4
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but vv'ill look later, as the spaniel instead of returning to me remain?

above, giving a harsh woof every few seconds,

I know what that means well enough. One of the birds is sitting on

the lower branches of a tree probably wondering why this funny

looking new sort of jackal is behaving in such an unusual manner,

and thinking everything is not as it should be, makes up his mind to

join his compjinions below. I am warned by a flutter and the change

in the dog's voice, but before I can get myself into position to shoot,

the bird is past me and goes on its way rejoicing. Now, although it is

a long way back I do not like leaving the third bird I shot at without

having a look round, where he might have fallen, as I was pretty cer-

tain I was on him, when I yjulled the trigger ; so down we go again

but all we find are two or three feathers, so we conclude that probably

if he fell at all it was far down in the valley below, and J console

myself by thinking if he is badly wounded he will make a good

meal for some jackal to-night, and not be left long to linger in pain.

The sun must be up by this time, but we cannot tell for certain here,

as the nullah is on the north side of the ridge. We make our wav

over a ridge intending to enter the next small nullah, scarcely hoping

now to hear birds calling as the time for this is nearl}^ over. However,

we are pleasantly surprised, and are soon off after another " snide,"

fortunately in a splendid place—a small plateau covered with bushes

overhung by an almost perpendicular piece of khud.

On coming below the plateau, I rest for a minute for breath, and

then push on waving the little bitch forward. These birds have evident-

ly been running about all over the place, feeding, and the spainel

clearly shows by her flashing stem, aad eager movements that scent

is abundant, but she finds a difiiculty in hitting off" the line. The next

second she stops dead before a bush, looking over her shoulder at

me, and at my nod dashes in and out, bundles a young koklass

which rising ten yards from me makes off", but gets no further than

the edge of the plateau, probably as easy a shot as one ever gets

at a koklass.

The faithful spaniel retrieves the bird and then returns to the

bushes, and after some feathering around, strikes a Vnw for the steep

khud side. Up and up she bounds, never missing her footing and

never faltering. Now she is lost from view but a second or two later her

voice is heard, and almost at once out Inn-rv throe birds; the first shot

J
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crumples up one as he comes towards me, the sooon 1 is nearly over-

head as I fire, and he goes on apparently unscathed. We clamber

up by a circuitous route and arrive at the top of the ridge again and

sit there for a minute wondering which will be the best way to go now

as the sun is well i\[> and there is no chance of hearing any more birds'

calling. In the distance we hear the tap, tap of the woodman's axe,

and soon a mighty crash denotes that some stately Paluda will no

longer grace these mighty forests ; but what is of more immediate

interest following on the crash there rings out the cry of several

male koklass far down in the valley below. The cry is far differ-

ent to that of the bird found in English coverts. All the same, they

respond to the same stimulus as their distant cousins in their western

home : for who has not heard the cock-pheasants in a home covert

set crowing by a sudden noise, such as the first clap of thunder of

a storm.

This determines our way, so down we start until we come to a path

my man knows of. The spaniel is encouraged to range chiefly above

the path, as if she flushes any birds below they will most certainly

f^scape unshot at. We work along round the valley, but although

we know there must be birds somewhere, the little lady cannot find a

scrap of scent until after a long search. On rounding a bend, she

suddenly makes upwards, and I lose sight of her. A long wait, and

then a distant yap ; a minute later and a dark form is seen gliding

• lowuwards between the trees and curving away towards the side of the

nullah. I fire as he comes, but the intervening branches are the only

things at all injured, so I swing well ahead and fire again, but only

realize as I press the trigger that the bird is putting on the brake hard

with the intention of alighting on the side of the nullah. Down rushes

the spaniel panting and exhausted, so I show her a pool of water in

which she wallows for a-moment and then jumps out refreshed and ready

tor anything, so I put her on the place where I last saw the pheasant,

and without hesitation she dashes up and over a ridge dividing this

from the next small nullah. I follow round below her hastily ; three,

tour, five minutes pass, and I have visions of her lying beside a dead

pheasant that she is too exhausted to carry ; but not so ; she agxiin gives

tongue, and again the wily old bird dashes down. I swing on to him,

and continuing the swing, catch him in the open space between two

trees, although at the moment of pulling the tiigger I could not see
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him. What a handsome bird and what spurs! Even a game cock

might have envied them.

On retracing our steps (this bird had gone back) 1 notice the rotting

trunk of a tree with small pieces of the rotted wood scattered under-

neath it. I pause to examine it, and the hill man says that is what the

pheasant was feeding on, and went further to explain that large insects

bore holes in the rotten wood, and the pheasants dig them out and

eat them. A further walk along the path and a f^titt climb up to the

ridge and another cock-pheasant is added to our bag, and yet another

got away unshot at ; there did not seem to be anything but solitary

old cocks here.

Now for some light refreshment and a rest for a couple of hours

in the shade, then 1 wake my slumbering companion, and we proceed

plunging downwards through the jungle, reaching a well-worn path

after an hour's tramp.

We have now left the haunts of the koklass. They seldom come as

low as this in October, but we shall here find—nearer tlie haunts of

man—the kalij ; we can see the tin rooms of the Gali Irum whence we

started, about five miles away in the distance, and we now wend

our way in that direction hoping to pick up a kalij or two on the

way. The khud here is broken up into a series of small nullahs

se})arated by sharp ridges ; in the nullahs the vegetation is dense

and rank, while on the ridges there are only somewhat stunted

fir trees, but the bareness is made up for by the ground being

carpeted in places by the blue gentian which grows only on the

bare ridges. We now come to a level piece of ground about an acre

in extent, in which the forest officer has a nursery of deodars.

Into these the little lady makes a dash, and during the next minute

or two I am kept busy. Six birds rise alm('st simultaneously, one comes

back towards me and the remainder make off for the khud side. I let

go one ban-el at the first-mentioned, but he passes on; so quickly swing-

ing round the second barrel is directed at one just as ho disjippears

behind a tree, a lot of leaves fall, and three or four feathers drift out on

the breeze ; my man following a hurried direction from me h;i3 made

his way round and up the khud, as if he heads off the birds ti at have

gone that way, one or two of the young ones may squat in tlie bushes

between him and me. In the meantime two more birds rise and

make off to join the rest, but I have got a bit more forward and on
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belter terms with them. However, in steppin^r forward, one foot sinks

into n hole, thjit was evidently intended for a young deodar, but not

occupied. 1 raise myself on my knee and give the lust bird a paiting

shot. He responds, crashing into a dense brake of wild raspberry and

other bushes. The man above now shouts that a wounded bird has

run past him, so 1 scramble up to where he is, getting severely

sci"atche<l in the process. I put the bitch on the line, but she dashes

over a ridge and 1 again hear her voice and the noise of wings

faintly in the distance ; but nothing comes our way, so I whistle her

back, scramble a hundred yards higher up than where the bird was

last seen, and wave her into a thick tangle of bushes, where she

very shortly strikes the right line, and after a tremendous hunt

I twice see the bird that has evidently got the outer end of its

wing broken—^.jump into the air to escape the dog. However, she at

last catches him, and returns gleefully, as she loves catching a runner

better tlian anything ; she places him at my feet and without a second's

hesitation, he is up and off again ; so there follows another chase

which ends sooner than the last, and this time I take good care to

take the bird from 1 er mouth.

It is no goad looking for any of the birds that come this way now,

so we retrace our steps, picking up the bird which had lodged in the

brambles.

A little later on rounding a spur, a deep densely wooded nullah

meets our view, the spaniel plunges into the undergrowth, and shortly

after there is a very excited, prolonged yapping, very different to the

short note she gives when after a pheasant. 1, hoping it may be kar-

ker, Fcnimble into a conmianding position, and the next second 20

yards below me a male karker bounds into view. I aim well forward

and fire, and shortly after hear a gurgling grunt, which tells me the

shots have reached their mark. My man arrives on the scene before

J do, and '' halluls " the pretty little brown fellow. We then hang

him up in a tree to be fetched later on and proceed. The sun is

now rapidly sinking tc.wards the summits of a distant range, so we

hurry on a bit, and 1, thinking we shall not find anything else now

as this part is very much frequented by natives, unload my gun and

hand it to my attendant ; but just belore emerging on to the main

road where I expect to find my pony, the spaniel makes a sudden rush

up the khud, and two young kalijs rise ; one sits in a thick tree voci-
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terating noisily, while tlie other alights not thirty yards oif ; the one

in the tree clatters out in response to a stone with a tremendous

scolding and whirring. I account for him, and then put the dog on

the other. He also rises into a tree, making as much noise as his

brother. Unfortunately he departs from below me, but only goes about

-to yards the other side of the path and alights again. I follow, but

again he moves, and this time be wings his way far down the khud,

not giving me a chance. I pursue no further as the dusk is gathering

fast, even young kalij are seldom as tame as this. I expect it is owing

to their having lived neat- this frequented path.

We now emerge on to the main road, and I am glad to rest for a few

minutes and empty the contents of my Thermos bottle (which

thesyoe has brought) down my throat ; meanwhile the " pahari " lays

the pheasants out in a row, and goes off to get two men to fetch the

karker. 1 run my eye over the bag, noting the sesies, and as far

as 1 can judge the ages of the birds. The first to attract attention

are the two old cock koklass : no doubt about their not beino- this

year's birds. I expect tliey are birds of 3 or 4 years' old, judging

from their short sharp spurs. One of the remaining koklass is

undoubtedly an old hen just over the Uioult. The end of her breast-

bone hardly gives at all to pressure ; the remaining three koklass

are birds of the year. The kalij are one forward young cock, one old

hen, and one young hen. Such is what 1 would term at home my

modest bag, nine pheasants and an animal smaller than a roe deer^

but as shooting goes round a hill station, I am highly satisfied with

ray one gun, one man and one dog day !
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A NEW BLIND «NAKE FROM THE \VE8TERN
HIMALAYAS.

BY

Major F. Wall, I.M.S., C.M.Z.^.

Typhlops macJcinnoni.

.circa b,000tt.) a .„gle specimen of a blind snake hitherto unde-scnbed which propose to designate TypMop. ^nackinnoni. It wL.•escned ron, the clutches of a fowl which evidently intended

"
•swallow It but in spite of rough treatment is very little Lnaged

Al hough tiie species has up till „ow escaped recognition Lnd isonly known troin this single specimen, I have good re^o^ TU ^hat . IS not uncommon. Five years ago whilst in Mussoorie, the sitor a new building was being prepared near the library (circa 7 000 ft ^necessitating deep and extensive disturbance of fhl so^;. '0^0 eoccasion I found the workmen had encountered two or three do en«>lmd snakes in their burrowing operations, and killed them Mostof
these, though only some 6 to 8 inches lono-
were hopelessly mutilated, or cut up ini"
several pieces, but I rescued three or four
specimens in good preservation. These I put
into spirit, but unfortunately being engagedm other work, set aside, and did not identTfy
^"^'1 the bottle containing them was left
behind when I packed up. I think it extre-
mely probable ihat all these specimens wore
the same as that now described.

I)escription.~Ur^gih ^ inches. Snout
rounded, and moderately projecting. Nos-
trils latera

. Eye distinct. DiJnieter of body
one forty-.ixth the total length. Lepidosis.
liodral—Ahaut one-third the breadth of
the head, extending backwards to the level

Tyiihlops inaoHnnoni
(8Pec.nov.)(x4). », .........„^ ..a^-ivv^urus to uie level

of the eyes. iVu.a^..-Nearly divided, the suture above the nostril
fails to meet the roshal, the lower suture passes to the 2nd labial • not
meetm. I..]... the r.stral. Prefrontal, Frontal, Inierparietal
meeting beh.n
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Supraocvlars and Parktah snbeqnal and broader than the dorsal

scales. ProcoGular nearly as large as the ocular, in contact with tlie

2nd and 3rd labials. Ocular in contact with 3rd and 4th labials.

Suhocular absent. Temporal single. Labials four. Costals in 19 rows

(excluding the ventral row whlcli is subequal to them, in size
) ;

decidedly broader than long. A spine at end .of tail. Colour—Pur-

plish-brown above, lighter below. Chin and mouth white.

It will be seen thai the species most closely resembles T. porrectm

but differs in that the rostral extends back to the level of the eyes,

there is a short suture above the nostril and the diameter of the body

is ^Q the total length i^in porrectus it is /(j to Ij^,-).
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THE SEROW.S, GOKALS AND TAKJNS OF BRITISH

INDIA AND THE STRAITS SETTLEMENTS.
BY

R. I. POCOCK, F.L.S., F.Z.S., SUPERINTENDENT OF THE

Zoological Society's Gardens, London.

Part I.

—

Introductory Remarks upon the Structural Charac-

ters OF Serows, Gorals and Takins and Descriptions

of the Known Species of Takins {Budorcas).

{With 2 Plates.)

Serows, Gorals and Takins are three well-marked genera belonging

to a group of ruminant ungulates commonly called goat-antelopes from

the intermediate position they are supposed to hold between goats and

the anomalous assemblage known in popular rather than in

scientific language as antelopes. Associated with these three forms are

the chamois, which ranges from the Pyrenees to the Caucasus and the

so-called Rocky Mountain Goat of North America. It is from the

scientific name of the chamois, Rupicapra, that this group takes its

designation of Rupicaprine Antelopes. Like most of the divisions oi

Bovidee, the family containing the Sheep, Goats, Antelopes and Cattle,

the RupicaprinsB are not easy to define, except by the enumeration of a

complex of positive and negative features which exclude them from the

other divisions. Horns are present in both sexes and are only a little

smaller in the females than in the males ; they are finely, never coarsely,

ridged and having no anterior or posterior crest, and are subcylindrical

in section ; typically they are short, and comparatively slender, and

incline with a backward and more or less outward curvature over

the occiput, but in the chamois they are erect, with an abrupt

terminal hook. These characters break down more or less in the Takui,

in which the horns in the adults are longer, very massive at the base

and project at first outward from the side of the head, then form a

sudden backward curvature. Nevertheless the horns in the Takin start

us simple backwardly directed upgrowths and begin to bend outward

and downwards at the base when they are comparable in relative sizes

and shape to Ihe horns of the Goral. They then may be said in their

growth to go through the stage which persists in the Goral, just as the

horns of the Cape Bufialo and of the Gnu pass through in their deve-

lopment a transitory stage which characterises the less specialised
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kind of horn in the ox tribe in the first instance and of other antelopes

in the second instance. The fact that somewhat the same style of

horns has been acquired by some Buffalos, by Gnus, by Takins and by

Musk Oxen is forming conclusive evidence that the actual mode of

growth in horns must not be regarded necessarily as a sign of kinship

nor yet as a reason for considering species with different horn-growth as

distantly related on that account.

Therefore, coming to the point that concerns us now, since the

similarity between the horns of Takins and of Gnus cannot be held

to be a sign of affinity between these two genera, so also it cannot in

itself be regarded as a sign of affinity between Takins and Musk Oxen

nor as a reason for separating Takins from Gorals. Hodgson, it may

be added, long ago thought, that the shape of the horns in the

Takins pointed to relationship between this animal and Gnus and

Musk Oxen.

It is needless in a work of this description to compare Rupicaprinaj

in detail with all the other sub-families of Bovidse that have been

instituted. Suffice it that they may be distinguished from the goats,

Caprinse, to which they are probably most nearly related by the absence

of the anterior crest on the horns such as is seen in the Markhor

{Capra falconeri) and the Thar [Hemitragus jemlaicus) and of the large

knobs on the front of the horn observable in the Himalayan Ibex

(
Capra sihirica). For the rest the Rupicaprines have the ears long

or short, narrow or wide. The tail is usually short, but in some Gorals

is fairly long and furnished with a long terminal tuft. False

hoofs are always present. In external form Serows and Gorals

are very much alike apart from size, and no one would guess from

their appearance how different they are in the structure of the

skulls. Nor would anyone suppose from a comparison of the skins

of living specimens that Gorals are not so very remote from Takins,

judging from skull characters.

By external features the three would naturally be classified as

follows :

—

a. Body 'large and heavy ; legs thick and strong,

especially the forelegs below the knee

;

ears short with strong rounded upper

rim ; summit of .the muzzle above the

nostrils hairy ; horns arising laterally
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bentsli-htly dowinvimls, then sharply re-
curved, thickened at the base ... ... nudoroas.

b- Body strong but light; legs lunger and thinner
especially below the knae ; ears long, much
more pointed; summit of muzzle above the
nostrils smooth and naked; horns arising
on the top of the head and inclined back-
wards nearly parallel with each other in a
direction a little inclined to the plane of the
face, gradually ..arrowed from base to point.

a'. Smaller
; no gland on the face in front of

the eye
1, T

'**.
-iyoemorhedns.

By their skull characters the three aenera m.v h. 4

follows-
genera may be arranged a»

a. Maxilla, and lacrymals forming a long sutural
union with the nasals which have a trans-
verse lightly arched, not angular, and deep-
ly emarginate suture with the frontals;

lacrymals with a distinct and large pit
; pro-

file of skull viewed from above conical the
upper rim of the orbite not concealing the
zygomatic arch and no decided angulation of
the maxilla above the molar teeth. Frontal
region and horns as in the Goral (Ncemorhe-
dus)

b. Maxilla, not iorming a long sutural union
with the nasals and almost a small por-
tion of the lacrymal abutting against the
nasals .0 that the angle formed between
the maxiliie and the nasals is only re-
motely separated from the antero-Iateral
angle of the fronUil the suture between
the frontals and the nasals deeply and
angularly emarginate

; no deep depression
on the lacrymal bone ; skull when viewed
trom above much less conical in outline
in the adult owing to the projection of
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the orbits which conceal the zygomatic arch

and to the presence of a swelling on the

maxilla above the molar teeth.

«!. Frontal and parietal regions of the skull

forming an evenly convex curve, the

horns projecting backwards and upwards,

nearlv following the plane of the face

and subparallel to each other Noemorhedm.

/>!. Frontal and parietal regions of the skull not

forming a gentle curve, owing to the pre-

sence of a large upright long crest sup-

porting the horns, which project laterally

from its sides with a downward followed

by a backward curvature Budorcas.

It may be added that the deep-seated differences between the

skulls of Serows (Cap?vco?'J«w) and Gorals {Ncemorhedus) are to a

slight extent bridged over in the Japanese Serow named Capricormdas

crispus in which only a very small area of the lacryma] touches the

nasal, so that the antero-lateral angle of the frontal is not very

remote from the upper edge of the maxilla. The latter, however,

forms a long union with the nasal and the lacrymal is fitted as in the

tvpical Serow s.

"

A few words must now be added by way of explanation ot tlie

generic names adopted in this work. Owing partly to the introduc-

Hon and sustained use of inadmissible names and partly to failure to

appreciate the value of the structural differences between Serows and

(4orals there has been much needless confusion in the generic

nomenclature of these two animals. The history of all this confusion

would be too long to tell in a paper like the present, especially since

1 have already set it forth at some length in the Annals and

Magazine of Natural History for February 1908. All that need be

said\ that originally Gorals and Serows were grouped together under

Noemorhedus by Hamilton, Smith, Hodgson and others. The first

author to distinguish them by generic names was Ogilby in 1830,

who called Serows Caprkornis and Gorals Kemas and abolished

Noimorhedus which he had no power or right to do since by its

original definition it must stand for one of them. Moreover, Kemas or

rather Cemas had been previously employed for a section of ruminant
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Hnvida) which did not include the Gorals at all. Hence the name

could not be applied to those animals. Quite wisely anil reasonably,

rlieretbre, Gray, when he revised the group in a series of papers

dating from 1843 to 1852, reserved Caprkornis for the Serows and

substituted Ncemorhedus for Kemas for the Gorals. Thus more than

sixty years ago the names of these two genera were fixed in strict

accordance with all the rules of nomenclature and common sense. A
rliousand pities was it therefore that Blanford, when writing his classic

volume on the Mammals of India, put everything wrong again by

ignoring Gray's decision and going back to the point from which

this author started, namely to Ogilby. But recognising that

Ncemorhedus must stand either for Serows or Gdrals, he abolished

('apricornis,Vise<\ Ncemorhedus instead and reserved the inadmissible

name Cemas for the Gorals, That Blanford's example was followed by

most of his successors is not a surprising thing. But it was not followed

by all for the question of the names was confused still further by

Mr. Lydekker who m 1900 rightly dropped Kemas as inadmissible for

the Gorals and wronglv vesiculated a name long consigned to oblivion,

namely, Mortragus, which was given by Gray in 1871 to the Chinese

(Toral called caudatus by Milne Edwards, a species very closely allied

to the one described in the following pages as Ncemorhedus griseus.*

These few words of introduction on the nomenclature of Serows and

Gorals adopted in the following pages are, I think, rendered necessary

by the fact that sportsmen and naturalists in India will otherwise be at

a loss to understand the reasons for settino- aside the nomenclature in

Blanford's monograph and also in Mr, Lydekker's Great and Small

* Althoa<;h I clearly point-^d ail this out early in 1908, my friend Mr. Lydekker still

adheres to the modified version df Blanford's nomeclature he had adopted (see P.Z. S., Dec.

1908, p. 941) on the pretext that it was justified by duration of use. Thisarfjument, coming

from the author who had substituted the practically unknown and never previously adopted

name Urotraqus for the familiar term Kemas is a little quaint. Moreover, although I

should not admit that the argument had any validity, even if true, it happens to be demon-

strably nntrue. For Capiicornk Mas used exclusively for the Serows in 1836, whereas

.VojmorAediw was not nsed exclusively for them, so fares I have ascertained, until 1891.

Even if, as I siispect. Mr. Lydekker relies upon " frequency ' instead of "duration" all that

I can say is that the statement may be true or false. I take it that Mr. Lydekker will no

more attempt to substantiate it than I shall to disprove it by counting the number of times

that Ca^pricornu and Ncemorhedus have been applied exclusively to Serows in zoological

literature ; but I have a shrewd suspicion that Capricornis would come out a long way
first since it was used over and over aj:;ain, in the sense in which I have used it, by that

most voluminous writer Pe're Heude in the nineties of the last century.
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Game of India, the two volumes to which they are most likely to have

access for reference. In this paper, therefore, as in my previous ones,

I follow Gray in calling the Serows Capricornis and the Goials

NoemorJiedtis. With regard to the generic name Bvdorcas for the

Takins there has happily been no difference of opinion amongst authors.

Genus Budorcas, Hodg.

Hodgson, Journ. Asiatic Soc, Bengal, xis, p. 65, pis. I—III, 1850 :

A. M. Edward's Rech. Mamm.
A large heavily built aberrant genus of " goat-antelopes " which by

the structure of the skull seems to be an exaggeration rather of the
or?

Goral (JS'cemorhediis) type than of the Serow (Capricornis) type. As in

the Goral, for example, the face-gland is absent and the lacrymal bone

has no pit for its lodgment. Moreover the upper portion of the maxilla

between the upper end of the premaxilla and the lacrymal is

much narrowed and forms no decided sutural union with the nasal,

although almost in contact with it ; the nasal itself projects fairly

forward from its deeply emarginate suture with the frontal which is

separated from the maxilla by a narrow space occupied by a piece of

the lacrymal. In other particulars, however, the skull differs con-

siderably not only from that of the Goral but also from that of the

Serow, the differences being chiefly due to variations connected

with the exceptional size and shape of the horn. Thus instead of

forming a continuous curve with the frontal and occipital regions as

in the other two genera mentioned, the area between the horns is

elevated to form a stout, strong crest, which descends vertically behind

them in the direction of the occipital ridge. From the sides of this crest

arise the horns which are thickened and n'early in contact at the base

where they move outwards, downwards (or forwards), then take an

abrupt curve upwards (or backwards) in the same direction as the plane

of the face. Viewed from above also the outline of the skull is more

Goral-like than Serow-like owing to the prominence of the orbits

making a constriction in front of them, and this is followed

by another constriction of the maxilla just in front of the upper

row of cheek teeth. The shape of the head follows that of the

skull, the nasal region being high and erected and the mouth

heavy with thick lips. The legs are remarkable for their stout-

ness, especially those of the front pair, the portion below the knees

being exceptionally short and thick ; the hoofs are broad and the
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ialse-hoofs large ; the back is narrow and the abdomen full. The

tail is short, broad and bnsny. Although the resemblances in

external form between Takins, and Serows is obscured by the great

ihickness of the legs, which are exceptionally short and stout below

the knee in the Takins, nevertheless there is an unmistakable similarity

between the two in attitude and general form. They stand straioht up

on the legs with the fetlocks and hoofs almost in line with the cannon

bones above them. The head is carried normally with the neck

nearly in line with the back, and the line of the back is broken by the

slightly elevated withers and by the arch of the spine which rises in

the middle of the back to about the height of the withers. From that

point however the back slopes right away down to the root of the tail,

the croup being very low and the tail set on nearly on a level with the

lower edge of the neck when the latter projects forwards. This gives

to the hind quarters a characteristic look of weakness which is

enhanced by the " cow-hacked " appearance of the hind legs and by

the suggestion of dragging about these limbs as the animal walks.

Heavily built and entirely lacking the lightness of limb and body to

which Serows and Gorals owe their activity, Takius are slow and delibe-

rate in their movements and both ascend and descend rocks in a

ponderous manner without any of the spring observable in mountain

goats and antelopes. Those features, however, which, apart from the

horns, detract most from their likeness to Serows and Gorals are the

ears, which, instead of being long and as has been expressed donkey-

like, are quite short and broad with a nearly semicircularly rounded

upper rim and a much straighter lower rim. Finally the muzzle,

instead of being bare, slimy and wet above, at least half way back to

the corner of the nostril, is covered with short hair above, only the

front of it and the area round the nostrils being naked. Almost exactly

similar differences exist between the muzzles of yaks and others of the

ox-tribe. It seems probable that the hairiness of the muzzle is

associated in these two otherwise widely dissimilar ruminants, with life

at high altitudes where the snow in winter has to be scraped away to

get at the vegetation beneath.

The above given description of the shape of the Takin has been

taken from observation ot a living animal, the first brought alive to

Europe, which was presented to the Zoological Society by Mr. Claude

White, C.M.Z.S., through whose instrumeutality it was procured in
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Bhotan. If the description be compared with some published plates

representing the full figure of the animal a useful object lesson may
be learnt regarding the futility of the efforts to depict the real appear-

ance of an animal from a flat or mounted skm. For instance in the

Proceedings of the Zoological Society, 1853, pi. XXXVT, Wolf

represents a Takin as a noble looking beast, full of fire and spirit

with a magnificently carried head, while in quite a recent number

of the same periodical (1908, pi. XLIII), there is a figure of the

animal which politeness permits one to describe as a ludicrous

caricature. Very much better is Milne Edward's figure in his classic

work Recherchers des Memiferes, pi. 74. Indeed so good in the

main is this illustration that one cannot but surmise that it was taken

from a sketch of the living animal submitted by Pere David, its

discoverer, to the French zoologist.

Young Takin sometimes diff'ers considerably from the adult in

colour. In the species described by Milne Edwards for example,

namely B. tihetanus, while the adult bull is mostly a golden yellow

and the cow grey, the young is fairly uniformly reddish brown,

the pale tint being gradually acquired with growth. The heavy thick

set build, however, is as manifest in the calf as in the full grown

animal. The horns begin to arise, as in cattle, wide apart towards the

angles of the forehead and grow upwards and slightly obliquely out-

wards for several inches before beginning to show traces of an out-

ward bend at the base, which is the first indication of the curvature

characteristic of the adult. This process was observed in the young

Bhotan individual now living in the Zoological Gardens in London.

The two species of Takin that have been hitherto distinguished

differ as follows :

—

a. Head for the most part dark brown or blackish

with no definite and isolated black patch on

the nose below the eyes ; horns not distinctly

ridged in the adult and showing an abrupt up-

ward curvature ... ... ... ... taxicolor.

h. Head yellow or grey with a very definite and

isolated black patch upon the nose below the

eyes ; horns, sometimes at all events, distinctly

ridged in the adult and more evenly and less

angularly curved ... ... ... ... tibetanus.
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Biidonur taxieolor, Hodo;son.

FTmlgson, .Tonrn. x\smtio Society, Bengal, XIX, pp. 65-75, pis.

1—111,1850; Hunio, Pro. Zool. Society, London, 1887, p. 485,

tigs. 1-3; Blanford, Mamin. British India, [). 515, 1891 ; Lydekker,

Pro. Zool. Society, London, 1908, p. 79(1, fig. 1H8 ; and of other

authors.

The colour of this species is evidently subject to a good deal of

variation. According to Hodgson the entire body both above and at

the sides is yellowish grey, thus suggesting the name " taxicolor " or

badger-coloured ; but the quantity of grey is variable, the whole

animal being sometimes uniformly black owing to the absence of the

grey, which results from the basal two-thirds of each hair being of a

straw tint with the apical third black. The whole of the head and

neck, the greater part of the belly, the tail and legs are black. It

seems probable that the difference in the body-colour Hodgson points

out is of a seasonal nature. The newly growing hairs showing only

their apical third would give a black appearance to the pilage, but as

the basal pale portion appeared gradually above the surface of the

skin the colour would become at the same time more and more

yellowish. This suggestion is borne out by Hume's account. He
says the black or blackish heads are constant from kids to the

largest males and females ; but in some cases the body is yellowish

dun, almost as in Milne Edward's plate of B. tihetanus, while in others

it is deep reddish brown with a great deal of black intermingled, and

sometimes intermediate shades occur. Hume adds that in his opinion

these differences are not due to age or sex but to season. Both Hume
and Hodgson agree that there is no sexual dimorphism in colour,

the male and female being alike in this respect.

In the mounted male specimen in the British Museum the head

as far back as a line lying behind the horns and ears is blackish

brown ; while the whole of the neck both above and at the sides,

the withers and back half way down the sides and the croup are

yellowish tawny or fawn, the tail, the outside of the thigh, the lower

half of the body and of the shoulders, and the legs are blackisii

brown. There is in this specimen a dark spinal stripe extending from

the occiput to the root of the tail ; but whether the s{)inal stripe

always extends as far forwards as in this example there is not

sufficient evidence to show.

6
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The coat is thick and longish and clings to the body, being no-

where distinctly woolly. On the body it measures, according to Hodg-

son, from If to 2 inches in length and in the males it forms a distinct

crest along the throat, about 3 inches in length, and grows on the

gullet in the form of a beard, 5 or more inches long. The height at

the shoulders, according to Hodgson, is 42 inches in the male and 36

inches in the female. In both sexes the length of the head from

between the horns to the nose is rather Jess than half the height at

the withers.

The horns vary considerably in length as the following table

shows :

—

Length
along
Curve.
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horns more widely sepanited at the base than in the other frontlets

known to him and v;ithout the marked thickening on the brow and

much less sharply recurved. Hume did not believe that liorns of

this type could be converted by growth into those of the other type ;

but he was not aware that precisely analogous ch.inges take place with

growth in the horns of gnus [Convochoetes).

In his recent paper on Takins, ])ublished in 1908, Mr. Lydekker

relied for particulars of Mishmi Hill species mainly upon a stuffed

specimen in the British Museum, and did not apparently consult

HodcTson and Hume for information as to the colour and other charac-

ters. He says, for example, that the precise shoulder height is not

ascertainable, although Hodgson records it for both sexes. And one

of the characters cited as distinguishing the Mishmi Hills species

{B. taxicolor) from the Sze-chuen form [B. tihetanus) is the absence of

distinct beard in the male of the former. Hodgson on the contrary

expressly says that there is a distinct mane along the throat and a

beard 5 inches long in the male, and this is shown not only in the

plate accompanying his description but also in the plate by Wolf,

published by Gray (Pro. Zool. Soc, Lond., pi. XXXVI).

His description of the colour too applies only to one specimen and

gives no idea of the variation with respect to this character upon

which both Hodgson and Hume lay stress. Moreover, although he

says the horns are stouter in B. taxicolor than is B. tihetanus,

measurements given by Rowland Ward hardly substantiate the state-

ment, as may be seen by comparing the dimensions of those horns

of B. tihetanus recorded below with those of B, taxicolor mentioned

above.

The two forms indeed are not nearly so distinct from one another

as Mr. Lyddeker's descriptions would lead one to suppose, and

it is quite possible that Milne Edwards was after all right in regarding

them merely as local races of one and the same species.

As a local race of Budorcas taxicolor^ Mr. Lydekker has recently

described the Takin from Bhot.'in, naming it B. taxicolor whitei

in honour of its discoverer, Mr. J. Claude White, C. M. G. (The

Field, 1907, p. 887 ; Pro. Zool. Soc, London, 1908, p. 798, fig. 170).

Accordino; to the describer the chief claim to distinction of this race

r«^sts upon the smaller size of the horns. In the skull of an old
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bull for example Mr. Lydekker judges that the horns would not

have measured when unworn more than 15 or 16 inches along the

curvature, whereas in the male of the typical form the length is from

abont 20 to 25 niches. As the skulls figured by Mr. Lydekker show, this

difference in length depends upon the greater shortness of the basal

horizontal position of the horn in the Bhotan as compared with the

Assamese Takin rather than in the iireater shortness of the recurved

terminal portion. For instance in the skull of the Assamese Takin

figured the extreme length of the basal horizontal portion is just

about equal to the greatest inter-orbital width of the skull, whereas

in the figured skull of the Bhotan specimen, the basal horizontal

portion of the horn is markedly less than the inter-orbital width of

the skull, this inter-orbital width being approximately the same in the

two skulls. Skulls of young males and females of the Bhotan Takin

are correspondingly smaller.

Unfortunately detailed comparison between the skulls of the two

races was not possible. The two agree, however, in general colora-

tion, in the darkness of the head and the extension of the spinal

stripe from the occiput to the tail. In a young female presented

to the Zoological Society by Mr. J. Claude White and now living in

the Gardens in Regents Park, the coloration is practically the same

as that of the adult bull of the Assamese species mounted in the

British Museum—the specimen from which Mr. Lydekker's concep-

tion of the coloration of the typical form of B. taxicolor was derived

—

except that there is quite a considerable amount of yellowish brown

hairs on the forehead and cheeks, so that there is no sharp line of

demarcation between the colours of the head and the neck, such as is

seen in the stuffed example in the British Museum. Whether this

difference holds good in all cases it is impossible to say without further

material wherewith to check it ; but considering the great variation

in colour exhibited by the typical Assamese Takm, it would be rash

to assume constancy in all cases for the coloration of the head noticed

up to the present time only in one young female specimen.

Budorcas tihetamis, A. M. Edwds.

Budorcas taxiida tihetanus^ A. Milne Edwards, Rech. Mamm., p.

367, pis. 74-79, 1874.

Budorcas sinensis, Lydekker, in Rowland Ward's Records of Big

Game, p. 350, 1907, and in Pro. Zool. Soc, London, 1908, p. 795.
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Bmlonas tax'wolor miuhelll, Lydekker, The Field, ]y08, |«. 790 :

id. Pro. Zool. Sue, London, 1908, p. 797.

Btulorcas tibetanus, Lydekker, lor ri(, p. 797.

(-olour of the adult, nuile a rich iiolden yellow in summer and grey

in winter on the iiead, tbrequarters and over the greater jiait ol" the

hody, though elouded here and there with iron-grey, and ])assing hito

iron-grey or nearly blaok upon the limbs both externally and internally.

Ears and tail blackish ; a large black ])atch covering the lower

jtortion of the muzzle below the eyes. A dark spinal stripe extends

Ir.ickwards from the withers. The female resembles the male to a

areat extent, but instead of being golden yellow, the colour

is decidedly grey. (3verlooking the fact that Milne Edwards

described the female as grey, Mr. Lydekker described the grey

Sze-chuen Takin as a distinct race under the name Bud&rcas

taxicolor miichelU. It should be noticed that the figure ot the tyjie

published by Milne Edwards represents the legs as black fiom above

the knees and hoofs, whereas in the specimens in the British

Museum above described they are iron-grey. There is, however, no

properly localized material to show whether this difference has anv

systematic significance or not. A further point is this. The skull

ot the Sze-chuen Takin figured by Mr. Lydekker in ] 908 (P. Z. tS.,

1909, fig. 169) is very different from the one shown in Milne

Edward's work (pi. 77) ; the orbits especially and the angle of the

maxilla being much more prominent. This, however, nuiy perha])s be

accounted for by the dift'erence in age of the two animals, Milne

Edward's being much the y(junger of the two. Lastly, Mr. Lydekker

rightly says the horns of the examples of this species in the British

Museum are more slender than in the Mishmi Hills species IJ. taxicolor.

But the measurements given by Rowland Ward hardly siipj)ort the

view that the horns of all Chinese and Tibetan sj)ecimen-; arc tliiinx'i-

than in Assames(? examples.

The greatest circumference, for instance, in three specimen- from

Kansu in (Miina and from Tibet, one of the latter being Pen-

David's specimen in the Paris Museum, are 11^, Ji^, 12], whereas the

much larger number of measurements taken from Assamese material

show the average circumference to be somewhere between 11 and 12i,",

one, perhaps a female, being 10^ and only one reaching lij. Hunce
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the difference is not very great, even if it exists at all—a lact which

suggests that the specimen of B. tibetanus in the British Museum

which Mr. Lydekker and I have described, would seem to be an

example with exceptionally thin horns. The annexed figure of

the frontlet and horns of this specimen shows not only that the

horns are thinner, more arched and more distinctly ridged in

B. tibetanus than in B. taxicolor, but that the skull itself is consider-

ably narrower in proportion to its width in the former than in the latter.

The full measurements given by Ward are as follows :

—

Length along
curve.
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These Takins live in Sze-chuen on very steep and wooded slopes

of the highest mountains and only leave them at night to feed. In

winter they ascend to the very elevated and treeless summits where

coarse dry grass is found in abundance on the slopes exposed to <.'" "»

sun. Although usually found alone or in small troof)s, it seems that

in June they collect together in larger numbers. The voice is a deep

bugle-like note, and the alarm cry is a loud whistle through the nose.

{To be continued.)
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NOTE ON THE SEROW {NCEMORHEDUS BUBAL 1-

NUS) FROM THE CHUMBI VALLEY.

BY

Captain F. M. Bailey.

(
With a Plate.)

The three photographs of Serows on Plate B were taken in the

Ghumbi Valley where the animal is not uncommon.

No. 1 is of a young animal captured on 16th July 190}s. 1 was

only able to keep it in captivity for a short time as it esca^iej

.

Nos. 2 and 3 are of an adult male captured on the 22nd April this

year. Th is animal only lived for two days and was very wild and

dangerous, making sudden rushes at any one who approached, and

striking with his horns which were very sharp. The photographs

show the characteristic attitude which this animal adopts ; the legs

appear to be sprawling about, the clefts in the hoofs are much opened,

and the head is thrust forward with the horns lying back along the

neck. The skin and skull of the animal in the photograph has been

given to the Edinburgh Musemn and a description of it by Mr.

Pocock, F.Z.S., is to appear in this journal. The following are the

measurements of this specimen :—Head and body 52". Tail without

end hairs 4^", ear 6i", height at shoulder 34".

On the 2Gth June 1907 an adtjjt female was captured, which 1 war-

able to keep for about a fortnight, after which she died when giving

birth to a single young one. This animal although it would eat from

the hand was also very dangerous, and it was unsafe to approach

within reach of its tether. The three Serows mentioned above were

captured at an altitude of about 10,000 feet. The Tibetan name for

the Serow is " Gva-ra."



Jornx. BoMnAY Nat. Hist. Soc. Platk B.

Tub Himalayan Goat-antelope or Serow (NeiiiorJupdtis bubalinns).
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NOTE UPON THE SKIN AND SKULL OF A SEROW OBTAINED

BY CAPT. F. BAILEY AT CHUMBI IN TIBET.

HV

R. I. PococK, F.L.S.. F.Z.S.,

Superintendent of the Zoological Societifs Gardens, London.

At the request of Mr. W. S. Millard and of Capt. F. Bailey I examined, at

Rowland Ward's in Piccadilly, the skin and skull of a Serow obtained by

(Japt. Bailey at Chumbi, near Sikkim, at an altitude of 10,000 feet, and now.

1 understand, exhibited in the Edinburgh Museum. Although the animal

appears to me to belong to the same race of Serows as the form described by

Hodgson from Nepal as /4tt</iqpe <^ar, remains of Serows so seldom come to

hand for examination that I think a descriptive note of the characters of

this animal is worth publishing. I may add that there is an example of

Serow in the British Museum from Sikkim which was procured by Dr. Blan-

ford. This animal was correctly identified by Blanford with Hodgson's

species and presents practically the same features as Capt. Bailey's example,

except that the belly is not white along the middle line. I have reason to

think this difference may be a matter of age.

According to the paper I recently wrote upon the Serows of the Himalayas

and Straits Settlements, Capt. Bailey's specimen should be called Capricornis

Sumatraensis thar ; or if any one prefers to regard the Himalayan Serows as

specifically distinct from Sumatran and Malaccan Serows, it may be called

more shortly Capricornis thar.

Prevailing colour black on the head, neck and body, the basal portion of the

hairs on the body and the posterior part of the mane white, towards the belly

and on the outerside of the thighs the black passes gi-adually into rufous

brown ; a brownish tinge on the backs of the ears and on the sides of the

upper lip. The front of the upper lip and the chin white ; the white of the

chin passing a short distance back along the lower edge of the jaw but not

continued nearly as far as the throat patch which consists of a pair of white

spots. The black on the shoulders is continued down the outerside of the

foreleg nearly to the knee. Similarly the rufous black hue of the outerside of

the thigh up to the root of the tail extends down the outerside of the hind-

leg to the hock. The legs below the knees and hocks both outside and

inside are dirty white ; on the hind leg the white of the innerside extends

upwai'ds to the groin and involves also the front of the leg below the stifle

(knee) joint ; innerside of foreleg also whitish up to the breast. Middle line of

belly and chest and the whorls of hair on the breast white. Tail black with some

grey hair.

Capt. Bailey has kindly supplied me with the following dimensions of the

animal before it was skinned :

—

Height at shoulder ... ... ... ... iU inches.

Length of body and head ... fi'i „
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Length of tail (without end hair) 4^ inches.

Length of ear ... „ ... 6

J

Skull belonging to the low, flattish type characteristic of Nepalese Serows,

owing to the transverse and longitudinal flatness of the frontal bones above the

orbits. The following are some of its dimensions in millimetres (25 mm. =
1 inch) as compared with those of a skull from Nepal :

—
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NOTES ON SNAKES COLLECTED IN [JPPEK ASSAM.

BY

Major F. Wall, i.m.s., c.m.z.s.

Part IL (With a Plate.)

( Continued from page 623 of tlik Volume.)

Coluber prasimis ('BlythJ.

I had one specimen sent to nie from near Jaipur (Namsaricr).* The

ventrals and subcaudals were l'U+102. Anal divided. The scales

were 19 anteriorly and in midbody, 1') at a point, two head-lengths

before the anus.

Cohiher radiatus (Schlegel),

One killed by some Assamese boatmen was called by them '* goom

phitti ". I collected 41 specimens, of which 11 were from Sadiya, 2

from near Doom Dooma, and the rest from Dibrugarh. Of 25

specimens sesed 18 were 9 and 1 $. My largest were 9 6'-0f", and

$ G'-O". Not only is the colour of the scales remarkable in this

snake, but also that of the skin. The head in life is usually a copper

colour, or a hue not unlike that of dried orange peel, and this merges

to a duller tone on or close to the neck. Anteriorly the body is adorned

with black longitudinal stripes, usually three in number on each side,

and progressively narrowing from above downwards ; the lowest often

interrupted. In a slough I found I noticed that these black marks

were faintly visible. The skin at this situation is chequered as shown

diagrammatically in the attached figure. The shaded squares are pitch

black, squares A are a pale blue-grey, and square B bright yellow.

The effect is very striking. The tips

of the ton one are black. On the 27th

April two were reported as having

been seen in company pluying to-

gether. One, the 9 , was killed and

proved to be gravid, the eggs being nearly matured. This is yet

another instance of the conjugal attachment of snakes, which has

come to my knowledge of recent years. The secretion of the anal

glands is ochraceous in colour.

One specimen brought in was bleeding profusely from the mouth
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nd on investigation I found two black leeches in the oral cavity.

This snake takes readily to water, and on one occasion my wife and I

watched a large one swimming the river towards us. It breasted the

current, and though a strong flood was flowing, kept its position very

well, facing obliquely up stream, and making for a tangle of bush.

On another occasion a gentleman watched one swimming towards his

boat from across the river, and when confronted by the boatmen, it

proceeded to contest the right of way, and by its truculence lost its

1 ife. My informant said that when it landed it raised itself, and ex-

panded the neck in a contrary direction to that of the cobra, and was

very strikingly handsome. It is infested with the same parasite that

afflicts the Tropidonotus piscator and stolatus, i.e,, the larval tapeworm

[Pterocercus sp.).

Other events, etc., of interest are as follows :

—

Date.
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Date.
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the last 3 very distinctly enlarged, even I think more so than in pictm.

Palatine 15 to 16. Pterygoid 24 to 27. Mandibular 25 to 28.

I have 3 skulls of D, pictus, all from Eastern Himalayan specimens.

In these the maxillary teeth are '20 to 21, the palatine 13 to 14, the

pterygoid 21 to 26, and the mandibular 21 to 22. From these data

it will be seen that proarchos differs very considerably from pictus,

especially as regards the maxillary and mandibular teeth. I tabalate

the specimens as follows :

—





Joiipn.Boinbay Nat.Hist Soc

1.

RsJBRfe^aS«*»

3.

^*

4

m^'k^-.y^'.:-- 'X^

7.
oO .

5. 6.

J Green del. el. lith.

l-3.Den.dropViiH gorei . 4-7. Bungai'us niger. S.B.hvidus.
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;

1
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fronto-supraoculars more than twice the fronto-parietals. Supraoculars.

—As long a3 and rather broader than the frontal along a line connecting

the centres of the eyes. Nasals.—Divided ; suheqnal ; in contact with

the 1st and 2nd supralabials. Loreals.—One : as long as the two nasals.

PrcB0CMZar*5.—One, nearly touching the frontal. Eye.—Large, equals

its distance to the anterior edge of the nostril. Postoculars.—Two.

Temporals.—One anterior. Supralabials.—8, the 4th and 5th touching

the eye. Infralahials.—6, the 6th very long, equalling the 4 preceding-

shields taken together ; in contact with 2 scales behind. Sublinguals.—
Two pairs, the posterior longer than the anterior ; and in contact with

the 5th and 6th infralahials. Ventrals.—193 to 199. Anal.—Divided.

Subcaudals.—132 ? (perhaps very slightly docked j. Costals.—Two

heads-lengths behind the head 13, midbody 13, two heads-lengths before

the anus 11. The rows reduce to 11 by a coalescence of the 4th and

5th rows above the ventrals. Vertebrals.—Very well developed,

as broad as long in midbody, as broad or broader than the last row.

Body.—Cylindrical. Colour.—Very like pictus. Dorsally bronze-brown

ending abruptly in the middle of the penultimate row, the overlapped

margins of the scales a bright sky-blue. A lighter vertebral stripe.

Belly, ultimate and lower half of penultimate rows greenish opales-

cent. Head ruddy-brown above with a well defined black postocular

streak continued on to the forebody. Lips and chin greenish-

opalescent. Dentition.—For fear of damaging the specimens, I only

investigated the maxillary teeth. 1 counted 20 on the right side, the

last 2 or 3 of which appeared to be slightly longest.

Dendrelaphis biloreatus (WallJ.

The type specimen, the only one collected, came from Sadiya, and

was described and figured in this Journal (Vol. XVIII, p. 273). It is

now in the British Museum.

Simotes albocinctus (Cantor).

Nine specimens came to bag. Three were from near Dibrugarh

(Maijan and Greenwood Estates), one from North Lakimpur (Dejoo),

one from near Tinsukia, three from Sadiya, and one from near Jaipur

(Namsang/, all of these belonged to variety ^?//?2ca (A of Boulenger'.s

Catalogue). In the Jaipur specimen the subcaudals were 47, in the

one from Dejoo 49, and in the one from Maijan 50 (Boulenger 51 to

69). A $ measuring 2 feet 5^ inches (the tail imperfect 4 inches)
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was gravid on the lOtli of July and contained i} eggs. The supra-

labials were 6, the 4th and 5th touching the eve in one specimen.

Simoteff violaceous (Cantor).

Only two examples were obtained, one from near Tinsukia, and one

from near Halem (Baroi). Both belong to variety D of Boulenger's

Catalogue (Vol. II, page 223). In both the ventrals and subcaudals

were 177 + 31 (Boulenger : subcaudals 38 to 41). In one there

was a small median prgefrontal.

Ol'xjodon dorsalis (Gray).

A single specimen was sent me by Mr. Gore from Namsang,

W. Jaipur. This was a $ 12f inches long, the tail being 1^ inches.

The ventrals were 173 and the subcaudals 29. The scales two heads-

lengths behind the head were 15, in midbody 15, and two heads-

lengths before the anus 13, as is usual in this species.

SUB-FAMIL Y—HOMALO PS IN.E

.

Hypsirliina enhydrk (Schneider).

One specimen from Dibrugarh was brought in to me, a ^ 1 foot 10

inches long, the tail 5^ inches. It agrees with variety B of Boulenger's

Catalogue* (Vol. HI, p. 7). The ventrals and subcaudals were

153 •+- 74. The costals were in 23 rows at a point two heads-lengths

behind the head, 21 in midbody, and 20 at a point two heads-lengths

before the anus. The 3rd and 4th rows above the ventrals blended at

both steps reducing the rows from 23 to ] 9.

Sub-family—Djpsadomokphin^.

Dipsadomorphus gokool (Gray).

I got four examples of this uncommon snake, three in Dibrugarh,

and one from North Lakimpur (Dejoo). One of these was brought

alive, and behaved just like others of the genus with which 1 am

acquainted. AH are very plucky snakes. This one coiled itself in the

typical figure of 8 fashion, and erected itself and poised, thus awaiting

an opportunity to strike at me, quivering the tail with anger.

I ma> here mention that I received a similar specimen lately from Ohamparan (Behar)

from Mr. H. Raid. This locality zoologically is part of that with which this paper deals.

The costals were 25, 21, 21, in the three sites corresponding to the above. The ventral*

and subcaudals were 158 4-59 The stomach was much knuckled and thickened, and full

of nematode worms which I think were Knlicephalas willeyi,

8
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It struck out .several times, but I find that if one is on the alert

with these snakes, one can see and evade the stroke, so that it

cannot be considered very rapid. With many snakes on the other

hand one has no chance of avoiding the stroke, such for instance as

Tropidonotus piscator and Echis earivata.
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(Vol. Ill, p. 79). It was a $ measuring 4 I'eet U inches, the

tail being 1 foot 1-| inches. Tho ventrals and subcaudals were

248-1-119. The scales at a point two heads-lengths behind the head

were in 23 rows, at midbodj 23. and two heads-lengths before the anns

15. The reductions from 23 to 21 and 17 to 15 were due to the

absorption of the uppermost row into the vertebral, and that from 19

to 17 to the absorption of the ord row above the ventrals into the

2nd on the right side, and the 4th on the left. All three steps

occurred close together.

Dipsadomorphus quincunciatus (Wall.)

The type was described and figured in this Journal by me last

year (Vol. XVIII, p. 272), and was sent to the British Museum.

Since this I acquired a second specimen from the same locality, viz.,

near Tinsukia (Rangagara). This is now lodged in the Indian

Museum.

It measured 3 feet 5^ inches, the tail being 9f inches. It agrees

perfectly with the first example except that the ventrals and sub-

caudals are 237 -|- 118, and the supralabials are 8, the 3rd, 4th and

5th touching the eye on both sides.

The anterior palatine teeth are barely if at all enlarged.

Psammodynastes pulverulentus (Boie).

In all five specimens were acquired, three from Dibrugarh, one

from North Lakhimpur (Dejoo) and one from Jaipur. One of these

was the gravid 9 reported in this Journal (Vol. XVIII, p. 204),

irhiuh showed that tLe species is viviparousc I had live examples.

The one I kept some time in captivity was a truculent creature. It

struck at Captain Wright to whom I was indebted for the

specimen, and subsequently struck at me on more than one occasion,

wounding me once in the finger when handling it. Prior to

striking, it erected itself and threw the forebody into a figure of 8,

much in the same way as the Dipsadontorphus do : another which my
wife encountered at dusk erected itself, and would doubtless have

strock if given the chance. I could not get my caged specimen to

eat, though I supplied it liberally witli small frogs every day. A frog

too had been swallowed by one specimen that was brought to me dead.

In the flanks there are blotches of bright ochre, and velvety blac
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which come prominently into view when the snake dilates itself. The

dentition in my skulls is as follows :

—

Maxillary 2 or 3 small teeth

followed by 2 large and fang-like ; succeeded by 5 or 6 small and

subequal, and then 2 large, grooved, obliquely placed, fang-like teeth.

Palato-pterygoid, 8 to 10 + 22 to 25 ; small, subequal. Mandibular

2 or 3 small followed by two large and fang-like: then 13 to 16

small teeth.

Dryophis prasimis (Boie).

Of six specimens, one was captured in Dibrugarh, one in Sadiya,

one near Jaipur (Namsang), and three in North Lakhimpur (Dejoo

and at foot of Duffla Hills). The Dibrugarh, Sadiya and Dejoo

specimens were green, i.e., forma typica, the rest buff, or drab

colour. This latter is a distinct colour variety, which appears to

have escaped being christened. I propose for it the name flavescens.
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I find referring to many specimens 1 have examined from Darjeeling

and Burma that this appears constant.

The dentition in my two skulls does not appear to agree quite with

Boulenger's figure of D.mycterizans (Catalogue Vol. Ill, p. 177).

Maxilla.— 6 or 7 progressively lengihening teeth from before

backwards, then a short interspace followed by o or 4 minute teeth,

then a second gap followed by two large, subequal, grooved, fang-like

teeth. (In Boulenger's figure two suddenly enlarged fang-like teeth

succeed six small subequal ones in the front of the jaw.) Palato-

pterygoid 10 + 20 or 21, small, subequal, slightly reducing posterior-

ly. Mandibular .5 or 6 rapidly increasing posteriorly ; then a short

gap followed by, from 12 to 14, small subequal teeth.

Sub-family—Elapinab.

Bungarus fasciatus (Schneider).

I acquired 22 examples. Two were from near Doom Dooma, one

from near Tinsukia, one from North Lakhimpur at foot of Duffla

Hills, and the rest from just around Dibrugarh. Of 11 sexed 5 were

(J,6 9.
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merely avoided the thrust ami when advanced towards it slowly,

it retracted itself leisurely. x\notber lar<>o one was brouf^ht to mo at my
hospital by sevend urchins, who carried it balanced over a stick with

the result that every few yards it fell oft", but it made no attempt at

escape and allowed itself to be taken up and dropped again and again.

I watched this noisy band of urchins for some minutes advancing up the

road. I then took it by the, tail and ctirried it oOO yards or so home,

and worried it in every way to try to get it to strike, but it merely hid

its head beneath its coils and lay before me uncfoncernod. Other speci-

mens behaved similarly.

Its movements are very slow, at any time, :md it trequently happens

that the i)Uinters, who own motor cars, drive over them on the roads

at night. The specimen which was disturbed whilst eating a fish is

reported to have made off, and climbed a tree to the height of some 10

feet or so. It was knocked off by a lathi and killed.

The secretion of the anal glands is blackish, reminding one of

mercurial cream in appearance and consistency. The eye is black

as in other kraits, the pupil not being visible.

This like many other snakes is very much infested with parasites.

I found two diff'erent nematode worms in the stomach, which

Dr. Annandale had identified for me as Ralicephalus loilleyi^ and larvse

and immature forms of u species of Ascarix. There were many tape

worms too in the abdominal cavity usually convoluting themselves

iieneatli the lining membrane.

These are larval forms of a species

of Pterocercas. The maggot-like

parasite Porocephalm brotali was

also frequently found in the ab-

dominal cavity (see figure attached).

Dentition.— I cannot agree with

Boulenger's description of the fangs

(Catalogue Vol. Ill, page 3G5),

which he says are grooved in this

genus. He seems to suggest that

the fang is not tubuhir, but as far as

1 am aware the langs of all poisonous

Indian, I may say, Asian, snakes

ure tubular. < >i) rlif anterior tace of the fangs there is a shallow

Porocephalus brotali, Cx8-)
A. Profilo(a)doibal(6) veiitr.il honlcrs.

B. Dors.il asi eel.

C. Vt-ntral aspect showinj.' hookli.ts.
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groove, which is the seam marking the spot where the circiimflexed

walls of the canal have become blended.

The maxilla has two moderate tnbnlar tangs placed anteriorly side

by side (unless one has been shed). These are grooved on their

anterior faces. Behind these are (3 or 4) small subequal teeth, which

are grooved on their outer faces. Palato-pterygoid 12 + 11 or 12,

small, subequal, grooved on their inner faces. Mandibular 16 or 17,

small, subequal, and grooved on their outer faces. It will be noticed

in each case that the grooves are on the face opposite to the side

occupied by the sac or tract, as the case may be, from which the

fang or teeth are produced.

Bungariis lividus (Cantor).

I had one specimen sent to me from Bindukuri near Tezpur

by Mr. A. E. Lloyd. This is much the largest specimen I have

ever seen measuring 3 feet 2 inches, the tail 3f inches. The ven-

trals and subcaudals were 215+ 37. The vertebrals were but

slightly enlarged, the length at midbody distinctly exceeding the

breadth. Mr. Lloyd told me he had had the specimen some 12

years, hoping some day to meet some one who could tell him what it

•was. It had bitten a cooly woman on his Estate at about 10 o'clock

one night whilst she sat under the eaves of the verandah of her hut

eating her evening meal. She was conscious the next morning, and

spoke in answer to the questions put to her concerning her accident.

She died some time during that day, the hour he does not remember.

Unfortunately no records of her case were available after this long-

lapse of time.* (Compare the Vertebrals in fig. i) of onr plate with

those of B. niger in figure 7).

Bungarus niger (spec, nov.)

(Figs. 4 to 7 of Plate.)

I have already referred to this Krait as a definite and valid species

apart from lividus,f but as yet have not published a description in

detail. I collected i) specimens, 7 in Dibrugarh,.! from Sadiya, and

one from Jaipur.

* I may here record the receipt of a specimen of this Krait from Jalpaiguri from

Mr. Jacob, l.t .S., since this locality is zoologically part of the Brahmaputra Valley. This

specimen was a young one measuring 1 foot 1^ inches. The centrals and subcaudals were

212+39 The vertebrals were but feebly enlarged.

t Poisonous Terrestrial Snakes of our British Indian Dominions, 1908, pp. vii and I'J.
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Supralahials.—7 ; the 2nd narrowest, distinctly more so than the 1st

and 3rd ; the 3rd and 4th touching the eye. Infralahials.—4 ; the

4th largest, and in contact with two scales behind ; the 3rd and 4th

touching the posterior sublinguals. Sublinguals,—Two pairs, the

anterior rather larger. Costals.—Two heads-lengths from head 15,

midbody 15, two heads-lengths before anus 15. Vertebrals well

developed, bi-oader than long in midbody. Keels absent. Apical pits

absent. VentraJs,—216 to 231. Anal,—Entire. Suhcaudals.—47

to 57, all entire. Colour.—Uniform black above, belly whitish, more

or less sullied, or mottled with slatish behind, especially beneath tail.

Sides of throat, chin, and lips some times tinged yellow. Dentition.—
Maxillary.—Two large tubular fangs side by side in front, succeeded

after a gap by 2 or 3 small subequal teeth grooved on their anterio-

external aspect. Palato-pterygoid 11+ 1], small, subequal; the

posterior pterygoid gradually reducing in length
; grooved on their

inner faces. Mandibular 17, the 3rd, 4th and 5th rather longest,

grooved on their outer faces.

Naia tripudians (Merrem).

Of 15 specimens collected, three were from Sadiya, two from near

Tinsukia (Rangagara), one from North Lakhimpur (Dejoo), two

from near Doom Dooma (Hansara), two from near Jaipur, and the

rest from Dibrugarh. All of the specimens belonged to variety

fasciata, some being olive-brown and others blackish. Mr. C. Gore

tells me however that last year he killed a specimen in his tea-

house at Barahapjan with perfect spectacles on the hood (var.

typica). Two specimens from Dibrugarh, and one from Jaipur

had the scales in 19 rows at midbody. In all the rest there were

21, but whether the costals were 19 or 21 at midbody, they reduced

to 15 at a point two heads-lengths before the anus, except in one

instance when they came to 13, the rows in midbody being 19.

One example had eaten a toad (Bufo melanostictus). Dentition.—In

two skulls before me this is as follows:

—

Maxillary.—A pair of

tubular fangs placed side by side anteriorly, followed after a gap by

one small tooth grooved on its outer side. Palato-pterygoid 7 to 8+11
to 15, small, subequal, grooved on their iimer side. Mandihidar 14,

the 3rd and 4th rather longest, grooved on their outer faces.

The cobra appears to be far less common in Assam than it is in

most parts of India.
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Naia bungarim (Schlegel),

I only secured one specimen, though the hanuKh-yad would appeal-

to be by no means uncommon hi Assam. The one brought to me
was a ^11 feet 5 inches in length, the tail 2 feet 1^ inches.

This was killed within 3 miles of Dibrugarh. The venlrals were 243,

and the subcaudals 93 : the 1st, 3rd, 4th and 5th only of the latter beincr

entire. The scales at a point two heads-lengths behind the head

were 17, in midbody 15, and two heads-lengths before the anus 15.

The reduction from 17 to 15 was brought about by the coalescence

of the 4th and 5th rows above the ventrals. The vertebral row was

slightly enlarged. It was olive-brown, rather darker in shade poste-

riorly, and had very obscure light narrow bands which became much
more apparent on separating the scales. The fang was ^ inch long.

Tliough unfortunate in acquiring specimens, I was able to collect a

good deal of information about this snake from various planters and

others.

Mr. Gardiner of Tezpur, who has captured specimens for the

Calcutta Zoological Gardens, was also successful in securing the

living specimen sent last year to our Society's collection. He tells me
the Assamese call this and the cobra " fatty sap."

Mr. J. H. Bandock told me that one was killed some years ago

at Margherita, which measured 14 feet 6 inches. Mr. N. C. Manders'

coolies killed another specimen of the same length at Talup

on the 17th October last year. I wrote to him about it, and

he !ent me a sketch of the shields on the head which placed

the identification beyond question. This was found asleep in a

drain in the day-time by his coolies, and when disturbed, menaced

them with expanded hood. It was, he says, black with a pale

throat. His coolies, who are Indians, probably Santals, called it

"nag," and ' nauk samp," He says this creature called to mind

another which was killed in or near the same drain about 7 years

before, measuring about 10 feet. This was a truculent beast that used

to stop the coolies going along the road.

As regards? food, Mr. Moore told me that he well remem})ers one

being killed in North Cachar which, when cut open, contained a

large monitor lizard. Here I may remark that another specimen killed

at Biixa Dooars last year, measuring 9 feet 11^ inches, was found to

have swallowed a large monitor lizard 3 feet 9 inches long. Captain
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Mackenzie, my informant, says one of the sepoys of his detachment

was out after a khakur (^Cervulus muntjac). When he fired the

hamadryad went for him, and he fortunately shot it too.

I have for many years been trpng to elicit information on the

breeding of this snake. Mr. A. J. Harrison told me that at Meckla

Nuddee (across the river above Dibrugarh) he has encountered 3

hamadryads in five years. One he saw in a hollow tree, on the ground

sitting on eggs. As he could not remember precisely the date, he sent

for two Miris who were with him at the time. They said it was in

the middle of Moy and that the eggs were about 30 in number.

Mr. Harrison shot the snake. These men said further that on their

way down to the Mills that day (l£th May), they had passed a similar

snake coiled upon her eggs, with her bead up and hood dilated as

they passed. They said you may always be sure they have eggs

when they sit like that ready to strike.

Mr. W. A. Jacob, I. F. S., from whom I received a small hamadryad

from Jalpaiguri last year, told me that a pair of hamadryad were

reported as having been " seen in copula " and killed in a tea-garden

close to him at Jalpaiguri at the end of April or early May 1908. Mr,

Lister too, of Pashok near Darjeeling, told me that the natives around

him say that the hamadryad has young in April, and it appears a

female was killed there with 23 eggs in the abdomen.

Dentition.—This in my large specimen is as follows :

—

Maxillary.—
Two large tubular fangs side by side anteriorly, followed after a gap

by 3 small teeth grooved on the outer sides. Palato-pterygoid 8 to 9

+ 10 to 12, grooved on their inner faces. Mandibular 15, the 3rd

and 4th longest : grooved on their outer taces. The poison gland

measured 1|" x f" X t/ high.

Callophis macclellandi (Reindardt) (vtir. nov. (jorei).

I received three specimens of a nev.' variety of this snake from

Mr. Gore from Jaipur.*" This I propose to call gorei. The general

colour of the snake is similar to that of the other varieties, viz., a bright

berry-red.

It is peculiar in having no black rings round the body, and no black

vertebral line. This latter is replaced by a series of small distant black

spots. The type I sent to the British Museum and the second specimen

to our Society's collection. The type was a 9 1 foot 10 inches lono-^

See remarks on locality under 'J rac/iisc/iitnit vwiiti<-<jiu.
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the tail being li inches. The ventrals and suhcuudals were 241 + 46.

The second was a ^. The ventrals and subcandals were 219 + 30.

The third very young, with 223 ventrals, and 31 subcandals.

The type was sent to me alive. It exhibited a distaste to being

handled but could not be provoked to bite an object ; when taken by

the neck a good large drop of poison collected below the rostral

through which the tongue was protruded. It flattened itself posterior-

ly under excitement.

Amblycephalid^,

Ainhlycephalus monticola (Cantor).

Two specimens were collected. One captured in Dibrugarh, and

the other at Jaipur. It is essentially a hill snake, so that it is re-

markable to tind it in the plains as far distant from the hills as

Dibrugarh. The ventrals and subcaudals were 188 + 85, and

lyu + ?. There is nothing special to remark upon, except that the

secretion of the anal glands is custard-like in colour and consistency.

VlPERID^.

Lachesis gramineus (iShawj.

The green pit-viper is not very common in the plains of Assam

1 got 7 specimens in all. One was from Jaipur, one from North

Lakhimpur (Joyhing), and the rest from around Dibrugarh. One

specimen was greenish-yellow with a mustard-yellow flank line.

In the Joyhing specimen the flank line was chocolate and white as

noted in specimens from the Khasi Hills.
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THE COMMON BUTTERFLIES OF THE PLAINS OF INDIA

(INCLUDING THOSE MET WITH IN THE HILL STATIONS
OF THE BOMBAY PRESIDENCY).

BY

T. R. Bell, lf.s.

Part VII.

{Continued from page 682 of this Volwne.)

45. Moduza procris, Cramer (fig. 9).—Male and female upperside rich

ferruginous red. Fore and hindwings with a series of short black transverse

lines at base, three on the fore, four on the hind wing ; on the hindwing these

lines occur in cellular area only and are very slender with a black spot in each

of the interspaces above them
; a white spot, varying in size, at apex of cell on

forewings ; a broad white, macular, slightly curved, common discal band, set

in a dusky background, interrupted anteriorly on forewing ; the spots in inter-

spaces 4, 5 and 6 are detached and slightly out of line, the first very small.

Forewing : terminal margin somewhat broadly dusky black, the black produced

in conical shape inwardly in the interspaces and traversed by two slender,

lunular, pale lines. Hindwing : a postdiscal series ot transverse black spots

followed by an outer row of smaller spots, a subterminal lunular black line

and a narrow terminal black baud ; a pale, somewhat sinuous line interposed

between the subterminal and terminal markings. Underside with similar but

more clearly defined markings ; base of fore and basal two-thirds of the hind-

wing pale blue ; on the hindwing the white discal band with its dusky black

margins superposed on the blue area ; the postdiscal series of black spots on the

hindwing diffuse ; the sinuous lines traversing the black terminal margin on

both fore and hindwing broader, more prominent and the interspaces along

the extreme margin touched with white. Antennae black, ochraceous at apex
;

head, thorax and abdomen dark ferruginous red ; beneath bluish white. Exp.

62-78 mm.
Larva.—The body is cylindrical, with spined processes, laterally flattened

and somewhat fleshy, on segments 3 to 12. Head large, flat, surrounded with

2 rows of pointed spines, one inside the other, the spines of one row alternat-

ing with those of the other ; inside the spines, on the face, is a semicircle of 6

brownish-red rounded tubercles, inside these again are 4 more similar tubercles.

Segment 2 has a central row of 8 minute spines. Each segment 3-12 has a

subdorsal and a lateral pedicelled, laterally flattened bunch of spines ; the sub-

dorsal bunch of segment 4 being the longest, directed up and somewhat out-

wards ; the subdorsal bunches of segments 3, 6, 11 and 12 are somewhat shorter

and directed upwards
;
those of segments 7 and 8 are smaller again (of equal

size to each other) and are directed nearly horizontally outwards; the subdorsal

bunches of segments 5 and 6 are very small ; the lateral bunch of segment 3 is
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equal in length to the subdorsal of segment 3 ; the rest of the lateral ones ai-e

all a good deal shorter and subequal : segments 18 and 14 have each a sub-

dorsal bunch of small spines ; besides the foregoing bunches there is also a

spiracular line of small spines from segment 8 to 12 as well as a subspiracular

pair of minute spines on the same segments. Spiracles small, oval,

black. Surface of body somewhat roughened. Color of larva is a dirty

grey, often inclined to chestnut-brown, always with blackish blotches
;

there is a thin white dorsal line on segments 2-4 ; the subspiracular bunch

of spines of segment 6 are whitish yellow and rise from a white patch ; all

pedicels and spines are yellow-brown -, segments 11 and 12 are light yellow

laterally ; abdomen lighter in colour than dorsum. L : 32 mm. ; B : 4mm.

Pupa.-—The pupa is angular with flattened expansions on head and on

dorsal line of abdomen. It is of the Aihyma {vide PI. 1, fig. 10 a) type, but

is more curved in the longitudinal axis ; the head processes are bent forward

and the ventral line of wings is convex as well as that of abdomen. The head

and segment 2 together are nearly square seen from above, slightly broader in

front, with two processes proceeding out in front, one from each eye ; these

processes are thick at origin, dilated each into a triangle, flattened above and

below, the two touching at the inner basal angles (their apices being nearest

the head) so as to leave a circular space between the touching angles and front

of head, the bases of the two triangles (their free front edges') being in the

same slightly curved line at right angles to longitudinal axis of pupa ; these

processes are longer than segments 1 and 2 together. Segment 2 is fiat dorsally.

Thorax is slightly keeled in the dorsal line and is evenly convex ; its surface

somewhat bumpy ; the shoulder ridges running out, each, into a lateral short,

sharp point ; wings expanded somewhat from just behind shoulders, the

lateral edge being sharp, curved up towards dorsum of segment 5, then evenly-

down to end at segment 8. The pupa is broadest at segment 7-8. The surface

of each wing is somewhat concave in centre towards lateral edge of pupa.

The dorsal constriction behind thorax is prominent owing to segment 6 being

suddenly higher than segment [>: it overhangs segment 5 somewhat in fact, this

sudden height being produced by a somewhat large lateral tubercle and a low,

rough, dorsal carina or keel beginning at segment 6 and ending at segment 12,

its length separated into parts by the segment-divisions, these portions on

segments 10, 11, 12 being high, laterally much compressed and rectangular in

outline but low on segments 8 and 9 : the lateral tubercles, existing only on

segments 6, 7, 8 are flat dorsally and perpendicular to the segment surface as

to their lateral faces. Segments 12 and 13 are dorsally flattened and slope

towards the cremaster ; the cremaster is very broadly triangular, hollowed out

doi-sally owing to the prominent extensor ridges ; the ventral extensor ridges

also prominent. Spiracular expansions of segment 2 are small, round, some-

what spongy looking, golden in colour ; the other spiracles are rather large, oval,

brown. Surface of pupa slightly transversly creased- rugose with a few

isolated, very short, bright golden hairs ;
a lateral coarse, low tubercle

10
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on segments 3, 4. 5. Colour of pupa is dull chestnut marked with whitish and
greyish in places rather obscurely ; surface of wings very dark : border of wings
and antennte black

;
some black lines on wings ; a ventral white chain-mark

down centre of abdomen. L : 24mni.; B : 11mm. at segment 7 ; at shoulders :

7-5mm.; across base of head-processes : 7mm.; L. of head-processes : 2*5mm.

Habits.—The egg is laid at the point of a leaf; the young larva,

emerging, proceeds to eat the point, leaving the midrib untouched, in

a straight line at right angles to that midrib, throwing up a rampart

of its droppings and web along the eaten edge, thus separating the

free midrib trom the leaf-surface. On this rib the larva sits, general-

ly slightly curled, and resembles the rampart so perfectly in coloura-

tion and, to a certain extent, in general aspect, that it is easily over-

looked. The very young larva prolongs the miilrib by adding

particles of exci-ement to the point of it. It sticks to this method of

protection until the last stage, changing the leaf of course occasionally

if necessary. It generally goes to other leaves for food after the first

two stages but occasionally dines off the edges of its own particular

one. In the last stage it wanders about, being no longer so inconspi-

cuously coloured and may be found in the middle of a leaf anywhere

on the plant or tree when at rest. Even in this last stage, however,

it looks very like a bird-dropping at times when sitting with its head

bent back on its side, which is a favourite resting position. The

larva may even rest on the underside of a leaf in this last stage.

It wanders a little prior to pupation and finally fixes itself on to

the under surface of some leaf where it spins a copious wad

of silk to hang by. The pupa is fixed very rigidly to this

wad and hangs quite perpendicularly though with the body generally

somewhat curved and resembles much a freshly withered, red-brown,

rolled leaf or leaf-portion. The pupa is occasionally attached to

a perpendicular stem or branch. There are generally two

or three, sometimes even as many as a dozen larvse on a single tree.

The butterfly is a strong flyer with the habits ot the Athyma group

{Pantoporia, Athyma, Limenitis), that is it holds its wings horizontal,

sailing along for short intervals ; is fond of the sunlight and there-

fore frequents dry hill sides in the jungly parts of the country where

the monsoon jis heavy. The males are as commonly seen as the

females. Its distribution is Peninsular India in regions of heavy

eainfall
; Assam ; Burma and Tenasserim, extending into the Malayan
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Subreorioii. It will be found in Thana and in ;ill liill stations of tho

Bombay Presidency. The foodplant of the larva is Mris/^cenda froudosa

the well known scandent shrub with the small red tubular flowers and

showy white calyx-segments resembling leaves in size and

development; Wendlandia exserta, Dc, with opjjosite leaves, and

Wendland'ux Notoniana^ Wall., with three-whorled leaves, both plants

generally shrubby in nature, sometimes growing to small trees anfl

found in somewhat dry situations ; Sarcocephalus mlsiiionis, Haviland, a

small tree with shiny long leaves anil globular heads of closely grow-

ing ofreenish small flowers which affects the banks of rivers in North

Kanara. All three oenera are belonging to the familv of the liuhiacece.

It also feeds upon Stephegyne parvi/olia, Korth {Mi/tmgyna, Kortli.)

a large tree belonging to the same family known by the vernacular

name of Kalam.

46. Athyma perius, L. (Plate C, fig. 14) and (fig, 12).—Male and female

uj)perside black (perhaps blackish brown in the female), with the following

white markings : forewing : a clavate, white discoidal streak, twice divided,

a cone-shaped large spot beyond ; a much curved discal macular band, the

spots composing it in interspaces 1, la, 2 broad, rectangular, in interspace 3

small, subtriangular, in interspace 4 circular or oval, in 5 and G elongate, shifted

obliquely inwards ; a postdiscal, sinuous line of transverse narrow spots and a

subterminal line of obscure, short lunules. Hindwing : discal band of fore-

wing continued subbasally across, broad and not macular, traversed only by the

veins ; a postdiscal macular band, inwardly margined by a series of round

black dots and a subterminal line of obscure lunules as on the forewing.

Underside golden ochraceous yellow; the white markings as on the upperside, but

heavily margined and defined with black ; interspace la with subbasal and

interspace 1 with preapical patches fuliginous black on forewing
;

postdiscal

band on hindwing margined inwardly with pale blue, bearing a superposed

series of black spots, the pale blue extended along the veins crossing the

band ; both fore and hindwing with a prominent terminal narrow black band
;

the cilia white alternated with brown. AntennEe black : head with a spot of

golden ochraceous between the eyes; thorax with a band or two of bluish

spots anteriorly and posteriorly : abdomen transversely narrowly barred bluish

white; beneath : the palpi, thorax and abdomen pure white ; in the female

the abdomen has a double lateral row of minute black dots. Exp. 60-70mm.

Larva.—The shape is cylindrical like that of Moduza ; there are three rows

of pedicelled spines, one subdorsal, one lateral and one subspiracular ;
the

colour is greenish, the pedicels being red. The head is round, the face only

very slightly convex, with a marginal row of 8 sharp, simple, rather long

somewhat shiny dark brown spines directed out at right angles to the longi-

tudinal axis of larva ; inside this row towards front is another row of 10 hard
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conical tubercles ; both rows reach down to the jaws ; the 2 central tubercles

are the longest ; inside the row of tubercles are, towards the top of face, two

hemispherical, rather large tubercles in a horizontal line and underneath

these again is a row of four across the face, the outside one on each side being

as large as the two in the line above, the central 2 smaller ; halfway down
each side of clypeus are two more tubercles, one diagonally below the other

;

the colour of the head is black, the spines being also black, the tubercles

yellow. Segment 2 has a subdorsal and lateral pair of very small yellow

tubercles. Each segment 3-13 has a subdorsal hard pedicel of small sharp

spines, those of segments 3 and 4 being equal and longer than any other :

perhaps that of the 4th is a trifle longer than that of 3rd ; those of segments

6, 8, 11 are nearly as long as these last ; those of 7 and 9 a little shorter, those

of 10 still shorter and those of the 5th segment shortest of all, being j the

length of those of segment 4 ; those of segment 3, if laid on the body,

would overreach the head slightly. Each segment 4-12 has a lateral similar

spined pedicel, but much shorter, being only about § the length of the subdorsal

one
; and those of segment 12 are simple yellow spines. Each segment 3-13

has a subspiracular row of simple spines as well as a pedicel of spines equal

in length to the lateral ones, with the exception of that of segment 13 which

is somewhat smaller ; the subspiracular of segment 14 is represented by a

simple small yellow spine. This anal segment has four longish dorsal, simple

spines arranged, in a square, springing from a raised, hard callosity. Spiracles

are of ordinary size, black, with broad brown streak, flush. Body surface is

smooth and dull. Colour of body is dark yellowish green, the subdoi-sal and

lateral pedicels rising from purple circular marks, these marks meeting across

the back on segment 9; there are a lot of black dots in front and behind the

mark on segment 9 ; there are also a few black dots in front of bases of sub-

spiracular pedicels ; all pedicels are blood-red, the spines of the subdorsal ones

are black, those of the others are yellow. The subdorsal pedicels, except

those of segment 5, have black-tipped spinules below the top bunch. The

subdorsal pedicels of segments 4, 7, 9 are further apart than those

of others. Base of abdomen and legs dark red-brown ; belly greenish.

L : 37 mm ; B : 5 mm ; L. of longest pedicels with spines : 3 mm.
Fupa.—The shape is that of Moduza procris except that the dorsal process

on segment 6 is broader and longer, the thorax-apex more produced backwards

and the head-processes ear-shaped instead of triangular. Here the doi-sal ridge

or carina is flattened into square-topped expansions on segments 6-11; that

on segment 6 is the largest by a long way and the pupa is, therefore, highest at

that point : it is sharp-edged and axe-shaped, the projection directed forwards,

the expansions of segments 7 and 8 really forming, in a way, part of it, being

quite small ; and situated on its hinder edge or slope ; those on segments 9, 10,

1 1 are quite separated from each other, somewhat toothlike, the first small-

est, the last largest. The thorax has the apex produced into a sharp-edged,

rounded peak, slightly overhanging segment 4, this peak being nearly as high
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as the expansion on segment G, the top of which it approaches, that is, the tops

of the two are nearer each other than the bases; the thorax is carinated and the

doi-sal slope of pupa from its apex forward is gradual, falling suddenly at head-

vertex ; segment 2 flattened on dorsum ; head produced over each eye into a

sharp triangular ear-like process which curves outwards ; at each shoulder, on

the doi-soventral margin of pupa, is a two-toothed short process situated in the

plane joining the spii-acular lines of pupa, separated from the point where

wing-expansion commences by a rounded sinus ; that point also slightly pro-

duced and flattened. The spiracles are ordinary. Surface smooth, shiny ; a

semicircle of four small conical tubercles anteriorly ; a small tubercle on seg-

ment 5 ; segments 6. 7.8 somewhat carinated in dorsal line and with a small

lateral tubercle ; segments 9-12 with a minute subdorsal tubercle. Colour

red-brown, suffused with gold on the wing-cases and dorsum, L: 2.'3mm :

B : 10mm.

Habits.—The habits of the larva in all stages are the same as for

Moduza procris. The larva turns yellow, with greenish blue blotches,

before pupating. The pupa is formed on the underside of a leaf, very

generally low down near the ground. The butterflies generally fly

near the ground in the underwood and these, when caught, are mostly

females. They are probably bent on laying eggs. They have the same

flight as Moduza, but are more deliberate in their movements ; and

they are not quite so fond of the sun. Like Moduza, the insect

rests with outspread wings, generally at the tip of a leaf. Neither

of the two species light on the ground, though they may do so

occasionally on a hot day to get moisture. It is not very common

anywhere to catch or see, but the larvae can be found in large numbers

in some localities. These, however, are very liable to be parasitised

by ichneumons when small. The butterfly, when resting at night,

closes the wmgs over the back as do all of its type. The distribution

is "throughout the Himalayas; the hills of Central, Eastern and

Western India, but not, as far as is known, in Ceylon ; Burma :

Tena&serim, extending; to Siam and the Malav Peninsula." The

food plants are belonging to the botanical family Euphorbiacecc which

includes many plants with milky juice. This insect confines itself

to the single genus Gloehidion and has been bred on G. velutinum,

Wight and G. la7iceolarium, Dalz., both undershrubs or small trees^

the former with velvety long oval leaves, growing in the drier

localities at lower levels, the latter affecting the damper, higber parts

of the country, with longer, shiny, rather hard leaves, both with

inconspicuous greenish flowers in the axils of the leaves and round
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flattened fruits dividing up into 3 or 4 parts from the centre, Both

these species are distributed throughout India in the hills.

47' Rahinda hordonia, S/!o?Z (Plate C, fig. 13 and fig. 11).—Male and

female upimrskle black with orange markings. Forewing : discoidal streak

broad, anteriorly twice indented, at apex extending into base of interspace ,->
;

posterior discal spots coalescent, forming an irregular oblique .short, broad band;

anterior spots also coalescent, oblique from costa ; a postdiscal, obscure, grey,

bicurved, transverse line and a very slender, also obscure, transverse subterminal

line. Hindwing : a subbasal transverse broad band and a much narrower post-

discal band ciirved inwards at the ends; beyond this the black terminal margin

is traversed by a still blacker subterminal line. Underside chestnut-brown,

covered with short, slender transverse brown stiiag on the margin of the

orange markings which are similar to those on the upperside but broader,

paler and less clearly defined. Forewing : the pale transverse postdiscal and

orange subterminal lines of the upperside replaced by a postdiscal lilacine

narrow band, defined by somewhat crenulate chestnut-brown lines on either

side and a pale subterminal line. Hindwing : the base suffused with lilacine
;

the subbasal and postdiscal bands bordered outwardly by narrow lilacine

bands, the orange-yellow of the postdiscal band much obscured by the trans-

verse brown striae ; the terminal margin with a sinuous, obscure, broad, lila-

cine line. Antenna, head, thorax and abdomen black ; beneath, the palpi and

thorax greyish, abdomen ochraceous In the dry-season form the markings

are similar, but very much broader ;
on the ^ipperside of the forewing the

postdiscal line generally and the subterminal line always clearly defined, the

former, sometimes, like the latter, orange-yellow. Underside paler, blurred,

the transverse short brown striae in many specimens covering nearly the

whole surface of the wings. Exp. 38-54mm.

The orange of the coloured figure is not bright enough, the black not deep

enough.

Egg.—It is shaped like a sea-urchin but is higher than broad ; the surface is

covered with rows of hexagonal cells with their bottoms concave and shiny,

each angle of each cell bearing an erect, minute, colourless spine ; there is a

small round depression on the top round which there are 7 of the hexagonal

cells, and there are 7 rows between it and the base of the egg. Colour azure-

blue. B : about O. 8mm.
Larva.—The body is more or less cylindrical but somewhat thickest at

middle ; there are small fleshy, short, conical tubercles dorso-laterally on seg-

ments .-!, 4, 6 and 1 2 ; the colour is grey-green with dark green diagonal markings.

The head is triangular, the apex rounded ; the clypeus small, triangular ; dull

olive-green in colour with a whitish cheek-stripe ; the surface covered with

little white tubercles bearing each a very short hair. The body surface is dull

and covered all over, as well as the belly, with tiny white tubercles bearing

each a short hair ; the anal segments have a few short, erect, reddish hairs.

Anal flap with. tumid extremity, triangular in shape. The first pair of dorso-
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lateral tubercles, on segment ;5. are very small
; the luxl, on segment 4, as also

the pair on segment G.are longer and equal to each other : the pair on segment
12 are as long as these last but thinner : all tubercles are set witii short erect

hairs at their ends. Spiracles are nearly circular, small, .shiny dark brown in

colour. The markings are as follows : there is a slightly raised subspiracular
fold of skin from segment 5 to segment 12. approaching nearest to the base of
legs on segments 7 and 8. being slightly curved ; there is a white dorsal line,

flanked by dark-green narrowly, from end to end of larva : the space included
between the tubercles of segments 4 and 12. bounded laterally by a line con-
necting the bases of the former tubercles with the end of the fold on segment
5. then by the fold as far as front margin of segment 9, then by a line con-
necting this point with the dorsal line at posterior margin of segment 1 1 is

green strongly sufPused with grey : all the l)ody anterior to this space (which
may be called the saddle) and segment 8 (on the saddle) is light olive-green
getting whitish upwards

; the part of body after segment 8 below the saddle
as far as anal claspers is dark olive-green

; there is a black diagonal band
along the line separating this dark olive part from the grey-green saddle • each
segment 6, 7. 8, 9 is marked laterally with a dark green diagonal stripe of
which that on segment (I is often the best defined, the succeeding ones becom-
ing more and more indistinct. L : 2r)mm.

; B : 4mm.
Pupa.—The pupa is of the same shape as that of Neptis jumbah, though

smaller. The thorax is somewhat highly keeled in dorsal line, as also the
abdomen in the posterior part ; the wings are expanded laterally, the margin
(lateral margin of the pupa) being sharp and slightly waved : the outer margin
of wings is also slightly waved. The front of the head is widely and shallowly
concave, sharp edged dorso-ventrally, the vertex is slightly convex, the ascent
in dorsal line is slight. The dorsal slope of thorax is at 45° to the longitudinal
axis of pupa, the apex the same height as abdomen at segment 6, the wing-
expansion curve nearly rising to the same height as the apex of thorax
Cremaster flat and triangular with extensor ridges developed dorsally. Spiracles
ordinary in size, roundly oval, raised, dark brown. Surface of body extremely
finely rugose with transverse striae

; segment 5 with a flat, raised, rather large
subdorsal surface which is shiny mother-of-pearl

; segment 4 with two such
surfaces on each side, one subdorsal, the larger, the other, lateral, much smaller;
the thorax has two such raised surfaces in juxtaposition slightly anteriorly on
lateral margin, the anterior one the smaller and another just in front of these;
segment 2 has one such lateral spot

; the colour of the pupa is green, wings'
darker, indications of diagonal bands on abdomen. L : 12 : mm. : °B : 4'5mm.
at widest part of wing expansion

; H : 4-2mm.

Habits.—The egg is laid on rlie top .sm-tace of a leafier. The vouik'-

larva, emergino-, cuts the midrih of the leaf nearly through, then cuts
the leaflets oft' at their bases, attaching them by silken threads to their

respective i)laces, and cuts the pinnip through in several jdaces,
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fastening in the same way with silks to prevent them becoming detached

and falling to the ground : so that the part of the leaf beyond

where the midrib is nearly cut through hangs down laxly and withers.

The egg larva cuts through the stalks of a few leaflets at the

point of one of the pinnse as often as not and, as it grows, con-

tinues the work. The full grown larva changes its leaf perhaps once

or even twice occasionally, treating it each time as above described.

It lies on the last pinna, hidden by the leaflets and other pinnae. It

nupates there also. The larva eats the withered leaves as long as they

are not too dry. It resembles them in colour very much and there is

no doubt that the ruse acts as a protection against predaceous spiders

and birds to a certain extent. The pupse however are much parasi-

tised by ichneumon wasps of small size : the ichneumon laying its eggs

in the larva. It would therefore be more correct to say that the latter

is parasitised and not the pupa. The butterfly never rises much above

the surface of the ground and is a weak flier, generally resting on

the leaves of bushes in fairly thick places : and also genemlly

somewhere in the neighbourhood of the foodplant of its larva. The

wings are held fully open or slightly inclined to the horizontal when

basking in the sun but they are closed over the back in dull weather

or when the insect seeks protection. The flight is something after

the manner of an yl/A?/?wa, the wings being hardly ever brought to

touch over the back though they are raised higher than in that genus

between the downward strokes. The insect is very fairly common in

places though perhaps not as plentiful as Neptis eiirynome and it is

also perhaps slightly scarcer in open country than that species. There

is another larva very much like this one which, however, has the

tubercles much more developed, in fact they are large enough to be

called spinous processes : the head also has each lobe produced into a

small point: the description is as follows :

—

Larva.—Is like that of hordonia in shape and markings and, to a certain ex-

tent also in habits. The head is trapeze-shaped, the narrower end being the

vertex, and is divided down the middle by a depressed line
;
the vertex of each

lobe is produced into a short blunt point, the two points not widely separated.

The four pairs of fleshy tubercles on segments 3, 4, 6 and 1 are thrice as long as

in R. hordonia and are directed slightly backwards, the tubercles of each segment

are not connected by a ridge as in that species. The spiracles and surface of

larva are the same. The colour is : a white doraal line
;
the " saddle " on doi-sum

of sewments 4-10 is brown-green or red-brown of varying shades in different
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specimens with similar diagonal lined on segments 3-7 as in R. hordonia ; the head

and rest of the body are brown apple-green with the subspiracnjar ridge light,

white on segments I I and i2 ; the first pair of pro'^esses or projections are black

oil the outside margins ; there are white lateral points or lints on set^ments 2-5 ;

w black line from base of each proleg runs up the anterior part of it to the

sobspiracular ridge which is present also on segments 5 and ti
; belly lightish

green wiih a fine central dark line ; the colour may vary from light giey-green

to dark brown-red green. The length and breadth as for R. hordonia.

rupa.—The pupa is not distinguishable from that of R. hordonia except that

the wing expansion is perhaps slightly more curved up, the sinus in front of

head perhaps slightly shallower. Length and breadth and colour as in that

species.

Hahits.—Are like tho>e o^ hordonia but differ in that the larva lives

an opener life, notcntting leaflets in the same profusion as that species.

It pupates in a siniilai* manner. Both walk in a halting manner.

Which of these two larvae produces true R. hordonia is still a moot

point. We have called the first by the name for the time being. It

is indeed rather difficult to find any difference between the insects

produced by the two the more so since both butterflies are somewhat

variable according to season in colour and heaviness of black markings.

The mules have a sex- mark on the upperside of hindwing, about the

middle of the costal area, which appears tc be darker in the second

form than in the first, Further breeding will perhaps set the question

at rest but at present it is impossible to say with certainty whether

we have to do with different species or whether the larva is dimorphic.

There seems to be little reason for this latter supposition for the

larv£E are found in the same place at the sume seasons. The foodplants

however differ for, while the first form is found only on Acacia

pennata, Willd., with numerous small leaHets, the former affects

Alhizzia oderatissima Benth. and Acacia concinna, Dc. also, the latter a

similar creeper to the first but growing in damper localities and havmg

Jess numerous, larger leaflets. Rahinda hordonia is spread over

Continental India from the Himalayas to Travancore ; Assam ;

Burma ; Tenasserim, extending into the Malayan subregion.

Note.—For the uninitiated : the leaves of these Acacia creepers (all

extremely prickly or thorny) are said to be hipinnale, that is the

midrib bears a series of opposite bnuichlets or pinrice which bear in

their turn the leaflets, also opposite to each other and close together

while the pinnae are widely separated.

11
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48. Neptis eurynome, Wistiuood (fig. 13, underside and PI C. Fig. 12,

male).—Male and temale upperxUh in the dry season are black, with pure

white markings. Forewing : discoidal streak clavaie. apically truncate, sub-

apically eiiher notched or sonietimes indistirctjy divided ; Irangular spot

bisyond broad, well-defined acute at the apex, but not eh ngale ; discal

series of spots separate, not connate, each about twice as longas bread : postdis-

cal transverse series of small spots incomplete, but sume are always pi-esenfc.

Hi' dwing : subbasai band of even or nearly even width ; discal and subter-

minal pale lines obscure
;

postdiscal seiies of spots well separated, quad-

rate or subquadrate, very seldim narrow. Umhrmie from pale golden

ochraceous to dark ochraceous, almost chocolate ; wliite markings as on

upperside but broader and defii ed wiih black. Forewii g : inteispaces la and

1 from base to near apex shaded with black, some transveise white markings

on either side of the transveise postdiscal series of snjall spots. Hindwirg :

a streak of white on costal margin at base, a more slender white streak bdow
it ; the discal and subterminal pale lines of ihe upperside leplaced by narrow

white lines with still narrower margins of black. Antennae, head, thorax and

abdomea black ; the palpi, thorax and abdomen beneath du&ky white, E.\p.

44 70mm.
The wei senxon /brm differs only in the narrowness of the white markings

and in the slightly daiker ground colour and broader black margins to the

spots and bands on fclie underside.

Lunui.—The larva is not unlike that of Ruhinda in shape, but is

different in aspect, being much rougher owing to more developed and

somewhat densely set tubercles all over the surface ; the place of the

points on segments 3, 4, 6, 12 is taken by bent fleshy processes, also

set with tubercles, each bearing a short hair, as do those of the body »

these tubercles somewhat, flattened and geneially cuived out ai d down-

wards; being flashy, they are to some extent eiectile ; the pair on segment

4 bemg moie than twice the length of the others, those on segment G the

smallest ; those of segment 4 are connected by a distinct stiaight ridge, those of

segments 3 and 6 also, but to a lesser degree ; the head is peihaps a little higher

than in the second form of Rahhuli honlonia and the vertex points are some-

what moie developed and sharp instead of blunt, and further apait, divided

by a rounded sinus, tho surface a good deal rougher tubeiculate; clypena

small as in the other ; the surface covered wi.h tubeicles, of which one on

each side of clypeus-apex and two on middle of face of upper part of each

lobe much larger than the rest ; all tubeicles of head and body yellowish

;

the colour is similar, varying a good deal in shade, generally brown with the

saddle suffused with grey, a suffusion of ochreous mottled with brown and

with tlie stiipe on the place wheie the leg is or would be on segments T), G, 7.

The spiracles are similar, the anal flap tumid, as in that species ; the subsi)ira.

cular ledge is strongly developed on segments 0, 7, 8, and the tubeicles on it

longer and thorn-like, though thin ; the dorsal white line is piesent, though
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Sepl

Marking

thin ; the daik (green, biown or ch«'Colate"), laieial rfgicn tn Pfgmcnls 1 1,12,

embiaciiig the whole of segments IH, 1 4 is also heie ; the diag. nal stiipes alone

are indistinct aboe the lidge on sfgmcnts 410 ; (here are pornc greeny white or

cream-colouied lines fn the ridge below spiiacle otsegmeni 1 1 and veiy often

some spots or a line of the same ctilour above
it

;
but these may be entirely wanting; the

belly is the colour of the dark lateral portion

of segments 11-1 1 with a darker central line

except on the front two segments where
the colour may be lighter in colour and

move appioachmg that of the - saddle ". The
length of the processes of segment 4 is I'mm..

and all processes are somewhat pronouncedly

spiny or tuberculous at extremities. Owing to the long processes the larva

looks thickest at segment 4, espec ally when at rest with its true legs bunched

and the fiont of body fiom Rfgmcnt 7 forwa ds raised and bent sharply at

segment 5 fi. Ihe face turned down, which is the usual position. L : ^Imm.-

B : 4n)ra at middle.

/'u/j./.—This pupa is of ihe type of that of Ruhiiuhi honbmm but is laiger.

broadoi- comparat'vsly, generally stouter, the wings more expanded laterally,

their dorsal margins more pronout.cedly waved and the rounded tornal angle

produced upwards so as to be higher than the general surface of ihi- pupa at

segment 6, tho terminal maign therefore, longer here ihan in that s^pecies ; the

pupa is broadest at segment G ; the head-vertex isperpendicu'ar to loi giludinal

axis of pupa and sepaiaied from tiie ventral surface by a distinct lidge which

is continued to the point of a sliort, slout. tria'igularlv pyiamidal projection

pointing out forwaids and lateially from each eye : the lalera' oulliiie of the

pupa being formed by one side of the pyramid, anotlier side making a ridge to

the base of antenna ; the head with segment 2 make an oblong folid, the upper

surface be ng the flat second segment, the two prominent eye-projections form-

inT the lower anterior corners, the anterior face, the head-verLex. the under

surface being the face of head whi^h ish -re ventral; the base of each antenna is

slightly prominent foiming a i-niall tubercular projection poiniing tow aids; the

lateral outline of the pupa diveiges from the central axis slightly from the

hinder niai gin of segment 2 to the shoulder, wheie (here is also a small piomi-

nent tubercle pointing outwards, the wiag expansion commencing immediately

afterwaids ; the doisal line of pupa ascends from segment 2 (which is pa allel

to longitudinal axis) at first at right angles to that axis for a short space,

then for about two-thirds the length at an angle of 4;.° in a slight cuive to the

apex—the whole slightly carii ated, most highly at apex— whence il fjills rather

suddenly and shortly to se;^ment 4 and so to segment 5, whence it rises agiin

somewhat gently to near hinder margin of segment G—without carination— then

curving down in a quarter circle cuive to creniaster— heie. again, caiinated

slightly, the carinatii.n being higher at the hinder margin of each segment
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than at the front margin of the sncceeding one ; in the ventral line the head is

convex, the wing-junction line is stiaight and the abdomen is curved aftr r the

thickened end of wings ; the thorax is humped, that is, convexly prominent, the

hinder margin a quarter circle curve meeting the wing-line in a broad, open

rounded angle of about 90°. Spiiaclesof segment 2 indicated by a small

oval ora ige flat surface facing forwaids formed by the fiont maigin of segment

3, being raised in a short cutve above margin of segment '2; the rest of the

spiracles oval, hollow, dark brown, rather small. Surface of pupa somewhat

shiny, smooth, with a cential dorso-lateral rather prominent, conical small tu-

bercle on segment 6 and an indication of a blunt one on segment 4. The

cremaster as in XejiL^ jttnb ih. The colour of the pupa is a pearly greenish

yeilowisb-white, the thoracis ma'gin. wing-expansions, antennae, the venation

of wings, head-points, shoulders and dorsal line marked wilh olive brown
;

there is also a brown spot at centre on each side of probos^cis inside and a lar-

ger one opposite it on the other side joined by a brown line to the origin of

veins 3 and 4 on the wing, a fi ae brown transve se discal line and a similar sub-

terminal line to wing the teiminal margin nariowly brown ; a golden Kufiusion

on abilomen above and below, especially on doisum of segment •), resembling

mother-of-pearl. L : 9mm. ; B : 6-5mm. across wing-expansion at segment 6';

3mm. across head.

Hahits—The egg is always laid on the upperside of si It^af and

generally at the p(jint. The little larva on emerging, immediately.,

aftar eating the egg-shell, proceeds to make a bed for itself upon the

extreme point of the midrib, giadually eating jiieces of the Itaf and

leaving it free ; it does not aotually eat all the p'eues but gnaws a lot

free and hangs them by silken threads from its ptrch. It does not, like

Rabinda hordonia gnaw partially through the midrib and live amongst

the little pendent |»ieces, but sits quiie openly on its bed It eats

withered pieces of the leaf with apparent gusto like Rakinda. As the

larva grows it lengthens the free portion of the midrib by eating off

more and more surface of the leaf. After tie third moult, however, it

will generally gnaw the stem of a leaf or Jeailet through partially, so

that it hangs down and withers, curling in the process : in this it sits,

wandering away to feed. The colour ot different larva? varies to match

the different shades of withered leaves. The larva is sluggish, walking

haltingly and resting very generally with the head turned round on the

side and with the face bowed. The pupation takes place on the under-

side of a leaf or twig, as often as not from a perpendicular branchlet or

stalk and the attachment is strong and firm, so that the pupa hangs

rigidly : it wriggles when touched. The butterfly has much tl e same

habits as Rakinda hordonia and frequents much the same places,
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althongh, perhaps, it is the comtnoner of the two. It f.ies also in the

same manner, though somewlat stronger on the wing and rests in the

riun with the whole of the upperside visihie ; it closes the wings over
the back when it wishes to hide or during rain, or when it retiies lor

the night. The insect is found throughout the whole of Continental

India and Oeylon : in Assam, Burma and Tonar,serim, and extends to

China and the Malay.m subregion. Its foodplants are various species

of Lecfuminosa, Tiliacew, MalracecF, botanical families coniaining

Vetches, our English Lime-tree or Linden, and the Mallows respec-

tively. Generally the larva has lieen found on Culista, Flemingia,

Mucuna, Xylia of the first family ; Grewia, Triumietia and CorJiorus

of the second and Borrbax of the third. Tlie family Stercuiiacete

gives another genus, namely Helicteres and the OUaceie still another

Maf>i>ia fwiida. So there is no lack of foodplants. aid no reason why
the insects should be limited in its area of distribution.

40. Neptis columella, Cntmer.—MaAe and female uppersiile black with
white markings. Forewing: discoidal streak, widening towaids apex ; notched
preapically on the anterior maigin ai^d obliquely truncate at apex spot
beyond laige, broadly triangular, well separated ; discal spots in paiis, varying
in size, spot of this series in interspace \a always elongate ; spots in transverse

postdiscal senes obscure, not all well defined, inaigined on both s.des with
deeper black than that of the ground-colour

; the space between the series

and ihe discal spots and also the terminal margin beyond it with obscure
transver-se pale markings. Hindwing: costal margin bioadly greyish- brown

;

subbasal band not extending to costa, of varying widih ; discal and subteiminal

pale transverse lines, the space between them darker than the ground-colour,
travelled by a prominent postdiscal series of spots of varying srze. Cilia white
alternating with black, itulerside ferruginous brown ; white maikiiigh as on the
upperside bat broader : the pale marking between the discal and postdiscal
series of spots, the subteiminal maikings on the uppeiside of the foiewing
and the discal and subtenninal pale lines on the uppeiside of the hind-
wing represented by pale lunular tiansveise whitish maikings. The costal
margin of the hindwing above vein 8 very broad, especially in the female.
Antennae dark brown to black

; head, thorax and abdomen daik biownish
black; beneath white. The dru sp.ason formh&s the white markings gcneially
bioader and the ground-colour of the undeiside brighter. Exp. Gi.-7:".mm.

This Septia has not been bred, though it was once, it is thought, seen laying
eggs on a creeper of the genus Dalbergia.

f/ahtts.—There is nothing to distinguish the imago i'romlVejjtis jumbah
m the general habits though it is much more of a jungle insect than that

species. It exists in Western and Southern India and is recorded from
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Mahableshwar, Kanara and the Nilgiris ; also from Sikhim, Bhutan,

throu<rh tho hills of Assam, Burmah and Tenasserim to the Malay

Peninsula, Siam and Sumatra. It will not be found in the true Plains.

50 Nt-pt s jumbah, Mocre.—Male and female similar to N.coiumt-.Ua, but

with the following difleiences :

—

I j)2urHi(le fuliginous black, the inteispaces

between the veins deeper blaok, veiy conspicuous in certain lights, particularly

so between the subbasal and postdiscal mai kings on the hindwing ; the white

markings suiiused with very pale bluish gi-een ; the posterior two spo a of the

discal series of the forewing subeiiual ; the postdiscal mactilar band on the

hindwing with a tendency to obsolescence, vaiying from a nairow seiies of

white lunules to a somewhat diffuse, transverse, narrow pale band. On the under-

^de the ground-colour is paler than in A', culumella, the interspaces between the

veins conspicuously much darker; the postdiscal and subterminal markings on

both fore and hindwings diffuse and very ill defined . In the female the spots on

the forewing and the subbasal band on the hindwing are compaiatively

broader than they are in the male; in the dry .-cason/orm of both sexes, as

compared with the witse'ison form often conspicuously broader. Anteijnae,

head, thorax and abdomen as in A', colume la. Exp. 62-70mm.

Egg.—The form is dome-shaped, b.oadest just above the base ; there is a

six-sided depression in centre of top surrounded by seven similar six-sided

depressions and ther*^ are six rows of such depressions from top to base not

counting the cential top one ; the walls of these pits are thin and there is a

thin, short fine spine at each intersection : otherwise at each angle of depres-

sion ; the bottoms of the pits are concave, shiny and smooth. The colour of

the egg is gieen. The breadth is 1*1 mm., equal to the height.

Larvit.—The body is the same shape as that of JS'epHs eurynome, exactlj in

every particular, that is, thickest in the middle, though appearing to be thickest

about segment 4, where the longest pair- of excrescences are. Head is trapeze-

shaped seen from in front, the vertex being the shortest side, the lateml lines

the longest ; the basal line across jaws is slightly curved ; the vertex is triangu-

larly indented, each lobe having a short pointed tubercle on the vertex ; the

surface is set with small, shortly-setiferous tubercles ; the colour is red-brown, a

dark-brown check-stripe, with a similar line down centre of face splitting down

the sides of clypeus. Segment 2 is a good deal narrower than head, and lower.

Segment 8 is laiger in diameter than segment 2, similar, but with a well-defined

dorsal central ridge, ending in a small dorsolateral, brushy, fleshy tubercle or

process, running across it at right angles to the body-axis, the ridge being as long

as the larva is broad at that point. Segment 4 has a similar ridge which, however,

is a great deal moie developed and ends at each side in along, fleshy, anteriorly

and posteiiorly compressed process which is shortly haired at tip: these processes

curve at fi st out and then towards each other like a pair of horns, and are as

long as the breadth of the body at the point where they are situated. Segment

5 has no processes or ridge. Segment 6 has a ridge pan^llel to those of segments
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3 and 4 dorsaJly, but no processes except the abrupt ends of the ridge may be

called such. Segments 8-12 deciease gradually in diameter and the last has a

short, Oeshy, subdoisal (or dorso-lateral) tubeicle or piocess which curves

backwards, the two connected by a low ridge and set with short hairs. There

is a slight ridge subspiraculaily on segments 5-8. Segments 13 and 14 slope

quickly in the doisal line to the narrowly rounded anal flap. Segments 10-12

never rest on the suiface the lai\a is on. Body surface coveied with very

small, shortly setiferous yellow tubercles. Spiracles oval, black. The colour

is rosy brown suffused with smoky dorsally ou segnients 4-8 ; ridge dark

on the front face, yellow on top ; below a line from the lower anterioi

marginal corner of segment 8 to the base of the tubertks of segment 12, the

colour is deep velvety black-red which colour is that of the whole of segments

13 and 14; a smudge of same colour on lateral face of ridge of segment G
;

indistinct diagonal darkish bands laterally meeting on dorsum of segment 7 and

segment 8, running from base of prolegs of preceding segments backwaids ; on

the black red portions of segments 10- 12 there may be some bright large emeiald-

green raark^ which are not often absent ; there is a lightish dorsal line , belly a

little lighter than segments 13 and 14. L : 23 mm. ; B : 4'5 mm. at segment 4.

Pupa- The pupa is very similar in shape to that of liahinda (but broader)

and of Xeptin eurijnome. Head and segment 2, nearly square seen from above,

broader than long, produced at the two front corners into a ventrally flattened

triangularly pyramidal short, broad, stout point, directed out and foiwaids
;

the front of head is slightly concavely curved and rather deep dorsoveutrally ;

the dorsum of segment 2 is flat ; the wings are expanded giadually from the

shouldeis to segment 6, the lateral line somewhat concave in centre and

ascending gradually until it is higher than dorsum of pupa at that segment ;

thorax large, caiinated in dorsal line, ascending in that line from segment 2 to

the prominent though rounded apex, then descending rapidly to hinder maigin:

a slight dorsal constriction behind thorax
; wing surfaces inclined to each other

at an angle of 70°
; pupa highest at thorax-apex, broadest at segment 6 ; the

dorsal line descends from thoiax-apex to segment 6 front maigin, then rises

suddenly, to descend again gradually in a curve of a quarter-circle to ciemaster :

the abdomen is lowly keeled in the dorsal line, this keel being higher at the

hinder margin of each seginent than at the front margin of the succeeding one.

Ciemaster with stiong dorsal and ventral extensor ridges, triangular, at right

angles to axis of pupa. Surface smooth, u small boss at spiracle of segment 2 and

a subdorsal conical, sharp tubercle on segment 6. Spiracles oval, black, small pro-

minent. Colour dark red-brown to yellow-while, generally strongly suilused

with gold with a subdorsal gold patch or spot on segments 2, 3, 4, 5. L : l6mm.

:

B : Smna. ; at segment 6, at head front : 4 mm. ; H. at apex of thorax : Gmm.

Habitu—The eg^' is laid at the point of a leaf or leaflet. The larva,

enlarging, eats the midrib tree, attaching bits of leaf by silJcs ro tlie

rib which hang down loose, leaving the point of rib with a little wing
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of leaf-surface on each side upon which it sits ; when full-grown cuts

off entire leaflets or leaves attaching them to stalk by silks and lives

on one of these banging leaflets or leaves. The pupa is formed

hanging from the underside of a leaf or sometimes from the end of

the original midrib. The ways of the butterfly are very similar to

those of Neptis eurynome or Neptis columella, but more like t e lat-

ter in its habit of flying higher up than the former and in its liking

for jungly places ; it rests in a similar manner. The insect exists in

Benga!, Southern India, in Kanara and Travancore, the Nilgiris,

Ceylon, Burma, Teuasserim and the Andiunans. The foodplants are

many, even more numerous than those of Neptis euryvome. It has

been found on many Leguminosce, mostly trees such as Xylia dolabri-

formis, Pongamia glabra, shrubs and creepers such as Valbergicn and

Wagatea spicata ; on Malvacecu, such as Bombax malabaricnm,

T/iespesia populnea. Hibiscus, ike. ; 2'iliacece such as Grewia,

Elaocarpus, Rliamnacece such as Zizi/phus. &c.

51. Cyrestis thyoda mas, i^om/wrai (Plate C, fig. 11).—Male and female

upperskle white, in many specimens, pale ochiaceous yellow, veins black. Fore-

wing with four very slender, irregularly sinuous transveise black lines, the

costal margin shaded with ochraceous at base and fuscous beyond ; cell crossed

by three or four additional fine short lines ; a postdiscal very incomplete

series of white-centred bi'oad fuscous rings in the interspaces, tinged with

ochraceous near the tornus and broadly interrupted in interspaces '6 and 4
;

beyond this two iransveise black lines not reaching the doisal maigin,

shaded with fuscous between ; a pronounced subterniinal black line
;

terminal margin black, the area between lilacine-grey ; cilia grey ; the apex

broadly shaded with fuscous. Hindwing with three transverse fine lines ; a

pair of postdiscal, broad, black lines shaded with light sepia-brown between,

forming a conspicuous band, the outer line broken and incomplete, followed by

two irregular fine black lines, a snbterminal more pronounced black line and,

posteriorly, a narrow black terminal margin ; dorsal margin broadly fuscous at

base ; apical half and the toinal aiea and lobe lich ochiaceous with some

sepia-brown and black markings. Lnderside similar, the markings cf the

upperside showing through by transparency ; the ochiaceous shading on

tornal area and dorsum of hindwing of less extent but the toinal lobe darker

ochraceous with a central round black spot. The markings both on under and

upperside vary little in depth of colour aud breadth. In many specimens there

18 a diffuse fuscous spot between the discal pair of transverse fine lines on fore-

wing. Antenna;, head, thorax and abdomen with dorsal aud lateral black linea
;

white below. Exp. 48-70 mm.

Egg.—Ik highly dome-shaped, almost conical, ridged longitudinally, with &
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aperture at the top fitted with u deeply dentate flat cap like a cogged wheel, the

cogs fitting into corresponding openings round the top of the body of the egg,

the resulting teeth between the openings being the tops of the longitudinal rid-

ges. The colour is a greasy shiny yellow. The length would be slightly over 1 mm
Liirva (PI. 1., fig 7).—The form of the larva is s[iindlc-shapc, with a pair

of outward curved long horns on the head, a long, recurved, doisal horn on

segment 6 and another, curved forwards, on segment 12 ; the colour is dark

brown with a broad spiracular yellow band on segments 7 14. The; head has

the face flat, the surface tubercular-rugose, each lobe having a long, outwardly

curved horn, in the same plane as the face, on its vertex ; these hoins first

diverge slightly and strongly and are separated at base by a small semi

circular sinus ; they are twice as long as the head is high, their surface as well as

that of the rest of head set with small black setiferous tubercles ; colour ot head

and horns brown-black, a line down centre of face as well as the back and inside

face of horns light brown ; a greenish-white cheek-stripe. Segment 2 narrower

than head
; so is segment 3 ; rest of body is thicker than the head is broad,

very slightly broadest in the middle ; anal end somewhat narrowed, the anal

segment sloping dorsally considerably, square at extremity ; segment 6 has a

very stout, recurved, dorsal horn pointing backwards, longer than the body Is

high and covered thickly with small conical setiferous tubercles, those en the

posterior face being longer and spine-like ; segment 11 has a similar horn,

directed slightly backwards but curved forwards, the tip slightly recurved

tubercled throughout its length, the posterior tubercles longer ; both these

horns (on vsegments 6 and 12) are dark brown in colour with a yellow anuulus

before the point. Spiiacles roundly oval, large, nearly flush, light bicwn in

colour. Suiface of body covered with small, shortly setiferous tubercles, the

tubercles black on the body and yellow on the yellow spiracular band Colour

of the body dark brown with a broad yellow-green spiracular band from the

front margin of segment 7 to the end of larva, commencing broad and thin-

ning posteriorly
; belly watery reddish brown. L : 33 without horns, 36 mm.

with ; B : 4mm ; L. of head-horns : 4'5mm ; of horn on segment 6 : 5mm; of that

on segment 12 : 5mm.
Pupa (PI. I, fig. 7 a.)—The pupa is a mixture between those of Jpafuni

ca7niba and Moduza procris in shape but has two longhead-processes staiting

out straight in front in the same plane as ventrum, curving up strongly towards

dorsal plane, slightly sepaiated from each other at origin and at extremity but

closely applied to each other throughout most of their length; they are conical at

base, cylindrical afterwards and are set with minute tubercles, especially ntar the

tips. The thorax is highest near its hinder margin, slightly keeled in the dorsal

line, this line descending at 45° to longitudinal axis of pupa towaids segment 4

to rise slowly from anterior margin of segmetn G, then rapidly from hinder

margin of that segment, nearly peipendicularly to its loimer coui'se, to the

anterior top angle of a trapeze-shaped, laterally flattened expansion of the

dorsal keel over segments 7 and 8, of which the posterior edge, paiallel lo the

13
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anterior, is longer than the same and curves into the dorsal abdominal

carina behind, this carina soon merging into the dorsal surface: thus making

the abdomen appear somewhat lateially compressed ; the abdomen is slightly

curved, decreasing gradually in diameter fiom f^egment 8 to end ; the cremaster

and segment 14 are flattened doi sally and venti-ally and curved with a

depressed elliptically shaped surface dorsally, at the extremity of which are

fixed the little booklets for suspension ; the ventral line is 8iiai£ht from

head to segment 12 ; wing surfaces meet at a very obtuse angle and their

dorsal edges are expanded very slightly from shoulders to segment 7, commenc-

ing gradually ; the body is thickest at middle of thorax. Body suiface more

or less smo'ith, slightly shiny. Spiiacles not small, oval, ordinary. C< lour of

body is an olivaceous brown grey, finely veined darker ; sometimes red-brown.

L : 22mm, over all : of head-process : 4mm. ; B : 5mm.

Habits—The little egg-larva opens the cap and emerges ; does not

eat the egg-shell and lives on the underside of the leaf in much the

same manner as the larvae of Atliyma or Moduza, i. e., it eats the leaf

along the midrib at the tip generally, but sometimes along a side-rib

from the edge inwards. The egg is, by the way, nearly always

deposited on the underside of a young leaf. The larva does not always

lie on the free rib thus left, though it sometimes does so ; it eats

voraciously, and therefore grows rapidly. The pupa is formed

under a leaf or suspended from a staik or twig, hangs perpendicularly

down and is strongly attached. The trees chosen for laying are

large trees in young leaf as a very general rule, and the larva eats

young leaves only. The places chosen are fairly damp, airy locali-

ties in the jungles, generally in more or less open spots, that is, where

the jungle is not too thick, in fact, in such spots as are favourable to

the growth of the foodplants. The perfect insect flies mostly with

it? wings horizontally stretched keeping them in this position for a

longer time between strokes than any other butterfly we know ;

it is a somewhat frail insect, rather weak of flight, though quick

enough on the wing to escape or avoid capture with a certain ease,

and invaiiably rests with its wings widespread. It flies very high

at times and may be seen round the tops of very tall trees ; but the

flight is not sustained, indeed it may be said never to fly !ar. It rests

on the tops of leaves in the day-time, and is fond of the checkered

shade on sunny days; it often comes to the ground on roads, paths and

in beds of nalas to suck moisture in hot weather and is occasionally

found at flowers. The butterfly is not found in the plains, but exists
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everj'where in tlu* jungle-clad hills from sea-level upwards. The

distribution is said to lie Ccntir^rtal India geneially, from the

Himalayas to Travancore in the hills, avoiding tl e hot dry plains

of Northern and Central India ; Assam, Burma, IVnasserim, extend-

ing to China and Japan. The food-plants of the laiva are certain

fitr-trees; those upon which it has been found are Ficus reliy/osa,

Linn., the Asvatli or Pipal and Fictis henf/ulen.sis, Linn , the ccmmon

Banyan or Wad, both trees distributed throughout Lidia and well

known to everybody. There aie three other species of Cyre lis known

to the Indian Fauna and others in the Austro-Malayan region and

Africa.

52. Junonia iphita, Cramer (Plate A, fig. G).— Male and fdrale vjperside

brown of varying depths of colour. Foiewing : -with one 1 air < 1 M.llatal and

one pair of apical, tiansveise, sinuous fasciae, the outeimctt dtfiniig the dis-

cocellulars ; a short, broad, oblique fascia beyond tv vein 4, its inner margin

diffuse, ilB outer sinuous, but shavpJy dt fin( d ; below vein 4, a sini ous Iransveise

fainter fascia, followed by a discal blackish fascia, very bit ad and difuse;

below costa, bordered by a row of faint oci Hi and a posidifcal tnd buLleiminal

similar fasciae following the contour of the ieinicn. Hincwir}. with a slender

blackish loop near the apex of cellular area ;a broad inwardlj difiu&^e, outwardly

well defined, short discal fascia in cintui nation of the tne tn the foievirg ; a

series of postdiscal somewhat ochraceous ocelli with black pupils minutely

centered with white
;
postdiscal and s-ubteiminal tioad lines as on the fore-

wing. Umler.side brown with very broad darker brown fasciae (he inlerspaces

between the markings irrnrated with puiplish silveiy scales. Foiewiig with

two sinuous fascia) on the basal half followed by a discal fascia, very broad

at the costal margin and decreasing in width to the do) sum, bearing on

its outer border a row of obscure ocelli. This is succeeded by a zigzag

dark line and sinuous subterminal and tejminal lines ; apex and tornal

area sutfu.sed with purplish silvery. Hindwing : two irrigular daik brown,

very broad, curved ^ho^t fasciae near the base ; a slrai{.ht. transveise,

prominent, narrow ochreous-brown ditcal band defined oulwaidly by a black

line ; a transverse postdiscal dark-brown fascia, widest in the niiddle and

bearing outwardly a curved low cf ochrcous-brown, white-centied ocelli,

followed by a Eig-zag daik line in continuation of that on the forewing : a

snbtbiminal somewhat difluse dark fascia and a teiminal daik line Antenna,

head, thorax and abdomen dark brown. Tho giound colour and e^en the

markings vary in shade, some specimens being almost ochreous-brown, the

ocelli often ochieous-ringed on the underside ; the tiansveue ditcal fasciae on

the hindwing with one or two subcostal white spots, that in interspace 7

often large, and occasionally there is one in the same position on the subbasal

transverse band. The uet-season insect, that is, the one appealing in the very
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wet months, is darker in shade than the dry-season specimens, and fresh

individuals of that form often have the puipHsh silvery markings bright

burnished steely blue in colour. The female also or the whole seems at all

times to be lighter in shade than the male, especially on the underside.

Exp. 56-77 mm.
Larni.—The shape of the larva is cylindrical, the anal end rounded and high

.

the body is set with seven longitudinal rows of spinous softish pedicels, one

of each row to each segment 3-l"2. The head is square from front view, the

face somewhat convex, divided into two lobes by a considerably depressed

central line ; surface covered with small white and yellow conical tubercles

bearmg each one hair, one tubercle on the vertex of each lobe being much
larger than the rest and yellow, bearing a long hair ; colour black- bronze with

the vertex reddish. Segment 2 is not much narrower than the head and has a

row of longish, erect, forward-curved hairs and a spiracular pair of small spiny

tubercles above the base of the legs which (the tubercles) are about 1 mm. in

length. Segments 3 and 4 have got these tubercles at bases of the legs also
;

segments 5 an 1 6 hive got them in the place where the legs ought to be but

here tbey are both at the same height instead of one below the other as in

segments *-4
; segments 7-1(1 have them like these latter, segment 11 like the

former. Segments 5-1 1 have a dorsal, subdorsal, lateral and spiracular spine-

bearing pedicel, segments 3 and 4 only a subdorsal and lateral one. segment 12

has two dorsal ones, one near front margin, one near hinder maigin (all the

other segments having them in the centre) besides the subdorsal, lateial and

spiracular oaes; the 13th segment is plainly visible and has the subdorgal pedicels

only ; the anal segment only the lateial pedicel near the hindei edge. All

the pedicels are swollen at base, of equal length except the ones at the bases

of legs which are smaller; the spines are hair-like and disposed iiiegularly

along the pedicels and each pedicel ends in a fine, conical hair-like 8{)ine with

thickened base. Spiracles are rather small, shiny black, oval, raised. Surface

of body covered with minute, conical, white tubercles giving it a velvety

appearance. The colour is black and, when full grown, it is lateially reddish

brown with an indistinct lightish spiracular line ; dorsally, when full-giown,

also, it has a reddish brown tinge with a yellowish shade because of the

tubercles between the subdorsal pedicels of each segment ; belly same colour

as back
;
pedicels dirty watery yellowish, colour of spines brown. L: Sh mm.;

B: 7 mm ; L. of pedicels : 2 mm.
Pupa.—The pupa is of very ordinary nymphaline shape with slight conical

proiubeiance in front of each eye, the surface with a few small conical tubercles

the colour dirty grey-brown in ^hades. The head is square in licnt and

bluuG dorso-ventrally, each eye having a small conical tubercle in front of it

pointing straiglit out in front ; the lateral outline ot pupa slopes slightly out-

wards from head to shoulders, then hardly at all as far as 8> gment 7-8

after which the abdomen narrows to cremaster. The dorsal slope of segment

2 and thorax is the same and is about 45° to longitudinal axis ot pupa
;
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the thorax is somewhat decidedly convex ; the constriction behind is dorsally

considerable though wide, laterally very little ; the wings are not expanded

at all -. on the shoulder is a slight transverse ridge and a short way behind is

another ridge, below the wing-margin, at right angles to it. Spiracle of seg-

ment 2 narrow, raised, small, reddish ; the rest small, oval, raised slightly, light

brown in colour. The stoutest part of pupa is about front margin of segment

7 and the height at apex of thorax is about equal to the breadth there. Surface

smooth, finely aciculate (as if scratched with a needle) very slightly shiny ; a

lateral small conical tubercle on thorax : a dorsal one on its apex ; a dorsal,

subdorsal, and lateral I'ow on abdomen, one of each to each segment : none of

them prominent, some obsolescent, especially the posterior ones. Cremaster

stent, the dor al transverse section semicircular with two strong ventral

extensor ridges. Colour a grey or dirty brownish-black
; a light spot on top

of head and another on each side of front of thorax. L : l8mm.; B : 8mm.

Habits—The egg is laid among the young leaves, either on top

or on the underside, really anywhere. Tlie young larva commences

feeding on the young leaves, lying among them generally puttino- out

a few silks to protect itself by drawing the edges of leaves together

although this is done in a very perfunctory manner. When full

grown the larva lives anywhere on the plant : on the leaves.

on the stem, anywhere. It is sluggish in its movements and

drops to the ground, curling up when disturbed (so does the young

one when handled or touched) but not by a silk. The pupation takes

place genera. ly somewhere near the ground on the undersi ie of a

leaf, from a stick, from the underside of a ledge of rock,

&c., and the colour harmonisas well with the surroundintrs ot

withered leaves, dead sticks and stones. The pu])a is not

particularly firmlv attached, or perhaps it woull be more correct to

say that it is not rigidly attached for it hangs loosely and swings from

side to side, but never falls off. The butterfly is one of the commonest

insects throughout India both in the plains and hills from sea level up-

wards. Like all its near relations it does not rise much above the

ground though it can fly quite a long distimce at times. It is generally

seen basking in the sun low down on a leaf with its wings half or wholly

open and it does not frequent the ground as much as the other members

of the genus. The flight is rapid, of the Neptis type at times, but more

decided and much stronger. The insect rests with its wings closed

over its back at night and, really, at all times when frightened and

not actually basking or playing about. The larva feeds on a great
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number oC ])lunts of the family Acanthacecp which is an order confined

to the Tro]>:GS and containing some species which grow in great

profusion where they exist, sometimes covering the ground lor miles

and miles with a dense growth of plants fifteen feet high and more

(StrjhUanlhes callosvs ixud others of the (Ti^^us) in the hilly parts of

India, Some of the species upon which the caterpillar has heen

found are Str,)/>Uant/ies callosm, Nees. ; Jnsticia m/crantha, Heyne :

Asteracardh'i longifidia, Nees., &c. The distribution is given as

throu<'h'iut Indian limits, extending to China and Sumatra.

S3. Junonta Itfmonlas, /-?«»« (Plate A, fig. 3).—Male and female wper-

gide olive-brown. Foiewing with four sinuous, short, black transverse bars

across cell-area, the outermost defining the discocellulars ; the space

between the middle pair of these bais, two spots bejond the apex of the

ceil, an outwardly angulated, sinuous, discal series of spots, a pcstdiscal

interrupted seri s of similar spots, yellowish or light ochracecus ; aho an

ochraceous inner, subterminal, anieiiorl;^' broken line, ii;wardly margined with

dark brown ; a large discal black blue-centred, reddish ringed ocellus and a

much smaller, very obscure, brown, subapical ocellus between the discal and

postdiscal series of spots; finally a daik brown terminal line fullcwiigthe

outline of the margin. Hindwing with a slender black loop in the apex of

celi-aiea, a large ocellus similar to the diecal one of the fore wing ac oss

interspaces 4. 5 and (>. often with its outer lings enclosing a much smaller ill-

formed ocellus anteriorly ;
postdiscal, subterminal and teiminal dark brown

somewhat lunular lines. Underaide- in the weNS' «so?t /oJ"n« othraceous bicwn.

Forewing: basal half crossed by three broad, pale, dark edged, sinuous bands,

beyond which the angulated discal, the postdiscal, subterminal and

terminal markings of the upperside show faintly through ; the discal ocellus

as on the uppeiside but not so clearly defined and without the blue centre.

Hindwing with three or four sinuous, ill-defined, band-like, pale niarkings on

the basal half, the outer faint bands coalescing ; followed by a postdiscal dark

broad band traversed by a row of minute dots interrupted by two large black

ocellar spots, and a faint subterminal, lunular, brownish line. In the dry newon

form the ground-colour is ochraceous yellow, often ochiaceous red, the mark-

ings more obscure, the two laige black ocellar spots reduced to the size of the

others in the row. Antennae, head, thorax and abdomen dark brown
;

beneath, the palpi, thorax and abdomen pale dull ochraceous. Exp. 5()-G2mm.

V^wroa.—The shape and airangement of opines is the same as that of J. ijdiita

exactly. The head is bilobed, roundish, with the sides more or less parallel to

each other ; shiny metallic dark blue in colour with a stout sLoit tuLeicle

on vertex of each lobe. The colour of body is pale black with a det ptr black

dorsal line; there is no subspiracular line ;all the tubercles or pedicels of spines

are mstallic blue, the spinules dark ; the two tubercles or spines in front of

spiracles of segment -^ are red-yellow as is also the neck. Surface of body
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covered as usual sparsely with minute, whitish, Betiferous tiibeiclea. Spiracles

oval, dull black, Bush, of ordii ary size. L : 'M^ mm, -,6:7 nsm.

J'ui)a.—There is nothing much to distinguish this from tLatof the preceding

species in colour or size so that no particular description has been kept.

Kaliits.—The habits of the htrva are much the stun:» us those of

./. ipliita ;ind the method of pupation and choice of U)cality also.

The style of flight of the imago is also similar as well as the other

habits. '1 his species is, perhaps, less fond of ab.solute plain country

than either J. orithya or J. hierta and is certainly not as ni merous

as any of the other species where they ure found ; it is more

an insect of the jungles than any of the others except J. ipliiia,

though this does not mean that it is anywhere confined to those jun-

gles. The foodplants—for there are probably many— all belong to

the same family as those of the last species. Plants the caterpillar

has been found on are Nelsoniu campestris, 11., and Astemcuniha longi-

folia, Nees., the former a diffuse herb spreading over consideiable

areas in the jungles, with sticky or glutinous leaves and flower-

bracts, the latter a herbaceous plant growing in damp })lace.>, with

whorls of sharp thorns, lanceolate le.ives and blue fioweis, very

common ; both of them distributed throughout India as is also the

butterfly.

54. Junonia at lites, Johanxen.—Male and iema\e upperside pale lavender-

brown, apical half of the wings paler. Foiewirg : cell with three tmnsverse,

short, sinuous, black bands, the outermost defining the discocellulars
; a

similar short, somewhat broader band beyond apex of cell ; two tian.sverse

discal dusky black fasciae, the inner higtily sinuous and ouiwaidly angulate above

vein 4, the outer straighter, somewhat luuular, bordered by a series of whitish

ovals with dusky or black centres ; ihe black-centred spots in the intei^paces

2, 5, 6 margined inwardly with rich ochreous yellow. Beyond this s'eries of

ovals is a lunular narrow transverse dark band followed by fcinuois subterminal

and terminal dark lines. Apex of wing and terminal margins, more or less

broadly, slightly fuliginous ; cillia giey, Hindwing : a t-hort slender black loop

from veia ri to 4 at apex of cell area ;two disc il sinuous transvei'se dark-iascia: in

continuation of those on the forewing ; followed by a series of dark-centred ovals

inintc^paces 2-6, those in interspaces 2.5,0 with dark centres inwardly bordered

broadly with ocWreous yellow
;
postdisual, subterminal and terminal dark lunnlar

lines as on the forewing. Cilia giey. L'mler^iile lilaciue white, maikingas on

the uppeiside but very delicate, slender and somewhat obsolescent. In ihe dry

iea»on [•rm of the male the rows of oval ocelli aie only indicated by the yellow-

centred ovals. The most prominent marking is the inner discal fascia across the

wings -, this is much less sinuous than on the upperside and not angulated on the
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forewing. In the females the markings are all heavier and more distinct, the

space between the various transverse fascise tinged with ochraceous. Exp.

55-6ti ram

Egg —The egg is barrel-shaped, with thirteen longitudinal ridges from top

to base (larallel to each other anil not continued on to the flat top ; these ridges

under the lens are finely beaded and are thin, being one-fifth as broad as an

interspace at the middle of the egg ; the flattish top has a small white ring in

the centre—the miciopyle ; the surface is otherwise shiny and smooth ; the

colour is dark green with all the ridges white.

Larva.—The larva resembles in shape that of J, iphita or any other member

of the genus, the position of the spinous pedicels is also the same. These

spinous pedicels are : on segment '2, below the spiracle, on base of leg, two of

them, one above the other ; two at the same height, beside each other, on seg-

ments .'. and 4 in the same position
; a triangle of three on segments 5 and G,

where the base of the leg would be : two in a horizontal line and one below
;

two in a line on base of pro-legs of segments 7-l0 ; two one below the other on

segn.ent 1 1 ; and a single one subspiracular and slightly laiger, on segments 8-12;

all, except these last, dirty watery-white in colour and set with fine white hairs

as loag as the pedicels in the subspiracular line ; beside these pedicels

there are : a dorsal, dorsolateral, supiaspiracular pedicel on segments 5-1 1 ; a

dorsolateral and supraspiracular one on segments 3 and 4; a dorsolateral pedicel

on segments \'.\ and 14 ; two dorsal ones on segment 12, one near fiont margin,

one near hinder margin, as well as a dorsolateral and supraspiracular one : all

these pedicels above the subspiiacular ones ^re of the same length, just under

2mm.. are shiny blackish in colour and have two whorls of dark yellow-brown

spineletp on them, these spinelets being nearly as long as the pedicels them-

selves ; segment 2 has ten simple, slightly-foiwaids curved spinous haiis along

the front margin, black and lather long. Surface of body is soft looking and

covered besides with Iram. long fine, pure white hairs, each hair springing from

a minute, pure white, circular tubercle (in these hairs lies the diiference from

all other Junonia larvae mentioned). A narrow dorsal line and the whole

dorsum of segment ii have no white hairs, bpiiacles are oval, black, with

shiny bordei.s. The anal flap is nearly semi-circular in outline and somewhat

thickened at extremity where it is yellow-ochreous in coloui. Head rather

small, squarish, the vertex indented triangularly, making it somewhat bilobed
;

the vertex of each lobe bears a conical, shining, ochreous tubercle surrounded

by three or four small ones, each bearing a hau' ; the hair of the large one always

long and white ; another small tubercle in the centre of each lobe-face ; some

stiff black hairs on upper part of face, some soft white ones about the base
;

colour of the head dark bronzy blackish brown with rather a large, triangular

black clypeus ; labrum colourless ; basal antcnnal joint ochreous, second joint

blackish. Neck dull greenish black. The colour of the body is velvety black

looking, under the lens, somewhat shiny greenish-black ; abdomen lighter

blackish ; a subspiracular band sending a short spur up and forwards in front
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of each spiracle, legs and piolcgs all brownish ochieous. The whole larva

appeal's frosted-white on account of the presence of the small .white hairs.

L : 40mm. ; B : 5mm.

Pupa.—The pupa is almost exactly the same shape as that of J. alviana in

every way ; it differs mainly in the colour which is a dull light browu throughout

with the front faces of the tubercles somewhat darker and the hinder faces

somewhat lighter than the ground-colour ; head-points, apex of thorax and

cremaster dark brown ; hinder half of segment 8 lighter than ground-colour
;

the apex of thorax is more pointed than that of J. ahiiana being a conical point

;

the anterior dorsal slope from apex to front of pupa is straight instead of

convex as in that species ; the cremaster is smoothly triangular and has no

tubercles ; the whole pupa is slighter. Spiracles of segment 2 indicated by a

small semicircle of a light red-brown colour on the surface of front margin of

segment 3 ; the other spiracles are rather narrow, black, somewhat raised ovala.

The body is somewhat constricted about segment 5. L : 17*5 mm. ; B : G'25

mm, at shouldei's and at segment 8.

Habits.—The habits of the full-grown caterpillar are very

similar to those of Junonia orithya in that it feeds upon low or

procumbent plants and is generally found lying fuil-stretohed on a

perpendicular stem or stalk. The egg is laid on a stalk of grass,

on the dead stem of a plant, anywhere in fact as the foodplants

grow in great abundance in the spots chosen for ovipositing ; the

little larva finds the proper plant without any trouble and lies on the

undersides of the leaves low down, and drops to the ground curled up

when touched, remaining for a considerable time in that position before

it regains confidence to move again. The pupa, as a rule, is afl&xed

to a stem or leaf in some thick place, where the plants are close

together and mixed with many other species, and, like the larva, is not

easy to find. The butterfly moves very much like the other members

of the genus, keeping much to the ground, and is fond of visiting

flowers ; it is a somewhat weaker insect than any of the other species,

and is not found much in the jungles, keeping chiefly to the open

rice-fields and cultivated lands, especially where the ground is moist in

the neighbourhood of tanks and ponds; it is commoner at sea-level

from Thana southwards in the Bombay Presidency than anywhere else

and is scarce in the jungles of the hills. The distribution is the Terai

at the foot of the Himalayas from Kmnaon to yikhim ; Eastern Bengal
;

Central Provinces ; Kanara ; Ceylon ; Assam ; Burma ; Teuasserim
;

extending into the Malayan subregion. The foodplants are aoantha-

ceous like those of the other members of the genus ; those the larva

13
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has been found on are Asteracantha longifolia, Nees., and a species of

Barleria.

55. Junonia orithya, Linn. (Plate A, fig. 4 $, 4a 9)-—Male upperside
;

somewhat more than half forewing from base velvety black, apical half dull

fuliginous ; cell area with or without two short transverse orange bars ; a blue

patch above the tornus ; the outer margin of the basal black area obliquely

zigzag in a line from the middle of costa to the middle of vein 3, thence straight,

then incurved to middle of dorsal margin
;
just outside it, between veins 2 and

3, a large ocellus, often obscure and surrounded by a margin of the basal black

area, sometimes prominently ringed with orange yellow. Beyond basal black

area is a broad, white, irregularly oblique, discal band followed by a short, oblique,

preapical bar from costa ; a small black orange-ringed ocellus beneath the

bar ; a subterminal continuous line of white spots in the interspaces and ter-

minal jfct-black, slender line, appearing double in some specimens; cilia alternately

dusky black and white. Hindwing blue-shaded with velvety black towards the

base; a postdis'-al black and white or blue and white-centred orange, black-ringed

ocellus in interspace 2 ; another, minutely white-centred or not, similar to

this or completely black, round or oval, sometimes completely wanting, in inter-

space 5 ; the termen narrowly white bordered inside by a black line limiting the

blue area and traversed by a slender black line parallel to the black termen
;

cilia white. Underside forewing : basal half with three black-edged, sinuous

broad, ochraceous-orange transverse bands, followed by a pale discal band
;

ocelli, preapical bar, subterminal and terminal markings, much as on the upper-

side ; the discal band margined inwardly by a broad, black angulated line, which

follows the outline of the black area of the upperside, here replaced by pale

grey, Hindwing irrorated with dusky scales on a greyish ground, crossed by

transverse subbasal and discal, slender, zigzag, brown lines and a postdiscal dark

shade on which are placed the two ocelli as on the upperside ; and sometimes a

black dot in each interspace 3 and 4; subterminal and terminal faint brown lines

and a brownish short streak tipped black at the tornal angle below the lower

ocellus. Female similar, with similar but more clearly defined, larger ocelli and

markings ; the basal half of wings on the upperaide fulliginous brown, the blue

on hindwing sometimes obsolescent, though this is only found in 'specimens

from dry regions, those from places of heavy rainfall always having the blue

developed. Antennae brown, the upper surface white in the males ; head

reddish brown, thorax and abdomen above black
;
palpi, thorax and abdomen

beneath dull white. Exp. 49-62mm.

Larva.—The caterpillar is of the same type as the rest of the genus. Head

roundish, bilobed, each lobe surmounted by a short, equilateral, conical

tubercle, the two diverging ; surface shiny, covered with small, white, truncated-

conical tubercles from each of which arises a curved, shiny, black, rather

long, stout hair ; the lobe-vertex tubercles, have lateral spinules or bristles;

clypeus of ordinary size, triangular, with the apical third orange ; basal

antennal joint light, second joint black ; colour of head otherwise black.
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Segment 2 has a row of six tubercles on the front margin of which the-

lowest, subspiracular, is the longest and stoutest ; the next is the smallest and

situated in front of spiracle ; the subspiracular and spiracular tubercles arc

yellow, the rest shiny black and spincd. Segments 3 and 4 have a doi-^o-lateral

supraspLi-acular and subspiracular tubercle or spine-bearing pedicel ; segment

12 is similar but has 2 dorsal pedicels, one near hinder margin, one near front

margin ; segments \?> and 14 are each provided with a dorso-lateral pedicel.

Segments 5-11 are similar to segments 3 and 4, but have a dorsal pedicel in

addition. The little spines on the leg-bases are the same as described for

J.atJites. All the pedicels are stout, longly conical, rigid, about 1 mm. in

length and covered sparsely with irregularly disposed spinelets: all shiny blue-

black, the extreme bases of the front subspiracular ones of segments 3 and 4

ochreous. Spiracles are large, oval, raised with light centres and shiny black

borders. Body surface covered with minute erect, black hairs. The colour of

the larva is leaden black, with the neck orange ; a jet-black, narrow, dorsal

band, spotted finely with white ; a white dorsolateral and supraspicular small

spot on the hinder margin of each segment ; the bases of supra and sub-

spiracular orange-surrounded tubercles are bordered above with yellowish

white ; there is a yellow-white, narrow band running along and beneath the

subspiracular tubercles the whole length of body ; the whole spiracular region

is sparsely spotted with white : all these white spots mentioned are tubercular,

that is, are slightly raised and each bears a little hair ; true legs shiny black
;

prolegs blackish with an orange shade ; the belly is blackish purple. L : 30

mm.; B -• 5mm.
Pupa.—Pupa is very much like the rest of those of the genus. It is perhaps

somewhat slenderer than those of /. almana and J. iphita. It is more or less

concolorous, being a slatey dull grey all over. In size it is somewhat smaller

than the other species.

Habits,—The larva has the habits of the genus ; the full grown

larva is found in the early mornings lying along the stalks and stems

of upright plants in the places where its foodplant exists, for the plant

or plants it feeds on are generally fairly abundant in those localities ;

it probably feeds mainly at nights and retires to some hiding place

amongst the leaves and stems on or near the ground during the heat

of the day. The pupa is formed generally against the side of a stone

or rock low down, sometimes from a stalk or leaf, but this, it

has been observed, more rarely : this is due probably to the

perishable nature of the foodplauts. The butterfly is found most

commonly in the open plains, frequenting chiefly flat, stony, more or

less uncultivable lands, especially flat, wind-swept, low plateaux

of the plains. It is a strong, fast flier, but rarely rises high above the

ground, where it invariably rests ; nor does it fly far at any time.
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It is, like most of the Junonice, fond of visiting flowers and the female

oviposits generally on leaves lying on the ground or very close to it

or on flower-heads, the foodplants being small, low or procumbent or

creeping herbs, some of them with very hard, rough leaves. These

plants are all belonging to the family Acanthaceoe as usual for the

genus ; and those of them upon which the caterpillar has been found

are Justicia procumhens^ Linn.; Justicia micrantha, Heyne and

Lepidagathis prostrata, Dalz.; this last growing on bare rocks in

extensive patches, the second on paths in fields and open places,

slightly taller and less creeping than Lepidagathis and more succulent,

with little mauve flowers ; the first somewhat similar, flowers pale

violet-pink ; all of them very common in Western India ; Justicia

proGiimbens spreads to Ceylon, Malay, and Australia, Lepidagathis occur-

ring also in the sub-tropical Himalayas. The distribution of the

butterfly is India, Ceylon, Assam, Burma, Tenasserim, extending to

China and the Malayan subregion.

56. Junonia hierta.FaSWcifMs (Plate A., J5g, 2, ^).—Male upperside bright

yellow. Forewing : the costa with a broad triangular projection downwards

at the discocellulars^ which may be sometimes wanting, the apex broadly, the

terminal margin and the dorsum with a triangular projection upwards near

the tornus, jet black ; this black margin narrows near the middle of the

termen and bears, on the apex, two short, ti-ansverse, preapical white streaks

crossed by the black veins, below the inner one, an obscure ocellus which may

be sometimes wanting. Hindwing : anterior half, and the terminal margin

black, the dorsum broadly shaded with ochraceous brown, the anterior black

area with a large brilliant blue central patch. Cilia of both wings, white

alternated with brown. Underside : forewing pale yellow ; cell crossed

by three black margined orange-yellow bands ; beyond the cell a short, broad,

irregular, jet-black (sometimes dusky-brown) oblique band from costa to base

of vein 4 ; apex and dorsal margin broadly, termen in the middle narrowly

dusky brownish black with some obscure paler markings ; a round jet-black

discal spot in intei-space 2 and another smaller one in interspace 5. Hindwing

greyish yellow ; in the dry season t'orm strongly irrorated with dusky scales
;

a prominent transvei-se brown discal fascia, its margins highly sinuous, a broad

brownish shade on the middle of termen ; some obscure lunular marks on the

basal area, a postdiscal line of minute dots, in the rains form sometimes

becoming ocellus-like, subterminal and terminal zigzag slender lines, pale brown.

AntenniB pale, head, thorax and abdomen dark brownish black ; beneath dull

ochraceous white. Female similar, the colours duller. Upperside forewing :

cell with a more or less complete black fascia and another at the discocellulars
;

blue-centred, well-marked ocelli in interspaces 2 and 5 on the disc of the fore-
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wing and smaller ocelli in interspaces 2 and 5 on the disc of the hindwing.

Fore and liindwings with a fairly well-defined subterminal pale line, the blue

spot on the anterior black area of the hindwing smaller, with a lilac shade and

more ill-defined or entirely wanting ; the rest as in the male. Underside as in

the male, but generally with the markings heavier and more clearly defined.

Exp. SO-oSmm.

Larva.—The caterpillar is similar to those of the other Junoniir.

in shape and in the disposition of the spines. Head covered with minute,

conical yellow tubercles, each bearing a seta on the summit, some few

setje rather longer than the rest, some few tubercles on vertex of each

lobe slightly larger than the rest, one in particular larger, yellow, bearing

a long white seta on it ; colour brown- yellow suffused with black in front :

inside the semi-circle of eyes it is also black. The anal flap ends in a

•* boss " which is rugose. Spiracles black, shiny, oval. Surface of body

covered with very minute, shortly setiferous, conical, yellow, tubercles.

Segment 2 has a subspiracular longish pedicel, a small supraspiracular one and

a row of foul' small, setiferous black tubercles down the centre on each side.

The colour of the body is light greenish-brown, the major part of dorsum of

segments 3 and 4 velvety black as also the hinder part of segment 2, there

being a double yellow line behind the black of each segment, this yellow

broadest on segment 3 ; a sometimes obsolescent black dorsal line ; a blackish

patch round the bases of subdorsal tubercles of segments 6-12; belly concolour-

ous with dorsum ; all the spinous pedicels (nearly equal in size, about |

breadth of head) are black in colour set with sparse brown spinelets ; all the true

legs and prolegs are dirty light brown, the former with black claws. L : 37mm.

;

B : 6mm.
Pupa.—Is long and rathei- narrow, coloured a sort of greyish brown-red.

Head, segment 2 and thorax together have the same dorsal curve from front

of pupa to apex of thorax, that is, that part of the pupal dorsal line is inclined

at about an angle of 45° to the longitudinal axis ; the thorax is somewhat

humped and evenly convex ; constriction behind thorax very moderate
;

abdomen circular in transverse section, thickest at segment 7, gradually decreas-

ing to end, the two last segments—segments 13 and 14—being nearly at right

angles to the rest of body : the 12th is suddenly a little narrower than the

11th ; the cremaster is very stout, flattened above and below, narrowly de-

pressed in ventral line, triangular in shape and of the same width as segment

13 at base. The ventral line of pupa is straight. Head is square in front

with two small points, one in front of each eye, the pupa broadening out

evenly as far as shoulders, where there is a small projection after which the

lateral line along the wings is slightly concave ;
the edges of wings (^dorsal

margins) are very slightly expanded. Surface of pupa is somewhat rough

under the lens ; there is a row of very small dorsjil tubercles on abdomen,

increasing in size backwards and a subdorsal row of larger ones as well as a

lateral row like the dorsal one, one tubercle of each row to each segment
;
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there are none on segments 12 and 13 ; on thorax, near hinder margin, there is

a subdorsal tubercle. The colour is greyish brown-red with the wings, posterior

portion of segment 8 and segment 12 lighter than the rest. The colour is nearly

black sometimes with the light parts nearly white. L : 16mm. ; B: 6mm.

Habits. —The habits are very much the saTiie as those of Junonia

orithya in the larval and pupal states as well as for the imago. The

latter is found in the same localities as J. orithya preferring, perhaps

more protection from wind and rain ; it is fond of sitting on paths and

open ground with its wings spread to the sun and does not rise far from

the ground though it is a quick strong flier. When not basking

it rests with its wings closed and is then not easy to see, herein also

resembling J. orithya. The butterfly is not plentiful in hilly, jungly

country, but is common in many parts of the open plains. The larva

feeds on Acanthacece; it has been bred on Asteracavtha lo7igiJoUa, Nees.

The butterfly is found throughout Indian limits and extends to China.

.57. Junonia almana, Linn. (PI. A, fig. 5).

—

Dry season form.—Male

and female upperside rich orange-yellow. Forewing with a pale dusky and a

much darker, sometimes bluish, short, transverse bar with jet-black margins

across cell, another somewhat similar bar defining the discocellulars ; costal

margin, an inner and an outer subterminal line and a terminal line, dusky black ;

a large minutely white-centred bluish ocellus ringed by slender ochraceous line

;ind bordered by black in interspace 2 ; two similar but geminate ocelli with an

obscure pale spot above them and a short oblique black or dusky bar connecting

them to the black on costa. Hindwing : a small minutely white-centred and

very slenderly black-ringed plum-coloured or bluish ocellus in interspace 2, with

a large yellow and black-ringed ocellus spreading over interspaces 4, 5, 6, the

centre inwardly brownish orange or bluish plum-coloured, outwardly blue and

black, with two white spots one below the other between the two colours ; then

postdiscal, subterminal and terminal black sinuous lines. Underside ochraceous

brown, often with a violet bloom, very variable in shade. In most specimens

the cell of the forewing is crossed by three dark sinuous bands, the outermost

along the discocellulars
; these are very faint in some ; both fore and hind-

wing crossed by a basal and a discal pale sinuous line margined outwardly

by a dark shade which is traversed by an obscure, somewhat obsolescent row of

dark spots and outwardly bounded by a subterminal pale sinuous line, the dark

shade in many cases spreading on the forewing to the ceimmal edge of the

wing
; on the hindwing the subterminal line meets the discal in an acute angle

at the tornus ; the veins are generally slenderly ochreous on the basal half of

wings, the cilia also slightly ochreous. Antennae dark brown ; head, thorax and

abdomen more or less orange-brown
;
paler beneath.

Wet season form.—Male and female upperside similar, the black markings

deeper in colour and heavier, the subteiminal and terminal lines more clearly
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defined, the veins narrowly duskj-. Underside pale ochraceoua. Forewing

:

cell crossed by five sinuous dark-brown linos, a similar line on the discoccllulars

and another beyond it, both bent inwards at an angle and continned to the

doi-sum, the space between them forming a discal broad fascia paling to whitish

posteriorly ; the post discal ocelli, subterminal and terminal lines as on the

Upperside but paler, Hindwing : a slender transverse, subbasal, dark line and

a discal, whitish, straight fascia in continuation of the one on the forewing;

the postdiscal ocelli, the subterminal and terminal lines much as on the upper-

side but paler ; the anterior ocellus with a double iris and centre. Antennae

dark brown ; head, thorax and abdomen as in the dry-season form but slightly

darker. Exp. 54-62 mm.
These two forms do not only differ very strongly as to the colour of the

underside and superficially, in the pattern there, but also in the shape of the

wings ; the forewing in the dry-season form acquiring a very prominent hooked

apex ; the hindwing a considerable access to the length of the tornal angle or

tail; the full icet-season insects have neither the hooked apex nor the tail, though

of course there are many intermediate ones born at the change of the seasons.

Larva.—Shape like the other Junonkn ; arrangement of spines also the same.

Head broad, heart-shaped, as broad as high ; surface shiny, covered with minute

white, setiferous tubercles, setae white ; on vertex of each lobe is one larger

yellow hair^bearing conical tubercle as also some smaller ones of the same

colour; a few black bristles on back margin ; colour of head black, apical half

of clypens orange. Spiracles large, oval, shiny black. Surface of body covered

with minute white, setiferous tubercles, the set* black ; the surface velvety

looking ; the segmental membrane are brownish and without tubercles.

Segment 2 with a collar of simple erect black hairs, a subspiracular sharp

spiniferous pedicel and a smaller one on base of leg. Anal flap ending in a

round, shiny black boss. Segments well marked. Segment 12 has the two

dorsal spines, a supraspiracular and subspiracular one but none on the ventral

face laterally as usual. The colour of the body is smoky black, the neck is

orange, the belly brownish, an obsolescent brownish subspiracular line ; the

spine-bearing pedicels black with dirty light oi-ange spines with black tips to

them. L: 41mm. ; B : 5-.0mm. ; L. of pedicels : 2mm. : all of the same length

except those on base of legs which are smaller.

Pupa.-—Is of the usual type. Head square in front, half as long as broad

(length in the sense of pupal length), with a small, rather broad, rounded,

short point in front of each eye ; vertex convex. Segment 2 the same length as

head with the front margin bent back in a small sinus towards hinder margin.

Thorax broadly and very slightly convex the slope of dorsal line at front margin

being in a plane at right angles to longitudinal axis of pupa, its apex hardly

higher than segment 4, its hinder margin a slight curve ; it is carinated

very slightly in dorsal line. The shouldei-s are slightly angulated with

another small tubercular point at origin of wing. The constriction behind

thorax moderate dorsally, wide and shallow laterally ; wing expanded ever ao
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slightly between the shoulder-tubercle and the one immediately behind it.

Pupa stoutest at segment 7/8 ; section of abdomen circular with the line of

junction of wings slightly prominent. Segment 12 suddenly narrower than

segment 11 ; segments 12-14 very short ; cremaster stout, short, square, with

strong ventral extensor ridges ; hair-hooklets at very extremity. Spiracular

expansions of segment 2 represented by little linear orange bodies, hardly

prominent ; the spiracles dull black, oval, rather small. Surface finely

roughened ; velvety looking ; a dorsolateral conical tubercle on segments 3-11,

those on segments 4. 6-8 rather large ; a lateral and subspiiacular similar,

smaller tubercle on segments 6. 7 and 8. Colour dark greyish green with black

and cream-coloured markings ; cremaster dark greasy-looking, red-brown ; a

broad band on hinder margin of segment 11 internipted ventrally, two parallel

longitudinal ventral bands, a band on posterior margin of segment 8 continued

by a broad diagonal light brown band on wing, the posterior side of all dorso-

lateral tubercles except those of segments 9 and 10, some markings on segments

1-3, a dorsal blotch on segments 9 and 10, the underside of head: all cream-

coloured. L ;20mm. ; B : 7*5mm.

Habits.—The egg is laid on the underside of a leaf ; the larva lives

there, eating continuously and when full grown may be found any-

where on the plant. The pupa is formed on the underside of a leaf,

stalk or stem, or elsewhere, hangs freely and is firmly fixed. The

colour of the pupa is liable to little variation, the markings to none.

The butterfly is very common, possibly the commonest of the Junonion

in India and sometimes exists in great numbers in certain localities.

It is not quite so common in the jungles and hills as in the plains but

on the coast in the Konkan, just along the very base of the ghats, it

occurs very abundantly in the end of the monsoon, frequenting the

neighbourhood of tanks and ponds, the banks of rivers, wet rice fields,

&c., where its food-plants or, properly speaking, certain of its food-

plants grow in profusion. One of these on which it is commonly found

is Asteracantha longifolia^ J^ees., others are flT/grophila, Barleria of

difi'erent species, and doubtless there are many others. All of them

belong to the family Acanthacece. The butterfly is a strong flier, but,

like the others, never goes very far v^ithout settling, basks with its

wings open, but rests with tiiem closed and nearly always on the

ground, often settling, when put up, after a short flight among leaves

and rubbish, after the manner of a Melanitk, sideways, showing the

whole surfac:e of the underside ot wings. This is, no doubt, the reason

why the dry season forms have the wonderful leaf-pattern, varying

in shade so much on the imderside, the {produced hooked apices to
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forewins niul tail to hindwin<r whioli l)leiuls so well with withered

leaves. It is difficult to imagine any other reason for the complete

cbanire that comes over the form and markiiios of the insect than one

having its origin in a desire for protection. The hutterfly is found

throughout Indian limits ; also in China and Japan and in the Malayan

subregion.

The pupae of all the Junonio}, vv^hen touched, move the body from

side to side with a slightly jerky motion, the bending taking place

in segment-margins i^jdj I'/IO, 10/11, and each jerk produces a knock-

ing sound destined, there is little doubt, to frighten small enemies,

such as flies, spiders, perhaps even lizards and small birds. It is

distinctly audible at close quarters.

The genus Jitnovm exists in the tropics of America, in Africa, India

and Australia and even further eastwards.

The Plates A. B and C have been published in Vol. XVI of the Journal.

No. 4 ; and Vol. XVII, Nos. 2 and 4. On second thoughts, it has been

thought advisable to re-write the descriptions of the butterflies formerly pub-

lished, notwithstanding what was said in paragraph 5 of the present papers

begun in tbo number issued on the 15th April 19i)9.

ERRATA.

[La the last part of this paper (No. 3, Vol. XIX). the following errata

occurred] :

—

Page 63G, instead of Moduza prods

under figure 9.

Page 636, instead of Cufa phacida

under figure 10.

Page 638, instead of Neptis cuni/ome

under figure 13 and

instead of Etithalia lepidca

under figure 14 ; also, in the

same line instead of occiUus ...

Page 639, instead of Eulapis

in line 14.

Page 640, instead of lubentine

jn line 24 ; and

instead of Mussoftida

in line 38.

Page 646, instead of ftyperbious

in line 2.

Also add to Explanation ot Plate facing PI. II. (Larvie).

;
!" (All moth larva)) " uader • ' and above ' Fig. 3'i.'

14

read
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SOME NOTES ON THE GIANT SQUIRRELS OF
INDIA, BURMA AND CEYLON.

BY

R. C. Wroughton, F.Z.S.

I had occasion recently to lay out, for comparison, all the speci-

mens of this group, in the Collection of the Natural History Museum,

S. Kensington, and to look up all the original descriptions of

species.

It seems to me that the publication of a few notes of the result

of my examination would not only be of interest to members but might

induce some of them to obtain and present specimens through this

Society, to the National Collection, to help to fill up some of the

important gaps in that series.

Blanford, in his ' Mammals,' recognised three species, viz., Sciwus

indicus, S. hicolor and S. macrurus. He there merely referred to

varieties, which occur in all three of these forms, without exactly

differentiating them, but, later, in the Journal of this Society (1897,

Vo\. XI, p. 300), he accepted 4 forms of the first species mentioned

tibove under the names—(1) -6'. indicus (s.s.) ;
f'2.) S. indicus malabar-

hus
; (3) S, indicus hengalensis ; and (4) S. indicus dealhatus : the

last two names were given by himself on that occasion.

In more recent years these Oriental Giant Squirrels have been

separated from Sciurus, in a genus by themselves, under the name of

Ratufa.

The members of this genus seem to be particularly plastic under

changes of environment, but at the same time the variation seems to

be quite uniform, under the same local conditions. Consequently, we

seem to find a form in a comparatively quite small local area diff'ering,

slightly it may be, but, nevertheless, definitely and constantly, from

all its neighbours of the surrounding area, yet no intermediate stages

bridging this difference are forthcoming. The material at my dis-

posal for examination is insufficient to enable me to confidently state

this to be the case, but it is undoubtedly shadowed forth by the case

of Ratufa indica. Between the (practically) self-coloured indica of

the northern part of the Western Ghats and the much blackened

ma.r«ma» of Travancore, etc., we hsLxe Blanford's benga^nsis of the

Ganges Valley, But I belieye that when we, have specimens from a
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. snffipient number of lot-alitios it will be found tluit there is a paler and

a darker form of wliut is now typical indica, each limited to its own

district. And that the Mysore form, intermediate between hengalensis

and maxima, will be found to be constant for its own area and there-

fore worthy of a name, equally with the other races. This is one of

the questions 1 would ask members to help us to solve.

Blanford recognises as inhabitino- Ceylon a grizzled species S.

macrums (it should be macrourus) and a black variety S. tennantii (it

should be tennenti), but, by some error, he has transposed the names.

True S. macrourns is the black form and the grizzled one is tennenli.

It is true that Kelaart states the brown and grizzled forms to be

seasonal ones, but I have grave doubts of this ; the analogy of

changes elsewhere would point to the brown as a seasonal form ot the

black, if of any, but we have several instances in the genus of just

this difference separating definable local races. Here again members

can help with dated and exactly localised specimens and notes.

Jerdon and others state that the grizzled form (
R. macrourus tennenti)

is also found on the mainland as- far north as Travancore and the

Nilgiris. There is a specimen labelled as from the Shevroy Hills

in the National Collection, but specimens, exactly localised and dated

are badly wanted, not only to prove the existence of this species on

the Mainland, but also, that being proved, to show whether it and

maxima occur together or have separate defined habitats.

The Giant Squirrel of the trans-Gangetic region is recorded by

Blanford as bicolor, but this is most certainlv a misnomer; that name

was given to the very distinct form found in Java. The name I have

adopted in this paper, viz., yigantea was actually based on specimens

from Assam. Unfortunately, the National Collection has no speci-

mens from Assam, though it has quite a nice series from Sikhim and

Nepaul of the dark-brown western race macrvro'des.

I had hoped at first to deal, in this paper, with the whole genus, but

so many forms, which I have never seen, have been named by

American naturulists. from Sumatra and the Malay Archipelago, that

I had to give up the idea. 1 have, however, included in these notes

the forms of the ]\Ialay Peninsula.

Blanford lumps together the large black Assam g/gantea and the

smaller Malay nielanopepla, two forms which are markedly and con-

stantly distinct in severalother characters besides size. The latter, the
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type locality of which is Trong in Lower Siam, is undoubtedly found

in Tenasserim (it extends also southwards through the Malay Penin-

sula and beyond), but how far north it meets gigantea or whether

there are local races of either in Middle Burma we do not know, for

we have no specimens from between the extreme north of Upper

Burma, about Bhamo, and the extreme south of Tenasserim.

Further, at Trong, a quite distinct form {pyrsonota)^ closely allied

to the R. ajlnis of Singapore, is found together with melanopepla

.

Whether this species extends, changed or unchanged, into Burma,

we have no means of judging.

The very ' scrappy ' nature of our National Collection of working

specimens of Indian Mammals is greatly to be deplored, and 1 trust

means will be found in the early future to remedy it, but in the mean-

time, I venture to think that it is * up to ' the members of this Society

to lend a hand to close up some of these gaps, which I have indicated.

The following is a key to the species and sub-species which in my
opinion should be recognised, so far as present material enables as to

judge.

Key to the Genus Ratufa as represented in India, Burma and

(^^eylon.

I, Ears tufted (India, Ceylon ? N. Burma).

A.—Size smaller (Hindfoot = 75 ;

*

Skull = 67). Lower portion of legs

yellowish white. Feet (or at least

toes) black. (Ceylon, S. India).

a. General colour black {} ) macroura, Fenu.

b. General colour dark bay ... (2) in. ceylonka, Erxl.

c. General colour grizzled ... [?t) m. iennenti,^\yi\u

B.—Size larger (Hindfoot = 77—80,

Skull = 72—75.)

a. Tip of tail and vertex between

ears white or pale buff.

a^. General colour yellowish buff

(SuratDangs) (4) dealhata, Blanf.

6^. General colour hazel or bay.

a^. Tail red : no black markings.

* Meisnrements io millimetres.
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on body. (Western Ghats

from Kanara to Bombay) ... (5) indica, Erxl (s.s.)

h-. Tail black : rumj) and

thighs blackish. (S. Granges

Basin) (6) i. bengalensi.s, Blanf.

C-. Tail black; forelegs, shoul-

ders, rump, hind legs and

oftenest a median dor*al line

black (Malabar) (7) /. maxima^ Schreb.

6. No white markings on tail or

head. Pale colour of inner side

of forelimbs never extending over

front of forearm.

«!. Colour above hlack (Assam,

N. Burma) (8) gigantea, McCl. (s.s.)

fti. Colour above dark brown

(Nepal, Sikhim) (9) g. macruro ides, Hodg,

11. Ears not tufted (Tenasserim, Lower Siam, Malay Peninsula,

&c.)

A.—Shoulders, forelegs and thighs

black or at least dark brown. Pale

colour of inner side of forelimb

spreading over front of forearm

—

a. Whole upper surface black.

a^ . Colour of lower surface paler,

' ochraceous ' on belly, fading

to yellowish buflP on throat and

inner side of forelimbs.

a-. "i^kuU wider, zygomatic

breadth at least 44 mm.

a^. Size smaller (Hindfoot

= 74; Skull = 70) (Lower

Siam and Malay Penin-

sula) ..., (JO) 7nelanopepla, Mi\\.{8.s.)

b^. Size larger (Hindfoot =
76;Skull=72)(Anambas

Islands) (11) m. anamficc, Mill.
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/>-. Skull narrower, zygomatic

breadth, 41. (Natmia Is-

lands) . (12)w. angvsticeps, Mill.

b^. Colour of lower surface

darker, at least ' tawny ' on

belly, fading to ' ochraceous

bufl"', palest on throat and

inner side of forelimbs.

a^. Larger (Hindfoot = 75 ;

Skull = 72 5) (Islands of

Malacca Straits) c (13) m. fretensis, Thos. and

Wrough.

h~. Smaller (Hindfoot = 72 ;

Skull = 68-4) (Tioman Is-

land) . il4)w. tioma7iensis, Mill.

h. Shoulders, forelegs and thighs

darker than rest of body.

a^. Pale patch on vertex between

the ears; tail pale yellow (Java), (15) hicolor, Sparrm.

h^. No pale patch on vertex
;

tail dark (Sumatra &c.)

a^. Size larger (Hindfoot =

78 ; Skull = 68) (Sumatra)...(16)joa^//a^a, Mill, (s.s.)

b^. Size smaller (Hindfoot =

70; Skull = 68) (Banjak

Islands, West Coast of

Sumatra) (17)p. Iwnata, Mill.

^.—Shoulders, loins and legs not

darker than rest of body ;
pale colour

of inner side of forelimbs not extend-

ing over front side of forearms.

a. Colour of belly white (Singapore;

Johor) (18) ajinis, Raffles, (s.s.)

, t. Colour of belly yellow.
'

ai. Feet yellow (Malacca) ...... (19) la. auriventer, Is.

Geoff.

6i. Feet dark (Selangore ; north-

wards to Lower Siam (20) a. pyrsoyiota, Mill.
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1. Ratufa macroura, Penn.

1769. Sciurus macrourus, Pennant. Ind, Zool. I., pi. L.

1785. Sciurus ceilonensis, Boddaert, Elench. An. p. 117.

Colour.—Above uniform black, below ' ochraceous buff.' Head

ochraceous buff except for the forehead, above the level of the eyes,

and a mark, shaped like an inverted ' V ' on the cheek, between eye

and ear, black. A pale patch on the vertex between the ears.

Forearms and hindlegs, below the upper thigh, buft". Hands and

feet black. Tail black.

SbdL—Small. Nasals showing a slight expansion posteriorly in

the skull I have seen.

I)imensiuns—}iesid and body, 300 ; tail, 340 ; hindfoot, 75.

-S'itM^/.— Greatest length, 67 ; basilar length, 50 ; zygomatic breadth,

40 : nasals, 20 ; diastema, 14-4
; braincase breadth, 28*3

; inter-

orbital breadth, 25'5 ; upper molar series, 13-2.

Synonymy.—There has been much confusion in the naming of this

species. Pennant, however, gave a figure of his S. macrourus which

admits of no doubt. It is a uniformly black animal with a yellow

belly and yellow fore and hindlegs, with black feet.— Boddaert's

ceilonensis was confessedly a renaming of macrourus.

All naturalists since then seem to have ignored this black form

altogether, and given the name wa<?rowrMs to one of the other forms

and even to the continental R. indica maxima. Blauford has, in his

' Mammalia/ actually transposed the names macroura and tennenti.

Distribviion,—Owing to this difficulty of exactly appreciating of

which particular form any given naturalist is treating, I have found it

impossible to localise the habitat of this form. Blanford declares it

to be a hill form, but I think this will prove to be a mistake and

typical R. macroura will be found to inhabit low-lying forests. Any

information which members can record on this point will be valuable.

2. Ratufa macroura ceylonica, Erxl.

1777. Sciurus vulgaris ceylonicus, Erxleben. Syst. Kegn. An.

p. 416.

Colour,— Pattern exactly as in true macroura, but a dark * bay '

everywhere substituted for the black in that form. Tail often with

•white tipped hairs especially in distal f

.
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Skull.—As in true macroura.

Dimensions.—Probably as in true macroura, judging from the

specimens.

Distribution.—This form is represented in the National Collection

by two specimens received with the East India Company's Collection.

As already pointed out by Anderson (Zool. West. Yunnan p. 227) ;

these specimens though labelled Java are quite different from any-

thing known to occur in that island ; and I may add are certainly

indicated as coming from Ceylon by their yellow lower limbs, a

character found nowhere else. In what part of Ceylon this race is

found I cannot say nor even whether it extends to the mainland ; this

last I should very much doubt. This form is stated to be a seasonal

form by Kelaart and others, but basing on the analogy of similar

differences in other species I prefer to accept it provisionally as being

a local race until more definite proof to the contrary is forthcommg.

3. Hatufa macroura tennenti, Blyth.

1849. Sciurus tennentii. Blyth, J. A. S. B. B., XVIII., p. 600.

Colour.—Pattern as in true macroura and ceylonica, but the ' bay ' ot

the latter so profusely grizzled with white (each hair being tipped with

white) as to be detected only by close examination. Buff of the fore

arms and hindlegs extending more on to the feet than in either of

the other two forms, so that only the toes remain black. Tail strongly

grizzled with white from its very base, in its distal half obscurely,

transversely barred black (or dark brown) and white, the bars each

about 6-7 mm. wide.

Skull.—Slightly larger and stouter than in the other races.

Dimensions.—External dimensions possibly slightly larger than in

macroura, though the hindfoot measurement does not materially differ

from that of the other races.

Synonymy.—The name as spelt by Blanford (tennantu) is not

authorized. The name as first published by Blyth was ^Heanentii." This

was obviously a misprint and 2 yeai^s later Blyth himself mentioned it

again as tennentii.

Distribution.—This is, 1 think, undoubtedly the high level form

(Kandy or higher). Jerdou quotes with some doubt instances of a pale

form or faded specimens of this race having been taken in Mysore and

on the Nilgiris and claims himself to have received it from Malabar,
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There is a flat skin in Uie National Collection collected by Mr. W. M.

Daly in the Shevroy Hills. It seems possible, therefore, that it occurs

in the Peninsula, but whether it is found on the same ground as

R. maxima or not remains to be shown.

4. Ratufa dealhata, Blanf.

1897. Schirus i/idicus deatbatus^ Blanford, Journ. B.N.H.S , XL.

]). aoi.

Colour.—General colour of the back * cream buff' darkening to

' ochraceous buff ' posteriorly, the individual hairs ' drab ' for half

their length basally, narrow paler line along middle of back ; of under

surface a buffy white. Ears clothed with long tawny ochraceous hairs

forming a tuft. Face, forearms, hands and feet buffy white. Proximal

^ of tail coloured like lower baclv, but the distal pale portions of hairs

being proportionately shorter, looking darker, remainder of tail white,

individual hairs white to their bases.

Sku'.L-—Short and broad, as compared with indica ; Nasals scarcely

narrowed posteiiorly.

Dimensuns.—Head and body, 370 ; tail, 417 ; hiudfoot, 77 ; skull :

greatest length, 72 : basilar length, 55 ; zygomatic breadth, 47
;

nasals, 24*5 ; diastema, 15 ; braincase breadth, 31 ; interorbital

breadth, 30'5 ; upper molar series, 14*''.

Synonvmy.—Blanford described this animal doubtfully as a sub-

species of indica^ to which it is undoubtedly very closely allied. In

view of its totally different colour and the difference in the shape of

the nasals, a character which ajipears to be constant in the other races

of indica, I have ranked this as a distinct species.

Distribution.— I first found this animal in the Forests at the North

extremity of the Surat Dangs. Its range was apjiarently very

limited, extending over little more tl an 100 square miles. A friend,

who has later visited the locality, tells me the race is now extinct, the

last individual having been killtd and eaten in the famine of 1900.

5. Ratufa indica, Erxl.

1777. Scivrus indicus, Erxleben, Syst. Kegn. An. p. 420.

1777. Sciurus purpureus, Zimmeimann, ISpec. Zool. Geog. Quad.

p. 538.

1785. Sciurus bomhayunus^ Boddaert, Elench. An. p. 117.

1831. Sciurus elphinstonii^ Sykes, P. Z, S. p. 103.

15
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Colour,—General colour of upper side bright ' hazel, ' bastil half of

individual hairs drab, a narrow paler line along middle of back, obso-

lescent but recognizable ; of the under surface ' cream buff'. Face

brownish white, approaching ' clay colour ', a white patch on crown,

between the ears. Ears covered with long hairs rather darker than

the back, forming a tuft. Tail basally coloured like back, fading

through ochraceous white to pure white, in last third of its length.

Hands and feet coloured like face forearms rather paler.

In a common variety ' bay takes the place of ' hazel ' in the

general colour and the pale colouring on the tail is usually limited

to an orange-white tag at the extreme point.

Skull.—Large and stout.—The nasals narrowing posteriorly for |

their length and then widening again.

Dimensions.—Head and body, 400 ; tail, 425 ; hindfoot, 78. The

first two measurements are those given by Erxleben and are probably

fairly correct. Skull; greatest length, 71; basilar length, 56;

zygomatic breadth, 4*45 : nasals, 2"23 ; diastema, 15*6 ; braincase

breadth, 32 ; interorbital breadth, 28 ; upper molar series, 14*5.

Synonymy.—Erxleben's preface to his Syst. Regn. An. is dated

1776. So as a choice has to be made between his and Zimmermann's

names, I have followed Blanford in adopting indica as the older.

Both authors, as well as Boddaert, quote Pennant's ' Bombay Squirrel'.

Sykes based his elphinstonii on three specimens now in the national

collection, two of which were the ' hazel ' and one the ' bay ' variety.

Distribution,—This race is found throughout the Ghats in the

Bombay Presidency. 1 have seen the ' hazel ' variety often North of

Poona, but never the ' bay '. It is possible that more material will

show that the two varieties do not occur together, but are as

well marked geographical races as any of the others, in which

case the name of elphinstonii will be available, for the * hazel
'

form by limitation, all the other names having undoubtedly been

based on the ' bay ' animal.

6. Ratufa indica bengalensis^ Blanf.

J 897. Sciurus indicus dengalensis, Blanford, Jour. B. N. H. S.,

XT., p. 303.

Colour.—General colour as in the dark variety of true indica, but
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the tail, insteud of being concolorons with the back, is black through-

out, except for a pale tip.

Skull.—Quite as in true indica.

Dimensions,—As in true indica.

Distribution.— Ratiifa indica seems to be peculiarly sensitive to the

action of environment. Almost each Forest seems to harbour its own

variety, but, in any locality, the prevailing variety seems to be extra-

ordinarily constant in its characters. Blanford gives as the distribu-

tion of the present race " Western Bengal, Orissa, Chutia Nagpur, and

the Northern Circars, * * *
^ Jaipur and the neighbourhood of

the Godaveri." K couple of specimens sent by Mr. Caccia, I. F. S.,

from Hoshangabad certainly are more like Mysore specimens than

hengaleasis. I would venture to prophesy that when sufficient material

is available the habitat of bengalensis will be found to coincide closely

with th« South side of the Ganges Basin ; that a new name will have

to be found for the race inhabiting the central portion of India.

7. Ralafa indica ma,vima, Schreb.

1784. .Sciurus luaximns, fSchreber. Saugth. IV. p. 784, pi.

<;cxvii, B.

1786. JSciurns malabarmis, Scopoli, Del. Faun. Flor. Ins.

H.. p. 85.

Colour.—Colour (including that of tail) as in bengalensis^ but the

shoulders, rump and thighs, black (in some specimens ; the black of

the shoulders and rump joined by a medial black line, so that, in

extreme cases, only the flanks remain ' bay '
).

Skull.—As in indica, in all essential characters, slightly larger in

size.

Dimensions.—Rather larger than indica. Hindfoot, 80. Skull :

greatest length, 77; basilar length, 60; zygomatic breadth, 49 ; nasals,

i^ ; diastema, 16.5 ; braincase breadth, 33 ; interorbital breadth,

30 ; upper molar series, 1 5.

Synonymy.—EhLiiionl adopts (B. N. H. S. Jour. 1897, p. 302), the

later name malabarica which of course is inadmissible.

Distribution.—The main habitiit of this race is the Malabar Coast.

How far it extends southwards towards Cape Comorin remains to

be decided. It is stated that in the extreme south of the Peninsula

the giant sipiirreN ;iro represented by ti. macroura tennentii, but
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whether any race of indica is also present is not known. For the

present, Mysore must be included within the range of malabarica,

but the form found there seems to diflfer quite as much from typical

malabarica as it does from typical hengahnsis. When more material

is available, it will probably (joined with the form of the Godavery

Valley), be separated as a quite constant geographical race.

8. Rtxtufa gigantea, McCl.

1839. Sciurus giganteus, McClelland (Horsfield), P. Z. S. p. 150.

Colour.—Above, entirely black, individual hairs paling to * burnt

umber' at their bases; below, buff, individual hairs of the abdomen

however, black for their basal halves, giving a soiled appearance to

this part. Face coloured like back, cheeks upwards to a line drawn

from the ear to the nose through the eye like the belly, except for

a dark horizontal streak below the eye. Two small black spots below

the chin.

Skull.—Longer than in macruroides.

Dimensions.—Head and body, 417; tail, 47 7; hindfoot, 87.

Skull : greatest length, 80 ; basilar length, 62 ; zygomatic breadth,

49; nasals, 26; diastema, 17.6; braincase breadth, 35.5; inter-

orbital breadth, 31 ; upp'^r molar series, 15.

Distribution,—The species was described " from seven or eight

specimens" taken in Assam. The Natural History Mu.'^eum has no

specimen from that locality, but 2 skins fnmi the N. Burma frontier

and one from N. Siam show no variation and accord well with

McClelland's description.

9. Ratufa macruroides, Hodgs.

1849, Sciurus macruroides, Hodgson, J. A. S. B. XVIII., p. 775.

Colour.— General pattern exactly as in gigantea. Above, burnt

umber ; below * ochraceous buff.' Hands, feet and tail rather darker

than back.

Skull.— Bather smaller than in gigantea.

Dimensions.—As in gigantea proportionately shorter, about equal

m length to head and body. Skull : greatest length 77 ; basilar

length, 61 ; zygH^matic breadth, 47.5 ; nas-als, 2J ; diastema, 17;

braincase breadth, 34 ; interorbit.jil breadth, 33 ; upper niola • series,

14-8-
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Sf/nnni/mi/.—The name macruraides "was published first by Hodg-

son in 1844 (Calc. Joiirn. N. H. IV, p. 293), and thereafter two or

fhree times, without any description. In 1841), however, in a paper

on the Geograpby, &c., of Nepaul, he mentioned it in connection with

what may be technically accepted as a description. That the present

animal is the one referred to by Hodgson is proved by the> series of

specimens in the National Collection presented by him. No other

Ratiifa is known from Nepal.

Distribution.—Besides Hodgson's Nepal specimens there is a speci-

men in the collection from Sikhim. From Assam eastwards it is

replaced by gigantea,

10. Ratiifa melanopepla, Mill.

1900. Ratiifa melanopeplay Miller, Prac. Wash. Ac. Sc. II. p. 71.

Colour.—Above, glossy black, basal half of individual hairs dark

reddish brown ; below ' ochraceous ', bases of hairs blackish brown.

Face black ; cheeks pale yellow (
' cream buff' ), a black horizontal

streak behind whiskers and a black spot under the chin. Inner sides

of arms and legs buff, this pale colour spreading over outer side of

forearm. Hands, feet and tail black,

SkuU.—As in gigantea but smaller ; bulloo narrower.

Dimensions.—Head and body, 360 ; tail, 430 ; hindfoot, 75.

Skull : greatest length, 70 ; basilar length, 53 ; zygomatic breadth,

44 ; nasais, 22 ; diastema, 15 ; brainca?e breadth, 31 ; interorbital

breadth, 28*5 ; upper molar series, 14.

Distribution.—The type locality is Trong, Lower Si;im. The

Museum Collection contains sjecimens from Camboja, Lower Siam,

Tenasserim, Selanga Island and the Malay Peninsula as far south as

Kelangore.
'o'^

IL Ratvfa melanopepla avambcv, .Mill,

1900. Ratufa anamboe, .Aliller, Proc. Wash. Ac. Sc. II., p. 215.

I have seen no individual of this species and extract the following

details from Miller's original description. It is characterised especially

by its large size.

Colour.— *' (Cheeks, throat, sides of neck, inner surface of legs and

entire ventral surface of body rich tawny yellow (ochraceous), paler

on throat, cheeks and sides of neck, richer on chest, the l)elly much
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darkened by appearance at surface of blackish bases of hairs. Re-

mainder of pelage and entire tail glossy blue black, with the usual

reddish brown cast below the surface.
"

Skull.—As in melanopepla, " biilloe narrower and more elevated

above surface of basi-occipital.
"

Dimensions.—Head and body 374 : tail 451 : hindfoot 76. Skull:

greatest length, 72 ; basilar length, .56 ; zygomatic breadth, 4.5; nasals,

25 ; interorbital breadth, 26 : upper molar series, 14.

Synonymy.—As an island form Mr, Miller ranked this as a distinct

species, but in my opinion it is in every way more convenient to treat

it as a geographical race of the very similar melanopepla.

Distribution.—Ananibas Islands, South China Sea.

12. Ratufa melanopepla anpusticeps, Mill.

IPOl. Ratvfa angusticeps. Miller. Proc, Wash. Ac. Sc. Ill, p. 130.

The type specimen, the only one known, is in the Washington

Museum. 1 borrow the following details from Miller's original

description.

Colour.— " Precisely like that of Ratufa anamhoe and R. melano-

peplaJ'

Skull.—" Immediately recognisable by its general narrowness, but

particularly in the region of the anterior zygomatic roots. Audital

bulloe narrower and more elongate than in R. melanopepla and more

elevated above the basi-occipital. Lateral processes of basi-occipital

obsolete."

Dimensions.—Head and body, 342 ; tail, 406 : hindfoot, 74.

Skull : greatest length, 68*6
; basilar length, 52 : zygomatic breadth,

41; nasals, 22; diastema, 15*6; interorbital breadth, 27; upper

molar series, 14.

Synonymy,—I prefer to treat this form as a sub-species of melano-

pepla.

Distribution.—Lingung Island, Natuna Archipelago. The oidy

individual yet found so far South.

] 3. Ratufa melanopepla fretensis^ Thos. & Wrough.

1909. Ratufa melanopepla fretensis^ Thomas and Wroughton,

A. M. N. H. p. 535.

Colour.—As in melav.opepla, but the pale portions markedly darker
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than in that lorm. The uhdomeii aiul chest are ' tawny ' or even

darker and fade at most to ' ochraceoiis buff' on rlio cheeks and fore-

limb.

Skull.—As in milanopepla.

Dhnensiona.—Head and body, o70 : tail, 430 ; hindfoot, 76. Skull

:

greatest length 72 5 : basilar length, 55 ; zygomatic breadth, 46 :

nasals, 22 ; diastema, 16*4 ; braincase breadth, 32 ; interorbital breadth,

27 ; upper molar series, 13'1.

Distribution.—The type locality is Lungkawi Island, but it is a.lso

found in Terutau and Penang Islands in the Straits of Malacca.

14. Ratiifa melanopepla tiomanensis, Mill.

1900. Ratufa tiomanensis, Miller, Proc. Wash. Ac. Sc, II.,

p. 216.

Colour.—As in fratensisj but even darker.

Skull.—As in melanopepla.

Dimensions.—Head and body, 350 ; tail, 380; hindfoot 72.

Distribution.—Tioman Island on the East Coast _of the Malay

Peninsula.

] 5. Ratufa bicolor, Sparrm.

1778. Sciurus bicolor, Sparrman, Gotheb. Ver. Svensk. Handl. I.,

p. 70.

1780. Sciurus javensis, Zimmernumu, Geog. Gesch. II., p. 342.

1817. Sciurus albiceps, Desmarest, Nouv. Diet. H. N. X., p. 105.

1820. Sciurus leschepaultii, Desmarest, Mamm., p. 335.

1835. Sciurus humeralis, Coulon, Mem. Soc. S. N. Neufch. I.,

p. 122.

Colour.—General colour of back very dark ' bay ' (almost black),

bases of individual hairs black, paling to brown at tip of belly, chest

and throat and inside of thighs, and front of forearm, ' ochruceous

buff', individual hairs with basal | black. Face coloured like back

but paling markedly above the level of the eyes ; cheeks dull white.

Dark spot under the chin. Sides of neck and inside of forelegs

bright ' buff ', the hairs unicoloured to their bases. Shoulders and

outside of upper arms black. Loins, thighs and basal portion of tail

(100 mm.) black, but the hairs coarsely tipped with white (grizzling

usually less, often absent, immediately at the base of the tail). Feet
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and hands black, some grizzling on the former. Tail (beyond the

basal dark portion) bright ' buff ',

Skull.—As in melanopepla^ but slightly larger.

Dimensions.—Head and body, 360 ; tail, 400 ; hindfoot, 75.

Skull : greatest length, 72 ; basilar length, 56 ; zygomatic breadth,

45 ; nasals, 21 ; diastema, 17 ; braincase breadth, 31 ; interorbital

breadth, 28 ; upper molar series, 14.

Synonymy,—The names bicolor, and javensis refer undoubtedly to

typical hicolor. Desmarest no doubt had before him in 1817 an

abnormal individual with the normal paling of colour on the forehead

and vertex carried to extremes (such exan:ples are probably not rare ;

there is in the Museum Collection a Siamese specimen of melanopepla

which has an almost white head, although normally in that species

no paling of colour on the crown is to be found). To some such spe-

cimen he gave the name alhiceps. Two years later however, having

received normal specimens of hicolor^ he described and named lesche-

naultii fvom them. Sciurus humeralis of Coulon, as shown by both

description and. figure, is typical hicolor.

Distribution.— Island of Java,

16. Batufa palliata, Mill.

1902. Ratvfa palliata, Miller, Proc. Ac. N. S. Phil, p. 147.

Colour.—General pattern as in hicolor, but pale area on vertex,

grizzling on loins and thighs absent, yellow on tail obsolescent.

Colour of back near ' russet * when fresh, rapidly fading : lower sur-

face dirty yellowish, individual hairs brown with yellow tips. Face,

neck, arms and thighs dark brown, almost black. Cheeks sides of

neck and inside of forelegs pale yellow. Throat and inner side of

hindlegs like belly, usual dark spots under chin. Tail coloured like

back but the hairs tipped whiti?h (showing when tail is flattened a

pale edging along its whole length.)

Skull.—As in hicolor, but anterior portion shorter; teeth rather

smaller.

Dimensions.—Head and body 345 ; tail 425 ; hindfoot 78. Skull:

greatest length, 6(S
; basilar length, 53 ; zygomatic breadth, 42

nasals, 21 ; diastema, 16 ; braincase breadth, 33; interorbital breadth,

29 ; upper molar series, 12*8.
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Dtstrihution.—Type locality Indnigiri River. It seems to range

along the whole East Coast of Sumatra.

17. Ratufa palUata Icevata, Mill,

mrS. Rahtfa Imnata, Miller, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. XXVI., p. 72C.

Colour.—Quite as in palUata, but 4:116 white tips of the hairs of the

tail rather longer, and therefore the white lateral edges of the spread

ont tail more marked.

Skull.—Skull in size and form as in paUiata : the premaxillaries

extending farther behind posterior edge of nasals, psilate narrower

relatively to its length than in typical paUiata.

Dimensions,—Head and body, 330 ; tail, 400 : hindfoot 68. Skull

;

greatest length, 68 ; basilar length, 52 ; zygomatic breadth, 41
;

nasals, 22 ; interorbital breadth, 27 ; upper molar series, 13.

Synonymy.—As an island form Miller ranks it as a species.

Distribution.—Banjak and Batu Islands, West Coast of Sumatra.

18. Ratufa afinis, Tiaff.

1822. Sciurusafinis, Raffles, Trans. Linn. Soc. XIIL, p. 259.

Colovr.— General colour above drab, individual hairs very shortly

tipped black, giving a minutely grizzled effect in certain lights, dorsal

colour becoming more and more ochraceous towards the flanks, till a

stripe about 1 5 mm. broad is pure 'tawny ochraceous*. Colour of

lower surface pure white. Tawny ochraceous of flanks extending on to

the forearms and hind legs. White of belly extending upward on the

thighs. Tail coloured like the back above, white (medially at least)

below. Hands and feet white.

Skull.—Skull small, but in form normal : nasals contracting pos-

teriorly to about two-thirds their length, then expanding to posterior

margin. In this character resembling indica, etc., and differing from

melanopepla, etc.

Dimensions.—Head and body, 330; tail, 380; hindfoot, 70.

Skull; greatest length, 67 ; basilar length, 51; zygomatic breadth,

40; nasals, 21 ; diastema, 15 ; braincase breadth, 31; interorbital

breadth, 27 ; upper molar series, 13'5.

Habitat.— Singapore Island, extending northwards on main lanci

to Johor.

16
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19. Ratufa affinis auriventer^ Is. Geoff.

1831. Scmrus auriventer. Is. Geoffroi, Voy. Bel. Indes, p. 151.

Colour.—General colour tibove as in a-^nis ; below tawny ochraceoas

of flanks, extending downwards and replacing white of affi,nis. Thigh

patch buffy white. Tail coloured above like the back ; below, at least

medially, white. Hands and feet coloured like the belly.

Skull.—As in affinis.

Dimensions—As in affinis,

Sxinonymy.—The name auriventer was based on a specimen said to

have been brought from Java by M. Diard, who also collected in the

Peninsula. In other cases it has been found that there has been con-

fusion in assigning the true locality to specimens collected by him.

Nothing resembling the description of auriventer has been found in

Java, while on the other hand it very well fits the present form, and

I follow Bonhote (A. M. N. H. 1900, p. 495), therefore in accepting

the name for this form.

Habitat.—All the specimens in the National Collection are labelled

" Malacca," and, as the next form is found in Selangore and thence

northwards as far as Trong in Lower Siam, this must mean the

Island of Malacca.

20. Ratufa apnis pyrsonota, Mill.

1900. Ratufa pyrsonota, Miller. Proc. Wash. Ac. Sc. II., p. 75.

Colour,—General colour above grizzled ochraceous, individual

hairs slate grey at base ; below clear ochraceous. This is in fact a very

ochraceous coloured form of afinis, with very dark brown feet.

Skull.—As in a-ffini.'^, but larger.

Dimensions.—Head and body, 350; tail, 400; hindfoot 75.

Skull : greatest length, 65 ; basilar length, 51 ; zygomatic breadth,

41 ; nasals, 21 ; diastema, 16 ; braincase breadth, 32 : interorbital

breadth, 26 ; upper molar series, 13.

Distribution.—The type locality is Trong in Lower Siam, but it

extends as far South as Selangoie.
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;(i) Boundaries of the Bengal "and Assftm Tracts as ghown by Blanford ( Phil. Trans.,

Royal Soc, Lend., Serie« B, Vol. 194, 1901).

.( B\ ^Lrlific ition of the boundary between the Bengal and Assam Tracts as suggested

by this paper.
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NOTES ON SNAKES COLLECTED IN THE JALPAIGUKi

DISTRICT.

BY

Major F. Wall, I.M.S., C.M.Z.S.

( With a Map.)

Last year I received a collection of snakes i'roni Mr. W. A. Jacob,

I.F.S., made by himself in tne Jalpaignri District.

With two exceptions, vh., one Dipsadomorplms cynodon, which was

caught west of the Tista River, and the Naia hungarvs, which was

killed in the Bnxa Division (2,000 ft. elevation), about 100 miles east

of the Tista, all were collected between 10 to 50 miles east of the

Tista, at altitudes varying from about 500 to 1,200 feet.

From this collection it would appear that the boundary between the

Bengal and Assam Tracts, north of the 25th parallel is placed too far to

the east by Blanford (see figure A). There can be little doubt that

this boundary should be the Tista River or still further west (see figure

B). It even seems probable that all the territory lying above ihe 25th

parallel east of Purneah should be included in the Assam Tract (see

interrupted red line in figure B). In support of this are the following

records. From the east Typhlops diardi and Simotes cydurus have

been found as far west as Purneah. Simotes alhocinctus as far west

as Kaliganj.

Of Indian snakes Polyodontophis Sagittarius is recorded as far east

as Darbangha, Simotes arnensis to Kaliganj, Zamenis fasciolatus to

Monghyr, Dipsadonxorphus forsteni unA Bungarus cceruleus to Purneah.

All of these records are based on specimens in the Indian Museum.

Typhlopid^.

Typhlops diardi.

One adult specimen. The scale rows are '2(j anteriorly and in

midbody, and 24 at a point two headslengths before the anus. The

reduction of rows is singular and due to a fusion of the 2nd and 3rd

rows and the 5th and 6th rows both on the right side of the median

ventral.

COLUBRIDyE.

Tropidonotus stolatus.

Seven examples.
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Tropidonotus piscator.

One specimen of variety quivcunciatus.

Pseudoxenodon macrops.

A single specimen.

Lycodon aulicus.

One specimen of variety D of Boulenger's Catalogue. The ventrals

and subcaudals 211 +67. Anal divided.

Coluber cantoris.

A single example. The costals are in 21 rows, two headslengths

behind the head and in midbody, 17 at a point two headslengths before

the anus. Ventrals and subcaudals 229 -|- 69. The Srd supralabial

is not divided, and the 4th and 5th only touch the eye.

Dendrophis proarchos* (Wall).

2 examples. The costals are in 15 rows anteriorly and in

midbody, 9 at a point two headslengths before the anus. The

ventrals and subcaudals 182+ 142 and 192+ ?, the latter a9. The

anal is entire in both specimens and both entirely agree with the

many A^sam specimens I have seen of this snake. The vertebral

are broader than long. The supralabials are 9, the 4th, 5th and 6th

touciiing the eye. The 9 contained 7 eggs but the date of capture is

unfortunately not on record.

Simotes alhocinctus.

One variety typica (Cantorj, and two of a variety calling for special

remark. It is most like jiiglandifer (Wall) (variety C of Boulenger's

Catalogue), but differs in that there are no black walnut-shaped spots.

A darker broad stripe 5 rows wide, runs down the middle of the

back, and a narrower dark stripe between the Srd and 4th rows

above the ventrals and there are no crossbars. I suggest the name

dorsolateralis for it. It is probably only a modified form of

jvijland'fer for a suggestion of the walnut marks is sometimes

noticeable here and there if looked for beneath a lens. The costals

are in 1 9 rows, anteriorly and in midbody, and i 5 at a point two

headslengths before the anus. The ventrals and subcaudals are

var. fypeca 191+?, and in the others 170+ 30, and 162+39. The

supralabials in variety t^/pica are 8, the 4th and 5th touching the

* A description of this snake appears in a paper on the Snakes of A.asam in this Namber,

page 827.
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eye on the right side, normal on the left. In both specimens of variety

(lorsolateralis the 3rcl .suprahihial is divided into an upper and a lower

part. (Hence the suboculur of Boulenger). In one of these the lower

frao-ment is not completely excluded from contact with the eye.

Dryophis prasinus.

Two examples. The costals are in 15 rows anteriorly, and in midbody

and in the $ come to 11 at a point two headslengths before the

anus. In the $ they reduce to 9 at the same site. The ventrals

and subcaudals of the $ are 198+ 157? and of the 9 201-fl59.

There are two loreals in the $ 1+1, three in the 9 l + l-j-l.

In the $ the 4th supralabial is not divided, but in the 9 it is so, that

the upper part only touches the eye.

Chrysopelea ornata.

One brilliantly coloured example of variety E of Boulenger's

Catalogue (III, p. 198). The costals are in 17 rows anteriorly and

rnidbody, and 13 at a point two headslengths before the anus. The

ventrals and subcaudals are 215 X 1 12*? (tail slightly docked). The

last ventral as well as the anal is divided.

Dipsadomorphus cynodon.

Two fine examples of variety A of Boulenger's Catalogue (III., p.

79.). The costals are in 23 rows anteriorly, and in midbody, 15 at

a point two headslengths before the anus. The ventrals and sub-

caudals are 255+ 126 and 256 + 123. One of these specimens was

being attacked by a banded krait (Bunyarus fasciatus) which Mr.

Jacob shot.

Bunyarvs lividus.

One small example. The vertebrals are very slightly enlarged.

The ventrals and subcaudals are 212+39.

Naia hunyarus.

One young specimen, about 6 feet in length. The costals are 17

at a point two headslengths behind the head, 15 in midbody and

15 at a point two headslengths before the anus. The ventrals and

subcaudals are 251 + 80, of the latter the first to the fifth are entire,

the rest divided. It is black with narrow buff bands posteriorly.

Mr. Jacob tells me that a pair of hamadryads were reported to
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have been killed " in copula " on a tea garden close to him at the

end of April or early in May last year.

( VlPBRID^,

'

Lachesis gramineus.

A single specimen. The costal rows are 21 in the anterior and

middle parts of the body, 15 at a point two headslengths before the

anus. The ventrals and subcaudals 171+ 57. It is greenish-yellow

in colour with a whitish flank line. It had evidently eaten some mam-

mal for a mass of felt-like matted hair was protruding from the anus.
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NOTES ON THE BIRDS OF CHITRAL.

{October 1902 to October 1903.)

BY

Capt. G. a. Pkrreau, F.Z.S. (4th Gurkhas).

it is not necessary for me to go into details about the country, as

Capt. H. Fulton has already done that in his notes, see Vol. XVI, p.

44, of this Journal. My area was small, being practically only the

ground about Drosh, the main valley between Nagar and Ghitral, and

the valley between Nagar and Ziarat. I certainly had one productive

but rapid trip up the Mastuj Valley, nearly as far as the Shandur Lake,

but most of my birds were got at under 7,000 ft. I commenced oper-

ations soon after arrival, earlier, I fancy, than Capt. Fulton did: but,

on the other hand circumstances prevented me from doing as much as

I should have liked after August. My best thanks are due to Capt.

Fulton for allowing me to copy his rough notes before he left Chitral :

they were most useful.

I follow the numbers and nomenclature in " The Fauna ot

British India—Birds". Except where otherwise mentioned identi-

fication was made from skins. Those which come under Vol. II,

(with a few at the end of Vol. I, put in to fill up a box), slightly under

two hundred, were sent to the Society. The remainder were retained

by me for the purpose of substituting proper labels for my rough

ones, which were of no use without my notes. These skins (over

2.50) were destroyed by mice, a warning to send otF things quickly.

However the only doubtful ones were amongst the lot sent. My best

thanks are due to Mr. E. Comber for checking them at the British

Museum (Natural History), and to Mr. N. B. Kinnear for kindl}"

clearing up some doubtful points by looking up si)ecimens in the

Society's collection.

I am sure Capt. Fulton will not mind my quoting his records in

cases where I have not observed the bird myself. It makes it much

easier for future observers to have all records together. In spite of

Mr. Comber's opinion, I think that the list from Chitral is still very

incomplete. See also Vol. XVI., p. 744 and Vol. XVHI., p. ISC

for additions to Capt. Fulton's above-mentioned notes. Species marked
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with an asterisk are not recorded by Capt. Fulton, who recorded none

of which he did not make a skin.

Family—CORVIDiE.

(4) Corvus macrorhynchus—(The Jdngle Cbow.)

Common all the year round near Drosh. There was a pied one generally

about the Fort ; some breed close, some appear to go higher.

* (5) Corvus frugihgufi.—(The Rook,")

Arrived in flocks on Lower Drosh farm about mid-March and went off at

the end of April.

(9) Cortus m.oneduIa—{TnE Jackdaw.)

Small parties arrived and departed with the rooks. I have no doubt that

more careful observation (or perhaps more shooting) would add to the list

of " crows.

"

(10) Pica rustica—(The Magpie.)

Fairly common in December as low down in the main valley as Ghaira

under 4.500 feet. Saw numbers courting in the Mastuj valley in May.

(24) Garrulus /awccoZa^ws—(The Black-throated Jay.)

Very common all the year round; down to 4,000 feet in winter. Chi trails

often hawk it with a sparrow-hawk, with little success as a rule ; it is hard to

drive out of cover.

(28) Kuc'-fraga muUipunctata—(TBE Larger Spotted Nut-ckacker.)

No skin obtained; one was sent in to me from Utzen about 7,500 feet, the

condition allowed easy identification, but the skin was a bad failure. I saw

two in June in the Drosh nullah at about the same height. Fulton records it

from Pattison.

* (2y) Graculus eremita—{The Red-billed Chough.)

Common along the main valley at about 5,000 feet from November till.

March. I saw them at no other time.

(HO) Pyrrhocorax alpinus—(The Yellow-billed Chough.)

Like the last but coming down lower and staying later. Villagers at Ayon

offered to take me to a nesting place, stating that it was a good way off and up,

and that the nests were nearly inaccessible. Nearly inaccessible for a Chitrah

means a great deal and anyhow I could not go just then. One of my skins had

black legs with yellow not red, showing through the joints, not sexed.

Subfamily—PARING.

The Tits are very fairly represented, but I think the list can be added to.

The first time I tried the *' Sanatoiium " above Drosh, about 6,000 ft., I saw lots

of Red-headed Tits (or a near relation), it was early in December ; having

got enough to keep us busy I left them till later. I did not see them again

though I tried for them several times. I do like watching a hunting party of

tits on their rounds, at least two or three sorts in goodly numbers accom-

panied by Goldcrests, Tree-creepers, Nuthatches, and a few Woodpeckers.
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They are all 8o busy and tame and there is such a pleupant twittering going on
all the time.

(3 ) /'aruH art/ipps (Thk Indian Gkky Tit,)

I found this biid airly common all the year round ne:ir Dro^h, 4 ;'00 ft. and
two pairs nested in holes in walls in the G .mmissariat lines in Lower Drosh.

(37) AUgilliiiliHiuH l-uco(/eni/i>—(The Whitk ciikkkkd Tit.)

I never obtained this bird, though I may have seen it. Fulton records it as

common ir Ihe Itwer valley.

(_4!) i o/iho/il'une.s n.eauolophvH— (Tup. Crestrd Bi.aCK Tit).

Very common fiom f),()i feet up in the cedars.

(47) Lo/io/>liiiui!< m/ivuclialis—(Thk Simla Bi ack Tit.)

Same as the last. They aie generally found together

(N. S) C'/ tw-<teii liiin<ch(iuicu>i—(CH\SKHK LJr.UR Tit.)

This is an entirely new species dlscoveied by Capt. FuHon. I did not meet

it. He only found it at Shost K'.OOO ft ) where theie were numbeis in the

dense scub in the river bed in July. He dtscribes it as being like the European

Blue Tit but less bright.

Family—CRATEROPODID^.

As might be expected, this family is poorly represented, but the list would

probably be increased a liotle by beating in the undergrowth in the lower part

of the valley.

("1) I ruclmlopterum simi'e—(Thk Western Variegated Laughing- Thrush.)

I only got one at Nagar in November. There were piobaliiy lots about

which would have been found with beating. Fulton leoords them as common.

(99) 7 rochalopteruiu I itiealum—{The Himalayan Streaked Lacghing-

Thkuph.)

Very common up to about 6,000 feet. Like others of their family they go

about ill little parties, but they differ in their method of getiing from tree to

tree or moi'e often fiom bush lo bush. Babblers and other Langhin^-Thrushes

work up a tree to the top and then " driltble " across to the next by sailing on

open wings to the foot of it. 7'. li»eaiuiii work up to the top, do a per(»endi-

cular dead diop to the ground, and then lapioly '' diibble " across to the next

by doing a hurried " scuttle ", half hop. half fly along the ground. They often

scuttle back in apparent alarm, even when moi-e than half way across the open,

practice in jinking I suppose. f*ioficiency in jinking niusv mean a great deal

to thrm as they usually inhabit a fairly open country abounding in hawks.

But the forest dwelling birds do just the same. Cliitialis only haw\ them

when there is ab.solutely nothing else to be raised ; it is nearly imposMbIc to

flush them once they have spotted the game. I know no biid harder to hold

alive in the hand ; a novice has less chance of success than he has of success-

fully girthing up a hill pony. A small party makes a very interesting addition

to an aviary, but the aviculturist with a weak heart is warned ofif, the oft-repeat-

ed impression that some biid has fallen otf his peich in a fit is trying. Also

17
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catching them out with a butterfly net may be regarded as a very severe trial

of temper and patience; they hide and jink in an almost impossible way.

The " drop" is marvellous, it looks sheer straight, which it cannot be because of

the branches. I fear this is rather an avicultural note, will try not to let it

occur again.

Gates is of opinion that the subfamily Crateropodidce " probably derive no

portion of their food directly from trees, " my observations do not agree with

this.

(187) Myiophonevs temminchi—(The Himalayan Whistling-Thrdsh.)

Common.

(2G9) Hypsipetes psaroides—(TnE Himalayan Black Bulbdl.)

Common summer visitor arriving at the end of April.

*(2S;-i) Molpastes inlermedius—(The Punjab Red-vented Bdlbul.)

No skin. Only one pair was seen, summer visitors ; they nested on the

Lower Drosh farm. Practically certain to have been this variety of Red-vented

Bulbul.

(284) Molpastes leucogenys—(The White-cheeked Bdlbul.)

A few present in the winter up to 4,500 feet ; numbers greatly increased by

summer visitors ; only partial migrants, I fancy, arriving in March. They

range only slightly higher in summer

Family—SITTID^.

(320) Sitta A;as^m/rensz.s—(Brooks's Nuthatch.)

No skin, but I identified from the dead bird. Saw some in December and

again in May a little over 6,000 feet at the Sanatorium above Drosh among

the tits. Not seen again. Fulton reports them as common towards Dir.

(323) Sitta Ieucopsis— (The White-Cheeked Nuthatch.)

V^ery common in winter down to 6,000 feet among the tits.

Family—DICKUR1D.E.

(327) Dicrurus afer—(The Black Drongo.)

Very common summer visitor up to 5,500 feet. Arrives in mid-April.

Family—CERTHID^.

(341) Certhia himalayaua—(The Himalayan Tree-Creeper.)

Common in winter down to r ,000 feet, often seen among the tits. A few

were seen in December as low as 4,500 feet and some were seen at 7,000 feet in

June.

(348) Tichodroma mnraria—(The Wall-Creeper.)

Common down to 4.000 feet in winter arriving in October, leaving in early

May. One pair (apparently) hung about Drosh fort till early July, Eager,

but vain search was made for the nest, I fancy they were weaklings resting,

as they re-appeared without young in September.

•(352) Anorthura negIecta~(THE Kashmir Wren.)

Common in winter about Drosh down to 4,000 feet, seemed to have left hy
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April. The owner of a Sparrow Hawk in want of something to do often hunts

them. Beating the little beggar out {li possible) provides the chief excitement

,

the hawk being seldom wanted.

* ^?).—A tailed wrea.

In December about the Lower Drosh farm (about 4,200 feet I think) there

were several wrens with long tails hanging about for some time. My two

skinners were not at that time up to small birds, and I, thinking they would

improve in this line sooner than they did (they never became really reliabk-

with small birds), rather put ofiE shooting small birds, which I thought I could

get later. In January I awoke to the fact that these birds were probably a

prize. I never saw them again.

Family—KEGULID^.
*(3.58) Requlus cristatus—(The Goldcrest.)

Very common in winter down to 6,000 feet in the cedar forests in parties with

tits. A few were seen as low as Drosh Fort. It was also seen in June above

Drosh at about 7,500 feet.

Family—SYLVIIDJ3.

I confess to having shied off Warblers, I fancy Capt. Fulton did too. Thanks

to Mr. Gates, the identification of a clean, fresh-killed adult specimen is not so

formidable as it appears. I am sorry that I did not procure the ones that even

I, a tyro in warblers, could discern, without shooting, as being different species.

There were only a few such in the main valley, but I saw quite a dozen on m>

trip up the Mastuj Valley, I only took two skins, which I briefly mention

below. I saw birds very like the English Blackcap. Nightingale and Sedge

Warbler.

(401) Sylvia altlma—(Hume's Lesser White-throated Warbler.)

-(408) Phylloseopwi tudicus.—(OLi\ACEOvs Willow-Warbler."*

Both from near Mastuj. In parts the river bed is covered with reeds and

willow ; small undergrowth covers the banks, an ideal place for warblers.

(418) Phylloscopus humii— (Uxju^'s WiLLOW-Yf ARBhER.)

Not noted by me. Fulton obtained one in April at 10,000 feet and one in

September at 6,000 feet.

Family—LANIID.ffi.

(473) Lanius vittatus—(The Bay-backed Shrike.)

Very common summer visitor, arriving the end of April up to 6,000 feet.

(476) Lanius er7jthronotus—{Tay. Kcfous-backed Shrike.)

Very common summer visitor, arriving beginning of April up to 7,000 feet.

(477) Lanius tephronotus—(Tnv: Grey-backed Shrike.)

1 did not meet this bird. Fulton states that he got one specimen in April at

Drosh, but is rather doubtful as to his identification being correct.

(495) Pericrocolus brevirostrh—(The Short-billed Minivet.)

Very common summer visitor. Fii-st seen on 9th April at 4,000 feet in Main

Valley common for about a month after at about 4,500 feet ; then it went up

to 6,000 feet except a few stray birds.
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Family—ORTOLIDiE.

(518) Oriclns I.und"o—{TaE Indian Oriole.)

Very common summer visitor, arriving beginning of May up to about 5,00l>

feet, or perhaps higher as I met it at Keshan,

Family—STURNID^.

*(528) Pastor rose<i^—{THK Rosf.-colodred Starling.)

No skin.— It was abundant round Chitral Fort in January.

*(53 ) Siurnus f>orphprvnoiun—(THv. Ci ntral-Apian Starling.)

The only skins I took were in Jinjoiet nullah about 7,500 feet in November.
I have down a remark " common at abouc 4,5(i() feet from November to April "

aTid a similar remark against the next mentioned species, of which 1 only took

skins in March at Kesun about 4,fdO feet. It is quite i-robable that tiis remark
should apply only to tlie latter— .•%. menzbUri, The buds are •ndistiriguisliable

except in the I and. a starling was undoubtedly common in those months. It

was probably vimzbieri as Fulton makes a similar remark about that bird and
my prophyroiiotui^ were got higher up. On Ihe other hand bolh FuHon'ssUns
were takea in February, so both sp. cies may have been present low down in

winter. On going over my rough field note -book, T note a Central-Asian

Starling killed on '2nd April at Drosh.

(5B2) Stiirnus menzbv ri—{Thf Common Indian Starling.)

833 above. It is more than likely that other similar slaihngs were present

but remained unnoticed by either of us.

(r)42) Agropsur dvrnhim.- (The Daukian Myna.)
Not met with by me. Fulton got one crck out of a flock of some 17 birds

on 16th July at the head of the Tuvikho Valley at ll.ii" (1 feet.

(544) '/'emenuc/tvs pagod rum—(The Black-headf.d Myna.)
Very common summer visitor, arriving end of April up to 6A'0(> feet.

(549) Acriiotherestristis—(The Common IMyna.)

Present all the year from 4.00(i feet. Did not meet it higher than 6,000 feet.

Family—MUSCICAPIO^.

*(557) Musricapa grisola.—(The Spotted Flycatcher.)

Fairly common at 7,000 feet in summer, not noticed in winter. They
were breeding in June at Baradam 7 fOO feet.

(558) 1 1 emicheUdon sibirica— ('J he Sooty Flyca'ICHFr)

Procured at 7.o()0 feet at Baradam, where it was breeding in June.

(561) Sypfiia 2yuria~(TnE European Red-ureasted Flycatcher.)

First seen 14th April when some half-dozen pairs were seen in Lower Drosh.

A few were generally to be seen for about a month after. One pair, the only

ones I saw during the summer, bred in the Upper Diosh gaiden. Fulton

remarks that it is common in the orchards of Lcwer Chitial duiirg the winter

and as late as mid-April, and that possibly it is a resident. Probably local

migration will explain this.
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(589) .Mtfioiiax ruficuui/u>!—(TnF, Rufous-tailed Fi.YCy\TCHER.)

Fairly common at the Sanatoiium neaily 7,0' feet in late May; it bred there

later. Fxiliou records gettii gone at 4 (J« feet in April so it is picbi.bly

migratory to a certain extent.

(f)98) TfTsiphoimparudisi—(I'HE Indian Pahadise Flvcatcher.)

No Bkin taken. Suinmer visitor, not numerous, nor seen as high as Drosh.

First seen end of April.

Family—TURDID^.
The waste stretches along the main valley between the cultivated bits on

the side streams provide grand ground for fiaches, accentors, and especial y
for chat-like birds. Keeping in view that such birds have always been of the

greatest interest to me, that the river, orchards, and cultivated lands could be

worked on the same day, and that my job necessitated frequent trips up and

down the main valley, it is small wonder that such ground received a good

deal more than its fair share of attention especially during March and April,

the spring migratory season. My notes fully meet my requirements as regards

dates, Ac, of arrival, departure, occunence. nesting observations, &c.; but they

sadly fail in the few instances where descriptions are required. In the case of

the Chats my notes give the impression of having been bothered by the

variations of plumage, N. picata an i S. pies hunku being the offenders. Mention

is made of a mixed mtiraage, but the name of the lady is unaccountably

omitted. I must content myself with leaving disputed points alone. I hope

these remarks will induce some other sojourner in Chitralor similar district

to take up the question. I wish I had made a larger series of skins.

(6 '8) Praiiiicola cipruta—(The Common-pied Buph-Chat.)

Not seen by me. See also P. niaura. Capt. Fulton remarks as under :

—

"A resident. I obtained specimens among the scrub on the banks of the

'streams at 6.000 feet in the Bimboret nalla in February. I did not see them

again till September, when large numbers arrived at Diosh evidently migrating

sooth. I believe they breed in the country."

This remark was origiaally made against P. maura, but was subsequently

corrected by him to refer to cupratn.

(610) Praiineo'a maura—(TiiE Indian Bush-Chat.)

A few were observed near Drosh in March, but the bulk of them arrived

early in April. Most went further north or scattered, but a few bred

between Urosh and Chiiral, at least three pairs. Capt, Fulton added this to his

original list at the same time that he made the correction about P. caprata.

His amended remark reads :

—

" I obtained one male only of this species in the Golan Valley in May at

6.000 feet."

Knowing both these chats well, I C'>old hardly help thinking that Capt.

Pulton had made a slip in their names. Mr. Kinnear kindly looked up his

specimens and found four maura and one ciprufa, so it is evident that in his

correction alluded to, maura should read caprata and vice vend.
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"(618) Saxicola jncata—{l!k^ Pied-Chat.)

Arrived mid-April. Common. Breeds in the country about 5,000 feet upwards.

(619) Saxicola capistrata—(The White-headed Chat.)

Not recorded by me, though I am not at all sure that I did not see it putting

it down as a variety of S. picata. Fulton records it :

—

"I obtained specimens at elevations of 7,0(i0 to 11,000 feet during May, June

and July. In May I found a nest at 7,500 feet at the foot of a small shrub."

(620) Saxicola opixtholeuca—(Strickland's Chat.)

By far the commonest Chat. First seen late in March, large numbers arrived

early in April, scattered in early May, began to collect again with their youn^

early in October. Bred from 5.000 up. many along the banks of the main river.

The cock of my "mixed marriage" belonged to this species. The hen, I am
nearly sure, belonged to <S. picata. The hens of this species are very

much darker than and easily distinguishable at sight from those ot picata.

Nests with young were common early in June.

\621) Saxicola pleschanka—(The Siberian Chat.)

Arrives a trifle earlier and is not so common, otherwise the remarks concern-

ing opislholeuca apply also to this chat.

"*(624) Saxicola ananthe—(The Wheateak Chat.)

Not common. First seen 2nd April. One pair nested on the Lower Drosh

farm about 4,200 feet.

'(628) Saxicola chrijsopygia—(The Red^tailed Chat,)

Rare, only a few seen in January and early February, near Drosh by the

river on a waste stretch about 4,300 feet.

(6.30) Henicurus maculatus—(Tbk Western Spotted Forktail.)

Common on side streams, down to 4,000 feet in winter and a bit higher in

summer. Breeds about 5,000 feet upwards.

(637) Microciehla scouleri—(TnE Little Forktail.)

Common in winter down to 4,000 feet on side streams. Disappeared from

mid-AprU till early in September. The Drosh Fort pair hung about till the end

of June, when they too vanished after giving us false hopes of finding the nest.

I have frequently seen them (in Chitral and elsewhere) plunge into the water
;

in fact. I think, they get most of their food in this way. They always go up

stream and apparently run along the bottom perhaps aided a bit by their

wings, which seem to be kept half-open. I have seen them go up a steepieh

rock half-a-dozen times in about as many minutes, resting a little at the top

and then flying to the bottom for another trip up, the water little more than

covering the bird, but coming down with a force which, one would think,

would render successful ascent on the apparently slippery surface impossible.

I have seen them plunge but not so often in deeper and stiller water. They are

"not Shy birds to start with, and, by only advancing when they are under water,

one can get quite close, Fulton states that he never saw them plunge, and

that they seemed to stick more to scrub, seldom being near the water like B

.

maculaius. My subsequent trapping experiences give the explanation of this,
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i,e., that he did not see them feediny. They only feed in the morning (fairly

early), about mid-day, and then again in the evening, retiring to adjoining scrub

for siesta between whiles. Of coui'se this only applies to my experiences, i. e.

between November and March. About 3 p.m. one day I marked one going

into a small bush on a bare cliff overhanging the main branch of a stream near

hei-e. To the best of my belief he did not move till 6 p. m., when he came

down to feed. I am sure my presence had nothing to do with his stopping

there. I was some way off on the other side of the stream bed (fairly wide

just there), trying to trap White-capped Redstarts on the other minor bifurcation

of the stream, which was not his hunting ground at all. Several times after, a

stone thrown into that bush from above at non-feeding times found him at

home. The one specimen caught at last did not survive long, not enough

individual attention at fii-st I fear. His larger relative, though I did not succeed

in even getting him on boardship, did very well in my aviaries ; this bird is also

given to siestas, but they are shorter,

(638) Chimarrhornis leucocephalus—(The White-capped Redstart.)

Fairly common in winter along streams down to 4,000 feet, going up higher in

April. Seen in June about 6,500 feet. Fulton states that it is common in summer

by streams from 7,000 to 12,000 feet. Like other stream-hunting birds it seems

' to divide off the stream into stretches. Each bird (or pair) sticks to it's own

stretch, fighting off intruders.

(639) Euticilla frontalis—(The Blue-fronted Redstart.)

No specimen obtained, but an unidentified Redstart twice noted near Drosh

in February, belonged I am nearly sure to this species, which I afterwards

got to know well, as an occasional winter visitor to my station.

(642) Ruticilla erythronota—(Eversmann's Redstart.)

Very common down to 4,000 on the waste stretches bushed parts in winter

from November to February. Not seen after middle of March.

(644) Ruticilla rufiventrls—(The Indian Redstart.)

First seen in mid-April about 4,500 feet round Chitral Fort where it was fairly

common and remained so for a short time. It was common up the Mastuj

Valley in May. Not seen again till September when it was fairly common
round Drosh.

(644 a). Ruticilla phoenicura.—(The European Redstart,')

This is the first authentic specimen of this Redstart that has been recorded

from Bntish India, according to Mr. Comber. I only met with it ,at Buni up

the Mastuj Valley, where it was common on both my visits in the middle

of May. I only took three skins.

(645) Ruticilla erythrogaster—(GoldenstaDt*s Redstart.)

Only seen (bar one pair) in March and April, when it was common on the

river and sido streams about 4,500 feet. One pair hung about Lower Drosh till

the end of June, giving us vain hopes of finding the nest. A pair (I fancy the

same) were frequenting the same place in September. This attractive and
conspicuous Redstart has, as Oates remarks, much the same habits as the
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White-capped. It certainly also frequents rooky hill-sides as l<>ng as they are

fairly close to water, I oljserved it havrking flies at a gieat heiglit which I

have never seen the White-capped do,

(646) Rhi/icornix ful<gi,i'J8U-i—{TiiR PLUMBEOUS Redstart.)

R3sideat. Common in winter from 5,(i00 feet down and in summer from

4,000 to 6,000 feat possibly higher, but I do nut think this bird moves up and

down vei-y much though in India I have met both this and the White-capped in

the plains at the edge of the foot-hills. The hen's heho like tail is most

fascinating to watch. The cock has a charming little song, a fact 1 was

unaware of till I kept them in my aviaries where the cocks were incessantly

singing at each other through the very necessary wire separating them. The

White-caps often fought but never sang.

(647) Ci/an'culii xwsc/ca— ( Thk Indian Blue-throat.)

Not observed by me. Fulton records it as passing through Drosh going

south in September and October.

* (651) Culli.ipe pe.ctoril.ix—(THE Himalayan Ruby-throat.)

Two were put up out of a wheat fijld and the cock bagged, when after quail

near Chitral Fort on "Jlst April. No mure were seen, but birds of habits like

this and the last are easily missed. The cock, as I have since ascertained, has

a beautiful song.

(657) Adelur caruleicephala—(The Blue-headed Robin.)

Not observid till early in Mircn, wnen thty were common from 4,0 feet

upwards. They began to move higher up in April, but were present all the

summer from 6,000 up. Major Sealy found a nest in a crevice under a fallen

tree on 3ist Miy OQ Kaogol about 7,iluUfeet, It contained four eggs of the

type recorded by Wardlaw Rimsay.

(677) Alerula atrigularis—(The Black-thkoated Ouzel.)

Very common from 4,5iiu feet upwards from March till May, appearing

again in October.

(67o) Merula unicolor—(Tickell's Ouzel.)

No skin taken though several wei-e shot and identified. Very common from

March to May. Began to go up higher in May. A pair seen in June at 7,500,

above Drosh. Scsen again low down m end of September.

(691) Petro/iliila c«/<cior^//Hca— (Blue-headed Rock Thrush.)

No skin. It is a bird I know well. Several pairs were seen in the summer

in different places at about 7,000 feet or under. I saw it again with young in

not fully adult plumage lovv down i i October. 1 cannot understand my
missing it on its way up. Fulton records it at 7,0ii0 feet in May. MacMahon

I believe, records the occurrence of the Chestnut-bellied Rock-Thrush (P.

trythrogaglra), but I cannot help thinking he misnamed this bird (^cinc<.or

hynea),ti mistake commonly made.

(693) Peirophtla iyanu>i—(TaE Webtern Blue Rock-Thru?h.)

First seen at the end of April, when it bi-came very common till the end of

May when they seemed to scatter. It remained fairly common from 4,500, up
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all the summer breedi' g even at the lower elevation. They began to collect

again in the main valley iii September.

(694) Moitticola xiixatiliH—(The Rock-Thkush.)

Not met with by me. Fulton records obtaining two females in September

and October at 7,000 teet. " The former with an egg." Doubtless a precocious

youngster.

(69,)) Tardus oioc/worMs—(The Missel-Thrush.)

Common in winter down to 4,500 feei and in summer down to about 6,500

feet, at which altitude I found a nest with four young on 28ih May. Fulton

records a nest at 12.000 fe«t, the bird, nests with four eggs, and tree being

covered with snow on 26th April.

Probably other thrushes will be recorded. I am nearly sure that I saw Red-

wings in February near Drosh,

(70-0 Ciiiclus (»«'o^cus—(The Brown Dipper.)

Co.nraon from 4,0')0 feet up, going a bit higher in summer. A nest was

found at B^ori at 4,000 teet on 15th Mirch with four practically fully fledged

young and another at Ayou on ijth April at 4,500 feet with 5 young in the

down.

* (712) Accmtor mp ilensis—(The Eastern Alpine Accentor.)

Fairly common round Diosh in November and March not lower than (1,000

feet, very common in small straggling flocks down to 4,500 feet along the roads

from December to February. One was seen at 7,5 0, above Drosh oa 8th April.

(716) rkarrahalem atrigularia—\Tm Black-throated Accentor.)

Common in small parties of a dozen or so round Drosh down to 4 000 feet
.

from November to March. A few seen in pairs to April about 5,000 feet.

(717) /'hurrkaleu.i fuloennens—(The Brown Accentor.)

Not quite so common, arrives a little later, depai"ting earlier and keeps a

bit higher, not seen in April, otherwise similar to above.

Family—PLOCEID^.

(734) Uroloncha wiaia/^ama—(The White-throated Munia.)

No skin. Only one small flock seen below Drosh on 3rd May. Fulton

records them common in summer up to 4,000 feet.

Family—FRINGILLIDi?E.

The list of " finches " is fairly long, but I am sure it can be added to.

(740) Corxothrau<if8 liumii—(Hume's Hawfinch.)

Not obtained, but I think I saw it near Gairat in May. Fulton records two

specimens from Drosh in May, and believes that it breeds in the country.

'(741) Pycnorhamphus icterotdes—(The Black and Yellow Grosbeak.)

Not uncommon in the cedar forests, down to about 6,.>00 feet in winter.

* (7i5) Pyrrhula auranliara—(The Orange Bullfinch.)

Only one hen obtiined. sent in to me from Utzum about 7,500 feet on 2ilth

March. A cock Bullfinch hung about the inside of Chitral Fort for most of

January, I only saw it once, but believe it belonged to this species.

18
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(754) Propasser thura—(The White-browed Rose-Finch.)

Not observed by me. Fulton records obtaining one cock on 30th April in

Pattison nallah at 9,000 feet,

(755) Propasser pulcherrimus—(The Beautiful Rose-Finch.)

Not observed by me. Fulton records them common during April in the

cedar forests between 6 000 and 10,000 feet, hot seen in summer.

(757'> Propasser grandis—(TQE Red-mantled Rose-Finch.)

A few were mst with in January and April about 4,500 feet on the waste

stretches. Fulton records them as fairly common on the wooded ridges from

7,000 to 9,000 feet in late April and early May.

(761) Carpodacus erythr'mus—(The Common Rose-Finch.)

Very common in large 6ocks at about 4,500 feet at end of April and

beginning of May. Seen up the Mastuj Valley in mid-May. Fulton records

them common at the head of the Turikho Valley from 15,000 to 16,000 feet

probably breeding there, and common in winter round Drosh.

(762) Carpodacus severtzovi—(Severtzoi-f*s Rose-Finch.)

Not met with by me. Fulton records a good many at Gharagar at 13,000

feet just below the snow-line on 10th July.
"'-

(763) Erijthrospha oithaginea—(THE Desert-Finch.)

One specimen obtained. Not so common as the next species.

(764) Eri/throspiza mongolica—(The Mongolian Desert-Finch.)

There were large flocks present in the main valley near Ghairat and

further in March, April, and May. A few were seen in November. These

flocks contained smaller flocks of two somewhat similar birds, diifering a bit in

habits. One species, mongolica, was far commoner than the other githayinea-

Fulton records getting a pair at the head of the Turikho Valley at 10,000 feet

on 9th July.

(764a) Rhodopechys sanguinea.

Not seen by me. Fulton saw two (of which he got one) at Roah in the

Turikho Valley at 10,000 feet which constitutes the first record within Indian

limits.

(764b) Rhodospiza ohsoleta.

No skin. A few were several times seen in November just above the junc-

tion of the Shishikho with the main river. They used to be procurable alive

most winters in Pindi or Lahore under the name of "Kabul Gulabi," but

I have heard of none for the last few years. I believe they have since been

recorded from Quetta, so my omission to procure a skin is not of much

consequence.

(767) Carduelis caniceps—(The Himalayan Gold-Finch.)

Fairly common in small flocks at about A.500 feet in the winter from

November to March, collecting in large flocks in April previous to going further

up the hill. Seen in large flocks at Buni in mid-May. Fulton records them as

common in summer at about 12,000 feet, breeding in Julyi
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(768) Callacanthis hii,rloni—(l!nv. RED-nROWED FiNCH.)

Not observed by mc, Fulton recorrls it us summer visitor, getting specimens

in the Deodars in August from 8.000 to 9,000 feet.

(770.) Acanthis brevirostris—(TiiE Eastern Twite.)

Not observed by me. Fulton records it as fairly common on the high

grazing grounds from 10,000 to 14,000 feet in July and August ; he obtained

a nest at 13,000 feet.

(771) Metoponia pimlla—(TB.v. Gold-fronted Finch.)

Fairly common in small flocks at about 4,500 feet from November to March

collecting in large flocks, probably increased by new arrivals in April, a few seen

in May at that height. Fulton records them common on the Turikho at 12,000

feet where they were nesting in July.

* (774) Fringilla monti.frinf}illa.—(The Brambling.)

Only observed in April when large flocks passed through Drosh on their

way north,

(776) Passer domesticus—(TnK House-Sparrow.)

Arrive end of April (first seen 20th), beginning to leave early in October,

very common at about 4,500 feet. Nested mostly in holes in trees, only a few

apparently finding sites in the houses, such being previously occupied by P.

montavus. Several colonies were found nesting fairly high up in the smaller

branches of trees in the orchards. The nest consisted of a large untidy ball

of straw, in the middle of which was the nest proper of hay and the usual

rubbish ; the entrance at the side was not easy to detect. Fulton noted it

as far up the valley as Sanoghar 7,800 feet.

(778) Passer lospaniolensis—(The Spanish Sparrow,)

Very common in large flocks round Drosh in October and November, not

seen in winter nor in summer. Arrived in large flocks right at the end of April

staying only about a fortnight.

(779) Passer montanus—(The Tree Sparrow.)

Very common all the year, from 4,000 feet up, nesting from April to August,

mostly in buildings, as far as such accommodation went. My notes tally

exactly with Fulton's.

(780) Passer cinnamomeus—(The Cinnamon Tree Sparrow.)

Fairly common in small parties in the lower wooded valleys at 4,000 feet in

winter. Fairly large flocks seen near Drosh in April. Met breeding in May at

about 6,000 feet, not seen lower than this in summer.

(787) Fringillauda sordida—(Stoliczka's Modntain-Fincu,)

Several small flocks seen near Drosh at about 5,000 feet in early April. Fulton

records having seen them at 6,000 feet in April and May, and found them
common at 10,000 to 14,000 feet in July.

(788) Fringillauda brandti- (HnAUVr's Moontain-Finch.)
Not observed by me. Fulton found them numerous in Bangol at 13,000 feet

up in July, but saw them nowhere else.

* (790) Emberha fucata —(The Grey-headed Bunting.)

No skin. I shot and identified this bird at Reshan in the Mastuj Valley
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in May, fairly common. Not observed elsewhere, but may have been

present.

* (792) Emheriza lewocpphala—(The Pine. Bunting.)

Common about Drosh in December and January becoming very common in

February and March. None seen in Apiil or later.

(I'Xd) Emb^.rizii stetvarti—(The White-capped Bunting.)

Not seen in winter. Were very common in the main valley at about 5,000

feet towards the end of April and a bit higher up in May, Breed in June and

July as low as 5,500 feet not uncommon.

(794) Emheriza ntracheyi—(The Eastern Meadow-Bonting.)

Common inwiiter down to 4,00(1 feet from October to early May, when
they go higher up, probably found above « 000 feet, according to my notes.

Fulton saw num^-rous young in June and July at 0,000 to 14.00 ' feet.

* (7'.)5) Enheriza buchnnani—(The Gkey-necked Bunting )

Only one cock obtained in May at 5,00n feet ; but there were probably

others also feeding with the flocks of stewarti. and stracheyi. It is vtsry likely

that other buntings were also present but undetected.

® (7 '9) Emberizu. inp.lanocpphala—(The Black-headed Bunting.)

No skin preserved and identification not quite certain. They were com-

mon about Drosh in late October. The skins I took were not " in plumage "

and were destroyed by some puppies. However, I got to know this bird well

afterwards through keeping it alive, and am nearly sure my identification

was correct,

(^00) hlmbenza luted >—(The Red headed Bunting.)

Only one pair obtained on 2nd and 3rd May near Drosh, no more seen till

late September when, what I am nearly sure was this species, were fairly

common. Fulton records them as arriving towards the end of March on the

northward migration.

(8)1) Emheriza rutila—{T}i^ Chestnut Bunting.)

Not met with by me. Fulton records obtaining only one male in. the Golan

Valley at 7; .00 feet in April.

Family—HIRDNDINID^.
(805) CheVdon hishmirJensis—(The Kashmir Martin.)

Common in summer, arriving in late April. Breeds about 4,500 feet.

(HOH) Cotde ripariii.—(The Sand-Martin.)

Not observed by me. Fulton no es as common from April to October.

(810) Ptyonoprogne rupesiris—(The Crag-Martin.)

Summer visitor, common, arrived early April, breeds from 4,500 feet.

Fulton met it at 13,000 feet.

*(8l3) Hirundo rustica—(The Swallow.)

Common summer visitor, arrived early May, breeds at 4,500 feet.

(824) Hirundo rufula—(The European Striated !^wallow.)

Common summer visitor, arriving the end of March. Breeds from 4,000 feet.

An unfinished nest was found on 8th May as low down as Nagar.
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Famifa—MOTACILLID^.

(826) 3fo<ac*'/rt a/6a—(Thk Whitb Wagtaii-.)

First, seen early in Anril. common; breeds at about f),flOO feet. Fulton

records it as present through the year from 4,- 00 to 10,000 feet, according to

season.

(8-29) MntiiriUa pr.<o»t'i/a—(Thk Mapkkd Wagtail.)

Common throui;hout the year breeds at about B; 00 feet in May-June,

o (830) MoUirilla hoilfiKom —(lioT)C,?Oii'ii PlKP WaGTAIL.)

First observed 2rth March but on sight -wi hout ciireful observation it is

except in summer, so like the last that it may have easily escaped obaerv:ition.

A specimen obtained rn 2rth March had all the bark paits" jure black,

while another HHed on the fifh Apiil hud rnly traces of bl: cK- on 'hose parts

as had olheis killed some time later Both species were biecding within a few

yards of each other at Ayon in June, where both were C( mmon. There was

one case of an apparent ' nixed marriage," but they had young, and I did not

like to take the parents.

(8.32) Mo'acill'i vielxnopp- (The Grf.y Wagtail.)

Present in the winter, but not common, about 4f00 feet, go'ng higher up in

summer. La'ge numbers present near Drosh in April. Breed as low down as

5,500 feet but commoner a bit hi<^her.

(Sl.^) Mutar'dli he.p.nui—(Thk Inpian Bluk-hkaded Wagtail.)

Not refolded by me but I th nk some Wagtails 1 saw in April were of this

species. Fulton lecords them as passing through in numbers in April.

(BS*^) Motncflla dtroloules—(Hoi)G?on'p Yfllciw- heaped Wagtail.)

Arrived in fair numbers at the end of March on the way up higher (or

further north). Some stay for the summer as low as 6,< 00 feet but not

common, apparently breeding. Fulton met one pair at K'.Odd feet in July.

Some of my specimens obtained in March f along with ujidoubted cHreolokles)

had no trace of black on the upper parts and may, of course, be jiJ. citreola.

(>^40) AiahH< tri.riai>x—(T\iV. TrEE-PiPIT.)

First observed at the beginning of April quite common at about 4,500 feet in

Apiil and May. disar^pearing (piobably to go higher) in June, re-ai peariog

early in September. Fullon believes it to be present through the year from

5,000 CO 12 000 f et according to season.

• (8'>4) Anthui nimilin—(The Brown Rock Pipit.)

A fairly common summer visitor, appearing at the beginning of April, at

about 4..''0 ' feet and breeding about that height.

Anthu*, -p.—( A Pipit.)

A pipit was very common in winter at about 4,500 feet, disappearing in the

middle of March. Unfortunately the only two skins I took were destroyed.

I put it down as A. sordidux ; it w:is like A. Hvi'tliH, but not so large or bright,

and the ihii-d outer tail feathers were * pale-tipped," the legs were daik leddish-

brown.
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Family—ALAUDID^.

(855) Otocorys pmicillata—(Gould's Horned Laek.)

There were two flocks of about a dozen each near Ghairat about 5,000 feet

in the early part of March. I saw a few near Laspar, pretty close to the

Shandur Lake in May. Fulton saw them at 13,000 feet at the head of the

Turikbo in July.

(859) Melanocorypha bimaculata—(The Eastern Callandea Lark.)

Large flocks passed up the main valley during early March.

(860) Alauda arvensis—(The Sky-Lark.)

Some present in the winter low down, very common in March, some present

in April after which they disappeared, probably going higher. Fulton obtained

fully fledged young at 1
1
,0^0 feet at the end of June.

(862) Calandrella brachydactila—(The Short-toed Lark.)

Very common in small flocks in April as they passed through Drosh.

Fulton notes their return southward, passing through Drosh in largo numbers

in first week of October.

(864) Cahmdrella tihetana—(Brooks's Short-toed Lark.)

Not observed by me. Fulton records two from Sonoghar (8,000 feet) in May.
* (865) Cdlandrella acM<?Vosin's—(Hume's Short-toed Lark.)

Two obtained at Orgutz on I'^th May, indistinguishable at sight from

brachydactyla. Seen in small flocks.

*(874) G'llerita cristata—(The Crested Lark.)

A not common summer visitor, arriving in mid-April, remaining to breed,

not seen much above 4,200 feet.

Family—PICID^,

(946) Gecinus squamatus—(The West-Himalayan Scaly-bellied Green

Woodpecker.)

Common throughout the year from 4 OdQ feet up.

(961) D&ndrocopus himalayensis—(TLHK Western Himalayan Pied

Woodpecker.)

Common throughout the year from about 5,000 feet up.

(969) Deti'irocopus auriceps—(The Urown-fronted Pied Woodpecker.)

Not observed by me. Fulton records it as common from 4,000 to 11,000 feet.

(1003) lynx torquilU—{THV^ Common Wryneck.)

Only one specimen obtained at Drosh on 2nd May at about 4,300 feet.

Family—CO KACIAD>S:.

(1024) Coracian garrula—(The Edropean Roller.)

Arrive the begmning of May, most pass on northward after a short stay, but

a fair number breed in the country. They seem far more secretive about their

nests than the Inc'ian Koller. It was not till they had young (in mid-July)

that we discovered a nest in a tree in the cliff over hanging the river by Lower

Drosh, and then only by a fluke.
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Family—MEROPID^.

(1029) Merops apiaster—(The Edropkan Bee-rater.)

Arrive the end of May, most passing on northward, but a number stay to

breed in the country at about 4,5u0 feet, young seen about in August. One

nest we dug out on 20th September contained a young bird, fully 6edged ; in

fact, it must have left the nest a long time.

Family—ALCEDINIDiE.

"(1035) Alcedo ispida—(TBE Common Kingpipher.)

Several were seen in April on the main river between Nagar and Kesun,

Solitary birds were seen on the same part at intervals all the year.

Family—UPDPID^.

(1066) Upupa epop8—(The Edropean Hoopoe.)

Fairly common summer visitor, first seen about 4,500 feet at the end of

March going up a good deal higher at the end of April. I met it some way
above Laspur in May.

Family—CYPSELID/E.

(1068) Cypselux melba—(The Alpine Swift.)

Common in summer passing overhead, arriving end of March.

(1069) Ci/pselus apus—(The Edropean Swift.)

Very common summer visitor, arriving in mid-April.

Family—CUCULID^.

(1104) Cuculus canorus—(The Cdckoo.)

Fairly common summer visitor from 4,5U0 feet up, first seen end of April.

Family—PSITTACID^.

(1141) Palaornis schisticeps—(The Slaty-headed Paroquet.)

Fairly common summer visitor at 4,000 feet up, arriving early in April.

Family—ASIONID^.

'(1156) Asio otiis—The Long-eared Owl.

One specimen obtained at Drosh on 2nd May.

(1159) Syrnium biddulphi—(Scully's WoOd-Owl.)

Fairly common I fancy in winter about 4,5()0 feet, not observed in summer.

(1167) Bubo ignavus—(The Great Horned Owl or Eagle Owl.)

No skin, but there was a bird which could only have been of this species

hanging about the Lower Drosh farm for a week or so in December.

Fulton records getting two in December in Drosh.

(1173) Scops ^m—(The Scops Owl.)

Every orchard from 4,000 feet up seems to hold this bird in summer, not

noted in winter, the whistle-hoot '' hoo-hoo " was first heard in April. I

took some young in down of various ages from a nest on 13th July, and

most charming pets the comical little chaps made.
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*(1186) Gl'itjcldumbrodiei—{The Collarf.D PiGMY OWLET.)

Only one specimen obtained at about 5,0UU feet in February. Probably

many other owls are present.

Family—VDLTURIDiE.

(1198) Neoi^hron percnopierun—The Egyptian VuLTDKE oe Lakge White
SCAVENGEH VULTUKK.

No skill, I lather fancy both species were present round Diosh in summer.

Family—FALCON I D.5i:.

Chitral abounds in " hawkH" as one would expect, and lam sure the list

could be doubled. It seems a t-hame to shoot seme gpecies. I still legret

having shot a n.a{.nificcnt Fishing Eagle at the insiaiice < f a ( hiliali who

feared for lis hawks. Some on tl e oi her hand are so numeions that they

become a nuisance and have to be treated as veruiin.

(11119) Gijpn'.tui barbutuH (The Bkakdkd Vultdre OR Lammergeyeb.)'

No skin Common ;hiOughout the year, down to 4,> UU feet in winter.

(1208) flieicetun pefinittuH—iTHE BoOTKO EaGLE.)

This bold bird is common from 4,(t()0 feet up, Chitralis dislike him im-

mensely, as his presence in the neighbourhood lendeis hawking an impos^sibility.

I have never seen one domesticated ( I hope falconets will excuse my igno-

rance of correct terms). In spite of its laihcr clumsy build, it can put the

fear of death into a laden shahin, which is i self a marvellous Oyer.

^ (12'2;5) llnUittna Ip.iicoriplius— (PAhLAi-'?. Fli=HING-EAGLK..)

One specimen obtained cut oi a pair near Chitial Foit < n lUth May.

* (l22;i) MihuM f/omi.//t/—(^THK Common Pakiah Kite.)

No skin. I am undei' the impression that this and Al. meiauotis were present

round Drosh in the summer but cannot be sure.

(128t0 M'lmx meJaniiii>—(Thi: Larger Indian Kite.)

Nobkin Fulton lecoids one specimen obtained at 6,000 feet on IGih April.

(1232). Elatmy cnraUu.t.~ (The Bi.ACK-wiNGi d Kite)

Not observed by me. though doubtless I saw it, as Fultcn tays it is

common in summer in the lowtr wooded valleys.

(12;-^3j. ( irons 7uiicrnrm—(Tui': Pale Harrier.)

Not observed by me, but there were many harriers in the main valley in

ApiU and May. Fulton records one ficm Diosh in April.

* (123 ) Ciuux ri/unifis— The Hen Harrier.)

Two specimens obtained in Apiil and May below Diosh.

* (12;i7) CVrcux o!rM(/8«o«MN—(The Marsh Harrier.)

Two specimens obtained in Apiil and May bblow Drosh.

« (124;.) A si -r pnluinh iriu.^— {jy HE Goshawk.)

Not seen by me. They are caught in the higher ranges.

(124?) AccipiUr nixuH- (The Sparrow Hawk)
Saw several of \\ bat weie probably this bira in April and May. I saw a

good many fresh -caught ones obtained at no great height. Fulton got it.

I
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- (1255) Faloo perertrinalor—(The Shahin Falcon.)

Met with several times. Near Diosh on 27th Apiil, I shot one which was

carrying a Myna. The Myna escaped when I shot the falcon. About tho

finest 6ying spectacle I have over seen was given by a wild bird hawking a

tame one. I do not think the owner was as pleased as I. To niy minii

hawking crows with a Peregrine or Shahin is far finer than going for Chukor

with a Goshawk.

(1260) Fatco suhbuteo—(TuK Hobby.)

Not noted by me. Fulton records one from Keshan, 6,000 feet in May.

~ (1-64) jExalon chicqu>ra—(TiiK TuRUMTi OK Rkd-iikadf.d Meklin.)

Not seen by me. At Keshan in May I saw one freshly caught near by.

(1265) Tinnvncul"s nlaudarius—(The Kestrel.)

Common throughout the year from 4,00u feet up, especially in March and

April.

Family-COLUMBID^.

(1292) Columba intermedia—(TaE Indian Blde Rock-Piqeon.)

Floi^ks of Blue pigeon were common in the winter at about 5,000 feet, but

it was impossible to tell which form they belonged to, except those thai were

shot I identified a good many beside those 1 shot myself. From December

iQ March only intermedia and rupe.xtris were obtained, in April only Itvia

were obtained. Fulton records intermedia as common up to 10,000 feet.

(129 Columba livia - ( I'hk Blue Rock-Pigeon.)

(12 <4) Colicmba rupextris—(The Blue Hill Pigeon.)

(Ii96) Columba leuconota—(The White-bellied Pigeon.)

Common in winter down to about 5.0 feet. Fulton found them not nn-

common in summer from 11,000 to 14,000 feet.

' (12^s) Palumbus casioiis—(The Eastern Wood-Pigeon, Ring-Dove,

(»R Cophat.).

Seen in the wooded parts in small parties in November and again in May
at about 6,000 feet, and in larger parties in July.

(1.S05) Turturferrago—(TBV. Indian Tdrtle-Dove.)

A common summer visitor from 4,(i00 feet up, arriving end of April.

(1307) Turtur suratenxis—(TuE Spotted Dove.)

A common summer visitor arriving end of April, from 4,00(1 feet up.

(1309) Turiur cambiiyensis—(The Little Brown Dove.)

Remarks as for T. ferrago.
(1310) Turtur risorius—(The Indian Ring-Dove.)

Remarks as for T. ferrugo.

Family—PHASIANID^.

(13:U) Pucrasia macrolopka—(The KoKLAS OR Pukuab Pheasant.)

Not observed by me, but it is without doubt common, see Fulton's notes.

A live bird caught at about 7,000 feet above Drosh was brought in to me ii

November.

19
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(1342) Lophophorus refulgens.—(The Monal.)

No skin. Common in winter at 6 000 feet occasionally as low as 5,000 feet,

Fulton records it at 10,000 feet and higher in summer.

(1355) Cotumix communis—(The Common or Grey Quail.)

Fair number continue passing through the country throughout April

and May.

(1370) Caccahis chucar—(The Chukor.)

Very common all the year, coming down as low as 4^00 feet in winter.

Pulton records it as high as 12.000 feet in summer.

(1:^,78) TetruogaUttH himalayensin—(Thk Himalayan Snow-Cock.)

Common in winter as low down as 6.000 feet. Fulton records them with

young in July between 15,000 and 16,000 feet.

Family—RALLID.iE.

In all probability many species pass t'lrongh on migration in April and

May. Two rails were brought in to me in May. Their condition (crawli-g)

was no inducement to [>rolonged identification. I put them down as Porsana

parva and P. marue'ta.

* (1402) G ' lunula chloropus—(Thf, Moorhen.)

One obtained at Nagar on SOth March, fairly common passing through

in May.

(1405) Fulica a^rt—(The Coot.)

One obtained at Drosh on 15th February, fairly common passing through

in end of April and beginning of May.

Family—CHARADRIIDiB

.

(1436) Vane.llm vw^^am—(The Lapwing or Peewit.)

Fairly common in winter in the main valley, not seen after May.

(1437) Chvttu>fia gyfig'tria—(The Sociable Lapwing.)

Remarks as for the Peewit.

* (1447) ^giahtix duhia—(The Little Ringed Plover.)

Fair number pass through in April.

* (1454) ^umenius arquata—(^nv, CuRLEW.)

A few pass through at end of April.

(1460) Toianux hypo eucus—(The Common Sandpiper.)

Specimens only obtained at end of April, evidently passing through.

(1461) Totanus gUirenla—(The Wood Sandpiper.)

Remarks as for T. hypohucus.

(1462) TotanuH ochroptis—(The Green Sandpiper.)

Specimens obtained throughout the year at about 4,500 feet, commonest at

end of April. They bred near Di-osh.

* (1464) Totanus calitlris—(The REDSHANK.)

A few pass through at end of April
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(1471) Tringa minuta—(TBK Little Stint.)

Not observed by me. Fulton records them as common in April and M.iv.

On migration.

(1-180) Phalaropus hyperboreus—(Tuv. Rkd-necked Poalaropk.)

Not noted by me. Fulton obtained one at Drosh on 14th September.

(1482) Scolopax rusticuln—(THK Woodcock.)

No skin, noted at several places in the main valley during April. Fultoi:

records them as not numerous, but present all the year in the wooded valleys

of Lower Chitral. He found them in June at 7,000 feet and notes that they

evidently breed in the country.

(1484) Gallinago CO lestis—(The Faktajl Snipe.)

A few were seen for about a week in early March. Seen again and more

numerous from mid-April to end of May.

(I486) Gallinarjo aolituria—(The HiMALAYAJi Solitary Snipe.)

Not noted by me for certain, but am nearly sure I saw this bird at Drosh

in January and again near Ayon at 5,500 feet in April. Fulton records a few.

® (1487). Gailinago gallinula—{TaE Jack Snipe.)

A few present in the middle of May, on migration.

Family—LARID.^:.

('.490) Larus ridibundus—(The Ladghing Gull.)

A few pass up from end of March to end of May.

- (1495) LaruH cac/««««s—(The Yellow-legged Herring-Gdll,)

One obtained in January at Drosh.

' (1496) Hydrochehdon hybridu—(The Whiskered Tern.)

Fairly numerous in middle of May between Buni and Keshan. None seen

there a week later, apparently on migration.

* (1499) Sterna anglica—(The Gdll-billed Tern.)

A fair number of Terns passed up during end of April and May. Those

obtained (two) were of this species.

Family—PHALACROCORACIDtE.

* (1526) Phalacrocorax carbo—(The Large Cormorant.)

A few pass up in early March, more in April.

Family—ARDEID^.

(1555) Ardea cinerea—(The Common Heron.)

A few passed through during April and May.
=" (1561) Herodias garzetta—(TaE Little Egret.)

One specimen only obtained below Drosh on 8th May. No more seen.

Family—ANATID^ .

(1583) Amer indicus—{The Bakred-ueadkd Goose.)

Not seen by me. but geese were heard passing in March. 1 saw the tamed

birds mentioned by Fulton.
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(1592) Anas boscas—(The Mallaud.)

Pass southwards end of October, perhaps earlier, pass northwards during

March.

- (1593) Anas pcecilorJiyncha—(The Spotted-billed Ddck.)

One out of a small party of four, undoubtedly of this species, was obtained

at Ayon on 6th February. I very much regret not having sent down the

skin as its occurrence so far into the mountains is interesting ; future obser-

vers might keep a look-out for it in summer on the Shandur Lake, where

I believe a great many ducks and other water birds breed

,

(1597) Nettium crecca—(The Common Teal.)

Passing south in fair numbers at the end of October, probably earlier.

Passing north in larger numbers during March and April. A few stay for

the winter.

(1599) Mareca penelope—(The Wigeon.)

Passes north during March and early April.

(1600) Dafila acuta—(The Pintail.)

Passes north during end of February and April.

* (1601) Querquei/ula cima—(The Garganey ok Blue-winged Teal.)

Passes north during April and beginning of May.

(1602) Spatula clypeata—(TB.E Shoveller.)

No skin. Observed in April.
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A NEW SNAKE FROM ASSAM.

OLTGODON ERYTHRORHACHTS.
BY

Major F. Wall, i.m.s., c.m.z.s.

{With a Plate.)

Among other snakes sent to me from Namsang, Jui[)ur, Assam, bv

Mr. C. Gore, I find one belonging to the genus OUgodon, v/hich has not

been previously described. It is a $ ?, measuring 1 toot 2| inches,

of which the tail accounts for 2f inches.

Lepidotth.—Rostral touches G shields, the rostro-nasal and rostro-

intemasal sutures subequal, and nearly twice the rostro-labials.

Tnternasals a pair, the suture between them nearly equal to that

between the prsefrontal fellows, less than half the internaso-prajfront-

als. Prcefrontals a pair, the suture between them less than half the

praetronto-frontals ; in contact with intemasal, nasal, 2nd labial,

praeocular, supraocular and frontal. Frontal touches 6 shields, the

supraocular sutures rather longest. Supraoculars length about

four-fifths, breadth less than half that of frontal. Parietals touch

one postocular. Nasals undivided, in contact with the 1st and 2n(l

labials. Loreal absent, (perhaps confluent with the praefrontal). Prcn-

ocular one. Postoculars two. Temporal one, touching the 5th and 6th

labials. Supralabials 7 ; the 3rcl and 4th touching the eye. Jnfra-

labials 4, the 4th largest, and in contact with two scales behind. Suh-

linguah two pairs, the posterior about |rds the length of the

anterior, and in contact with the 4th only of the infralabial series.

Costah two head-lengths behind the head 15, midbody 15, two head-

lengths before the anus 13. In the reduction from 15 to 13, the 3rd

and 4th rows above the ventrals unite. Vertebrals not enlarged.

Ultimate row barely enlarged. No keels. No apical pits. Ventrah

154, not angulate. Anal divided. Subcaudals 46 pairs.

Colour.—The dorsal ground colour is dark grey, but when looketl

at closely, this effect is produced by a very fine powdering of black

specks on a light grey groimd. A bright red vertebral band passes

from the nape to the tail tip, involving the vertebral, and one and a half

rows on each side. Narrow, black, light-edged cross-bars pass over

the back, 29 on the body, 7 on the tail, and become more or less
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broken up in the flanks. The dorsai ground colour extends well on

to the sides of the ventrals. The head is marked with a dark band

over the praetrontals which re-appear below the eye, oblique streaks

from the parietals, behind the gape to the side of the neck, and an

elongate, sagittiform mark on the nape, the apex of which meets the

praefrontal band. The belly is whitish and handsomely adorned with

squarish black spots, for the most part laterally disposed. A median

red stripe passes along the belly and beneath the tail, disappearing

anteriorly before the throat.
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HISTORY OF THE SEA COCOA-NUT [LODOICEA

SECIIELLARUM, Labill.).

BY

E. Blatter, S. J.

There is scarcely any other palm which has been so little known

and was yet the most celebrated formerly as the Sea Cocoa-nut or

Double Cocoa-nuti. The French call it Coco de mer, Coco de Salo-

mon, and Coco des Maldives, and it was known to the writers of the

16th and 17th centuries under the names ofNux Medica and Cocos

Maldivicus. Before the exploration of the Seychelles in 1743, by

order of Mahe de la Bourdonnais, then Governor of Mauritius, the

nuts were only known from having been found floating on the surface

of the Indian Ocean, and near the Maldive Islands, whence their

French name was derived, and even in the time of Rumphius'^ the

nut was spoken of as the '' mirum miraculum naturae, quod princeps

est omnium marinarum rerum, quae rarae habentur".^

The first European who described this famous fruit was the Portu-

guese Garcia d'Orta (Garcia ab Horto)*. He was physician to the

Viceroy at Goa for about 30 years. In this capacity he found leisure

for private study which he sf)ent in the exploration and description of

the useful plants and drugs of the country. In 1563 he published the

results of his investigations in his " Coloquios da India '*,^ which

were soon translated into several modern languages, and into Latin by

1 Other names for the same nat are: Narajile-bahri (Arab. Pers.); Jahari-narial (Bomb,);

I'eule-on-si (Burm.) ; Darya-ka-narel (Guz,, Hind. Dak.) ; Mudu-pal (Sing.) ; Katal-tenna

(Malay.); Kaddet-taynga (Tam.) ; S'lmudrapu-tenkaya (Tel.) ; Coco daa Maldivas, Coco do

mar (Portug.) t Meercocos, Seecocos, Doppelte Coooenasfl, Wandemuss Salomon's, Maldi-

visdie NasH (G^erm).

Enmphiofl (Rumpf George Eberhard) was born at Hanau in 1627 and died in 1702. Ho

is called the "Plinias indicas", because be described and figured a great number of plants

whilst stationed in Amboina. His manuscripts and drawings have been published in 6

volumes under the title «' Herbarium amboinense", Amsterdam. 1741-1756.

Of. Onrtis, Bot. Mag., Vol I. (new series) 2734—38, (1827).

" Of. D. G. Dalgado, Claasificafao Botanica das Plantas e Drogas descriptss nos " Coloqiruos

da India " de Oarda d'Orta, Bombaim, 1894.

^ 0.ircia d'Orta, Coioquioa da India, 6o«. 15G3.

The latest Portuguese edition was published in Lisbon in 1872.
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Glusius^ in the year 1567. This work went through many editions,

and it is in the one of 1605 that we read the following account of the

" Coccus de Maldiva". ^ " This nut, and especially the kernel, are re-

commended by the inhabitants of those Islands CMaldive Islands)

as a remedy against poison. I have been told by many trustworthy

people that it proved useful in colic, paralysis, epilepsy, and other

nervous diseases, and that the sick become immune against other

diseases, if they drink water that has been kept in the shell for some

time, and to which has been added a piece of the kernel. But as I have

no personal experience I am not inclined to believe in these things. I

had no time to make experi nents and I prefer to use medicaments

whose virtues are known to me and shown by experience, as, eg., the

bezoar stone, theriac, and many other medicines, than new ones which

are less relijible, because I do not know whether I have to adscribe to

imagination only what people say about the beneficent effects of that

nut. If, however, in the course of time, some facts will be verified, I

shall not feel ashamed to change my opinion. The skin of the nut is

black and smoother than that of the common Cocoa-nut, mostly ovate

and not quite as round as the common nut. The kernel or inner pulj)

is hard and white when dry, sometimes slightly pallescent, full of

cracks and very porous. The dose of the kernel is about 10 grains,

taken in wine or water, according to the nature of the disease.

The nuts are sometimes very large, sometimes small but they aro

always found thrown upon the shore. There is, besides, the common

* ClnsiuB, CaroluB (De le Clnse, Charles) was born at Antwerp in 1556 and died in 1609

Hie works are very numerous, for he not only published original descriptions of new plants,

bnt he translated into Latin works from the French, Spanish, and PortugBese, thus render-

ing a most important -service in the diflEusion of a knowledge of the plants that were known

in his day. Few men have suffered more in following a favourite pursuit than Clusius. He

has on this acco ant been called '* The Martyr of Botany". As early as hie twenty f urth

year, by excessive fatijrue he contracted a dropsical disease. At the age of thirty-nine he

broke hie right thigh during one of his botanical rambles, and a short time after his right

arm. Whilst at Vienna, he dislocated his left ankle, and eight years after this accident he

dislocated his right hip. For this he was treateil unskilfully, and ever after he was obliged

to use crutches for support. During bis exertions in the early part of his life he also con-

tracted a hernia, which troubled him 'o the end of his day?. Bat his bodily infiririties

never diminished his mental activity, and he continued teaching and writing to the very

last.

^ " Aromatum et Simplicium aliquot medicamentorum apnd Tndoa naacentinm Hiatoria

conBcripta a D. '-arcia ab florto, Proregis Indiae Medico" in •' Carol i Clusii Atrebatis

Exoticornm Libri Decern", pp. 190-192 (IGOf)).
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opinion that the Maldive Islands formed once part of a continent i

which hy an inundation of the sea disappeared, those islands alone

beinfr loft : the palms, however, that produced those nuts, were

buried underirround and the nuts themselves became petrified in the

way we find them now. Whether those palms belong to the same

genus as our nut is difficult to say, as nobody up to now was able to

see either the leaves or the stem of that plant. Only the nuts are

washed ashore, sometimes in pairs, sometimes single ; but nobody is

allowed to collect them on penalty of death, because everything that

is carried ashore belontrs to the kino;. This circumstance has added a

good deal to the value of these nuts. The pulp or medulla is then

removed and dried in the same manner as our " Copra," till it becomes

hard like the one you see in the market. In this condition you might

easily mistake it for cheese." To this account Clusius adds the follow-

ing note :
" I have seen vessels made of this nut in Lisbon as well as

in other places ; they are usually more oblong and darker than those

made of the common Cocoa-nut. You can even find the dried medulla

of the nut in the market of Lisbon ; its virtues are highly praised and

it is preferred to almost all other alexipharmics. For this reason it is

sold very dear. But you can easily gather from our author, how little

faith such fabulous virtues deserve."

Whilst Garcia d'Orta was staying at Goa, a Spaniard, Cristobal da

Costa (Christophorus a Costa), of the medical profession, left his home

with the only desire to " observe and study the various plants which

God had created for the benefit of man in the dififerent countries and

provinces." On his tour he came to Goa where he met his colleague

Garcia d'Orta. From the personal intercourse with him as well as

from d'Orta's book he received most of the information which some-

time after was published in Spanish and translated into Latin by

Clusius- in the year 1572. Regarding the Sea Cocoa-nut we read in

* That India nd the southern acd central parts of Africa were united in Meeozoic timep

into one preat stretch of nearlj' contiunoas dry land is now proved by overwheitning evidence,

taken from the Jurassic fossils as well as from the Cn taceons depositB. The great

revolniions in physical geography, wtiich took place towards the end of the Cretaceous and

during early Tertiary time^, resulted in the break-up of the old eontin.nt, ynd were

follow d by the rise of the Himalasan range. It would be highly interesting to trace the

origin of the opinion espresed by Garcia d'Orta. Is it not possible that within historic

'iinee tho*! islands were staped imo their present form ?

» " Aromatuir et m> dicamentorum in Orientuli India nascentiutn historia, plnr mniD Incis

adfer' ns lis qua a Dociore Garcia de Orta in hoc tit-n re srripta sunt auctor Christophoro

a Goats, Medico et Cheirurpo " in *• Caroli Clusii Ilsoticorum Libii Decern." (ItiOo.)

SO
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his book :
" The ' Coccus de Malediva' is in such high esteem with

the natives of that Island and with the people of Malabar, not only

with the lower classes but also with kin^s and princes, that in all sick-

ness they confide in that fruit as in a sacred anchor. They make of it

drinking cups in which there is a piece of the kernel hanging from

a small chain and they are strongly convinced that whosoever has

drunk water from such a cup, is immune aaainst every poison and

disease. I saw, however, a good many that drank from those cups

and fell sick nevertheless. In spite of my careful observations I never

noticed that anybody was cured by such a drink. Some even assured

me that after a draught from such a cup the spleen and kidneys got

inflamed. The price of these nuts is, nevertheless, very great, a single

nut without any ornaments being sold for 50 and more gold pieces."

The fame of the Sea Cocoa-nut was so great in the 16th century that

it found a place in Camoens' famous epic (X 136).

" Nas ilhas da Maldiva nace a pranta

No profundo das aguas soberana

Cujo pomo contra o veneno urgente

He tido por antidote excellente."

" O'er lone Maldivia's islets grows the plant,

Beneath profoundest seas, of sovereign might,

Whose pome of ev'ry Theriack is confest

By cunning leech of antidotes the best." (Burton).

Another account of the Sea Cocoa-nut and a description of the

Maldive Islands we find in the " Itinerario " of John Huyghen Van

Linschoten ( 1596 ), who had spent five years ( 1584-89 ) in Goa

and had seen a great part of Eastern Asia. The following

quotation is taken from the edition of the " Hakluyt Society" ^ :

" Right over against the Cape of Comoriin, 60 miles into the sea

westward, the Hands called Maldyva doe begin, and from this cape

on the north syde they lie under 7 degrees, and so reach south south-

east, till they come under 3 degrees on the south syde, which is 140

myles. Some say there are 11,0<)0 islands, but it is not certainely

The Voyage of John Hughen Van Linschoten to the East Indies. From the old

English translation of 1598. The First Book containing his description of the East in two

volnmes. Vol. I. 74-76. London 1885. .

Linschoten was born at Haarlem (Holland) about the year ISfiS and died on the 8th

Febroary 1611.
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knowne, they can not be numhred. The Inhabitiints are like the

Malabares : some of these Hands are inhabited, and some not inhab-

ited, for they are very lowe, like the countrie of Cochin, Cranganor,

etc., and some of them are so lowe, that they are commonlie covered

with the sea : the Malabares say. that those Hands in time past did

ioyne fast unto the firme land of Malabar, and that the Sea in processe

of tyme hath eaten them away. There is no merchandize to be had

in them, but only coqueu, which are Indian nuttes, and cayro,

which are the shelles of the same nuts, and that is the Indian hemp,

wherof they make ropes, cables, and other such like

There are some of these nuttes in the said Hand that are more

esteemed then all the nuttes in India, for that they are good against

all poyson, which are verie faire and great, and blackish : I saw some

that were presented unto the viceroy of India, as great as a vessell ot

2 canes measure, and cost above oOO Pardawen, which were to send

unto the King of Spaine. Of this tree and her fruites, together with

the usage thereof I will discourse more at large in the declaring of

the Indian trees and fruites."

We are looking in vain for a more detailed description of the fruit

in the II volume of the Itinerario, where a great number of plants

are described^.

The best account of the Maldives is that by Francois Pyrard- who

was shipwrecked there in 1601. His description contains also the

following short note on the Double Cocoa-nut ; " The king has,

besides his revenues, certain rights, e.rf., everything that is found on

the seashore belongs to the king, and nobody has the courage to touch

inything of the kind in order to keep it, but all must bring what they

tind to the king, whether it be a piece of a wrecked ship, pieces of

wood, a box or other things carried to the shore. The same obtains

^ Gnlielmas Pii-o was so much disappointed at not finding the deticriptioa promised

by Linschoten that he wrote: " Promittcns Nucis medica3 arborem integra hisioria

enarrare, in quo tamen velut corvos hiantes nos eludit, vulgarem vero pertract;ire decurrit

subsidiis in banc mentem non excussus." Mantissa Aromatica in Clusiu-, 1. c. p. "Jli').

' Pyrard was born at Laval towards l.'>7b, travelled in the East Indies, wa« ship-

wrecked near the Maldives, fell info the hands of a Prince in Bengal, served two years in

the Poringnese Army, and p-ibliehed on his return to France his * Discoars du voyage des

I'ran^ie aux Indes Orientales," Paris, 1611. A better edition by Bignon ;ind Bergeron

appeared in 1616 under the title : •» Voyages des f ranfais aux Indes Orientales, Maldives.

Molnques, et an Braail, dc 1601 a 161 1
.—We quote from the edition of 1670, Paris.
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with regard to a certain nut which is sometimes washed ashore. It has

the size of a man's head and can be compared with two large melons

grown together. People call it Tavarcarre and they believe that it

comes from a tree growing at the bottom of the sea. The Portuguese

call it ' Cocos des Maldives '. It has medicinal properties and carries a

high prize. Very often, on account of this Tavarcarre, the servants

and officers of the king maltreat a poor man if he is suspected of having

found such a nut ; if somebody wants to take revenge on his neighbour

he accuses him of having a nut in his possession, in order that his

house may be searched, and if somebody becomes rich on a sudden and

within a short time, people begin to say that he found a Tavarcarre,

as if this were a great treasure."

More credulous than Clusius and D'Orta as regards the wonderful

properties of the Sea Cocoa-nut is William Piso, a Dutch physician,

who had travelled in Brasil between 3 636 and 1641. and who, by his

writings added considerably to the scientific knowledge of the West

Indies, He devotes a whole chapter written in elegant Latin to the

" Nux Medica Maldivensium, "'. He first of all excuses himself,

because he gives the figure of the fruit only instead of the whole

plant; but nobody, he says, can expect the ilhistration of a plant which

has been devoured by the sea and is now growing at a depth of 16

fathoms. The introduction to the chapter gives a vivid idea of the high

esteem in which the Sea Gocoa-nut was held in former centuries, and,

at the same time, of the way in which scientific subjects were treated 300

vears ago. It runs as follows: "Amongst the immense benefits which

the Divine Providence has showered upon mankind during the lasr

centuries, one of the most valuable is the discovery of so many

medicaments destined for the protection of the human race, because,

after the welfare of the soul, the health of the human body takes the

first place. With regard to the invention of iron machines, of which

our present age is boasting so much, I should rather say that they are

for the ruin of the nations than for their welfare. Also the art of print-

ing though it may be specially fit for the preservation of literary monu-

ments, only favours the bad zeal (kakozelia) of unable scribblers.

Similarly, there is no reason why we should be proud of the booty of

1 GalieliQi Pisonis Mantissa Aromatica 8ive de Aromatam cardinalibus iiaataor, et

Plantia aliqnot Indicis in Medicinam receptis, relatio nova. Capnt XIX.
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the Aerythniean Sea or of the goUl mines of the Atlantis, because,

according to the highniindod poet the yellow metal is more dangerous

than the iron.

Jamquo nocens ferrum, ferroqne nocentius aurum

Prodierat ; prodit helium, quod pugnat utroque.

(Ovidius Metamorphosios primo.)

But the glory of the European Argonauts can never be too loudly

suns : thev have discovered a new continent which was hidden for

centuries, they have unveiled the secrets of the sea and shown the way

ro so many islands scattered in the Indian Ocean. By their efforts it

came about that almost

Omnis ferat omnia tellus,

and that foreign medicaments of high and rare value were introduced

into our country. Amongst them the Sea Cocoa-nut (Nux Medica

Maldivensis) occupies the first and foremost rank, whether we consider

its rareness or its prize and value, or finally its usefulness that was ever

praised."

As to the origin of the nut Piso gives two opinions The common

people say that it grows on trees that are hidden in the sea. or which

were covered with water at the time of an inundation, or that had

rheir roots in the water as their natural medium. The more devout

hold a different view. They believe that ti e nut grows on an island

called Pallays, which is invisible to those who want to find it. and

visible to others that do not know about it. From that island the nuts

are carried away by the ocean-currents and waslicd upon the shores of

r.lie Maldives. The inhabitants of the Maldive Islands believe tnat

Pallays is the happiest of all the countries of the world, and that the

• levils and malicious genii want to hide it before the eyes of man.

Pibo relates that Rudolf II, Emperor of Germany, offered 4,000

liorins for a Sea Cocoa-nut, but the family Wolfered in whose posses-

sion the nut was, was not inclined to part with it. In the Maldivian

Islands the value of one nut was estimated at from 60-120 crowns
;

but those which measured as much in breadth as in length were the

most esteemed ; and those which attained a foot in diameter, were sold

for 150 crowns; some kings have even been so greedy of obtaining

these fruits as to have given a loaded ship for a single one.

We can easily understand the great desire of many of becoming the

hapjjy owner of such a nut, if we read the long catalogue of cases
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drawn up by Piso, in which the Nux Medica is said to have played

such an important part in the restoration of the diseased to thmr

former health. We cannot refrain from reproducing in this place for

the benefit of the " sons of ^sculapins '* at least two of the many

medical prescriptions which were believed in and followed in the 16th

and 17th centuries

:

In Peste et Febribus malignis Gontagiosis.

Cocci Maldivensis gj. Seminis Acetosse mundati 9]. Syrupi

e succo Graiiatorum acidorum, aut Scabiosas. aut florum Tunicse §j.

Diascordii Fracastorii gj. Decocti radicum Petasitidis, Scordii et

ScorzonersB, aut aquarum Boraginis, Buglossae, q. s. F. Potio.

In Dysenteria cruenta, et Torminibus : facta ante praeparatione

debita per Rheum et Clysteres.

Corticis intermedii Nncis Medical 31 (si desit, Medulla aut Putamen

vicem suppleat), Terrae Lemnise, Lapidis Bezoartici Onentalis et

BistortsB radicis ana 3J. Syr. de succo Portulac?e parum, ad consis-

tentiam, Bol. F et insuper adjectis requisitis, Couditum, Potio,, et

similia.

The most complete historical account of the Sea Cocoa-nut we find

in Rumphius (Herbarium Amboinense, VI, 210) who describes the

marvellous fruit under the Dutch name " Calappa Laut." The stories

are fabulous enough, but in addition to it he tells us, that many other

tales were related to him respecting it^ too absurd to be repeated. The

Malay and Chinese sailors used to affiim that it was born upon a tree

deep under water, which was similar to the Cocoa-nut tree, and was

visible in placid bays, upon the coast of Sumatra, but that if they sought

to dive after the tree, it instantly disappeared. The Negro priests de-

clared it grew near the island of Java, where its leaves and branches

rose above the water, and in which a monstrous bird, or griffin, had its

habitation, whence it used to sally forth nightly, and tear to pieces

elephants, tigers, and rhinoceroces with its beak, the flesh of which it

carried to its nest. Furthermore they avouched that ships were

attracted by the waves which surrounded this tree, and there retained,

the mariners falling a prey to this savage bird, so that the inhabitants

of the Indian Archipelago always carefully avoided that spot. Rum-

phius thinks that the Chinese as well as ihe natives of the Archipelago

have set, perhaps too high a value upon the medical properties of the

nut, considering it an antidote to ah poisons. The principal virtue
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resided in the meat or albumen, which lines the nut, and which is so

hard and corneous, as to be preserved for a length of time after the

embryo is destroyed. This substance was triturated with water in

vessels of porphyrv, and, mingled with black and white, or red coral,

ebony, and stags' horns, was all drunk together. The great men

formed of the shell, which possesses fewer medicinal properties preci-

ous vessels, cutting off a transverse slice, which constitutes the lid ; in

this they put their tobacco, betel, lime, and whatever else they masti-

cate, believing they can never then be contaminated by anything

noxious.*

With the discovery of the Seychelles in 1743, a new period began

for the Sea Cocoa-nut, the object of so many legends and superstitions.

La Bourdonnais^ was the first to discover the tree on one of the Sey-

chelles Islands. He called it " Isle of Palms " now known by the name

of " Prashn " Later on the tree was also found on Curieuse and

Round Island. These are within half a mile of each other, mountain-

ous and rocky. Plant, the well known explorer of Port Natal, tell-

us in what surroundings this noble palm is growing : '' In the

Seychelles." he says, " I more nearly realized my preconceived ideas

of tropical vegetation than at any other place ;—the beach fringed with

common Cocoa-nuts ; the ravines and watercourses overhung with

Bananas. Bamboos, the open ground full of Pineapples—miles of them

run wild ; the tops of the mountains covered with forests of Ebony

and Rosewood, interspersed with Tree-ferns of some 20-30 feet high,

and then these glorious Lodoicese, with their leaves of fifteen to

twenty feet span, and trunks reaching to the sky ; to say nothing of

groves of Cinnamon and Cloves and Bread-fruit, all new to me in this

their natural wildness and beauty." Harrison is not less enthusiastic

when he remarks :
'* To behold these trees growing in thou:-ands,

close to each other, the sexes intermingled ; a numerous offspring-

starting up on all sides, sheltered by the parent plants ;—the old ones

fallen into the scar and yellow leaf, and going fast to decay, to make

room for the young trees, presents to the eye a picture so mild and

pleasing that it is difficult not to look upon them as animated subjects,

capable of enjoyment, and sensible of their condition.''

1 G. Curtia, Botanical M.igarine, 2734-38.

2 Mah^ de la Boardonnais, born in 1699, died in 1753.
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Although the tree had been discovered at last, it still took a long

time before it was accurately described. Pierre Sonnerat^ gave a

description of it, though not a very scientific one. when on his tour to

New Guinea he landed upon the Isle des Palmiers (Praslin). He
was the first to introduce tlie tree into the Isle of France.

The description given by Rochon- does not add any new information.

It is, however, interesting to hear, that it was not uncommon as late

as 1759 to see the nuts sold for upwards of four hundred pounds ster-

ling each.

After this several botanists described the palm under dijfiferent names :

Graelin called it Cocos maldivica^, Giseke, Borassus sonnerati* , Com-

merson Lodoicea Callipyge and Cocos maritima^. Persoon. Lodoicea

maldivica*'. At last La Billardiere was able to give a botanical des-

cription of it under its present name Lodoicea sechellarum'^. to which

he added figures trom specimens preserved in spirits, together with a

representation of the tr<»e from a drawing made in the Seychelles

Islands bv M. Lilet. The description is followed by an account of the

uses of the Palm, communicated to the Museum of Natural History at

Paris, by M. Queau-Quincy, Correspondant et Administrateur G^n^ral

des Isles Seychelles. The description, however, was still deficient in

many points, and it was to be expected that a botanist like W. J.

Hooker could find no rest before he had found out everything about

that interesting tree. " These accounts [of La Billardiere]" he writes

in 1827 ''in conjunction with some nuts that Mr. Barclay and myself

received from our inestimable friend and correspondent, Charles

Telfair. Esq. of the Mauritius, only served to stimulate our curiosity
;

and we requested Mr. Telfair, to procure, if possible, either from the

Palms that he informed us were cultivated in the Isle of France, or from

' p. Sonnorat, Voyage h, la Nouv. Gaine'e, t'aris 1776, t. p. ;-i-10, t. 3-7. Sonnerat

bom towards 1745, died in i8l4, spent the greatest part of his life in travels and scientific

observations.

- A. M. Rochon, Voyage k Madgascar, 11. 146.

C'/'. also Bory de Saint-Vincent, Voja^e dans les iles d' Af rique, III. 166,246.

' Gmelin, J. F. Systema Naturae, II., p 5(!9.

n/*. also Vi illdenow. Species I'lantarum IV. p. 402, n. 6.

' Giseke, Lin. Prael. Ord. nat., p. 86

C •mmerson Ms II and Palmarium Vol. 1. 1-15.

Persoon, C. H, Enchir II., p 630.

La Billardiere in Annales du Mus. d' Hist. Nat. IX. p. 140, t. 13.

' /'. also Sprengel, Systema Vegetabilium II., p. 622.
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the Seychelles Islands, such specimens as would enahle us to j)ubli.sh

more satisfactory delineations than had yet appeared. The Isle of Fra-noe

Palms had not yet fructified ; but Mr. Telfair lost no time in begging

his friend J. Harrison, Esq., of the Seychelles, to obtain the necessary

specimens. With the utmost promptitude and kindness that gentleman

devoted several days to visiting, with a dozen of blacks, the Isles of

Praslin and Curieuse ; and in the midst of those little known islands,

he not only made drawings from the living trees, but procured and

forwarded to us, through Mr. Telfair, the male and female spadices and

fruit, in different states, preserved in spirits, with leaves, a seedling

plant, and even a portion of the trunk. All these, except the fully

ripened fruit, arrived in safety. A perfect representation, therefore, of

the mature nut, is still wanting "

This want has been supplied, in the meantime, by various botanists,

and the once so mysterious Sea Cocoa-nut tree is as well known as any

other palm. We are not going to give a detailed description of the tree,

as we are only concerned with its history, but we must mention a few

points of interest regarding its life-history and economic uses.

This magnificent palm requires a great length of time to arrive at

maturity. The shortest period before it puts forth its flower-buds is

HO years, and 130 years elapse before it attains its full growth. From

the age of 15-25 years it is in its greatest beauty, the leaves at this

period being much larger than they are later on. The stem grows

quite upright, straight as an iron pillar, and in the male trees frequently

attains a hundred feet in height, the females being shorter. At the age

of oO it first puts forth its blossoms, the males fonning enormous catkins

about 3 feet in length, and 3 inches in diameter, while the females are

set on a strong zigzag stalk, from which hang four or five, or some-

times as many as eleven nuts, averaging about 40 lbs. weight each.

From the time of flowering to the maturation of the fruit, a period of

nearly 10 years elapses, the full size, however, being attained in about

4 years, at which time it is soft and i'ull of a semi-transparent jelly-

like substance. The arrangements provided by nature for the roots

of this tree, are of a most peculiar kind. The base of the stem

is rounded, and fits into a natural bowl or socket about 'i\ ieet in

diameter and 1 8 inches in depth. This bowl is pierced with hundreds

of small oval holes about the size of a thimble, with hollow tubes

corresponding on the outside, through which the roots jenetrate the

21
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ground on all sides, never however becoming attached to the bowl, their

partial elasticity affording an almost imperceptible but very necessary

" play " to the parent stem when struggling against the force ot* violent

gales. This bowl is of the same substance as the shell of the nut, onh'

much thio' er ; it rots very slowly, for it has been found quite perfect

and entire in every respect GU years after the tree has been cut down.

The crown of the trunk, ie., the heart of the leaves is eaten like that

of the American Cabbage Palm (Oreodosa regia), and often preserved

in vinegar ; but it is less delicate and slightly bitter. The trunk itself

after being split and cleareil of its soft and fibrous part within, serves to

make water troughs, as well as palisades for surrounding houses and

gardens. The foliage is employed to thatch the roofs of houses and

sheds, and even for the walls. With a hundred leaves a commodious

dwelling may be constructed, including even the partitions of the

apartments, the dooi-s and v/indows. The down which is attached to

the young leaves serves for filling mattrasses and pillows. Of the ribs

of the leaves and fibres of the peticli they make baskets and brooms.

The young loliage afi^jnls an excellent jnaterial for huts : for this purpose,

the unexpanded leaves only are taken, dried in the sun, and cut into

longitud.nal strijis, 2 or 3 lines in breadth, which are then plaited.

Of the nut are made vessels of difi'erent forms and uses. When
preserved whole and perforated in one or two places the shell serves

to cany water. Plates, dishes, and drinking cups made of the nuts are

valuable from their great strength smd durability, so that this kind of

utensil, in the iSejchelles Islands, bears the name of " Vaiselle de

I'Isle Praslin," Amongst other articles, shaving dishes, black, beauti-

fully polished, set in silver and carved, are made from them.^

The marvellous medicinal properties which were ascribed to the

nuts by ancient physicians, both European and Asiatic, have been

recognized as fanciful nowadays and dependent s )lely on the rarity of

the fruit. It is consequently no longer valued by Europeans but it is

(according to Dymock) still in great repute among the Arabs and natives

of India as a tonic, preservative, and alexipharmic. Ainslie relates that

in his time the Vytians occasionally prescribed the kernel given in

woman's milk, in cases of typhus fever, the dose being ' a quarter of a

patToda weight twice daily, " and adds, ' it is also reputed antiscorbutic

^ if IJooker, 1 c
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and untivenereal." Dymock mentions t.liah in Bombay it is prescribed

as a tonic and febrif'nse in combination with Lionnm colnbrinum

(the small branches of 8trychnos colubrina, Tj.). It is also believed to

possess several other pro})erties. " Daryali-naryal '' says S. A. Ravat,

" is corrupted in Bomhay into Jehari-naryal which means ' poisonous

Gocoa-nut, ' and it is believed to be so by the common people. It is,

however, non-poisonous, and is commonly given to children, mixed with

the root of Nux vomica, for colic. It seems to act mechanically, like

Bismuth. " Rubbed up with water, it is given by natives to check

diarrhoea and vomiting, especially in cholera. Some believe that the

water of the green fruit or its soft kernel is antibilious and anhicid when-

taken after meals. ^

It is to be regretted that the tree is not cultivated, and that a prac-

tice has prevailed of cutting it down in order to get at the fruit and

teuder leaves, and it is to be feared that this will lead to the extinction

of the Sea Cocoa-nut, which will become in reality as rare as it was

supposed to be by the travellers who picked up the hrst known speci-

mens of its nuts floating on the sea.

1 Cf. Watt. Diet, of Econ. Prod, of India, Vol, V. 88.
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A FIRST LIST OF MOSSES FROM WESTERN INDIA.

BY

L. J. Sedgwick, i.c.s.

During the last two years the writer has been sending to England

packets of specimens, which have in every case been indentified by

Mr. H. N. Dixon, f.l.s., the well known English Bryologist. Where

necessary the latter has consulted various continental authorities, es-

pecially Dr. Brotherus, and M. Cardot, and with the first two has

named some new species. There still remain some undetermined,

and apparently new, species sent from Mahableshwar in February

last, but they will be included, it is hoped, in a later list in this

journal. Besides the specimens collected by the writer there are

four gathered by Mr. R. M. Maxwell, i.c.s., in Kanara, a number of

specimens gathered by Lt.-Ool. K. R. Kirtikar, f.l.s., i.m.s. (retd.),

at various times during the last few years, and sent to the writer,

and a few gathered by Prof. Woodrow about 1895, and sent by

Col. Kirtikar with his own.

Very little can be done in the way of identifying Indian mosses

in this country owing to the absence of literature, or type collections.

The only works dealing with Indian Bryology are (1) Mitten's Musci

Indise Orientalis, written in Latin and published by the Linnean

Society in 1859, (2) Thwaites and Mitten's Mosses of Ceylon, (3) Con-

tributions to the Bryological Flora of theN.-W. Himalayas by V. F.

Brotherus, in the Acta Societatis Scientiarum Fenica, Helsingfors,

1898, (4j Contributions to the Bryological Flora of S. India by the

same author, in Records of the Bot. Survey of India, Vol. I., No. 12,

Calcutta, 1899. The first two are quite out of date, but the last two

might prove of considerable use. The mosses from S. India described

by Brotherus were collected by Dr. Walker in Coorg and Ceylon, and

as Mr. Dixon says (in an article on the earlier gatherings of the present

writer in the J. of B. for May), the mosses sent so far " naturally

exhibit a close relationship with these (i.e., the Coorg mosses) as well

as with those of the Nilgiri Hills, and also, like them, indicate a

very promising bryological field of study." Those sent by Col.

Kirtikar as well as those representing the earlier collection of Prof.

Woodrow are mainly duplicates of specimens collected by the writer,
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but the Kiuiara flora gives promise of an entirely different typo.

This is no doubt due to the i'act that in that district both the moun-

tains and the jungle approach nuich closer to the coast so that the

influence of sea breezes is combined with the liigh altitudes and heavy

rainfall of the whole mountain system of the Western Ghats.

The thanks of the present writer are due to Mr. Dixon, and also

to ]\Ir. G. B. Savery of Exeter, without whose assistance no head-

way could have been made with the study of these most facinating

plants.

In the list below the new species are marked with* and those the

fruit of which was new withf

Pogonatum tdoides, P, Beauv.

c. fr., Mahableswar, on banks, Wood,, Sedg.

This is the large oriental form mentioned in Dr. Braithwaite's British Moss

Flora.

Campijlopiis aureus, v. d, B. & Lac.

Sterile, on the ground, Mahableshwar, Wood., Sedg.

OctohlepharuiH albidum, Hedw.

c. fr., Ratnagiri, Wood. Matheran, Kiit. On a toddy pahn, Khairne, Thana

District, Sedg.

f Flssidens splachnobrijoides, Broth.

Sterile, Thana, Sedg. c. fr. on stones at Trimbakeshwar, Nasik District, Sedg.

The fruit was previouly unknown, and was described from the Trimbak

specimei: by Mr. Dixon in J. of B., Vol. 47. May I'JO'J.

Fisshlens (SemUimbidium) Walken, Broth.

On an earth bank in the Krishna R., Walva, Satara District, c. fr. Sedg.

On an earth bank in a torrent course, Waishakhare, Thana District, Sedg.

In both these cases the bank on which the moss was growing is submerged

in the rains, and it is probable that the moss will be found to be common in

such places.

Flssidens crenulatus, Mitt.

c. fr,, on earth banks, Mahableshwar, Sedg,

AncGctaufjium Wallceri, Broth,

On stones, Panchgani, sterile, Sedg,

Hijmi'Hodomum edentulum (Mitt,). Besch.

c. fr, on stones, Panchgani, Sedg.

flyophila cylindrica. Hook.

Sterile and c. fr. (v. common) • Poona," Wood. Bandra, Lonavla, Maha-

bleshwar. Kirt, Mahableshwar, Panchgani, Tiimbakeshwar, Sedg.
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Barhula consa^iguinea , Thw. & Mitt,

Sterile, on tiles in the Ganeshkhind Botanical Gardens, Sedg,

Calymperes Fordii, Bescb,

Sterile, ou tree trunks. Andheri, Sedg.

Pottia vernicosa, Hampe.

c. fr. on a wall, Thana, Sedg.

Macromitrtuvi sulcatum, Brid.

Sterile, Kanara, Max. "Poena", Wood. Matheran and Mahableshwar,

Kirt. On trees, v. common, Mahableshwar and Panchgani. Sedg. Often c. fr.

'frichostomum steiwphyllum, Mitt.

c. fr. on trees, Mahableshwar, Sedg.

Splachnohryum indicwni, Hampe & C. M.

c. fr. on flower-pots, Thana, Sedg.

Funaria hygrometrlca, Sibth.

c. fr. V. common, •' Poona ", Wood. Mahableshwar, Kirt. Louavla, Maha-

bleshwar, always on sunny walls, Sedg.

Some of the gatherings approach the forms which have been called F.

leptoda, Griff, and F, ntpalense, C. M., but these are probably inconstant and

local variations from the type.

^'Brachymeniwn Turgitium, Broth.

(Dixon in Revue Bryologique 35e annee, 1908, No. 4, p. 94.)

c. fr. n. sp. type described from a gatheiing from timber of a small bridge,

Lonavla. Also on branches of an Euphorbia, same place, and on trees, Lonavla

and Trimbakeshwar, all Sedg. ; also Lonavla and Matheran, Kirt,

Brachymenium nepalenae, Hook.

c. fr. on walls. Lonavla, feedg.

Brachymeniwiii, icalkeri. Broth,

c. fr. on stones, Panchgani, Sedg.

Anomobryum cymbifoUum, Broth.

(^Bryum Jiltforme, Mitt.)

Sterile, ou stones and trees, Mahableshwar, Panchgani, Lonavla, Trimbakesh-

war, Sedg.

Bryum coronatum, Schwaeg,

c. fr. v. common, on walls, almost everywhere, Sedg. " Poona " (1895) Wood.

Bryunt, strigosum, Wils,

(./?. Wightii, Mitt.)

Sterile, Mahableshwar, Wood,, Kirt., Sedg.
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' lirifum Ghateiine, Broth. & Dixon (not yet described).

c. fr. Lonavla, on a small bridge, and at Mahableshwar on a smnll bridge,

Apparently always in sunny places and associated with Fumiria hi/gronielrica.

A new species of the Areodyctyon group of Bryums, with lax ihoraboidal

cells, and stout wine-red nerves, and a small upright, club-shaped capsule.

Phi'onotis reoolufa, v. d. B. & Lac.

Common, always sterile. Mahableshwar, Kirt. aud Sodg. Lonavla, Paucbgani

and Trimbakeshwar, Sedg.

Erpodium laangiferu., C. M.

Sterile. On the bark of a jackfruit tree, Ghatkopar, Sedg.

Mr. Dixon in along note in the J. of B. loc. cit. expresses as his opinion

based on a study of this specimen together with those of E. mimgiferm and E.

helUl, Mitt,, in Mitten's own herbarium, and at the British Museum, that the

two specimens must be united..

* Plenjohryopsis MaxwelUi, Cardot & Dixon.

a, sp. (Dixon in J. of B. loc. cit, p. 1 60).

On trees and rocks. Kauara, c.fr., Maxwell, after whom it is named. On
trees, Mahableshwar, Sedg.

Pterobryopsis Walkirl, Broth.

On atones, Kanara, Maxwell. On trees, Mahableshwar, Sedg. Fruit, unknown.

(First described as a new species sub nom. P. Kanarense by H, N. Dixon,

loc. cit., p. 163, but now referred to P. Walkeri.)

Trlchostelium monostichum, Thw. & Mitt.

<i. fr., on tree roots, Mahableshwar, Sedg.

Sympys otloti an;ustatu8, (C. M.) Jaeg.

0. fr,, on trees, Mahableshwa , Sedg.

Truchojjodiopsis hlanda, (Mitt.) Fleisch.

On trees, common, '' Poena " (1895), Wood. Matheran and Mahableshwar,

Kirt. Tjonavla, Trimbakeshwar, ]\Iahableshwar. Sedg. Always c. fr.

iUeteoriopsis squairosa, (^Hook.) Fleisch.

Sterile, on trees, Mahableshwar, Kirt. & Sedg.

Levlerella fabroniacea, C M.

c. fr,, on trees, Trimbakeshwar, Sedg.
*

StereophyUuni tavoyense, (Hook.) Jaeg.

<;. fr., on a ti-ee, Wasind, Thana District, Sedg.

f PinUella calaUknsis, (C. M.) Fleisch.

•Sterile, Mahableshwar, Kirt. c.fr., Mahableshwar, Sedg. The fruit in new
;ind has not yet been described. It docs not fruit freely, and the fruit is
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brittle, the caiisules being small for so large a moss, cup-shaped, of a fuscous

colour, and produce from irregular positions on the branches on setas about

3 or 4 lines long, which grow at right angles to the pendulous branches,

Neckera andamana, C. M.

On trees, Kanara, Max.

It is hoped to bring out a second list in the course of a few months. The

writer would be most grateful for specimens from any part of India. Mosses

are no trouble to collect, as they do not require pressing, mounting, or preserv-

ing in any way, and it does not matter in what manner or position they are

packed.
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PLANTS OF THE PUNJAB.

A BRIEF DESCRIPTIVE KEY TO THE FLORA OF THE PUNJAB.
KORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE AND KASHMIR.

HY

Lieut.-Co'onel C. J. Bamber, f.l.s.,

Indian Medical Service.

Fart V.

( Continued from page 721 of this Volume.)

Shkubs with Alternate Exstipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Ancna S(lTianiOsa, large, nearly evergreen ; leaves 2-3 by J-1 J ins. ob-

Cuxturd Apple, S'tari/a, long, blunt or long pointed, base narrowed, Muish
Siliph-tl. greea beneath, velvety when young, membranous,

Anonack^. stalked ; flowers white, 1 in. long, solitary en short
"^-

^ ' '8. biaiichlets. sepals 3, small, triangular, united at the
The i'lains as far north

base, petals 3, outer 1 in. long, narrow-oblorg, fleshy.
as Gunlaspur (Watt)•„->•.„„.• , ,^ ^ ' inner o minute or wanting ; stamens many, style one;

fruit 2-4 ins. across, yellowish green, fleshy, edible,

covered with a yellowish green skin, tubercled like

crocodile skin, seeds many, oblong, brownish black.

with a swelling at the notch. A native of the West

Indies cultivated for its fruit.

Parsctia J a C Q. U O - small
;
branches rigid, hoary, with hairs flattened

jj^Ontii ^'^ *^^ *'Wigs, twjggy
;
leaves |-1 in., linear ; flowers

FaridKiil'^latWa. large in spikes sepals 4, hairy, pointed, pouched at

CRL'ciKERyE. t^c base, petals 4, half as long again as the sepale

F. B. I. i. HO. with long stalks, stau.ens 6 ; capsules 1^-2 ins. by

The P.'iii'iH in sandy \-^ in. flattened, linear, sessile, valves flat, seeds

places, Sirsa. nearly round, broadly winged, in two series.

Parsctia Sami.tcnii
small, branches more rigid and woody and more

Farilfjiifi.
densely velvety than the last species, long, erect and

CRDCiPERiE. twiggy; leaves linear, very narrow, flowers small in

F. B. I.i. 110. long spicate racemes, sepals 4, hairy, blunt, margins

The Pla'nfi. thin, papery, petals 4, ovate with a broad tip, a little

Shahpur(Douie). longer than the sepals long stalked, pink, stamens 6
;

capsules linear ^-1 by 55 in., seeds as above but in

one series.

32
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Shrobs with Alternate Exstipulatb Sim ple Leaves.

Petals Undnited.

Fars3ti% ses7Ptiac?.,

Muli.

GruCIFBRjE.

R Fi. I.i. 140.

Salt ranje (Edweworth).

ChoaSaidau Shali(Douie).

Dipterygium

CRUCIFER.E.

F. B. I.i. 16i.

Tbt' Pia-ns.

Multan (EJgjworth).

Physorliyncus brali-

vicus,

Crucifek^.

F. B. I. i. 165.

Salt range (Vicary).

small, branches rigid, hoary, forked, twicrgy ; leaves

linear ; flowers in spikes, ni't close set, large, calyx

cylindrical, sepals 4, blunt, \-^ in., hoary, petals 4,

linear, blunt, twice aa long Us the sepals, stanuens 6
;

capsules -i-l by g-l in., bioad, erect, seeds as above in

two series,

small, branches many, wideiy separating ; smooth or

leaves and stem shghtly rough with sticky glands •,

leaves | ^ in. long, ovate oblong, shortly stalked
;

flowers small, few in bracteate racemes, sepals short,

4, petals 4, stamens 6, free, capsules ^ in., drooping,

wrinkled transversely, seed solitary, winged.

small, smooth, leaTy ; leaves fleshy, ! -4 ins., ovate

oblong, lowers alked. upper linear-lanceolate, narrow-

. ed at the base, running down the stem slightly, with

earshaped lobes, flowers large, white in long racemes,

sepals 4, erect, petals 4. stamens 6 ; capsules two

jointed |-| in. long, lower joint seedless, upper large,

ovoid, 2- celled, cells 2-4-seeded with long conical

beak, seeds flattened.

ZylOSaaa longifOlium, see Trees, Alternate, Exstipulate, Simple.

Tamaris tallica,

Tamarisls,

Jhay^ pila'-i, fai.

TAMARXsCINEiE.

b\ B. I. i. 2^8.

The Plains.

Delhi, Lahore.

Tam,ariz salina^

-Kto/i.

Tamariscinke.

b\ B.I. i. a<8.

North-West :;rn Frontier

I'rovinoe.

Efiakbeyl.

large, branches slender jointed leaves minute, scalo

like not sheathing, overlapping at first, distant later,

usually green ; flowers -| in. diam,, shortly stalked,

crowded in long slender spiked branched racemes,

white or pink, bracts shorter than the flowers, half

sheathing, membranous, short-pointed, sepals per-

sistent, triangular, blunt
;
petals longer than the sepals,

stamens 5, styles 3 ; capsules ^ in. long, narrowed

from an ovoid base.

medium size, smooth, bluish green ; leaves minute,

scale-like, heart shaped, somewhat sheathing, bracts

equalling the flo -vers in length, linear, stigmas sessile,

in other respects like the last species.
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SuKOBS WITH Alternati: Exstipclate Simple Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Tamariz dioioa,

Kao'ilely j>nnch pilchi.

Tamariscine^.

F.B Li. 249.

The Plains.

Myricaria e^rmanica,
Ghaz.

Tam.uiiscine^.

F.B.I, i. 250.

Bazara, 7-8,000 ft.

(BarrettJ.

small, branches long drooping ; leaves minute. scale-

like, sheathing, greyish green with .a broad white

margin, smooth, long pointed ; flowers in two sexes,

purple pink in rather short compact stalked spikes,

bracts nearly as long as the flowers, tiiangular, long

pointed, reddish brown, stamens 10, styles V> ; capsule

oblong, tapering, twice as long as the withered sepals

and petals.

medium size, branches many, parallel to the stem,

stem slender, with fine parallel lines, with blueish gi-een

waxy gloss when young ; leaves small, linear lanceo-

late, flowers small, pink-purple, on short .stalks in

lateral or terminal spike-like i-acemes, 1-18 ins. long,

bracts ovate-hinceolate, three to four times as long as

the short flower stalks, with bioad thin margins, sepals

5, ununited, lanceolate, equal in length to the petals,

petals 5, stamens 1 0, alternately long and short, united

for half thoir length, stigmas 3, sessile ; seeds many,

with a tuft of hairs, usually stalked.

small, strongly aromatic, evergreen ; bark white,

stringy ; leaves oblong lanceolate, 3-6 ins. long,

smooth, gland-dotted, shining, crowded at the end of

branches; flowers male and female | in. diam., white or

yellow, in crowded erect terminal branching racemes

1^-2 ins. long, calyx pej-sistent, 5-lobed, petals 4-5,

Murruc, Hazara(I3arrett). oblong, much longer than the calyx, stamens 4-5,

imperfect in female flowers, stigma 2-5 lobed ; drupe

red, ovoid h--\ in. long, with 2-5 one-seeded stones.

S^immia laureola,

Ndt, burru.

RUTACE^.

F.B. Li. •199.

Himalaya, 6-10,000 ft.

Simla, Mahasii (.CoUett).

Oitrns medica,

Lemon or Lime,
Aimbii.

Rutace^.

F. B. I. i. 514.

The Plains.

large, bark greenish grey, smooth, long axillary

spines; leaves jointed to stalk, stalk often winged,

.3-6 ins. by 1-2| ins., ovate lanceolate, smooth, lea-

thery ; flowers white, sweet-scented, solitary or in

axillary clusters, i-1 in. long, calyx cup-shaped. 3-5-

toohed or entire, petals 4-8, often tinged with pink,

oblong, fleshy, gland-dotted, stamens 20-40 ; fruit

2-4 ius. long, ovoid oblong or round, rind thick or

thin, yellow when ripe, pulp cellular and juicy, usually

acid.
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Shrubs with Alternate Exstipulate Simple Leaves;

Petals Ununited.

Olas nana,

OIiaCINE,E.

F, B. I. i. 576.

Himalaya to 5,000 ft.

small, dwarfed by jungle fires, root stock woody

with annual ribbed shoots 2 ft. high ; leaves 1 1-2^ by

:|-^ in,, oblong-lanceolate, nearly s.essile, smcoth and

light green above, gieenish with a bloum beneath,

margins turned back ; flowers nearly ^ in. acioss, soli-

tary, calyx minute, increases in fruit, petals 3, oblong-

lanceolate, stamens M, 8taminodes b-6, bifid, longer

than the stamens ; fruit, the size of a pea, round, one-

seeded.

GymnosPDria or

Celas'rus,

Eoylc^Qa cr spinosa,

Gtoula darim.

Celastrine^

F. B. I. i. <i20.

Himalaya to .3,000 ft.

Salt lange.

Hazara (Barrett).

medium size, smooth, densely bi-anching, stiff,

straight, axillary spines not bearing leaves ; leaves

smooth, ovate or round, '^-l^ ins. by ^-1 in., toothed
;

flowers many, white in short axillary clusteis, calyx

five lobed, lobes obtuse, minutely fiingcd, petals 5,

oblong, stamens 5 : capsule three-angled, \ in. diam.,

cells three, seeds 3, half enclosed in a red flej-hy outer

coat.

Gym-aosporia "Walli-

cMana or

Gelastras rigrida,

Patahi.

Celastrine^.

F. B. I. i. «21.

North-West Frontier Pro-

vince.

Peshawar.

Kawnlpindi.

medium size, branches much zig-zagged, spines 1-3

ins. long, bearing leaves and Bowers; leaves 1-1 1 by

J-1 in., obovate, crenate, leathery, smooth ; flowers in

clusters shorter than the leaves ; fruit somewhat

inflated, three and one-seeded cells ; in other respects

like the last species.

Gymnosporia or lai'ge, branches stiff and nearly straight, spines

Colastrus montana, axillary, straight, 1-2 ins. long, often bearing leaves

Talhary mareila, xhera- und flowers ; leaves 1-3 by :|-2 ins., linear, ovate to

wane.

Celastrine^.

F. B. l.i. 621.

The Plains to 2,000 ft.

roundly ovate, minutely toothed or not, leathery
;

flov?ers, in axillary or on the spines, much branched

clusters, shorter than the leaves, small, greenish white,

bracts, calyx lobes and petals fringed ; fruit rotnd or

ovoid, black, size of a pea, 1-3 celled, cells one-seeded
;

in other respects like the last species.
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SnnuBS WITH Alteknate Exsripnr.ATE Simple Leaves,

Petals Uncmted.

Bhns Cotlntis,

Ttio vi?treo,

VoIX7ti^n Sumach,,

Tun'ja,, hha'i Jung.

ANACAUDIACE.E.

F. B. I. ii. 9.

Himalayn, S-o,nOO ft.

ITnzira (Barrett;.

Valley.s below Simla.

CCollcit).

large, bark reddish brown, branchlets red, young

parts grey woolly ; leaves 2-4 liy li-H ins., stalks. 1^-3

ins. long, ovate or round, polished above, slightly

woolly beneath ; flowers very small, pale yellow, ^^

in. diam. few on very slender long stalks forming loose

feathery, pale, purple bunches, sepals linear, oblong,

petals longer than the sepals, stamens 5, styles 3;

drupe 1 in. long, compressed reddi?b covered with

white hairs. The wood under the name of Young

Fustic is much used in Europe for dyemg wool

scarlet or orange. The bark and leaves are used for

lanningr.

Orotolaria BarU:^,

Khip, sig, karsan,

Leguminos.(E.

F.B.I. ii.fG.

The Plains to 4.000 ft.

Sargodha (Douie).

small, branches numerous, stiff, ending sometimes

in spinfs with fine pale felt ; leaves few, scattered,

almost .sessile, ^-1 J ins. lorg, silky, ovate or lanceo-

la'e ; flowers yellow 0-12 in terminal racemes flower

stalks very short with two bracteoles. calyx den.sely

silky, teeth lanceolate, corolla yellow with reddish

veins, hardly protruding, stamens 10, united, style

long, hairy jibove
;
pod .3-4 seeded hardly longer than

the calyx, oblong, hairy. The fibre is sometimes

used in place of hemp.

Orctolaria albl&a,

LBOCMlNOBiB.

F. B. I ii. 71.

The Plains to 7,000 ft.

Simla (Oullett).

Orotolaria jurcea,

Sanai, arjha mn.

Lkgcminos^.

F. B. K ii. 79.

The Plains.

small, branches many, firm, round, slender, some-

what silky ; leaves nearly sessile, 1-2 ins. long, firm,

gland-dotted, narrow, oblong, smooth above, silky

beneath, flowers,^ in. long, pale yellow, usually in

terminal racemes calyx top-thaped, j in. long, thinly

silky, longer in fruit, teeth long, 3 lower linear, 2 upper

broader and blunter ; corolla pale yellow, rarely tin-

ged with lilac, hardly protruding, stamens 10 united,

style long, hairy above
;
pod |-| in. long, sessile, twice

as long as the cayx, smooth, oblong, seeds 0-12.

medium f^ize, cultivated ; branches stiff, slender,

silky ; leaves at somewhat distant spaces linear or

oblong, 1 ^-3 ins. long, both surfaces shining with short

brown silky hairs, flowers 1 in. long in l2-".'0— flowered

racemes, 0-12 ins. long, bracts minute, linear, calyx
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Shrdbs with Alternate Exstipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

S 4 in. long, covered "with rusfy velvety hairs, teeth

very deep, linear corolla bright yellow, smooth, pro-

truding a little out of the calyx, stamens 10, united,

style long, hairy above; pod 1-1^ ins. long, covered

with bilky hairs, seeds 1U-15. The fibre is much used

for making cordage and sacking.

Itea nuta as,

SAXIFRVOACEiE.

F. H. I. ii. 408.

Himalav!!, 3.6,(100 ft.

Sutlej Valley, Snni

(Collett).

large, bark dark grey, leaves 4-6 by H-2J ins., ovate

oblong, long-pointed, glandular-toothed, leathery,

dark green, shining above, leaf stalk 1-1 5^ ins. long,

stout ; flowers white, j^ in. long, in clusters of '6-1

forming velvety, drooping racemes 4-8 ins. long,

calyx velvety, tube bell-shaped, lobes 5, persistent,

petals 5, twice the length of the calyx lobes, linear,

erect, stamens 5 ; capsule \ in. long, separating into

2 valves through the cell partition and the style,

seeds many.

OsbecMa stellata,
see Shrubs, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple,

Lagerscroemia indica, see Shrubs, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple.

OPuntia SillenU,

Pricfcly raar,

Cactus,

Nagi'hai'a.

Cactace^

F. B. I. ii. 657.

Tho Plains to 7,000 ft.

Native of South Ameiica.

medium size, stem flat or round or angled, fleshy,

armed with barbed bristles in clusters ; leaves fleshy,

soon falling off ; flowers orange red, solitary, sessile,

calyx lobes 3-many, small, overlapping, petals many,

free or shortly united below, stamens many ; fruit

one celled, pulpy, seeds many, oblong or kidney

shaped ; coccus cacti, the cochineal insect lives on this

plant—It is much used for hedges.

Andiacline cordifolia,

Knrkhi^ ijv.rgu'-i, brnsii.

EDPtH»KBIACE-S.

F. B. I. V. 'J8S.

nimaliiVH, r)-S 000 ft.

Sin.la, .Masliobr 1 (CoUctt).

Chang ag.ilii (Duuie).

small, branches slender, round, smooth: leaves long-

stalked, 1-."| by |-H ins., thin, margin smooth, ovate

oblong lip rounded, base rounded, stalk |-^ in. long,

flowers ^ in. diim, green on long, slender axillary stalks,

the males in clusteis females solitary, calyx 6 lobed

petals 5, stiimf ns 5, females without petals, styles 3,

divided into "2 long bianches ; fruit
-f

in. diam, round

with a depression al ove,^seeds G, triangular.
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Shrubs witu Alternate Exstipdlate Simple Leaves.

Petals United.

Vernonla clncxascens,

COMPOSlTyE.

F. B. I. iii 2:>7.

The riains.

The Sa't ranee.

Waziristan, Baluchistan.

Fluclioa ovalis,

Composite.

F. B. I. ii. 272.

The Salt raagL(Aitchison)

riTic'ioa 'Wallichiiiia,

COMPOSlTiE.

b\ II. I.i i. 272.

Th*^ P.ains (Fdlconer and

Stewart).

Pluohea lanccolata,

Striwi, e hauii.

COMP IS T^
l'\ B. I. iii 372.

The I'hviiis.

Flowers minute in Heads,

medium size, much branched, grey^ velvety, branches

grooved, white; leaves ^-I^ ins., oblong, rounded

tapering to a narrow base, often with iin abrupt tip,

sometimes toothed, gland-dotted, velvely on both

surfaces ; flowers purple in solitary beads, r{ in. diam.,

on the ends of the branches of flat-topped clusters,

bracts round the heads, ^ in , in many series. linear,

inner longest, calyx of hairs (pappus) ^ in., white,

persistent, corollas smooih, slender, all tubular, teeth

5, narrow, anther bases blunt, style-arms long, haii-y

all round, short pointed ; achenes (seeds) -jij in.,

5-ribbed, tapering to ihe base, covered with rather

stitf haii-s.

large, branches with broad green toothed wings ;

leaves 2- . ^ by |-1 in., sessile, oblong, coarst ly toothed,

tips rounded , flowers white yellow or lilac in heads in

compound hairy terminal leafless flat clusters, heads

7 in. diam., discoid, flowers all tubular, outer bi-acts of

ht ads short-pointed, seeds small, 4-5-angled, smooth,

tuft of hairs on top, slender,

large, velvety with glands and hairy, branches not

winged ; leaves \-'l ins. long, sessile, oblong and ovate

with broad tip, slightly toothed, rigid, nerves promi-

nent above and below ; flowers white, yellow or liiac

in heads in compound terminal flat leafless clusters,

heads j^ in. diam. ; flowers all tubular, outer bmcts of

heads woolly, somewhat pointed, seeds Email, 4-5-

angled, toft of hairs, reddish.

small, greyish, hairy, velvety, branches slender
;

leaves 1-2, oblong, sessile, narrowed to (he base,

margin smooih or toothed at the lip, nerves oblique,

prominent on both surfaces ; flowers white yellow or

lilac in heads in compound flat leafless clusters, heads

\ in diam , longer than broad, bracts of heacs short

rounded blunt, outer ones with grey hairs. A weed

of cultivation. The leaves are aperient vand are used

to adulterate senna.
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Sheobs with Alternate Exstipulate Simple Leaves.

Petals United.

Flowers minute in Heads.

Pltici-^a argtita,

CoMPosiTya.

F. B. I. iii. 273.

The I'lains (Aitchison).

Inula Cappa,

Co PO^lTjB.

F. B. I. Til 295.

Himal:v.va, 4-6,000 ft.

Vall'rys bslow Simla

(Colhtt).

H<izara (Barrett),

Inula cuspidata,

C0MP09IT,«.

F. B. 1. iii. 296.

HimalHya, 4-7,000 ft.

Simla (Coliett).

Falicana crisPa,

medium size, branchr s, stout, velvety with glands
;

leavi s 1-1^ by ^ | in , pe.csile. lanceolate or ovale with

broad tips, coarsely toothed, base with ear shaped

projections or not ; flowei-s whi'e, yellow or lilnc in

heads stalked solitary or few, hardly in clnstei'S. heads

^-^ in. diam., bracts of heads narrow, sharp pointed,

rigid,

medium size, scented, branches thick, densely wool-

ly as also are under surface of leaves and Power

clusters, leaves 3-6 by 1-2^ ins,, leaihery, sessile or

shortly stalked, toothed, silky velvety beneath, teeth

close set ; flowers all tubular or a few radiate, in many

heads ^ in. diam., yellow, in rounded clusters, br.icts

round the heads linear stiff, sharp-pointed, outer ones

shortest ; seeds ^-^ in., silky, lufts of haii-s (pappus)

^ in., grey, hairs thickened at the ends.

medium size, nearly smooth ; branches slender
;

leaves 5 by 2 ins., stalked, ovate-lanceolate, thin, long

pointed, young velvety, old ror£h above ; flowers

yellow, outer ones radiate, in many heads. ^ in. diam.,

on slender stalks crowded in bread teiminal cluat^rs,

bracts of heads linear, sharp -poiated. stiff, seeds ^^ io.,

tufts of hairs (pappus) ^ in., yellowish, hairs thickened

at the tip.

see Herbs, Erect, Alternate, Exstipulate, Simple,

Toothed, Petals United.

Palicarla glauCSSCCllS, see Herbs, Erect, Alternate, Exstipulate, Simple,

Toothed, Petals United.

Floweks not in Heads

Gaultktria auianinla- see Prostrate Shrubs, Alternate, Exstipulate, Simple,

rioilcs,

QaultbOrla triCO" ^®^ Prostrate Shrubs, Alternate, Exstipulate, Simple.

pliylla^
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SnROBS WITH Alternate Exstipulatk Simple Leavi-:«.

Petals United.

Casdops fastigiata,

Erica ce^.

F.B.I, iii. 459.

Himalaya, 10-14,000 ft.

Ha-tu CColl-tt).

Marali iBamber).

Eholodcndron cam-
panulatum,

Che I oil It, s a r n g a r,

gaggaryurmi.

Kricace^.

F. B. I. iii. 466.

Pimnla;y:\, 9-1-1,000 ft.

The Chor (Collett).

Marali (Bambar).

Rhododendron lepi-

dotum,
7a ufui\ taliori.

Ekicace^.

F. B. I. iii. 471.

Himalaya, 8-15,000 ft.

Simla, Jacko, Battu

(Cclktt).

Marali (Bamber).

Bhcdodendron
Anthopo^on,

Kicfini^ kaizabuHy tazak-

tzun.

Ericace^.

F.B.I, iii. 472.

Himalaya, ll-l(i,000 ft.

The Chor (Collelt).

Marali (Bamber).

2S

Flowers not in Heads.

small, dense tut'ls of parallel erect branchea, (5-12

ins. high, leaves \ in. ovate oMong, overlapping, press-

ed against the bianches. thickened on the back,

hairy ; flowers vphite on solitary sialks or in twos or

fours ; sepals g-^ in., short-pointed, nearly smooth,

margins often toothed and membranous, corolla

\-^ in., widely bell-shaped, fleshy ; capsule round,

point depressed.

medium size, bark thin grey ; leaves 3-5 ins. long,

oblong, rounded at both ends, crowded at the end of

branches, leathery, dark green, smooth above, cinna-

mon felted beneath ; flowers mauve in large clusters,

stalks as long as the corolla tube, bracts silky, calyx

teeth broadly triangular, small, corolla bell-shaped,

1-1.4 by i-1 iu., lobes 5, stamens 10 ; capsule cylindri-

cal, 1 in. long, curved ; seeds linear oblong, flattened.

The powdered leaves are mixed with tobacco and

used as snuft' in colds.

small, scented, young parts covered with silvery and

golden scales, bianches rough; leaves f-I in. long,

ovate with broad tips, base nari'ow, nearly sessile at

the ends of branches, smooth above, filvcry beneath
;

flowers red, yellow or purple, solitary or 2-3 together,

stalks A-H ins. long, very rough, calyx teelh oval,

corolla tube short, lobes round, spreading!-^ in. long,

stamens 8-10, hairy below ; capsule 4-3 by ^-^ in.,

erect. The smoke of the leaves is used in native

medicine as a stimulant.

small, scented, branchlets rough and scaly ; leaves

1-1 ^ in. long, broad oblong, shining above, cinnamon

felted beneath, stalk ^r, ^ in- Jong ; flowers yellowish

white in small terminal clusters, calyx teeth oblong^

thin, margins hairy, corolla tubular, mouth dilated,

tube \ in. long, lobes ovate with broad tips, spreading,

stamens 6-8
; capsule ^ in. long, ovoid. The leaves

are used for the same purpose as those of the last

species.
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Shrubs with Alternate Exstipulate Simple Leaves.

XiSyrsiue africana,

Behraiig, kakhum, gham-

shad.

Myrsine^.

F. B. I. iii.Cll.

Salt Range-

Himalaya, 1-8,500 ft.

Simla (Collect).

Murree (Douie),

Petals United.

see Trees, Alternate, Exstipulate, Simple.

small or large, branchlets rusty velvety ; leaves f-1^

ins. long, nearly sessile, laiiceolate, gland dotted,

sharply toothed ; flowers small, neaily sessile in

clusters of 3-8, calyx 4-lobed, free, pei-sistent, corolla

4-lobed, rotate, stamens 4, stigma rounded, style 2-4

branched ; beiry i in. dia., red, round, edible. The

fruit IS sold in bazaars as a strong purging vermifuge.

Myrsiae semiserrata, large, bark ashy, smooth
;
leaves 2-5 by |-1| ins.,

Farwana, gogsa, gamita. smooth, leathery, lanceolate sharply toothed towards

the tip, gland dotted, stalk xo-i in. long ; flowers in

axillary clusters, stalks | in. long, calyx and corolla

4—rarely 5-lobed, j^ in, diam., stamens 4, rarely 5,

style with 2-4 flat spreading branches, berry red, round

|-| in. diam.

Myebine^.

F. B, 1. iii. 511.

Himalaya 3-9,000 ft.

Simla, The Glen

(Colleti).

Emlssliai ro))usta,

Sayahirang.

Myesine^e.

F. B. I. iii. 5] 5.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

Near the Jumua.

Ardisia humuliSy
Myesine^.

F. B. I. iii. 529.

The Plains to 5,000 ft,]

large, bark brown with horizontal cracks on the

branches, and small warty excrescences ; leaves 3i-7 by

2-3| ins., oblong or lanceolate with broader tip, base

narrowed, margin undulate, short-pointed, rusty velve-

ty beneath, nerves prominent, stalk glandular, usually

grooved ; flowers small in simple or clustered racemes

of 1-2 ins. in length, calyx 5 lobed, persistent, petals 5,

oblong, reflexed, stamens 5 on the petals, styles short

persistent ; fruit a dry berry, red, round with ribs and

crowned by the style ; seed usually one, round with a

hollow base. The fruit is used for the same purpose

as that of 11yrsine africana,

large, smooth, branched; leaves 4-8 by l|-3^ins.,

oblong or ovate with broad tip, short pointed, leathery,

fleshy, margin smooth ; flowers pmk, ^ in. diam., in

axillary clustered racemes, stalks 1-2 ins. long, bracts

soon falling off, ca.yx lobes 5, blunt, oval, corolla 5-

lobed, stamens 5 ; fruit round, black when ripe, size of

a jea, crowned with 4Le style, full oi pink juice, seed

one.
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.Shrubs with Alternate Exstipdlate Simple Leaves.

Beptonia buzifolia,

Gurgnra.

Myksine^.

F. B.I. iii. 534.

Peshawar.

Salt Range.

Trans Indns Hills, 2-3,000

feet.

Petals United.

large, spinous or not ; branches grey ; leaves 1^
by I in., shortly stalked, ovate with a broad blunt
tip, base narrowed, margin smooth, recurved, leath-

ery, smooth above, slightly velvety beneath ; flowers

small, greenish yellow, sessile in axillary tufts, calyx

lobes 5 ; round, overlapping, corolla tube short, lobes

5, oblong, blunt, stamens 5, alternating with 5 pro-

cesses; fruit round, fleshy, edible, |4 in. diam., one—
or rarely two-seeded

; seed round with hollowed base.

Apocynace^.

F. B. I. iii. 640.

Salt Range.

Peshawar.

Trans Indus Plains.

Eliazya StriCta, small, smooth, stout, series of stems in clumps,

Vena, gaiulera, rargalam. milky juice from young parts
; leaves 3-4 by ^-| in.,

oblong-lanceolate, short-pointed, sessile, leatheiy and

yellow when dry ; flowei-s white, in dense terminal

short axUlary stoutly branched and shortly stalked

clusters, bracts awl-like and persistent, calyx short,

lobes 6, short pointed, corolla circular, tube cylindric

5 in., lobes 5, short, broad overlapping to the left,

stamens 5, above the middle of corolla tube, but not

protruding ; follicles two, erect, 2-3 by | in., slightly

flattened, rather leathery, seeds 4 in. long angularly

flattened, shortly winged. The leaves, flowers, and
fruit are used in rheumatism and other joint affec-

tions, the dried fruit is used to coagulate milk.

ITerium odorum,

Oleander,

Kaner, ganhira.

Apocynace^.

F. B. I. iii. 654.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

In dry ravines.

Hazara (Barrett).

medium size, bark silvery grey, from young parts

a milky juice exudes ; leaves in whorls of three, 4-6

by j-l ia., linear lanceolate, thick, leathery, long

pointed, dark green shining above, rough and dotted

beneath, stalk short ; flowers red, pink, or white,

usually sweet scented, sometimes double, in laj-ge

terminal branching clusters, sepals broad, awl-pointed,

corolla 1^ ins. across, funnel shaped, lobes spreading,

rounded overlapping to the left, tube f in. long, 5

fringed scales on throat, stamens inserted near the

mouth of the tube forming a cone, each prolonged up

in a long thread-like hairy appendage
; follicles narrow,

6-9 by r|-^ in., straight, united below
; seeds many,

crowned with a tuft of hairs. The leaves are poison-

ous to all animals but goats. An oil extracted J rem

the root bark ia used in skin diseases, especially in
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Petals United.

EhTetia obtiisifolia,

Chamro''i hari kuindt;r_

Tihalarra.

Boraginace;e.

F. B. I iv. 142.

Salt Rangu.

Heliotropium zeyla-

nlcum,

HeliotroPivim dasy-

carpum,

Seliotropiu.m Eich-

"waldi,

£rewcria latifolia,

Convolvulace^.

F. R. I. iv. 224.

The PlainR of the

. Westsin PuQJab.

Cressa erotica,

Convolvdlace^.

F. B I. iv. 225.

The Plaius.

Selauum dulcamara,

Woody l^ightsliade,

Rnha bar Ik.

SOLANACE^ai.

F. B. I. iv. 229.

Himalaya, 4-8,000 ft.

Narkunda (Collett).

leprosy. A yellow resin present in this plant is an

active heart poison.

medium size ; leaves oblong ovate with broad blunt

tip, 1-1 5 ins. long, wedge shaped at the base ; flowers

larger than Ehretia la:vis. which see under Trees,

Alternate, Exstipulate, Simple.

see Herbs, Erect, Alternate, Exstipulate, Simple,

Entire.

see Herbs, Erect, Alternate, Exstipulate, Simple,

Entire.

see Herbs, Erect, Alternate, Exstipulate, Simple,

Entire,

small, stiff, rough, much blanched, densely silky
;

leaves -^-^ in., oblong with rounded ends, margins

entii-e ; flowers \ in. sessile, pinkish, 1-3 together,

axillary, bracts small, calyx-lobes 5, long-pointed,

very silky ; corolla funnel-shaped fcaiely o-lobed,

folding at the angles, stamens 5 enclosed in the

corolla-tube, styles 2 nearly ununited from the base
;

capsule
I

in., ovoid, 4 seeded, seeds ovoid-oblong

.smooth.

small, stem G-18 ins. high leaves \-^ m. long.

sessile, oblong, short pointed ; flowers small, in termi-

nal spikes or clusters or sessile in the axils of upper

leaves, sepals ^ in. long, equal, corolla ^ in, long,

funnel-shaped, white or pink, lobes . 5, reflexed,

stamens 5, project beyond the corolla, styles 2, linear ;

capsule 4 valved, seeds 4, smooth.

small, branches long, trailing, smooth or velvety
;

leaves 1-3 ins. long, ovate oblong or lobed, long

pointed, smooth, stalk 1 in. long ; flowers purple, |-|

in. diam.,in loose hanging clusters, calyx teeth 5 blunt,

-}j^ in. long, corolla lobes 5 curved back, stamens 5,

anther tips meeting above ; berry \ in. diam., round,

red, seeds many, ^ in. dia., smooth.
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Solanum vorlDasci-

folium,

£'jl(i mrway iiari, old.

fcsOLANACE^.

F. r.. I.iv.2':(0.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(L'ollett\

"Witliaiiia somnifcra,

Ag&nid, ah, iikxan.

SoiiANACE^.

F. B. 1. iv. 2S!».

Ttie Plains.

Lahore.

Withania coagulans,

T]3,e Clicesemakcr,

Panirhan.i. ipinbajja.

SOLANACE.^.

F. B. I.iv. 240.

The Plains to 3,000 ft.

Sutloj Vallay fColIeit).

Shahpur (Douie).

Lycium europseum,

A'a/i/ju, VI ra', chlrrhitta.

SOLANACK.S:.

F. B. I. iv. 2t0.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

Lyciuxn barbaruxn,

Barghauna.

SOLANACE.*;.

F. B. I.iv. 241.

The Plains to 3,000 ft.

Lahore.

Petals United.

large, woolly with star-shaped hairs at end of

branches and flower stalks, bark light grey ; leaves 7-9

by 3-0, oblong, narrowed at both- ends, margins

smooth, tip long- pointed
; flowers white, h-'i in. diam..

crowded in stalked branched clusters, corolla Woolly

without, stamens 5, anther tips meeting above ; berry

5 in. diam., round, smooth yellow, seeds many, ^ in.

diam.

small, thinly woolly, branches round ; leaves 2-4 ins.

long, ovate short pointed, stalk \-^ in. ; flowers green-

ish yellow, axillary, sessile or shortly stalked in clust-

ers, or solitary, calyx in flower | in., in fruit f in.,

bell-shaped, 5-6 toothed, in fruit enlarged and nearly

round, papery, corolla bell -shaped \-h in,, lobes 3-6,

short ; berry round, ^-^ in. diam., seeds many, ^V in.

diam. The root is narcotic and diuretic.

small, greyish from minute star-shaped hairs
;

leaves 1-2 ins. long, oblong, blunt, thick, narrowed at

the base, very shortly stalked ; flowers pale yellow,

mealy from the minute star-shaped hairs outside, | in,

diam. in short stalked hanging axillary clusters, calyx

i in. in flower, § in. in fruit, velvety, corolla bell-

shaped, lobes turned back ;
berry and seeds as in the

last species W. somnifera. The fruit is emetic when

fresh, anodyne and carminative when dry.

small, spinous ; leaves |-1 in. long, often clustered

at the joints, linear-oblong ; flowers purplish white,

^ in. diam., solitary or in clusters at the joints, calyx

often 2 lipped, 5 teeth, not larger in fruit, ^ in. corolla,

funnel-shaped, lobes 5-4, half the length of the tube,

stamens 5-4 on the corolla tube, smooth at the base

berry ^ in. diam.. nearly round, many seeded. The

berries are edible and considered to be aphrodisiac.

same as the last species except that the corolla

lobes are more than half as long as the tube.
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Petals United

LyCiUBl rutlieniCUZa, same as the last species except that the leaves are

Kiehar, kitserma,

SOLANACE^.

F. B. I. iv. 241.

Kashmir, 6-9,000 ft.

Sodonaea viscosa,

Sanatta,men(lii,ghuraske.

Sapindace^.

F. B. I. i. 697.

The Plains to 4,000 ft.

Salt Range.

Hazara. (Barrett).

Bosia Amherstiana,
Amarantace^.

F. B. I.iv. 716.

Himalaya, 4-7,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

Diktali in Giri Valley.

2irxia javanica,

Boikalan.

Amarantace^.

F. B. I.iv. 727.

The Plains.

Eurotia ceratoldes,

CHENOPODIACE.a!.

F. B. I. V. 8.

Himalaya, 8-14,000 ft.

linear, calyx is 3-4 lobed and the stamens are hairy

at the base.

Petals None.

medium size, evergreen, young leaves and shoots

sticky with yellow resinous dots, smooth red branch-

lets ; leaves nearly sessile, 1^-3 by ^-1 ins., lanceolate

with a broad tip to linear wedge shaped, leathery
;

flowers small, yellow in short terminal racemes,

sepals 5, ovate, petals none, stamens usually 8 , cap-

sule 3-(or 2-4) celled, valves winged on the back,

wings membranous round, broad ; seeds 1-3. This

plant is often grown as a hedge plant,

medium size, stout, smooth, branches long, strag-

gling ; leaves 3-7 by 1-4 ins., ovate, shortly stalked,

short pointed, base pointed or rounded, narrowed

into the stalk ; floweis green with white margins,

J in. diam., nearly sessile, crowded in axillary, simple

or branched spikes, never longer than the leaves, or

in branched terminal racemes, sexes usually separate,

sepals 5, rounded, concave, stamens 5, bracteoles 2-4
;

berries ^ in. diam,, round, red,

small, grey woolly, stem rounded, 2-3 ft., branched,

:f
in. thick ; leaves 1-4 ins., flat or with margins curved

down, sessile or narrowed into the stalk, linear or

oblong ; flowers j^ in. long, covered with white wool

in long spikes ; sexes usually separate, sepals 4-5,

woolly, stamens 4-5, joined below, alternating with

linear staminodes in a cup, styles short or long
; fruit

dry, ovoid, surrounded by the sepals with one seed.

small, grey with star-shaped hairs ; leaves i-li ins.

long, linear-oblong, blunt, floral leaves narrower,

margin often curved down ; flowers minute, no petals,

fruiting bracts with long red brown silky hairs ^ in.

long, stamens 4, sepals 4, in female flowei-s bracts 4,

joined together, stigmas 2, seed one.
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Petals None.

SuoBla frutlccsa,

Lfinfi, titkiitay zavtai.

Chenopodiacb^.

F. B. r. V. )-.

The Plains

small, stem and branches slender, the latter many
;

leaves ^-^, in. long, linear and i cylindrical blunt,

floral leaves very small, fleshy; flowers minute on leafy

spikes, bracteate and 2 bracteolate, 5 lobed, equal or

unequal, stamens 5, short ; styles 3, seed coat black

shining. The leaves are used in ophthalmia and used

in making coarse soda (sajji).

SalSOlafO'tiia small, pale grey, much branched: leaves minute

MotUaii', gorjlane, shora. fleshy, nearly round, floral leaves longer overlapping
;

Chenopodiace^. flowers small, 5 oblate, axillary or on short spikes,

F. B. I. V. 18. bracteoles leaf-like, sepals 4-5. concave, y^j in. across.

The Plains. silvery white, winged, stamens 5 or less on separate

flowers from those the 2-3 linear stigmas, which are

often turned down, the little flowers look like silver

stars among the leaves, galls j-f in. diam., often found

on the branchlets. Manna is sometimes obtained from

the surface of the leaves and the plant is used in

making coarse soda.

Salsola verrucosa,

Chenopodiace^.

F. B. I. V. 18.

North-W»8t Frontier

Province.

Daph.ne olooides,

KutUal, xhimj, kagmri.

Thymel^ace.^;.

F. B. I. V. 193.

Himalaya, 3-9,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

Hazara (Barrett).

Dapknc canna'bina,

Satpv,ra, viggi^jeku.

rHYMEL.EACE.E.

F.B.I. V. 193.

Himalaya, 5-7,000 ft.

Simla (.Ccllett).

large, stout, like the last species, but the flowers are

larger \-^ in. diam., dark-brown.

small, branches many, velvety ; leaves, sessile 1-2^

ins. long, ovate or lanceolate with broad tip, sharp

pointed or blunt, sometimes a little hairy ;
flowei-s

pinkish white, j\ in. long in terminal clusters, calyx

tubular, 4 spreading lobes, ovate, no bi-acts ;
stamens

8 in two series nearly sessile ; fruit is a berry dry or

fleshy, \-^ in. long, orange or scarlet, seed one. The

leaves are poisonous to camels. The bark is consider-

ed to be an alterative and used in diseases of the

bones.

medium size, branches smooth, leafy at the tips
;

leaves 2-4 ins. long, nearly sessile, lanceolate, i-ather

leathery ; flowers sessile i in. long, white in bracteate

terminal clusters, calyx tubular, woolly outside,

scented, lobes 4, ovate, stamens 8 in two series,

nearly sessile , berry ^ in. long, ovoid, orange to red,
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csns,

Bhiit, uiggi, thUak.

Thvmel^ace^..

F. b. 1. V. 195.

Himalaya, o.;*,000 ft.

Marliandii, Putarnala

(Colleti).

Petals None.

fleshy. The plaut supplies a useful fibre which is

used in paper making, especially in Nepal paper,

T7i^Str3Bmia' canes- small, branches slender, silky, velvety ; leaves

1-3 ins., shortly stalked, oblong-lanceolate, thin, oltep

with a white bud in the axil ; flowers yellow or white

in axillary or terminal few clusters or spikes without

bracts, calyx tube |^ in. long, lobes 4. spreading,

short, blunt, scales 1-4 linear within the tube, stamens

8, short, within and upon the tube, in two rows ; fruit

-^ in. long, narrowly ovoid, black, within the calyx

tube at first. This plant is also used in paper making

and the fibre forms good cordage,

medium size, spinous, branches dark ; leaves 1-3,

by ^-1 in., oblong lanceolate, blunt, smooth or with

star-shaped hairs above, silvery scaly beneath, stalk

I in. ; flowers white, scented, silvery without, in small

axillary clusters, appearing with the leaves, calyx A in.

long, silvery, tube slender, funnel-s-haped, teeth 4,

broadly triangular, stamens 4; fruit ^ in. long, oblong

succulent, edible, stone bony, ribbed, woolly within.

The seeds and flowers are used as a stimulant in

coughs, and as a substitute for black pepper.

large, spinous, bark dark grey, rough with vertical

furrows, branches stiff with silvery twigs and leaves
;

leaves ^-2 ins, by yi,-J in., linear oblong to ovate with

broad tip, rather leathery, smooth above, felted

beneath with grey or rusty scales ; flowers male in

axillary clusters, female solitary, calyx in male in two

segments, in female two toothed, in male stamens 4
;

fruit -^ in. long, ovoid, orange or scarlet, succulent,

acid but edible, seed oblong, shining. The fruit is

very acid and used as a syrup for coughs.

lata,

Ghaut, TianTipl mirch,

iamv.ewa.

EL.a;AGNACE.s:.

V. B. 1. V. 201.

Himalaya, 3-10,000 it.

Simla, Mashobra ( Col-

let t).

Hazara (Barrett).

Sippophae x]aamnoi-

des,

Sea. Suclithorn,

Kala hi-.a, t-sttrkar, sirma.

EL^^AGNACEiE.

F. B. J. V. 203.

Himalaya^ in the beds of

stream*, 7-12,000 ii,

Lauoul, Pangi.

HiPPOPliac* salicifolia, large, spinous, willow-like, leaves 2-4 ins., linear

buich, (ihur c/iuk, chuii.a. lanceolate dark green above, covered with stellate

EL^AUNACEiB. hairs and few scales, beneath otherwise like the last

F. B. 1. V. 203.

Himalaya, 5-10,000 ft.

SutJc-] Valley (Coilett).

species.
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Pktals NoNi:

Osyris arborea,

JJalmi, di'ima.

SANTAL ACE^.

K. B. I. V. 2:i2.

Himalaya, 1-7,000 ft

Simla (Collett).

lai-ge, young shoots shavply 3-angled ; leaves 1-2 ins.

long, nearly sessile, oblong-ovate, tip short-pointed
;

flowers very minnte, yellow green, nearly sessile, calyx

H-4 lobed, male flowers in axillary clusters, female

one to three together on long stalks ; fruit -^ in.,

round, yellow to red, seed one. round. The leaves

are made into Bisshar tea, which is drunk in Ladak.

but is very nauseating.

ETlPllorbia Timcalli, see Shrubs, Opposite, Exstipulate, Simple.

S arc :ccaprnniformis

,

EuPHORBIACEiB.

F. «. I. V. 266.

Himalaya, 5-9,(100 ft.

Simla (CoUctt).

Hazara (Barrett),

Mnrree.

small, smooth, evergreen, branches green, rounded

;

leaves 5-4 by |-1 in., nearly sessile, lanceolate, long

pointed, dark-green, margin smooth; flowei-s 5 in.

long, pale yellow in .short axillary racemes ; male

flowers, sepals 4, oblong blunt, stamens 4, female

flowei-s, sepals 4-6 of small overlapping scales. styles 2.

long, recurved ; fruit ^ in. long, ovoid, purple, stones

2-3.

Fluc^^a microcarPa,

KDPHOEBIACE.ai.

b\ B. I V. 828.

The Pliiins to 5,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(Collttt).

large, smooth, branchlets angled, flattened ; leaves

in two rows, 1-3 ins, long, shortly stalked ovate or

round, thin ; flowers minute, yellow green, in dense

axillary clusters on separate stalks, male and female

flowers on ditierent plants, male sepals 5, round,

oblong, concave, .spreading, stamens fi. opposite sepals,

around 3 styles, long linear, erect, female shortly

stalked in clusters of 3-6, sepals erect. 5, styles 3-4

reflexed and each divided into 2 or 3, pointed narrow

lobes; fruit ^-i in. diam , dry, a few ^ in., white

fleshy, minutely dotted, seeds .3-6, minutely dotted.

?ltLeir?ia LeuCOpyms same as last species, but branches twi.sted. spinous:

EuPHORBiAOE^. leaves smaller lin. long at most, longer stalked.

F. H. I. V. 32«.

The Plains.

Saliz liastata,

2-1

see Shrubs, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple.
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JuQiperus communis,
Juniper,

Patthar, lewar, pama.

CONIPEE^.

F.B.I. V. 646.

Himalaya, 5-14,000 ft.

Hattu (Collett).

The Chor. (Bamber).

Petals None.

small, dense, erect, prostrate at high elevations'

greyish green ; leaves linear, ^-^ in., straight in

threes, pointed, concave above, convex below, male

cones ^ in. long, many, ovoid, female cones minute

bud-like consisting of many overlapping bracts, fruits

compound like a berry, purple black with a bloom,

the bracts just visible, seeds 3. The berries are used

in the distillation of gin, also as a diuretic, the wood

and leaves are burnt in the Punjab for incense.

Juniperns pseudo-

salsina,

BJiil, bheniri.

Conifers.

F. B. I. v. 646.

Himalaya, 9-15,000 ft.

Hazara CBarrett).

medium size, dark coloured bark ; leaves of two

kinds, those on lower branches ^ in. long, linear,

sharp pointed, spreading, those on the terminal

branchlets/g in. long., broadly ovate, closely over-

lapping, tips free, back keeled ; flowers like the last

species ; fruit erect, ovoid, |-§ in., one seeded.

Juniperus recurva,

Weeping Bins

Juniper,

Bettar, ikentra, guggal.

CONIPER.E.

F. B. I. V. 647.

Himalaya, 7,500-15,001)11.

The Chor (Collett).

medium size to small prostrate shrub, bluish green,

branches twiggy with hanging branchlets ; leaves in

whorls of 3, I in. long, curved, linear, sharp pointed,

flat and bluish green above, curved and pale green

below, cones terminal, male yellow ; fruit ovoid,

^-i in., dark purple, seed solitary. The smoke of the

burning green wood acts as a violent emetic, the leaves

and wood are burnt as incense.

Shrubs with Alternate Exstipulate Lobed Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

Hibes Grossularia,

Eoug]! Goosclaerry?

Amlanch, hand, teila.

Saxipragace^.

F.B.I, ii. ilO.

Himalaya, 9-12,000 ft.

Paagi (Watt).

small, usually 3 prickles beneath each leaf axil,

stems smooth or with many prickly haii-s ; leaves

nearly round with 3-5 lobes, often toothed, hairy

beneath ; flowers stalked in clusters of 1-3 flowers,

stalks with bracts at the base and 2 bracteoles at the

middle, calyx tube long, lobes 4-5 produced above the

fruit, petals 4-6, small, stamens 4-5 ; berry i in. long

oblong, inedible, seeds several.
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Hibes oriontale,

Koghak, naiigkr.

SAXIFRAGACEiE.

F.B.I. ii.410.

Kashmir, 8-12,000 ft.

Baltiritan.

Kaa;haii.

Pktals Ununited.

medium size, sticky with glands and minutely

hairy : leaves 1-1^ ins. diam., round kidney shaped,

minutely toothed, 3-5 lobed ; flowers small, greenish

in erect crowded racemes, bracts i in. long, linear,

calyx tube hardly produced above the fruit, lobes

4-5, petals 4-5, stamens 4-5 ; berry I in. long, yellow-

ish red, velvety with minute glands, seeds several.

Hibcs ^laciale,

KitliuUya, >;ian{ile, dicrbul

SAXIFRAGACEiE.

F. B. I. ii. 410.

Himalaya, 7-12,000 ft.

Hattu (Collett).

The Cher (Bamber).

small, smooth, often epiphytic ; leaves 1-3 ins. diam.,

cordate, 3-5 lobed, acute, often long pointed,

midlobe largest, pale beneath ; flowers greenish brown,

^ in. diam., in glandulai' racemes 1-2 in., long erect

in flower, hanging down in fruit, male and female

flowers usually on different plants, bracts narrowly

lanceolate, longer than the flower stalks, calyx lobea

oblong, 4-5, petals 4-5, stamens 4-5 ; berries | in. long,

smooth, red, sour, scarcely edible.

Hibes nigrum,

Slack currant,
Muradh, bell, •<hakte?ias.

SaxIFRAGACE/E.

F. E. I. ii. 411.

Himalaya, 7-12,000 ft.

Changlagalli (Douic).

The Chor. (Bamber).

small, velvety ; leaves scented, 2-4 ins. diam., long

stalked, lobes 3 or 5, smooth above, dotted with minute

yellow glands below : flowers green tinged with

purple, ^ in. diam., stalks of lower flowers longest, in

smooth drooping racemes 2-3 in. long, calyx tube

produced above the fruit, gland dotted, lobes 4-5,

petals 4-5,stemens 4-5
; berry ^ in. diam., black, seeds

several. The fruit is as large and palatable as the

English Black Currant.

Eibes rubrum,
Bed currant,

JDak, pkulanrh, nabar.

Saxifragace^.

F. B. I.ii. 411.

Himalaya, 8-12,000 ft

Mahasu, Narkanda

(Collett).

Changlagalli (Douie).

small, nearly smooth ; leaves 2-3 ins. diam.. long-

stalked, hairy at the base, ovate lobes, 3-5 acute,

toothed, smooth or with few hairs above ; flowei-s

greenish yellow, 5 in. diam,, stalks short, bracts

shorter than the stalks in smooth pendulous racemes

3-6 ins. long ; calyx tube above the fruit, lobes short,

blunt, 4-5, petals 4-5; berry
-J

in. diam.. red. rarely

black, smooth, too acid to be palatable.
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Shrubs with Alternate Exstipulate Lobed Leaves.

Petals United.

Tnc]io!ePis tibstica,

COMPOSITiE.

F. B, I. iii. 382.

Northern Kashmir,

8-12,000 ft.

Solanum dulcamara,

Solanium icdicum,
Saniyuri.

SOLANACE^.

F. B. J.iv. 234.

The Plains to 5,000 f b.

Valleys below Simla

(Collett).

Solannm £Iolon?cna,

Tlie Egg-plant,
Brinjul bengan.

S0LANACEJ5.

F. B. 1. iv 235,

The Plains to 4,C00 ft.

Solanum coag'iilavis,

Bari mauhari, tinrji.

SoIiANACE.^;.

F. B.I. V. 236.

The Plains.

Hiclnus communis,
Tlie Castor Oil Plant

,

Areiid. bedriHjir, harvauli

EuPHORBIACE.a:.

F.B. I. iv. 4.57.

The Plains.

small, branches clustered above, slender, twiggy

ending in a stifi' flower stalk with a small erect head
;

leaves 1-3 ins. long, sessile, leathei-y, very narrow

blunt, lobed, upper ^-1 by jL-^ in., ovate, linear,

margin not lobed ; flowers scarlet, in heads -^-'^ in.

diam., bracts round heads, outer ovate, needle

pointed, inner lanceolate, needle pointed, ^ in. long,

corollas i in. ; long ; fruit (achenes) ^ in. long, rather

ribbed, a brush of hairs on top of each achene ^ in,

long,

see Shrubs, Alternate, Exstipulate, Simple.

small, branches many, very prickly, prickles stout,

flattened, often recurved ; leaves 3-0 by 1-4 ins.,

ovate, lobed, star-shaped hairs above, woolly beneath,^

nerves prickly, stalk 1 in. long ; flowers f-1 in. diam.

in lateral woolly recemes, calyx 5 lobed ^ in. triangular,

very woolly, corolla lobes 5, broad triangular, woolly

without, stamens h, forming a cone ; berry yellow,

5 in. diam., round, smooth, protruding beyond the

calyx lobes, seeds ^ in. diam., discoid. The root is

said to be aphrodisiac,

small, prickly or unarmed ; leaves B-O by 2-4 ins.,

stalk 1 in., ovate lobed, star-shaped hairs beneath
;

flowers blue, 1-1^^ in. diam., in short small clustere,

calyx lobes ^-^ in., oblong, linear, corolla shortly lobed,

stamens 5, forming a cone ; l)erry 1-9 ins., purple

green, seeds very many, discoid. Generally cultivated,

very like the last species, but the berry is only 1 in.

diam., and yellow. The fruit is sometimes eaten fresh

or pickled.

Petals None,

large, stem hollow, young shoots bluish green
;

leaves 6-24 ins, diam.,green to red, round. 5-7 lobed,

lobes toothed, membranous, oblong to linear, sharp or

long-pointed, stalk 4-12 ins. long ; flowers | in. diam.

in terminal erect branching recemes, male and female

on different plants, male flower, calyx membranous.

I
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SuKO»s WITH Alternate Exstipulatk Lohkd Lkaves.

Petals None.

3-5 segments, petals none, stamens veiy many, female

flower, calyx like a folding bract or spathe, soon fall-

ing off. ovary 3-celled. styles short or long, undivided

or in 2 or 3 parts ; capsule i-1 in. long, oblong, smooth

or with tubercles, seeds 3. oblong, spotted. The oil

is used as a purgative also as a lubricant and an illumi-

naiit. The plant is cultivated and is probably indige-

nous, and not a mere escape.

ITanaorllOPS RltcM- large, stem 8-10 ft. long, 4 ins. diam.
;
leaves 2-3 ft.

gj^a in diam., rou'id, split into segments, stalk 6-12 ins..

Dwarf Palm, margins toothed, sheathing ;
flowei-s small on a spike

Mazri, kiht. (spadix) with branches and branchlets forming a

Palmace.^. pyramid 2-3 ft. long, flowers in pairs, one sessile, the

F. B. I. vi. 429. other stalked, contained in a small spathe (sheathing

N.-W. Frontier Province, bract), the whole pyramid contained in a large spathe,

Salt Karge to 3,000 ft.
sepals and petals 3 each, stamens 3 or 6, drupe round,

size of a pea to a bullet, one-seeded. Ihe leaves are

made into matting, baskets and cordage.

Shrubs with Alternate Stipulate Compound Leaves,

Petals Ununited.

small, evergreen, smooth ; leaves of 3-ft leaflets,

rarely one, stalk stout, leaflets 4-9 ins. long, ovate

lanceolate, blunt or pointed, dark-green, smooth
;

flowers white, scented, small in erect, terminal or

axillary, branched racemes, calyx 4-6 lobed, lobes

broad, petals 4-5, stamens 8-10 ; fruit round with a

depression, ^ in. diam., white or pink, pulp sweetish,

edible. The twi^s are used as toothsticks.

Glycosmis ponta-

pliyUa,

£an nlmbu,putali,

girg'tti.

Rutace.^:.

F. 15. I. i. -iOD.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

Iffurraya exotica,

Marchula,juti^ bibsar.

Edtace.^.

F. B I. i. 602.

The Plains to 5,"00 ft.

Sutlej Valley (CoUett).

Rawnlpindi.

ICuxraya Sae&igii,

large, bark ash-coloured, smooth, young parts

velvety ; leaves 4-5 ias, long, leaflets 3-7, 1-3 ms. long,

shortly stalked, dark-green, smooth, ovate, oblique at

the base, notched at the tip or pointed, gland dotted
;

flowers white, scented, 1 in. long, in short axillary or

terminal clusters, rarely solitary, calyx 5-lobed, lobes

minute, short-pointed, petals 5, lanceolate, stamens

10 ; berry i I in. long, ovoid, pointed at each end,

wrinkled, red, l-2-8eeded.

see Trees, Alternate, Exstipulate, Compound.
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Sheu^ with Alternate Exstipulate Compound Leaves,

Petals Ununited.

Limonia acidissima,

Bell.

Rutace^.

F, B. I. i. 507.

The Plains to 4,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla

CCollett).

Ficrasma quassioidos,

Puthorin, tithu, hala.

Simarubace.*:.

F. B. I. i. 520.

Himalaya, 3-5,000 ft.

ElmsTaiTiflora,

Sumac,
Tungla, tumra.

ANACAEDIACEiE.

F. B. I. ii. 9.

Himalaya, 2-5,000 ft.

Bhus lfl7sorensi9,

Dmarni, datan.

ANACAKDIACB.ffl.

F. B. I. ii. 9.

The Plains.

N.-W. Frontier ProTince.

Bnliiman Hange,

S 5,1 00 ft.

large, armed with long spines, smooth, white corky

bark ; leaves 3-6 ins. long, stalk with broad wings,

leaflets 5-9, ^-Ih ins. long, sessile, ovate lanceolate,

long-pointed, gland dotted, toothed, tip notched ;

flowers white, scented, ^ in. diam., in short axillary,

often leafy racemes, calyx 4-lobed, persistent, petals

4, gland dotted, larger than the calyx, stamens 8
;

berry 5 in. diam., round, yellow turning to purple,

acid, smooth, seeds 2-4.

large, branches spotted, stout, bark very bitter,

young parts velvety ; leaves 10-18 ins. long, leaflets

9-15. 2-4 ins. long, sessile, ovate lanceolate, long-

pointed, toothed, the lowest pair much the smallest
;

flowers 3 in. across, green in axillary branching

recemes, calyx 4-5 lobed, very small, petals 4-5,

much larger than the calyx, leathery and persistent in

fruit, stamens 4-5, hairy at the base, fruit of 3-5

drupes, size of a pea, red or black, each one-seeded,

sometimes eaten. The bark, wood, and root are very

bitter, and might be used as a tonic instead of

Quassia.

medium size, bark giey smooth, young rusty

woolly ; leaves of 3 leaflets, stalk 1-2 ins., rusty woolly,

leaflets 1-3 by ^-2 ins., the terminal one much the

largest and often narrowed into a margined stalk,

ovate with a broad tip, toothed, slightly hairy above,

rusty woolly beneath ; flowers yellow green, join.

diam. in hairy terminal, often leafy, branching

racemes 12 ins. long, calyx lobes 4-6, ovate, hairy

without, petals 4-6, twice as long as the calyx lobes,

oblong, stamens 4-10 ; drupe ^ in. ovoid, shinmg

brown seed one. The fruit (tantarik) is sold in the

bazaar as substitute for tamarind.

small, branches springy, woody, often spinous,

branchlets scurfy ; leaves of 3 leaflets, stalk ^-§ in..

Bcurfy, leaflets i-lh ins. long, terminal much the

largest, ail sessile, scurfy beneath, tinged with red
;

floweis ^2 i"- diam. in slender scurfy .axillary or

terminal branching racemes, in other points like the

last species. The bark is sometimes used for tanning.
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Shrubs with Alternate Exstipulate Compound Leaves.

Petals United,

Jasminum hnmile,
Cfi<imba,jai, nhiua.

Oleace^.

F. B. I. iii.602.

Himalaya, 2-5,000 it.

Salt Range.

Simla CCoIlett\

Mnrree (Douie).

small, smooth, branches angular green ; leaves 2-4

ins. long, leaflets 2-10, 2-'^ by .^-Ij ins. ovate, acute

or blunt at both ends ; flowers yellow in terminal

clusters, many, \-'^ in, long, calyx teeth 5, ^ in.

triangular, corolla united, lobes 5 by ^ in. flat circular,

5, stamens 2 in the corolla tube ; berries 2-lobed or 1-

lobed, oblong with rounded ends, seeds one in each

lobe. An aromatic essential oil is obtained from the

flowers by native perfumers.

ERECT HERBS,

Herbs erect with Opposite Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Leap Margins Entire.

Spergula arvensis,

Corn Spurrey,
Caeyophyllace^,
F. B, I. i. 2-)3.

The Plains to 7,000 ft.

Simla (in corn fields)

(Collett).

Spergula pe&tandra,
CARYOPHYLLACE.S.

F. B. I. i. 243.

The Plains to 7.000 ft.

(in corn fields).

SPergula rubra,

Sand Spurrey,
Caeyophyllackzb.

F. B.I. i. 244.

The Plains,

Shahpnr (Douie).

Petals Ununited,

medium size, annual, branched from the root,

knotty, often sticky ; leaves linear ^-2 ins. in opposite

clusters, half round, grooved below, rather fleshy,

stipules thin dry, small ; flowers ^-\ in. diam., in

forked terminal clusters on long stalks, turned back

after flowering, sepals 5, blunt, green, unjoined, petals

5, white, blunt slightly longer than the sepals, stamens

10, styles 5; capsule nearly round, shining, longer

than the calyx, opening by 5 valves ; seeds many,

keeled or narrowly winged, granular.

much the same as the last species, but leaves bluish

green, not grooved below, petals sharp pointed, styles

3j seeds smooth flattened, broadly winged.

small, stems 6-8 ins, long, annual ; leaves |-1 in.

long, linear, flat, fleshy, stipules split, broad, silvery

flowers \-h in, diam., pink or white, sepals 5, lanceo-

late, blunt, margins thin, dry, petals 5, ovate with,

broad tips, shorter than the sepals, stamens 5 or 10,

Btyles i> ; capsule ovoid, longer than the calyx, seeds

many, pale brown, rough, not winged.
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Herbs ekect with Opposite Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Leaf Maegins Entire.

Petals Undnited.

Sryznaria cordata,

CaKYOPHYLL ACE^.

F. B. I.i.244.

The Plains to 7,000 It,

large, annual, smooth, found in shady moist places,

branches forking; into two, slender, 1-2 ft. ; leaves

flat, stalked, ovate or round tipped with an abrupt

point, stipules of a few bristles, soon falling oft
;

flowers ^-\ in. diam., in axillary or terminal cluster,

stalks slender, bracts with thin edges, sepals 5, green,

petals 5; two-lobed, lobes narrow, not longer than the

sepals , stamens 3-5, style short ; capsule 8 angled

3-valved ; seeds one to many, round, flattened, rough

with hard projections.

Z*ol7cari:oii Loeflia-

CAKYOPHYLLACEiE.

F. B. I. i. 246.

The Plains.

small, annual, smooth or velvety, common in

gardens and waste places ; leaves flat, |-| in. long,

sharp-pointed or blunt , wedge shaped, linear-cblccg,

stipules small, thin, soon falling off ; flowers ^ in, diam.

in clusters at the end of branches or in their forks,

sepals 5, keeled, petals 5, thin, notched or not, stamens

3-."t, style divided into three ; capsule one-celled ; seeds

many, ovoid, grooved.

Polycarpaea corym-
Ibosa,

CaKYOPHYLIiACE^.

F. B. I. i.245

The Plains to 7,000 ft.

Qiri Vally (Collett),

small, annual or perennial, much branched, gi'ey

woolly or velvety ; leaves ^-1 in. long, flat, narrow

linear, long or short pointed or blunt, stipules l;;nceo-

late or awl-shaped, thin ; flowers ^ in. diam., white in

terminal silvery much branched clusters, sepals 5.

thin, lanceolate much longer than the petals and

capsule, often coloured, petals 5, margin emooth or

2-toothed, stamens 5, style one, tip 3-toothed ; capsule

3-valved, seeds many, ovoid or flattened.

Portulaca quadrifida,
^""^ Prostrate Herbs, Opposite, Stipulate, Simple

Leaves.

XIolluso liirta, see Prostrate Herl)s, Opposite, Stipulate, Simple

Leaves.
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Herbs erect with Opposite Stipulatk Simple Leaves.

Leaf Margins Entire.

Petals United.

Ar?oatemma verti-

oillatum,

RUBIACE^
F. B. I. iii. 43.

Himalaya 2-6,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

SedyotiB hispi&a,

RUBIACE^.

F. B.I. iii. 60.

Himalaya to 5,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(Collett).

Sedyotis stipulata,

Oldenlandia corym-

bosa,

BUBIACE^.

F. B. I. iii. 64.

The Plains to C,000 ft.

Annandale, Simla

(Collett).

Marree Hills ( Douie).

Oldenlandla aspera,

RUBIACE^.

F. B. I. iu. 68.

The Plains.

small, annual, slender, nearly smooth, growing on

wet rocks ; leaves in fours, sessile, unequal, lanceolate

or ovate-lanceolate, 1-4 ins. long, stipules minute
;

flowei's 5 in. diam. white , shining in terminal stalked

clusters, calyx 5-tootlied, teeth short-pointed, corolla

wheel-shaped, 5-lobed, stamens 5, style slender, stigma

roimd ; capsule thin, 2-celled ; seeds many.

small, annual, stems angular, rough, much branched,

sometimes prostrate ; leaves sessile H-2^ ins. long, very

variable in width, linear-lanceolate, short or long-

pointed, margins turned in, stipules very short with

many stiff bristles ; flowers small, white, 2-6 in sessile

axillary rounded clusters, calyx lobes 4, short-pointed,

persistent, roughly bristly, corolla bell-or-funnel shap-

ed, lobes 4, ovate or linear, stamens 4 in the throat of

the corolla, style thread-like, stigma 2-lobed ; capsule

ovoid or round, 2-celled, seeds many, minute.

see Prostrate, Herbs, Opposite, Stipulate, Simple.

small, annual, slender, minutely bristly ; leaves i-2

ins. long, linear-lanceolate, short pointed, margins

often curved back, stipules small, thin, with long or

short teeth or bristles ; flowers white, small, solitary

on long slender axillary stalks, or 2-4 in a small

cluster, calyx-tube ovoid, teeth 4, narrow pointed,

corolla flat and circular topped, lobes 4, tube short,

stamens 4, within the corolla tube, style short, stigma

2-lobed ; capsule round, not ribbed, 2-celled, opening

at the top, seeds many, minute.

small, annual, thick, stem rough, bi-anching in

threes ; leaves 2-3 ins. long, in clusters, narrow linear,

short pointed, margins turned under, leathery, stipules

thin with 1-3 terminal bristles ; flowers blue, ~ in.

long, nearly sessile, solitary or in pairs on three

branching clusters, calyx teeth 4, much shorter than

the corolla tube, awl-shaped, corolla funnel-shaped.

tube x'o in. long, slender, lobes 4, stamens 4, within

25
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Hekbs erect with Opposite Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Leaf Margins Entire,

Oldenlandia coecinea,

Rubiace^.

F. B. I. iii. 69.

Himalaya, 3-8,000 ft.

Simla oa grassy slopes

(Collett).

Anotis calycina,
RUBIACE^.

F. B. I. ii. 73.

Himalaya, 3-7,000 ft.

Simla, Masnobra,

(Collett;.

Spermacoce stricta,

RUB1ACE.S!.

F. B. I. ii. 200.

The Plains to 6,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(Collett).

Petals United.

the corolla tube, style short, stigma 2-lobed ; capsule

round, | in. diam. rough, seeds many, angled.

small, annual, slender, stem minutely bristly, often

unbranched ; leaves i-l§^ in. long, distant in pau's,

narrowly lanceolate, short -pointed, rough, margins

curved back, stipules bristly : flowers scarlet, -^ in.

diam. axillary or terminal, solitary or 2-4 in small

clusters, stalks short, lengthened in fruit, calyx

teeth 4, very long, equal to the corolla tube, corolla

tube ^ in. long, lobes oblong, stamens 4 in the tube,

style short, stigma 2-Iobed ; capsule oblong or roxind,

^-\ in. long, seeds many, angled.

small, annual, slender, smooth, stems tufted, 4-

angled ; leaves ;J-1 by 5-5 in., ovate or ovate-lanceo-

late, shortly stalked, long-pointed, stipules thin with

short bristles on margins ; flowers small, white or

lilac, axillary or terminal, solitary on slender stalks

or 2-4 in a small cluster, calyx ovoid, teeth 4, minute,

widely separated in fruit, corolla short, tubular, 4-

lobed, stamens 4. nearly sessile at the mouth of the

corolla tube, style slender, 2-branched projecting
;

capsules in pairs, opening at the top by 2 valves, seed s

many, minute.

small, annual, stems and branches usually square,

angles rough with curved-back prickles ; leaves 1-2 by

^-k in., linear or ovate, short-pointed, leathery, smooth

or rough, margins turned down, stipules joined to the

leaf stems forming a short tube with long margina 1

bristles ; flowers white, many in dense rounded axillary

heads, bracteoles thread-like, longer than the calyx,

calyx ovoid, teeth usually 4, linear, persistent, corolla

funnel-shaped, 4 lobed, ^ in. long, lobes linear, acute,

stamens 4 on the throat of the corolla, style thread-

like, stigma round ; capsule ^ in. long, narrow at the

base, thin, crowned with the calyx teeth, dividing

into two one-seeded half fruits, seeds oblong, polished.

Ilubia tibetica, see Herbs, Erect, Opposite, Exstiplate, Simple.
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Herbs erect with Opposite Stipulate Simple Leaves,

Leaf Margins Entire.

Mollugo stricta,

FlCOIDE^.

F. B. I.ii. 6(i3.

The Plains to 5,000 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(Gollett).

Pouzolzia indioa.

P. pentandra,

r. Mrta,

Elatostemma pusil-

lum.

Serbia ammannioides,

EliATlNE^.

F. B. r. i. 251.

The Plains in wet places.

Impatiens Eoylel,

Gbraniace^.

F. B.I. i 468.

Himalaya, 6-&,000 ft.

Mahasa (Collett\

Changlagalli CUouie).

Petals None.

small, annual, smooth, much branched ; leaves

|-1^ ins. long, narrowly lanceolate, nearly sessile, short-

pointed, stipules membranous, soon falling oft' ; flowers

^o in. long, orange or pink, in many terminal branch-

ing clusters, sepals 5, ^-i in. long, distinct, persistent,

petals none, stamens 3-5, styles 3, short, ununited
;

capsule round, within the persistent calyx, seeds

many, dark-brown, rough with minute points.

see Prostrate Herbs, Opposite, Stipulate, Simple.

see Herbs, Alternate, Stipulate, Simple. Entire.

Leaf Margins Toothed.

Petals Ununited.

small, annual, smooth or slightly hairy, lower

branches prostrate ; leaves ^-f in. long, sessile, linear-

lanceolate, short-pointed, sharply toothed ; flowers

^jin., sessile or nearly so, in dense clusters, sepals

5, lanceolate, toothed, petals 5, stamens 5 ; capsule

5-celled, valves brittle, edges turned in, seeds ovoid,

many.

large, annual, smooth, stems succulent : leaves

2^-6 ins, lanceolate, sharply toothed, teeth gland-

tipped, long pointed, stalked, stipules of gland-tipped

bristles ; flowers l^-l^ ins. long minus the spur, pale

pink in terminal racemes or clusters, sometimes bran-

ching racemes, sepals 3, 2 lateral minute greenish,

one lower (lip) petal-like, coloured pink, cup-shaped

prolonged into a hollow curved spur \ in. long,

petals 3, one upper (standard) broad with a green

tip between the two side lobes, two lower (wings)

with lateral lobes, broad, notched on the mai-gin

with a little hollow at the base within, stamens 5,

anthers cohering above the 5-toothed stigma with

filaments clasping the ovary ; capsule linear, club-

shaped, beaked, nodding. 5-valved, the valves when
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Herbs erect with Opposite Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Leaf Margins Toothed.

Petals Ununited.

Impatie&a Thomsoni,
Geraniace^.

F. B. I. i. 46».

Inner range of the

Himalaya, 9-10,000 ft.

Impatiexis auloataj

Geraniace^s;.

F. B. I. i. 469.

Himalaya, 7-1 2,000 ft.

Simla Mahasu(ColIett).

Impatiens amplezi'

caulis,

GERANIACBwE.

F. B. I. i 469.

Himalaya, 6-12,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

Eupborbia liTPerici-

folia,

EUPHORBIACEiE.

F. B. I. V. 249.

The Plains to 7,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

Murree Valleys (Douie).

EttPliorbxa Emo&i,
EUPHOKBIACE^.

F. B. I. V. 250

Himalaya, 4-7,500 ft.

Valleys below Simla

(Collett.)

Kulu, Chamba, Lahoul.

ripe, if shaken, curl up elastically and jerk out the

numerous large broad seeds.

like the last species, but a little smaller, a little

bristle-like gland between the teeth on the leaf margin,

stipules of cushion-like tubercles, lateral sepals ovate-

lanceolate, spur long, upper petal not lobed, capsule

narrowly club-shaped.

large, like Impatiens Roylei, but the stem grooved

dowers darker pink or purple, capsule longer, less

clubbed.

like Imjjatiens Thomsoni, but stem four-angled,

upper leaves alternate sessile, stem clasping, lower

leaves opposite, flowers fewer and smaller, capsule

hardly clubbed, 1-1| ins. long.

Petals None.

small, annual, slender, smooth, juice mUky ; leaves

1-1 by \-h in., shortly stalked, oblong, tip rounded,

margins toothed except at the base, margins may be

reddish, stipules minute, bristly, divided or none
;

flowers minute in terminal or axillary clustei-s, often

with two floral leaves at the base, 4 sepals or teeth 4

with 5 green glands in the angles, stamens several,

surrounding a 3-angled ovary on a stalk hanging down

on one side, styles 3, very short, branched ; capsule 3-

lobed, velvety, splitting into 3 valves, one smooth seed

in each cell.

small, annual, hairy, purplish, juice milky, branches

straggUng from the short stout stem ; leaves \-^ in.,

in leather distant pairs, green with a purple blotch,

oblong or linear-oblong, tip blunt, toothed-stipules

fringed ; flower clusters, nearly sessile and solitary,

ys in. long, like the last species but glands purple

with white or rose colour ends, styles slender
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Herbs krect with Opposite Stipulate Simple Leaves.

Leap Margins Toothed.

Petals None.

Euphorbia pilulifera,

EUPHORBIACE.E.

F. B. I. V. 250.

The Plains tu 4,000 ft.

Valleys below

Simla (Collett).

Bhora (Dome).

capsule shortly stalked, smooth, slightly angled, seeds

angled with slight projections.

small, annual, juice milky, stem and branches 1-2 ft.,

very hairy ; leaves '^~\^ ins. long, oblong-lanceolate,

tip sharp, stalked, toothed, stipules minute linear ;

flower clusters ^jj in. many in terminal and axillary,

sessile or stalked bunches, glands small, round
;

capsule .S i'l- diam.. hairy, seeds ovoid, in other

respects like the other species of Euphorbia.

Euphorbia Clarlseana, see Herbs, Prostrade, Opposite, Stipulate, Simple.

XTrtica pilulifera,

The Boman liTettle

,

URTlCACEiE.

F. B. I. i. 548.

Himalaya, 5-7,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

Urtica parviflora,

Drticaces.

F. B I. V. 548.

Himalaya, 5-12,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

Vrtica licica,

The English ITettle,

URTICACR.E.

F. B. I. V. 548.

Salt range.

Himalaya, 7-10,000 ft.

Simla, Hattu (Colletty

small, annual, covered with stinging hairs ; leaves

1-3 ins, long, ovate, teeth very long, often linear,

sharp-pointed, thin, stalked ; flowers green, minute,

male in slender branching spikes, female in round

heads, both on the same plant, male sepals 4, concave,

ovate, stamens 4, curled up in bud, straightening with

a jerk when the flower opens, female sepals 4, flat,

unequal, stigma of a small tuft of hairs ; carpel held

by the sepals, flattened. An introduced European

weed found near houses.

medium size, root perennial, stem annual, slender

but little branched, with blunt angles, covered with

stinging hairs ; leaves 2-4 by 1-2^ ins., ovate or lanceo-

late, long-pointed, wrinkled, teeth small, irregularly

jagged, stalk \-'i ins. long, stipules united, ovate-

oblong ; flowers green, minute in slender spreading

axillary and terminal branching pyramidal clusters,

male and females on the same plant and like those of

the last species.

like the last, but often stouter, stem grooved, teeth

large, regular, stipules ununited, male and female

flowers on .separate plants.
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Herbs erect with Opposite Stipdlate Simple Leaves.

Leaf Margins Toothed

Petals None.

Pilea PePloides, small, stem and branches 3-5 ins., tufted, succulent,

Urticace^. smooth ; Ifeaves ^-f in. long, round, ovate, tip rounded,

F. B. I. V. 554. margin toothed above the middle, rarely smooth, 3-

Upper Himalaya, Lahoul. nerved, base wedge-shaped, stalk H in. long, stipules

minute ; flowers minute, green sessile in clusters on the

slender branches of stalked spreading, axillary racemes

2-4 ins. long, male and female flowers on the same

plant, male sepals 4, stamens 4, anthers white; female

sepals 3, unequal, stigma of a tuft of hairs
; carpel

nearly round, minute, smooth.

Filea umbrosa,
UBTICACEiB.

P. B. I. V. 556.

Himalaya, 4-9,000 ft.

Simla in shady places

(Collett).

large, hairy, leaves 3-5 by 2-3^ ins., ovate, broadly

toothed, base wedge-shaped, tip tail-like, sharp-

pointed, stalk 1-3 ins., stipules nearly persistent, large
;

flowers as in the last species, but dorsal female sepal

much the longest, achenes minute ^^ in., pale, with a

raised intramarginal ridge.

large, smooth, branched
; leaves 3-10 by 1-3 ins.,

lanceolate narrowed to both ends, tip tail-like, teeth

small, shallow, stalk *-2 ins. long, stipules short

;

flowers like the last species, carpels rough.

?ilea scripta,

Urticace^.

F. B. I. V. 556.

Himalaya, 4-7,000 ft.

Simla, in shady places

(Collett).

Elatoatemxua

surculosum,

Herbs erect with Opposite Stipulate Lobed Leaves

see Herbs, Prostrate, Opposite, Stipulate, Simple.

Fagonia arabiea

or

cretica,

Jowaia.

ZYGOPHYLLACE.a:.

F. B.T. i.425,

Tbe Plains.

Commoa in fields.

Rawalpindi.

Petals Ununited,

small, annual, green, spiny with glandular woody

branches ; leaves small one to three lobed, leaflets

linear, short pointed, stalk often leaf-like, stipules of

two spines longer than the leaflets ; flowers pale rose-

coloured, small on solitary stalks between the spines,

sepals 5, soon falling ofl:, oblong-lanceolate, half the

length of the petals, petals 5, closed, soon falling off,

stamens 10, style and stigma undivided ; capsule

velvety, 5-cornered, 5-celled, two seeds in each cell.

Fasonia Bru^nieri, see Herbs, Prostrate. Opposite, Stipulate, Simple.
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Herbs krect with Opposite Stipulate Lobed Leaves.

Qeranium pratense,

Cranes Bill,

GEBAKIACE^.

F. B. I. i. 429.

Kashmir, 7-10,000 ft.

The Chor near Simla.

Geranium rectum,

GERANIACE.a:.

F. B. I. i. 429.

Kashmir.

Geranium collinum,

Geraniace^.

F. B. I. i. 429.

Kashmir.

Geranium palustre,

or

grandiflorum,

GERANIACEiE.

F. B. I. i. 430.

Kashmir.

Geranium
WallicManum,

GERA^flACE^.

F.B. I.i. 430.

Himalaya, 7-11,000 ft.

Simla (Collett).

Mnrree (Douie).

rfazara (Barrett).

Petals Undnited.

medium size, stout, rootstock perennial, joints

swollen, hairs spreading ; leaves 2-3 ins. diam., some-

times alternate, round, cut into T-K segments, short-

pointed, stalks long, stipules small, lanceolate ; flowers

l.V-2 ins. diam., blue-purple in pairs on axillary bracte-

ate glandular and hairy stalks, sepals 5, long-tipped,

petals 5, stalked, alternate with 5 glands, spreading,

stamens 10, 5 long alternating with 5 short, filaments

flattened, narrowed upwards, united below, styles 5
;

capsule 5-lobed and-celled, cells one-seeded, the

capsule and styles elongate, the styles curl up with

a jerk, ejecting the seeds.

medium size, rootstock stout, perennial, stem

slender, slightly hairy and leafy ; leaves 3-4 ins. diam.,

5-angled, 7-lobed, divided to below the middle, lobes

sharp-pointed, thin, slightly hairy on both surfaces,

long-stalked, stipules lanceolate ; flowers 1 j in. diam.

on long stalks, bracts awl-shaped ; the other characters

are like those of the last species.

small, woolly or glandular-velvety, stems many

unbranched, flowering 6-10 ins, high ; leaves sometimes

alternate, round, 5-7-lobed to below the middle,

segments wedge-shaped, blunt, 3-5 lobed, stipules small,

ovate, short-pointed, flowers and capsule like G.

pratense above.

very like the last species, but taller with large

flowers 2 ins. diam. ; leaves 5-angled with .5 lobes

cut pinnately.

large, perennial, hairy, root thick, stem stout much

branched ;
leaves 3-4 ins. broad, 5-angled, deeply 3-5

lobed, segments long-pointed, sharply toothed, stalked,

stipules A-1 in. long, very broad, blunt ;
flowers blue

purple, 1^-2 ins. diam., on long stalks, bracts large,

sepals 5, ending in a long bristle, petals 5, tip broad

with a shallow notch, stamens, styles and capsule like

G. pratense above.
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Herbs erect with Opposite Stipulate Lobed Leaves.

Petals Ununited.

aeranium Taberana,
Geraniacb^.

F. B. I. i. 481.

Kaehmir.

medium size, slender, hairy and glandular, root

tuberous, perennial ; leaves l|-3 ins. diam,, sometimes

alternate, round kidney-shaped, divided into 5-7 parts,

•segments very spreading, much divided, redical leaves

long-stalked, stipules variable ; flowers 1 in. diam. in

nearly umbelled clusters of 2 surrounded vrith shortly

stalked leaves, main flower stalk very hairy and

glandular, bracts leafy, much divided, sepals 5, small,

blunt with a fine abrupt point, petals 5, large, round-

ed with a notch, stamens 5, filaments slender ; capsule

l\-\^ ins. long, erect, hairy, styles very short, the

beaks do not separate as in other species.

Geranium
Bobertianum,

Serb Eobert,
Geraniace^.

F. B. I. i. 432.

Himalaya, 6-8,000 ft.

Kashmir, Narkanda

(Collett).

Murree (Douie).

medium size, annual or biennial, softly hairy,

usually glandular and strongly scented, often red,

stem 1-2 ft. high, succulent ; leaves 1-3 ins. broad,

triangular oblong, cut to the base into 3-5 pinnately

lobed segments, central segment longest, lobes short-

pointed, stalk long, stipules ovate. \ in, long

;

flowers ^ in. diam., red pink streaked with white in

two flowered clusters on long stalks, sepals 5, broad,

long-pointed, petals 5, narrow, smoothly stalked, twice

as long as the sepals, not notched, stamens 5 ; capsule

f-1 in. long, beaks separating upwards and attached

above by silky hairs.

Erodium ciconinm,
Geraniace^.

F. B. I. i. 434.

N.-W. Frontier Province.

Kohat.

small, annual, velvety and sticky, branches stout,

swollen at the joints ; leaves ovate, cut into two or

three segments, segments divided into small toothed

lobes, stipules ovate-lanceolate, long-pointed, thin,

dry ; flowers small, purple on long two-to many

flowered stalks, bracts thin, dry, finely hairy with an

abrupt point, sepals 5, ovate thin with 3 glandular

hairy nerves, ending in a long bristle-like point, petals

5, alternating with glands, broad at the tip, stamens

5, alternating with 5 staminodes, in other characters

like Geranium pratense except the beaks being pitted

at the top and the styles silky on the inner surface.
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Herbs erect with Opposite Stipulate Lohed Leaver.

Petals Ununited.

Brodixun malacoides,

Geeaniace^.

P. B. I. i. 435.

The Plains.

Attock, Peshawaur,

Hazara (Stewart.;)

Rawalpindi.

Kot Fateh Khan (Douie).

small, annual, softly haiiy, stem erect or widely

spreading ; leaves ovate oblong, blunt or sharp-point-

ed, velvety, cut into three lobes only, not again sub-

divided, stipules large, thin, dry, blunt or sharp-

pointed ; flowers small, lilac on three-to many flower-

ed stalks, bracts ovate, thin, dry, finely hairy, sepals

5, thin, two outer o-and three inner 3-nerved, the

bristle point hairy, petals 5, tip broad, 9-nerved,

stamens 5 with 5 staminodes ; carpels stalked, 3-

angled. beaks 4-5 times as long as the cell, with stiff

brown hairs for I of its length, pits on beaks with a

deep fold.

CannaMs sativa, see Herbs, Erect, Alternate, Stipulate, Lobed.

(To be continued.)
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KEVIEW.

THE RHOPALOCERA OF JAVA (PIERID^).

BY

M. C. PiEPERS AND P. C. T. Snellen,

This volume is the first of a projected series; it is based on the work of the

first author, an official in Java, who collected there for many years.

The authors have apparently used English as their medium, without having

a sufficient acquaintance with it ; sentences framed in German or Dutch and

rendered imperfectly into English, make text which is not clear and the proof-

correcting has been very imperfectly done. The introduction deals with certain

biological subjects; the author states clearly that he is a determined opponent of

the mimicry theory, that the phenomenon of evolutionary atrophy in Lepidoptera

is neglected, that what he calls colour evolution proves the last statement,

that the usual conception of dry and wet season forms is erroneous and finally

that the hindwings of butterflies are disappearing in the process of evolutionary

atrophy. He refers to the varying development of the anal horn of Sphingidce
;

stating his belief that it is in process of disappearance by evolutionary atrophy,

equally he believes the prothoracic wings of some insects have existed and

disappeared, that in Ehopalocera the fore-legs are going, that the hindwings are

getting smaller, *' while, probably by correlative influence", the size of the fore-

wings and the " whole corporal size of the Rhopalocera is strongly diminishing."

Finally the pigments of the wings of Rhopalocera are paling and there is a

tendency to the production of more black scales and so a darkening of the whole

wings. The author expresses strong opinions in regard to the late de Niceville's

views on wet and dry season forms and mentions " the wild exaggeration of

now-a-days in this respect". To most Entomologists, the author's opinions,

backed by no definite observations or research, will carry little weight and the

value of the work is not increased by the discursive introduction in which such

novel views are put forth, an expression apparently of the author's peculiar

point of view.

A total of 33 Pierids are listed as from Java and the author brings together

the recorded facts as to life-histories. It is perhaps typical of modern ento-

mology that the authors cannot accept the usual generic or specific designa-

tions and that to use the volume one must first look up the synonymy

and ascertain what species, as generally known, they are discussing. The

genus Leptosia becomes Xiphia, Pieris includes species from Huphina,

Aj^pias and Saletara of the Fauna of India; the genus Delias becomes

Thyca; the last is due to Snellen, with whom Piepers is apparently not

in sympathy as he states " This genus is generally called Delias. But Mr.

Snellen is of opinion that the systematist need not count with the names given

by Hiibner '' * ." If entomologists who publish such works would

agree, all could use them with ease, but at present one has first to correlate the
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synonymy, no light task, before one can understand what species really are

being discussed. Jphias is what the Fauna of India calls Hebomoia, CalUdryas

is our Catopsilia and so on.

For the student of Indian entomology, the work is of interest on account of

its biological observations but the author's hostility to de Niceville tinges it

too strongly not to give rise to a feeling of distrust.

There are four beautiful coloured plates, in which larvae, pupae and butter-

flies not hitherto figured arc beautifully portrayed. The authors have

designedly given forth this family as a " proof " or model of what the whole

series will be, in the hope of obtaining financial support. We fear the

author's peculiar views and confusing nomenclature will make the series rank

with other similar publications of great size and cost, which do little but add

entries to cumbersome literature references without assisting towards a greater

knowledge of the subject.
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.

No. I.—NEW LANGURS FEOM THE INDIAN EMPIRE.
In the Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Vol. 4, ser. 8th, September

1909, Dr. D. G. Elliot in a paper on •' Descriptions of apparently new

species and sub-species of Monkeys of the genera Callicebus, Lagothrix, Papio,

Plthecus, Cercopitheciis, Erythrocehus and Presbytis''' describes three new species

of Langurs from within our limits :

—

(1) Presbytis melamera obtained at Cadu Gaung, Bhamo, N. Burma, collect-

ed by L. Fea.

(2) Presbytis crepuscula from Mooleyit, British Burma.

(3) Presbytis lania, shot in the Chumbi Valley, Tibet, by Lt. F. Bailey and

presented by the Bo. Nat. Hist. Society to the British Museum.

The types of the above are all in the British Museum.

No. II.—ON THE FOOD OF THE DESERT GERBILLE
{GERBILLUS HURRIANjE.)

In the Fauna of BritisJi Jndia {MavamaMn) Dr. Blanford remarks that the

Indian Desert Gerbille {Gerhillus hurriante) " abounds in sandy desert or semi-

desert, and is particularly common in Sind " and " it is commonly seen out in

the day, in the cold season at all events, and is by no means shy." There is

plenty of such country round Karachi, and it is very pretty to watch these

attractive little field rats round their burrows. Their diurnal expeditions are

however by no means confined to the cold season, as they are out and about

the whole year round, and on the absence of shyness, I can more than confirm

Dr. Blanford's remark, in fact I would go so far as to describe them as bold.

Watching a community of them this morning from behind a bush at some

fifteen yards distance, I walked boldly forward into the open to investigate a

wasp that was circling round some plants near them. There was naturally a

sudden disappearance of the gerbilles, but as I approched, the heads and

shoulders of two appeared again at the mouth of a hole not three yards before

me. I stopped, and they shewed no signs of alarm, for they^—a mother and

half-grown young one—proceeded to fondle each other, licking one another's

faces in the most affectionate manner. On returning towards the bush I

turned and sat down in the open, not ten yards from the burrows, and as I did

so there were already half a dozen of them outside their holes. One cannot help

admiring one's jungle friends in such close proximity, but in doing so one is

liable to receive bitter shocks to one's feelings. On this occasion one was in

store for me, for I saw a full-grown gerbille scuttle away some distance and

return with a large lump of some dark stuff in its mouth. I had seen where

he had gone for it and went up to ascertain its nature. It proved to be a dry

piece of human excrement ! I again returned to my post of observation ; in a

few moments the gerbille reappeared and proceeded to demolish his unsavoury

oieal. We must always be prepared to modify our opinions when we come to
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pry into the inner life of wild animals, but the process of doing so does not

always add to our respect for our jungle friends.

E. COMBER.
Karachi, Ibth August 1909.

No. Ill —TIGER ATTACKING A BEAR.
I do not ever remember to have heard of a Tiger attacking a Bear, until

last cold weather, when shooting in the Central Provinces. When making in-

quiries of an old Karmar, who spent his life in fishing and hunting, regarding

the game to be found in the district, he casually remarked that a lame bear

used to frequent a certain part of the jungle, but that it had quite recently

been killed and eaten by a tiger. He was: quite positive of the fact—in support

of which he advanced the evidence that he found the partially devoured remains

of the bear in the bed of the river and the sand showed ample evidence of

there having been a fierce struggle between it and a tiger which in the end

had come off victorious and made a meal off his foe ! A few days afterwards

when passing the spot he pointed out some of the bear's hairs lying scattered

about the place—the carcase having been cleared away by animals. He said the

bear was a large one, but for a long time past—for he had often seen it in the

neighbourhood—he had noticed that it was lame. I had no reason for doubt-

ing the man's words, but the incident was certainly a very unusual one.

L. L. FENTON, Lt.-Col.

ith October 1909.

No, IV.—A FIGHT BETWEEN A HY^NA AND A PANTHER.
" In March 1908, a party of Royal Artillery Officers from Secunderabad

had a drive for tiger in the Mahadapore Taluka in His Highness the Nizam's

Dominions near the village of Somnapally some 16 miles off the Godavery.

A tiger came out first and was bagged, shortly afterwards a panther came

out and received a flesh wound in the neck, after which it disappeared into a

deep cave. This was surrounded; and they soon heard the noise of a fight

going on inside spelling fighting, roaring, etc. The shikaries said that there was

a tiger in the cave which was killing the panther ; the officers tried for half an

hour to dislodge the animals by firing rifles and throwing fireworks into the

cave but without success. So leaving the officer who had wounded the panther

on guard, the other two went off to secure the dead tiger. Shortly afterwards

a small hyaena came out and was shot. The hyaena was a female about 4 feet

<i inches in length and was somewhat badly scratched about the face but other-

wise uninjured. Next morning on returning to the cave a female panther,

about 5 feet 10 inches, was found lying just outside the cave stone dead. On

examination it was found that she had a flesh bullet wound in the neck, which

was not sufficient to kill her, but she had been bitten in two places by the hyaena,

firstly through the loins, secondly through the kidneys and at the same time

injuring the spine, and there is little doubt that the panther died from these
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injuries as the flesh wound in the neck was not nearly severe enough to cause

its death, although it might have done so in a few days if mortification had

set in."

The above gives us some reason to doubt if the gentlemen, one reads of

who pull hyifinas out of caves by the hind legs, were not luckier than they

knew.
W. M. F. PENDELBURY.

Jalna, 2Uh October 1909.

No. v.—MOTTLED POLECAT {PUTORIUS SARMATICUS)
AT BANNU.

An example of the Mottled Polecat (^Putorius sarmaticus) was recently

sent me by Mr. Harris, Assistant Commissioner and Political Agent, Bannu.

It had been caught by Bannuchi Zemindars about three miles from Bannu in

sugar-cane crops.

Mr. Harris informs me that this is the second example brought to him by

the natives, the first having been caught in a desert tract under the hills
;

so the species is, possibly, not very rare in this district.

The one sent me I now have in captivity. It does not appear to be quite

up to the measurements given in the " Fauna," and may be an immature

specimen. It differs from the "Fauna's" description in having the muzzle

and chin white and the back of the head and nape a brownish white.

In habits it is sluggish and disposed to sleep all day, but at night becomes

active, running up and down its cage and tearing at the wire netting with

teeth and claws. When suddenly disturbed, by day, it becomes savage and

utters a growling noise, very similar to that of a fox-terrier pup of a few

Aveeks old when irritated.

It thrives on raw meat and milk, and dead birds are especially appreciated

being devoured bones and all. A live quail introduced into its cage, by day.

was not touched ; in fact, if anything, it appeared afraid of the intruder. I

have not yet been able to secure a live rat with which to further test its

killing propensities.

H. A. F. MAGRATH, Major.
Bannu, September 1909.

No, VI.—A GOOD HEAD OF HODGSON'S WILD SHEEP.

( With a Plate.)

I send you a photograph of the head of an Ovis ammon hodgsoni whicli

was shot at Dochen in Tibet in July 1907. The following are the measure-

ments of the horns :

—

Length,

Right. Left.

45i" 49"

Circumference.

Right. Left.

19" 19"

F. M. BAILEY.
Gyantse Tibet, A2nil 1909.
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No. VII.—THE SEROW.

I see in our journal. Vol. XIX, No. 2, on page 519, among the Miscellaneous

Notes, one (No. IV) by H. Shaw Dunn on Serow.

He says he does not think that the rufous variety exists in Upper Burma.

Allow me to assure him that he is absolutely wrong, in fact I believe the

rufous variety is the only variety which exists in the Upper Chindwin.

I shot a Serow within 4 miles of Teslin in the Gangaw Sub-division—
an old male—rufous-red all over except for a black mane and tail and a

black line running along the length of his back. Also two some 60 miles further

north, one on the Nwaydoung—rufous-red—being a female the line along the

back not black but only a darker colour than the rest of the body, and one 10

miles from here, a small male of the same colour as the fii-st above described.

I saw a Serow killed by wild dogs in the Lomegtoung, also one killed in the

same way some 140 miles north in the Mytha river and not more than 20

miles from Kalewa. Both were rufous-red, and you could no more have

called them black than you could white.

I had one of those I shot set up (head and neck) and I fancy Mr. Dunn
would alter his opinion were he, at any time, to pay a visit to Spencer House,

Stansted, Essex, where the head is now and where it would be shown him

with pleasure.

I am well aware that the black variety exists in most parts of Upper
Burma, and I believe it is the only variety in the Ruby Mines ; but that the

rufous variety also exists, there is no doubt. I saw a specimen of the black

in Mogok, set up head and neck, and could not at first believe it was shot in

Burma, so much did it differ from those I had seen and shot.

C. B. MOGGRIDGE,
Ruby Mines District.

Mandalay, November 2nd, 1909.

No. VIII.—HABITS OF THE TAKIN.
In connection with the recent arrival of the young Bhutan Takin in the

Zoological Society's Gardens, the following notes on its Chinese cousin, taken

from a letter written to me from Chentu, Sze-chuen, on 9th October 1908, by

the late Mr. J. W. Brooke, will be of interest, as very little has been previous-

ly recorded regarding the wild life of these curious ruminants. After refer-

ring to the great difficulty of approaching the animal, the writer states that in

Sze-chuen the Takin inhabits dense bamboo and rhododendron jungle on

extremely precipitous hillsides, where it is nearly ahvays pouring with rain.

The elevation of these jungles is from 8,000 feet to 10,000 feet above sea level,

and here the males are to be found from October to May, except when driven

down by stress of weather. The females, on the other hand, descend to the

valleys during March, April and May to feed and rear their young. These are

suckled only for a fortnight after birth and very speedily become as active as

their parents, as is evident from their tracks, which may be seen in the most
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precipitous situations. So steep, indeed, is the ground on which Takin of all

ages are usually found that Mr, Brooke was of opinion that they must aid

their ascent by hooking on to the rhododendron branches with their horns as

he could not otherwise imagine how they negotiated the smooth, steep places

on which their tracks may be seen. This, however, requires confirmation by

actual observation before it can be definitely accepted.

Takin go about, says my correspondent, in herds of from five to about fifty

head, and, according to the reports of native hunters, when a herd takes to

headlong flight all its members will follow the line of their leader, who may
even leap over a precipice. Old males are stated to attain a huge size,

Mr. Brooke mentioning that some of the tracks of their great clumsy hoofs

are 6 in, square. For a considerable part of the year they separate themselves

from the maia herds which consist of females and young males. Here it may be

mentioned tliat information supplied to me by Capt. Malcolm McNeill confirms

the conclusion reached from the study of the specimens in the British Museum
that young females are much greyer than males of the same age.

The best time to shoot Takin, observes Mr. Brooke, is in winter, Avhen the

heavy snow compels them to come down to the valleys ; but as the snow is

soon melted by the warm winds blowing from the plains, they are only to be

found low down during unusually long and heavy snowfalls. Throughout the

winter they will always be found on the wander, as if never contented with

a single grazing ground ; and if not found low down in the valleys are almost

impossible to hunt successfully. It will be observed that nothing is said by

my correspondent as to the whereabouts of the Takin from May till October,

but I presume that Mr. Brooke referred only to the period during which he

was on the ground, and that, except for the aforesaid temporary descents, they

haunt the bamboo and rhododendron jungle throughout the year, unless it be

that they go still higher in summer.

As regards the young Bhutan male in the Regent's Park Zoological Gardens

the straightness of its horns gives it a much greater resemblance to a Serow

than is presented by older animals, when the horns have acquired their charac-

teristic curvature. With its conspicuous broad dark dorsal stripe, the animal

looks, indeed, by no means unlike a light coloured " sport " of the Nepaulese

race of the Sumati-an Serow ; and I have little doubt that the two animals are

nearly allied. In its present condition, at any rate, the colour of the coat of

the Bhutan animal is veiy different from that of either the male or female of

the older pair of the Sze-chuen species exhibited in the lower mammal gallery

of the Natural History Museum.

B.

{From " The Field " of 31s« July 1909,)

No. IX.—A GOOD CHINKARA OR INDIAN GAZELLE HEAD.

In May 1909, Captain J. Hodgkiason, 5th Cavalry, shot a Chinkara, (Gazella

bentietti) near Montgomery. Punjab, with horns measuring 15 j inches in length
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and f) inches in girth. The horns were measured by myself with a stocl tape

while still fresh and in the hands of a taxidermist in Mcoiut. I have not

heard of any Chinkara head larger than this and doubt if such has been

obtained.

R. M. BURTON, Ma.jok, i.a.

Mekrut, Wth September 1909.

[According to RowLand V^ ard's lixcords of Blq Game, the record Indian Cazelle head

rneasuea ir| wi'h a circumference • f 4j inches. It bel ngs t Mai- r P. C. Pain. Anoiher

head of the same lensrih but half an inch smalld in girih was killed at Ferozepoie and is

in the Mess of the 14ih Sikhs.—Editors.]

No. X.—THE WALL CREEPER (TinnODROMA MVRaRIA) IN

LYALLPUR.

I am sending a bird I shot last weather in this district (Lyallpur) for idea-

tifioation. I first saw it n June at this place, Kotkhudayar. It spent its time

flying round the "buildings here, which are all of bricks, and clinging to the ^ide8

of the walls where it seemed quite at home. It was alone urid made a plain*

tive cheeping noise which was repeated at intervals throughout the day. I

saw it at this bungalow for about f(.ur days when it disappeared. About three

or four days later I had occasion to go to a bungalow of mine which is about

18 miles from here when I saw the same bird again. At least I bt lieve it must

have been the same. I shot it and have kept its skin. I have not eecn any

more here since. If the skin is of any use to the Society you may Keep it.

A. B. AITKEN.

Kotkhudayar p. o.,

Via Chi- NOT Road. August \^ih, 1909.

[The bir.l sem is u Wall Crecj er {Ticlxx/r ma wurorin) and has not often been f and so

far 8 uth in Indi^v before As a rule this species keejis lo the hill- and only . escends t > the

plains during the colli weather In India this aiecies is found throughoui the 1 im.ilayas

and the hills f the frontier a d has been recoided daring the c Id wea.her frua Etjwah,

Bhutan, Doars «nd Uehra —Euitoks]

No. XI.-SEASONAL CHA^GE ( F PLUMAGE OF THE INDIAN
WHITE-EYE.

In May 1901 I caught a White-eye {Zusiemps paJpehro'<a) which was visiting

my newly-built aviary to talk wi h some tame White-eyes I had. He had a

bright chescnut foreh ad I did not think much of it at the time as I did

not then well know this bird frcm a book point of view, though well acqua-

inted wih it alive both wild and in cnpiixity. He di(d soon. Not long

af er, I looked up the boOA and was astonished to find no mention of a chest-

nut-fureheaded Wnite-eye nor of a seasonal change of plumage. Till tl is year

(1909) no other similarlv coloured ones have been observed by mo, thongh

I mast confess that I did not paiticularly look out for them and that in 8ome

years I had no opportunity of observing White-eyes at all.

37
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About mid-April this year I noticed seveial with chestnut furelieads, and

pointed this out to my bird friends in the Regiment, Major Sealy, a ^eiy keen

observer and field naimahst and Mi. Kennedy a lellcw aviculluiist. "Wanting

a couple of pairs for my aviary I set a "drop-net" near a floweiing shrub

the birds visited and soon had a bird. I was lalher disappointed to find the

forehead only rusty coloured. I put it down as a hen, correct but a fluke

Her mate (or rather a mate; was jaught the next day, and he had a fine chtst-

nut forehead. The hen died at once ; it is a bad season to " meat ofi. " ia and

I determined to wait for others till auiumn if tie cock cied. Ee did not die,

so about Ist May I set the net again and caught ttn in under two Lours and

could have caught more. Ail these and the othei-s fl.>ing about uncaught had

bright chestnut foreheads. In fact about tl.is time 1 taw none ihal neie not

coloured in this way. In plumage the sexes were indislii guiilable. but I

found that I had five pairs. Wiih the aid of a four-ccmpartment wire cage

I separated out two true pairs and let go the rest. I am pretty certain that

these birds had not then started nesting, ihough there were sevtral ncbts lower

ia the station,

I left the station to go further up the hill where there are no White-eyes,

on '2Gtli May ; by that time I noticed my While-eyes were losing their chest-

nut. I returned on 6th June. Mine had lost all colour, and the wild ones

I saw had lost theirs, but MijoL- Sealy told me that he had lately seen some

" coloured " ones abouu. I went up the hill again on the 8th June, leturning

on the 20th June. I made a special search for culouivtd ones without success.

A few days later Mr. Kennedy showed me a nest with young in his compound
;

we watched ihe old birds feeding the young from a very short distance. They

were normally coloured.

ily five are as fit and as happy as their wild relations, but they remain com-

mon or garden Indian White-eyes {^ 2iot,terujis pdjjebiusu) and chain.iiig as

they are, of no special interest lo any one but m}stlf. Sail 1 have hopes that

they will attempt breeding next year.

Of course, I know that to make a good record one ought to kill and send

down a skin. I plead laziness with a dash of sentiment. I make the lecord

such as it is, as several things strike me as curious about it. The bird is a very,

common one, why has such a ciiange not been recorded before ? I believe it has

not been recorded. How w«s it that I noticed it in 1901 and then not

again till 1909? I certainly did not keep a special look-out for it ; but the

chestnut is very noticeaule and I set lo work to catch my l9Ui bird on that

account. Both sexes don the chestnut, but keep it. such a short time. Men

(and women) have been known to drop fine raiment soon after matiimony.

Can one apply a similar reasoning V Is it a species in the making?

a. A. PEHRKAU, Capt.. F.Z.S.,

4th Guikha Rifles.

I'.AKi.ou, Punjab, Slh August, 1909.
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No. XII —SHRIKES' LARDERS.
On page 539 of Volume XIX of the Society's Journal, the writer, who

reviews " Birds of the Plains," charges me with casting doubt on '* Ihe well

recognised habit of the shukes of stoiing their captures impaled on the thorns

of bushes." He says that it is a pity I ridicule " such previously undisputed

evidence," Finally he says " It is quite probable that some of the smaller

shrikes have not the habit of impaling their victims in this manner, but the

remarks (in * Birds of the Plains '
), ai e generalised for the whole family." Was

ever a writer more misrepresented than I have been? What I did, and do,

say, is that I have never set eyes upon such a la' der, nor have I seen a shrike

impale a victim. On the strength of this I added " I. therefore, think I am
justifiid in suggesting that th3 hibit of keeping a larder is probably restricted

to the larger species of shrike." I further stated that I would esteem it a

great favour if any one, who has seen a larder, would favour me with an account

of it. Yet again, I said " Let me not be mistaken. I do not say that butcher

birds never keep larders, for they undoubtedly do ; of this I am sati^fied."

But let this misrepresentation pass. The important point is the larder.

The reviewer above referred to says that he has come acioss one. I fim sure

that most of the readers of this Journal would like to have an account of it,

to be told in what part of the world it was found, to what species of shrike it

belonged
. what was the uatuie of the meat stored therein, whether, as the

store of meat began to run low, it was replenished. I have never read an

account of such larders in India, so that I hope that these members of the

Society who have seen them will come forward. Owing to the ubiquity of

crows and ants in this country, I should imagine that the butcher biid, that

attempted to set up " shop, " would find its hands pretty full in keeping its

stock intact. I should be very glad to hear how the shiikes in question over-

came the difficulty.

D. DEWAR.
Allah.xbad, &th December 1909.

No. XIII.—COMMON MYNA {A. TRiSTIS) FEEDING YOUNG OF
PIED MYNA {S. CON'J/.A) AND NESTING HABITS OF

THE COMMON PARIAH KITK (J/. GOVJADA)
AND BRAH.VIJNY KITE (//. JA DCS).

The other day I saw a common brown myna feeding the young of the pied

kind, A fiiend of mine also sent me the following interesting note some time

back. Have you ever noticed that the ordinary kite— the brown one—picks np

sticks from the ground to make a nest, whereas the Hrahminy kite pulls thtm

off the growing tree, so the slicks he uses are much smaller than those used by
the other ?

CHAS. M. INGLIS.
' Baghonie Factory,

Laheria Sebai, p. O., bth November 1909.
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No. XIV.—CHANGE OF PLUMAGE OF THE CINNAMON
TREE-SPARROW (PASSER CINNAMOMEL'S).

I met this bird first in Chitral (1902-OH), but only took skins in winter.

Captain Fulton's were also winter skins. All mine were normal. In June

1906, 1 met this bird again in Kajiar, a little up in the hUls in Chamba, one

March, beyond Dalhousie. I put it down as cinnamomeus without considering

the matter much.

In June 19u7, 1 was trapping in Kajiar with a view to collecting birds to

take home alive with me the following March. There were Cinnamon Tree-

Sparrows in abundance, but to my disappointment I could see none with any

signs of yellow on them, though there were numerous colonies nesting. I

took away three nestlings, which turned out one cock and two hens, and an

adult cock. They showed no trace of yellow. The adult cock had a fully

developed bib and the back and head were a fine cinnamon : so it could not

have been a bird of the year. The young take some time to reach this stage
;

my young cock had not attained this plumage fully when he died in IVIarch

1908. I certainly should have reported the occurrence of P. rutilans (or

assimilis) but that I could get no skins. Since then I have learnt to mistrust

my skin-procuring propensity.

Careful record was not kept of change of plumage, but by December 1907

all four birds " showed yellow" and bright at that. They weie undoubted

Cinnamons. Had the Kajiar birds showed even a far duller yellow I could

not have helped noticing it, as I watched them pretty carefully. The yellow

was duller by March 1908 and it was duller still when they went to Mr.

Teschemaker in England in May.

The above is a summary of a paper by me in the Avicultural Magazine,

Vol. VII, May number, 1909. In the same number, Mr. Teschemaker wrote

a paper on the successful breeding in captivity of this species. I give extracts,

taking only those which concern change of colour, about which I made

mention to him before sending him the birds.

'' Now, of course, I was anxious to put this matter to the test, and, as

yellow is a colour not easily impaired by cage-life, I did not anticipate any

difficulty in the matter, and only retained the young male for the puipo^e of

observation."

" The adult male began to show his yellow breast about the middle of

December, apparently through an actual change of colour and not by casting

any feathers, and as an exhibitor offered to purchase a pair, and naturally

wanted the best birds, I sent him this bird. As bad luck would have it it died

shortly after arrival, and with considerable reluctance, I therefore gave him

the remaining young male. lam unforLunately therefore only able to confirm

Captain Perreau's observation to this extent : namely, that the adult male

certainly had a b i^ht yellow breast wbtn I leceived it on the 4th May
(though it had faded somewhat according to Captain Perreau, by that date)

;

bhat by the commencement of July it's breast had become entirely grey, only
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the cheeks retaining the chrome colour; that by the middle of December

there was every indication that the plumage of the former winter would be

renewed. On the other hand, Captain Perreau tells us that the young male

(which was ultimately killed by the adult male) also changed colour in

December, and this 1 cannot confirm because I have made careful enquiries

and, as lately as the 31st March it's present owner has informed me that there

is no indication of any change."

" 1 am hoping that this matter may still be cleared up beyond any possibility

of doubt, because Captain Perreau has just returned to India and will be able

to obtain a series of skins, and on the other hand, I hope to be able to keep an

eye on the biros which were bred in my aviaiy and record any change."

I hope he has been more successful with his records than I with my skins.

As to my young bird, I find the following note about it's decease :
—

" Found

dead in a box, probably worried by old cock, no mistake as to which it is,

little yellow showing bib not quite developed, back and head less so."

He also gives the size of the eggs as being 72 mm. by 53 mm., and mentions

the female " with her yellow cheeks and richly coloured and striated wings."

Cinnamons do not visit us here even in winter, woi-se luck, we get F.

(lomesticus, var. ind. instead, and he seems to increase every year. I spent

two " ten-days" further up the hill this year. I got no skins. I plead laziness

with extenuating circumstances. At the first place they were rare and only met

witli when they were safe. There was no yellow on those I saw. In the

second place (^Kajiar) they were extremely common but—there was a " week"

oa. Afternoons and evenings were occupied and I rather begrudged giving up

even a part of my mornings to skinning. Also a gun attracts more attention

than a couple of " dropnets " and a small spring-net, I had not meant to do

any trapping at all, but was rather glad to find the mornings free and still

more glad that I had the above nets, not that they did much good for what

I specially desired, i.e., hlaik and yellow Grosbeaks and Cinnamons. I spent

three mornings at the latter in a place that had been used by transport mules

at the start of the " Camp," and which simply swarmed with these sparrows.

They were uncommonly cheeky and tame, but would have nothing to do with

my nets. I saw only two with yellow, old cocks, both had nests close with

young. They were practically in sight all the time ; the yellow was not over

bright and was confined to the cheeks or may be sides of the neck. I saw

hens (and cocks too for that matter), feeding young at a distance that any

yellow even of the palest ashy would have been easily discernible even without

glasses.

I met with a few in Dalhousie on the way through, some with nests in the

houses I visited No yellow except on one cock, which was coloured like the

Kajiar yellow cocks.

Gates describes the hen as having the whole lower plumage pale ashy

yellow. He describes the cock of P. ruUlans as only differing from that of

/'.Cfitnanwiueus in having "the cheeks and ear-coverts pure white and the
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lower plumage ashy-white without a ti-ace of yellow." He continues "the

females of the iwo species are indistinguishable."

In my birds the ear-coverts and cheeks of the cocks " out of colour " wei-e

ashy white rather than pure white and the lower plumage of the hens (especi-

ally the upper parts of it if I remember rightly) deserved (when in cokur) a

higher attribute to the yellow than pale ashy. I have a kind of recollection

that my Chitral hens were distinctly yellow underneaih, but cue cannot ccimt

much on memory for so many years back, unless the lemini^ctnce is lacked

by some special reason. Bright "reds" in the cock often find their counter-

part in yellows in the hen, but surely it seems curious (with passerine birds)

that such a dingy colour as sishy grey (in the cock) shouLl be replaced by pale

ashy yellow (in the hen). I own to not having seen P. rutiluns, alive or

dead.

This is a good deal longer than I intended, but I hope that colour theorists

at any rate will find somethiaw of interest in it.

G. A. PERREAU, Oapt., P.Z.S.

Bakloh, Punjab, 30i/i August 1909.

No. XV—THE NESTING OF A FEW SOMEWHAT RARE
BIRDS NEAR MHOW.

The Indian Pitta {Pitta brachyura)—When going down the ghats, near

Mhow, in July 1908, I came on this beautiful biid. I knew, therefore, it

must be breeding and I determined to find its nest. I had an idea that this

was located low down in brushwood. It was not, however, till Jun^ 19C9,that

I proved successful My happy hunting ground is a bit of level ground, very

glade like in appearance, at the bottom of the ghats, V'Z., tallish trees, slight

undergrowth but not sufficient to impede one's view early in the monsoon, but

larter very rauk and thick. The Pitta is a very shy bird and does not give one

much time to watch him. I knew there were a certain number in this parti-

cular locality, as I had seen them flitting about, but how many pairs there

were I never could settle.

My method of birds' nesting is to mark down the nests while being bnilt.

I know more or less when the season of the various birds come round. I then

watch them. If nesting one very soon spots it by watching, it is not long before

the nest is betrayed. I have pursued this system with marked success. The

great advantage of it is that one gets fresh clutches.

It was my intention to follow this practice with the Pittas. I visited my
happy hunting ground on two consecutive Sundays early in June, and met with

success. On these occasions, I left the Pittas alone, as I fancied they did not

breed till July, On the 27th June, having collecled eggs from several nests,

marked down the previous Sunday, I turned my attention to the Pitta, and

told my orderly, who accompanied me to keep a sharp look-out. I had not

proceeded very far when I saw an untidy mass of twigs on the fork of a teak
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tree, with absolutely no concealment, about 12 feet off the ground. I did not

think much about it, but as it was so accessible, I told my ordeily to go up and

investigate. To ray intouso pleasure and surprise, as he began to climb, out

flow a Prtta, and my search was rewarded. The nest contained (> partially incu-

bated e<'"S. 1 had the nest taken down atid examined it. First, a mass of

sticks is collected forming a foundation, on this the nest proper is built up.

It is compact and domed, oval in shape, with the entrance at one side. All the

material is welded together, skeleton leaves being largely employed. The in-

terior is neatly finished off and lined with roots, grass and such like. The whole

3tru!tiur3 is ab )u: tlie size oE a maa's haxd and placed, as those were that I

found, on a bare fork, they are not difficult to see. On the same day, my
orderly found another nest, similarly situated, but some .30 feet up. This also

contained 6 partially incubated eggs. Un the 4th July, I found two more nests

containing 3 and 4 eggs, respectively, which I left ; while on the llth July,

I got 5 eggs from them, and found another containing young, and another,

I think, being i)uilt. The hen sits close and only moves when the climber

approaches. The nest really louks like a collection of old sticks, and does not

give one the impression of being in use. I am recording this rather fully,

as ths re3ori ii *' N^srs aal E^gs " is SLt different. Possibly the bud's habits

differ in accordance with locality.

Thb Bitow.N FlyCvtohek ( \Ueonax latirosirisi),—The breeding of this bird

has been reported before from Mhow. I only write to confirm its occurrence.

I found it very common on the ghats and discovered its nest by luck. I was

watching a Southern Yellow Pit {Mucldolophas huplcnctus) building, when

a little brown bird flaw over me and settled on a bough, on noticing it. I found

it was build. ng. Once the bird's habits are known, the discovery of the nest is

easy. It is usually situated soras 20 or more feet from tae ground, bi ing com-

pact and cup-shaped, a typical flycatcher's nest. Four eggs seem to be the

complement. I took nests on the iiOth and v7lh June and llth July.

The Black Bdnting {^Mehphux ri/elunicterus.)—Very common on the

ghats, but I did not get many nests, as I looked in the wrong places. 1

seldom came on this bird building. It affects two sites, one well concealed

under leaves and grass, the other unconcealed alongside loads, in steep cuttings.

When I discovered the latter fact, it was too late, for though I found many

nests, the youug were there or had flown.

The Cuckoo (Cuculu)? canorns).—\ have already reported that the Cuckoo

is very common on the ghats here during the monsoon. I had the pltasurto

of getting an egg this year from the nest of the Black Bunting (J/c/o/jAud

melunicterus). nn the i;-5th June, I found this bird building. The nest was

well concealed among some dry leaves on the ground I visited the nest

again on the "JOth, when I found it contained one Bunting's egg and one of the

Cuckoo.

The Paradise Fi.vcvtchf.r (^Terpsiphone paradisi).—I found several

nests of this beautiful flycatcher. I fancy if I had laid myself out I conld
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have found many more. Most nests were within hand reach. I saw no birds

in white plumage.

The Paintp:d Sand-Grouse (Pterochs fasciatus).—I found a nest with

3 fresh eggs, which unfortunately got broken, on the 17th February 1909. in

some forest land. No nest to speak of.

The Lakge Grey-Headed Fishing Eagle (Polioaeius ichthyaetus).—On

the 2.^rd October, I saw a pair of these birds on a very large jhil, some 30

miles from this. '1 hey were very noisy, which attracted my attention, I

noticed they were building and saw them " m copula." The nest was

placed on the very top of a fairly large tamarind tree, on a small island. I

did not go up to it, but from below it appeared to be a huge massive platform

of sticks. I sent my orderly out on the 7th November, when he obtained 3

beautifully fresh eggs. He told me the birds were very bold, that he had to

take up a man with a long stick to ward off their attacks. This is the only occa-

sion I have noticed these birds round here.

R, M. BETHAM. Liedt.-Col.,

The 101st Gi-enadiers.

Mhow, C.I., Wi November 1909.

No. XVI.—BIRDS* NESTING IN GARHWAL.
The following notes of some nests obtained at the snows this year may be

of interest to some of your readers.

The Snow Partridge li.erwa nif/cohi).— I found four nests during June at

between thirteen and fourteen thousand feet ; five appear to be the full clutch,

and eggs were hard-set by the end of June, newly hatched chicks being seen

early in July. The nests were all placed under overhanging ledges and were

pretty well lined with moss and leaves ; they are well concealed and the bird

sits very close, but the cock-bird rather gives away the nest by calling and

strutting about in its vicinity, however they take a lot of finding even then.

The eggs are decidedly large for the size of the bird, measuring 2*2 by 1-43 on

an average. In the " Birds of India " the ground colour is given as white ;
but

out of 1 8 eggs there is only one that can be described as white, the ground

colour in all the others being a pale cafe-uu luit, and they are rather sparingly

speckled ai d spotted all over with reddish brown, much resembling (except in

being narrower) some eggs of the Koklass pheasant.

The White-winged Grosbeak (Pycnoramphus carneipes). Several pairs of

these birds were first observed at about eleven thousand feet, and they gradually

moved up to fourteen thousand and there we marked down two nests and got

three fresh eggs from each on June 'J8. One nest was in a birch about

fifteen feet up, and the other about six feet up in tall bushes of juniper.

Both nests were precisely similar and very curiously made, there being a

sort of outer fence of prickly twigs, then twisted grass and the inner lining

being entirely composed of strips of juniper bark. They were very wary and

took a long time building. I first saw the females carrying gi-ass on June 11
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I believe these birds have been found breeding at Kohat by Mr. Whitehead,

but I do not think they have been recorded from these parts befoie. The

e^;8 measure 1 inch by -7 and are greenish grey, spotted and scrawled with

purplish black and with pale purplish markings.

Wall Creeper (Tichodroma muroria).—! found a nest in a boulder cliff at

twelve thousand feet, but they were feeding young on June 12, and ihe young

birds left the nest on June "27, when I secured one of Ihem. The nest was

nearly two feet inside wedged between two boulders and was a pad of wool

and hair and grass.

The Rkd-iiraded Bullfinch {^Pyrrlmla eri/tlirocephnla)—One nest was

taken at about twelve thousand feet, it was placed ten feet up in a small tree

and was made of thin twigs and beard moss (Usnea barbata) and lined with

rather coarse roots. There were four fresh eggs on August 28, they

measure -81 by "56 and are a very pale greenish white, marked chiefly at the

larger end with pale purple and dark reddish brown. These eggs di£er from

those of the European bullfinch in being very much paler in ground colour,

and eggs of PyrrhuJa auraiit/aca, Taken by Col. Ward in Kashmir, are pure

white in ground colour and are very sparingly marked •nith i eddish bitjwn.

The Orange-barred Willow Warbler {^Phy'loscopus pulcher) —This bird

was fairly common at thirteen thousand feet, but many nests were desti-oyed by

some bird or animal and only two clutches were secured. In one of these

clutches three eggs were unspotted white and the fourth had one single blotch

of pale brown only, so it would seem that jmlcher occasionally lays white

eggs : all I have seen before were spotted with red. I have recorded this bird

as nesting before, up the Bhagirathi Valley.

PiNK-BROWEn Rose-Finch. {Propasser rJiofJochroua).—Several nests were

taken at twelve thousand feet in the latter half of August ; they were placed

low down in bushes and made of moss and dry grass and lined with hair. The

eggs are rather a dark blue with a few black spots and occasional hair lines. I

found the Himalayan Ruby-throat {Calliope pectoraJh) and the Blue-fronted

Redstart (^Mtic«Wa /rojjtaii.s) breeding freely at twelve thousand feet and up-

wards in the Niti Valley, and saw numbers of their nests. In " Nests and

Eggs of Indian Birds " the eggs of these birds, both of which breed in

precisely similar localilies, appear to have got transposed ; it is Cdlliojje that lays

the greenish blue eggs and LutidUa frontalis the salmon-buff egg, Calliojie lays

sometimes unspotted eggs and sometimes faintly spotted with pale red, its nest

is usually domed and is made entirely of dry grass. I only once saw a few

burhel hairs used. Rutidlla builds with moss and grass and lines thickly with

hair and wool. I was unable to secure the eggs of Grundala caiicolor, though

I am inclined to think they were commencing lo pair towards the end of June.

They moved up to over sixteen thousand feet, and there we twice saw :t

female apparently prospecting under rocks, but I had to leave those parts.

Jeolikote, 20th October 1909. S. L. WHYMPER,
28
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No. XVIT.—BREEDING OF THE MASKED WAGTAIL
(^.UOTaCILLA PERSONA! A) IN KASHMIR.

In his list of birds of the Province of Kashmir, Col. Ward remarks on page

723, vol. xvii, No. 3, of the Society's Journal, that this bird breeds at elevations

of about 6,000 ft. to S,WO ft. in Kashmir, and probably in Ballislan. In the 2nd

edition of " Hume's Nests and Eggs of Indian Biids," it is recoided ihat Major

Wardlaw Kamsay found the bird breeding in Afghanistan ihrcughout May and

June, and mention is made of one of the nests he found being placed in a recess

undf.r a large stone near the edge of the water, and again in Caleb' ''Fauna of

British India "
; i. is stated that the eggs have not been described. It seems,

therefore, worth my recording '.hat last, year ("908), towards the end of June,

I found a pair of these birds building close to my ten s at Arco, in the Siddar

Valley, Kashmir, elevation 9,()0U feet. After watching the birds carrying away

bits of g-ass, etc.. I discovered the newly commenced nest m a 'kulmanch'

{Viburnua futans) bush about two feet above the ground, and 100 yards or so

away fr<-m water. The bush was isolated with open ground all round and over

andover again I saw the birds fly into it, while tie building was in progress.

Before I left the camp, only one egg had been laid, so leaving it I later on sent

for the nest which then contained 5 eggs. The nest was a fairly deep cup

built of grass roots for a foundation and thoroughly well padded inside with

hair wool and bits of coiton, etc., picked up round ihe camp The eggs are

very freely speckled with small dusky spots ; especially so at the laiger end.

20/A September 1909. L. L. FENTON, Col.

No. XVIII.—A NOTE ON THE NESTING OF THE BESRA
SPARROW HAWK {ACCJi'JTE/i VV/f(?/l T6>) AND
THE ANDAMAN NIGHTJAR {CA PRJiVUJ.GUS

ANDA.\JANICUb) IN THE ANDAMANS.

House crows not having yet been sentenced to transportation, an unlidy

collection of sticks in the fork of a rain tree, allhough oveihanging a road

to a small village, attracted my attention eaily in Maich this year, it contained

nothing, but was noted for future inspection. On the 21st Maich I vitited

the spot again and found it contained two fresh eggs of the besra Sparrow

Hawk, thinking this was probably the full complement for the Andamans, as

birds who should know better often play this trick on collectors here, I took

them, but secured another egg in the nest on the 25th, my fii-st piece of good

fortune.

The jungle round here was a favourite hunting ground of mine, and I had

placed nesting boxes for the Andaman Shama in it. 1 had also noted aaolher

stick nest in a rain tree not lOO yaids away frcm the nest I had taken the

Sparrow Hawk's eggs from, and it was during one of my subsequent visits (hat

I found my little pair of Hawks were repairing this old heme of theirs from

which I subsequently (28th April) took four eggs slij^htly incubated. '•'
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The Ibis-bill (Ibidorhynchus struthersi).

A. Nest and Eggs.

B. Bird sitting on Nest.
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The pluck of these little hawks in defence of their nest is wonderful, as, they

swoop down on the maiauder and once tnestiuck my '• topee ", as I was

watching the ni'in at the nest, both male and female taking part in the attack
;

but they also have patience, ns this pair returned to their first nest and hatched

out their brood on the 14th June.

Three weeks to a month n.ay therefore be taken as the length of time wild

birds take to produce another sitting of efgs if the first sitting is taken and

the following notes on the nesting of ihe Nightjar (Cuprimvlgus atulananicwi)

appear to substantiate Ihis. Two tre?h eggs laid on tl e ground as uf-ual,

taken on the 4th February I'.Ki?, and from a spot not a yard away, two more

fresh eggs taken on the 25th P'ebruary 1907.

Eggs from another pair were taken on the 6th March 1907, and again from

a spot about two yards away, two more eggs slightly incubated on the 30th

March I'.'O;.

In 19()8 I obtained two more clutches from the above first pair of birds on

practically the sanio spot at an interval of abjut thiee weeks, but neither of

thes9 pair ever made an attempt at a third brood. I never visited the place this

year, and I hope both pairs have raised their young in peace.

P. F. WICKHAM.
Port Blair, Andam.-vn Is.

Augud li)G9.

No. XIX.—NOTE ON INGLIS'S BUS 1 1 QUAIL {AIJCROPERlJlX

INGLISI GRANT).

To prevent any misunderstanding and to give honour where honour is due, I

must state that the above biid was fiist obtained by my frienel Mr. A. M.

Primrose, unless the old skin in the British Museum is the same species. He
sent me a pair of skins and then he and I together collected a series during a

visit I paid him ; an account of the shooting of the same was published in the

Journal, at page 3 of this Volume.

CHAS. M. INGLIS.

Baghownie Factory, Laheria Serai p.o.,

•I'ird August 19 J9.

No. XX.-NESTING OF THE IBIS BILL {IBiDORHYNCDUS
SlRUTHEhlSl).

{With a Plate.)

In 19^6 I obtaiaed one nest of this bird at Gyantse and a note regarding it

appeared in the Journal. This year I found several nests but with oi.e excep-

tion they were just hatching and I was unable to take the eggs. The accom-

panying photographs show the bird sitting on the uest and the nest with the

:i8
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four eggs. The nest is made of small smooth flat stones and is situated on

the stony track at the side of the river. These photographs were taken at

Gyantse (l"i,100 ft.) on the 21st May this year. I also obtained a nest in the

Chumbi valley on the 13th May at an altitude of about 11,000 ft.

Gyantse, Tibet, June 1909. F. M. BAILEY.

[The printers in reproducing the above photographs have lightened the background

behind the bird sitting on the nest, thus making the bird more conspicuous. In the ori<:inal

negaiive it was only with the greatest difficulty that the bird Cduld be discovered, so

wondeifully did it and its nest amalgamate with its surroundings.— Eds.]

No. XXI.—THE SNIPE-BILLED GODWIT.

In " The Ibis " for July 1909 Mr. H. E. Dresser records the occurrence of

the Pseudoscohpax tacyanowsh'd (Macrorhamphus semipalmutus, The Snipe-billed

Godwit of the " Fauna of British India ") in Western Siberia. Two birds, a

male and female, were shot on 25th May 1908 " not far from Sara in the valley

of the Irtysh, Tobolsk Government." The birds came into the hands of a

correspondent of Mr. S. A. Buturlin, who skinned them and in the oviduct of

the female found a fully coloured egg ready for laying. The bird was first

described by Blyth in 1848 from a specimen obtained in the Calcutta Market.

No. XXII.—SECOND OCCURRENCE OF THE SNIPE-BILLED
GODWIT IN ASSAM.

It is a good many years since I first recorded the occurrence of Macrorkam-

phus semipalmatus in Assam but, until a few days ago when a small flock of

four were seen in Shillong, there has been no further record. This flock

appears to have been seen by two or three sportsmen in Shillong and finally

Major Wilson of the 8th Goorkhas, hearing about them, went in pursuit and

coming across a pair shot one, fragments of which he was good enough to

send on to me. These and Major Wilson's description suflBced to enable me

to identify the bird sls Maerorha7nphus> semipalmatus, the Snipe-billed < odwit.

Within Indian limits this Godwit appears only as a rare straggler, as a rule

in pairs or very small flocks but often singly. It may however be more or

less frequently overlooked though its conspicuously long bill combined with

its otherwise godwit like appearance would attract the attention of most

sportsmen interested in Field Ornithology.

Very little is known about the habits of this rare wader and its nidification

is also practically unknown though I possess a reputed pair of eggs taken by a

Japanese collector in Manchuria. Major Wilson describes its note as very

similar to that of the common Godwits.

E. C. STUART BAKER.

Shillong, 24/7* October 1909.
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No. XXIII.—OCCURRENCE OF THE LESTER FLORICAN OR
LIKH (SiPUEOTlS A URITA) OUT OF SEASON.

On reading Miscellaneous Note (XII) in Volume XIX, No. 1, of the Society's

Journal, I have been led to record this note about the occurrence of florican,

which, I did not at first think worth mentioning, as there is nothing very un.

usual in finding florican—stragglers of course—at other times than in the rains.

Last year I stopped at Wadhwan in Kathiavad on my way to Mahableshvar

and on the Ist November Mr. Strip, the Principal of the Girasia School,

Wadhwan, very kindly took me out black-buck shooting. I was stalking a

Chinkara- which had sat down in a cotton field and could not be seen and,

was walking alongside a bnllock-cart going in the usual narmwing circle, while

my son Vijayarajji was walking through the next cotton field. Just as he got

to the end of the field, to a patch of long green grass growing in a little

depression in the ground, he put up three florican, a female and two young

birds. We marked them down where they settled and then, with some beat-

ers, walked very carefully several times over this ground, but the florican

would not get up again. On returning to the spot where the birds had been

flushed originally, I put up the female again and shot it but could not find the

two smaller birds anywhere. We therefore gave up the search for them and

went on after black-buck. After going about three miles we came across

another florican, also a young bird, which I got, so that we saw on that day

four florican and bagged two.

I shot also a female florican at Kas in the Satara district on the 21st

November 19<)8 quite close to the Kas Buiigalow oveilookirig the Lake.

When florican are met without of season, tht-y are generally taktn to be

females. This, I think, is due to the change in the plumage of the cock birds,

which exactly resembles that of the hens, when the cocks have cast oif their

wedding co-tume, which they only put on m the breeding season.

Bhuj, 2:></t Seple'iiber lb'09. R. K.

No. XXIV.—LATE BREEDING OF THE INDIAN LITTLE
GREBE {PODICJFES ALBIPI NMS).

To-day I took a nest of the Indian Little Grebe which contained four

perfectly fresh eggs. The female which was on the n<'st was in breeding

plumage but other birds in the same piece of water had assumed the cold

weather garb.

CHAS. M. INGLIS.

Bagdownie Factory, Laheria Serai P.O.,

23r(Z Gcto.tr 1909.

* •' Chinktirii" ( T'^'^.Kl ) is I be.ieve a misnomer for " ( hhinkani ' ( lis'^in ) as the

little (jazelle is called in iLese pans, the latter name being derived from the sneeze like

sound which it liters wiien alarmed; 'chLink" ( 115^ ) meanin;; a sneeze. It is also

caled •* Kul puncbhii Haran " or black- tailed deer and "llatadia Haran '* or red deer on

accoaot of its fawn colour.
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No. XXV.—INTELLIGENCE IN BIRDS.

In recording instances of " maternal solicitude " and the ' injury feigning

habit in birds " of various kinds I, for one, must confess that I never thought of

ascribing the action of the birds, to anj-thing but instinct and it never struck

me, to watch more closely, to see if reason played any part, as Mr. Dewar

appears to have done.

However, whether the injury feigning habit, is due to instinct or intelli-

gence. Heave to men more capable of passing opinions on the subject than

myself to solve the problem, but that in other matters, biida show a

tolerable amount of intelligence, 1 do not think there can be much doubt,

and a cuuple of instances, which have come under my personal notice, may

be of inierest.

The first case is that of a King Crow. I was waiting near the Wazii-abad

Railway Station, in the Punjab, for a very dark and large Peregrine Falcon,

that I had noticed pass that way on thiee successive days, wi.h my nets and

nooses and hoping it would pass again that day, and while sitting on a stone,

I watched a Bock of mynahs, turning up leaves for worms, wt ile on the

telegraph wires above, sat a couple of King-Crows, a Roller and a Hoopoe,

One of the mynahs, finally got a huge earth worm out, and the one next to it,

promptly made for it to take away the tit-bit. Suddenly there was heard,

close overhead the double note *' titu" twice repeated of a " shikm" (,l . ha<iiu-i).

Tiie mynahs and hoopoe, were off like a shot ftjr the nearest tree, leaving the

worm behind, when down came theKing-dow and secured the prize. I have

frequently heard the King-Crow give this call and the imitatim is simply

perfect, but never before nor since, have I knoAvn one to make such use of his

powers of mimicry.

The second instance is that of a Peregrine Falcon. I was after duck, in a

naiTOW water channel with a caste of peiegiints and we had been vainly

trying to put up a gad wall. It had origi: ally been flushed fn m a pond some

distance away and taken refuge from the two perfgrir.es, which were in hot

pursuit in tl.is water cut, about 8 ft. wide, with sloping grassy banks. In vain

we threw bricks and mud at it, but it would not leave the water, and if it did, it

was only to fly ten yards or so, and drop in again the moment the falcons got

near. Up and down that cut we went for about ten minutes, or moie, till the

duck took to diving, and as the little head appeared close to the edge, one of

the falcuns would make a dart for it, but only to find it gone, when she got

there. Both falcons had given up " waiting on, " and were now seated on the

bank, close to the water's edge, but flew the moment the head appeared and

made for it. The water was fairly clear and the duck quite viable when near

the surface, and as it passed under one of the falcuns, she ran along the edge

beside it, not attempting to fly, and as the beak came up. in among a lot of

grass, out shot a claw and grabbed it. I expected the duck to pull the falcon

into the water, but she seemed to have provided for this contingency, aid had

a firm hold of the grass with her other foot. This feat struck me as having
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been well worked put. and she must have said to herself, after 10 minutes of

vainly darting too and fro. " Tliis is a poor sort of game, and each time I get

near enough to make a grab, the beastly thing disappears under water and

where I dare not go, and now here it comes, making straight for this grassy bit,

where I have already had half a dozen shots at it. but it seems to see me in

time to got out uf the way. so let me see if I can do better by keeping to

the ground and grabbing the head the moment it shows above the water, if

near enough to the bank, as it generally is."

What appears to me to be a case of very deep reasoning on the part of a

Golden Eagle {^.l. chri/suelus) was brought to my notice only a short time

ago.

I took a half fledged eyass from the nest in the middle of June last. On

the 16th of July she had her first fly or rather a very poor attempt at one,

but once h iving half flown, half tumbled out of the nest, I made for her, on

a tree, she w:is always experimenting, and with the help of a strong bieeze, got

in some quite long flights, before the end of the month, till one day I lost all

trace of her, S3eing no signs of her the next day, 1 went up the hi 1 to some

cliffs, some 2 to S,O00 feet above my bungalow, and was soon attiacted ny her

call, and when I got round the spur, to my horror, I found her with

two wild ones and presumably her parents, which flew off as I approached.

Off sh ! went with them and after vainly chasing them frcm ridge to ridge,

I was on the point of giving up the job of getting her back as hopeless, but

I had fortunately taken my gun with me to shoot her, a crow to call her with,

en rotite, and as a last resort, thought I'd tiy peppering them, to get

them away from her, for they always circled round where she sat. I got to

wiihin fiU yards or so cf her and waited behind a rock, and as they passed

overhead I gave them a charge each, and both went off very much faster than

mine could follow, and as soon as they were gone, mine came down to me,

without any trouble. Since then, my bird was once away for 6 days and

came back of her own accotd, closely pursued by the wild ones giving her a

very poor time of it.

I keep her always loose, but now she hardly dares to leave the bungalow, and

if she soars up to any height, she will suildenly be seen to drop, wiih closed

wings and make straight for the bungalow, and two specks dropping from the

heavens after her. On one occasion, one of them caught her up and gave her

a very i.asty whack and .sent feathers flying in all diiCsuons

('nly a fortnight a^o, these very biids did their best to entice mine away, so

why this sudden change in behaviour towards her now ? Could they possibly

connect the charge of shot, they tach got into thtm. with her ? This is the

only explanation I can give, strange as it seems, and if this is the case, their

reasoning is certainly very sound. The jesses and bells could not be the

reason, as she had them on when she fii.st went off with them.

Then again her returning to the bungalow, after being away for 6 days and

when in trouble with her parents, to my mind shows a certain amount of
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reasoning power. Her natural impulse was to go off either with her parents or

on her own and enjoy to the full her newly acquii-ed powers of flight, and

hunt for herself, but when she found she could not catch anything, and more-

over got badly knocked about by her parents and was not so strong on the'wing

as she thought herself, she decided to return to the place where she had never

gone to bed hungry, nor been ill-treated. Surely this shows a certain amount

of intelligence. She knows my dogs and says nothing to them, but let a

stranger dog appear and I have some difficulty in keeping her from going for it,

and so long as the dog is in view, she does nothing but bait.

When first I taught her to come to the lure and gave her food on the

ground, I had to be verj' cautious in all my deahngs with her, and once she

got her talons into her prey, I had to be very careful how I approached, for

one foot invariably shot out and grabbed my gauntlet, while the

other held on to the crow. She seemingly feared my taking it away

from her and resented my even coming near. Now she permits me to handle

her freely, even when feeding, and in the case of a bird, allows me to help her

pluck the feathers and twist it and turn it about for her. It was instinct that

first taught her to protect her property, and I took a photograph to show the

way she covered up her food with her wings, and I hope to get another one

taken as soon as p'ssible to show the difference in her demeanour now when

feeding. She must have reasoned it out and said to herself " There is no point

about my hiding my food from this man, he does not try to take it from me,

and moreover helps me to pluck the featliers, so I will let him handle my prey."

Crows mobbing an eagle, generally take good care to keep well above him, but

the moment the eagle happens to get above them, they very soon make tracks

for the nearest scrub. Of course I allude to the huntiig eagles, such as the

Golden, the Bonellis or the various species of isjnzueti and not to the

Impeiial and Tawny and other carrion feeders which could not catch a crow

under any circumstances. The ciows know they aie perfectly safe whUe above

the eagle and moreover can rise as quick, if not quicker than he can. They

would not dare to mob a peregrine falcon out in the open.

If any body wishes to try the exf)eriment, go to a place near any river

where crows are in the habit of roosting, and watch the place 3 or 4 days in

succession. The moment an eagle comes along, and Bonellis eagles, frequently

pay late visits to these corvine colonies, up will rise hundreds of them and

mob him. A Peregrine comes along later and every ciow will go belter skelter

for all lie is worth. Yet why ? Both are enemies and both have come there

for the same purpose, riz., to catch a crow for his dinner, so why not

run from both, or attack both? Is it instinct that has taught them, that

one is much heavier and slower in rising than the other, and they can

afford to play tricks with the one, which they would not dare with the

other?

^ n eagle that has come down to a bait without the slightest hesitation the

first time, and been caught in a net and escaped, will never be so caught again
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in a hurry. This was the case with a Hodgson's Hawk Eagle (S. nepalensis) I

caught in Kashmir, I knew him well by.his wanting a crest and one wing

feather The former was noticed while sitting and the latter when flying

and he was always to be found in a deodar forest near my camp. The very

6rst day I saw him, I caught him within 2 minutes of putting up my net and a

pigeon behind it, but he escaped out of my hand shortly after. From that

time on I tried him with nets and nooses, with fowls, doves, chikor and even

an irresistible rat, but all to no purpose, and nothing would induce him to

come again. One evening, however, I watched where he roosted for the night,

and before it was light next morning I had gone and set my nooses, with a rat

as the bait, and hid in a cave close at hand. As soon as it was sufiBciently light

to see, he came down without hesitation and was caught.

It was instinct that led to his capture in the first instance and in the last

—

a natural impulse, when hungry, to pounce on anything, more especially so,

when that thing appeared in difficulties and unable to fly or get away ; but it

looks very like reason that kept him from coming, the dozen or so other times,

I tried for him. Sometimes he flew away as soon as I began putting up my
nooses or net, even a couple of hundred yards away, and at other times, he

simply sat on, but would not come down. When he saw me put up the net,

he said to himself:— "' Oh, there he is again at his old game, but I have been

there once, and never again".

On the last occasion, he had not seen me and came down at once. Some
bii-ds show much more intelligence than others. I have known falcons to

come down full speed and pull up dead at the net and go to one side, or over

it, but would not go into it, whereas a pair of red-headed mei-lins (^Ae.chi-

quera) on one occasion, actually seemed bent on being caught. The net had

been put up a little too taut and would not give or fall, and first the tiercel

came down, hit up against the net and fell back on to the ground ; then he

made another attempt with the same result. In the meantime, the female

came down and fared no better, but the net gave a little this time, and the

sticks supporting it bent slightly. Then they both ran at it, to get to the

quail on the other side, got their heads through the meshes and strained

and pulled and fluttered, but would not give up, till finally the sticks fell

and both were caught. A sparrow hawk {Accipiler nhuii) I once caught in a net

over a quail, got out of a hole in the net, just as I got up to him, but came

down again 20 minutes later, for a sparrow, within 30 yards of where

he had been caught before, into the same net, but did not get off that

time.

The irresistible impulse of going for anything in difficulties, I should

say was instinctive, but noi to go for it, or pull up the moment the net is

spotted as something suspicious and to be avoided, I can only put down to

reason.

I do not wish to appear dogmatic, and only give these instances and my
theories, for what they are worth

29
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If I am wrong, I shall be only too glad to be put right, and am quite open

to conviction, but so far I must admit that I still stick to my own opinion

that birds and beasts show much moi-e intelligence and reasoning power than

we give them credit for.

C. H. DONALD, f^.s.

Bdshahir State, Simla Dist., 20th September 1909.

No, XXVI.—EXTENSION OF THE HABITAT OF THE SAND
SNAKE iERYX JACULVS).

Major O. A. Smith, among other snakes collected in Jhelum, has sent me
a single small specimen of the Sand Snake (Eryx jaculus). This widely

distributed species is reported by Boulenger (Cat. Vol. 1, p. 126) from the

Ionian Islands and Greece in the West, Northern Africa, South Wesb and

Central Asia as far North as Turkestan, to the Western Afghan Boundary.

Dr. Annandale has also recorded it fromSeistan (Mem. As. Soc. Bengal, Tol. 1,

No, 10, p. 200). As far as lam aware, it has never been reported farther

east, so that its occurrence in the Indus Basin is a considerable extension of

its previously known zone of distribution. It appears to me extremely likely

that it has been encountered in the Indus Basin before, biit taken for its

common In{lian relative E. conicus, but the sharp rostral transverse ridge,

which is not seen in conicus is very distinct in this specimen. There are

9 quite smooth scales between the eyes, and the costals number at a point two

heads-lengths behind the head 46, at midbody 52, and two heads -lengths before

the vent 3(). The ventrals aie 189, and the subcaudals 30 of which the an-

terior 24 are entire, 1 he anal shield is entire and narrower than the ven-

trals (about two- thirds),

F. WALL, C.M.Z.S., Major, i.m.s.

Chitral, \bth October 1909.

No. XXVII.— A SECOND SPECIMEN OF THE SNAKE OLWODON
ERYTBROGASTEli FROM THE EASTERN HIMALAYAS.

In 1907* Mr. Boulenger described this species from a single specimen obtained

at Nagarkote, Nepal (6,000 feet) which is now preserved in the Indian Museum,

Calcutta. I have just received another specimen from Tindharia which must

have been collected at an altitude below 2,800 feet, and as no figure appeared

with the original desciiption, I herewith attach outline drawings to show the

cephalic lepidosis.

I think there can be no doubt that this is the snake to which Dr. GiJnther f

refers which Hodgson obtained in Nepal and made coloured drawings of, which

he presented to the British Museum. Dr. Giintherat first referred these to

S. octol'hieatus, but subsequently expressed the opinion that they represented

a species up to that time unknown.

* Rec. Ind. Mus. Vol 1. pt. iii. t Kept. Brit. Ind. 1864, p. 206.
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My specimen ai,'rcos well with

the type which I have examin-

ed. The following features

deaerve special mention. The
costals are 17 in the anterior

and middle parta of the body,

and decrease to 13 posteriorly.

The absorption is effected

thus—from 17 to 15 the 3rd

and 4th rows above the vent-

rals on the right side, and the

4th and 5th on the left blend,

and from 15 to 1'^ the 4th and

5th coalesce. (In this respect

this specimen diffeis from the

type, in which the rows reduce

to 15.) The ventrals are 165,

anal divided, and subcaudals in

57 pairs. There are 7 supra-

labials on both sides,and I think

Mr. Boulenger would have been

OUgodim ertjthrogastcr ( X 2 ). more correct if ho had counted

those shields as 7 in the type (not 6), for he records the temporals in the type as

two, evidently taking tht 6th supralabial for an infeiior temporal. In my
specimen the 6th supralabial fails to bolder the lip on the right side (as one

sees sometimes in other species of Oliyodon and Simotes) and has a small portion

detached on the right side. The temporal, too, I consider single as 1 do in the

type specimen.

The dentition is peculiar. The maxilla supports 7 teeth on the left side,

and 8 on the right of the usual syncianterian type seen in Siniotes and

Oligodon. There is a thort edentulous space anteriorly. The palatine has 3

teeth on the left side and 2 on the right situated in the middle. The pterygoid

has a single very small tooth near the middle. The mandible has a short

edentulous space anteiiorly, then 6 subequal teeth on (he right bide (5 on the

left), then an edentulous interval followed by a single looth.

F. Wall, c.m.z.s., Major, i.m.s.

Chitual, 19th November 1909.

No. XXVIII.—A VARIETY OF THE COMMON COBRA
(NAJA TRIPUDIANH) IROM CHITRAL.

On the 13th October a young cobra was brought in to me presenting

characters of so distinctive a nature that I at fii-st thought it claimed

recognition as a variety distinct from any previously recorded. The first thing

to attract attention is its colouration. Thus it is olive-brown completely
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banded with darker rings which are broader than the interspaces. The first

band is below the neck, and this and the second are black, the third blackish

brown, and the succeeding ones pix)gressively lighter in colour, but remain

apparent to the vent. On the belly, however, the hinder ones become less

apparent, and are lost before the vent. There is no suspicion of any marks

on the hood. I can find no differences in the lepidosis of this compared with

variety typica, except in the scale rows. These, however, are very singular,

numbering 19 at a point two heads-lengths behind the head, 19 at midbody,

and 15 at a point two heads-lengths before the vent.* The ventrals numbei

195. and the subcaudals 69. I append a figure.

F. WALL, C.M.Z.S., Major, i.m.s.

Chitral, Ibth October 1909.

No. XXIX.—THE SNAKES OF KASHMIR.

During several visits to Kashmir I only came across four different kinds

of snakes ; two poisonous and two harmless. Of the latter, one was the ordi-

nary Dhaman or Rat Snake {Ptyas mucosus). The natives I questioned

in the matter, called it simply samp, i.e., " snake " : it seemed to have no

other local name. I saw no very large ones, and they struck me as being

of a somewhat darker colour than those I had seen in India. They were

fairly common in the main Valley. The other non poisonous snake I have

not as yet been able to identify, but as I have a bottled specimen I hope to

do so in a short time. I may merely state here that the snake is of slender

make, about 18 inches in length and of a general ashy brown colour. I only

found it in the Siddar Valley, above Pahlgam at an elevation of about 8,0i)0' to

9,0 )0'. My natives could give it no local name.

The two venomous snakes were locally known as the Pohur and the Gunas

respectively.

The Pohur is the common Himalayan viper, And>-troclon himolai/anm

described by VI ajor Wall, I.M.S,, on pages 34 and 35 of his book on the Poisonous

Terrestrial Snakes of India, and mentioned by Lawrence on page 55 of his

• This specimen proves to be an exceptional one, for since writinjr the above I have

acquired 9 more, in all of which the scale rows are 21. Further in adult specimens all

the bands are brown, and seem to grow less distinct with age. I have also examined

two specimens of this variety in our Society's Collection, one from Aden, the other

from Paracbinar (N. W. Fmnlier). They constitute a variety of Boulenger's Cceca, and

the young agree with a specimen figured by Eichwald (Faun Casp-Cauc. Plate XX>
under the name Tomyris ax'tana.—F. W.
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book " The Valloy of Kaslirnir." Lawrence remarks that the bite of the Pohur

like that of the Giinas is said to be usually fatal. Colonel Unwin, whom Law-

rence also quotes, believes ihePohur to be deadly but is doubtful about the Gunas.

Lawrence, on the other hand, states, that he lost one of his surveyors, who

was bitten by a Gunas at SonAmarg. The descriptions given by both these

writers, are somewhat vague and meagre and Colonel Unwin has. I think, got

rather mixed up in applying the local names to his snakes. What he refers to

as the Pohur is, I am confident, the larger of the two poisonous snakes, which is

locally called the Giinus. Lawrence does not make the same mistake, but passes

over Colonel Unwin's without comment. Major Wall remarks in his book

with regard to Pohur, that he knows of only one authentic record of a

bite inflicted by this species. My own experience of it is as follows :—I found

it at higher altitude than the Gunax and far commoner. It simply swarmed in

some localities ; for instance at Bakhtaor beyond Kauzilwdn on the Gilgit road
;

an open and rather swampy plain just above the village was an especially favourite

locality for them ; also at Thaoba, the next village on the Kishengunga river;

again at Buj Marg in the Siddar Valley above Pahlg;im, hardly a day passed

without one or more being killed near my camp. I found them also in the Erin

nala : in fact, I imagine they are to be found on the slopes in almost every

part of the valley, only some localities are favoured by them more than others.

The first case I came across of a man being bitten by a Pohur was in the Erin

nala. It was late in the evenmg when a man arrived at my camp for medicine.

The man who was bitten, he stated, was unable to walk. Having no perman-

ganate of potash with me. I sent him some concentrated vinegar to rub into the

wound. When I saw him the next morning I found he had been bitten in the

foot ; his leg was much swollen with a ligature tied tight round it below the

knees. The man was evidently in great pain, but said he was feeling better

than he did when he sent to me on the previous night. He had not made use

of the vinegar, but on the advice of a Goojar. he had applied a number of

leeches all round the seat of the wound which had considerably relieved him.

In a few days he had quite recovered. My next case was that of a Goojar, who

managed to limp up to my camp, in the Siddar Valley. There were the usual

symptoms, but there was less swelling than in the first case. The wound was

in the foot, the man having been bitten m the foot while cutting grass. J

treated him with permanganate of potash and he was all ri^ht again in a day

or two. My w orse case was that of a young fellow, who resided at Mundlan

in the Siddar Valley. He was bitten in the ankle, and sent for me as soon as

he reached home. I was with him in half an hour. His leg was much swollen

he had tied a ligature above the wound, and his mother was bathing his foot,

with a native concoction of mud and some kind of herb. After washing the

wound, Ilanced it until the blood flowed freely and then applied the permanga-

nate of potash. On the following morning, he was better and the next day

about again. A few days after this, while out shikaring a Goojar was brought

to me. He had been bitten some days before, on the point of the thumb-
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The nsnal swelling had disappeared bnt his thumb was quite black, the ball

being filled to bursting, with decomposed blood. He had never thought of

lancing it. I did this and the permanganate of potash did the rest.

His thumb was saved, but it looked very like: mortification when I first

saw it.

I made many inquiries, but never heard of a fatal result from a bite. The

permanganate of potash treatment certainly had good results. The natives

soon recognized this, evcm my shikari, who started by laughing at it, but ail

the same, was one of the many applicants for a supply of it, when I was

leaving Kashmir.

The so-called Gunas or Ghanus of Kashmir is found at lower elevations as a

rule than the Pohur. It is a larger snake than the latter, of an ashy grey

colour, with 25 to 26 scales in the middle of the body. There is, in a

specimen I shot, some indistinct light brown markings at the back of the head.

The 13 or 14 central scales on the back are unmarked ; then comes a line of

the same Ight brown colour, on either side, all down the back and the scales

extending from these coloured lines to the ventral scales, some six in number

on either side, are all more or less marked with the same colour. All my speci-

mens were too much damaged for me to fix the identity of the snake with any

degree of certainty. A damaged skin, I possess, measui-es 'll inches in length.

The hrad is covered with small scales. As well as I can judge from Major

Wall's description I think the snake must be Vipera lebetina. The natives

declared that an old Gunas not Pnhur as stated by Colonel Unwin, grew hairs

on its head. I offered a large reward for a hairy specimen, but with no result 1

The natives state that the bite of a Gunus is generally fatal. I never came

across a case, but have no reason for doubting their word.

L. L. FENTON. Lt.-Col.

N. Devon, 30th September 1909.

No. XXX.—DO WILD ANIMALS DIE A NATURAL DEATH.
I was much interested in finding that Col. Evans has, on page 273 of

Vol. XIX of the Journal, taken up the question I started. But before

writing any further I would like to point out that in my letter which he

refers to I have not been dealt with quite fairly by the printer's devil. He has

put in stops which I do not think were in my letter and in one place he has

made me write "entirely Europeans, not the Natives of the jungles."

What I wrote was "not onhj Europeans, hut the Natives of the jungles,"

which quite alters my letter as printed. My idea is that no wild

animal ever gets the chance of d3ing from old age, but is always killed off and

eaten by some other animal directly the powers that Nature has endowed him

with become impaired. Possibly disease carries them off, but if so what be-

.-omes of them, for dead animals are seldom met with, and in the case of such

as ire found, death is ordinarily due to some violence that has been met with.

I would have said in the absence of the instances given by Col. Evans, death
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ifi always traceable to violence of some sort or other ; for I have never

oome across any dead wild animals beyond the one mentioned in my first

letter (and even that one may have been killed by a snake) that has not been

killed by a tiger or met with a violent death of some sort or other. One does

read of animals retiring to some secluded spot to die in, but what secluded

spots are there that antelope (the animals that swarm in such numbers on the

hot plains of India) can retire to ? My question " Has any one ever come

across vultures feeding on a dead wild animal ?" of course, alludes to animals

that have died a natural death.

W. G. BETHAM, i.f.s.

FramptoN-on-Severn, Glodcestershire,

^ih August, 1909.

No. XXXI.—ENTOMOLOGICAL NOTES,

(a)

—

The International Congress.

An International Congress of Entomology is to be held in 1910 at Brussels,

a little time before the International Congress of Zoology to be held at Graz,

This Congress will be the first for Entomology as a separate subject, and

resolutions made by the Congress will then be put before the Zoological

Congress.

An Indian Sub-committee has been formed of which the Honorary

Secretary of this Society is a member
;
printed information will be sent out to

all who are interested; the Sub-committee are especially anxious to find a

delegate to represent India at the Congress , and hope to hear of some

member of the Society who is keen on Entomology and who will be in Europe

at that time and willing to attend the Congress, which meets from August 1st to

6th. The Subcommittee also wishes to obtain papers to be read at the Congress

and will be very glad to hear from members who will submit papers on any

branch of Entomology. The Congress is meant to discusss all aspects of

entomology, the applied as well as the technical, and it is hoped that such

important questions as insects and disease, insects in relation to man and

agiiculture will be a feature of the Congress. Papers may be sent to the

Honorary Secretary, or to the Chairman of the Indian Sub-committee, the

Imperial Entomologist at Pusa.

{b)—The Indian Nemopterid and its Food.

In " Indian Insect Life" (p. KJO) some notes were given upon the egg and larva

of the common hemopterid {Croce fVpennis WeaUl) ; since that time, these

larvae have continued to flourish in captivity, and it has been found that their

food is the egg and immature stages of the common fish insect {Acrolelsa

eollaris, Fabr.) which is so abundant in houses ; to feed the former, the fish

insect is being bred also. The larva of Croce has not as yet developed the long

neck, characteristic of the larva figured in text-books : its development is
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alow, and it is apparently one-brooded, a whole year being occupied by its

metamorphosis. The larva is small, soft and whitish in colour ; it is probably
extremely common in houses, but lives a retired life, being active at night.

Oroee /Uipennts larva, first stage.

Acrotalsa egg ( X 15).

The fish insect is fed wholly upon paper, and thrives on that diet ; its eggs

are soft, oval white eggs, laid, in captivity, among the paper loosely and not

adhering to each other on the paper. The nymphs are readily reared on

paper, and the whole life history goes on in an ordinary bottle containing torn-

up paper.

In the Pusa Laboratory, which has been occupied only one year, there has

been a plague of fish insects which have multiplied enormously, feeding on all
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abels, papers, etc.. which are not poisoned or shut up. This is hkely to be due to

the fact that, as yet, Croce Jilipennls has not found the building to be a suitable

habitat, and the fish insect is breeding unchecked when, in an old building,

its enemy would also be in occupation. This may apply also to other enemies

of the fish insect if there are any ; the fish insect was brought into the Labora-

tory with records, etc., and is extremely abundant now.

(c.)—Storage op Inskcts.

In a previous issue of this Journal, some information was given about storage

of pinned insects. Another year's experience has shown that the paraffin-

napthalin box described there has been almost entirely successful ; in three

boxes, out of over 150, mould appeared on a few specimens
;
no insects were

found attacking the specimens at all.

A modification of the box, in which an enamelled cork sheet, set in paraffin,

was put in the bottom of the box, and the paraffin-naphthalene mixture above,

has proved a failure, and the box, as originally made, is apparently the best. No

benzene or other chemical at all is applied to these boxes, and, in spite of a

very wet season, the collections have been better preserved than in any previous

year.

(d.)—Alcides.

The genus .4 tor/es. among the weevils, is known to contain several species

injurious to crops, and a new one has recently been added ; A collaris, Pasc.

has been reared from swellings found upon the stems of tur plants ( Cujanus

indicus ) ; these swellings are like galls, found upon the stem at soil level on

young plants at Dharwar farm. The grub is in the gall and pupates there, the

weevil emerging by biting through the gall. The insect is in no way a serious

pest, as it is not a common or abundant insect ; so little is known of weevil's

life-histories that this record is of interest ; the other two common species

of A Icides in India breed in cotton ( A Icides leopardus 01 ) ;
and in species of

Sesbania used as shade for the growth of pan iAle ides bubo, F.), both being

destructive pests where they occur.

(e).—The Deccan Grasshoppei:.

Amongst the interesting occurrences of the year is the study of

the curious wingless Grasshopper of the Deccan, which has been

doing an increasing amount of damage, culminating in a fairly large outbreak

this year. The insect is a species of Orthacris of the Pyrgimorphim

division of the Acridriidcc ; five Indian species are described and the present

species is probably a new one.

It is, when mature, wingless, and resembles an ordinary hopper
;

it is likely

to be one of the insects which, by coupling in a wingless and therefore ap-

parewii?/ immature condition, has given rise to the statement that there ai-e

80
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species in India which couple before completing the matamorphosis and

passing through the last moult. The other species associated with this be-

lief is the Rice Grasshopper [Hieroglyphus banian, Fabr.) which has short-

winged mature forms, which look like nymphs but are really mature ; these of

coarse couple and lay eggs while appearing to be nymphs.

(/.)—New Rhynchota.

Large numbers of new Rhynchota are still being described by

Mr. Distant, the last series being in the Annales de la Societe' de Belgique,

where thirty species are added to the Indian fauna. The most interesting

are the three species of Salda and two of Aradus ; these obscure families are

little collected or known in India, and there are probably many species to be

found in the moist hill tracts of India. S<ilda pmana Dist, described from

specimens that were mutilated by the Post Office in transit to England, was

found at Lebong on the boulders in the river over which the water pours

producing a thick growth on the sheltered underside of green moss, in which

lives a very peculiar fauna. The collector in the hills will find extremely

interesting material in such localities. The appendix volume of the Rhynchota

in which all the new species will be described, wUl be awaited with interest, and

it is to be hoped that all who have collections of Rhynchota will have them

examined, and the new species sent to Mr, Distant for inclusion in this

volume.

{g).
—Where Cicindela Breeds.

Cicindelid beetles are common insects of the plains, occurring abundantly

in crops, waste lands, and especially on flooded lands at the close of the rains.

While larvse which corresponded with C'ldude'a larvae, in Europe have been

found in wet sand near rivers, they have been so rarely found that they

could not represent the common species -p hich occur in abundance. Recently

such larvae have been found in greater abundance and under circumstances

that point to their being the common species so abundant in the plains. The

larvas were found in land which had been slightly waterlogged and so was

well compacted and solid after the rains closed; each larva lives in a vertical

tunnel, as is well-known, the tunnel ending at the surface in a round hole ; when

one looks at the soil in which such larvae are living, one sees a small hole
;

watching it and then looking away at others, the original hole disappears and

cannot be seen ; Cicindela larva has come up, and its flat darx head has filled

up the top level with the soil ; if one moves, down goes the Cicindela, and the

hole is at once obvious. Such holes are common in wet lands in October, and the

tunnels extend down about five inches into the soil ; the Cicindtla larva grips

anything that runs over by its recurved mandibles, which project over the

head; it then goes down with the victim, feeds on it, and placing the empty

skin on the flat head ascends to the surface and jerks the remains away

clear of the opening of the tunnel.
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In September, the common species of Cicindela are extremely abundant as

beetles on wet alluvial lands near rivers, on the wetter parts of cultivated

lands whure the soil is compact and are presumably layino the eggs from which

come the larvae to be found in late October, before which time the beetles are

dead.

Cicimlela has not, in this countiy, been reared as yet; ail our previous

attempts have been failures, but with a larger supply of material, we hope

to be more successful.

(/i).—Attraction to Light.

In "Indian Insect Life" (p. 106) we have discussed this point, and those

who have read the interlude there may be interested in the subject. Forel,

the author of " The Senses of Insects," has there pointed out (hat the attiac-

fcion of a bright light is probably due to the confusion produced in the brain

of the insect by a concentrated point of light, an effect occurring in

Nature only from the sun which is overheard, while our lights are at

the insect's level. He also rightly points out that household insects are

not attracted by light, being accustomed to our artificial lights and not attiact-

ed by them. On the other hand, moths especially are freely attracted by a

large white sheet, that is, an area of diffused white light, in preference to a

point of light.

A long series of experiments were made in India with coloured lights, but

they yielded little result of interest.

Another point is that the bulk of the insects which come to light are crepus-

cular soil insects, accustomed to fly in the dark and entirely unaccustomed to

a concentrated bright light.

We have found also that in bad weather, many insects come to light that do

not ordinarily do so, and we believe this is not so much the light as shelter

from the wind. Bees and dragon flies are quite common at lights in houses

in rough weather, wheieas they are never so found ordinarily ; the bees have

presumably been overtaken before they could reach the rest, and the diagon

flies, ordinarily sleeping out in an exposed position, are the first to feel a high

wind and be blown away.

Light traps are in fairly common use as against some pests, especially in the

tropics, but the opinion is often expressed that a light trap catches more

beneficial than injurious insects, and so does harm. We believe this to be

an entirely mistaken idea ; the ' parasites' that the light is supposed to

attract are usually winged ants.

(0.

—

The Eggs of Oligotoma.

EmhiidiB are insects, of which not much is known, though they are

to be found in most localities in India. In the plains all attempts to rear

them have failed, but under more favourable circumstances at Lebong, at
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an elevation 5,000 feet. OUgotoma saundersi lived for weeks in captivity

laying eggs freely. The eggs are oval, pearly-white, laid singly or a few
together on the tree or the bark under which they live, in or near the silvery

ramifying tubes prepared by the insects. The young are white and
become pink as they grow older. We found colonies of these insects in all

stages under the bark of a dead tree ; in captivity they lived quite well,

feeding apparently upon the bark ; there was no other food and the colony

throve and multiplied, laying eggs freely.

In the plains the colony died, despite all precautions, probably from the

altered conditions of moisture.

H. MAXWELL LEFROY
Agricultural Research Institute.

PusA, Bengal, December. 1909.

No. XXXII—SOME NOTES ON THE PALM OREODOXA REGIA.

{With a Plate.)

Oreodoxa regia, though a native of Cuba, is very commonly found cultivated

in Indian gardens. As might well be expected, it is treated of by many
botanists, but strange to say their descriptions sometimes widely differ from

one another, as will be seen from the following short account :

—

Bentham and Hookeri say that there are two complete spathes, the lower

one semi-cylindrical as long as the spadix, the upper one ensiform, split on

the ventral side. Kunth- mentions that there is only one spathe. Scheffer*

is also of the same opinion. In a specimen which I examined there are clearly

two spathes. The whole inflorescence, a compound spadix, is enclosed in a big

complete spathe measuring 3'-l" (fig.I-a). A second incomplete spathe entirely

surrounds the lower half of the complete spathe. The incomplete spathe is

l'-2" long on the ventral side and 9" on the dorsal (fig. I-fe). The outer one is

incomplete in a later stage, but may have been complete in the beginning and

due to the faster growth of the inner spathe, left incomplete. In the beginning

of January when I observed the spathes, the inner one was about 1' long and

the outer about 3". At the end of June they attained their full development.

The incomplete spathe detaches itself from the inflorescence, leaving a scar

(fig I.-c), sometime before the complete spathe opens. The complete spathe

opens ventrally by a slit (fig. I-d).

Kunth says that the flower bearing branches of the spadix measure fi-om

3" to 4". In my specimen they were from 2" to 6" long. The girth of the

main peduncle is 6". The primary as well as the secondary peduncles are

scurvy. The length of the inflorescence is 2'-3".

' Genera plantarum , Vol. III. p. 898-900.

- Kunth in Humb. ot liompl. nova Gen. et. Spec. pi. Vol. I, p- 244.

Scheffer in a manuscript note according to Beccari in ' lUustrazione dialcune Palme

Viventi nel Giardino Botanicn di Baitenzorg in Annales du jardin Botaniqne de

Baitenzorsr, Vol. II, p, 148.
"
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The flowers are unisexual. The male flowers are in pairs, while the female

flowei-s are solitary. Each female flower is situated between and below every

pair of male flowers.

The sepals are three, white, membranous, sub-ovbicular and obtuse. The

aestivation is imbricate (fig. III.) Thp sepals of female flowers are longer than

those of the male (figs. IV, VIII).

Beccari^ mentions that it is not seldom to find a second whorl of petals, in

male flowers, alternating with the outer whorl of petals. I examined many

flowers, but did not notice the presence of this second whorl. The petals are

three, white, linear, oblong, obtuse, concave and longitudinally striated. The

aestivation is valvate (fig. II.) The petals of the male flowers are longer than

those of the female (figs. IV, VIII).

The male flowers when closed are longer than broad (fig. IV). The anthere

are pinkish, sagittate and versatile (fig. VI). The stamens are f)-9, nine

predominating. The filaments are flattened at the base. A subglobose

pistilode, as big as a poppy seed, is situated in the centre of the flower, sur-

rounded by the whorl of stamens (fig.V-a). The pistilode is trilocular. The

pollen grains are more or less oval.

Bentham and Hooker" mention that the ovary is bilocular. I examined

many flowers and found the ovary to be trilocular. In some, false dissepi-

ments were also observed (fig. IX). There are six stamiuodes surrounding

the ovary and so to say forming a cupule (fig. Vll-a). I did not notice any

more details in the female flowers, as they had not opened when I examined

them.
J. P. MULLAN.M.A.

Bombay, 30th July, 1909.

No. XXXIII.—ENVIRONMENT VERSUS NATURAL SELECTION
AS THE CAUSE OF COLOURATION IN ANIMALS.

In the course of his very interesting paper " Some Nature Notes, " which

appeared on pp. 399 et aeq. of Vol. XIX, No. 2, of the Journal, Col. Burton

contributed some remarks bearing on the subject of protective colouration.

The author of that paper looks with suspicion upon the view generally held

by naturalists and considers them "rather far fetched". He quotes Mr.

Selous. the South African authority, in support of the theory he opposes to

that of protective colouration, viz., the effect of environment.

This is a matter of great interest which, I believe, has not hitherto been

discussed in our Journal, and I hope, therefore, that I may be allowed to

trespass in a small measure on its pages.

The views of practical observers like Col. Burton and Mr. Selous are deserving

of the highest consideration and they are fully entitled to an opinion, but,

1 Bercaii 1. c.

Bentham and Hooker 1. c.
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I venture to suggest that those who agi-ee with them in this matter do so under

a partial misconception of the foundations upon which the theory of protective

colouration is built. That there is such a misconception I hold to be proved

by the presence of the following sentences culled from the two authors.

Col. Burton, in the above quoted contribution, en page 401, writes "I am
inclined to think that colouration is far more due to environment, to the colour

of the surroundings and to climatic causes, than to sexual seleciion for protective

purposes.

"

Mr. Selous, in his " African Nature Notes and Reminiscences " says, on page

5, line 1 .
"

, . . . The colour of the leucoryx has not been

brought about in order to serve as a protection against enemies. " (In both

cases the italics are mine.)

I think the misconception in either case is patent, though peihaps the word

sexual in the first quotation is a clerical error and should read miivral. It

appears to me that both authors have misundeistood the theory of protective

colouration by adaptation through natural selection.

It is perhaps possible to agree that some naturalists have claimed to explain

too much by the light of this hypothesis, but, reading carefully through Mr.

Selous two chapters on protective colouration, the impression created is that

he rejects protective colouration altogether, though not positively stating

the fact.

Now it is quite possible that environment has some irfluence on the coloura-

tion of animals (though that has to be proved as well as the exact agency

through which it acts) ; but this in no way affects the theory of protective

colouration, rather the contrary.

Every one will admit that if it is environment that influences colouration, it

must do so in a great variety of shades to account for the great differences in

tlie colour of aaimals inhabiting the same locality, e. g., tiger, san.bar, sloth

bear, bison, etc., in India ; and the divergence is still more striking in South

Africa with the lion, the zebra, the buflalo and the various splendidly coloured

antelopes living in the same plains.

This being so, then either all animals, under this influence, should eventually

assume the same coats, or else external specific features must tend to disappear

as there is nothing to fix the colour, which may, at any time, be gradually

changed to any of the other colours brought about by the particular environ-

ment.

We here come to the " clou :" there must be some force or influence to fix

a particular colour and we have that agency in natural seleciion.

Nothing is more certain than the fact that constant slight variations in dimen-

sions as well as in colour do crop up among animals of the same species.

Probably no two individuals are exactly alike in every respect. No one will

quarrel, I think, with the assertion that no variation, however slight, can fail

to reach in some, way on the organism in which it appeals. In the vast

majority of cases, however, this reaction is so infinitesimal that it may be
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entirely neglected. But a point must come when it is no longer negligible, and

now its influence must inevitably be either harmful or beneficial to the anima<.

Here natural selection steps in. If the variation is definitely haimful it can-

not endure, if. on the contrary, it is beneficial it will be handed down and

become permanent. I leave out of count such variations that may arise by

correlation. These in no sense affect the argument, for it then becomes merely

a question of which of the correlated variations exercises the more potent

influence.

The mere fact that animals are usually coloured in harmony with their

surroundings is no disproof of protective colouiation as our authors would

infer, fur, obviously, to be protected by its colour the animal mint hr iv harihony

mth its environment, subject to certain exceptions that will be dealt with anon.

No one, as far as I know, claims that an animal attains a certain colour or

marking in order that its colouration should serve as a protection. But rather

because it has tended towards a similarity with its environment, natuial selection

preserves and intensifies the similarity.

There can be little doubt that variations occur in a direction away from the

general colour scheme of the environment but it is exactly those variations

that natural selection tends to suppiess, unices they subserve some other and

more important purpose, or the same purpose in another way.

So it may be seen that it is precisely where the hypothesis of protective

colouration might fail that that of colouration by the influence of the envi-

ronment would also fall short.

It is, however, quite possible that environment (in conjunction with other

causes) gives the first impetus towards protective colouration and this is then

seized upon and worked up by natural selection, which in itself, of course, is

incapable of initiating a variation.

Dnles's it can be proved that it is of advantage in resisting climatic rigours,

there is no intrinsic value to an organism in being colouied in haimcny with

its environment. But where such colour:is protective against its enemies or

facilitates the obtaining of its food, the benefit is distinct and it will be

perpetuated.

One of the points both authors wish to make in disproof of protective

colouration, is that it can only be effective when animals are motionless, and

that they betray themselves as soon as they stir, even if it be only a switch of

the tail. This is obvious and it cannot be contended that protective colour-

ation conceals the animal at all times and under all conditions. In the nature

of things this is out of the question for any being less well endowed than the

chameleon, and even that reptile requires a little time. But an attentive

perusal of Mr. Selous' book will show that protectively coloured animals do

benefit by their colouration. It must also be within the experience of eveiy

big game hunter to have intently gazed upon an animal whose coat blended

with the back ground without seeing it until it has suddenly dashed oft', giving

no chance of a shot.
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Animals that are protectively coloured are in the habit of remaining motion-

less when alarmed, thus unconsciously giving full play to their special safe

guard.

Again reading Mr. Selous' account of the manner in which lions stalk their

prey must convince one that these carnivora owe a great debt to the colour

of theii- skin and, what is more, that they understand how to take full advan-

tage of the fact.

To contend that colouration gives complete protection under all conditions

involvts one in the following reductio ad absurdum. The natural corollary to

the contention is that carnivorous animals would never secure any prey,

except by mere chance, and therefore, would rapidly disappear through starv-

ation, while at the same time, no herbivorous animal would ever escape from

a protectively coloured beast of prey and they too would all succumb.

It is to be presumed that the opponents of natural selection (for that is

what it amounts to) admit that colouration and markings in animals are the

result of a process of evolution and that the instinct to remain perfectly still

under danger is likewise brought about of evolution. Then, believing as they

do in the environment theory, they must hold that the two characteristics

were evolved separately and unconnectedly and yet eventually were united,

for they are shared in the same, or almost the same-degree by every individ-

ual of the same species.

This is surely too much to concede. The two traits must have been

evolved together and the one as a complement to the other, as each apart

would be more or less useless, if not often harmful.

The theory of colouring induced by environment seems to me necessarily to

exclude variation in colouration. Once a species is coloured in harmony with

its surroundings and as a result of them, they would not be able to vary much
thereafter, as the same influence, it must be presumed, would tend to bring

them baciv to the lype.

But there is nothing more certain than the fact that variations constantly

do occur, which variations if harmful will again disappear and if beneficial

will endure and become fixed into new types. If the new type has a distinct

advantage over the parent the latter will tend to disappear, otherwise the

variation becomes a well defined race or variety, and in course of time draws

further and more definitely apart and evolves into a new species—possibly

eventually into a new genus.

With colouration by environment new species could only arise when some
of the individuals of a species migrated to new regions, the environments of

which w^ould differ to a certain extent from that they have left. But, as a

matter of fact, we know that new species arise in the same localities, the

original type often enduring side by side with the new.

It must not be forgotten that, as a rule, the evolutionary process is slow

and spread over a period of very many years.

Mr. Selous states that zebras, irapala antelopes, giraffes, etc., are very striking
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objects Id their uiituiiil smiouiuliiig.s und thai, tliercforo, there can be uo

([uestion of protective colouration in their case, Tliero seems to be a diversity

of opinion on this subject, as shown by C'oh'>nol Burton in his ((notation from

Sir Samuel Baker (page 40.>). However, even ailmitting that Mr. Selons is

right, it cripples his theory of colouration by environment at least as mnoli.

This brings me to the weakest point of the environment theory —it fails to

give a satisfactory cause for mimicry. ]Mr. Selons attempts to prn[) his case

by one reference to those phenomena, but. in rny humble (tpinion, fails

entirely to achieve his object.

He describes a South African butterfly

—

Precis arlaaia-—which below is

coloured in the exact resemblance of a dead leaf, but is bright hned above

(apparently a very similar insect to the Indian genus Kalliina). He explains

the markings of the undorsurface of the wings by the influence of the dead

leaves of the forest floor among which this butterfly settles. This indeed

must strike one as far fetched. One might admit that, through some at

present still mysterious agency, the environment of dead leaves could in-

fluence the butterfly to assume a universal sombre hue, or even a blotched

appearance vaguely resembling the colour and shape of a dead leaf, but that

it can call into being markings closely copying the venation of a leaf and add a

short tail to the hind wing to represent the leaf stalk, is more than the imagin-

ation will rise to.

Then, too, how is one to account for the bright colours of the dorsal aspect

of the insect ? Is one to understand that the action of the environment is more

or less of a photographic nature and does not act on the upper surface because

the wings are usually held applied together, or because they are turned away

from the dead leaves V Accepting the influence of environment it seems more

reasonable to believe that the effect is through a reaction of ihc whole

vital organism and not merely on surfaces exposed.

Mr. Selous goes on to state that there seems no reason why butterflies in

South Africa should be protectively coloured as he has never seen a bird

attempt to catch a butterfly, but these insects have other enemies, hzards for

instance.

There are numberless examples of more or less perfect mimicry, some so

minutely accurate in every detail as to be absolutely inexplicable except by

adaptation for protective purposes working through natural selection.

And this adaptation must be not merely on the one side but interacting on

both—the prey and the preyer. The one becoming more and more perfect

for concealment while the other becomes more and more qualified to detect

the fraud.

At least no more plausible, no more convincing hypothesis, indeed no other

credible explanation, has as yet been suggested to my knowledge.

It was Bates, I think, who described an incident of which he was an eye

witness in South America, I write from memory and may be incorrect in

detail, l)ut the main facts are accurate.

31
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Bates observed a species of mantis that closely imitated a leaf •which found

itself in the tiack of an aimy of the terrible foraging an Is of those regions.

Seeming aware of its dangerous situation it remained perfectly inert, while the

ants crawled over it and left it unmolested. Had it moved in the slightest

it would inevitably have been torn to pieces,

Agam we have butterflies that obtain comparative immunity through their

close resemblance to other lepidoptera which are distasteful lo animals that

prey on this class of insects. Others again mimic bees and wasps. Certain

spiders and mantids in this country are fashioned so as to be indistinguishable

from ants without the very closest scrutiny. Other spiders escape detection

through their similarity to the particles of debris that conglomerate in their

webs and among which they squat motionless. Yet another Indian spider

—

Peucetia viriuana—is strikingly like the fruit of a small shrub

—

Jatropha gossypi-

folia. It undoubtedly secures much of its living booty by squatting among

flowers and pouncing on unwary insect visitors in search of honey, they mistak-

ing the spider for the fruit. This spider does not restrict itself to the

shrub referred to and may be found on other shrubs, therefore its colour and

marking cannot be due to environment. Besides why should it not resemble

the flowers of Jatropha, the latter are more striking, being red, the berry being

light-green traversed by a few whitish lines—all of which as well as the long

hairs on the stalk are admirably reproduced on the spider's abdomen and legs.

Let us now consider the blight and very showy colours of certain caterpil-

lars and Orthopteia, or of the large spider common in many Indian jungles, a

very conspicuous object suspended in the middle of a large yellow viscous web

stretched across paths or dealings

—

NqjJdIa maculuta. These colours cannot be

accounted for as induced by environment. They are, however, explained by

natural selection, for they aie warning colours. The creatuies thus colomed

are distasteful to the enemies of allied animals for one reason or another, and

it is to their advantage to blazon abroad, that all that fly may know, the fact

that they are unsavoury—perchance poisonous.

That this is not mere speculation is proved by many recorded observations.

In the pages of our Jou.nal some yeais ago (I have not access to my books at

present) a note was published on the subject of a bear in captivity, that held

brilliantly adorned locusts in abhorence, though inordinately fond of others

of more sober
(
protectively coloured) dress.

Numerous other facts of a like nature might be quoted, but I need only

refer the reader to the pages of Darwin and Wal'ace and I will content my-

self with one more and that perhaps the most striking of any, in support of

my thesis.

I ask how else than by the theoiy of protective colouration fosteied by

natural solection is the extraordinarily faithful imitation by ctrtain moths of

the excreta of birds to be explained. These moths usually lie on green leaves

just in the position chance fallen excreta would take up. It requiiesa close

inspection to recognise the one fiom the other, as any one who saw thia
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year's Darwin exhibit at tlie Natural History Museum at South Kensington will

testify to. And the resemblance in living specimens is slill more deceptive.

Here, surely, no sketch of imagination can bring environmental colouration

into play—that would require the moths to be gieen.

To me the recital of the above argumenls seem to prove conclusively that

whatever the effect of environment on the colouration of animals it cannot

explain all the known facts, whereas protective colouration (including warn-

ing colours') through the agency of natural selection, docs.

While on the subject of Colonel Burton's article perhaps I may be peimitted

to add a note to his remarks anent wanton slaughter by tigers.

Some years ago in Ganjam a tigress, accompanied by two cubs still too

young to do their own killing, butchered four cows at different points sieveial

furlongs apart in the same night. Only one was partly eaten and a native

shikari shot the tigress at this kill while I was preparing to sit over one of the

others, not having heard till too late that there were more than cne. Ihe

explanation in this case may be that the mother was instructing her cubs in

the art of cattle killing,

C. E. C. FISCHER.

CoiMBATORE, \th December 1909.

No. XXXIV.-ON THE OCCURRENCE OF THE BUTTERFLY

ATELLA ALCIPPE, CRAMER, IN TRAVANCOKE,

Through the courtesy of the Director of the Government Museum, Tiivan-

driim. I have had sent me a specimen of the above butterfly, which was

captured by Mr. Hockin at Kalasagarem in June 190fi. This is the first occur-

rence of this iusect in Travancore. and I was not aware, until the last number

of the Journal appeared (No. 3, Vol, XIX), that it occurred in S, India at all

but Mr, Bell states that it is very local in Kanara.

We can now understand how the butteifly reached Cey'on. which before

was inexplicable. When I described the Ceylon form under the name

A.alcippe race ceijlonica (V o\. XIV. p. 716). the nearest habitat then known

was Sikhim and the Andaman Islands. The specimen from Travancore

conforms to the type, and is markedly different from the Ceylon race, which

is distinguished by the uniformly black apex to the forewing. The late

Mr de Niceville gave a useful list of the known species of the group in his

paper entitled " On new and little known butterflies, mostly from the

Oriental region," Vol. XIV. p. 243.

N. MANDERS, Lielt.-Col., f.z.s.. f,e.s,

Colombo, December 1909.
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EXTRACTS FROM THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETINGS OF

THE BALUCHISTAN NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY HELD IN

THE QUETTA MUSEUM AND LIBRARY BUILDING ON 20ni

JULY, 2Gth AUGUST, SOtii SEPTEMBER AND 28Tn OCTOBER
1909.

2d/h July 1909.

Reud IcLtor dated ilie 28th July 1909, from Major F. C. Webb-Ware, C.I.E.,

and an extract from letter of the same date from Mr, G. H. Frost, regarding

the Quctta Cicada, The Honorary Secretary remarked that on the 3rd July

he found a pupa crawling on the ground and that the flying insect emerged in

an hour's time. He also remarked that all the flying insects in the station had

disappeared by about the 10th of the month.

Dated 20th July 1909.

Dear Mr. Cummixg, •

Your interesting note on the subject of the Cicada which recently appeared

in such numbers in Quetta. I have been connected with Quetta now for

nearly 20 years, but I certainly do not recollect the swarms or in fact any but

isolated insects of this species. There is a small type of this same insect

which is common to Baluchistan, and is usually to be found where fairly long

grass grows. For instance, I have frequently seen it at Pishin. The pupa in,

I think, the larger number of cases emerges in its pupa covering from the

ground and climbs on to a branch of the nearest tree. Y^ou will always find

their holes below trees or bushes. The pupa then suns itself for a short period

and emerges from its covering which splits open down the back. After sunning

itself for some little time, the fully developed insect dries and then can take

to flight. The noise they make is due to the rapid vibration of a membrane

which is situated on either side of where the body and extremity join.

They emit three or four notes, and I dare say you noticed that the Cicada

on one tree always emit the same note. The most interesting fact to ascertain

is why it is that these insects should have appeared in such numbers this

year, also their method of propagating their species, etc. In Australia you

obtain various kinds of the same, but they run to li to 2 inches long, and have

the most brilliant colouring, gold being common. In Seistan the Cicada—

a

small black type—used to give us considerable trouble by appearing uninvited

at dinner,—Yours sincerely,

F. C. WEBB-WARE.
Di:ar Sir,

I notice the black ants are carrying the eggs of the Cicada away and should

therefore be the means of great reduction in the number that comes to the

larval stage.

[Sd.) (i. 11. l-'UOST,
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Road letter, diitctl tlu" Kitli July l'JOO,from Captain A. 1), G. Ramsay lu l\w

Ilon'ble the Agent to the Govcrnoi'-Gcncral, suggesting that Beekeeping he

tried as an experiment in Ijaluchisstan : also a note l»y tlic Honorary Secretnrv

to the effect that, although no honey beca had so far been found in Quetta, he

did not SCO why they should not thrive if imported. Ho added that honey was

procurable in parts of Chagai District, !Mr. Porter rcuiarked tiiat honey was

also tt) i)e found in Tlindubagli and the Khojak, and that Mr. tf. R. (J. l)ol)I)s.

the OtVg. Revenue Commissioner, was in correspondence with him, with a view

to experimenting with Bee-keeping in Quetta. The members wore of opinion

that they knew of no reason wliy the experiment should not prove a success.

2C}th August ]'J09.

The Honorary Secretary then passed round for inspection :

—

(1) A collection of vertebrate fossils, mostly from the Bugti country,

which had been kindly identified for the Museum by (he Director, Geological

Survey of India, Calcutta.

(2) A collection of local butterflies and bugs kindly named by Colonel C.

Swinhoe and Mr. Waterhouse of the British Museum.

(o) A wagtail returned by the Honorary Secretary, Bombay Natural

History Society, which had been identified by Dr. Hartert of Tring as " a

female of j\fotaciUa citreola or citreolades.'^

(4) A copy of '• Saunder's Manual of British Birds, " purchased by the

Museum.

(5). A sample ( t> inch cube ) of Baluchistan marble from the Kaliar

Nallah, near Quetta, presented by Mr. C. H. Dracott, with an analytical report

thereon by Mr. James Cleghorn, Consulting Engineer.

Read letter No. Herb, 275-1-7, dated 17th June 1909, from the Superintend-

ent, Royal Botanic Gardens. Calcutta, identifying a curious horned fruit found

at Ahmadkhanzai near Quetta, last March, as Martynia prohoscuha.

The meeting was then thrown open to the members, and Lieutenant Bignell

reported that he had come across several Cicada during the 1st week of August

on the top of Tsut hill, a little over 10,000 feet.

There being no further business, Major Goodwin thanked Mr. Dracott for

his gift of a sample of Baluchistan marble and for the analytical report he had

obtained on it. He then asked the members to do what they could to bring in

specimens of the various bugs of the country, many of which were new to

science, and reminded them that the birds were once again pas-sing through-

the country on migration and affording collectors a fresh opportunity of add-

ing to their knowledge of the avifauna of Baluchistan.

30</i September 1 900.

Read list of donations made to the Museum fluring the month, tlio exhibits

(hemsclves being passed round for tlio inspection of members except in the

case of three very interesting live snakes, a 9 feet Python, a Cobra ( in cage)
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and an Eryxjo^iwi, found by Mr. Flynn at the river Habb between Sind and

Baluchistan, which were placed on the table and viewed at a respectful distance

by some of the members who left their chairs for the time being. Of the other

exhibits, the most important were a Beech ^larten from the Staff College, pre-

sented by Miss Tranaka, a Common Wryneck from Quetta, presented by

Lieutenant A. M. Lloyd, and a lot of butterflies from Ziarat, collected and

mounted by Mr. B. H. Ford.

Read note from the Hon'ble President, expressing his delight with Mr. Ford's

collection of butterflies.

Resolved that the thanks of the members be conveyed to Mr. Ford for his

valuable collection of butterflies.

Read appeals published by the Bombay Natural History Society:

—

(1) From Mr. E. C. Stuart Baker, asking for information as to the breeding

of the rarer species of Grouse with eggs of all species either on loan or as

•rifts in exchange, and for information as to the dates on which Woodcock, Snipe

and Jack Snipe are first and last shot in any part of India, the relative dates of

arrival and departure of Fantail and Pintails, and the proportion they form in

bags made at different times of the year.

(2j From Professor Powell, of the Northcote Hospital, Bombay, for

large Earth Worms, either alive in some of the eartli in which found or in

methylated spirits.

(3) From Mr. N. B. Kinnear, Keeper of the Museum, Bombay Natural

History Society

—

(a) For beetles common or rare from all over the Indian Empire ; and

(i) For information on the migration of birds.

Resolved that members be requested to do what they can to assist in the

above directions.

Read letter, dated 13th September 1909, from Mr. James Cleghorn, C.E,,

Consulting Engineer, Calcutta, to Mr. C. H. Dracott, reporting on the utility

of the Baluchistan marble for general building purposes.

Read note by Mr. C. H. Dracott, recording particulars regarding some

Psychidce larvae he had found at Hanna, and specimens of which were passed

round for inspection.

Read note from the Hon'ble Sir Henry McMahon, stating that he had

ascertained, from the Zoological Society, London, that " Dresser's Birds of

Europe," now out of print, was the best standard work on the Biids of

Europe, and that he was writing direct to Mr. Dresser, who has a few spare

copies, asking the terms on which he would let the Quetta Museum have one.

Read letter, No. 470, dated 16th September 1909, from Mr. Maxwell-Lefroy

embodying an interesting report on a specimen of the Lygaeid with pupa skin

and fly which was found by Mr. A. A. Flynn in Quetta last May, and had been

forwarded to Mr. Lefroy for favour of identification.

In addition to the donations received during the month, the Python {Python

molurus), Cobra {^Naia tripudiana), and Double Headed Snake (^Eryx johnW)
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exhibited alive by Mr. Flynn at the last meeting, and which had since been

killed and mounted by Mr. Flynn, were also passed round for the inspection of

such of the members who were absent on that occasion : while Mis. Drake

exhibited a curious pair of Markhor horns found on the Murdar Range, in

which one of the hoins was of the close spiral form after the Sulieman type,

and the other had open curls, like that of the Astor type.

Read letter, No. 033, dated 9th October 1909, from Mr. Maxwell- Lefroy,

stating it was impossible to identify the Fsychidae laiAa; pujcnttd by

Mr. Diacott, but that he would do so later if any of them developed into

moths.

The Hon'ble President then concluded the meeting with a few remarks. He

suggested that the Samber head and other exhibits, not of local origin, which

had been placed in the Museum, be kept apart. He desired that the thanks of

the meeting be conveyed to MullaAliffor the leopard skin he had sent in

and expressed a hope that it would not be long before another would be secured.

He further referred to the appeals read at the last meeting, and expressed the

hope that members would respond by sending in their observations on the ar-

rival and departure, etc., of Woodcock and Snipe, and the migration of birds

in general, and expressly asued that advantage be taken of the present shooting

season to secure and send in specimens of snipe, grouse, duck, hare, etc.

In conclusion he mentioned that when passing through Bombay on his return

from leave, the Honorary Secretary, Bombay Natural History Society, desired

him to thank the members of the Baluchistan Natural History Society for

their help to the Bombay Natural History Society.
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Bombay Natural History Society.

SUPPLEMENTARY CATALOGUE

OF

BOOKS
IN THE

SOCIETY'S LIBRARY.
May 1910.

The following is a list of books, under subject heads, added to the

Library since the publication of the General Catalogue of March 1908

Section 12.—Journals, Proceedings, etc., etc., however, is given in

full, as very many additions have been made and many previously

incomplete series completed in this Section.

As an appendix, is given a more detailed list of certain series in

Section 12.

[Compiled hy the Honorary Librarian.)
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I.—MAMMALS.

Animal Sketches. C.L.Morgan. 1891.

Asiatic Horns and Antlers in the Indian Museum, Catalogue of.

T. Bentham. 1908.

Mammals. See under following series given in the appendix :

—

1. Annales du Mus^e du Congo Beige.

5. British Museum.

9. Indian Museum.

10. United States National Museum (Smithsonian Institu-

tion).

11. United States Department of Agriculture.

IL—BIRDS.

Birds of Burma. H, H. Harinoton. 1909.

„ ,, Calcutta. F. Finn.

„ „ the Plains. D. Dewar. 1909.

„ that eat Scale Insects. W. L. McAtee. 1906.

Bombay Ducks. D. Dewar. 1906.

Ecdysis as Morphological Evidence of the Original Tetradactyle Fea-

thering of the Bird's Forelimb. E. Degin. (Trans. Zool. Soc,

London. 1903.)

Geese of Europe and Asia. F. Alpheraky. 1905.

Indian Ducks and their Allies. E. C. Stuart-Baker. 1908.

Migration, Recensio Critica Automatica of the Doctrine of Bird. 0.

Herman.

Ornithological Congress, Proceedmgs of the 4th International.

London. 1905.

World's Birds. F. Finn. 1908.

Birds. See also under the following series given in the appendix :

—

1. Annales du Musee du Congo Beige.

5. British Museum.

9. Indian Museum.

10. United States National Museum. (Smithsonian In-

stitution.)

U. United States Department of Agriculture.
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Ill—REPTILES.

Ophidia in Collection of Indian Museum, Notes on. Maj. F. Wall.

1909. (Records, Indian Museum.)

Poison of Venomous Snakes and methods of preventing death from

their Bite. Reprinted Papers by Sir J. Fayrer, Sir L. Brunton

and Major L. Rogers. 1909.

Sea-snakes, Monograph of the. Major F. Wall. (Mem., Asiat. Soc,

Bengal. 1909).

Venoms, Venomous Animals and Antivenomous Serum-Therapeutics.

A. Calmette. 1908.

Reptiles. See under following series given in the appendix :

—

1. Annales du Musee du Congo Belee.

5. British Museum.

9. Indian Museum.

10. United States National Museum. (Smithsonian Institu-

tion.)

IV.—FISHES.

Angler in Northern India. ' Skene Dhu'. 1910.

Angler's Handbook. v Northern Punjab Fishing Club). G. H.

Lacy. 3rd ed., 1^95.

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries. Annual Report of Proceedings

under Acts relating to Sea-Fisheries, 1906.

Ceylon Marine and Estuary Fishing. A. H. Pertwee.

Fish and Fisheries of the Fresh Waters of India, Report on. F. Day.

1871.

Fisheries of Bengal, Enquiry into. K. J. Gupta.

International Fisheries Exhibition. London. 1883.

Indian Fish and Fishing. F. Day.

Indian Section Catalogue. F. Day.

Pisciculture et d'Hydrobiologie, Station de L'Universete de Toulouse.

Bulletins 1-4. 1903-0(J.

Sea Fishing,—A Lecture. Dr. Travis Jenkins. 1909.

Fishes. See also under following series given in the appendix :

—

1. Annales du Musee du Congo Beige.

5. British Museum.

9. Indian Museum.

10. United States National Museum (Smithsonian Institution.)
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v.—INSECTS.

Anatomie de la tete du Lasius Niger. C. Janet. 1905.

Fourmis. A Forel.

Fourmis de Barbarie et de Ceylon. A. Forel. 11)09.

Fourmis de Costa Rica. A. Forel.

Fourmis de Ceylon et d'Egypte. A. Forel.

Fourmis, Observations sur les. C. Janet. 1904.

Hymenoptera new to Ceylon. 0. S. Wick war. 1906

Indian Insect Lite. H. Maxwell Lefroy. 1909.

Insects. Various Papers on C. Janet.

Insects. Various Papers on A. Forel.

Larva of Prodenia synstictis. T. B. Flelcner. 1908.

Mutation in Mosquitoes. S. E. Weber. 1907,

Notes. C. Janet.

Plume Moths from Ceylon, Description of a new. T. B. Fletcher.

1907.

Plume Moths of Ceylon. T. B. Fletcher. 1909.

Priority and Practical Entomology. H. Maxwell Lefroy. 190(S.

Insects. See also under following series given in the appendix :

—

1. Annales du Musee du Congo.

2. Agriculture, Department of, Bombay. Bulletins.

0. Agriculture, Department of Land Records and, Bombay.

Bulletins.

1. Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa.

5. British Museum.

(1. Forest Bulletins.

7. Forest Pamphlets.

9. Indian Museum.

10. United States National Musemn. (Smithsonian Institution.)

] 1. United States Department of Agriculture.

VI.—OTHER INVERTEBRATES.

Ariophanta Dalyi. W. T. Blanford.

Crustacea and Arachnids. Cambridge Nat. Hist. Series, vol. iv.

1909.

Descriptions of nine species of Ennea and Five Helicoids from

S. Africa. J. C. Melvill and J. H. Ponsonby. 1909. (AimaJs

and Mag. of Nat. Hist.)
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Eurystoma of Albers, Anatomy of genus. Lt.-Col. H. Godwin-

Austen. 1904.

Freshwater Cyclops of Long Island. E. F. Byrnes. 1909.

Helix politissima of Ceylon, Anatomy of. Lt.-Col. H. Godwin-

Austen. 1901.

Helix Basiieus from Southern India. Lt.-Col. H. Godwin-Austen.

Marine Mollusca obtained among the Islands of the Indian Ocean.

J. C. Melvill. 1909. (Lin. Soc. Trans.)

Marine Zoology of Okhamandal in Kathiawar. J. Hornell. Ft. 1,

1909.

Mollusca. W. T. Blanford and Lt.-Col. H. Godwin-Austen.

(Fauna of British India Series.) 1908.

Moluques, Rapport sur les. R. D. M. Verbeek. 1908. 1vol. and

Map.

Invertebrates, Other, dee also under following series given in the

appendix :

—

5. British Museum.

9. Indian Museum.

10. United States National Museum. (Smithsonian Insti-

tution.}

VI].—GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY.

Sketch of the Mineral Resources of India. Sir T. H. Holland.

Geology. See also under following series given in the appendix : —
1. Annales du Musee due Congo.

5. British Museum.

8. Geological Survey of India.

10. United States National Museum. (Smithsonian Institution.)

VIII.—BOTANY, AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY.

Agriculture, Indian, Report on introduction of Improvements into, by

the work of the Agricultural Departments. 1909.

Agriculture in Japan. Sir F. A. Nicholson. 1907.

Algse of Ceylon, A Contribution to the Freshwater. W. West and G.

S. West. (Trans. Lin. Soc. Lond. 1902.)

Algffi of East India, Freshwater. W. B. Turner. 1892.

Armillaria mucida, Fructification of. Note. C. E. C. Fisher. 1909.

„ „ Biology of. „ „ „ 1909.
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Botany, Manual of, for Indian Forest Students. R. S. Hole. 1909.

Botanic Terms, (ilossary of. R. L. Heinig. 1899.

Flowering Plants and Ferns, Manual and Dictionary of the. J. C.

Willis. 1908.

Flowering Plants of Baluchistan, Working list of the. I. H. Burkill.

1909.

Forest Flora of the Berar Circle. D. 0. Witt. 1908.

Forest Law, Manual of. 1906.

Forest Report of Pegu, Preliminary. S. Kurz. 1875.

Forest Utilisation, Indian. R. S. Troup. 1907.

Forest Zoology for India, Manual of. E. P. Stebbino-.

Indian Plants, Glimpses into the Life of. I. Pfleiderer. 1908.

Indian Plants and Drugs. K. M. Nadkarni. 1908.

New Zealand, Manual of the Flora of. T. F. Cheesman. 1906.

Orchids of Burma. B.Grant. 1895.

Palme incluse nel genere (Jocos. Linn. 0. Beccari. 1888.

Palme nuove Papuane. 0. Beccari.

Palms, Popular History of. B. Seeman. 1856.

Pestalozzia Hartigii, Tubeuf, Note on Biology of. C. E. C. Fischer.

1909.

Pollination of certain Species of Dendrobium. A. F. G. Kerr. 1909.

(Scientific Proceedings, Roy. Dublin Society.)

Potatoes grown in the Central Provinces, Varieties of. G. Evans.

1908.

Reliquiae Schefferianse. Illustrazione di alcune Palme viventi nel,

Giardino-Botanico di Buitenzorg. 0. Beccari. 1885.

Ring Disease of Potatoes. L. C. Coleman. 1909. (Mysore State

Dept. Agric. Bulletin).

Royal Botanic Garden. Calcutta.

Vol. xi. With Plates. Species of Calamus. 0. Beccari.

1909. Asiatic Palms.

Sylviculture, (-oncise Manual of. 1906.

Botany and Agriculture. See also under following series given in

appendix :

—

1. Annales du Musee du Congo.

2. Agriculture, Department of, Bombay. Bulletins.

3. Agriculture, Department of Land Records and, Bombiy.

Bulletins.

4. Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa.

10



Ixxiv SUPPLEMENTARY CATALOGUE OF BOOKS.

5. British Museum.

6. Forest Bulletins.

7. Forest Pamphlets,

y. Indian Museum.

10. United States National Museum. (Smithsonian Insti-

tution.)

11. United States Department of Agriculture.

IX.—BIOLOGY, ANATOMY AND MEDICAL SUBJECTS.

Bombay Medical Congress. 1909, Transactions.

Development of Flagellated Organisms from the Parasite of Oriental

Sore. R. Bow. 1909.

Development of the Parasite of Oriental Sore in Cultures. H. Row.

1909.

Indian Plants and Drugs. K. M. Nadkarni. 190^.

Medicine and Surgery in the Orient—Early days of the American

Suroical Association. J. E. Mears. 190^.

Biology, etc. See also under the following series given in the

appendix :

—

9. Indian Museum.

10. United States ISational Museum. (Smithsonian Insti-

tution.)

X.—SPORT AND TRAVEL.

Angler's Handbook. (Northern Punjab Fishing Club.) G. H. Lacy.

• 3rd edition, 1(^95.

Big Game Shooting in Cooch Behar, Thirty-seven years of. H. H.

Maharaja of Cooch Behar. 1908.

Big Game, Records of. K. Ward. 1907.

Ceylon. E. Schmidt.

Collectors, Handbook of Instructions to. British Museum.

Hindu Koh : Wanderings and Wild Sport on and beyond the Hima-

layas. D. Macintyre. 1889.

Naturalist's Voyage round the World. C. Darwin. New edition.

1890.

Sport in the Highlands of Kashmir. H. Z. Darrali. 1898.

Three months leave in Somaliland. J. E. Francis. 1895.

Three Voyages of a Naturalist. M. J. Nicholl. 1908.
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XL—GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS.

Agglutinants of all kinds. H. C. Standage. 11)07.

Castes and Tribes of Southern Lidia. E.Thurston. lUOl*. 7 Vols.

Ceylon. E. Schmidt.

(Commercial Products of India. Sir G. Watt. 190<5.

Craniological data of the Indian Museum. 1909.

Darwinism. A. R. Wallace. 1890.

Darwin- Wallace Celebration. (Lin. Soc. Lond.) 1908.

Description du Materiel d'une petite Installation Scientifique. Ire

partie. C. Janet. 1903.

Making of Species. D. Dewar and F. Finn. 1908.

Nomenclature of Colours. K. Ridgway. 1886.

Origin of Species. C.Darwin. 1878.

Pearls and Parasites. A.E.Shipley. 1908.

Records of Big Game. R. Ward. 1907.

Seychelles Islands, Unpublished {Documents on the History of the.

1909.

General. See also under following series given in appendix :

—

1. Annales du Musee du Congo.

5. British Museum.

10. United States National Museum. (Smithsonian Institution.)

11. United States Department of Agriculture.

XII.—JOURNALS, PROCEEDINGS, MEMOIRS, Etc., OF
SOCIETIES, REPORTS, MAGAZINES, Etc., Etc.

Academy of Science of St. Louis. Transactions. Vol. xv-xvii.

1905-1907 and various odd paris.

Agriculture, Department of, Bombay.

Annual Report of Experimental Farms in the Bombay

Presidency. 1905.

Annual Reports of Experimental work. 1900-07.

Annual Report of Agricultural and Botanical Stations in

the Bombay Presidency. 1905-0(j.

Bulletins Nos. 27, 29, 31, 32. (r. Appendie,)

Season and Crop Report, 1904-09,

Agriculture, Department of, India.

Annual Reports. 190'J:-07.
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Memoirs. Botanical Series, Vols, i, ii, iii (in issue).

Chemical series, Vol. i (in issue).

Entomological Series, Vols, i— ii (in issue).

Agriculture, Department of, Mysore State.

Annual Report of Agricultural Chemist. 1902-07.

Bulletins. Mycological Series, No. 1.

Agriculture, Department of. United States, America.

Bulletins. Department of Biological Survey Nos. 9-16, 19, 20,

24, 29-32.

,, ,, Ornithology and Mammology Nos. 1, 3, 5-8.

„ ,,
of Vegetable Physiology and Pathology, Nos.

17, 21-23, 25-27.

Farmer's Bulletins, Nos. 54, 58, 75.

North American Fauna.

Parts, 5, 7, 8, 10-22, 24-30. (1891-1909).

Reports. No. 28.

Year Book. 1908. Reprints from.

For detail list of U. S. A. Dejyt, Agr. Publications, v.

appendix.

Agriculture, Department of liand Records and, Bombay Presidency.

Department of Agriculture Reports, 1904-07.

Bulletins. Nos. 20, 21, 22, 25, 28, {v. appendix).

Agriculture in India, Board of, held at Pusa. 1905, Proceedings of.

Agriculture in India, Progress of, 1907-09. Report on.

Agriculture, Indian, Report on Introduction of Improvements into

by the work of the Agricultural Departments. 1909.

Agricultural Conference, Proceedings of. 1906 & 1907.

Agricultural Journal of India, Vols. i-iv. 1906-1909.

Agricultural Ledger. 1902-10.

Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa.

Bulletins, Nos. 4, 7, 10, 13, 14, 16.

Notes on v^ork of Entomological Assistants. 1909.

Prospectus. 1909.

Report. 1907-1909.

Agri-Horticultural Society of Western India.

Journal. 1904-07.

Bulletins, Nos. 3-6. (1904-1908.)
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Americ^ Association for the advancement of Science. Proceedings.

"1:.f^l^3-^."^^^ Vol.

AnnaJen del Museo Nacional de Montevideo. Flora Uru.uaya
Tome 1. (incomplete). HI. jy. (in i.sue.)

Annales dn Musee du Congo. .. appends.
Annali del Museo de Genoa.

Vol. i-xix. Series 2. 1884-98.

i & iii. Series 3. 1904-08
A„„al. of Boyal Botanic Garden, Calcutta. Vol. i-xi. 1887-190!.

(Vol. Ill incomplete.)

Annals of Transvaal Museum. Vol. i in issue.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History.

ord Series. Vols, iv and v. 1859-60.

4^^^
»' „ vii-xx. 1871-77.

^*^
') „ i-iv and vi-xix. 1878-87.

^^^ " „ xv-xx. 1895-97.
^^^

>^ „ i-xx. 1897-1907.
^*'^ M „ i-v. 1908-1910.

Anthropological Society of Bombay. Journal. Vol. i. 1886
Aquila. Budapest. Vols, xi-xiii. 1904-06.
A.sian Newspaper. 1879-81 and 1888-91.
Asiatic Society of Benrral.

Journal. Vols. 1-lxxiii. 1881-1904
: Ixxiv. 1905-09.

Journal and Proceedings. Vols. i-v. 1905-10.
Memoirs. Vols, i and ii. (in issue.)

Avicultural Magazine. Vol. vi. 1907-08.
Belgique, Society Royale de Botanique de.

"

v. Societe.
Bengal, Fisheries of. Report of Enquiry into. 1908
Board of Agriculture, v. Agriculture.

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries. Annual Reports of Proceedinos
under Acts relating to Sea Fisheries, 1906

Board of Scientific Advice for India. Annual Heports. 1902-09.
Boletim di Agriculture. San Paulo. June-July 1909
Bombay Branch. Royal Asiatic Society. Voh xxii. lii06-08
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Bomhav Natural History Society Journal. Vols, i-xix. 1886-1909.

Botanical Survey of India. Records. Vols, i-iv (Vol. i. incomplete,

iv. in issue).

Botanische Zeitung. 1886-90 and 1891. (part.)

British Museum Publications, v. appendix.

Calcutta Journal of Natural History. Vols, i-vii. 1841-48.

Calcutta, Royal Botanic Garden, Annals of. c. Annals.

Canadian Entomologist. Vol. xxxvi-xli. 3 904-1909.

Central Australian Exploring Expedition, Journal of the. 1889.

Central Indigenous Drugs Committee of India.

Report. Vol i. 1901.

Ceylon. Administration Reports. Part iv. Miscellaneous. 1898-1908.

Report on Colombo Museum. 1908.

Royal Botanic Gardens, v. Royal.

Chicago University Decennial Publications. 1902-1903.

Colonial Museum, New Zealand, v. Neio Zealand.

Conares International de Nomenclature Botanique de Vienne 1905.

^Teate Synoptique, des documents destines a servir de base aux

d^bats.

Conar^s International de Botanique. Bruxelles, Troisieme. 1910.

''Recueil des documents destines de servir de base aux debats de la

section de nomenclature systematique.

Phytogeocrraphical nomenclature.

Connemara Public Library, Government M useum and. .. GovermnenL

Department of Agriculture. v. Agriculture.

Department of Land Records, v. Land Records.

Department of Mines. v. Mines.

East India Company's Museum. Publications

Catalogue of Birds. T. Horsefield and F. Moore. 1854.

Catalogue of Lepidopterous Insects. T. Horsefield and b.

Moore. (2 copies). 1857-1859.

Catalogue of Mammals. 1851.

Edinburgh, Royal Society of. v. Boyal.

Egypt, Government of. v. Government.

Entomological Society, London. Transactions. 1889-1909-..

Entomological Society of Ontario.

Annual Reports. 1900-1902 and 1904-1908.

Ethnographic Survey of India.

Craniological data from Indian Museum. 1909..
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Forest Bulletins. Nos. 1-11. 1905-07. v. appendix.

Federated Malay States ^Insenms, Journal of the. Vol. iv (in issue).

Forest Leaflets. Nos. 4, 5. IDOD-IDIO.

Forest Memoirs, Indian.

Chemistry Series. Vol. i. (in issue).

Forest Zoology Series. Vol. i. (in issue).

Economic Products Series, vol. i. (in issue).

Forest Pamphlets.

Nos. 1-14 (1908-10). V. appendix.

Forest Records, Indian, v. Indian.

Forester, Indian, v. Indian.

Geological Survey of India.

Becords.

Memoirs.

General tJepoi-ts.

Palaeontologia Indica.

V. appendix.

Gordon Memorial Colleoe, Khartoum. Welcome Research Labora-

tories. :?nd Report 1906 and 3rd Report 1908.

Government of Egypt. Zoological Gardens.

Reports. 1901, 1902, 1904-07 and 1909.

Report on Mission to Europe. 1 905.

Notes on Zoological collections visited. 1907.

Government Museum and Connemara Public Library (Madras).

Administration Reports, 1904-06 and 1908-09.

Hardwicke's Science Gossip. 1871.

Hope Reports. Vols, ii-vi. 1897-1908.

Indian Forest Records. Vols. i-ii. (1908-1909;.

Indian Forester. Vol. xxx., incomplete, and Vols, xxxi-xxxvi.

1904-1910.

Indian Museum Notes. Vols. i-vi. 1889-1903.'

Memoirs. Vols. i-ii. 1907-1909.

Records. Vols, i-iii. pp. 1907-1909.

Indian Museum Publications, r. appendix.

Koniglich Bayerischea Akademieder Wissenschaften. 3liinchen.

Jahrgang 1909. Abg. 4-14.

Land Records, Department of. Report. 1904-1905.

Land Records and Agriculture, r. Agriculture.
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Linnean Society, London.

Journal. Vols. 25, 26, 30-33, 36-38 and Vols. 34-35 (incom-

plete) and various odd parts.

Linnean Society of New York.

Transactions. Vols. 1-2. 1882-84:.

Birds of Long Island, New York. W. C. Braislin. 1907.

Linnean Society of New South Wales. Proceedings. 1886-1889.

Lucknow Provincial Museum.

Annual Reports. 1905, 1906, 1908 and 1909.

Catalogue of Birds. 1886 and 1890.

Madras Government Museum. Bulletins. Vol. iii No. 2, iv No. 3

and V. Nos. 2 and 3.

Medical and Sanitary Department, Government of India. Scientific

Memoirs. No. 2, 1902. Nos. 16 and 17, 1905.

Memorias do Institute Oswaldo Cruz. Rio di Janiero.

(Tome 1. in issue.)

Michigan Academy of Science. Annual Reports. 1908, 1905, 1907

and 1908.

Mines, Department of India. Report of Chief Inspector. 1905,

1907 and 1908.

Missouri Botanic Garden, 6th Report. 1897.

Montevideo, Annalen del Museo Nacional de. v. Annalen.

Musee Botanique de I'Academie Imperiale des Sciences, St. Peters-

burg. V. St. Petersburg.

Musee du Congo, Annales du. v. appendix,

Musee Zoologique de 1' Academie Imperiale des Sciences, St. Peters-

burg. V. St. Petersburg.

Museo di Genoa, Annali di. v. Annali.

Museo Nacional de Monte Video, Annalen del. v. Annalen.

Museum, British, v. British.

Museum, Colonial, New Zealand, v. Neio Zealand.

Museum, Dominion, New Zealand, v. New Zealand.

Museum, East India Company's, v. East India.

Museum, Government, and Connemara Public Library, v. Connemara,

Museum, Indian, v. Indian.

Museum, Lucknow Provincial, v. Lucknoto.

Museum, Madras Government, v. Madras.
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Museum, North-West Provinces and Oudli. v. North- We.d.

Museum, Trivandrum. v. Trivandrum.

Museum, United States National, v. United /States.

Museums in India, Report of the Conference as regards. 1907.

Natural History Society, Bombay, v. Bombay,

Natural History Society of Northumberland, Durham and New-
castle-on-Tyne. Transjictions. Vol. ii, 190*;).

Nature, 3 vols., 1869—1871 and Vols. 78-82, 1908-10.

Nature, La. 2 vols. 1890-91.

Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Zurich, Vierteljahrschrift der., 48th-

54th year, 1903-09, 47th year, incomplete.

New Zealand Institute. Transactions and Proceedings. Vols.

xxxiii, xxxv-xli. 1900-08.

New Zealand. Colonial Museum. Bulletin 1. 1905.

,, ,, Dominion Museum. Bulletin 2. 1908.

Nilgiri Fish and Game Preservation Association. Annual Report. 1909.

North-West Provinces and Oudh Museum. Minutes. 1889, 1891-96.

Nova Scotia, Institute of Science, Proceedings. Transactions. Vols.

xi, xii (incomplete). 1904-07.

Novitales Zoologicae—(Journal of Zoological Museuni-Tring). Vol.

xvi and xvii (in issue). 1909-10.

Oriental Sporting Magazine. 3 2 vols. 1868-79.

Ornithological Congress. Proceedings of the Fourth International.

London. 1905.

Pamir Boundary Commission. Report on the Natural History results

of the. A. W. Alcock. 1898.

Pusa, Agricultural Research Institute, v. AgricuUuraL

Rhodesia Museum, Bulawayo. 7th Annual Report. 1908.

Royal Asiatic Society, Bombay Branch, v. Bombay.

Royal Botanic Gardens, Calcutta. Annals. v. Annals.

Royal Botanic Gardens, Ceylon. Circulars and Agricultural Journal.

Vol. i-v. 1897-1910.

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. Bulletins. 1909.

Royal Botanic Gardens, Peradeniya. Annals. Vol. i-iv. 1901-10.

Royal Botanic Gardens, Trinidad. Annual Report. 1890-91.

Royal Geographical Society of Australasia, South Australian Branch

Proceedings. Vols, ii-iii. 1886-98.

Royal Horticultural Society Journal, Vol. xxxii. 1907.

11
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Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vols, xii-xvi. 1882-89.

Royal Society, London. Philosophical Transactions

—

Distribution of Vertebrate animals in India, Ceylon and

Burma. W. T. Blanford. 1900.

Schweizerischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in "Winierthur,

Verhandlungen der. 1905.

Smithsonian Institution, v. United States National Museum.

Societe Zoologique de France.

Bulletin. Tome. 25-33. 1900-08.

Memoires. Tome 15-21. 1902-09.

Tables. (1876-95).

Societe Royale de Botanique de Belgique. Vols. 41-43 (incomplete).

South African Central Locust Bureau Annual Reports. 1908 and 1909.

Spolia Zeylonica. Colombo Museum. Vols, i—vi. 1903-09.

St. Petersburg. Musee Botanique de I'Academie Imperiale des

Sciences.

Travaux. 1902, 1905, 1907, 1908, 1909.

St. Petersburg, Musee Zoologique de I'Academie Imperiale des Sci-

ences.

Annuaires. Tome ix-xiv (x incomplete^. 1904-09.

Verzeichnis der Palaearktischen Hemipteren. Vol. i, pts. 1,

2, Vol. ii,pts. 1 and 3.

Toulouse, L'Universite de. Station de Pisciculture et d'Hydro biologie.

Annuaire. 1909-10.

Bulletins 1-4. 1903-06.

New Series 1-8. 1908-09.

Transvaal Museum.

Annals. Vol. 1. In issue.

Annual Report. 1907-08.

Trivandrum Museum and Public Gardens Report. 1901-02,

Tropical Agriculturist, Vol. xxx-xxxiv. Iy08-10,

United States Department of Agriculture, v. Agriculture.

United States National Museum. (Smithsonian Institution.)

Proceedings. Vols, xviii-xxxvi. 1895-1909.

Bulletins Nos. 47 (Pts. 2 and 3) ; 48, 50-68.

Smithsonian Institution

—

Annual Reports. 1903-07.

Annual Report of National Museum. 1900 and 1904-09,
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Contributions to the U. S. A. National Herbarium. Vol. x

(incomplete), xii, xiii.

Various Papers.

(r. Appendix for detailed list of Museum Publications.)

University of Kansas Science Bulletin. Vol. iv. 1908.

Victorian Naturalist. 1 vol. 1888-89.

Wellcome Research Laboratories. Gordon Memorial Colleore. Khar-

toum. V. Gordon.

West Australian Natural History Society Journal. Vols, iv-vi.

1907-09.

Wisconsin Natural History Society Bulletin. Vol. iv. 190G, v, vi

(incomplete).

Winterthur, Schweizerischen Naturibrschenden Gesellschaft in. v.

Schiveizerischen.

Zoological Society, London

—

Catalogue of Library. 1886 and 1902.

List of Fellows. 1908.

Proceedings. 1832-1909 (except 1833, 1843 and 1846).

Index to Proceedings. 1830-47.

1848-60.

1861-70.

1881-90.

1890-1900.

Record of Progress. 1901.

Reports of Council. 1903-07.

Transactions, vols, xii-xix. 1890-1910.

Zoological Record.

Vols, xxvii-xliv. 1890-1907.

Zoological and Acclimatisation Society of Victoria,

42nd Annual Report. 1905.

Zoologisch Botanischeu Gesellschaft in Wien, Verhandlungen der

K. K. Jahrgang, 1909. (Band lix.)

Zurich, Vierteljahrschrift der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in.

V. Naturforschenden.
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APPENDIX.

Detailed lists of the following series of publications.

1. Annales du Musee dii Congo Beige.

2. i^griculture, Department of, Bombay. Bulletins.

o. Agriculture, Department of Land Records and, Bombay.

Bulletins.

4. Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa.

5. British Museum.

6. Forest Bulletins.

7. Forest Pamphlets.

8. Geological Survey of India.

9. Indian Museum.

10. United States National Museum. (Smithsonian Institution.)

11. United States Department of Agriculture.
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i. Annales du Musek dit Congo Bklge.

A.—Mineralogie, G^ologie, Pal^ontologie.

SerM I. G^n^ralit^s I. Description des miner anx ilu Oongo

Beige.

Seri^ II. Katanga.

Carte G^ologiqiie du Katanga. 1H08.

B.—Botanique.

Seri^ I. Iconographies.

Illustrations de la Flore du Congo.

Tome 1. (Fas. 2-4 only). 1898-1902.

Serie II. G6n^ralites.

Contributions a la Flore du Congo. Tome I. 1899-1900.

Les Ficus de la Flore du Congo. Fasc I. (in issue).

Seri6 V. Bas et Moyen Congo.

i^tudes de Systematique et de Geographic Botanique sur la

Flore du Bas et du Moyen Congo.

Tome i. 1903-06. (Fas. 2 and 3 only).

Tome ii. 1907-08.

Tome iii. Fas. 1. 1909. (in issue).

Notes Botaniques tSur la Region du Bas et Moyen Congo,

fasit.

C.—Zoologie.

Serie I. Foissons, Batraciens et Reptiles.

Materiaux pour la Faune du Congo.

Tomei. Poissoux Kouveaux. 1898-1900 (fas. 3-4

only).

Tome ii. Fas 2. Additions a la Faune Ichtyologique

du Bassin du Congo. 1902.

Seri6 II. Mammif'eres.

Contributions a la Faune du Congo.

Tome i. Okapia. 1907.

Serie 111. Arthropodes.

Section I. Faune Eutomologique de 1' Afrique

tropicale.

A.—Hemiptcres. Fas. 1 and 2. 1903-05.

B.—Coleopteres. Fas. 1 and 2. 1903-04.
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Section II. Catalogues raisonnes de la Faune.

Entomologique du Congo Beige.

Tome i. Fas. I. Hemipteres, 1909.

Tome ii. Fas. 2. Coleopteres. 1909.

D.—Ethnographie et Anthropologie.

Serie III. Ethnographie.

Notes analytiques sur les collections Ethnographiques du

Musee du Congo.

Tome iii. Fas. 1. La Ceramique. 1907.

Documents Ethnographiques concernant les populations du

Congo Beige.

Tome I. Fas. 1. Notes Sur la Vie familiale et

juridique de quelques populations du Congo Beige.

1909.

Serie V. Linguistique.

Dictionnaire Kitabvva-Francais et Francais-Kitabwa. 1907.

Notices surdes Plantes utiles ou interessantes de la Flore du ConofO.

E. de Wildeman. Vol. i and ii. 1903-08.

2. Agriculture, Department of Bombay.

Bulletins.

27. Rice grasshopper. J. B, Knight and R. M. Dixon.

1906.

29. Preliminary Note on Bombay Cottons. F. Fletcher.

1907.

31. Establishment and Management of the Dairy Farm.

G. K. Kelkar. 1908.

32. Locusts in India. H. M. Lefroy. 1908.

Insect Pests in Coffee. H. M. Lefroy. 1903.

3. Agriculture, Department of Land Records. Bombay.

Bulletins.

20. (Cultivation of Betel Palm, Cardamom and Pepper in

Kanara District. J. W. Mollison. 1900.

21. Manual Power Tillage Implements. J. W.
Mollison. 1900.

22. Pricklypear and Aloe as fodder foi- Cattle during

scarcity. P. R. Mehta. 1904.

25. Sugar-cane. J. B. Knight. 1905.

28. Date Palm. F. Fletcher. 190G.
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4. Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa.

Notes on the work of Entomological Assistants. 1H09.

Prospectus. 1900.

Report. 1907-09.

Bulletins.

4. Fruit Experiments at Pusa. 1st Report. 190t).

7. Preliminary account of the Biting flies of India.

1907.

10. Treatment and observation of Crop pests on the tarm

at Pusa. 1908.

13. Sugar-cane at the Partabgarh Experimental Station.

1908.

14. Milling and Baking Qualities of Indian Wheats.

1908.

UI. Second Report on Fruit Experiments at Pusa. 1910.

17. Milling and Baking qualities of Indian Wheats, Pt. 2.

1910.

5. British Museum.

Blood Sucking Flies, Ticks, etc. E. E. Austin. 1907.

Catalogue of Birds. 27 Vols. 1874.

„ Fishes. G. A. Boulenger. 2nd Ed., Vol. 1.

1895.

„ Lepidoptera Phalgense. Sir G. F. Hampson.

1898-1909, 8 Vols, and plates.

„ Lizards. G. A. Boulenger. 3 Vols. 1885,

2nd ed,

„ Mammals, Birds, Reptiles and Fishes of Nepal

and Tibet. 2nd ed. 1863.

,,
Orthoptera, Synonymic. W. F. Kirby. 2 Vols.

1904.

Snakes. G. A. Boulenger. 3 Vols. 1893.

Spiders of Burma. 1895.

Culicidce of the World. F. V. Theobald. Vols, i-iv and

plates. 1901-1907.

General Guide to the Natural History Department. 1896.

Guide to the British Mycetoza. 1895.

55
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Guide to the Gallery ot

—

Birds. 1905.

Corals. l')02.

Fishes. 1908.

Fossil Invertebrate Animals. 1907.

Fossil Invertebrates and Plants. 1897.

Fossil Mammals and Birds, 1896 and 1904.

Fossil Reptiles and Fishes. 1896 and 190,3.

Mammalia. 1894.

Minerals. 1896.

Reptiles and Fishes. 1893.

Guide to Exhibited series of Insects.

„ Great Game Animals. 1907.

Handbook of Instructions to Collectors.

Hand list to the Genera species of Birds. R. BoM^dler Sharpe.

Vols. 1-5. 1899-1909.

How to Collect Mosquitoes.

Lepidoptera Heterocera. 9 Vols. 1877-1893.

Memorials of Charles Darwin. Special Guide. 1909.

Minerals, Students' Index to Collection of. 1897.

Study of Meteorites. L. Fletcher. 1886.

,, ,, „ Rev. ed. 1896.

,, „ Minerals. L. Fletcher. 1897.

,, „ Rocks. L. Fletcher. 1896.

6. Forest Bulletins.

No. 1. Beehole Borer of Teak in Burma. E. P. Stebbing.

1905,

2. Quetta Borer. E. P. Stebbing. 1905.

3. Chilgoza (Pmus gerardeanaj Bark Boring Beetles

of Zhob Baluchistan. E. P. Stebbing. 1905.

4. Ficus elastica. E. M. Coventry. 1906.

5. Visit to some European Schools ot Forestry. E. P.

Stebbing. 1906.

6. Mechanical Tests of some Indian Timbers. W. H.

Everett. 1906.

7 Chilgoza Forests of Zhob and the Takht-e-Suliman.

E. P. Stebbing. 1906.
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b. Hoplocerrtinbys Spinicornis, (Singhbhum Salborer.),

E. P. Stebbiurr. ] DOC.

9. Notes on influence of forests in storage and regula-

tion of water supply. S. Eardley Wilmot. lHOtJ.

10. Duki Fig tree Borer of Baluchistan. E. P. Stebbing.

1907.

11. Some Assam Sal Insect Pests. E. P. Stebbing. 1907.

7. Forest Pamphlets.

1. Utilisation of Khair Forests in Eastern Bengal and Assam,

Puran Singh. 1908.

2. Bark boring beetle attack in the Coniferous Forests in the

Simla Catchment area. E. P. Stebbing. 1908.

3. Glossary of Technical Terms for use in Forestry. A. M. F..

Caccia. 1908.

4. Lac and Lac Cultivation. D. L. Avasia. 1908.

5. Notes on Sal in Bengal. A. L. Maclntire. 1908.

6. Forest Reservation in Burma in the interests of an

endangered water supply. A. Rodger. 190?5.

7. Andaman Marble Wood or Zebra Wood. 1908.

a. Collection of Statistical data relating to the Principal

Indian Species. A. Caccia. 1908.

9. Tables showing the Progress in Working Plans. A.M. F..

Caccia. 1910.

10. Burmese Lesa Wood. R. S. Trou[).

11. Carallia Wood. R. S. Troup.

12. PetwunorTrincomali Wood. R.S.Troup. 1910.

13. Burmese In Wood. R. S. Troup. 1909.

14. Burma Padauk. R. S. Troup. 1909.

6. Geological Survey of India.

Records. Vols, iv-vi, viii-xviii, xix-xxxviii.

Vols, ii, iii, iv (incomplete).

Index. Vols, xxi-xxx.

Memoirs. Vols, vii-xvii, xxii-xxiii, xxv-xxxviii.

Vols, vi, xviii, xix, xxiv. (incomplete;.

General Reports. 1897-1903.

Palaeontologia Indica.

Series i, iii, v, vi, viii. Cretaceous. Fauna of Southern

India. Vols. i-iv.

12
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Series, ii, xi, xii. Fossil Flora of the Gondwana System.

Vols. i-iv.

Series ix. Jurassu Fauna of Kach. Vol. i, vols, ii and

iii in issue.

Series iv. Indian Pretertiary Vertebrata. Vol. i.

Series x. Indian Tertiary and Post Tertiary Vertebrata.

Vols i-iv.

Series xiii. Salt Range Fossils. Vol i, vols, ii, iv in issue.

Series vii and xiv. Tertiary and Upper Cretaceous

Faumi of Southern India. Vol. i.

Series xv. Himalayan Fossils. Vols, ii, iii. vols i, iv, v,

vi in issue.

Series xvi. Baluchistan Fossils. Vol. i.

New Series.

Vol i, vols, ii, iii in issue.

Si. Indian Museum.

Indian Museum Notes. Vols. 1-6. 1889-1903.

„ Memoirs. Vols. i-ii. 1907-09.

„ „ Records. Vols, i-iii. 1907-09.

Annual Reports. 1895-97, 1901-04 and 1905-07.

Annual Reports. Industrial Section. 1901-09.

„ „ Economic and Art Section. 1899-1901.

Catalooue of

—

Archseolooical Collections. Pt. 1.

Asiatic Horns and Antlers. 1908.

Indian Decapod Crustacea. 3 parts. A. Alcock. 19i>l-06.

Mammalia. Pt. 1. 1881. J. Anderson.

2, 1891. W. L. Sclater. •

Investigator. R. I. M. S., Collections of.

Alcyonarians. J. A. Thomson and W. D. Henderson. 1906.

Deep Sea Asteroidea. R. Koehler. 1909.

Deep Sea Brachyura. A. Alcock. 1899.

Deep Sea Holothuroideii. R. Koehler and C. Vaney. 1905.

l^eep Sea Madreporaria. A. Alcock. 1898.

Deep Sea Ophiuroidea. R. Koehler. 1899.

Indian Deep Sea Fishes. A. Alcock. 1899.

Indian Deep Sea Crustacea. A. Alcock. 1901.

Indian Triaxonia. F. E. Schulze. 1902.
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Littoral HolothuroiJea, R. Koehler and (\ Vaney. li)08.

Shallow water Ophinroidea. R. Koehler. 1900.

Investigator. R. I. M. S. Illustrations of Zoology. 18i>2-l!U0.

Crustacea.

Crustacea Entosmostraca.

Echinoderma.

Fishes.

Mollusca (in issue.)

Ouide to Bird Gallery.

Lihrary Catalogue. Supplements 2, 3, 4. 1891-1903.

List of Batrachea. 1892. W. L. Sclater.

List of Birds. Pt. 1, 1901. F. Finn.

Notes on Collection of Snakes. W. L. Sclater. 1891.

List of Snakes. W. L. Sclater. 1891.

List of Asiatic Beetles. N. Annandale and W. Horn, Pt. 1.

1909.

Other Publications.

Aids to Identification of Rats connected with Plague in

India. W. C. Hossack. 1907.

Circulars on Agricultural Economic Entomology (6).

10. United States National Museum. (Smithsonian Institu-

tion.)

Annual Reports. Smithsonian Institution. 1903-07.

National Museum 1900 and 1904-0!-'.

Contributions to the U. S. National Herbarium. Vol. x. (in-

complete"). Vols, xii and xiii.

Proceedings. Vols, xviii-xxxvi. 1895-1909.

Various Pa})ers.

Directions for Collecting and Rearing of Dragon flies, Stone

flies and May flies. J. G. Needham. 1899.

Directions for Collecting and Preserving Scale Insects. T.

D. A. Cockerell. 1897.

Directions for Collecting and Preserving Specimens and

information illustrating the aboriginal use of plants.

F. V. Coville. 1895.

Flint Imi>lements of the Fayum Egypt. H. W. Seton-

Karr. 1906.

Various Papers on Mammals. (Extracts from Proceedings).

1 vol. 1897-1907.
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Bulletins.

47. Fishes of North and Middle America. D. S. Jordoni

and B. W. Evennann. Pts. 2 and 3 only. 1898.

48. Contributions towards a monograph on ' Insects of the-

Lepidopterous Family Noctuidfe of Boreal. N.

America.'

Revision of the Deltoid Moths. J. B. Smith. 1895.

.50. Birds of North and Middle America. R. Ridgway.

1907. 4 Parts.

51. List of Publications of the U. S. A. National Museum,

K. I. Geare. 1902.

52. List of North American Lepidoptera. H. G. Dyar. 1902.

53. Catalogue of Fossils, Minerals, Rocks and Ores., 2 parts.

J. P. Merill. 1905-07.

54. Monograph on the Isopods of North America. H.

Richardson. ] 905.

55. Contribution to the Oceanogra})hy of the Pacific. G. M.

Flint. 1905.

56. Mammals of the Mexican Boundary of the United.

States. E. A. Mearns. 1907.

57. Families and genera of Bats. G. S. Miller. 1907.

58. Herpetology of Japan and adjacent territory. L.

Stejneger. 1907.

59. Recent Madreporaria of the Bawaiian Islands and

Laysan. T. M. Vaughan. 1907.

60. Barnacles in the U. S. A. Museum. H. A. Pilsberg.

1907.

61. Variations and genetic relationship of the Garter snakes,

A. J. Ruthven. 1908.

62. Catalogue of the Type Specimens of Mammals in the-

Museum. M. W. Lyon and W. H. Osgood.

63. Monographic revision of the Coleoptera belonging \.o

the Tenebrionide tribe Eliodiini inhabiting the United

States. F. E. Blaisdell. 1909.

64. Critical Summary of Frost's unpublished manuscript

on the Crinoids of Tennessee. E. Wood. 1909.

65. Dendroid graptolites of the Niagaran Dolomites at

Hamilton, Ontario. R. S. Bassler. 1909.
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()? . 1 )ireGtion6 for collectino- and preservino- Insects. N. Banks.

1901).

(}iK Toenioid Cestodes of Nortli American Birds. B. If.

Ransom. 11)09.

11. United States Department of Agiuculture.

Bulletins.

Division of Biological Survey.

No. 9. Cuckoos and Shrikes in their relation to aoriculture.

F. E. L. Beal and S. D. Judd. 1898.

10. Life Zones and Crops Zones of the U. S. A. C. H.

Merriam. 1898.

J 1. Geographical Distribution of Cereals in Nortli

America. C. S. Plumb. 1898.

12. Legislation for the Protection of Birds other than

Game birds. T. S. Palmer. 1902.

13. Food of the Bobolinks, Blackbirds and Grackles.

F. E. L. Beal. 1900.

14. Laws regulating the Transport, and Sale of Game.

T. S. Palmer and H. W. Olds. 1900.

15. Relation of Sparrows to Agriculture. S. D. dudd.

1901.

l(j. J)igest of Game laws for 1901. T. S. Palmer and

H. W. Olds. 1901.

19. Hunting Licenses. T. S. Palmer. 1904.

20. Coyotes in their Economic Relation. D. E. Ijantz.

1905.

24. Grouse and Wild Turkeys of the United States and

their economic value. S. D. Judd. 1905.

29. Relations of Birds to the Common Boll Weevil.

A. H. Howell. 1907.

30. Birds of California in relation to the Fruit industry.

F. E. L. Beal. Ft. JL. 1907.

31. An Economic Study of Fieldmice. D. E. Lantz.

1907.

32. Food habits of the Grosbeaks. W. L. McAfee.

1908.

Division of Ornithology and Manunalogy.

\. English Sparrow in North America. W. B. Barrows. 1889.
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3. Hawks and Owls of the U. S. A. in their relation tc

Agriculture. A. K. Fisher. 1893.

5. Pocket Gophers of the United States. V. Bailey. 1895v

6. Common Crow of the United States. W. B. BarroM's

and E. A. Schwarz. 1895.

7. Food of Woodpeckers. F. E. L. Beal. 1895.

8. Jack Eabbits of the U. S. A. T. S. Palmer. 1896.

Division of Entomology.

28. More Destructive Locusts of America, North of Mexico.

L. Bruuer. 1893.

Division of Vegetable Physiology and Pathology.

17. Wilt disease of Cotton, Water Melon and Cow-pea.

E.F.Smith. 1899.

21. Two diseases of Red Cedar. H. V. Schrenk. 1900.

22. Xenia or the immediate effect of Pollen in Maize. H. J.

Webber. 1900.

23. Spot disease of the Violet. P. H. Dorsett. 1900.

25. Some diseases of the New England Conifers. H. V.

Schrenk. 1900.

26. Vakkers Hyacinth germ. E. F. Smith. 1 901.

27. Wilt disease of Cotton and its control. W. A. Orton.

1900.

Bureau of Plant Industry.

18. Observations on the Mosaic disease of Tobacco. A. F,

Woods. 1902.

Farmers' Bulletins.

No. 54. Some Common Birds in their relation to agriculture.

F. E. L. Beak 1897.

58. Soy Bean as a forage crop. T. A. Williams. 1897.

75. Grain Smuts. W. T. Swingle. 1898.

North American Fauna.

Parts 5, 7, 8, 10-22, 24-30.

Reports.

No. 28. Catalase, a new Enzym of general occurrence. 0. Lowe,

1901.

Miscellaneous.

Reprints from Year Book. 1908.
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A LIST OF THE PUBLICATIONS RELATING
TO THE ORIENTAL REGION.

FROM

The "Zoological Record," 1907.

Pkotoza.

Annandale, N—The Fauna of Brackish Ponds at Port Canning, Lower
Bengal, part 1, Rec. lud. Mus,, Calcutta, 1, part 1, 1907, (37).

Bannerman, W. B—The Importance of Blood-sucking Flies as trans-

mitters of disease to Man and Animals. Bombay, J. Nat. Hist. Soc, 17 r,)07

(871-875).

Chatterjee, Q. C—A Sporozoon {Sarcocysiis sp.) from the heart of a cow
in Calcutta. Rec. Ind. Mus., Calcutta, 1, 1907, (77-78).

Christophers, 5. R—Preliminary note on the development of Piroplasma
canis in the tick. Brit. Med. J., London, 1907, 1, (76-78).

Christophers, S. H^.—Piroiilasma canis and its life cycle in the tick. Sci..

Mem. Med. Ind., Calcutta, X. Ser., No. 29, 1907 (1-83, 3 pis.)

Christophers, 5. R.—The sexual cycle of Leucocytozoon canis in the tick.

Sci. Mem. Med. Ind., Calcutta, N. Ser., No. 28, 1907 (1-11, 1 pi.)

Denier.—Sur un Piroplasma du Cervus aristotelis de I'Annam. Ann. Inst,

Pasteur, Paris, 21,: 1907, (657-658, pl. xvii.)

Douviile, Henri—Les calcaires a Fusulines de I'Indo-Chine. Paris, Bui.
Soc. Ceol.. Ser. 4, 6, 1907 (576-587, pis. xvii & xviii.)

Falshaw, P. 5. and Lingard, A—A note on a new species of Trypano-
soma discovered in the blood of an Indian Bullock at Singapore. J. trop. Vet.
Sci., 2, 1907. (reprint), (4) 1 pl.

Hacker, Valentin. -Zur Statik und Entwicklungdes Coelographidenske-
lettes. 8. Mitt, iiber die Radiolariender " Valdivia "-Ausbeute. Arch. Proti-
stenkunde, Jena, 9, 1907, (139-169).

Hacker, Valentin.—Altertiimliche Sphiirellarien Cyrtellarien aus grossen
Meerestiefen. Neunte Mitteilung uber die Radiolarien der " Valdivia "-Aus-
beute. Arch. Protistenkunde, Jena, 10, 1907, (114-126).

Lemmermann, E— Protophyten-Plankton von Ceylon. Sammelausbeute
von A. Borgert, 1904-1905. Zool. Jahrb., Jena, Abth. Syst. 25 1907 (26.S-

268, 6 figs).

Lingard, A.—Different species of Tr?//^a»/oso7Ha/a observed in Bovines in

India, J. trop. Vet. Sci., Calcutta. 2, 1907, (reprint, 48, 3 pis.)

Manson, Patrick—Tropical Diseases. 4th Edit., London (Cassell & Co.,

Ltd.), 1907 (xx+ 876, 7 pis.,) 8vo.

Patton, W. S.—Preliminary report on the development of the Leishman-
Donovan body in the bed-bug. Sci. Mem. Med, Ind., Calcutta, No 28 19(t7,

(1-19, 1 pl.).
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Penard, E.—On some Rhizopods from the Sikkim Himalaya. London, J.

R. Microsc. Soc, 1907, (274-278, pi. xiv).

5chein, H.—Contribution k I'etude du Surra d'Indo-Chine. Ann. Inst.

Pasteur, Paris, 21, 1907, (739-752).

5chein, H.—Hematozoaires desBovides en Indo-Chine. Ann. Inst. Pasteur,

Paris, 21, 1907, (659-665, pi. xvii.)

Vredenburg, Ernest W—Note on the Distribution of the genera Ortho-

phragmina and Lepidocyclina in the Nummulitic Series of the Indian Empire.

Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., Calcutta, 35, 1907, (62-67).

PORIFEEA OR SpONGIDA.

Annandale, N.—The Fauna of brackish ponds at Port Canning, Lower

Bengal, Part 1. Rec. Ind. Mus., Calcutta, 1, part. 3, 1907, (35-43).

Annandale. N.—Notes on Freshwater sponges. Rec. Ind. Mus., Calcutta,

1, part. 3. 1907.(267-273).

Annandale, N.—The hosts of Tacluea spongilUcola, Stebbiug. Rec. Ind.

Mus., Calcutta. 1, pt. 3, 1907, (279).

Annandale, N.—Notes on Freshwater sponges. Rec. Ind. Mus., Calcutta,

1, part 4. 1907, (387-392).

Annandale, N.—Notes on the Freshwater Fauna of India, No. IX. Des-

criptions of new fresh water sponges from Calcutta, with a record of two

known species from the Himalayas and a list of the Indian forms. Calcutta,

-J. As. Soc, Beng.. N. Ser., 3, 1907, (15-26).

Lendenfeld. Robert von.—Die Tetraxonia (Wissenschaft Ergeb nissed D.

Tiefsee-Expedition. Bd. 11, Lfg. 2.) Jena (G.Fischer), 1907, (i-iv, 59-373)
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bennettiana

benthamiana

Berchemia

Berberidaceaj

Berberis

Bergia ...

bethami

bethosia

betoaica

Bstula ...

bevani ...

bhamoensis

Bhringa

biaurita

Biblia ...

bicalyculata

bicarinata

bicincta

bicolor ...

bicornis

bicuspis

biddulphi

Bidens ...

bideutata

biflora ...

biflorus...

bifolia ...

bifrenalis

Bigaoniacefe

Bile ...

Bilimbi ...

biloreatus

bimaculata

binotatus

bipustnlatuH

PAGE
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412, 416

57, 161, 162,330, 364,
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... 489
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374, 475

143, 374, 475

170, 323, 370, 969

441, 458
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383
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122

332
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728
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880,881,884,893, 894

305, 363, 432

714

546, 549, 917

327, 485

491

393, 490

103, 480, 718

489

775, 780

... 158
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775, 830,845

... yi6

... ... ... ttt/\f

... ... ... loo

bisaltide ...

bitorquatiTS

Bixacese

Bixiaese

blanda

blaufordi

Blechneaj

lUechnum
Blepliaris

blitum

Blumea...

Blyxa ...

blythi

bochus

Bochmeria

Boenningbausenia

Bccrhaavia

boeticus ...

Boidce ...

bolina ...

Bombax...

honabayanud ...

Bombus
Bonnaya

Boraginacese ...

borealis ...

Bos ... ... 1

boscas ...

Boselapbus

Bosia

Hoswellia

Botia

Botrychium

bottanensis

Bcugainvillea ...

boulboul

brachiata

Brachiopoda ...

brachycarpa ...

brachydactyla ...

Brachymenium

Brachypodinaj

brachystachya

brachysracliyum

brachyura

braoteata

braliwicus

bramiuus

Braudrefcliiana...

hraridti

brasilieusis
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Brassica

brass'cae

brevifostris

brovispina

brevistigma

Brcweria

Bridelia

brodiei ...

brotali ...

Broussonetia ...

Bruguieri

brtmnea

brunneicephalus

brunnoipectus ...

brunoniana

BryophylluTi ...

Bryozoa...

Bryiim ...

bubaliaa

bubalinus

bubalus

Bubo
bubo

Buboninaj

Bubulcus

buo<:ata...

Bucorotidfe

buchananii

Buchanani

Bucbaaaniaiia...

Buddleia

Budorcas

Bufo ...

bulbifera

bulbosus

bungaroidtj';

BnnwaruB

bungarus.

PAGE
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... 338, 355
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338,355,546, 841,845, 897,
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338, 355,

bupleuroldes .

Burhia ...

l)urtaanica

burmanicu.s

burmanni

burnesi ...

Bursa-pastoria

BnrstTaceEe
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81

490

947

126

359

323

258
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Bntastur ... 549
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Biitorides 312

buxitolia 70, 953

Biixus ;596

Byblia ... 566, 636, 638, (145, 61(:, 653

cabanisi

cabocepbalus

Caccabis

cachemirica

each inans

Cactaceae

Cadaba

cselcstis...

cserulatus

caerulea...

caeruleicephal

cterulcBcens

oaBi'uleus

Caesalpinia

Cc6sia ...

Cajanua...

Caladeuia

calamus

Calaadrclla

calatbisca

calcutteasis

calidris ...

Caligorgia

Callacauthis

Callambulyx

Callicarpa

Oallicebus

callichlora

cillicratis

Callidrya.s

calliglauoa

Calligonufli

Calliope

Calliphrusus

Callophis

callosus...

Calluna

Calotes ...

Calotropis
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calvus

calycina...

calicinnm

calycoptera

CalycopteriK ..

Calymperes ..

catnara ...

cambayensis ..

camelorum

Camena
camiba ...

Campanula

Campanulacefe

campanulatum

campestris

Gampophaga ..

caniprestis

Campteria

Campylopug ..,

camtschatkensis

canachodeB

candicans

candolleana ...

caudolleanus ...

canente...

canescens

canicapillus

caniceps

canidia ...

canifrons

canis

Canis ...

cannnabina

canabinum

Cannabis

canorus

Canscora

cantoris

cantorus

cannm ...

Caotechis

capensis

capillaris

capillns

capistrata

capitalis

capitata

CapitonidjE

Cappa ...

Capparidacea3

Capparis ...
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, 121
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... 304
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..c 80, 167, 168, 374, 683
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Capra

caprata ...

capreae ...

Capricornis

Capricornulus

Caprifoliacese

Caprimulgidse

Caprimulgus .

Capsicum

capsiformis

capucinuB

cara

Caragana

Carambola

carandas...

carbo

Cardamine

Cardiospermum

Carduelis

cardui ...

carenota

Careya

Carica „.

carica ...

caricosum

carimonensis
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770

carinata 96, 266, 267, 549, 622, 770, 773,

832

carinatus

Carissa ...

carneipes

carnosa

carol i ... ...

carota

Carpodaciis

Carpophaga

cartevi ...

Carum ...

caryactiB

caryophyllacea

CaryophyllaceEe

Caryopteris

Caryota

caryotideum

Casarca

Casearia ...

cashmirianus

cashmiriensis
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chinensis

chinquia

chionardis

cMquera

ehirata ...

Chirita ...

Chloris ...

Chlorities

chlorocei)hala .,

chlorolophus ..

Chlorophytnm

Ohloropsis

chloropus

chlorostachys ..

Chloroxylon ..

Chromis

Chrosis

Chrozophora ..

chrysaea

chrysaetus

chrysaens

«hrysippas

Chrysocolaptes

Chrysolophus ..

Chrysomelidae

.

Chrysomolides

Chrysopelea .,

Chrysophlegma

chrysopygia ..

cbryeorrhoeum..

chucar ...

Cicada ... .,

Cicadatraria ..

Cicadidse

Oicer ...

cicerifolius

Cicindela

Ciconiidae

ticonium

cicutarium

ciliaris

Giiiaiia ... ..

cilitaa ...

Cimex

CimicidiB ...

Cimicinas

ciuclorhynca

ciinclorhyncha

Cinclus

cineraceus
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cinereoventer .. 269

cinerens 311, 609
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ciunamomeiventris 122
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123, 126, 359

Circus ...

Cirripedia

Girrocliroa

Cissa

Cisticola

citharistis

citreola...

citreolades ...

citreoloides ...

citrina

Citrnllus

Citrus

Citiocincla ...

clarkeana ...

claikei

clavata

claviculata ...

Clematis

Gleome
Cleiodendron

Clerome

clydouias

clypeata

cncjus

coagulans

cobbe

Coccidas

coccinea ...

coccineum ...

Coccothraustes

Cocculus

Coccystes

cochleata

Cocos

coctaei

Cceca

Coelenterata

ccelicolor

Coelogyne

Coenocoris ...
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Coffea

Coix

Colebrookia ...

colebrookiana

Coletis

Coleus

collaris

Collembolen...

Collenbolenden

collinam

cOllurioides ...

Colocasia

colonum

colorata

colotis

Colpuia

Coluber

Colubridje ...31

Colamba

Columbas

Columbidae ...

columella

colurna

Colotea

CombretaceEe

Commt-lina ...

ComnaeUnaceas

commixtus ...

commuais ...

Comocritis ...

compactum ...

Composite ...

compta

concanense ...

conoiana

cOQcinnnm ...

concinnus

ccncolor

condinarus ...

condurenBis ...

coDglomeratns

conicus

Couiferae

Couneraceas...

Connochoetfe>

consauguinea

consimiliB ...
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Convolvulaccaj

Convolvulus ..

Conyza
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Copepoda

copidotis

Copsychus

coracana

Coraciadse

Coracias

Goraifolia

corax

Corchoius

cordata

Cordia
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Corethra

cnriaceum

Coriaria

Coriariaceae

Corixa

Cornaceaa

corniculata

Cornus

cornuti

corcmandeliana

coromandelianus
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coronans

coronaria

corooarium
coronatum

coronarius

coronatus

Coronella

corrone

(.-orthyntis

Corvidae

Corvus 108, 144, 21'.'. 256
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... ... 384
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....596
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CoryluH 143, 498, 693
corymbosa ... 48, 169, 326, 376,966, 967

corymbo.sas 332

Corypha 284
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Cosmopterygidse

Cosmopteryx ,'410

41(5

Costus

Cotile

cotinifolium ..

cotinus ,

Cotoneaster

Coturnix

Cranitorae

Crassulaceje

cratsegoides

Crataegus

CratEeva

CrateropcdidiB

Crateropodinfe..

CTCCGis ••• ••

crenata

crenulata

crenulatus

Crepis ,

crepascula

Cressa

cretica

Cribellates

Crinum

crispa...

crispum

crispas

criatata ...

cristatnin

cristatus

crocale

Croce ...

Crocopus

Ciotolaria

crotolariodes...

crotalotis

cruciata

Crnciferfe

cruentatum

cruentatus

cruB-galli

Crustacea

Crypsirhina .

Dryptina;

Cryptolepis .

Cryptoloplia .
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124.147

Ctenopelmini

Cuculidae

Cuculinaj

cucullata

cuculoide3

Cuculus

Cucamis

Cucurbita

CucurbitaoeEe

Cufa

Culicicapa

CulicidEe

cultricoruis

Cuminum
Cuneopsis

cuuia

cunyome
Cupha

CupuliferjB

curassavica

curcas

Curculiga

Ourculionides

Guretis

curocana

cursitans

Cuscuta

cuspidata

Cyamopsis

cyane

cyanea

Cyanecula

cyanellum

cyanevTS

Cyanistes

cyaniventris ...

Cyanops

cyanoptera

Cyanotis

cyanura

cyanuroptera .-..

cyanus

Cyathula

Cyclea

cycloceroB

cyclopasa

Cyclostrema

Cyclostreiaatidae

cyclurus
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... 348, 897
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Cydonia

Cygnas
cyliudriofl.

Cylista

cymbaria

cymbifolitiin

cymineiita

cyminum
cymosum
Cynanchum
Cynodon

cynodon

Cynoglossum

Cynopterus

Cynthia

Cyntbis

Cyon

Cyornis

Cyperacefe

Cyperas

Cyphanza

Cypseli'i^

Cypselas

Cyrestis

Cyrtomium
Cystopteris

dabryi ...

dactylon

Diedalacanthus

DiBmia

Dafila ...

dahuricus

daksba

Dalbergia

Dalbergiie

dalbergioides ..

dalhousias

Dalbousianus ..

dalzellii

dan%
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Danainae 24, 32, 33, 39, 40, 44, 45, 49, 566

Danaia 21, 40, 41, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49,

50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 560, 567,

635. 643

davisoni 290, 291

Daphne 145,492,057
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dasycarpum ..

Datnra

Daucus

d:iuma

davisoni

Davallieas

dealbata

dealbatus

Debregeasia ..

decorata

(lecumana

decussata

Deguminosie ..

Delias

ilelphinifolia ..

Delphinium ..

deltoides

demersum

demoleus

Dendrelaphis

Cendrobium ..

Dendrocitta

Dendrocycna ..

Dendrocygna ..

Dendrocopii ..

Dendrocopus ..

Dendreiaphis ..

Uendi'ophis

denticulatum

denundatum

Deodara

Dermaptera

Derris ...

Desmodium
Deutzia...

diadeniata

diardi ...

DicEeidae

DiciBum

diccllias

Dichoceros

dichotoma

dichotomum

Dicbrocephala

Dichrostachys

dicica ...
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... 410

305. 363

158, 162

... 163

326,484

... 716

... 971
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Dicliptera

Dicruridfe

Dicrurus

Dieuches

difformis

diffusa

dilata ...

dilatata

dilleaisefolia ...

Dillenii

Dimeria

dimoi'pha

Dindymus
Dineutes

Dinodon

dioica

Dioscorea

Dioscoreaceaii ...

Diospyros ..

diphylla

Diplazium

Diploptera

Dipsaceas

Dip?acas

Dipsadomorpbiafe

Dipsadouiorphus

TiiT, 758, 7

Diptera

Dipterygium ...

dipyrena

Discopbora 35. 42,

diserta

dispermum

DiBplazium

Dissemurus

dissimilis

Dissura

Dietantella

distants

distichum

divergenB

diveTBifolia

dixon

Dodon^a
DcEinia

dolabriformis ...

Doleschallia ...

Dolichos
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domesticus

Dophla... 43, 635,

dorsalis

dorippus

dorsolateral] s ...

Dosua ...

dubia

dubium

Dacula

dulcamara

dulce

dumetorum

dussumieri

Dutbiei

duvauceli

Draco

Dregea

draidica

Drymaria

Drymocataphus

Drymocb ares ...

Drynarla

Dryocalami

Dryocalamus ...

Dryonastes

Dryophis

780,781,

Dryopithecas ...

drypetis

Dyakia

Dysopbylla

Dytiscid

Dytiscidfe

Dytiscus

earlii

Ebenacea3

Ebenus

ebulns ...

eburnea

EcclinopB

ecberius

ecbinatus

Echinoderma ...

Echinops

ecbinoeperma ...
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Echis ...

Eclipta ...

Echmia
eccelestinum

Eczetesis

edentulum

edgreworthii

edwardsi

egertoni

Ehretia

Eichwaldi

Elachista

Elachistidae

Elaeagnaceas

Elajagnujs

Elseocarpas

Ehmus ...

Elaphodus

Elapinje

elastica...

Elatinacese

Elatinese

Elatostemma

eldi

elegans ...

elengi ...

Eleocharis

eleoides...

Eleosice

eiephantum

Eleusine

Klionurus

eliptica...

ellenriederi

ellioti ...

elliptica

elliptifus

Ellobius

elodeoicies

elongata

clphinstonii

Elsholtzia

elucura...

Elymnia?

Elymniinas

emblica

Embelia

Emberiza
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il
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Emberizinie

Embiidae

emblica

emcria ...

EmodI
EnarmuDia

enclitica

Engelhardtia ...

Enhydrina

enhydris

Bnonymus

Knoplotrupcs ...

Entomostraca ...

Ephemera

Ephemeridie ...

ephippias

Epibactra

Epiblema

Epilobium

episcopus

epops ...

equinus ...

equisethifolia ...

cquisetifolia ...

Equus

Eragrostis

erectus

eremita

erethista

Ergolis ... 43,

Ericacere *...

ericoides

eriocarpa

Erinocarpus ...

Eriocaulacese •••

Eriocaiilon

erioc'ephalus ...

erioptera ...

erippus

Eriscrania

Erisncatura

Eristocopbis ...

Erodium

erotas ...

Krpodium

Krthesina

Erythrina

crythrinus

Erythrocebus ...

erythrocepbala
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ferozeporensis.

ferrago

ferrea ...

X6r6cl ... •<

ferruginea

ferrugineus ..

ferus

tibrata ...

Ficus

Ficoidcse

Filices

flliforme

filiformis

filipennis

tilipes

filix-n;as

Fimbristylis ..

Fintona

tirmus ...

Fissidens

Fistula „

flaccidum

iiacida

Flacourtia ..

flaiumaxilliaris

liammea

fiavala ...

fiaveolus

iiavescens

flavicollis

flavidiveritris .

flavinucha

tiaviveutris

tlavolivacea ..

Flemingia

flexuoBum

floribunda
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... ... 362

f.oribundum

Fluggea

It'lueggia

fcederata

fceteus ...

foetida

foliolosa

foliolosuoj

fontanum

foociscutis

Fordil ...

:formosa...
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formosum

forsteni

foveolata

foveolatus

Fragaria

fragratiR

Francoliuus ...

Franklinia

franklini

Franklnia

fratensis

fratercula

fraterculus

iraxinea

Frasinus

freuatus

fretensis

Fringilla

Fringillauda ..

Fringiilidse

FringillinEB

frondosa

frontalis

troaticinctus ..

t'rngileiius

trugilcns

frumentaceuQi..

frntescens

finiticosa

fruticosuB

fucata

Fulica ...

fulicata

t'uliginosus

fullo

fulvescens

fill V us

FuDaria

funiculata

furcatum

lusca

luscata ...

fuscatus

fuscicapillus ..

fuscicoUis

fuscipeaais

fuscum

fuscua

fusiformis

fnttej'porensis ..

fytchii
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gabina ...

Gseaninct

gaika

Gaillonia

Galerita

Galinsopa

Galium
gallica ...

Gallicrex

Gallinago

Galliaula

gallinula

Galloperdix

Gallus ...

gangeticnm

gangeticus

garcini ...

Gardenia

Gardneria

garrala ...

Garrulax

Garrultts

garuda ...

Garuga ...

garzetta

Gaultheria

gaurus ...

gaussi ...

Gavite ...

Gavialis...

Gazella ...

Gecinulns

Gecinus ...

Geckonidaj

Geissaspis

generosa

GannsBos

Gensia ...

Gentiana

Gentianacefe

genutia ...

Geocichla

Geotrupes

Geraniacete

Geranium

Gerardiana

Gerbera ...

Gerbillus

germanicu

Gerris ...
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GesneracesB

geto

Ghatensa

gibbosa ...

gibsoni ...

gigantea...

giganteum

giganteus

Girarrtinia

githaginea

giu

glaberrima

glabra ...

glabresceus

glabrum

glaciale ...

glareola

glauca ...

glaucescens

Glaucidium

Glauconiidfe

glaucum

GleBsula

glonierata

Gloriosa

Glocliidion

glutinosus

Glycosmis

Glycyrrhiza
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